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Robert C. Wallace, CEO, Wallace Properties, Inc., 425-455-9976 x 319, rwallace@wallaceproperties.com

From: copier@wallaceproperties.com [mailto:copier@wallaceproperties.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 10:38 AM
To: Robert Wallace <rwallace@wallaceproperties.com>
Subject: Message from KM_C654e
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March 17, 2016
Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue WA 98004
Re: Energize Eastside
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
I write as a resident of southeast Bellevue, as the owner of a business based in
Bellevue, and as the managing member of several companies which own various
properties throughout the city. I will spare you a recitation of dueling statistics and
technical studies and concentrate on one central point: There is perhaps no local
economy in the nation as dependent on a stable supply of electricity as greater
Bellevue.
Not only has our population grown exponentially since existing transmission lines
were installed, the importance of technology jobs has grown even faster. The
specter of power interruption would make it unthinkable for most of our businesses
to remain in this market. One example: I represented a building in Bothell that was
threatened by floods several years ago. The tenant was a switching center, and
indicated that if that location had to shut down it would cost them $1 Million per day.
They were literally desperate to move.
This is an infrastructure issue, no more complicated than deciding where to locate
roads and sewers. We build utilities to support a growing populace and economy. It
is shameful that so much credibility has been given to detractors who are a tiny
fraction of the community who benefit from stable power.
The EIS adequately documents the need for these improvements and sets forth
reasonable · ation measures. Let's get on with it.

Cc: Brad Miyake, Bellevue City Manager
aatmpWpiLtrhdClr201la,3/l7/2016 Wallace Properties, Inc. , PO Box 4184, Bellevue, WA 98009
Phone (425) 455 9976 I Fax (425) 646 3374 I e-mail: rwallace@wallaceproperties.com
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To Whom it May Concern,
Attached is a comment letter regarding the Energize Eastside Draft EIS process.
Thank you,
Jennifer
Jennifer Fischer
Executive Director
Bellevue LifeSpring
Helping Bellevue’s Children and Their Families For Over 100 Years
Work: (425) 451-1175 ext. 107
Fax:     (425) 451-1088

  

   

Join me in supporting the 3,600 children and their families living in poverty at our Step Up to the Plate luncheon on
March 24. Register here www.BellevueLifeSpring.org.

March 4, 2016
Heidi Bedwell
City of Bellevue Development Services Department
th
450 110 Avenue NE

Bellevue, WA 98004
Re: Comments for Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
On behalf of Bellevue LifeSpring, I am writing to submit comment on the Energize Eastside
Phase 1 Draft EIS.
Bellevue LifeSpring serves children and their families living in poverty in Bellevue. We provide
emergency crisis support for families when they are threatened with having their utilities cut off
due to an inability to pay. We know that there are families here that are living paycheck to
paycheck and are having to make decisions between paying rent and feeding their children. For
this reason, it is important to keep the costs of developing this project in mind.
I urge you and the Development Services Department to consider the most affordable option for
residents when making the decision on this project. Alternative 1a, using existing technology
along an existing corridor, seems to be the most affordable option for our community. Alternative
2 relies on unproven new technologies that will undoubtedly come with significant costs.
Alternative 3, proposing over 60 miles of new lines (where there currently aren’t any), would come
with high construction and property acquisition costs. Finally, a no action alternative puts our
most vulnerable population at even more risk with the potential for rolling blackouts.
We know that the goal of Energize Eastside is to improve reliability and dependability of the
system while improving capacity to accommodate growth in our area. We just ask that you keep
in mind that any significant increase in utility bills can adversely impact our low-income
community.
Thank you for the opportunity to address our concerns.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Fischer
Executive Director
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SJNunnelee@bellevuewa.gov
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
FW: Energize Eastside Project
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 1:41:51 PM

Sandra Nunnelee
Executive Assistant to the City Council
450 110th AVE NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
425.452.4088 Direct Line
sjnunnelee@bellevuewa.gov
www.bellevuewa.gov

-----Original Message----From: scott jeffco [mailto:sjeffco@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2016 10:23
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: Energize Eastside Project
Hello Council Members:
We wanted to write and copy you on comments we submitted to Puget Sound Energy regarding their environmental
impact statement for the Energize Eastside project. We urge each council member to vote to require PSE to adopt
either alternative 4 or alternative 2 going forward. We have lived in Bellevue since 1995, love living here, and have
a strong commitment to keeping the city a beautiful and desirable place to live. We also vote in every election, and
how each member comes down on this issue will determine how we vote when council members seek re-election.
Here are our comments to PSE:
Hi:
These comments concern the proposed Energize Eastside Project's environmental review, and your outreach for
public comments. My wife and I support these two alternatives in the Phase 1 EIS, in our order of preference:
-Alternative 4 (no action)
-Alternative 2(integrative resource approach)
We find alternatives 1 and 3 unacceptable, and PSE's studies supporting them unconvincing. Let's not build a
dinosaur project using early 20th century transmission technologies and instead focus on conservation, and green
energy production and storage/transmission methods. Let's not destroy our beautiful wooded environment and
vistas, which are one of the primary reasons that people want to live on the Eastside. Let's not diminish property
values with these unsightly transmission lines!
Thank you,
Scott Jeffcoat & Han Gao
5712 143rd Pl. SE
Bellevue, Wa. 98006
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David Hoffman
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
MBA comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 EIS
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 11:44:17 AM
Phase 1 EIS - MBA support letter.pdf

Please find the MBA’s comment on the Energize Eastside Phase 1 EIS.
Thank you,
David Hoffman ¦ North King County Manager & PAC
Director
t 425.460.8224   c 206.605.3836
335 116th Ave. SE, Bellevue, WA 98004
masterbuildersinfo.com

March 14, 2016
Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
Senior Land Use Planner
City of Bellevue
450 110th Ave. NE
P.O. Box 90012
Bellevue, WA 98009
Re: Energize Eastside Draft Phase 1 EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
On behalf of the 2,800 member companies of the Master Builders Association of King and Snohomish
Counties (MBA), I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for Phase 1 of the Energize Eastside project. I’m writing in support of Alternative 1a in the draft
Phase 1 EIS.
The facts involved in the Energize Eastside project, and the overall need for a robust and updated
electric grid serving the fastest growing region in Washington State, are available and have been
reviewed by many of our members. I personally had the honor of representing both our membership
and the broader business community during Puget Sound Energy’s (PSE) Community Advisory Group
process, with a group of nearly 25 citizens, made up primarily of homeowners on the proposed
corridor’s various route options. During that process many good and appropriate questions were asked
about alternative options for overhead 230kV power lines. When those questions were asked, the
answers given were satisfactory to all but a relatively small minority whose concerns and ideas were still
heard and noted.
Over the last 106 years, MBA members have built the communities we all call home. From the Great
Depression to the Great Recession, our members have seen incredible changes, and we have all
watched as our local economy has generated thousands of new jobs, which of course equates to new
families moving to our region and new homes and communities for these new neighbors to live in.
Our members continue to build homes, apartments, townhomes and condominiums. As these new
housing units come on line, they demand more and more from every segment of our region’s
infrastructure. Roads, buses, trains, sidewalks, parks, sewer and refuse facilities, schools and hospitals
are all being expanded to meet the demand created by our growing population or options for expansion
are under serious consideration.
The only segment of our infrastructure that hasn’t been increased on the Eastside since the 1960’s is the
electric power delivery grid. PSE has described the situation in realistic terms, while charting a timeline

that illustrates a very real challenge to our economic vitality as a region. This timeline, and the need for
more electric transmission capacity, has been independently verified.
Some have argued that all we must do is wait and technological advances in battery storage or electrical
generation will solve the challenges outlined by PSE. Our region cannot afford to wait on a solution that
may or may not happen in our lifetime. We must rely on proven, reliable technology that meets the
transmission deficiencies that PSE has outlined.
Further, the use of existing right-of-way to accommodate the upgraded lines can and should be the
preferred route for the new transmission lines as this will minimize the impact on homeowners and
residential neighborhoods.
It is for these reasons that, as stated above, I am writing in support of Alternative 1a of the draft
Energize Eastside Phase 1 EIS. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this incredibly important
issue.

Sincerely,

David Hoffman
North King County Manager

cc: Bellevue City Council
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Mike Hubbard
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
EIS Comments
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 10:06:51 AM
Capstone DEIS.pdf

Hi – please see attached. Thank you.
Mike

Mike Hubbard
Capstone Partners
mhubbard@capstone-partners.com
206-652-3364
206-953-6089 (cell)
www.capstone-partners.com

March 10, 2016
Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue Office of Planning & Community Development
PO Box 90012
Bellevue, WA 98009
RE: Comments for Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
On behalf of Capstone Partners, I am writing to share brief comments for the Energize Eastside
Phase 1 Draft EIS.
Capstone Partners plans, finances, implements and manages commercial real estate investments for
investors and organizations in the Pacific Northwest from offices in Seattle and Portland.
We are currently constructing a project on the Eastside called Esterra Park. This project will include 3
million square feet with 1.2 million feet of commercial space, over 1400 residential units, a 275 room
hotel, all surrounding a new 2.7 acre park. Capstone purchased the land from Group Health
Cooperative and demolished a vacant 550,000 square foot hospital to make way for the
project. Roads and utilities were completed in 2014. The first 500 units of residential apartments are
under construction – occupancy expected in early 2016. A 275 room dual branded Starwood Hotel
will break ground in June of 2015. Capstone has permits to construct a 235,000 square foot office
building; an additional 400,000 square feet of office can start six months later. Capstone estimates
7,000 - 8,000 people will live and work at Esterra Park. The project is the first phase of Redmond’s
170 acre Overlake Village master plan which will house 30,000 - 40,000 people when completed;
approximately half the size of South Lake Union.
We share this information because we are representative of the enormous growth the entire Eastside
has seen over the past 50 years and will see in the next 20 years both in population and in jobs. As
such, it is imperative that the DEIS, while considering all options, move forward only those that are
proven to be able to meet our Eastside region’s electrical needs (recently re-affirmed in the City of
Bellevue’s Independent Technical Analysis) for the next 10-20 years. For our company to be able to
attract tenants to our development, we must be able to ensure that our electrical infrastructure is
proven, reliable and built in a timely manner. This is an urgent issue for our Eastside communities
and businesses. As such we request that Alternative 1a be taken forward for further study in Phase 2
of the EIS. We also request that the process continue to move forward with no delay as time is of the
essence for ensuring the Eastside’s ongoing electrical reliability.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Phase 1 DEIS and we congratulate the five
jurisdictions on working together in a timely manner to help solve this urgent community need.
Sincerely,

Mike Hubbard, Partner
Capstone Partners

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Biggs, William
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov; Todd.johnson@seattlechildrens.org; Caitlin Hillary
Draft DEIS letter for medical district
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 10:05:10 AM
Medical District DEIS Letter_3-11-16.docx

The attached is respectfully submitted by the Bellevue Medical District. Thanks for your
consideration. Bill Biggs
William Biggs | Vice President, Administrative Services
Administrative Services Division, Group Health Cooperative
PHONE 206-988-7577 | CDS 600-7577
E-MAIL biggs.w@ghc.org

GHC Confidentiality Statement
This message and any attached files might contain confidential information protected by
federal and state law. The information is intended only for the use of the individual(s) or
entities originally named as addressees. The improper disclosure of such information may
be subject to civil or criminal penalties. If this message reached you in error, please
contact the sender and destroy this message. Disclosing, copying, forwarding, or
distributing the information by unauthorized individuals or entities is strictly prohibited by
law.

March 11, 2016
Heidi Bedwell
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
th
450 110 Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
RE: Comments for Energize Eastside Phase 1Draft EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
On behalf of the Bellevue Medical District, we are writing to share brief comments for the Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft
EIS.
We must have power available to meet both the immediate and long-term demands of our emergency, surgical, intensive
care and records systems in order to provide quality medical care to the people of the Eastside.
We ask you to review proven solutions that will ensure PSE can supply reliable electricity to serve our expanding Eastside
region. As we have learned, PSE’s infrastructure is not presently equipped to serve projected customer energy demands in
Bellevue and throughout the Eastside, which will have a crippling effect on our ability to accommodate the health and
safety needs of the local community. It becomes a major public safety issue if our hospitals and medical facilities are not
powered in a consistent and reliable way. Every minute of every day, we depend on a steady delivery of power to our
buildings, which cannot occur without reliable electrical infrastructure.
We support proceeding with environmental review only of the alternatives that will solve the problem, specifically
Alternative 1a. While we understand a review of “no action” is required, this alternative would significantly undermine our
ability to continue to provide consistent and critical care to the Eastside community.
We appreciate the opportunity to offer these comments and look forward to the process continuing into Phase 2 of the EIS
in a timely manner.
Sincerely,

T. D. Sam Baxter
Vice President of Professional Services
Overlake Medical Center

Todd Johnson
Vice President of Facilities and Supply Chain
Seattle Children’s

Bill Biggs
Vice President, Administrative Services
Group Health Cooperative
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White, Richard A
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside DEIS Comment Letter
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 8:59:42 AM
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Apologize for not getting this in yesterday. Please accept our comment letter on Energize Eastside.
Thanks,

Rich White
State & Local | Government Operations
The Boeing Company
(425) 965-9992 Office
(206) 856-6305 Cell

NOTICE: This communication may contain proprietary or other confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, or
believe that you have received this communication in error, please do not print, copy, retransmit, disseminate, or otherwise use the
information. Also, please indicate to the sender that you have received this e-mail in error, and delete the copy you received.

MP

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

March 9, 2016

Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue, Deve,lopment Services Department
450I10th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
RE: Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS Comments
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Dear Ms. Bedwell :
On behalf of The Boeing Company, I thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the
Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS.
Since our founding in 1916, we have been an integral part of the region ' s growth and prosperity.
Investment in the region ' s infrastructure has been a critical reason why we and hundreds of other
aerospace companies throughout the Puget Sound have been able to thrive.

I

We have thousands of employees working in Renton and Bellevue. At our 1.1 million-square-foot
factory in Renton we assemble 737 commercial airplanes. Our skilled employees currently
assemble 42 planes per month, and we anticipate ramping that up to 52 per month before the end
of the decade.
There are often years between when a customer orders a plane and when we deliver it. Delivery
schedules are important and require us to plan years in advance. In order to design, assemble and
deliver superior airplanes to our customers, we must have reliable power.
We believe, of the options evaluated, Alternative I A using poles and wires in PSE' s existing
corridor and public rights of way, is the best option to provide the certainty our industry needs.
The Draft EIS describes a no action scenario where the Eastside could soon face rolling blackouts
or full-scale power outages. To do nothing means we put our delivery timelines and production
schedules at risk, not to mention the effects to our suppliers and the surrounding communities.
Doing nothing isn ' t an option.
The power lines serving our Renton and Bellevue campuses were installed back when we were
assembling our first 727 airplanes . Since then the Eastside and Renton ' s population, both business
and residents, has grown significantly.
As a company we actively work to conserve energy, but we rely on the dependable delivery of a
substantial amount of power. The existing power lines need to be upgraded to address the growth
the Eastside and Renton has experienced as well as what is expected for the future .
We urge the EIS team to proceed without delay. The Phase 2 EIS should focus on Alterative IA,
which is technically feasible, can be built on time, and will provide reliable power for the future .
Thank you again for the opportunity to offer these comments.
Sincerely,

~g;,n~
Senior Manager
Enterprise Utilities Management
The Boeing Company

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sdofour@aol.com
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Re: EIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 11:59:56 PM

EIS Officials,
The Lauckhart-Shiffman Load Flow Study MUST be studied.
Steve O'Donnell
CENSE

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sdofour@aol.com
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Re: DEIS/EIS Comments
Monday, March 14, 2016 11:57:57 PM

EIS Officials,
Re: PSE's proposed EE project
My name is Steve O'Donnell. I am a Co-Founder of CENSE.org The
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (think smart
alternatives to above ground legacy configurations). I serve on the CENSE
Executive Board.
Also, I'm a life long Washingtonian, a 44 year resident of Bellevue and 40
year resident of Somerset and have served on it's Community Association
Board for the past ten years having served as it's President for two terms.
And I served on the PSE EE Citizen's Advisory Group 'CAG' for a year.
I agree with all of the points that CENSE has made and submitted.
Also, PSE has dodged answering the question as to whether two sets of
poles and wires will be allowed...both the 115KV and the 230KV. There are
obvious significant adverse impacts to either or both and the EIS must
study the impacts of having both sets remaining.
The EE Project as proposed is nothing short of Industrial BLIGHTING of
dozens of residential neighborhoods...ALL IMPACTS to all of the effected
neighborhoods MUST be studied.
Very Sincerely,
Steve O'Donnell
C/O CENSE
12819 SE 38th St. #294
Bellevue, WA. 98006
(C) 206-953-6483

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barry Zimmerman
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Phase 1 Draft 1 EIS Review Comments
Monday, March 14, 2016 11:56:32 PM
20160313_Zimmerman_Written_Comments on Phase 1 EIS.pdf

I have attached comments for review and reply by the Lead Agency of the SEPA for Energize
Eastside.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Barry A. Zimmerman
T: (206) 930-7585

March 13, 2016
Barry A. Zimmerman
5007 Somerset Drive SE
Bellevue, WA 98006

I have been a resident and homeowner in Bellevue since 1977, where I have raised my family, and developed
my business. I have greatly appreciated the quality of life supported by a caring, capable and effective City
Council and city Land Use policies. I am a graduate Electrical Engineer, and have been engaged in with the
Power Industry for part of my career as a management and technical consultant. I am greatly disturbed to see
that a rogue private utility company owned by foreign interests has been able to advance an expensive proposal
for a destructive regional / international transmission line comprised of ten to fourteen story oversized towers
for 18 miles throughout five Eastside residential areas.
If there is any one point I want to make with my comments on the Phase 1 First-Draft EIS, it is this:
The Phase 1 Draft 1 EIS is woefully inadequate for use in down-selecting alternatives for Phase II.
The City of Bellevue must take the lead and slow the EIS process down so that the necessary data can be
obtained and incorporated into the Phase 1 EIS document, publish an update, and conduct a public review of
“Phase 1 EIS - Draft 2”. Massive transmission lines will negatively impact our city for the next century. There is
no need for Bellevue’s Land Use Coordinator to bow to an artificially aggressive EIS / SEPA schedule with
inadequate documents that do not permit fulfillment of the SEPA Lead Agency charter as required by law. The
city of Newcastle understands this and has imposed a six-month moratorium. The City of Bellevue must follow
Newcastle’s lead. Prior to a down-select and Phase II EIS, the City needs quantified analysis of the alternatives
presented in Phase 1, including cost/benefit tradeoffs. Such analysis is not possible with the existing document.
PSE has not credibly or adequately defined the terribly expensive and destructive Alternative 1a on the basis of
projected power needs for the Eastside. PSE has never provided actual (historical) Eastside load-growth data for
the past 25 high-growth years, or their Load-Flow study assumptions to justify EE Alternative 1a, or cost data for
any of the Alternatives so that comparative cost/benefit analysis can be performed. There are multiple
independent public participants who qualify for access to CEII data, and some of this data must be provided by
PSE in order for the public to respond with meaningful comparative analysis of alternatives. Anything less
strongly suggests that PSE is hiding something from the public, and that is not acceptable.
The Eastside is blessed with a large number of highly educated and involved citizens. I ask that the City of
Bellevue show respect for the hard (volunteer) work being contributed by its citizens in order to un-cover
blatant mis-representations within the Energize Eastside project proposal. Slow this down, now. The City has
taken over eight years of study and work for impact analysis of eastside light rail. PSE is two years into a
proposal that is much more destructive to our city and its residents. Slow this down, now so the City and its
residents have the time and data necessary to complete a credible Phase 1 EIS. Based on only the current
incomplete Draft 1 EIS, “No Action” or Alternative #1c or #2 are the only acceptable options to take forward.
Sincerely,

Barry A. Zimmerman

Energize Eastside (EE) Phase 1 - Draft 1 EIS response:


Project is not properly, or completely, defined as required by WAC 197-11-060 (3)(a).
o It is defined as a King County / Eastside need only, but Load-Flows used to justify EE
include at least 1500Mw shipments to Canada. Is this a local or regional/international
project?
o
o

The exact route for the preferred Alternative 1a is not defined, therefore the SEPA lead
agency cannot say that this project is “defined” for EIS Phase 1 as required by law.
With the Alternative 1a, and 3 routes left un-defined, the public cannot comment on
right-of-way, impact to trees, homes, or pipeline safety. i.e. no Environmental “analysis”
or quantifiable review of alternatives can be performed. The SEPA Lead Agency has
failed to “make certain” that this project is correctly and completely defined, and thus
cannot down-select to a Phase II EIS until remedied.



The need for the project as marketed by PSE (Local “Eastside” needs, route & details TBD) is
not supported by any quantitative empirical data on actual Load-Flow growth over the previous
25 years. Only artificial models with bizzare assumptions of multiple downed generators and
huge load-flows to Canada that pre-empt local needs are provided to justify the project.



The Draft 1 EIS is woefully short of data required for quantitative analysis of alternatives.
o

No cost data for any of the alternatives. No cost / benefit evaluations can be done!

o

No mapping data of the routes for Alternative 1a or Alternative 3 and 4.

o

No engineered details on capacity, cost, and location of one or more peaking plant(s)
that would meet these needs as part of Alternative 2.



The Bellevue SEPA review Coordinator is prioritizing an artificially aggressive schedule over
demanding the data required to prepare an EIS that supports truly independent analysis of the
suitability of alternatives to the Applicant’s preferred 19th century wire technology through
Eastside neighborhoods. Further work on a Phase-II EIS must be delayed until this data is
obtained and made available in an updated Phase-1 EIS document. A Phase-2 EIS cannot be
drafted when the entire project is not completely defined to, much less approved by, the public
stakeholders.



The SEPA review process and objectives spelled out in the Draft 1 EIS cannot be completed
until the Draft 1 EIS is updated and re-published for review to include:
o Empirical data on historical load-flows in the impacted area over the past 25 years
o

o
o

Detailed data on parameters used to model Energize Eastside load-flows for 2014-2025,
particularly as how and why they differ from data PSE submitted to the WECC. (which
does not support the case being made for Energize Eastside Alternative 1a)
More detailed data on Alternative 2, particularly with respect to the costs of peaking
plant(s) to handle the projected peak loads for the next 40 years.
Detailed data on why PSE believes that it is justified to charge its rate-payers for a $1
billion+ lifecycle cost for infrastructure a Federal Treaty with Canada, and where it is
written that PSE is required to do so.

Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft 1 EIS Review & Comments - 3/13/2016
Barry A. Zimmerman; 5007 Somerset Dr SE; Bellevue, WA 98006

Page 1

o



Inclusion of Cost Data for each alternative to be considered. Cost is a most critical
factor to any sort of disciplined evaluation of alternatives. Section 2.2.2.4 indicates PSE
has cost data, yet it is omitted. How are stakeholders expected to evaluate alternatives?

DRAFT 1 EIS DOCUMENT COMMENTS
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Page 1-5, Paragraph 1 - Stantec prepared a memorandum evaluating the stated need
for the project, and confirmed that PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment was conducted in
accordance with “industry standards” for utility planning (Stantec, 2015). See Appendix A
for more information. There is no information in Appendix A about “industry
standards for utility planning”. What, exactly, are the so-called “industry
standards” used to validate PSE’s load-flow data and assumptions of an N-1-1-1
case with 1500Mw load flow to Canada as reasonable?
Figure 1-2, Page 1-6 - the graph omits all-important empirical data for the past 25
years. Without this data, there is no credible support for the projected growth, or PSE’s
assumed correlations with population growth. PSE is hiding something.
Section 2.3 and 2.3.1 – These sections are totally missing empirical data on electrical
load growth on the Eastside for the past 25 high-growth years. We have “real” load and
population data, and real correlations between the two, yet this data is purposefully
omitted. There is no other conclusion but that the “real” data would not support the
imaginary / estimated load-growth projections in PSE’s proposal.
Section 2.3.2.2 – More references to the influence of cost, but with zero cost data
included, or any supported factual information on the assertion that “there are cost
efficiencies with installing a second circuit transmission facility in the same corridor ..”
Section 8 – Page 1-32 - Risk to the public is not likely from constructing or operating the
project near pipelines due to extensive safety policies and regulations. Policies and
regulations frequently give way to thoughts and prayers when burying the dead.
Where are the specific best practices that suggest that PSE can operate safely?
PSE has a poor track-record of infrastructure maintenance, the latest example
being a natural gas explosion in Seattle’s Greenwood area.
Section 8 – Page 1-32 - Earthquakes or lightning strikes could damage transformers or
drop power poles or lines, but potential public safety risks are not likely and negligible to
minor impacts could be expected. This statement is totally unrealistic given the
notion of 130 tall poles on a 75-150 ft wide right-of-way, built on top of two
petroleum pipelines pressurized at over 3000psi. “Negligible” impacts? Are you
kidding? Where is the supporting data on impacts? This glossing over of safety
concerns permeates PSE’s entire approach to their proposal.
Section 10 – Page 1-36 - Five jurisdictions promote combining utilities within the same
corridors in some cases; some may prohibit combining regional utility lines with high
flammable liquid pipelines for safety. Bellevue should certainly be among those
that prohibit co-location of 230Kv transmission lines with flammable liquid
pipelines.

Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft 1 EIS Review & Comments - 3/13/2016
Barry A. Zimmerman; 5007 Somerset Dr SE; Bellevue, WA 98006

Page 2

o

o

o

o

Section 11 – Pages 1-37 and 1-38 – Destroying the visual character of neighborhoods
without adequate compensation to impacted property owners is a non-starter. These
pages make note of the existing extensive powerlines in the area, but completely glossover the 20-30% value reduction that most property owners along the route would
experience. Adding more 19th-century technology in the form of oversized power lines
just to enrich foreign investors will not be permitted by local stakeholders. The proposed
lines would be visible for miles, including every eastbound driver on I-90 or Rt 520.
Figure 2-13 – Page 234 – Added non-transmission capacity numbers for Alternative 2 of
163MW in 2018 and 205MW in 2024 are un-substantiated. The DEIS must include the
data used to derive these values. Nedrud’s personal email is not sufficient support,
especially given that PSE has consistently increased growth projections over the past
year, and aggressively denied access to the real, empirical load growth numbers for the
past 25 years that is so critical in correlating load forecasts with population growth in a
credible way.
Section 2.4.2 - Page 2-51 – The DEIS cites “statutory and regulatory obligations” to
provide power to Canada that are not supported by bibliographic citations, or justification
as to why PSE ratepayers would be expected to carry the burden of a $1.3 billion
lifecycle cost to adhere to this treaty for the next 40+ years. This is a critical point. If
there are statutory requirements to impose these exorbitant costs on PSE ratepayers,
then PSE has been fraudulently marketing this entire proposal for over two years.
Section 2.5 – Page 2-54 - There are tremendous benefits to delaying the proposal
given that independent studies have shown that the need for an oversized infrastructure
project with anticipated lifecycle costs of over $1.3 billion is not necessary when more
realistic models are run. The Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study dated Feb. 18,
2016 includes supporting data and more credible fault cases.

If indeed this project is all about meeting terms of the Columbia River Treaty with Canada, then it
should be defined and marketed as such, not mis-represented as a project to benefit communities
on the “Eastside” of Seattle. These Eastside communities bear a tremendous risk of petroleum
pipeline accidents, destroyed lifestyles, condemnation of property, reduction in property values, loss
of over 8000 mature trees, and industrial blight all for the dubious privilege of paying more for their
electricity so that a foreign investment company can increase profits.
Alternative 1a is a non-starter based on the fluff provided in the Phase 1 – Draft 1 EIS. Without
clear disclosure of load-growth over the past 25 years to support the estimates for the next 20
years, PSE only reinforces in the minds of stakeholders that they are only proposing this as a profitmaking venture, at the expense of the five Eastside communities that will bear the brunt.
DELAY THIS PROJECT UNTIL PSE COMES CLEAN WITH HISTORICAL LOAD-GROWTH DATA,
THE REAL NUMBERS BEHIND LOAD GROWTH PROJECTIONS, AND COST DATA. THE CITY
OF BELLEVUE CANNOT APPROVE A PLAN TO BLIGHT OUR NEIGHBORHOODS WITH 19TH
CENTURY TECHNOLOGY BASED ON THE FALSE PRETENSE OR MANUFACTURED DATA
CURRENTLY OFFERED.
MOVING TO A PHASE II EIS AT THIS POINT IS LIKE ARRANGING DECK CHAIRS ON THE
TITANIC. A TOTAL WASTE OF TIME AND RESOURCES.

Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft 1 EIS Review & Comments - 3/13/2016
Barry A. Zimmerman; 5007 Somerset Dr SE; Bellevue, WA 98006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wolfgangsixl@googlemail.com
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside EIS Comments
Monday, March 14, 2016 11:50:51 PM

I hereby support and endorse all comments to the Energize Eastside EIS made by CENSE.
Wolfgang Sixl
26 Glacier Key
Bellevue, WA 98006

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christina Aron-Sycz
info@energizeeastsideeis.org; hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov
Christina Aron-Sycz
Fwd: DEIS comments by Christina Aron-Sycz
Monday, March 14, 2016 11:16:04 PM
DEIS comments by Christina Aron-Sycz.pdf
Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study.pdf
Alternative 2B.pdf

Please find attached my comments to the DEIS as well as three attachments:
Attachment 1: document written by Don Marsh of CENSE.org entitled "Alternative 2B"
Attachment 2: Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study
Attachment 3: my comments
Please respond and acknowledge receipt of this email.
Thank you,
Christina Aron-Sycz
13725 NE 34th Place
Bellevue, WA 98005
Here is the text in-line in case there is an issue with the attachment.
March 14, 2016
Response to Draft EIS for Energize Eastside
Written by Christina Aron-Sycz on behalf of CENSE.org and
Christina Aron-Sycz
13725 NE 34th Place
Bellevue, WA 98005
Introduction
This document is a response to the Draft EIS of PSE’s Energize Eastside project. I am a board
member of CENSE.org, and I represent the views and opinions of CENSE.org. I also serve as
President of the Shadow Wood Lane homeowner’s association. The Energize Eastside project
will have a tremendous negative impact on two of the thirteen homes in our association.
I have devoted over a year and a half to an in-depth study of all aspects related to the Energize
Eastside project. After all this time, I continue to be stunned by what PSE is attempting to build
through the heart of the Eastside and the lack of thorough and truly independent analysis by
industry experts retained by the City of Bellevue.
I am saddened that PSE is able to dictate the criteria for such a tremendous project (both in terms
of its cost and impact on the entire city) and the City of Bellevue continues to fail to independently
examine and evaluate these criteria. There is no meaningful due diligence by the authorities,
including you, the EIS team, and Ms. Carol Helland, who is the SEPA officer in charge of the
project. As a result, the Energize Eastside project has fundamental flaws. Its proposed
execution, as Alternative 1A, represents a failure of the local government to fulfill its key role of an
arbiter and enforcer of applicable WAC regulations.

Problems with Selection of 19 Project Criteria
Section 2.2 of the DEIS describes in detail PSE’s objectives for building Energize Eastside. It lists
19 criteria: 15 electrical and 4 non-electrical criteria that Alternative 1A (Energize Eastside as
proposed by PSE) or any other alternative project must meet. These criteria were proposed by
PSE itself. The DEIS does not contain any discussion whatsoever whether these 19 collective
criteria have merit or are even reasonable and the only logical basis for accepting them is PSE’s
claim that PSE must meet “applicable transmission planning standards and guidelines”.
Despite absence of any in-depth analysis of the reasons for these criteria, they are the backbone
for the entire 711 page-long DEIS. Every alternative is vetted against these 19 points and no
alternative can satisfy them completely, except for Alternative 1A.
The most shocking element of DEIS is that 18 out of 19 criteria come directly from PSE’s own
Supplemental Eastside Study Solutions Report (“Supplemental Report”). This Supplemental
Report was not written prior to the proposal of Energize Eastside. Instead, PSE published the
Supplemental Report nearly two years after the Energize Eastside project was announced. The
Supplemental Report is of questionable trustworthiness. Not only does it lack independent
analysis and vetting but it is a self-serving document clearly designed to support a previously
proposed project. The timing of the Supplemental Report suggests that PSE commissioned it to
exaggerate the electrical needs of the Eastside to ensure that their project (Alternative 1A) gets
built.
Problems with Certain Selected Criteria
Section 2.2 of the DEIS states:
“Electrical Criteria Summary
The project would meet the following criteria:
1. Applicable transmission planning standards and guidelines, including mandatory North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)
standards (e.g., NERC TPL-001-4 and WECC TPL-001-WECC-CRT-2)”
The DEIS claims that “PSE’s criteria are based on regulations for utilities and prudent, safe
industry practices.” The DEIS references two documents in support of this criteria: (1)
“Applicable transmission planning standards and guidelines, including mandatory North American
Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) and (2) Western Electricity Coordinating Council
(“WECC”) standards (e.g., NERC TPL-001-4 and WECC TPL-001-WECC-CRT-2)”.
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: NERC TPL-00104 is the national requirement. Local (e.g.
WECC) areas can add further criteria if accepted by FERC. WECC TPL-001-CRT-2 is the
local criteria proposed by WECC and approved by FERC. There is nothing substantive in the
local criteria that would appear to be directly related to Energize Eastside. It is also not clear
what TPL-001-4 stated requirement would be violated if Energize Eastside is not built.
Comment by Christina Aron-Sycz: Pursuant to WAC 197-11-060-3(a) “agencies shall make

certain that the proposal that is the subject of environmental review is properly defined.”
The DEIS violates WAC 197-11-060-3(a). A properly defined proposal would include
extensive explanation for each of the 19 criteria supported by an independent third party
analysis. The criteria PSE “wants” to include here and the criteria PSE is required to meet
are two vastly different things. Instead of pressure testing these criteria, using independent
experts, the City of Bellevue chose to rely on PSE to dictate what the parameters of the
project should be. Because PSE has a major financial stake in the project, it cannot be solely
trusted to provide the necessary and objective criteria without substantive verification by an
independent 3rd party. The sheer size and cost of the project demands an in-depth analysis
by independent third parties of its every aspect. PSE has a proven track record of breaking
rules and cheating the public (including its own customers) and it is absolutely imperative that
the lead agency acts in a truly impartial manner by writing a DEIS which does not simply
accept PSE’s 19 criteria in a “no questions asked” fashion as the current DEIS does.
“2. Within study period (2015–2024);”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: PSE is saying if the need materializes by 2024, PSE needs to start
working on it now. That can make sense if there is a long lead time on some solution options.
This sounds like the lead time on building a nuclear plant, not a transmission line.
“3. Less than or equal to 95 percent of emergency limits for lines;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This is not consistent with TPL-001-4. This criteria seems to be a
PSE desire that is not required.
“4. Less than or equal to 90 percent emergency limit for transformers;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This criteria is not consistent with TPL-001-4. This criteria seems
to be a PSE desire that is not required.
“5. Normal winter load forecast with [both] 100 percent and 75 percent conservation;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This criteria has nothing to do with a TPL-001-4 requirement. If
conservation can be done, then it should be done. Why would PSE study with less that the
maximum amount of conservation? The NWPPC suggests building a few emergency back-up
peaker plants to be used if the conservation does not materialize.
“6. Normal summer load forecast with 100 percent conservation;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: PSE is a big heavy winter peaking utility. If the winter peak can be
reliably served, summer should not be a problem because the load is so much lower in the
summer. For the Eastside, the peak winter load of 400 MW drops to 280 MW in the summer.
“7. Adjust regional flows and generation to stress cases similar to annual transmission planning

assessment;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This is bogus. The 2013 ColumbiaGrid Planning Assessment said
this case is for informational purposes only and there does not need to be any fixes to problems
found from this case study because the case exceeds NERC Reliability Criteria.
“8. Take into account future transmission system improvement projects that are expected to be in
service within the study period;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This makes sense as long as there is a very high probability that
future transmission system improvement projects will actually be in place.

What future

transmission system improvement projects is PSE thinking will be in place that will impact the EE
study?
Comment by Christina Aron-Sycz: The DEIS does NOT provide this critical information and must
be amended to show what transmission system improvement projects will be in place.
“9. Minimal or no re-dispatching of generation;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This is a bogus criteria. FERC has stated that re-dispatching of
generation is the logical first step in solving a problem. Where did PSE come up with this
criteria? If redispatch is cheaper and less environmentally problematic, why would it not be the
preferred solution?
“10. No load shedding;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: There are instances in TPL-001-4 tables (and footnote 12 to tables)
where it is OK to interrupt Firm Transmission and have certain kind of load loss. This criteria
[PSE’s claim of no load shedding] is more stringent than TPL-001-4.
“11. No new Remedial Action Schemes”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This is a bogus criteria. TPL-001-4 allows for Remedial Action
Schemes (aka Corrective Action Plans) such as Automatic Generation Tripping… see e.g. 2.7.1
bullets in TPL-001-4.
DEIS Impermissibly Limits Reasonable Alternatives
This DEIS fails to meet WAC 197-11-070 which states “(1) Until the responsible official issues a
final determination of nonsignificance or final environmental impact statement, no action
concerning the proposal shall be taken by a governmental agency that would:
(a) Have an adverse environmental impact; or
(b) Limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.”
This DEIS fails to comply with WAC 197-11-070 because this DEIS has unlawfully limited the
choice of reasonable alternatives to PSE’s preferred project. As discussed above, PSE has a

material financial stake in pursuing Alternative 1A. The DEIS reflects that preference. Alternative
2 does not represent a reasonable alternative mandated by the law. Many suggestions and
comments written by industry experts were submitted by CENSE.org in the initial scoping phase,
yet these suggestions were prematurely discarded. It is astounding that the lead governmental
agency of Bellevue has taken steps in effect limiting the choice of reasonable alternatives before
issuance of a final determination of nonsignificance or final environmental impact statement.
Furthermore, Alternative 2 as currently described in the DEIS fails to meet any industry standard
for “reasonable”.   See Attachment entitled “Alternative 2B” as supporting documentation and full
discussion of the deficiencies of Alternative 2 and CENSE.org’s suggestions for an alternative
that has merit.
The City of Bellevue Failed to Revise the Scope of EIS
DEIS fails to comply with the following criteria and must be corrected:
WAC 197-11-408
“Scoping.
(5) The lead agency shall revise the scope of an EIS if substantial changes are made later in the
proposal, or if significant new circumstances or information arise that bear on the proposal
and its significant impacts.”
“Significant new circumstances or information” have arisen that bear on the proposal and its
significant impacts. This has occurred in the following two ways:
1. CENSE.org indenpendently contracted with two industry experts, Roger Schiffman and
Richard Lauckhart, to perform a load flow study using industry standards, based on PSE’s
own data. The load flow study shows that the need for the project has been grossly
exaggerated. The study further asserts that PSE has potentially made false claims
regarding the threshold compliance requirements. The study shows that PSE has created
an impossible set of electrical standards that far exceed federal criteria. See Attachment 2
for a complete copy of the Load Flow Study by Schiffman and Lauckhart.
2. “Significant new circumstances or information” have also arisen in the form of information
submitted by Don Marsh on behalf of CENSE.org regarding a proposed Alternative 2B
which corrects multiple material deficiencies in Alterantive 2 as currently described in the
DEIS. The new Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE.org contains new and improved
solutions compared with Alternative 2 that it meets the criteria for “significant new
information”.
DEIS Should Not Be Accepted by the City of Bellevue
This DEIS fails to meet the following criteria and must be corrected:
WAC 197-11-420
“EIS preparation.

For draft and final EISs and SEISs:
(1) Preparation of the EIS is the responsibility of the lead agency, by or under the direction of its
responsible official, as specified by the lead agency's procedures. No matter who participates in
the preparation of the EIS, it is the EIS of the lead agency. The responsible official, prior to
distributing an EIS, shall be satisfied that it complies with these rules and the procedures
of the lead agency.”
As outlined above, this DEIS does not comply with multiple WAC rules and procedures. As such it
cannot be accepted in its current form and content and must be remedied.
Conclusion
A DEIS is just that - a DRAFT. Now is the time for the lead governmental agency to correct
serious and material deficiencies in the scope of background work, vetting of project criteria. It is
also time to overhaul Alternative 2 in a manner that will make it reasonable and realistic. I look
forward to seeing the improvements in the final EIS based on my comments as well as the
hundreds of comments from CENSE supporters.

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Christina Aron-Sycz (via Google Docs) <aronsycz@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Mar 14, 2016 at 11:10 PM
Subject: DEIS comments by Christina Aron-Sycz
To: aronsycz@gmail.com

Christina Aron-Sycz has attached the following document:

DEIS comments by Christina Aron-Sycz

Google Docs: Create and edit documents online.

March 14, 2016
Response to Draft EIS for Energize Eastside
Written by Christina Aron-Sycz on behalf of CENSE.org and
Christina Aron-Sycz
13725 NE 34th Place
Bellevue, WA 98005
Introduction
This document is a response to the Draft EIS of PSE’s Energize Eastside project. I am a board
member of CENSE.org, and I represent the views and opinions of CENSE.org. I also serve as
President of the Shadow Wood Lane homeowner’s association. The Energize Eastside project
will have a tremendous negative impact on two of the thirteen homes in our association.
I have devoted over a year and a half to an in-depth study of all aspects related to the Energize
Eastside project. After all this time, I continue to be stunned by what PSE is attempting to build
through the heart of the Eastside and the lack of thorough and truly independent analysis by
industry experts retained by the City of Bellevue.
I am saddened that PSE is able to dictate the criteria for such a tremendous project (both in
terms of its cost and impact on the entire city) and the City of Bellevue continues to fail to
independently examine and evaluate these criteria. There is no meaningful due diligence by the
authorities, including you, the EIS team, and Ms. Carol Helland, who is the SEPA officer in
charge of the project. As a result, the Energize Eastside project has fundamental flaws. Its
proposed execution, as Alternative 1A, represents a failure of the local government to fulfill its
key role of an arbiter and enforcer of applicable WAC regulations.
Problems with Selection of 19 Project Criteria
Section 2.2 of the DEIS describes in detail PSE’s objectives for building Energize Eastside. It
lists 19 criteria: 15 electrical and 4 non-electrical criteria that Alternative 1A (Energize Eastside
as proposed by PSE) or any other alternative project must meet. These criteria were proposed
by PSE itself. The DEIS does not contain any discussion whatsoever whether these 19
collective criteria have merit or are even reasonable and the only logical basis for accepting
them is PSE’s claim that PSE must meet “applicable transmission planning standards and
guidelines”.
Despite absence of any in-depth analysis of the reasons for these criteria, they are the
backbone for the entire 711 page-long DEIS. Every alternative is vetted against these 19 points
and no alternative can satisfy them completely, except for Alternative 1A.
The most shocking element of DEIS is that 18 out of 19 criteria come directly from PSE’s own
Supplemental Eastside Study Solutions Report (“Supplemental Report”). This Supplemental

Report was not written prior to the proposal of Energize Eastside. Instead, PSE published the
Supplemental Report nearly two years after the Energize Eastside project was announced. The
Supplemental Report is of questionable trustworthiness. Not only does it lack independent
analysis and vetting but it is a self-serving document clearly designed to support a previously
proposed project. The timing of the Supplemental Report suggests that PSE commissioned it to
exaggerate the electrical needs of the Eastside to ensure that their project (Alternative 1A) gets
built.
Problems with Certain Selected Criteria

Section 2.2 of the DEIS states:
“Electrical Criteria Summary
The project would meet the following criteria:
1. Applicable transmission planning standards and guidelines, including mandatory North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) and Western Electricity Coordinating Council
(WECC) standards (e.g., NERC TPL‐001‐4 and WECC TPL‐001‐WECC‐CRT‐2)”
The DEIS claims that “PSE’s criteria are based on regulations for utilities and prudent, safe
industry practices.” The DEIS references two documents in support of this criteria: (1)
“Applicable transmission planning standards and guidelines, including mandatory North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) and (2) Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (“WECC”) standards (e.g., NERC TPL-001-4 and WECC TPL-001-WECC-CRT-2)”.
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: NERC TPL-00104 is the national requirement. Local (e.g.
WECC) areas can add further criteria if accepted by FERC. WECC TPL-001-CRT-2 is the
local criteria proposed by WECC and approved by FERC. There is nothing substantive in
the local criteria that would appear to be directly related to Energize Eastside. It is also not
clear what TPL-001-4 stated requirement would be violated if Energize Eastside is not built1
.
Comment by Christina Aron-Sycz: Pursuant to WAC 197-11-060-3(a) “agencies shall make
certain that the proposal that is the subject of environmental review is properly defined.”

The DEIS violates WAC 197-11-060-3(a). A properly defined proposal would include
extensive explanation for each of the 19 criteria supported by an independent third party
analysis. The criteria PSE “wants” to include here and the criteria PSE is required to meet
1

Comments in RED have been authored by Richard Lauckhart, former VP of transmission

planning for Puget Power. His full credentials are available at the end of the
Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study in attachment 2.

are two vastly different things. Instead of pressure testing these criteria, using independent
experts, the City of Bellevue chose to rely on PSE to dictate what the parameters of the
project should be. Because PSE has a major financial stake in the project, it cannot be
solely trusted to provide the necessary and objective criteria without substantive verification
by an independent 3rd party. The sheer size and cost of the project demands an in-depth
analysis by independent third parties of its every aspect. PSE has a proven track record of
breaking rules and cheating the public (including its own customers)2 and it is absolutely
imperative that the lead agency acts in a truly impartial manner by writing a DEIS which
does not simply accept PSE’s 19 criteria in a “no questions asked” fashion as the current
DEIS does.

“2. Within study period (2015–2024);”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: PSE is saying if the need materializes by 2024, PSE needs to

start working on it now. That can make sense if there is a long lead time on some solution
options. This sounds like the lead time on building a nuclear plant, not a transmission line.

“3. Less than or equal to 95 percent of emergency limits for lines;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This is not consistent with TPL-001-4. This criteria seems to be

a PSE desire that is not required.

“4. Less than or equal to 90 percent emergency limit for transformers;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This criteria is not consistent with TPL-001-4. This criteria seems
to be a PSE desire that is not required.
“5. Normal winter load forecast with [both] 100 percent and 75 percent conservation;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This criteria has nothing to do with a TPL-001-4 requirement. If

conservation can be done, then it should be done. Why would PSE study with less that the
maximum amount of conservation? The NWPPC suggests building a few emergency back-up
peaker plants to be used if the conservation does not materialize.
“6. Normal summer load forecast with 100 percent conservation;”

2
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Comment by Rich Lauckhart: PSE is a big heavy winter peaking utility. If the winter peak can
be reliably served, summer should not be a problem because the load is so much lower in the
summer. For the Eastside, the peak winter load of 400 MW drops to 280 MW in the summer.
“7. Adjust regional flows and generation to stress cases similar to annual transmission planning
assessment;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This is bogus. The 2013 ColumbiaGrid Planning Assessment
said this case is for informational purposes only and there does not need to be any fixes to

problems found from this case study because the case exceeds NERC Reliability Criteria.

“8. Take into account future transmission system improvement projects that are expected to be
in service within the study period;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This makes sense as long as there is a very high probability that
future transmission system improvement projects will actually be in place.

What future

transmission system improvement projects is PSE thinking will be in place that will impact the
EE study?
Comment by Christina Aron-Sycz: The DEIS does NOT provide this critical information and
must be amended to show what transmission system improvement projects will be in place.
“9. Minimal or no re-dispatching of generation;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This is a bogus criteria. FERC has stated that re-dispatching of
generation is the logical first step in solving a problem. Where did PSE come up with this
criteria? If redispatch is cheaper and less environmentally problematic, why would it not be the
preferred solution?
“10. No load shedding;”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: There are instances in TPL-001-4 tables (and footnote 12 to
tables) where it is OK to interrupt Firm Transmission and have certain kind of load loss. This
criteria [PSE’s claim of no load shedding] is more stringent than TPL-001-4.
“11. No new Remedial Action Schemes”
Comment by Rich Lauckhart: This is a bogus criteria. TPL-001-4 allows for Remedial Action
Schemes (aka Corrective Action Plans) such as Automatic Generation Tripping… see e.g. 2.7.1
bullets in TPL-001-4.

DEIS Impermissibly Limits Reasonable Alternatives
This DEIS fails to meet WAC 197-11-070 which states “(1) Until the responsible official issues a
final determination of nonsignificance or final environmental impact statement, no action
concerning the proposal shall be taken by a governmental agency that would:
(a) Have an adverse environmental impact; or
(b) Limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.”
This DEIS fails to comply with WAC 197-11-070 because this DEIS has unlawfully limited the
choice of reasonable alternatives to PSE’s preferred project. As discussed above, PSE has a
material financial stake in pursuing Alternative 1A. The DEIS reflects that preference. Alternative
2 does not represent a reasonable alternative mandated by the law. Many suggestions and
comments written by industry experts were submitted by CENSE.org in the initial scoping
phase, yet these suggestions were prematurely discarded. It is astounding that the lead
governmental agency of Bellevue has taken steps in effect limiting the choice of reasonable
alternatives before issuance of a final determination of nonsignificance or final environmental
impact statement.
Furthermore, Alternative 2 as currently described in the DEIS fails to meet any industry standard
for “reasonable”. See Attachment entitled “Alternative 2B” as supporting documentation and
full discussion of the deficiencies of Alternative 2 and CENSE.org’s suggestions for an
alternative that has merit.
The City of Bellevue Failed to Revise the Scope of EIS
DEIS fails to comply with the following criteria and must be corrected:
WAC 197-11-408
“Scoping.
(5) The lead agency shall revise the scope of an EIS if substantial changes are made later in
the proposal, or if significant new circumstances or information arise that bear on the
proposal and its significant impacts.”
“Significant new circumstances or information” have arisen that bear on the proposal and its
significant impacts. This has occurred in the following two ways:
1. CENSE.org indenpendently contracted with two industry experts, Roger Schiffman and
Richard Lauckhart, to perform a load flow study using industry standards, based on
PSE’s own data. The load flow study shows that the need for the project has been
grossly exaggerated. The study further asserts that PSE has potentially made false
claims regarding the threshold compliance requirements. The study shows that PSE has

created an impossible set of electrical standards that far exceed federal criteria. See
Attachment 2 for a complete copy of the Load Flow Study by Schiffman and Lauckhart.
2. “Significant new circumstances or information” have also arisen in the form of
information submitted by Don Marsh on behalf of CENSE.org regarding a proposed
Alternative 2B which corrects multiple material deficiencies in Alterantive 2 as currently
described in the DEIS. The new Alternative 2B proposed by CENSE.org contains new
and improved solutions compared with Alternative 2 that it meets the criteria for
“significant new information”.
DEIS Should Not Be Accepted by the City of Bellevue
This DEIS fails to meet the following criteria and must be corrected:
WAC 197-11-420
“EIS preparation.
For draft and final EISs and SEISs:
(1) Preparation of the EIS is the responsibility of the lead agency, by or under the direction of its
responsible official, as specified by the lead agency's procedures. No matter who participates in
the preparation of the EIS, it is the EIS of the lead agency. The responsible official, prior to
distributing an EIS, shall be satisfied that it complies with these rules and the procedures
of the lead agency.”
As outlined above, this DEIS does not comply with multiple WAC rules and procedures. As such
it cannot be accepted in its current form and content and must be remedied.
Conclusion
A DEIS is just that - a DRAFT. Now is the time for the lead governmental agency to correct
serious and material deficiencies in the scope of background work, vetting of project criteria. It is
also time to overhaul Alternative 2 in a manner that will make it reasonable and realistic. I look
forward to seeing the improvements in the final EIS based on my comments as well as the
hundreds of comments from CENSE supporters.

Load Flow modeling
for “Energize Eastside”
Richard Lauckhart
Roger Schiffman
February 18, 2016
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Executive Summary
In November 2015, the citizen group CENSE asked Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman
to study the scenario that motivates Puget Sound Energy’s transmission project known
as “Energize Eastside.” We (Lauckhart and Schiffman) are nationally recognized power
and transmission planners with specific knowledge of the Northwest power grid.
It is standard industry practice to use a “load flow model” to determine the need for a
transmission project like Energize Eastside. In order to assess the reliability of the grid,
analysts use specialized computer software to simulate failure of one or two major
components while serving peak load conditions. For Energize Eastside, PSE simulates
the failure of two major transformers during a peak winter usage scenario (temperature
below 23° F and peak hours between 7-10 AM and 5-8 PM).
We ran our own load flow simulations based on data that PSE provided to the Western
Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC). We used a “Base Case” for winter peak load
projected for 2017-2018. PSE confirms this is the same data used as the basis for the
company’s “Eastside Needs Assessment.”
Our findings differ from PSE’s as follows:
1. PSE modified the Base Case to increase transmission of electricity to Canada from
500 MW to 1,500 MW. This level of energy transfer occurring simultaneously with winter
peak loads creates instability in the regional grid. Transmission lines connecting the
Puget Sound area to sources in central Washington do not have enough capacity to
maintain this level of demand.
2. PSE assumed that six local generation plants were out of service, adding 1,400 MW of
demand for transmission. This assumption also causes problems for the regional grid.
3. Even if the regional grid could sustain this level of demand, it is unlikely that regional
grid coordinators would continue to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada while emergency
conditions were occurring on the Eastside.
4. We found that the WECC Base Case contains a default assumption that PSE may not
have corrected. The ratings for critical transformers are based on “summer normal”
conditions, but the simulation should use significantly higher “winter emergency”
ratings. The default value could cause PSE to underestimate System Capacity and
overstate urgency to build the project.
5. The Base Case shows a demand growth rate of 0.5% per year for the Eastside. This is
much lower than the 2.4% growth rate that PSE cites as motivation for Energize Eastside.
Our study finds critical transformers operating at only 85% of their winter emergency
rating, providing enough capacity margin to serve growth on the Eastside for 20
to 40 years.
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Qualifications
Richard Lauckhart served as a high level decision maker at Puget
Sound Power & Light (the predecessor of Puget Sound Energy). His
employment with the company spanned 22 years as a financial and
transmission planner as well as power planning. He served as the
company’s Vice President of Power Planning for four years.
Richard took a voluntary leave package when Puget Power merged
with Washington Energy Company in 1997. He provided additional
contract services to PSE for more than a year following the merger.
After leaving PSE, Richard worked as an energy consultant, providing
extensive testimony on transmission system load flow modeling
before the California Public Utility Commission.
Roger Schiffman has 23 years of energy industry experience covering
utility resource planning, electricity market evaluation, market
assessment and simulation modeling, regulatory policy development,
economic and financial analysis, and contract evaluation. Roger has
led a large number of consulting engagements for many clients. He
has extensive knowledge of industry standard modeling software
used for power market analysis and transmission planning.
We are well acquainted with the physical layout and function of the
Northwest power grid and the tools used to analyze its performance.
Our resumes can be found in Appendix H.
Richard has provided pro bono consultation to CENSE since April
2015. He has received no financial compensation other than
reimbursement of travel expenses. Roger had no relationship with
CENSE prior to this report.
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Methodology
The power grid is a complex interconnected system with behaviors
that cannot be easily understood without computer modeling software.
We acquired a license to run the industry standard simulation software
known as “GE PSLF”1 to perform our studies.
The PSLF software uses a database that is supplied by the operator.
We had hoped to use the same database that PSE used in its studies,
but PSE refused to share it after months of negotiations. Instead, we
received clearance from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) to access the database PSE submitted to the Western Electricity
Coordinating Council (WECC). FERC determined that we presented no
security threat and had a legitimate need to access the database (see
FERC’s letter in Appendix A).
We used the WECC Base Case for the winter of 2017-18, which PSE
confirms is the database the company used for that time period. We
and PSE have made subsequent changes to the Base Case model in
order to incorporate various assumptions. We don’t know exactly
what changes PSE made to the database, but we will be explicit about
the changes we made.

N-0 base scenario
To ensure that everything was set up correctly, we ran a simulation
using the unmodified Base Case and checked to see if the results
aligned with those reported by WECC. This is referred to as an “N-0”
scenario, meaning that zero major components of the grid are offline
and the system is operating normally. The outputs of this simulation
matched reported results.
The WECC Base Case assumes that the Energize Eastside project has
been built. In order to determine the need for the project, we needed
to study the performance of the grid without it. We reset the transmission
configuration using parameters from an earlier WECC case that did
not include the project.

N-1-1 contingency scenario
An “N-1-1” scenario models what would happen if two major grid
components fail in quick succession. Utilities are generally required
1
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http://www.geenergyconsulting.com/pslf-re-envisioned

to serve electricity without overloads or outages in this scenario to
meet federal reliability standards.
PSE determined that the two most critical parts of the Eastside grid
are two large transformers that convert electricity at 230,000 volts
to 115,000 volts, the voltage used by all existing transmission lines
within the Eastside. To simulate the N-1-1 scenario, the Base Case is
modified to remove these two transformers from service.
PSE apparently made two additional modifications to the WECC Base
Case. First, the amount of electricity flowing to Canada was increased
from 500 MW to 1,500 MW. Next, the company reduced the amount
of power being produced by local generation plants from 1,654 MW
to 259 MW. The rationale behind these modifications isn’t obvious,
and we were concerned how the regional grid (not just the Eastside)
would perform with these assumptions in place.
To our surprise, simply increasing the flow to Canada to 1,500 MW
while also serving peak winter power demand in the Puget Sound
region was enough to create problems for the regional grid. The
simulation software could not resolve these problems (Appendix E
describes the problems in greater detail). While it’s possible that PSE
and Utility System Efficiencies found ways to work around these
challenges by making additional changes to the Base Case, we do not
know what these changes were. We are confident that prudent grid
operators would reduce flows to Canada if an N-1-1 contingency
occurs on the Eastside during heavy winter consumption. PSE would
turn on every local generation plant. These responses resolve the
problems. This is the more realistic scenario we modeled in our
N-1-1 simulation.
The WECC Base Case uses default values for transformer capacity ratings
that correspond to a “summer normal” scenario. The summer rating is
reduced in order to protect transformers from overheating during hot
summer weather. The “winter emergency” rating would be consistent
with best engineering practice for equipment outages during very cold
conditions (less than 23° F) that produce peak winter demand. We used
this higher rating in our simulation.
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Results
N-0 results
To compare the N-1-1 results with normal operation of the grid serving
peak winter demand, we ran an N-0 study using the WECC Base Case
for winter 2017-18 with the following modifications:
1 Energize Eastside transmission lines are reverted to present
capacity.
2. Flow to Canada is reduced from 500 MW to 0 MW.
3. Transformers run at “winter normal” capacity.
Figure 1 shows load as a perentage of “winter normal” capacity on
each of the four transformers.

￼ igure 1: With all transformers in service, winter peak load causes no overloads.
F
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N-1-1 results
The N-1-1 results are based on the WECC Base Case for winter 2017-18
with the following modifications:
1 Two transformers are out of service.
2. Energize Eastside transmission lines are reverted to present
capacity.
3. Flow to Canada is reduced from 500 MW to 0 MW.
4. Transformers run at “winter emergency” capacity.
Figure 2 shows that the remaining two transformers, Talbot N and
Sammamish W, remain within “winter emergency” capacity ratings.

Figure 2: Loads on two remaining transformers are in a safe range.
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Analysis
We carefully analyzed the results of the N-1-1 simulation to get a
broader view of how the grid is behaving in this scenario. Electricity
is served by a combination of high-voltage transformers (transforming
230,000 volts to 115,000 volts) and low-voltage transformers
(115,000 volts to 12,500 volts).
When we simulated failure of two high-voltage transformers located
at Sammamish and Talbot Hill, as PSE did, we discovered that some
of the load is redistributed to other high-voltage transformers in
the Puget Sound area (see Figure 3). This is a natural adaptation of
the networked grid that occurs without active management by PSE
or other utilities. The regional grid has enough redundant capacity
to balance the load without causing overloads on any transformer or
transmission line in the region.

Figure 3: Load is distributed among other
transformers after two transformers fail.
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We conclude that the grid is capable of meeting demand in emergency
circumstances in the winter of 2017-18. How soon after that will system
capacity become strained?
Concerns about future capacity are illustrated in Figure 5, PSE’s
demand forecast graph.2 This graph raises several questions. For
example, it’s not clear how PSE determined the “System capacity
range” of approximately 700 MW. If this value is derived from the
transformer capacities listed in the WECC Base Case, these capacities
are set to default values corresponding to “summer normal” conditions.
PSE’s graph shows Customer Demand growing at an average rate
of 2.7% per year. However, data submitted by PSE to WECC shows a
growth rate of only 0.5% per year. An explanation of this discrepancy
is necessary to understand this graph.

Figure 4: PSE’s graph shows customer demand exceeding system capacity in 2018.2

2

http://www.energizeeastside.com/need
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Although we don’t have enough information to create a graph
suitable for long-term planning, we we feel Figure 5 is a better
approximation of system capacity and demand growth on the Eastside.
The “System capacity“ is based on “winter emergency” transformer
ratings, which are more appropriate than summer ratings for this
scenario. The higher ratings raise the overall capacity to approximately
930 MW.
The “Customer demand” line shown in Figure 5 is based on loads
reported in the load flow simulation for the two remaining Eastside
transformers. The 2014 value is higher than in PSE’s graph, because
these transformers serve loads outside the Eastside area. The growth
rate matches the 0.5% rate observed in WECC Base Cases.

Figure 5: Alternative Demand Forecast shows slower demand growth and higher system
capacity (based on “winter emergency” transformer ratings).
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Comparison with other studies
The conclusions of the Lauckhart-Schiffman study differ from previous
studies. We stand by our conclusions and will share our models and
results with anyone who has clearance from FERC.
Here we review the other studies and explain why their conclusions
might differ from ours.

PSE/Quanta
Two different load flow simulations were performed by PSE and
Quanta, a consultant employed by PSE. We have the following concerns
with both studies:
1. An unrealistic level of electricity is transmitted to Canada.
2. Nearly all of the local generation plants are turned off.
3. The appropriate seasonal ratings for the critical transformers
were not used.
4. It’s not clear how the customer demand forecast was developed,
but there is an unexplained discrepancy between the forecast
used for Energize Eastside (2.4% annual growth) and the forecast
reported to WECC (0.5% annual growth).
The first two assumptions cause regional reliability problems for the
WECC Base Case that must have required additional adjustments by
PSE/Quanta. We don’t know what those adjustments were.

Utility System Efficiencies
The City of Bellevue hired an independent analyst, Utility System
Efficiencies (USE), to validate the need for Energize Eastside. USE
ran one load flow simulation that stopped electricity flow to Canada.
According to USE, 4 of the 5 overloads described in the PSE/Quanta
studies were eliminated, and the remaining overload was minor.
Our load flow simulation studied the same scenario (N-1-1 contingency
with no flow to Canada and local generators running), but we did not
find any overloads. We believe three assumptions explain the different
outcomes:
1. USE does not specify what level of generation was assumed for
local generation plants. In verbal testimony before the Bellevue
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City Council, USE consultants said that they did not assume all
of the capability of local generation was operating. Our study
assumes these plants will run at their normal capacity.
2. USE says emergency ratings were used for the critical transformers,
but it isn’t clear if USE used “winter emergency” ratings. Our
study assumes winter emergency ratings.
3. USE does not independently evaluate the customer demand
forecast (2.4% annual growth is assumed). Our study assumes
the load growth forecast that PSE provided to WECC.
We believe our assumptions more accurately reflect the actual conditions
that would occur in this scenario.

Stantec Consulting Services
In July 2015, the independent consulting firm Stantec was asked to
review the studies done by PSE and USE. Stantec issued its professional
opinion without performing any independent analysis or load flow
simulations. Stantec says PSE’s methodology was “thorough” and
“industry standard.” However, Stantec does not address the shortcomings
we have identified with previous studies.
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Appendix A
Clearance from FERC
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Appendix B
Choice of Base Case
To perform a load flow study, one needs a database reflecting the
physical characteristics of the power grid. FERC has recognized that
stakeholders need to have access to a Base Case that reflects the
system. Each utility or a designated agent is required to file power
flow base cases with FERC on an annual basis.3 WECC acts as a
designated agent for most of the utilities operating in the western
U.S. In an email dated November 19, 2015 Jens Nedrud, the Senior
Program Manager for Energize Eastside, confirmed that PSE uses
Base Cases filed by WECC as its Base Cases.
For the purposes of this study, Lauckhart and Schiffman obtained
the 2014 WECC Base Cases from FERC.4 These included 13 Base Case
runs, four of which are Heavy Winter scenarios. In order to evaluate
the need for the EE project, the heavy winter 2017-18 Base Case was
modified so that the Energize Eastside project was not included. 5
We do not know if this modified 2017-18 Base Case is identical to
the one used by PSE to justify the project, because PSE has refused to
share their 2017-18 Base Cases for independent review. The WECC
Base Case assumes 500 MW is transmitted to Canada. PSE apparently
increased that amount to 1,500 MW. The WECC Base Case assumes
local generation in the Puget Sound Area is running at normal capacity.
PSE appears to have reduced those contributions by 1,395 MW. Our
PSLF modeling suggests that PSE’s modifications are not feasible and
grid operators would not allow these conditions to occur on a heavy
winter load day.6
Load data from the WECC Heavy Winter Load 2017-18 Base Case is
chosen as the basis for this study. This is the latest data provided by
FERC/WECC for the winter of 2018. PSE was involved in the development
of this Base Case along with other utilities including BPA and Seattle
City Light (SCL). All utilities use these Base Cases to determine if the
grid is capable of moving power from sources to loads. Further, it is
the only data available in which there are identified loads on specific
substations.
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The loads on the main Eastside substations in the WECC Heavy Winter
2013-14 and 2017-18 Base Cases have been examined and analyzed.
All of the Eastside substations were included:
Medina			

Overlake		

South Bellevue

Bridle Trails 		

North Bellevue		

College

Clyde Hill		

Evergreen 		
Ardmore		
Kenilworth		

Lochleven		
Center			
Midlakes		
Lake Hills		

Factoria

Phantom Lake
Eastgate

Somerset

The total load on these substations in the 2013-14 Base Case was
394.6 MW. The total load on these substations in the 2017-18 Base
Case was 402.4 MW. This is a peak load growth of 2.0% over the 4
year period (an average increase of 0.5% per year). This is in line with
predicted growth of energy and peak in King County.
PSE and USE appear to be extrapolating the higher growth rate of a few
substations due to “block loads” and applying it uniformly to 600 MW
of existing substation load. This simplification overestimates the overall
growth rate. Furthermore, the total load on the substations listed
above is only 400 MW. It is not clear how PSE arrived at a 600 MW load.

3

http://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/forms/form-715/instructions.asp#General%20Instructions

4

On July 9, 2015 FERC provided Lauckhart the most recent WECC Base Cases that it had
available to send to requesters. Those Base Cases were ones filed in 2014 by WECC.

5

On Dec. 4, 2015 Lauckhart also received from FERC a copy of the 2015 WECC FERC
Form 715 filing. In that filing there was no Base Case filed for the winter of 2018. However,
there was a Base Case filed for the winter of 2020. A review of that 2020 Base Case showed
very little growth on the Eastside from the 2018 Base Case. It also showed that the rest of the
Northwest actually reduced their load forecast for the year 2020 over their forecast for 2018.
In total, the loading on the eastside 230/115 KV transformers in the 2020 case were lower
than the loading on the Eastside 230/115 KV transformers in the 2018 case. The trend is
that the situation is not getting worse since the load forecasts for the northwest are dropping
overall which also reduces loading on the Eastside 230/115 KV transformers.

6

With no other changes to the WECC Base Case for the winter of 2018, increasing PNW to
BC transfers to 1,500 causes the system to need to import more power across the Cascades
from Central Washington. This causes the PSLF model run to fail to find a solution. When
we say no solution, we mean the voltage in the Puget Sound region gets too low and the
model cannot find a way to correct that.
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Appendix C
Generation pattern used
PSE’s gas-fired generation plants located in the Puget Sound area
have a total rated capacity of 1,654 MW. How much of this capacity
should be used to serve peak demand during a heavy winter load
event? There are three choices:
1. The Eastside Needs Assessment prepared for PSE by Quanta
assumed generation of only 259 MW, without explaining why
such a low level was used.
2. The load flow study performed by USE also ran the plants at a
reduced rate, but the study did not specify the exact amount.
3. Three of the four WECC heavy winter Base Cases assume the
plants are running at their rated capacity of 1,654 MW. One
of the Base Cases turns off one plant for reasons that are not
clear, resulting in a lower level of generation at 1,414 MW.
The 1,654 MW capacity used by WECC in 3 of its 4 heavy winter Base
Cases is a prudent choice for several reasons. First, PSE built and/or
acquired these plants for the explicit purpose of meeting its load
obligations during cold winter events. Second, PSE has a well-documented
shortfall of generation capacity to serve peak demand, and it will be
less risky and less expensive to run these plants than to buy power
on the spot market. Third, because these plants generate electricity
at 115 kV, the strain on PSE’s overloaded 230/115 kV transformers
would be reduced by increasing the supply of 115 kV electricity.
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Appendix D
Exports to Canada
PSE and USE assume that 1,500 MW of power must be delivered to
Canada, even if PSE is experiencing failure of two critical system
components (an N-1-1 contingency) during heavy winter load conditions
(temperatures less than 23° F in the Puget Sound region).
The WECC Base Cases assume otherwise. In the WECC Base Case for
heavy winter 2013-14, 500 MW of power is flowing south from Canada
to the U.S. In the WECC Base Case for heavy winter 2017-18, with the
Energize Eastside project in place, 500 MW of power is flowing north
to Canada, not 1,500 MW.
PSE and USE imply that it is the Columbia River Treaty that provides a
Firm Commitment to deliver 1,500 MW of power to Canada. It is clear
from reading numerous Treaty documents (e.g. the original treaty,
the amendment to the treaty in 1999, and related documents) that
the Treaty itself imposes no obligation on the United States to deliver
Treaty Power to Canada. To the contrary, Canada has stated they do
not want the Treaty Power delivered to Canada. Instead, PowerEx takes
delivery of Canada’s share of Treaty Power at the point of generation
in the U.S. and delivers it for sale to U.S. entities. Canada finds it
preferable to receive money for their share of Treaty Power rather
than having the power delivered to Canada.
The reasonable assumption for this study is that no power will flow
from the U.S. to Canada during a major winter weather event and
simultaneous facility outages in the Eastside.
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Appendix E

Regional grid capacity
limitations
Most of the electrical generation facilities that serve the Puget Sound
region are located east of the Cascade Mountains. The electricity they
produce is transmitted to customers in the Puget Sound area through
eleven major transmission lines known collectively as the “West of
Cascades – North” (WOCN) transmission path.

Figure 6: Chart from BPA shows load (in yellow) and maximum capacity (in red) for the WOCN path.

The exact transmission capacity of the WOCN path is confidential
information which cannot be discussed in detail here. However, there
is a report available on the web from the Bonneville Power Administration
that discusses a problem that occurred on the WOCN path in May 2010.7
On page 31, the report includes a chart showing loads and capacities
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of the WOCN path over a 30-day period. The load (shown in yellow)
varies from 5000-7000 MW and the path capacity (in red) varies from
7000-9000 MW.
During a heavy winter usage scenario, the loads are likely to be
higher than during relatively mild weather conditions in May. PSE’s
assumptions for Energize Eastside would further increase the load.
To deliver 1,500 MW to Canada, loads on the WOCN path would need
to increase by approximately 1,000 MW. To make up for the loss of
electricity that could have been generated by six local generation
plants, an additional 1,400 MW must be transmitted on the WOCN
path. In total, loads would increase by approximately 2,400 MW.
If the increased load exceeds the capacity of the WOCN path, grid
operators and utilities would have to make adjustments like they did
in May 2010. Some of these steps and consequences are described
on page 40 of the BPA report:
“Many customers (e.g., TransAlta, Calpine, PSE, PGE)
were not able to use low cost power purchases, and
instead had to operate higher cost thermal projects
that otherwise were idled or were out or planned for
maintenance. Although there were multiple complaints
regarding the ability to serve load, the basis for the
complaints appeared to be economic or financial impacts.”
We feel that WOCN path capacity limits explain why the simulation
software could not find a way to maintain voltage levels in the Eastside
given PSE’s assumptions. We conclude that it is not reasonable to
build local infrastructure to support these conditions if regional
infrastructure cannot reliably serve the implied loads.

7

http://pnucc.org/sites/default/files/BPAWOCNLessonsLearned.pdf
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Appendix F
Equipment ratings
Ambient temperature affects the capacity of electrical transmission
facilities. Colder temperatures help avoid overheating. For this reason,
it is industry standard practice to provide different ratings for summer
and winter seasons.
It is also industry standard practice to allow higher loading of equipment,
including transformers, during emergency events due to the fact that
emergencies do not last long. Utilities can take advantage of the fact
that transformers can safely handle brief over-peak conditions to
reduce installation costs and maintain system reliability.
The WECC Data Preparation Manual requires transmission owners to
provide the following ratings for its transformers:
• Summer Normal Rating
• Summer Emergency Rating
• Winter Normal Rating
• Winter Emergency Rating

Figure 7: Ratings for different scenarios, normalized to Summer Normal rating.

PSE has indicated that the rating on the Sammamish and Talbot Hill
transformers are approximately 352 MVA (Mega-volt amperes).
According to the data that PSE provided to WECC, this is the Summer
Normal Rating of these transformers. PSE has advised WECC that (a)
its Winter Normal ratings are about 9% higher than Summer Normal,
and (b) Winter Emergency Ratings are about 21% higher than Winter
Normal Ratings.
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When running the PSLF model, the run parameters must be set to
point to the correct rating that has been provided in the data base.

8

In the N-0 analysis, our load flow studies used the winter normal
rating which is 9% higher than the 352 MVA summer normal rating.
In the N-1-1 analysis, our load flow studies used the winter emergency
rating that is 21% higher than the winter normal rating.
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Appendix G

Summer load scenario
Most of the load flow modeling done by PSE and USE to justify
Energize Eastside has been focused on a winter peak load scenario.
Recently, PSE has mentioned reliability concerns in the summer to
provide additional motivation to build Energize Eastside. So far, PSE
has refused to provide input data and results for both winter and
summer scenarios.
We briefly reviewed the WECC Base Case for heavy summer demand
in 2019. The peak load on Eastside substations is 281 MW in this
scenario. This is 30% lower than the total load for heavy winter
demand in 2017-18 (402 MW). The drop in transformer ratings due
to summer heat is only 9%, so this scenario should be significantly
less stressful on PSE’s infrastructure than the winter scenario. Rapid
growth in air conditioning is a concern, but if there is a summer
need, then rooftop solar in Bellevue and other cities will be helpful
and should be encouraged. Further study is warranted.
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Appendix H

Resumes
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RICHARD LAUCKHART
J. Richard Lauckhart
Energy Consulting

J. Richard Lauckhart has 40 years of experience in power supply planning, electricity price forecasting
and asset valuation. He began his career as a distribution engineer with Pacific Gas & Electric Co., and
held various positions at Puget Sound Power & Light Co. (now Puget Sound Energy) in power supply
planning, culminating as vice president of power planning.
For the last 12 years Mr. Lauckhart has performed consulting assignments related to power market
analyses, price forecasting services, asset market valuation, integrated resource planning, transmission
line congestion analysis, and management of strategic consulting engagements for clients in North
America, including investor-owned and municipal utilities, independent power producers, and lenders.
Mr. Lauckhart received a bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering from Washington State
University in 1971 and a masters degree in business administration from the University of Washington
in 1975
Representative Project Experience
Black & Veatch
September 2008 to October 2011
Managing Director
Mr. Lauckhart oversees wholesale electricity price forecasting, project revenue analysis,
consults regarding wind integration matters electric interconnection and transmission
arrangements for new power projects, and other related matters in the electric power
industry. In addition, he heads Black & Veatch’s WECC regional power markets
analysis team.
WECC Power Market Analysis and Transmission Analysis, Henwood/Global Energy
Decisions/Ventyx
2000 - 2008
Senior Executive
Mr. Lauckhart oversaw wholesale electricity price forecasting, project revenue analysis,
consulted regarding electric interconnection and transmission arrangements for new
power projects, and other related matters in the electric power industry. In addition, he
headed Global Energy’s WECC regional power markets analysis team.
Lauckhart Consulting, Inc.
1996 – 2000
President
Primary client - Puget Sound Energy (formerly Puget Sound Power & Light Company):
Involved in power contract restructuring, market power analysis, FERC 888 transmission
tariffs, and other matters. Testified at FERC regarding Puget’s 888 tariff. Testified for
Puget in June, 1999 arbitration with BPA regarding transmission capability on the
Northern Intertie.
Northwest IPP
Under retainer with IPP from July 1996 through December 31, 1999. Involved primarily
in merchant power plant development activities including permitting activity, owner’s
engineer identification, environmental consultant identification, water supply
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arrangement, transmission interconnection and wheeling arrangements, gas pipeline
arrangements, economic analysis, forward price forecasting, marketing, and related
issues.
Levitan & Associates (Boston)
Participated in teams involved in electric system acquisition activities. Performed
preliminary analysis for a major retail corporation regarding possible participation as an
aggregator in the California deregulated electric market. Involved in the evolving
discussions about deregulation in the state of Washington including participant in HB
2831 report and ESSB 6560 report.
Member of advisory task force for Northwest Power Planning Council study of
generation reliability in the Pacific Northwest. Participating writer in a newsletter
advocating electric deregulation in the state of Washington.
Puget Sound Power & Light Company
1991 – 1996
Vice President, Power Planning
Involved in all aspects of a $700 million per year power supply for a hydro/thermal utility
with a 4,600 MW peak and 2,200 aMW energy retail electric load. Included
responsibility for a 22 person department involved in power scheduling (for both retail
and wholesale power activity), power and transmission contract negotiation and
administration, regulatory and NERC compliance, forward price forecasting, power cost
accounting, and retail rate activity related to power costs. Activity included matters
related to 650 MW of existing gas-fired, simple cycle combustion turbines. In addition,
660 MW of combined cycle cogeneration “qualifying facilities” were developed by
others for Puget during this time frame. Detailed understandings of the projects were
developed both for initial contractual needs and later for economic restructuring
negotiations. Mr. Lauckhart was the primary person involved in developing Puget’s
Open Access transmission tariff in accordance with FERC Order 888.
Puget Sound Power & Light Company
1986 – 1991
Manager, Power Planning
The company’s key person in developing (1) a WUTC approved competitive bidding
process for administering PURPA obligations, and (2) a WUTC approved regulatory
mechanism for recovery of power costs called the Periodic Rate Adjustment Mechanism
(PRAM).
Puget Sound Power & Light Company
1981 – 1986
Director, Power Planning
The company’s key person in developing a power cost forecasting model that was
customized to take into account the unique nature of the hydro generation system that
exists in the Pacific Northwest.
Puget Sound Power & Light Company
1979 – 1981
Manager, Corporate Planning
Responsible for administering the corporate goals and objectives program.
Puget Sound Power & Light Company
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1976 – 1979
Financial Planning
Improved and ran a computerized corporate financial forecasting model for the company
that was used by the CFO.
Puget Sound Power & Light Company
1974 – 1976
Transmission Planner
Performed transmission engineering to assure a reliable transmission system.
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
1971 – 1974
Distribution Engineer
Performed distribution engineering to assure a reliable distribution system.
Other Relevant Experience
x
Expert testimony for Montana Independent Renewable Generators
related to avoided cost regulations and pricing filed February 2009 at the Montana PSC

x
Expert Testimony for LS Power in the SDG&E Sunrise Proceeding
regarding economics of in-area generation vs. the cost of transmission and imported
power Spring 2007
x
Expert Testimony for BC Hydro in the Long Term Resource Plan,
February 2009 dealing with natural gas price forecasts and REC price forecasting
x
Expert Testimony for John Deere Wind in a proceeding in Texas in
November 2008 related to avoided costs and wind effective load carrying capability
x
Expert Testimony for Two Dot Wind before the Montana commission
regarding wind integration costs Spring 2008
x
Expert Testimony in the BC Hydro Integrated Electricity Plan
proceeding regarding WECC Power Markets. November 2006.
x
Expert Testimony for Colstrip Energy Limited Partnership before
Montana PUC regarding administration of QF contract prices. July 2006.
x
Expert Testimony for Pacific Gas & Electric regarding current PURPA
implementation in each of the 50 states. January 2006.
x
Expert Testimony in CPUC proceeding regarding modeling procedures
and methodologies to justify new transmission based on reduction of congestion costs
(Transmission Economic Analysis Methodology – TEAM). Summer 2006.
x
Expert Testimony for BC Hydro regarding the expected operation of the
proposed Duke Point Power Project on Vancouver Island, January 2005
x
Expert Testimony for PG&E regarding the cost alternative generation to
the proposed replacement of steam generators for Diablo Canyon, Summer of 2004.
x
Expert Testimony in an arbitration over a dispute about failure to deliver
power under a Power Purchase Agreement, Fall 2004.
x
Integrated Resource Plan Development. For a large investor-owned
utility in the Pacific Northwest, Global Energy provided advanced analytics support for
the development of a risk-adjusted integrated resource plan using RISKSYM to provide a
stochastic analysis of the real cost of alternative portfolios.
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x
Expert Testimony for SDG&E, Southern California Edison, and PG&E
regarding IRPs, WECC markets and LOLP matters before the California PUC, 2003.
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x
Miguel-Mission Transmission Market Analysis-San Diego Gas &
Electric. San Diego Gas & Electric retained Global Energy to oversee an analysis of the
economic benefits associated with building the Mission-Miguel transmission line and the
Imperial Valley transformer. Global Energy performed an analysis of the economic
benefits of the Mission-Miguel line, prepared a report, sponsored testimony at the CPUC,
and testified at the CPUC regarding the report.
x
Valley-Rainbow Transmission Market Analysis-San Diego Gas &
Electric. San Diego Gas & Electric also engaged Global Energy to analyze the economic
benefits associated with building the Valley-Rainbow transmission line and to respond to
the CPUC scoping memo that “SDG&E should describe its assessment of how a 500 kV
interconnect, like Valley-Rainbow, will impact electricity markets locally, regionally, and
statewide.” Global Energy analyzed the economic benefits of the Valley-Rainbow line,
prepared a report, sponsored testimony at the CPUC, and testified at the CPUC regarding
the report.
x
Damages Assessment Litigation Support. Global Energy was engaged
by Stoel Rives to provide damages analysis, expert testimony and litigation support in for
its client in a power contract damages lawsuit. Global Energy quantified the range of
potential damages, assessed power market conditions at the time, and provided expert
testimony to enable Stoel Rives’ client to prevail in a jury trial.
x
Expert Testimony, Concerning the Economic Benefits Associated with
Transmission Line Expansion. Testimony prepared on behalf of San Diego Gas &
Electric Company, September 2001.
x

Expert Testimony, Concerning market price forecast in support of Pacific
Gas and Electric hydro divesture case, December 2000.
x
Expert Testimony, Prepared on behalf of AES Pacific regarding value of
sale for Mohave Coal project to AES Pacific for Southern California Edison, December
2000.
x
Expert Testimony, Prepared on behalf of a coalition of 12 entities
regarding the impact of Direct Access of utility costs in California. June 2002.
Mr. Lauckhart was Puget’s primary witness on power supply matters in eight different
proceedings before the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission.
Mr. Lauckhart was Puget’s chief witness at FERC in hearings involving Puget’s Open
Access Transmission Tariff and testified for Puget in BPA rate case and court
proceedings.
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SUMMARY OF QUALIFICA TIONS

Mr. Schiffman has 23 years of energy industry experience covering utility resource planning,
electricity market evaluation, market assessment and simulation modeling; regulatory policy
development; economic and financial analysis, and contract evaluation. Mr. Schiffman has worked
with public and private utility companies on resource planning decisions, power plant retirement
decisions, avoided cost determinations, and on power supply procurement activity. Mr. Schiffman
has worked extensively with electric utility staff, power plant developers, regulatory personnel,
investment bankers and other industry participants in both consulting and regulatory environments.
Mr. Schiffman possesses extensive financial analysis skills, supported by thorough knowledge of
financial, economic and accounting principles. He has a strong technical understanding of the
electric utility industry and excellent analytical problem-solving skills, including quantitative analysis
and computer modeling techniques.
EXPERIENCE

Principal, Black and Veatch Corporation, Inc., Sacramento, CA, March 2009 to
October, 2015
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Initiated Integrated Resource Plan for the Virgin Islands Water & Power Authority. This
project is a multi-faceted IRP, where detailed planning and potential siting impacts must be
considered in the overall planning, due to geographic and topology limitations on the islands.
Mr. Schiffman directed the analysis and playing the lead analytic role in assessing resource
needs. This included directing the data gathering efforts, taking technical lead in completing
production cost and financial modeling, and managing Black & Veatch’s team of technical
experts. Mr. Schiffman also developed a stakeholder process and gave multiple presentations
before stakeholder and customer groups.
Completed nodal market simulation and congestion study for a concentrating solar plant in
Northern Nevada. This engagement includes a review of transmission system impact studies,
power flow data and development of a PROMOD nodal simulation database to assess
congestion likelihood for the project.
Completed economic assessment of a large pumped storage project in Southern California,
including development of energy market arbitrage, capacity market and ancillary services
market revenue forecasts. Developed pro forma financial statements examining economics
of project under different ownership and off-take agreement structures.
Completed Integrated Resource Plan for Azusa Light & Water, a municipal utility in southern
California. This project involved using Black & Veatch’s EMP database and price forecast,
specifying thermal and renewable resource options, and completing detailed market
simulation and financial modeling to determine a preferred power supply plan for Azusa. A
key focus of the study is to identify resource options to replace output from the San Juan 3
coal plant, which is scheduled to retire.
Completed Integrated Resource Plan for Pasadena Water & Power, a municipal utility in
southern California. This project involved using Black & Veatch’s EMP database and price
forecast, specifying thermal and renewable resource options, and completing detailed market
simulation and financial modeling to determine a preferred power supply plan for Pasadena.
The project also included reflection of key stakeholder input, and testing stakeholder driven
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policy proposals for advancing renewable resource procurement beyond state-mandated RPS
levels. A key focus of the study is to identify resource options to replace output from the
Intermountain coal plant, which is scheduled to retire.


Completed generation reliability study for the Brownsville Public Utility Board. This study
included directing the completion of detailed reliability modeling using GE-MARS, and
evaluating loss-of-load probabilities for BPUB based on its existing system and based on the
addition of a 200 MW ownership share in the combined cycle power plant being developed in
Brownsville by Tenaska. The study also included detailed pro forma modeling of partial
ownership of the combined cycle plant, and a financial and risk assessment presented to
BPUB’s Board of Directors, and also used to address rating agency questions about credit
impacts of the new power plant. On behalf of Southern California Edison, completed nodal
power price forecast and assessment of high voltage transmission upgrades and additions in
Southern California. This project included an assessment of congestion, locational marginal
pricing, transmission system losses, and economic impacts of adding new transmission
facilities in WECC, with particular focus on Southern California. PROMOD IV was used to
complete the nodal market analysis, and PROMOD simulation results were translated into
GE-PSLF for more detailed transmission system modeling of power flow cases under a
variety of supply and demand conditions throughout the year.



Completed four projects focused on nodal market modeling in California, Arizona and
Southern Nevada. These studies were used to assess congestion risk faced by solar and wind
generation projects at the sites where each is being developed. Completed PROMOD IV
dispatch and nodal analyses for each project, and developed risk assessments for generation
curtailment risk. Also developed analyses of transmission system congestion along delivery
paths for each project, and on key economic transmission paths in Northern and Southern
California, transmission import paths into Southern California, and transmission paths in
Southern Nevada.



Completed resource and power supply planning/procurement project for confidential SPP
energy supplier. Completed a competitiveness assessment of major electricity supplier in
Nebraska, examining cost structure, net resource position, generation asset characteristics,
transmission access and delivery options, and overall competitive positioning of SPP, MISO
and MRO entities that have potential to provide wholesale electricity service in Nebraska.
Worked collaboratively with client and a wholesale customer task force



Completed due diligence analysis of portfolio of power supply assets to support bid
development. The generators being sold were located in SPP, WECC, and the Northeast. The
WECC asset is a qualifying facility, which required detailed representation and modeling of
the California PUC Short-Run Avoided Cost tariff and pricing formula. One of the SPP
assets is also a qualifying facility, which required detailed analysis of the steam load and
interaction between joint power and steam production. Completed modeling analysis and risk
assessment of power supply agreements, developed revenue forecasts for each power plant,
and completed merchant plant analysis of plant operations after PPA expiration.



On behalf of a municipal utility client, developed database of renewable energy resource bids
solicited through an RFP process, developed assessment of delivery terms and transmission
tariffs associated with power delivery from distant resources, and completed bid screening
analysis of 240 separate bids/pricing options.



Completed PROMOD IV dispatch analysis and economic assessment of 6,000 MW portfolio
of coal and natural gas-fueled resources operating in the Midwest ISO market region.
Developed expected operations, cost, market sales and revenue forecasts for portfolio assets,
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under several market scenarios. Prepared Independent Market Report for potential use in
Offering Memorandum.
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Completed detailed review of California ISO ancillary services markets, and opportunity for
renewable energy and energy storage markets to participate in those markets. Analysis
included assessment of day-ahead, hour-ahead, and real-time market operation.



Completed dispatch modeling and power supply planning study examining construction of a
pumped storage hydro project in Hawaii. The evaluation included assessments of project
revenue in energy, ancillary services, and capacity markets in Hawaii, expected dispatch and
operation of the pumped storage project, and comparison of long-term power supply plans
with and without addition of the pumped storage project.



Completed deliverability and congestion analysis of wind energy resources being located in
California. Developed nodal market simulations, and examined locational marginal price
differences, congestion components, and transmission line loadings of facilities impacted by
the wind assets being studied.



Completed detailed financial and dispatch modeling (deterministic and stochastic) of energy
storage project being developed in Southern California, to create dispatch profile and
estimated long-term project value of the facility. The evaluation included assessments of
project revenue in energy, ancillary services, and capacity markets in Southern California.



Completed dispatch analysis and financial modeling of pumped storage hydro project in
Colorado, for use in regulatory proceedings. The evaluation included assessments of project
revenue in energy, ancillary services, and capacity markets in Colorado.



Completed nodal power price forecast and assessment of high voltage transmission upgrades
and additions in Southern California. This project included an assessment of congestion,
locational marginal pricing, transmission system losses, and economic impacts of adding new
transmission facilities in WECC, with particular focus on Southern California. PROMOD IV
was used to complete the nodal market analysis, and PROMOD simulation results were
translated into GE-PSLF for more detailed transmission system modeling of power flow
cases under a variety of supply and demand conditions throughout the year.



Completed PROMOD IV dispatch and economic analysis of Lodi Energy Center, with focus
upon expected dispatch of the project, and its fit into the overall power supply portfolio of a
Southern California Municipal Utility.



Completed PROMOD IV dispatch analysis of a 100 MW biomass project in Florida, with
focus upon expected dispatch and market revenue for the project in Florida wholesale power
markets. Prepared Independent Market Report for use in financing construction of this
project.



Completed PROMOD IV market price forecasts and detailed analyses of power markets in all
North American regions, including hourly energy price forecasts, annual capacity price
forecasts, and detailed assessment of supply/demand conditions and generator dispatch. The
assessments included forecasts of renewable energy development in each region/submarket,
forecast greenhouse gas regulation, and economic assessment of fossil and renewable energy
technologies.
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Vice President, Ventyx, Inc., Sacramento, CA, June 2007 to March 2009


Managed project and led analysis for consortium of upper Midwest utilities focused on
developing plans for long-term transmission expansion to ensure reliability in the region and
to accommodate economic transfer of large-scale wind-based electricity generation. This
project examined congestion, reliability and economic benefits associated with large-scale
wind generation expansion in the upper Midwest, and accompanying needs for transmission
system expansion. Evaluation was completed on both nodal and zonal basis.



Assisted investor-owned utility in the upper Midwest in completing an economic transmission
planning study consistent with FERC requirements. Provided guidance to client in
establishing study framework, and in completing detailed technical evaluation of transmission
upgrade projects. Provided assistance with stakeholder group interactions and debriefing.



Conducted study for Western Area Power Administration examining economic impacts of
wind project integration from new wind projects located on Native American lands. Worked
with multi-party stakeholder group in completing study. Specific focus was upon power
system modeling and economic evaluation of long-term costs and benefits of wind energy
integration into the WAPA system.



Developed projections of expected dispatch, revenue, and operating costs for new combinedcycle power plant under development in Southern California. Prepared financial projections
under merchant plant and other likely economic scenarios. Completed evaluation of tolling
agreement terms and conditions.



Assisted Southern California energy supplier in completing due diligence analysis for
investment and development of 300-500 MW wind generation project located in
Central/Southern California. Reviewed due diligence documents and completed economic
evaluation of expected revenue, operating costs and investment cash flows for the project at a
range of capacities varying from 100 MW to 500 MW.

Director, Navigant Consulting, Inc., Sacramento, CA, April, 2000 to June, 2007


Responsible for managing the price forecasting subpractice within Navigant Consulting’s
Energy Market Assessment group. Responsibilities included a wide variety of engagements
focused on evaluating wholesale power market conditions. Completed market assessment and
simulation studies of all North American regional power markets, including Canada and
Mexico.



Created and Developed NCI’s PROSYM market simulation practice and capabilities in
modeling WECC and Eastern Interconnected markets. Completed numerous market
simulation and assessment engagements throughout the U.S. covering all North American
market regions.



With a team of consultants, assisting the California Energy Commission in defining and
evaluating scenarios for its 2007 Integrated Energy Plan. Reviewing market simulation results
from each of the scenarios and completing analysis of industry and consumer risks likely to be
faced in California over the next decade (ongoing).



Directed NCI’s market simulation efforts as independent consultant to the State of California
Department of Water Resources, leading to the successful underwriting of $11 billion in bond
financing and supporting the execution of power supply agreements aggregating to over
13,000 MW.
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Developed projections of lost revenue and operating profits due to construction delays at a
large combined-cycle project in the Desert Southwest. Prepared evaluation of WECC power
market conditions during the construction period for this project, and completed power
market simulations used to measure likely dispatch, revenue and operating profits of the
project during the construction delay period. Successfully presented and defended those
estimates before an Arbitration Panel, resulting in a significant financial award for our client.



Completed PJM Market simulations and led analytical support for recent financing of a large
coal plant in PJM-West. Worked closely with investment banks and rating agencies in
identifying and assessing cash flow risks to the project.



Prepared carbon regulation risk assessment of a new coal plant being developed in Nevada, to
evaluate long-term potential impacts on project costs. Evaluated ratepayer risks associated
with this new project.



Developed and maintained power market simulations to evaluate likely dispatch, costs, and
spot market purchases and sales associated with the California Department of Water
Resources purchased power contract portfolio. Results from these simulations have been
used in each of the last five years to support CDWR’s annual revenue requirement filing
before the California Public Utilities Commission. Provide ongoing regulatory support to
CDWR, including consultation and limited training of CPUC staff in power market modeling.



Directed a number of nationwide market simulation and valuation engagements examining
current market value of power plant portfolios owned by Calpine, Mirant, NRG and other
independent power producers. Worked with bond investors to develop refined valuation
estimates for subsets of each portfolio.



Served on WECC’s Power Simulation Task Force which was formed to assess available
options for the WECC to procure, maintain and use a power market simulation database and
model in its generation and transmission planning efforts. Participated in task force meetings
where criteria were developed for selecting a simulation database and model, and assisted in
evaluating proposals submitted to the WECC task force



Performed power market simulations of Mexico, using NewEnergy Associates’ MarketPower
simulation model. Developed market price forecast and dispatch analysis of the Altamira II
project under a variety of projected fuel market conditions. Results from these analyses were
used by Senior Lenders to evaluate ongoing feasibility of the project under its financing terms.
Annual updates were provided to the lenders.



Assisted a California investor-owned utility in conducting RFP and in evaluating bids received
for short-term and medium-term power supply contracts. Developed cost rankings,
economic screening, risk assessment and preferred bid evaluations, and assisted the utility’s
planning and bid evaluation staff in presenting results to the company’s senior management.



Developed WECC market simulations and assessment of investment conditions for
numerous clients used in feasibility analysis and financing support of new generation projects
being developed in WECC markets. These analyses included separate evaluation of power
market conditions in California, Mexico (Baja), Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, Oregon,
Washington, British Columbia, and Alberta.



Reviewed and verified long-term resource plans of a major investor-owned utility located in
the Desert Southwest region. Conducted power market simulations of preferred and
competing resource plans and developed relative ranking of results.
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Senior Consultant, Henwood Energy Services, Inc., Sacramento, CA, 1998 to 2000


Prepared numerous forecasts of wholesale market electricity prices using Henwood’s
proprietary market simulation tools. Drafted reports presenting price forecasts to consulting
clients. Worked closely with clients and sponsors of new merchant power plants to provide
customized market price forecasts and to serve individual client needs. Presented study
results to clients and their constituents.



Directed project evaluation and revenue forecast for major merchant power plant in Texas.
Presented revenue forecast to investment bankers, and to several potential equity investors.
Advised and worked with project developer to successfully obtain debt and equity financing
for the project, which is currently under construction.



Conducted economic study of market rules and entry barriers faced by developers of new
merchant power plants in domestic electricity markets. Applied study results to specific
conditions in Texas. Met with a variety of industry representatives in Texas including project
developers, transmission service providers, power marketers, utility regulators and
environmental regulators to gather market intelligence and develop study conclusions.



Advised and worked with PricewaterhouseCoopers to perform economic evaluation and
market simulations of proposed Purchase Power Arrangements under development in
Alberta, Canada. The Power Purchase Arrangements are to be sold at auction in coming
months. Prepared economic study of market power held by incumbent electricity suppliers in
Alberta.



Developed software and modeling tools to estimate investment cash flows and pro forma
financial results for new merchant power plants. Developed Henwood approach for
evaluating profitability of new market entrants and incorporating equilibrium amounts of new
entry in its market studies.

Senior Financial Analyst, Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Madison, WI,
1990 to 1998


Developed policy proposals for restructuring wholesale and retail electricity markets.
Evaluated competing policy proposals for impacts upon consumers and upon electrical
system operation. Drafted formal electricity industry restructuring policy adopted by the
Wisconsin Commission.



Developed policies for addressing wholesale and retail market power in Primergy and
Interstate Energy Corporation merger cases. Evaluated feasibility and corporate finance
implications of asset divestiture and spin-off options for mitigating market power.



Presented evaluation of proposed electric utility merger legislation to subcommittee of
Wisconsin legislature. Advised individual legislators on merger policy.



Developed policy proposal and draft legislation for reforming power plant siting law and for
allowing development of new merchant power plants in Wisconsin.



Directed industry-wide efforts to revise the PSCW generation competitive bidding
procedures. Conducted workshops on proposed revisions for utility and other industry
participants. Drafted policy reforms adopted by the Wisconsin Commission.



Conducted primary economic and engineering analysis of power plant proposals submitted in
generation competitive bidding cases. Prepared financial analyses of key contract terms and
risks. Evaluated economic and engineering characteristics of bid proposals using production
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PAGE 7
Recommended preferred projects to

Completed numerous financial analyses of new stock and bond issuances by Wisconsin
investor-owned utilities to evaluate investment risks and impacts upon the corporation.
Drafted formal administrative orders authorizing each issuance.

Research Assistant, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, 1989-1990


Co-authored and provided research support for study of consolidation and mergers in the
electric utility industry.

EDUCATION
University of Wisconsin-Madison


Graduate Studies toward MS-Finance, September 1988 - May 1990.



Bachelor of Business Administration, Finance, Investment and Banking, May 1988.



Curriculum concentrated heavily upon financial economics, with additional emphasis upon
economics, mathematics, and accounting.

PUBLICATIONS
Electric Utility Mergers and Regulatory Policy, Ray, Stevenson,
Thompson. National Regulatory Research Institute, 1992.

Schiffman,

The Future of Wisconsin’s Electric Power Industry: Environmental Impact Statement, coauthor, Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, October 1995, Docket 05EI-114.
Report to the Governor on Electric Reliability, co-author, Public Service Commission
of Wisconsin, Summer 1997.
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TESTIMONY
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6630-UR-104, Wisconsin
Electric Power Company Rate Case, 1990, “Rate of Return on Equity, Cost of
Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6690-UR-106, Wisconsin
Public Service Corporation Rate Case, 1991, “Rate of Return on Equity, Cost
of Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 4220-UR-105, Northern
States Power Company (Wisconsin) Rate Case, 1991, “Rate of Return on
Equity, Cost of Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Rate of Return on Equity, Cost of
Capital and Financial Condition, Wisconsin Electric Power Company, Docket
6630-UR-105, Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, 1991
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 05-EP-6, Advance Plan 6,
1992, “Alignment of Managerial Interests and Incentives with Integrated
Resource Planning Goals” (with Paul Newman).
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6680-UR-107, Wisconsin
Power & Light Company Rate Case, 1992, “Rate of Return on Equity, Cost of
Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 4220-UR-106, Northern
States Power Company (Wisconsin) Rate Case, 1992, “Rate of Return on
Equity, Cost of Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6630-UR-106, Wisconsin
Electric Power Company Rate Case, 1992, “Rate of Return on Equity, Cost of
Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 05-EI-112, Investigation on
the Commission’s Own Motion Into Barriers to Contracts Between Electric
Utilities and Non-Utility Cogenerators and Certain Related Policy Issues, 1992,
“Contract Risk in Long-Term Purchase Power Arrangements.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 3270-UR-106, Madison Gas
and Electric Company Rate Case, 1993, “Rate of Return on Equity, Cost of
Capital and Financial Condition.”
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TESTIMONY (CONTINUED)
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6630-CE-187, Wisconsin
Electric Power Company, 1993, “Memorandum to Commission Presenting
Economic Analysis of Competitively Bid Proposals for New Power Plants”
(co-authored).
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6680-UR-108, Wisconsin
Power & Light Company Rate Case, 1993, “Rate of Return on Equity, Cost of
Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 4220-UR-107, Northern
States Power Company (Wisconsin) Rate Case, 1993, “Rate of Return on
Equity, Cost of Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6630-CE-202, Wisconsin
Electric Power Company Auburn to Butternut Transmission
Line Case, 1994, “Economic Cost Comparison of Transmission Upgrade and
Distributed Generation Wind Turbine Project.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 3270-UR-107, Madison Gas
and Electric Company, 1994 “Rate of Return on Equity, Cost of Capital and
Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin,. Docket 6690-CE-156, Application
of Wisconsin Public Service Corporation for Authority to Increase Electric
Generating Capacity (Stage One Competition Among Alternative Suppliers),
1994 & 1995, “Economic Analysis of Competitively Bid Power Plant
Proposals” (with Paul Newman), “Contract Risk in Purchased Power
Arrangements,” “Accounting Treatment for Long-Term Purchased Power
Contracts,” “Contract Risk and Analysis of True-Up Mechanisms and
Balancing Accounts.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6630-UM-100/4220-UM101, Wisconsin Electric Power Company/Northern States Power Company
Merger Case, 1996, “Market Power Remedies; State/Federal Jurisdictional
Issues.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 05-EP-7, Advance Plan 7,
1996, “Risk-Adjusted Discount Rates.”
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TESTIMONY (CONTINUED)
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6680-UM-100, WPL
Holdings/IES Industries/Interstate Power Merger Case, 1997, “Market Power
Remedies; State/Federal Jurisdictional Issues.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 6630-UR-110, Wisconsin
Electric Power Company Rate Case, 1997, “Rate of Return on Equity, Cost of
Capital and Financial Condition.”
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Docket 05-EP-8, Advance Plan 8,
1997, “Purchased Power Costs, Supply Planning Risks and Supply Planning
Parameters.”
North Dakota Public Service Commission, Docket No. PU-399-01-186,
Montana-Dakota Utilities Co., 2000 Electric Operations Annual Report
(Commission Investigation of Excess Earnings), February, 2002, “Wholesale
power market conditions in the upper midwest, and the impact on the level and
profitability of off-system sales for Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.”
California Public Utilities Commission, Rulemaking 02-01-011 Implementation
of the Suspension of Direct Access Pursuant to Assembly Bill 1X and Decision
01-09-0. June, 2002. “Rebuttal Testimony of Roger Schiffman on behalf of
the California Department of Water Resources: Market modeling issues.”
Washington DC Arbitration Panel, “Estimate of lost energy sales and lost
revenue due to construction delay” for two new combined cycle projects that
were built in Michigan and Arizona markets, January-February, 2006.
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Alternative 2 can be improved
The Draft EIS for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside project includes a “non-wires” alternative
based on intelligent management of energy, sometimes referred to as a “smart grid.” While CENSE
endorses this concept, the design and evaluation of Alternative 2 are flawed, making it seem less
feasible and realistic. We would like to propose a better “Integrated Resource Approach” based on
analysis performed by industry expert EQL Energy. The new proposal is reasonable from both an
economic and environmental perspective.
To distinguish between the proposals, CENSE refers to the original proposal as “Alternative 2.A” and the
new proposal from EQL as “Alternative 2.B.”
The primary differences between Alternatives 2.A and 2.B are:






Alternative 2.B reduces or eliminates the need to locate gas-fired peaker plants in residential
neighborhoods.
Alternative 2.B reduces the size of battery storage by a factor of four, eliminating concerns
about recharging time and siting.
Alternative 2.B uses a more realistic assessment of energy efficiency potential.
Alternative 2.B proposes two classes of Demand Response, which are more specific and accurate
than Demand Response proposed in Alternative 2.A.
Alternative 2.B includes “Combined Heat and Power,” which incentivizes new buildings to
combine heating and electricity production, thereby reducing carbon emissions and increasing
grid reliability.

Those are just some of the highlights. The following table shows a summary of the differences:

Component

Alternative 2.A Alternative 2.B
(MW in 2024)

(MW in 2024)

Targeted Energy Efficiency
Distribution Efficiency (CVR)
Combined Heat & Power
Energy Storage
Peak Generation Plant
Dispatchable Standby Generation
Demand Response (unspecified)
Demand Response (day ahead)
Demand Response (10 minute)

42*
0
0
121
60
0*
32

39
4
27
31
0
22

Total

255

169

34
12

* Incompletely specified in Draft EIS

Compared to Alternative 2.A, Alternative 2.B has 86 MW less of energy potential by 2024, but that is
sufficient to meet the projected local need (although CENSE continues to dispute the magnitude of this
need based on the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study).
1

Compared to Alternative 1.A, Alternative 2.B offers many advantages that communities will find
attractive. For example, EQL has shown that Alternative 2.B will reduce peak load demand and
therefore delay the need for a new gas-fired peaker plant that PSE has stated the company may need to
build in 2021, just a few years after Energize Eastside is built.
The graph below compares outlays for Alternatives 1.A, 2.A, and 2.B until the year 2024, including a new
200 MW peaker that may be needed if winter peak demand is not moderated through smart integrated
resource approaches:

Both Alternative 2.A and 2.B have lower total cost and reduced carbon emissions compared to the
transmission line proposed in Alternative 1.A. Both Alternative 2 plans have another economic
advantage. Unlike Alternative 1.A, which can’t transmit its first electron until it is completely built and
paid for, the Integrated Resource Approach can be built incrementally, a little bit each year. EQL
proposes outlays of about $20 million per year, which can be scaled down if demand does not increase
as fast as PSE predicts. Incremental investment has the added advantage of profiting from the rapid
development and associated cost reductions of energy technologies, especially battery storage.

2

The following graph shows the expected ramp of peak reduction (in megawatts) for each component
over the next 8 years:

These technologies and energy policies are being used effectively in other parts of the country. For
example, the table below lists companies contracting with Southern California Edison to deliver 510 MW
of energy savings and storage.1 There are many examples of projects in other states that suggest that
these kinds of solutions are feasible and cost effective.
Seller
NRG
Onsite Energy Corporation
Sterling Analytics LLC
NRG
SunPower Corp.
Ice Energy Holdings, Inc.
Advanced Microgrid Solutions
Stem
AES
Total

1

Resource Type
Energy Efficiency
Energy Efficiency
Energy Efficiency
Demand Response
Behind-the-Meter Renewable
Behind-the-Meter Thermal Energy
Behind-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage
Behind-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage
In-Front-of-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage

MW
102.5
11
16.7
75
44
25.6
50
85
100
509.8

http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/The-Worlds-Biggest-Battery-is-Being-Built-in-Southern-California

3

The exact mix of technologies, incentives, and energy policies that will be used is subject to further
study and debate. EQL has provided specific capacity and cost estimates to provide illustrations of what
is practical and cost-effective. A final plan will need to be developed in discussion with PSE,
independent experts, local officials, and community representatives.
Alternatives 2.A and 2.B differ in the use of small peaker plants located in Eastside substations. PSE
mentions concerns about noise and impact on residential areas. CENSE has a keen interest in these
issues. However, if peaker plants are proven to be necessary and economically attractive, a small plant
located in the light industrial area next to Bellevue’s Lakeside substation (also near the new garbage
transfer facility) could be an acceptable compromise.
In summary, we believe Alternative 2.B is less expensive, less dangerous, more reliable, less damaging to
the environment, and less impactful to communities than the 18-mile scar through five Eastside cities
that would result from building Alternative 1.A. We find Alternative 2.B to meet the definition of a
“Reasonable alternative” described in WAC 197-11-786.2
We respectfully request Alternative 2.B be added to the EIS and receive fair evaluation by
independent experts with experience in delivering solutions based on energy efficiency, demand
response, distributed generation, and battery storage during Phase 2 of the EIS process.

Feedback on Draft EIS components
According to the Washington State Environmental Policy Handbook,
Alternatives are one of the basic building blocks of an EIS. They present options in a meaningful
way for decision-makers. The EIS examines all areas of probable significant adverse
environmental impact associated with the various alternatives including the no-action
alternative and the proposal. 3
Alternative 2.A is distorted by incomplete information and questionable assumptions. Its impacts
cannot be honestly compared to the impacts of PSE’s proposal (Alternative 1.A).
Here are some of the problems we saw in the design and evaluation of Alternative 2.A:
1. An “Integrated Resource Approach” must be designed by a consultant with expertise and
practical experience in creating solutions based on Distributed Energy Resources.
2. The solution must be designed by an entity independent of PSE, because the project proponent
has a vested interest in making Alternative 1.A look good.
3. The solution must not be based on information in PSE’s Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs),
because IRPs are not required to incorporate feedback from stakeholders or the Washington
Utilities and Transportation Commission.
4. The DEIS should cite examples from other cities in which a proposed solution or component was
successfully applied, and note if any unanticipated problems arose.
5. The solution should cite other Northwest agencies that were consulted and/or referenced. For
example, alternatives should note agreement or disagreement with recommendations made by
2
3

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=197-11-786
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/98114.pdf, p. 53
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the Northwest Power and Conservation Council in the recently released Seventh Northwest
Power Plan.

Specific reactions to DEIS Alternative 2.A


2.3.3: “According to PSE projections, it would take 74 MW of additional transmission capacity to
marginally meet the demand through 2018 (Gentile et al., 2015). However, to address the
capacity deficiency in 2018 with non-transmission resources would take approximately 163 MW
of additional conservation, storage, and new generation within the Eastside…”
PSE seems to be changing the rules as the Energize Eastside proposal proceeds. The 74 MW
figure quoted above for 2018 is significantly higher than the need PSE shows the public on its
website:

This graph shows a deficit of about 74 MW in 2024, six years later than the reference from
Gentile et al. implies. We wonder why there is such a significant difference between PSE’s
public and private communications on the size of the capacity deficit.
When consultant E3 studied a non-wires solution in February 2014, the requirement was simply
stated: “Assuming typical weather conditions of 23˚ F during PSE’s winter peak demand, PSE
powerflow cases identified that 70 MW of incremental peak demand reduction (beyond the
reduction included in the baseline load forecast reflecting 100% of IRP target conservation levels)
would be required in King County to defer transmission need until 2021.”4
As one can see in the graph on page 3 of this document, EQL projects over 121 MW of peak load
reduction by 2021. But PSE now says the company needs 163 MW of reductions by 2018. This
higher number seems to be based on a new standard of effectiveness that is described in this
4

https://energizeeastside2.blob.core.windows.net/media/Default/Library/Reports/PSEScreeningStudyFebruary2014.pdf, p. 6
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email from Energize Eastside Program Manager Jens Nedrud:
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/pse_emails_referenced_in_th
e_deis.pdf. We wonder why this issue did not arise in the E3 study. Is it real, or is this an
obfuscation designed to cast doubt on non-transmission alternatives in the EIS? If it is real, is
the magnitude correctly stated by PSE?
We suspect that the different requirements for transmission and non-wires solutions stem from
PSE’s stated requirement that the Eastside grid must assist in the export of 1,500 MW to Canada
during peak demand. This requirement favors transmission-based alternatives. However, the
export of electricity at this level has never been proven, and the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow
Study raises important questions about whether the regional grid can sustain this level of
transmission.
All of these fundamental questions have yet to be studied by a neutral and independent expert.
Since many questions have come to light only after the EIS process began, they must be
validated in order for non-wires solutions to be appropriately scaled. After that, the impacts of
these alternatives can be appropriately compared.
A fair and independent expert must answer questions about how much electricity must be
exported to Canada during winter peak loads and an N-1-1 failure. The number should reflect
how much electricity is required by contractual agreement, and also how much can be
reasonably delivered by the regional grid. Once this is known, the effectiveness of non-wires
alternatives must be independently derived. This should lead to a clear determination of the
level of peak load reduction that is required for each alternative in each year.


2.3.3: “[Alternative 2.A] could address the project need but results in uncertainty about how
much infrastructure would be installed and how much additional supply would be needed each
year.”
Vague, unsubstantiated statements like this reinforce an impression that the DEIS is biased
against this alternative. Many utilities have used similar solutions without excessive fear and
uncertainty about their infrastructure and supply.
The DEIS should provide positive and negative examples from other utilities that have
employed these approaches. We can learn from the trials and successes of others. Let’s not
make decisions based on unfounded fears and doubts.



2.3.3.1: “The potential for additional energy efficiency on the Eastside is not currently known and
would require additional evaluation.”
There is plenty of data for making a more accurate determination, and an independent expert
can provide a good estimate based on the experience of other communities as well as particular
details that apply to our region. To avoid bias and conflicts of interest, “additional evaluation”
should not be performed by PSE. Further, PSE has not demonstrated an ability to evaluate the
6

potential of energy efficiency in a credible way. The WUTC and the Sierra Club have roundly
criticized PSE’s energy efficiency estimates in recent Integrated Resource Plans.
To maintain credibility and independence, the DEIS must employ an expert who can provide a
reasonable estimate of potential savings on the Eastside through cost-effective energy
efficiency technologies and policies.


2.3.3.1: “PSE’s Integrated Resource Plan (2013a) estimated PSE could achieve approximately 100
MW of additional energy efficiency during the period from 2024 to 2033 systemwide, which
would equate to approximately 14 MW of energy efficiency gains on the Eastside during that
time period. The additional energy efficiency assumed for Alternative 2 would be triple the
amount that PSE estimated is achievable after 2024.”
PSE’s 2013 IRP is not a credible source to cite as a basis for energy efficiency projections. The
IRP is known to be deficient in its evaluation of energy efficiency. The company’s data was
incomplete and out of date. Quoting the IRP without independent confirmation allows PSE to
indirectly sabotage the viability of solutions that rely on accurate energy efficiency projections.
It is also unreasonable to assume that energy efficiency gains are directly proportional to the
Eastside’s share of total system load. The mostly urban Eastside has a different level of energy
intensity than more rural areas, and the potential for substantial gains through energy efficiency
is greater. Quoting a back-of-the-napkin estimate like 14 MW is an affront to the honest and
independent process we expected from the EIS. The earlier statement was preferable: “[energy
efficiency potential] is not known and would require additional evaluation.”
To maintain credibility and independence, PSE’s Integrated Resource Plans cannot be
referenced as a source of data used to design or evaluate non-wire solutions. The DEIS must
cite credible experts and case studies instead of rough calculations based on IRPs written by
the project proponent.



2.3.3.2: “The Integrated Resource Plan (PSE, 2013) estimated that demand response systems
would result in 116 MW systemwide reduction in capacity needed by 2024. Because the Eastside
represents approximately 14 percent of the systemwide load, and assuming that adoption of
demand response would be proportional on the Eastside to the rest of PSE service areas, it is
assumed that approximately 14 percent of the systemwide reduction (16 MW of conservation by
2024) would occur on the Eastside.”
PSE’s 2013 IRP has been strongly criticized for its lack of credible analysis on Demand Response.
The Eastside has significantly greater potential for savings from Demand Response compared to
other parts of PSE’s service area. The Eastside potential is not proportional to other PSE service
areas.
PSE will be sending out an RFP for Demand Response solutions as part of its 2017 IRP process.
Let’s see what kind of Demand Response potential the competitive market can identify. Market7

driven answers are likely to be more informative and aggressive than PSE’s weak efforts were 3
or 4 years ago.
Demand Response is a central feature of the Seventh Northwest Power Plan. The DEIS must
be much more specific about the kinds of Demand Response that will be incorporated in
alternative solutions. For example, EQL Energy describes different programs for “day ahead”
and “10 minute” Demand Response. These two programs deliver 43% more savings than the
vaguely described program in the DEIS. Many states are far ahead of Washington in using
Demand Response programs. The DEIS should cite positive and negative examples in other
states to better inform the public and policymakers about the potential for these solutions in
PSE’s service area.


2.3.3.3.1: “In order to address the Eastside transmission deficiency with distributed generation
alone, approximately 300 to 400 MW of capacity would be needed by 2024 depending on the
geographic location of the generation (PSE, 2013; Strauch, personal communication, 2015a).”
The use of distributed generation alone is not a scenario proposed by any alternative in the
DEIS. This statement obfuscates the facts and may confuse the public. Worse, it states large
numbers of megawatts that depend on an unspecified geographic location. What purpose does
this serve? How would those numbers change if the generation were located in a more
advantageous location? No useful information is provided.
It is disappointing to see PSE’s 2013 IRP again cited as a source. This corrupts the supposedly
independent EIS process. Although the IRP documents are reviewed by the WUTC and other
stakeholders, no one has the authority to correct inaccurate statements in the IRP. If the DEIS
must cite the IRP as a source, it should also cite the criticism that those citations generated
during the IRP review.
The DEIS should engage experts in the field of distributed generation and provide positive and
negative examples from communities that have used distributed generation strategies to
address peak load issues.



2.3.3.3.1: “To ensure adequate capacity even when some equipment is not working, a
substantial degree of redundancy is needed in distributed generation resources.”
This statement ignores the fact that successful Distributed Standby Generation programs have
been deployed in the Pacific Northwest. For example, Portland Gas & Electric has a program in
which the utility is responsible for testing and maintaining generators that are owned by private
businesses and hospitals. The businesses get free maintenance in return for allowing their
generators to be used by the utility during peak load scenarios that happen only a few hours
each year. This is a good deal for the businesses who don’t have to do maintenance themselves.
It’s also a good deal for customers who don’t have to pay for extra infrastructure.
To address the questions of adequate supply and redundancy, the DEIS must describe what
8

kind of maintenance programs would be needed to keep these generators in good working
order. The cost of these programs must be compared with the cost of having redundant
generators that are maintained in a less regular fashion.


2.3.3.4: “While it is possible that home battery storage could occur in homes using technology
that is currently being developed, [we won’t consider it].”
It may be true that home battery storage won’t be so widespread in the next few years that it
will make a big difference in the Eastside’s energy mix. However, it is worth considering how a
utility might incentivize customers to consider this investment. PSE could offer rebates for
installing home batteries. Or the company could give battery customers a special discount on
electricity if they charge the battery during non-peak hours and then use the stored electricity
during peak hours. Incentives could make it financially attractive for customers to install
batteries for the purpose of saving money on their electricity bills and having a backup source of
electricity during power outages. This would especially appeal to customers with solar panels.
A battery would allow these customers to bank their solar output and survive power outages
spanning multiple days (with a big enough battery and judicious use of electricity).
Instead of dismissing home batteries in a single sentence, the DEIS should describe incentives
in other states that encourage home battery installation. How do incentive costs, impacts,
and benefits compare to other alternatives? Of course, the DEIS should account for the
societal cost of carbon emissions, and the possibility that carbon will be taxed in the future.



2.3.3.4: “This analysis considers a PSE controlled facility capable of storing 121 MW, which would
be adequate to eliminate emergency overloads (Strategen, 2015). This would require a site of
approximately 6 acres.”
We disagree that a battery of this size is necessary. A huge battery is needed only because the
DEIS significantly underestimates the amount of energy that could be addressed through energy
efficiency, demand response, and distributed generation. According to our expert, EQL Energy,
the Eastside could realistically install a battery that is 4 times smaller than described in the DEIS.
A smaller battery would take less land to site.
The DEIS would do well to reference a project that is currently being installed by Southern
California Edison.5 It’s a mix of utility-side and behind-the-meter batteries that might work on
the Eastside at a much smaller scale. There are exciting batteries being produced locally
(UniEnergy Technologies in Mukilteo6) and intriguing salt-water batteries that are inexpensive,
non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-corrosive (Aquion Energy7). Battery technology is evolving
quickly, and even PSE says batteries will be transformative soon. The main questions are how
big, how much, and when?

http://www.utilitydive.com/news/inside-southern-california-edisons-energy-storage-strategy/406044/
http://www.uetechnologies.com/
7
http://www.aquionenergy.com/products/grid-scale-batteries
5
6
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Because the huge battery described in Alternative 2.A is practically impossible to charge and
difficult to site, the DEIS must consider smaller batteries that are enabled by better energy
efficiency, demand response, and distributed generation. Also, the DEIS must correct a
significant error in the Strategen report that fails to account for the avoided cost of
transmission, making batteries look less cost-competitive that they actually are (the table
below shows batteries to be twice as cost-efficient as PSE’s transmission project if an
additional peaker plant can be avoided). The benefit of reduced carbon emissions must be
recognized if additional peaker plants are supplanted by energy storage.



2.3.3.4: “The Eastside system has significant constraints during off-peak periods that could
prevent an energy storage system from maintaining sufficient charge to eliminate or sufficiently
reduce normal overloads over multiple days.”
This is only a concern for the huge batteries proposed in the DEIS. It is not a problem for the
more realistically-sized batteries proposed by EQL Energy.
The DEIS must redo analysis of battery charging limitations with smaller batteries.



2.3.3.4: “A system large enough to address the entire transmission capacity deficiency would
need to deliver approximately 328 MW of electricity and store 2,338 (MWh) of power. A storage
system of this size is not technically feasible.”
This statement might be misread by the public. Someone might conclude that batteries are not
technically feasible, when they are only infeasible if they are used to address the entire
deficiency without any other components included.
The DEIS should not include statements that confuse or obfuscate the issues. Statements like
this must be moved into a separate section clearly labeled “Ideas that were considered but
proven unworkable.” Some readers might be confused by the proximity of this fantastical
speculation to realistic proposals.
10



2.3.3.4: “Summer requirements were not evaluated because the limitations identified during the
winter study indicated that energy storage would not be a feasible stand-alone alternative.”
Everyone agrees that energy storage is not a stand-alone alternative. This statement applies
only to the previous fantastical speculation.
The DEIS must remove or clearly separate fantastical speculation from factual information.



2.3.3.1 (Peak Generation Plant Component – the section numbers are wrong, it should be
2.3.3.5): “Most of the substations on the Eastside are in residential areas, and these types of
generators produce a high noise level that would be incompatible with those surroundings. For
this reason PSE had eliminated this option from consideration.”
CENSE remains keenly interested in protecting residential neighborhoods from the impacts of
demand growth that are mostly driven by the commercial sector. The DEIS does not consider
how the costs of serving demand growth should be shared with commercial enterprises and
developers who create increased demand.



2.3.3.2 (Construction, also incorrectly numbered): “Construction of battery storage facilities
would last approximately 6 months and would require standard construction equipment similar
to what is required for construction of a substation under Alternative 1.”
This statement compares the construction impact for a huge battery (which is way too
aggressive) to the construction of a substation under Alternative 1. Shouldn’t the DEIS also
consider the construction impact of removing thousands of mature trees and bulldozing dozens
of homes in order to install 18 miles of transmission lines in Alternative 1.A? It is a mockery of
the SEPA process to worry about the impact of 6 acres of development while ignoring 18 miles
of impacted neighborhoods, parks, schools, and businesses.
To be fair, the DEIS must compare apples to apples. The total construction impact of an
alternative should be compared to the total construction impact of another alternative.
Comparing the impact of one subpart of one alternative to the impact of a selected subpart of
another alternative is not useful.



16.7.4: “Uncertainties about the feasibility and performance of certain technologies, customer
participation levels, and achievable conservation result in a risk to reliability.”
These unsubstantiated statements about reliability, coming from the project proponent, might
be used to eliminate non-wires solutions from consideration. However, these solutions rely on
many different technologies and policies, and are actually more reliable than a transmission line.
A transmission line is vulnerable to earthquakes, extreme weather, solar flares, and terrorism.
For example, an extreme wind or ice storm may jeopardize more than a single pole. If two poles
fail, the entire transmission line that PSE proposes to build could be knocked out, reducing the
capacity of the Eastside grid by up to 20%. The same storm is unlikely to disable more than 5%
11

of the capacity of Alternative 2 solutions.
The DEIS must compare apples to apples. The overall reliability of one alternative must be
compared to the overall reliability of another alternative.

Why is the Eastside an exception?
The Seventh Northwest Power Plan8 published by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council says
In more than 90 percent of future conditions, cost-effective efficiency met all electricity load
growth through 2030 and in more than half of the futures all load growth for the next 20 years.
It’s not only the single largest contributor to meeting the region’s future electricity needs; it’s
also the single largest source of new peaking capacity.
CENSE wonders why efficiency is not the answer to the Eastside’s load growth. Obviously, the Eastside
is growing quickly. However, the 2.4% annual growth rate in demand that PSE predicts is nearly five
times the rate that Seattle City Light predicts. It is not obvious that the Eastside is growing five times
faster than Seattle.
Perhaps PSE projections do not rely enough on conservation and demand response. Here is a graph of
expected Winter Peak Demand included in the Seventh Plan:

Even if the Eastside is growing quickly, we would expect winter peak growth to be flat or very slightly
positive, not the explosive 2.4% growth that PSE projects.
The DEIS must clarify what level of growth is realistic, and evaluate the impacts of alternatives that
are specifically designed to address that level of growth. Each alternative must be vetted by experts.
If possible, the DEIS should cite positive and negative examples from communities that have gained
experience with an alternative. Above all, the DEIS must be clear, unbiased, and independent. The
Draft EIS fails these criteria and must be corrected.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
8

https://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/powerplan/7/plan/
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Don Marsh
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
CENSE reference document
Monday, March 14, 2016 10:32:40 PM
SRC DEIS comment letter Final.docx

Dear EIS Officials,
CENSE would like to reference the comments made in this letter from the Somerset Recreation
Club. This letter raises many issues that CENSE believes are relevant, and we would like to
acknowledge them for possible future action.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
4411 137th Ave. SE
Bellevue, WA 98006

Somerset Recreation Club
4445 Somerset Blvd SE, Bellevue, WA 98006
March 10, 2016
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
The Somerset Recreation Club (SRC), has been a community hub for Somerset and surrounding
neighborhoods since 1963. We have been following the Energize Eastside (EE) project closely
since its inception and are trying to determine the impacts on SRC if the new high voltage lines
are installed along the existing PSE corridor. The current PSE power lines bisect the northwest
corner of our property and are directly over our 2 tennis courts. Additionally, there are 4 PSE
poles (in pairs of two) located on our property that support the current power lines.
Somerset Recreation Club is concerned about the contents of the DEIS not addressing the
significant environmental and operational impacts of the PSE proposed project, especially
Alternative 1, on the club. It should also be noted that there were no mitigation measures that
will provide significant solutions to SRC for both short term construction and long term location
and operational/maintenance impacts due to the potential removal of the 115kv poles and/or
transmission lines, and replacement with 230kv poles and transmission lines.
As a result, we have reviewed the Phase 1 Draft EIS and are providing the City of Bellevue and
PSE with our comments (see below) on the documents for the key and relevant sections of the
DEIS, as they pertain to SRC.
Alternative 1- Location of the proposed new powerline upgrade through the Somerset
Residential Neighborhood
We would like to know more details on PSE's preferred alternative (Alternative 1) and the
specific plans with regard to locating the 85’ to 130’ poles that would support the new, higher
voltage power lines. Specifically, where precisely the poles would be located (vis-a-vis the
existing PSE power poles on SRC property). Will the existing poles be removed or retained? If
so, how much more of our property would be taken and/or what effect would the larger
poles/wires have on our Clubhouse/pool? Can our existing tennis courts stay below the new,
higher voltage lines? According to the DEIS in Chapter 12. Recreation (Section 12.5.3.1), the
new higher voltage power lines will require a widening of the existing corridor by as much as
50’ and that no buildings or houses will be allowed within the easement and/or below the lines.
If this is true, then the Somerset Recreation Club, a recreation facility that has been in use for
more than 50 years, may literally have to close its doors, because we would not be able to

comply with the new expanded corridor requirements as our current clubhouse, tennis courts
and possibly our pool would sit below these lines. As a result of these impacts to SRC, what
mitigation will you provide?

Chapter 1 Section 2.3
In Section 2.3, the alternatives were presented and the overhead transmission lines and pole
location were discussed. The DEIS did not mention ways to mitigate through design, location,
and/or minimize the impacts associated with the removal of the 115 kV system and upgrading it
to 230kv. This upgrade has significant impacts such as: the foundation location and size and the
pole height on the SRC which is located in the existing transmission corridor.
The following are comments on each of the following Elements of the Environment that are
included or should have been included in the DEIS.
ELEMENTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Natural Environment
Chapter 3. Earth
SRC (and the Somerset Community) is on a steep hill and adjacent to the Fault that is located
along I-90. Based on our review of this element, the DEIS does not identify major issues nor
provide significant mitigation measures to prevent damage to the SRC facility from poles and
powerlines collapsing and the Olympic pipeline breaking due to significant seismic and/or storm
events. In addition, construction impacts due to removing the old poles, the access to locations
where the poles are located, and replacing them in the same location may adversely impact the
SRC property/facility. Since SRC was not mentioned as a key facility in the region, no proposed
mitigation measures were offered. Vibration (e.g. air and ground vibration) is a significant issue,
due to the proximity of the poles to all the SRC structures (buildings, pool, and tennis courts).
Also, the underground gas pipeline could be affected. The DEIS stated on page 3-14 that “no
potentially significant adverse impacts related to work near pipelines are expected under any of
the alternatives”. This seems to be an inaccurate statement, since the location of SRC is both
near the Olympic pipeline and along the PSE corridor. We should be protected from immediate
construction impacts, as well as any future impacts as a result of the construction activities,
such as: the relocated poles (e.g. removing old poles and/or locating new poles, expanding the
foundation of the new poles, easement encroachment, etc.).

Chapter 5. Water Resources

SRC has been impacted by a significant amount of storm water runoff from the hill/roadway
along Somerset Blvd. This issue has undermined the SRC facility (e.g. Tennis Courts) and
potentially the pole/pipelines that exist in close proximity to the facility. It may also adversely
impact the potential location of the new and larger poles that may be placed adjacent to SRC.
An analysis of this issue needs to evaluated before any further action is taken.

Chapter 6. Plants and Animals
The DEIS did not include an overview of the aquatic and terrestrial habitat within the entire
study area. In addition, it failed to mention the impact of the potential removal of 8000 trees in
the region due to the proposed action/alternatives. The SRC facility also has a number of
mature trees around it’s perimeter that have been there for decades and would potentially be
eliminated if the poles are removed and/or replaced. Historically, Bellevue has a problem with
its canopy being reduced. As a result, PSE’s actions should not contribute to this ongoing long
term problem and it needs to enhance, not eliminate the tree canopy.

Chapter 7. Energy & Natural Resources
Per the DEIS Section 7.2, it stated the “none of the study area communities have control over
how PSE uses energy to provide power. However, all of the study area communities have
comprehensive plan energy goals or policies that lead them to encourage, facilitate, promote,
or participate in actions addressing climate change sustainability, or energy conservation and
efficiency, or reduction of greenhouse gases”. Since the City of Bellevue is the Lead Agency for
the EIS process why are they allowing PSE to propose a project that has detrimental impacts on
our individual and collective community. This project may eliminate the SRC facility or seriously
impact it due to the size and location of the new power poles. As well as the adverse impacts or
elimination of homes along the corridor in Somerset (thus reducing our overall membership
base).
Lastly, the DEIS states that they anticipated no cumulative or significant adverse impacts
(Section 7.8 and 7.9) to natural resources from any of the alternatives. This in incorrect and
needs to be reevaluated, per the comments provided above.
Built Environment
Chapter 8. Environmental Health
The environmental health for this proposed project includes Electric Magnetic Radiation,
Hazardous Materials, Corona Ionization, and Noise. The DEIS concluded that there were “No
cumulative adverse impacts to environmental health as anticipated” (page 8.46). However,

based on the contents of this section, this statement is inconsistent and in opposition with the
information provided.
The following sections will provide an overview of the impacts. These issues are of particular
concern to SRC due to our proximity to the PSE corridor and the fact that SRC has a heated pool
(adjacent to) and tennis courts (directly below) the existing corridor. The EIS does not cover
this, but we believe the proximity to water may increase the diverse effects and enhance the
health hazard.
Electric Magnetic Radiation (EMR)
The DEIS stated that epidemiological and other studies have reported an increased
cancer risk associated with the estimates of magnetic field exposure. The EMR’s, Noise
and/or the Olympic Pipeline may have cumulative effects that caused these significant
maladies.
Corona Ionization: The effects of corona ionization are also of particular concern for
SRC, both physically and psychologically:
1) Given the humid air/rain in the PNW and the additional humidity provided by
the heated pool area, the buildup and discharge of the corona ions as “static discharge”
will most certainly have adverse impacts on SRC club members, in particular in an
around the pool deck area.
2) The audible cracking and popping of the discharge along the lines and line-topole connections will also have negative impacts, as it should be obvious that electricity
and water don’t mix and therefore are important factors in how members enjoy their
experience at the SRC.
3) It was also stated in the EIS that the corona ions adhere to other particles
(airborne pollution, etc.) and can then be inhaled. Given the SRC pool and tennis courts
are very near the power lines, these impacts most certainly apply.
Hazardous Materials: The Olympic Pipeline and its alignment with the transmission lines
needs to be assessed to ensure that the pipelines is in good condition in Somerset and
on/near SRC. Also, there is significant risk if the transmission lines through Somerset are
upgraded. PSE and Olympic Pipeline must ensure that the residents are protected from
construction and operation/maintenance impacts that may cause ruptures or damage to
the pipeline and adjacent residences and facilities.
Chapter 9. Noise (Per SEPA, this Category should be listed under Environmental Health)
There is a significant noise issue (“it is not a relatively low noise level “per the DEIS) that is
emitted from the PSE power lines. Members of the SRC (e.g. individuals using the SRC facility)
and many of the residents that live along the corridor (who are also SRC members) often
comment on the noise issue. The DEIS stated (page 1-33) that the existing transmission lines
“may be audible...at adjacent sensitive land uses” such as homes and facilities, like SRC.
Chapter 10. Land Use & Housing

As highlighted in the DEIS, the changes in Land Use in the proposed alignments will cause
significant impacts in the region. As stated in other sections of this letter, there have been
numerous erroneous statements, such as on Page1-36: “construction of action alternatives
would be relatively short duration at any one location with negligible land use impacts”. The
impacts maybe in short duration, but land use impacts could be significant if the new pole
placement and supporting structures impede on the existing SRC pool and structures.
On page 10-18, it was stated that the study area communities would have to “determine
whether to designate the project as an EPF (Essential Public Facility) as part of the projectspecific application process”. Since this is the programmatic DEIS, it does not provide for a
comprehensive analysis. However, we would like to state that based on contents of the DEIS
and its attachments, and the information provided through community meetings, etc.; that the
PSE’s proposed EE project is not needed nor required to sustain the energy requirements of the
region and that the potential alignment through Somerset has significant, adverse, and
permanent impacts to the community and they cannot be mitigated.
On page 10-20, a discussion on the projects effect on land uses and housing would occur and
“Specific designs for the project would need to be reviewed by each community to determine
compliance with applicable zoning codes and regulations”. SRC and the community have
already reviewed the preliminary design and relevant document for this project and its
alternatives and we would like to state that they are not in compliance with the COB codes and
regulations.
On page 10-26, it provides a list of Study area communities, but it does not include the City of
Bellevue and states that if is not listed in the table it would “appear to either allow the
alternative outright or as a conditional use in all zones”. Why was the COB’s information not
included in this table since they are the Lead agency for this DEIS? What is the COB list of
restrictions in the Somerset area?
Also, SRC is currently partnering with the Forest Ridge School of the Sacred Heart (FRS) (also
located in the Somerset neighborhood) to completely renovate the SRC facility, and PSE/COB
indicated through previous contacts with both entities that there would not be any problems
with the SRC's proposed architectural design for the renovation. However, based on the
proposed action outlined in the DEIS, this now seems incorrect, and the $7 - 10 million
renovation jointly proposed by SRC and FRS may be in jeopardy if Alternative 1 (Energize
Eastside) is chosen. This information has never been directly conveyed by PSE or COB to the
Somerset Rec Club and/or the Forest Ridge School.
Chapter 11. Views & Visual Resources
The Somerset Community was developed in the early 1960’s and the views of Mt. Rainier to the
Cascades from the areas homes and SRC are significant. This view has attracted and helped
retain members at SRC for decades. The view is one of the reasons why our facility is full on
sunny days and evenings with beautiful sunsets. In Section 11.3.2, 11.3.3 and 11.3.4, a list of

visual resources and key viewpoints are provided, but the Somerset community/SRC were not
included and should have been mentioned in these sections. Also, the private views were
probably not included for the Somerset area as noted in Figure 11-12. There are 100’s of homes
and SRC that have views on both side of the hill. Any view blockage at SRC would minimize our
financial viability, which is an economic issue that can be quantified.
On page 11-1- it stated that “the importance of visual resources is subjective, based on the
viewer’s perspective”. Also, in Section11.1.2- it stated that “differences in actual assessed
values are not useful for this evaluation because the data were inconclusive as to whether the
reason parcels were valued differently was because of use restrictions within a power line
easement, because of visual impacts, or for some other reason.” However, realtors in the area
have information that they can provide COB about types of views in the area and the home
values with full, partial views, views of the power lines, and without views. This difference is
significant and also has an affect the property values too. The greater the price of the home the
greater the property value and contribution to the region for school levies, road improvements,
etc. This issues should be addressed in the Economic section of the future EIS.
Chapter 12. Recreation
SRC’s facility and other key private/community recreation facilities were not included to avoid
placing overhead lines in recreation sites. “The enjoyment of recreation sites can be linked to
visual quality and natural resources”. Based on this statement, the power lines across Somerset
and SRC should not be permitted per the COB’s policies. Section 12.6 stated that “new
infrastructure is located within recreation sites ... it will reduce user enjoyment of a recreation
site through noise or visual impacts or changes to the resource- changes in light and shade;
access to a recreation site, or disruption of informal recreation activities”. The DEIS stated that
the Phase 2 EIS will address these impacts. However, SRC and even the Somerset community
would like to request that since our facility and the community has been impacted by the
existing power line system for over 53 years, any further expansion/upgrade to the system
would a significant and adverse impact and no proposed mitigation could compensate for the
cumulative impacts to date. Section 12.7.1 offers another option, it states that ”if recreation
sites are affected and cannot be restored, they would be relocated and replaced as required;
for example property could be purchased and a new recreation facility created”.
In Section 12.5.1, it stated that if SRC is “unusable or access is completely blocked during peak
use, then impacts are considered significant”. Based on our review of the DEIS, “significant”
impact would occur for all construction activities between May and September that would
generate noise and aesthetics issues (see Chapter 14 below). Furthermore, any construction
taking place on SRC property during peak use months of May through September that would
block use of the SRC in any way could result in a loss of membership, and a decline in
membership for even one summer season would be deleterious to the SRC's future financial
viability. The SRC cannot underscore enough the criticality that any construction on SRC
property must be done when the SRC is not open for business.

Chapter 13. Historic & Cultural Resources
SRC was built in 1963, and therefore because it is over 50 years old, it should be considered as a
historic structures per Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation,
King County Historic Preservation Program and the following registers: National Register of
Historic Places, Washington Heritage Register, and King County Landmark. Per the DEIS,
currently no structure in the Somerset area has been listed. In addition, per the DEIS (Section
13.7), if “operational impacts to above ground resources may include noise, vibration, and
views… The impacts of each identified historic resource will need to be assessed individually to
determine mitigation measures, which may include redesign options or measures to minimize
noise and vibration impacts”. SRC and the Somerset Community will investigate further to
determine the mitigation measures that would be proposed.
Chapter 14. Transportation
SRC is located on Somerset Blvd. in the middle of the Somerset Community. The key potential
transportation impacts to the SRC facility would be to access the facility and the parking lot(s).
There is limited parking at our facility, so that potential construction impacts and long term
operational impacts need to be reviewed and assessed to minimize impacts during our summer
season and the swim team meets (There are often 100’s of people parking around the pool a
day or two a week from May- July for these and other events.).
Chapter 15. Public services
In order for SRC to operate per governmental requirements, Police, Fire, and Emergency
Response services must be able to access SRC facilities. So any and all potential construction
activities will have to ensure access to the site and the facility.
Chapter 16. Utilities
The comments on the preceding Elements of the Environment cover our current basic issues
and concerns. Both the existing transmission lines and proposed transmission line upgrade as
well as the co-located Olympic Pipeline have to be evaluated further, with potential
impacts/mitigation measures discussed. In addition, there is a telecommunications – Cell Tower
(T-Mobile) on a PSE pole on SRC’s site and this system needs to be protected due to any
proposed action, since it provides cell coverage in the area and rental income essential to SRC
operations. The natural gas, other telecommunications systems, water, and wastewater utilities
in the area have not been identified and will potentially be impacted.
Elements of the Environment that were not included- Economics
Economic analysis is often included in a DEIS and is an allowed part of the SEPA process. The
DEIS (Section 10.7.1.4) stated that “the effect of transmission lines on property values is an
economic rather than environmental issue as defined by SEPA”. This implies that it is not a
criterion that would be allowed in the SEPA process. This is incorrect; Economics is an Element
of the Environment in many SEPA EIS’s.

Also, Section 11.6.14 stated that the data was inconclusive about the reasons for different
valuations set by Assessors and the degree to which various factors negatively impacted the
property assessment. These statements are incorrect and an economic analysis would provide
accurate and proven conclusions based on similar studies performed in the west.
Due to the EE significant impacts, it is essential that COB include in an economic analysis in the
next EIS. SRC is also concerned about the economic impact on our Club, if construction of EE
takes place on our property during the summer months when we are open.
The DEIS also does not accurately state how property values are assessed. King County’s
property tax assessment is based on the statute. However, the market value is dependent on
the economy and what potential buyers are willing to pay. If 85-100 foot towers are placed in a
property owner’s back yard and possibly on two locations at SRC and they both block views and
access to the property, then this will result in lower property values. It will also reduce SRC
membership to a point that we may have to close the facility. In addition to the effects of the
transmission line upgrade, EE is proposing to upgrade and co-locate the new towers with
the Olympic Pipeline corridor and this may also affect our property values and a construction
issue may result in a hazardous event in the community.
Additional note - Outreach and Coordination
PSE has never met with the Somerset Rec Club's Board of Directors regarding EE's impact on
our Club. It is a concern that due to the significant impact to SRC, we have not been given any
information on the mitigation measures (e.g. potential reimbursement) that we would receive
from PSE due to the impacts to our Club.
Thank you for reviewing this comment letter. We look forward to receiving comments through
the EIS process that adequately address our questions and concerns.
Regards,
Somerset Recreational Club and its Members

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

SharedFamily iPad
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
eis@cense.org
Fwd: Deis comment
Monday, March 14, 2016 10:29:51 PM

Kathleen sherman
4741 132nd ave se 98006
Cense member
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: SharedFamily iPad <SharedFamilyIpad@comcast.net>
Date: March 10, 2016 at 9:40:15 PM PST
To: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Subject: Deis comment
The pipeline corridor passes and connects to many green belts that connect to
county state and federal lands that support wildlife. High voltage lines are
perceived
differently by animals than people. This causes animals to avoid high voltage
lines causing their territories to become fragmented. How will this be addressed?
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue Stronk
Energize Eastside EIS
Comment to DEIS for PSE EE Project
Monday, March 14, 2016 10:24:46 PM

Comment from: 3/14/16
Sue Stronk
12917 SE 86th Place
Newcastle, WA 98056
A few things I just realized that make this process DEIS inexcusable:
1) Your "quick form online" to send in comments does not work—therefore discouraging people from
commenting. Unacceptable! You cannot enter your info over the examples shown there or erase those examples to
input your information.
2) When you actually click on-- info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org—to make an email comment —that takes you to -info@EnergizeEastside.org—
which makes me wonder —without the “EIS” portion in the e-mail address—do these comments actually go to
where they are intended—or into some box never to be read? Thus, voices are not heard.
3) In DEIS Fact Sheet section—page FS-ii—it describes Alternatives & Options as:
—NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE
—ALTERNATIVE 1
—ALTERNATIVE 2
—ALTERNATIVE 3
However on your online comment form page you describe Alternatives differently:
—ALTERNATIVE 1
---ALTERNATIVE 2
---ALTERNATIVE 3
—ALTERNATIVE 4: NO ACTION
There has never been mention of an Alternative 4 in the DEIS book—thus causing more confusion.
4) How again, can you use a PSE employee to make comments in the DEIS book? How biased is that? Such a
conflict of interest. Really—you didn’t even try to provide objective points of view. Specifically—Bradley
Strauch—quoted many times in DEIS chapters—works for PSE land use and environmental permits. Another fatal
flaw in DEIS.
I am a CENSE Board Member and proud to be honest and transparent following this project for over 2 years which
is full of PSE lies and deceit at every turn including this EIS process the City of Bellevue is obviously partnering
with PSE to get rammed through Bellevue and the other cities. How do many of you keep a straight face? Karma
will catch up to you eventually.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Sherman
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
DEIS comments
Monday, March 14, 2016 10:22:58 PM

Kathleen Sherman
4741 132nd ave se
Bellevue WA
Who is going to be responsible for the upgrade of sacrifice metals for pipeline corrosion due to
increased corrosion caused by the high voltage power line electrical fields?
What will be done about galloping power lines and how will safety of nearby people and their homes
and school be ensured?
The possible noise of working high voltage power lines will disturb nearby households
See this link:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIs2tLHzdY4

Property owners with a loss of property value need to compensated by PSE. Appraisals are affected
by high voltage transmission lines and some real estate agents do not like to show houses near
transmission lines. This will lead to a decrease in collected money from property taxes which will
lead to a general increase in property tax rates.

Wild fires will increase with this power line. This has been shown in California. There are too many
homes and schools nearby for such a fire corridor to be built.
In October 2007, Southern California was hit by multiple simultaneous catastrophic fires
driven by “Santa Ana” Foehn winds. Half of these fires – the largest and most destructive – have
been attributed to power lines. Comparing scaling relations for historical fire sizes demonstrates
that power line fires tend to be larger than wildland fires from other sources. This occurs because
the number of line faults rise rapidly as a function of wind speed while fire suppression efficiency
drops from its usual 99% to around 80% under high-wind conditions. Three physical effects
causing power line fires – tree contact, line slap, and metal fatigue – are shown to lead to
a
number of ignitions that increase at least as wind speed squared, and probably as a much stronger
function of wind speed.    Current regulations are shown to be inadequate to protect against
extreme wind events, making the reoccurrence of power line conflagrations equaling or
worse
than that of October 2007 inevitable barring significant additional preventative measures to
be
taken by utilities and regulators.   From Power Lines and Catastrophic Wildland Fire in
Southern California
Joseph W. Mitchell

The risk of pipeline problems caused by high voltage transmission lines is too great to risk. Also PSE
and Olympic pipeline company will blame each other for any problems and nothing will be settled or
any responsibility taken for years.
The soil analysis and other site factors cannot be properly evaluated without a detailed map or
building plan. The placement of each structure erected needs to be evaluated. The soil changes
even in my quarter acre lot. An impact study of the general area is not adequate. It’s like building in
the pipeline corridor without checking to see exactly where the pipeline is.
Because of PSE safety violation record and recent gas line explosion an independent entity will need
to evaluate the ELF levels nears homes and schools.
AT the meeting in Bellevue a PSE representative said the energize eastside project would cost
nothing because the money is coming from the capital fund. The capital fund is also used for
repairs   Energize eastside use 75% of the capital fund. What will not get repaired, maintained or
inspected if this much of the capitol fund is used for one project?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

thatgirlmeesan
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
More Careful consideration please
Monday, March 14, 2016 10:05:54 PM

I want to start this "comment" by saying that many people I shared information on the
"energize eastside" project with said to me Jamie, you know that this is already done. And
that they're just going thru the motions. But that it's going to happen. While this is possible, I
hope that it's not true. I hope that someone's listening to what the concerned citizens (some of
who've voted for you) have to say. I hope that integrity is valuable to someone other than me.
I strongly oppose PSE'S "energize eastside" project. I don't feel that it is necessary and I don't
think that it falls at all into any sort of resonance balance. Cutting down 8,000 trees should be
illegal, who would give permission to do this. Are some people unaware of the importance of
tree's? Just to touch on this slightly, trees are not only homes to many creatures we SHARE
this earth with, they help protect against soil erriosion (combating against landslides), they
take in Carbon Dioxide, Sulfur dioxide, & carbon monoxide from the air and release oxygen,
you know, the stuff every living thing on the planet needs to survive. Climate control and
global warming are words thrown around alot lately. Think of the damage of cutting down
8,000 trees? Did i mention that trees also catch rain and slow it down as it heads into our
streams (working to help maintain issues of overflow). Trees also help filter out pollutants
that end up in the water (like chemicals from vehicles on the road, for instance oil leaks)
when theyre working thru the soil. Im curious to know How does one measure environmental
impact? And what if the environment isn't your backyard that your measuring. I sincerly feel
that if anyone involved here had any care and concern for the environment this wouldn't be
allowed to happen at all, and it would've already been stopped. 8,000 trees. Most if not all of
the cities involved are Arbor day foundation "tree cities". How can the thought of this be
entertained? While more and more people are making attempts to be greener, why would we
need so much more power? And even if these cities want to plant more trees, a small tree
doesn't just replace one of the large trees equally. Any tree you would plant wouldn't reach
this large sized growth in our lifetimes. I don't want to live in an urban heat island, as a native
Washingtonian I value greatly the canopy shade these lovely trees offer. Perhaps that's why
PSE wants to cut down 8,000 trees. They cut down energy use in the summer (not having to
use airconditioners), just by being the next to buildings. And in the winter they protect houses
from the cold wind draft.
I consider PSE'S energize eastside plan much alike to a car salesman (PSE) trying to sell me
on buying my 16 year old a brand new minivan for his first car. He doesn't need it, as he
doesn't have a large family to cart around ("oh but might in the future. And we need to plan
for the future"). Well it would probably encourage him to have lots of people in the car
(encourage waste / overuse), therefore he would often be the driver costing him more money
for gas and maintenance (like paying for PSEs excess of power to encourage us to be more
wasteful, and for PSE to be able to sell to other markets) which can be equal to more
distractions while driving (like the safety risk we would be encouraging by putting power
lines atop of the old Olympic pipeline). Also keep in mind that that 16 year old may indeed
have a family at a later point, but how likely is it he would still have the minivan? And that it
would still be reliable? Why would we "invest" in a fairly ancient system, with more and
more environmentally friendly, less costly and perhaps more reliable options available. Who
do we trust to tell us what it is we need? And what credits the opinions we do trust? If these
houses at risk of being demolished due to eminent domain rules were the houses you grew up

in, or were the homes of your parents, or grandparents, or your own homes, how then would
you feel about this plan? This project in no way sounds like a good plan. These unsightly
metal towers and wire do not fall in line with the historic and cultural pacific northwest decor,
we like trees across our skyline, no power lines, poles, and towers. The best interest of your
community is what has been put into the hands of our government, yet it is sadly so often
pushed aside for profit. Please don't let these tree city's and there citizens who call it home fall
victim to such a vastly barbaric plan.As our population grows we should be planting more
trees, not cutting out fully grown large trees. If energize eastside is pushed thru, our birds, as
well as countless critters and creatures all around, including our salmon, as well as human
kind, not to mention our trees will fall victim. And all because someone decided it was more
worth it to make a buck. Instead Let's work together as a real community to find a better and
more resonable solution, a solution that doesn't include cutting down 8,000 trees and
subjecting the quality of our air, water and overall life to demise. I urge you to stand against
the cutting / removal of 8,000 trees. Against PSE'S most desired plan, and consider alternative
2.b put together and submitted with careful consideration and thought by Cense's Don Marsh.
Kindly
Jamie Brown
Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
carol@aramburu-eustis.com; HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
FW: Energize Eastside DEIS COMMENT
Monday, March 14, 2016 9:40:36 PM
2016-3-14 CENSE Helland DEIS.pdf

From: Carol [mailto:carol@aramburu-eustis.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 4:13 PM
To: Helland, Carol
Cc: Bedwell, Heidi; Rick Aramburu
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS COMMENT
Please accept the attached as comment on the Energize Eastside DEIS circulated January 28, 2016.
Carol Cohoe, Secretary
ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP
720 Third Avenue, SUITE 2000
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 625-9515
This message may be protected by the attorney-client and/or work product
privilege. If you received this message in error please notify us and
destroy the message. Thank you.

ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP
Attorneys at Law
J. Richard Aramburu
rick@aramburu-eustis.com
Jeffrey M. Eustis
eustis@aramburu-eustis.com

720 Third Avenue, Suite 2000
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel 206.625.9515
Fax 206.682.1376
www.aramburu-eustis.com

March 14, 2016

Carol Helland
Development Services Land Use Director
City of Bellevue
PO Box 90012
Bellevue, WA 98009

Via Email:
CHelland@bellevuewa.gov

Heidi Bedwell
Senior Planner
City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue N.E.
Bellevue WA 98004

Via Email:
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov

Re:

PSE 230kV Transmission Line Proposal:
Phase 2 DEIS and Scoping

Dear Ms. Helland:
As you know, this office represents CENSE, a local community organization concerned
with the proposal of PSE to construct new 230 kV transmission lines in the City of
Bellevue and other Eastside cities. I have sent several letters to the City identifying
how the proposal for consecutive DEIS’s is inconsistent with SEPA. The City has
decided to ignore my correspondence and other communications from CENSE
members and proceed with this inappropriate procedure. I write today to address
issues related to the Phase 2 DEIS and Scoping.
The comment period for the Phase 1 DEIS will close on March 14, 2015. We
understand from City correspondence that scoping for the Phase 2 DEIS will begin on
April 15, 2015.
Your email to Loretta Lopez dated March 11, 2016 addresses when there will actually
be an application for the PSE 230 kV transmission lines proposal. You state that PSE
has not applied for a conditional use permit, which you say “will be required once the
EIS is complete.” In fact, both the SEPA rules and City of Bellevue codes require that

March 14, 2016
Page 2

PSE submit an application for their proposal before scoping begins on the Phase 2
DEIS.
The Phase 1 DEIS describes the Phase 2 DEIS process as follows:
The Phase 2 Draft EIS will be a project-level evaluation, describing impacts at a
site-specific and project-specific level. This approach is consistent with the
requirements for Phased Review outline in WAC 197-11-060(5)(c),
Page 1-4.
However, the “site-specific and project-specific level” parameters can only be known
when a project application has been received from PSE. As you know, per LUC
20.20.255, in the case of a proposal for an “electrical utility facility” on a sensitive site, a
conditional use permit application must be filed and reviewed by the City. A conditional
use permit is a Process III decision under LUC 20.35.015.D. Procedures for a
conditional use permit are found in BMC 20.35.300 through 20.35.365. These
procedures include issuance of a notice of application, a “notice of completeness” (LUC
20.35.320.A), a minimum comment period and a public meeting. If “an application is
within the jurisdiction of a Community Council,” then a public meeting must be held as a
part of one of the Community Council’s regular meetings. LUC 20.35.327.B.
An additional - and critical - element of a conditional use permit application for an
electrical utility facility on a sensitive site is the “Alternative Siting Analysis” required by
LUC 20.20.255.D. This “alternative site analysis” requires the following:
the applicant shall identify alternative sites, provide required content showing
analysis relating to identified sites, describe technologies considered, and
describe community outreach conducted for proposals relating to new or
expanding electrical utility facilities on sensitive sites as described in this section.
As noted in LUC 20.20.255.D.1:
Prior to submittal of the application for Conditional Use Permit required pursuant
to subsection C of this section, the applicant shall identify not less than three
alternative site options to meet the system needs for the proposed new or
expanding electrical utility facility. At least one of the alternative sites identified
by the applicant shall be located in the land use district to be primarily served by
the proposed electrical utility facility.
(Emphasis supplied.) As described above, the Alternative Siting Analysis must be
prepared before the conditional use permit application for the 230 kV proposal. As
noted, one of the alternative sites must be located in the land use district “primarily
served” by the proposal. In this case, PSE has routinely identified Bellevue’s downtown
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core as its area of substantial growth and thus the area "primarily served" by the 230kV
transmission lines.
Based on the foregoing , and the recognition that the Phase 2 DEIS will be "site-specific
and project-specific," an application by PSE for its proposal must precede scoping for
the Phase 2 DEIS. The public, and commenting agencies, must have a proposal to
review and consider to determine what environmental impacts and considerations must
be reviewed in the "site-specific and project-specific" Phase 2 DEIS. Of particular
importance for review is the "Alternative Siting Analysis" that must precede any
application.
Accordingly, PSE must submit its conditional use permit application for the transmission
lines proposal prior to scoping for the Phase 2 DEIS , including the "Alternative Siting
Analysis ." The public and commentors must know what the proposal is before
proceeding with scoping. Failure to follow these standard SEPA procedures would be
clearly illegal and put into jeopardy the entire DEIS process.
I am sending a copy of this letter to Heidi Bedwell for inclusion in comments on the
Phase 1 DEIS.
Sincerely,

if!-n l~
J. Richard Aramburu
JRA:cc
CENSE
cc:

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Darius Richards
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Citizen Comment on DEIS - Energize Eastside Project
Monday, March 14, 2016 9:15:35 PM

We are submitting this comment as residents and representatives of the Kennydale
Neighborhood, which is located on the southeast shore of Lake Washington and within the
north portion of the City of Renton.
While we agree with the conclusion of the PSE Community Advisory Group (CAG) in 2014 that
a new power transmission line through Kennydale and thence northward along the Lake
Washington shoreline (the "L" Route) was not a good choice, we fully support the concept
that no neighborhood should be subjected to the installation of tall transmission lines if there
is no valid need and/or there are other alternatives.
Accordingly, we support the concept of DEIS Alternative 2, the Integrated Resource Approach,
with the caveat that work needs to be done on the DEIS to make this approach viable.
Specifically, we are concerned that the analysis of integrated resources as presented in the
DEIS is based on incorrect or obsolete information, making this option appear to be more
expensive and less feasible than it actually is. We feel that Alternative 2 should be
redesigned, using up-to-date and accurate information, and the guidance of credible experts
in new technologies that prioritize Demand Response and Electrical Efficiency as the most
important factors in planning the electrical grid for the Eastside's future.
We recommend that such a redesign be undertaken now, so that Alternative 2 will then be
less prone to dismissal by PSE and others who would prefer to see the installation of unsightly
and expensive new transmission lines, the cost of which will fall upon the backs of present
and future Eastside ratepayers.
Thank you for providing this opportunity to comment.
Vicki L. Richards
President, Kennydale Neighborhood Association
Darius F. Richards
Treasurer, Kennydale Neighborhood Association
   and Kennydale Representative to the PSE CAG in 2014
Both residing at: 3605 Lake Wash. Blvd. N., Renton, WA 98056
(425)430-4469                  dariusvicki@msn.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Sherman
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
FW: deis 8
Monday, March 14, 2016 9:08:27 PM

From: Kathleen Sherman [mailto:kathleen.sherman@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2016 6:49 PM
To: Kathleen Sherman (kathleen.sherman@comcast.net)
Subject: deis 8

DEIS review
Chapter 8
Environmental health is not defined.
Chapter8
8.1
Item number 2 Lists safety risks of activities near pipelines as an item of environmental concern.
Where is the list of safety risks near a high voltage transmission line which is being studied?
Item number 3 does not include corrosion as a natural phenomenon
There is no mention of other underground structures ns like natural gas mains, waterlines and
sewers.
8.2.1
This section does not follow the concept of transparency. It is probably a partial listing of codes laws
and regulation. It does not include how the regulations will be met or who will enforce. There is no
transparency for public notice of failures, shortcomings, or fines. This is particularly important
because of PSE past serious safety violations. PSE was Fined $1.25 Million for Falsifying Gas Pipeline
Safety Inspection Reports For 4 Years Running. Who is going to pay for the kind of supervision PSE
NEEDS?
Likely hazardous wasted are not listed including jet fuel spills. Again who is going to provide the kind
of supervision for profit PSE needs to follow expensive safety regulations
Storm water management will be necessary both during and after construction. There are no maps
or plans provided for storm water management. Storm water has to go somewhere and its
management is important in hilly areas. Underground lakes and reseviours amybe be formed
leading to erosion and damage to buildings, pipelins and transmission lines.
Kathleen Sherman
4741 132nd ave se
Bellevue wa

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathleen Sherman
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
FW: DEIS comments
Monday, March 14, 2016 9:06:44 PM
DEIS review chapter 8.docx

From: Kathleen Sherman [mailto:kathleen.sherman@comcast.net]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2016 10:40 PM
To: 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: DEIS comments

Kathleen Sherman
4741 132nd ave sebellevue wa 98006
See attachemnet

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Lopez
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/Findings
Monday, March 14, 2016 8:32:47 PM

The DEIS states the findings from this Phase 1 Draft EIS will and comments received on it will be used to
help outline proposed alternatives for inclusion in the Phase 2 (project level ) Draft EIS. Section 1.13
page 1-57.
What if citizens do not agree with the findings that will be issued after Phase 1? What remedy does the
community have to take issue with the findings?

Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Lopez
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/City review of process
Monday, March 14, 2016 8:23:15 PM

The DEIS states that the purpose of this EIS is not to determine whether the project is needed, but to
confirm that the methods used to define the need are consistent with industry standards and generally
accepted methods. After determining that PSE’s evaluation process has been conducted according to
industry standards, the lead agency and the partner cities… Section 1.12.1, page 1-56.
Does this statement mean that the Cities only reviewed the process but not the actual data? And if the
data was reviewed who reviewed it? The City of Bellevue does not have anyone on its staff who has the
technical expertise to review the data.
The DEIS continues and states that the Cities have worked to understand the nature of the need that
PSE has identified and to look broadly at the possible alternatives that could address the need. Section
1.12.1, page 1-56.
The citizens also want to understand the nature of the need in order to review alternatives. The City of
Bellevue, as the lead agency, has refused to allow the citizens the ability to understand the need.
I request that the City of Bellevue, as lead agency, facilitate and require the release of information from
PSE. The City continues to assert that PSE is a private company and it (City) cannot regulate PSE. PSE
plans to use our community to build the lines it chooses. It is unacceptable that PSE could possibly do so
without questions. The City staff is not asking questions so the citizens must.
What is the source of authority that the City of Bellevue has no authority to require PSE to answer
questions about it assertion of need?
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Lopez
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/NW 7th Power Plan
Monday, March 14, 2016 8:04:42 PM

The DEIS states that PSE has determined that there is a deficiency in electrical
transmission capacity and that the PSE proposed project of building 18 miles of
230KV transmission lines is the solution. Page 1-1
The City and PSE refuse to acknowledge that that growth and demand will not be as
great at PSE asserts.
Recently, the Northwest’s official power planning agency – the Northwest Power and
Conservation Council -- conducts a fresh assessment of the region’s long-term
electricity needs and issues a blueprint for meeting them. This year the Council
released the 7th Northwest Power Plan
https://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/powerplan/7/home/
This plan establishes that the need for power can be met with a combination of
demand response, conservation, new technology.
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Lopez
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/Authority for Phased EIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 7:32:37 PM

The DEIS states that the Phase 1 Draft EIS broadly evaluates the general impacts and implications
associated with feasible and reasonable options available to address PSE ‘s identified objectives for the
project. The evaluations conducted during Phase 1 to will be used to narrow the range of alternatives for
consideration in Phase 2 Draft EIS. Section 1-2, page 1-4
The City of Bellevue’s decision to refusal to issue a Final Decision after Phase 1 prevents citizens from
addressing the problem regarding the lack of appropriate Alternatives and to assess the big picture issue
of Need until end of Phase 2. The decision to conduct the EIS in consecutive phases without a Final
Decision after Phase 1 is an unwise use of time, energy and taxpayer and rate payer’s money.
What is the specific citation to an RCW or WAC which supports the basis of the City’s decision to conduct
the EIS in this manner?
The DEIS continues and states that the Phase 2 Draft EIS will be a project level evaluation, describing
impacts a site specific and project- specific level. Section 1-2. page 1-4.
I assume that this statement means that the citizens will know the exact route and will know exactly which
trees will be cut. PSE, however, has not yet filed an application for a permit for this project. And
according to Carol Helland, City of Bellevue, PSE will not file an application until PSE applies for a
conditional use permit. See email 3/11/16 from Carol Helland.
How will the citizens know the project specific details of the proposed project if there is no application
filed? How can PSE assess the information submitted in Phase 1 and plan to issue scoping for Phase 2
on April 8 in such a short amount of time? Is this possible due to the lack of specific information? If so,
then why have citizens been told that the site specific details will be addressed in Phase 2?
************************************
From: CHelland@bellevuewa.gov [mailto:CHelland@bellevuewa.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 7:39 PM
To: Loretta Lopez
Subject: Re: PSE Application

PSE filed an application for an EIS, which is customary for a project that ends up with a
determination of significance. They have not formally submitted for a conditional use permit
(which will be required once the EIS is complete).
Once a application for a conditional use permit is filed, a notice of the application will go out
broadly. Hope this information is useful.
Carol Helland
On Mar 11, 2016, at 7:08 PM, Loretta Lopez <loretta@mstarlabs.com> wrote:
Carol,
I assume that PSE has not yet filed and application. Is this correct?
Would you let me know as soon as PSE files an application.
Thank you.

Loretta
**********************************
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Lopez
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/Request for clarification
Monday, March 14, 2016 7:08:30 PM

Don Marsh, President of CENSE has repeatedly asked for information from PSE supports PSE’s assertions
about Need. See stream of email messages attached below to this email. Email from Don Marsh to Jens Nedrud
1/18/16, 1/25/16, 1/26/16 and 1/29/16,
PSE bases, in part, its refusal to provide information upon CEII requirements. Section 1-3, page 1-4.
Citizens cannot assess PSE’s assertions of need without the access to information. The City states it cannot
release the information. See email 2/23/16 message from Carol Helland to Loretta Lopez in email stream
below.
I request that the City of Bellevue, determine a method for providing the information that Don Marsh has
requested in his emails which are forth below.
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From: CHelland@bellevuewa.gov [mailto:CHelland@bellevuewa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Loretta Lopez
Subject: RE: PSE Refusal to provide information#2

Apologies Loretta for the delay. The issue that you raised about information sharing was previously
responded to as part of the City Attorney’s reply to Rich Aramburu. Specifically, the City Attorney included
the following information in her October 23, 2015, letter.
4. Access to Critical Energy Infrastructure Information
Stantec plays an important role on the EIS team as reviewer of the utility planning and operations
information associated with PSE’s electrical utility system that is protected as Critical Energy Infrastructure
Information (as such term is defined in 18 C.F.R. 388.113 or as amended, otherwise known as CEII). The
City is precluded from releasing un-redacted utility planning and operation information protected by
federal law, therefore we are unable to comply with your request that we produce the CEII document
related to this project. This does not mean that the information is unavailable to your clients. The
information reviewed by Stantec is available upon request from PSE with appropriate advance security
clearance. PSE has a standardized security screening process in place to assist in providing access to unredacted information. We understand that there is some ongoing disagreement between PSE and CENSE
about PSE’s screening process impacting your client’s ability to access the documents, however the City
does not have authority to resolve that disagreement. Parties interested in reviewing the protected utility
planning and operations information associated with PSE’s electrical utility system, can request a security
clearance from NERC.
One of the reasons that Stantec was included on the EIS consultant team was to evaluate the process
utilized by PSE to model operation of their electrical system. Reviewers that are either unable to secure
CEII clearance or unwilling to go through the necessary security steps should review the materials
prepared by Stantec as a component of the development of the DEIS. With respect to the “need”
question, PSE is a privately held regulated utility, and as such they are responsible for identifying the
objectives they are trying to achieve with their proposed project. That said, I have forwarded to your
comment regarding consultation on to the City Attorney and to Nicholas and Kate.
Regards, Carol
From: Loretta Lopez [mailto:loretta@mstarlabs.com]

Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: RE: PSE Refusal to provide information#2
Carol,
I am checking on whether you received my message below.
Please let me know that you received it.
Loretta
PS I was at the City Council meeting last night. I was surprised to hear Nicolas Matz and Kate Berens response
regarding the issue of Need for PSE project. Their position is that the neither the City nor the public can
question the Need for the project. I suggest that they consult with the City Attorney for clarification and provide
substantive legal support for advice to the City Council.
From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2016 11:01 AM
To: CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: PSE Refusal to provide information
Carol,
Don Marsh has repeatedly asked for information from PSE. See the stream of email messages below. PSE has
not provided the information.
The information Don Marsh is requesting is necessary for citizens to understand the basis of PSE’s assertions.
The City has a responsibility to require PSE to provide information to support its position that there is a need for
the proposed project.
PSE refusal to respond to Don’s question is unacceptable. PSE cannot assert that its position is true and expect
citizens to accept without question.
We request that you, as the Environmental Coordinator for this EIS, require PSE to respond to Don’s requests.
Thank you.
Loretta

From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 11:19 AM
To: 'Don Marsh' <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>; Pravitz, Keri <Keri.Pravitz@pse.com>
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need
Don It is apparent from your response that we are at a point where continued email exchanges are not helpful.
I have done my best to explain complex issues in a way that you can understand, and clearly that is not
working. All the experts agree that the need has been established.
On other issues you may wish to engage in the public process - currently there is a public comment period
for Phase I of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement in which you can participate – please see the
cities’ EnergizeEastsideEIS.org website.

Sincerely,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in cooperation with Kirkland,
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. The City of Bellevue and the coordinating jurisdictions published the Phase 1 Draft EIS on Jan. 28,
2016. The public comment period for the Phase 1 Draft EIS ends on Monday, March 14, 2016. For more information on the EIS and to
submit comments to be included as part of the EIS and the public record, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note:
· The City of Bellevue is leading the SEPA EIS process. No comments or questions submitted to Puget Sound Energy will be
considered part of the EIS. To submit comments as part of the EIS, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
· For background information about the Energize Eastside project, please visit pse.com/energizeeastside or refer to the
project's Frequently Asked Questions.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 8:25 AM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens,
Thank you for your lengthy (and quick) response. You have explained a bit of your methodology. However,
there are still some things that are not made clear in your answers or the studies you mention:
1. Did you or your team personally review each of the 6.25 million contingency cases that you
simulated to determine the system capacity line?
2. If not, how many of the cases were reviewed?
3. Was the system capacity determined by the worst case you observed, or did you combine some
number of cases to calculate the capacity?
4. In any system that has a limited capacity, the limit is usually determined by one or two “weak links.”
For example, my car engine may be able to go 100 mph, but if my tires are only rated for 90 mph,
that’s as fast as my car can go. I must ask again, is the system capacity limited by the two 230 kV
transformers that are overloading, or is there some other component of the system that is limiting
the total capacity?
Your answers to these questions are important, because neither PSE, Quanta, Utility System Efficiencies,
nor Stantec has described the methodology used to produce the result. If the need for the project is as
obvious as you claim, and if the methodology is as solid as you imply, then we should be satisfied as soon
as we know these details.
We seem to have different interpretations of the FERC ruling on our complaint. You have focused on one
part of FERC’s ruling, but we think the following conclusion is important: “The record before us shows that
the Energize Eastside Project is located completely within Puget Sound’s service territory, … and that
neither Puget Sound, nor any other eligible party, requested to have the project selected in the regional
transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation; therefore, the project is not subject to the Order No.
1000 regional approval process.” In other words, FERC dismissed the case at least partly because the
commission lacked jurisdiction. FERC did not say PSE is correct in its assertion that it must transmit

electricity to Canada under all conditions. In fact, FERC seems to think that the project will play no
significant role in regional transmission.
Your email says PSE must participate in “regional power flows” that are not optional. Your consultant, Mark
Williamson, told the Newcastle Planning Commission that the project has nothing to do with Canada, and
that there are better ways to transmit energy to Canada than pushing it through the Eastside. Can you
explain these apparent contradictions?
It is also puzzling to us that you seem unaware that the NERC Reliability Coordinator headquartered in
Vancouver, Washington would cut power flows to Canada within minutes if an N-1-1 emergency occurred
during peak winter loads. Do you assert that the coordinators responsible for grid reliability would force
you to overload your transformers to continue transmitting a large flow of electricity to Canada when it
isn’t required to keep lights on in British Columbia?
Sincerely,
Don Marsh

From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 4:24 PM
To: 'Don Marsh' <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>; Pravitz, Keri <Keri.Pravitz@pse.com>
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need
Don,
I am sorry you do not think we have answered your questions; I do know that we have discussed these very
issues with you and your CENSE colleagues several times. Perhaps this is a case of not understanding the
answers. Therefore, in an effort to explain our answers to you again, I have addressed each question
below.
Question 1: “Is this capacity determined by adding the capacities of the two 230/115 kV transformers that
would serve the Eastside in the event of an N-1-1 outage of the other two transformers?”
ANSWER: The simple, non-technical answer is No. The system capacity lines on the graph were NOT
determined by the ratings of the two 230 kV transformers. They were determined from power flow
studies as a result of simulating approximately 6.25 million contingencies. As we have previously
discussed, the “system capacity” or “level of concern” shown on the graph relates to system performance
primarily under N-1-1 or N-2 contingency conditions as required by federal mandates. After my colleagues
met with John Merrill and Steve O’Donnell some time ago, you even acknowledged your understanding of
this in emails you exchanged with us.
The system capacity range of 688 MW to 708 MW is based on power flow studies. PSE’s power flow
studies are conducted pursuant to mandatory federal regulations with the assistance of nationally
recognized system planning experts using industry established study protocols. There is no simple “adding”
of nameplate capacities of transformers in power flows studies. Power flow equations are non-linear
which requires a numerical iterative solution to solve such equations. The equations use complex numbers
(vectors), which include magnitudes and phase angles in determining the power flows.
Also, your continued insistence that PSE can eliminate the power flows to Canada shows your
misunderstanding of electric system planning and its mandatory regulations. All regional power flows are
included in the base cases from WECC and ColumbiaGrid. They are required to be included in PSE’s load
flow studies, as the electrical system serving the Eastside is part of the regionally integrated electric
system. It is not optional. We have explained this to you numerous times and FERC agreed with our
methodology in dismissing your complaint regarding our planning process.
Question 2: “…is about the “Customer Demand” level shown at approximately 580 MW in 2014. Is this
number based on a measurement of the demand on the two transformers calculated by a load flow
simulation of the N-1-1 contingency? Or is it the summation of loads on individual Eastside substations?”

ANSWER: The 2014 customer demand value is NOT based on loads on the remaining two 230 kV
transformers or the summation of loads on substation transformers. Customer Demand value is a
forecasted value; please note the chart is labeled as “Customer Demand Forecast.” As we have explained
multiple times, PSE’s corporate load forecast process has been performed for many years and the results
have served PSE customers well. Our forecasts are a complex econometric model that takes into account
not just historical data but a variety of other inputs, such as information about regional and national
economic growth, demographic changes, weather, prices, seasonality, and other customer usage and
behavior factors. Growth data used in the studies were primarily provided by third party agencies, such as
the PSRC and Eastside jurisdictions. The usage data appropriate to producing a valid electric load forecast
is incorporated, along with all other appropriate forecasting data, in the PSE load forecast. The same data
has been reviewed by Bellevue’s consultant, Utility System Efficiencies, Inc. (USE), as part of the
“Independent Technical Analysis of Energize Eastside” commissioned by Bellevue for reviewing the project.
The result of their analysis is consistent with PSE’s load forecasts and confirmed the need for the project.
To explain further, the data is split: Actuals in winter 2013-14 and Forecasted in winter 2014-15. You can
see this more clearly in USE’s report, page 33, Figure 6.19. Due to the split, PSE considers the graph you
have attached for 2014 Customer Demand Forecast as a Forecast, and is labeled as such. To clarify
further, actuals for 2013 and before are noted in USE’s Report on page 33. It is the actual peak loadings of
substations on the Eastside. The specific list of substations and their peak loadings is confidential.
I cannot emphasize enough, the Forecasted customer demand is what we are required to use in meeting
our mandatory federal planning requirements. Your list of questions regarding electric system planning
and customer demand forecast leads me to believe you misunderstand the regulatory requirements
regarding how utilities study and plan electric power systems. You appear to be confusing the operation
of the electric system with planning of the electric system. PSE is required to comply with mandatory
planning standards, which includes planning to Forecasted numbers. Independently, PSE’s electrical
operations department operates the system on a day-to-day basis based on actual conditions and
expected load levels.
Regarding your request for experts to see the data and results, this has been accomplished. Multiple
experts in power system engineering and transmission planning have reviewed, studied and confirmed the
need for this project. Five total studies have been completed, three of which were publically funded. USE,
Bellevue’s analyst, was one of those five and not only reviewed PSE’s studies (as mentioned previously in
this response) but also performed studies of their own which showed there was a clear need for the
project, and even if you change some of the assumptions, there are still overloads.
As previously stated, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), dismissed your complaint and
determined that PSE complied with the mandatory federal requirements in evaluating the Energize
Eastside project. In short, the experts have reviewed the studies and confirmed that the project is needed.
I truly hope this provides some clarity for you.
Sincerely,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in cooperation with Kirkland,
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. For more information on the EIS, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note: Inquiries made to Puget Sound Energy will not be included as part of the EIS process.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 10:11 AM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri

Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens,
Your reply did not answer our specific questions.
We are asking to what extent the system capacity line is determined by the ratings of the two operational
transformers. We are also asking what the 2014 customer demand value is based on: loads on the
remaining two 230 kV transformers or the summation of loads on substation transformers?
The answers to these questions are not contained in your previous replies or the studies you mentioned.
Bellevue’s analyst, USE, performed a load flow study that showed four of the five overloads identified in
the Quanta study were eliminated if 1,500 MW of energy transmitted to Canada were removed from the
study assumptions. Other than that interesting finding, USE only examined the process used to produce
the Eastside Needs Assessment, not the underlying data. Stantec performed no independent analysis of
the data, but again rubber-stamped the process.
The questions we ask are practically the most basic questions that one can ask about this graph. They
should not be hard to answer.
The ratepayers who will pay nearly a billion dollars for this project over the next 40 years deserve to
understand the case you are making for the need. If you believe the data and the methodology are too
complex for us to understand, you must allow our experts to verify that.
Please respond more precisely or grant our experts clearance to see your data.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh
From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 12:43 PM
To: 'Don Marsh'; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Don,
Perfect timing, I was just hitting send on my response. Regarding your latest inquiry, our team has
provided responses to these same questions for you in the past; the answers have not changed.
As we previously told you, the “system capacity” or “level of concern” shown on the graph relates to
system performance primarily under N-1-1 or N-2 conditions as required as part of the federal mandates.
The N-1-1 and N-2 system capacity level is dependent on system conditions and system topology as it is
anticipated to exist at the time of modeled contingencies. This is explained in the Needs Assessment. The
usage data appropriate to producing a valid electric load forecast is incorporated, along with all other
appropriate forecasting data, in the PSE load forecast. The same data has been reviewed by Bellevue’s
consultant U.S.E. as part of the “Independent Technical Analysis of Energize Eastside” commissioned by
Bellevue for reviewing the project. The result of their analysis is consistent with PSE’s load forecasts and
confirmed the need for the project.
And, as we have previously advised you many times, the customer demand you ask about is “Customer
Demand Forecast.” PSE’s corporate load forecast process has been performed for many years and the
results have served PSE customers well. As we have discussed before, the process utilizes historic data and
the latest information available at the time as well as captures achievable conservation potential. Growth
data used in the studies were primarily provided by third party agencies, such as the PSRC and Eastside
jurisdictions. PSE’s studies are conducted pursuant to mandatory federal regulations with the assistance of

nationally recognized system planning experts using industry established study protocols. As you also may
know, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission confirmed this in its ruling in dismissing CENSE’s
complaint and stating PSE complied with the transmission planning responsibilities in proposing and
evaluating the Energize Eastside Project.
The need for Energize Eastside has not changed; the need is driven by PSE’s responsibility to comply with
federal rules. Five studies have been completed – two by PSE and three by independent consultants – that
all confirm the need for the Energize Eastside project.
Respectfully,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in cooperation with Kirkland,
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. For more information on the EIS, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note: Inquiries made to Puget Sound Energy will not be included as part of the EIS process.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens and Energize Eastside team,
Seven days ago, I sent you two basic questions about a graph showing the Eastside Customer Demand
Forecast. This is the graph PSE has been used to illustrate the need for Energize Eastside for the past two
years. It still appears on the Energize Eastside website today: http://www.energizeeastside.com/need.
I am puzzled why I haven’t received a response. No acknowledgment of my email. No estimate of when
you will provide answers. Just silence.
Since this graph is fundamental to our understanding of the project need, it is important for people to know
what they’re looking at. We need a level of transparency and critical review that has not yet happened.
We have asked PSE to allow well-qualified industry experts engaged by CENSE to examine your data and
verify that the need exists. Only then can we be satisfied that this project (or a less expensive, less
damaging alternative) benefits the Eastside.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2016 8:49 AM
To: 'Nedrud, Jens V'; 'Pravitz, Keri'
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens and Energize Eastside team,
In preparation for the release of the Draft EIS later this week, we have two basic questions regarding the
Eastside Customer Demand Forecast. I am copying council members and the city manager on this email,
so we can all appreciate the timeliness and thoroughness of your response.
Our first question is about the “System Capacity” line shown at approximately 700 MW in this graph:

Is this capacity determined by adding the capacities of the two 230/115 kV transformers that would serve
the Eastside in the event of an N-1-1 outage of the other two transformers?
Our second question is about the “Customer Demand” level shown at approximately 580 MW in 2014. Is
this number based on a measurement of the demand on the two transformers calculated by a load flow
simulation of the N-1-1 contingency? Or is it the summation of loads on individual Eastside substations? If
so, which substations were included in this summation? Were those loads measured on a particular date,
or calculated as a peak or average of some number of samples?
We seek timely answers to these questions of methodology because we have a limited time to comment on
the Draft EIS after it is issued this week. As you know, this phase of the EIS establishes the need for the
project and the viability and desirability of project alternatives. Transparent information is needed so that
all stakeholders can be sure we are appropriately addressing our need for reliable power and properly
evaluating solutions that maximize cost effectiveness and environmental responsibility.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Merrill
Energize Eastside EIS
Don Marsh; John Merrill
DEIS Comments by John Merrill of CENSE
Monday, March 14, 2016 6:58:15 PM
John Merrill DEIS Comments re Puget Sound Energy Proposed Eastside Transmission Lines.docx

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
My comments on the DEIS for Energize Eastside are attached. It is just before 7 pm on Monday
March 14, 2016. Please reply to this email to acknowledge receipt of my comments prior to the
midnight deadline for DEIS comments.
Thank you for your efforts and this opportunity to comment.
John Merrill
CENSE Board Member

John Merrill DEIS Comments re Puget Sound Energy Proposed Eastside Transmission Lines
March 14, 2016
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on an issue that is very high stakes for the future of the
Eastside. I am a member of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE.org) and
live at 4800 134th Place SE in Bellevue. My comments extend to all members of CENSE.
CENSE’s Vision
CENSE envisions an Eastside energy future that embraces our community’s values rather than clinging to
an outdated alternative of the past which is not aligned with our values. The Eastside can and should be
a leader in implementing modern energy solutions that reflect our high-tech community, reinforce the
livability of our neighborhoods, are safe and reliable and enhance our environment. These values make
the Eastside a wonderful place to live and work and provide our business community with a competitive
advantage to recruit and retain the best employees. The Eastside gets so many growth issues right; we
can also have a bright energy future aligned with our values.
High Level Comparison of Alternatives 2 and 1A
Alternative/Choice Alternative 2: Integrated Resources *
Criteria
Desirability as
Enhances community attractiveness
place to work/live
Technology
Uses modern technologies aligned
with our high-tech community values
Reliability
Proven in communities across the U.S.
Safety

Safe

Environmental
Impact
Appropriate size

Benign *

Alignment

Incremental capacity increases over
time
Aligned with community values
*- With modifications (explained
below)

Alternative 1A – Proposed Overhead
Lines
Degrades the attractiveness of our
community
Uses outdated “dinosaur technology”
Exceeds Federal industry standard
requirements
Increases risk of catastrophic fire for 18
miles
Significant negative impacts
Grossly oversized
Unaligned

General Comments on the DEIS:
•

•

We now have new information provided by Lauckhart and Schffman, two unassailably qualified
experts in determining the timing for and quantity of need for new electrical infrastructure,
which shows the Eastside has ample time to plan for and incrementally implement forwardthinking solutions to the Eastside’s energy future rather than rushing into an inferior solution
which has much greater impacts.
The DEIS asserts that the need for Alternative 1A is justified because PSE used the industry
standard methodology for determining need. This is false. Alternative 1A greatly exceeds the
industry standard. It goes far beyond Federal minimum requirements which are the industry

•

•

•

•

•

standard. It greatly exceeds the industry standard test of reliability by imposing not only the
industry standard Federal N-1-1 outage criteria but further burdens the system with additional
equipment outages, lower than standard component capacities and a significantly increased
flow of power to non-Eastside customers, among other stressors.
The Lauckhart Schiffman study shows unequivocally that the timing for and amount of need is
not established. The EIS process must be corrected for this fundamental deficiency. Until such
time as the timing for and amount of need is established through a transparent, fair and
accurate process, the basis for the DEIS as written is invalid and any conclusions of the EIS
process are, unfortunately, invalid.
Puget Sound Energy’s (PSE) 19 criteria listed in Chapter 2 are un-vetted by any unbiased and
expert authority on the provision of a reliable supply of electricity to power the growth of the
Eastside. PSE’s assertion, for instance, that any selected alternative must be implementable by a
2018 timeframe is simply untrue and unnecessary. (Although Alternative 2 could do so.) PSE’s
project criteria, along with the way that Alternatives 2 and 3 are characterized, appear
purposely designed to preclude serious consideration of more aligned solutions to the Eastside’s
actual needs. The argument that the Lead Agency or EIS Consultant has no responsibility to
question the proponent’s specifications of need and the project criteria of acceptable
alternatives is highly questionable. If for instance, PSE proposed to build an above ground 500kV
transmission line through downtown Bellevue which required a 200 foot wide right of way
through the Downtown Park and the demolition of 20 high-rise buildings, the City of Bellevue as
lead agency would certainly both seriously question the need as well as acceptable criteria for
alternatives. The bias toward the proponent’s preferred alternative shown by the Lead Agency’s
blind acceptance of PSE’s definition of need and 19 project criteria, tragically, makes a mockery
of the entire EIS process and further invalidates its conclusions.
The lead agency has put the EIS team in a very difficult position by instructing the EIS team to
proceed as if the timing for and quantity of need were credibly established. The City of Bellevue
as lead agency must change the EIS process to credibly establish both the timing for and
quantity of need before any EIS analysis can be considered valid. Unfortunately, at least some of
the large amount of work that the EIS consultant team has obviously put into the Phase 1 DEIS
will likely need to be redone when the timing of and quantity of need is accurately established.
The definition, characterization and analysis of Alternative 2 is inaccurate, outdated and biased.
For instance, to insist that 3 small peaking plants are a necessary component rather than one
larger one or none at all and the inclusion of such a large battery storage facility both show
either ignorance about these types facilities or willful bias against Alternative 2. Alternative 2, or
a new Alternative, must be corrected by an expert in the field of 21st Century grid solutions to
reflect both expertise in this relatively new field and up to date information. Alternative 2, or a
new Alternative, should be changed to reflect recommendations of a consultant like EQL Energy
which has relevant expertise and experience with 21st Century grid solutions that is not yet
represented on the EIS team.
A modified Alternative 2, or a new alternative, which reflects best practices in the
implementation of 21st Century grid solutions, would both satisfy the need, even that which is
used as the basis for the Phase 1 DEIS, and have the lowest environmental impacts of any
alternative (perhaps other than no action). The Lauckhart Schiffman study shows unequivocally
that the Eastside has time to incrementally implement forward-thinking solutions to the

•

•

•

Eastside’s energy future rather than implementing an oversized, outdated technology which has
far greater impacts.
The lack of a permit application with a specific design of Alternative 1A by the project proponent
renders meaningful Phase 1 evaluation impossible. For instance, the absence of the locations of
the proposed poles relative to the existing fuel pipelines makes evaluation of safety subject to
so much uncertainty as to be meaningless. We also do not know with certainty whether or not
PSE would remove the existing 115kV system under Alternative 1A and the high likelihood that
the old lines will remain indefinitely are not assessed in the DEIS. The ultimate width of the right
of way under Alternative 1A and the potentially huge number of homes that will have to be
destroyed are likewise unknown and thus the devastating impacts of widening the right of way
cannot be adequately analyzed. Thus the DEIS is premature and its conclusions further
compromised. The lack of detailed analysis of these major impacts in a glaring deficiency that
can only be remedied after the proponent provides detailed design specifications.
The DEIS does not adequately assess the safety of co-locating Alternative 1A with hazardous
liquid transport pipelines. Numerous experts warn against the proximity of these two conflicting
right of way uses and the risks have not been identified properly let alone analyzed in detail. The
DEIS says that current regulations regarding pipeline safety are adequate to protect adjacent
homeowners and their families. This is inadequate given that pipeline explosions and fires
happen regularly in the presence of pipeline safety rules and the existing rules are not well
enforced. For instance, in 2010 Texas had rules designed to prevent catastrophic conflicts
between fuels pipelines and electrical infrastructure which did not prevent the death of 3
workmen installing transmission line poles. The first responders could not get within ½ mile of
the victims for over an hour because the heat from the flames was so intense. If this accident
had occurred in a neighborhood like those on the Eastside adjacent to the route of Alternative
1A, hundreds of deaths would have resulted and the fire and police departments would have
been helpless to prevent them.
The DEIS all but ignores the fact that Alternative 1 would encourage the use of more electricity
leading to more environmental impact both locally and elsewhere whereas a modified
Alternative 2 would decrease the use of electricity and reduce environmental impacts. Not
evaluating the impacts of other pollutants from electricity production including acid gases,
heavy metals and particulates is a glaring omission.

Other Alternatives: There are other and better alternatives which must be added to the Phase 1
analysis, including but not limited to:
•

•

A modified Alternative 3 without miles of new wires. Relatively simple transformers additions
and associated upgrades at Talbot Hill and/or Sammamish substations and possibly replacing
existing conductors as needed would increase peak capacity by approximately 200MW. This
would satisfy even PSE’s exaggerated statement of need. It is also standard industry practice to
run 230kV circuits on poles approximately the same height as the existing 115kV poles to
replace one of the two existing circuits. In fact, PSE has such dual voltage circuits running side by
side just north of Sammamish.
A combination of pieces of a modified Alternative 3, as described above, and portions of
Alternative 2 would best serve the Eastside’s needs with the least impacts.

•

•

PSE’s 2015 Integrated Resource Plan shows that PSE plans to build several hundred MW of new
gas-fired generation in Western Washington beginning in 2021. As stated above, the Lauckhart
Schiffman report shows we have plenty of capacity until then. The addition of just 200 MW of
additional capacity at 115kV would satisfy even PSE’s exaggerated statement of local need.
Flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) control devices – as described in the EQL paper
attached would keep our existing 115kV system from overloading eliminating the need to
supplement it for many years while still providing reliable service.

Comments on specific parts of the DEIS:
Chapter 1 Introduction and Summary
1.1 Alternative 1A is grossly oversized to serve even PSE’s exaggerated estimate of need over the next
several decades. PSE asserts that the need in the next 10 years is 133 MW (Section 1.3) and the longer
term need is roughly 200 MW. (note this is an exaggeration of need given this estimate of need greatly
exceeds industry standard criteria.) Yet the installation of a single new transformer, utilizing only 1 of 2
new circuits on Alternative 1A, would increase capacity by roughly 350 MW. Alternative 1A could easily
double increased capacity to 700 MW by energizing the second circuit at 230kV and adding a 6th
transformer to the system. That would increase peak capacity by 100%. The conductors PSE has
specified for the 2 new circuits on Alternative 1A would actually support the addition of a total of 8 new
like-sized transformers before the conductor capacity was exceeded. Thus Alternative 1A would actually
increase peak capacity by approximately 400% if fully utilized. This is grossly out of scale with even PSE’s
exaggerated estimate of local need but greatly increases PSE’s contribution to the capacity of the
regional grid to serve non-local customers including Canada. Again, this is grossly out of scale with local
need.
Table 1-2 Construction Impacts Comparison shows that the DEIS concludes that Alternative 1A (Alt 1A)
has negligible or minor impacts on Earth, Green House Gas Emissions, Plants and Animals, Energy and
Natural Resources, Environmental Health, Land Use and Housing, and Views and Visual Resources. This
is a gross understatement of the actual impacts. All these categories should show Significant Impacts for
Alt 1A. To say that the impacts of Alt 1A is equal to the impacts of No Action or Alt 2 does not pass the
common sense test. For instance, it is makes no sense to equate the Earth impact of 18 miles of heavy
construction to the impact of Alt 2 if Alt 2 is correctly characterized without peaker plants.
1.3 The Stantec memorandum, which purportedly supports PSE’s assertion of need, is not included in
the DEIS as advertised. This memo is apparently an important basis of the DEIS determination of need.
Without the opportunity to review and verify this memo, it is impossible for reviewers of the DEIS to
concur. In the absence of this memo, the need cannot be determined to be established. By not including
this memo, the DEIS reinforces the impression that the review team is biased toward the proponents
preferred alternative.
The electrical load growth rate of 2.4% per year used by PSE in its determination of need appears highly
exaggerated. PSE and the DEIS state that it is based upon 3 factors: a population increase of 1.2 % per
year, an employment increase of 2.1 percent per year and the addition of “block loads” from proposed
construction projects. The population increase rate is based on a credible, independent forecast from
the Puget Sound Regional Council, however, the job growth rate forecast was done by PSE and lacks

transparency and thus credibility. Moreover, including “block loads” double counts both the effects of
population and employment growth depending on whether the block loads are residential or office
buildings. To be credible, the methodology must be transparent and independently verified by experts.
The largest fallacy in the load growth rate projection, however, is the completely unsupported assertion
that lower growth rates in both population and job growth could somehow increase electricity use at a
greater rate than either of them. This flies in the face of common sense when one understands that
peak per capita electricity use, both at home and at work is falling - largely because energy conservation,
such as switching to LED bulbs, greater use of energy efficient home appliances and increasing use of
lower power computers and office equipment. More and more homeowners and businesses are also
switching from electric space heat furnaces and electric hot water heaters as the price of natural gas
continues at historic lows. PSE's assertion that peak electricity use is growing twice as fast as population
and faster than employment growth has no rational basis and must be independently vetted before it
can be used to justify the need for any alternative in the EIS.
1.6 Paragraph 3 is totally disingenuous in that it implies that only Alternative 1 meets PSE’s 19 project
criteria as Alternatives 2 and 3 only “address the objectives sufficiently enough to be reasonable for
consideration” in Phase 1 of the DEIS, but by inference not in Phase 2. This reinforces the conclusion
that the DEIS is designed to support only PSE’s proposal and eliminate all other alternatives. This does
not serve the intent or purpose of an EIS when there in fact are other viable alternatives.
1.12.1 PSE's need evaluation process has NOT been conducted according to industry standards. The
evaluation criteria used by PSE and its consultants greatly exceed the standards required by NERC and
WECC and are not standard in the industry. The load flow simulations run by PSE and subsequently by its
consultants and Utility Systems Efficiencies go well beyond federal and regional reliability requirements
which are the industry norm. For instance, PSE's and its consultants load flow studies simulate not just
the required N-1-1 situation, which is the industry standard wherein two critical pieces of equipment fail
sequentially during a rare peak demand event as required by NERC and WECC. The PSE studies go far
beyond the requirement by taking another approximately 8 pieces of critical equipment (Western
Washington gas-fired generators, some of which are "peaking plants" designed and built specifically to
run during peak demand hours) offline IN ADDITION TO the required and industry standard N-1-1
equipment outages. In addition to this non-industry-standard simulation of a highly unrealistic "N-1-1-8"
event, PSE and its consultants further stress an already highly compromised system by subjecting it to a
huge flow of power to Canada. (There is no firm contract to deliver power to Canada during a peak
demand event on the Eastside and PSE has not produced any evidence that there is such an obligation.)
The simulation of an N-1-1-8 event, with or without the added stress of enormous power flows to
Canada, is not "in accordance with industry standards for utility planning" as asserted in the DEIS. In its
load flow modelling, PSE apparently also incorrectly used summer ratings for the remaining operating
transformers during the winter peak event simulation. This yet further stresses the system reducing its
ability to adequately handle load. Thus the need for any alternative, other than no action, is not yet
established. The need must be transparently established in accordance with industry standard practices
(i.e., based on NERC and WECC minimum requirements of an N-1-1 event during peak demand hours
alone) without additional, non-standard stresses modeled on the system before the Phase II DEIS
scoping can proceed.

Chapter 4 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Alternatives 1 A, C and D would have a very significant impact on GHG emissions (GHGs). With regard to
construction, the metal extraction from the earth, transportation of ore, manufacture of metal,
fabrication of metal, and shipping of the rebar, conductors and towers would emit significant quantities
of Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions as well as the installation.
With regard to operation, the DEIS ignores the relationship between the production of electricity using
carbon-intensive fuels and the construction of Alt 1. Alt 1 encourages the use of both local and distant
carbon-intensive generation plants like Colstrip whereas Alt 2 would actually decrease the amount of
electricity used from all sources. Alt 1A is an enabler of PSE’s plans, as documented in its 2015
Integrated Resource Plan, to build hundreds of megawatts of new gas-fired, carbon intensive generators
beginning in 2021 and prolong the life of Colstrip. For instance, without the construction of an Alt 1,
which would be treated as a sunk cost in an economic analysis of new gas-fired generators, new gasfired generators would not be built because they would not be a least cost source of power. Colstrip
might even be shut down sooner if Alt 1 is not implemented. Simply put, if these fossil fuel-fired plants
were burdened with the cost of transmission, they would not be built or their life extended. Thus the
impacts of any of the Alt 1 options must account for the increase in electricity use they enable. The
amount of new or existing carbon intensive generation capacity they enable is at least 1000 MW.
1000MW capacity is the difference between the 1500 MW of Canadian flow in the PSE load flow studies
used to justify the need for Alt 1 and the 500 MW of Canadian flow in the PSE base case and Lauckhart
Schiffman studies.
4.5.3.1.2 The implicit assertion that only the production of concrete and not the production of steel,
aluminum and other metals does not produce GHGs in significant quantities is simply wrong. The
extraction and production of metals is extremely energy intensive and produces huge quantities of
GHGs. To include the impacts of production of battery storage components under 4.5.4.4.2 but not the
impacts of production of components of Alt 1 shows bias for Alt 1 and must be corrected.
Ignoring the significant production of GHGs from these activities directly caused by Alt 1A biases the
analysis against Alternative 2, which absent peaker plant which are not needed in an effective
Integrated Resource solution, produce little to no GHGs.
4.5.3.1.3 In general, the use of the State quantitative criteria for determining GHG impacts is inadequate
and misleading given the negligible impacts from a corrected Alt 2 which does not require peaker plants
and only small storage amounts. Alt 2 can and should rely primarily on energy efficiency, conservation,
demand side management and non-impactful distributed energy resources. The DEIS analysis and
results imply that the impacts of Alt 2 are somehow in the same ballpark as the other alternatives,
especially Alt 1A, which is entirely biased and misleading.
The statement that 44 acres of forested land “under a worst case scenario” would be deforested is not
adequately supported. First it is less than half of the roughly 110 acres that would have to be added to
the 100 foot right of way for expansion by 50 feet. Second, the assertion that the expansion would have
to be only 50 feet is not adequately supported elsewhere in the EIS. The actual expansion required may

be 100 feet or more in order to provide adequate separation of Alt 1A and the two high-pressure fuel
lines as well as the 115kV lines in the existing right of way. The described impacts are not worst case.
4.6.4.4 No peaking capacity is needed for Alt 2 to satisfy the need, even though PSE’s quantification of
need is overstated. It is misleading to included peaking plants in Alt 2 in the first place, let alone to
include a moderate impact “warranting mitigation” to color people’s impression of Alt 2.
4.9 The conclusion that none of the alternatives would significantly impact GHG emissions, as stated
above, ignores the cause-effect relationship between Alt 1 and the generation of more carbon fuelgenerated electricity as well as the construction of up to 1000 MW of new carbon intensive generation
capacity. This is a glaring defect in the analysis and must be corrected by experts who understand these
relationships and their consequences for GHGs and other impacts.

Chapter 7 Energy and Natural Resources
The assertion in the side bar in 7.1 that Alt 2 would lead to Eastside generation of non-renewable power
rests on the faulty characterization of Alt 2. Alt 2 does not require new Eastside peaking capacity to be
an effective solution to even PSE’s exaggerated quantification of need. Moreover, if Alt 1 is built, fossil
fuels will be burned and water consumed and contaminated somewhere else to satisfy the increased
demand for electricity it enables and it is wrong to ignore distant impacts. The impacts of PSE’s Colstrip
plant for instance are ignored. The fact remains that Alt 2 would reduce demand for energy and Alt 1
would significantly increase both capacity of and demand for electrical energy.
7.6.3 and 7.6.4 Again, the assertion that Alt 1A would not lead to additional need for new power
generation or additional use of resources is not supported and ignores the cause-effect relationship
between the construction of transmission and the construction of new and increased use of existing
resource-intensive generators. This relationship must be adequately analyzed by experts who
understand these relationships and their consequences. Alt 1 would enable the construction of up to
1000MW of new generation and the attendant energy resource use impacts.

Chapter 10
10.7.3.1.2 Alt 1A does not comply with King County, Redmond and Kirkland policies or regulations that
specifically prohibit co-locating new or expanded transmission lines with hazardous material pipelines.
The reasons for this prohibition should be analyzed and an in-depth assessment of risk to neighboring
communities included in the DEIS. The feasibility of Alt 1A is questionable given these regulations.
10.7.3.1.1 The DEIS states that Alternative 1A could require up to 327 acres of housing, businesses and
other land uses to be condemned and demolished for use as a utility corridor. It also states that at a
minimum an additional 50 feet width of adjacent property would have to be added to the existing right
of way. This would be an additional approximately 109 acres of housing and businesses that would have
to be cleared of structures and trees. This analysis likely underestimates the amount of land required
because it does not contain an analysis of how far away from the hazardous material pipelines the new
lines must be built. If either of the two pipelines in the existing right of way are near the edge of the
existing right of way, the proposed transmission lines in Alt 1A would, to be safe, have to be located at

least 50 feet away. And to that 50 feet another 50 or so feet would have to be cleared of houses and
other structures in order to maintain sufficient clearance from the new power lines. The current analysis
is also inadequate because it does not include a discussion of the number of homes, businesses, other
structures and trees which would have to be torn or cut down. For instance, if the average housing lot
size along the right of way is 1/3 of an acre, the addition of 109 acres of additional right of way could
require the condemnation and removal of up to 327 homes which is equivalent to every home located
on one side or the other of the existing right of way. To obscure this impact in the fine print of such a
long document and to label the impact of this amount of dislocation and trauma to the communities
along the right of way anything less than beyond significant is untruthful and disingenuous at best.
10.7.1.4 The cost discussion and analysis provided is totally inadequate because it relies entirely on only
one out-of-date study which may or may not be relevant to property values in this particular location.
The analysis contains no evidence that the study is applicable to the Eastside. Real estate values are
widely known to depend on location, location, location yet the analysis makes no attempt to enlist the
knowledge and expertise of local real estate experts. This must be done, otherwise the analysis is
inadequate.

Documents Incorporated By Reference
1. Lauckhart Schiffman Load Flow Study
2. The Best Alternative document by EQL Energy
3. Alternatives To Energize Eastside by EQL Energy
4. Grow Eastside Smart Transmission Project Local Economic Study Request Oct 31, 2015 (Flexible
AC transmission system (FACTS) control devices) by EQL Energy
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The DEIS states that the EIS will not be used to reject or validate the need for the proposal. Rather, the
EIS is intended to identify the alternatives that could attain or approximate PSE’s objectives at a lower
environmental cost and disclose potential significant adverse environmental impacts associated with all
alternatives identified. Page 1-5
If the information cannot be validated or checked then this means that PSE’s assertions cannot be
questioned. If this were the case, that citizens cannot question PSE assertions, then it would be
impossible to suggest or assess Alternatives. The reason: One cannot determine a solution to a problem
if one cannot understand the problem or analyze the problem. This is inconsistent with the purpose of
SEPA.
What is the citation to the RCW or the WAC which supports the statement that “the EIS will not be used to
reject or validate the need for the proposal?
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
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todd@matadortech.com
Energize Eastside draft EIS comments from Todd Andersen & Jennifer Steinman
Monday, March 14, 2016 6:37:54 PM
ToddAndersenJenndraftEIScommentforMar14.2016deadline.pdf

To: Bellevue City Council and City of Bellevue Energize Eastside draft EIS staff
From: Todd Andersen (MS Electrical Engineering, BS Mechanical Engineering) and Jennifer
Steinman (MS IT/ED – Stanford University)
Address: 4419 138th Ave SE, Bellevue WA 98006
Attached: PDF of comments on Draft Energize Eastside EIS
Please accept my apologies in advance for not having the time to clean up the attached
written comments as the 42 day comment window is so short and there is so much wrong
with the Energize Eastside draft EIS.

Anybody have a copy of the Olympic Pipeline break disaster plan?
On the very last page of the attached doc is a picture of the damage from the 2010 San
Francisco metro natural gas explosion, San Burno, that went up mostly into the air, unlike
what an Olympic pipeline break will do. Its jet fuel being liquid will spread horizontally and
rush downhill. Even with automated shut off the jet fuel could easily result in the burning of
hundreds if not thousands of homes unlike the natural gas pipeline explosion in San Bruno CA
fire which killed 8.   
Having personally conducted fire protection testing on the V-22 Osprey, it takes AFFF “A triple

F” (Aqueous Film Forming Foam) to put out a jet fuel fire. And putting out just 40 gallons of
jet fuel is not easy, even with prepositioned and built in fire fighting equipment on our testing
pads it could take 20 minutes to put out 40 gallons. Using water just spreads the fire. AFFF
works great if you have enough of it and there is no wind. Given the size of the Olympic
pipeline it is going to take a lot of AFFF equipped fire trucks at all the local firehouses. The
stuff at SEATAC will be too late to help.
Todd Andersen
425-449-8889

Date: March 13, 2016
Email Subject: Energize Eastside draft EIS comments
Email date: March 14, 2016 due to PSE 177,000 customer power outage on March 13th.
To: Bellevue City Manager, Council and City of Bellevue Energize Eastside draft EIS staff
From:	
  Todd Andersen (MS Electrical Engineering, BS Mechanical Engineering) and Jennifer
Steinman (MS IT/ED – Stanford University) 4419	
  138th Ave SE, Bellevue WA 98006
Please accept my apologies in advance for not having the time to clean up these written
comments as the 42 day comment window is so short and they is so much wrong with the draft
EIS.
The City of Bellevue (COB), which s overseeing the State EIS, is as capable in detecting PSE
falsehoods (or possible fraud) has the COB has been in detecting its own staff’s credit card
fraud in its Parks department, taking over two years to do so. Something that requires a small
bit of technical expertise to evaluate PSE’s Energize Eastside grid expansion is way over COB’s
head. COB current performance on the draft EIS proves this lack of expertise in spades and will
unfortunately land the COB in ourt, wasting taxpayer dollars. To date the COB actions on	
  EE	
  
and the draft EIS have severely damaged the City of Bellevue’s credibility. The low
comments are geared to reduce the potential damage to COB and citizens.
The	
  first	
  request is that COB halt the EIS until the need for Energize Eastside is independently
proven. This author has PSE’s lawyer/Profession	
  Engineer .E.)/utility grid consultant Mark
Williams on video stating that if FERC or NERC or WECC stated that the 1500 MW to/from
Canada was not “firm” (required at all times) than PSE would have to redo its all of its load flow
studies. If that 1500 MW load is not firm, then PSE’s deception of need disappears for more
than 3 decades, sometime starting in 2060.
If this 1500 MW flow is assumed to be valid then conservation savings through the entire
region of PSE’s territory is valid and all saving has to be included in alternatives not just 14% of
PSE territory, Energize Eastside, as the draft EIS/PSE claims. See page 143 of 714 (page 2 34) f
the draft EIS. “The Eastside represents approximately 14 percent of the total load for the PSE
system, and therefore 14 percent of the total projected conservation (119 MW of conservation).”
Using just 14% is utter garbage thinking and analyzes given the EIS is considering it is valid to
include power flows and suspensions of generation out of Eastside. Yet another blow to COB’s
credibility.
The erall theme of the need for Energize Eastside is multiple falsehoods if not out right fraud.
Lauckhart Schiffman have documented PSE’s claim of need for new power lines called for in
Energize Eastside to be false on numerous fronts, which CENSE and others have given to COB.
The two authors used PSE’s power grid database to do so. PSE provided that database to the
Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) and the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission required WECC to release the PSE database to Lauckhart and Schiffman. Lauckhart
Schiffman have shown numerous errors including using summer transformer temperatures not
winter temperatures where peak loading would occur. Others include unrealistic complete

shut down of 10 backup generators and sever reduction of many others during the few winter
peak load and the delivery of 1500 MW to Canada during a rare peak load emergency. See y
Jun 14 2015 testimony, attached to this doc.
Second	
  request – for the City to hire consults that have the necessary technical skills to detail
electrical power alternatives to Energize Eastside. The City of Bellevue (COB) or the contractors
the City has hired to date are not uncovering PSE’s falsehoods by not doing technical
engineering work that is independent of PSE work but rather just reviews PSE’s assertions. The
COB is continuing with the past incompetent actions include:
1) Choosing a State Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) when power loads used
PSE to justify the project include international flows to/from Canada AND power flowing er
Energize Eastside lines will be from dams both in the US and Canadian already built or in
planning stages but cannot be built until power lines like PSE’s EE are in place. These dams
effect endanger species of Orca and salmon and thus require a National Environmental Impact
Statement. The City was previous notified by me in written and verbal testimony during other
Energize Eastside comment periods that a National EIS is required. See item 2 in the EE EIS
testimony submitted June 14 2015 and reattached, see item 2 (page 24 of 40 of this doc) on
why Energize Eastside requires a National EIS is needed.
2) Not using work independent of PSE for other alternatives including conservations.
When one uses independent sources one ets significantly different results disproving PSE’s
/COB’s draft EIS results which rely solely on SE’s work or those hired by PSE. All of these have
been documented and sent to the City by me in past comment periods. See that testimony
June 14 2015 attached below starting on page 23 of this doc.
Detailed	
  comments	
  
I will comment on just the process issues with the State EIS and then the lack of critical
information not in the draft phase 1 EIS.
Process issues with the Energize Eastside draft EIS.
1. The contractor selected for the EIS is completely incompetent in citing references
appropriately and is deliberately hampering citizens’ review documenting the very limited
and poor EIS information. Foremost is that the draft EIS do	
  not use even use standard
reference citations required by all technical and even most non technical organizations.
Thus the allowed time to comment is vastly insufficient for even citizens skilled in the
Energize Eastside controversy and technologies to comment. Please	
  extent	
  the	
  comment	
  
period	
  at	
  least	
  3	
  months. The draft EIS was release on Jan 28 , 2016 leaving 42 days to
comment on a 715 page which do not use detailed nor specific references but yet vauguely
point to over 2000 page of additional documents.
a) The draft EIS goes out of it way to complicate and deplete the citizens time to review
the DEIS with hundreds vague and obfuscating and non standard methods of
referencing sources, never	
  with	
  page	
  numbers	
  to	
  the	
  source	
  as	
  is	
  common	
  practice.
Given the project is well over $1 billion dollars including the $800 llion n rofits PSE is
guaranteed, this level of vagary is unacceptable. One of hundreds of examples is	
  on	
  
page 2 34 (page 143 of 714pages) of the DEIS (Draft EIS) is “According to PSE

projections, it would take 74 MW of additional transmission capacity to marginally meet
the demand through 2018 (Gentile et al., 2015)” No page number is referenced nor
which version of the document nor is an full accounting of all relevant documents
provided. The draft EIS’s most complete documentation to these document(s) which is
the far from complete, references to PSE’s core “need” documents from page 1 4
(pg56/715) as “PSE provided two documents that describe the need: the Eastside Needs
Assessment Report and the Supplemental Eastside Needs Assessment Report (Gentile et
al., 2014, 2015).”
b) Continuing with above point of PSE’s claim on page 2 34 (page 143 of 714pages) of the
DEIS (Draft EIS) that “74 MW of additional transmission capacity to marginally meet the
demand through 2018 (Gentile et al., 2015)” the 74MW never	
  appears in the Oct 2013
(and orginal version) Eastside Needs Assessment Report Transmission System King
County Redacted Version October 2013 Puget Sound Energy Report prepared by: Thomas
J. Gentile, P.E. – Quanta Technology Donald J. Morrow, .E. – Quanta Technology Zach
Gill	
  Sanford	
  – Puget Sound Energy Carol O. Jaeger, P.E. – Puget Sound Energy. PSE does
manage to sneak 74 MW in to a Supplemental Eastside Needs Assessment Report dated
April 2015 two years after the first Needs assessment report but the reader is left to
guess where the correct document referenced is. iven the vagary of the DEIS
references one is forced to wade through thousands of pages of documents at the PSE
and City of Bellevue’s EIS websites. Looking at the EE EIS.org website setup by the COB
on Mar 1, 2016 we find these possible relevant documents with no reference to Gentile
without requiring to the Citizens to opening up all documents 15 on PSE website and
over three dozen on PSE’s website.
Here is a screen shot of draft EIS website show the vagary of references not aligning
with the 715 page draft EIS for Energize Eastside. No reference to Gentile et al., 2014,
2015 without opening up all the docs. And the below are just a partial view of the
available docs.

and looking at PSE website we find the same lack of ability to reference without
opening up all the documents and each citizen developing it own document
management and reference system.

PSE’s claim of 74 MW (on page 2 34 (page 143 of 714pages) of the DEIS (Draft EIS)
quoted as “According to PSE projections, it would take 74 MW of additional
transmission capacity to marginally meet the demand through 2018 (Gentile et al.,
2015)” not in the following documents:
TransmissionSolutionStudyFebruary2014REDACTEDv2 118pgs.pdf
SupplementalSolutionsReport_Redacted_May2015 146pgs.pdf
Eastside_Needs_Assessment_Final_Draft_10 31 2013v2REDACTEDR1 78pgs.pdf
The 74 MW is found on page 21of32 in
SupplementalNeedsAssessmentReport_Redacted_April2015 32pgs.pdf but given the vast
amount of time to find it AND yet another PSE outage this weekend 177,000 without
power for which EE does nothing to fix, this author has not time left to comment further
to meet the March 14 2016 deadline.
c) The underlying PSE documents have had updates and the vague referenced to 2013
PSE’s Integrated Resource Plan alone is exactly 1000 pages (245 pages for chapter 1 to 7
and 755 pages of Appendixes which have the core of the technical details)
d) The only way to efficiently review the draft EIS is electronically, not paper, and as
single pdf However the document in that form is not effectively usable in the common
Adobe pdf readers without crashing a computer that is not the latest hardware and
operating system. This leaves out poorer citizens without the latest computer hw and
sw and retirees with the most time to comment but are not able to effectively do so.
Paper copies cannot effectively be reviewed at the City given the hundreds of hours it
would take to do so and the lack of effective references. The City could print them and
allowed them to be taken home but 42 days to review is simply not enough time.
e) The draft EIS has no hyper links within reference internal to the document as is common
publishing standard. And had a cumbersome page numbering system that does not
allow common pdf viewer total page vs specific page tools to be used. The reviewer is
forced to moved to internally referenced pages manually looking at each pdf page.

f) The reviewer had to use specialized pdf reviewing software (non dobe) meant for
reviewing long and dense medical and scientific papers. None of my follow citizens are
using such software.
Some	
  of	
  Conservations	
  issues	
  with	
  the	
  Energize	
  Eastside	
  draft	
  EIS	
  due	
  to	
  the	
  vague	
  references	
  
used	
  in	
  the	
  draft	
  EIS.	
  
If the 1500 MW flow to/from Canada Energize Eastside claims and the shutting off generators
outside of the Eastside is assumed to be valid for load then the same assumption has to be
made for than conservation that	
  savings	
  through	
  the	
  entire	
  region	
  of	
  PSE’s	
  territory	
  is	
  valid	
  to	
  
be	
  included	
  in	
  alternatives	
  not	
  just	
  14%	
  territory	
  of	
  Energize	
  Eastside	
  as	
  the	
  draft	
  EIS/PSE	
  
claims. See page 143 of 715 pages (or page 2 34) “The Eastside represents approximately 14
percent of the total load for the PSE system, and therefore 14 percent of the total projected
conservation (119 MW of conservation).” Using just 14% is technically a double standard. If
generation outside the Eastside can be turned off or load to from Canada can be included even
though the Columbia River Treaty allows it to be schedulable, then the load via conservation
saving outside Eastside must also be included.
2. THE EIS’s review of LED is thoroughly incompetent. Pg 70 of 15 18) is the only mention
of LED light bulbs in the entire document. The current EIS uses the word LED lightbulb just
once! Please detail LED Street lights currently installed and the remaining lights that are
not yet LED and the saving from switching out old street lights to LED. Please detail the
entire load on PSE’s system not only in the Energize Eastside area but PSE’s entire territory
load outside of Eastside is counted then reductions of load outside Eastside needs to be
counted too. Please include lights on federal, state, county and city roads. The power
savings street light to LED counts 100% toward peak load reduction as the load PSE is the
claiming overloading is occurring at a winter peak load at 23F temperature load (see draft
EIS pg 559 of 715 which is page A 1) from 4pm to 8pm (work to home transition time) that
will be dark to dark twilight light with ALL street lights on as it is nighttime that time of year.
Switching out Federal, state, county and City street like seems much easier and cheaper the
the many houses PSE will have to take via Eminent Domain.
3. Please detail LED Residential and commercial remaining incandescent stock, taking into
account the Dept of Energy’s multiple reports on the CFL failure rates which has driven most
users back to incandescent lighting. LEDs light bulbs have a 85% to 90% power and energy
savings over incandescent and at least 50% over CFL with proven longevity unlike CFL. This
should be easy once the COB hire staff competent in this area. Given the extreme short
time of 42 days that citizens have to review all I have time for is the punch lines. There are
600 Mega Watts of incandescent & halogen & high pressure sodium & related power
reduction left in PSE’s territory using NEEA.org and Dept of Energy reports. That least 200
megawatts of that savings will come from non street light bulbs that will be on during

peaking winter load, more counting street lights. PSE has never advertised the +85% saving
of LED over incandescent light bulbs yet will spend for thousands of full and half page ads
touting the “need” for Energize Eastside to date. Citizens have full documented this online,
in Home Depots/Lowes/Costcos, PSEs on cable TV and PSE bill insert (I think these will be
particularly powerful in any court case action on Energize Eastside with ones before the
Stephen Colbert Shows and bill inserts particularly damning to PSE)
Some relevant DOE reports for the EIS to pay attention to are :
www.energystar.gov/ia/partners/downloads/ENERGY_STAR_CFLs_OEM_Performance_Asse
ssment_May_2013.pdf?0544 2a1e and the three batch reports. The first report, published
in May 2011, covers the 68 models that completed testing by February 5, 2011 (Batch 1),
and the second report covers the 68 models that completed testing between February 6
and July 31, 2011 (Batch 2). A later report covers the 118 models that completed testing
between August 1, 2011 and July 31, 2012. On average, the models in Batch 3 came on the
market nearly 1 year after those in Batch 2, and thus represent newer models. And the
newer results are even more damning to	
  CFL viability. See the 2 page,
ENERGY_STAR_CFLs_Batch_3_Report_Public_Feb_2013.pdf
Here is a taste of how bad compact Florence light bulbs are per Dept of Energy:

Best case in PSE’s favor = worst case for environment.
71/129=55% and 67/111=60.3%

** The markedly reduced passing rate for 2013 testing is likely a result of recent changes to the testing program.
For 2013 testing, EPA removed the product testing cap that limited a partner’s total testing exposure to 3 products
per testing cycle and had somewhat distorted testing exposure among manufacturers. Once the cap was removed,

EPA, utilities, and other parties were better able to nominate without constraints products of interest, including
those with potential performance concerns, as well as products from sources with limited verification data.

The above are first year failure rates NOT counting any failures that occur in the first 3
months of use as the consumer is assumed to return those to the store for refund
replacement. If the Dept of energy counted the failure rates in first three months or light
flipping by little kids the failure sky rockets from 45% to well over 70%. Thus it is easily to
see why there is still so much incandescent light bulbs installed and why all PSE CFL bulb
give aways have been an enviromental disaster.

First Important LED conservation Note:
Compact Florescent Bulbs (CFL) failure rate is so well know as demonstrate they show up in
culture including comics, see below. Yet PSE is pretending it has had great successes in this
conservation effort including PSE’s massive rebating of them well after it was shown by
DOE that CFL are a disaster and only LED should be rebated. Where are the regulators on
PSE? A massive environmental crime. In fact, as of this writing PSE still is rebating CLFs
in a continuation of what I consider to be a highly fraudulent conservation program.

Compact Florescent Bulbs (CFL) are a massive failure and is well known to honest
conservation experts and anyone who has tried CFLs. The reports from the US Dept of
Energy on the failure rates of CFL explain the light bulb demographics report from

NEEA.org for WA OR ID and Montana. And I look forward to the Energize Eastside EIS
detailing this failure rate and the rate reverting back to the incandescent bulbs. The answer is
at least 600MW of savings of which at least 200 MW will be pure peak power reduction.
The below just a taste of what explains why there are far more incandescent lights to be replace
with LED’s than NEEA is recognizing because CFLs failure rate is so high and why “stored” rates are
climbing very year. People are not storing very expensive and good CFL’s so much has they can’t
bring themselves to throwaway CFLs they just bought for 7x over incandescent bulbs, threw away the
receipt before the bulb went bad. The 7x pricing is for the time periods when the below chart was
made. Why else would the “CFL currently stored” number go up every year? Or is it because people
wanted to buy 7x more expensive bulbs to store on their shelves to show off to friends? I will bet
those “stored” are really just bad bulbs.
Below from pg27/375 NEEA-2011-2012.375pg.-northwest-residential-lighting-trackingand-monitoring-study.pdf

The reason CFL use went down is CFLs are a disaster. Are people really buying CFL bulbs
that are 7X more expensive and just storing them more and more every years? Really or is
the real fact that people have stopped buying and just going back to incandescence. The EIS
will need to dig through a lot of NEEA.org reports on lighting but with staff with the right
skill it is just a 80 hour job to get the 600MW over all savings number.
Second Important LED conservation Note: PSE will claim they funded million of CFLs
and that there is simply little saving to be gained going to LED. However the VAST
majority of the millions of CFL’s PSE funded went into the trash per Dept of Energy CFL
failure rate studies and as the above NEEA.org chart (funded 19% by PSE) show in painful
detail.
4. Besides analyzing the lithium Ion, redox flow battery and other grid storage batteries,
please include grid storage using simple lead acid grid storage which even Alaska utilities
use, read in production. This is pressive and relevant given their poor performance
during old temperature yet Alaska still uses. This temp issue is something which will not be
an issue for PSE’s worse case temperature of 3F given their use in Alaska.

5. How does grid level battery storage compare cost wise to pump storage (pumping water up
hill to a reservoir during low usage time) to meet PSE’s (claimed) high peak load issue. Los
Angles’ uses pumped storage facility is rated at 1,247 Megawatts. See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castaic_Power_Plant	
  	
  	
  	
   Even with PSE’s highly unrealistic
assumptions, over load occurs just few hours once every 20 years, every 50 years if global
warming is onsidered. And given the PSE’s Needs reports can include shutting down
power outside of the Eastside area, then hilltops and plateaus	
  in	
  those	
  same	
  areas	
  or	
  
equivalent	
  distance	
  from	
  other	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  grid	
  OR	
  where	
  the	
  grid	
  (Non	
  PSE)	
  where	
  1500	
  
MW	
  to/from	
  flows	
  Canada	
  can	
  be	
  considered	
  for	
  pumped	
  storage.	
  	
  Pump storage could
also consider local water towers as reservoirs for the PSE EE peak load “problem” as the
water usage during PSE’s 23F low temperature also corresponds to the lowest water usage
during the year, leaving plenty of spare current water storage for peak electrical demand
use.
6. Please analyze distributed electric car batteries run in reverse, that is powering the grid.
This will have a cost outlay in both invertor and net meter will be an order of magnitude
cheaper than PSE’s fraudulent Energize Eastside (the latter is I my opinion, the former is
fact). PSE is very interested in the electric car count and usage characteristics as PSE has
given	
  $700	
  conservation rebates for electric car chargers to home owners. Environmental
groups have testified car charger rebates do nothing to reduce energy use. However here
they will reduce unnecessary grid expansion and in the summer can be used to counter
excess solar PV power generation which over powers the electrical grid as has been seen
massively in Germany and in Hawaii which has stopped new solar panel installs for over a
year.	
  	
  Old	
  Tesla cars have 60, 70 and 85 kWh batteries and the latest ones are 90 kWh.
Nissan Leafs have 48 kwh batteries, KC Metro has many electric buses with massive
batteries. All of these can be run in reverse for a few hours to counter peak winter load.
The buses can offer Uber free pass which PSE pays for the once every 20 year peak load
event. Assume one can only discharge 50% of the car for the next day use then 1000 Teslas
at 70kWH= .5(1000)(70kWH) = 35,000kWh or 3.5 MegaWatthours of peak savings.	
  	
  	
  2000
Electric Leafs yield (.5)(48kwH)(2000)= 4.8 MW hours. What is the growth rate of electric
cars/buses and what is overall total potential for all vehicle in PSE’s territory not just the
Eastside. Using just the Eastside cars is a false standard as PSE is using load needs and
generation losses outside of Eastside to justify this grid expansion so using	
  conservation and
temp generation (electric vehicle batteries discharging to the grid) outside Eastside is valid
too.
7. The draft EIS has zero mention of time based pricing as the means of load reduction. This is
simply unacceptable. PSE has already successfully implemented this to counter impacts
that the Enron frauds from California where having on the WA grid during the late 1990s
and early 2000s. The reduction (via time shifting, washing, microwave vs oven etc) of peak
loading must be studied in detail. All +1.2 million of PSE electrical meters were converted to
FM transmitters around 2000 to allow time based pricing and PSE has already ran time
based pricing during the Enron frauds and PSE personnel publically praised the results in the

press. This time based peak load reduction will have the lowest of cost of all alternatives
including both monetary and environmental. Please detail the success of other utilities
both non profit and for profit utilities in using demand pricing in addition to PSE’s efforts
has it is widely used by other utilities in the US and other countries.
One source of information for the COB for the EE EIS is “A new mobile app from People
Power has helped customers in a small pilot program on Oahu cut their energy use by up to
10%, according to Energy Efficient Markets.” http://www.utilitydive.com/news/customers
reduce use up to 10 in hawaii behavioral dr pilot/370344/ People Power is going after
demand response market of Opower, which PSE is already a bottom level customer. People
Power is doing so because after going public Opower was forced to morphed into a shill for
for profit utilities to hide behind, meaning PSE wants to act like are doing reductions so they
can show stuff to tiny bit of regulators PSE to see. Opower s now claiming just 3%
reduction power yet use to say 20%. In reality PSE is/was just using Opower’s graphing
function to make those little charts on your PSE bill. As Opower realized it can’t make
money from the 20% energy saving it promised at it IPO on CNBC from government run
utilities it was forced to for profit utilities which depend upon massive inefficacies to make
money. Even NEEA.org has detailed how SE has	
  28%	
  more xpensive electrical rates than
ALL other 137 government run utilities in WA, OR, ID and Montana. Cutting 20% power
consumption from for profit utilities would kill profit margins as Opower depends on the
for profit utilities ability to generate MASSIVE excess profits from unneed grid expansion.
On the other hand is eople Power “In a pilot program from People Power, a new mobile
app, “Presence,” being tested in Hawaii, is yielding surprising energy savings–9 percent to 10
percent –by motivating people to change their energy use behavior. That’s nearly three
times higher than the energy savings reaped by Opower’s program, also designed to change
consumers’ behavior, said Gene Wang, CEO and co founder	
  of	
  People ower.” PSE is not
using the stuff that matters. Eastside Citizens expect a full accounting of real alternatives.
So far the draft EIS is a joke in this regard. The EIS needs to evaluate this and other like
systems including those in other countries. Please use this thing called the internet, call me
at 425 449 8889 f u eed elp.
8. Please include the type and quality “demand response” programs that have been testified
to the WA State legislature committees including joint committee hearings. Some are
already out of pilot phase and are in full production demand response here	
  in	
  WA. Please
detail why those same actions can or cannot be done throughout PSE’s territory. Given the
very limited time the COB has given citizens to respond I cannot provide specific at this
time. Call 425 449 8889 and I can give you specific programs in WA underway by
responsible utilities in the State of WA. See item 6 h) in my comments to the EIS start
process on une 4 015 which the draft EIS ignores several key comments on need and
alternatives. They are attached to the end of this doc.
9. Please detail the Electrical savings by onverting current electrical customers using electrical
heating to natural gas. This is a 100% reduction of the peak power load PSE is claiming to

try to solve. Natural gas is something that is readily stored and for which PSE has much
experience in adding natural gas trucks onto pipes line during rare winter peak loads.
Natural gas usage can be reduced further with cold water ozone laundry expansion across
hotel and anyone doing large amounts of laundry. Two Puget Sound region Marriott owned
Hotesl one in Renton and the other in Seattle having been using ozone based laundry for
over a decade now in the, each reducing their natural gas bill by over $35,000 dollars per
year. ROI on commercial ozone year as system generally cost $30K.
The draft EIS falsely states that “Conservation is achieved mainly by customers implementing
voluntary energy efficiency improvements”. (see draft EIS pg 559 of 715 which is page A 1) The
facts prove this wrong! This is a strong indication that the COB has chosen staff and contractors
that are at not technically skilled enough to analyze the available energy information and
coherently detail actual alternatives requiring ZERO voluntary implementation or get voluntary
participation as PSE has gone out of it way to discourage participation with PSE’s HomePrint
program just one example. hy s this the staff of EIS simply parroting PSE and in particular
PSE’s Manager of Communication Initiatives Gretchen Aliabadi? She has used this theme
publically for over three years now and the EIS is parroting it. Edward Bernays is proud but the
people thrown in the gas chambers of pollution are not. Here are significant non voluntary
conservation facts that need to be included in the EIS. I find the lack of detailing the savings
and instead choosing to claim conservation is mainly the consumers responsibility after feed
them false propaganda is highly unacceptable.
Example 1 of massive Non voluntary conservation: WA State currently allows hot climate
windows to be sold in WA as there is no minimum requirement for how much solar energy
the window should
equired to pass, a minimum solar heat gain coefficient. The draft
EIS mentions windows 22 times yet details no magnitude energy savings and only false
states that “Conservation is achieved mainly by customers implementing voluntary energy
efficiency improvements”. Completely rong and ignorant. A windows code change would
significantly flatten any peak winter power load that occurred during the work/home
transition period.
The savings using Lawrence Berkeley National Labs (LBNL) analysis is 29.5 annual
MegaWatts (aMW) PER year just for residential windows, more f adding nonresidential
windows. And valid for the 2009 2015 time period, past that, the savings will be higher as
the area of window sold is increasing. And since the 2009 economic stimulus only rebated
hot climate windows; cold climate windows did not qualify and since the WA building ode
allows hot climate windows to be sold in WA; the total extra energy waste installed	
  in	
  WA
from 2009 to 2015 is 06.5 aMW using LBNL analysis and growing by at least 29.5 aMW per
year! No wonder Bernie and Trump are doing so well. Even President Reagan’s NAFTA
negotiator Clyde Prestowitz agrees with Sanders on CNBC March 14 2016. an’t wait to see
what the DOE Secretary for Reagan says about PSE and the EPA! More than just the PSE
falsehoods are falling.

The above is LBNL energy savings completely and independently validated using by the UK
government. Measured a second way, using the UK government’s Window Energy Rating
(WER) equation, WA would save 20.77 aMW for the residential window area sold 2015.
The results from LBNL and UK government are remarkably close ~30% error given the values
for total WA/USA window sales (mine s NL) and air leakage per house stock (LBNL s K
Gov) is likely different. Maybe LBNL include small commercial too, I did not.
The accumulated extra energy waste from 2009 to 2015 in WA State via the UK
government’s mythology is 123.2aMW by not using cheaper and more energy efficient cold
climate windows but instead allowing hot climate windows to be the only windows sold in
WA. This saving would be built in and additive every year. Instead we have and are
continuing to dig a deeper energy waste hole. Assuming 10% of this total energy saving
would be electrical vs gas, thus ~3 aMW reduced energy use per year for just residential
windows. In ten years this would be over 35 aMW per year saving, we already have at least
a 123 to 206 aMW hole dug as detailed below. The peak power reduction could easily be 30
MegaWatts (not aMW which s energy, MW as in	
  power) just in the first year as sub	
  25F	
  
temperatures (23F) only happen during largely clear skies in PSE’s territory, (see NOAA data)
meaning solar heat gain via windows would push the heating peak later and thus dampen
peak load as the work home transition effect are both starting from lower nergy ed
levels.
As the average reader does have a feel for how much energy 3 aMW is lets compare it to
the total energy installs in WA from solar PV panels. To date, all years included going back
to the 1990 to Jan 2016, about ~2aMW of energy production from V have been installed.
This	
  comes from 9 MW peak power worth of solar panels. Given they can only oduce
when the Sun is up, 1/3 of the time out of 24 hours, and are limited further by clouds we
only get ~2 aMW/yr. The cost for this Solar PV is massive in comparision to solar PV. The
average price to install 10kW is $50,000 using the lowest price period of 2015. Thus the 9
MW of peak power costs (10,000W/$50000= 0.5Watt/$ or $2 per Watt. Thus 9MW cost at
least $18 million not counting tax rebate cost and other subsidies. Stopping the sale of hot
climate window sold	
  in	
  WA	
  would	
  not cost but rather save $12.65 million up front in just
2015 n just the residential market. In 2015 there were about 2.53 million square meters of
residential window glass sold in WA; all of it (+99.9%) is hot climate glass hoping for another
2009 tax rebate round 2. Assuming and $5 extra per square meter for the silver coatings
from Cardinal Glass (they do 70% of the entire USA residential market coatings) to make a
hot climate window the savings going to cold climate window is $12.65 million plus 20.77 to
29.5 aMW of annual energy savings!
Details	
  of	
  the	
  Window	
  code	
  Change	
  Energy	
  Savings	
  (given	
  the	
  current	
  staff	
  preparing	
  the	
  
draft	
  EIS	
  is	
  severely	
  below	
  the	
  technical	
  level	
  needed	
  to	
  properly	
  address	
  the	
  alternatives	
  
to	
  Energize	
  Eastside’s	
  life	
  cycle	
  cost	
  to	
  rate	
  payers	
  of	
  $1.2	
  billion	
  dollars	
  at	
  present	
  and	
  
growing.)	
  
	
  

One example is this residential building code change. A simple updating of the eastside
building odes and WA States window code to ban hot climate windows from being sold in
WA has massive energy saving capability. (Cities have the power to do such	
  code changes if
it is more restrictive than the State’s) Hot climate windows are the only windows ffered
for sale in WA since a hot climate window is the only window rebated by the 2009 economic
stimulus plan.
See the screenshot of the IRS’s only 2009 economic stimulus plan below
www.irs.gov/pub/irs drop/n 09 53.pdf. A u value =0.3 and SHGC=0.3 is a very hot climate
window!!!

The momentum of all 635 window makers in the USA taking off ALL cold climate windows
off there sales pipelines/websites/brochure to gain back from government handouts the
40% sales in lost by 008, never resulted in the window makers placing the cold climate
windows back into the sales pipeline. Some have been hopping for a second round of
rebates, most are just on status quo. However the NFRC’s database shows hundreds of
window makers know better and have cold climate windows already approved and teed up
for shipment. There are thousands of cold climate windows in the NFRC database all ready
to go as window makers have undoubtedly expecting this code loop hole / stupidity to be
fixed as many have testified to the EPA. This code ole s a massive energy waste for the
northern climate zone as will be detailed below. These cold windows are even slightly
cheaper as they do not need silver coatings and are massive energy savers for Washington
State 4 to 9 time more than any other northern state given we have the highest heating
cooling ratio.
A hot climate window as defined by the EPA is u value ≤ 0.3 and solar heat gain(SHGC) ≤ 0.3
setting a ceiling for SHGC. A cold climate window would be u value ≤ 0.3 and SHGC ≥ say 0.6
meaning letting in 60% of the suns energy, setting a floor for SHGC. The EPA has yet to
detail a cold climate window for the consumer, as the EPA knows how badly it screwed up.
The EPA’s official and very delayed response in 2014 to massive testimony from 2009 about
the Northern climate zone window de is this: “EPA is in the process of developing
consumer materials that provide additional information on high gain windows See ef 1
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1

pg8/20 www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/ESWDS ResponseToComments Part1.pdf

Also see 2.” As of 2016 no consumer material have yet to be produced by the EPA on cold
climate windows.
The US Dept of Energy and the UK government both see the massive savings of requiring
only cold climate windows to be sold in cool and cold climates. The UK took action, the EPA
is doing its best to sweep yet another massive screw up under the rug3
The UK government banned hot climate windows in England as of at least 2010 something
the US Dept of Energy testified should be done in the northern zone of the USA done as
well. The	
  UK’s	
  2010	
  code	
  for	
  new	
  construction	
  for	
  England	
  requires	
  windows	
  to	
  have	
  a	
  

SHGC=0.63	
  and	
  u-‐value=0.246	
  or	
  better	
  or	
  offset	
  the	
  energy	
  using	
  the	
  Window	
  Energy	
  
Rating	
  (WER)4	
  equation.	
  The	
  USA	
  uses	
  SHGC	
  and	
  the	
  UK’s/Europe’s	
  uses	
  g-‐value	
  which	
  
equals	
  SHGC,	
  they	
  both	
  measure	
  exactly	
  the	
  same	
  thing.	
  	
  Existing	
  construction	
  requires	
  a	
  
WERUK	
  Gov.	
  grade	
  of	
  C	
  or	
  better	
  for	
  any	
  new	
  windows.5	
  	
  In	
  order	
  to	
  achieve	
  a	
  rating	
  of	
  C	
  UK	
  Gov.	
  	
  
or	
  better	
  using	
  the	
  USA’s	
  insulation	
  value	
  of	
  u	
  ≤0.3	
  needing	
  a	
  SHGC	
  0.49	
  or	
  better	
  per	
  the	
  
WERUK	
  Gov.	
  equation.	
   This lower requirement for existing is the result of matching existing

gridded windows, the new code of 0.63 effectively banns gridded windows as offsetting is
so xpensive. Note	
  the WERUK	
  Gov.	
  equation	
  is	
  a	
  close	
  but	
  not	
  the	
  same	
  as	
  the	
  non	
  

government	
  WERBFRC.	
  	
  	
  The	
  WERUK	
  Gov.	
  equation	
  is	
  a	
  bit	
  more	
  refined	
  than	
  the	
  British	
  
Fenestration	
  Rating	
  Council’s	
  equation.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  important	
  to	
  note	
  that	
  while	
  Denmark,	
  
Germany	
  and	
  the	
  European	
  Commission	
  have	
  or	
  are	
  in	
  process	
  of	
  following	
  the	
  UK	
  
window	
  code;	
  the	
  EPA,	
  the	
  Dept	
  of	
  Energy	
  and	
  the	
  Canadian	
  agencies	
  gov	
  and	
  non	
  gov	
  are	
  
nearly	
  completely	
  ignorant	
  of	
  the	
  UK’s	
  progress	
  with	
  key	
  players	
  at	
  DOE	
  and	
  EPA	
  
admitting	
  such.	
  	
  Regardless,	
  the	
  Dept	
  of	
  Energy	
  has	
  arrived	
  to	
  the	
  same	
  conclusions	
  as	
  
the	
  UK	
  and	
  testified	
  to	
  the	
  EPA	
  on	
  the	
  stupidity	
  of	
  their	
  northern	
  zone	
  window	
  code	
  with	
  
the	
  publically	
  available	
  testimony.	
  	
  
	
  

WA should exactly copy England as England has an identical climate to WA and all of PSE’s
territory. England and WA have identical in Heating Degree Days (HHD) and Cooling Degree
Days (CDD) and the ratio of 30 HDD to every 1 CDD is the same in England as WA as a
whole. This high ratio means any changes gaining free heating is winter is vastly better
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For the high level site of all testimony to the EPA docs see
www.energystar.gov/products/spec/residential_windows_doors_and_skylight_specification_version_6_0_pd

3

pg 8 of 20 www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/ESWDS ResponseToComments Part1.pdf last

main 8 alish rca

4 For new dwellings in England the baseline requirement to meet or tradeoff are a SHGC=0.63 (UK & Europe use g value
2
notation for SHGC with the exact same meaning both dimensionless unit from 0 to 1) and a u value of 0.2465 Btu/hr ft
2
which is 1.4 W/m in the UK as Britian/England use SI units. See page 34 for SHGC=g value =0.63, and u value. Also see pg 12
and 24of 48 of this UK building code www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/br/BR_PDF_AD_L1A_2013.pdf. Page2/48 states “A
summary of the Part L 2013 notional dwelling is published at Table 4 in the approved document with the full detail in SAP 2012
Appendix R. If the actual dwelling is constructed entirely to the notional dwelling specifications it will meet the carbon dioxide
and fabric energy efficiency targets and the limiting values for individual fabric elements and buildings services. Developers are,
however, free to vary the specification, provided the same overall level of carbon dioxide emissions and fabric energy efficiency
performance is achieved or bettered.” For a detailed historical review British window code see www.pilkington.com/en
gb/uk/architects/glass information/energycontrolthermalsolarproperties/window energy ratings
5 www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partl/	
  	
  	
  	
  For existing dwellings see Table1 pg16/31 of
www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/br/BR_PDF_ADL1B_2010.pdf. The UK Gov.’s WER is nearly the same but a bit more
refined than the BFRC’s WER. The UK Gov. is stricter using WER = 196.7 x ((1 x f) x gglass) – 68.5 x (U x (0.0165 x AL)) and the
BFRC’s is 218.6gwindow 68.5 x (Uwindow + Effective L50) both with the units of [kWh/m2/yr] where m2 is square meters of glass.

than the extra cooling spent in the summer. DOE modeled this down to the county level.
However the EPA threw the northern US climate zone under the bus to fix the EPA’s
previous screw up of having a very bad southern climate zone window code starting in
2009. That is a very poor insulation value, u value. This bad code was blow back from the
EPA’s bad change management process which resulted in the southern climate zone
window makers hiring a bunch of ex US Senators and House members to hand the EPA their
behind to the massive detriment to the environment; with WA State suffering the greatest
damage has it has 4 to 9 times greater heating to cooling ratio than all other northern
climate States.
The Dept of Energy’s also sees how uch nergy can be saved banned hot climate windows
Window and Building Envelop lab and has the detailed this to the Environmental Protection
Agency in 012. Below s the energy savings as the solar heat gain of windows is increased
for the USA housing stock.	
  	
  This was Lawrence Berkeley National Lab’s (LBNL) Window and
Building velope	
  Group determination by for the Northern climate Zone. 6 .7 LBNL is the
preeminent experts for energy usage/generation from windows for the USA . The northern
zone is in blue on the map below and is the same as the EPA’s northern zone or IECC zones
4(maritime), 5,6 and 7. This work was done specifically for the EPA’s ENERGY STAR
Windows group by NL and presented to the EPA’s public meeting on August 27th, 2012.
LBNL shows the higher the SHGC, the higher the savings in the northern zone. The UK sets
Englands code at 0.63 forcing the window makers to use the most transparent glass to the
Sun’s energy which is also cheaper than low SHGC glass.
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www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/WindowsEnergySavingsAnalysis LBNL.pdf For the high level site of all docs see
www.energystar.gov/products/spec/residential_windows_doors_and_skylight_specification_version_6_0_pd
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http://windows.lbl.gov/energystar/version6/

Cut off of graph at 0.4 is only an artifact of the 2009 Stimulus Act rebating only hot climate windows
SHGC≤0.3 EVEN in cold climates including Alaska. The line is linear and straight to at least 0.63 as the UK
has shown. The leadership of LBNL and EPA windows group were not even aware of the UK’s work as of
2015 . Varing the SHGC from 0.2 to 0.4 gives 1.45.Trillion BTU of savings, thus every 0.1 increase in SHGC
is worth 0.725 trillion BTU/per year.

LBNL is the core technical resource for energy performance of windows in the USA for all
relevant governing bodies, EPA, NFRC, LEED etc. They also build & maintain the “blessed”
computer software to model all the energy characteristics of windows for which the IECC,
EPA and NFRC depend on and require others to use. LBNL is also the main technical advisor
to the EPA’s Window Group.8 This includes the determination of u values and solar heat
gain coefficients of windows.
Calculation	
  for	
  Non	
  Voluntary	
  window	
  energy	
  Savings	
  for	
  WA	
  State.	
  
First	
  Way	
  =Using	
  LBNL’s	
  work.	
  
LBNL calculated the savings at the county by county level for the Northern region and rolled
it all up to get the above energy savings to per increase in SHGC graph. Given the 2009 tax
rebate was solely for hot climate windows the average SHGC sold in northern climate is
SHGC=0.224. This number is from averaging 1363 Pella windows rated by the NFRC. The
results from other window maker’s data are very similar as the SHGC values between the
hot and cold climate windows. This	
  is	
  not surprising as ~70% of the coatings for all +600
window makers in the USA are done by Cardinal Glass. Thus using a UK’s window code for
England of 0.63 we have 0.63 .224 =0.406 delta between current US northern climate
window de as of 2009 and what England is using.
The energy saving can be picked off LBNL graph from above and corrected foe WA climate.
The saving is completely linear as one would expect particularly for the high heating to
cooling ratio areas like WA at 30:1. From he LBNL graph every 0.1 increase in a windows
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solar heat gain coefficient saves 0.725 Trillion BTU/ per year. Thus a 0.406 delta between
current WA window installs and what a code banning hot climate windows in WA, using
England’s 0.63 requirement for solar heat gain gives 06 (0.406/.1) times 0.725 Trillion
BTU/ per year per 0.1 SHGC increase. This math gives 2.9435 trillion BTU/yr. Using 1 UIT
= 0. 29307 Watt hr e can covert 2.9435 tillion BTU/yr to Wat hrs. Multiplying 2.9435
TBTU/yr 0.29307(Watt hr/BTU) gives 0.863 tillion Watt hrs/yr. Or	
  more	
  simply, 863
billion Watt hr/yr of saving for the Northern USA climate zone.
To get WA only energy saving we need to reduce the entire northern region number to just
WA’s population and correct for Washington climate which has the highest heating to
cooling energy use ratio out of all states save Alaska.
Assuming 100 million people live in the Northern Zone and prorating to 7 million for WA.
This gives 7/100 times 863 billion Watt hr/yr
60.39 llion Watt hr/yr. To get a better
feel for how much energy that is lets convert that to a constant power level for and entire
year. To get that we that we divide by the number of hours in a year. (60.39
BillionWhr)/(24*365)= 6.89 aMW. This is uncorrected for WA’s climate. The real number
for WA state is uch	
  higher.
Next to correct for Washington States climate. This is needed because LBNL rolled up
nearly hundred northern micro climates, county by county. These climates vary greatly
from Puget Sound with 31 times heating to cooling, Kansas City with 4.2 heating as cooling,
Chicago at 8.6, Washington DC at 5 and NY City at 7.2. Thus correcting for this one can see
WA would see much higher energy savings per capita that the rest of the northern states.
Using the population weighted and blended heating to cooling ratio average for LBNL graph
as 7, then the correction factor for savings for WA is 30/7 or 4.28 times greater than the
blended average. I confirmed this methodology this LBNL staff. This 4.28 correction factor
times 4.28 equals 29.5	
  aMW	
  per	
  year	
  of	
  waste. I used 30 as the blended population
weighted average of Puget Sound and mountains with Spokane. Using this potential
energy waste built in since 2009 and the window sale growth of since 2012 is roughly offset
by the lesser sale 2009 to 2012 the overall EXTRA energy use from having hot climate
windows in WA is 7 years times 29.5 aMW= 206.5 aMW
Second	
  Way	
  =Using	
  UK’s	
  window	
  building	
  code	
  work	
  
No voluntary participation in England, you want a window then it had better be an energy
saving cold climate window or you have to offset the energy waste in other permanent
manner.
Here is the UK’s new building code for windows.	
  9
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

9 For new dwellings in England the baseline requirement to meet or tradeoff are a SHGC=0.63 (UK & Europe use g value
2
notation for SHGC with the exact same meaning both dimensionless unit from 0 to 1) and a u value of 0.2465 Btu/hr ft
2
which is 1.4 W/m in the UK as Britian/England use SI units. See page 34 for SHGC=g value =0.63, and u value. Also see pg 12
and 24of 48 of this UK building code www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/br/BR_PDF_AD_L1A_2013.pdf. Page2/48 states “A
summary of the Part L 2013 notional dwelling is published at Table 4 in the approved document with the full detail in SAP 2012

Existing construction requires a WERUK Gov. grade of C or better for any new windows.	
  The K
historical building look and feel has orders of magnitude more gridded windows than the
USA which s hy they have an effective SHGC=g value= 0.49 or better for existing buildings
using the USA’s northern climate zone u value of u ≤0.3. Using the UK’s government’s
window energy rating equation for England, which has exactly the same climate as WA, we
have:	
  10
WERUK Gov. = 196.7 x ((1 x f) x gglass) – 68.5	
  x	
  (U	
  x	
  (0.0165	
  x	
  AL))
Where:
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

Appendix R. If the actual dwelling is constructed entirely to the notional dwelling specifications it will meet the carbon dioxide
and fabric energy efficiency targets and the limiting values for individual fabric elements and buildings services. Developers are,
however, free to vary the specification, provided the same overall level of carbon dioxide emissions and fabric energy efficiency
performance is achieved or bettered.” For a detailed historical review British window code see www.pilkington.com/en
gb/uk/architects/glass information/energycontrolthermalsolarproperties/window energy ratings
10 www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partl/	
  	
  	
  	
  For existing dwellings see Table1 pg16/31 of
www.planningportal.gov.uk/uploads/br/BR_PDF_ADL1B_2010.pdf. The UK Gov.’s WER is nearly the same but a bit more
refined than the BFRC’s WER. The UK Gov. is stricter using WER = 196.7 x ((1 x f) x gglass) – 68.5 x (U x (0.0165 x AL)) and the
BFRC’s is 218.6gwindow 68.5 x (Uwindow + Effective L50) both with the units of [kWh/m2/yr] where m2 is square meters of glass.

f= the frame factor i.e the percentage of the window obscured by frame and
	
  	
  	
  	
  gaskets;
gglass= the normal total solar energy transmittance of the glass as determined by
BS EN 410,
U= the whole window U-value as specified in paragraph 4.20 and 4.21; and
AL = the air leakage through the window in m3/h.m2 at 50 Pa pressure difference
based on testing to BS 6375–1:2009.

Using UK government’s SGHC value (g value) building code requirement for England we can
see the delta between our EPA’s u value for the USA and that what the UK requires. All we
need is the amount of residential window glass sold in Washington State to understand how
big the energy disaster the current residential building code has caused WA since 2009.
To get this information let us turn to the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA.org)
which covers the four state region of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana. NEEA has
done a great job at is detailing the energy usage infrastructure in the four state area, such
has total window sales. This can be found	
  in	
  NEEA’s	
  Long Term Monitoring and Tracking
Report on 2011 Activities. This reports gives us the foundation data we need up to 2011.
NEEA got its core data from Ducker Research, the Window and Door Manufacturing
Association (WDMA) and the American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA,
those folks we will see later on testifying to the EPA for a SHGC ≥ 0.4 in the Northern Zone,
and rightfully so, note that for just WA they would undoubtedly support a SHGC≥ 0.63).
NEEA.org adjusted the national data to get the four state sales numbers for the Pacific NW.
We will update this NEEA blessed data with the 2015 and 2014 updates from WDMA and
AAMA for residential prime window sales. Prime windows are defined as building envelope
enclosures made of glass, window, glass doors and skylights, with the latter making up just
0.8% of units. We will prorate NEEA’s four state numbers to just Washington State by
population. As one can see prorating WDMA/AAMA data for 2013 for all USA to WA
significantly under reports WA units sold when comparing to NEEA’s work narrowing the
same source data to the four Pacific Northwest states. Given NEEA has only published data
to 2011 we will use the USA growth rate to get the residential window sales for Washington
State for the years 2012 2015. This is a very conservative assumption as WA is in the top
two or three fastest growing states from the financial crisis to date.

Table 1.
Note 1. May 1, 2014 AAMA updates 2012 sales to 43.9M units & 15.8% growth, see www.aamanet.org/news/2/10/0/all/1058/aama-predictsfenestration-industry-trends-in-new-market-studies All growth rates are AAMA or WDMA data.
Note 2. June 10,2014 WDMA article states 44.5M unit number, http://windowanddoor.com/news-item/markets/new-wdma-report-predictsmarket-growth-through-2015
Note 3. Apr 30, 2015 AAMA article= 5% residential window growth (+10% new, 2% remodel increase for 2015, a repeat of 2014)
www.aamanet.org/news/1/10/0/all/1179/aama-releases-2014-2015-industry-review-and-forecast

Now that we have actual units of residential windows, glass doors and skylights sold, we
have to convert those to square meters of total glass installed. Luckily NEEA.org faced the
same problem and we will copy their methodology. See appendix of this report for a snap
shot of that methodology. In a nutshell the average window unit has 16ft2 of glass, patio
door has 40 and average skylight has 6. The blend ratio of those three types of units sold
over the years per NEEA data is very constant at 17.3 ft2. We will use this blended area per
unit of 17.3 for the for 2012 to 2015 data, see third column in the table 2 below, to get the
total surface area sold in each year.

Table 2
see Reference for square foot per window unit see pg 96/159 of NEEA report
http://neea.org/docs/default source/reports/long term monitoring and tracking report on
2011 activities.pdf?sfvrsn=18
Next, using the WER energy equation from the UK government we can calculate the energy
waste that is locked into Washington State for each year of hot climate window sales in
Washington State since	
  2009. As explained above this is done taking the average hot
climate window parameter sold in WA by taking a typical series of windows in the NFRC
database that meets the USA northern climate zone u value code requirement, plugging
those parameters in the equation. In this case it was one of six of Pella’s single hung vinyl
windows. his ves a very good sample of the average hot climate window sold in
Washington State. This is an annual summary of energy used (if negative) or saved if
positive by a specific window accounting for extra cooling energy used in the summer and
extra heat gained in winter. See table 3 energy saved [aMW/year] for	
  windows	
  sold	
  in	
  WA
for	
  2015.	
  

Table 3 The extra energy that could have been saved had cheaper and more energy efficient windows be used
in A ver he ot limates indows that are the only window sold in the WA due to the EPA’s 2009 hot
climate windows tax rebate policy and a building code which allows hot climate windows to be sold in cold
climates.

Using a window with the insulation value (u value) and solar gain (g value) as the UK
requires in England would save 23.2	
  aMW/year	
  of	
  2015	
  windows	
  sold. Using LBNL u and
SHGC values (which are poor energy saving value but ones LBNL sees as out of the box
viable) in their 2012 massive analyses for the EPA we get 20.77	
  aMW.	
   Using the even
poorer USA insulation value of 0.285 (this is EPA driven, from the EPA that dumps toxic
mining sluge into rivers) and the same solar gain value (SHGC=0.63) as England requires its
builders we get 19.25 aMW. This uses the average cold climate windows u value for a
typical vinyl series with 446 Pella cold climate windows that are in the Nation Fenestration
Rating Council database. This a bit lower than from the energy saved than that using the
Lawrence Livermore Nation Labs value of 29.5 aMW. This level of delta could easily be
from air leakage values assumed for each respective house stock, UK vs USA. The delta
could also be from my total square footage of windows assumptions vs that what LBNL
made. Given they are only 30% off (29.5 from	
  LBNL and 20.77 from UK WER equation) their
agreement is remarkable close.
Three important item are:
1) these cold climate windows are cheaper as they do not require silver coatings as used for
hot climate window to reflected away the suns energy) using the UK’s methodology.
2) the energy saving is additive year over year. By using the u values for cold climate
window current in the NFRC data (seems that many window makers are ready for the EPA
to fix the 2009 northern climate window build ode) and the
NEEA.org/Ducker/WDM/AAAMA window sales data for 2009 to 2015, WA has already built
in 123.2aMW using the 79.66 kWhr/m2/yr energy delta for cold climate windows.	
  	
  This	
  is
growing y at least 20.77 aMW per year and more like the 29.5 a MW the LBNL derived
number.
3) the above energy saving from either methodology UK or LBNL is only for residential
housing stock. And does not include small commercial buildings which when added will
further increase the savings. And given no one in the commercial building industry stood up
to testify to the EPA on the EPA’s mistake (like the window and glass makers have) it is quite
possible commercial energy saving work is as bad as the EPA’s when it comes to the
northern climate zone. All of the major glass makers and window makers for Washington
State did testify to the stupidly of the EPA’s window building code not having a solar heat
gain minimum. And the EPA even admitted it in 014 as detailed above.

10. Please detail the electric load change from climate change as a warming climate in WA
means the assumption of 23F is vanishing small. The Eastside & Puget Sounds energy peak
is always in the winter, overall warming will just reduce that peak and ny ed	
  for rid
expansion in the next decades. This July 2015 report from the Dept of Energy is one of
many places to start. “Predicting the Response of Electricity Load to Climate Change”
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/64297.pdf
11. The EIS relies solely on PSE studies or studies for which PSE selected and paid the
consultants to conduct for both conservation and non conservation alternatives!
a) Let us look at page 143 of 715 of the draft EIS (page 2 34) {notice this author’s full	
  use	
  of	
  
standard reference quoting page numbers that the DEIS is going out of its way not to
use} Here the DEIS states “Determining the amount of non transmission resources that
would e needed to address the capacity deficiency that PSE has identified is complex
because every solution has a different degree of effectiveness and reliability.”
{unfinished – time ran out}
12. Pg76of 715 “Peak generation plants could produce GHG emissions during operation
and result in a moderate GHG impact.” This is a worthless statement if not show in
context of the green house gas that the new powerlines would allow to be
transmitted like dams (dams do emit GHG, warmer the water the higher the
emission) Please provide this statement and ones like in in context with range level
not just vague assertion of low moderate high.
13. Please detail rate, cost impacts the US governments complaints against the Olympic
Pipeline company and electromagnetic field corrosion from current power line
including the 115 kV powerlines running over the Olympic Pipeline pipes and what
additional corrosion, environmental to mitigate and cost impact new 230 kV lines
would cost citizen local and otherwise. Also detail the time line to turn off pipelines
should a leak occur.
14. HomePrint another other PSE vauge and obfuscated conservation programs [=author ran
out of time to finish}
15. I see the draft EIS has ignored the real reason PSE whats this project to get power to from
Canada and California see item
16. UNANSWERED CENSE QUESTIONS
A resubmittal of our June 14, 2015 comments
Date: June	
  14,	
  2015
Email Subject: Energize Eastside EIS Scoping input and requirement for use of NEPA vs SEPA
To: City Manager and Council
From:	
  Todd	
  Andersen, Jennifer Steinman 4419	
  138th Ave SE, Bellevue WA 98006
My feedback on scoping comes in three areas. These are summarized below, with supporting
details following.

1. UNANSWERED CENSE QUESTIONS
While I was initially encouraged that Bellevue was acting in the best interest of its citizens
by approving the “Independent Technical Analysis of Energize Eastside, April 29, 2015 by
Utility System Efficiency, Inc.”, I am deeply disappointed that we have wasted more
taxpayer money on a study that failed to answer the fundamental questions many of the
citizens of Bellevue have been asking. These questions and incongruities were recapped in
CENSE.org’s response “Cense rejects U.S.E’s report on Eastside Energy, May 4, 2015.”
Most importantly, an independent load forecast was not created based on more realistic
parameters for demand/growth, local generation, energy savings and trends, and north
south transfer. It is critical these questions be carried forward into the input and scope	
  of	
  
the EIS. Without this, the entire EIS is based on a shaky foundation that doesn’t have
community support.
2. FEDERAL / NEPA RULES
It’s clear from reading Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), Seattle City Lights(SCL) and
Columbia Grid consortium (BPA, SCL, PSE) documentation that we can’t consider Energize
Eastside (EE) as an independent or local project to be governed y EPA. BPA, a federal
agency, is the driver of this, and as EE is a subset of a federal effort and should fall within
Federal / NEPA jurisdiction. Columbia Grid documents clearly show EE is only one possible
way to address North South Transfer Reliability and is only part of the broader picture of
the grid /bulk	
  power planning spanning Canada, Pacific Northwest, California.
Also, the majority of power and energy sent over the proposed lines are from hydro
operations both in the US and Canadian, and for some	
  of	
  the cases conditions
PSE/BPA/ColumbiaGrid are using for justification of EnergizeEastside(EE) ALL power/energy
are from hydro operations. Hydro operations are specifically called out in the US
government’s 10 year review of threat to the Salish orca (a.k.a Southern Resident Orca)
listed as an endangered species
As such, the EIS for EE should clearly be governed under NEPA / Federal guidelines and
possibly be expanded to look at the broader Columbia Grid plans. Legal challenges arise
when large scale projects are broken up into smaller projects to avoid federal oversight.
It is my understanding that under NEPA (versus SEPA), the scoping impact would primarily
mean EE would need to be evaluated in the context of the regional strategy as a whole and
alternatives would need to be considered more broadly.
• Under NEPA, more comprehensive inclusion of the impacts should be weighted
including the evaluation of the impact of international endangered species, the risk of
massive build out on top of an aging gas pipeline that already sits on fault line (when an
safer alternative exists with SCL), and degradation of property values in cost
calculations.

•

Under NEPA, broader consideration should be given to alternatives such as SCL (Maple
Valley SnoKing) improvements/re conductoring to support N S Transfer or alternatives
for balancing peak loads with PSE. Today, the only alternatives being promoted by PSE
are minor route permutations.

3. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS
Please make sure a thorough analysis of demand side reductions are not only investigated
but as stated before, factored into the demand forecast. These solutions are key to why
cities keep growing but their traditional energy needs do not.
a. Grid Batteries to manage peak load
b. Solar Power for continual cost reduction
c. Geothermal as cost effective alternative
d. Building Materials (e.g. LED Bulbs, Canada/UK Window Standards vs California)
Under the guise of EE, BPA benefits as their reliability challenges are solved by PSE despite
more cost effective solutions being available, PSE can charge higher rates with a 40 year
guarantee of profits on their investment, and PSE customers (who already pay 28% higher rates
than those served by cooperatives, municipalities or public utility districts) will bear the burden,
not only of higher costs but also the negative impact to their neighborhoods.
Lastly, I wanted to make you aware of two “off the record” comments that I have heard in
recent months that highlight the possible collusion that goes on within these organizations –
the City of Bellevue, PSE, BPA. These are the types of comments that erode public confidence.
• Hardev Juj – formerly with SCL & PSE, is VP or Transition Planning and Asset
Management at BPA. He actually made the comment that EE is largely to serve BPAs
needs and BPA would be swapping costs on other projects. Seems Mr. Juj expectantly
retired from BPA this month and this author finds that very odd. As BPA is a federal
agency, which BPA itself is/was under several federal sanctions for misbehavior, EE
should be a NEPA supervised project.
• Nicolas Matz – City of Bellevue Senior Planner. I commented that EE’s need is about
keeping PSE (a Bellevue company) solvent. Nicholas’ response was “that was a need as
well”. Given PSE’s rates per NEEA are 28% higher than all other utilities in WA maybe
that is not a need as clearly public utilities are better run for the ratepayers.

SUPPORTING MATERIAL
1. UNANSWERED CENSE QUESTIONS – The biggest unanswered question has to do with the
supply demand forecast. PSE states demand will exceed supply in 2017 based on the chart
below, but there are many issues with their analysis that remain unanswered. An
independent forecast was requested but not completed.

1. The next series of charts comes directly from PSE’s own documentation “Eastside
Needs Assessment Report – Transmission System – King County, October 2013”.
i. Since its original publication, PSE has redacted (hidden) the details behind
their assumptions posted on their website, however, I downloaded a copy
before they hid the few facts they show, so can highlight specific questions.
Comments in yellow.
ii. This first chart is an overview that explains the high level	
  flow of the
Northern Intertie path.

2. This second chart below shows the Puget Sound Generation Capability that was “used” in
the PSE modeling. This is a key input into their model and will be discussed below.

3. This third chart below shows the Assumptions used in their models to calculate the capacity
gap and overload percentages. This	
  is	
  a key input into their model and will be discussed
below.
a. For Northern Intertie, the full amount is included in PSE’s calculations, however,
several areas should be checked:
i. Why is PSE EE being proposed when it highest overload is 127.8% for a 115kV
line when SCL’s Maple Valley Snoking line overloads at 157.8% see table 6 5
below. SCL’s line is a 230kV line carrying 4 time the power. Fixing that first is
cheaper by rewiring with modern higher load lines like ceramic core and solves
BPA’s ssues.	
  	
  Beside BPA already leases those lines from SCL, with any known
compensation to SCL. Maybe EE is SCL’s payment from BPA? Is that legal?
ii. Assumes the full amount during an overload situation. What are the Columbia
River Treaty rules for power transmission during an overload scenario?
Thought there was flexibility.
iii. What is the status/details of the renewal of the treaty, which expires here in
2015/16 or so. Local & national press report the US wants to scale back power
sent back to Canada by 90%. As such, this number in the model is high.
b. For PSE/SCL Westside Generation, winter was reduced to 0.
iv. The base case, is 2858 MW
v. The low generation scenario was 1031.
vi. How can zero be justified as a good parameter? Unless PSE decides to behave
like Enron and turn off the power as they did during California’s energy crisis!

4. This fourth chart (snapshot) below shows the “Eastside” overloads predicted for 2017/18
are based on these assumptions at specific substations – all based on the above faulty
assumptions.

a. In addition, the data shows overload trends at specific sub stations, however, the
modeling was done another “cherry picked” at a point in time? What are the loads
and power factors at each substation going back 10 15 years for the winter and
summer peaks? Electric car charging is improving this power factor with capacitive
load, how much? There are mitigations at the sub station level that are far cheaper
than a $1 billion dollar power line ($280M plus $800 million in profit interests and
O&M). rid batteries and electric cars need to be modeled for power factor effects.
5. FEDERAL / NEPA RULES – The following documents provide evidence that Energize Eastside
should not be considered as a local project subject to SEPA rules, but rather part of a
broader strategy across BPA, a federal agency, and PSE, a for profit utility, for overall
international energy plans that should fall under Federal or NEPA jurisdiction.
1. Columbia Grid documentation clearly shows EE is part of their broader plans. I have
highlighted key points in yellow.
i. EE is part of the larger project to increase international power flows between
Canada and the US as required by Bonneville Power Authority (BPA), treaty
obliterations, and to prepare for Canada’s “Site C” dam coming on line with
~1,200 MegaWatts of power. A NEPA process is required for international
projects, which both BPA and Canadian power authority want to deny, but is
clearly the case.
ii. Furthermore, using PSE’s own document “Eastside Needs Assessment Report
Transmission System King County”, EE is for reliability of the grid SOLEY for
BPA urposes. If one takes out BPA’s bulk power flow to Canada OR not use a
falsified low power generation case of shutting off all the northern gas
turbine generators at the exact same time as all the hydro dams are off, then
EE’s business case falls apart. PSE/BPA went extraordinary lengths to get the
model to show overloads.
iii. The new hydro dam will further stress the endangered species listed as the
Salish Orca (aka as Southern Resident Orca). A 10 year study published by
NOAA in June 2014 states expanding hydro dam use threatens the habits of
several endangered species including pacific salmon and the last remaining
77 Salish Orca (these Orca are 1 million years distinct for other Orca) which
are an international endangered species further supporting NEPA review.

Below are the case study assumptions causing “PSE’s” “overloading”. Sure looks like BPA power to
Canada and all generators “West of the Cascades” off causing the “problem”.

yet PSE can magically generate 2171MW in Summer both 2014 and 2018 when they

want to. Winter is Bellevue/Eastside’s greatest local power need, summer is much lower
locally. Power headed to California is at its greatest in summer as the 850 MW import
numbers above show.	
  
Here is Columbia Grid comments on what EE is for. 11 Even the reliability issues are BPA’s as PSE’s
81 page “Eastside Needs” report clearly shows.
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https://www.columbiagrid.org/download.cfm?DVID=2157

https://www.columbiagrid.org/download.cfm?DVID=2157	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
See Site C dam progress at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Site_C_dam

More on EIM, CA ISO’s energy market, which even Hardev Juj, BPA’s head of grid planning
touch on, see very end.
This is a screen shot below from NOAA’s 10 year study on the endangered Orca whales, with
only 78 leave in the entire world. This alone forces the EIS to be a NEPA not a SEPA as issues
cross international boundary with Canada.

http://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov/news/features/killer_whale_report/pdfs/smallreport62514.pdf
http://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov/news/features/killer_whale_report/pdfs/bigreport62514.pdf
www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/mammals/whales/killer whale.html
http://www.nwfsc.noaa.gov/news/features/killer_whale_report/

2. PSE announces plans to join EIM (Energy Imbalance Market) in 2016. Again, key
points are highlighted or underscored.
i. As PSE operates primarily in Puget Sound’s East Side (and near British
Columbia), Bellevue needs to question if the proposed highly expandable,
and much taller 230kv lines are really to serve Bellevue’s needs or to prepare
for expansion efforts to maximize profit via North South Transfer expansion
and EIM agreement. PSE will need to have the capacity to sell/transport bulk
high voltage power from Canada. PSE has no ther plans for expansion that
could support this outside of EE, so we can only assume the ulterior motive.
Again, the Energize Eastside project is a small part of a much bigger picture.

i.

Even with PSE’s inflated demand picture, an alternative is to install 50 foot
poles 5 feet from today) to support the 230kv and easily meet their
demand projections for next 40 years. PSE argues that it is more cost
effective to install fewer 130 foot poles (+85 feet from today); however, it
is out of character for a residential area, and would end in deadly disaster
with the added stress to the and aging gas pipeline running directly
underneath.
The real reason to go with larger poles is that they can easily be expanded
to carry 500kv with no additional permissions or pole installation required.
Again, not needed to meet Eastside demand, only needed for North South
Transfer. The picture below (Antelope Pardee corridor in Lancaster) shows
unsightly 500kv being oposed
SE. These are typically rural not urban.
And, PSE can add a wireless cable company to the area and expand the
poles to 150feet with new federal rules without even have to ask the City
of llevue rmission.

1

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/Environment/info/aspen/antelopepardee/photos.htm

6. ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
a. Grid Batteries / Storage – Lots of press and real world examples on this – New York,
California, Hawaii are examples. Many states have already implemented this as
alternative to infrastructure / power line build out, and more cost effective way to
achieve reliability. With this trend, it’s hard to believe we are even having a
discussion around EE.
b. Solar – Given solar is now cheaper than grid in 20 states (including WA Hydro) what
are the projections of solar displacing utility power? Major banks are now funding
hundreds of utility scale solar projects in the 50 states.
i. See eutsche Bank’s work reference in on page 3/12 of Tech & financial
issues with PSE Energize Eastside1.4w.o.affil.doc
ii. References Edison Electric Institute’s, (the lobbying group for the utilities)
urgent call to action in their 2013 report Disruptive Challenges: Financial
Implications nd trategic esponses o

hanging etail lectric usiness.

iii. This was sent to the City of Bellevue on 2/12/2014 for the independent
consultant review.
c. LED bulb replacement Confirm via statistically significant survey that there is at
least 600MW (calculated in detail by this MSEE for PSE service area) at peak load of
incandescent bulbs inside PSE’s territory per NEEA.org numbers when accounting for
the 45% first year failure rate of compact florescence bulbs as determined by the
Dept of Energy reports across +300 bulb models sold. I look forward to comparing

d.

e.

f.
g.

numbers to what the NEPA EIS gets. Fix the current 11kW of incandescent waste at
City Hall!
Windows – Washington currently only sells hot climate windows in Washington
State wasting at least 100 aMW/year. These windows would retain heat reducing
peak load in winter. What is PSE’s share of saving when hot climate windows are
banned in WA and only cold climate ones allowed? New building code proposals are
with the Washington legislature.
Geothermal – My former employer let a 280 MW geothermal power plant be
installed on our Navy Lab without cost to it in 1986, assuming the research and
develop lab with 5000 employees (China Lake) got all its power for free and what
was left over, then the California Energy Inc, could sell the rest. PSE’s territory is as
close, if not lot closer, to geothermal in terms of drilling depth. The major cost here
is replacing heat exchangers; far cheaper over 40 years than $1 billion dollars of new
power lines. Please fully detail that option. May need to confirm if BLM land is
available for this purpose. The Navy had to have ownership transferred from BLM
to Navy which Clean Air Act 111D and related rules can expedite transfer to City of
Bellevue or other state/city government agency.
Callable Power Solve PSE’s inflated power needs with reverse Demand Response
“call to turn on power” from distributed from electric car batteries to solve peak
power loads. See ore	
  on	
  flatten peak loads with Energy North West below.
Please evaluate all power options in the National Association of Clean Air Agencies
(NACAA) May 2015 many of which have been testified to the WA State House and
Senate committees . This is the +400 page document of menu items for states to get
onto better energy resources.
www.4cleanair.org/sites/default/files/Documents/NACAA_Menu_of_Options_HR.pdf

h. What is the total cost of EE including profit, interests and assumed operation &
maintenance fees over the 40 year payback period? And how does this compare to
lifecycle costs for distributed generation or Demand Response (ability to call to turn
off as desired) actual project and potential projects by the likes of Stan Gent, CEO of
Seattle Steam Company (just bought by the largest US private equity for renewable
energy Brookfield and is now called Enwave Seattle, but for WA Senate/House
invited presentations search with Seattle Steam) & WSU’s Energy Program specialist
Dave Sjoding or Energy North West’s John A. Steiger’s 509 377 4547 (the civil
service guys running the grid/nuke facilities in eastern WA) 100MW Demand
Response project in WA. All these folk of whom invited to give presentations to WA
House and Senate Energy Committees represent the future. Demand Response is
measured in 1000s of MegaWatts in East coast which is far more advanced than WA
which has just 100MW which John A. Steiger has put together for sale to utilities
even PSE. How about Overlake Hospital get more reliable power like Huston’s
medical center did with co heat power and ditched ALL of their emergency
generators.
i. Peaking generator. PSE’s technical consultants claimed to have asked Dept of
Ecology for permission to install a peaking generator but was turned down. Please
detail why and the cost and environmental impact to install a peaking generator at

say the lite rail garage/system or in the Spring Business District as co heat power
systems.
j. Heliostats = $300 dollar self powered sun tracking mirror reflecting 500Watts of sun
energy into home. What if PSE bought all it electric heating homes one? Costs &
impact?
k. What are Canada’s site C dams impacts for any WECC or other computer modeling?
7. Investor owned utility (primarily PSE) customers already pay 28% higher rates than those
served by cooperatives, municipalities or public utility districts.

i. PSE is happy to take on capital investment projects. They are guaranteed
profits for 40 years through their contracts with the state and can pass the
costs (with profit margin) along to their customers.
ii. With the profit protection in place, there is no downside to this investment,
and only possible upsides with North South Transfer expansion.
Here is another reason why PSE & BPA are obfuscating the real need behind Energize Eastside
in BPA’s Hardev Juj’s own words.12 See above for Energy Imbalance Market (EIM)

What is being said here is we MASSIVELY over Build.
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www.bpa.gov/Doing%20Business/TechnologyInnovation/ConferencesGridTransformationWorkshop/Grid%20Transformation%20Workshop_Ob
jectives_by%20Hardev%20Juj.pdf

Is Hardev Juj foreshadowing Energize Eastside destabilizing the Olympic pipe line?
Here is picture of the damage from the 2010 San Burno natural gas explosion in San Francisco
metro that went up into the air, unlike what the Olympic pipeline break will o with its jet fuel
which will spread horizontally. Even ith automated shut off the jet fuel could easily result in
thousands of deaths unlike the natural gas pipeline explosion in San Bruno CA fire	
  which	
  killed
8.	
  	
  	
  A	
  liquid jet fuel spill	
  will	
  flood	
  neighborhoods quickly and instead of just 100 homes
damaged or destroyed there will be a thousands.

Having personally conducted fire protection testing on the V 22 Osprey it takes AFFF “A triple
F” (Aqueous Film Forming Foam) to put out jet fuel fire. Using water just spreads the fire. AFFF
works great if you have enough of it and there is no wind. Given the size of the Olympic

pipeline it is going to take a lot of AFFF at all the local firehouses. The stuff at SEATAC will e
too late to help. Anybody have a copy of that Olympic Pipeline break disaster plan?
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Energize Eastside Project DEIS Phase I
Monday, March 14, 2016 6:20:10 PM
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Please see attached comments concerning Energize Eastside Project DEIS Phase I. Electric Power is a
significant driver of growth and economic development. Please include these comments with the
register of the DEIS.
The work completed to date is greatly appreciated.
Thank you,
Tom
Tom Burdett, AICP
Community Development Director
City of Bothell
tom.burdett@bothellwa.gov
Office: 425-806-6400
Direct: 425-806-6401
18415 101st Avenue NE
Bothell, WA 98011

March 7, 2016
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department

City of Bothelr

At tn : Heidi Bedwell
450 11oth Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Ms. Bedwell:
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Phase 1 Draft EIS for the Energize Eastside project. The
City of Bothell is concerned wit h the No Action Alternative as outlined in the Draft EIS. It would
negatively impact our growing community and its plans for future development in our business parks.
While our city is not directly involved in the environmental review process, I am concerned that future
economic development ofthe Canyon Park Regiona l Activity Center could be stifled by the threat of
future blackouts or insufficient powe r. In the last six months there have been two significant power
outages in Bothell, as a result of wind storms. This is very detrimental to business, business growth and
the University of Washington Bothell I Cascadia Community College.
Doing nothing affects more than the five jurisdictions undertaking the EIS for this project, it impacts the
entire Eastside economy. Residents and businesses cannot afford any delay of this important reliability
project. Therefore, I support expansion of transmission facil ities to ensure that reliable power is
provided to surrounding communities like Bothell that may be negatively impacted if the project is not
built. The No Action Alternat ive is not an option .
Sincerely,

Tom Burdett
Community Development Director
City of Bothell
Cc: Kara Durbin, PSE Senior Local Government Affairs

Comm un ity Development D epartment
184 15 - lOl st Avenue N E
Bothell, WA 980 11
425.806.6400
www.bothellwa.gov
Ptin!ed on 100 % Post-Consumer Recycled Paper

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Lopez
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/Page 1-5 P 5/Growth
Monday, March 14, 2016 6:15:12 PM

The DEIS states that the population of the Eastside is expected to grow at a rate of approximately 1.2
percent annually over the next decade and employment is expected to grow at an annual rate of
approximately 2.1 per cent, a projection based upon internal forecasting conducted by PSE. Page 1-5
paragraph 5.
The DEIS continues and states that PSE used demographic data based upon based on U.S. Census
Information and the Puget Sound Regional Council. Page 1-5
Both organizations publish many reports. What is the specific document or report published by the U.S.
Census Information and the Puget Sound Regional Council that PSE relied upon? Did anyone other than
PSE employees review the information which formed the basis of PSE’s assertions as set forth above
regarding population growth? If so, who reviewed?
The DEIS further states that PSE relies on Moody’s Analytics U.S. Macroeconomic Forecast, a long term
forecast for the U.S. Economy with adjustments for PSE’s service territory using equations that relate to
national to regional conditions. Page 1-5.
What is the date and year of the Moody’s Macroeconomic Forecast that PSE relied upon? What
equations did PSE use to relate national to regional conditions? Did anyone other than PSE employees
review the equations and check the results that PSE used to relate national to regional conditions? If so,
who reviewed?
Did anyone other than PSE employees review the information which formed the basis of PSE’s assertions
as set forth above regarding population growth? If so, who reviewed?
The DEIS continues with local economic data are provided by the Washington State Department
Employment Security Department, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and Bureau of Economic Analysis,
and local organizations such as the Washington Builders Association. Page 1-5
What are the citations to the specific information or reports that PSE relied upon?
The DEIS states: “This forecast is based upon the assumption that economic activity has a significant
effect on energy demand. Given the nature of expected development, PSE has projected that electrical
demand will grow at an annual rate of 2.4 percent.”
Is “forecast” stated in the DEIS statement above referring to PSE’s population forecast. PSE’s
employment forecast, PSE’s energy demand forecast?
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Curt
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
eis@cense.org; Curt@
Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS - Pipeline Safety
Monday, March 14, 2016 5:48:09 PM

To:

Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

From:

Curtis Allred
CENSE member
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA 98006

Subject: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS - Pipeline Safety
Date:

14 March, 2016

The EIS does not adequately address safety issues related to powerline and
pipeline co-location. Pipeline safety issues related to co-located High Voltage
AC (HVAC) lines are serious and well known in the pipeline industry, yet are
barely mentioned in the Draft EIS document.
The EIS must address and provide mitigation for issues raised in the 2
documents cited below. It must also state the potential for a major disaster,
and that the City of Bellevue has said that it does not have sufficient
emergency response personnel and resources to deal with a pipeline
explosion.
Documents:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1. <!--[endif]-->The INGAA document "Criteria for
Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric Power Lines"
(http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732) lists five criteria that
determine the risk of accelerated corrosion when pipelines and
transmission lines are located in close proximity. When the Olympic
pipeline is paired with PSE’s proposed transmission line, at least 4 of the
5 risk criteria are raised to the highest level of risk. It considers a colocation length of 5000 feet or more to be "high risk". The co-location
distance for Energize Eastside power lines and the Olympic Pipeline will
be 20 times this high-risk threshold! This seems like a major red flag
that must be addressed by the EIS.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Dr. Frank Cheng, an internationally
recognized pipeline safety expert created a report "Olympic Pipeline"
(http://cense.org/Olympic%20Pipeline.pdf) which considers the safety
risks of putting high voltage transmission lines so close to petroleum
pipelines. He describes 3 mechanisms by which High Voltage AC
adversely effects the integrity and safety of buried pipelines that are
collocated with electric power lines, all of which are able to result in
pipeline failures.
___

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Lopez
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/1.5 paragraph 4
Monday, March 14, 2016 5:42:56 PM

According to DEIS, the set of facilities is proposed in order to address a deficiency that PSE has identified
by PSE through its system planning process. Page 1.1
The DEIS states that the deficiency is based upon a number of factors. Page 1-5. The DEIS continues
that deficiency arises from growing population and employment, changing consumption patters
associated with large buildings, more air conditioned space and a changing regulatory structure that
requires a higher level of reliability than what was required in the past. Page 1.5. Paragraph 4.
What is the basis for the statement regarding changing patterns of consumption associated with larger
buildings?
What is the source of information regarding more air conditioned space?
What are the specific regulatory changes that require higher reliability than what was required in the past?
What is the specific set of citations?
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

           

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Aaron Hoard
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Council@bellevuewa.gov
UW Comments for Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 5:13:04 PM

March 14, 2016
Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue Office of Planning & Community Development
PO Box 90012
Bellevue, WA 98009
RE: UW Comments for Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
The University of Washington appreciates the opportunity to provide input on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize
Eastside project.
The University has a strong and growing presence on the Eastside for students and
patients. Here are a few highlights:
· UW’s Professional and Continuing Education Program offers 119 courses on
the Eastside associated with 21 certificate programs and two graduate
degrees. Last year, more than 600 students were served by these courses.
· UW Medicine Neighborhood Clinics are located in Bellevue, Issaquah, and
Woodinville. These clinics served over 34,000 individual patients last year.
· UW Bothell has programs that serve more than 5,200 students in Bothell and
Bellevue.
· The Foster School of Business operates an Eastside Executive Center located
in Kirkland. More than 130 students are registered in the Technology
Management MBA Program there.
· The new Global Innovation Exchange (GIX) in Bellevue will serve more than
3,000 students by 2025. This program will provide students with project-based
learning through a pioneering new partnership established jointly by the
University of Washington and Tsinghua University.
The need for reliable power in our region, especially on the Eastside, is essential for
UW’s educational access. The University prepares students for successful lives and
contributions to the economy, expanding research and scholarship that will foster
innovation in the Puget Sound. We can’t do this without reliable power for our
facilities.
As such, we request that Alternative 1a be taken forward for further study in Phase 2
of the DEIS. Alternatives that may lead to blackouts or create uncertainty are not

acceptable. We also request that the process continue to move forward with no delay
as time is of the essence for ensuring the Eastside’s ongoing electrical reliability.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on this critical infrastructure
project.
Sincerely,
Randy Hodgins
Vice President for External Relations
University of Washington
Phil Akers
Vice Chancellor for Advancement and External Relations
University of Washington – Bothell

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com
[SPAM] Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: What We Know
Monday, March 14, 2016 5:07:45 PM
Low

Esteemed City Council and City Staff,
We come to the close of the Energize Eastside EIS Open Comment Period. What do we know?
We know PSE used a 2.4% growth rate in the DEIS and Seattle City Light forecasts a growth rate of
0.5%. Is the eastside growing nearly 5 TIMES as fast as Seattle? NO.
We know from the DEIS that PSE has assumed 1,500MW is being transferred to Canada and
emergency generation facilities have been turned OFF – all during a winter peak load event. We
know PSE assumed only 500MW flowing to Canada in their WECC submissions. What we don’t
know is WHY? What specific federally mandated regulation dictates these assumptions? And why
is there a discrepancy?
We know PSE profited from the sale and demolition of the Shuffleton Plant in Renton – the very
area where PSE is now forecasting transformer overloads. Where did that money go?
We know PSE says the project will only cost customers $1 to $2 a month. That’s $1 to $2 per month
for the next 40 to 50 years. Multiplied over 1.1M customers, PSE will generate about $1.5 BILLION
in revenue from Energize Eastside.
We know that ALL PSE customers will pay for Energize Eastside. PSE customers from Whatcom
County to Thurston County, from Kitsap County to Kittitas County, will pay for Energize Eastside.
We know PSE has repeatedly said that this is solely a “LOCAL” project. How do PSE customers in
Bellingham benefit from Energize Eastside? They haven’t even been made aware of the project!
How are serious problems with the cost allocation of this project, as well as providing adequate
notification to those affected by Energize Eastside, being addressed?
We know the EIS lacks a Cost/Benefit Analysis. Energize Eastside will cost all customers about $1.5
BILLION, yet MIGHT only serve up to 3% of PSE customers. Why does the EIS not include a
Cost/Benefit Analysis?
We know the DEIS does not adequately assess alternatives. What are customers getting for the
money? How much will our electricity reliability increase? The EXPONENT Report says that
Bellevue’s electricity reliability is already 3 TIMES better than the WUTC goals (SAIDI - duration of
outages, and SAIFI -frequency of outages).
We know from PSE’s IRP that additional emergency generation – NOT transmission – is needed
soon. Is PSE focusing on the wrong problem with Energize Eastside?
We know that 35% of PSE’s power comes from dirty coal-generating plants, owned by PSE, in
Colstrip, MT. Energize Eastside does nothing to wean PSE off of burning greenhouse-gas emitting
fossil fuels.

We know that utilities around the country, INCLUDING PSE, are lobbying state governments to
protect their century-old business model. Lobbyists are introducing measures that INHIBIT the
adoption of clean, renewable energy sources.
http://capitolhillecodistrict.org/community-solar-one-year-later/?
utm_source=BB+Feb+2016&utm_campaign=BB+Feb+2016&utm_medium=email
http://www.marketplace.org/2016/02/23/world/nevada-solar
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/gridlocked-power-grid-hawaiis-solar-energy-industry-crossroads/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/utilities-sensing-threat-put-squeeze-on-booming-solar-roofindustry/2015/03/07/2d916f88-c1c9-11e4-ad5c-3b8ce89f1b89_story.html
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2015/02/27/3627891/arizona-utility-adds-50-dollar-rooftop-solar-fee/
There are many more examples of utilities protecting their profits at the expense of progressive energy reform.

We know that the WUTC only reviews and approves electricity infrastructure projects AFTER they
are built – not before. PSE is a regulated monopoly with a captive customer base, protected from
competition, charge government-approved prices, and receive guaranteed returns. PSE is not
subject to free market competition that continually offers better value propositions – better
products at competitive prices. With weak WA regulation, what incentive does PSE have to do what
is in the public’s best interests?
We know Bellevue’s Department of Development Services is funded by permit fees, not tax
revenue. Energize Eastside will generate millions of dollars in permit fees. No one is willing to say
for certain why the City of Bellevue appears intent on approving Energize Eastside, especially in the
face of strong evidence and questions surrounding the project’s need.
We know the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study reveals several technical discrepancies with
PSE’s Quanta/Stantec/U.S.E. Reports as well as with PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment Report.
PSE’s reports are also at odds with the ColumbiaGrid 2013 System Assessment Report. How will
these discrepancies be thoroughly and completely reconciled before moving forward to a Phase 2
EIS?
We know the EIS is not the impartial document it is supposed to be. We know Alternative 1 uses
faulty assumptions, misleading analysis, and uses highly biased language favoring PSE. We know
Alternative 2 uses outdated and incomplete information and has only been given a cursory,
perfunctory evaluation. We know Alternative 3 does not connect to high density load sources
(block loads) in Downtown Bellevue and involves the City of Sammamish, which has not been give
adequate time to respond. The NO ACTION Alternative is the only sensible choice.
We know CENSE has proposed Alternative 2.B which is worthy of serious consideration and
evaluation.
We know there are EIS process problems. The Phase 1 EIS is NOT slated to be reviewed or approved
before rolling right into the Phase 2 “Project” EIS. It is NOT a foregone conclusion that a Phase 2 EIS
is necessary. Why is the Energize Eastside EIS being treated differently from a more standard EIS
process that has been in-use for over 35 years?
We know Newcastle issued a moratorium on new transmission lines until this issue can be studied
more thoroughly.

The list goes on – Pipeline Safety concerns, Health Effects, bypassing NEPA and FERC Order 1000
requirements, conflating Peak Load with Load Growth, EFSEC avoidance, Essential Public Facility
designation, and many more - but we are out of time.
We cannot afford to take a narrow bureaucratic view of Energize Eastside. Is this project for the
common good of our communities? Is this project for the common good of our environment?  
Energize Eastside is a bad deal for all of our communities and all of Puget Sound.
I leave you with these challenging words from Margaret Meade: “Never believe that a few caring
people can't change the world. For, indeed, that's all who ever have….We have nowhere else to go...
this is all we have.”
In closing, I submit this Haiku:
Dear City Council,
Our City rests in your hands.
Please make the best choice.
“The path of least resistance leads to crooked rivers and crooked men.” Henry David Thoreau
“An error does not become a mistake until you refuse to correct it.”         Orlando Battista
“When you come to a fork in the road, choose the harder path.”              Tibetan Proverb
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
425.445.4298

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Don Marsh
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Please add Alternative 2.B
Monday, March 14, 2016 5:00:29 PM
Alternative 2B.pdf

Dear EIS Officials,
Attached is a document which endorses a new alternative developed by EQL Energy, an expert in the
design of forward-thinking, cost-effective smart grid technology and policies. The document also
points out shortcomings in the design and evaluation of Alternative 2 in the Draft EIS.
We believe that the EIS cannot fulfill its goal of fairly comparing the impacts of the Energize Eastside
project and alternatives without an accurate formulation of those alternatives. Therefore, we ask
that “Alternative 2.B” be added to the EIS and evaluated by independent experts with knowledge of
smart grids, demand response, electrical efficiency, distributed generation, energy storage, etc.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
My address is: 4411 137th Ave. SE, Bellevue, 98006

Alternative 2 can be improved
The Draft EIS for Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside project includes a “non-wires” alternative
based on intelligent management of energy, sometimes referred to as a “smart grid.” While CENSE
endorses this concept, the design and evaluation of Alternative 2 are flawed, making it seem less
feasible and realistic. We would like to propose a better “Integrated Resource Approach” based on
analysis performed by industry expert EQL Energy. The new proposal is reasonable from both an
economic and environmental perspective.
To distinguish between the proposals, CENSE refers to the original proposal as “Alternative 2.A” and the
new proposal from EQL as “Alternative 2.B.”
The primary differences between Alternatives 2.A and 2.B are:






Alternative 2.B reduces or eliminates the need to locate gas-fired peaker plants in residential
neighborhoods.
Alternative 2.B reduces the size of battery storage by a factor of four, eliminating concerns
about recharging time and siting.
Alternative 2.B uses a more realistic assessment of energy efficiency potential.
Alternative 2.B proposes two classes of Demand Response, which are more specific and accurate
than Demand Response proposed in Alternative 2.A.
Alternative 2.B includes “Combined Heat and Power,” which incentivizes new buildings to
combine heating and electricity production, thereby reducing carbon emissions and increasing
grid reliability.

Those are just some of the highlights. The following table shows a summary of the differences:

Component

Alternative 2.A Alternative 2.B
(MW in 2024)

(MW in 2024)

Targeted Energy Efficiency
Distribution Efficiency (CVR)
Combined Heat & Power
Energy Storage
Peak Generation Plant
Dispatchable Standby Generation
Demand Response (unspecified)
Demand Response (day ahead)
Demand Response (10 minute)

42*
0
0
121
60
0*
32

39
4
27
31
0
22

Total

255

169

34
12

* Incompletely specified in Draft EIS

Compared to Alternative 2.A, Alternative 2.B has 86 MW less of energy potential by 2024, but that is
sufficient to meet the projected local need (although CENSE continues to dispute the magnitude of this
need based on the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study).
1

Compared to Alternative 1.A, Alternative 2.B offers many advantages that communities will find
attractive. For example, EQL has shown that Alternative 2.B will reduce peak load demand and
therefore delay the need for a new gas-fired peaker plant that PSE has stated the company may need to
build in 2021, just a few years after Energize Eastside is built.
The graph below compares outlays for Alternatives 1.A, 2.A, and 2.B until the year 2024, including a new
200 MW peaker that may be needed if winter peak demand is not moderated through smart integrated
resource approaches:

Both Alternative 2.A and 2.B have lower total cost and reduced carbon emissions compared to the
transmission line proposed in Alternative 1.A. Both Alternative 2 plans have another economic
advantage. Unlike Alternative 1.A, which can’t transmit its first electron until it is completely built and
paid for, the Integrated Resource Approach can be built incrementally, a little bit each year. EQL
proposes outlays of about $20 million per year, which can be scaled down if demand does not increase
as fast as PSE predicts. Incremental investment has the added advantage of profiting from the rapid
development and associated cost reductions of energy technologies, especially battery storage.
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The following graph shows the expected ramp of peak reduction (in megawatts) for each component
over the next 8 years:

These technologies and energy policies are being used effectively in other parts of the country. For
example, the table below lists companies contracting with Southern California Edison to deliver 510 MW
of energy savings and storage.1 There are many examples of projects in other states that suggest that
these kinds of solutions are feasible and cost effective.
Seller
NRG
Onsite Energy Corporation
Sterling Analytics LLC
NRG
SunPower Corp.
Ice Energy Holdings, Inc.
Advanced Microgrid Solutions
Stem
AES
Total

1

Resource Type
Energy Efficiency
Energy Efficiency
Energy Efficiency
Demand Response
Behind-the-Meter Renewable
Behind-the-Meter Thermal Energy
Behind-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage
Behind-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage
In-Front-of-the-Meter Battery Energy Storage

MW
102.5
11
16.7
75
44
25.6
50
85
100
509.8

http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/The-Worlds-Biggest-Battery-is-Being-Built-in-Southern-California
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The exact mix of technologies, incentives, and energy policies that will be used is subject to further
study and debate. EQL has provided specific capacity and cost estimates to provide illustrations of what
is practical and cost-effective. A final plan will need to be developed in discussion with PSE,
independent experts, local officials, and community representatives.
Alternatives 2.A and 2.B differ in the use of small peaker plants located in Eastside substations. PSE
mentions concerns about noise and impact on residential areas. CENSE has a keen interest in these
issues. However, if peaker plants are proven to be necessary and economically attractive, a small plant
located in the light industrial area next to Bellevue’s Lakeside substation (also near the new garbage
transfer facility) could be an acceptable compromise.
In summary, we believe Alternative 2.B is less expensive, less dangerous, more reliable, less damaging to
the environment, and less impactful to communities than the 18-mile scar through five Eastside cities
that would result from building Alternative 1.A. We find Alternative 2.B to meet the definition of a
“Reasonable alternative” described in WAC 197-11-786.2
We respectfully request Alternative 2.B be added to the EIS and receive fair evaluation by
independent experts with experience in delivering solutions based on energy efficiency, demand
response, distributed generation, and battery storage during Phase 2 of the EIS process.

Feedback on Draft EIS components
According to the Washington State Environmental Policy Handbook,
Alternatives are one of the basic building blocks of an EIS. They present options in a meaningful
way for decision-makers. The EIS examines all areas of probable significant adverse
environmental impact associated with the various alternatives including the no-action
alternative and the proposal. 3
Alternative 2.A is distorted by incomplete information and questionable assumptions. Its impacts
cannot be honestly compared to the impacts of PSE’s proposal (Alternative 1.A).
Here are some of the problems we saw in the design and evaluation of Alternative 2.A:
1. An “Integrated Resource Approach” must be designed by a consultant with expertise and
practical experience in creating solutions based on Distributed Energy Resources.
2. The solution must be designed by an entity independent of PSE, because the project proponent
has a vested interest in making Alternative 1.A look good.
3. The solution must not be based on information in PSE’s Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs),
because IRPs are not required to incorporate feedback from stakeholders or the Washington
Utilities and Transportation Commission.
4. The DEIS should cite examples from other cities in which a proposed solution or component was
successfully applied, and note if any unanticipated problems arose.
5. The solution should cite other Northwest agencies that were consulted and/or referenced. For
example, alternatives should note agreement or disagreement with recommendations made by
2
3

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx?cite=197-11-786
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/publications/documents/98114.pdf, p. 53
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the Northwest Power and Conservation Council in the recently released Seventh Northwest
Power Plan.

Specific reactions to DEIS Alternative 2.A


2.3.3: “According to PSE projections, it would take 74 MW of additional transmission capacity to
marginally meet the demand through 2018 (Gentile et al., 2015). However, to address the
capacity deficiency in 2018 with non-transmission resources would take approximately 163 MW
of additional conservation, storage, and new generation within the Eastside…”
PSE seems to be changing the rules as the Energize Eastside proposal proceeds. The 74 MW
figure quoted above for 2018 is significantly higher than the need PSE shows the public on its
website:

This graph shows a deficit of about 74 MW in 2024, six years later than the reference from
Gentile et al. implies. We wonder why there is such a significant difference between PSE’s
public and private communications on the size of the capacity deficit.
When consultant E3 studied a non-wires solution in February 2014, the requirement was simply
stated: “Assuming typical weather conditions of 23˚ F during PSE’s winter peak demand, PSE
powerflow cases identified that 70 MW of incremental peak demand reduction (beyond the
reduction included in the baseline load forecast reflecting 100% of IRP target conservation levels)
would be required in King County to defer transmission need until 2021.”4
As one can see in the graph on page 3 of this document, EQL projects over 121 MW of peak load
reduction by 2021. But PSE now says the company needs 163 MW of reductions by 2018. This
higher number seems to be based on a new standard of effectiveness that is described in this
4

https://energizeeastside2.blob.core.windows.net/media/Default/Library/Reports/PSEScreeningStudyFebruary2014.pdf, p. 6
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email from Energize Eastside Program Manager Jens Nedrud:
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/pse_emails_referenced_in_th
e_deis.pdf. We wonder why this issue did not arise in the E3 study. Is it real, or is this an
obfuscation designed to cast doubt on non-transmission alternatives in the EIS? If it is real, is
the magnitude correctly stated by PSE?
We suspect that the different requirements for transmission and non-wires solutions stem from
PSE’s stated requirement that the Eastside grid must assist in the export of 1,500 MW to Canada
during peak demand. This requirement favors transmission-based alternatives. However, the
export of electricity at this level has never been proven, and the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow
Study raises important questions about whether the regional grid can sustain this level of
transmission.
All of these fundamental questions have yet to be studied by a neutral and independent expert.
Since many questions have come to light only after the EIS process began, they must be
validated in order for non-wires solutions to be appropriately scaled. After that, the impacts of
these alternatives can be appropriately compared.
A fair and independent expert must answer questions about how much electricity must be
exported to Canada during winter peak loads and an N-1-1 failure. The number should reflect
how much electricity is required by contractual agreement, and also how much can be
reasonably delivered by the regional grid. Once this is known, the effectiveness of non-wires
alternatives must be independently derived. This should lead to a clear determination of the
level of peak load reduction that is required for each alternative in each year.


2.3.3: “[Alternative 2.A] could address the project need but results in uncertainty about how
much infrastructure would be installed and how much additional supply would be needed each
year.”
Vague, unsubstantiated statements like this reinforce an impression that the DEIS is biased
against this alternative. Many utilities have used similar solutions without excessive fear and
uncertainty about their infrastructure and supply.
The DEIS should provide positive and negative examples from other utilities that have
employed these approaches. We can learn from the trials and successes of others. Let’s not
make decisions based on unfounded fears and doubts.



2.3.3.1: “The potential for additional energy efficiency on the Eastside is not currently known and
would require additional evaluation.”
There is plenty of data for making a more accurate determination, and an independent expert
can provide a good estimate based on the experience of other communities as well as particular
details that apply to our region. To avoid bias and conflicts of interest, “additional evaluation”
should not be performed by PSE. Further, PSE has not demonstrated an ability to evaluate the
6

potential of energy efficiency in a credible way. The WUTC and the Sierra Club have roundly
criticized PSE’s energy efficiency estimates in recent Integrated Resource Plans.
To maintain credibility and independence, the DEIS must employ an expert who can provide a
reasonable estimate of potential savings on the Eastside through cost-effective energy
efficiency technologies and policies.


2.3.3.1: “PSE’s Integrated Resource Plan (2013a) estimated PSE could achieve approximately 100
MW of additional energy efficiency during the period from 2024 to 2033 systemwide, which
would equate to approximately 14 MW of energy efficiency gains on the Eastside during that
time period. The additional energy efficiency assumed for Alternative 2 would be triple the
amount that PSE estimated is achievable after 2024.”
PSE’s 2013 IRP is not a credible source to cite as a basis for energy efficiency projections. The
IRP is known to be deficient in its evaluation of energy efficiency. The company’s data was
incomplete and out of date. Quoting the IRP without independent confirmation allows PSE to
indirectly sabotage the viability of solutions that rely on accurate energy efficiency projections.
It is also unreasonable to assume that energy efficiency gains are directly proportional to the
Eastside’s share of total system load. The mostly urban Eastside has a different level of energy
intensity than more rural areas, and the potential for substantial gains through energy efficiency
is greater. Quoting a back-of-the-napkin estimate like 14 MW is an affront to the honest and
independent process we expected from the EIS. The earlier statement was preferable: “[energy
efficiency potential] is not known and would require additional evaluation.”
To maintain credibility and independence, PSE’s Integrated Resource Plans cannot be
referenced as a source of data used to design or evaluate non-wire solutions. The DEIS must
cite credible experts and case studies instead of rough calculations based on IRPs written by
the project proponent.



2.3.3.2: “The Integrated Resource Plan (PSE, 2013) estimated that demand response systems
would result in 116 MW systemwide reduction in capacity needed by 2024. Because the Eastside
represents approximately 14 percent of the systemwide load, and assuming that adoption of
demand response would be proportional on the Eastside to the rest of PSE service areas, it is
assumed that approximately 14 percent of the systemwide reduction (16 MW of conservation by
2024) would occur on the Eastside.”
PSE’s 2013 IRP has been strongly criticized for its lack of credible analysis on Demand Response.
The Eastside has significantly greater potential for savings from Demand Response compared to
other parts of PSE’s service area. The Eastside potential is not proportional to other PSE service
areas.
PSE will be sending out an RFP for Demand Response solutions as part of its 2017 IRP process.
Let’s see what kind of Demand Response potential the competitive market can identify. Market7

driven answers are likely to be more informative and aggressive than PSE’s weak efforts were 3
or 4 years ago.
Demand Response is a central feature of the Seventh Northwest Power Plan. The DEIS must
be much more specific about the kinds of Demand Response that will be incorporated in
alternative solutions. For example, EQL Energy describes different programs for “day ahead”
and “10 minute” Demand Response. These two programs deliver 43% more savings than the
vaguely described program in the DEIS. Many states are far ahead of Washington in using
Demand Response programs. The DEIS should cite positive and negative examples in other
states to better inform the public and policymakers about the potential for these solutions in
PSE’s service area.


2.3.3.3.1: “In order to address the Eastside transmission deficiency with distributed generation
alone, approximately 300 to 400 MW of capacity would be needed by 2024 depending on the
geographic location of the generation (PSE, 2013; Strauch, personal communication, 2015a).”
The use of distributed generation alone is not a scenario proposed by any alternative in the
DEIS. This statement obfuscates the facts and may confuse the public. Worse, it states large
numbers of megawatts that depend on an unspecified geographic location. What purpose does
this serve? How would those numbers change if the generation were located in a more
advantageous location? No useful information is provided.
It is disappointing to see PSE’s 2013 IRP again cited as a source. This corrupts the supposedly
independent EIS process. Although the IRP documents are reviewed by the WUTC and other
stakeholders, no one has the authority to correct inaccurate statements in the IRP. If the DEIS
must cite the IRP as a source, it should also cite the criticism that those citations generated
during the IRP review.
The DEIS should engage experts in the field of distributed generation and provide positive and
negative examples from communities that have used distributed generation strategies to
address peak load issues.



2.3.3.3.1: “To ensure adequate capacity even when some equipment is not working, a
substantial degree of redundancy is needed in distributed generation resources.”
This statement ignores the fact that successful Distributed Standby Generation programs have
been deployed in the Pacific Northwest. For example, Portland Gas & Electric has a program in
which the utility is responsible for testing and maintaining generators that are owned by private
businesses and hospitals. The businesses get free maintenance in return for allowing their
generators to be used by the utility during peak load scenarios that happen only a few hours
each year. This is a good deal for the businesses who don’t have to do maintenance themselves.
It’s also a good deal for customers who don’t have to pay for extra infrastructure.
To address the questions of adequate supply and redundancy, the DEIS must describe what
8

kind of maintenance programs would be needed to keep these generators in good working
order. The cost of these programs must be compared with the cost of having redundant
generators that are maintained in a less regular fashion.


2.3.3.4: “While it is possible that home battery storage could occur in homes using technology
that is currently being developed, [we won’t consider it].”
It may be true that home battery storage won’t be so widespread in the next few years that it
will make a big difference in the Eastside’s energy mix. However, it is worth considering how a
utility might incentivize customers to consider this investment. PSE could offer rebates for
installing home batteries. Or the company could give battery customers a special discount on
electricity if they charge the battery during non-peak hours and then use the stored electricity
during peak hours. Incentives could make it financially attractive for customers to install
batteries for the purpose of saving money on their electricity bills and having a backup source of
electricity during power outages. This would especially appeal to customers with solar panels.
A battery would allow these customers to bank their solar output and survive power outages
spanning multiple days (with a big enough battery and judicious use of electricity).
Instead of dismissing home batteries in a single sentence, the DEIS should describe incentives
in other states that encourage home battery installation. How do incentive costs, impacts,
and benefits compare to other alternatives? Of course, the DEIS should account for the
societal cost of carbon emissions, and the possibility that carbon will be taxed in the future.



2.3.3.4: “This analysis considers a PSE controlled facility capable of storing 121 MW, which would
be adequate to eliminate emergency overloads (Strategen, 2015). This would require a site of
approximately 6 acres.”
We disagree that a battery of this size is necessary. A huge battery is needed only because the
DEIS significantly underestimates the amount of energy that could be addressed through energy
efficiency, demand response, and distributed generation. According to our expert, EQL Energy,
the Eastside could realistically install a battery that is 4 times smaller than described in the DEIS.
A smaller battery would take less land to site.
The DEIS would do well to reference a project that is currently being installed by Southern
California Edison.5 It’s a mix of utility-side and behind-the-meter batteries that might work on
the Eastside at a much smaller scale. There are exciting batteries being produced locally
(UniEnergy Technologies in Mukilteo6) and intriguing salt-water batteries that are inexpensive,
non-toxic, non-flammable, and non-corrosive (Aquion Energy7). Battery technology is evolving
quickly, and even PSE says batteries will be transformative soon. The main questions are how
big, how much, and when?

http://www.utilitydive.com/news/inside-southern-california-edisons-energy-storage-strategy/406044/
http://www.uetechnologies.com/
7
http://www.aquionenergy.com/products/grid-scale-batteries
5
6
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Because the huge battery described in Alternative 2.A is practically impossible to charge and
difficult to site, the DEIS must consider smaller batteries that are enabled by better energy
efficiency, demand response, and distributed generation. Also, the DEIS must correct a
significant error in the Strategen report that fails to account for the avoided cost of
transmission, making batteries look less cost-competitive that they actually are (the table
below shows batteries to be twice as cost-efficient as PSE’s transmission project if an
additional peaker plant can be avoided). The benefit of reduced carbon emissions must be
recognized if additional peaker plants are supplanted by energy storage.



2.3.3.4: “The Eastside system has significant constraints during off-peak periods that could
prevent an energy storage system from maintaining sufficient charge to eliminate or sufficiently
reduce normal overloads over multiple days.”
This is only a concern for the huge batteries proposed in the DEIS. It is not a problem for the
more realistically-sized batteries proposed by EQL Energy.
The DEIS must redo analysis of battery charging limitations with smaller batteries.



2.3.3.4: “A system large enough to address the entire transmission capacity deficiency would
need to deliver approximately 328 MW of electricity and store 2,338 (MWh) of power. A storage
system of this size is not technically feasible.”
This statement might be misread by the public. Someone might conclude that batteries are not
technically feasible, when they are only infeasible if they are used to address the entire
deficiency without any other components included.
The DEIS should not include statements that confuse or obfuscate the issues. Statements like
this must be moved into a separate section clearly labeled “Ideas that were considered but
proven unworkable.” Some readers might be confused by the proximity of this fantastical
speculation to realistic proposals.
10



2.3.3.4: “Summer requirements were not evaluated because the limitations identified during the
winter study indicated that energy storage would not be a feasible stand-alone alternative.”
Everyone agrees that energy storage is not a stand-alone alternative. This statement applies
only to the previous fantastical speculation.
The DEIS must remove or clearly separate fantastical speculation from factual information.



2.3.3.1 (Peak Generation Plant Component – the section numbers are wrong, it should be
2.3.3.5): “Most of the substations on the Eastside are in residential areas, and these types of
generators produce a high noise level that would be incompatible with those surroundings. For
this reason PSE had eliminated this option from consideration.”
CENSE remains keenly interested in protecting residential neighborhoods from the impacts of
demand growth that are mostly driven by the commercial sector. The DEIS does not consider
how the costs of serving demand growth should be shared with commercial enterprises and
developers who create increased demand.



2.3.3.2 (Construction, also incorrectly numbered): “Construction of battery storage facilities
would last approximately 6 months and would require standard construction equipment similar
to what is required for construction of a substation under Alternative 1.”
This statement compares the construction impact for a huge battery (which is way too
aggressive) to the construction of a substation under Alternative 1. Shouldn’t the DEIS also
consider the construction impact of removing thousands of mature trees and bulldozing dozens
of homes in order to install 18 miles of transmission lines in Alternative 1.A? It is a mockery of
the SEPA process to worry about the impact of 6 acres of development while ignoring 18 miles
of impacted neighborhoods, parks, schools, and businesses.
To be fair, the DEIS must compare apples to apples. The total construction impact of an
alternative should be compared to the total construction impact of another alternative.
Comparing the impact of one subpart of one alternative to the impact of a selected subpart of
another alternative is not useful.



16.7.4: “Uncertainties about the feasibility and performance of certain technologies, customer
participation levels, and achievable conservation result in a risk to reliability.”
These unsubstantiated statements about reliability, coming from the project proponent, might
be used to eliminate non-wires solutions from consideration. However, these solutions rely on
many different technologies and policies, and are actually more reliable than a transmission line.
A transmission line is vulnerable to earthquakes, extreme weather, solar flares, and terrorism.
For example, an extreme wind or ice storm may jeopardize more than a single pole. If two poles
fail, the entire transmission line that PSE proposes to build could be knocked out, reducing the
capacity of the Eastside grid by up to 20%. The same storm is unlikely to disable more than 5%
11

of the capacity of Alternative 2 solutions.
The DEIS must compare apples to apples. The overall reliability of one alternative must be
compared to the overall reliability of another alternative.

Why is the Eastside an exception?
The Seventh Northwest Power Plan8 published by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council says
In more than 90 percent of future conditions, cost-effective efficiency met all electricity load
growth through 2030 and in more than half of the futures all load growth for the next 20 years.
It’s not only the single largest contributor to meeting the region’s future electricity needs; it’s
also the single largest source of new peaking capacity.
CENSE wonders why efficiency is not the answer to the Eastside’s load growth. Obviously, the Eastside
is growing quickly. However, the 2.4% annual growth rate in demand that PSE predicts is nearly five
times the rate that Seattle City Light predicts. It is not obvious that the Eastside is growing five times
faster than Seattle.
Perhaps PSE projections do not rely enough on conservation and demand response. Here is a graph of
expected Winter Peak Demand included in the Seventh Plan:

Even if the Eastside is growing quickly, we would expect winter peak growth to be flat or very slightly
positive, not the explosive 2.4% growth that PSE projects.
The DEIS must clarify what level of growth is realistic, and evaluate the impacts of alternatives that
are specifically designed to address that level of growth. Each alternative must be vetted by experts.
If possible, the DEIS should cite positive and negative examples from communities that have gained
experience with an alternative. Above all, the DEIS must be clear, unbiased, and independent. The
Draft EIS fails these criteria and must be corrected.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
8

https://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/powerplan/7/plan/
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Carol
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
FW: Energize Eastside DEIS COMMENT
Monday, March 14, 2016 5:00:15 PM
2016-3-11 CENSE to Bedwell-Bellevue.pdf

Carol Cohoe, Secretary
ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP
206-625-9515
From: Carol [mailto:carol@aramburu-eustis.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 4:14 PM
To: 'hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov'
Cc: Rick Aramburu (rick@aramburu-eustis.com)
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS COMMENT
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March 14, 2016
Heidi Bedwell
Senior Planner
City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue N.E.
Bellevue WA 98004
Re:

Via Email:
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov

Comments on DEIS for “Energize Eastside” Project.

Dear Ms. Bedwell:
This office represents CENSE, the Coalition of Eastside Neighbors for Sensible Energy,
which is concerned with the proposed construction of new 230 kV electric transmission
lines through Bellevue and other eastside communities. I write today to comment on the
Phase 1 Draft environmental impact statement prepared and circulated on January 28,
2016.
I have previously commented on the scoping process and other elements of the 230 kV
transmission proposal. My letters to the city of June 15, 2015, August 27, 2015, and
December 23, 2015 are attached and incorporated by reference herein. In addition,
questions have arisen as to whether the PSE 230 kV proposal is an “essential public
facility” under the Growth Management Act. I have prepared a memo to you on that
subject which is also attached hereto.
My prior correspondence has focused on the seeming unwillingness of the City to give
serious consideration to alternatives to address the supposed need for the current
proposal. My letter of December 23, 2015, which addressed a DEIS, provided
comments on this subject. The City has ignored my correspondence and discussion of
alternatives is still insufficient to meet SEPA requirements. The DEIS, while hundreds
of pages long, still does not provide the kind of detailed review and analysis necessary
to meet SEPA requirements for discussion of alternatives.
In addition, the process of preparing two consecutive draft environmental impact
statements before a final environmental impact statement is prepared is unprecedented
and inconsistent with SEPA regulations, as indicated in my June 15, 2015 letter
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attached hereto. In my forty years of working with SEPA, I have never encountered the
bizarre proposition that two DEISs will be prepared before a FEIS. This orderly process
that has been a part of the SEPA Rules for more than thirty years is that a non-project
DEIS and FEIS are prepared to consider a “programmatic” decision. Indeed, pages 113 of the DEIS confirms this procedure. But this procedure requires a decision on the
programmatic elements, here whether the claimed need can be met by conservation
and demand response or whether the 230 kV Transmission lines or other alternatives
are appropriate. Only when a decision is made on the program to be adopted is further
SEPA review contemplated on a site specific “project-level” action.
The adoption of the concept of preparing two DEISs, one after the other, also violates
another fundamental tenet of SEPA. No decision regarding non-project proposals can
be made without full SEPA compliance, which of course includes the preparation of a
final EIS. As stated in WAC 197-11-443:
(2) A nonproject proposal may be approved based on an EIS assessing its broad
impacts. When a project is then proposed that is consistent with the approved
nonproject action, the EIS on such a project shall focus on the impacts and
alternatives including mitigation measures specific to the subsequent project and
not analyzed in the nonproject EIS. The scope shall be limited accordingly.
Procedures for use of existing documents shall be used as appropriate, see Part
Six.
In the present case, no programmatic decision can be made absent the preparation of
a final EIS. However, as stated at page 1-4 of the DEIS:
The Phase 1 Draft EIS broadly evaluates the general impacts and implications
associated with feasible and reasonable options available to address PSE’
identified objectives for the project. The evaluations conducted during Phase 1
will be used to narrow the range of alternatives for consideration in the Phase 2
Draft EIS. The approach is consistent with the requirements for Phased Review
outlined in WAC 197-11-060(5)(c).
(Emphasis supplied.) WAC 197-11-060(5)(c) provides as follows:
(5) Phased review.
(a) Lead agencies shall determine the appropriate scope and level of detail of
environmental review to coincide with meaningful points in their planning and
decision-making processes. (See WAC 197-11-055 on timing of environmental
review.)
(b) Environmental review may be phased. If used, phased review assists
agencies and the public to focus on issues that are ready for decision and
exclude from consideration issues already decided or not yet ready. Broader
environmental documents may be followed by narrower documents, for example,
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that incorporate prior general discussion by reference and concentrate solely on
the issues specific to that phase of the proposal.
(c) Phased review is appropriate when:
(i) The sequence is from a nonproject document to a document of
narrower scope such as a site specific analysis (see, for example, WAC
197-11-443 ); or
(ii) The sequence is from an environmental document on a specific
proposal at an early stage (such as need and site selection) to a
subsequent environmental document at a later stage (such as sensitive
design impacts).
As stated, the apparent intention is to select the alternative which will undergo detailed
consideration by staff and which will then be the subject of the Phase II DEIS.
However, it would be illegal and inconsistent with SEPA to make this important decision
without the FEIS required by SEPA.
The City should proceed to prepare the required final EIS on the programmatic
aspect of the project before proceeding to narrow options for site-specific review.
In addition, CENSE's December 23, 2015 letter, attached hereto, made specific
reference to the then-pending 7 th Pacific Northwest Power Plan. Since that letter the
Plan has been formally adopted. See http://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/power
plan/7/home/. The plan makes clear that conservation, demand response and gas
turbines can meet electric need over the next twenty years. Claims by PSE that such
efforts will not reduce incremental load are simply incorrect.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Phase 1 DEIS.
Sincerely,

1?UR

J. Richard Arambur
JRA:cc
cc:
CENSE

Attachments

Attachments

ARAMBURU & EUSTIS? LLP
Attorne s at Law

J. Richard Aramburu

720 Third Avenue, Suite 2000
Seattle, WA 98104
T el 206.625.9515
Fax 206.682.1376
www.aramburu-eustis.com

rick@aramburu-eustis.com
Jeffrey M. Eustis
eustis@aramburu-eustis.com

June 15, 2015

City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: David Pyle
450 110th Avenue N.E.
Bellevue 98004
Scoping Comments:

14-139122-L "Energize Eastside"
Scoping@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org

Dear Mr. Pyle:
I write today to provide scoping comments on Puget Sound Energy's "Energize
Eastside" proposal on behalf of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible
Energy (CENSE), a volunteer coalition of residents and local citizens concerned with
the "Energize Eastside" proposal. These comments are in response to a Determination
of Significance and Scoping Notice issued bythe City in Apri l, 2015, herein referenced
as the "OS."
These comments are supplemental to others submitted by CENSE and its members.
This letter incorporates by reference all other comments entered by other parties on
scoping.
Comments on the process and scoping set forth below.
LACK OF A PROJECT APPLICATION
As a beginning point, the City is inappropriately processing the "Energize
Eastside" proposal as a concept as promoted by PSE, rather than as a project proposal.
"Energize Eastside" is essentially a promotional or branding characterization by PSE.
The City should reference the proposal in "Description of Proposal" found in the OS as
the construction of "a new 230 kV electrical transmission line and substation."
In addition, in correspondence with CENSE, the City admits that PSE has not
filed any type of land use or building permit application with the City for this new
transmission line. This is despite the fact that PSE has continuously identified the
intended location of its proposed new transmission line along a defined and well known
corridor and has made decisions concerning the design of the transmission lines. See
1.
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the "Energize Eastside" website at http://www.energizeeastside.com/design. This
website also has photo simulations of the proposed construction and tower locations in
many places. See http://www.energizeeastside.com/photo-simulations. There is
certainly sufficient information available to prepare a permit application for this work.
Indeed, the City has stated in the DS that during scoping interested persons may
comment on "licenses or other approvals that may be required ." However, without a
specific application, it is impossible to know the licenses or approvals that will be
required for the transmission line. For example, all material prepared by PSE indicates
that the transmission line route will extend through the East Bellevue Community
Council area for more than a mile, but City staff says that issue is still up in the air in an
email from Carol Helland to CENSE on June 3, 2015:
EBCC jurisdiction has authority only to approve or disapprove applications
within the jurisdiction of the Community Council. Refer to LUC section
20.35.365. The determination is made at the time of application. If PSE
applies for a cond itional use permit to approve an Energize Eastside
alignment that is located within the boundaries of the EBCC, then the
application would be characterized as a Process Ill application. Refer to
LUC 20.35.015.D.2. If PSE apples for a conditional use permit to approve
an Energize Eastside alignment that is located outside the boundaries of
the EBCC, then the application would be characterized as a Process I
application. Refer to LUC 20.35.015.B.
(Emphasis supplied). Of course, EBCC has approval/disapproval authority over any
conditional use permit application that PSE may make for its new 20 kV line. It is
inappropriate for City staff to hide the ball on this important issue; the Draft EIS (DEIS)
needs to confirm that the jurisdiction of EBCC will be invoked by this application and
that the review will be under Process Ill review rules and procedures.
The lack of a specific permit application is particularly important for any Phase 2
considerations. The DS states that: "Construction and operation level impacts will be
addressed with Phase 2 of the EIS process." Similarly at the third page, the DS states
that Phase 2 "will examine project level alternatives, include possible alternative routes
for transmission lines." It is impossible for local citizens to consider "construction and
operation level impacts" without a specific project application to determine the location
of the new transmission line with locations and descriptions of proposed towers.
The City should require the filing of a permit application as a precondition to
additional SEPA review. That application will disclose critical detail concerning the PSE
proposal and allow informed comment by the public. Such an application would not
foreclose or affect the review in the EIS process of reasonable alternatives.
2.
THE PREPARATION OF "NVO SERIAL DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENTS IS INCONSISTENT WITH SEPA AND THE SEPA RULES.
The DS states that the City plans to prepare two draft EISs for the "Energize
Eastside" proposal. The second phase is described as follows:
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The second phase of the project will select among the Phase 1
alternatives and examine project level alternatives, including alternative
routes for transmission lines. A second opportunity for scoping wil l be
provided and a second Draft EIS will be issued for Phase 2.
The outlined process is inconsistent with SEPA and requires immediate revision .
For many years, the SEPA Rules have provided for "Phased Review" in WAC
197-11-060(5). Phased review involves the preparation of a "nonproject EIS" which
focuses "on issues that are ready for decision and exclude from consideration issues . .
. not yet ready." Subsection (b). Indeed, WAC 197-11-442 sets forth criteria to be
followed for a nonproject EIS, and states:
(2) The lead agency shall discuss impacts and alternatives in the level of
detail appropriate to the scope of the non project proposal ·and to the level
of planning for the proposal. Alternatives should be emphasized. In
particular, agencies are encouraged to describe the proposal in terms of
alternative means of accomplishing a stated objective (see WAC 197-11060(3) ).
The nonproject EIS follows the usual sequence of scoping, draft EIS and final EIS.
Once a decision is made on a broader nonproject proposal, a project level EIS wil l be
prepared based on the nonproject analysis. As described in WAC 197-1 1-443:
(2) A nonproject proposal may be approved based on an EIS assessing its
broad impacts. When a project is then proposed that is consistent with the
approved nonproject action , the EIS on such a project shall focus on the
impacts and alternatives including mitigation measures specific to the
subsequent project and not analyzed in the nonproject EIS . The scope
shall be limited accordingly. Procedures for use of existing documents
shall be used as appropriate, see Part Six.
Thus, the SEPA provisions for phasing require a draft and final EIS on the nonproject
proposal and a decision on the non project alternatives. Following that decision, if the
applicant wishes to pursue a specific project, then preparation of a project level draft
and final EIS will follow.
However, the City of Bellevue procedures for "Energize Eastside" do not follow
the SEPA Rules for nonproject EIS. Instead of adherence to the rules , the City of
Bellevue intends to prepare the Phase 1 DEIS, but not prepare a final EIS on Phase 1.
Instead it will inexplicably move to a second DEIS without preparing a Phase 1 final EIS.
No reason is stated for the bizarre process. The SEPA Rules are absolutely clear that:
'The lead agency shall prepare a final environmental impact statement whenever a
DEIS has been prepared , unless the proposal is withdrawn or indefinitely postponed. "
WAC 197-11-560(1). The FEIS is the key element in the SEPA decision making
process. Under the rules , citizens and agencies may comment on the EIS and the City
is required to respond in one or more of the means found in WAC 197-11-560(1 ). The
City should prepare a final EIS on Phase 1 based on comments from the public which
will inform the staff and public on the selection of an alternative for consideration in the
Phase 2 project level draft and final EIS.
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Further, the description of Phase 2 indicates that: "The second phase of the
project will select among the Phase 1 alternatives . . ." Obviously, a "phase" does not
"select" among alternatives; a person or persons must make that selection. The OS
does not identify who that person or persons will be. As noted above, no "selection" of
this nature can proceed without the preparation of a final EIS on Phase 1. WAC 19711-070, specifically establishes "Limitations on actions during the SEPA Process"
states:
(1) Until the responsible official issues a final determination of
nonsignificance or final environmental impact statement, no action
concerning the proposal shall be taken by a governmental agency that
would:
(a) Have an adverse environmental impact; or
(b) Limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.
(Emphasis supplied.) The City is obligated to issue a final EIS on the Phase 1,
nonproject level review, before it proceeds to select or limit alternatives.
The City must bring its environmental review process consistent with the SEPA
rules or it risks having the process overturned at a later time with consequent delays to
the applicant a waste of money and the public interest.
3.

"ENERGIZE EASTSIDE" IS NOT AN ESSENTIAL PUBLIC FACILITY (EPF) .
Correspondence with city staff indicates that the City considers the "Energize
Eastside" an Essential Public Facility (EPF) though the OS does not describe it as such.
As will be demonstrated below, "Energize Eastside" is not an EPF for numerous
reasons. However, CENSE is concerned that this inaccurate characterization may
result in a crabbed analysis of the proposal in the DEIS, especially Phase 1.
Provisions relating to EPFs are set forth in RCW 36.70A.200. Subsection 1 of
the statute lists eight EPFs; however, "electric transmission facilities" are not listed
among them. WAC 365-196-550(1)(d) provides a more comprehensive list of EPFs, but
again , electric transmission lines are not included.
In Residents Opposed to Kittitas Turbines v. State Energy Facility Site Evaluation
Council (EFSEC), 197 P.3d 1153, 165 Wn.2d 275 (2008), an issue was raised as to
whether the GMA provisions for EPF repealed the authority of the State Energy Facility
Site Evaluation Council (EFSEC) to regulate energy facilities. (The EFSEC statute was
adopted long before GMA). In rejecting that proposition, the court noted that: "The GMA
makes no mention of an energy facility . .. "in RCW 36.70A.200. However, in the
EFSEC statute at RCW 80.50.020, the following definition is provided : (10) "Electrical
transmission facilities" means electrical power lines and related equipment." The Court
held that GMA did not supersede EFSEC rules.
The exclusion of "electrical transmission facilities" from the list of EPFs is both
deliberate and a part of the overall statutory scheme for regulation and permitting for
energy plants or transmission lines. Should PSE wish to provide specialized
consideration for its new electric transmission lines, it could file an application with
EFSEC under RCW 80.50.060(3). However, it has chosen to engage in local permitting
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under the municipal codes of the several jurisdictions through which its proposed line
will run , obviously running the risk that one or more jurisdiction may find its proposal
inconsistent with its regulations.
Consistent with the Supreme Court decision in Residents, the City of Bellevue
Comprehensive Plan, Capital Facilities Element at page 82 provides as follows :
POLICY CF-14. Require land use decisions on essential public facilities
meeting the following criteria to be made consistent with the process and
criteria set forth in Policy CF-16 :
1. The facility meets the Growth Management Act definition of an
essential public facility at RCW 36.70A.200(1) now and as amended; or
2 . The facility is on the statewide list maintained by the Office of
Financial Management, ref. RCW 36.70A.200(4) or on the countywide list
of essential public facilities;
AND
3. The facility is not otherwise regulated by the Bellevue Land Use
Code.
(Emphasis supplied.) As is seen , because electrical transmission lines are
specifically regulated by the Land Use Code, they are not considered an EPF.
Ms. Helland's comments on page 2, infra, confirm this.
The City will make a serious error in its SEPA review of the "Energize Eastside"
project if it considers the proposal an EPF. The responsible official should direct the
drafters of the draft EIS to not consider the "Energize Eastside" proposal an EPF.
4.
THE DRAFT AND FINAL PHASE 1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
MUST GIVE THOROUGH CONSIDERATION TO ALL ALTERNATIVES.
As the City is aware, consideration of alternatives is the most important part of
SEPA analysis. Indeed SEPA itself, at RCW 43.21 C.030(2)(e), has a separate, action
forcing provision that agencies "study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to
recommended courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts
concerning alternative uses of available resources. " Alternatives are in the forefront of
environmental analysis. The SEPA rules direct that the EIS text comparatively analyze
"alternatives including the proposed action." WAC 197-11-440(5).
In the present situation, alternatives analysis revolves around three basic issues.
First, is there an identified and plausible need for a new transmission line? Second, are
there alternative methods to meet the identified need? For an electric transmission line,
are there nonstructural means to meet the need including demand management or
reconfiguration of existing resources? Third, are there alternative structural methods to
meet the need?
CENSE will be providing expert analysis of alternatives together with an
identification of the kinds and types of review and study necessary to fully consider
these alternatives. This material is incorporated by reference herein. We look forward
to the careful review of these matters in the draft EIS.
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In conclusion, this letter identifies serious defects and inconsistencies with SEPA
Rules and statutes in the OS and associated communications with the City. These
matters must be corrected immediately and before the city begins preparation of a draft
EIS .
Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,

J . Richard Aramburu
JRA:cc
Clients
cc:

ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP
Attorneys at Law
]. Richard Aramburu
rick@aramburu-eustis.com
Jeffrey M. Eustis
eustis@aramburu-eustis.com

720 Third Avenue, Suite 2000
Seattle, WA 98104
Tel 206.625.95 15
Fax 206.682.1376
www.aramburu-eustis.com

August27,2015

City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: David Pyle
450 110th Avenue N.E.
Bellevue 98004
Re:

Scoping@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org

Scoping Summary
PSE STATED OBJECTIVE FOR ENERGIZE EASTS I DE, STANTEC REPORT
14-139122-L "Energize Eastside"

Dear Mr. Pyle:
As you are aware, this office represents Coalition of Eastside Neighbors for Sensible
Energy, or CENSE, a Washington non profit corporation that is concerned about
proposals by PSE to construct new transmission lines through eastside residential
neighborhoods. CENSE submitted scoping comments on the "Energize Eastside"
proposal on June 15, 2015 . Those comments addressed various issues including the
lack of any permit application to consider in the environmental review process, the
plans for two DEISes prior to preparation of a final EIS, that the transmission proposal
of PSE is not an essential public facility and the failure to consider all appropriate
alternatives.
On July 30, 2015, the City posted on its website for this project, three documents a) a
Memo from Stantec Engineering (Keith DeClerck) regarding the "Energize Eastside"
Project, 2) a document entitled "Phase 1 Draft EIS Scoping Summary and Final
Alternatives" (hereinafter "Scoping Summary"and 3) "PSE's Stated Objectives for
Energize Eastside." In this letter, CENSE will provide comments on these documents.
1.

STANTEC MEMO.
1.1 Use of Stantec Report in DEIS Process.
The Stantec Memo is offered as "validation" of the need for the 230 kv
transmission corridor proposed by PSE but it is only a narrative of previous work
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offering no new analysis. However, it offers a variety of scare tactics including
references to "cascading blackouts" (page 6), when the "lights go out" (page 9) and
"hazards" related to power losses to "hospitals, nursing homes and fire departments"
(page 10). This kind of unsupported hyperbole is distinctly inappropriate in
environmental analysis.
The Scoping Summary also identifies that Stantec is an important player in
deciding which alternatives will be considered in the DEIS:
The Phase 1 Draft EIS will evaluate three action alternatives and a "No
Action " Alternative, as described below. Each alternative includes a range
of possible options that will be considered. The preliminary alternatives
presented as part of the Scoping Notice and the alternative approaches
recommended by the community were evaluated to determine if they
would meet PS E's stated objectives (see Attachment 1) as required by
SEPA (WAC 197-11-060, WAC 197-11-408, and WAC 197-11-440) and
the project's purpose. This evaluation was done with assistance from
electrical engineers from Stantec, a consulting firm that is part of the EIS
consultant team, and PSE engineers.
Scoping Summary at page 14 (emphasis supplied) . Similarly at page 16, the Scoping
Summary states:
The consulting firm Stantec reviewed unredacted results from the model
in PSE's Needs Analysis and the Energize Eastside Solutions Reports
(2013 and 2015) to ensure that the EIS consultant team had a clear and
unbiased picture of the purpose of the project and what types of options
are viable for achieving that purpose (Stantec has security clearance).
Stantec and other members of the EIS consultant team had questions that
were posed to PSE. In some cases this required PSE to do additional
calculations. These were reported to the EIS consultant team by email. In
each case. Stantec reviewed the analysis for consistency with industry
practice and for internal consistency among the various PSE-provided
documents.
(Emphasis supplied). At page 16, the Scoping Summary states:
For potential alternatives that were not evaluated by PSE in its Solutions
Report analysis, Stantec provided a professional opinion as to whether
the proposed alternative would meet PSE's criteria. Stantec's find ings
were reviewed by the EIS consultant team and the Eastside Cities, and
the Eastside Cities agreed upon the alternatives to be analyzed.
Generally, alternatives that would not meet PSE's objectives were not
included (see section titled "Which alternatives were considered and will
not be included" below for more discussion).
(Emphasis supplied).
1.2 Stantec Conflict of interest.
In checking on the qualifications for Stantec to provide "unbiased" analysis, we
discovered that the company has done substantial work for PSE. On the Stantec
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website, under the "Summary Experience List," Stantec described the following work
done for PSE:
Replacements Puget Sound Energy, Various Locations, WA
Stantec prepared the detail design and material lists for the replacement
of 230 and 115kV power circuit breakers located at various facilities in
Western Washington. Stantec was responsible for preparing plans,
elevations, bus details, grounding, and conduit and cable details for
replacing existing oil circuit breakers with new gas breakers. In addition,
Stantec revised control schematics to integrate the new breakers into the
existing protection and control schemes including the SCADA system.
We find nothing in the Stantec Memo or the project website that discloses this prior
work for the project applicant.
Doing this kind of substantial work for PSE raises issues as to whether Stantec
can prepare an objective and "unbiased" report in this environmental review process. 1
This potential or actual conflict of interest should not taint the environmental review
process.2 Accordingly, we ask that the Stantec Memo be withdrawn to assure that
documents will not be used or considered in the review process. 3
1.3 Stantec Qualifications to Participate in Evaluation of Alternative and EIS
Process.
In addition to the clear conflict of interest, there are serious questions concerning
the qualifications of Stantec as well as of the author of the memo itself.
The "Energize Eastside" EIS website does not disclose the process by wh ich
Stantec was hired for the work it performed. No one outside the "project team " was
informed that Stantec was being hired and it appears that no request for proposal was
circulated. No resume of the author of the Stantec Memo, Keith DeClerck, has been
provided, only a general summary of his qualifications on page 1 of the Memo. There is
no reference to projects in the Pacific Northwest nor indication of knowledge of the
regulatory structures or the operations in this region . Given the broad number of experts
qualified for this work, we think that this individual, with a clear conflict of interest,
should not be acting as an advisor for the DEIS team.
1.4 Use of Unredacted Materials by Stantec and the DEIS Team.
In addition, we note from your memo dated July 31 , 2015 that accompanied the

1

We are not aware if Stantec has actually done other additional work for PSE.
Accordingly we request that the City and the EIS team disclose all contracts or work that
Stantec has performed for PSE.
2

1n this regard we note that PSE sent the Stantec Memo to FERC almost immediately
after it was issued.
3

The Scoping Summary says that Stantec's engineer provided a "professional opinion."
But no resume is provided for Mr. DeClerck, no engineer stamp is found on the report and no
information is provided as to whether he is a licensed professional engineer in the state of
Washington .
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report that:
the EIS project team has obtained clearance to access un-redacted
sensitive (protected in accordance with industry security protocol) utility
planning and operations information used by PSE in developing the
Energize Eastside project.
It appears that PSE and those working on the DEIS are using information to make
decisions that has not been previously released to commenters on this proposal. We
ask that the City provide this information to us immediately so it may be reviewed by our
consultants who have previously commented during the scoping process. The
withholding of pertinent information useful in project analysis is a serious defect in
SEPA compliance and must be corrected immediately.
1.5 Failure of Stantec to Understand Basic Transmission Requirements.
As noted above, the Stantec Memo has multiple problems that make it unreliable
for use in making decisions on the content of the DEIS for this project, including
Stantec's patent conflict of interest and an author with questionable background to
provide opinion on this importat:lt matter. It is little wonder that the Stantec Memo fails
to understand a basic element of the Columbia River Treaty, and the Canadian
Entitlement.
Stantec appears to assume that transmission flows on PSE lines must take
account of operating conditions which include the return of the Canadian Entitlement
(approximately 1300 MW at present) to Canada. What Stantec does not understand (or
ignores) is that there is no current legal obligation for return of the Canadian Entitlement
to Canada.
In 1999, the Americans and Canadians signed an "Entity Agreement on Aspects
of Delivery on the Canadian Entitlement For April 1, 1998 though September 15, 2024."
See www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceed ings/2006/DOC_ 10966_B1-131 _Col umbia%20
River%20Treaty%20Agree.pdf. This Agreement is referenced herein as the "Entity
Agreement". In that agreement, it was acknowledged that both the US and Canadians
agree that the long practice (50+ years) for sale of the Canadian Entitlement to US
utilities could continue. That practice continues today and there is no indication that the
Canadians want their entitlement back; indeed , in the more than 50 years the CRT has
existed, Canada has never taken firm delivery of this power, being content to take
advantage of the favorable market for power in the US.
Indeed, with passage of the Clean Energy Act by the Province of British
Columbia on June 3, 2010 (Bill 17), BC made three important policy and regulatory
decisions impacting the import of power. First, the Clean Energy Act established the
objective in Paragraph 2(a) "to achieve electricity self-sufficiency[.}" Second, Paragraph
2(b) sets an energy objective to:
(b) to take demand-side measures and to conserve energy, including the
objective of the authority reducing its expected increase in demand for
electricity by the year 2020 by at least 66%;
Third, an additional objective of the Act is that BC intends to become a "net exporter" of
energy:
(n) to be a net exporter of electricity from clean or renewable
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resources with the intention of benefiting all British Columbians and
reducing greenhouse gas emissions in regions in wh ich British Columbia
trades electricity while protecting the interests of persons who receive or
may receive service in British Columbia;
Paragraph 2(n) (emphasis supplied) . Paragraph 3(d) of the Act requires the
preparation of an "Integrated Resource Plan" which includes actions to further net
export of energy.
Given that the Canadian Entitlement has never been delivered to Canada on a
firm basis and that the intent of the Province is to become a net exporter of electricity,
proposing to spend $200,000,000 for the "Energize Eastside" proposal on the basis that
the Canadian Entitlement will be delivered to BC is an obvious and expensive error of
judgment.
Even if, implausibly, the Canadians want the Canadian Entitlement back at the
border, it will require notice to the US, an analysis of flow paths and a determination
that "firm transmission" is available for purchase. See Section 11 of the Entity
Agreement. Since the Canadians will have to pay for this privilege, and the obligation is
a "take or pay" firm transmission contract, it is difficult to accept this is a rea l possibility.
Stantec's unfamiliarity with these circumstances has caused it to make a major
error. Planning for "Energize Eastside" should delete the impact of the return of the
Canadian Entitlement as a factor in transmission planning.

2.

SCOPING SUMMARY AND ALTERNATIVES.
As noted above, the major function of the Scoping Summary is to eliminate
certain alternatives from further consideration in the EIS process. The analysis here is
deeply flawed and inconsistent with the SEPA Rules.
One defect is the mischaracterization of concerns regarding the existing electric
system, found at page 19 of the Scoping Summary. There it is indicated that comments
suggested that PSE should "disconnect the [PSE] system from the region or from
adjacent electric lines." However, the alternative suggested by commenters was that
certain through power flows, particularly the 1300 MW Canadian treaty flow, be
eliminated from calculation of load on the PSE system during peak periods. Reports
submitted by CENSE show that these through power flows are not firm obligations and
in any event they would be eliminated during peak periods of demand. As described
above, the Canadian Entitlement is not a factor in this situation. The City cannot
eliminate alternative analyses based on an inaccurate recasting of public comments.
This issue must be considered in the DEIS.
Of particular concern is the apparent decision to eliminate any gas-fired peaking
plants as described on page 20-21 of the Scoping Summary. It is indicated that these
facilities are not within the "stated objectives" of PSE. However, PSE is not entitled to
eliminate alternatives that reasonably approximate the stated concern of PSE, which is
to meet load . This is particularly true given that this is the scoping stage leading to a
DEIS on a "programmatic" decision. Thus, the arbitrary and premature elimination of
several alternatives is not consistent with the SEPA Rules.
This is nowhere more evident than in the elimination of peaking plants as
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alternatives. The Scoping Summary says (page 20) that:
Generation Facilities
For a generation facility or group of facilities to be effective, PSE found
that it would have to be located near the center of the Eastside area, such
as near the Lakeside Substation. Any such facility would likely have to be
gas-fired in order to be capable of producing power reliably whenever it is
needed. PSE determined that at least 300 MW of power generating
capacity would be needed and the most cost effective way to generate
that amount of power would be in a single plant. .... In addition , the
increased usage of gas-fired plants over time would have difficulty
meeting clean air regulations. Even if it were economically feasible to
create multiple smaller facilities, they would need to be clustered close to
the center of the Eastside and would likely impose similar or even greater
impacts than a single plant. This alternative is not included because it
does not meet the criterion of being environmentally acceptable to PSE
and the Eastside communities.
(Emphasis supplied). These conclusory statements, without support or technical or
environmental analysis, cannot form the basis for the elimination of this alternative. Nor
can unsubstantiated references to "most cost effective" solution be the basis for
exclusion of alternatives. In addition, there is no description of how the "Eastside
communities" reached a decision on this subject, what information was available to
them and whether the elected decision-makers actually made these decisions. For
example, were these decision makers informed that smaller gas peaking plants would
run only rarely and then only during times of extreme cold conditions?
Both PSE and the "Eastside communities" run a serious risk by summarily
eliminating alternatives without analysis before a DEIS is prepared . This was
apparently done without a record of consideration and in private meetings between the
project proponent PSE, staff from several communities and Stantec. The interested
members of the public, other governmental agencies and impacted property owners are
excluded from the process.
On the other hand, the DEIS is subject to peer review, agency analysis and
public comment. As described in the Scoping Summary, only at that time will
alternatives be culled out continuing review:
Following publication of the Phase 1 Draft EIS, there will be a 45-day
comment period (WAC 197-11-455) (see Figure 6). The Eastside cities
will evaluate the input received and determine which alternatives should
be carried forward into the more detailed Phase 2 Draft EIS, and what
elements of the environment will be evaluated.
The City and EIS team should reconsider these perfunctory dismissals of a
variety of alternatives. It would not be in the interest of the public, the participating
cities and indeed PSE to have to redo the SEPA process in the event that a reviewing
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body or court determines this process was in error. 4 This is especially true where PSE
has indicated time is a factor in these considerations.
In conclusion, the City and EIS team have improperly and prematurely eliminated
completely reasonable alternatives from review in the DEIS. This analysis has
apparently been influenced by an engineering firm with a patent conflict and based on
information that was not available during the scoping process.
CENSE requests that the eliminated alternatives instead be maintained and studied in
the environmental review process and included in the forthcoming DEIS.
Sincerely,

~

. Richard Aramburu

JRA:cc
cc:
Clients
4

Consideration of alternatives is a key to environmental review under SEPA. As Richard Settle, a
leading commentor on SEPA says:
Open-minded , imaginative design and consideration of alternative cou rses of agency action is
crucial to SEPA's ultimate quest - environmentally enlightened government decision making .
The Washington State Environmental Policy Act: A Legal and Policy Analysis §14(b)(I) (2014). Our court
have insisted not only on thorough consideration of alternatives, but a complete discussion of alternatives
in environmental impact statements. Thus in Weyerhaeuser v. Pierce County, 124 Wn.2d 26, 873 P.2d
498 (1994), the Washington Supreme Court held the discussion of alternatives in a final environmental
impact statement inadequate:
LRI claims it has complied with these requirements, and cites the final EIS at pages 19 to 33 (Ex.
1(c)) as containing sufficient discussion of offsite alternatives. However, pages 19 to 33 of the
final EIS do not contain the required discussion. Instead, those pages contain a discussion of
LRl's site selection process, and the brief descriptions of rejected sites consist of conclusory
statements of LRl's assessment of possible sites examined in the site selection process. They do
not contain any location information such as a map, street address, and legal description. They do
not contain any description of principal features of any alternatives. They do not tailor the level of
description to the significance of environmental impacts, and, in fact, it is impossible from the
brief, conclusory descriptions to engage in any meaningful comparison of the alternatives. There
is absolutely no useful comparison of the environmental impacts of the alternatives.
124 Wn.2d at 41-42. The remedy of the Court was as follows:
Because the EIS completely fails to discuss any offsite alternatives, it is inadequate as a matter of
law. The EIS must be revised to contain a discussion of alternative sites. Barrie, 93 Wn.2d at 857.
The trial court's invalidation of the conditional use permit must be upheld in light of the inadequate
EIS.
124 Wn.2d at 42. In the present case , the City intends to eliminate alternatives even before a draft EIS is
prepared, a process that will not survive administrative or judicial review and would create needless delay.

..

ARAMBURU & EUSTIS, LLP
Attorneys at Law

J. Richard Aramburu
rick@aramburu-eustis.com
Jeffrey M. Eustis
eustis@aramburu-eustis.com
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720 Third Avenue, Suite 2000
Seattle, W A 98104
Tel 206.625.95 15
Fax 206.682.1376
www.aramburu-eustis.com

December 23, 2015

Carol Helland
City of Bellevue
450 1101h Ave. NE
P. 0 . Box 90012
Bellevue, WA 98009
Re:

Draft DEIS for the 230 kV Transmission Lines proposed by PSE

Dear Ms. Helland:
As you know, this office represents CENSE, the local citizens organization
concerned with the proposal by Puget Sound Energy (PSE) to construct 230 kV
transmission lines through Bellevue and other Eastside communities, together with a
new substation. Though PSE has branded its proposal as "Energize Eastside" we
decline to accept this obvious attempt to control the perceived content of the proposal
and accordingly will not use its characterization of the project. In this letter we will refer
to the matter under review as the PSE Transmission Proposal or PSETP
In response to CENSE's request, you provided us with a copy of the "Preliminary
Review Draft" ("PRD") for the PSETP. You cautioned that we should not be providing
detailed comments on the PRD. CENSE will follow your guidance on a majority of the
content of the PRD. However, we feel compelled to provide comment on Chapter 2 of
the PRO entitled "Project Alternatives." As described more fully herein, this part of the
PRD is completely inadequate and inconsistent with the spirit and letter of SEPA.
Accordingly we urge that the DEIS for the PSETP be completely rewritten and
expanded to provide a meaningful analysis of alternatives.
The Alternatives section of an environmental impact statement is by far the most
important section of the document. The SEPA statute itself requires that local
governments:
(e) Study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended
courses of action in any proposal wh ich involves unresolved conflicts concerning
alternative uses of available resources ;
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RCW 43.21C.030f. Indeed , DOE's SEPA Handbook says that:
Alternatives are one of the basic building blocks of an EIS. They present options
in a meaningful way for decision-makers. The EIS examines all areas of
probable significant adverse environmental impacts associated with the various
alternatives including the no-action alternative and the proposal.
See Section 3.3.2.
The emphasis on alternatives continues in the SEPA Rules and particularly WAC
197-11-440(5), which requires the EIS preparer to: "(v) Devote sufficiently detailed
analysis to each reasonable alternative to permit a comparative evaluation of the
alternatives including the proposed action." Because PSE has not submitted a project
application the proposal must be considered a "nonproject proposal" governed by WAC
197-11-442, "Content of EIS on nonproject proposals." Alternatives are given special
emphasis in a nonproject EIS:
(2) The lead agency shall discuss impacts and alternatives in the level of detail
appropriate to the scope of the nonproject proposal and to the level of planning
for the proposal. Alternatives should be emphasized . In particular, agencies are
encouraged to describe the proposal in terms of alternative means of
accomplishing a stated objective (see WAC 197-11-060(3) ). Alternatives
including the proposed action should be analyzed at a roughly comparable level
of detail. sufficient to evaluate their comparative merits (this does not require
devoting the same number of pages in an EIS to each alternative).
As noted below, Chapter 2 of the PRO falls far short of the requirements for fair and
thorough consideration of alternatives required by SEPA and the SEPA Rules.
Chapter 2 of the PRO, while entitled "Project Alternatives," has its first ten pages
directed to "project objectives" with the next several pages describing the PSE proposal
itself. The alternatives that do not include new transmission are limited to only four
pages (2-21 to 2-24) with only the most vague and general discussion, actually little
more than a description. Nothing here is sufficient to permit a comparative evaluation
as required by SEPA and the SEPA Rules. For example, there are only two paragraphs
devoted to demand response (the "voluntary and temporary reduction in consumers'
use of electricity when the power system is stressed") and only one to energy efficiency.
By contrast, the draft Seventh Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan
(the 7th Plan), just released, says that:
In more than 90% of future conditions, cost-effective efficiency met a// electricity
load growth through 2035.
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Emphasis in original. See page 1-1. The second priority under the 7 th Plan is demand
response , described as follows :
While the region's hydroelectric system has long provided ample peaking
capacity, it's likely that under low water and extreme weather conditions we'll
need additional winter peaking capacity to maintain system adequacy. Because
the probability of such events is low (but real) , demand response resources ,
which have low development and "holding" costs are best-suited to meet this
need.
Page 1-2. Another non-transmission alternative, natural gas generation , is completely
excluded in just two paragraphs at pages 2-35 and 2-36 because of possible impacts,
without any analysis of possible equipment, facility locations or capabilities. This is in
stark contrast to the 7 th Plan which states:
After energy efficiency and demand response , new natural gas-fired generation
is the most cost-effective option for the region in the near-term.
See page 1-2. In short, PSE has refused to consider reasonable alternatives that are
identified and relied upon in the 7th Plan.
The reason that these alternatives are excluded is obvious: as a for-profit
company, PSE wants to build facilities that generate income for its investors. Energy
efficiency and demand response in fact reduce income because they encourage the
reduction of consumption. Natural gas plants, as noted by the 7 th Plan, will run so rarely
that they produce no dependable stream of income. On the other hand, PSE is allowed
a substantial return on investment by the WUTC from its proposed transmission project,
to be paid by its rate payers (Bellevue residents).
The SEPA process cannot be hijacked by the profit motives of the applicant
here. The City should assure that all reasonable alternatives are considered, in
sufficient detail that a local government decision-maker can pick between them , even if
it contradicts the PSE business model.
An additional concern relates to the timing of the EIS process as it relates to the
project development. Page 2-9 of the PRO states that one of the non-electrical criteria
is that :
Alternatives must be reviewed to ensure that they are reasonably constructible
by the 2018 in-service target date.
The section explains that to meet th is date, construction must begin in 2017. Id.
However, PSE (along with the Eastside cities) has so constructed its SEPA review
process that there will be two draft environmental impact statements prepared before a
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final EIS is prepared, an unheard process under the SEPA, which requires a draft EIS
be followed by a final.
This extended review process will have the final EIS distributed in the spring of
2017. See http://www.energizeeastside.com/schedule, a copy of which is attached
hereto. Only then can the permit review process begin, which includes Hearing
Examiner hearings and Council review. It is apparent that by the time the permitting
process begins, with construction required to commence in 2017, PSE will arg ue there
is no alternative but its transmission line proposal because of the limited time that will
be left until the in-service date. Given that PSE will be gathering data on its
transmission proposal, including surveying , wetland delineation , tree inventories,
pipeline location and geotechnical investigation 1, and doing nothing to further any other
alternative, PSE is deliberately painting the Eastside cities into a corner; i.e. there will
be nothing else that can be done but to give PSE its desired permits. Indeed , this is
even stated in the PRO at page 2-9:
Any delay in the schedule would push the in-service date beyond the 2018
timeframe , which would increase PSE's reliance on the use of CAPs and load
shedding. For example, some specialized equipment can take up to three years
to procure. Therefore, PSE would not be able to meet the target in-service date.
The Cities should not allow themselves to be so blatantly manipulated by this
private utility. The Cities should order an FEIS on the Phase I proposal and reach a
decision on Phase I before going forward with detailed and site-specific review of th is
transmission proposal. In conjunction with this course of action, Chapter 2 of the DEIS
should be modified to assure that Bellevue and the other Eastside councils have
sufficient information about the alternatives to make a meaningful decision about the
appropriate course of action.
Thank you for this opportunity to provide further comments on the process.
Sincerely,

i.p;dJJJ
J. Richard Aramburu

JRA:cc
cc:
CENSE
1

PSE describes this fieldwork in detail in the "Energize Eastside" Environmental Impact
Statement website.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Ludicrous Logic
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:52:24 PM

The Puget Sound eastside is one of the most innovative and technology savvy regions in the U.S.
Just because PSE has manipulated regulations and stacked the deck in their favor, doesn’t mean
that we—the residents of Puget Sound—don’t have a voice. The proposed Energize Eastside
project demonstrates ludicrous logic:
PSE: We need substantial electric infrastructure upgrades.   
Why?
PSE: Demand for reliable electricity will exceed capacity in the near future.
Why?
PSE: Our own proprietary complicated algorithms and forecasting software indicate we cannot
support the projected growth.               
Why?
PSE: Because we are your power company, and we know what’s best. It’s too complicated to expect
simple residents to understand. Trust us.
Why?
PSE: Because we can hold you hostage, and you can’t stop us.
Why?
PSE: Because our lobbyists re-wrote the WUTC regulations. The WUTC only approves the prudency
of the project AFTER it is built. And we are financially rewarded to over-build infrastructure.
Why?
PSE: Because our foreign hedge fund owners need to sell their PSE investment in the next few years,
and we need to capitalize infrastructure so we look good to potential buyers. Fortunately Energize
Eastside is a great alternative to prop-up declining electricity revenues. The icing on the cake is that
our customers will reimburse us for the project costs PLUS a WUTC-authorized rate of return (about
10% annually) over the next 40+ years via electricity rate increases.
Does Macquarie/PSE really think the residents of Puget Sound are that gullible? It’s time to
stand-up to a foreign Investor-Owned Utility and do what’s right for Puget Sound. Bellevue City
Council, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future electricity
needs.   The logical DEIS choice is the NO ACTION Alternative.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lindy Bruce
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Draft EIS Comments
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:47:28 PM
Lindy"s Additional comments for Energize Eastside DEIS.docx

Dear Heidi,
I am attaching additional comments, following my March 1 oral and written comments regarding overburdening the
ROW.
Thank you for your consideration.
Lindy Bruce
13624 SE 18th St.
Bellevue, WA
98005

Additional comments for Energize Eastside DEIS

March 14, 2016
To: Heidi Bedwell, Program Manager
From: Lindy Bruce, Sunset Community Assn. and CENSE board member
Home Address: 13624 SE 18th St., Bellevue, WA 98005

Dear Ms. Bedwell,

To briefly summarize my previous comments: on March 1, 2016, I delivered oral
and written comments about my neighborhood, as well as CENSE’s, concerns
regarding overburdening the ROW, the escalated safety hazards of co-locating
230kv lines with existing 115kv “H” poles , existing PSE pipeline and the two
Olympic 20” and 16” jet fuel and petroleum pipelines along Segment E in an area
designated Very Severe Soil Erosion by Bellevue’s Critical Hazard Map, particularly
with regard to nearby homes and a children’s park, as well as neighborhoods that
are downhill from the proposed Alternative 1A.

PSE and their consultants have revised their opinion of how many poles will be in
the ROW several times, suggesting two years ago that our two sets of “H” poles
would be replaced by a single monopole; then telling us that one set of “H” poles
would be retained, as well as one monopole; subsequently their Power Rangers
Energy consultant told us that there would be two new steel 85-100” monopoles
everywhere the Olympus pipeline ran down the center of the ROW, as it does where
many of our neighborhoods are located, in addition to either one or two sets of “H”
poles permanently. We want to know how many poles and what height they will
be during the construction phase and on a permanent basis.
I requested a specific study of all construction-related issues and any
precedents for such an overburdening of the ROW in a dense urban corridor.
Recent events point to an extremely important study of post-construction
issues, as well. The Greenwood PSE pipeline explosion from a gas leak, the
Lynnwood home fires that resulted from a fallen tree that caused a PSE pipeline
leak, the Tukwila Westfield Mall gas leak that prevented them from opening the
mall, electrical/wind storms such as the one we had last night that produced
galloping lines and extensive power outages – all of these in the last week - could
easily produce an explosion that could take out numerous homes near the ROW.

The level of potential hazard from 230kv wires, mixed with a high-pressure jet fuel
pipeline, a gasoline pipeline, and PSE’s own natural gas line along with the potential
for corrosion that is increased considerably with 230kv EMFs suggests a level of
volatility that, when combined with heavy rains, winds, landslides, electrical storms
or earthquakes, is an extreme hazard for nearby neighborhoods.
Please study and reveal the results of the elevated level of risk to which Alternative
1A exposes many neighborhoods on the Eastside and consider the vastly more

benign, less costly, but sufficiently power-producing Alternative 2 or new
Alternative 4.
Thank you,

Lindy Bruce

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

TJ Woosley
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside Draft EIS input
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:42:24 PM
Scan0018.pdf

Hello,
I would like to submit the attached letter as input to the Energize Eastside Draft EIS.
Thank you,

T.J. Woosley
Hal Woosley Properties, Inc.
"Commercial Real Estate Services"
12001 NE 12th St., #44
Bellevue, WA 98005
Office: 425-455-5730
Mobile: 425-765-8323
Fax:
425-646-4577

-

-HAL - -

WOOSLEY

PROPERTIES
- I NC. -

March 14, 2016
To: City of Bellevue
RE: Public Comment on Draft EIS for Energize Eastside

To Whom it may concern :
As a family who has been a part of Bellevue's history since 1967, we are and have been
invested in the future of Bellevue. We are the owners and managers of Brierwood Center at
12001-12005 NE l ih St. and also part of many facets of our Bellevue Community
Last fall at the Economic Forecast breakfast last week - economist Joe Quinlan said that the
underpinning of economic development is infrastructure (Councilmembers Lee and Robinson
were also in attendance). Infrastructure means transportation, water, AND reliable power.
Our Bellevue electrical infrastructure has not been updated since the 1960's - imagine what
405 would look like if we hadn't upgraded it in over 50 years.
PSE's proposed Energize Eastside project as identified in Alternative la in the Draft EIS literally
powers our city's future. The need for this project has been clearly estab lished through 5
studies and PSE's planning standards have been validated by FERC.
The No Action alternative in the Phase 1 Draft EIS is contrary to Bellevue's own initiatives.
Bellevue is working hard on the "Bellevue is open for business" campaign for the Eastlink
construction projects. Without reliable power - we WON'T be open for business .
Through the regulatory process of the EIS, I urge you to move the solutions forward to solve
this critical infrastructure problem .
Please no more delays - no action alternative NOT ok and hoping there is another solution that
hasn't been discovered or invented yet is also not ok.
Thank you for your consideration.
T.J. Woosley
Hal Woosley Properties, inc.

Hal Woosley Properties, Inc. Suite 44 Brierwood Center 12001 N.E. 12th St. Bellevue, WA 98005
Mailing Address P.O. Box 3325 Bellevue, WA 98009-3325 425-455-5730 FAX: 425-646-4577
www.woosleyproperties.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Don Marsh
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org; hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside EIS Petition
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:36:51 PM
Energize Eastside EIS Petition.pdf
Petition signers 4-13-2016.csv

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
Attached is a petition and comments signed by approximately 891 residents, asking for flaws in the
Energize Eastside EIS to be corrected. This level of response is notable in that we didn’t publicize
this petition outside of the Nextdoor social networking site, the CENSE newsletter, and word-ofmouth. Residents have many concerns about PSE’s proposed project.
The attached PDF file contains the petition along with names and zip codes of the signers, and any
comments that were submitted in the online form.
The attached CSV file contains additional information, including the email address and physical
address (if provided) for each signer.
We ask that each of these folks be responded to as full participants in the EIS comment process.
Many are quite passionate in their opposition to the project, but weren’t able to read and respond
to the 715-page Draft EIS in specific detail.
The PDF file contains one respondent, “Test Cense” that was used as an initial test case, and is not a
real person. I’m sorry we couldn’t figure out how to delete that entry. We did remove it from the
CSV file.
Thanks for your efforts on our behalf.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
My address is: 4411 137th Ave. SE, Bellevue, 98006

Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager,
892 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to Correct flaws in the Energize
Eastside Draft EIS.
Here is the petition they signed:
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which
proposes to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities
(Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause
regional blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at
CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or
operational accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed
three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But
the solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that
have suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side
Management and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on
inaccurate and obsolete studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan
makes clear, a carefully developed plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and
support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s
transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince
residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future.
You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you below.
Thank you,
Don Marsh

1. Limei Xie (zip code: 98006)
2. Susan Smith (zip code: 98006)
The safety of residents living near the natural gas pipelines should be of the utmost concern. Building

high voltage transmission lines on top of aging pipelines puts my family and my neighbors at risk.
Please reconsider the necessity and safety of "Energize Eastside" proposal.
3. Richard Morris (zip code: 98005)
Haste makes Waste. if you do not need it forget about it, until the possibility of a future time!!
4. li_qin xie (zip code: 98006)
negative impacts on environments; safety issues to our communities;
5. Dr. Arkady Retik (zip code: 98005)
6. Aaron Peloquin (zip code: 98056)
7. Larry Holcomb (zip code: 98006)
NO BIG TOWERS! Old Technology, not necessary, too much money, RUINS the eastside - not an
upgrade!
8. Albert Paige (zip code: 98005)
I strongly oppose the current program to increase eastside energy. It favors the stock holders and
would deface our properties and reduce their values.
9. Aditi Jain (zip code: 98034)
10. Alice Prince (zip code: 98033)
Would be too close to our house and gas line. Worried about gas line damage and explosion as well
as health hazard. We don't need all this extra energy.
11. Jenny Choi (zip code: 98006)
12. Anne Watkins (zip code: 98006)
13. meifang zhou (zip code: 98006)
It is a disaster, too dangerous to control if happening accidence
14. Aileen Wu (zip code: 98006)
Please do not sacrifice the environment for us and our future generations so PSE can make big profit
by selling power to Canada!
15. Gary Albert (zip code: 98006)
The experts (USE, Stantec, etc.) who have reviewed the PSE Energize Eastside project did not
complete an independent "load flow" analysis to determine the actual "need." They said the
procedures PSE used were standard for the industry. That's garbage in garbage out without an
independent load study. If you set up the criteria for the load flow to tilt heavily in favor of PSE, as
PSE has done with energy directed to Canada and not utilizing peaking power, then there has never
truly been an independent review. PSE said numerous times they would allow a citizen review of their

load flow study, i.e. someone from CENSE, if they could get the appropriate security clearances.
When CENSE located a retired PSE manager willing to help answer this question and able to get the
appropriate security clearances needed, PSE changed their position and said EE had already been
independently verified by several other experts and CENSE therefore did not have a need to know.
What are they afraid of, a little sunlight on their boondoggle to pad the bottom line with unnecessary
infrastructure building while sticking unsightly power poles dangerously close to fuel petroleum lines.
Time for a real review by picked by someone not influenced by the city or PSE.
16. Annie Everett (zip code: 98927)
I am definitely opposed to the new PSE power lines!
17. Alexis Smith (zip code: 98034)
Don't compromise our home because you want to move power to California!
18. Alice wang (zip code: 98006)
Please stop PSE from using "energize Eastside" as its excuse to expand their international business
to push up revenu at the expense of forcing local residents to lose their property value, beautiful
environment, school and street Safty, neighborhood lift style. PSE will benefit financially while local
residents will suffer the consequences and pay the high price for PSE's corporate gain!!! If PSE truly
want to energize Eastside, not their corporate wallet, they should go with alternative 2!!!
19. Aileen Leo (zip code: 98006)
20. Eng Teck Po (zip code: 98006)
21. Anna Coy (zip code: 98005)
From everything I have seen or heard, we do not need to have this huge power line gouged through
Bellevue!
22. Anthony Sutey (zip code: 98056)
Reject Alternative 1A
Accept Alternative 2
23. Amy Lee (zip code: 98008)
24. Amy Powell (zip code: 98004)
25. Stuart Anderson (zip code: 98056-9101)
26. Yan Zhen (zip code: 98006)
27. Andrea Gilchrist (zip code: 98056)
Please seek other means of expanding the corridor for our safety and our neighborhood
28. Andrea Borgmann (zip code: 98005)

Despite PSE's alarmist statements about the imminent threat of blackouts starting in less than two
years (2018!), PSE has not validated the need for this project. PSE's report "validating" the need
assume significant transfer to Canada during peak load times (1,500 MW) and turning off local gas
generation plants. These assumptions are not defensible or reasonable as fundamental assumptions
in assessing local electrical needs.
The EIS process must seriously assess the question of need in order to assess reasonable
alternatives. The City's role is not simply to take at face value the utility's assertions.
The proposed project will come at significant cost to ALL PSE ratepayers due to the WUTC's
allowance of billing for capital projects for 40 years with a 10% rate of return. There are simply more
cost effective, more appropriately scaled projects to meet the Eastside's electrical needs over the
coming years.
29. Andy L. (zip code: 98006)
30. Angela Byers (zip code: 98006)
31. angela hsu (zip code: 98006)
Please extend the incentivized purchases of power from individual solar providers, thanks so much!
32. Anna Ceberio (zip code: 98027)
33. Ann Brown da Cruz (zip code: 98006)
34. Anne Kim (zip code: 98006)
35. Annette Jung (zip code: 98005)
36. Antoine Faisandier (zip code: 98004)
37. Andrew Mechling (zip code: 98059)
38. WEI TUNG (zip code: 98006)
GAS pipeline underneath the proposed route is a major safety issue during construction and future
operation.
Also need to consider underground line option, at least for the residential area.
39. April Tan (zip code: 98006)
40. Allen Rauschendorfer (zip code: 98056)
PSE has not established a need to expand the existing grid. Generating and transferring power
through my Olympus neighborhood so PSE can sell power to Canada is an unacceptable situation.
The on going health risks, property devaluations, and making an already high risk proximity of a gas
line to high voltage power lines situation even worse is not only unacceptable but unfathomable. PSE

is taking profits over public safety and we cannot stand and watch them do it!
41. Alice Evans (zip code: 98005)
I do not want this power line to go through as PSE plans. I am appalled at the different ways this
project has been misrepresented to us, the citizens of the Eastside. One example, WHO lists
exposure to EMF as a category 2B--a possible carcinogen. PSE sent a card out saying WHO's
position is that EMF exposure posed no threat to humans.
42. archana verma (zip code: 98006)
We believe that Energize Eastside is a misguided project driven only by a motivation for corporate
profits. It will sacrifice the well being of families living close to the proposed power towers. Plus
independent studies have shown that the claims made by PSE to the effect that Energize Eastside is
needed for future customer demands are false and misleading. We strongly oppose Energize
Eastside and we believe that PSE has not proven at all the need and validity for going ahead with this
project. Please stop PSE.
43. Lydia Aldredge (zip code: 98006)
44. arden hyatt (zip code: 98006)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: [Your Name]
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.

45. Arian Balkan (zip code: 98005)
Please consider utilizing more green energy
46. Christina Aron-Sycz (zip code: 98005)
I agree with CENSE's research and positions!!
47. Arun Desai (zip code: 98006)
48. Asha Desai (zip code: 98006)
49. Ann Osterberg (zip code: 980043611)
50. Astrid Zuppinger (zip code: 98005)
PSE is attempting to build an unnecessary project in one of the most educated areas in the world.
This will harm the Puget Sound with huge transmission poles and wires and we will be targeted to
have more health issues. If you love the beautiful Northwest, then allow the intelligent Engineers in
this area to come up with a better solution then doing a quick wiring up that will effect the world
around us.
51. Any Tappen (zip code: 98008)
52. Bill Jacobs (zip code: 98056)
53. Paul Gibbons (zip code: 98006)
This power line installation better not happen on the Eastside Recreational Trail either!!!
It is NOT needed. We want you to provide more opportunities to SOLARIZE BELLEVUE!
54. Peiqi Shen (zip code: 98006)
Devastating impact to environment and people's health ! Put cables underground.
55. Elya Baches (zip code: 98006)
56. Fran Kutoff (zip code: 98006)
Please take the time (there is NO hurry) and study the safest and most community-friendly and
environmental-friendly solution to this issue. Bellevue is a beautiful city; let's not muck it up with huge
power poles!
57. barbara gordon (zip code: 98005)
58. Melissa McConnel (zip code: 98006)
59. Beibei Chen (zip code: 98006)
60. Barbara Braun (zip code: 98006)
The CAG and EIS process have not adequately established the need for this project. The public has

voiced concern about this since the beginning of this process and they have spent their own money
and time to retain independent industry experts to conduct independent studies that have brought a
more realistic assessment of need and viability of the alternatives because the city agencies leading
this process have not done so. The current process is so flawed and biased in favor of the VERY
costly and VERY dangerous Alternative 1A PSE wants that it should be thrown out and restarted with
a new and independently verified assessment of need that is aligned with state and regional
authorizes using a new publically transparent Load Flow Study. Alternative 1 needs to be reassessed
using more complete assessment of impact and cost, as well as adherence to contemporary safety
requirements for collocating transmission lines and gas pipelines. Also a new, more contemporary
Alternative 2 should be formulated in a new DEIS that is independently assessed by
renewable/alternative energy industry experts and not by PSE. Last, Bellevue City Council and the
other City Councils involved need to update their land use zoning and safety laws to reflect
contemporary safety requirements for collocating transmission lines and gas pipelines prior to any
permitting of a project with this level of risk to the public's safety. Further laws and oversight
processes need to be put on place to insure PSE and BP Olympic Pipeline comply with this laws and
requirements. Otherwise, Bellevue City Council Council and other City Councils would seem to be
grossly negligent in their duty to project the public's safety.
61. Rebecca Peck (zip code: 98006)
We don't need Energize Eastside. Please read the honest, unbiased Lauckhart-Schiffman load study.
62. Rebecca Peck (zip code: 98006)
Let's conserve energy instead of building unsightly towers which would be hazardous if placed near
the Olympic pipeline.
63. Beth Billington (zip code: 98004)
64. Binchi Zhang (zip code: 98006)
65. R. Debbie Bier (zip code: 98006-29224705 125th Ave SE)
66. William Weston (zip code: 98005-3154)
Poles and lines as high as 15 story buildings should be avoided if humanly possible.
67. Becky Lamonte (zip code: 98006)
Stop PSE
68. Joane Filler-Varty (zip code: 98006)
69. Bruce Zimmerman (zip code: 98056)
Take a closer look at PSE's proposal especially in terms of the safety of placing 230kv lines so close
to two aged petroleum pipelines.
70. W. Robert Moore (zip code: 98006)
Demand forecast not credible, project does not analyze alternative sources of energy, and public
safety is at risk.

71. Barbara LaFayette (zip code: 98005)
Stop the greed
72. Cindy Williams (zip code: 98006)
Consider this me signing this petition. I agree with Russell.
73. Robert Sloan (zip code: 98056)
PSE has not been honest about the reasons they want to do this project. Please, please, don't let
them blight our neighborhoods just so they will make more money.
74. Robert Wiley (zip code: 98006)
This project is unnecessary and must not go forward.
75. Robert Dugoni (zip code: 98033)
76. Barbara Currie-Brooks (zip code: 98006)
77. Robert Koshi (zip code: 98056)
78. Robert Marcus (zip code: 98006)
79. Diana Bofferding (zip code: 98006)
I believe that Energise Eastside has manipulated the numbers showing projected energy needs and
has failed to take into account other energy options that would make changing our neighborhoods
and city with dangerous high voltage wires unnecessary. I do not want to pay for others to profit from
selling energy!
80. Bonnie Kurata (zip code: 98006)
81. Bonnie Lau (zip code: 98006)
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).

82. Alannah McKeehan (zip code: 98005)
83. Michael Boyce (zip code: 98006)
Energize Eastside is DUMB:
D-Dangerous
U-Unnecessary
M-Misguided
B-Boondoggle

84. Bozhong Lin (zip code: 98006)
We need to reexamine project carefully to avoid unnecessary environment impact!
85. Bill Picatti (zip code: 98006)
86. Brittany Plumb (zip code: 98033)
87. Brett Fidler (zip code: 98005)
We do not need more towers and lines. Let's use a smarter grid and new alternative energy sources.
88. Brian Schmidt (zip code: 98006)
Please do not rely on the estimates provided by EES/PSE on this project. There is an obvious
incentive to create outcomes which are in line with PSE's financial and business objectives, thus
rendering the analysis non-objective.
While I have not read the entire 700+ page report, I trust some of those who have and have
questioned its findings.
The solutions looks to be a 20th century solution, based on trying to get one last big chunk of power
transmission revenue before a disruptive technology (battery, local transmission, micro-grid, etc) takes
hold and seriously cripples PSE's transmission business.
This is especially suspect because of the model's shading of facts relating to 'worst case' power sales
outside the area.
Please consider "no alternative"
Thank you
89. Bridget Wakely (zip code: 98034)
Please reconsider putting high voltage electricity lines through our neighborhood. My husband is a
Naturopathic Doctor and the health ramifications to those who live close to these are staggering.
Please do the right thing for us all, not what is best for your companies pocket. Thank you
90. Brittany (zip code: 98056)
91. Laura Brownlow (zip code: 98006)
As a long time resident of Bellevue in the Newport Hills neighborhood, I am opposed to PSE's
Energize Eastside project because it does not fulfill the requirements of the Draft EIS to show
residents that "we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future." There are too many
unanswered questions remaining.
92. Michele Brown-Ruegg (zip code: 98006)
I do not support your proposal to build new high-voltage power lines across the eastside and through
family neighborhoods
93. Bryant Fong (zip code: 98006)

94. Brian Schafer (zip code: 98006)
95. ellen kerr (zip code: 98005)
96. Craig Kairis (zip code: 98006)
97. Claude Colson (zip code: 98006)
98. C.A. Mansfield (zip code: 98006)
99. Thomas Campbell (zip code: 98006)
This PSE progression is not currently needed in the timeframe PSE predicts and alternatives are less
intrusive in the future which will not require big towers but sharing of energy
100. Sheng XU (zip code: 98006)
101. Hengyu Xu (zip code: 98006)
It will bring lots of negative impacts on environments and safety issues to our communities.
102. Carlos Ramos (zip code: 98056)
Stop PSE
103. Carol Eckersley (zip code: 98006)
104. Carol Xiang (zip code: 98006)
Effect health of the Newport high school students.
105. Carol Almero (zip code: 98008)
Stop PSE from this scare tactic to capitalize on outdated technology.
106. Carol Janssen (zip code: 98005)
Please hold PSE accountable for making the right decisions for our city and environment! This is a
BAD decision to move forward on their plans.
107. Cheryl Shannon (zip code: 98033)
It is time for you, our elected representatives, to protect our citizens and our environment and our
health; it is time to create new methods and systems for our energy!We elected you to speak for us,
not against us!
108. Catharine Simon (zip code: 98006)
This is a hugely unnecessary, unsafe, and ill-conceived project that threatens our environment, our
community's safety, and the future well-being of Eastside residents, especially our children.
109. Carolyn Evered (zip code: 98006)
This project has NOT proven to be necessary!

110. Cherie Carchano (zip code: 98008)
111. Claudia Mansfield (zip code: 98006)
No new transmission lines!
112. Carin Chatterton (zip code: 98056)
Use the proper data for this study. New lines ARE NOT NEEDED!
113. David Anderson (zip code: 98056)
114. Lauren Ulatoski-Root (zip code: 98008)
This plan has been appalling from the start.
115. Tyler Armstrong (zip code: 98007)
116. Chris Helms (zip code: 98006)
I support CENSE in the need for transparency, accuracy and community inclusion in reconsidering
the requirements of Energize Eastside.
117. Hong chang (zip code: 98006)
Negative impacts on the environment; not safety to our community.
118. Charles Bofferding (zip code: 98006)
119. Chen Zhao (zip code: 98006)
120. Mei Chen (zip code: 98006)
121. Lin Gong (zip code: 98006)
We do not need a new PSE transmission line.
122. Richard Guttu (zip code: 98006)
We oppose the intrusion this would cause.
123. Chris Breske (zip code: 98006)
124. Chris Burges (zip code: 98005)
EIS is a project of greed, not of necessity. Why would EIS tell the City Councils and the public a much
higher percentage growth (7%) rather than .5% that it tells WECC? There are so many problems with
the information they put out. Switching to LEDs had greatly decreased load at many homes and
businesses. There is no mention of this, or of so many other factors in what energy is needed.
Building these huge transmission lines won't create more electricity. It will just allow PSE to sell more
electricity to Canada - which should not be a cost that PSE citizens will have to bear.
Greed. PUre greed.

125. Chris Liang (zip code: 98006)
126. Chris Lonowski (zip code: 98005)
Don't build towers if they impact current neighborhood views or proximity to homes.
127. Christy Rice (zip code: 98005)
128. Christy Bear (zip code: 98005)
We don't need "Energize Eastside"! Puget Power is trying to pull one over on everyone -- we need to
stand strong and just say, "No thanks to this unnecessary project!!"
129. Christine Smith (zip code: 98006)
130. Susanna Chung (zip code: 98006)
131. Cindy Spain (zip code: 98040)
No more senseless bulldozing of PSE projects please!
132. Cindy Fang (zip code: 98006)
133. Xue Song (zip code: 98006)
134. Conald Kucera (zip code: 98056)
My name is Conald Kucera. My home, which I live at is 8300 128th Lane SE in Newcastle, WA in the
Olympus subdivision community. I have lived there for over 27 years. My email address is
cjkucera@hotmail.com. My West property line abuts onto the PSE electrical powerline easement. I
am greatly concerned with the proposed construction of the 230 KVA transmission powerlines and the
transmission towers along the powerline easement corridor which also contains two hazardous
underground gasoline and aviation fuel distribution pipelines and their impact on me and my
neighbors and residents along the PSE powerline easement, our health, safety and our very lives; as
well as everyone else who lives along the proposed PSE transmission line route.
Alternative 1-option A—is PSE’s favored route. This route through Newcastle currently has wooden Hpoles along with the Olympic gas pipelines. These proposed steel monopole towers will be 85’-100’
tall! This is almost twice as tall as the existing wood poles. The power will increase from 115KVA to
320KVA, doubled!
#1 concern is safety of construction, heavy equipment, tower footings 25’-50’ underground, in close
proximity to the gas pipelines. See Chapter 2-page 23 of the Phase 1 Draft EIS 715 page document.
Under PSE current proposal 1/2 of the transmission towers through Olympus will be in residential
backyards. The steel monopole tower bases will be 36” to 42” in diameter and the concrete footings
will be around 5 to 6 feet in diameter. This will destroy people’s backyards: trees and landscaping and
gardens destroyed, patios and decks removed, and accessory structures (ie. storage sheds, gazebos,
greenhouses, etc.) demolished.
#2 concern is they will buy homes to accomplish this as they will need to widen the right of way 20’50’. See Chapter 2-page 23. And Chapter 10-page 20. DEIS says impact to housing is “significant" in

Olympus. See Chapter 10 page 21. PSE needs to respond to their plans for what becomes for those
properties that are needed to place their power towers. If the properties are condemned and the
houses are torn down what happens to the lot. Who maintains the grounds? PSE does next to
nothing to maintain the existing powerline easement. Who wants to live next to a vacant trash filled
lot. This will even further destroy the character of the neighborhood. Removal of homes will further
reduce remaining property values, see item #3.
#3 concern is destroying our neighborhood character and affecting home values—they admit up to
20% home value depreciation. See Chapter 11-page 29.
#4 Major safety concern when I spoke to PHSMA-Pipeline & Hazardous Material Safety
Admin.—Western Regional office in Colorado. and is also outlined in the DEIS—Chapter 16-page 14.
"Electromagnetic interference”—consequence of high voltage where power lines and petroleum
pipelines run parallel for a distance sharing the same corridor causes pipe corrosion over time.
Corrosion accounts for 23% of the significant pipeline failures!
A chart done by industry expert DMV-GL says danger is off the charts at 5,000 feet in this scenario
running parallel together —Energize Eastside will run about 16 miles under this condition. This could
result in a catastrophic gas explosion like which occurred on June 10, 1999 in Bellingham, WA on the
same pipeline, only we live in a more densely populated area.
#5 concern—is the EMF—electro-magnetic field corrodes pipes above—it cannot be safe for
humans!! Increasing the existing 115 KVA to 320 KVA doubles our EMF exposure!
#6 DEIS states this corridor will be wired now for both lines to carry 230kV power in the future—with a
flip of the switch in the future! The communications wire will also be there as well as a lightening wire.
So is that 8 wires now or 9?—I can’t keep up!!
#7 We are along the Seattle Fault Zone for earthquakes—described as seismically “active” area. See
chapter 3-page 8. Seismic activity is likely to occur during life of the project and could be substantial
damage or death—quoted in DEIS.
#8 Holes can be created in pipelines by "electrical arcing" from downed lines leading to leaks and
explosions. See chapter 8-page 24.
#9 Lightening Strikes could send current to anything metal in area—and can create holes in pipeline.
#10 Views will be impacted—we have great Mt. Rainier views from many homes. Rated
“significant”—views will be affected for 750’ in neighborhoods. See Chapter 11-page 32. and poles
will create contrast in the sky.
#11 This project will require removal of 8000 trees in the 18 miles and “significant” requirement of 327
acres of vegetation destroyed. See Chapter 11-page 32. Where the steel monopoles and their
footings are in peoples backyards will destroy their trees and landscaping and gardens, patios and
decks removed, and accessory structures (ie. storage sheds) demolished.
#12 “Significant” impact on loss of habitat for animals—and will negatively affect enjoyment of the
area. See Chapter 12 pages 13 and 14.
#13 Along gas pipelines—concern of heavy machinery and angering (drilling). —pipe disturbances
(home damage?). See Chapter 16-page 21.
#14 Aviation fuel—which the underground pipelines carry—is a flammable liquid and vapor —it ignites

by many sources—static electricity, cell phones—vapors travel considerable distances to a source of
ignition, ignite, flash back or explode. See Chapter 8-page 10. Exactly what happened in the
Bellingham disaster—cloud of smoke to 30,000 feet —visible from Canada!! Same Olympic Pipeline
running through Olympus and other neighborhoods. Nothing is more important that safety!!
#15 Vineyards residents/other neighborhoods near—Seattle City Light Corridor (ERECTOR SET
TOWERS) defined as Alternative 1-Option B in the DEIS. SEE CHAPTER 2-PAGE 25. This corridor
could be used if they get SCL permission. The ROW distance is would not have to be widened,
homes would not have to be purchased. They may be forced to go here as FERC order 1000 requires
companies to work together in a region as one utility. But a big safety issue —they say they would
leave those towers powered up during construction!
This solution has been off the radar and appeared in the DEIS to our surprise. Beware-- since this is
the only public comment time for this DEIS—they could be slipping this in without residents aware,
pick this solution as a cheaper alternative to widening the PSE existing corridor and purchasing
homes—and all those along this corridor.
The Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study shows this PSE powerline transmission project as
proposed not needed. This is a for profit scheme by PSE to make money for their shareholders and
we the PSE ratepayers get to pay for it!! In my own words—it will be consumer fraud—if they proceed
at the scale they desire!
There are new technologies PSE can utilize in addition to keeping the existing 115 KVA power
transmission lines to offset those times of winter peak power usage which occurs a few times a year,
such as storage batteries, fuel cells power plants, trash to energy power generation at the Factoria
waste transfer station, and utilizing other localized power generation facility technologies. These
options are far more economical and provide power directly to areas of use rather than traveling
hundreds of miles from PSE’s power production facilities. There is always a power loss over long
transmission distances that have to be compensated.
I wholeheartedly agree and endorse CENSE, position and their finding, solutions, and their
documents submitted as my own.
Sincerely,
Conald Kucera
8300 128th Lane SE
Newcastle, Washington
cjkucera@hotmail.com
135. Carol Kunde (zip code: 98052)
I don't not understand why people living in established communities have to be subjected to huge
structures in their neighborhoods without a vote of the residents. For some of my neighbors, the
proposed power lines will be placed, literally) in their back yards.
136. Kathy Jones (zip code: 98006)
137. Qing Ye (zip code: 98006)
For better environment and community!
138. Erika Clancy (zip code: 98006)

I am Against the new power lines
139. Kathleen Clancy (zip code: 98006)
It does not sound like we need energize eastside.
140. David & Claudia Lee (zip code: 98005)
We are Woodridge residents, and are opposed to the Energize Eastside project which proposes to
build 18 miles of high voltage transmission lines. As proud residents of our community, these high
voltage transmission lines would devalue our property as well as deface the community.
141. Claudia Kilbreath (zip code: 98006)
142. Catherine Mikhlin (zip code: 98033)
143. carol jones (zip code: 98027)
144. Chris Mantell (zip code: 98007)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Chris Mantell

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am extremely concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes
to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
Thank you for your consideration,
Chris Mantell

145. Corinne Deal (zip code: 98056)
I am concerned about the destruction of our trees and the impact it will have on our wildlife not to
mention the cost to build such a system.
146. Tammy Grant (zip code: 98033)
147. Corrin Ponte (zip code: 98006)
Stop the lies! Save our homes and our trees!
148. Craig Schaff (zip code: 98006)
149. Cristopher Cable (zip code: 98005)
150. Cristina Dugoni (zip code: 98033)
I do not believe this 18 mile expansion through a heavily populated urban city is necessary or
warranted. This seems to be a guise by PSE to simply pull hydroelectric power from Canada. PSE
does not care about our neighborhoods; has not looked at alternatives such as underground (which
they do around the world) or other options. I do not want double the height and capacity line in my
back yard or along one of the largest pipe lines in this region.
151. Cheryl Tada (zip code: 98006)
Stop wasting our taxpayer dollars on something that is totally unnecessary and a danger to our
neighborhoods and their property values.
152. Curtis Allred (zip code: 98006)

To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Curtis Allred
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed

plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
153. C. V. & Chiyeko Chung (zip code: 98006)
PSE load forecasts are not consistent with the official population and job forecasts on the Eastside
issued by the Puget Sound Regional Council. PSE load projections are considerably higher to prove
the need for the new lines and substation before it is needed.
PSE had previously submitted plans to the Western Electricity Coordinating Council to install a 230
kV transformer at Lake Tradition to serve load growth. The new PSE plan is to install a transformer at
Lakeside instead of Lake Tradition. It is costlier option requiring new 230 kV lines along an existing
18-mile right-of-way. The new lines are detrimental to the people living along the 18-mile line from
Redmond to Renton.
PSE refuses to revisit the older plan because the older plan does not require the expense of building
18-mile double circuit 230 kV lines through 5 cities. This proposed new construction would result in all
ratepayers served by PSE in Washington State to pay for a very expensive rebuild.
PSE participated in the joint study with ColumbiaGrid. The organization ColumbiaGrid generally
addresses regional transmission issues. The study also states that the proposed PSE construction
increases the Total Transfer Capability to British Columbia of the Puget Sound Area Northern Intertie.
The selection of conductor and the construction of the 18-mile double circuit 230 kV lines along the
route are to increase the flow to Canada. Any Bonneville Power Administration contribution and coparticipation with PSE’s project is to address regional transmission issues. It is regrettable that these
facts have not been taken into consideration. PSE has cloaked a transmission project as a local load
service project.
PSE does not install more than 2 large 230-115 kV transformers in any of PSE’s substations. Each
transformer’s capacity is 325 MVA. That is PSE standard size transformer in a 230-115 kV substation.
To support 2 transformers of 325 MVA each, the capacity of 1272 AAC conductors for 230 kV line is
more than adequate yet PSE selected 2 circuits of 1590 ACSR which is considerably greater than
PSE load service needs.
PSE has the right to write an official letter to Seattle City Light (SCL) requesting for “interconnection
studies” for connecting PSE substation to existing SCL lines. PSE has not written such a letter. It is a
deliberate effort on PSE’s part to build its own lines instead of interconnecting to existing SCL 230 kV
transmission lines that are within 8 to 10 blocks from vacant PSE substation properties.
154. Wei Wei Chen (zip code: 98006)
Negative impacts on environments; safety issues to our communities.
155. An anonymous signer (zip code: 98056)
156. Cynthia Hemphill (zip code: 98006)

I support Alternative 2 in the Energize Eastside EIS.
157. Cynthia Thomas Reher (zip code: 98006)
158. Lynda Fox (zip code: 98056)
159. Dan Wu (zip code: 98059)
Please correct.
160. Dana Luhr (zip code: 98058)
161. Dana Vana (zip code: 98006)
I am concerned about the power lines that may be going through our neighborhoods.
162. Dana Young (zip code: 98006)
163. Dan Dixon (zip code: 98006)
The impacts of the proposed project are not warranted - especially given options available to
understand and address the base issue.
164. Daniel Kaner (zip code: 98011)
165. Danielle Ramos (zip code: 98056)
166. Daniel Sperry (zip code: 98005)
I am totally against this project! Go underground if you want to improve the system.
167. Dave Visser (zip code: 98052)
Please don't do this - it is not necessary. Thanks!
168. David Johnston (zip code: 98005)
169. Dave. Mickelson (zip code: 98006)
Energy Eastside is not needed. Please stop the second phase of the EIS
170. David Schwartz (zip code: 98033)
Let's move forward, listening to the concerns of residents.
171. David R Taylor (zip code: 98056)
My neighbors are important to me, and our Cul-de-sac would be devastated by the destruction of the
houses across the street. This project must be defeated. Just having everyone switch to LED lights
over the next few years will save a good portion of the added energy they say we will need.
172. David Luk (zip code: 98006)

173. Dawn Black (zip code: 98006)
174. Dawn Dufford (zip code: 98006)
175. Dan Duryea (zip code: 98007)
176. Debbie Dimmer (zip code: 98005)
PSE proposed overhead power line will destroy the look of our neighborhood. They need to bury their
power lines..if the power line is even needed.
177. Deb Engevik (zip code: 98005)
178. Debra Burges (zip code: 98005)
Energize Eastside is unnecessary for the energy needs of the eastside until 2058. PSE has been
unwilling to be honest in where their predictions come from. THey have not used available resources
to generate extra power when it is needed. They have dismantled an emergency power plant without
authority of regional energy planning boards, and now want to reap more profit building unnecessary,
ugly, dangerous power lines. Digging to build 230 watt lines over gas lines is crazy. Taking trees down
in our "City in a Park" in areas where they help clean the air from incessant traffic is environmental
terrorism. The only reason this is needed is to make money for the Australian investors that don't care
at all about our region. Trying to block the legal authority of East Bellevue Community Council to block
this removal of 300 trees is incredibly troublesome. EIS will require removal of 8,000 trees. We cannot
even remove a diseased tree that threatens our home without City permits, but a corporation can bully
their way into devastating our environment. It is not necessary. It is ugly. It is unethical. It is dishonest.
It is pure greed.
Encourage energy preservation. Encourage CLEAN energy. Value our environment. Value property
values. Do not blindly do what a corporation wants without considering what is best for the people of
the region.
179. DeEtta Simmons (zip code: 98006)
180. Joe Michaels (zip code: 98005)
181. Don Prince (zip code: 98033)
The PSE easement for this project is across the street from our house - approx 150 feet away - and
within 100 feet of the pipeline. We are vert woried about the impact this project will have on our
health as well as property value.
182. David Scott (zip code: 9800)
We have lived with the Olympic Pipe line on the uphill side of our street,this is stressful enough
without adding to the concern by increasing the potential for a catastrophic event by increasing the
power line night and supply.
183. David Herbig (zip code: 98006)
There is no need for this project at this time. PSE is only doing this to increase revenues to PSE and
is ignoring the impact on rate payers.

184. Diana Melman (zip code: 98006)
Please put the powerlines in the ground, why is it that Newcastle looks like a modern nice town and
we in Bellevue (at least by our house) we look like third-world. I think about this on a daily basis not
even mentioning all the power outages we've had. Please, pretty please
185. Diane Fern (zip code: 98006)
186. Diane Romero (zip code: 98006)
187. Denise Dice (zip code: 98006)
188. Alison Dildine (zip code: 98056)
I am totally against Energize Eastside. Please listen to CENSE's criticism of this proposed project
and find an alternative solution. If you don't many neighborhoods will be decimated of their beauty,
houses will be destroyed, and the health of its people will be further endangered. I will then believe
that big corporations like PSE are just bullies, want bigger profits and don't care about the "little" guy!
189. Jason Hong (zip code: )
190. Lei Ding (zip code: 98005)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Lei Ding

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting

the best possible plan for our energy future.
191. Dionne Gallagher (zip code: 98005)
Bellevue is a beautiful city! Please do not degrade it's beauty and destroy our trees with ugly high
power electric lines when alternative options are available that maintain our safety and serene views.
192. David Xie (zip code: 98006)
193. David Klatt (zip code: 98056)
There are alternative options to this power expansion plan that PSE has not considered. Surely, there
are better options than removing dozens of homes and threatening the safety of others by
constructing immediately on top of a jet fuel pipeline. I also question whether future energy needs are
as high as PSE claims.
194. Kelli Komendat (zip code: 98056)
We live in a democracy! You MUST listen to what the people want NOT BIG business!
195. Debbie McIntyre (zip code: 98007)
196. Bruce Williams (zip code: 98056)
197. Dominick Marini (zip code: 98006)
198. Don Miller (zip code: 98006)
The City of Bellevue is failing to fulfill their responsibilities as the Lead Agency on this EIS process.
Action by concerned and informed citizens has been repeatedly rejected in favor of the deceptive and
profit motivated actions of this foreign owned company. You can take steps now to avoid the
permanent burden on all Puget Sound rate payers but you have to accept that the work done by
citizens in our community is driven neither by profit nor deception. Do the job you are expected to do.
199. Hu Dong (zip code: 98006)
200. yan dong (zip code: 98006)
Eastside does not need to be energized for PSE's profit.
201. Donald Lionetti (zip code: 98005)
202. Don Marsh (zip code: 98006)
203. Donald Ray (zip code: 98005)
A 100 year old problem with the same 100 year old solution.
1. A fully independent and fair analysis still has not been accomplished. Most who works on this study
are still attached in someway to the conclusions.
2. Variable "time-of-day-rates" is too quickly dismissed when peak power, not total demand, is the
reason for this huge capital and old school solution. 3. We need a solution that is geared to a

managed approach. I would even pay more to get a future system in line with greater energy
management and not just charge me for an increase in capacity.
Can't we manage our peak power differently today? Please verify what century we live in.
204. Devon Shannon (zip code: 98033)
205. Cindy Ludwig (zip code: 98005)
I support CENSE and their findings 100%!! Without their dedication to reveal the facts, we would
have been blindsided by PSE's actions and skewed reports which, frankly, are feeling a lot like fraud.
Our Eastside communities deserve a safe environment now and in the future. Today's natural gas
explosion in Greenwood made me shudder to think that we could face an even worse tragedy with the
Olympic pipeline and the proposed power lines. Thank you CENSE!!
206. Jessie Xu (zip code: 98006)
207. Richard Rand (zip code: 98005)
This plan is wrong for all the reasons described.
208. Susanna Kanther-Raz (zip code: 98005 )
209. Christine Wilford (zip code: 98005)
210. tong wu (zip code: 98006)
Make it underground and don't impact our neighborhood
211. Daniel Wells (zip code: 98006)
Please don't distroy our neighborhood by increasing hight and strength of power lines
212. Donna Von Bargen, Ph.D. (zip code: 98059-9033)
This is a bad plan. Please stop it and make a better one.
213. David Versteeg (zip code: 98006)
I am against Energize Eastside.
214. Eva Downs (zip code: 98056)
Not only is this project dangerous, disruptive and damaging to neighborhoods and families, there is
no need to build these huge transmission poles.
215. Allison Flash (zip code: 98059)
216. Eric Burkholder (zip code: 98005)
I support this petition and question both the need and proposed solution.
217. Edward Chung (zip code: 98006)
I oppose the Puget Sound Energy project to install new transmission towers, and also reject the

veracity of the EIS study.
218. Edward Flash (zip code: 98059)
219. Beverly Edwards (zip code: 98006)
This EIS project is wrong.
220. Eldon Graham (zip code: 98005)
I am sending separately my comments concerning the Energize Eastside proposal.
221. Elif Arkan (zip code: 98007)
222. Elizabeth Minkin (zip code: 98006)
I am very concerned about the safety of placing new high voltage lines too close to aging petroleum
pipelines and the possible risks and damage to proximate residential properties.
223. Ellen Kurek (zip code: 98059)
Boo to Alternative 1A. Yay to Alternative 2 and DSM. Better safe than sorry; don't turn Newcastle into
another Greenlake! BOOM!
224. Qinghui Liu (zip code: 98006)
My family and I would love the keep the view of our community as it is, not with the huge power poles.
We don't want to live under those poles either.
225. Edward Huang (zip code: 98006)
We don't need new PSE transmission line!!!
226. Emilie Castle (zip code: 98006)
227. S Ekelmann (zip code: 98007)
228. Kenneth Vasilik (zip code: 98006)
229. Erica Johnson (zip code: 98006)
230. Eric Bidstrup (zip code: 98006)
231. Ericka Marini (zip code: 98006)
232. Erin Gregov (zip code: 98006)
I am against Energize Eastside as it is currently planned. I believe as it is currently set up, it will:
* degrade our city,
* harm the environment (thousands of trees will be destroyed),
* bulldoze dozens of homes in Newcastle,
* increase risk of catastrophic pipeline fires,

* raise our electricity rates for decades.
There are better solutions to the Eastside's energy future that will deliver better reliability for less cost.

233. Erin Kenway (zip code: 98005)
We recently moved to the Woodridge community because of the gorgeous views, great location,
strong community and quality of schools. These amenities are what bring up the value of our homes
and keeps our community strong. This project would have an extremely negative effect on home
values in a community that is consistently ranked among the top in the nation.
234. Wenchun Lo (zip code: 98006)
235. teresa allwardt (zip code: 98056)
this project would do nothing but harm to our city
236. Esther Moloney (zip code: 98006)
Destroying 8000 trees, putting our homes at risk, destroying this residential area, and even driving
some residents out of their homes as well as putting our residents, especially children at risk from
EMFs is deplorable and anyone with a conscience and with the authority should keep PSE's plan
from moving forward.
237. Elizabeth Sokratov (zip code: 98006)
238. Eveline Piersma (zip code: 98005)
Please put the will of the people of Bellevue ahead of the profits of an Australian investment
company!
239. Erika Popejoy (zip code: 98005)
240. Jamie Moy (zip code: 98006)
241. faye niiyama (zip code: 98006)
I don't believe the project is necessary. I heard about Lauckhart-Schiffman load study. I support
CENSE!
242. Dena Fantle (zip code: 98006)
Dear Council members, please represent myself and all the other the residents of our wonderful city
and ensure a thorough due diligence is done on PSE's Energize Eastside project, including a full
review of the concrete findings in the CENSE report proving the project is absolutely not necessary (&
possibly motivated by the greed of this privately held utility). In addition please implement a 6-12
month moratorium prior to moving forward with a phase 2 EIS for this unnecessary project. Thank you
243. Frank Bosone (zip code: 98006)
244. feifei zhang (zip code: 98006)

I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's power lines project.
245. Frank Herrgoss (zip code: 98006)
246. Gary Beerman (zip code: 98056)
This will run right through my yard, and right over the jet fuel pipeline. 3 people died from a previous
pipeline rupture. Also who is going to compensate us for our loss of home value, or potential loss of
home.
247. Lynn Kaner (zip code: 98006)
248. Phyllis Flood (zip code: 98006,)
249. Ying Zhao (zip code: 98006)
Oppose the PSE project
250. Frances Lee (zip code: 98006)
Another point in favor of curtailing this project is the squelched but scientifically fact of adverse health
consequences to houses near the voltage.
251. Steven Fricke (zip code: 98007)
252. Wray Featherstone (zip code: 98033)
I live THREE houses away from this
rather self serving project. Remember Bellingham and recently the California debacle. I didn't see
where a single PSE executive lost a home or a life. Who or what entity would gain most from this
project?
253. Gloria Thompson (zip code: 98006)
Stop PSE from over charging for lines not needed - as demonstrated by CENSE's load flow study.
254. Guanghai Zhang (zip code: 98006)
255. Gang Zhai (zip code: 98006)
We think the high voltage power line should not be close to schools and residential community
because
1. it's dangerous for kids
2.the high voltage power tower and power lines cause health issues.
3. the high voltage power tower and line will hurt the real estate value.
thanks
256. Gabriele Neighbors (zip code: 98004-8610)
257. Amy George (zip code: 98056)

258. George Joy (zip code: 98033)
I think Cense has done a pretty thorough analysis of the requirements behind the PSE "Energize
Eastside" project. I support their analysis. I separately want to state that as a home-owner
immediately adjacent to the power line the livability and resale value of our home is going to be
affected by the number and diameter of the cables and the poles. I request that neighborhood
considerations be taken into account and the visual impact of the proposed lines be limited to what is
already present.
259. Dee Mulford (zip code: 12302)
260. Georgia Steenis (zip code: 98056)
PSE energize eastside project is unsafe for those of us who live next to the pipeline.
261. Virginia Gannon (zip code: 98059)
262. Gerald Kvinge (zip code: 98006)
263. Gazelle Lacenski (zip code: 98006)
264. Glenna White (zip code: 98056)
265. Glenn Gregory (zip code: 98006)
266. Stephen Lee (zip code: 98006)
Against power line in Somerset neighborhood
267. Peter Wong (zip code: 98005)
268. Margaret Niendorff (zip code: 98004)
Please review PSE's assumptions - they appear overblown and unnecessary. And "Energize
Eastside" harms our City in a Park.
269. Margot Smith (zip code: 98006)
PSE's Energize Eastside proposal and in particular, its preferred 1A alternative are deeply flawed on
many counts. I am among many Bellevue residents opposing Alternative 1A and urging that the
Integrated Resources Approach (Alternative 2) be given comprehensive consideration. The EIS under
consideration does not include reliable and complete information by independent experts qualified in
these technologies.
270. Kathleen McGinnis (zip code: 98006)
271. Melvin Levine (zip code: 98005)
I am against new large transmission lines going through the area where I live
272. Grace Li (zip code: 98006)

273. Grant Keeney (zip code: 98006)
274. Julie Chen (zip code: 98006)
We don't want this project in our neighborhood for many reasons, which are probably already
addressed by many residents.
I just wanted to say this project is going backward from the trend--- while other countries and cities
are going underground, PSE is doing the opposite.
275. Patricia and Bruce Brown (zip code: 98006)
276. Gregg Smith (zip code: 98006)
277. Gregory Shank (zip code: 98006)
Alternative 2A is the way to go.
278. Gretchan Lindsey (zip code: 98006)
As a rate payer and citizen, I expect your data, scenarios and options to be up- to- date using
current data and methods, accurate and not misleading.
279. Gretchen Wingard (zip code: 98005)
280. Roy Grinnell (zip code: 98006)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Roy Grinnell, P.E.
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario with improper and flawed
assumptions that would cause regional blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow
Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. Pipeline corrosion along this line is already a problem. This risk is not adequately
addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.

The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
281. Gary Kretzschmsr (zip code: 98005)
282. Grace Drone (zip code: 98006)
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
283. Gary Trus (zip code: 98056-2005)
284. haili sun (zip code: 98006)
285. Haraldur Haraldsson (zip code: 98056)
286. Hanna Gil (zip code: 98052)
287. Hannah Ge (zip code: 98006)
I'm very concerned about this project. My suggestions: first, let's evaluate if this project is indeed
needed and have no alternative solutions e.g. green energy or other lower energy consumption

approach for households or commercial estates in Bellevue, second, let's find out if the project can go
through a less invasive route than have to cut through residential areas including schools and busy
shopping areas.
288. Norm Hansen (zip code: 98005)
Phase 1 EIS needs a final report since the line may not be needed. See new load flow studies by
CENSE. Phase 2 would be a waste to rate payers if not needed.
289. Harvey Ries (zip code: 98005)
Not in the best interest of the community, with expensive and potentially dangerous results ( pipeline
explosion, erosion of property value ) with no need or value to Bellevue or other affected
communities. I agree totally with the letter to Ms. Bedwell.
Harvey Ries
290. Peggy Hausmann (zip code: 98005)
against this!!
291. heidi benz-merritt (zip code: 98005)
Thank you CENSE for being a voice of reason. There is no basis for adding another line of power
lines to serve ratepayers.
292. Helen Si (zip code: 98006)
293. Helen Tian (zip code: 98006)
294. Li Han (zip code: 98006)
295. David Herman (zip code: 98056)
296. Barbara Bromwell (zip code: 98005)
NO on Energize Eastside
297. Kenneth Jones (zip code: 98056)
298. Harlan Kammin (zip code: 98056)
299. Joe Bush (zip code: 98056)
300. Angela Allison (zip code: 98006)
301. Richard Howell (zip code: 98056)
PSE needs to listen to us. This project is not needed nor welcome. This is simply a corporate profit
grab at the expense of the rate payers and eastside residents.
302. Cheryl Huang (zip code: 98006)

Endanger to health, Voltage too high . Electric noisy too loud,
Bad & ugly electric tower. loss Property value , loss beautiful view.
303. Jingyuan Huang (zip code: 98006)
304. Stanley Huang (zip code: Wa 98006)
Degrade the neighborhood, ugly view, degrade the environment, no justification,
Big corporation arrogant, noisy during raining day,
Lose property value,
Health hazard due to high electric magnetic field.
Will vote against the city manager.
305. Huatong Sun (zip code: 98006)
306. Hui Lu (zip code: 98006)
Against Energize Eastside project!
307. Huiying Ye (zip code: 98006)
308. Hui-yu Yang (zip code: 98005)
309. Dana Tillson (zip code: 98005)
No need for new transmission lines
310. Chuanzhong Nie (zip code: 98006)
311. Larry Rosenthal (zip code: 98005)
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
312. Kevin Iden (zip code: 98056)
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside”!!!
313. Irene Kearns (zip code: 98005)
314. ilona larson (zip code: 98005)
315. Sonia Tanielian (zip code: 98006)
316. LU ZHANG (zip code: 98006)
317. Test Cense (zip code: 98006)
A little comment

318. Jennifer Pinkowski (zip code: 98006)
319. Julie Huang (zip code: 98005)
320. jack crowley (zip code: 98006)
put it underground!!!
321. Jack Hirsch (zip code: 98005)
This is an unnecessary big company profit project
322. Jacqueline Becker (zip code: 98006)
323. Jacob Holcomb (zip code: 98006)
324. james cowan (zip code: 98056)
Correct them!!!
325. jamie kim (zip code: 98005)
I am very opposed to this project because it appears independent evidence contradicts the need for
this project.
326. Geri Martinsen (zip code: 98006)
We live close to the school with the pipeline. Do not want increased electricity line nearby. Oh, and
then there is the size of the power poles!! Should any horrific accident take place because of their
close proximity, tell me who and where anyone wants to be should an accident be reality.
327. Jing chang (zip code: 98052)
328. Barbara Bobbitt (zip code: 98007)
329. Jane Kim (zip code: 98006)
NO HIGH POLE AND WIRE TOWERS in our neighborhood. There is eminent danger of hitting the
gas pipeline. Higher transmission wires and poles create sound and health dangers to people as
well.
330. Janet Kusakabe (zip code: 98007)
I oppose the high-voltage transmission lines.
331. Jan Rea (zip code: 98007)
332. Jay Bruce (zip code: 98005)
I support the CENSE position.
333. Jayme Barry (zip code: 98006)

334. Joanne Bromwell (zip code: 98005)
NO on Energize Eastside
335. JC McCabe (zip code: 98006)
336. Barbara JEAN Field (zip code: 98005)
337. Judy Mock (zip code: 98006)
Thank you for your time and concern with this important issue.
338. Jeff Allen (zip code: 98033)
As a home owner I do not support the power line enhancement project, it's unnecessary as proposed
and will negatively impact our community and property values.
339. Jeffrey Byers (zip code: 98006)
340. Jennifer Xu (zip code: 98006)
No PSEG high voltage power line
341. Jennifer Wilson (zip code: 98006)
342. Jennifer Palmer (zip code: 98006)
Stop your plans PSE, and listen to your customers!
343. Jerron Marshall (zip code: 98006)
344. Gerald Lorch (zip code: 98006)
I have reviewed the data from PSE as well as from Lauckhart and Schiffman. The PSE Energize
Eastside proposal appears unnecessary and should be stopped. I now completely support the
CENSE approach.
345. Jessie Chow (zip code: 98034)
We need to find a better solution for the future of our children and the environment, not for the short
term Corp profits.
346. Jeff Felix (zip code: 98005)
Based on all of the analysis that I've seen, we don't need this project.
347. Jian Chen (zip code: 98006)
348. Helen Liang (zip code: 98006)
349. Jill Lakin (zip code: 98006)
No high wires needed in our rail corridor. We are being scammed.

350. Beatrice Butler (zip code: 98006)
I dearly hope that this proposal
is cancelled. It is not needed.
351. NAN ZHU (zip code: 98006)
STOP PSE PROFITIBG AT LOCAL'S COST
352. Jim Peterson (zip code: 98006)
353. JD Yu (zip code: 98006)
I fully support CENSE.
354. John Kotalik (zip code: 98034)
No PSE pipeline in our backyard!!!
355. Jennifer King (zip code: 98006)
356. John Laughlin (zip code: 98006)
I'm concerned about safety with respect to the pipeline and neighborhood character.
357. Linda Galluzzo (zip code: 98056)
358. Julie Lionetti (zip code: 98005)
359. Jamtell Mantell (zip code: 98007)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: James Mantell

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed

plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
360. John Hancock (zip code: 98006)
361. Joan Hatfield (zip code: 98056)
I am a 20 year resident of Olympus in Newcastle. The financial impact of this project due to loss of
house value will be devastating to me as I near retirement and the dangerous risk for explosion of the
pipeline frightens me greatly. This proposed project has caused much anxiety and distress for me at a
time in my life when I should be able to relax and enjoy my community and home.
362. Joan Nolan (zip code: 98006)
363. Jodi Gable (zip code: 98006)
364. jodis zhu (zip code: 98006)
this is not good for our living environment
365. Joe pham (zip code: 98006)
I too am very concerned how Energize Eastside will effect the Eastside neighborhoods.
366. Joe Tassia (zip code: 98056)
A foreign company wants to destroy homes/property values of hundreds and hundreds of families
who want to live out their days in their homes, further putting at risk additional lives due to aging
gaslines, for needless infrastrucutre .... when will local leaders finally put health/families before
profit/big business??
367. Joe DeGennaro (zip code: 98056)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Joe & Cathy DeGennaro
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham

residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
368. John Davis (zip code: 98006)
369. John Ford (zip code: 98006)
370. John Merrill (zip code: 98006)
371. Jolene Marshall (zip code: 98006)
372. Robert Jones (zip code: 98056)
Why are we wasting time on Puget Sound Energy's proposal when it is not needed, not safe, a blight
on the communities involved, and its only purpose is to make money for their investors?
373. Jon Fleming (zip code: 98006)
374. Jonathan Kurz (zip code: 98006)
Let's use data we can trust.
375. norene scott (zip code: 98005-1860)
We do not need these new high power lines & do not want them
376. Joshua Holcomb (zip code: 98006)
377. Jane Lee (zip code: 98006)
378. Mike Florian (zip code: 98056)
Future needs data is seriously flawed and needs an credible and independant re-review by someone
that is acceptable to both sides. Until this happens we are still at square one.
379. joy paltiel (zip code: 98006)
I am signing this petition instead of writing my own letter simply because I share the concern of others

and don't need to rewrite the message in any other way in order for you to get it. There are so many
reasons to stop this disaster from happening. I trust you will recognize that this because the
transmission lines need to be stop... for all the right reasons. Thank you for your attention.
380. Joy Phelps (zip code: 98006)
This unnecessary project exposes the greed of PSE, which puts the 9.8% ROI it will gain ahead of
public safety.
381. john Bader (zip code: 98006)
382. John Plut (zip code: 98006)
383. Janis Medley (zip code: 98006)
Let's use 21st century technologies to provide energy for the Eastside. PSE's Energize Eastside
creates a vulnerable huge transmission line. Potential damage to the Olympic Pipeline, which shares
the same right of way with the transmission line construction, exposes many neighborhoods and
schools to unnecessary risk. Our communities can do better than this.
384. Jeff Rea (zip code: 98007)
385. Yanping Liu (zip code: 98006)
386. Judy Reavell (zip code: 98005)
387. Janet Berg (zip code: 98006)
388. Jeff Shaffer (zip code: 98006)
389. Judy Sinclaire (zip code: 98034)
No PSE pipeline in our backyard!!!
390. JoAnne Strom (zip code: 98006)
Stop PSE from cutting down trees and building huge towers running through our neighborhoods. They
are not looking out for the best interest of the citizenry. They are only looking out for themselves.
391. Angela Juan (zip code: 98006)
I live right by the side of the trail along with the tall power line and Olympic Patroleum pipline in
Newport Hills Bellevue. It is scary enough already for us to live by those thing every day.
We definitely don't want Pugent Sound Energy to build even more taller, bigger, and stronger power
line by our house. These tall power lines will threaten our lives in the future if there's something
wrong with it and it will cause the explosion with the petroleum pipline and burn us into ashes in one
second!
If there's an seismetic gigantic earthquake which is expecting, happen in the future in our or our
children lifetime, these tall power lines will cause even more damage such as fire and burn down all

the houses and all the people when they fall from the earthquake because they are so Huge! We
don't need More Tragedy on top of the catastrophe! We PREVENT it!!!
We got way enough radiation already everyday live by these tall power lines, we Don't want those
huge tall power lines to NUKE us even more everyday in our life. We want to live healthy and Not to
get life threatening Cancer from those Huge power lines in our life.
We work hard in our life and finally we could afford to buy the house we live in now with 30 years of
mortgage. We Can't afford to lose our house value dropped by 20% or more because of those Huge
power lines!
Eastside is a very nice neighborhood here and we Don't want PSE to build those Huge Gigantic
power line to destroy and to threaten our lives, our health, our peace of mind, our property, and the
beauty of the nature where we live! So NO Giant Power Lines in Eastside!!! Seriously!!! Please and
Thank You!
392. Judith Mercer (zip code: 98006)
Please reject the PSE's Energize Eastside. It is unnecessary, expensive and dangerous.
393. Julia Chan (zip code: 98006)
No new energize project at somerset
394. Julie High (zip code: 98006)
395. Jim Nelson (zip code: 98006)
Among many of the Great Things that make Bellevue a Great Place to live is the Green Spaces,
Parks and the View from the Somerset and Lakemont Neighborhoods. From what I can gather, it
appears that the Plans for PSE have the potential to significantly alter some of these aspects of living
in Bellevue. ALSO, it has become apparent that there may also be "room for improvement" in
endeavors such as Energy Saving and better local energy generating ability as more of the
community is beginning to invest in Solar and other Alternative Energy Sources. It is for these
reasons , as well as others, that I am in opposition to the Plans to Place New High Voltage
Transmission Lines in the Proposed Neighborhoods between Lake Hills- Somerset and Eastgate.
Thanks.
Jim Nelson
396. Ellen Lamb (zip code: 98006)
I am concerned about the cost and feasibility of this plan. We need to consider other alternatives.
397. kenn gennari (zip code: 98006)
398. Kalai Socha-Leialoha (zip code: 98005)
We live in Bridle Trails. I agree with CENSE that what PSE wants to do is unnecessary on many
levels. I would not like to see their current plan go through if at all possible.
~ thank you,
Kalai Socha-Leialoha
399. Tamra Kammin (zip code: 98056)

This is an unnecessary project which will have a devastating effect on our community. It will endanger
residents, decrease property values, and provide absolutely no benefit to any Washington residents.
400. robert kapela (zip code: 98005)
1. The owners of the transmissions lines are non- national and if TPP is made law..will have the
dispute resolution provisions on their side to insure the new lines go through.
2. we have two sets north-south . the eastern one for which the current action pertains runs through
multiple private properties in the Redmond/Bellevue region. The western north / south line runs
primarily through a 500 state park. This is the one to enhance, not the one that runs primarily through
private residential home sites.
401. Anis and Julie Karam (zip code: 98005)
This project will not benefit anyone energy or health wise.
402. Karen Xu (zip code: 98006)
Building high voltage power line at residential area and schools are huge potential hazard to local
community.
403. Karen Lorch (zip code: 98006)
I have reviewed the studies and do not believe Energize Eastside is necessary. I support CENSE.
404. karla kasick (zip code: 98056)
405. An anonymous signer (zip code: 98005)
As a homeowner I am Opposed the the proposed towers in Woodbridge; look beyond these
residential neighborhoods!
406. kate burch (zip code: 98006)
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.

Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
407. Katherine ma (zip code: 98006)
408. Kathleen Sherman (zip code: 98006)
409. Kathy Judkins (zip code: 98006)
Alternative 1A could cause my over a million dollar home to be demolished due to the 50 foot
clearance required from the pipeline. Also during construction I would have no access to my garage
or street on the easement. I will fight this plan until I die.
410. Kathleen Millen (zip code: 98059)
411. Kathy Woodman (zip code: 98005)
412. katie moran (zip code: 98005)
413. Kausik Kayal (zip code: 98056)
414. kay owen (zip code: 98006)
415. Kevin Barry (zip code: 98006)
I wish to preserve my home value and view as well as my families health by not having this power line
erected and heightened.
416. Keith Collins (zip code: 98005)
The whole process was flawed from the start. City hall seems to be in the pocket of PSE. Stop this
nonsense now!
417. Kim Smallwood (zip code: 98006)
418. Keith Woodcox (zip code: 98006)
419. Grace Zhang (zip code: 98006)
420. Hilja Kelley (zip code: 98056)
I do not favor higher voltage lines, no matter how it is planned. We need to use other ways to
generate and use energy.
421. Kelli Arbey (zip code: 98005)

422. Kelly Sather (zip code: 98006)
423. Kelvin Yiu (zip code: 98006)
424. Kenneth YAMAMOTO (zip code: 98006)
The upgraded evidence convinces me that we do not need this extensive upgrade that PSE
proposed. If we can wait for the battery backups in in 10 to 20 years a less expensive and simpler
solution will be the way to go.
425. Kenny Dudunakis (zip code: 98005)
426. Kristin Quam (zip code: 98006)
I support the no action alternative because it gives the community time to increase conservation
efforts and to harness technological advancements. If alternative one is approved there will be no
going back. Please do what is best for our neighborhoods and community. PSE can find another way
to satisfy their foreign investors.
427. Kerri Sheldon (zip code: 98006)
The transmission line alternatives must be explored. A transmission line would only: * degrade our
city,
* harm the environment (thousands of trees will be destroyed), ,
* increase risk of catastrophic pipeline fires,
* raise our electricity rates for decades.
428. Kerry Schwartz (zip code: 98033)
Not through Kirkland. Lines need to be buried.
429. Kerste Helms (zip code: 98006)
It is so important to be sure that we have an accurate, independent assessment of the true power
needs and solutions for 21st century living.
430. Karen Esayian (zip code: 98006)
431. Karen Graylin (zip code: 98006)
432. Kristi Weir (zip code: 98006)
DEIS should be about protecting the environment. The best thing for the environment would be NOT
to build Energize Eastside as it is to needed. We can meet our energy needs by renewable resources
as well as conservation through building design. It would be hard to replace the carbon sequestration
that 8000 tree provide and which Energize Eastside would cut down.
433. Steven Shimamoto (zip code: 98006)
NO POWER LINES!!
434. Kim Long (zip code: 98005)
PSE should not be able to get out of paying for damage to property when their lines fall down and

claiming"act of god"
435. Shioon Kim (zip code: 98006)
Before PSE processes the high voltage project, they needs to prove it is safe or not for electric
magnetic field.
It looks like for them for their business grow but not for our residents.
436. Kim-Hoang Tran (zip code: 98056)
437. Kristina Leonard (zip code: 98033)
438. Eri Koizumi (zip code: 98056)
After all, please think about what if your house is in this zone.
439. Cindy Lee (zip code: 98056)
440. Kathleen Quam (zip code: 98006)
I support a no-action alternative. With the 15 year anniversary of the Nisqually earthquake, I am
reminded of the unique safety concerns our region faces. The proposed transmission lines are too
close to the aging Olympic pipeline.
441. Kristina Dudunakis (zip code: 98005)
442. Krishna Nareddy (zip code: 98006)
Please do not abuse the existing easement to install a high powered power transmission line whose
main purpose is to sell power to Canada.
Our neighborhoods will pay the price and that's not fair!
443. Kristen McSherry (zip code: 98005)
444. Karen Sillivan (zip code: 98006)
445. Kevin Steenis (zip code: 98056)
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.

Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
446. Linda P Taylor (zip code: 98056)
447. Kyle Hauge (zip code: 98056)
448. Kyle Anderson (zip code: 98006)
449. Jean Hyde (zip code: 98006)
Please do not allow new power lines to be installed
450. Mary Kenny (zip code: 98006)
Please consider the beauty of Somerset when planning utilities - many have invested life savings in
their property in this area.
451. Charles Lorme (zip code: 98006)
Trashing property values, potentially causing a pipeline explosion, forcibly moving neighbors.. All to
make an Australian companys stock tick up 1/4 of a point?!?? Seems like an awful idea!!
452. Lynda Ardern (zip code: 98005)
453. Larry Johnson (zip code: 98056)
454. Larry Tidwell (zip code: 98033)
455. Laura Brodniak (zip code: 98034)
456. Laura Hoff (zip code: 98006)
457. Laurel Rand (zip code: 98005)
We are very opposed to PSE's Energize Eastside plan which is unjustified and dangerous.
458. Laurie Tish (zip code: 98005)

Alternative IA is not appropriate for our city and our neighborhoods. PSE's justification is not
reasonable and we need to slow this process down and use a methodical, rational approach.
459. Laura Liutkiene (zip code: 98006)
460. yueqin wang (zip code: 98006)
Protect our beautiful home. Please give up or change new high voltage power line design in
Somerset. Thanks.
461. Laura Boylan (zip code: 98008)
462. Lindsey Brisimitzis (zip code: 98033)
463. Leah Willert (zip code: 98027)
464. Abel Carp (zip code: 98006)
465. Leslie Milstein (zip code: 98006)
466. Laurie Hauge (zip code: 98056)
467. Yumin Li (zip code: 98007)
468. Anita Li (zip code: 98006)
469. Jeanette Liao (zip code: 98006)
470. Lia Unrau (zip code: 98008)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Lia Unrau
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have

suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
471. Steve wu (zip code: 98006)
support CENSE, keep our community safe for kids.
472. Lisa Heilbron (zip code: 98005)
Please don't approve Energize Eastside.
473. Lillian Baillie (zip code: 98006)
474. Linda Anderson (zip code: 98005)
475. Linda Bergam (zip code: 98056)
The proposed plans for Energize Eastside are flat out wrong and must be stopped. Your corporate
arrogance and refusal to accept public outrage is deplorable. No private company, including yours,
should be allowed to come into our neighborhood and destroy it. Your studies are slanted, your
reasoning is flawed. Stop this.
476. Linda Woo (zip code: 98006)
477. Lindsey Kaner (zip code: 98055)
478. Linda Bruce (zip code: 98005)
479. Linda Beckman (zip code: 98006)
This project is wrong. Please stop it from happening. There are far better alternatives. Thank you
480. liping ke (zip code: 98006)
Make it less impact to our neighborhood make it environmental friendly
481. Lisa Wolff (zip code: 98005)
Alternative 1A should not be selected. This is too harmful for our neighborhoods.
482. Lisa Yalcin (zip code: 98034)
483. Lisa Merrill (zip code: 98006)

484. Lisa Howard (zip code: 98006)
485. Dapeng Liu (zip code: 98006)
Support!
486. Livia Yamamoto (zip code: 98006)
I am against this any plan to build this powerline until PSE REVIEWS all of the new options available
with CENSE .
Why did PSE ignore all of the many new technology available and choose the most expensive and
obsolete technology for Bellevue? Why did Bellevue city not reject this plan when PSE initialy
proposed this?

487. Lori Elworth (zip code: 98056)
Pause this EIS here and get the truth. Determine energy need that is unbiased. The city of Bellevue,
as the lead agency, should determine need. You have the responsibility to control this process with
regard to safety and cost. Use your independent technical experts and legal council and pause the
DEIS. PSE is not providing answers to questions asked by CENSE. I am a member of CENSE.
488. LT Tong (zip code: 98006)
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.

489. Lori Wheatley (zip code: 98006)
490. Luxi Ji (zip code: 98006)
491. Laura Polt (zip code: 98005)
I am against overhead transmission lines running through our city. With today's technology, there must
be a better alternative!
492. Lorraine Meyer (zip code: 98005)
I do not feel that this project is in the best interests for the Eastside and the residents. The logistics of
installing these mammoth poles in our area is certainly unreasonable due to access to the proposed
area.
493. Lisa Schilling (zip code: 98006)
494. Luanne Lemmer (zip code: 98005)
495. Lucy Regan (zip code: 98006)
I am against locating the proposed power lines in close proximity to aging petroleum pipelines, next to
Tyee middle school to put potential safety risk to our neighborhood and students.
496. Matthew Luhr (zip code: 98058)
Enough is enough.
497. Diane Guest (zip code: 98006)
498. Lori White (zip code: 98005-1353)
499. Laurie Wick (zip code: 98005)
Stop this project!
500. Michelle Liu (zip code: 98006)
Negative impact to the environment, safety issues for the community.
501. Lily Yin (zip code: 98006)
EIS program will definitely damage all scenic view from eastside. We love this land because it is
becautiful. We enjoyed the land and against any program would destroy the view.
502. Lynn Ang (zip code: 98006)
There is no need for a 18 foot overhead transmission line. Any new lines should be underground. It's
ugly, outdated and dangerous to have such a thing in a neighborhood. It's also expensive and destroy
the beauty of our neighbour.
503. Lynne Prevette (zip code: 98056)
* Bulldoze dozens of homes in Newcastle.

* Increase risk of catastrophic pipeline fires.
504. Linda Young (zip code: 98056)
I am a homeowner in Olympus, Newcastle. My home and my neighbors could have our homes
smashed to nothing for PSE's unnecessary project. The almighty dollar is not everything. I have a
neighbor with MS and her husband with ALS - they are going to have to move to assisted living. Your
plans hold them "hostage" as how do they sell and get the full market price so they have the money
for their ongoing huge medical and living expenses? How would you like the bulldozer aiming for your
home that contains your memories? - for me the memories of my late husband of 52 years of
marriage. About time you people "got the message" and listened to CENSE and the countless bright
people (eg. MIT engineer) who spoke at the Bellevue Meeting. Remember the three little boys who
burnt to death in Bellingham - their parents would do anything to have them back in their families. By
now they would be through university, married and have children of their own - all denied due to
greed.
You cannot say 100% that an accident will not happen.
505. Katherine Ma (zip code: 98006)
We bought our house last summer. One big reason to love our house is the views we own. As
Bellevue residents, we deserve our rights from City of Bellevue to protect our views yet PSE's highvoltage will, if permitted to build, ruin our views. We, the Bellevue Residents, urge our government, to
deny PSE's Energize Eastside plan from impact of our views. Shall you have any questions, please
contact me at 734-474-8578.
Thank you.
506. Madeline Hamilton (zip code: 98005)
507. Madalyn Rustagi (zip code: 98006)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Madalyn Rustagi

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.

The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
508. maggie peloquin (zip code: 98056)
509. mingmei xu (zip code: 98006)
pse is crazy for money. They think of none for local residence.
510. Lisa Beelin (zip code: 98005)
511. Mai-Tram Huynh (zip code: 98006)
512. kim smerekanych (zip code: 98006)
513. Mark Hendrickson (zip code: 98006)
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
514. Margaret & Shing-Hing Chung (zip code: 98006)
515. Marci Hennes (zip code: 98006)
516. Marcia Reass (zip code: 98005)
The scope of this plan through PSE preferred route far exceeds the needs of this community which
will be paying the bill.
517. Marcia LeVeque (zip code: 98006)
Please be progressive in planning to keep Bellevue a safe place for all our neighborhoods without
high voltage poles near an oil pipeline. It's important to consider different alternatives that other states
are already using to help provide the power we need for our beautiful city.
518. Maria Orlow (zip code: 98005)
The gas explosion in Seattle yesterday should give Bellevue a hint of the dangers we face in allowing
PSE to install high tension transmission lines by gas and aviation fuel pipelines. Don't do this to us!!!
519. Marjorie Reger (zip code: 98006)
520. Marlena Baker (zip code: 98056)

521. Marlo Straub (zip code: 98006)
522. Martha Spieker (zip code: 98005)
523. Marty Arnot (zip code: 98006)
Let's not destroy our neighborhoods with unneeded power poles. There are better solutions for the
Eastside
524. Mary Dahl (zip code: 98006)
525. Mary jo Huelsemann (zip code: 98006)
526. Mary Lee (zip code: 98056)
Please stop this blight from moving forward and impacting our wonderful neighborhoods.
527. Matthew Dixon (zip code: 98006)
We would hate to see huge power line poles being installed on the back of our property.
528. denise woodley (zip code: 98006)
The railway corridor is currently home to a protected eagle nest with a mated pair who produced two
offspring in 2015. The trees cannot be cut and the power lines can't be placed in this protected area.
529. Marilyn Mayers (zip code: 98008)
The current Energize plan is essentially a scam. We don't need it; we don't want it. It's time for us to
take the company back and make it a public utility company operated in our name. Shame on Puget
Sound Energy for proposing Energize Eastside!
530. Megan Bettilyon (zip code: 98005)
531. Richard McNeill (zip code: 98006)
I am concerned by PSE's lack of respect for the public. It releases glossy versions of its business plan
and leaves us to figure out what's true. I rely on you to protect the Eastside from profit-motivated
companies.
532. Laurent Mechain (zip code: 98006)
533. Andy Mednikoff (zip code: 98056)
534. Mei Qi (zip code: 98006)
535. Melina Cox (zip code: 98006)
536. Melinda Carbon (zip code: 98008)

537. Melinda Hirsch (zip code: 98005)
Time to stop this senseless project. The energy expansion is not necessary.
The study is not in the least scientific and needs to be fixed.
538. Marie Emerson (zip code: 98052)
It's time to reexamine the PSE's claim of immediate need for this greatly expanded proposed line
which will directly affect a large number of local residents' views, health and real estate values with no
direct benefit. Let's refocus on conservation and other cheaper, easier and locally controlled methods
of meeting demand.
539. Amy Correa (zip code: 98034)
540. Meredith Selfon (zip code: 98034)
541. Michael Evered (zip code: 98006)
This project is not needed, would endanger pubic safety and would be a visual blight on our City
542. Linda Meyer (zip code: 98005)
I do not feel it is necessary for large high wire lines. If energy is needed their is other options. Do not
believe energy is needed for this area.
543. Meng Wang (zip code: 98006)
544. Mark Grossbard (zip code: 98005)
545. Miao Miao (zip code: 98006)
546. Yanjie Lu (zip code: 98056)
547. Michael Kenway (zip code: 98005)
548. Michal Silverman (zip code: 98033)
549. Michal Tidwell (zip code: 98033)
550. Michele Scanlan (zip code: 98005)
551. Tomiko Teramoto (zip code: 98056)
We decided to die at our exiting home instead that we are going back to our original country. If we
have to sell this house, how can we find a house equivalent to our house in Olympus? We will not be
able to get mortgage for a new house because of our ages if we have to move out.
Do not destroy our retirement life.
552. Michael Moricz (zip code: 98006)
Dear Ms. Bedwell,

I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
553. Mike Abel (zip code: 98006)
554. Mike Young (zip code: 98006)
I strongly support Alt 2 (or even taking no action at the moment). I strongly oppose Alt 1 & Alt 3. Alts
1 & 3 exact unnecessarily high costs (physical and financial) on our community, our environment, our
neighborhoods, our neighbors (and their homes), and our safety -- both short-term and long-term.
They would impose burdens that would persist for generations, that cannot be undone, and that are
not necessary.
555. Michael Zwilling (zip code: 98007)
556. Michele Miller (zip code: 98005)
Enough is enough I already have the four lines of power and two pipelines. The people that maintain
these utilities forget the properties belong to the home owners and not them. All this happens on less
then an acre of land. My family has owned this property since 1971. This is all about PSE selling
more power outside this area and making money not protecting us for the future.
557. Mina Peterson (zip code: 98005)
As a full time real estate professional for 30 years, I can say unequivocally putting any visible towers
in this or any neighborhood will dramatically devalue homes considerably throughout the
neighborhoods and have a continued impact indefinitely.
The impact will be felt immediately and even the possibility of this project proceeding will and is

something that buyers who might be considering a move to the area are asking about and rethinking
the locations they are considering.
Whether or not the energy companies care or consider our home values, Buyers and Homeowners do
care.
I know many many buyers and property owners believe, living near these towers can cause cancers
and have other potential harmful health effects. This belief is particularly evident with the wave of
many cultures new to the area. It is definitely seen as bad luck and bad energy.
Just having the power towers that currently run through these areas or any other, I can attest to the
fact that 80% or more of the potential buyers to a particular home in close proximity to these current
towers will NOT purchase a home due to health concerns alone, real or not real.
The values of homes with views will drop as well just having the eye sore of possible huge towers, not
just possible health concerns.
RUN THE CABLE UNDERGROUND AND IN CABLES ON THE FLOOR OF LAKES! NOT
THROUGH OUR NEIGHBORHOODS.
558. Melinda Miller (zip code: 98005)
PSE knows they have better solutions to Eastside's Energy future than the ones they are proposing. If
they are allowed to go through with their current plans it will be a huge blight to our community.
559. Mira Lane (zip code: 98005)
560. Merrisa Claridge (zip code: 98005)
561. Michael Derr (zip code: 98004)
562. Melody KirkWagner (zip code: 98005)
563. Michael Locke (zip code: 98056)
564. Mary Lynne Poole (zip code: 98005)
Puget Sound is pushing ugly, unnecessary and dangerous high tension wires throughout the East
side. Please rule against Puget Sound.
565. Mick Tish (zip code: 98005)
566. Min Chen (zip code: 98006)
567. Margaret Makar (zip code: 98005)
I am against what PSE is proposing and for what cense is doing

568. Michelle Molan (zip code: 98006)
569. Margaret Moore (zip code: 98006)
PSE cannot be allowed to move forward with this project as planned. There is ample evidence that it
is poorly conceived for many of the wrong reasons. Help us now!
570. An anonymous signer (zip code: 98006)
571. Money Wan (zip code: Wa98056)
Do not agree with PSE plan .
572. Mary Schneider (zip code: 98006)
After considering the facts, I am very sure that alternatives to all the big poles is NOT a good idea for
our community.
573. Margaret Bumgarner (zip code: 98006)
574. Mindy Suurs (zip code: 98006)
575. Robert Johnson (zip code: 98006)
PSE needs to further study their proposed transmission lines as their proposal i seriously flawed.
576. Maxine Voetberg (zip code: 98006)
PLEASE DO NOT LET THIS HAPPEN TO OUR NEIGHBORHOOD!
577. Michelle Wannamaker (zip code: 98006)
578. Michael Creel (zip code: 98056)
Having worked for eight years in Iraq and Afghanistan to keep and maintain my property in Newcastle
and a rental in Somerset through the market crash of 2008 and ensuing recession, I'm told the power
company will either take my homes, or greatly devalue them. I've spent a fortune remodeling them,
and it may have been a massive waste of time, effort, and money. This isn't right.
579. Dr. Mel Wilenzick (zip code: 98006)
Please don't allow this PSE construction continue.
580. Mike Wong (zip code: 98056)
Get PSE out of our "backyard" and the farther the better. If we had any choice, we wouldn't be doing
business with them. While our house was being rebuilt, this company bilked us with several bogus
charges. All we have to do is show the ridiculous multiple accounts (5) they set up, making it a
nightmare for us to keep up with. If they'll stoop to this to get a few dollars from one customer, I can't
imagine what they'd do to get a few million from Eastside. Shameless!
581. Michelle wang (zip code: 98006)

582. Scott Lee (zip code: 98006)
We do not want higher high-voltage transmission lines. It would severely block our views and we are
concerned with the safety of our small children with such transmission lines generating more
electromagnetic fields.
583. Mei yan (zip code: 98006)
584. Natalie Duryea (zip code: 98005)
Save our City!!!!
585. Keqin Gong (zip code: 98006)
586. Nancy Bennett (zip code: 98005)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Nancy Bennett
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
587. Nathan Hoff (zip code: 98006)
588. Thomas Neighbors (zip code: 98004-8610)
589. Lois and Neil Buhman (zip code: 98056)
We are against the proposed changes.

590. Marlene Nelson (zip code: 98006)
591. Hao Wang (zip code: 98006)
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
We are very concerned about PSE's proposal to build 130 ft tall power lines that potentially go
through several Bellevue residential neighborhoods. The concept to build high voltage transmission
lines in the middle of residential homes is extremely irresponsible. It will creat significant risks to the
people who live in the adjacent areas. Our city is located in a seismic active zone. And those
transmission lines are too close to the petroleum pipelines and residential homes.
As a public official, you are in the position can change this project into right direction. We ask you to
listen to the voices of local residents. Please don't let the big cooperation dictate the future of our
beautiful city.
Thank you very much!
Sincerely yours,
Hao Wang
Yingli Xu
Emily Wang
592. Michael Nimmons (zip code: 98006)
As a retired environmental engineer, I fail to see that the benefits of Alternative 1A over Alternative 2
for the COMMON GOOD of our impacted communities and the Eastside Region in general. I judge
Alternative 1A promotes principally the economic benefit of Puget Sound Energy over the welfare,
safety and environmental quality of the Eastside population that Puget Sound Energy is supposed to
serve! Objective holiostic analysis should be applied in the analysis and selection of the preferred
alterantive should result in choosing Alternative 2 over Alternative 1A.
593. Nancy Cambron (zip code: 98006)
594. Choy Leng Yeong (zip code: 98006)
595. Sara Neuman (zip code: 98006 )
596. Nora Retik (zip code: 98005)
It seems indeed that Energize Eastside project have not been thoroughly thought through from the
environmental, safety, and consumers impacts. I'm a mechanical engineer with experience in
managing design of the large scale chemical and petro-chemical projects, and would be ashamed to
be a part of you project in any capacity. You certainly deal more in politics than in producing and
evaluating sound design alternatives.
597. Debra Haraldson (zip code: 98006)
598. Anna Novikoff (zip code: 98006)
Letter attached

599. Peter O'Brien (zip code: 98006)
Listen to the community and don't build the towers or remove trees. CENSE is more than opinions.
Among its representatives are experts and past PSE employees.
By the way, gas lines and power lines don't mix safely.
600. Judith Odell (zip code: 98006)
Please do not have these built.
601. Orville Gunnoe (zip code: 98007)
There is a reason why responsible power/utility companies found their origins as government-owned
organizations. PSE could learn lessons by not trying to bulldoze or steamroll its customers to submit
to poorly devised and flawed plans for the future.
602. olga gousman (zip code: 98006)
603. Ontie Griebel (zip code: 98005)
604. Michael Oldham (zip code: 98006)
I am against any new power transmission lines being added next to the Lake Lanes corridor.
605. Olivier Arbey (zip code: 98005)
606. Jin Wang (zip code: 98006)
607. OF (zip code: 98034)
608. Barbara A (zip code: 98006)
The basis used to determine the need is flawed with unrealistic requirements; no need for 1500mw of
power to Canada, not fully utilizing peaking power plants in high demands, dangerously co-locating
with fuel pipeline, and lack of transparency. This building of infrastructure is to benefit PSE, not the
citizens of the Eastside.
609. Eva & Jack Emadi (zip code: 98005)
STOP your Energize Eastside Project NOW! We do not need these tall expensive ugly towers in our
city. We need to protect our mature trees, environment, livability, safety, reliability, esthetics, property
values. Please, work with the city of Bellevue & local Eastside neighborhood organizations to come
up with alternative acceptable solutions, such as underground power lines, increased capacity
batteries, gas generators, etc. This is a local issue that must be resolved locally and not by a foreign
hedge fund. Thank you, Eva & Jack Emadi
610. Eugen Pajor (zip code: 98056)
Please stop the "not needed" and unsafety PSE project
611. Patricia Lozier (zip code: 98006)
WE are against this plan, as it is not necessary and it's a money maker for PSE to sell power to

Canada.
612. Pam Dara (zip code: 98006)
613. Patricia Magnani (zip code: 98006)
614. Bernadette Monroe (zip code: 98004)
615. Pat Malte (zip code: 98005)
616. Pat Owen (zip code: 98005)
617. Patricia Janes (zip code: 98005)
The PSE proposal is dangerous, will destroy the views of many, will send the power to Canada, will
send the profits to Australia at the expense of all the rate payers in All the cities involved. There are
alternatives that would give the extra power, if really needed. These have been neglected by PSE.
The city of Bellevue and others involved deserve more respect. Please ask for it Thank you.
618. Patrick McCall (zip code: 98056)
619. Patricia Gerken (zip code: 98006)
It is now been proved PSE is supplying false assumptions in order to gain approval of the increased
power lines so the Austrilian hedge fund can make a profit at the end of its term.
PSE needs to be exposed for their dishonesty.
620. Patricia Allen (zip code: 98033)
This is all about Corporate profits at the expense of tax paying residents.
This will:
* degrade our city,
* harm the environment (thousands of trees will be destroyed),
*decrease value of homes
* increase risk of catastrophic pipeline fires,
* raise our electricity rates for decades.
621. Paula Doe (zip code: 98006)
Seems to me that neither public need nor public safety have been honestly considered in PSE's
plans, and that local government should have some control to limit the ability of private corporate
profit to have such negative impact on its citizens.
622. Paul Archer (zip code: 98006)
623. Paul Moran (zip code: 98005)
NO!

624. Paul Smits (zip code: 98006)
625. Paul Kim (zip code: 98006)
626. Pal Nichoson (zip code: 98052)
This "Energize Eastside" project by Puget sound Energy is a badly flawed idea that is not needed.
Lets put a hold on this now.
627. Julie Baker (zip code: 98005)
We are very concerned about the PSE powerline project and do not believe that adequate research
has been performed to justify the need for these proposed towers.
628. PING CHEN (zip code: 98006)
629. Priscilla Locke (zip code: 98056-1753)
630. PRENTICE COX (zip code: 98006)
Not at all convinced that the good of PSE out weighs the good of the neighborhoods.
631. Peter Llano (zip code: 98006)
I am against the building of 130 foot electrical towers replacing the current towers already traversing
the Somerset neighborhood.
632. Penny Bahner (zip code: 98005)
The PSE's Energize Eastside project is shown to not be necessary per the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load
Flow Study and it is just another way that a government agency believes we, the people, are stupid
and uninformed. I am absolutely not in favor of this project being jammed down our throats.
633. Penny Olson (zip code: 98006)
I am concerned that the Energize Eastside project is unnecessary and will be disastrous for our
Eastside cities.
634. Albert Newman (zip code: 98006)
635. Marilyn Peterson (zip code: 98006)
636. Peter Wise (zip code: 98007)
Please think harder and more deeply about how you can improve service without putting Eastside
residents in danger and destroying our views with giant poles and pylons.
637. Petra Sixl (zip code: 98006)
I have great fears regarding safety in our area and communities. In the Seattle Times on Sunday,
2/28/16, was an article about a Quake drill in June. The article says, the next Quake will be far more
damaging then the one in 2001, magnitude 9, which is equivalent to 35,2 billion tons of TNT and will
last 4-5 minutes.

I think, we all should keep this in mind when we plan for our future!
638. Kathleen Petty (zip code: 98005)
I attended the meeting at city hall, and feel there is a compelling case for re-examining both the need
and the methods that PSE proposes.
639. Paul Fergen (zip code: 98006)
The safety risk is too great particularly given the questionable need and better and less costly
alternatives.
640. Patti Flanik (zip code: 98059)
More studies need to be done on this project, especially if high voltage power lines are being installed
near old gas pipelines. The risk does not outweigh the benefits!
641. Dan Phillips (zip code: 98006)
642. Phil Sherman (zip code: 98006)
643. Maria Pickering (zip code: 98006)
Keep Somerset beautiful and safe!
644. Margie Pietz (zip code: 98056)
I really resent the way PSE is trying to ram this project down our throats. It will not only be a huge
blight to our neighborhood but take away some of our homes. PSE has not shown that this project is
needed and the net result of building this mega project is we get to pay for it and PSE makes money
selling the extra power to Canada, etc.
645. ping yin (zip code: 98006)
646. Patrick Knorr (zip code: 98006)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Patrick Knorr
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the

solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
647. parul shah (zip code: 98005)
648. Phil Gable (zip code: 98006)
649. Huimin Huang (zip code: 98056)
650. Marcela Cecil (zip code: 98006)
I am very concerned that this transmission line will degrade and endanger(over a highly flammable jet
fuel pipeline) and it pse has not shown a necessity for additional power, just corporate greed.
651. Philipp Schmidt-Pathmann (zip code: 98056)
Energy efficiency, alternative energies and individual storage options first.
Please spend more time on evaluating alternatives. Fossile fuels need to be replaced by renewable
energies and local storage solutions. Invest in helping people with those first.
Our aging fuel and fossile fuel/energy infrastructure needs to be replace by new clean energies.
652. Punam Agrawal (zip code: 98005)
653. Qiang Zhang (zip code: 98006)
negative impacts on environments; safety issues to our communities; et al
654. Li Qiao (zip code: 98006)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: [Your Name]
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational

accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
655. Qi Li (zip code: 98006)
656. Angela qu (zip code: 98006)
657. Bin Xu (zip code: 98006)
658. Gene Gierek (zip code: 98059)
659. Richard Shepard (zip code: 98006)
PSE is promoting a scam with false assumptions. Use reliable data going forward.
660. Rob Downs (zip code: 98056)
661. Ross Heise (zip code: 98056)
662. Rachel Ting (zip code: 98006)
663. Jim Gianacos (zip code: 98056)
664. Rajendra Kuramkote (zip code: 98056)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Rajendra Kuramkote

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional

blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
665. William Rambo (zip code: 98006)
Marylin an I have attended many PSE meetings at City Hall, Hotels and neighborhood discussions.
We have done it:
- Out of SAFETY concerns with the gas lines (Possible fires will run up the hill very fast).
- The PSE forecast on growth in demand vs actual expectations seem to be greatly overblown.
- PSE's inputs into the simulations neglect the supplemental generation that the "rate payers" have
already funded for peak shaving in emergencies.
- the analysis gives no importance to the negative property value impact of the industrial look on one
of the largest and best Puget Sound Basin/ Olympic Mt. view subdivisions which invested in
underground distribution to protect the views.
We don't see a need or justification for this significant investment at the expense of rate payers.
Respectfully,
Marylin and Bill Rambo
666. Randi McDonald (zip code: 98056)
667. Randy Chung (zip code: 98056)
668. Ray Reass (zip code: 98005)
There are better ways that what PSE is proposing. Let's break this chain of nonsense.
669. Russell Borgmann (zip code: 98005)
Please address fundamental flaws in EIS assumptions and the EIS process.
670. Robert Bratlee (zip code: 98006)

671. Ron Bromwell (zip code: 98005)
NO on Energize Eastside
672. Ron Chatterton (zip code: 98056)
NO NEED FOR NEW LINES!!!
673. Michael Davis (zip code: 98006)
Very concerned about damage to pipeline and noise from wires. Our house is very close. and
existing electrical line crosses over our backyard. The pipeline also is in our backyard.
674. Richard Dworkis (zip code: 98006)
No new lines!
675. Frank Song (zip code: 98006)
this is not good for our environmemt
676. Rebecca Kinnestrand (zip code: 98052)
I do not believe PSE has the welfare of the citizens of this area in mind. Building power lines over the
gas pipeline is an extreme danger to our house and my children who play within 20 yards of the
buried pipeline. The Eastside does not need more power, that is only what PSE is saying to push
through this project.
677. Rebecca Laughlin (zip code: 98006)
678. Richard Bateman (zip code: 98006)
We do not need this project for the
forseeable future
679. Reid Mickelsen (zip code: 98006)
People are more important than profits.
680. Reiner Decher (zip code: 98005)
681. Rhee Eliker (zip code: 98006)
I strongly believe, based on the research done by CENSE, that this project is neither necessary nor
safe for the citizens of Bellevue and the surrounding communities.
682. Robert Moloney (zip code: 98006)
683. Rena Peterson (zip code: 98033)
As the explosion in Greenwood this morning demonstrates, gas lines and electricity can be a very
dangerous combination.
More work needs to be done to explicity address the issues highlighted in this letter.

684. Jennifer Teramoto (zip code: 98056)
685. Richard Randall (zip code: 98005)
686. Richard Chen (zip code: 98006)
687. Bo Han (zip code: 98006)
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
688. Riley O'Brien Wolff (zip code: 98006)
689. Ron Imhoff (zip code: 98005)
I don't think this is the best way to improve the grid reliability.
690. Rita Click (zip code: 98006)
We have a right to decide what is best for our neighborhoods and not be told/forced by big brother
PSE. I would prefer facing 7 days of no electricity every year rather than accept PSE's monstrous
power poles.
691. Rita Lei (zip code: WA98006)
692. Carol Klobucher (zip code: 98005)

693. Linda Visser (zip code: 98005)
Please do not build these towers and destroy our neighborhoods. Please put people first. My
grandchildren live here.
694. Robert Zapalski (zip code: 98056)
695. E Robert Butenko (zip code: 98005)
We should not have the consequences of delivering power to Canada -- how about putting the lines
just north of the hydroelectric source of their power.
696. Rodney Ryan (zip code: 98005)
697. Ronda Woodcox (zip code: 98006)
698. Ron Wollum (zip code: 98006)
699. Rosamund Wu (zip code: 98006)
700. Cheryl Monaghan (zip code: 98006)
701. Rachel Primeau (zip code: 98007)
702. Louise Joost (zip code: 98006)
703. Ronald Redpath (zip code: 98056)
704. Regina Sperry (zip code: 98005)
705. Diane Rush (zip code: 98056)
There are better solutions - let's focus on innovation
706. Russell Green (zip code: 98006)
Bellevue = Beautiful View
Let's keep it that way...
707. Ruth Marsh (zip code: 98006)
The EIS process is being short-circuited and thus is not fair to the citizens of Bellevue.
Alternative 2 needs review by an independent third party. Furthermore, the need for this project has
never adequately been demomstrated.
708. Ruth Raskind (zip code: 98006)
709. Ruth Steiner (zip code: 98006)

710. Roger Visser (zip code: 98005)
Dear PSE.
I ask that you please not jeopardize the safety and the character of our eastside neighborhoods by
adding a likely unnecessary eyesore that is dangerous to individuals living in homes and schools in
the immediate area both during construction and a danger later when in use. Here are some of my
thoughts.
As we saw in the Seattle Greenwood neighborhood, gas leaks just need a small spark to cause a
catastrophe. The construction near aging gas lines alone is an unnecessary risk to the workers and
residents. Wouldn't that be an awful and unavoidable tragedy.
The height of these towers is a danger to small aircraft. A single airplane crash could cause multiple
deaths and/or injuries in our neighborhoods through the vehicle impact and any resulting fires and
likely the loss of power.
I am pretty sure that most modern cities would consider it unacceptable to add overhead power lines
through populated areas.
If you need power for the Spring district, consider local power generation or underground cables.
Underground cables take up less right-of-way than overhead lines, have lower visibility, are safer, and
are less affected by bad weather. While the initial costs may be higher, the maintenance cost are
much lower. In my evaluation, the high voltage line being suggested is obviously not focused on local
power usage since underground lines (AC or DC) or local generation could handle the local needs.
It's time to admit that the capacitive line losses suffered using antiquated long distance AC
transmission lines should make this a distant/dinosaur option, not a modern option when supplying
power. Climate change means it is time to think in modern ways about energy and the inherent
inefficiency of long distance AC electrical transmission when there are other options. Just because it
might be cheaper and easier and more familiar, doesn't mean it is the right way.
Another possibility would be using part of the murky $150-300 million construction estimate to help
customers conserve energy and reduce consumption to levels consistent with current power sources.
Growth is less than 5% so saving a mere 5% through conservation would exceed the need.
Canada should be able to generate its own power. They are trying to export petroleum energy to the
U.S. Why are we sending them electrical energy? However, if PSE feels the need to supply power to
Canada, please place these inefficient transmission lines outside of populated areas. That's just
common sense.
The time has come to work with the community, improve the community, and not blindly push the
community around. Let's have some transparency on what is going on and please don't ignore
community input.
Finally, think of your relationship with your customers as if it were a marriage. Which wife would not
complain viciously and justifiably if her husband said he was going to run the plumbing and electrical
on the outside of the walls in the new addition to their house. After than saying "That's crazy" and
"NO" she would like say things like "That would be an eye sore, unsafe, unreliable, and reduce the
value of our home." Sounds like she would be right. Guess who is the wife in this story? We have
the same very reasonable concerns. In the end, the wife would and should win this fight even though
the husband thinks he has all the "power". :-)
Thank you

711. Kathryn Behrens (zip code: 98006)
Many children play in the Forest Hill Neighborhood park which is adjacent to the Olympic Pipeline, not
to mention the homes that are also adjacent to this pipeline. Please do not place new poles and lines
close to these aging pipelines, parks, and homes.
712. Ryam HIll (zip code: 98008)
713. Ryan Shan (zip code: 98006)
714. ROGER LEE (zip code: 98006)
715. Sadie Arnold (zip code: 98034)
716. Shannon Rome (zip code: 98033)
717. Anlee Cox (zip code: 98006)
718. Sal Dhanani (zip code: 98006)
719. Carmen Kaperick (zip code: 98034)
720. sallie herling (zip code: 98006)
721. Sandra MacKenzie (zip code: 98052)
There are flaws in the PSE "Energize Eastside" project
722. Sandra Alston (zip code: 98004)
Please make available to customers more info to explain contradictory findings. This would include-need,cost.and hazards.
723. Sandy Grace (zip code: 98006)
724. Sandy Seppi (zip code: 98027)
725. Sarah Daniels (zip code: 98006)
726. scally liang (zip code: 98006)
727. Jennifer Schroeder (zip code: 98006)
728. Scott LeVeque (zip code: 98006)
Please hold PSE accountable to respond to the numerous concerns raised against this project. I've
attended multiple meetings where PSE simply deflects, or refuses to answer, questions which get
raised that challenge their own internal agenda.

Thank you.
729. Steve O'Donnell (zip code: 98006)
PSE's proposed EE is NOT needed as the Lauckhart-Shiffman Load Flow Study demonstrates and
perhaps for as long as 20-40 years, if ever. New advance energy technology, non wired solutions,
Demand Side Response/Conservation are the way to go...NOT Century old technology that will
Industrially BLIGHT five eastside cities, some 40 residential neighborhoods and literally thousands of
home values degraded immediately and permanently. EE is massively out of scale for the need, cost
too much and does too much environmental damage not the least of which is clear cutting some
8,000 mature trees...really??? It is past time for Officials at all levels...PSE, ESA, City of Bellevue
Electeds/Policy Makers and Staff to get some good CENSE! There ARE reliable, cost effective energy
alternatives available to us now and more coming into the future that allow us to not make such an
enormous mistake! Visit www.CENSE.org
Thank you.
Steve O'Donnell, Co-Founder
and Exec. Board Member of CENSE.
730. Susan Adamson (zip code: 98056)
I am concerned about the EMF exposure from the high voltage lines planned as it would run through
neighborhoods, parks and school areas.
731. Sean Cox (zip code: 98006)
732. Sean McNamara (zip code: 98059)
Do not allow PSE's to push through a selfish plan that is not in the best interest of our communities.
This is a half baked plan to recoup their falling energy revenue through infrastructure upgrades that
have built in profit for PSE shareholders
733. Kayla Laughlin (zip code: 98056)
I ask you to please reread the letter I sent you dated February 22, 2016. As more cause for concern
has been raised, I am writing again. I am now reading about the inaccurate cost basis used and
even the need for this Energize Eastside project. Recently, I found out about the need to expand
easements, so I continue to worry about a possible construction accident. Also, the need to tear up
neighborhoods and uprooting families is a real concern by taking their homes, or destroying property
value, or even destroying the surrounding environment e.g., trails, greenbelts, parks. Please consider
carefully the outstanding questions and concerns of the community.
734. Yanbing Wang (zip code: 98006)
I have two little kids. I am really concern the impact on kids' health.
735. Serret Salles (zip code: 98034)
736. Sam Esayian (zip code: 98006)
737. Janset Sey (zip code: 98033)
738. Susan Hagensen (zip code: 98006)

Please consider the findings of CENSE.
739. Stephen Wagner (zip code: 98005)
Conservation measures are vastly undervalued in the DEIS analysis, based only upon what PSE told
the writers about what is possible. Conservation should play a much larger role in PSE's overall plans.
740. shan hu (zip code: 98006)
741. Sharon Chen (zip code: 98006)
742. Sharon Jamieson (zip code: 98006)
743. Shawn Nickerson (zip code: 98005)
744. Sheli Hadari (zip code: 98005)
745. Sher Garfield (zip code: 98006)
746. Shi Sun (zip code: 98006)
747. Jason Shim (zip code: 98005)
748. xiao Meng (zip code: 98006)
We don't want power line going through Somerset area.
749. Jamie Tan (zip code: 98006)
750. Zhi Sun (zip code: 98006)
I am against the PSE's plans to build 230kv 130-foot power poles though Somerset and our city.
751. helen wu (zip code: 98006)
no high voltage power transmission line in Somerset area, we want Green tree and safety park for
family.
752. Shyan Griffith (zip code: 98006)
We want to preserve the appearance of our neighborhood and protect the environment for our
children by fighting against PSE's plans to build 230kv 130-foot power poles though Somerset and
our city.
753. Sigrid Elenga (zip code: 98033)
We oppose this project which poses large environmental risks, requiring cutting down trees and
introducing other undesirable consequences.
754. George Sillivan (zip code: 98006)

755. Sirisha Dontireddy (zip code: 98006)
756. Steven Geagan (zip code: 98056)
757. Gayle Brown (zip code: 98006)
758. LeMoin Beckman (zip code: 98006)
Please do not let this ugly, costly, and unnecessary tragedy happen.
759. Charles Cobb (zip code: 98006)
Bring Sanity back to Bellevue. Stop this unneeded corporate ripoff
760. Shari Herrgoss (zip code: 98006)
761. sherri monteith (zip code: 98033)
762. Sofi (zip code: 98034)
763. Chao Song (zip code: 98006)
764. Sonia Zwilling (zip code: 98007)
765. sue johnson (zip code: 98007)
I don't believe PSE really needs to do this and that it is simply a way to increase their profits.
766. Sorin Gherman (zip code: 98006)
767. Spencer Hinds (zip code: 98006)
768. Sue Raschella (zip code: 98005)
This Environmental Impact Study is ill-conceived. It is a project which proposes high-voltage
transmission lines which will traverse FOUR Eastside cities with new lines and poles too close to old
petroleum pipelines, costs based on inaccurate and obsolete studies and lacked review by
experienced independent experts.
Please return to the drawing boards and develop a plan worthy of presenting to our residents which is
fiscally sound, safe for our neighborhoods and endorsed by knowledgeable experts in this area.
769. Linda Reichenbach (zip code: 98006)
770. Samir Rustagi (zip code: 98006)
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).

PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
771. Sue Stronk (zip code: 98056)
Stop this process now and unite Lauckhart and PSE in front of EFSEC and settle NEED once and for
all!
772. Scott Shih (zip code: 98005)
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Also, in my own personal experience with PSEG when we had a downed PSEG power lines on our
property that caused a back surge into our house, started a fire and destroyed our fuse box and
various electronic devices in our house, they denied having any responsibility and absolved
themselves of paying for any damages, stating that it was" an act of God."
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.

The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
773. Stacy Dunlap (zip code: 98005)
774. Star Evans (zip code: 98006)
The eagles have a nest in the tree above my house and the lines would literally span OVER the top of
my house!
775. Stefanie Snow (zip code: 98006)
776. Jennifer Steinman (zip code: 98006)
please see letter and my comments
777. Stela Shepard (zip code: 98006)
Please slow this project down in order to consider carefully alternatives that would be safer and
cleaner. This project would drastically impact the Eastside. Utmost caution is paramount.
778. Stephanie Kristen (zip code: 98006)
779. Steven Harris (zip code: 98058)
780. Lisa Stix (zip code: 98056)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Lisa Stix
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed

plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
781. Stuart Campbell (zip code: 98006)
Is this really necessary?
782. mary lienhard (zip code: 98005)
im against this project
783. Stanislav Rumega (zip code: 98006)
784. Su Yamamura (zip code: 98006)
785. Suzanne Coker (zip code: 98034)
Please don't!
786. Xun Sun (zip code: 98005)
787. Susan Mackey (zip code: 98059)
788. susan wu (zip code: 98006)
We need keep our community safe.
789. Suzie Wagner (zip code: 98005)
790. Suzie Lyons (zip code: 98005)
Please take Cense's viewpoint very seriously. These types of big business pushes happen all over
the world because individuals do not have the time or resources to respond to the bully tactics of
wealthy businesses. Cense is doing something positive for the individuals of Bellevue (and
surrounding communities) so please listen.
791. Suzi Beerman (zip code: 98056)
792. Surendra Verma (zip code: 98006)
PSE's energize eastside is a greedy, self centered corporate project by pse. They need to look at
more environmentally friendly alternatives. Also, their demand projections are untrustworthy and not
corroborated by independent experts. We cannot put huge power carrying lines through our
neighborhoods where all those lines with enormous magnetic and electric fields will negatively impact
growing children. Plus there is a huge concern about accidently damaging the Olympic pipeline.
please stop the energize eastside project.

793. Stephen Weyl (zip code: 98006)
794. Terry and Kari Block (zip code: 98006)
Please correct the flaws in the Energize Eastside draft EIS. Protect our neighborhoods!
795. Derek Locke (zip code: 98056)
796. tom allwardt (zip code: 98056)
To go through with this project is a disaster to the area.
797. Tammy Alford (zip code: 98006)
798. tamara Gilliam (zip code: 98033)
There are alternatives to running high voltage lines through our neighborhoods.
799. Yuhong Liu (zip code: 98006)
800. Keith Watts (zip code: 98006)
I want reliable, low cost, clean energy to enable the Eastside to grow without brown outs. I want a
solution that is smart, modern and cost effective. I want a solution that encourages citizens to use
clean energy more. I want a solution that does not impact my neighbors lives in a negative way
(noise, visual, chemical, etc.). I am not a power engineer so I do not know what solution that is.
Please try your best to use the latest science and engineering to provide an innovative solution.
Thank you.
801. Tanya Franzen-Garrett (zip code: 98006)
The lack of regulation, oversight and accountability with regards to PSE and their proposed
"necessary project" greatly disturbs me. A privately, foreign owned company should not be allowed to
bully it's will and profit gain onto the backs of unwilling citizens. Not only will it cost us Millions of
dollars, but it will greatly affect our neighborhoods, the esthetics that we have worked hard to build
and maintain, and our property values.
802. Tarun Chopra (zip code: 98005)
803. Thad Mills (zip code: 98006)
I heard about the Lauckhart-Schiffman load study. I don't believe the project is necessary, and I
support CENSE.
804. Thomas Cezeaux (zip code: 98056)
805. Turner Chatterton (zip code: 98056)
806. Heidi Dean (zip code: 98006)
Stop lying, PSE, and make your money by investing in 21st century technology rather than destroying
neighborhoods & cities with outdated technology.

807. Raymond Flaherty (zip code: 98006)
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A). Many of
us affected need to be compensated for damages and taking of ownership rights which has not been
fully considered in the project.
808. Teresa Healy (zip code: 98006)
809. Randy Tada (zip code: 98006)
Please eliminate this wasteful and unnecessary project to protect our neighborhoods and our
pocketbooks.
810. Theresa Hayden (zip code: 98005)
I believe PSE has failed to prove a new transmission line is necessary. I see no positives in it for
anyone except PSE (and city/county treasuries, should there be a related tax)
811. Irene Endow (zip code: 98006)
I am very concerned about the enormous poles being so close to the pipeline. No good can come of
this combination. Please don't let this unnecessary plan go through.
812. Thomas Heinzle (zip code: 98006)
I am absolutely opposed to this as it is not needed and only lines the pockets of PSE's owners.
813. Richard Kaner (zip code: 98006)
814. Theresia McLynne (zip code: 98006)
815. Joe Collier (zip code: 98006)
816. erich kirsch (zip code: 98005)
817. Tim liu (zip code: 98006)
support CENSE, keep our community safe for kids.
818. Todd Johnson (zip code: 98006)
819. Ron Wilson (zip code: 98006)
820. Todd Andersen (zip code: 98006)
please see letter and my comments
821. Todd Dunlap (zip code: 98005)
822. Joon Kim (zip code: 98006)

823. Thomas Caterson (zip code: 98006)
824. Toni Vincent (zip code: 98005)
825. Tony Schuler (zip code: 98006)
Puget Sound Energy is not being honest with our community about future power requirements. My
family appreciates your efforts to force them to better serve local customers instead of their desire for
more profits from faraway markets.
826. Tracy Bury (zip code: 98006-1421)
I do not want enormous poles through our community - especially high voltage lines next to schools!
827. Trent Wheatley (zip code: 98006)
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
828. Trevor Gilchrist (zip code: 98056)
As a citizen and family of Olympus/Newcastle I adamantly oppose the proposal, it will:
* degrade our city,
* harm the environment (thousands of trees will be destroyed),
* bulldoze dozens of homes in Newcastle,
* increase risk of catastrophic pipeline fires,
* raise our electricity rates for decades
829. Edd Popejoy (zip code: 98005)

830. joan Sinclair (zip code: 98006)
There are too many flaws in the reasons PSE has for putting these towers in which will not benefit
us as they claim.
831. Tom Weir (zip code: 98006)
This project is not needed and the there are other technologies to use to meet any future demand
which are less harmful to the environment and would make the system more flexible and less prone to
blackouts.
832. Tzeghe Makonnen (zip code: 98056)
o: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Tzeghe Makonnen
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
833. Yuqiong Liu (zip code: 98006)
834. alex borg (zip code: 98006)
835. Gary A. Johnson (zip code: 98006)
Supports Alternative 2
836. Valerie Redpath (zip code: 98056)

837. Vilia Johnson (zip code: 98005)
838. ning wang (zip code: 98006)
Negative impact on environment.
839. Dean Smith (zip code: 98006)
840. Vicky Svidenko (zip code: 98056)
841. An anonymous signer (zip code: 98006)
842. William Herling (zip code: 98006)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: William Herling
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
843. Baicen Wang (zip code: 98006)
844. william aron (zip code: 98005)
Its a bad idea kill it!
845. Yuan Li (zip code: 98006)

846. Kenneth Dore (zip code: 98006)
847. Wendy Dore (zip code: 98006)
848. Wayne Bruning (zip code: 98005)
849. JOHN WOO (zip code: 98056-1796)
Home/property was purchased in 1987 knowing that Olympic Pipeline was in "my backyard", safe
from further development. Boy was I wrong. If Alternative 1A moves forward, my home/property will
be "MARKED FOR DEATH". Why should I continue to pay Property Tax if the only value left is with
PSE?
850. Wendy Gulick (zip code: 98005)
Please protect Bellevue from unneeded, unwanted projects designed primarily to earn dollars for
large corporations, but financed by the citizens of Bellevue.
851. Leonard Yee (zip code: 98006)
I'm against the visual plight of the planned towers. It doesn't fit in a neighborhood.
852. An anonymous signer (zip code: 98059)
853. William Schilb (zip code: 98005)
We should not compromise our environment so PSE can sell power to customers outside this
country...Canada has adequate Hydro Power of its own,. We do not need to supply them. Do not
pursure this project any further.
854. Le Wang (zip code: 98006)
855. Wendy Wiley (zip code: 98006)
Unnecessary, underhanded, deceptive, just wrong for Bellevue and the Eastside!
856. Wolfgang Sixl (zip code: 98006)
Please correct the flaws
857. Dave Womeldorff (zip code: 98006)
858. Gordon Woodley (zip code: 98006)
EE is an unnecessary project and is based on fatally flawed projections by PSE which is all too willing
to sacrifice our environment and quality of life for profit.
859. Xudan He (zip code: 98006)
No new high voltage power lines in the neighborhood please. Thanks.
860. Xiaohong yang (zip code: 98006)
Please don't build the new powerline in our neighbor. It's not safe, and lower our neighborhood

environment.
861. Xiao Shang (zip code: 98006)
Not safe for dense neighborhoods
862. Xiaoxuan Li (zip code: 98005)
863. Xin Wang (zip code: 98006)
864. Xin Yu (zip code: 98006)
865. Xueyi Wang (zip code: 98006)
Strongly support CENSE!
866. Yan Jiang (zip code: 98006)
please don't hang power lines over our neighborhood schools. our kids need a safe environment to
grow up.
867. Yan zhou (zip code: 5402301158)
I strongly object this project since it will have an negative effect on environment and people.
868. Amy Yates (zip code: 98033)
869. Yatindra Aras (zip code: 98006)
870. Yun Bai (zip code: 98006)
871. Allen Su (zip code: 98008)
The right thing needs to be done. The proper assessement should be made before reaching any
decision.
872. Grace Huang (zip code: 98006)
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Grace Huang

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to
build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.

Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have
suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management
and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete
studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed
plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or
political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line.
The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting
the best possible plan for our energy future.
873. Ying Liu (zip code: 98006)
I live close to the power line. There're studies showed that the high voltage power lines have negative
effects to children's development. It's unfair to sacrifice my children's health to "energize Canada"
874. Yiting huang (zip code: 98006)
i strongly against this PSE project
875. Maya Keselman (zip code: 98006)
No to new power lines.
876. vivian yorita (zip code: 98056)
Not in our backyard!!!!
877. Joyce Lim-Chua (zip code: 98006)
878. Yun Li (zip code: 98056)
879. Ryan Zhang (zip code: 98006)
Please do not destroy our community by adding more high-voltage transmission lines
880. Zachary McIntyre (zip code: 98007)
This is not ok. I'm against this.
881. Mechelle Cheng (zip code: 98006)
882. Barry Zimmerman (zip code: 98006)
The EIS alternatives cannot be reviewed with no cost data, no actual load flow data frm past 20 yrs,
and no route for Alternatives 1a and 3. Your job is to make certain the project is defined. You have
quite a way to go to finish this document and submit for review with the missing data and definition

before moving forward. A 6-9 month moratorium is required.
883. David Zhang (zip code: 98006)
Save our environment! No Powerlines!
884. yong zhang (zip code: 98006)
The power line is too close to tyee middle school. It also damage housing market in my
neighborhood. I am strongly against it
885. Zhanbing Wu (zip code: 98007)
886. Mingyan Li (zip code: 98006)
887. Zachary Holcomb (zip code: 98006)
888. Wei Zhuang (zip code: 98006)
negative impacts on environments; safety issues to our communities
889. Zhenming Jiang (zip code: 98006)
890. Helen Zoerb (zip code: 98056)
The PSE proposed power line should be re routed so that NO HOMES need to be condemned, and
so that any work can be conducted with utmost concern for safety with provisions and procedures
agreed by homeowners adjacent to the power line routing .
891. Mel Zoerb (zip code: 98056)
I support the effort CENSE is conducting to prevent PSE from building the proposed power line,
particularly as planned through the Olympus area of Newcastle
892. jian zhang (zip code: 98006)
Pse shluld consider the safety and property value of local residents, in stead of only corporate profit.
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Bellevue, WA
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
WA
yarrow point
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Kirkland Wa 98033
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA. 98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Renton
Newcastle
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue,wa 98006
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle, WA
Bellevue

first_name
Steven
Jodi
Phil
Dionne
Linda
Virginia
Sher
Hannah
Steven
kenn
Amy
Patricia
Sorin
Jim
Paul
Gene
Trevor
Andrea
Tamara
Lin
Keqin
barbara
olga
Sandra
Eldon
Tammy
Karen
Russell
Glenn
Erin
Ontie
Shyan
Roy

last_name
Fricke
Gable
Gable
Gallagher
Galluzzo
Gannon
Garfield
Ge
Geagan
gennari
George
Gerken
Gherman
Gianacos
Gibbons
Gierek
Gilchrist
Gilchrist
Gilliam
Gong
Gong
gordon
gousman
Grace
Graham
Grant
Graylin
Green
Gregory
Gregov
Griebel
Griffith
Grinnell

email
fricke_family@msn.com
jodigable@gmail.com
pmgable@comcast.net
dionnedevore@hotmail.com
jlgalluzzo@comcast.net
ginnygannon@yahoo.com
sherbg@comcast.net
hannah.ge@gmail.com
sjgeagan@yahoo.com
k.gennari@comcast.net
georgeajp@gmail.com
pattgerken@gmail.com
soring@gmail.com
radiojim49@aol.com
atopgibbons@msn.com
r.gierek@comcast.net
trevorgilchrist@hotmail.com
andrea_gilchrist@hotmail.com
tammygilliam@gmail.com
cherryyt@yahoo.com
nancykgong@gmail.com
barbara.gordon@live.com
ogouse55@comcast.net
sandybillgrace@comcast.net
eldon.graham@hotmail.com
countingwithtammy@yahoo.com
kgraylin@comcast.net
russell007@comcast.net
glenngregory@gmail.com
erin@gregov.net
ogriebel@comcast.net
shyan@intven.com
grinnellrm@comcast.net

zip_code
98007
98006
98006
98005
98056
98059
98006
98006
98056
98006
98056
98006
98006
98056
98006
98059
98056
98056
98033
98006
98006
98005
98006
98006
98005
98033
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
98006
98006

can2_user_address
14430 SE 19th Place
5700 143rd PL SE
5700 143rd PL SE
2826 140th Ave. NE
7537 13th Ave SE
12724 SE 63rd Street
3746 138th PL SE
8330 127th Pl. SE
4441 145 Ave se
12626 SE 83rd Court
34 Decatur Key
4223 135th Avenue SE
9110 122nd Pl Se
5625 Pleasure Point LN
6917 Coal Creek Pkwy SE
8451 128th Ave SE
8451 128th Ave SE
10126 127th Ave NE
13521 se 57th st.
3838 134th ave NE
14365 SE 47TH PL
14216 SE Eastgate Dr
13629 SE 20th Street
106th ave NE
5419 143rd Ave SE
4413 133rd Ave SE
4527 137th Ave SE
22 Cascade Key
2409 131st Pl NE
4421 145th Avenue SE
17500 SE 46th St

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Renton
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
NEWCASTLE
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA 98005
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue

first_name
Mark
Diane
Wendy
Orville
Richard
Sheli
Susan
Madeline
Li
Bo
John
Norm
Debra
Haraldur
Steven

last_name
Grossbard
Guest
Gulick
Gunnoe
Guttu
Hadari
Hagensen
Hamilton
Han
Han
Hancock
Hansen
Haraldson
Haraldsson
Harris

email
mhgrossbard@gmail.com
luv2coffee@yahoo.com
wendy_gulick@hotmail.com
odgunnoe@comcast.net
chickmk@comcast.net
shelihadari@yahoo.com
sghagensen@hotmail.com
madelinehamilton@mac.com
henrylihan@gmail.com
rideralert@gmail.com
jmhancock@comcast.net
hansennp@aol.com
norwegian_gal@mac.com
hallihh@gmail.com
steve@goodsababu.net

Joan
Laurie
Kyle
Peggy
Theresa
Xudan
Teresa
Lisa
Thomas
Ross
Chris
Kerste
Cynthia
Mark
Marci
David
William
sallie

Hatfield
Hauge
Hauge
Hausmann
Hayden
He
Healy
Heilbron
Heinzle
Heise
Helms
Helms
Hemphill
Hendrickson
Hennes
Herbig
Herling
herling

joanhatfield61@gmail.com
lewold7@hotmail.com
kyle_hauge@yahoo.com
hausmanns@msn.com
thaydenhome@comcast.net
xdh30@yahoo.com
teresachanhealy@yahoo.com
liisahh56@hotmail.com
theinz57@hotmail.co
r2h2r2h2@msn.com
cfhelms@hotmail.com
kerstehelms10@hotmail.com
cynthia@flashmediaservices.com
mandmhend@aol.com
marci-faith@hotmail.com
dherbig@jps.net
wahoowas@ix.netcom.com
sallie.herling@comcast.net

zip_code
98005
98006
98005
98007
98006
98005
98006
98005
98006
98006
98006
98005
98006
98056
98058
98056
98056
98056
98005
98005
98006
98006
98005
98006
98056
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006

can2_user_address
1850 123rd Ave SE
5485 Highland Dr
12820 NE 39th St
15243 NE 6th St
13028 SE 45th Ct
2808 131st PL NE
4806 131st Ave SE
13436 NE 30th St
14007 SE 49th Pl
3851 136th Ave.NE
4755 118th Ave SE
19205 133rd Ave. SE
8421 128th Avenue SE
7936 129th Place SE
13438 NE 54th PL
2622 134th Ave NE
SE 64th Street
3424 129th Ave. NE
4526 143rd Ave. S. E.
11724 SE 78th Place
4149 133rd Ave SE
4149 133rd Ave SE
13239 SE 51st Pl.
4509 144th Ave SE
4715 119th ave. s.e.
4911 SOmerset Drive SE
13825 SE Somerset Lane
13825 Somerset Lane SE

can2_user_city
Bellevue, WA 98005
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue Washington
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Renton
Renton
Newcastle, WA
98056
Newcastle
Newcastle
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, Wa.

first_name
David
Shari
Frank
Julie
Ryam
Spencer
Melinda
Jack
Laura
Nathan
Larry
Zachary
Joshua
Jacob

last_name
Herman
Herrgoss
Herrgoss
High
HIll
Hinds
Hirsch
Hirsch
Hoff
Hoff
Holcomb
Holcomb
Holcomb
Holcomb

email
hermvel@comcast.net
slkimura@yahoo.com
fherrgoss@yahoo.com
juliehigh@live.com
ryam@techmesa.com
spencerhinds.1992@gmail.com
melindash@hotmail.com
jackhh1@hotmail.com
lauramhoff@outlook.com
nathanhoff@outlook.com
abholcomb@comcast.net
zholcomb22@gmail.com
joshholcomb03@gmail.com
jakeholcomb19@gmail.com

zip_code
98056
98006
98006
98006
98008
98006
98005
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006

Jason
Lisa
Scott
angela
shan
Grace
Edward
Huimin
Yiting
Julie
Stanley
Cheryl
Jingyuan
Mary jo
Mai-Tram
arden
Jean
Kevin
Bill

Hong
Howard
Howell
hsu
hu
Huang
Huang
Huang
huang
Huang
Huang
Huang
Huang
Huelsemann
Huynh
hyatt
Hyde
Iden
Jacobs

dingdinghzq@msn.com
lisajhoward@comcast.net
howellrs@nmwa.com
angelahsu@gmail.com
shanhu1522@hotmail.com
yhuang_2001@hotmail.com
em2life@gmail.com
powerfulmin80@hotmail.com
yitinggracehuang@Gmail.com
j20huang@yahoo.com
huangstanley71@gmail.com
huanch@hotmail.com
huang_jingyuan@hotmail.com
maryjohuelsemann@aol.com
maitramhuynh@yahoo.com
arden.hyatt@gmail.com
ladybugdrw@aol.com
idenkr@comcast.net
atcbill@mac.com

98006
98056
98006
98006
98006
98006
98056
98006
98005
Wa 98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98056
98056

can2_user_address
8018 128th ave S.E.
4440 137th Ave SE
4440 137th Ave SE
11638 SE 46th St
15801 SE 13th ST
4548 144th AVE S.E.
3836 134th Ave NE
3836 134th Ave ne
14164 SE 45th Pl
13636 SE 59th Street
13636 SE 59th Street
13636 SE 59th Street
13636 SE 59th Street

14931 SE 64th Street
2827 Mountain View Ave N.
4412 132nd Ave SE
4583 144th Ave.S.E
4609 130th Ave. SE
8410 128th ave SE
4583 144th ave.s.e
13711se43thstreet
13711 SE 43 rd St
11739 se 60th pl
14366 SE 47th Pl.
4483 141st ave se
4428 136 pl se
5121 Ripley Ln N
12831 SE 84th St

can2_user_city
Newcatle W
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue,
Washington
Bellevue
Renton
Bellevue
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevue
Renton
Newcastle

first_name

last_name

email

Aditi
Sharon
Patricia
Carol
Luxi
Yan
Zhenming
sue
Larry
Todd
Erica
Gary A.

Jain
Jamieson
Janes
Janssen
Ji
Jiang
Jiang
johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson

aditipjain@gmail.com
sharonjamieson@yahoo.com
patriciajanes@frontier.com
carolba@live.com
loucie_ji2005@hotmail.com
yanginger@hotmail.com
zjiang8199@gmail.com
soozalyce@gmail.com
larry.ede@gmail.com
tmjohnson2323@gmail.com
ericalwz@gmail.com
v.johnson5706@comcast.net

Robert
Vilia
David
Robert
carol
Kathy
Kenneth
Louise
George
Angela
Kathy
Annette
Craig
Tamra
Harlan
Richard
Lindsey
Daniel
Lynn
Susanna

Johnson
Johnson
Johnston
Jones
jones
Jones
Jones
Joost
Joy
Juan
Judkins
Jung
Kairis
Kammin
Kammin
Kaner
Kaner
Kaner
Kaner
Kanther-Raz

muthjohnson@earthlink.net
vilia.johnson1@outlook.com
davejcool@msn.com
jonesroberte@hotmail.com
cmmjones1957@comcast.net
cjoneskb@yahoo.com
hiptken@hotmail.com
rrpebbles@gmail.com
georgejoy@hotmail.com
juanshuyi@hotmail.com
kathyjud46@comcast.net
annettejung@mac.com
c.kairis@comcast.net
kammin@comcast.net
hkammin@hotmail.com
thekaners@comcast.net
lindseykaner@outlook.com
daniel.kaner90@gmail.com
fit2thecore@comcast.net
drsusannakanther@gmail.com

zip_code can2_user_address
9736 ne 119th way, Kirkland WA
98034 98034
98006 4643 Lake Washington Blvd. S.E.
98005 12424 N.E. 28th Street
98005 2840 139th Ave SE
98006
98006
98006
98007 15351 SE 23rd St
98056 8595 129th Ave SE
98006 4565 140th Ave SE
98006
98006 5706 145th Pl SE
98006
98005
98005
98056
98027
98006
98056
98006
98033
98006
98006
98005
98006
98056
98056
98006
98055
98011
98006
98005

4419 - 133rd Avenue SE
12818 NE 35th Pl
3741 122nd Avenue Northeast
8434 128th Ave SE
11529 206th PL SE
4525 133 Ave SE
5915 134th Place SE
13536 NE 66th St
6140 127th Pl SE
4324 136th Pl SE
13604 NE 28th St
13013 SE 47th St
8604 129th CT SE
8604 129TH CT SE
6025 Hazelwood Lane SE
19115 112th Ave ne
6025 Hazelwood Lane SE

can2_user_city
Kirkland
Bellevue, WA.
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue,
Washington 98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Issaquah
Bellevue WA
Newcastle
Bellevue
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue WA
Bellevue, WA 98005
Bellevue
Newcastle
Newcastle
Bellevue 98006
Renton
Bothell
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
robert

last_name
kapela

email
kapela425@earthlink.net

zip_code can2_user_address
98005 6552 132nd ave ne

Cristina
Carmen
Anis and Julie
karla
Kausik
liping
Irene
Grant
Hilja
Mary
Erin
Michael
ellen
Maya
Claudia
Jane
Anne
Paul
jamie
Shioon
Joon
Jennifer
Rebecca
Melody
erich
David
Carol
Patrick
Eri
Kelli

Kapela Dugoni
Kaperick
Karam
kasick
Kayal
ke
Kearns
Keeney
Kelley
Kenny
Kenway
Kenway
kerr
Keselman
Kilbreath
Kim
Kim
Kim
kim
Kim
Kim
King
Kinnestrand
KirkWagner
kirsch
Klatt
Klobucher
Knorr
Koizumi
Komendat

cristina@davisinvestors.com
salinasc25@yahoo.com
karams340@aol.com
karnov25@yahoo.com
kausik.kayal@gmail.com
lipingke@hotmail.com
ikearnsus@gmail.com
grantkeeney@hotmail.com
Kelleyjean046@gmail.com
lajolla44@gmail.com
erin@michaelkenway.com
michael@michaelkenway.com
bugsyk1@hotmail.com
ykeselman@elitemail.org
claudialk@comcast.net
janekimrealty@gmail.com
anneckim@hotmail.com
paulkimrealty@gmail.com
jamiekimmd@gmail.com
kimshioon@yahoo.com
tohjoonkim@gmail.com
jkfnp@yahoo.com
rebecca_buscher@yahoo.com
mkirkwag@gmail.com
tighthead_3@yahoo.com
dklatt@klattdesign.com
rklobucher@yahoo.com
pjknorr@gmail.com
koieri@gmail.com
dktsm@aol.com

98033
98034
98005
98056
98056
98006
98005
98006
98056
98006
98005
98005
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
98006
98006
98006
98052
98005
98005
98056
98005
98006
98056
98056

Robert

Koshi

bobkoshi@hotmail.com

98056 12718 SE 80th Way

6619 132nd Ave NE #254
3121 - 127th Avenue NE

13810 se Newport way
2530 121st Ave SE
14411 SE 47th Place
12305 SE 73rd Place
14018 SE 51st PL
1861 123rd Ave SE
1861 123rd ace ne
4255 134TH AVE NE
4586 144th Ave. SE
14551 SE 60th Street
4425 137th Ave SE
4460 141st Ave SE
14009 SE 44th Place
928 137th Pl SE
4725 Somerset Dr. SE
13507 SE 59th St.
7612 135th PL NE
12906 NE 30th St
13520 ne 29th pl
8520 129th Pl SE
2806 130th Place NE
13912 SE 47th St
8313 126th PL SE
6811 Ripley Ln SE

can2_user_city
bellevue
Bellevue,
Washington
Kirkland
Bellevue, WA
Renton
Renton
98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle, Wa
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Redmond
BELLEVUE
bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Newcastle
Renton
Newcastle WA
98056

first_name
John
Gary
Stephanie
Conald

last_name
Kotalik
Kretzschmsr
Kristen
Kucera

email
jjk122755@yahoo.com
grkweb@gmail.com
stephaniekristen@live.com
cjkucera@hotmail.com

zip_code
98034
98005
98006
98056

can2_user_address
9727 NE Juanita Dr. #203
2840 139th Ave SE
13268 SE 43rd Pl
8300 128th Lane SE

Carol
Rajendra
Bonnie
Ellen
Jonathan
Janet
Fran
Gerald
Andy
Gazelle
Barbara
Jill
Ellen
Becky
Mira
ilona
Bonnie

Kunde
Kuramkote
Kurata
Kurek
Kurz
Kusakabe
Kutoff
Kvinge
L.
Lacenski
LaFayette
Lakin
Lamb
Lamonte
Lane
larson
Lau

cjkunde@yahoo.com
rajr16@comcast.net
bonnie_kurata@msn.com
ellenkurek@q.com
jonkurz@yahoo.com
janetkus@comcast.net
backtomak@comcast.net
gkvinge@yahoo.com
andyl.email@yahoo.com
glacenski@gmail.com
bnlbel@aol.com
jilllakin@msn.com
jyotsna2@yahoo.com
bjlamonte@comcast.net
miralane@gmail.com
ilarsonorama@gmail.com
bonywlau@hotmail.com

98052
98056
98006
98059
98006
98007
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
98006
98006
98006
98005
98005
98006

7609 135th Placee N.E.
8613 129th Court SE
6241 125th Ave SE
7453 Newcastle Golf Club Rd H205
13208 SE 49th St
1304 143rd Place NE
12225 SE 47th Pl
4849 116th Ave SE
4431 145th Ave SE
144th Ave SE
2912 124th Ave. N. E.
4847 Lakehurst lane se
6641 128th Avenue SE
14761 SE 63rd St

Kayla
John
Rebecca
ROGER
Amy
Frances
David & Claudia
Stephen
Scott
Mary
Jane

Laughlin
Laughlin
Laughlin
LEE
Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee
Lee

Seattlekay@comcast.net
jklaughlin@laughlinsupply.com
rebeccalaughlin@outlook.com
ryfkmylee@gmail.com
amy.n.lee@gmail.com
frances.lee@comcast.net
claudialee@comcast.net
glylyman@gmail.com
my_chingu@yahoo.com
marylee@windermere.com
joung@live.com

98056
98006
98006
98006
98008
98006
98005
98006
98006
98056
98006

8316 127 Pl SE
11221 SE 50th Pl.

4806 140th pl.se.

4601 Somerset Dr. SE
3068 169th Ave NE
4740 Lakehurst Lane SE
12214 SE 18th Place
4419 132nd Ave SE
4730 134th Pl SE
7014 121st Place SE
13402 se 52nd st

can2_user_city
Kirkland, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Redmond, WA
98052
Newcastle
Bellevue
Newcastle, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, Wa.
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle, WA
98056
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue WA 98006
Bellevue
Newcastle, WA
Bellevue

first_name
Cindy
Rita
Luanne
Aileen
Scott
Marcia
Melvin
Yun
Anita
Grace
Mingyan
Qi
Yuan
Yumin
Xiaoxuan
scally
Chris
Helen
Jeanette
mary
Joyce
Gretchan
Donald
Julie
Yuqiong
Tim
Yuhong
Yanping
Qinghui
Ying
Michelle
Dapeng
Laura

last_name
Lee
Lei
Lemmer
Leo
LeVeque
LeVeque
Levine
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
Li
liang
Liang
Liang
Liao
lienhard
Lim-Chua
Lindsey
Lionetti
Lionetti
Liu
liu
Liu
Liu
Liu
Liu
Liu
Liu
Liutkiene

email
kplcjl@aol.com
ritaleius@gmail.com
luannelemmer@gmail.com
alohaileen@yahoo.com
scott.leveque@comcast.net
marcialeveque@comcast.net
gorgesailor@gmail.com
yunlidi@hotmail.com
lianita01@hotmail.com
graceimasaki@gmail.com
zhao_li_2010@yahoo.com
qilirich@gmail.com
water9ly@hotmail.com
li.e.yumin@gmail.com
xiaoxuan_li@yahoo.com
scallyliang@gmail.com
chrisliang2004@gmail.com
jie_liang@yahoo.com
liaojt@yahoo.com
studiovogue@earthlink.net
yummykamote@yahoo.com
gretchanl@hotmail.com
donlion@microsoft.com
jlionetti@comcast.net
ukingliu@hotmail.com
timliu99@gmail.com
tanglyh@gmail.com
jqiu518@msn.com
elser1001@yahoo.com
ying.liu.2008@gmail.com
lxdanielle@gmail.com
liudapeng331@hotmail.com
laurytelt@gmail.com

zip_code
98056
WA98006
98005
98006
98006
98006
98005
98056
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98007
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
98006
98006
98005
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006

can2_user_address
8328 128th Ave. S.E.
13508 se 42nd pl

4417 134th pl se
4417 134th PL SE
3315 126th ave ne
14210 se 60th st.
13606 SE 51ST PL
12563 SE 52nd st
13243 se newportway
145th ave se
4995 highland dr.

14028 SE 44th St.
124th ave se woodridge
14015 SE 47th Street
15422 SE 47th ST
2008 123rd Ave SE
2008 123rd Ave se
14124 se 49th pl
somerset
13170 SE Newport Way, APT N101
4625 144th at SE
4207 136th PL SE
4521 Somerset Dr Se
4400 132 ave se

can2_user_city
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA 98006
Bellevue
Renton
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA 98006
bellevue wa 98005
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
Peter
Wenchun
Derek
Priscilla
Michael
Kim
Chris
Gerald
Karen
Charles
Patricia
Hui
Yanjie
Cindy
Dana
Matthew
David
Suzie
Katherine
Katherine
Sandra
Susan
Patricia
Margaret
Tzeghe
Pat
Claudia
C.A.
Jamtell
Chris
Robert
Ericka
Dominick

last_name
Llano
Lo
Locke
Locke
Locke
Long
Lonowski
Lorch
Lorch
Lorme
Lozier
Lu
Lu
Ludwig
Luhr
Luhr
Luk
Lyons
ma
Ma
MacKenzie
Mackey
Magnani
Makar
Makonnen
Malte
Mansfield
Mansfield
Mantell
Mantell
Marcus
Marini
Marini

email
pell1203@gmail.com
erislo@hotmail.com
tadlocke@yahoo.com
pclocke@gmail.com
mkl522@hotmail.com
kiml@staffordpress.com
chrislono@yaoo.com
jerrylorch@gmail.com
karenlorch@comcast.net
lakehousehd@gmail.com
pal44@outlook.com
huibailu@yahoo.com
miaomiaome@hotmail.com
dragonheart9@comcast.net
dana.luhr@gmail.com
luhrm@uw.edu
davidt_luk@hotmail.com
suzielyons2000@yahoo.com
katherinekmma@gmail.com
ma_katherine@yahoo.com
sandoo@aol.com
susanmackey64@gmail.com
pamagnani@gmail.com
mmmakar@comcast.net
Tzeghe@msn.com
patmalte@comcast.net
cccm@comcast.net
calake@mac.com
jmantell@hotmail.com
cmntl@yahoo.com
bobmarcus1@comcast.net
ericka14@yahoo.com
dominick_marini@yahoo.com

zip_code
98006
98006
98056
98056-1753
98056
98005
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98056
98005
98058
98058
98006
98005
98006
98006
98052
98059
98006
98005
98056
98005
98006
98006
98007
98007
98006
98006
98006

can2_user_address
4722 147th Pl SE
14631 SE 45th st
8409 128th ave se
8321 128th Ave. S.E.
12151 SE 76th Place
3058 135th ave ne
13500 SE 50th Place
13500 SE 50th Place
4623 135th PL SE
14922SE 58th. st.
12336 NE 24th Street
3220 SE 12th Street
4460 144th Ave SE
12840 SE 3rd ST
13912 SE 44th St
2723 174th Ave NE
16248 205th Pl SE
13300 SE 44th Pl
3550 140th Ave NE
8021 126th Ave SE, Newcastle
5837 Pleasure Point Ln SE
5837 pleasure point lane
14206 NE 40th Place
14206 NE 40th Place
4501 134 PL SE
11258 SE 56th Place
11258 SE 56th PL

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Renton
Bellevue, WA 98005
Renton
Renton
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Redmond 98052
Renton
Bellevue
Bellevue WA
RENTON
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, Wa 98007
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue

first_name
Ruth
Don
Jolene
Jerron
Geri
Marilyn
JC
Patrick
Melissa
Randi
Kathleen
Debbie
Zachary
Alannah
Theresia
Sean
Richard
Kristen
Laurent
Andrew
Janis
Andy
Diana
xiao
Judith
John
Lisa
Lorraine
Linda
Miao
Joe
Reid
Dave.

last_name
Marsh
Marsh
Marshall
Marshall
Martinsen
Mayers
McCabe
McCall
McConnel
McDonald
McGinnis
McIntyre
McIntyre
McKeehan
McLynne
McNamara
McNeill
McSherry
Mechain
Mechling
Medley
Mednikoff
Melman
Meng
Mercer
Merrill
Merrill
Meyer
Meyer
Miao
Michaels
Mickelsen
Mickelson

email
ruthmarsh@live.com
donmarsh@cense.org
jolenelm@hotmail.com
jerrondm@hotmail.com
jandgmart@comcast.net
mayersmarilyn@gmail.com
jcmccabe@gmail.com
patrick.mccall@gmail.com
barrmj@hotmail.com
randijomcdonald@comcast.net
goodie1040@comcast.net
dmac55@hotmail.com
zacharycmcintyre@gmail.com
boultonfamily@gmail.com
theresiajoy@gmail.com
seanpmcnamara@gmail.com
mcneill.rd@gmail.com
kristennmcsherry@gmail.com
mechain@live.com
ap_mechling@yahoo.com
jpmedley@mac.com
mednikoff25@hotmail.com
dianaza@hotmail.com
shirley.mx@gmail.com
judeme@hotmail.com
john@merrillimages.com
lisa@merrillimages.com
lrm4k4@gmail.com
meyer.stout@gmail.com
miao_0423@yahoo.com
derhai@outlook.com
reid_m38@hotmail.com
DaveMickelson@comcast.net

zip_code
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98008
98006
98056
98006
98056
98006
98007
98007
98005
98006
98059
98006
98005
98006
98059
98006
98056
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
98005
98006
98005
98006
98006

can2_user_address
4411 137th Ave SE
4531 Somerset Pl. SE
4531 Somerser pl se
1907 161 Avenue NE

16204 SE 46th Pl
6142 147th Pl. S.E.
15314 se 20th st
15314 SE 20th St
13115 NE 38th Place
4643 - 147th Pl., SE
7969 145th Ave SE
5804 146th Ave SE
417 130th Ave SE
8224 135th Pl SE
4609 Somerset Dr SE
6023 121st Ave SE
4223 135th ave se
4679 Highland Dr
4800 134 Place SE
3406 134th Ave NE
13601 NE 26th pl
11739 se 60th pl
3441 134th Ave NE
13315 SE 44th PL
4518 Somerset Drive SE

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Renton
Bellevue, WA
Renton
Bellevue, WA
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Renton
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
Catherine
Kathleen
Michele
Don
Melinda
Thad
Leslie
Elizabeth
Judy
Michelle
Robert
Esther
Cheryl
Bernadette
sherri
W. Robert
Margaret
Paul
katie
Michael
Richard
Jamison
Dee
Krishna
Gabriele
Thomas
Jim
Marlene
Sara
Albert

last_name
Mikhlin
Millen
Miller
Miller
Miller
Mills
Milstein
Minkin
Mock
Molan
Moloney
Moloney
Monaghan
Monroe
monteith
Moore
Moore
Moran
moran
Moricz
Morris
Moy
Mulford
Nareddy
Neighbors
Neighbors
Nelson
Nelson
Neuman
Newman

email
cmikhlin@hotmail.com
kathymillen@gmail.com
millermi@live.com
donald_c_miller@hotmail.com
mindy@seattle.testra.com
tbmills@comcast.net
lesliemilstein@gmail.com
elizabethminkin@yahoo.com
jedotsonmock@gmail.com
mmolan58@gmail.com
remjr700@msn.com
esmol@msn.com
rozzimemories@gmail.com
parabola33@comcast.net
slmonteith@gmail.com
bmooreii@comcast.net
mmooreii@comcast.net
paulemoran1@gmail.com
katie.mo@hotmail.com
mike_moricz@yahoo.com
747rwmorris@msn.com
f_n_m@hotmail.com
getset13@gmail.com
krishnanareddy@gmail.com
gabriele.neighbors@comcast.net
neighbors.thomas@comcast.net
jwnelsonosu82@comcast.net
nelsonmd@aol.com
noneoyourbusiness@comcast.net
pete10726@hotmail.com

Pal
Shawn
Chuanzhong

Nichoson
Nickerson
Nie

paulnicholson400@gmail.com
shawnnickerson@gmail.com
hzhuamu@hotmail.com

zip_code
98033
98059
98005
98006
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98004
98033
98006
98006
98005
98005
98006
98005
98006
12302
98006
98004-8610
98004-8610
98006
98006
98006
98006

can2_user_address
1846 9th street w
8820 140th Ave SE
3839 136th Are NE
5205 Lakehurst Lane SE
4285 137th Ave NE
13625 SE 43rd Street
5007 Lakehurst Lane SE
4616 132nd Ave SE
13805 SE 58th Pl
4551 135th pl se
4551 135thPl SE
6532 117 Pl SE
621 Bellevue Way SE
10819 ne 112th street
4707 135th Place SE
4707 135th Pl Se
2806 126th Ave NE
2806 126 ave ne
4814 Somerset Place SE
13430 Se 24th st
4455 137th Ave SE
4627 135th pl se
1106 108th AVE NE, Apt 502
13260 S E 55th Place
4519 134th Place SE
5204 120th ave SE

98052 6610 143rd Ave NE
98005 13840 ne 44th pl
98006 13806 se 42nd pl

can2_user_city
Kirkland
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue Wa
Bellevue, WA 98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
kirkland
Bellevue,
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA 98006
Bellevue Wa
Bellevue
Glenville Town of
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Redmond, WA
98052
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
Margaret
faye
Michael
Joan
Anna
Peter
Riley
Judith
Steve
Michael
Penny
Maria
Ann
Pat
kay
Albert
Eugen
Jennifer
joy
Rebecca
Rebecca
Aaron
maggie
Mina
Marilyn
Jim
Rena
Kathleen
Joe
Joy
Dan
Bill
Maria

last_name
Niendorff
niiyama
Nimmons
Nolan
Novikoff
O'Brien
O'Brien Wolff
Odell
O'Donnell
Oldham
Olson
Orlow
Osterberg
Owen
owen
Paige
Pajor
Palmer
paltiel
Peck
Peck
Peloquin
peloquin
Peterson
Peterson
Peterson
Peterson
Petty
pham
Phelps
Phillips
Picatti
Pickering

email
gniendorff@comcast.net
faniiyama@hotmail.com
nimmons@nwlink.com
joansn64@hotmail.com
novikoff@comcast.net
obrienp415@gmail.com
riley_obrien@hotmail.com
odell.jk@comcast.net
sdofour@aol.com
oldhammike@live.com
penny.olson@gmail.com
mariaorlow@frontier.com
asosterberg@gmail.com
patowen444@gmail.com
kay.owen@comcast.net
abpaige@frontier.com
paj_eugen@yahoo.com
jenpalmer5@gmail.com
joymillerpaltiel@hotmail.com
beckypk5@aol.com
beckypk5@ail.com
aaron@peloquin.us
maggie@peloquin.us
minapeterson@cbbain.com
petersonmarilyn@comcast.net
jimpeterson427@comcast.net
rena@renapeterson.us
pettykathleen95@gmail.com
joepham@hotmail.com
joyphelps@joyphelps.com
phillipd@yahoo.com
bpicat@comcast.net
pickemgreen@hotmail.com

zip_code
98004
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
980043611
98005
98006
98005
98056
98006
98006
98006
98006
98056
98056
98005
98006
98006
98033
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006

can2_user_address
1336 Bellevue Way NE, #4
4317 136 PL SE
6345 138th Place SE
4700 133rd Avenue SE
14348 SE 47th Pl.
12509 SE 51st Street
12505 SE 65th St
6503 125th Ave SE
13945 SE 47th St.
6039 Hazelwood Lane
2840 139th Ave SE
12518 NE 28th St.
10435 NE 15TH ST
12208 NE 24th St.
13436 NE47th St.
8441 129th Ave SE
4935 116th PL SE
13615 S.E. 58th Place
14511 SE 47th Place
14511 SE 47th Pl
12802 SE 80th Way
12802 SE 80th Way
123rd Ave SE
6575 125th Abe S.E.
6575 125th ave. s.e.
6148 133rd AVE NE
3036 135th Ave NE
4239 135th PL SE
4548 144th Ave. SE
5245 Highland Drive
4767 146th pl SE

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA 98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Newcastle
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue, Wash.
Bellevue, WA.
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
Eveline
Margie
Jennifer
Brittany
John
Eng Teck
Laura
Corrin
Mary Lynne
Erika
Edd
Amy
Lynne
Rachel
Don
Alice
Mei
Li
Angela
Kristin
Kathleen
William
Carlos
Danielle
Laurel
Richard
Richard

last_name
Piersma
Pietz
Pinkowski
Plumb
Plut
Po
Polt
Ponte
Poole
Popejoy
Popejoy
Powell
Prevette
Primeau
Prince
Prince
Qi
Qiao
qu
Quam
Quam
Rambo
Ramos
Ramos
Rand
Rand
Randall

email
Eve_piersma@hotmail.com
pietz@msn.com
j.pinkowski@pobox.com
bplumb@me.com
jplut@comcast.net
alvin_po2002@yahoo.co.uk
lpolt@hotmail.com
cponte@comcast.net
mlp@mlpconsulting.com
ewestbrook18@yahoo.com
twomonkee@yahoo.com
amy.powell@comcast.net
lynnepre@comcast.net
rprimeau1983@gmail.com
dfpseattle@aol.com
afprince42@aol.com
meiqi1@gmail.com
qiaoli731@gmail.com
quxin1977@gmail.com
kequam@gmail.com
kqrun17@aol.com
rambowh@comcast.net
carlosr77@gmail.com
danielle@cdramos.com
laurelrand@gmail.com
drrandnwcaps@gmail.com
rfrandall1@frontier.com

Sue
Ruth
Allen
Donald
Jan
Jeff

Raschella
Raskind
Rauschendorfer
Ray
Rea
Rea

sprasch@gmail.com
ruthraskind@yahoo.com
arauschendorfer@hotmail.com
donray31@hotmail.com
janrea@aol.com
jprea@aol.com

zip_code
98005
98056
98006
98033
98006
98006
98005
98006
98005
98005
98005
98004
98056
98007
98033
98033
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98056
98056
98005
98005
98005

can2_user_address
13712 SE 17th Street
8508 129th PL SE
4443 146th Ave SE

98005
98006
98056
98005
98007
98007

13710 NE 26th Place
5320 135th pl se
7930 129th Pl SE
134 130th Ave NE
3701 142nd PL NE
3701 142nd PL NE

4425 134th Place SE
13647 SE 37th St
12615 NE 29th St
6915 128th pl se
3518 129th Ave. NE
13455 NE 27 th place
13455 be 27 th place
1241 112th Ave NE
8114 128th Ave SE
6021 - 136th Ave NE
6021 136th Ave N E
4675 Highland Dr
14512 SE 45th PL
4614 somerset ave se
4614 somerset avenue se
4565 Somerset Place SE
8216128 Ave se
8216 128th ave se
12705 NE 36th St

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Newcastle, Wa
Bellevue
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle WA
Bellevue
Kirkland, WA
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue. WA. 98006
Newcastle
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue,
Washington
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
Ray
Marcia
Judy
Ronald
Valerie
Lucy
Marjorie
Linda
Dr. Arkady
Nora
Christy
Harvey
Shannon
Diane
Larry
Stanislav
Diane
Samir
Madalyn
Rodney
Serret
Kelly
Michele
Brian
Craig
William
Lisa
Brian
Philipp
Mary
Jennifer
Tony
David

last_name
Reass
Reass
Reavell
Redpath
Redpath
Regan
Reger
Reichenbach
Retik
Retik
Rice
Ries
Rome
Romero
Rosenthal
Rumega
Rush
Rustagi
Rustagi
Ryan
Salles
Sather
Scanlan
Schafer
Schaff
Schilb
Schilling
Schmidt
Schmidt-Pathmann
Schneider
Schroeder
Schuler
Schwartz

email
ray.reass@gmail.com
marcia.reass@gmail.com
jreavell@gmail.com
RRRedpath@comcast.net
varedpath@comcast.net
lucy.regan@gmail.com
marjiereger@gmail.com
sreichenbach@comcast.net
a.retik@outlook.com
norar55@hotmail.com
christy@christyricepm.com
harveyries@yahoo.com
s.rome3@frontier.com
dianeromero@yahoo.com
ibrosey@gmail.com
styrum@yahoo.com
rushdiane@comcast.net
srustagi2@pyracor.com
madrust@hotmail.com
rodneyaryan@gmail.com
serret.salles@gmail.com
kelly_sather@hotmail.com
michele_scanlan_99@yahoo.com
bsschafer1@hotmail.com
craigschaff@hotmail.com
willschilb@aol.com
lschilling@hotmail.com
brian_l_s@hotmail.com
psp@neomer.com
mrubesch@comcast.net
schieleschroeder@comcast.net
tonyschuler@comcast.net
david_vcp@hotmail.com

zip_code
98005
98005
98005
98056
98056
98006
98006
98006
98005
98005
98005
98005
98033
98006
98005
98006
98056
98006
98006
98005
98034
98006
98005
98006
98006
98005
98006
98006
98056
98006
98006
98006
98033

can2_user_address
3720 127th Ave NE
3720 127th Ave NE
13601 NE 34th Place
12844 SE 80th Way
12844 SE 80th Way
4559 140th Ave SE
13919 SE 42nd St
5012 141st Ave SE
1907 136th Pl SE
1907 136 pl se
2440 140th Ave NE #18
13501 N.E. 38th Place
6306 135th ave ne
4466 142nd Ave SE
12906 NE 30th St
13225 SE 51st Pl.
8428 128th ave SE
4725 Somerset Pl SE
4725 Somerset Pl SE
13000 NE 28th Pl

13434 NE 45th St
5855 Pleasure Point Ln SE
4326 Lake Washington Blvd SE
2812 120th Av NE
4639 Somerset Ave SE
4735 134th Place SE
12623 SE 83rd. Ct
13320 SE 43rd Street
4851 123rd pl se
4716 142nd Place SE
12218 NE 64 St

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA 98005
Kirkland wa 98033
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue WA
Bellevue
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue, Wa
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Kirkland

first_name
Kerry
norene

last_name
Schwartz
scott

email
kerrsch@gmail.com
joseph.scott17@frontier.com

David
Meredith
Sandy
Janset
Jeff
parul
Ryan
Xiao
Gregory
Cheryl
Devon
Kerri
Peiqi
Stela
Richard
Kathleen
Phil
Scott
Jason
Steven
Helen
Karen
George
Michal
DeEtt
Catharine
joan
Judy
Wolfgang
Petra
Robert

Scott
Selfon
Seppi
Sey
Shaffer
shah
Shan
Shang
Shank
Shannon
Shannon
Sheldon
Shen
Shepard
Shepard
Sherman
Sherman
Shih
Shim
Shimamoto
Si
Sillivan
Sillivan
Silverman
Simmons@gmail.com
Simon
Sinclair
Sinclaire
Sixl
Sixl
Sloan

dgscott_ret@comcast.net
meredithselfon@hotmail.com
sandyseppi@gmail.com
seyjanset@gmail.com
jshaffer@windermere.com
pl_shah@msn.com
ryanyuanqing@yahoo.com
xiaoshang@hotmail.com
gregshank@comcast.net
cashannon_1@msn.com
dontspamdevon@gmail.com
kerri.sheldon@hotmail.com
audreyshen@yahoo.com
stellashep@comcast.net
r.shepardjr@comcast.net
kathleen.sherman@comcast.net
philsherman@comcast.net
sshih98005@yahoo.com
shimpohjen@hotmail.com
kikuboo@aol.com
helensi888@yahoo.com
ksillivan2@msn.com
sillimike43@gmail.com
michalsilverman@gmail.com
deettasimmons@gmail.com
catsimon@starboarddev.com
twsinclair@comcast.net
jsinclaire@msn.com
wolfgangsixl@gmail.com
petra.sixl@gmail.com
bob.sloan@comcast.net

zip_code can2_user_address
98033
98005-1860 13619 NE 28th St
9800
98034
98027
98033
98006
98005
98006
98006
98006
98033
98033
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98033
98006
98006
98006
98034
98006
98006
98056

4539 ,Somerset Dr.SE.
13320 78th Place ne
245 NE Creek Way
14005 SE 44th Place
13413 ne 27th st
4615 142nd pl se
15912 SE 43rd St
6330 135th Ave. NE
6330 135th Ave NE
14834 se 66th st
14100 se 44th st
13908 SE 42nd Pl
34 Decatur Key
4741 132nd Ave se
3023 137th Avenue NE
12520 NE 23rd PL

11819 SE 54th Pl
11819 SE 54th Pl
5659 125th ave SE
5007 Somerset Drive SE
4510 144th Ave SE
9727 NE Juanita Dr. #203
26 Glacier Key
26 Glacier Key
7005 119th Place SE

can2_user_city
Kirkland
Bellevue, WA 98005
Bellevue
Washington.98006
Kirkland
Issaquah
Kirkland
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
KIRKLAND
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, Wa
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Kirkland, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle

first_name
Kim
Kim
Christine
Margot
Gregg
Susan
Dean
Alexis
Paul
Stefanie
Kalai
Elizabeth
Chao
Frank
Xue
Cindy
Daniel
Regina
Martha
Kevin
Georgia
Ruth
Jennifer
Lisa
Marlo
JoAnne
Sue
Allen
Zhi
Shi
Huatong
Xun
haili

last_name
Smallwood
Smerekanych
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smith
Smits
Snow
Socha-Leialoha
Sokratov
Song
Song
Song
Spain
Sperry
Sperry
Spieker
Steenis
Steenis
Steiner
Steinman
Stix
Straub
Strom
Stronk
Su
Sun
Sun
Sun
Sun
sun

email
kdsmallwood@gmail.com
mamakim@comcast.net
christysmith3@gmail.com
go2mnsmith@aol.com
greggsmithjr@hotmail.com
4242smith@comcast.net
voiceguy1@comcast.net
alexisleila1@gmail.com
pauljoyce@comcast.net
stef.snow@comcast.net
kalai@socha.com
esokratov@gmail.com
songchao1969@yahoo.com
realtorsong@yahoo.com
cindyxsong@gmail.com
cindy@spaintown.us
danjsperry@gmail.com
rsdsmsns@gmail.com
marthaspieker@yahoo.com
ksteenis@hotmail.com
ggianacos@hotmail.com
ruthsteiner@comcast.net
steinmanjd@yahoo.com
stixl44@gmail.com
marloh@gmail.com
jstrom1234@comcast.net
ssbuds@comcast.net
yenlinsu@gmail.com
shuo_zhi@hotmail.com
shi_sun2002@yahoo.com
huatongs@gmail.com
sunxun@gmail.com
haikisun@hotmail.com

zip_code
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98034
98006
98006
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98040
98005
98005
98005
98056
98056
98006
98006
98056
98006
98006
98056
98008
98006
98006
98006
98005
98006

can2_user_address
4564 137th Ave S.E.
5819 111th Avenue SE
6208 Hazelwood Lane SE
4747 132nd Ave SE
14002 Se 47st
10915 NE123rd LN
4628 141st Court, SE
5806 142nd PL SE
14725 NE 20th St D-100
5819 14th Ave SE
4601 130th ave SE
5015 136th PL SE
4531 138th ave se
8521 E Mercer Way
13612 NE 28th ST
13612 NE 28th Street
3023 137th Ave NE
8422 128th Ave SE
8422 128th Ave SE
5883 169th Ave. S.E.
4419 138th ave SE
13011 SE 84th Way
5416 126th Pl SE
14206 SE 52nd Place
12917 SE 86th Place
16729 NE 35th St
14503 SE 47th PL
1 31st pl
14225 SE 60th St
4248 132nd Ave NE
13009 se 46th ct

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Kirkland
Bellevue, Wa.
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue WA
Bellevue , WA 98006
Bellevue
Mercer Island, WA
Bellevue, WA 98005
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Newcastle
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue

first_name
Anthony
Mindy
Vicky
Randy
Cheryl
April
Jamie
Sonia
Amy
Joe

last_name
Sutey
Suurs
Svidenko
Tada
Tada
Tan
Tan
Tanielian
Tappen
Tassia

email
amsutey@comcast.net
msuurs@gmail.com
vsvidenko@live.com
textbytada@comcast.net
ctadaa@comcast.net
apriltan_usa@hotmail.com
shopkamietan@gmail.com
imbgonia@comcast.net
atapp44@gmail.com
joet@nuoz.com

Linda P
David R
Tomiko
Jennifer
Cynthia
Gloria
Helen
Michal
Larry
Dana
Rachel
Laurie
Mick
LT

Taylor
Taylor
Teramoto
Teramoto
Thomas Reher
Thompson
Tian
Tidwell
Tidwell
Tillson
Ting
Tish
Tish
Tong

kucamunga@comcast.net
davidlindataylor@comcast.net
mieandpoo@gmail.com
renton.rambler@gmail.com
cynthiadvm@yahoo.com
g_mcclanahan@yahoo.com
helent366@yahoo.com
michaltidwell@gmail.com
larrywtidwell08@gmail.com
hulett.todd@comcast.net
rachelting@gmail.com
laurie.tish@mossadams.com
mltish@hotmail.com
londug@outlook.com

Kim-Hoang
Karrie
Gary
WEI
Lauren
Lia
Dana
Kenneth

Tran
Trengrove
Trus
TUNG
Ulatoski-Root
Unrau
Vana
Vasilik

kimtran57@yahoo.com
karrietrengove@q.com
gtrus@earthlink.net
aph172@hotmail.com
cellodisc2@gmail.com
liaunrau@hotmail.com
danavana@comcast.net
eric@vasilik.com

zip_code
98056
98006
98056
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98008
98056
98056
98056
98056
98056
98006
98006
98006
98033
98033
98005
98006
98005
98005
98006
98056
98005
98056-2005
98006
98008
98008
98006
98006

can2_user_address
8117 128th AV SE
4662 144th Place SE
8553 129th ave SE
4716 Somerset Place S.E.
4716 Somerset Place S.E.
4622 130th Ave. SE
14700 se 45th pl
4603 146th PL SE
517 166th ave ne
8206 128th AVE SE
8443 128th Ave SE
8443 128th Ave SE
128th Ave SE
8419 127th PLSE
122 Pl SE
13917 SE 42nd St
12981 SE 46th Pl

1806 121 st ave s.e.
13314 SE 44th pl
13432 NE 25th Street
13432 NE 25th Street

12718 SE 80th Way
Renaissance Homes
3792 Lincoln Ave NE
130th Ave se
912 165th Ave S.E.
2410 159th Ave NE
5708 138th pl se
4339 136th Pl. SE

can2_user_city
Newcastle, WA
BELLEVUE
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Newcastle
Newcastle, WA
98056
Newcastle
Newcaslte WA 8056
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue, Wa 98006
Kirkland
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle WA
98056
Bellevue
Renton
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
archana
Surendra
David
Toni
Roger
Dave
Linda
Maxine
Donna
Stephen
Suzie
Bridget
Money
Le
Baicen
Xueyi
Alice
Jin
yueqin
Hao
ning
Yanbing
Michelle
Meng
Xin
Anne
Keith
Tom and Kristi
Tom
Daniel
William
Stephen
Trent

last_name
verma
Verma
Versteeg
Vincent
Visser
Visser
Visser
Voetberg
Von Bargen, Ph.D.
Wagner
Wagner
Wakely
Wan
Wang
Wang
Wang
wang
Wang
wang
Wang
wang
Wang
wang
Wang
Wang
Watkins
Watts
Weir
Weir
Wells
Weston
Weyl
Wheatley

email
archana_suren@hotmail.com
sverma@outlook.com
dverstee@starbucks.com
tonivincent@aol.com
rvisser@avst.com
daveangie.visser@gmail.com
rlvisser@comcast.net
mvoetberg@outlook.com
dvbphd51@gmail.com
shalewagner@gmail.com
suzie.wagner@gmail.com
bridgetwakely@gmail.com
mqwan64@hotmail.com
wler@hotmail.com
wangbaicen@hotmail.com
xueyiwang@hotmail.com
alicejoe@gmail.com
oooowang@gmail.com
lazycat1976@126.com
newera99@yahoo.con
vinia.wang@live.com
seraphy1003@hotmail.com
mxw625@yahoo.com
mghostsoft@gmail.com
xinw51@yahoo.cim
ajbiking@gmail.com
tango_zulu@hotmail.com
khweir@hotmail.com
twweir@hotmail.com
dungenessdan@aol.com
billlwestonbellevue@gmail.com
sweyl@xeolux.com
trentwh@yahoo.com

zip_code
98006
98006
98006
98005
98005
98052
98005
98006
98059-9033
98005
98005
98034
Wa98056
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005-3154
98006
98006

can2_user_address
4541 somerset pl se
Somerset
4601 136th Ave SE
3825 132nd Ave. NE
13210 NE 24th St
7015 134th Ave NE
13210 NE 24th St.
4544 Somerset PL SE
20512 SE 158th St
13440 NE 45TH ST
13440 NE 45th St
10309 NE 141st pl
12110 se 84th place
13811 SE 42nd Pl
13806 Se 42nd Pl
14521 se 60th St
13727 SE 42nd PL
5202 139th ave seï¼Œ98006
4332 136 th. Pl. SE
13711 SE Somerset LN
4511 141st PL SE
4422 somerset blvd se
4635 119th Ave SE
12302 se 47th st
Bellevue
5635 178th Ave SE
4639 133rd Ave SE
4639 133rd Ave SE
4420 136 place Se
179 124 Ave NE
4426 Somerset Drive SE
13132 SE 47th st

can2_user_city
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
Bellevue, WA
Redmond
Bellevue, WA 98005
Bellevue, 98006
Renton
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Kirkland
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevue, WA 98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
BELLEVUE WA 98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
Lori
Glenna
Lori
Laurie
Dr. Mel
Robert
Wendy
Christine
Leah
Cindy
Bruce
Jennifer
Ron
Gretchen
Peter
Lisa
Ron
Dave
Mike
Peter
JOHN
Linda
Keith
Ronda
Gordon
denise
Kathy
Aileen
helen
susan
Steve
Dan
tong

last_name
Wheatley
White
White
Wick
Wilenzick
Wiley
Wiley
Wilford
Willert
Williams
Williams
Wilson
Wilson
Wingard
Wise
Wolff
Wollum
Womeldorff
Wong
Wong
WOO
Woo
Woodcox
Woodcox
Woodley
woodley
Woodman
Wu
wu
wu
wu
Wu
wu

email
lorigirlwheat@gmail.com
glennawhite@msn.com
lw.lori@gmail.com
lwick13@msn.com
mwilenzick@comcast.net
bob@5coyotes.com
wmwiley@comcast.net
drtine@comcast.net
leahlwz@hotmail.com
boatnics@comcast.net
docwilliams1@comcast.net
jenniferneighbors@hotmail.com
toaster91@hotmail.com
gretchen_wile@yahoo.com
petewise@hotmail.com
lisa_wolff@yahoo.com
ronwollum@hotmail.com
womelds@comcast.net
mwong911@msn.com
gmcturbo@gmail.com
webewoos@comcast.net
lindadotwoo@gmail.com
keithwoodcox1@gmail.com
ronda.woodcox@gmail.com
woodley@gmail.com
mauimagic@gmail.com
kathywoodman@cbbain.com
akmc2@yahoo.com
shwu89@hotmail.com
susanwu99@gmail.com
lichuan26@gmail.com
dan0370@yahoo.com
dullcat@gmail.com

zip_code
98006
98056
98005-1353
98005
98006
98006
98006
98005
98027
98006
98056
98006
98006
98005
98007
98005
98006
98006
98056
98005
98056-1796
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
98006
98006
98006
98006
98059
98006

can2_user_address
13132 SE 47th St.
8595 129th Ave SE
3731 130th Ave NE
12334 Se23rd pl
4701 Somerset Dr SE
5711 141st Pl SE
5711 141st Pl SE
25006 SE 162nd St
12829 SE 38 St. #137
8564 129th AV SE
14312 SE 45th St.
3400 142ND PL NE
13614 se 43rd at
4304 136th Pl SE
8308 128th Avenue Se
13419 NE 27th St
8134 128TH AVE. S. E.
12554 SE 53rd St
9495 E MESA AVE
5049 lakehurst lane
2919 129th Ave SE
4431 145th Ave SE
4960 highland dr.
somerset
somerset
13810 se Newport way

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue. Wa
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
BELLEVUE
Issaquah
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue, WA
Bellvue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, Wa
Newcastle
Bellevue
NEWCASTLE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, WA 98006
bellevue
bellevue
bellevue
Renton
Bellevue

first_name
Rosamund
Zhanbing
Carol
Limei
liâ€†qin
David
mingmei
Jennifer
Jessie
Sheng
Hengyu
Karen
Bin
Lisa
Kenneth
Livia
Su
Mei
Xiaohong
Hui-yu
Amy
Qing
Huiying
Leonard
Choy Leng
ping
Lily
Kelvin
vivian

last_name
Wu
Wu
Xiang
Xie
xie
Xie
xu
Xu
Xu
XU
Xu
Xu
Xu
Yalcin
YAMAMOTO
Yamamoto
Yamamura
yan
yang
Yang
Yates
Ye
Ye
Yee
Yeong
yin
Yin
Yiu
yorita

email
rosamundwu@yahoo.com
zhanw1@yahoo.com
carol.xiang@gmail.com
13970787073@163.com
821867520@qq.com
djwashington333@gmail.com
maggiexu618@hotmail.com
jennifer13628@gmail.com
drh567@gmail.com
capricorns@gmail.com
carinahsu@hotmail.com
karen.xu@gmail.com
qye99@yahoo.com
lisa.yalcin@gmail.com
ken_0447@msn.com
livia_0447@msn.com
su_yamamura@yahoo.com
myan518@hotmail.com
xiaohong.yang@gmail.com
huiyu.y@gmail.com
yates888@yahoo.com
claire.ye@ihs.com
huiyingye@gmail.com
wenward@yahoo.com
nmhrgkyo@gmail.com
pingyin@microsoft.com
lyin71@hotmail.com
kelviny1@msn.com
yovivy@gmail.com

Linda
Mike
Dana
JD

Young
Young
Young
Yu

lyry@comcast.net
mikeyoung4466@gmail.com
danayoung1.0@gmail.com
jingdong.yu@gmail.com

zip_code
98006
98007
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98034
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98005
98033
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98056

can2_user_address
14901 SE Newport Way
5002 156th Ave SE
14014 Se 44th St
4663 132nd ave se
14700 se 45th pl
14824 se 62nd ct
3748 135th ave se

6017 147th AVE SE
Somerset AVE SE
14115 80thave ne
4551 135th Ave SE
4551 135th AVE S E
4436 144th Ave Se
14723 SE 63rd pl
4650 somerset ave SE
2840 139th AVE SE #5
11227 104th Ave NE
Somerset AVE SE
Somerset Dr
4326 134th PL SE
Se 37th St
4521 somerset dr se
4809 131st PL SE
8427 128th Ave SE

98056 12813 SE 80th Way
98006 5031 Lakehurst Ln SE
98006
98006 4501 138th Ave se

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
Bellevuw
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Kirkland
Bellevue, Wa 98006
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue, wa
bellevue
Bellevue
Kirkland
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Newcastle
Newcastle, WA
98056
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue

first_name
Xin
Robert
Gang
feifei
Grace
yong
jian
LU
David
Qiang
Guanghai
Binchi
Ryan
Ying
Chen
Yan
Yan
meifang
NAN
jodis
Wei
Barry
Bruce
Mel
Helen
Astrid
Sonia
Michael
OF

last_name
Yu
Zapalski
Zhai
zhang
Zhang
zhang
zhang
ZHANG
Zhang
Zhang
Zhang
Zhang
Zhang
Zhao
Zhao
Zhen
zhou
zhou
ZHU
zhu
Zhuang
Zimmerman
Zimmerman
Zoerb
Zoerb
Zuppinger
Zwilling
Zwilling

email
xinyu151@hotmaip.com
robert.zapalski@gmail.com
gabriel_z06@hotmail.com
feifeifa@hotmail.com
kekegrace@gmail.com
zhang_yong@hotmail.com
zzjj74@hotmail.com
infancy_99@yahoo.com
zhang_yim@yahoo.com
qiangzhang2406@gmail.com
g.h.zhang@126.com
bezhang@hotmail.com
yzhang8@gmail.com
fly_zhao123@hotmail.com
chen_zhao@hotmail.com
andiezhen@hotmail.com
yanzhoupanda@gmail.com
ajp749@gmail.com
jimnchu@yahoo.com
jodiszhu@yahoo.com
zhwsimon@gmail.com
zeemale@gmail.com
bkz1@comcast.net
zorbosee@comcast.net
zorbo2@comcast.net
astridrd@comcast.net
sonias_script@hotmail.com
mikezwilling@hotmail.com
mpollakpr@gmail.com
orlymonk@gmail.com
wacheewe@gmail.com
cydwagner@gmail.com
wg.hockett@gmail.com

zip_code
98006
98056
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
5402301158
98006
98006
98006
98006
98006
98056
98056
98056
98005
98007
98007
98006
98034
98006
98056
98059

can2_user_address
7033 116th Ave SE
140th Ave SE
148th st
4511 141st pl se
13700 somerset lane se
14007 SE 49th PL
13816 SE 42nd Pl
130320 se45th ct
4619 136th Ave SE
4848 152nd PL SE
14918 SE 61st CT
14108 se 44th street
13808 SE 51ST PL
13630se 43rd.st
13512 SE 52nd ST
5015 136th PL SE
5007 Somerset DR SE
8310 129 Pl SE
8408 129th Ave SE
8408 129th Ave SE
2525 121st AVE SE
3909 142nd Pl NE
3909 142nd Pl NE

can2_user_city
Bellevue
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue, wa 98006
Bellevue
bellevue
bellevue
BELLEVUE
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue WA
Newcastle
Newcastle, WA
Newcastle
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Bellevue
Kirkland
Bellevue
Renton
Newcastle

first_name
Brittany

last_name

email
brittanylou2@hotmail.com

zip_code can2_user_address
98056

can2_user_city
Renton

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Strauch, Bradley R
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Heidi Bedwell (HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov)
Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS Comments
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:25:56 PM
PSE P1 DEIS Alternatives Submittal.pdf
PSE P1 DEIS Comments.pdf

Attached are Puget Sound Energy’s comments on the Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft
EIS. We want to recognize the level of effort the cities and their consultants have put into
this document. We want to reiterate the importance of this project and look forward to
moving into Phase 2 of the EIS process.
Sincerely,
Brad Strauch
Sr. Land Planner/Environmental Scientist
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
P.O. Box 97034, PSE-09N
Bellevue, WA 98009-9734
Office: 425-456-2556
Fax: 425-462-3233
Cell: 425-214-6250

•

PUGET SOUND ENERGY
Puget Sound Energy
P.O. Box 97034
Bellevue, WA 98009-9734
PSE.com

March 14, 2016

City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell, Senior Land Use Planner
450 l lOth Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

RE:

Puget Sound Energy, Inc.'s Proposed Route Alternatives for the Energize Eastside
Project Phase 2 Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Ms. Bedwell:
Puget Sound Energy, Inc. ("PSE") commends the cities of Bellevue, Kirkland,
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton ("Cities") for their completion of the Energize Eastside Project
Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement ("Phase 1 DEIS"). The Cities' analysis in Phase
1 helped PSE to clarify and con:fum the project solutions that we propose the City and its partner
jurisdictions study in detail in the Phase 2 DEIS.
Specifically, of the three Alternatives analyzed in the Phase 1 DEIS, PSE' s prefened
alternative is Alternative 1, Option A as it best meets DEIS project objectives. This alternative
requires the constrnction and installation of a new 230 kilovolt (kV) to 115 kV transfo1mer in
the center of the Eastside and a new 230 kV transmission line between the Talbot Hill and
Sammamish substations. 1
PSE further proposes to route the new transmission line, to the extent possible, within
PSE's existing Sammamish-Lakeside-TalbotHill 115 kV transmission line corridor. This is the
sho1test, least impactful route studied in the Phase 1 DEIS and is the only one that will succeed
in utilizing a proven technology, solve the transmission capacity deficiency problem, meet
mandatory federal standards, be the most cost effective and reliable option, and have the greatest
longevity (i.e., provides the longest-enduring solution to the current Eastside transmission need).
In response to information gathered during PSE's comprehensive internal review, the
Cities' DEIS process, and public comment, PSE has further refined route alternatives. As set
forth in detail below, PSE now proposes analysis of four route options (refeffed to as Oak 1 and
2 and Willow 1 and 2). After extensive study and review, PSE believes these best meet the
1 This solution (and its justification) is outlined in the DEIS and the Transmission
Solution Study and the Supplemental Eastside Solutions Study Report (Gentile, et al., 2014,
2015).
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project objectives while minimizing environmental impacts. PSE looks forward to more detailed
study of each route during the Phase 2 DEIS review process.
PSE also proposes removing DEIS Alternatives 2 and 3 from further review as they are,
respectively, infeasible or more impactful. Below we discuss in detail why we propose an
analysis of fow: routes and removing Alternatives 2 and 3 from consideration.

I.

ALTERNATIVE 1, OPTION A BEST MEETS PHASE 1 DEIS PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

PSE is charged by state statute to provide safe, reliable, low-cost power to its customers.
PSE must also plan and operate its electrical infrastrncture in compliance with mandatory state
and federal standards. Installing a new 230 kV to 115 kV transfo1mer in the center of the
Eastside area and constructing a new 230 kV transmission line is the most cost-effective and
proven means of providing reliable power while complying with state and federal standards.
Alternative 1, Option A not only addresses the system deficiencies identified by PSE and the
City of Bellevue's independent experts in the Independent Technical Analysis ofEnergize
Eastsidefor the City ofBellevue (Utility System Efficiencies, Inc., 2015), it meets all of the
prnject objectives described in Chapter 2.2 of the Phase 1 DEIS. Alternative 1, Option A is
PSE' s preferred solution.

II.

PSE PROPOSES FOUR PHASE 2 ALTERNATIVES

There are many ways to route, design and implement Alternative 1, Option A. PSE has
reviewed the Phase 1 DEIS and used infomrntion provided by the public during PSE's outreach
efforts to fmther analyze route options under Alternative 1, Option A. To address key concerns
identified in the DEIS process, PSE perfo1med additional engineering work to identify ways to
further minimize impacts. One key conclusion resulting from this review is that environmental
impacts are minimized by locating the new transmission line, to the extent possible, within the
existing PSE Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill double 115 kV coffidor, which was established
in the late 1920s.
Additionally, PSE proposes exercising context-specific design flexibility. For example, in
some areas it may be advantageous to use taller poles, whereas in other areas, sho1ter poles will
be preferred. In other locations, a double-ciTcuited single pole may be preferred rather than two
poles. Specifically, in areas dominated with taller vegetation, replacing the two existing 115 kV
H-frame structures with a single, taller double circuit pole can provide environmental benefits. If
the existing H-frames are replaced with a single double-circuit pole, not only is the number of
poles reduced (from four to one), but the wire zone narrows, thereby allowing more vegetation to
remain in the conidor. Moreover, if the poles are taller, there is additional flexibility in system
operation and more vegetation can remain under the lines.
PSE has invested significant resources in assessing context-specific design needs. In
2015, PSE conducted route-specific fieldwork along the two routes, Oak and Willow,
recommended by the Community Advisory Group ("CAG") in December 2014.2 In addition to
2

By way of background, the CAG was convened by PSE prior to the scoping of the
Phase I DEIS to gather and organize community input on transmission line routes between the
Talbot Hills and Lake Sammamish substations. The CAG published their fmdings and
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working with the CAG, PSE has engaged in an in-depth, multi-year public discussion to gather
community feedback about the project (e.g., open house, mailers, small group meetings, etc.).
Through these processes, PSE has learned that pole height and aesthetics (i.e., view impacts) are
of particular concern to residents in the c01Tidor. To address community concern regarding
potential visual impacts (paiticularly potential impacts to the Factoria-Somerset area), PSE's
engineers have developed two new alignments that are variations of the Oak and Willow routes.
The alternative alignments meet all federal regulations for transmission line design, operation
and constructability.
The two new options utilize existing above-ground utility corridors, including a
combination of the existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill transmission line c01Tidor and
existing transmission and distribution line routes along public rights-of-way. In total, PSE
officially submits four routes (Oak 1, Willow 1, Oak 2, and Willow 2) to be reviewed and
evaluated as part of the forthcoming Phase 2 DEIS. These alignments are described below by
the segment nomenclature used during the CAG process (and reflected in the CAG Report) and
are shown in Attachments B-E. Ce1tain segments referred to in the CAG Report (A, C, E, M, and
N) are common to all routes; therefore, they are not mentioned further in the description of the
following alignments.

a. Oak 1 Route
Oak 1 is one of the original two routes recommended by the CAG in 2014. Oak 1
includes Segments G2 (SE 30th St.), I (Factoria Blvd. SE), and K.2 (Coal Creek Parkway),
connecting with segment E to the north and M to the south. These are depicted on the attached
Oak 1 graphic (see Attachment B). A specific description of this route is as follows:
•

•

•
•

Heading west from the new Richards Creek (Lakeside) substation along SE 30th St.
(Segment G), the existing 115k kV line would be rebuilt to a double-circuit 230 kV /high
capacity 115 kV line, with the high capacity 115 kV line built to 230 kV standards. The
pole types cunently under consideration for Oak 1 are steel monopoles (see attached
graphic inset), which are expected to range between 80 feet and 100 feet tall. The poles
necessary to cross I-90 would need to be taller to meet travel clearance minimums
(around 130 feet).
From SE 30th St. south along Factoria Blvd. SE (Segment I), the same double ciJ:cuit
configuration would be used. The existing 115 kV single circuit line along Factoria Blvd.
would be removed.
The two existing 115 kV lines on Segment J would remain.
Oak 1 entails maintaining the existing c01Tidor along Segment J (through Somerset) and
replacing the single existing 115 kV transmission line ci.J:cuit situated on the referenced
segments with a double circuit design (see inse1t on map for an illustration of a double
circuit design).

conclusions in the Energize Eastside, Community Advisory Group Final Report, January 2015,
which is attached to this comment letter as Attachment A.
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b. Willow 1 Route
Willow 1 is also one of the original two routes recommended by the CAG -in 2014. The
route utilizes the existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hills 115 kV corridor (Segment J) (see
Attachment C). The pole types currently under consideration for this route are steel poles,
ranging from 85 feet to 100 feet tall, depending on topography and location. A specific
description of this route is as follows :
•

•

A distinctive feature of the route occurs midway through Segment J, where the route is
modified from one double-circuit transmission line (one pole) to two single-circuit
transmission lines (two poles).
This design consideration minimizes structure height as well as takes into consideration
proximity to other existing utilities in the conidor such as the Olympic pipeline.

c. Oak 2 Route
Oak 2 is a slight modification of Oak 1 and uses segments G2, J, I, K2, and 0 (124th
Ave. SE) (see Attachment D). The Oak 2 route option allows PSE to address some of the
identified impacts that are related to the unique topography of the area. These impacts are
primarily related to visual and vegetation elements. This alignment is more complex, but key
elements are as follows:
•

•
•

•
•

Oak 2 entails taking the existing 115 kV line that is situated along Segment I (Factoria
Blvd. SE) and moving it to 124th Ave. SE (Segment 0) on approximately 70 feet tall
wood poles. It should be noted that the SCL 230 kV corridor is currently situated along
the west side of 124th Ave. SE.
A replacement smgle circuit high capacity 115 kV line built to 230 kV standards would
be built along Factoria Blvd. SE using steel poles approximately 80 feet tall.
The two existing 115 kV transmission lines on Segment J would be converted to one
single-circuit 230 kV lme built on approximately 65-foot tall steel H-frames. This would
result in only two poles remaining on most of Segment J rather than the existing four.
There would be a nominal increase in pole height along Segment J (approximately 5 feet
to 15 feet depending on topography and based on preliminary design). This would also
narrow the transmission line footprint along Segment J potentially impacting fewer
vegetation elements.
The existing 115 kV line located along Coal Creek Parkway SE between 124th Ave. SE
and Factoria Blvd. SE would be removed.
The existing 115 kV line between Coal Creek Parkway SE and the junction of Segment
Mand J would be rebuilt as a high capacity 115 kV line built to 230kV standards, which
would look essentially the same as the existing line except that the wood poles would be
replaced with steel poles.

d. Willow 2 Route - the Preferred Route
The Willow 2 alignment is a modification of the Willow 1 route option using segments I,
J, K2, and a new segment along SE Newp01t Way (Segment P) (see Attachment E). The Willow
2 route allows PSE to address some of the identified impacts that are related to the unique
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topography of the area. These impacts are primarily related to visual and vegetation elements.
Willow 2 is PSE's preferred route option as we believe it provides the best balance of
minimizing impacts, meeting system requirements, and managing costs. Willow 2 would
include the following:
•

•

•

•

Along Segment J, from the new Richards Creek (Lakeside) 230 kV substation south to
SE Newpo1t Way, the existing two 115 kV lines would be removed and the replaced with
a double circuit 230 kV/115 kV constructed on a single steel pole (approximately 100
feet tall) .
Continuing south along Segment 1, after SE Newport Way, the two existing 115 kV lines
would be removed and replaced with a single 230 kV line. The 230 kV line would be
constructed on steel poles and would only be between 5 and 15 feet taller than the
existing structures being removed (based on preliminary design). This portion of the
route would see a change from four to two poles. The narrower configuration could
allow for more vegetation to remain along the edge of the corridor.
From Segment J west along SE Newport Way, the existing double circuit distribution and
communication lines could be relocated underground because PSE would build a new
high capacity 115 kV line that would be built to 230 kV standards. The new 115 kV line
would be built on steel poles that would be approximately 80 feet tall. 3 This high
capacity 115 kV line would continue to Factoria Blvd. SE where it would join the
existing 115 kV line along Factoria Blvd. SE. The section between SE Newport Way and
Coal Creek Parkway SE would be rebuilt to a double circuit line on steel poles that would
be approximately 80 feet tall.
The existing 115 kV line between Coal Creek Parkway SE and the junction of Segment
Mand J would be rebuilt as a high capacity 115 kV line built to 230kV standards, which
would look essentially the same as the existing line except that the wood poles would be
replaced with steel poles.

Of these alignments, PSE prefers Willow 2 as it addresses many of the concerns identified in the
Phase 1 DEIS, meets the project objectives, and is the most cost effective. Neve1theless, PSE
anticipates a rigorous review of all proposed routes.

III.

PHASE 1 DEIS ALTERNATIVE 2 SHOULD NOT UNDERGO FURTHER
CONSIDERATION

In addition to clarifying PSE's proposals for project implementation, the Phase 1 DEIS
review process confirmed that ce1tain alternatives considered are undesirable and/or infeasible.
In contrast to Alternative 1, PSE does not support additional review of Alternative 2 as described
in the Phase 1 DEIS. Alternative 2 is an integrated resource approach comprised of the
following five components:
•
•
•
•
•

Energy storage
Demand response services
Distributed generation
Peale generation production
Energy efficiency improvements
3

Undergrounding in this case would be required for technical reasons as a distribution
line cannot be installed under a 230 kV line.
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PSE only has control over two of the five components: energy storage and peak generation
production. Without direct control over the other tlu·ee components, Alternative 2 does not
adequately enable PSE to meet transmission planning standards. Therefore, as proposed,
Alternative 2 does not meet the project objectives listed in Phase 1 DEIS, Section 2.2 and so
should not be cru.Tied forward into Phase 2.
The following three subsections explore additional issues implicated by Alternative 2, all
of which weigh in favor of suspending review of this alternative.

a. Land Use Regulations Limit Feasibility of Alternative 2
Implementation of Alternative 2 (i.e. proceeding without the construction of additional
230 kV transmission lines) would require the construction of 19 to 20 gas-turbine peak
generation plants distributed across the Eastside. Each facility would need to provide
approximately 20 MW of generation and be located adjacent to one of PSE's existing substations.
Existing land use regulations mal<:e Alternative 2 infeasible. Thi.tty-one (31) of PSE's
existing substations are located on the Eastside. Eleven of them are within cities or towns that do
not allow fm the construction of generation facilities under their municipal codes (e.g.,
Redmond, Kirkland, and Newcastle). Accordingly, the build-out of Alternative 2 using only peak
generation plants is not permitted under existing laws and would require code changes for 11 of
the potential sites. The remaining twenty substations would be distributed as follows (as
organized by jurisdiction).

i.

City of Bellevue

Fifteen ( 15) existing substations are located within the City of Bellevue. Therefore, a
majority of the potential peak generator sites would be located in Bellevue. Generation facilities
are not specifically mentioned in the Bellevue Land Use Code. The City's Planning Director has
the authority to make the final determination as to the inclusion or exclusion of a particular
proposed use in a pru.ticular use category (LUC 20.10.420).
The possibility of these facilities being considered an essential public facility ("EPF")
under Bellevue's code has been discussed. EPFs are facilities that are typically difficult to site
and must meet extensive siting criteria as required under state law. Anticipated review timelines
for EPF permit applications exceed the in-service date as established in the DEIS project
objectives, which limits the feasibility ofthis alternative.
ii.

City of Mercer Island

Three (3) substations are located within the City of Mercer Island. Peak generation
facilities could be allowed as a Transportation/Utility use defined as "the generation,
transmission, distribution of energy, 11 MICC 19.16, which are allowed under a conditional use
permit within Residential zones where two of the substations are located. The other substation is
located in Town Center where a utility is an allowed use.

iii.

City of Issaquah

Two (2) substations are located within the City oflssaquah. Issaquah defines major utility
facilities as "facilities which potentially have a significant impact on the adjacent prope1ties,
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such as administrative offices and operation centers; electric generation facilities; overhead
transmission lines, sewage treatment plants and lagoons; or sanitary landfills." IMC 18.02.230.
Major utilities are categorized as EPFs.
The substations are located in residential and commercial zoning districts . The code
outlines review processes for each district, with the pe1mit decision being made by the planning
director/manager and Development Commission respectively. The code contains specific
criteria for siting of major utilities.

b. Additional Constraints Limit Feasibility of Constructing Peak Generation Facilities
In addition to zoning restrictions, the following constraints further limit the feasibility of
Alternative 2:

•

Land Size: Each generation facility requires about an acre of land. Most of the existing
substations do not have adequate space to facilitate installation of a peak generation plant.
Additionally land would likely need to be acquired. Research would need to be done on
adjacent parcels on the feasibility of purchasing them.
• Critical Areas: Proposed sites would also need to be evaluated for critical environmental
functions such as wetlands and steep slopes. Special protection is placed on
environmentally critical areas and their buffers, which could limit the development
potential of these prope1ties because the footprint of a peaker plant is larger than that of
transmission poles.
• Infrastructure Requirements: An assessment would need to be conducted to ensure
that the necessary ancillary utilities would be available. This includes water, sewer, and
fuel (natural gas). In order to meet the pressure and supply demands of 19-20 gas-turbine
generators, it is estimated that a total of more than 15 miles of high pressure natural gas
pipeline would need to be installed.
• Noise Requirements: Maximum permissible noise levels depend on the zoning distJ.ict
in which the property is located. For example, most Residenti~l zones have a noise
limitation of 55 dBA during the day and 45 dBAs at night. WAC 173-60-040. Noise
limitations may vary by jurisdiction.
Seventeen of the possible sites are located in or near Residential zones and would have to
meet these limitations. North Bellevue, Center, and Goodes Corner substations are
located in commercial zones and would have a noise limitation of 60 dBA during the day
and 50 dBA at night. Peak generation facilities are mechanical devises that produce high
levels of noise. To make a facility compliant in any zone, extensive noise reducing
features would need to be installed. Even with extensive noise attenuation technology,
meeting existing noise requirements would still be difficult.
If a fleet of peak generators were installed, they would run significantly more often than
just in response to a transmission deficiency event. For generators to replace tt·ansmission
infrastructure, they must run in advance of a transmission event. That means they would need to
be dispatched whenever a probable event was foreseeable or imminent, which is likely to be the
case dming a large part of both peak winter and peak summer periods.
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Generators also need to be tested regularly and, once installed, they become part of PSE's
generation system. This means that generators would nm whenever their economics are better
than in other sources. In other words, generators would not just nm during peak times.

c. Construction of an Energy Storage Facility on the Eastside is Untested and
Infeasible
Alternative 2 also contemplates an energy storage component consisting of a 121 MW
lithium ion storage battery system. This option was discussed in detail in the Eastside System
Energy Storage Alternatives Screening Study completed by Strategen in 2015 ("Strategen
Report"). While 121MW/225MWh was the smallest size studied in the report, this would still be
the largest chemical battery storage system ever constrncted in the United States.
There are two relevant facts regarding technological readiness and suitability included in
the Strategen repmt:
•

•

The largest cwTently deployed and commissioned chemical storage project (by power
rating) in the United States is SCE's Tehachapi Wind Energy Storage Energy Storage
System, an 8MW/23MWh lithium ion battery (Strategen, 2015).
The only system of comparable size to what PSE requires is a 100 MW/400 MWh
lithium-ion Energy Storage System recently procured by Southern California Edison.
This system is not expected to be operational until 2021.

The energy storage component proposed in Alternative 2 is ten times larger (per power rating)
than any commissioned energy storage system in the United States. Alternative 2 is,
accordingly, not considered a proven technology, and therefore does not meet the project
objectives. It also cannot be reasonably procured in time to meet the project objective of being
constructible by 2017-18.

In conclusion, an energy storage component of the size proposed in Alternative 2 does
not fully meet the project objectives outlined in the DEIS Chapter 2 and should be removed from
fwther consideration in Phase 2.
IV.

ALTERNATIVE 3 SHOULD BE ELIMINATED FROM FURTHER REVIEW
AS IT IS MORE IMPACTFUL

Alternative 3 proposes the installation of approximately 60 miles of new transmission
lines and 3 new transformers. Construction impacts (e.g., aesthetics, land use, plants and animals
impacts) resulting from 60 miles of new 115 kV transmission lines verses 18 miles of 230 kV
transmission lines would be significantly greater than impacts identified for Alternative 1.
Additionally, Alternative 3 does not meet the longevity requirement stated in the project
objectives and Supplemental Eastside Solutions study Report (Gentile et al., 2015). Therefore,
PSE does not suppmt Alternative 3 being carried fo1ward for additional study in the Phase 2
DEIS.

V.

CONCLUSION

PSE looks forward to the next phase of public dialogue on the Energize Eastside project
and hopes that the four routes proposed herein help to address concerns identified during the
Phase 1 DEIS review. PSE strongly encourages elimination of Alternatives 2 and 3 from the
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Phase 2 review as the DEIS confirms that they are alternatively unproven, infeasible or more
impactful to the environment.

Sincerely,

Pt"t~~n/il)
Jens Nedrud
Energize Eastside
Proj ect Manager
Attachments
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Executive summary
The Energize Eastside project will build a new
electric substation and higher capacity (230 kV)
transmission lines on the Eastside. In order to
provide a forum that would generate robust input
from diverse community stakeholders, Puget
Sound Energy (PSE) convened a Community
Advisory Group comprised of 24 representatives
from various interests across the Eastside.
The Community Advisory Group’s goals were
to help identify and assess community values in
the context of evaluating which route the new
transmission lines should follow, and to develop a
route recommendation for PSE’s consideration.

Meeting schedule
The Community Advisory Group met eight
times between Jan. 22 and Dec. 10, 2014. The
advisory group discussed the following topics at
each meeting:
• Jan. 22: Role of the advisory group and
introduction to the project

• Feb. 12: Solution selection process and
project routing

• June 4: Review key findings from the sub-area
workshops and Sub-Area Committee meetings
• June 25: Review potential route options

• July 9: Narrow potential route options and
finalize evaluation factors
• Oct. 1: Review key findings from the open
houses and prepare for route evaluation
• Oct. 8: Develop a preliminary route

recommendation

• Dec. 10: Finalize a route recommendation for

PSE’s consideration

Additional meeting details are included in section
IV (Community Advisory Group activities).

Community outreach
The Community Advisory Group process was
supplemented by broad and ongoing community
outreach, including public events at key
milestones. At outreach events, the community
learned about outcomes of the advisory group
process to date and submitted feedback that the
advisory group considered in their discussions.
Key outreach events included:
• Jan. 29 and 30: Open House #1

• March - May: Six sub-area workshops and
three Sub-Area Committee meetings
• April 21: Question and Answer Meeting #1
• July 7: Question and Answer Meeting #2
• Sept. 10 and 11: Open House #2
• Nov. 12 and 13: Open House #3

Along with feedback collected at these outreach
events, members of the public could also submit
input and ask questions via email, voicemail and
an online comment form on the project website.
To help inform their discussion, the advisory group
received monthly public comment summaries of
more than 2,300 comments and questions received
from the public, as well as summaries of comments
received at open houses. Additional activities are
detailed in section V (Community involvement).

Recommendation
On Dec. 10, the Energize Eastside Community
Advisory Group selected route options Oak and
Willow as their final route recommendation for
PSE’s consideration. Of the 22 advisory group
members and four residential association alternates
participating in the recommendation discussion, 20
supported the final recommendation.1
1 The above count includes the advisory group members
and residential association alternates present at the Dec.
10, 2014 meeting, as well as six members and residential
association alternates who did not attend the meeting but
later provided feedback on the recommendation.
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I. Introduction
Growth studies presented by Puget Sound Energy
(PSE) and third-party experts project that demand
for reliable power on the Eastside will exceed
capacity as early as the winter of 2017/2018.1
These studies indicate that without substantial
electrical infrastructure upgrades and aggressive
conservation efforts, the Eastside’s power system
will lose redundancy, increasing the risk of more
disruptive and longer outages for as many as
60,000 customers.
The Energize Eastside project will build a new
electric substation and higher capacity (230 kV)
transmission lines on the Eastside. The new
230 kV transmission lines will extend from the
existing Sammamish substation in Redmond
to the existing Talbot Hill substation in Renton,
connecting with a new substation site in between.
These upgrades will provide dependable power for
Eastside communities for many years to come.
In January 2014, PSE convened a Community
Advisory Group comprised of 24 representatives2
from various interests across the Eastside. The
purpose of the advisory group was to provide
a forum that would generate robust input from
diverse community stakeholders in compliance
with comprehensive plan goals and policies, which
promote public participation and/or coordinated
utility siting. The Community Advisory Group’s goals
were to help identify and assess community values
in the context of evaluating which route the new
transmission lines should follow and to develop a
final route recommendation for PSE’s consideration.

Project Manager Jens Nedrud leads Community
Advisory Group members on a tour of the project area.

Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to document the
work and summarize the recommendations of the
Community Advisory Group convened by PSE
to explore community preferences, priorities and
concerns and to assess segments that could be
combined to form a final route for the Energize
Eastside 230kV transmission lines.

1 Quanta Technology and Puget Sound Energy, Eastside
Needs Assessment Report, 2013.
2 The Community Advisory Group consisted of 24 members
at the beginning of the process; however, two member
organizations (King County and Renton Technical College)
withdrew without replacement.
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II. Project background
PSE’s existing Eastside electric system had its last
major upgrade in the 1960s. The electric system
serves communities between Redmond to the
north, Renton to the south, Lake Washington
to the west and Lake Sammamish to the east.
Power is currently delivered throughout the
Eastside region using 115 kV transmission lines
that run between two 230 kV substations – one in
Redmond and one in Renton (see Figure 1).
Since the system’s last upgrade, the Eastside
population has grown from approximately 50,000
to nearly 400,000 people, and this growth trend
is expected to continue. Puget Sound Regional
Council projections indicate that the Eastside
population will grow by more than a third
between 2010 and 2040.1 Not only have Eastside
communities grown and prospered, but the way
Eastside residents use electricity has changed.
Home square footage has increased, requiring more
energy for lighting, heating and air conditioning.
Additionally, most devices and appliances plugged in
today did not exist years ago. Despite improvements
in energy efficiency and aggressive conservation
efforts, demand for electricity has grown dramatically.
Federal standards require PSE to plan for future
forecasted loads and upgrade the system
accordingly. Forecasted loads for transmission
purposes are based on historical load data as well
as a variety of other inputs, including information
about weather, regional and national economic
growth, demographic changes, conservation,
and other customer usage and behavior factors.
In 2013, PSE published the Eastside Needs
Assessment. Prepared with assistance from
independent experts, the study demonstrated
that the increased demand is already placing a
strain on the electric system. As growth continues,
the existing system will only become more
stressed, increasing the possibility of widespread
1 Puget Sound Regional Council 2013 Land Use Baseline:
Maintenance Release 1 (MR1), update April 2014.

outages, especially during peak winter loads when
customer electricity use is greatest.
To determine a solution, PSE and independent
experts conducted multiple independent analyses
of the existing system and studied a variety of
options to address the growing need on the
Eastside, including further reducing demand
through conservation, increasing the capacity of
existing electric transmission lines, generating
energy locally, and building new infrastructure.
After a comprehensive review, PSE determined
that a combination of continued conservation and
infrastructure upgrades – a new substation and
higher capacity 230 kV transmission lines – will
meet growing demand on the Eastside and ensure
reliable electricity for years to come. 2,3
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III. About the Community Advisory Group
Purpose
The purpose of the Community Advisory Group
was to evaluate the potential route options
identified by PSE and independent experts, help
PSE better understand community and property
owner values and concerns, and determine a
route recommendation for PSE’s consideration.
The Community Advisory Group process and
final route recommendation will help PSE
evaluate and consider routes that balance the
needs of its customers, the local community,
property owners and PSE.
Throughout the community outreach process, the
Community Advisory Group:
• Developed an understanding of the Energize

Eastside project and project need

• Reported back to the constituents they

represented on project details, gathered
feedback from the interests they represented,
and provided ongoing communication
between PSE and their constituents
throughout the process

• As community representatives, provided advice

• Participated in geographic Sub-Area

Committee meetings to identify local
concerns and values

• Worked collaboratively and constructively to

help consider community and property
owner values

• Engaged in a process to evaluate route options
• Determined a final route recommendation for

PSE’s consideration

The Community Advisory Group codified its
purpose, process and guidelines in its Charter
(Appendix A), agreed upon by consensus.

Membership
The Community Advisory Group was made up of
representatives from various interests, including
neighborhood organizations, cities, schools,
social service organizations, major commercial
users, economic development groups, an
environmental organization and a property
developer. See Table 1 for members, including
which interests each member represented and
their specific organization or affiliation.

on ways to address community concerns

Learning about the project need and advisory group process at Community Advisory Group Meeting #1 in Bellevue.
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Table 1: Community Advisory Group members
Interest

Organization or affiliation

Name

City of Bellevue
City of Kirkland
City of Newcastle

Nicholas Matz
Rob Jammerman
Tim McHarg
Pete Sullivan (primary)
Lori Peckol (alternate)
Cathy Beam (alternate)
Gregg Zimmerman
Bart Phillips
Brent Camann
Floyd Rogers
David St. John (primary)
Mary Bourguignon (alternate)
Sam Baxter (primary)
Jeff Fleming (alternate)
Steve Hanson
David Hoffman
Andy Swayne
Steve O’Donnell
Robert Shay
Norm Hansen
Deirdre Johnson (primary)
Jim McElwee (alternate)
David Edmonds (primary)
Sean McNamara (alternate)
Sue Stronk (alternate)

City
City of Redmond1

Environmental organization

City of Renton
OneRedmond
Renton Chamber of Commerce
Mountains to Sound Greenway

Jurisdiction

King County2

Economic development
organization

Major commercial/
industrial user
Property developer
Puget Sound Energy
Residential organization
(Bellevue)
Residential organization
(Kirkland)
Residential organization
(Newcastle)
Residential organization
(Redmond)
Residential organization
(Renton)
School district

Overlake Hospital
Medical Center
Renton Technical College3
Master Builders Association
Puget Sound Energy
Somerset Community Association
Wilburton Community Association
Bridle Trails Community Club
South Rose Hill/Bridle Trails
Neighborhood Association
Olympus Neighborhood Association
Redmond Neighborhoods

David Chicks

Kennydale Neighborhood
Association

Darius Richards

Bellevue School District
Lake Washington School District

Social service organization

Coal Creek Family YMCA
Hopelink

Jack McLeod (primary)
Kyle McLeod (alternate)
Brian Buck
Marcia Isenberger (primary)
Paul Lwali (alternate)
Nicola Barnes

1 In October 2014, Pete Sullivan relocated and was unable to attend meetings thereafter, but
remained involved in the process.
2 King County was invited to have a staff representative serve on the advisory group. King County
staff attended two introductory meetings but then withdrew from the process.
3 In October 2014, Steve Hanson of the Renton Technical College resigned due to lack of availability
to participate fully in the process.
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Residential association alternates
To provide an opportunity for additional input and
representation from the residential community,
four residential association alternates were
appointed. These alternates were appointed from
different neighborhood associations than the
advisory group members representing residential
interests. The four residential association
alternates included:
• Scott Kaseburg, Lake Lanes Community

Association (Bellevue)

• Bill Taylor, Liberty Ridge Homeowners

Aerial view of downtown Renton

Association (Renton)

• Lindy Bruce, Sunset Community

Association (Bellevue)

• Barbara Sauerbrey, Woodridge Community

Association (Bellevue)

Past members and residential
association alternates
Over the course of the advisory group’s work,
the following membership changed due to
varying circumstances:
• Mark Rigos, City of Newcastle (replaced by

Tim McHarg)

• Jules Dickerson, Lake Lanes Community

Association (replaced by Scott Kaseburg)

• Lynn Wallace, Renton Chamber of Commerce

(replaced by Brent Camann)

• Debra Grant, Hopelink

(replaced by Nicola Barnes)

Invited

Construction in Redmond

The following entities were invited and chose not
to participate in the Community Advisory Group
process, but were informed of project milestones
and meetings through postcards and newsletters:
• Muckleshoot Tribe
• Yakama Nation

Downtown Bellevue at night
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IV. Community Advisory Group activities
Meeting schedule
The Community Advisory Group met eight times
from January to December 2014. All Community
Advisory Group meetings were open to the public
and included a period for public comment. For links
to advisory group meeting materials, presentations
and summaries, see Appendix C.
During this process, PSE hosted three series
of public open houses, during which the public

could learn about major advisory group milestones
and consult with PSE and advisory group
representatives. The advisory group used community
input from these open houses as well as from subarea workshops and Sub-Area Committee meetings,
community surveys, public comment periods,
monthly public comment summaries, and personal
communications with constituents to inform their
discussions. See Table 2 for a list of advisory group
and community meetings held in 2014.

Table 2: 2014 Community Advisory Group and public outreach meeting schedule
Date

Meeting type

Purpose

Community Advisory Learned about project need and Community Advisory
Group meeting
Group process
Broader community learned about the project need, the Community
Jan. 29 & 30 Open House
Advisory Group process, and opportunities to get involved
Community Advisory Learned about PSE’s solution selection process and
Feb. 12
Group meeting
project routing
Learned about the potential route segments via project area
Project area tours
February –
tours provided by PSE; attended sub-area workshops to identify
and sub-area
May
local community values and concerns; determined key findings
process
from sub-areas (See Table 3 for more details)
Reviewed key findings about the segments gathered at subCommunity Advisory area workshops and Sub-Area Committee meetings; developed
June 4
Group meeting
community values-based evaluation factors to be used to
evaluate the route options
Community Advisory Reviewed qualitative and quantitative information about the 18
June 25
Group meeting
potential route options made by combining route segments
Community Advisory
July 9
Narrowed potential route options and finalized evaluation factors
Group meeting
Broader community provided feedback on narrowed route
Sept. 10 & 11 Open House
options and weighting of evaluation factors via survey
Reviewed key findings from September open houses and
Community Advisory
Oct. 1
prepared for a Multi-Objective Decision Analysis evaluation of the
Group meeting
routes
Community Advisory Determined preliminary route recommendation for public review
Oct. 8
Group meeting
at November open houses
Broader community provided feedback on advisory group’s
Nov. 12 & 13 Open House
preliminary route recommendation
Community Advisory Reviewed key findings from the November open houses; finalized
Dec. 10
Group meeting
route recommendation for PSE’s consideration
Jan. 22
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Key Community Advisory Group
discussion topics

Submarine cables

The Community Advisory Group discussed
many topics over the course of the process. The
following topics were most commonly addressed.
Descriptions include the advisory group’s
expressed concerns and PSE’s response shared
over the course of the advisory group process.
Scope confined to an overhead solution
Some members of the advisory group asked
whether PSE would consider other alternatives
besides an overhead solution. Those members
also asked if considering other alternatives could
fall under the advisory group’s purview. Before
launching the Energize Eastside, PSE studied
several different solutions in addition to building
the new overhead transmission lines. Those
alternatives included reducing demand through
conservation, increasing the capacity of PSE’s
existing electric transmission lines, generating
energy locally, and building new infrastructure.
However, PSE concluded other solutions were
inadequate to solve the problem, and the advisory
group was formed to gather feedback on an
overhead transmission line solution.
Underground transmission lines
Among the most discussed alternatives to an
overhead solution was underground transmission
lines. PSE explained that overhead transmission
lines are PSE’s first option for service due to
reliability and affordability. The biggest challenge
to underground transmission lines is cost. The
construction costs for an overhead transmission
line are about $3 million to $4 million per mile,
versus $20 million to $28 million per mile to
construct the line underground. Per state-approved
tariff schedule 80, section 34, the local jurisdiction
or customer group requesting underground
transmission lines must pay the difference between
overhead and underground costs. PSE explained
they are willing to sit down with interested
communities to discuss undergrounding as an
option; however, those communities must decide
how to pay for the difference in costs, which must
be provided up front.

Some advisory group members expressed interest
in PSE pursuing transmission lines submerged under
Lake Washington, and pointed to other submerged
transmission projects, such as one in San Francisco.
PSE presented research on that project, and noted
that it costs an average of $56.2 million per mile,
compared to the $3 million to $4 million per mile of
overhead transmission. As with undergrounding,
according to tariff schedule 80, section 34, the local
jurisdiction or customer group requesting submerged
transmission lines must pay the difference between
overhead and submarine costs.
Batteries
Some advisory group members were interested in
learning more about battery technology and local
energy storage as an alternative to the project. PSE
explained that using batteries instead of building a
new substation was considered during the solutions
identification process, but the technology has not
been used for the type and scale of problem facing
the Eastside. Additionally, new transmission lines
would still be required to distribute electricity from
the battery site to PSE’s customers.
Seattle City Light corridor
Some advisory group members also asked
PSE about using the Seattle City Light (SCL)
utility corridor as an alternative to site the new
transmission lines. Early on in the solution
identification process, PSE identified the SCL
transmission corridor as a potential solution to
meet the Eastside’s energy needs. PSE asked
SCL for permission to use their transmission
corridor. However, SCL has told PSE that their
corridor is a key component of Seattle City Light’s
transmission system and not available for PSE’s
use. A letter from SCL articulating this position is
available on the Energize Eastside project website.
See Appendix D.
Olympic Pipeline safety
Some advisory group members expressed
concern over the safety of building the project
near the Olympic Pipeline. PSE explained that
building 230 kV lines along the Olympic Pipeline
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(owned and operated by British Petroleum
(BP)) would be safe. The Olympic Pipeline has
coexisted with PSE transmission lines in the
Eastside corridor for over fifty years. PSE also
has a long history of working closely with BP
and is a natural gas pipeline operator itself.
PSE and its contractors are very familiar with
concerns regarding pipeline safety and employ
safe construction practices when performing work
in the vicinity of pipelines. If a selected route is
comprised of segments that include the Olympic
Pipeline, PSE will continue to work with BP to
ensure safety during and after construction.

Property values
Some advisory group members expressed
concern about the effects on property values as a
result of the Energize Eastside project and asked
whether property values could be considered as
a factor for evaluating route options. Property
values are comprised of many factors, including
economic outlook and location, as well as
proximity to jobs, schools, transportation, parks
and other amenities. PSE explained that it does
not use property values as a factor when selecting
routes out of fairness to and in consideration for
customers of all income levels, noting that it is
socially inequitable to site infrastructure based
on income-related considerations. Similarly, a
project’s potential effects on surrounding property

values are excluded from consideration of impacts
to the environment under Washington’s State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA).

Electric and magnetic fields
Several advisory group members asked whether
exposure to electric and magnetic fields (EMF)
had any effect on health. A third-party, boardcertified health physicist explained that over the
past 45 years, there have been many scientific
studies conducted to determine whether EMF
from transmission lines (called “power frequency
EMF”) has any effect on human health. To date,
this large body of research does not show that
exposure to power frequency EMF causes
adverse health effects.

January-February 2014: Learned about the
electric system, project need and routing
The Community Advisory Group began their
process by learning about the current electrical
system, the need for the project and the solution
selection process. During this learning period, the
advisory group asked PSE questions on a variety
of topics, including transmission line siting, other
options considered for the project (e.g., battery
technology and conservation), and how a solution
was determined. PSE’s real estate, engineering
and system planning staff provided detailed
responses to these questions.

Communications Manager Gretchen Aliabadi explains the undergrounding tariff at Community Advisory Group
Meeting #3 in Redmond.
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PSE explained in detail its process to identify a
solution and route options, which included the
following steps:
1. Determine the potential approaches to meet the

Eastside’s electricity needs: PSE evaluated the
potential of several approaches – conservation,
local generation and new infrastructure – to
meet the Eastside’s electricity needs.
2. R
 eview approaches to provide enough

electricity to meet the Eastside’s needs:
Engineers reviewed alternatives to each
approach, and found that only new generation on
the Eastside or new infrastructure located near
the center of high electricity demand could meet
the Eastside’s needs. Additionally, aggressive
conservation goals would need to continue.

6. Ask what the public thinks: PSE asked the

public to provide input on the combination of
route segments that best serves the Eastside’s
needs. The Community Advisory Group process
was part of a larger public outreach process
that also included neighborhood briefings,
community meetings at key milestones,
question and answer sessions, and an
interactive project website.
Figure 2. Potential route segments
POTENTIAL ROUTE SEGMENTS

4. Determine which solutions PSE can move

forward with: PSE eliminated the Seattle City
Light Corridor and one of the potential Bellevue
substation sites as possible new infrastructure
locations. Neither the corridor nor the proposed
substation property is owned by PSE and other
viable sites for new infrastructure were available.
5. R
 eview where PSE could build a solution:

Engineers used a computer-based modeling tool
to analyze key criteria like geographic barriers,
land uses and impacts to the environment.
Based on this analysis, route segments were
identified that could be combined into various
complete route options that connect to potential
substations (see Figure 2).1
1 TetraTech, Eastside 230 kV Project Opportunity and
Constraints Study for Linear Site Selection, 2013.
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In spring 2014, members of the Community
Advisory Group participated in one or more of
three Sub-Area Committees focused on the
following geographic areas:
• North: Kirkland, Redmond and North Bellevue
• Central: Bellevue

• South: Newcastle and Renton

Sub-Area Committee membership included
advisory group members and residential
association alternates from the geographic
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sub-areas. Invitations to serve on the
committees were also extended to a
representative from each potentially
affected neighborhood association
(i.e., those who lived near a potential
segment) that did not have a member or
residential association alternate on the
advisory group.
PSE hosted six sub-area workshops and
three Sub-Area Committee meetings
across the project area. The three SubArea Committees developed findings on
specific sub-area values, concerns and
considerations about route segments
from the workshops conducted in each
of the sub-areas. The committees’
findings served as a source of
information that the Community Advisory
Group considered in developing
evaluation factors and narrowing the
route options. See Table 3 for details on
schedule and objectives of the sub-area
workshops and Sub-Area Committees.

Discussion about route segments at a Central sub-area
workshop in Bellevue.

Discussion about route segments at a South sub-area workshop
in Renton.

Table 3: Sub-area workshops schedule and objectives
Dates

Meeting type

Purpose

North: March 19, 2014
Central: March 26, 2014
South: March 27, 2014

Sub-Area
Workshop #1

Community members:
• Identified key issues and considerations for
segments in the sub-area
• Brainstormed community values

• Requested data that would be helpful to

compare segments

North: April 16, 2014
Central: April 23, 2014
South: April 24, 2014

Sub-Area
Workshop #2

Community members:
• Reviewed data and photo simulations PSE
prepared based on requests from Workshop #1
• Used data to score all the route segments

individually and as a group

• As a group, wrote key messages to the

Sub-Area Committee

North: May 7, 2014
Central: May 14, 2014
South: May 15, 2014

Sub-Area
Committee meeting

Sub-Area Committees determined key findings
from sub-areas to share with the Community
Advisory Group
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June-July 2014: Narrowed the route options

• Quantifiable data on route options, photo

simulations, and information from PSE on route
cost, constructability and maintainability

After segment-specific input was collected
through the sub-area process, the Community
Advisory Group considered 18 route options made
from combining the route segments. (These route
options were assigned tree names, such as “Ash,”
“Aspen,” and “Cedar,” for easier reference.) The
advisory group also identified community valuesbased evaluation factors.

• Results from a blind evaluation of the 18

route options completed by 23 advisory
group members

• Initial recommendations submitted before the

meeting by eight advisory group members
on which route options to remove from
further evaluation3

At their meeting on July 9, the advisory
group reviewed the 18 route options and
recommended 11 route options for further
evaluation.2 (See Figure 3.) Information that
aided their discussion included:

• Discussion of route segments and the 18 route

options at advisory group meetings

• Feedback from sub-area workshops and Sub-

Area Committee meetings, as well as other
community input

Figure 3: Narrowed route options in July 2014
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2 Four advisory group members initially recommended that
all or a majority of the 18 routes should move forward for
further evaluation.

3 While eight advisory group members provided their initial
input before the meeting, all members present at the
meeting on July 9 discussed what route options to remove
from further evaluation.
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October 2014: Evaluated the narrowed
route options
The Community Advisory Group used nine
evaluation factors (see Table 4), as well as specific
route option data, to evaluate the narrowed route
options through a process called Multi-Objective
Decision Analysis (MODA). MODA is a process for
making decisions when there are complex issues
involving multiple criteria and multiple parties who
may have an interest in the outcome.
Using MODA allows individuals to consider and
weight factors and trade-offs while evaluating
each alternative (in this case, each route option).
Evaluation factors were weighted to reflect the
relative importance ascribed to each factor. After
scoring each route option for each evaluation
factor, the advisory group then discussed the
combined group results to help decide on a
recommendation. See Figure 4 for a description
of the MODA steps and how the advisory group
used MODA.
Between Oct. 2 and Oct. 6, 2014, 19 of 24
advisory group members completed individual
evaluations of the 11 route options recommended
for further evaluation as part of the MODA process.
Using online software called Transparent Choice,
advisory group members individually scored each
route option using each of the nine evaluation
factors on a five-point scale. The software then
applied two sets of weightings – one determined
by the advisory group and another determined by
community members who participated in a summer
2014 feedback survey – to the group’s averaged
scores. See Table 4 for descriptions of the
evaluation factors and the two weighting schemes.

Figure 4: Multi-Objective Decision Analysis (MODA)

MODA steps
- Discuss and agree on
1 Factors

evaluation factors

- Determine relative
2 Weighting


importance of each factor and assign
corresponding weights

options - Determine route
3 Route

options to evaluate

- Score each route option
4 Scoring

for each weighted factor

- Discuss results and
5 Decision

determine decision

How the Community Advisory
Group used MODA
nine evaluation factors based
1 Selected

on community values

2 Used two sets of weightings - one

determined by the advisory group and a
second determined by a community survey

3 Selected 11 route options out of 18 to
include in the evaluation

4 Scored the 11 route options for how

well they each met the nine evaluation
factors using an online software called
Transparent Choice

5 Considered MODA results along with

community feedback and other sources
of information to select four routes as their
preliminary route recommendation
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Table 4: Evaluation factors and their weightings determined by the advisory group and a community survey
Advisory
group
weighting

Community
survey
weighting

Avoids impacts to aesthetics
(Pole design and views)

5%

14%

Avoids residential areas
(Number of residences)

24%

31%

Avoids sensitive community land uses
(Parks and other recreational areas, schools, religious institutions, etc.)

13%

10%

Avoids sensitive environmental areas
(Wetlands, wildlife habitat, steep slopes, fault lines, etc.)

7%

12.5%

Least cost to the rate payer
(Estimated monthly increase to average residential customer; calculation
based on total cost)

14%

7%

Maximizes longevity
(When in the future additional 230 kV infrastructure is anticipated based
on current technology and growth projections)

9%

4%

Maximizes opportunity areas
(Runs along existing utility corridors, railroad right of way, public right of
way, etc.)

15%

6%

Protects health and safety
(Electric and magnetic fields, Olympic Pipeline, etc.)

9%

9%

Protects mature vegetation
(Number of trees greater than four inches impacted)

4%

6.5%

100%

100%

Evaluation factor

Total

On the following page, Figures 5 and 6 present the MODA results for each route
option, first using the advisory group weighting and second the community survey
weighting. Within the results bar for each route option, colors represent the
evaluation factors and show the advisory group’s averaged and weighted score
for each factor. A higher number equals a better score. Weighting percentages are
shown in the weighting keys.
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Advisory group weighting
Advisory
group weighting
The figure below shows the advisory group’s overall MODA evaluation results using the advisory group weighted values.

Figure 5: MODA results - Advisory group weighting

The figure below shows the advisory group’s overall MODA evaluation results using the advisory group weighted values.
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The figure below shows the advisory group’s overall MODA evaluation results using the community survey weighted values.
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October 2014: Preliminary route recommendation
At their Oct. 8 meeting, the advisory group selected four route options – Ash, Oak,
Redwood and Willow – as their preliminary route recommendation (see Figure 7).4
Information sources that helped the group determine their recommendation included:
• Results of the Multi-Objective Decision Analysis (MODA) using evaluation factor

weightings from both the advisory group and community survey results

• Feedback from the summer community survey and other community input
• Discussion of the 11 route options at advisory group meetings

Narrowing
the route
routeoptions
options
Figure
7. Narrowed
and the preliminary route recommendation in October 2014
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4 Of the 18 members present, 15 supported the recommendation, two members abstained and one
had a dissenting opinion to include only three routes.

Reviewing results from the blind evaluation at Community Advisory Group Meeting #4b in Renton.
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V. Community involvement
In addition to convening the Community Advisory
Group, PSE involved the community in the public
routing discussion from announcement of the
project (December 2013) through the completion
of the advisory group process (December 2014) by
hosting community meetings, briefing organizations
and gathering and responding to comments about
the project.
PSE community involvement included:
• More than 240 briefings with individuals,

neighborhoods, cities and other
stakeholder groups

• 6 public open houses at key project milestones
• 2 online open houses

Reviewing route option maps at Open House #1
in Renton.

• 2 question and answer community meetings

• 1 webinar on undergrounding and electric and

magnetic fields

Additional project outreach included:
• More than 2,300 comments and

questions received from the public,
summarized in monthly public comment
and open house summaries made
available to the advisory group

• 6 project newsletters and postcards

sent to more than 50,000 residents and
business owners

Community Projects Manager Jackson Taylor providing
project background at the Bellevue Strawberry Festival.

• Attendance at more than 60 community events
• A traveling kiosk displaying project updates

throughout the Eastside

• Project update emails to distribution list,

community organizations and elected officials

• Targeted outreach to traditionally

underrepresented populations

Public comment at Question and Answer Meeting #1
in Renton.
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VI. Recommendation of the Community Advisory Group
On Dec. 10, 2014, the Community Advisory Group selected routes Oak and
Willow as their final route recommendation for PSE’s consideration (see Figure 8).
With this recommendation, the Community Advisory Group fulfilled their purpose
as outlined in their charter:
“Work collaboratively, creatively and constructively to help determine community/property owner
values and engage in a process to evaluate route segments and select a recommended route option.”
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1 The above count includes the advisory group members and residential association alternates present at the Dec. 10, 2014
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meeting, as well as six members and residential association alternates who did not attend the meeting but later provided
feedback on the recommendation.
2 Darius Richards (Kennydale Neighborhood Association) and Scott Kaseburg (Lake Lanes Community Association), who
supported the final recommendation in the meeting, signed the dissenting report after the meeting.
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At the Dec. 10 meeting, advisory group members and residential association
alternates who expressed a preference for Oak or Willow discussed several
benefits and tradeoffs of each. See Table 4.
Table 4. Route benefits and tradeoffs noted by Community Advisory Group
members and residential association alternates with a route preference
expressed at the Dec. 10 meeting3
Routes
Oak
(Segments:
A-C-E-G2I-K2-M-N)

Benefits
•

Has fewer adjacent residential parcels (524)
of the two routes

•

Has one quarter of adjacent residential
parcels (31 in segments G2, I, K2)
compared to same portion in Willow
(123 in Segment J) and less than half the
residences within 600 feet (289 vs. 721)

•

Willow
(Segments:
A-C-E-JM-N)

•

Avoids residential areas by using Segment
I, which is a largely commercial corridor
Has fewer adjacent residential tax
accounts (1,422) of the two routes (One
advisory group member noted that the
difference in residences between Oak and
Willow was minor.)

•

Is the most direct route

•

Has the highest percentage of route within
the existing corridor (100%)

•

Is the least expensive ($154 million total
cost; $0.90 estimated monthly increase to
an average residential customer)

•

Has the greatest longevity (2038)

Tradeoffs
•

Estimated cost is $22 million
more than Willow ($176 million
total cost; $1.03 estimated
monthly increase to an average
residential customer)

•

Requires building infrastructure
in new areas (83% of the route is
within the existing corridor)

•

Has a larger number of adjacent
residential tax accounts (1,425)

•

Has a larger number of adjacent
residential parcels (616) of the
two routes

•

Uses Segment J, which is a view
neighborhood

3 For more data on Oak, Willow, and all route options considered by the Community Advisory Group,
refer to the complete route options data table on the Energize Eastside project website.

Discussing the final route recommendation at Community Advisory Group Meeting #6 in Bellevue.
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VII. Puget Sound Energy’s next steps
Following the completion of the Community Advisory Group’s process, PSE’s next
steps in 2015 are to:
• Take the Community Advisory Group’s recommendation under consideration

and make an announcement about routing that balances the needs of
customers, the local community, property owners and PSE

• Work directly with property owners and tenants to begin detailed fieldwork to

inform environmental review, design and permitting

• Ask for community input on project design, which may include pole height, finish

and other design considerations

• Work with the City of Bellevue and other affected jurisdictions and agencies on

the project’s Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process

Once these steps are complete, PSE will apply for necessary permits from
appropriate agencies and jurisdictions. The project design and permitting phase
is expected to run through early 2017. Once fully designed and permitted,
project construction is expected to begin in 2017, with project completion
planned for 2018. See Figure 9.

Schedule

Figure 9: Project schedule and next steps
2013-2014

2015 -2016

2017-2018
Public outreach

Project announcement
Public route
discussion process
PSE evaluates
requirements
and constraints

PSE makes an announcement about routing

Environmental review, design and permitting

Permits issued
Construction

In-service
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Appendix A: Community Advisory Group Charter
Community Advisory Group Charter
Revised:3/24/14

Purpose

The main purposes of the Community Advisory Group are to:
 Learn about PSE’s proposed route segments, PSE’s route analysis work to date, and the
complexity of identifying the route segments, and to work with PSE to combine segments to
develop a Community Advisory Group-recommend route to inform PSE as PSE selects a final
route.
 Collaborate with PSE to decide on a community values-based evaluation process that will be
used by the Community Advisory Group to consider PSE’s various route segments, combine into
possible route options, and narrow route options down to a Community Advisory Grouprecommended route.
 Provide a forum for the community to give meaningful input on route segments and route options.
 Help PSE better understand community/property owner values as PSE selects the preferred
route that balances the needs of their customers, the local community, property owners and PSE.

The Community Advisory Group will:









Develop an understanding of the Energize Eastside project and project need.
Report back to the people/groups they represent on project details, gather feedback from the
interests they represent and provide ongoing communications between PSE and the group they
represent throughout the process.
Provide advice, as community representatives, on ways to address community concerns.
Participate in geographic Community Advisory Group Sub-Area Committee meetings to
determine recommended route segments.
Work collaboratively, creatively and constructively to help determine community/property owner
values and engage in a process to evaluate route segments and select a recommended route
option.
Partner with PSE to combine route segments into one Community Advisory Group recommended
route.

Community Advisory Group Sub-Area Committees








Sub-Area Committees will consist of Community Advisory Group members and their residential
association alternates from each of the geographic sub-areas (North – Kirkland, Redmond and
North Bellevue; Central – Bellevue; and South – Newcastle and Renton), as well as a
representative from each potentially affected neighborhood association that does not have a
member or residential association alternate on the advisory group. Additional community
representatives will be invited as needed to ensure comprehensive discussion of issues.
Community Advisory Group members are expected to attend the Sub-Area Committee meetings
for their geographic sub-area. In order to participate in the Sub-Area Committees, members
should attend the first two advisory group meetings to ensure they have an understanding of the
project.
Residential association alternates are required to attend the Sub-Area Committees to ensure
balanced representation from neighborhoods. Alternates representing other interests are
recommended to attend, but it is not required.
The purpose of the Sub-Area Committees is to have an interest-based conversation on route
segments and preferred sub-area options. The outcome of the Sub-Area Committee meetings will

be to develop sub-area segment combination recommendations for the full Community Advisory
Group discussion.

PSE staff will:






Provide information on the area’s growth, the need for the project and the factors involved in
developing route segments.
Provide draft materials to Community Advisory Group members one week before meetings.
Provide technical experts to provide a greater understanding of the topics at hand and inform
Community Advisory Group dialogue.
Consult with the Community Advisory Group, listen carefully and consider advisory group input
prior to making final decisions on key technical issues, and explain all decisions made.
Listen and take into consideration recommendations from the advisory group with regards to
providing data and requests for analysis and research to support advisory group deliberations.

Norms for individual work as members of the Community Advisory Group










We acknowledge our group's diversity and value different points of view. We will respect each
other's opinions and will operate in consistently constructive ways.
We will make every effort to attend meetings, to participate actively, to read and be prepared to
discuss information and issues, and to be available for work between formal meetings.
We will keep an open mind and come to meetings with interests, not entrenched positions. We
will share our interests and objectives with all Community Advisory Group members. We will
openly explain and discuss the reasons behind our statements, questions and actions.
We will be responsible for representing the interests and concerns of the community we represent
at the table. We will consult with our constituencies on a regular basis concerning the discussions
and preferences of the Community Advisory Group.
We will listen carefully to the views expressed by others, avoid interruptions, and seek ways to
reconcile others' views with our own. We will represent information accurately and appropriately.
We will adhere to the ground rules and respect the procedural guidance and procedural
recommendations of the facilitator.

Norms for our work together

Use of time
 We will respect each other’s time by being on time. Meetings will begin and end on time, unless
otherwise agreed to by the Community Advisory Group members.
 When making our comments, we will consider the time needed for others to share their
perspectives.
Recommending a route
 Community Advisory Group members will strive to collectively make reasonable requests and
suggestions through a cooperative and collaborative discussion process with PSE. PSE will
inform the Community Advisory Group of any areas of flexibility in the route recommendation
development process.
 In discussions, suggestions may not represent unanimity. The facilitator is responsible for seeking
and probing for group preferences. It is the responsibility of each stakeholder group member to
voice dissent if s/he cannot live with any particular suggestion.
 Any recommendations from the Community Advisory Group and sub-area committees will be
considered by PSE. PSE will evaluate requirements and constraints, and select a preferred route.
PSE is the final decision maker regarding selecting a preferred route.
 If PSE chooses not to move forward with the recommended route as PSE’s preferred route for
permitting, PSE will explain the reason for its decision.
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Facilitator
 We give the facilitator permission to keep the group on track and “table” discussions to keep the
group moving.
 We expect the facilitator to help the Community Advisory Group accomplish our purpose in a
completely neutral, balanced and fair manner.
 We want the facilitator to:
o Develop draft meeting agendas.
o Manage Community Advisory Group meetings and discussions.
o Consult with Community Advisory Group members between meetings about how to
manage the process and address issues of concern.
o Prepare meeting summaries.
Role of alternates
 Each Community Advisory Group member may have one alternate who will be available to stand
in for Community Advisory Group members who are unable to attend meetings. Alternates are
encouraged to attend all meetings but will not be asked to participate unless called upon.
 Alternates can participate in the Sub-Area Committee meetings if they have attended both of the
initial Community Advisory Group meetings.
 Community Advisory Group members are expected to update alternates between meetings so
they can replace members on a moment’s notice.
Role of residential association alternates
 Each Community Advisory Group member representing a residential organization may have an
appointed residential association alternate that represents a different neighborhood within their
city. Residential association alternates are intended to help balance representation from
neighborhoods along the route segments.
 Residential association alternates can ask Community Advisory Group members to yield their
seat to ask a question or make a comment during Community Advisory Group meetings.
 Residential association alternates serve as members of their geographic Sub-Area Committee
and are expected to attend Sub-Area Committee meetings.
Proposed meeting ground rules
 Start / end on time
 Silence cell phones
 Come prepared
 Listen respectfully
 Speak from interests, not positions
 Participate in the process
Norms for our work with others outside the Community Advisory Group
External communications
 All Community Advisory Group meetings shall be open to the public.
 The public will be given the opportunity to comment during each Community Advisory Group
meeting. Those wishing to provide public comment to the advisory group will be strongly
encouraged to direct their comments towards the issues and topics of focus on the advisory
group’s agenda.
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We will avoid characterizing the views or opinions of other Community Advisory Group members
outside of any advisory group meeting or activity.
We will accurately describe Community Advisory Group preferences that are conveyed to PSE.
Community Advisory Group meetings will be announced on the Energize Eastside website, and
meeting announcements with date, time and location, will be provided to local blogs and other
media outlets for distribution to the broader community.
Community Advisory Group meeting products, such as agendas, summaries, and PowerPoint
presentations will be posted at pse.com/energizeeastside and will be available to advisory group
members for distribution to their constituents. Note: Community Advisory Group member names
and affiliations will be included in these materials and will be listed on the project website.
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Appendix B: Minority Report
Some Community Advisory Group members did not concur with the
consensus recommendation. The report of the minority is provided here in
the interest of inclusiveness. The Community Advisory Group majority has not
reviewed this report; consequently, it has not been verified by the Community
Advisory Group majority for consistency with the Community Advisory Group
charter or for technical accuracy, either independently or in conjunction with
engineering support from Puget Sound Energy. This report reflects only the
opinion of its signatories.

Appendix B: Minority Report
Dissenting Report
We, the  undersigned members of  the “Community  Advisory  Group”  (CAG)  for  PSE’s Energize  Eastside
project, declare our dissent from the recommendations included in the Final Report of the CAG.
The CAG did not truly represent the wishes of the community for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

CAG members were selected by PSE, not the community.
PSE misrepresented the full purpose of Energize Eastside.
PSE did not provide real data establishing the need for the project.
PSE did not provide a complete list of alternative solutions, and CAG members weren’t  allowed
to discuss alternatives.
The CAG was not given real choices, because some of the route segments were never viable.
Few CAG members participated in critical evaluations.
The CAG facilitator was not impartial and frequently pressured members  to  support the  group’s
conclusions.
CAG members were not asked to officially endorse the outcome of the CAG process.

The remainder of this report will provide additional detail regarding these eight objections.

1. CAG selection
Composition of the CAG was determined by PSE, not the community. PSE diluted the votes of
residential neighborhoods that had the most at stake. Only one quarter of the voting members
represented neighborhoods, and many affected neighborhoods had no representative. Some members
represented organizations which receive generous donations from the PSE Foundation.

2. The full purpose of Energize Eastside
Documents available from ColumbiaGrid, Seattle City Light, and the Bonneville Power Administration
make it clear that Energize Eastside solves three simultaneous problems: 1) load for PSE, 2) load for
Seattle City Light, and 3) regional grid reliability for Bonneville Power Administration (a federal agency).
According to a 2012 Memorandum of Agreement signed by PSE, SCL, and BPA, transmission lines in the
Puget Sound region can become congested when high local needs coincide with high flows of electricity
to  British  Columbia, especially  when  there are  faults on  BPA’s trunk lines. This is a concern because the
United States is obligated to provide electricity to Canada through the Columbia River Treaty. The large
scale of the Energize Eastside project addresses both local and international electricity needs. However,
Energize Eastside is not the only solution that can do this. It might not even be the most economical
solution,  when  the project’s  impact on the community is considered. Reduced property values along the
entire 18-mile length of the line cause declines in economic activity and tax receipts, which must be
compensated by increasing tax rates on other residents, or decreasing support to people who need taxfunded services.
PSE never disclosed the whole purpose of the project to CAG members. The company sought to
minimize regional questions by claiming only 3-8% of power flow serves Canada. While this might be
true on a normal day, Energize Eastside is designed to handle extraordinary power flows that occur in
rare emergency conditions. Without a full disclosure of the scope and purpose of the project, CAG
members were not able to accurately represent the views of their constituents regarding the project.
1

3. Eastside need
PSE illustrates the need for Energize Eastside using a graph  titled “Eastside Customer Demand
Forecast.”1 This graph has been simplified so it can be easily grasped by the public. It shows demand
growing  at  an  average rate of  1.9%  per  year,  crossing  the “System Capacity”  line in  2017. According to
PSE, electricity outages will become more likely after that.
CAG members are well-informed individuals who had months to understand the issues. Therefore, we
expected PSE would provide CAG members with more detailed information regarding the need for the
project.    There are many  questions  that members  had.    How  has  the Eastside’s electricity  demand  grown
over time? Why is demand supposedly growing at a much faster rate than population or economic
growth? Why is PSE’s  projection  of  Eastside’s demand  growth  more  than  double that of  Seattle’s or
Portland’s?   Would  programs  such  as  Demand  Response help mitigate our  demand growth?
PSE did not answer these  questions,  saying that  they were  outside the  scope of the CAG’s  stated
mission. The CAG was formed only to provide recommendations on which route the overhead lines
should take through the five Eastside cities. PSE said that community input was not needed regarding
any other aspect of the project.

4. Alternative solutions
CAG members also raised questions about alternative solutions. They wondered why alternatives were
eliminated from consideration and further discussion of alternatives was not allowed.
We believe it is important to list reasonable and viable alternatives to Energize Eastside here, since
these ideas do not appear in the limited Final Report. The alternatives described below address only the
Eastside’s  local  need.   BPA would  have to  build  its  own  project to  solve Canadian  reliability  issues,  at  a
lower cost to PSE’s  customers.
The issue of cost is of critical importance to many CAG members, especially organizations representing
low-income residents like Hopelink and the YMCA. It is also of interest to businesses that are sensitive
to the cost of electricity. Adding 1-2% to electricity costs for the next 40 years may affect their
profitability. Many CAG members would have supported lower-cost alternatives if PSE had allowed
them to be explored by the CAG.
a. Demand-side Resources. Demand-side Resource (DSR) programs are used by utilities in almost
every state to reduce the stresses of peak load service and avoid construction of new
generation and transmission infrastructure. In the Northwest, Portland General Electric
devotes 14 pages of its latest Integrated Resource Plan to descriptions of various programs,
including a curtailment tariff, residential direct load control, critical peak pricing, and
conservation voltage reduction. Similar programs were studied in a detailed report created by
the  Cadmus  Group  for  PSE’s  most  recent  IRP2. Which of these programs is PSE planning to
implement? The IRP says, “Demand response program costs are higher than supply-side
alternatives at this  time, and  PSE  does not  currently  have a  program  in  place.”    Translation: it’s
cheaper to burn coal in a plant located in Colstrip, Montana (one of the dirtiest coal plants in
the nation) that  provides nearly 1/3 of  the Eastside’s electricity. The economics of cheap coal
1
2

http://energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/AbouttheProject/2013_1030_Single_Line_Load_Chart_v3.png
https://pse.com/aboutpse/EnergySupply/Documents/IRP_2013_AppN.pdf
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and guaranteed returns for capital improvements like Energize Eastside provide little financial
incentive for PSE to pursue DSR programs.
b. Lake Tradition transformer. For several years before Energize Eastside was conceived, PSE
proposed to meet Eastside demand by adding a new 230/115 kV transformer located at Lake
Tradition (near Issaquah). Additional power would be delivered on existing 115 kV lines to the
Lakeside substation. PSE now claims that this solution causes other transformers to overload in
power flow simulations conducted by the company. However, these simulations include the
surge of electricity  caused by  faults in  BPA’s  trunk lines. If BPA were to solve those problems
with their own project, Lake Tradition might become a viable solution with much lower costs
and community impacts than Energize Eastside.
c. Upgrade 115 kV lines. It’s possible  to  use thicker wire  and  higher capacity transformers on
existing lines to increase capacity by approximately 29%. That is enough to delay further action
for at least a decade.    During  that time,  it’s likely  that technologies such  as  grid  batteries,
distributed generation, and increasing efficiency will make other solutions possible. This will be
cheaper than Energize Eastside, and better for the environment. Upgrading the lines at their
current voltage will spare nearly 8000 mature trees that must be cut or removed along the Oak
or Willow routes to accommodate a 230 kV line (according  to PSE’s counts). There is no record
that PSE studied this option. It was never mentioned during CAG meetings.
d. Gas powered plant. PSE studied the possibility of meeting Eastside needs using a gas-powered
generation plant. They dismissed this option in 3 sentences in their Solutions Study. Two of
the potential sites for the plant were judged to be too difficult to permit, although this
determination was made solely by the company without input from city officials. A third site
was dismissed because it would require construction of transmission lines. Neither the CAG
nor the cities were given further details about the costs of such a plant, where the transmission
lines would be located, how reliability of local generation compares to remote generation, how
it impacts the community, or how it might help reduce use of coal that creates much higher
emissions of atmospheric carbon, mercury, and sulfur.
e. Micro-grids and small turbines. A national expert says that the Puget Sound area is an ideal
place to use small gas turbines to inexpensively and incrementally serve peak loads. There is
no record that PSE studied this option.
f.

Grid batteries. PSE says grid batteries are likely to play an important role in the future. The
company already has a pilot battery project in Bainbridge. But according to PSE, batteries are
too expensive and too risky to use at this time. The company says it can forecast future
demand, but it can’t  forecast the  viability of  technology  solutions that might address that
demand.

We believe that one or more of  the above solutions would  address Eastside’s  demand  and  reliability
needs for many years at a lower cost than Energize Eastside, allowing us time to develop clean,
sustainable solutions rather than rushing a project that is out of scale for our needs as well as our
beautiful scenery.
3

For completeness, we will mention two other alternatives that CAG members were interested in.
Both of these would solve Canadian reliability issues as well as Eastside need, but for a considerably
higher price tag:
g. Underground lines. We list this alternative because it is the most frequently asked question by
the  public:    “In  this  day and  age,  why  can’t we bury  our  transmission  lines?”    PSE has  made  this
option politically impossible, due to a tariff the company proposed to the Washington Utilities
and Transportation Commission (and which the UTC subsequently adopted). The tariff requires
each community who requests an underground line to bear the high cost of underground
infrastructure on their own. With the exorbitant costs estimated by PSE, this is not a realistic
option for any community. While this tariff seems reasonable for local distribution lines, we
hope its application to regional transmission lines will be revisited by the UTC.
h. Underwater lines. There are many examples in the U.S. of high-voltage transmission lines
being placed in lakes, rivers, and bays. This technology is maturing rapidly. PSE said they
would write a white paper on this alternative. The white paper was not released in time for
consideration by the CAG.

5. No real choices
It should be no surprise that the final routes selected by the CAG mostly follow the existing transmission
corridor. This is the result PSE expected from the beginning, and was confirmed by a senior PSE
engineer who said the process of route selection was needed to help the public feel like they were
involved in the project.
In particular, the choice between the L and M segments was a false choice. The L segment was never a
legally viable option due to well-known conflicts and impacts. PSE should have known this. It is also
highly questionable that the B segment was viable, due to the large amount of new right-of-way that
would need to be acquired to construct that segment.
We believe the CAG process was more about PR for PSE than real choices for the community.

6. CAG participation
In several cases, only a few CAG members participated in important evaluations. For example, at the
July 9th meeting, it was revealed that only 8 CAG members (less than a third of the CAG membership)
participated in an evaluation process to eliminate potential routes. These low participation rates didn’t
occur because CAG members were lazy or on vacation. Many of the residential representatives refused
to participate because they objected to the process.

7. CAG process
The facilitator for the CAG was a contractor hired by PSE, harming the appearance of impartiality. The
facilitator appeared to have two goals: 1) produce a route recommendation that isn’t  too  onerous  to
PSE, and 2) achieve this result using “consensus building” techniques.
Unfortunately, these goals were achieved by pressuring or cajoling CAG members to abandon their
preferences and join the consensus view. For example, the facilitator would often say to a reluctant
member,  “Could  you  live with  the emerging  consensus  of the  group?”    Or,  “Do  you  want your  name  to
be listed as  the  dissenting vote?”    There were many times when a dissenting member would reluctantly
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Appendix C: Community Advisory Group Meeting Materials,
Presentations, and Summaries
The following links provide all Community Advisory Group meeting materials, presentations and meeting
summaries:
Jan. 22, 2014 - Community Advisory Group Meeting #1
Convened the advisory group
Feb. 12, 2014 - Community Advisory Group Meeting #2
Learned about the solution selection process and project routing
June 4, 2014 - Community Advisory Group Meeting #3
Reviewed key findings from the Sub-Area Workshops and Committee Meetings
June 25, 2014 - Community Advisory Group Meeting #4a
Reviewed potential route options
July 9, 2014 - Community Advisory Group Meeting #4b
Narrowied potential route options and finalizing evaluation factors
Oct. 1, 2014 - Community Advisory Group Meeting #5a
Reviewed key findings from the open houses and preparing for route evaluation
Oct. 8, 2014 - Community Advisory Group Meeting #5b
Developed preliminary route recommendation
Dec. 10, 2014 - Community Advisory Group Meeting #6
Finalized route recommendation for PSE to consider
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Attachment B: OAK 1
(Segments A-C-E-G2-I-K2-M-N)
Route options are configured to go from Segment A to Segment N and connect with
Lakeside substation site.
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Attachment C: WILLOW 1
(Segments A-C-E-J-M-N)
Route options are configured to go from Segment A to Segment N and connect with
Lakeside substation site.
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Attachment D: OAK 2
(Segments A-C-E-M-N, connection choices utilizing G2-I-J-K1-K2)
Route options are configured to go from Segment A to Segment N and connect with
Lakeside substation site.
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Attachment E: WILLOW 2
(Segments A-C-E-M-N, connection choices utilizing I-J-K2 and SE Newport Way)
Route options are configured to go from Segment A to Segment N and connect with
Lakeside substation site.
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NOTE: These maps are for illustrative purposes only. Preliminary route, pole
types, and pole heights are subject to change pending design, engineering, and
environmental review. Poles may need to be taller in certain locations such as
when crossing a highway.
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PUGET SOUND ENERGY
Puget Sound Energy
P.O. Box 97034
Bellevue, WA 98009-9734
PSE.com

March 14, 2016

City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell, Senior Land Use Planner
450 l lOth Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

RE: Puget Sound Energy's Comments on the Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft
Environmental Impact Statement
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
Puget Sound Energy ("PSE") thanks the City of Bellevue ("City") and partner cities
(collectively "Cities") for their thorough review and respectfully submits the following and
attached comments on the Energize Eastside Project Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact
Statement ("DEIS").
The purpose of PSE's Energize Eastside project is to solve a transmission capacity
deficiency pro bl em that will develop by the winter of 2017-18 and summer of 2018 in the area
roughly between Lake Washington and Lake Sammamish ("Eastside"). Of the alternatives
analyzed in the Phase 1 DEIS, PSE selects Alternative 1, Option A, which requires the
constrnction of a new 230 kilovolt (kV) to 115 kV transfmmer in the center of the Eastside and a
new 230 kV transmission line between the Talbot Hills and Lake Sammamish substations. 1 PSE
further proposes to route the new transmission line, to the extent possible, within PSE's existing
Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV transmission line corridor, as it is the shortest and
least impactful route. PSE chooses Alternative 1, Option A because it best meets all of the
project objectives set forth in the DEIS - it utilizes a proven technology, solves the transmission
capacity deficiency problem, meets mandatory federal standards, is the most cost effective and
reliable option, and has the greatest longevity.
These comments proceed in two parts. First, a table is presented containing PSE's core
comments on the DEIS. Second, PSE briefly addresses a renewed effort to cast stones at the
need for the Energize Eastside Project. The need for this project was conclusively established by
PSE and an independent needs assessment unde1taken by the City of Bellevue. PSE respectfully
requests that the partner Cities not engage this distraction, as it is a diversion from important
issues implicated by this project and, ultimately, wastes valuable public resources.
1

This solution (and its justification) is outlined in the DEIS and the Transmission
Solution Study and the Supplemental Eastside Solutions Study Report (Gentile, et al., 2014,
2015).
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I.

PHASE I DEIS REVIEW COMMENTS

PSE has reviewed the Phase 1 DEIS and commends the Cities and their consultants for
thoroughly reviewing PSE's proposed Energize Eastside project. The DEIS comprehensively
identifies and provides analysis of numerous environmental elements (e.g., Greenhouse Gas
Emissions, Water Resources, Aesthetics) defined under SEPA. Phase 1, accordingly, not only
aided PSE in re-visiting all possible project solutions, it helped PSE to better assess potential
impacts and identify ways to reduce those impacts through design changes and mitigation.
In addition to benefiting from its review of the DEIS, PSE has identified key assumptions
and issues that we believe need to be clarified or conected before finalizing this document. The
table below summarizes PSE's core comments on the alternatives assessed in the Phase 1 DEIS.
These comments generally focus on significant impact determinations that are based on inconect
assumptions or impacts that are likely to be mitigated. PSE is also providing detailed annotated
comments, which are attached to this letter as Attachment A.

Environmental
Element
Greenhouse
Gas Emissions

Impact
Assessment
for Alt. 1

Comment

Option AConstruction:

The DEIS improperly concludes that implementation of
Alternative 1, Option A will require significant
tree/vegetation clearing and so will result in a significant
loss of GHG sequestration. The DEIS assumes a worsecase tree removal scenario, which is unlikely to occur.
Tree removal can be substantially avoided by using
existing corridors. The DEIS incon-ectly states that up to
an additional 50-feet of lateral clearing would be required
if the existing 115 kV corridor is used. Specifically, if the
existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV conidor
is used, no additional corridor width would be required,
thereby significantly avoiding the potential loss of GHG
sequestration. In addition, the actual number of trees
removed will not be determined until Phase 2 of the DEIS.
During PSE's Community Advisory Group (CAG)
process, preliminary estimates of impacted trees by routes
were presented. Although these numb ers are not
specifically used in the DEIS, PSE believes that it is
important to point out that they represent only the
estimated the number of trees that could be impacted along
a route, which included trimming. The estimates were not
meant to suggest only removal.

Option B Constmction

The complexity of rebuilding the Seattle City Light (SCL)
line is understated in the DEIS. Since this line is not
owned by PSE, the methods, extent, and sequencing of the
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Environmental
Element

Impact
Assessment
for Alt.1

Comment
rebuild would need to be coordinated with SCL. The
assumption in the DEIS that the SCL could be taken
completely out of service and rebuilt in place has not been
studied electrically or agreed to by SCL. If electrical
load/flow studies show that the SCL line could be taken
completely out of service for an extended amount of time,
then the line could be rebuilt in place. However, if the line
could not be taken completely out of service, it is likely
that a replacement line would have to be constructed
adjacent to the existing line. This approach would
potentially require clearing the entire width of SCL's
corridor and possibly acquisition of additional easement,
which would result in equivalent or even greater impacts
than the worse-case scenario of Alternative I, Option A.
Alternatively, it may be possible to take shorter outages on
the SCL line and construct the replacement line in sections
over a couple of years. However, this approach would not
meet the in-services dates needed for the project.
The DEIS's discussion of Alternative 1, Option B, omits
the additional 9 miles of re-conductoring that would need
to occur between PSE's Sammamish substation and BPA's
Bothell Substation (outside the study area). The DEIS
failed to include an analysis of the GHG impacts of the
additional construction work. Operationally, there would
be no change along the north 9 mile section of reconductor.
The DEIS' s discussion of Alternative 1, Option B, also
omits the additional 3 miles of new double circuit 230kV
transmission line conidor that would be needed to
electrically interconnect the SCL line source to
Sammamish substation and separately to Lakeside
substation. The DEIS failed to include an analysis of the
GHG impacts of both the construction work and the
tree/vegetation clearing that would be required.

Plants and
Animals

Construction
and Operation

The construction impacts of using the existing
transmission line con-idor for Alternative 1, Option A
should be updated consistent with this comment. Use of
existing conidors would reduce the amount of habitat that
would be converted to a transmission line-compatible
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Environmental
Element

Impact
Assessment
for Alt. 1

Comment
configuration. Creation of new transmission lines does not
necessarily remove habitat for wildlife; however, it does
change the type of habitat available to lower growing
species and possibly the composition of the species that
use it.
Operation: The DEIS overstates the impact of a new
transmission line on avian species (Alternative 1), and
understates the impact of constructing 60 miles of 1 l 5kV
transmission lines, as studied under Alternative 3.
Although it may seem counterintuitive for avian species,
higher voltage power lines are safer than lower voltage
lines for a number of reasons. As stated by the Avian
Power Line Interaction Committee, "Due to their high
voltages, transmission lines are designed with large
separations between energized conductors. Therefore,
transmission lines typically do not pose bird electrocution
risks" (htip://www.aplic.ofg/). Additionally, the larger
conductor types used with transmission lines are more
visible to avian species and therefore, are not as likely to
result in avian collisions.

Land Use and
Housing

Option AOperation

PSE's preference is to use existing coITidors where
possible in order to minimize impacts to areas that do not
already have utilities. Use of existing utility and road
corridors require the least amount of preparation and the
least amount of impact. For example, PSE's existing
Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV corridor was
established in the late 1920s. It has been operated and
maintained as a utility corridor for decades with significant
development occuning around it during that time. Use of
this corridor would require less vegetation removal than a
new conidor, land use would not need to change, and
additional property would not likely be conve1ied to utility
use. These positive benefits of using the existing conidor
should be reflected in the DEIS.

Views and
Visual
Resources

Operation

PSE's preference is to use existing conidors where
possible to minimize impacts to areas that do not already
have prominent utility conidors. To better address
potential impacts to view and visual resources, PSE
understands the importance of design flexibility so that the
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Environmental
Element

Impact
Assessment
for Alt. 1

Comment

community concerns can be better addressed. For
instance, taller poles may be prefeU"ed, in areas that are
forested. Alternatively, shorter poles may be preferred in
areas on hillsides with low vegetation. Each pole type has
its advantages and disadvantages depending on the setting.
Taller poles allow for plant species with taller mature
heights to remain under the lines, greater spacing between
poles, and the ability to move the conductors up out of
views. In areas where existing vegetation is low and/or
views are prominent, reducing pole height or minimizing
the overall change in height has benefits.
Recreation

Construction
and Operation

The DEIS should state that when existing transmission line
corridors are used, the impacts to recreation would be
temporary and limited to those resulting from construction.
Additionally, contrary to conclusions in the DEIS, utility
conidors are compatible with recreational uses. Trail
systems often only exist because of the presence of a
utility corridor. There are many examples of this in our
region, including: 1) Bridle Trails State Park Equestrian
Trail on the SCL conidor (the SCL con-idor was
established prior to the area becoming a park); Interurban
Trail, south King County (situated on PSE's 230 kV/115
kV corridor; Olympic pipeline is also co-located in this
corridor); and the Puget Power Trail in Redmond (along
PSE's 230 kV line).

Historic and
Cultural
Resources

Construction
and Operation

The DEIS should state that prior to construction, PSE will
commission the appropriate historic and cultural resources
field surveys along the proposed route. This will help
ensure that the appropriate analysis is performed at
identified properties. Additionally, as stated in the DEIS,
an Inadve1tent Discovery Plan will be prepared for the
project.

Utilities

Options A & B
- Construction

The DEIS should state that, if an existing utility conidor is
used, PSE will commission the appropriate engineering
analysis that will evaluate soil conditions as they relate to
conductivity and con-osiveness of existing underground
utilities. Such a study is important in dete1mining the
appropriate grounding and cathodic protection needed to
help ensure continued safe operation of co-located utilities.
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Environmental
Element

Impact
Assessment
for Alt. 1

Comment
All steel pipelines are required to have cathodic protection,
regardless if there is a nearby power line. In areas where
transmission lines and pipelines are co-located, PSE works
with the pipeline operator to ensure appropriate
engineering analysis is performed so that if any
modifications to the pipeline' s cathodic protection are
necessary, they can be made.
PSE and Olympic Pipeline will evaluate the construction
and operational parameters related to the replacement of
the two existing 115 kV lines with both a 23 0 kV and a
115 kV line. This will include electrical interaction
potential, cathodic protection, and proximity. This will
include the applicable field work necessary to infonn
design parameters and construction methods.

As explained above, PSE is also submitting an annotated table containing comments on
each DEIS section (Attachment A). Overall, we believe that the DEIS is a thorough document
that reflects a rigorous review of alternatives potentially addressing PSE's identified need to
improve transmission and reliability on the Eastside.

II.

THE ENERGIZE EASTSIDE PROJECT IS NEEDED

PSE' s Eastside Needs Assessment Report, Supplemental Eastside Needs Assessment
Report (Gentile, et al., 2014, 2015), and the City ofBellevue's Independent Technical Analysis
Energize Eastside Phase I DEIS confirm the project need. The transmission system planning
process for the electric system is governed by a strict set of mandatory requirements promulgated
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC') and the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation ('~RC"). Both organizations require that a utility company
demonstrate that its tJ.·ansmission line infrastructure can handle reasonably foreseeable electricity
loads under a robust range of expected conditions such as:
• Equipment outages;
• Variations in weather causing differences in demand;
• Differences in generation dispatch patterns; and
• A variety of other specific things that can affect the electric system.
These requirements are subject to federal audits and, if not met, can result in significant fines to
PSE. The DEIS' s discussion of the "No Action Alternative" outlines some of the consequences
of failing to meet the requirements.2

2

It is important to note that the FERC and NERC have different requirements for system
planning and for system operations. System planning considers a range of probable alternatives,

'

t

I

J
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PSE analyzed planning needs in the Eastside Needs Assessment Report and Supplemental
Eastside Needs Assessment Report (Gentile, et al. 2013, 2015). In these studies, PSE looked at a
wide range of reasonably foreseeable customer demand scenarios and iterated over six million
scenarios of potential contingencies affecting system element outages. PSE also looked at 550
probable events that could affect system reliability. The studies (1) demonstrated that the
Eastside' s transmission capacity will be deficient in the near-term and will require additional
infrastructure and (2) identified the system elements causing the most system vulnerability.
Responsive to these conclusions, PSE's system planners evaluated a wide range of possible
solutions to update the system to meet performance requirements, and ultimately favored options
similar to those set forth in Alternative 1 of the DEIS.
The City of Bellevue, encouraged by public concern about the project, hired independent
transmission planning experts and undertook its own needs assessment. See Independent
Technical Analysis ofEnergize Eastside for the City of Bellevue (Utility System Efficiencies,
Inc., 2015). These experts unequivocally confirmed a need for Energize Eastside.

A. The Lauckhart and Schiffman Load Document is Inaccurate and Does Not Comply
with Federal Planning Standards
PSE is aware that members of the public (Lauckhart and Schiffman, 2016) prepared a
document that calls into question PSE and the City of Bellevue' s needs assessment by
conducting their own load flow modeling for the Eastside. As the utility responsible for
delivering reliable power to the Bellevue community, it is PSE's duty to point out the
deficiencies and errors in this document. More importantly, PSE must emphasize the risk to the
reliability of the community's electric service if this study is given merit. Simply put- the study
is inaccurate and flawed for the following reasons:
1) The study erroneously interprets power flows to Canada;
2) The study does not conform to mandatory federal transmission planning standards
and therefore cannot be used as a basis for system planning;
3) The study confuses planning standards with day-to-day system operations; and
4) The study reaches in-ational conclusions.
PSE's detailed review of the Lauckhait and Schiffman document can be found in Attachment B
of this letter.
Electrical transmission system planning is a complex and rigorous exercise, perfo1med by
industry experts with in-depth knowledge of federally-mandated system planning requirements.
As explained above, the need for this project has been conclusively established several times by
multiple independent experts, as well as PSE. Therefore, moving forward with the Phase 2
DEIS, this issue should not be addressed further.

including foreseeable outages of vital equipment at high load times on a forward-looking basis.
In contrast, system operation requirements focus on the real time operation of the electric system,
and are designed to deal with issues that are imminent or are already occurring. Planning,
therefore, must look forward to meet foreseeable conditions (even if those conditions are not
currently affecting the system) so that system operators have sufficient flexibility to keep the
electric system intact under a wide range of circumstances.
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ill.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, PSE once again thanks the Cities for their careful review of the Energize
Eastside project. In welcoming an in-depth audit of the project, which once again places PSE's
decision to propose a new 230 kV transmission line in the Eastside under the public microscope,
PSE invites ways to improve the project and to build tlust with the public. This DEIS process has
challenged PSE engineers to creatively explore all potential paths to addressing system
deficiencies and we sincerely believe that our efforts identify a solution that meets the proj ect
need while minimizing and mitigating impacts. We look forward to fully engaging the public in
a dialogue on the potential site-specific impacts of this complex project during the Phase 2 DEIS
process.
Sincerely,

Puget Souud Energy

Jens Nedrud
Energize Eastside
Project Manager

Attachment A
Puget Sound Energy Annotated Comments
Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement
March 14, 2016
Follows are Puget Sound Energy’s comments on the Energize Eastside Phase I Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The comments are arranged by chapter
and Section to facilitate review.

Page

Section

Paragraph

Comment

Chapter 1 Introduction and Summary
1-1

1.1

Figure 1-1

1-2

1.1

3

1-6

1.3

Final paragraph

The DEIS text states “Once equipment is in an overload condition the options are to let it fail or take it out of
service.” To clarify, NERC requires that utilities prevent overloads of bulk transmission elements such as lines
and transformers.

Final paragraph

From the Stantec report: “...power flow to other parts of the system… have minimal effect...” In actuality,
power flows through the region affect the strength of the source from the north or the south of the central
Eastside area. A strong south-north flow means that Talbot Hill will provide the majority of the Eastside
power. A strong north-south flow will result in Sammamish providing the majority of the Eastside power.

1-7

1.3

To clarify, the shaded area indicates which customers would potentially be affected by rotating outages.
The text states, “As illustrated in Figure 1-1, there is no 230 kV line that reaches the center of the Eastside
area.” In actuality, Seattle City Light’s (SCL) parallel 230 kV lines go through the center of the Eastside;
however, it does not have the necessary capacity.

The length of these options is actually 16 miles at a minimum and more than 26 miles using Alternative 1B SCL lines.
1-17

1.9.2

First Paragraph

1-18

1.9.2

Final paragraph

To clarify, PSE has used “approximately 18 miles” as an indicator if a route selected is other than the existing
Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV corridor, which is approximately 16-miles in length. The 18-mile long
corridor assumption was used as the primary basis for much of the analysis performed as part of the DEIS;
therefore, if the existing corridor is used, less impacts should be realized than what was anticipated.
“...a minimum of approximately 18 miles.”
Same comments as above.

1-18

1.9.2

Final Paragraph

It should be noted that in some instances where existing 115 kV or 230 kV line corridors are utilized, the new
230 kV line could replace existing infrastructure and not be in addition to the existing lines. For example, if
the corridor that is occupied by PSE’s two existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV lines is used for
the new 230 kV line, then one of the existing 115 kV lines would be removed and replaced with the new 230
kV line. In other words, there would still only be two lines, not three.

1-18

1.9.2

Final Paragraph

Based on the total length using Alternative 1, Option B, the SCL lines may be longer than the submerged line
option and the greatest length of all options considered under this alternative.

Page

Section

Paragraph

Comment

1-24

No Action

1-24

Alternative 1

1-24

Mitigation

1-28

Alternative 1

4th bullet: This statement is not correct and overstates the impact of Alternative 1 to birds relative to
Alternative 3. 230 kV lines have less collision and electrocution potential than do 115kV and distribution lines
as the conductors are larger and spaced farther apart.

1-28

Unavoidable
impacts

Use of existing corridors would reduce the potential for impacts.

It should be noted that system maintenance also includes replacement of poles.
Depending on the route and design selected, Option A and B could have approximately the same level of
vegetation alteration. Option B could have higher level of vegetation alteration due to the total length and
number of miles of new corridor.
Use of existing utility and road corridors would reduce tree removal.

1-31

Affected
Environment

1-32

No Action

Wood poles are more susceptible to failure from of storm events than they are from earthquakes or lightning
strikes.

1-32

Alternative 1

If steel poles are used, they are more robust than wood poles and therefore less susceptible to damage from
storms and geologic events, such as earthquakes and landslides. This is a result of the higher level of
engineering that goes into designing steel poles. Additionally, both wood and steel poles can be fitted with
static and ground wires to help reduce the probability of shielding failures.

1-32

Alternative 1

HPFF cables are not being proposed.

1-32

Mitigation
Measures

SF6 is used in breakers and not transformers.

1-32

Mitigation
Measures

No HPFF lines are being proposed.

1-34

Mitigation
Measures

All equipment should meet the appropriate regulatory noise thresholds. An allowance of 5 dBA for any
equipment is arbitrary and not based on regulation.

1-38

Alternative 1

Alternative 1, Option B could have equal or greater clear zones than Option A.

1-38

Significant
Unavoidable
Impacts

It is important to clarify that significant impacts from Alternative 1 would be minimized if the route is built in
existing transmission line or road corridors.

There are no PSE HPFF powerlines in the study area.
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Page

Section

1-40

Mitigation
Measures

Recreational trails commonly co-exist with utility corridors. It is important to note that many trail system exist
solely because of such utility corridors. New trails or improvements to existing trails systems can be
incorporated into siting of utility projects so that there is a positive impact to recreation.

1-40

Significant
Unavoidable
Impacts

This conclusion ignores the fact that recreational activities and areas commonly co-exist with utility corridors.
Please consider revising to, “Some significant impacts may be unavoidable if design or siting factors require
elimination of certain recreational facilities, however, transmission lines and electrical facilities commonly coexist.”

1-50-51

Construction
Impact Table

Greenhouse
Gas Emissions

1-50-51

Construction
Impact Table

Historic and
Cultural
Resources

1-54

Operation
Impacts
Comparison

Noise

Need for the
Project

2nd paragraph

1-56

Paragraph

Comment

The conclusion on page 1-24 that “If mitigation measures are employed, there would be no significant and
unavoidable adverse impacts related to GHG emissions associated with any of the project alternatives” and
the conclusions that all options under Alternative 1 have “minor to significant impacts.” Project impacts for all
options should be minor as mitigation is likely required by permitting authorities.
Page 1-42 concludes that “[t]here are no known significant unavoidable adverse impacts to historic and
cultural resources.” However, the Construction Impact Comparison Table lists impacts as “minor to
significant” for Alternative 1, but as “minor” with respect to the Energy Storage and Peak Power Generation
Component. These conclusions are inconsistent as there are no known impacts, but risk of impacts should
be the same for all alternatives requiring construction activities.
Noise impacts is understated as “moderate” as noise generated by the operation of peaker plants is expected
to exceed local noise ordinances in many potential locations.
“The purpose of this EIS is not to determine whether the project is needed, but to confirm that the methods
used to define the need are consistent with industry standards and generally accepted methods.”
SEPA does not consider project need, so this review was optional. This statement implies that need is part of
SEPA, when it is not.

Chapter 2 Project Alternatives
2-14

PSE’s conservation included in the DEIS is mandated by state/federal construction requirements.

2-15

2.3.1.1

2-16

2.3.2

Conductor replacement would involve more equipment that a “single-man lift”. Additionally, regular pole
replacement uses the same equipment as does installing a new line.
2

“...two new 230 kV transmission lines would be constructed…”
To clarify, PSE proposes to build two new lines - one single 230 kV line and another 115 kV line designed to
230 kV standards.
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Page

Section

Paragraph

Comment
“...addition of a second 230 kV circuit on the same poles…”

2-16

2.3.2

5

2-18

2.3.2

Figure 2-2

2-18

Figure 2-3

2-22

2.3.2.2

3

2-22

2.3.2.2.2

2

4th Sentence - “Double circuit system” is misleading. For clarification, double-circuit poles would typically be
100 feet, while the single-circuit poles would typically be 85 feet.

2-22

2.3.2.2.2

2

To clarify “a double circuit pole could incorporate a rebuild of an existing 115 kV line with a new 230 kV line
on single poles similar…”

2-23

2.3.2.2.3

2

The 1st sentence in the Clear zones section is incorrect. NESC does not provide clearances for vegetation.
NERC/FERC specifies vegetation clearance requirements for high voltage lines.

2-23

2.3.2.2.3

4

To clarify, if PSE used its existing 115 kV corridor between the Sammamish and Talbot Hill substations, then
no additional corridor width would be required, which significantly reduces the amount of vegetation
management required and limits impacts to land use, housing, and aesthetics.

2-23

2.3.2.2.3

6

To clarify, poles can be set on a drilled pier foundation, which involves setting the anchor bolt cage in a
poured column of concrete.

2-23

2.3.2.2.3

6

“(No foundations are used for wood poles)”. This is incorrect. For clarification, depending on soil
characteristics, PSE uses caissons for wood poles when necessary.

2-23

2.3.2.2.3

6

Last line is incorrect. PSE will need two poles at certain locations for obstacle avoidance and ease of
construction. Span lengths are anticipated to be closer to 500-600 feet on average.

2-25

2.3.2.2.3

8

2nd sentence assumes PSE will need temporary construction access roads. For clarification, there may be
existing adequate access, and in that case, no temporary construction roads would be needed. This will be
explored more in Phase 2.

2-25

2.3.2.2.3

1

Fourth sentence is inaccurate. Wood poles typically do not have foundations; however, when necessary PSE
uses caissons for wood poles depending on soil characteristics.

This is not accurate. PSE is planning for a high capacity 115 kV circuit that will be designed for future
operation at 230 kV. If double circuit poles are used, then one line will operate at 230 kV and the other at 115
kV.
To clarify, the figure shows dimensions being on poles spotted in our existing corridor at existing span
lengths. Roadside construction or a different corridor with longer/shorter spans would have different heights.
Figure 2-3 shows a small distribution transformer, smaller than PSE’s distribution transformers. The
transformer for this project is significantly larger. Some examples can be found at:
http://www.jshp.com/USA_Canada.html
“an additional wire would be installed on top of the new poles for lightning protection.”
This is inaccurate. For clarification, an additional wire will be placed on top of the poles to provide protection
for both lightning and ground potential rise.
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“Installation of transmission lines under existing roadways...”

2-25

2.3.2.2.3

2-23

2.3.2.2.3

2-23

2.3.2.2.3

1

Pole Installation

The use of the word “under” in this sentence is misleading. For clarity, for overhead lines PSE will not be
constructing the transmission lines under existing roadways.
In order to minimize pole heights, PSE has assumed that the existing pole spacing/locations would be used
(approximately 500 to 700 feet). If spans where increased to around 1,000-feet, the pole heights would need
to be taller.
During construction, if a corridor is used that has existing wooden poles and conductors, they would be
removed. In order for this to occur, construction would need to take place during low load periods.

2-26

2.3.2.3

3

This paragraph is inaccurate. PSE studied a loop from one SCL 230 kV line to the Lakeside substation
(approximately 1 mile), plus a loop of the other SCL 230 kV line to the Sammamish substation
(approximately 1.8 miles). The loop to Lakeside should be on separate poles, not double circuit construction.
If double circuit construction were used, then both feeds to Lakeside 230 kV bus could be lost for one outage
event. However, the line between the SCL line and Sammamish could be a double-circuit line.

2-26

2.3.2.3

3

In addition, this alternative would require the reconductor of the existing line between the Sammamish
Substation and BPAs substation in Bothell (approximately 9 miles).

2-28

2.3.2.4.1

Construction in or over shallow bedrock would entail traditional trenching construction. Trenchless methods
do not work in bedrock.
"According to PSE projections, it would take 74 MW of additional transmission capacity to marginally meet
the demand through 2018 (Gentile et al., 2015). However, to address the capacity deficiency in 2018 with
non-transmission resources would take approximately 163 MW of additional conservation, storage, and new
generation within the Eastside beyond the 50 MW of conservation planned in 2013 Integrated Resource Plan
(Nedrud, personal communication, 2015; PSE, 2013) (Figure 2-13).”

2-34

2.3.3

3

To clarify, the 74 MW sited above, represents the amount of load shedding in the summer of 2018 to manage
potential overloads for certain N-1-1 and N-2 contingencies. The 2015 Supplemental Needs Assessment
showed this concern in the summer 2018. The winter 2017/18 did not require load shedding. The 163 MW
referenced above, in addition to the 50 MW of conservation planned, represents additional conservation,
storage, and new generation within the Eastside for the 2017/18 winter period to reduce the Eastside
transformer loading close to 90%. The total of 213 MW represents the needed conservation required for both
the summer and winter 2017/18 and 2018.

2-36

2.3.3.2

2

Tripling the amount of demand response in the area is very aggressive and beyond PSE’s control.

2-36

2.3.3.2

To clarify, Demand Response is an opt-in technology for customers. PSE does not have the ability to force
customers to adopt such technologies. PSE has run demand response pilot programs in the past with
marginal success.
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2-40

2.3.3.4

1

Comment
The first paragraph is inaccurate. To provide clarity, when using the term "storing" the text should refer to the
MWh rating (225.6), rather than the power rating of 121 MW. For this section the power rating is 121 MW and
storage capacity is 225.6 MWh.
Row 1: Pole replacement would be part of general maintenance under the no action alternative.

2-48

Row 3: 120-foot corridor would only be for new cross-country alignments. If existing 115 kV corridor is used,
then no additional width would be required.

Table 2-3

Row 4: Additional width may be required depending upon the rebuild scenario.
2-54

2.5

2

To add, these power outages could begin as early as the summer of 2018 and impact nearly 131,000
customers.

Chapter 3 Earth
3-5

3.3.3.2

1

PSE will use stormwater mitigation (detention) and will address stream bank erosion due to increase in runoff
from new impervious surfaces. PSE complies with local agencies requirements on flow control mitigation to
protect the natural conveyance systems downstream from flooding and erosion.

3-11

3.3.3.1

1

Renton also has coal mine hazards, which is not listed in the DEIS.

3-12

3.6

1

It should be noted that some regulatory agencies have lower thresholds.

3-14

3.6.2

1

Please correct this paragraph to state that construction impacts related to geologic and seismic hazards
include pole replacement that is necessary as part of routine system maintenance.

3-14

3.6.3

2

This paragraph understates the importance of preparing areas for all substation equipment. PSE will prepare
the area for foundations to support the new control house, transformer and associated electrical equipment in
accordance with regulatory requirements and industry standards.

3-15

3.6.3.2

1

Impacts may be the same or greater than Alternative 1 depending on how the SCL line is rebuilt. If the
existing PSE 115 kV Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill corridor is used, then both alternatives would be
replacement of existing lines. The assumption that PSE’s corridor would need to be widened is not correct.
The 230 kV and high capacity 115 kV lines can fit within the existing 100-foot wide corridor.

3-16

3.6.4

1

Depending on where the peaker plants were located, additional natural gas pipelines would be likely as would
water and sewer pipelines.

3-16

3.6.4

1

To clarify, it is not required that earthwork activities are supervised by a geotechnical engineer. Design plans
would take into account the geotechnical engineer's recommendations.

3-16

3.6.5

2

To clarify, it is not required that earthwork activities are supervised by a geotechnical engineer. Design plans
would take into account the geotechnical engineer's recommendations.
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3-17

3.7.1.3

1

3rd Sentence: Geotechnical Engineers do not design substation or other electrical facilities. System
designers use the information and recommendations prepared by a geotechnical engineer to ensure
appropriate design considerations are made. The statement in the DEIS is not accurate.

3-17

3.7.1.3

1

4th sentence, building codes are requirements not recommendations.

3-18

3.7.1.3

2

Last sentence: PSE follows the appropriate NESC design requirements. Because forces on powerlines and
their poles from ice and wind loading exceed those of seismic loads, additional seismic engineering is not
required; however, it could be included as mitigation (Section 3.8.1).

3-18

3.7.2

1

3rd Sentence: Vegetation is maintained along the existing corridor as it is now; therefore, stating that there
would be continual loss of vegetation is not accurate.

3-22

3.8.1

1

Add bullet point: Use appropriate stormwater management (detention) facilities to reduce stream flow
velocities and flooding.

Chapter 4 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
4-12

4.5.3.1.2

1

The assumption for number of poles is incorrect. A more correct estimate would be closer to 200 structures.
The foundation dimensions are higher than the average. Values should be 5 feet diameter and 25 feet deep.

4-12

4.5.3.1.3

2

50 feet of additional clearing come is incorrect. The transmission line can be operated within existing corridor
limits. Please update this section to reflect the correct data.

4-13

4.5.3.1.3

3

The clear zone width is inaccurate in the paragraph. PSE’s existing corridor width is 100 feet and no other
clear zone is anticipated. Therefore the number of acres cleared and CO2 estimates (which assume a 150-ft
clear zone) are significantly overestimated.

4-4

4.2

1

Puget Sound Clean Air Agency is responsible for issuing permits related to air emissions, specifically those
related to power generation.

4-10

4.5.1

1

This paragraph implies that all vegetation would be removed within a selected corridor. This is not a case.
Only vegetation that could interfere with operations would be required along the transmission line corridor.

4-11

4.5.2

1

Pole replacement would occur as necessary.

4-12

4.5.3.1.2

1

Poles may or may not be on foundations. A number could be directly embedded. Also, pole spacing would
likely be equivalent to the existing lines, which is around 500 to 700 feet. Greater spacing requires taller
poles.

4-18

4.7

1

Use of existing utility and road corridors would require less tree/vegetation removal; therefore helping mitigate
impacts.

4-13

4.5.3.1.3

1

All worst case scenarios are based on 40% tree coverage and 150 feet of clearing; these assumptions seem
unlikely with existing management practices or where the line is adjacent to roads.
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Chapter 5 Water Resources
5-2

Table 5-1

1

Please note the following: “Dredge and Fill Requirements (33 CFR Part 323); Section 10 Permits for Work in
Navigable Waters (33 CFR Part 322). Section 10 falls under the Rivers and Harbors Act and Section 404 is a
Clean Water Act permit.

5-13

5.5.2

1

Construction related to general maintenance, such as regular pole replacement would occur.

5-19

5.6.2

1

Regular pole replacement would be necessary in addition to conductor replacement.

5-21

5.7

5-21

5.9

1

Alternative 2 also requires construction of facilities; therefore, as proposed, minor to moderate impacts to
water resources could occur. Additionally, the necessary ancillary utilities that are required for components of
Alternative 2 have not been addressed. These include, natural gas, water, and sewer pipelines.

5.2

Table (FEMA &
Local Floodplain
Management
Sections)

Reference to FEMA and local floodplain management regulations do not address requirements resulting from
the 2008 Biological Opinion on the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). Not all of the referenced codes
may have been amended to account for the BiOp, but each City is responsible for demonstrating compliance
under the BiOp. The Regulated Activities/Program description should be revised to reflect the NFIP’s
requirement to conserve/protect habitat conditions for threatened and endangered salmonids and essential
fish habitat.

5-7

5.3.2

1

5-15

5.5.3.2.4

1

5-2,
5-5

Using existing utility or road corridors would have lesser clearing requirements and therefore, a lower
potential for impacts to water quality.

Lake Boren was not included in the list of small lakes.
The description is missing a potential impact. To clarify, trenching through wetlands has potential impact of
dewatering/draining wetland without appropriate BMPs.

Chapter 6 Plants and Animals
6-14

6.6.2

3

This paragraph and Figure 6-6 describes PSE’s Vegetation Management Program for 230 kV lines rather
than the existing 115 kV lines discussed in the No Action Alternative. Under the No Action Alternative the
vegetation management program would include removal of trees 25 feet in height.

6-16

6.6.3.1.1

1

To clarify, if PSE uses the existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV corridor, no additional width
would be required.

6-16

6.6.3.1.1

1

4th Sentence: Only non-compatible trees would be removed; not all trees. Taller poles could potentially allow
for taller trees to remain.
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Page
6-17

Section
6.6.3.2.1

Paragraph
1

Comment
4th Sentence: This assumption may not be correct. The amount of clearing along the SCL corridor would be
dependent upon the rebuild scenario. Additionally, north of the Sammamish substation, 9-miles of 230 kV
line would need to be reconducted, which could include clearing associated with construction access.
Therefore, the impact assessment associated with this Option is not completely quantified.

6-23

6-25

6.7.3.1

6.8

1

Bird collision and electrocution information is not correct. If the existing corridor is used, then the total
number of conductors in the air would not change. The spacing of 230 kV conductors is greater than that of
115 kV; conductors therefore, the electrocution potential is less. The greater distance between the conductors
equates to less of a chance for birds to contact two phases simultaneously, which is the cause of
electrocution. Also, the larger conductor size typically used for 230 KV lines is easier to see be avian
species, hence lower collision occurrences.

1

Mitigation - narrow corridor to existing addresses issues with 6.6.3.1.1. Transmission lines can be configured
and routed to help minimize impacts to trees and habitat. In some instances, taller poles can allow taller
vegetation to remain. The new 230 kV line could be built and operated within the existing 100-foot wide
corridor; therefore the impacts associated with the 50-foot widening would not be realized.

6-25

6.8

3

Eagle nest buffer zones will need to be considered and possibly avoided or monitored if construction is
scheduled to occur within active nest buffers during the nesting season. The same is true for great blue heron
nest buffers. Avian protection program biologists should be consulted prior to implementation of PSE’s avian
protection plan to determine the most effective use of avian protection measures on a site-specific basis.

6-26

6.9

1

Under Alternative 1, Option B would likely have the same impacts as options A and C.

6-3

6.2.1

Table

6-7

6.4.1

1

Habitats and landscape areas can also include commercial areas.

6-9

6.4.1.1

1

Lakes and ponds also important for amphibians and some mammals.

6-11

6.4.1.4

1

Forests also provide habitat for amphibians and reptiles.

6-12

6.4.2

3

The Bellevue list does not match the latest list of species of local importance in Bellevue code.

6-12

6.4.2

4

This is an old Redmond code reference. The current Redmond Municipal Code encompasses all Ordinances
through No. 2813, passed December 1, 2015. See RMC 21.64.020.

6-13

6.6.1.1

1

2nd sentence is incomplete. Impacts also vary by duration and timing of construction.

6-14

6.6.2

3

This paragraph’s description of the Vegetation Management Program is incomplete. PSE selectively uses
herbicide use in accordance with best management practices and local regulations.

6-16

6.6.3.1.1

2

4th sentence - misleading to say species will be displaced; typically they are replaced.

SEPA should be included under “State”.
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6-16

6.6.3.1.1

1&2

6-23

6.7.3

1

6-24

6.7.4

1

Comment
Discussion about how much wider the corridor would end up is confusing; please clarify. If using the existing
100-foot wide corridor the new monopole configuration is not expected to need additional width cleared.
Assuming the ‘worst case scenario’, if there are trees growing into the ROW from beyond the existing ROW
boundary it is possible that additional tree removal might be needed. Assuming that a contiguous additional
20 to 50 feet of clearing is pretty extreme in a urban/suburban area, even in a ‘worst case scenario’. Also, in
PSE’s opinion, the 40% tree canopy coverage is over-estimated. An average of the tree inventory for each
jurisdiction was used, but DEIS also state that ‘habitat is already disturbed’ along the utility easements.
Regarding the 3rd sentence, impacts to birds typically include temporary displacement rather than complete
displacement.
This section understates the potential noise impact to wildlife resulting from the operation of peaker plants,
which exceeds noise regulations in some areas.

Chapter 7 Energy and Natural Resources
7-10

7.6.4.5

1

As described, installing three 20-MW peaker plants would have minimal impact on the natural gas supply in
the area. However, if peaker plants are used to solve the transmission deficiency problem, then it is expected
that around twenty 20-MW peaker plants would be required. This would require construction of new high
pressure natural gas (around 15 miles), water and sewer pipelines.

Chapter 8 Environmental Health
8-9

8.3.1

2

3rd Sentence: The transformers PSE uses do not contain SF6 gas; however, in some instances, SF6 is used
in equipment such as breakers. PSE would not use HPFF conductors for any of the alternatives.

8-9

8.3.1

3

The oil within the SCFF lines running to Mercer Island does not contain PCBs

8-9

8.3.1

5

All PSE transformers have been retrofitted and therefore do not contain federally regulated levels of PCBs.
PSE does not use transformers with SF6 gas; however, substation breakers typically contain SF6 gas. All
new equipment used by PSE that contains oil is filled with <1 ppm PCB mineral oil.

8-9

Sidebar

8-11

8.3.1

7

PSE does not use SF6 in transformers, only breakers.

8-11

8.3.1

7

There is no discussion of battery disposal.

8-23

8.5.1

2

2nd sentence: Note that pre-existing contamination would be by other parties and unrelated to PSE

8-25

8.5.2

1

2nd Sentence: It is more likely that poles/structures would be replaced due to age rather than conductors.

8-26

8.5.3.1.1

1

Construction would not be continuous for 18 months at each location

SF6: is not a highly toxic gas - it actually has a low order of toxicity. See the MSDS at:
http://www.concordegas.com/Images-(1)/pdf/SF6-MSDS-English.aspx
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8-26

8.5.3.1.1

2

PSE would not use HPFF type cables.

8-26

8.5.3.1.1

2

Special equipment is used when charging equipment with SF6 gas to prevent release to the atmosphere.
SF6 is used in breakers and not transformers.

8-26

8.5.3.1.1

3

1st sentence: PSE’s Emergency Spill Response Program will also ensure that accidentally released
substances are properly responded to.

8-29

8.5.3.2.1

1

PSE would not use HPFF type cables.

8-29

8.5.3.3.1

1

PSE would not use HPFF type cables.

8-30

8.5.3.3.2

1

To clarify, an underground route may not utilize the existing corridor and requires further analysis. Therefore,
the potential risks to other utilities are unknown.

8-32

8.5.4.4.2

1

Note, if peak generation facilities were natural gas fired or water cooled, then construction of additional
pipelines would be required.

8-35

8.6.1.3

Definition Box

Steel poles do not have a grounding conductor. Pole itself is used as a ground to connect shieldwire to
grounding system.

8-35

8.6.1.3

1

NESC does not direct how to shield lines with lightning protection.

1

“Direct strikes to poles or lines could damage the pole, causing it to topple or…” We are not aware of any
direct strike to a steel pole that has damaged it to the point of toppling. Pole toppling or breaking, is almost
always caused by broken conductors, which is common result of trees falling on the lines. This induces
longitudinal tension loads on the structures causing them to fail.

8-35

8-35

8.6.1.3

8.6.1.3

2

Comment

“Energized transmission lines on the ground after an earthquake, lightning strike (or accidents) could send
electric current to anything else metal in the vicinity, such as utilities (including pipelines). In addition to
electrocution or shock potential, this type of electrical contact could create holes in pipelines, leading to a risk
of explosion if regulations were not followed by the pipeline (or other utility) owner or if facilities had not been
designed properly.”
To provide further information, PSE is designing for steady state and fault scenarios to address these
conditions.

8-38

8.6.2.2

1

8-38

8.6.2.3

1

Maintenance and operational activities would be higher with the existing 115 kV lines as they are on wood
structures that need to be replaced at regular intervals. A new steel structure line would have lower
maintenance requirements as they are designed to modern standards.
Last sentence references, “…downed lines resulting from lightning strikes to poles…”
As noted in our earlier comment related to page 8-35, we are not aware of any direct strike to a steel pole that
has damaged it to the point of toppling.
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8-39

8.6.2.3

3

1st Sentence: To clarify, for 230 kV substations lightning protection is provided via a static mast with shield
wires that are connected to the substation ground grid. Furthermore, all substation transformers are protected
with surge arresters to limit damage done during a lightning strike.

8-40

8.6.3.1.3

1

“State public utility commission seismic standards” - This statement is misleading. The codes PSE designs to
include IBC, ASCE, and ACI. The public utility commission is not involved in establishing code requirements.

8-40

8.6.3.1.3

3

3rd Sentence: Based on the probable location of the substation on the Westminster site, the nearest
residential structure would be more than 200 feet away.

8-40

8.6.3.1.3

3

4th Sentence: The new substation at the Lakeside Substation (Richards Creek substation) would be
approximately 500 feet from the nearest residence.

8-41

8.6.3.1.2

1

The Olympic Pipeline (OPL) is collocated with SCL in Renton south of the PSE Eastside corridor. A re-build
of the SCL lines would require equal attention given to the pipeline.

8-41

8.6.3.3.2

1

PSE has natural gas lines that run to Mercer Island so potential impacts are present.

8-43

8.6.4.4.1

1

Few, if any, of the existing substations would have space to accommodate a peaker plant. Peaker plants
would be constructed adjacent to existing substation, within a stand-alone yard or and expanded substation.
This may require acquisition of additional land.

8-46

8.7.2.1

1

Mitigation for field locating utilities - excavation could be done using hydro-vac techniques rather than typical
excavation equipment. Hydro-vac is much less damaging around existing underground utilities.

Chapter 9 Noise
9-8

9.3.2

2

Electrical Substations are subject to the noise state noise limits between the hours of 10:00 PM and 7:00 AM;
however, they are not subject to the 10 dBA reduction (WAC 197-60-040(2)(b)).

9-10

9.5.3.1

1

3rd Sentence: A new substation yard would be required for all Alternative 1 options.

9-10

9.5.3.1

2

2nd Sentence: It is expected that most spacing between structures would be between 500 and 700 feet (use
of existing structure locations); although that could increase or decrease as necessary to avoid sensitive
areas and better accommodate community preferences.

9-13

9.5.4.4

1

In addition to the noise generated during construction of the facility, construction noise would be generated by
the installation of appurtenant utilities, such as, natural gas, water, and sewer pipelines, as well as
transmission lines (if necessary).

9-14

9.6.2

1

2nd Sentence: These are typically referred to as “utility yards” as opposed to “maintenance yards”.

9-15

9.6.3.1.2

2

Electrical Substation are subject to the noise state noise limits between the hours of 10:00 PM and 7:00 AM;
however, they are not subject to the 10 dBA reduction (WAC 197-60-040(2)(b)).
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9-17

9.6.5.2

1

Electrical substation are subject to the noise state noise limits between the hours of 10:00 PM and 7:00 AM;
however, they are not subject to the 10 dBA reduction (WAC 197-60-040(2)(b)).

9-17

9.7.2

1

1st Sentence: Electrical substation are subject to the noise state noise limits between the hours of 10:00 PM
and 7:00 AM; however, they are not subject to the 10 dBA reduction (WAC 197-60-040(2)(b)).

9-17

9.7.2

1

3rd Sentence: This is speculative and does not reflect code requirements. New substations will meet the
appropriate noise requirements.

9-17

9.7.3

1

3rd Sentence: Applicable noise regulations will be met as appropriate.

9-18

9.9

1

1st Sentence: Use of engineered noise attenuation measures could be used in addition to prudent siting.

Chapter 10 Land Use and Housing
“Each comprehensive plan is required to establish a process for identifying and siting essential public facilities
(EPFs). State, regional, county, and local agencies are also required to coordinate in determining the
location of these facilities. EPFs are facilities that are typically difficult to site, such as airports, state
education facilities, and state or regional transportation facilities (RCW 36.70A.200). A determination of
whether the Energize Eastside Project qualifies as an EPF would be made by the permitting agency at the
time of permit preparation or submittal.”
10-6

10.2.1

7

WAC 365-196-550(1)(a): Consistent with county-wide planning policies, counties and cities should create
their own lists of “essential public facilities, “ to include a minimum those set forth in RCW 36.70A.200.
The WAC EPF list does not include electrical transmission lines or substation facilities.
The study area jurisdictions of Bellevue, Redmond, Kirkland, Renton, Newcastle, King County, Sammamish,
and Hunts Point all include land use regulations and development review processes that permit 230 kV
transmission facilities and substations as permitted uses, conditional uses, or special uses and do not define
these facilities as EPFs. The City of Issaquah includes major utility facilities in the land use charts under the
heading of EPFs, but also includes specific review criteria for permitting public utility facilities through the
normal review processes. The smaller communities of Medina, Clyde Hill, Beaux Arts, and Yarrow Point do
not address transmission lines and transmission substations in their land use codes.

10-18

10.5

2

Permitting of this project will follow normal permitting procedures outlined in applicable jurisdictions codes
and not the EPF siting process.
Last sentence: “PSE confirms that due to safety regulations, transmission lines would never be placed
directly over homes (Strauch - telephone conversation).”

10-20

10.7.1.2

2

To clarify, as a rule, PSE avoids placing transmission lines over homes. Although, the National Electric Safety
Code (NESC) would allow PSE to build transmission lines over homes and buildings, that is a practice that
PSE does not employ. It should be noted that there are occupied structures that have been constructed
under the existing 115 kV transmission lines.
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10-24

10.7.3

3

The statement that “If Lakeside site were chosen, PSE would need to purchase and develop land adjacent to
the existing substation.” is incorrect. PSE already owns the property located south of the existing Lakeside
substation. It is anticipated that this property would be adequate to develop the new 230-115 kV substation,
which would be known as Richards Creek.

10-24

10.7.3.1.1

2

Although allowed under the NESC, PSE prefers to not allow occupied structures under 230 kV lines.

10-24

Table 10-1

10-25

10.7.3.1.2

1

If PSE uses the existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV corridor, it is not anticipated that additional
clear zone would be required. The replacement 230 kV and 115 kV lines can be operated within the existing
easement area.

10-25

10.7.3.1.2

2

Regarding co-location with OPC’s pipeline, the corridor currently has two 115 kV transmission lines.

10-26

Table 10-2

10-26

10.7.3.2

1

The assumption that the existing SCL corridor would not need to be expanded if a adjacent parallel line were
constructed may not be correct. It is likely that additional clearing would be required and in some instances,
new land acquired.

10-27

10.7.3.2

3

PSE already owns the potential future 230 kV substation site (Richards Creek) that is currently used as a pole
yard; therefore the acquisition of additional land would be unlikely.

10-27

10-27

10.7.3.2

10.7.3.3

Use across from Lakeside substation is the existing transmission corridor (not “vacant”)

Substations are defined as utility facilities, not utility yards under Newcastle Zoning Code. Utility facilities are
permitted in all zones.

4

“This option would have some of the same zoning consistency issues as Option A (Table 10-2) including
potential for co-location with a high consequence land use, since it also crosses the OPL Company (OPLC)
pipeline in places and is parallel to it in other locations.”

3

“An underground transmission line would have the same potential constraints as Option A’s overhead line
regarding co-location with OPLC’s pipeline.”

King County, Redmond, Kirkland codes prohibit new high consequence land uses within proximity to the
existing corridor. Transmission lines are an existing use within the corridor and are and are not new.

Same comment as above.
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“Three peak generation plants could be placed on sites of approximately 1 acre, and each would be adjacent
to or within existing PSE substations on the Eastside.”

10-29

10.7.4.4

1

10-30

10.7.5.1

1

10-31

10.8

Approximately 19 to 20 peak generation plants (20 MW each) would be required to be in operation by 20172019 in order to fully meet the project objectives. More than half of the energy realized under Alternative 2 is
not within the control of the utility. Generation facilities are either not addressed or not allowed under most of
the EIS jurisdiction’s codes. In jurisdictions where there are existing substations that may be able to be
expanded to accommodate a peak generation plant, generation is either not addressed (resulting in not being
permitted) or not allowed outright. Bellevue may allow such facilities under interpretation by the Planning
Director.
It is not a certainty that PSE would need to acquire additional property for the expansion of the substations.
Last bullet point: To clarify, residential and business would be provided the appropriate level of
assistance/compensation.
As referenced in section 2.3.2 there will be an additional wire placed on top of the poles to provide lightning
protection as well as a system fiber optic communication line. To help minimize visual impacts, PSE will
investigate the use of a combined static/communication line to reduce the total number of wires in the air.

Genera
l

Chapter 11 Views and Visual Resources
11-2

11.1.2

1

Property values are not an environmental element and therefore, should not be elaborated upon under
SEPA.

11-2

11.1.2

1

While it is reasonable to consider assessor identified view parcels in the programmatic-level visual analysis to
determine potential special viewshed areas for analysis or to focus studies occurring in Phase II of the EIS
process, any attempt to correlate a decrease in property values with the presence of a transmission line is not
supported by empirical studies on the subject, and does not follow industry-accepted methods of visual
impact assessment.

11-9

11.3.1

4

It is important to note that transmission line corridors, such as the PSE Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill
transmission lines, were originally established in the late 1920 and early 1930s prior to much of the
development in the study area.

11-6

11.2.1

2

The extent to which the establishment or expansion of trails would be integrated into new or expanded
transmission line corridors, increasing access to visual resources and providing “beneficial impacts” in the
combined study area, should be considered in the analysis of Alternatives 1 and 3.
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11-9 &
11-13

11.3.2

Figures 11-2;
11-4 through 119

The photos are presented as typical representations of the combined study area that “contribute to the overall
visual character and quality of and area.” Additional photography should be provided in Phase 2 that shows
the range of visual resources and visual character on which impacts appear to based, including those areas
where existing utility infrastructure substantially contribute to the visual character. These photos should
provide a reasonable range of settings, character, and scenery to comprehensively evaluate potential visual
impacts.

11-16

11.3.2

Figure 11-10

It is unclear the extent to which “Roadways” appearing on the map have been integrated into the visual study,
including Mountains to Sound Greenway National Scenic Byway.

11-17

11.3.4

1

While it is reasonable to consider assessor identified view parcels in the programmatic-level visual analysis to
determine potential special viewshed areas for analysis or to focus studies occurring in Phase II of the EIS
process, any attempt to correlate a decrease in property values with the presence of a transmission line is not
supported by empirical studies on the subject, and does not follow industry-accepted methods of visual
impact assessment.

11-20

11.3.6

2

60-foot tall distribution poles are very rare. The vast majority of distribution poles are 34 to 40 feet tall.

11-20

11.3.6

3

A more accurate range for our transmission poles are 60 to 80 feet above ground. It is important to note, that
the configuration of the conductors on the poles is a principle factor in determining the required height.

11-21

11.3.6

4

As previously stated, pole height is a function of the conductor configuration and number of circuits. If the
conductors are placed flat in a single-circuit configuration, parallel to the ground, then 230 kV structures can
be reduced to heights less than 70 feet.

11-21

11.3.6

4

To clarify, the Westminster substation does not exist. It was just an option for a future new substation.

2

“Visual quality”, a key component of the FHWA system, which is integrated into the study when visual quality
impacts (or decrease in visual quality as measured by resulting vividness, intactness and unity) are missing
from this discussion. In addition, the degree of “beneficial” impacts associated with any of the alternatives is
not discussed. These should be clearly explained in the Phase 2 Draft EIS.

Callout to right

The callout box is not clear. Is sensitivity directly correlated with land use type, or can one land use type have
different levels of sensitivity among viewpoints? What are the sensitivities of each of the viewpoints? Does
the number of viewers affect visual sensitivity? It is unclear as to what factors go into visual sensitivity. This
should be clearly explained in the Phase 2 Draft EIS.

Table 11-3

This table suggests that viewers with a High sensitivity would experience Moderate to Significant impacts,
regardless of contrast, number of viewers, or duration of impact. For example, what would be the expected
impacts for a High sensitivity viewer, exposed to long-term duration impacts, experienced by a low number of
viewers, seeing a Medium degree of contrast, be? Again, does distance influence the assessment of initial
impacts according to this table? As the alternatives move into Phase 2 these questions should be addressed.

11-23

11-23

11-24

11.4

11.4

11-4
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11-25

11.5.1

1

Comment
It is unclear whether distance zones are factored into the analysis. If not, this should be considered in Phase
2.
The analysis of Option A in Section 11.5.3.1 states that “The longer duration and likelihood of stockpiled
construction debris in or near residential areas and parks, where more sensitive viewers reside, could have a
moderate impact on viewers.” The justification for moderate impacts for Option A are unclear when you
compare it to the analysis of construction impacts resulting from undergrounding would be minor due to
duration. Would construction impacts for undergrounding be greater if they were located adjacent to a
residential area or park? This should be considered as alternatives move forward to Phase 2.

11-27

11.5.3.3

11-27

11.5.4

2

The battery facility will require a new substation built at the facility. Another option could be to expand an
existing substation, but there are currently no substations in the Bellevue area with enough room for
expansion.

11-31

11.6.3.1

1

NESC does not specify vegetation clearances.

11-32

11.6.3.2

2

To provide further information, 230kV substation will have several deadend towers that have a height of 65
feet.

11-33

11.6.3.5.1

2

The new 230 kV line could be built and operated within the existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV
100-foot wide corridor; therefore the impacts associated with the 50-foot widening would not be realized.

11-34

11.6.3.5.3

1

Our maximum pole height range has been stated as 130 feet tall.

11-37

11.6.3.5.4

1

Typically galvanized steel poles are more reflective, especially when new. The reflectance typically
diminishes with time. It should be noted that there are different types of finishes that are not reflective in
nature.

11-37

11.6.3.6.1

1

The SCL corridor already contains two 230 kV transmission lines.

11-42

11.6.5.3

2

To clarify, if the new 115 kV line were sited with an existing 115 kV line, the circuits could be on both sides of
the pole or on taller poles with the circuits on the same side of the pole.

11-44

11.9

1

Under Alternative 1, it may be possible to use a variety of pole configurations that can reduce visual impacts.
This approach would be used in conjunction with careful siting.

1

Often new or enhanced utility corridors create opportunities for new recreational trails. This is dependent
upon property rights and location, but is common in the region. For example the Interurban Trail (Tukwila)
and the Puget Power (PSE) Trail (Redmond) exists because PSE allows the use of its rights-of-way for public
recreation. Please consistently reflect this fact throughout the conclusions in this section.

Chapter 12 Recreation
12-6

12.4
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12-7

12.5.1

1

It should be noted, that utility corridors are often used for recreational purposes. In those instances, such as
places along the existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill 115 kV corridor, the recreational use of the utility
corridor is secondary and avoidance would not be possible.

12-8

12.5.2

1

Within the existing corridor, maintenance and repair occur by both PSE and Olympic Pipeline. Some sections
of the existing corridor serve as trails, which would likely be closed during maintenance activities of the
existing utilities. PSE expects impacts would not change (or be minor).

12-8

12.5.3.1

1

If the existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill corridor is used, then PSE would use the existing corridor
width - it would not be widened.

12-9

12.5.3.1

1

Ninth sentence in paragraph: To clarify, if new corridors are used, clearing would take longer.

12-11

12.5.4.5

1

Depending on the type of peaker plant used, new natural gas, water, and sewer pipelines may be required.
These are typical construction within public rights-of-way; therefore impacts to informal recreation
opportunities would be likely due to lane and/or road closures.

12-11

12.5.5

1

Impacts to informal recreational resources would be much higher than Alternative 1 as there would be
numerous land and road closures during construction.

12-13

12.6.3

2

Transformer noise at Westminster may not be a measurable because the ambient noise in the area, primarily
contributed to SR520, is high.
2nd Sentence: Permanent impacts are not a certainty.

12-13

12.6.3.1.1

1

If PSE’s existing Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot Hill corridor is used, no additional easement would be
required.
Additionally, if the existing corridor is used, then operationally, once constructed, there would be little
difference from what is there now -- an existing utility corridor.

12-13

12.6.3.1.1

2

New corridors could provide new recreational opportunities.

12-13

12.6.3.1.3

1

Depending on the structure type selected, paths could be widened as well. For example, the existing 115 kV
corridor is occupied with two H-frame structures (4 poles). If a single double circuit monopole is used, then
there would only be one pole.

12-14

12.6.3.2

1

Additional clearing would be likely, especially areas like Bridle Trails State Park where the line traverses the
middle of the park. In that area, the corridor is narrow and may need to be widened to accommodate
construction and future operation. New 230 kV corridors connecting the SCL corridor with the Sammamish
substation and Lakeside substation may also impact recreational resources depending upon the selected
route.

12-15

12.6.3.4

1

If the line were placed in Lake Washington, vaults and access roads would be required at the entrance and
exit points to the lake, not every 1,500 to 2,500 feet.
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12-16

12.7.2

1

Comment
Under Alternatives 1 and 3, new recreational opportunities or improvements could be realized depending on
project configuration and location.

Chapter 13 Historic and Cultural Resources
13-1

3

Property can also include object.

13-4

Table 13-2

13-6

13.3.3

3

13-10

13.4

5&6

13-11

13.5.2

2

13-14

13.5.3.4

3

Last sentence: On multiple past projects, if a site is properly cataloged and removed, it is not necessarily
considered significant.

13-18

13.6.5

1

Transmission lines at the 115 kV level do not produce noise above background levels.

1

This section is incorrect. Trucks would not likely be available in sufficient quantity to replace the entire
throughput of the OPLC’s pipeline system. Refiners in Washington State may not have enough capacity to
load as many trucks as would be required. Barges would have to be used to deliver refined petroleum to
terminals.

For clarification, Smithsonian includes resources other than archaeological sites.
Multicomponent sites are not identified in Section 13.3.3. This should be identified for alternatives moving
forward into Phase 2.
In our experience, construction within or adjacent to properly identified, evaluated, logged, and documented
resources, has not been categorized as being significant within the context of SEPA.
Ground disturbance would occur under the No Action as part of routine pole replacement activities. Over
time, all of the poles along the existing Sammamish to Talbot Hill 115 kV corridor would be replaced again.

Chapter 14 Transportation

14-13

14.5.3.2.9

Trucking the entire throughput of the pipeline is infeasible due to constraints at refinery truck racks that are
not built to manage this capacity.
14-14

14.5.3.3

1

If PSE uses the existing Sammamish to Talbot Hill 115 kV corridor, than the difference between the SCL
corridor (Option B) and Option A would be negligible. Both scenarios would essentially be the rebuilding an
existing transmission line.

14-15

14.5.4.5

1

It should be noted that additional natural gas, water, and sewer pipelines may be required for the peaker
plants.

14-17

14.6.3.1.2

1

To clarify, large equipment such as 230/115 kV transformers and breakers can remain operational for
decades.

14-19

14.7

Additional mitigation that can be used includes temporary relocation of residential customers to hotels. This
is not a common practice, but can sometimes be required to meet safety requirements.
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SR 520 Improvement Project has been completed on the Eastside from Medina to I-405. The floating bridge
portion opens April 2016.

14.8

SR 520 is completed on the Eastside and should not be considered as cumulative impacts.

Chapter 15 Public Services
15-6

15.3.1.3

1

Since, OPLC conducts aerial reconnaissance of the corridor weekly, unauthorized work near the pipeline and
transmission lines is monitored on a regular basis.

15-9

15.5.2

1

Maintenance would not be limited to conductor replacement, but would include regular pole replacement.

15-10

15.5.3.1.1

2

In addition to fuel and natural gas pipelines, water and sewer pipelines are located throughout the study area.

15-13

15.5.4.4

1

Water and sewer pipelines may also need to be extended to the peaking facilities.

15-16

15.6.3

2

Pole replacement is more common than conductor replacement.

15-18

15.6.4.1.1

11

230 kV systems are typically constructed using steel poles rather than wood; therefore, operationally, pole
replacement frequency would be reduced as compared with the existing 115 kV system. Also, steel poles are
stronger and less susceptible to weather impacts.

15-19

15.6.4.1.2

2

To clarify, fences, gates and structures, within PSE’s easement corridors, can be permitted through the use of
a Consent Agreement between PSE and property owners. The consent process makes it possible to operate
gates in coordination with property owners to insure that there is a shared lock system on the gate and that
gate widths are adequate for PSE service and maintenance vehicles to obtain access to PSE’s corridors.

15-20

15.6.4.5

3

It should be made clear that the rough estimate of $10 million dollars is hypothetical.

1

BPA Maple Valley substation is located next to PSE Talbot Hill substation with two connections to Talbot Hill

Chapter 16 Utilities
16-9

16.3.1.3

16-12

16.3.3

16-16

16.4.1

OPLC has a franchise agreement with the City of Bellevue, which was passed in early 2016.

3

“PSE is monitoring preliminary “point load” needs where two new substations may be needed in the
combined study area to help serve new load, where adjacent existing substations are inadequate, or to serve
specific facilities.”
This statement is incorrect. PSE needs two new transformers, not two new substations, to serve the new
load.
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16-16

16.4.1

2

16-16

16.4.1

4

16-20

16.6.3.1.1

1

16-20

16.6.3.1.1

1

The transformer is just one of many foundations. The deadend towers and control house will have deeper
foundations in comparison.

16-21

16.6.3.1.1

8

“…less potential for construction to encounter existing utilities…” - This statement is misleading. Often times,
road rights-of-way have more co-located utilities in them, thereby leading to a higher risk of disruption.

16-22

16.6.3.1.2

1

1st Sentence: To clarify, Vernell is not an existing substation; therefore, it could not be expanded.

To clarify, Energize Eastside is replacing two 115 kV lines; one with a 230 kV line and the other with a high
capacity 115 kV line.
TO clarify, the reference to the Bothell-SnoKing double circuit 230 kV line line should have been the Maple
Valley-SnoKing double circuit 230 kV line
1st Sentence: PSE is considering expanding the Lakeside and Westminster substation sites, not the Vernell
substation.

“Three study area communities - King County, Redmond, and Kirkland - have policies or regulations that
specifically prohibit transmission lines (‘high consequence land uses’) with hazardous material pipelines.”

16-28

16.7.1.1

1

16-30

16.7.3.1.1

1

Last sentence: There are no policies that discourage co-location. Kirkland and Redmond have policies
regarding new uses, which are designed to minimize risk.

16-32

16.7.3.2.3

1

PSE is not locating an additional 230 kV line in the SCL corridor. The Alternative would entail completely
removing the old lines and rebuilding the existing SCL 230 kV lines.

16-32

16.7.3.3.1

1

Last sentence: There are no policies that discourage co-location. Kirkland and Redmond have policies
regarding expansions designed to minimize risk.

16-36

16.7.4.5

1

Appen
dix B-1

Removal of
Existing
Poles

2

The regulations prohibit new uses within proximity to the existing corridor, not transmission lines in the
corridor.

“While upgrades or extensions of gas and water distribution lines could be needed, this new demand is not
expected to adversely affect the natural gas supply over the long term.”
This statement is true for Alternative 2 as described in the DEIS. However, if additional peaker plants were
necessary, then gas supply studies would be required.
Table B-1 is missing a key piece of equipment for Alternative 1 (Options A and B) and Alternative 3 when it
comes to removal of existing wooden poles. PSE will also consider using a crane to remove the existing
poles.
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Attachment B
PSE Planning Review of Lauckhart’s and Schiffman’s
Load Flow Modeling for “Energize Eastside”
Carol Jaeger, Eleanor Ewry & Thomas Gentile
March 14, 2016
Electric transmission system planning is a complex and rigorous exercise, performed by industry experts
with the experience in and understanding of federally mandated system planning requirements. In recent
planning studies performed for Energize Eastside, PSE’s team of transmission planning experts has
logged over 2,200 hours of computer modeling and has run 550 different scenarios that included
approximately 6.3 million contingencies. This is the level of effort required to meet the mandatory federal
planning regulations.
The Lauckhart and Schiffman Load Flow study funded by CENSE is misleading, inaccurate, and flawed on several
levels, resulting in baseless conclusions.
PSE compared the findings by Lauckhart and Schiffman to PSE’s own findings of transmission capacity deficiencies
in both the 2013 Eastside Transmission Needs Assessment and 2015 Supplemental Eastside Transmission Needs
Assessment Reports. To make the comparison, it was necessary to locate the case used by Lauckhart and Schiffman,
then make similar case adjustments. Appendix B of Lauckhart’s and Schiffman’s document states that the power
flow base case they used was a 2017-18 Heavy Winter (HW) case that was created in 2014. Based on the 2014 Base
Case Compilation Schedule from WECC, there was not a 2017-18 HW case created in 2014. The last time WECC
created a 2017-18 HW case was in 2012, when it was created as a 5-year planning case. The final case was
published by WECC in January of 2013.
Seeking the case used by Lauckhart and Schiffman, PSE downloaded the posted WECC 2017-18 heavy winter case
and did a case comparison with the case settings reported by Lauckhart and Schiffman. The system interchange
flows and PSE loads agreed with the loads and settings reported in the Lauckhart-Schiffman document. Therefore,
we conclude that Lauckhart and Schiffman’s study used the 2013 WECC 2013-14 and 2017-18 winter base cases as
a starting point. These were some of the cases used in PSE’s 2013 Eastside Transmission Needs Assessment Report.
It appears that Lauckhart’ s and Schiffman’s study used neither the 2021-22 winter case, nor the 2014 and 2018
summer cases used by PSE in the company’s 2013 reports.
The base case that Lauckhart and Schiffman utilized is not the same case that PSE used for the 2015 Supplemental
Needs and Solutions studies for a number of reasons. PSE conducted its Supplemental Eastside Transmission Needs
Assessment study in 2015 to review whether a need still existed with updated topology and load forecast, and found
the need still exists. If Lauckhart and Schiffman used the 2012 case, it would likely require significant modifications
to reflect PSE’s system as it is planned today, and to reflect PSE’s expected loads from the load forecast performed
in 2014. In the 2015 Supplemental Eastside Transmission Needs Assessment, PSE did not use a posted 17-18 HW
case, but rather modified the 19-20 HW case issued by WECC in 2014 to represent 17-18 HW conditions.
Regardless, PSE did a case comparison between the 19-20 HW base case that PSE used to develop the 17-18 HW
case for PSE studies and the 2017-18 winter case that we think Lauckhart and Schiffman used. This was done to
review their results. There are a significant number of topological and load differences between the two base cases.
PSE’s Transmission System Planners and their consultants have reviewed the Lauckhart and Schiffman document
and have identified the following critical issues:
1) The study erroneously interprets power flows to Canada.
2) The study does not conform to mandatory federal transmission planning standards.
3) The study confuses planning standards with day-to-day operations.
4) The study contains several other inaccuracies.
5) The study reaches irrational conclusions.

6) Multiple independent experts and the federal government have rejected CENSE’s claims and theories.
1.

The study erroneously interprets power flows to Canada.
a. The Lauckhart and Schiffman document states “PSE modified the Base Case to increase transmission
of electricity to Canada from 500 MW to 1,500 MW.” The regional planning authority in conjunction
with other regional utilities determines the values at which the Northern Intertie will be studied for
planning purposes. PSE’s modeling assumptions of the Northern Intertie are consistent with NERC,
WECC, and ColumbiaGrid Planning and Expansion Functional Agreement (PEFA) requirements and
the Puget Sound Area Study Team. PSE is correct in modeling 1,500 MW south to north for the heavy
winter cases. For heavy winter cases, the Northern Intertie has been modeled at 1,500 MW by
Columbia Grid as well as BPA. That requirement has been spelled out quite clearly in ColumbiaGrid’s
Biennial reports (excerpt below).
ColumbiaGrid’s 2016 Update to the 2015 Biennial Plan explicitly states how the Northern Intertie is
modeled in planning studies:
“As required by the NERC Reliability Standards and PEFA, it was necessary to model firm
transmission service commitments in the System Assessment….Both of these firm transmission
service commitments are on the west side of the path, thus 1,500 MW of transfers are modeled in
the south to north direction in heavy winter cases.” 1.
Because PSE is part of the interconnected region and the Energize Eastside project is part of PSE, there
are conditions where regional power flows through PSE’s transmission system. Under normal system
conditions the 1,500 MW of power flow to Canada generally flows on 500 kV and 345 kV
transmission lines. Under certain contingencies a small amount will flow through PSE’s 230 kV lines.
Lauckhart and Schiffman report that they ran their studies with the Northern Intertie set to 0 MW.
While that is one value that may be considered within the range of possible operating conditions, it is
not the value used for the Northern Intertie in planning studies. Planning studies must study the
regionally agreed upon intertie flows in order to provide system operators the flexibility necessary to
operate the system under reasonable conditions. The range to be studied has been established based on
approved WECC path ratings, historical winter and summer power flows, and coordinated between
Puget Sound Area transmission owners and operators.

2.

1
2

The Lauckhart and Schiffman study does not conform to mandatory federal transmission planning
standards.
a. The study does not stress the system (i.e. test how the system responds with elements out of service) to
the rigor required by the federal planning standards2. The mandatory federal standards require the
Planning Assessment to vary one or more components, such as real and reactive forecasted load,
expected transfers, reactive resource capability, generation additions, retirements, or other dispatch
scenarios, by a sufficient amount to stress the system within a range of credible conditions that
demonstrate a measurable change in System response. The Lauckhart and Schiffman study did not
stress the system at all.

2016 Update to the 2015 Biennial Plan, pgs. 49-50, ColumbiaGrid, February 2016
NERC TPL-001-4
2

b.

The Lauckhart and Schiffman study appears to have reviewed only limited N-1-1 contingencies, rather
than the full set that PSE reviewed. The mandatory federal standards3 require the simulation of
contingency categories P0 through P7, which are numerous variations of N-0, N-1, N-1-1, and N-2
contingencies. Based on Lauckhart’s and Schiffman’s study document and from what we were able to
recreate, Lauckhart and Schiffman did not run the appropriate outages on the case.
By not running the full breadth of scenarios that could impact the Eastside, the Lauckhart-Shiffman
study failed to fully evaluate the needs of the Eastside transmission system. PSE’s comprehensive
studies identified 12-40 different contingencies that violated the NERC standards over the 5-10 year
study period. The Lauckhart-Schiffman study only looked at one contingency, based on their written
analysis. In reviewing the 2017-18 base case apparently used by Lauckhart and Schiffman, PSE found
stresses on the Eastside transmission system when the appropriate contingencies were run, even with
the power generation and Northern Intertie settings left as found in the WECC base case.

3.

The study confuses planning standards with day-to-day operations. Lauckhart and Schiffman appear to
have little to no understanding of the NERC, WECC, and ColumbiaGrid Planning requirements, as planning
requirements use specific modeling criteria. In error, Lauckhart and Schiffman looked at load flows from an
operations perspective and not from the required planning perspective. PSE’s modeling and planning
assumptions are consistent with NERC, WECC and ColumbiaGrid’s Planning and Expansion Functional
Agreement. Examples from CENSE’s load flow study are as follows:
a.

Lauckhart and Schiffman appear to misunderstand the planning values for the Northern Intertie. Their
document shows they looked at the flow across the Northern Intertie from an operations perspective,
not as the region models the intertie for planning. The planning requirements are not the same as how
one operates the system in real-time. Puget Sound Energy’s modeling assumptions are consistent with
NERC, WECC, and ColumbiaGrid PEFA requirements and the Puget Sound Area Study Team. (See
2a above)
Experience has shown that by meeting the NERC and WECC regulatory planning requirements with
system sensitivity assessments (such as incremental transfer capability studies or changes in generation
dispatch), the system as designed when built would have suitable planning margins to meet the various
non-studied conditions faced by operators. If planners met the established criteria with consideration to
system uncertainty, operators would have a system that could be operated with acceptable
performance, even if the conditions differed significantly from those assumed by the planners.

b.

Lauckhart’s and Schiffman’s document states, “PSE assumed that six local generation plants were out
of service, adding 1,400 MW of demand for transmission. This assumption also causes problems for
the regional grid.” What the document terms “local” generation is located far from the Eastside; there
is no significant generation in the Eastside area.
Planning studies combine contingency analysis with sensitivity analysis to assess overall system
adequacy. Although there is no guarantee that major disturbances cannot or will not happen, the
assessment procedures do provide reasonable assurance that the system as designed will ultimately be
capable of operating with an acceptable level of reliability over a sufficient range of operating
circumstances.

3

NERC TPL-001-4

3

The varying of generation dispatch is one of the sensitivity conditions that electric system planners
utilize to understand the boundaries of the overall system adequacy of the electric network. There are
several types of sensitivity conditions the planner tests. They include but are not limited to system
load, transmission configuration, generation, and levels of scheduled interchange. System planners
determine these boundaries of system adequacy by performing “what-if” tests (studies or simulations)
of a set of credible contingencies at different levels of generation dispatch (real and reactive), demand,
and interchange. These “what-if” tests are simulated with various transmission configurations, and then
observing whether the electric network meets the mandatory performance requirements.
PSE utilized this concept by varying generation in the northern part of western Washington in PSE
area. For the heavy winter cases, PSE simulated a 0 MW generation scenario and a 1,000 MW
generation scenario for Seattle City Light and PSE generation in the Puget Sound area. PSE selected
the 0 MW value for the Puget Sound area to test the system on the full range of generation, and
selected 1000 MW for a low-to-average generation winter day based on history of the area generation.
The simulations showed that there still were violations of the mandatory performance requirements on
the Eastside system with 1,000 MW of generation added in the in the northern part of western
Washington of PSE. In addition, the results showed there was only a 15 MW reduction in loading on
the Talbot Hill transformer for a change of 1,000 MW of generation in the north part of western
Washington, and therefore, adjusting area generation dispatch did not have a significant effect on
Eastside system needs.
4.

The study contains several other inaccuracies.
a. Lauckhart’s and Schiffman’s analysis removed the Energize Eastside 230 kV line and 230-115 kV
substation from the case, but PSE does not know whether they restored the 115 kV line that was
removed with this project, which will impact flows through the Eastside transformers. PSE had added
other regional system improvements planned by PSE and other regional utilities to its winter case. It is
not clear what was modified or added to the Lauckhart and Schiffman case.
b.

Lauckhart and Schiffman’s document states, “The Base Case shows a demand growth rate of 0.5% per
year for the Eastside. This is much lower than the 2.4% growth rate that PSE cites as motivation for
Energize Eastside.”
Lauckhart and Schiffman are confusing the load forecast used in the 2013 WECC base case with the
load forecast used in the 2015 Supplemental Needs Assessment base cases. There was no Eastside-area
load forecast performed for the 2012 and 2013 WECC base cases; PSE only performed a system wide
load forecast at that time. The 2015 Supplemental Needs Assessment did include an Eastside-area load
forecast.
Since the development of the WECC base cases utilize the latest information available at the time the
cases were developed and it generally takes more than six months to gather and develop stable base
cases, the base cases would need to be updated with the latest information when used for specific
studies. It is recognized by the system planners that the base cases received from WECC provide a
starting point for more company specific planning studies.
The load forecast used in the PSE reports used 20-year load forecasts developed by their own
economists based on econometric methods and reviewed biannually through the Integrated Resource
Plan process by the WUTC. For their 2013 studies, PSE further reviewed known development projects
for the Eastside area to reflect the most up-to-date growth information. Given that the base cases that
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were used to determine the demand growth rate quoted above were developed in 2012, the load
forecast used to populate the case was different from the forecast used in the 2015 Supplemental
Eastside Transmission Needs Assessment and the 2015 Supplemental Solutions Report. The load
forecast used to populate the cases used in the 2015 Supplemental Eastside Transmission Needs
Assessment and the 2015 Supplemental Solutions Report included a more refined, area-specific load
forecast (2.4% Eastside area) that differed from the load forecast available in 2012 in a number of
ways, one of which was an appropriate redistribution of load throughout the PSE service territory.
c.

5.

Lauckhart and Schiffman failed to consider the summer needs for the Eastside project. They studied
PSE’s winter findings for the Eastside project but failed to review summer cases, when lower
equipment ratings exacerbate rising commercial and residential air-conditioning load. PSE is
concerned about summer conditions, as documented in both the 2013 Eastside Transmission Needs
Assessment and the 2015 Supplemental Eastside Transmission Needs Assessment reports.

The study reaches irrational conclusions.
a. The Lauckhart and Schiffman document states, “This level of energy transfer occurring simultaneously
with winter peak loads creates instability in the regional grid. Transmission lines connecting the Puget
Sound area to sources in central Washington do not have enough capacity to maintain this level of
demand.” Lauckhart and Schiffman claimed that when they increased the transfers to Canada to 1,500
MW and with peak load, the load flow did not solve4 and that is why they are claiming instability in
the region. This is an irrational conclusion. The document did not discuss all the changes made to the
case when the interchange was increased. So it is not clear whether the “instability” is caused by
numerical instability, load flow operator error, or a real instability. For this same condition PSE’s load
flow solved.
b.

The Lauckhart and Schiffman document states, “PSE assumed that six local generation plants were out
of service, adding 1,400 MW of demand for transmission. This assumption also causes problems for
the regional grid.” Again, Lauckhart and Schiffman claimed the load flow did not solve. The document
did not discuss all the changes made to the case when the level or locations of generation were
changed. So it is not clear whether the instability is caused by numerical instability, load flow operator
error, or a real instability. For this same condition PSE’s load flow solved.

c.

The Lauckhart and Schiffman document states, “This graph [PSE’s demand forecast graph] raises
several questions. For example, it’s not clear how PSE determined the ‘System capacity range’ of
approximately 700 MW. If this value is derived from the transformer capacities listed in the WECC
Base Case, these capacities are set to default values corresponding to ‘summer normal’ conditions.”
PSE set the capacity limit marker on its load graph at the Eastside load level, based on the results of
many load flow simulations, at which multiple problems were encountered in the study. This reflects
loss of two transformers out of the six transformers feeding into the Eastside area, of which four
transformers are the main feed. The capacity limit does not reflect the capacity of just two
transformers. As Lauckhart and Schiffman pointed out, the transformers serving the Eastside also serve

4

Solved power flow solution - Due to the nonlinear nature of this problem, numerical methods are employed to
obtain a solution that is within an acceptable tolerance. There are several different methods of solving the nonlinear
system of equations of a load flow. A popular method is known as the Newton–Raphson method. Based on resulting
mismatches in key variables the solution iterates until the mismatch of the key variables reach an acceptable
tolerance, which is close to zero. When the mismatch gets close to zero the solution is solved.
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load outside the Eastside, and transformers outside the Eastside support Eastside load when necessary.
This is a feature of a networked transmission system.

6.

d.

The notion that a system built in the 1960s, for system loads that were a small fraction of today’s load
demands, could last almost 100 years - until 2058 - is unlikely. No electric utility system has that
longevity. With the level of growth that has occurred on the Eastside, a capacity increase is needed
sooner rather than later.

e.

The Lauckhart and Schiffman document notes that the WECC base cases arrived with limit monitoring
set for summer normal limits. Lauckhart and Schiffman found that “the WECC Base Case contains a
default assumption that PSE may not have corrected.” Lauckhart and Schiffman further stated the
“ratings for critical transformers are based on ‘summer normal’ conditions, but the simulation should
use significantly higher ‘winter emergency’ ratings. The default value could cause PSE to
underestimate System Capacity and overstate urgency to build the project.” To confirm, PSE correctly
adjusted the monitoring limits in the studied cases.

Multiple independent experts and the federal government have rejected CENSE’s claims and
theories. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC); Bellevue’s independent expert, Utilities
System Efficiencies, Inc. (USE); and the EIS subcontractor, Stantec, have previously rejected the theories
behind the Lauckhart and Schiffman study:
a. “Contrary to Complainants’ vague allegations that the Respondents have violated [Federal
transmission planning regulations], the record before us shows that [PSE] and the other
Respondents have complied with the applicable transmission planning requirements.” – Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Oct. 21, 2015
b.

“Is the EE project needed to address the reliability of the electric grid on the Eastside? YES.” –
Independent Technical Analysis of Energize Eastside, by Utility Systems Efficiencies, Inc., April
28, 2015

c.

“Based on my expertise, I found that the PSE needs assessment was overall very thorough and
applied methods considered to be the industry standard for planning of this nature. Based on the
information that the needs assessment contains, I concur with the conclusion that there is a
transmission capacity deficiency in PSE’s system on the Eastside that requires attention in the
near future.” - Review Memo by Stantec Consulting Services Inc., July 31, 2015
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shanli799@gmail.com on behalf of Shan Li
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Public comments on EIS - Energize Eastside
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:17:29 PM

Name: Shan Li
Address: 8411 SE 47th Pl, Mercer Island, WA 98040
Hi,
This is my public comment for the draft EIS for the Energize Eastside project. I support Alternative 2, since this alternative
uses modern energy solutions and does not require building a 230KV transmission line through residential areas. Also with
Alternative 2 we save thousands of trees from being cut.
Sincerely,
Shan Li

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Price
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
keri.pravitz@pse.com
Eastside Energize Project through Newcastle
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:07:30 PM

To Whom it May Concern,
I have followed the discussion about the Eastside Energize program over the past months. As an
active appraiser of major right of way projects, I have heard many concerns about new projects that
I have been involved with. Recently, I prepared appraisals for Snohomish County Public Utility
District for a monopole project in the high end Canyon Park office project in Bothell. There was
considerable objection of the project for aesthetic reasons and I was asked to study the effect of
new power lines in other areas. I found that there was minimal to no effect on rental rates and
property values as a result of other office projects.
In my opinion, the main objection to the Energize Eastside Project is the aesthetic factor of property
values by homeowners. Other objections such as proximity to pipelines, electromagnetic fields, etc.
can either be solved by good engineering or are not a scientific factor.
The plain fact is that we need the electrical capacity soon to meet the demands on the Eastside and
alternative solutions are either impractical or uneconomic.
Sincerely,
James Price, MAI, SR/WA
Appraisal Group of the Northwest

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Lopez
HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to DEIS PROPSED PSE Project/Citation to federal standards
Monday, March 14, 2016 4:04:47 PM

The DEIS states that based upon federally mandated planning standards PSE analysis found the existing
transmission lines could place Eastside customers at risk of power outages. Page 1.2
There is no footnote which sets forth the citation to the federally mandated planning standards. The DEIS
should contain a specific citation to the federal standards. The reason: Then all readers can go directly to
the source and read the standards.
What is the specific citation to federal standards?
Loretta Lopez
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

whalvrsn1@frontier.com
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Fw: DEIS Comment - Pipeline & Alternative 1a
Monday, March 14, 2016 3:53:18 PM
PSE - DEIS Comment - Pipeline.docx

This is a resend @ 3:49
Maryanne Halverson
----- Forwarded Message ----From: "whalvrsn1@frontier.com" <whalvrsn1@frontier.com>
To: "info@EnergizeEastsidEIS.org" <info@EnergizeEastsidEIS.org>
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 5:48 PM
Subject: DEIS Comment - Pipeline & Alternative 1a

Attached are my concerns about the DEIS, Olympic Pipeline and Safety. Having
lived in Bridle Trails for 40 years; raised two daughters; having five grandchildren in
the neighborhood and pasturing two horses on our property, I trust the DEIS will
seriously consider my concerns.
Maryanne Halverson
Sent March 14th @ 3:46.

March 12, 2016

Ms. Heidi Bedwell, Senior Planner
Land Use Division – Development Services, City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, Washington 98004
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
My name is Maryanne Halverson. My husband and I have lived in Bridle Trails for 40 years. We raised
our daughters here and now have five grandchildren in the neighborhood and pasture our two horses
on our property. I am deeply concerned that the current DEIS does not adequately address safety,
particularly as it relates to Olympic Pipeline.
Your conclusion (Chapter 1, pg 32) “Risk to the public is not likely from constructing or operating the
project near pipelines due to extensive safety policies and regulations” is highly questionable. I guess
there are no laws against smoking on a haystack but that does not make it a wise thing to do. Common
sense says you should not do that. As you know, these two pipelines supply fuel to the entire eastside
and to Sea-Tac airport. So any accident, natural disaster, or act of terrorism will produce catastrophic
results to individuals, property and the city’s infrastructure. A few years a disastrous pipeline explosion
occurred in Bellingham. On March 11, 2016, a pipeline explosion occurred in Seattle. It destroyed three
buildings; caused millions of dollars in damage; and, it took several hours before the line was shut down.
Fortunately, because of the time of day, no lives were lost. Accidents do happen even with the best
regulations, coordination and intentions. These risks alone should disqualify PSE from adding a set of
230KV lines on top of TWO major pipelines.
Because of these concerns I did attend PSE’s Community Action Group meetings. The collocation of the
pipeline and PSE’s predetermined route was never mentioned. When I brought up my concerns about
set backs off of these pipelines I was told by both PSE’s consultant, Lowell Rogers, and PSE’s Jens
Nedrud that “There are no setback requirements between pipelines and power lines.” My husband then
asked: “What are the best practices?” They said: “There are none.” These denials belie common
sense. I then showed them a study done after the Bellingham pipeline explosion “Setbacks and zoning
for natural gas and hazardous liquid transmission pipelines” prepared by Jim Doherty, August 2004. This
document recommends 50’ setbacks. Recently, I was told that the Bonneville Power Administration
recommends 50’, and that is without even considering TWO hazardous pipelines.
I would hope that the DEIS team knows that these two pipelines are over 40 years old. They should also
know that Olympic pipeline has just been fined several million dollars and ordered by Federal Pipeline
Safety to conduct extensive studies and repairs for corrosion. Olympic Pipeline is required to do this as
part of their safety requirements. Olympic Pipeline has not yet followed through. With that in mind, I
would hope your research team has fully analyzed the risks and impacts of a 230KV line on THIS pipeline.
I understand this corrosive issue is significant.

Page 2 – Maryanne Halverson

My final comment has to do with the comparison of alternatives. In Chapter 3 Earth 3.6.1.5 the DEIS
states: “Therefore, no potentially significant adverse impacts related to work near pipelines are
expected under any of the alternatives”. Bearing in mind that there are no pipelines along Alternatives
2 & 3, one must question if you are comparing the alternatives potential impacts in an equal manner.
I would hope that the DEIS team will wake up and take a more complete look at the potential impacts of
co-locating a 230KV in the same narrow easement as TWO hazardous pipelines. For the safety of my
children, grand children, residents along this corridor and Bellevue’s investment in infrastructure, I urge
you to disapprove of Alternative 1a. From simply a safety standpoint, it makes no sense at all.
Sincerely,

Maryanne Halverson
13701 NE 32nd Place
Bellevue Washington 98005

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Braun
krwallace@bellevuewa.gov; vslatter@bellevuewa.gov; lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov; j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov;
clee@bellevuewa.gov; jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org; jstokes@bellevuewa.gov;
chelland@bellevuewa.gov; hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov
eis@cense.org; council@bellevuewa.gov; Barbara Braun
DEIS Management and Council
Monday, March 14, 2016 3:43:41 PM

This letter is intended to reach the Bellevue City Council, The Bellevue City Manager and the Energize
Eastside EIS Management:
From:
Barbara Braun
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006

Dear Leaders,

This is your time. This is your day to step up. This is the opportunity you dreamed of when you
entered your position of public leadership. Now is your time to demonstrate you truly are a
leader! That you are a true American and a true leader in ensuring Truth, Justice and Quality
of Life for all.
The citizens of Bellevue are calling you to lead and adjust the Energize Eastside process so that is not
rigged in favor of the corporations (PSE and British Petroleum) but represents the true needs of the
citizenry you represent and work for. The Energize Eastside CAG and EIS process have not
adequately established the need for this project or the alternatives described in the DEIS. The
public has voiced concern about this for several years, since the beginning of the process, and they
have spent their own money and time to retain independent industry experts to conduct
independent studies that have brought more realistic assessments of need and alternatives. The
citizens have done this because our leaders have not. The current process is so flawed and biased in
favor of the VERY costly and VERY dangerous Alternative 1A PSE wants that it should be thrown out
and restarted with a new and independently verified assessment of need that is aligned with state
and regional authorities using a new, publically transparent Load Flow Study. Alternative 1 needs to
be reassessed using a more complete assessment of impact and cost, as well as adherence to
contemporary safety requirements for collocating transmission lines with gas pipelines. Also a new,
more contemporary Alternative 2 should be formulated in a new DEIS that is independently
designed and assessed by renewable/alternative energy industry experts and not by PSE. Last,
Bellevue City Council, and the other City Councils involved, need to update their land use and safety
laws to reflect contemporary safety requirements for collocating transmission lines and gas
pipelines prior to any planning or permitting of a project with this level of risk to the public safety.
Further laws and oversight processes need to be put on place to insure PSE and BP Olympic Pipeline
comply with these laws and requirements and are penalized for non-compliance. Without this, it
would seem that the City of Bellevue, as well as other Cities considering Energize Eastside, are
grossly negligent in their duty to protect the public's safety.

This is your time. This is your day to step up. This is the opportunity you dreamed of when you
entered your position of community leadership. Now is your time to demonstrate you truly are
a leader! That you are a true American and a true leader in ensuring Truth, Justice and
Quality of Life for all.
Thank you!

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tim McHarg
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Robert Wyman; Dawn Reitan (Consultant)
Newcastle Comments EE Ph 1 DEIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 3:17:04 PM
Newcastle Comments EE Ph 1 DEIS.pdf

Heidi:
Please see the attached comments from the City of Newcastle on the Phase 1 DEIS for the proposed
Energize Eastside project. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Tim McHarg, AICP
Community Development Director
City of Newcastle
12835 Newcastle Way, Suite 200
Newcastle, WA 98056-1316
(425) 649-4143 x112

CITI' Of' NE\X'CASTLE
12835 Newcastle Way· Suite 200 • Newcastle, WA 98056-1316

Phone 425.649.4444 • Fax 425.649.4363 • www.c1.newcastle.wa.us

March 14, 2016

Heidi BedweU
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager/Senior Planner
City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Transmitted via email: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Dear Heidi:
The City of Newcastle has the following comments on the Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for the proposed Energize Eastside project:
1. Environmental Health and Risk of Explosion: Any alternative that proposes to
construct and operate electrical transmission facilities within the existing corridor for
the Olympic Pipeline creates the potential for significant environmental health and
public safety impacts as a result of increased risk of explosion. These impacts
include short tenn construction impacts and long term operational impacts from
induced AC corrosion, seismic events, and other catastrophic events. Significant
technical and engineering analysis will need to be included in the Phase 2 DEIS to
identify these impacts and to propose mitigation. It is imperative that Olympic
Pipeline Company and its operator, BP Pipelines, be engaged and consulted
extensively as part of the Phase 2 DEIS.
2. Aesthetics and Scenic Resources: Any alternative that proposes to construct and
operate overhead electrical transmission lines creates the potential for significant
impacts to aesthetics and scenic resources. Significant visual analysis will need to be
included in the Phase 2 DEIS to identify these impacts and to propose mitigation. It
is imperative to include a process to identify the appropriate public vantage points
from which to assess these impacts and proposed mitigations based on individual
neighborhood natural and built environment character. A full range of mitigations
must also be assessed, including, but not limited to, undergrounding sections of the
transmission lines, a range of pole heights, pole colors, aesthetic treatments to poles,
landscaping, and tree replacement.
3. Land Use: Any alternative that proposes to construct and operate electrical
transmission facilities creates the potential for property acquisition or condemnation

for additional easements and/or rights of way. It is imperative to determine the extent
of required property acquisition or condemnation and the resulting land use impacts.
These impacts may be significant in existing neighborhoods based on the natural and
built environment character. A full range of mitigations must also be assessed,
including, but not limited to, designing facilities to eliminate or minimize property
acquisition or condemnation, landscaping, tree replacement, screening, and
development of compatible land uses and neighborhood enhancement features.
Thank you for considering these comments on the DEIS for the proposed Energize Eastside
project. The City of Newcastle looks forward to working with you and the other partner cities
throughout the balance of the EIS process.

yman, City Manager
Dawn Reitan, City Attorney

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Richard
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Lauckhart Comments on the Phase 1 Draft EIS, published on January 28, 2016.
Monday, March 14, 2016 3:16:59 PM
Lauckhart comments on DEIS.pdf

Email: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
My name is Richard Lauckhart. While I live near Davis, California I have gotten involved in the
Energize Eastside matter by performing a loadflow study on the need for Energize Eastside.  
The work was done by my colleague Roger Schiffman and myself. Our report (The
“Lauckhart-Schiffman” report) has been provided to the DEIS comment process by Don Marsh
of CENSE at the March 1 2016 Draft EIS Public Hearing/Open House.
These are my personal comments on the DEIS.
The DEIS includes a “No Action” alternative. The Washington State SEPA Handbook describes
what is meant by the legally required No Action alternative as follows, in relevant part:
3.3.2.1 No-Action Alternative
SEPA requires the evaluation of the no-action alternative, which at times may be more
environmentally costly than the proposal, or may not be considered "reasonable" by
other criteria. Still, it provides a benchmark from which the other alternatives can be
compared.
The identification of a no-action alternative can sometimes be difficult. It is typically
defined as what would be most likely to happen if the proposal did not occur. [emphasis
added] If a rezone is proposed, what is the most likely development on the site under
existing zoning? …
There are other methods of defining the no-action alternative, such as "no new
government action," or the "lock the gate and walk away" scenario where all current
activities are also ceased. As the SEPA Rules do not define what the no-action alternative
must look like, the lead agency has some discretion in its design.
What would most likely happen if the proposal (i.e. the proposal to build EE) does not
occur?
It is clear from the Lauckhart-Schiffman study that if EE is not built, there will be no electric
reliability problem and there will be no adverse environmental impacts. That being the case,
the No Action alternative would seem to be the best alternative for the foreseeable future.
Should PSE and stakeholders simply stop looking at reliability issues on the eastside?
No. It is prudent to look at what can be done on the eastside to possibly improve the
environment and to assure no reliability problems crop up in the more distant future. Energy
conservation programs (which also reduce peak load), peak load focused demand reduction
programs, and other distributed energy resources could reduce load now which should cause
a reduction in Green House Gas emissions from existing power plants in the region. These
programs can be implemented now to allow such an environmental benefit even though
there is no electrical reliability problem now.
In the industry, there is a concern that some programs included in distributed energy resource
plans may not perform as well as hoped. So it is common to have an insurance policy in place

Lauckhart Comments on the Phase 1 Draft EIS, published on January 28, 2016.
Email: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
My name is Richard Lauckhart. While I live near Davis, California I have gotten involved in the Energize
Eastside matter by performing a loadflow study on the need for Energize Eastside. The work was done
by my colleague Roger Schiffman and myself. Our report (The “Lauckhart-Schiffman” report) has been
provided to the DEIS comment process by Don Marsh of CENSE at the March 1 2016 Draft EIS Public
Hearing/Open House.
These are my personal comments on the DEIS.
The DEIS includes a “No Action” alternative. The Washington State SEPA Handbook describes what is
meant by the legally required No Action alternative as follows, in relevant part:
3.3.2.1 No-Action Alternative
SEPA requires the evaluation of the no-action alternative, which at times may be more
environmentally costly than the proposal, or may not be considered "reasonable" by other criteria.
Still, it provides a benchmark from which the other alternatives can be compared.
The identification of a no-action alternative can sometimes be difficult. It is typically defined as
what would be most likely to happen if the proposal did not occur. [emphasis added] If a rezone is
proposed, what is the most likely development on the site under existing zoning? …
There are other methods of defining the no-action alternative, such as "no new government
action," or the "lock the gate and walk away" scenario where all current activities are also ceased.
As the SEPA Rules do not define what the no-action alternative must look like, the lead agency has
some discretion in its design.
What would most likely happen if the proposal (i.e. the proposal to build EE) does not occur?
It is clear from the Lauckhart-Schiffman study that if EE is not built, there will be no electric reliability
problem and there will be no adverse environmental impacts. That being the case, the No Action
alternative would seem to be the best alternative for the foreseeable future.
Should PSE and stakeholders simply stop looking at reliability issues on the eastside?
No. It is prudent to look at what can be done on the eastside to possibly improve the environment and
to assure no reliability problems crop up in the more distant future. Energy conservation programs
(which also reduce peak load), peak load focused demand reduction programs, and other distributed
energy resources could reduce load now which should cause a reduction in Green House Gas emissions
from existing power plants in the region. These programs can be implemented now to allow such an
environmental benefit even though there is no electrical reliability problem now.

In the industry, there is a concern that some programs included in distributed energy resource plans
may not perform as well as hoped. So it is common to have an insurance policy in place to step in to
avoid reliability problems should this occur. In the industry today, those insurance safeguards are
provided by small emergency gas or oil fired standby generators. These can be so small they fit inside an
existing substation. Or they can be somewhat larger so as to have their own site. But typically these
backup/emergency supplies are distributed throughout the service territory so as to be able to help
meet load if necessary without having to build new transmission lines and for “environmental justice”
reasons.
The Northwest Power Planning and Conservation Council (NWPPC) has recently indicated that this
package of Distributed Energy Resources (including back-up gas fired emergency generators) is the best
plan for meeting future needs for power in the Northwest. This plan is very much like Alternative 2 in
the DEIS.
Alternative 2 (Integrated Resource Approach) in the DEIS is an Integrated Resource Plan approach to
meeting the power needs on the eastside. I generally endorse Alternative 2 in the DEIS and suggest that
it proceed now even though the EE line is not needed now. However, I believe the version of Alternative
2 that is being proposed by CENSE in their comments on the DEIS is a preferable version of Alternative 2
than what is written in the DEIS, with the understanding that if the Combined Heat and Power or the
Dispatchable Standby Generation cannot be put in place, then small standby generators may need to be
installed in substations.

Richard Lauckhart
Energy Consultant
44475 Clubhouse Dr.
El Macero, Ca 95618
916-769-6704

to step in to avoid reliability problems should this occur. In the industry today, those
insurance safeguards are provided by small emergency gas or oil fired standby generators.
These can be so small they fit inside an existing substation. Or they can be somewhat larger
so as to have their own site. But typically these backup/emergency supplies are distributed
throughout the service territory so as to be able to help meet load if necessary without having
to build new transmission lines and for “environmental justice” reasons.
The Northwest Power Planning and Conservation Council (NWPPC) has recently indicated that
this package of Distributed Energy Resources (including back-up gas fired emergency
generators) is the best plan for meeting future needs for power in the Northwest.    This plan
is very much like Alternative 2 in the DEIS.
Alternative 2 (Integrated Resource Approach) in the DEIS is an Integrated Resource Plan
approach to meeting the power needs on the eastside. I generally endorse Alternative 2 in
the DEIS and suggest that it proceed now even though the EE line is not needed now.
However, I believe the version of Alternative 2 that is being proposed by CENSE in their
comments on the DEIS is a preferable version of Alternative 2 than what is written in the DEIS,
with the understanding that if the Combined Heat and Power or the Dispatchable Standby
Generation cannot be put in place, then small standby generators may need to be installed in
substations.
I am also attaching these comments in PDF format.
Richard Lauckhart
Energy Consultant
44475 Clubhouse Dr.
El Macero, Ca 95618
916-769-6704

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Terry Sinclair on behalf of The Sinclair Family
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to Energize Eastside DEIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 3:06:43 PM
Energize Eastside DEIS comment -- Sinclair.pdf

Attached please find our comments to the DEIS.
Terry & Joan Sinclair
4510 144th Ave SE
Bellevue WA 98006-2325

14 March 2016
City of Bellevue
r

Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
450 llOth Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
RE: Energize Eastside DEIS
My wife and I are fixed-income senior citizens and 16+ year residents of Bellevue (names & address
below). My 30 year US Coast Guard career included 2Yz years as a planning officer for our California
district headquarters, and as agency liaison to the California Coastal Commission, and later was 3 years in
charge of the Coast Guard's Strategic Planning Staff (long-range, big-picture issues analysis) in Washington
DC. Joan did much of the heavy lifting raising our three now-adult children while I traveled for the Coast
Guard. We were lucky to retire to Bellevue and settle in Somerset.
Having been a government agency planner, drafting several EAs and EISs, and sitting on both sides of the
table as both staff presenter and decision maker, I truly appreciate your difficult role to fairly and
accurately represent all issues and parties to a project.
We are very concerned with several aspects of the proposed Energize Eastside project and draft EIS:
a.

Flawed or inaccurate data and assumptions: As you surely know, our neighborhood citizens group
CENSE had a Load Flow Modeling Analysis done by a former transmission/power planner and
executive for PSE. The study noted PSE used assumptions and proposed demand requirements
that were biased to justify PSE's position, and did not follow PSE's own planning factors. Using
more realistic assumptions and correct planning factors shows no project is required for 40 years,
if then. There should be greater transparency from PSE, and a direct explanation as to how the
CENSE Load Flow Analysis, by PSE's former senior planner, may not be correct.

b.

Safety: PSE's proposed project alternative choice is very risky, safety wise. It would overburden
the Olympic Pipeline easement and likely damage underground utilities during transmission tower
construction (noted in DEIS Chapter 16). And once in place, the project would place a high energy
ignition and electromagnetic pipeline corrosion source in close proximity to a fuel source
(petroleum pipeline) while slicing through a major residential area.

c.

Environmental and Quality of Life: The environmental impacts seem fairly well described in DEIS
Chapters 5 and 6. However the Quality of Life, including how the proposed powerlines affect the
neighborhood character and property values, seems to be insufficiently considered. Residents
invested in their homes with expectations of value retention and appreciation. While our home is
not located where our view will be impacted, we will lose value as our neighborhood's character
is diminished by the proposed land use changes. Chapter 10 of the DEIS touches on this but
makes no conclusion to what is intuitively obvious. Our home value is part of our retirement
"nest egg" investment, and devaluation certainly hurts us.
1.

Of the four project alternatives considered by the DEIS, CENSE's Load Flow Modeling Analysis describes
Alternative 4 (no action) as appropriate for the next few decades. But that choice isn't 100% clear
because PSE seems to have stacked the data deck and assumptions in favor of their Alternative 1 Option
A, and challenging and agreement on the assumptions of need for that much additional system capacity
has been thwarted by PSE.
We, the citizens, must rely on our City Planners and City Council to insist PSE share their GE PSLF modeling
software and all the data assumptions they applied, and their justification rationale for those modeling
inputs. PSE's analysis methodology and inputs should be brought into alignment with Western Electricity
Coordinating Council (WECC) industry standards.
a.

Why does PSE assume six local generation plants will simultaneously be out of service? When has
that ever happened?

b.

Why must the worst case continue providing 1500MW to Canada during a PSE power emergency?
Why not zero to Canada? What part of Canada is Energize Eastside territory?

c.

Why does PSE use a demand growth of 2.4%/year for Eastside, when their own data, submitted to
WECC, show only a 0.5%/year demand growth for their baseline case?

d.

Why has PSE not applied newer technology advancements such as distributed power generation,
power storage, and critical infrastructure avoidance?

In summary, the DEIS, while a good start, should be used to require PSE to be more forthcoming in several
areas of information sharing, alternative justification analysis, standards application, and be forward
looking in future systems description, timeline, and technology application. Without these, Bellevue
Planning, the City Council, and the affected citizens cannot fai rly assess the proposed Energize Eastside
powerline expansion project.
Please include us as a party of record.
Thank You!

~~

~:io~;,d~
4510 144th Ave SE
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Why would a utility build something that isn’t in the public’s best interests and isn’t
needed? The attached articles paint a generalized picture of how utilities (especially InvestorOwned Utilities, IOUs, like PSE) generate revenue. Looking specifically at Puget Sound
Energy and their proposed Energize Eastside project, it is easy to see how this project fits into
their revenue generation model.
Puget Sound Energy is regulated, right? Yes, they are regulated monopoly with a captive
customer base, protected from competition, charge government-approved prices, and
receive guaranteed returns. They are not subject to free market competition that continually
offers better value propositions - better products at competitive prices. In Washington state,
the WUTC only reviews and approves infrastructure projects AFTER they are built - not
before.
Why does the City of Bellevue seem so invested in Energize Eastside, and why don’t they
carefully review and approve the Phase 1 “Programmatic” Environmental Impact
Statement before proceeding on to a Phase 2 “Project” EIS? No one is willing to say for
certain why the City of Bellevue appears so intent on seeing Energize Eastside built. One
thing we know for certain is that Bellevue’s Department of Development Services is funded
from permit fees, not tax revenue. Issuing permits for Energize Eastside would generate
millions of dollars in permit fees.
Are utilities, including PSE, supporting conservation and distributed generation, like
rooftop solar? There are many examples of utilities protecting their profits at the expense of
progressive energy policy reform and implementation of renewable energy sources. PSE
lobbyists are introducing measures to INHIBIT the adoption of green, renewable resources.   
http://www.marketplace.org/2016/02/23/world/nevada-solar “Nevada shows how
utilities are learning to protect their profits from rooftop solar.”
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/gridlocked-power-grid-hawaiis-solar-energyindustry-crossroads/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/utilities-sensing-threat-putsqueeze-on-booming-solar-roof-industry/2015/03/07/2d916f88-c1c9-11e4-ad5c3b8ce89f1b89_story.html
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2015/02/27/3627891/arizona-utility-adds-50-dollarrooftop-solar-fee/
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Ųťįŀįťįěș’ Přǿfįť Řěčįpě: Șpěňđ Mǿřě

Țǿ ěxpǻňđ řěģųŀǻțǿř-įmpǿșěđ ěǻřňįňģș čǻpș, ěŀěčțřįčįțỳ přǿđųčěřș șpŀųřģě ǿň ňěẅ
ěqųįpměňț, bǿǿșțįňģ čųșțǿměřș’ bįŀŀș

Every time Southern California Edison replaces a 50-year-old pole with a new one, it has a fresh investment on which it is
eligible to earn an annual profit. PHOTO: FRED PROUSER/REUTERS

Bỳ ŘĚBĚČČǺ ȘMİȚĦ
Ǻpřįŀ 20, 2015 6:04 p.m. ĚȚ
Fǻmįŀįěș įň Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ ǻřě pǻỳįňģ 40% mǿřě fǿř ěŀěčțřįčįțỳ țħǻň țħěỳ ẅěřě ǻ đěčǻđě ǻģǿ.
Měǻňẅħįŀě, țħě čǿșț ǿf țħě mǻįň fųěŀ ųșěđ țǿ ģěňěřǻțě ěŀěčțřįčįțỳ įň țħě șțǻțě—ňǻțųřǻŀ
ģǻș—ħǻș pŀųňģěđ 39%.
Ẅħỳ ħǻvěň’ț čǿňșųměřș fěŀț țħě běňěfįț ǿf fǻŀŀįňģ ňǻțųřǻŀ-ģǻș přįčěș, ěșpěčįǻŀŀỳ șįňčě
fųěŀ ǻččǿųňțș fǿř ǻț ŀěǻșț ǻ qųǻřțěř ǿf ǻ țỳpįčǻŀ ěŀěčțřįč bįŀŀ?
Ǿňě bįģ řěǻșǿň: ųțįŀįțįěș’ ħěǻvỳ čǻpįțǻŀ șpěňđįňģ. Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ pǿẅěř čǿmpǻňįěș pǿųřěđ $17
bįŀŀįǿň įňțǿ ňěẅ ěqųįpměňț—fřǿm pǿẅěř pŀǻňțș țǿ pǿŀŀųțįǿň-čǿňțřǿŀ đěvįčěș—įň țħě
pǻșț đěčǻđě, ǻ șpěňđįňģ șųřģě țħǻț čųșțǿměřș ħǻvě pǻįđ fǿř.
http://www.wsj.com/articles/utilities-profit-recipe-spend-more-1429567463
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Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ ųțįŀįțįěș’ șpěňđįňģ pŀǻňș čǿųŀđ pųșħ ěŀěčțřįčįțỳ přįčěș ųp ǻň ǻđđįțįǿňǻŀ 63% įň
țħě ňěxț đěčǻđě, șǻįđ Řįčħǻřđ Ķǻųffmǻň, țħě fǿřměř čħǻįřmǻň ǿf Ŀěvį Șțřǻųșș & Čǿ. ẅħǿ
běčǻmě Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ’ș ěňěřģỳ čżǻř įň 2013. İț’ș “ňǿț ǻ șųșțǻįňǻbŀě pǻțħ fǿř Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ,” ħě
șǻįđ.
Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ įș ňǿ ǿųțŀįěř. Čǻpįțǻŀ șpěňđįňģ ħǻș čŀįmběđ ǻț ųțįŀįțįěș ňǻțįǿňẅįđě—ǻňđ șǿ
ħǻvě țħěįř čųșțǿměřș’ bįŀŀș.
Țħě ǻvěřǻģě přįčě ǿf ǻ ķįŀǿẅǻțț-ħǿųř ǿf ěŀěčțřįčįțỳ řǿșě 3.1% ŀǻșț ỳěǻř țǿ 12.5 čěňțș ǻ
ķįŀǿẅǻțț-ħǿųř, fǻř ǻbǿvě țħě řǻțě ǿf įňfŀǻțįǿň. Șįňčě 2004, Ų.Ș. řěșįđěňțįǻŀ ěŀěčțřįčįțỳ
přįčěș ħǻvě jųmpěđ 39%, ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ fěđěřǻŀ șțǻțįșțįčș.
Ǿvěř țħǻț șǻmě pěřįǿđ, ǻňňųǻŀ čǻpįțǻŀ ěxpěňđįțųřěș bỳ įňvěșțǿř-ǿẅňěđ ųțįŀįțỳ
čǿmpǻňįěș mǿřě țħǻň đǿųbŀěđ—jųmpįňģ țǿ $103 bįŀŀįǿň įň 2014 fřǿm $41 bįŀŀįǿň įň 2004,
ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ țħě Ěđįșǿň Ěŀěčțřįč İňșțįțųțě, ǻ țřǻđě ǻșșǿčįǻțįǿň. Țħě ģřǿųp ěxpěčțș țǿțǻŀ
čǻpįțǻŀ șpěňđįňģ fřǿm 2003 țħřǿųģħ 2016 țǿ țǿp $1 țřįŀŀįǿň.
“Țħįș įș țħě bįģģěșț șpŀųřģě įň čǻpįțǻŀ șpěňđįňģ ẅě’vě șěěň įň ǻț ŀěǻșț 30 ỳěǻřș—įț’ș țħě
řěǻșǿň řǻțěș ħǻvě běěň ģǿįňģ ųp,” șǻįđ Bǿb Bųřňș, ǻň įňđěpěňđěňț čǿňșųŀțǻňț ǻňđ
fǿřměř ěňěřģỳ řěșěǻřčħěř ǻț Ǿħįǿ Șțǻțě Ųňįvěřșįțỳ.
Țħě bįģģěșț čħųňķ ǿf țħǻț
șpěňđįňģ—38% įň 2013—ẅěňț
įňțǿ ňěẅ pǿẅěř ŀįňěș ǻňđ
ǿțħěř đěŀįvěřỳ șỳșțěmș, țħě
Ěđįșǿň Ěŀěčțřįč İňșțįțųțě șǻįđ.
Ǻŀmǿșț ǻș mųčħ ẅěňț țǿ
ģěňěřǻțįǿň, ǿfțěň fǿř ňěẅ ģǻșfįřěđ pŀǻňțș țǿ řěpŀǻčě čǿǻŀfįřěđ ǿňěș țħǻț đǿň’ț měěț ňěẅ
ěňvįřǿňměňțǻŀ řųŀěș.
Ěxpěřțș șǻỳ țħěřě ǻřě șěvěřǻŀ
řěǻșǿňș fǿř șǿǻřįňģ șpěňđįňģ,
įňčŀųđįňģ ěňvįřǿňměňțǻŀ
mǻňđǻțěș, ǻňđ țħě ňěěđ țǿ
ħǻřđěň țħě ģřįđ țǿ přǿțěčț įț
fřǿm șțǿřmș, pħỳșįčǻŀ ǻțțǻčķș
ǻňđ čỳběř ħǻčķįňģ.
http://www.wsj.com/articles/utilities-profit-recipe-spend-more-1429567463
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Bųț ųțįŀįțįěș ħǻvě ǻňǿțħěř įňčěňțįvě fǿř ħěǻvỳ șpěňđįňģ: İț ǻčțųǻŀŀỳ bǿǿșțș țħěįř bǿțțǿm
ŀįňěș—țħě řěșųŀț ǿf ǻ řěģųŀǻțǿřỳ șỳșțěm țħǻț țųřňș čǿřpǿřǻțě ǻččǿųňțįňģ ǿň įțș ħěǻđ.
İň mǿșț įňđųșțřįěș, čǿmpǻňįěș ģěňěřǻțě řěvěňųě, đěđųčț țħěįř čǿșțș, ǻňđ ǻřě ŀěfț ẅįțħ
přǿfįțș, ẅħįčħ čǻň bě ěxpřěșșěđ ǻș ǻ pěřčěňțǻģě ǿf řěvěňųěș—țħě přǿfįț mǻřģįň.
Řěģųŀǻțěđ ųțįŀįțįěș ẅǿřķ đįffěřěňțŀỳ. Șțǻțě řěģųŀǻțǿřș ųșųǻŀŀỳ șěț ǻň ǻččěpțǻbŀě přǿfįț
mǻřģįň fǿř ųțįŀįțįěș, ǻňđ țħěň șěț ěŀěčțřįč řǻțěș ǻț ŀěvěŀș țħǻț ģěňěřǻțě ěňǿųģħ řěvěňųě țǿ
čǿvěř țħěįř ěxpěňșěș ǻňđ ǻŀŀǿẅ țħěm țǿ mǻķě ǻ přǿfįț.
Ǻț țħě mǿměňț, įț įș čǿmmǿň fǿř ųțįŀįțįěș’ ǻŀŀǿẅǻbŀě přǿfįț țǿ bě čǻppěđ ǻț 10% ǿř șǿ ǿf
țħě șħǻřěħǿŀđěřș’ ěqųįțỳ țħǻț țħěỳ ħǻvě țįěđ ųp įň țřǻňșmįșșįǿň ŀįňěș, pǿẅěř pŀǻňțș ǻňđ
ǿțħěř ǻșșěțș. Șǿ țħě mǿřě țħěỳ șpěňđ, țħě mǿřě přǿfįțș țħěỳ ěǻřň.
Čřįțįčș șǻỳ țħįș čǻň přǿmpț ųțįŀįțįěș țǿ șpěňđ ǿň přǿjěčțș țħǻț mǻỳ ňǿț bě ňěčěșșǻřỳ, ŀįķě
ěŀěčțřįč-čǻř čħǻřģįňģ șțǻțįǿňș, ǿř țǿ čħǿǿșě ħįģħ-čǿșț ǻŀțěřňǻțįvěș ǿvěř ŀǿẅěř-čǿșț ǿňěș.
“Ųňțįŀ ẅě čħǻňģě țħįňģș șǿ ųțįŀįțįěș đǿň’ț ģěț řěẅǻřđěđ bǻșěđ ǿň ħǿẅ mųčħ țħěỳ șpěňđ,
įț’ș ħǻřđ țǿ břěǻķ țħǻț měňțǻŀįțỳ,” șǻỳș Jěřřỳ Ř. Bŀǿǿm, ǻň ěňěřģỳ ŀǻẅỳěř ǻț Ẅįňșțǿň &
Șțřǻẅň įň Ŀǿș Ǻňģěŀěș ẅħǿ ǿfțěň řěpřěșěňțș įňđěpěňđěňț pǿẅěř čǿmpǻňįěș.
Șǿųțħěřň Čǻŀįfǿřňįǻ Ěđįșǿň, ǻ ųňįț ǿf Ěđįșǿň İňțěřňǻțįǿňǻŀ įň Řǿșěměǻđ, Čǻŀįf., pŀǻňș țǿ
șpěňđ ǻbǿųț $1 bįŀŀįǿň įň đěbț ǻňđ ěqųįțỳ řěpŀǻčįňģ ǿř řěpǻįřįňģ țħǿųșǻňđș ǿf pǿẅěř
pǿŀěș, ẅħįčħ čǿșț $13,000 ěǻčħ. Ěvěřỳ țįmě țħě čǿmpǻňỳ řěpŀǻčěș ǻ 50-ỳěǻř-ǿŀđ pǿŀě
ẅįțħ ǻ ňěẅ ǿňě, įț ħǻș ǻ fřěșħ įňvěșțměňț ǿň ẅħįčħ įț įș ěŀįģįbŀě țǿ ěǻřň ǻň ǻňňųǻŀ přǿfįț,
čųřřěňțŀỳ 10.45%, fǿř 45 ỳěǻřș.
Țħě șųđđěň įňțěřěșț įň pǿŀěș “șųģģěșțș țħěỳ’vě běěň ňěģŀįģěňț įň țħě pǻșț ǿř țħěỳ’řě jųșț
ŀǿǿķįňģ fǿř ẅǻỳș țǿ șpěňđ mǿňěỳ,” șǻįđ Bǿb Fįňķěŀșțěįň, ǻ ŀǻẅỳěř ǻț țħě Ųțįŀįțỳ Řěfǿřm
Ňěțẅǿřķ, ǻ Șǻň Fřǻňčįșčǿ-bǻșěđ ẅǻțčħđǿģ ģřǿųp.
Mįķě Mǻřěŀŀį, ȘǿČǻŀ Ěđįșǿň’ș řǻțěș đįřěčțǿř, șǻįđ ħįș čǿmpǻňỳ ǻňǻŀỳżěđ 5,000 pǿŀěș
běfǿřě đěčįđįňģ ǻ mǻșșįvě přǿģřǻm ẅǻș ňěěđěđ țǿ đěǻŀ ẅįțħ đěfěřřěđ mǻįňțěňǻňčě.
Ǿvěřǻŀŀ, ȘǿČǻŀ Ěđįșǿň įňțěňđș țǿ șpěňđ $15 bįŀŀįǿň țǿ $17 bįŀŀįǿň ǿň đǿżěňș ǿf įňįțįǻțįvěș
fřǿm 2014 țħřǿųģħ 2017. Șįmįŀǻřŀỳ, Čħǻřŀǿțțě, Ň.Č.-bǻșěđ Đųķě Ěňěřģỳ Čǿřp. ěxpěčțș țǿ
mǻķě $17 bįŀŀįǿň ẅǿřțħ ǿf čǻpįțǻŀ ěxpěňđįțųřěș fřǿm 2014 ǻňđ 2016. Ǻ řųŀě ǿf țħųmb įț
řěčěňțŀỳ șħǻřěđ ẅįțħ įňvěșțǿřș: fǿř ěvěřỳ bįŀŀįǿň đǿŀŀǻřș įň ǻșșěțș įț ǻđđș țǿ įțș įňvěňțǿřỳ,
įț bǿǿșțș ěǻřňįňģș bỳ ǻbǿųț 8 čěňțș ǻ șħǻřě.
Ųțįŀįțįěș čǻň’ț bįŀŀ čųșțǿměřș fǿř ňěẅ čǻpįțǻŀ ěxpěňđįțųřěș ẅįțħǿųț fįřșț ģěțțįňģ țħě
http://www.wsj.com/articles/utilities-profit-recipe-spend-more-1429567463
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‘Ųňțįŀ ẅě čħǻňģě țħįňģș șǿ ųțįŀįțįěș đǿň’ț ģěț řěẅǻřđěđ bǻșěđ ǿň ħǿẅ mųčħ țħěỳ
șpěňđ, įț’ș ħǻřđ țǿ břěǻķ țħǻț měňțǻŀįțỳ. ’
—Jěřřỳ Ř. Bŀǿǿm, ǻň ěňěřģỳ ŀǻẅỳěř ǻț Ẅįňșțǿň & Șțřǻẅň

čǿňșěňț ǿf șțǻțě ǿř fěđěřǻŀ řěģųŀǻțǿřș, ňǿțěș Řįčħǻřđ MčMǻħǿň, ǻ vįčě přěșįđěňț ǻț țħě
Ěđįșǿň Ěŀěčțřįč İňșțįțųțě.
Bųț Ķěň Řǿșě, ǻň ěňěřģỳ čǿňșųŀțǻňț įň Čħįčǻģǿ, șǻỳș țħǻț řěģųŀǻțǿřș đǿň’ț ǻŀẅǻỳș đǿ
ěňǿųģħ țǿ mǻķě șųřě přǿjěčțș ǻřě țħě běșț đěǻŀ fǿř țħě čųșțǿměřș fǿǿțįňģ țħě bįŀŀș. Ħě
șǻỳș čǿmpǻňįěș ħǻvě ǻ přǿpěňșįțỳ țǿ čħǿǿșě ěxpěňșįvě șǿŀųțįǿňș țǿ přǿbŀěmș—bųįŀđįňģ
ǻ ňěẅ pǿẅěř pŀǻňț įňșțěǻđ ǿf přǿmǿțįňģ ěňěřģỳ ěffįčįěňčỳ, fǿř ěxǻmpŀě—běčǻųșě įț pųțș
bįģ čħųňķș ǿf čǻpįțǻŀ țǿ ẅǿřķ țħǻț ŀįfț přǿfįțș.
Șǿmě ǻňǻŀỳșțș șǻỳ ųțįŀįțįěș’ čǻpįțǻŀ șpěňđįňģ ħǻș běěň ňěčěșșǻřỳ ǻňđ șmǻřț ǻț ǻ țįmě ǿf
ŀǿẅ įňțěřěșț řǻțěș.
“İ đǿň’ț șųbșčřįbě țǿ țħě běŀįěf țħǻț ųțįŀįțỳ čǿmpǻňįěș ǻřě ģǿŀđ-pŀǻțįňģ țħěįř șỳșțěmș jųșț
țǿ įňčřěǻșě přǿfįțș,” șǻỳș Jįm Ħěmpșțěǻđ, ǻșșǿčįǻțě mǻňǻģįňģ đįřěčțǿř ǿf țħě ģŀǿbǻŀ
įňfřǻșțřųčțųřě fįňǻňčě ǻț Mǿǿđỳ’ș İňvěșțǿřș Șěřvįčě.
Ųțįŀįțįěș ěǻřňěđ $36 bįŀŀįǿň įň 2013, ěxčŀųđįňģ ňǿňřěčųřřįňģ įțěmș, ųp 36% fřǿm 2004,
ǻččǿřđįňģ țǿ țħě Ěđįșǿň Ěŀěčțřįč țřǻđě ģřǿųp.
Șǿ ŀǿňģ ǻș ěŀěčțřįčįțỳ čǿňșųmpțįǿň įș ģřǿẅįňģ, ųțįŀįțįěș čǻň șpřěǻđ ħěfțỳ čǿșțș ǻčřǿșș
țħěįř čųșțǿměřș ẅįțħǿųț įňčřěǻșįňģ řǻțěș. Bųț șįňčě 2008, pǿẅěř șǻŀěș ħǻvěň’ț běěň
ģřǿẅįňģ fǻșț ěňǿųģħ țǿ ǻbșǿřb țħě įmpǻčț ǿf ǻŀŀ țħě ǻđđěđ șpěňđįňģ.
Ķǻňșǻș Čįțỳ Pǿẅěř & Ŀįģħț ħǻș řǻįșěđ řǻțěș ǻbǿųț 60% șįňčě įț ķįčķěđ ǿff įțș čųřřěňț
įňvěșțměňț čỳčŀě įň 2007. İț įș șěěķįňģ řǻțě įňčřěǻșěș ǿf 12.5% įň Ķǻňșǻș ǻňđ 15.5% įň
Mįșșǿųřį.
Șǿmě șțǻțěș ǻřě pųșħįňģ bǻčķ.
İň Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ, řěģųŀǻțǿřș bǻŀķěđ ǻț Čǿňșǿŀįđǻțěđ Ěđįșǿň İňč. ’ș pŀǻň țǿ bųįŀđ ǻ $1 bįŀŀįǿň
ěŀěčțřįčǻŀ șųbșțǻțįǿň įň Břǿǿķŀỳň ǻňđ Qųěěňș bỳ 2017. İňșțěǻđ, țħě čǿmpǻňỳ ħǻș đěčįđěđ
țǿ ħěŀp čųșțǿměřș čųț ěňěřģỳ ųșě bỳ įmpřǿvįňģ țħě ěffįčįěňčỳ ǿf țħěįř ěŀěčțřįčǻŀ
http://www.wsj.com/articles/utilities-profit-recipe-spend-more-1429567463
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ěqųįpměňț țħřǿųģħ ǻ $500 mįŀŀįǿň přǿģřǻm țħǻț đěfěřș ǻ đěčįșįǿň ǻbǿųț ǻ ňěẅ
șųbșțǻțįǿň fǿř ǻț ŀěǻșț ǻ đěčǻđě.
“Ẅħǻț ẅě’řě đǿįňģ įș ǻň ǻŀțěřňǻțįvě țħǻț’ș ŀěșș čǿșțŀỳ,” șǻįđ Șțųǻřț Ňǻčħmįǻș, vįčě
přěșįđěňț ǿf řěģųŀǻțǿřỳ ǻffǻįřș fǿř ČǿňĚđ.
Fřǿm ňǿẅ ǿň, ųțįŀįțįěș mųșț přǿvě țħǻț țħěįř șpěňđįňģ ẅįŀŀ mǻķě ǻň ěŀěčțřįč șỳșțěm
čŀěǻňěř, mǿřě ěffįčįěňț ǿř șțřǿňģěř, șǻỳș Ǻųđřěỳ Żįběŀmǻň, čħǻįř ǿf țħě Ňěẅ Ỳǿřķ Pųbŀįč
Șěřvįčě Čǿmmįșșįǿň. “Bųșįňěșș ǻș ųșųǻŀ ħǻș běčǿmě ųňǻffǿřđǻbŀě.”
Ẅřįțě țǿ Řěběččǻ Șmįțħ ǻț řěběččǻ.șmįțħ@ẅșj.čǿm
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Utilities for dummies: How they work and
why that needs to change
By David Roberts on 21 May 2013
Grist.org
Last week, I posted on the fight between electric utilities and solar advocates over rooftop solar
power. Today, I want to pull back the lens and begin to tackle the bigger question: How should
utilities work? What’s the right way to provision and manage electricity in the 21st century?
There’s very little public discussion of utilities or utility regulations, especially relative to sexier
topics like fracking or electric cars. That’s mainly because the subject is excruciatingly boring, a
thicket of obscure institutions and processes, opaque jargon, and acronyms out the wazoo.
Whether PURPA allows IOUs to customize RFPs for low-carbon QFs is actually quite
important, but you, dear reader, don’t know it, because you fell asleep halfway through this
sentence. Utilities are shielded by a force field of tedium.
It’s is an unfortunate state of affairs, because this is going to be the century of electricity.
Everything that can be electrified will be. (This point calls for its own post, but mark my words:
transportation, heat, even lots of industrial work is going to shift to electricity.) So the question
of how best to manage electricity is key to both economic competitiveness and ecological
sustainability.
It’s time to start talking about utilities. I, your courageous blogger and servant, am going to
attempt to lay out, at a high level, how utilities work and why, the challenges facing them, and
what a utility more suited to the 21st century might look like. It’s a complicated problem, but I
think the basics are approachable by ordinary citizens, who very much need to get involved and
speak up on these issues. Occupy PUCs! (You’ll get that joke after you read my next few posts.)
Why utilities are the way they are
To understand why utilities need to change, it helps to understand why they are the way they are.
That takes us back to the turn of the 20th century, as electricity was just getting a foothold in
some big American cities. Small power plants, using reciprocating steam engines to generate
electricity, were popping up all over, but the power they produced could reach only about a
mile’s distance before fading on the copper lines.
Then along came two technologies that changed our relationship to electricity and have shaped
American life ever since.
First, reciprocating steam engines gave way to more efficient, more scalable steam turbines. And
second, local direct current (DC) power was joined by alternating current (AC) transformers that
could ramp up voltage enough to allow electricity to travel very long distances with relatively

little loss. Together, steam turbines and AC transmission lines formed the foundation of the
modern electrical system and remain its dominant technologies.
Steam turbines exhibited classic economies of scale. The bigger you made them, the cheaper the
power. And with AC transmission lines, you could send the power as far as needed to find
customers. To take full advantage of these capabilities, though, you needed scale. The bigger the
better.
Economies of scale, with the concomitant need for large, long-term capital investments, made
utilities what were called at the time “natural monopolies.” As with railroads, it didn’t make
sense to lay down multiple competing networks; it would be wasteful, and neither competitor
would be able to capture the full benefits of scale. It was inevitable that one entity would end up
provisioning power. And by maximizing the benefits of scale, a monopoly would be best for
consumers too.
At the time, however, railroads and other monopolies were notably unpopular, for good reason
— they were often corrupt and lawless. Utility folks didn’t want progressive reformers attacking
them. It was in everyone’s interest to put a stable structure in place.
So that’s what happened. In the early 20th century, the American people struck a deal with the
utilities, an enduring agreement known as the “regulatory compact.” It remains in place, more or
less intact, to this day.
Here’s how the regulatory compact works.
In a particular service area, a utility is granted a monopoly; in that area, it is the sole electricity
provider. It is allowed to charge its customers whatever rates are necessary to cover costs and
provide for a reasonable rate of return on investments. In exchange, the utility has to make
investments sufficient to provide reliable, low-cost power to any customer in the area who wants
it, with minimal “line losses” (i.e., “leakage” of power from power lines). To ensure the utility
does not abuse its power, a public utility commission (PUC) monitors its activities and has to
sign off on its rates.
That’s the bargain: The utility provides low-cost, reliable power. In exchange, it gets a captive
customer base.
Why the utility structure no longer works
There are a few key things to note about the regulatory compact.
First, note that this arrangement looks almost nothing like a “free market” as envisioned by
classical economists. These are entities legally protected from competition, charging
government-approved prices, receiving guaranteed returns. It is the most Soviet of economic
sectors. (Keep this in mind the next time someone glibly refers to “the market” in discussions of
coal or solar.)

Second, note that the utility makes money not primarily by selling electricity, but by making
investments and receiving returns on them. If it builds more power plants and power lines, it
makes more money.
Add these together and you see the basic incentive structure at work. In most economic sectors,
businesses live in fear of competing businesses coming in and providing customers with a better
value proposition. They must be vigilant, cut costs, and innovate. That is the power of markets.
But utilities do not fear competition. Their customers cannot live without their product, or
purchase it elsewhere. Their profits are guaranteed so long as they can justify their rates to a
PUC. All they need to do to increase profits is to build more stuff — more power plants, more
substations, more power lines, more.
When the regulatory compact was established, this made perfect sense. The demand for power
was inexorably rising and there was a need to scale up rapidly. Given all the unregulated
monopolies at the time, the regulatory compact was actually fairly progressive — at least it
provided explicitly for public oversight.
But make no mistake: it was designed to electrify the country, to enable more people in more
places to find more uses for electricity. Demand grew so fast that utilities were proposing,
getting approval for, and making huge investments right and left, as fast as they could. And
everything got bigger. The mania for gigantism reached its peak in the ’70s, with the nuclear
craze. Finally, a technology powerful enough to fuel the meteoric rise in electricity consumption
that was going to last forever. (Ahem.)
Now fast-forward to the present. The regulatory compact remains the same, the incentive
structure it created remains the same, but circumstances in the U.S. have changed in two big,
overarching ways.
The first, which has just begun to emerge but will accelerate in coming years, is that demand for
utilities’ services is slowing. Depending on which forecasts you believe, electricity consumption
may even begin declining in some states over the next few decades.
Why? Some of it is merely the “offshoring” of industrial activity. But a substantial chunk is the
recent explosion of energy-efficiency technologies and investments. Alongside that is the
maturation of what’s called “demand response,” the ability to shift electricity use forward or
backward in time in response to price signals. (Demand response doesn’t reduce total load, but it
can reduce peak load; utilities have to invest/build enough to meet peak load, so if you reduce
peak load, you reduce needed investments.)
Alongside that, individuals now have the power to generate their own electricity with solar
panels and other distributed generation technologies. Utilities do not own that distributed
generation; it’s an investment upon which they receive no returns. And it represents a reduction
in demand for what they are selling, a reduction in use of their grid infrastructure, and a
reduction in the need for future power infrastructure.

For all these reasons, many energy nerds believe that electricity demand in the U.S. will never
again rise as fast as it did this century, and might even plateau or fall. But remember, utilities are
in the midst of paying off large, 20-plus-year investments. If they get less than expected from
some customers, they have to charge the other customers more in order to get the same rate of
return. They do not like that one bit (nor do the other customers). Furthermore, the unpredictable
rise of all these disruptive technologies casts their future investments into doubt. In the long
term, they face the threat of lower profits and, well, shrinkage. They don’t like that one bit either.
And that is perverse, because the other broad change since the early 1900s is a recognition of the
threat of climate change and an understanding of the radical reduction in fossil-fuel use required
to address it. As a society, we need energy efficiency and demand response. We need distributed
renewable energy. We need to cancel out future power plants and transmission lines. All those
things are to the good, economically and ecologically. Yet utilities have every incentive to
oppose them, as they are direct threats to their familiar, comfortable business model, which has
survived nearly a century unchanged.
And so I think we need to do more than fiddle with rate structures or mandate arbitrary levels of
efficiency or renewable energy. We need a ground-up rethink of how utilities work, how they are
structured, and how they can be reformed in a way that enables and accelerates long-overdue
innovation in the electricity space. More on that soon.

http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-utilities-team-up-with-greens-against-consumers1456530275
The link below hits close to home, right here in Seattle. This program was so successful - they
decided to terminate it. Is this a step in the right direction? For our communities? For our
environment?
http://capitolhillecodistrict.org/community-solar-one-year-later/?
utm_source=BB+Feb+2016&utm_campaign=BB+Feb+2016&utm_medium=email
Are utilities influencing our energy policy in a sustainable direction?
Are utilities willing to adapt to new business models that are more inclusive of renewable
energy sources?
Are utilities willing to wean themselves off of burning fossil fuels that create greenhouse gases
that contribute to climate concerns?



The NO ACTION Alternative is the right choice for the Energize Eastside Phase
1 “Programmatic” DEIS.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

Why is Energize Eastside Important to PSE?

Energize Eastside is NOT a $250M project – PSE customers will pay over $1 Billion. PSE isn’t just
reimbursed for the cost of the project. PSE also gains a WUTC-authorized rate of return of about 10%
annually for 40 years or more. Current weak WA state regulation actually REWARDS PSE for overbuilding infrastructure, so Investor-Owned Utilities, like PSE, engage in “gold-plating” infrastructure
projects to qualify for higher rates of Return-On-Equity / Return-On-Assets.
The graph above is a conservative estimate. The final price tag of Energize Eastside is likely to be much
higher, and likewise the costs to PSE customers will be much higher. The payout to PSE increases
dramatically – the bigger the project, the bigger the payout to PSE.
Energize Eastside is the perfect investment for a pension fund and a hedge fund. The owners of PSE
are the Canadian Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB) and Macquarie Infrastructure Partners (MIP), a
10-yr closed hedge fund. Projects like Energize Eastside offer a guaranteed, fixed, high rate-of-return for
over a long term, usually 40 years or more. Energize Eastside poses minimal financial risk and offers a
sustained guaranteed high return. Low risk, high reward - precisely the type of investment where we’d
enjoy investing our own individual retirement portfolios, if only we could be so fortunate.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future electricity
needs. Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful improvements to the electricity
grid for a fraction of the cost of Energize Eastside. Better alternatives have been identified that promote
smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives. It is the City’s fiduciary duty to its citizens to provide affordable, reliable electricity – not to
be intimidated by an Investor-Owned Utility.
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Please see attached PDF.

To:

Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

From:

Curtis Allred
CENSE member
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA 98006

Subject:

Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS - Transportation

Date:

14 March, 2016

14.5.3.2 Construction Impacts of 230kV Transmission Lines
This section discusses construction impacts of installing new 230 kV transmission lines, and concludes
the impact to be "moderate" at worst. I believe it underestimates the disruption to all modes of transit.
Roadway, Alleys & Driveways, Sidewalks, Bicycles and Transit will all be impacted "significantly".
The installation of hundreds of power poles through this crowded and congested corridor will certainly
result in "Significant" impact, "prohibiting access to residences and businesses, and prohibiting travel
through a major corridor" at multiple times during construction. The recommended power line routes all
have many roads, houses, schools, parks, trails, bike routes, and bus stops on or adjacent to the
construction area.
The following anticipated activities involve very large equipment and construction activity over a wide
area over a significant time period, and will certainly cause road and property blockage for significant
periods of time throughout construction:
1. Removal of homes will require demolition equipment, keep-out area, and dump trucks to haul
debris
2. Digging the holes required for pole footings will require large digging equipment and a wide
keep-out area
3. Trucks hauling the large power poles will certainly be very long, slow moving vehicles requiring
road closures wherever they travel, and blocking roads and access wherever they are parked for
loading and unloading.
4. Large cranes to install the poles: The equipment used to upright the poles will require a wide
safety keep-out area wherever they are working, and cause road closures as they move from
point to point along the route.
5. Stringing wires over streets, homes, businesses, and public spaces: I have no idea how this is
done but the EIS should study this and include the impacts on roadways and property keep-out
restrictions while these high-tension lines are strung hundreds of feet between poles.
Besides normal street and driveway closures, there will certainly be unanticipated complications and
accidents which further impact transportation throughout the area. The EIS should anticipate this.
The mitigation measures in 14.7 do not address the impacts sufficiently to claim "minor to moderate"
impact. Restricting the most disruptive construction to night time hours could relieve some impact, but
is not mentioned, and may not be feasible.
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14.5.3.2.9 Olympic Pipeline damage Risk
This section states that the possibility that the Olympic Pipeline would be damaged during construction
is considered low, but does not provide any justification for that statement other than "regulatory
requirements and safety practices that govern construction near the pipeline". In spite of those
regulatory requirements, there have been construction-related accidents causing damage to the
pipeline over the years. In some cases, the damage is not discovered until a fire or explosion occurs
some time after the construction.
Even with low historic level of construction activity around the pipeline, there has been accidents
causing damage. Compared to this past minimal construction activity, the construction of power lines
along the pipeline will be orders of magnitude higher intensity construction, and therefore higher risk.
The power line construction will involve constant activity by heavy equipment and digging on or near
the pipeline.
I do not have references to provide on past construction accidents, other than from the August 2004
document referenced below which states that "43 spills have been reported since 1965 totaling almost
821,000 gallons."
The EIS must research the construction damage history and include an estimate of the risk of pipeline
damage of different severity levels, based on multiplying past accident rate by a factor that represents
this extended period of intensive construction activity.

14.5.3.2.9 Olympic Pipeline damage Impact to Transportation
This section also understates the impact of pipeline damage to local and air transportation:
"if significant damage to the pipeline were to occur, or if there is a planned temporary
disruption during project construction, petroleum products normally transported in the
pipeline would be transported by other means, primarily by trucks using interstate
highways. This would be expected to generate up to a few hundred truck trips per day,
resulting in a minor impact when distributed throughout the day and across the
interstate highway system."
This is not accurate, the actual case is much worse. According to the 2004 document referenced below,
the pipeline carries the equivalent of 1800 tanker truck per day. This is the only distribution route for
refineries from northwest Washington to Portland and interim destinations. One of those destinations
is Sea-Tac airport which relies on the pipeline for 100% of its jet fuel.
Besides there being six times more trucks than the EIS estimates, those trucks would not be "distributed
... across the interstate highway system" as stated. These trucks would all be on the I-5 corridor
between Whatcom county and Portland, the most congested corridor in the region. Further, the
transport direction is 100% southbound, so there would need to be 1800 trucks per day heading
southbound, plus 1800 trucks per day returning north for refill. This would have a major highway
transportation impact in the region.
The following statement also underestimates the risk to air travel:
"No disruption in petroleum product supply to airports or other customers of the Olympic
Pipeline would be anticipated for any planned temporary shutdown or relocation. If there
were an accidental shutdown, short-term disruption could occur until trucking could be
arranged."
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In the case of an unplanned accidental shutdown, this "short-term disruption" could be many days to
weeks to mobilize a tanker-truck fleet sufficient fill the gap. This would be a significant disruption in air
travel as Sea-Tac airport gets 100% of its jet fuel from the pipeline.
References

City of Kent's Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan




https://www.kentwa.gov/content.aspx?id=9466
o which contains this link:
the City of Kent Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP)
https://www.kentwa.gov/WorkArea/linkit.aspx?LinkIdentifier=id&ItemID=3924
The Pipeline-specific section is also available here:
https://www.kentwa.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=8096

Excerpt:
August 2004
HAZARDOUS LIQUID PIPELINE
Definition of Hazard
The Olympic Pipe Line Company consists of over 400 miles of pipelines extending from
refineries in northwest Washington to Portland Oregon. These pipelines carry refined
liquid petroleum products: diesel, aviation fuel, (basically a form of kerosene) and
gasoline. Underground high pressure pipelines remove the equivalent of 1,800 tanker
trucks from the regions roadways each day and carry 441,000 barrels or 18,700,000
gallons of fuel each day.
Additional Olympic Pipeline info is available on the website of the State of Washington Energy Facility
Site Evaluation Council: www.efsec.wa.gov/oplarchive/proj-sum.pdf
Excerpt:
May 1998
OLYMPIC PIPE LINE COMPANY
For 30 years, OPL has operated 400 miles of underground petroleum product pipelines in
western Washington that were constructed prior to the creation of EFSEC. This existing
pipeline system begins at the four oil refineries in Skagit and Whatcom Counties,
transports refined petroleum products south to Seattle, then continues to Portland,
Oregon. The OPL system consists of two parallel lines, a 16-inch and a 20-inch, starting
near the refineries and running south to Renton. After delivering fuel to Seattle and SeaTac International Airport, the two lines combine into one 14-inch line that proceeds south
to Portland. Virtually all of the gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel consumed in western
Washington is transported by OPL. Today, OPL transports over 4 billion gallons a year of
refined fuels through its western Washington system.
Based on this data, it would require at least 1992 single tanker trucks, or 944 double:



4 billion gallons per year = 11 million gallons per day
Tanker truck capacity ranges from 5,500 to 11,600 US gallons

Thank you,
Curtis Allred
pg 3 of 3
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Bellevue, WA 98006
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Section 13.5.4
This section suggests Alternative 2 could have significant impacts to archaeological and historical
resources, based on the quantity of sites in the study area:
13.5.4 Alternative 2: Integrated Resource Approach
The components being considered under Alternative 2 have the potential for minor to
significant impacts to archaeological resources, if present, depending on the proposed
locations. If the historic properties are King County Landmarks, a Certificate of
Appropriateness (COA) may be necessary depending on the terms of the designating
ordinance.
The Alternative 2 study area contains 39 historic register properties (the second highest
amount of the three study areas) and 43 recorded archaeological resources (the least of the
three study areas). Existing surveys provide coverage of about 25 percent of the study area,
which is the highest amount of all the alternatives. The Alternative 2 study area includes the
eastern shoreline of Lake Sammamish. There are many recorded archaeological resources
along these shorelines. Alternative 2 contains the same 8 recorded historic period cemeteries
as Alternative 1 and impacts would be the same.

This is misleading, as Alternative 2 has considerable flexibility in the location of the distributed power
components, and thus can avoid disturbing important sites. Construction sites in other alternatives are
relatively fixed and rigid, thus increasing the risk that Archaeological and Historical sites will be
disturbed. For example, in Alternative 1, power lines must be placed in a fixed corridor and poles
planted in specific locations based on engineering requirements. In contrast, Alternative 2 components
such as power storage facilities and solar farms have much more flexibility with respect to location, so
they can be placed in locations which minimize disturbance to important Archaeological and Historical
sites.
It should be stated that Alternative 2 would actually have minor impact, because solution components
would be sited in locations which do not disturb important Archaeological and Historical sites.

page 1 of 2

Section 13.5.4.5
This section discusses impacts of construction of Peak Generation Plants.
We believe that Alternative 2 does not require construction of additional generation plants. When
Alternative 2 is updated to reflect modern, proven technologies, it will not be necessary to build Peak
Generation Plants to meet the requirements for Energize Eastside. This section should be removed, or
at least rewritten to make it clear that additional generation is an option and will likely not be required
for Alternative 2.

Sections 13.5.4.1 and 13.6.4.1
These sections discuss the Construction phase and Operation phase, respectively, of the "Energy
Efficiency Component" of Alternative 2, concluding that there could be "significant impacts" to historic
properties and archaeological resources:
13.5.4.1 Energy Efficiency Component
The types of potential impacts from energy efficiency efforts may include modifications to
existing buildings (weatherization, efficient lighting). Weatherization could include
replacement of original windows which has the potential to diminish a building or structure’s
integrity of design, materials, workmanship, and feeling, if the replacement windows are not
in-kind with their original architectural character, thus impacting the property’s potential for
conveying its historical significance (Myers, 1981). Any modifications that are permanent have
the potential to impact a property’s ability to convey its historical significance, which would be
significant impact, as described in Section 13.4. ... Continued implementation of existing
energy efficient improvements may result in minor to significant impacts to historic properties
and archaeological resources.
13.6.4.1 Energy Efficiency Component
An increase in energy efficiency implementation (for example, replacement of windows with
styles that are not in-kind with the original architectural style) may reduce the integrity of the
design, materials, and workmanship of historic resources, if present. This may result in minor
to moderate impacts to historic and cultural resources, as described in Section 13.5.1.

It should be stated here that buildings of historical significance will be exempt from energy efficiency
upgrades in cases where the upgrade would moderately or significantly impact their cultural or historical
value.
Such exemptions would have no impact on achieving the conservation goals of Alternative 2, as the
number of buildings would represent a negligible portion of the total regional power consumption.
Therefore, the EIS document should state that the use of exemptions in these cases will result in an
overall "minor impact" to historically significant buildings.

Thank you,
Curtis Allred
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Tanya Franzen (Windermere)
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Somerset Community Assoc. - Comments Re: Energize Eastside File # 14-139122-LE
Monday, March 14, 2016 2:14:23 PM
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Somerset Community Association, 12819 SE 38th St. #191, Bellevue, WA 98006
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi M. Bedwell
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

Monday, March 14, 2016

Re:         PROJECT NAME:               Energize Eastside
                FILE NUMBER:                 14-139122-LE
The Somerset Community Association 'SCA' is a member of and agrees with all the points that the
Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy 'CENSE' at www.CENSE.org is making
and has presented to the record and into the EIS process to date.
The SCA will be submitting comments into the record for Phase II with respect to the SEPA process
and specifically with respect to Mitigations.
Following please find the SCA's comments for the DEIS.
Somerset is a sensitive area with designated View Community and has View Corridors that must be
protected from Significant Negative Impacts should the 'J' route be selected. The only way to
properly mitigate those adverse visual impacts should the 'J' segment of the route be selected will
be a requirement that the proponent underground the new conductors for approximately one mile
through Somerset (from north of Tyee Middle School to south of Coal Creek Parkway). Another
solution to not Industrially BLIGHT dozens of residential neighborhoods through five eastside cities
directly effecting thousands of homes thus immediately and permanently degrading their property
values would be to submarine the lines along the west side of Lake Sammamish, come west along I90 and then south along the east side of Lake Washington to Renton.
Note that the SCA would prefer Non-Wired Solutions (Demand Response/Conservation
measures/Grid Battery Storage/Gas and/or Combined Cycle Peaker Plant(s)) for EE should the
project go forward.

Additionally, 'SCA' believes, based on the Lauckhart-Shiffman expert Load Flow Study, which has
been submitted to your office for review, that this project is in fact not needed at this time and
perhaps may very well not be needed for decades.

Tanya Franzen-Garrett
President | Somerset Community Association
Board of Directors
Ph: 206-226-3723
Tanya.Franzen@Comcast.net

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Walters
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside, Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Monday, March 14, 2016 1:57:39 PM

Heidi,
Our Habitat Program has reviewed the Phase 1 Draft EIS for the proposed Energize Eastside PSE
project. As you know, this project seeks to expand existing electrical power capacity serving Eastside
communities and businesses. We are particularly concerned that the Phase 1 Draft EIS includes
Alternative 1, Option D to construct underwater transmission lines in Lake Washington to provide the
new 230 kV transmission lines. This Alternative does not fully describe potential impacts not only to
including fish and water resources, but also impacts to Muckleshoot tribal fishing as a result of
construction and potentially operations, particularly if the pipeline is not buried (see page 2-29 describing
the potential for cables to be laid on the lake bottom). The Muckleshoot Indian Tribe is federally
recognized tribe who is signatory to both the Point Elliott and Medicine Creek treaties and has treaty
rights to conduct fisheries within the Lake Washington watershed and beyond. The DEIS fails to
acknowledge the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and its treaty rights, particularly on page 13-5 where the lone
discussion on treaties occurs.
The DEIS notes on page 1-36 that shoreline regulations prohibit new utilities in Lake Washington. If this
is the case, then Alternative 1 Option D is not a viable alternative and should be removed from further
consideration. We have further concerns regarding Alternative1, Option D as discussed below.
Table 5-1 regarding federal program or policies fail to note that the US Army Corps of Engineers must
ensure that tribal treaty rights, including but not limited to fish, water resources, and fishing are not
impaired as part of their authorizations under Section 10 and 404. In addition to causing adverse
impacts to water resources and salmon, the Alternative 1 Option D underwater transmission lines have
the potential to impact Muckleshoot Tribal fishing access by limiting access to fishing sites within the
entire construction area which is shown from the Renton area all along the eastern Lake Washington
shoreline up to the Kirkland area(Figure 2-1). Another potential impact to treaty fishing during
construction is due to vessel movements and barge traffic. The DEIS notes that the construction
materials to need to be transported via ships and barges coming from the Locks to the constructions
sites (page 2-31). If so, the construction area for this project is larger than described. These transport
ships and barges can also adversely affect Muckleshoot tribal fishing activities in all areas of the Ship
Canal and Lake Washington as a result of vessel traffic potentially causing gear damage and obstruction
of other fish sites if vessels and barges need staging outside of the construction areas.
Table 5-1 in the DEIS also fails to note that there likely aquatic lands in the project area owned by the
Washington Department of Natural Resources. At a minimum, assuming WDNR agrees with the new
utility on their lands, lease agreements and permission would be needed from WDNR to allow an
underwater cable to be located on State-owned Aquatic Lands.
With respect to water resources and fish, the Alternative 1 Option D wisely assumes the presence of
contaminated sediments (page 5-7). The existing WA DNR owned aquatic lands in front of the Barbee
Mill Plat are a good example of this occurrence. This particular area was capped as part of the clean-up
efforts and is not to be disturbed. The Alternative 1 Option D would have to avoid this area to avoid
disturbing these sediments which may not be possible.
The impact assessment on page 5-17 is incomplete for Alternative 1 Option D as this option requires a
minimum of three landing points that include six vaults for each landing point. Roads would also be
required to access these vaults. These facilities will result in permanent impacts to vegetation (at a
minimum) and where they occur on the shoreline there is the potential to permanently eliminate shoreline
buffers, potential filling of shoreline wetlands, or impacts to streams and their buffers that drain to Lake
Washington. The DEIS fails to acknowledge that where these facilities area built and their associated
corridors for power lines and poles are permanently limited in their ability to restore native trees per PSE

policies and requirements regarding vegetation. They should be viewed as significant given the level of
shoreline degradation already documented in the Shoreline Inventory documents for the Lake
Washington jurisdictions shown in Figure 2-1. A new powerline corridor in and along Lake Washington
would also preclude restoration actions where they were identified as part of the individual Shoreline
Master Programs. We fail to see how this Alternative is similar to Alternative 1 Options A and C impacts
to water resources when Option D is the only Option that involves direct impacts to Lake Washington and
its shoreline (page 5-20).
Section 6.6.4.3.2 lacks any consideration of impacts to salmon and their prey in Lake Washington from
exposure to contaminated sediments under Alternative 1, Option D. Without knowing the extent of
contaminated sediments in the Alternative 1, Option D project area, the construction of this alternative
could be significant. Further, it seems unlikely that the fish window will be met as this alternative requires
at least 8 months of construction excluding upland areas (page 2-49) unless construction is done over
more than one work window.
Another issue that is not considered is the potential for salmon resource impacts to limit fishing
opportunities for Muckleshoot tribal members. There are already limitations on tribal fishing due to the
poor condition of some salmon stocks (i.e. ESA listed Chinook and steelhead) in Lake Washington.
Further impacts to these species will continue limitations on tribal fishing opportunities as well as
potentially creating restrictions on other salmon species available for harvest that overlap in run timing
with ESA stocks.
In conclusion, given the potential impacts to Lake Washington; its shoreline; water and salmon resources;
and Muckleshoot fishing activities, Alternative 1, Option D should be eliminated from further
consideration for this project.
We appreciate the opportunity to review this Phase 1 DEIS. Please let me know if you have any
questions.
Thank you,
Karen Walter
Watersheds and Land Use Team Leader
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe Fisheries Division
Habitat Program
39015 172nd Ave SE
Auburn, WA 98092
253-876-3116

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

whalvrsn1@frontier.com
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
DEIS comments Property Values and Property Tax Revenues
Monday, March 14, 2016 1:38:18 PM
PSE - DEIS Comment - Pvalue.docx

Dear Ms. Bedwell:
Please accept my attached comments concerning Energize Eastside's DEIS Property Values and Property Tax Revenues. These subjects are totally lacking in
coverage and show an extreme bias to Alternative 1a, thus making comparisons
between Alternatives in adequate and in an unequal manner
Thank you
Warren E. Halverson
13701 NE 32nd Place
Bellevue Washington 98005
sent on March 14th @ 1:37 p.m.

March 11, 2016

Ms. Heidi Bedwell, Senior Planner
Land Use Division – Development Services, City of Bellevue
450th Avenue NE
Bellevue, Washington 98004

Dear Ms Bedwell:
I would like to comment on your DEIS evaluation of the cost impacts on property values
(Chapters 10.7.1.4 pgs 21& 22 & 11.6.1.4.9 pgs 29-30); property tax revenues (Chapters
15.6.4.5 pg 20); and, the great omission. I am a 40 year resident of Bellevue and an active
member of the Bridle Trails Association; Canter Greens HOA, and Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy.
Property Values (Chapter 11.6.1.4.9 pgs 29-30)
This issue seems to be minimized (dismissive in fact) as it is tucked away in the“Views and
Visual Resources” and “Land Use and Housing” Chapters. It seems strange that so little ink is
spent on such a major issue. The DEIS analysis is almost exclusively based upon a study done by
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) titled “Transmission Lines and Property Values:
State of Science” in 2003 and another obscure author named William N. Kinnard Jr from 1990.
Using such biased sources it is not surprising that they conclude that property values are
minimally impacted and that impact dissipates over time. (This conclusion sounds very familiar
to PSE’s arguments before the Hearing Examiner concerning the Lake Hills 148th Transmission
Line proposal; and, contrary to local real estate brokers and homeowners. I find this unusual.)
I would request that you consider property values in the context of current and local analysis
and studies. For example, if you talk with the Northwest Broker’s Association, they will tell you
the impact on property sales/values is huge, including major discounts in price to a complete
unwillingness of some brokers to show the property. In talking to the King County Assessor’s
Office, many property owners have been told that while one really needs to analyze each
property individually, the discount will be somewhere between 10 % - 30%. You can verify this
by speaking to the appellate group at King County or independent consultants like Hoppe &
Associates. Obviously, this analysis should be completed in the full context of 230KV lines
located “on top of” two major pipelines owned by Olympic Pipeline and located in the same
easement.

P. 2 DEIS comments about Property Values and Revenues
While this analysis is very biased to support Alternative 1a, the DEIS must be factual.
Alternative 1a will impact 500+/- homes valued @ $1,000,000 @ say 20%. Do the math?
Finally, The DEIS analysis hides some interesting issues such as clear zones and the use of
eminent domain. The impacts of these actions need to be addressed to truly compare
alternatives e.g. How many houses will you need to condemn and at what price if 1a is
selected?

Property Tax Revenues (Chapters 15.6.4.5, pgs 20-21)
Much of the aforementioned conclusions are applicable to property tax revenues and the
financial impact is significant. The analysis of the property tax impact on the city’s revenues is
very confusing. It, too, is incomplete and incorrect. The major conclusion is: “…. The impact of
Alternative 1a on Bellevue’s $35 million dollar budget is small and would not affect the Cities’
ability to adequately fund public services.” This analysis shows a budgetary reduction of
$9800 which is based upon a $10,000,000 reduction in property values. Once again, this whole
analysis is slanted, favoring Alternative 1a.
A more thorough analysis would develop the facts and vet the assumptions. A more thorough
analysis would complete a “Best case” and “Worst case” scenario of the number of properties
and houses impacted and the decrease in assessed value plus the value of possible
condemnations. It is totally unrealistic to assume that property owners along this route will
not challenge their property tax assessments under a 1a scenario. Therefore, it is the duty of
the authors to be as factual as possible in representing these facts to citizens and cities. Don’t
be surprised if the $9800 number actually is more like $100K or more.

In conclusion, the analysis of the impacts to property values and property tax revenues is totally
inadequate and biased. Unless a further fact based local analysis with detailed assumptions is
made one can only conclude that these topics are dealt with in such a biased manner that
alternatives are not being compared equally.
Sincerely

Warren E. Halverson; 13701 NE 32nd Pl; Bellevue, Washington 98005

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Bromwell
Info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside DEIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 12:58:21 PM

Energize Eastside DEIS
Pipeline Safety
I have written several times to Council members about the obvious danger of combining high
voltage electricity and gasoline pipelines within the same Right of Way; in particular the
planned location along the existing easement running through the five cities included in
Energize Eastside. As previously noted the combined easement is only 100 feet wide, the
pipeline uses 15 feet on a Sub-lease from PSE. Does BP Olympic Pipeline care about this
danger, of course they do but they have no choice other than to re-locate the pipelines.
The E E project will violate the Bonneville Power Administration specifications for nearby
structures at a minimum 50 feet and the installation of the new 100-120 foot towers will
cause major vibration issues which violate BP Olympic Pipeline specifications. In addition,
wind, lightning and earthquake issues cause cable breakages which create extreme danger as
seen during the recent (March 13, 2016) storm where broken cables are still ‘live’ and
‘sparking’ as they lay on the wet ground.
Under the EE plan broken cables will be lying next to, or even on top of, the gasoline
pipelines – Just imagine this situation in your back-yard: A terrifying thought, but many
Eastside residents have this potential nightmare to think about.
For the safety of thousands of residents on the 18 mile route of the E E project I urge the E I S
review committee to say NO to this irresponsible and un-needed venture.
Sincerely,
Ron Bromwell & Family
13650 NE 34th Place, Bellevue, WA 98005
425 896 7372 March 13, 2016
http://www.kiro7.com/news/photos-sunday-windstorm-sweeps-through-pugetsound/159753203

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rich Wagner
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments on Energize Eastside
Monday, March 14, 2016 12:56:31 PM

I am a resident of the Kennydale neighborhood of Renton and an architect practicing across all of
our Southend, Eastside and Northend communities from offices in downtown Bellevue.
I write to confirm and support the goals of the Energize Eastside project and to register my support
to complete the eastside loop with the important missing link necessary for energy management. To
implement the program:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·
<!--[endif]-->I do not support the No Action alternative, as such an
alternative invites more black-outs and brown-outs, and worse, Third World rolling-brown-outs.
The No Action alternative would have an unsurmountable challenge in the decades ahead and
lead to negative economic impacts and job loss, especially for our working families.
<!--[endif]-->I support Conservation, but not as a stand-alone
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·
alternative. My work as an architect has been about sustainability and conservation for forty
years and has shown me that, although critical to our world and our region, it is an important
complimentary but not a complete solution.
<!--[endif]-->I do not support underground distribution, except in our
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·
downtown cores, and not just Bellevue. I think that an underground solution will have massive
impacts on the cost of energy and bring too little value to nearby property owners, wherever the
corridors are located. Such rates increases would have a devastating impact on the low and
middle income neighbors of my town. Further, I think the necessary rate increases would be
deemed imprudent and rejected by the Washington State Utilities Board.
<!--[endif]-->I support the overhead option and the use of existing
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·
utility corridors. These corridors were established generations ago and should be honored.

Through my home town of Renton, I support the N and the M sections as these keep the impacts in
the existing and established corridors.
The sections through Summerset or Factoria will be a matter of negotiation with those two
neighborhoods, but whatever route is designated as “preferred”, these negotiations should not be
allowed to delay or hold hostage the overall project.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
Rich Wagner | FAIA

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Importance:

Chris Johnson
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside
Monday, March 14, 2016 12:52:27 PM
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Ms. Bedwell – Attached is written comment by the Bellevue Chamber of Commerce regarding the
Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS.
Best Regards - Chris
Chris Johnson | Director of Government Relations
Bellevue Chamber of Commerce
P: 425.213.1208 | F: 425.462.4660 | E: cjohnson@bellevuechamber.org
330 112th Ave. NE, Suite 100, Bellevue, WA 98004

   

March 14, 2016
Re: Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Ms. Bedwell,
We appreciate the opportunity to submit comments on the Phase 1 Draft EIS for the Energize Eastside
project. The Chamber is the voice of business in Bellevue and is working to expand business growth and
economic opportunity throughout East King County. We speak for employers of all sizes, many of whom
rely upon reasonably priced electricity as a competitive advantage, when determining whether or not to
locate or remain in Bellevue, as well as when making hiring and business expansion decisions.
Projections from various sources, including the City of Bellevue and the Puget Sound Regional Council,
show Bellevue and the Eastside growing at a remarkable rate in the decades to come. Similarly, job
growth and economic expansion is steadily climbing. It is clear, as shown by the technical analysis
conducted by Utility System Efficiencies and independently validated by the Stantec memo in the Draft
EIS, that Bellevue and the Eastside need to upgrade our power infrastructure, to ensure reliability of the
electrical grid for both the business community and residential neighborhoods.
More specifically, as stated in the Stantec memo:
“Because of the nature of expected development, PSE projects that electrical demand will grow at a rate
of 2.4% annually. Without adding at least 74 MW of transmission capacity or local peak period
generation to the Eastside, a deficiency could develop as early as winter of 2017 - 2018 or summer of
2018, putting customers at risk of load shedding (power outages).”
Moreover, we concur with the observation that PSE has already included conservation in its load growth
projections and therefore, conservation alone will not be adequate to account for projected load
demand or prevent transmission capacity deficiencies in the future.

Four alternatives have been considered as part of the Energize Eastside Draft EIS. We believe
Alternative 1(a) – providing a new 230 kV transmission source that would improve reliability for the
Eastside area – is the only alternative that provides the power infrastructure necessary to provide
reliability to Bellevue businesses. Alternatives 2 and 3 fall short of providing certainty to the business
community that its electric power needs will be provided, while Alternative 4 represents the status quo
and poses unnecessary risk to Bellevue and surrounding Eastside cities.
As of the third quarter 2015, there are 31 major development projects in review, under construction or
in the pipeline in Downtown Bellevue and the Bel-Red District. Other urban and suburban cities and
areas throughout the Eastside are undergoing similar commercial and residential growth. Safe, reliable,
and redundant electrical transmission capacity is something we can longer afford to take for granted.
While we look forward to further opportunities for comment during Phase 2, we believe at present that
Alternative 1(a) is the best choice to meet projected growth in demand for Bellevue and the Eastside.

Thank you,

Tanya Fraioli, Board Chair

Cc: Bellevue City Council
Brad Miyake, City Manager

Betty Capestany, President & CEO

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Patrick Bannon
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; Susan E. Stead
Bellevue Downtown Association - Comment Letter on Phase 1 Draft EIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 12:33:26 PM
BDA Comment Letter_Energize Eastside Phase 1 EIS.pdf

Greetings – I’ve attached the Bellevue Downtown’s Association’s comment letter in response to the
Phase 1 Draft EIS. Thank you for the opportunity to participate and provide feedback.
-Patrick
Patrick Bannon, President
Bellevue Downtown Association
425-453-3113 | patrick@bellevuedowntown.org

March 14, 2016
City of Bellevue Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
RE: Bellevue Downtown Association Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell:
On behalf of the Bellevue Downtown Association (BDA), we are writing to share the organization’s
comments on the Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
The Phase 1 Draft EIS evaluates impacts associated with a range of solutions to satisfy the transmission
capacity and reliability need. Some of the alternatives (Option 1A included) deliver proven, tested
technologies – at a range of costs and impacts. Other alternatives in the EIS are speculative and fail to
offer feasible solutions for the reliable transmission of power on the Eastside.
We request that the Energize Eastside EIS process continue without delay in evaluating only proven
transmission technologies that will deliver reliable electricity for our growing city and region. The
process should also continue to evaluate specific mitigation measures to address and limit potential
negative impacts to Eastside residents and businesses.
Puget Sound Energy has documented the need for additional transmission capacity and system reliability
on the Eastside, and recent independent studies commissioned by the City of Bellevue have validated it.
We conclude that the “no action” alternative is not an option. The existing transmission system is 50 years
old and could result in significant losses of power if not upgraded.
Dependable power is vital for our regional economy. We can’t afford to lose jobs or risk public safety
because of forced power outages or rolling blackouts. The BDA is eager to send a very clear, positive
message to our members about reliable power in the future. Improving the system in a timely manner
with proven technology will build confidence in their ability to grow in this city.
Our members represent the Downtown community, including the city’s major employers, small
businesses across industry categories, property owners and investors, hotels, restaurants and retailers,
and healthcare and non‐profit organizations. They share in a mission to lead Downtown’s evolution as the
economic and cultural heart of the Eastside.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide these brief comments. We will continue to stay engaged and
look forward to reviewing Phase 2 of the Draft EIS when it’s ready.
Sincerely,

Susan Stead
Chair, BDA Board of Directors

Patrick Bannon
BDA President

Making A Great Place Together
400 108th Avenue NE, Suite 110 Bellevue, WA 98004 425‐453‐1223 Fax 425‐646‐6634 www.bellevuedowntown.com
˜˜

˜˜

˜˜

˜˜

From:
To:
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Attachments:

Maria Vlachopoulou
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Public comment
Monday, March 14, 2016 10:44:10 AM
PublicComment_DEIS_March2016.pdf

Hi,
I am submitting my public comment on the Draft EIS. Please find attached.
Thanks,
Maria Vlachopoulou
14708 SE 15th Pl,
Bellevue, WA 98007

Name: Maria Vlachopoulou
Address: 14708 SE 15th Pl, Bellevue, WA 98007

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to express our concerns about the Energize Eastside project.
A quick summary of my background; I am an electrical and computer engineer who worked at the Pacific
Northwest National Lab here in WA state. While at the lab, I worked as an energy researcher on various
projects including energy forecasting. My team worked with various utilities, like BPA in WA state, Pacific
Gas and Electric (PG&E) of Northern California, Southern California Edison, e.tc..
I moved to Bellevue two years ago, and PSE’s Energize Eastside project immediately caught my attention.
I have been following PSE’s, Quanta’s, USE’s, Stantec’s, and CENSE’s postings and comments on the
project. I have real concerns about the methodology PSE has followed to justify the necessity of this
project; an at-least-215-million-dollar project that we the citizens will have to pay for.
To start, I would like to point out that PSE’s simulation is for an extreme weather condition scenario of a
very cold winter day (23 F) and peak electricity load conditions. The scenario projects for the year 20172018. While it is expected for a utility to simulate extreme weather scenarios, PSE simultaneously
simulates pushing 1500MW of energy to Canada. Usually, under such conditions utility operators
significantly reduce additional energy outflows to secondary areas. PSE has not done that on their
simulation. Why do we even simulate a 1500MW flow to Canada in the first place?
Additionally, PSE simulated six local generation plants being out-of-service. I don’t see how and why those
generators would not be functional. Even more concerning, it has been pointed out that PSE ran the
simulation using summer normal conditions for the transformers. That would drastically change the
results of the simulation, and it would be just flat out wrong.
I ask PSE to give us access to the input data they used to run their simulation. The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) has already determined we have a legitimate need to access the data PSE
used to set up the simulation, since that we pose no security threat.
Finally, why is PSE using a 2.4% energy demand growth for the eastside, while they could use their own
estimate of 0.5% energy demand growth for their entire 8-county area? The power grid is interconnected,
so large energy demands on one side of the grid usually do get compensated by other parts of it.
In summary, we don’t need this project; we have enough capacity for years to come. If the city insists on
increasing the system capacity I would suggest Alternative 2.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Craig Daw
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments to Phase 1 Draft EIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 8:56:37 AM
SRC DEIS comment letter Final.docx

Craig Daw – Vice President
Somerset Recreation Club
4445 Somerset Blvd SE, Bellevue, WA 98006

Attached please find a document that contains comments to the Phase 1 DEIS submitted by the
Somerset Recreation Club Board of Directors. Regards,
Craig Daw

Somerset Recreation Club
4445 Somerset Blvd SE, Bellevue, WA 98006
March 10, 2016
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
The Somerset Recreation Club (SRC), has been a community hub for Somerset and surrounding
neighborhoods since 1963. We have been following the Energize Eastside (EE) project closely
since its inception and are trying to determine the impacts on SRC if the new high voltage lines
are installed along the existing PSE corridor. The current PSE power lines bisect the northwest
corner of our property and are directly over our 2 tennis courts. Additionally, there are 4 PSE
poles (in pairs of two) located on our property that support the current power lines.
Somerset Recreation Club is concerned about the contents of the DEIS not addressing the
significant environmental and operational impacts of the PSE proposed project, especially
Alternative 1, on the club. It should also be noted that there were no mitigation measures that
will provide significant solutions to SRC for both short term construction and long term location
and operational/maintenance impacts due to the potential removal of the 115kv poles and/or
transmission lines, and replacement with 230kv poles and transmission lines.
As a result, we have reviewed the Phase 1 Draft EIS and are providing the City of Bellevue and
PSE with our comments (see below) on the documents for the key and relevant sections of the
DEIS, as they pertain to SRC.
Alternative 1- Location of the proposed new powerline upgrade through the Somerset
Residential Neighborhood
We would like to know more details on PSE's preferred alternative (Alternative 1) and the
specific plans with regard to locating the 85’ to 130’ poles that would support the new, higher
voltage power lines. Specifically, where precisely the poles would be located (vis-a-vis the
existing PSE power poles on SRC property). Will the existing poles be removed or retained? If
so, how much more of our property would be taken and/or what effect would the larger
poles/wires have on our Clubhouse/pool? Can our existing tennis courts stay below the new,
higher voltage lines? According to the DEIS in Chapter 12. Recreation (Section 12.5.3.1), the
new higher voltage power lines will require a widening of the existing corridor by as much as
50’ and that no buildings or houses will be allowed within the easement and/or below the lines.
If this is true, then the Somerset Recreation Club, a recreation facility that has been in use for
more than 50 years, may literally have to close its doors, because we would not be able to

comply with the new expanded corridor requirements as our current clubhouse, tennis courts
and possibly our pool would sit below these lines. As a result of these impacts to SRC, what
mitigation will you provide?

Chapter 1 Section 2.3
In Section 2.3, the alternatives were presented and the overhead transmission lines and pole
location were discussed. The DEIS did not mention ways to mitigate through design, location,
and/or minimize the impacts associated with the removal of the 115 kV system and upgrading it
to 230kv. This upgrade has significant impacts such as: the foundation location and size and the
pole height on the SRC which is located in the existing transmission corridor.
The following are comments on each of the following Elements of the Environment that are
included or should have been included in the DEIS.
ELEMENTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT
Natural Environment
Chapter 3. Earth
SRC (and the Somerset Community) is on a steep hill and adjacent to the Fault that is located
along I-90. Based on our review of this element, the DEIS does not identify major issues nor
provide significant mitigation measures to prevent damage to the SRC facility from poles and
powerlines collapsing and the Olympic pipeline breaking due to significant seismic and/or storm
events. In addition, construction impacts due to removing the old poles, the access to locations
where the poles are located, and replacing them in the same location may adversely impact the
SRC property/facility. Since SRC was not mentioned as a key facility in the region, no proposed
mitigation measures were offered. Vibration (e.g. air and ground vibration) is a significant issue,
due to the proximity of the poles to all the SRC structures (buildings, pool, and tennis courts).
Also, the underground gas pipeline could be affected. The DEIS stated on page 3-14 that “no
potentially significant adverse impacts related to work near pipelines are expected under any of
the alternatives”. This seems to be an inaccurate statement, since the location of SRC is both
near the Olympic pipeline and along the PSE corridor. We should be protected from immediate
construction impacts, as well as any future impacts as a result of the construction activities,
such as: the relocated poles (e.g. removing old poles and/or locating new poles, expanding the
foundation of the new poles, easement encroachment, etc.).

Chapter 5. Water Resources

SRC has been impacted by a significant amount of storm water runoff from the hill/roadway
along Somerset Blvd. This issue has undermined the SRC facility (e.g. Tennis Courts) and
potentially the pole/pipelines that exist in close proximity to the facility. It may also adversely
impact the potential location of the new and larger poles that may be placed adjacent to SRC.
An analysis of this issue needs to evaluated before any further action is taken.

Chapter 6. Plants and Animals
The DEIS did not include an overview of the aquatic and terrestrial habitat within the entire
study area. In addition, it failed to mention the impact of the potential removal of 8000 trees in
the region due to the proposed action/alternatives. The SRC facility also has a number of
mature trees around it’s perimeter that have been there for decades and would potentially be
eliminated if the poles are removed and/or replaced. Historically, Bellevue has a problem with
its canopy being reduced. As a result, PSE’s actions should not contribute to this ongoing long
term problem and it needs to enhance, not eliminate the tree canopy.

Chapter 7. Energy & Natural Resources
Per the DEIS Section 7.2, it stated the “none of the study area communities have control over
how PSE uses energy to provide power. However, all of the study area communities have
comprehensive plan energy goals or policies that lead them to encourage, facilitate, promote,
or participate in actions addressing climate change sustainability, or energy conservation and
efficiency, or reduction of greenhouse gases”. Since the City of Bellevue is the Lead Agency for
the EIS process why are they allowing PSE to propose a project that has detrimental impacts on
our individual and collective community. This project may eliminate the SRC facility or seriously
impact it due to the size and location of the new power poles. As well as the adverse impacts or
elimination of homes along the corridor in Somerset (thus reducing our overall membership
base).
Lastly, the DEIS states that they anticipated no cumulative or significant adverse impacts
(Section 7.8 and 7.9) to natural resources from any of the alternatives. This in incorrect and
needs to be reevaluated, per the comments provided above.
Built Environment
Chapter 8. Environmental Health
The environmental health for this proposed project includes Electric Magnetic Radiation,
Hazardous Materials, Corona Ionization, and Noise. The DEIS concluded that there were “No
cumulative adverse impacts to environmental health as anticipated” (page 8.46). However,

based on the contents of this section, this statement is inconsistent and in opposition with the
information provided.
The following sections will provide an overview of the impacts. These issues are of particular
concern to SRC due to our proximity to the PSE corridor and the fact that SRC has a heated pool
(adjacent to) and tennis courts (directly below) the existing corridor. The EIS does not cover
this, but we believe the proximity to water may increase the diverse effects and enhance the
health hazard.
Electric Magnetic Radiation (EMR)
The DEIS stated that epidemiological and other studies have reported an increased
cancer risk associated with the estimates of magnetic field exposure. The EMR’s, Noise
and/or the Olympic Pipeline may have cumulative effects that caused these significant
maladies.
Corona Ionization: The effects of corona ionization are also of particular concern for
SRC, both physically and psychologically:
1) Given the humid air/rain in the PNW and the additional humidity provided by
the heated pool area, the buildup and discharge of the corona ions as “static discharge”
will most certainly have adverse impacts on SRC club members, in particular in an
around the pool deck area.
2) The audible cracking and popping of the discharge along the lines and line-topole connections will also have negative impacts, as it should be obvious that electricity
and water don’t mix and therefore are important factors in how members enjoy their
experience at the SRC.
3) It was also stated in the EIS that the corona ions adhere to other particles
(airborne pollution, etc.) and can then be inhaled. Given the SRC pool and tennis courts
are very near the power lines, these impacts most certainly apply.
Hazardous Materials: The Olympic Pipeline and its alignment with the transmission lines
needs to be assessed to ensure that the pipelines is in good condition in Somerset and
on/near SRC. Also, there is significant risk if the transmission lines through Somerset are
upgraded. PSE and Olympic Pipeline must ensure that the residents are protected from
construction and operation/maintenance impacts that may cause ruptures or damage to
the pipeline and adjacent residences and facilities.
Chapter 9. Noise (Per SEPA, this Category should be listed under Environmental Health)
There is a significant noise issue (“it is not a relatively low noise level “per the DEIS) that is
emitted from the PSE power lines. Members of the SRC (e.g. individuals using the SRC facility)
and many of the residents that live along the corridor (who are also SRC members) often
comment on the noise issue. The DEIS stated (page 1-33) that the existing transmission lines
“may be audible...at adjacent sensitive land uses” such as homes and facilities, like SRC.
Chapter 10. Land Use & Housing

As highlighted in the DEIS, the changes in Land Use in the proposed alignments will cause
significant impacts in the region. As stated in other sections of this letter, there have been
numerous erroneous statements, such as on Page1-36: “construction of action alternatives
would be relatively short duration at any one location with negligible land use impacts”. The
impacts maybe in short duration, but land use impacts could be significant if the new pole
placement and supporting structures impede on the existing SRC pool and structures.
On page 10-18, it was stated that the study area communities would have to “determine
whether to designate the project as an EPF (Essential Public Facility) as part of the projectspecific application process”. Since this is the programmatic DEIS, it does not provide for a
comprehensive analysis. However, we would like to state that based on contents of the DEIS
and its attachments, and the information provided through community meetings, etc.; that the
PSE’s proposed EE project is not needed nor required to sustain the energy requirements of the
region and that the potential alignment through Somerset has significant, adverse, and
permanent impacts to the community and they cannot be mitigated.
On page 10-20, a discussion on the projects effect on land uses and housing would occur and
“Specific designs for the project would need to be reviewed by each community to determine
compliance with applicable zoning codes and regulations”. SRC and the community have
already reviewed the preliminary design and relevant document for this project and its
alternatives and we would like to state that they are not in compliance with the COB codes and
regulations.
On page 10-26, it provides a list of Study area communities, but it does not include the City of
Bellevue and states that if is not listed in the table it would “appear to either allow the
alternative outright or as a conditional use in all zones”. Why was the COB’s information not
included in this table since they are the Lead agency for this DEIS? What is the COB list of
restrictions in the Somerset area?
Also, SRC is currently partnering with the Forest Ridge School of the Sacred Heart (FRS) (also
located in the Somerset neighborhood) to completely renovate the SRC facility, and PSE/COB
indicated through previous contacts with both entities that there would not be any problems
with the SRC's proposed architectural design for the renovation. However, based on the
proposed action outlined in the DEIS, this now seems incorrect, and the $7 - 10 million
renovation jointly proposed by SRC and FRS may be in jeopardy if Alternative 1 (Energize
Eastside) is chosen. This information has never been directly conveyed by PSE or COB to the
Somerset Rec Club and/or the Forest Ridge School.
Chapter 11. Views & Visual Resources
The Somerset Community was developed in the early 1960’s and the views of Mt. Rainier to the
Cascades from the areas homes and SRC are significant. This view has attracted and helped
retain members at SRC for decades. The view is one of the reasons why our facility is full on
sunny days and evenings with beautiful sunsets. In Section 11.3.2, 11.3.3 and 11.3.4, a list of

visual resources and key viewpoints are provided, but the Somerset community/SRC were not
included and should have been mentioned in these sections. Also, the private views were
probably not included for the Somerset area as noted in Figure 11-12. There are 100’s of homes
and SRC that have views on both side of the hill. Any view blockage at SRC would minimize our
financial viability, which is an economic issue that can be quantified.
On page 11-1- it stated that “the importance of visual resources is subjective, based on the
viewer’s perspective”. Also, in Section11.1.2- it stated that “differences in actual assessed
values are not useful for this evaluation because the data were inconclusive as to whether the
reason parcels were valued differently was because of use restrictions within a power line
easement, because of visual impacts, or for some other reason.” However, realtors in the area
have information that they can provide COB about types of views in the area and the home
values with full, partial views, views of the power lines, and without views. This difference is
significant and also has an affect the property values too. The greater the price of the home the
greater the property value and contribution to the region for school levies, road improvements,
etc. This issues should be addressed in the Economic section of the future EIS.
Chapter 12. Recreation
SRC’s facility and other key private/community recreation facilities were not included to avoid
placing overhead lines in recreation sites. “The enjoyment of recreation sites can be linked to
visual quality and natural resources”. Based on this statement, the power lines across Somerset
and SRC should not be permitted per the COB’s policies. Section 12.6 stated that “new
infrastructure is located within recreation sites ... it will reduce user enjoyment of a recreation
site through noise or visual impacts or changes to the resource- changes in light and shade;
access to a recreation site, or disruption of informal recreation activities”. The DEIS stated that
the Phase 2 EIS will address these impacts. However, SRC and even the Somerset community
would like to request that since our facility and the community has been impacted by the
existing power line system for over 53 years, any further expansion/upgrade to the system
would a significant and adverse impact and no proposed mitigation could compensate for the
cumulative impacts to date. Section 12.7.1 offers another option, it states that ”if recreation
sites are affected and cannot be restored, they would be relocated and replaced as required;
for example property could be purchased and a new recreation facility created”.
In Section 12.5.1, it stated that if SRC is “unusable or access is completely blocked during peak
use, then impacts are considered significant”. Based on our review of the DEIS, “significant”
impact would occur for all construction activities between May and September that would
generate noise and aesthetics issues (see Chapter 14 below). Furthermore, any construction
taking place on SRC property during peak use months of May through September that would
block use of the SRC in any way could result in a loss of membership, and a decline in
membership for even one summer season would be deleterious to the SRC's future financial
viability. The SRC cannot underscore enough the criticality that any construction on SRC
property must be done when the SRC is not open for business.

Chapter 13. Historic & Cultural Resources
SRC was built in 1963, and therefore because it is over 50 years old, it should be considered as a
historic structures per Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic Preservation,
King County Historic Preservation Program and the following registers: National Register of
Historic Places, Washington Heritage Register, and King County Landmark. Per the DEIS,
currently no structure in the Somerset area has been listed. In addition, per the DEIS (Section
13.7), if “operational impacts to above ground resources may include noise, vibration, and
views… The impacts of each identified historic resource will need to be assessed individually to
determine mitigation measures, which may include redesign options or measures to minimize
noise and vibration impacts”. SRC and the Somerset Community will investigate further to
determine the mitigation measures that would be proposed.
Chapter 14. Transportation
SRC is located on Somerset Blvd. in the middle of the Somerset Community. The key potential
transportation impacts to the SRC facility would be to access the facility and the parking lot(s).
There is limited parking at our facility, so that potential construction impacts and long term
operational impacts need to be reviewed and assessed to minimize impacts during our summer
season and the swim team meets (There are often 100’s of people parking around the pool a
day or two a week from May- July for these and other events.).
Chapter 15. Public services
In order for SRC to operate per governmental requirements, Police, Fire, and Emergency
Response services must be able to access SRC facilities. So any and all potential construction
activities will have to ensure access to the site and the facility.
Chapter 16. Utilities
The comments on the preceding Elements of the Environment cover our current basic issues
and concerns. Both the existing transmission lines and proposed transmission line upgrade as
well as the co-located Olympic Pipeline have to be evaluated further, with potential
impacts/mitigation measures discussed. In addition, there is a telecommunications – Cell Tower
(T-Mobile) on a PSE pole on SRC’s site and this system needs to be protected due to any
proposed action, since it provides cell coverage in the area and rental income essential to SRC
operations. The natural gas, other telecommunications systems, water, and wastewater utilities
in the area have not been identified and will potentially be impacted.
Elements of the Environment that were not included- Economics
Economic analysis is often included in a DEIS and is an allowed part of the SEPA process. The
DEIS (Section 10.7.1.4) stated that “the effect of transmission lines on property values is an
economic rather than environmental issue as defined by SEPA”. This implies that it is not a
criterion that would be allowed in the SEPA process. This is incorrect; Economics is an Element
of the Environment in many SEPA EIS’s.

Also, Section 11.6.14 stated that the data was inconclusive about the reasons for different
valuations set by Assessors and the degree to which various factors negatively impacted the
property assessment. These statements are incorrect and an economic analysis would provide
accurate and proven conclusions based on similar studies performed in the west.
Due to the EE significant impacts, it is essential that COB include in an economic analysis in the
next EIS. SRC is also concerned about the economic impact on our Club, if construction of EE
takes place on our property during the summer months when we are open.
The DEIS also does not accurately state how property values are assessed. King County’s
property tax assessment is based on the statute. However, the market value is dependent on
the economy and what potential buyers are willing to pay. If 85-100 foot towers are placed in a
property owner’s back yard and possibly on two locations at SRC and they both block views and
access to the property, then this will result in lower property values. It will also reduce SRC
membership to a point that we may have to close the facility. In addition to the effects of the
transmission line upgrade, EE is proposing to upgrade and co-locate the new towers with
the Olympic Pipeline corridor and this may also affect our property values and a construction
issue may result in a hazardous event in the community.
Additional note - Outreach and Coordination
PSE has never met with the Somerset Rec Club's Board of Directors regarding EE's impact on
our Club. It is a concern that due to the significant impact to SRC, we have not been given any
information on the mitigation measures (e.g. potential reimbursement) that we would receive
from PSE due to the impacts to our Club.
Thank you for reviewing this comment letter. We look forward to receiving comments through
the EIS process that adequately address our questions and concerns.
Regards,
Somerset Recreational Club and its Members

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

George Joy
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
mary ann Joy
Energize Eastside EIS and impact to Bridleview community
Monday, March 14, 2016 8:42:24 AM

We are writing to provide feedback on the proposed Energize Eastside alternatives as we
would be highly impacted by the choices made. Our residence is located at 13536 NE 66th St,
directly adjacent to the easement corridor where the new power lines are being proposed.
Currently we enjoy a lovely Eastern view to modestly impacted by the pair of low-height
north-south lines at the western boundary of the Sixty-01 Condominium complex.
Our neighborhood is low-density residential with an equestrian flavor. Most of the houses,
including our own are low-profile ramblers or two-story houses.
The alternative 1 Option A threatens to negatively impact the character and livability of our
house in significant ways.
The high-voltage lines with 85 to 100ft poles that are described in the EIS are approximately
twice as high as the existing poles. The visual impact of the higher poles, and thicker cables
this close to our property is hard to quantify but likely to be significant, as acknowledge in the
EIS.
The current easement and pole locations are barely 100 to 200 feet from our eastern property
boundary. This separation is inadequate for high voltage above-ground transmission lines
proposed under alternative 1 Option A.
My family and I would strongly urge the planners not to adopt this option as currently
described and instead use Option C (underground cables) or one of the other alternatives
which respect the residential neighborhoods that have been around for decades.
Respectfully,
George Joy
Mary Ann Joy
13536 NE 66th St
Kirkland
WA 98033

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Bromwell
Info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside DEIS
Monday, March 14, 2016 7:55:23 AM

NO on Energize Eastside
Peak Load hours occur during a 6-hour period (6am-9am and 5pm-8pm) - Over the past 16year period, the region’s temperature dipped to 23F, or below, on 70 days - Of those 70 days,
only 44 days occurred on weekday work days (non-weekend, non-holiday) - 44 days x 6 hours
= 264 hours vulnerable to Peak Demand outages, worst case - During that same 16-year
period, 139,992 hours are not vulnerable to Peak Demand outages Assuming Energize
Eastside avoided a power outage during every peak usage hour (264 hrs),
Energize Eastside provides a maximum reliability improvement of 0.2%. (264hrs / 139,992
hrs). The City of Bellevue has a fiduciary duty to its citizens to analyze how to make
measureable, meaningful improvements to the electricity grid.
Sincerely,
Ron Bromwell
13650 NE 34th Place, Bellevue, WA 98005
March 13, 2016

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Sherman
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
DEIS comment
Sunday, March 13, 2016 11:21:41 PM

Kathleen Sherman
4741 132nd ave se
Bellevue wa 98006
The document needs to address PSE role in pipeline safety as it constructs high voltage transmission
lines. I am questioning PSE ability to meet
industry standards, regulatory requirements, and construction and operational
procedures that address high voltage transmission lines, upkeep of existing structures let alone
pipeline safety
PSE has been fined for falsifying safety records so how can it argue that laws and regulations will
protect people.
8.3.5.1.3 This section describes what epidemiology is but not how it is used in this DEIS or who used
it for the DEIS. There is no definition of statistically valid provided.
The study of childhood leukemia founded by the Electric Power Research Institute is suspect
because the Electric Power Research Institute is funded by electric utilities. There is a problem with
tobacco companied funding tobacco smoking research so this research by the
Electric Power Research Institute should be looked at critically.
8.3.5.1.4 There is no discussion of interference with defibrillators or EKG readings. This is important
because this high voltage line will pass over schools.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathleen Sherman
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
DEIS comments
Sunday, March 13, 2016 10:39:44 PM
DEIS review chapter 8.docx

Comments on the DEIS
Chapter 8
Environmental health is not defined.

In this DEIS report There are many instances of stating that there are laws covering this issues but very
few statements of how PSE will met these requirements.
8.1
Item number 2 Lists safety risks of activities near pipelines as an item of environmental concern. Where
is the list of safety risks near a high voltage transmission line which is being studied?
Item number 3 does not include corrosion as a natural phenomenon
There is no mention of above ground structures or other underground structures like natural gas mains,
waterlines and sewers. . PSE was Fined $1.25 Million for Falsifying Gas Pipeline Safety Inspection Reports
For 4 Years Running. Who is going to supervise PSE in the management of construction near its own
structures like natural gas pipelines?

8.2.1
This section does not follow the concept of transparency. It is probably a partial listing of codes laws and
regulation. It does not include how the regulations will be met or who will enforce. There is no
transparency for public notice of failures, shortcomings, or fines. This is particularly important because
of PSE past serious safety violations. PSE was Fined $1.25 Million for Falsifying Gas Pipeline Safety
Inspection Reports For 4 Years Running. Who is going to pay for the kind of supervision PSE NEEDS?
Likely hazardous wasted are not listed including jet fuel spills. Again who is going to provide the kind of
supervision for profit PSE needs to follow expensive safety regulations
Storm water management will be necessary both during and after construction. There are no maps or
plans provided for storm water management. There is no plan for managing mosquitos in standing
water. Storm water has to go somewhere and its management is important in hilly areas. Underground
lakes and reseviours amybe be formed leading to erosion and damage to buildings, pipelines and
transmission lines.
No MSDS information is included for building materials that will be used and no MSDS information is
provided for substances that are possibly found or created at the building site or operation site
There is no plan for storing materials for construction or materials found or created on or near the site
before, after or during construction and operation.

PSE has a history of being fined for flouting safety regulations
The city of Bellevue does not have the technical expertise to regulate or evaluate pipeline and high
voltage transmission lines. The study they commissioned to independently evaluate Energize Eastside
did not evaluate the data input by PSE as did the Lauckhart study.

8.2.2.1 This section does not address PSE responsibilities in constructing. Operating or maintaining
anything in the pipeline corridor. It addresses the pipeline company’s responsibilities only instead of PSE
responsibilities and penalties .This section lists civil penalties for pipeline operators but not penalties for
pipeline non- operators who are building or maintaining or using something in the pipeline corridor
8.2.2.2
There is no list of high density on-site populations centers.
There is no plan for increasing the availability of emergency services and traffic police during
construction or afterward. There are no city personnel or financial plan for any increased risk incurred
by the city for the increased services incurred during the construction and operation of the high voltage
transmission lines. Will the city insurance for emergency personnel and other things increase with this
high voltage transmission line construction and operation afterward? Will police and emergency
personnel need to be reassigned because of increased risk caused by these transmission lines? Are city
emergency personnel at an increased risk? How will their risk be analyzed and minimized? How much
will the involved cities’ insurance increase?
8.2.3
The international agency for research on cancer (IARC) in 2002 classified the extremely low frequency
magnetic field generated by electrical devices as possibly carcinogenic to humans [1]. In 2011, the radio
frequencies of electromagnetic fields were qualified by IARC and WHO as possibly increasing the risk of
malignant brain tumor development [2]. Please address this fact.
The effect of power lines on defibulators, EKG misinterpetion needs to be addresses particularly
because the high voltage line will pass near schools and other places where people gather.
Please address this study in terms of people living or working near power lines
Onco Targets Ther. 2016 Feb 12;9:745-54. doi: 10.2147/OTT.S94374. eCollection 2016.
Effects of electromagnetic radiation exposure on bone mineral density, thyroid, and oxidative stress
index in electrical workers.
Kunt H1, Şentürk İ2, Gönül Y3, Korkmaz M4, Ahsen A5, Hazman Ö6, Bal A7, Genç A8, Songur A3.
Author information

Abstract
BACKGROUND:
In the literature, some articles report that the incidence of numerous diseases increases among the
individuals who live around high-voltage electric transmission lines (HVETL) or are exposed vocationally.
However, it was not investigated whether HVETL affect bone metabolism, oxidative stress, and the
prevalence of thyroid nodule.
METHODS:

Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) bone density measurements, serum free triiodothyronine
(FT3), free thyroxine (FT4), RANK, RANKL, osteoprotegerin (OPG), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), phosphor,
total antioxidant status (TAS), total oxidant status (TOS), and oxidative stress index (OSI) levels were
analyzed to investigate this effect.
RESULTS:

Bone mineral density levels of L1-L4 vertebrae and femur were observed significantly lower in the
electrical workers. ALP, phosphor, RANK, RANKL, TOS, OSI, and anteroposterior diameter of the left
thyroid lobe levels were significantly higher, and OPG, TAS, and FT4 levels were detected significantly
lower in the study group when compared with the control group.
CONCLUSION:

Consequently, it was observed that the balance between construction and destruction in the bone
metabolism of the electrical workers who were employed in HVETL replaced toward destruction and led
to a decrease in OPG levels and an increase in RANK and RANKL levels. In line with the previous studies,
long-term exposure to an electromagnetic field causes disorders in many organs and systems. Thus, it is
considered that long-term exposure to an electromagnetic field affects bone and thyroid metabolism
and also increases OSI by increasing the TOS and decreasing the antioxidant status.

This recent peer review article shows a link between birth weight and proximity to high voltage lines
Does 60hz exposure also affect birth weight? Please address this.
Environ Int t2014 Aug;69:51-7. doi: 10.1016/j.envint.2014.04.012. Epub 2014 May 7.

Residential proximity to electromagnetic field sources and birth weight: Minimizing residual
confounding using multiple imputation and propensity score matching.
de Vocht F1, Lee B2.
Abstract
Studies have suggested that residential exposure to extremely low frequency (50 Hz) electromagnetic
fields (ELF-EMF) from high voltage cables, overhead power lines, electricity substations or towers are
associated with reduced birth weight and may be associated with adverse birth outcomes or even
miscarriages. We previously conducted a study of 140,356 singleton live births between 2004 and 2008
in Northwest England, which suggested that close residential proximity (≤ 50 m) to ELF-EMF sources was
associated with reduced average birth weight of 212 g (95%CI: -395 to -29 g) but not with statistically
significant increased risks for other adverse perinatal outcomes. However, the cohort was limited by
missing data for most potentially confounding variables including maternal smoking during pregnancy,
which was only available for a small subgroup, while also residual confounding could not be excluded.
This study, using the same cohort, was conducted to minimize the effects of these problems using
multiple imputation to address missing data and propensity score matching to minimize residual
confounding. Missing data were imputed using multiple imputation using chained equations to generate
five datasets. For each dataset 115 exposed women (residing ≤ 50 m from a residential ELF-EMF source)
were propensity score matched to 1150 unexposed women. After doubly robust confounder
adjustment, close proximity to a residential ELF-EMF source remained associated with a reduction in
birth weight of -116 g (95% confidence interval: -224:-7 g). No effect was found for proximity ≤ 100 m
compared to women living further away. These results indicate that although the effect size was about
half of the effect previously reported, close maternal residential proximity to sources of ELF-EMF
remained associated with suboptimal fetal growth.

Copyright © 2014 Elsevier L

Please address these recent peer reviewed articles in regards to childhood cancer. The abstracts are
included
Asian Pac J Cancer Prev. 2015;16(6):2347-50.
Increased risk of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) by prenatal and postnatal exposure to
high voltage power lines: a case control study in Isfahan, Iran.
Tabrizi MM1, Bidgoli SA.
Abstract

Childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is one of the most common hematologic malignancies,
accounting for one fourth of all childhood cancer cases. Exposure to environmental factors around the
time of conception or pregnancy can increase the risk of ALL in the offspring. This study aimed to
evaluated the role of prenatal and postnatal exposure to high voltage power lines on the incidence of
childhood ALL. This cross-sectional case control study was carried out on 22 cases and 100 controls who
were born and lived in low socioeconomic families in Isfahan and hospitalized for therapeutic purposes
in different hospitals from 2013-2014.With regard to the underlying risk factors, familial history and
parental factors were noted but in this age, socioeconomic and zonal matched case control study,
prenatal and childhood exposure to high voltage power lines was considered as the most important
environmental risk factors of ALL (p=0.006, OR=3.651, CI 95%, 1.692-7.878). As the population was of
low socioeconomic background, use of mobiles, computers and microwave was negligible. Moreover
prenatal and postnatal exposure to indoor electrically charged objects was not determined to be a
significant environmental factor. Thus, pre and post-natal exposure to high voltage power lines and
living in pollutant regions as well as familial influence could be described as risk factors of ALL for the
first time in a low socioeconomic status Iranian population.

PMID:
25824762
[PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE]
Abstract
Asian Pac J Cancer Prev. 2015;16(17):7613-8
Childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is one of the most common hematologic malignancies
which accounts for one fourth of all childhood cancer cases. Exposure to environmental factors around
the time of conception or pregnancy can increase the risk of ALL in the offspring. This study aimed to
evaluate the influence of prenatal and postnatal exposure to high voltage power lines on the incidence
of childhood ALL. It also examines the role of various factors such as environmental factors and alphaamylase as a marker in the development of leukemia. This cross-sectional case control study was carried
out on 22 cases and 100 controls who born and lived in low socioeconomic families in Tehran and were
hospitalized for therapeutic purposes in different hospitals from 2013-2014. With regard to the
underlying risk factors; familial history and parental factors were detected as risk factors of ALL but in
this age, socioeconomic and zonal matched case control study, prenatal and childhood exposure to high
voltage power lines was considered as the most important environmental risk factor (p=0.006,
OR=3.651, CI 95% 1.692-7.878). As the population study was from low socioeconomic state, use of
mobiles, computers and microwaves was negligible. Moreover prenatal and postnatal exposure to all
indoor electrically charged objects were not detected as significant environmental factors in the present

study. This work defined the risk of environmental especially continuous pre and postnatal exposure to
high voltage power lines and living in pollutant regions through the parents or children as well as the
previously described risk factors of ALL for the first time in low socioeconomic status Iranian population.
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Abstract
One of the side effects of each electrical device work is the electromagnetic field generated near its
workplace. All organisms, including humans, are exposed daily to the influence of different types of this
field, characterized by various physical parameters. Therefore, it is important to accurately determine
the effects of an electromagnetic field on the physiological and pathological processes occurring in cells,
tissues, and organs. Numerous epidemiological and experimental data suggest that the extremely low
frequency magnetic field generated by electrical transmission lines and electrically powered devices and
the high frequencies electromagnetic radiation emitted by electronic devices have a potentially negative
impact on the circadian system. On the other hand, several studies have found no influence of these
fields on Chrono biological parameters. According to the current state of knowledge, some previously
proposed hypotheses, including one concerning the key role of melatonin secretion disruption in
pathogenesis of electromagnetic field induced diseases, need to be revised. This paper reviews the data

on the effect of electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic fields on melatonin and cortisol rhythms—two
major markers of the circadian system as well as on sleep. It also provides the basic information about
the nature, classification, parameters, and sources of these fields.
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1. Introduction

One of the side effects of each electrical device work is the electromagnetic field generated near its
workplace. All organisms, including humans, are exposed daily to the influence of different types of this
field, characterized by distinct physical parameters. Therefore, it is important to accurately determine
the effects of electromagnetic field on organisms. All electrically powered devices and transmission lines
generate the low frequency (usually 50 or 60 Hz) field, which has a quasi-stationary character and its
two components—the electric and magnetic field—can be analyzed separately. This field is considered
as having a potentially negative impact on organisms, although the mechanism of its biological action
remains unknown. On the other hand, electronic devices, such as mobile phones, television sets or radio
transmitters, emit electromagnetic radiation with high frequencies (from 300 MHz to 300 GHz). High
energy radiation of this type causes a thermal effect that may increase the temperature of tissues and
organs and also cause serious damage to cells. The international agency for research on cancer (IARC) in
2002 classified the extremely low frequency magnetic field generated by electrical devices as possibly
carcinogenic to humans [1]. In 2011, the radio frequencies of electromagnetic fields were qualified by
IARC and WHO as possibly increasing the risk of malignant brain tumor development [2].

The visible part of electromagnetic radiation, with a relatively narrow frequency band from 389 to
789 THz, plays a key role in the regulation of the diurnal rhythms by having influence on the activity of
the suprachiasmatic nucleus via melanopsin-positive ganglion cells of the retina [3]. However, several
reports have provided evidence that electric and magnetic fields also influence the circadian system. It
has been suggested that a deficiency in melatonin secretion may be responsible for the oncogenic action
of the electromagnetic field [4].

The aim of the paper was to review the data on the effects of electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic
fields on melatonin and cortisol rhythms, two major markers of the circadian system as well as on sleep.
We also included information on the nature, physical parameters, classification, and sources of fields,
which may be useful for biologists and medical doctors.
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2. Nature of Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Forces

In physical sciences, the electromagnetic field is the state of space characterized by electrodynamic
nature of forces acting on electrically charged objects. In that context, the electromagnetic field can be
thought of as consisting of two independent components [5]:

electric—represented by a state of space, known as an electric field, in which Coulomb forces act on
stationary electrically charged objects,
magnetic—represented by a state of space, known as a magnetic field, in which Lorenz forces act on
nonstationary (moving) electrically charged objects (representing electric currents).

It may be interesting to note that according to the special theory of relativity, electric and magnetic
fields are two aspects of the same phenomenon depending on a chosen reference frame of
observation—an electrical field in one reference frame may be perceived as a magnetic field in a
different reference frame.

Within the range of their influence, the electromagnetic fields may affect physical objects, including
living organisms. The effects of this influence depend on many factors. Among these, the most
important are [5]

field intensity—in the case of the electric field, its intensity E is expressed in volts per meter (V/m),
while in the case of the magnetic field (MF) its intensity H is expressed in amperes per meter (A/m),
distance R from an object expressed in meters (m),
frequency f of radiated energy—in the case of time dependent fields it is expressed in hertz (Hz),
while for time independent fields their frequency f equals 0,
surface power density P (specific power) representing the intensity of radiated energy (power) with
the area throughout this energy being radiated, expressed in watts per square meter (W/m2).

It is worth mentioning at this point that the intensity of a magnetic field H is expressed in amperes per
meter (A/m) according to the SI standards. However, in the literature and scientific practice, very often,
the induction of a magnetic field B is used instead, which is expressed in tesla (T). These quantities—H
and B—are interrelated through the medium magnetic permeability μ.
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3. Electromagnetic Fields in the Habitat of Living Organisms

Electromagnetic radiation and fields have been accompanying living organisms since the dawn of life on
Earth. However, their current intensity and omnipresence should be attributed, first of all, to human
activity—technological advances in modern engineering related to the development and practical use of
electrical power transmission systems, electrical equipment, and telecommunications.

The sources of electromagnetic radiation and fields can be divided into natural and non-natural ones.
The natural sources include celestial bodies such as stars and magnetars, Earth and biological processes
involving the flow of electrical impulses in living organisms (Figure 1). The electromagnetic radiation that
reaches the Earth's surface from space as microwave background radiation is a consequence of the big
bang and the evolution of the universe in the very first seconds of its existence. This type of radiation is
characterised by its thermal energy distribution as the most perfect black body in nature and has a
nearly ideal Planck spectrum at a temperature around 2.7 K, while the maximum of its surface power
density corresponds to the wavelength of 272 GHz [6]. The solar radiation that reaches the Earth's
surface has relatively small surface power density around 3 μW/m2 [6] and comprised of distinctive
frequency bands, so-called atmospheric windows, representing those frequency bands that are not
absorbed by the Earth atmosphere. They can be listed as

radio window—represented by electromagnetic wavelengths starting from 15 MHz up to 300 GHz,
optical window—represented by electromagnetic wavelengths starting from 150 THz up to 1000 THz,
microwave window—represented by electromagnetic wavelengths starting from 23.1 THz up to
37.5 THz.

The magnetic field of Earth is another natural field originating from the planet core that extends to a
vast space surrounding Earth, known as the magnetosphere. An important source of strong
electromagnetic fields is atmospheric discharges, known as lightning. Rapid radiation releases, which
accompany these natural phenomena, are characterised by high power densities and high frequencies.
In living organisms, electromagnetic fields originate from the transmission of signals in the nervous
system and from structures autonomously generating electrical impulses (like the heart).
Figure 1
Figure 1

Natural radiation sources present on Earth (based on [6]).

The history of nonnatural sources of electromagnetic radiation and fields is relatively short and covers
only the last hundred years. Nonnatural sources of electromagnetic radiation or fields are attributed to
two groups. The first group includes ionising radiation, characterised by a relatively high energy that
may result in the ionisation of matter particles. The presence of this kind of radiation has primarily
natural reasons (the statistical annual exposure dose is around 2.4 mSv). However, nonnatural sources
of ionising radiation, such as technical devices, in which various radioactive isotopes are used, are
currently considered to be the most important problems in public health protection. The second group
comprises nonionising radiation of energy, which is too low to ionise matter particles. The common
sources of this kind of radiation are all means used for electrical power production, transmission, and
utilisation (high-voltage power lines, substations, motors, generators, industrial and domestic
appliances, home wiring, etc.). Very important sources of electromagnetic radiation include
telecommunication systems (radio, television, internet, and Wi-Fi) as well as medical devices used for
diagnosis or therapy.

According to the European Commission, nonionizing radiation can be divided into several levels [7]:

static fields,
extremely low frequency fields (ELF fields),
intermediate frequency fields (IF fields),
radio frequency fields (RF fields).

In order to illustrate the authors' considerations, typical sources of electromagnetic fields/radiation
influencing living organisms and mentioned above are listed and described in Table 1.
Table 1
Table 1
A list of various sources of electromagnetic fields/radiation influencing living organisms [7].
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4. Effects of Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields on the Diurnal Rhythm of Melatonin
Secretion

Melatonin is the main hormone of the circadian timing system in all vertebrates including the human
[8]. The diurnal rhythm of its secretion in the mammalian pineal gland is driven by the suprachiasmatic
nucleus—the central endogenous oscillator, directly connected with the retina [8–10]. Under
physiological condition, the regulatory mechanisms ensure that this rhythm is properly entrained to the
light-dark cycle and, therefore, the elevated night-time melatonin secretion can serve for all cells of the
body as a clock and a calendar [8, 11, 12]. Melatonin plays a key role in the control of many physiological
processes occurring in daily or seasonal rhythms, like sleep, metabolism, and reproduction [13].
Moreover, melatonin is also involved in the regulation of immune system [14], cardiovascular system
[15], and cancer development [13, 16, 17]. It is also a very potent free radical scavenger [18].

It is worth to note that the level of melatonin secretion differs markedly between individuals, in both
humans [19, 20] and animals [21, 22]. Based on urinary melatonin measurements, the human
population could be divided into low and high melatonin excretors [19, 20]. The study on the sheep
demonstrated that interindividual variability in a plasma melatonin level is under strong genetic control
and it is related to the pineal gland weight and melatonin secretion, but not to the hormone catabolism
[21]. The individual diurnal profiles of plasma melatonin are highly repeatable on consecutive days,
weeks, and months, in both humans and animals [20, 22]. The level of nocturnal melatonin secretion
decreases with age [23].

Several factors, like light pollution during night or moving across time zones, may lead to the disruption
of the melatonin secretion rhythm and circadian disorganization, which undoubtedly has a negative
impact on various aspects of health [13, 14, 16, 24, 25].

The melatonin secretion by the pineal gland is generally regarded as particularly sensitive to electric,
magnetic, and electromagnetic field influences. The effects of these fields on pineal activity have been
analyzed in epidemiological studies [26–41] and experimental investigations carried out using different
in vivo [42–94] and in vitro models [95–100].
4.1. Epidemiological Studies

The epidemiological studies provided interesting and very important data on the influence of
electromagnetic fields on melatonin and its metabolite—6-sulfatoxymelatonin—in humans. Many of
these investigations concerned the effects of an extremely low frequency magnetic field (ELF-MF), which
is generated by outdoor high- and medium-voltage electricity power lines, indoor electrical power
supply, and electrical appliances [25].

The relations between exposure to the magnetic fields with a frequency of 16.7 Hz and human health
have been intensively studied in railway workers [26, 101, 102]. Pfluger and Minder [26] compared,
using a repeated measures design, the urinary excretion of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin in 108 male Swiss
railway workers between leisure periods and days following the start of service on electrically powered
engines or doing other tasks. The study demonstrated that the urinary excretion of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin
was lower on work days than leisure days among engine drivers exposed to a 16.7 Hz magnetic field with
an average strength of 20 μT, but not among other workers. It should be noted that epidemiological
studies of Swiss railway workers demonstrated significantly increased (0.9% per μT-year of cumulative
exposure) leukemia mortality [101]. The statistical data also suggest a link between occupational
exposition to a magnetic field with a frequency of 16.7 Hz and the risk of Alzheimer's disease [102].

Humans are widely exposed to magnetic fields with a frequency of 50 Hz (in Europe) or 60 Hz (in North
America) generated by the electrical power supply and electrical devices, commonly used in homes and
workplaces. The decreased excretion of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin in urine was observed in electrical utility
workers, who were exposed to magnetic fields with a frequency of 60 Hz [27–29]. Significant changes
were noted after the second day of the working week and the effect of the magnetic field exposition
was the most prominent in subjects with low workplace light exposures [28]. Further, it was
demonstrated that a decrease in excretion of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin occurred in workers exposed for
more than two hours and in a 3-phase environment [29]. No change was found in people working in a 1phase environment. A weak effect of occupational exposure to low-intensity magnetic field on 6sulfatoxymelatonin excretion was also observed in female workers [30].

Davis et al. [31] suggested that domestic exposure to a 60 Hz magnetic field decreased pineal activity in
women, primarily those using medications. The level of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin excretion was lower in
infants kept in incubators and rose when they were moved to a place free from electrical devices [103].
The analysis performed by Juutilainen and Kumlin [32] suggests that exposure to a magnetic field with a
frequency of 50 Hz may enhance the effects of night-time light exposure on melatonin production;
however, the study was performed on a relatively small group of subjects.

It should be underlined that a moderate number of epidemiological studies showed no effect of the
exposure to ELF-MF on melatonin secretion [33–37]. Gobba et al. [33] noted similar levels of 6sulfatoxymelatonin excretion in two groupsto fields ≤0.2 μT and >0.2 μT. No association between
residential exposure to a 60 Hz magnetic field and 6-sulfatoxymelatonin excretion was observed in
adults aged 50–81 years [34]. Touitou et al. [35] showed that the long-term exposure to ELF-MF did not
change the level and diurnal secretion of melatonin. These data suggest that magnetic fields do not have
cumulative effects on melatonin secretion in humans.

In contrast to ELF-MF, much less attention has been paid in epidemiological studies to the effects of
intermediate frequency range (300 Hz to <10 MHz) and radio frequency range (10 MHz to 300 GHz)
electromagnetic fields. No changes in urinary 6-sulfatoxymelatonin excretion were found in women
residing near radio and television broadcasting transmitters [38]. The use of a mobile phone for more
than 25 minutes a day decreased the level of melatonin secretion [39]. Broadcast transmitters with
short-wave electromagnetic fields (6–22 MHz) reduced melatonin secretion by 10% [40]. A study carried
out on 50 electronic equipment service technicians, exposed to different kinds of fields, found
significantly decreased levels of serum melatonin compared to the control group [41].
4.2. Experimental Studies on Volunteers

In contrast to the epidemiological studies, the majority of investigations performed on volunteers found
no effect of ELF-MF on melatonin or/and 6-sulfatoxymelatonin levels [42–51]. In a study by Warman et
al. [42], 2-hour-long exposure to a 50 Hz field at an intensity of 200–300 μT did not induce significant
changes in the nocturnal melatonin rise. Similarly, the exposure of volunteers for one night to 50 Hz field
at an intensity of 20 μT had no effect on plasma melatonin level [43]. Selmaoui et al. [44] demonstrated
that nocturnal acute exposure to either continuous or intermittent 50 Hz linearly polarized magnetic
fields of 10 μT does not affect melatonin secretion in humans. In a series of experiments performed by
Graham et al. [45–49], the nocturnal secretion and metabolism of melatonin were not altered in
humans by the exposure to ELF-MF at intensities within the occupational-exposure range for one or
more nights. No changes in salivary melatonin were found after exposing volunteers to a 16.7 Hz
electromagnetic field [50, 51]. In contrast to the data presented above, Davis et al. [52] demonstrated
that the exposure to a magnetic field of 0.5 to 1 μT greater than the ambient levels for 5 consecutive
nights reduced the excretion of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin in women.
4.3. Experimental Studies on Animals

The majority of in vivo experiments concerning the influence of magnetic field exposure on pineal
activity have been conducted on laboratory rodents [53–85].

Highly variable results were obtained in the studies on the effects of ELF-MF. The continuous exposition
of Sprague-Dawley rats to a 10 μT 50 Hz magnetic field for 91 days decreased the blood melatonin level
[53]. However, another study from the same group failed to demonstrate a consistent effect of a 100 μT
50 Hz magnetic field exposure on melatonin levels in rats, as a decline or no changes were observed
[54]. A decrease in the pineal activity in response to ELF-MF was also noted in several other experiments
performed on laboratory rats [55–63] and Djungarian hamsters [64, 65]. On the other hand, an
increased excretion of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin was observed in Sprague-Dawley rats exposed to a

magnetic field with a frequency of 50 Hz and an intensity of 100 μT for 24 hours [66]. Similarly, Dyche et
al. [67] demonstrated that male rats, exposed to the 100 μT magnetic field for 1 month, have a slightly
elevated excretion of 6-sulfatoxymelatonin. Increased melatonin secretion after exposure to a weak
magnetic field was also reported in the Djungarian hamster by Niehaus et al. [68]. In other studies
performed on rats and hamsters, no changes in melatonin secretion were observed in response to a
magnetic field with a frequency of 50/60 Hz [69–77]. The lack of influence of ELF-MF on pineal activity
was also reported for mice [78].

Studies on rodents have provided interesting data concerning the effect of radio frequency range of
electromagnetic field on pineal activity. The exposure of rats to an electromagnetic field of 900 MHz
frequency and a specific adsorption of 0.9 W·kg−1 (mobile phone) lasting 2 hours a day and repeated for
45 days resulted in a statistically significant decrease in pineal melatonin content [81]. Moreover, a field
of 1800 MHz frequency and a power of 200 W·cm−2 (2 hours per day for 32 days; 0.5762 W·kg−1)
disturbed the rhythm of melatonin secretion in rats [82]. However, in another experiment, the animals
were subjected to a similar field for 30 minutes a day, 5 days a week for 4 weeks and no changes in the
level of melatonin in rat serum were noted [83]. Similarly, the exposure of Djungarian hamsters to an
electromagnetic field with frequencies of 383, 900, and 1800 MHz (80 m W·kg−1) for 60 days (24 hours a
day) did not result in alternations of the melatonin secretion [84].

Studies on the effects of electric and magnetic fields on nonrodent species have been conducted only
occasionally [86–94]. The exposure of dairy cattle to a vertical electric field of 10 kV/m and a uniform
horizontal magnetic field of 30 μT for 28 days did not change the nocturnal blood melatonin level [86].
Similarly, no changes in melatonin secretion were observed in other experiments performed on dairy
cows [87, 88] and on lambs [89, 90]. The studies of American kestrels reveled that a long-term exposure
to electromagnetic fields (60 Hz, 30 μT, 10 kV·m−1) caused changes in melatonin secretion [91]. The
magnetic field increased the level of melatonin in the pineal gland and blood serum of trout during the
night [92].
4.4. In Vitro Studies

In vitro studies concerning the effect of electromagnetic fields on melatonin secretion were conducted
on the pineal glands of Djungarian hamsters [95, 100] and rats [96–99]. The results of experiments with
hamster pineals in the superfusion organ culture demonstrated that ELF-MF with an intensity of 86 μT
and a frequency of 16.67 or 50 Hz caused a decrease in melatonin secretion, activated by isoproterenol
[95]. A reduction in isoproterenol-stimulated melatonin secretion and activity of arylalkylamine Nacetyltransferase has also been found in studies of rat pinealocytes after exposure to ELF-MF [96, 97].
On the contrary, Lewy et al. [98] noted increased activity of melatonin-synthetizing enzymes, while Tripp
et al. [99] found no changes in melatonin secretion in rat pinealocytes in response to ELF-MF.

The effect of exposure to an electromagnetic field with a frequency of 1800 MHz on melatonin secretion
from the Djungarian hamster pineal gland was investigated [100] in the same experimental setup which
had been used in experiments with ELF-MF [95]. This study demonstrated that both continuous and
pulse signals at a specific adsorption level of 800 mW·kg−1, lasting seven hours, increased the level of
isoproterenol-stimulated melatonin secretion [100].
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5. Effects of Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields on the Diurnal Rhythm of Cortisol Secretion

Cortisol is an essential steroid hormone produced by the adrenal gland. Like melatonin, it exhibits a
constant and reproducible diurnal rhythm under physiological conditions [104–107]. Debono et al. [105]
in a study of 33 healthy individuals with 20-minute-interval cortisol profiling over 24 hours showed that
the cortisol concentration reached the lowest levels at around midnight. It then started to rise at 02:00–
03:00 and the peak occurred at around 08:30. Next, the cortisol level slowly decreased back to the nadir.
The peak cortisol level in the human blood was approximately 399 nmol/L, while the nadir cortisol level
was <50 nmol/L. Like many other physiological processes in the body occurring in daily cycles, the
rhythm of cortisol secretion is regulated by the suprachiasmatic nucleus, located in the hypothalamus.

Cortisol governs hunger and appetite, stress, inflammatory response, and many other functions [108–
110]. The importance of cortisol is especially evident when it becomes deficient in a state known as
adrenal insufficiency [111]. It has been suggested that cortisol acts as a secondary messenger between
central and peripheral clocks and may be an important factor in the synchronization of body circadian
rhythms [111]. Alterations in the rhythmic production and level of the cortisol lead to significant adverse
effects [108, 112]. Children with autism frequently show a large variation in day-time patterns of cortisol
and significant elevations in salivary cortisol in response to a nonsocial stressor [113].

Both people and animals live in environments with electromagnetic fields of different origins. They are
exposed to electromagnetic field of natural origin, like the magnetic force of Earth and artificial origins,
which results from human activities. Variations in the Earth's magnetic field are consequential to all
living beings of the planet. In addition, electric and magnetic fields, which exist wherever electricity is
generated or transmitted, seem to be very important to exposed organisms.
5.1. Experimental Studies on Animals

The results of studies on the effects of electromagnetic field on the secretion of cortisol in animals are
very diverse. In Guinea pigs, ELF-MF caused changes in cortisol levels, which depended on the field
frequency and intensity [114]. Exposure of animals for 2 h and 4 h per day, over a period of 5 days, to a
field of 50 Hz and 0.207 μT showed a significant decrease in cortisol levels [114]. However, in the groups
subjected to a field of 5 Hz and 0.013 μT, no significant changes in cortisol were observed after 2 h or 4 h
of exposure [114]. In Swiss mice continuously exposed to a low frequency (50 Hz) field for 350 days, a
decrease in cortisol value was observed on day 190 of the experiment [115]. No significant differences
were noted on days 90 and 350 of the exposure [115]. An increase in the cortisol level was observed in
rats exposed to uniform magnetic fields of 10−3 T and 10−2 T, 1 hour each day for a period of ten days
[116]. The exposure of female hamsters to mobile phones working at 950 MHz for short (10 days, 3 h
daily) and long (60 days, 3 h daily) periods caused a significant increase in cortisol in comparison with
the control group [117].

A lack of electromagnetic field effect on cortisol concentration was also reported. Burchard et al. [118]
showed no variation in cortisol concentration, which could be attributed to the exposure of dairy cows
to electric and magnetic fields (vertical electric field 10 kV and horizontal magnetic field of 30 mT). In
ewe lambs, no effect of the exposition to a 60 Hz magnetic field for 43 weeks on serum cortisol was also
reported [119]. A lack of electromagnetic field effect on corticosterone concentration, irrespective of
the exposure characteristics and period, was also found in experiments on rats [120, 121].
5.2. Studies in Humans

The studies concerning the influence of the Earth's magnetic force on the human body demonstrated
that the serum cortisol values were dependent on the direction of the head during sleep in relation to
the North and South Magnetic Poles [122]. The biological effect of exposure to man-made
electromagnetic fields on humans was the subject of several studies [123–127]. Dentistry is one of the
job categories with high exposure to elevated levels of ELF-MF. Exposure of dentists to the fields
emitted by cavitrons caused a decrease in the serum cortisol level in comparison with a control group
[123]. Low frequency magnetic fields are applied in physiotherapy (magnetotherapy and
magnetostimulation). Studies of the long-term application of these procedures suggest a regulating
influence of magnetic fields on cortisol concentration [124]. However, it should be stressed that
numerous studies found no effect of the magnetic fields 50/60 Hz (1–20 μT) and the radio frequency
electromagnetic fields on a level of cortisol, irrespective of the experiment time, age, or sex of
individuals or sampling time [125–127].
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6. Effects of Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields on Sleep

The diurnal rhythms are generated by an internal biological clock system that is synchronized to a 24hour day by environmental factors, primarily the light-dark cycle. Many rhythms are overt and easy to
recognize, such as the sleep-wake cycle, locomotor activity, and feeding behavior.

The sleep-wake cycle is likely the primary output rhythm of the circadian clock, because the regulation
of many behavior and physiological activities depends on whether the organism is asleep or awake.
Sleep disorders—frequently occurring clinical symptoms—have been hypothesized to be partially
related to electromagnetic field exposure. In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of
experimental and epidemiological data on the influence of nonionizing electromagnetic fields on brain
physiology and sleep [40, 128–144].

Sleep is an endogenous, self-sustained cerebral process. It is possible to measure defined and
distinguishable phases of sleep. The low frequency activity (<10 Hz) and the sleep spindle frequency
activity (approximately 12–15 Hz) are two silent features of nonrapid eye movement (NREM) sleep that
can be quantified and used as markers of sleep regulating processes [145]. Several experiments have
shown that electroencephalographic (EEG) spectral power in the alpha (8–12 Hz) and spindle (12–14 Hz)
frequencies is enhanced both during and following pulsed-modulated radio frequency field exposure
[128–133]. Recently, an increase in delta power (<4.5 Hz) has also been observed [129]. Mann and
Röschke [134] reported a reduction of rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and changes in spectral power
of EEG during REM sleep in response to a high frequency electromagnetic field emitted by digital mobile
radio telephones. Regel et al. [130] performed a study on the influence of radio frequency
electromagnetic field exposure by varying the signal intensity in three experimental sessions. The
analysis of the sleep EEG revealed a dose-dependent increase of power in the spindle frequency range in
NREM sleep. This provided the first indications of a dose-dependent relation between the field intensity
and its effect on brain physiology. Huber et al. [137] also demonstrated a power increase in the fast
spindle frequency range of EEG during pulse-modulating radio frequency field exposure but not in a
dose-dependent manner. It should be also stressed that many studies [135, 139–141] failed to show any
effects of the radio frequency field exposure on sleep or sleep EEG.

Despite several reports showing an influence of pulsed-modulated radio frequency electromagnetic field
on sleep EEG, the mechanism behind these exposure-induced changes is still unclear. Additionally, there
is no supporting evidence that this effect is related to health consequences such as alterations in sleep
quality [128–130, 136].

To date, there have been few controlled laboratory studies on sleep EEG under low frequency electric
and magnetic fields. Åkerstedt et al. [143] carried out a double-blind, placebo-controlled study on 18

healthy subjects to examine the effects of a 50 Hz magnetic field on sleep. The results showed that sleep
efficiency, slow wave sleep, and slow activity as well as subjective depth of sleep were significantly
reduced under ELF-MF exposure. Although these results suggest an interference of the low frequency
field, the authors emphasize that these alterations are still within a normal range. In a double-blind
laboratory study, Graham et al. [144] investigated the effect of a 60 Hz magnetic field on sleep during
continuous, intermittent, or sham exposures. They demonstrated that intermittent exposure resulted in
clear distortion of sleep and altered sleep architecture compared to sham conditions and continuous
exposure. It should be emphasized that field strengths in both cited studies [143, 144] were below those
used for medical diagnostic purposes such as magnetic resonance imaging.

The analysis of epidemiological data concerning the sleep quality and melatonin cycle, collected during
ten years in the area surrounding a short-wave (6–22 MHz) broadcasting station, provided the evidence
that electromagnetic field exposure only affects poor sleepers and that might be a group of people who
are sensitive to such exposure [40]. This phenomenon has been described as electromagnetic
hypersensitivity, EHS. It was also observed in several other reports [146, 147].

Although a biological explanation for an association between exposure to radio frequency
electromagnetic field and impaired sleep quality has not been identified, it is hypothesized that the
suppression of night-time melatonin secretion may be involved in this process [148]. Two relatively
recent studies suggest an association between the decreased secretion of melatonin during the night
and increasing use of mobile phones emitting a radio frequency field [39, 149]. However, four cross-over
trials [127, 141, 150, 151] have found no correlation between the exposure to mobile phone handset
and the melatonin secretion. The hypothesis of an association between melatonin cycle and
electromagnetic field exposure requires further investigation [152].
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7. Conclusions

The results of studies on the effects of electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic fields on melatonin and
cortisol secretion as well as on sleep are largely contradictory. The adverse data related to the influence
of these physical factors on secretion of both “circadian” hormones were obtained in all groups of
investigations including the epidemiological studies, the studies on volunteers, and the studies on
animals. Moreover, in vitro investigations on rodent pineals have also brought inconsistent results. The
sources of discrepancies remain unknown; however such factors as an inappropriate estimation of
exposure level, interferences with other factors like light and medication, differences in a phase of the
circadian rhythm during exposure, and interindividual variability in the sensitivity to electromagnetic
fields seem to be particularly worth of attention. The idea that some individuals are more sensitive to

the electromagnetic field than others, due to genetic background or/and current health status, appears
very attractive and should be a subject of further studies. It is worth to note that inconsistent results
have been also obtained in the studies dealing with other effects of electrical, magnetic, and
electromagnetic fields on organism, including their tumor-promoting action [153–157].

Despite divergences in the reported results, ELF-MF and radio frequency electromagnetic field have to
be considered as factors possibly influencing the circadian system function, because a substantial
number of studies demonstrated the changes in melatonin and cortisol secretion as well as in sleep after
exposition to these fields. Due to widespread exposure of humans and animals to ELF-MF and radio
frequency electromagnetic field, the studies on their biological effects should be continued. An
important and still unsolved issue is relationships between physical characteristics and biological effects
of the fields as well as the mechanisms of field action on the circadian system.

In light of the existing literature, the hypothesis pointing to the disruption of melatonin secretion, as one
of the main factors responsible for cancerogenic effects of electrical, magnetic, or electromagnetic fields
[158, 159], is not supported by the epidemiological and experimental data. Therefore, it should be
currently considered as negatively verified.
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The amount exposure to power line effects should take into account cumulative exposures that
occur at home, school and other places children spend time.

Bio electromagnetics. 2008 Oct;29(7):564-70. doi: 10.1002/bem.20431
Analysis of individual- and school-level clustering of power frequency magnetic fields.
Lin IF1, Li CY, Wang JD.
1Institute of Occupational Medicine and Industrial Hygiene, College of Public Health, National Taiwan
University, Taipei, Taiwan.
Abstract
This study reports the continuous 8-h monitoring of data on extremely low-frequency magnetic fields
(ELF-MF) relating to 14 children and 35 teachers in 11 elementary schools in Northern Taiwan. It was
anticipated that the subjects in two of these campuses would have elevated exposure to ELF-MF as a
result of their close proximity to high-voltage (161 kilo-Volt, kV) power lines. The results of our analysis
reveal that in those schools with high-voltage power lines running through the campuses, the mean ELFMF exposure level (0.38 +/- 0.51 micro-Tesla (microT), or 0.15, 0.25 and 0.44 microT at the respective
25th, 50th and 75th percentiles) was higher than the mean ELF-MF exposure level for campuses situated
far away from such high-voltage power lines (0.14 +/- 0.27 microT, or 0.04, 0.06 and 0.10 microT at the
respective 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles). The multi-level analytical technique, which takes individual
measurements as the analytical unit, and which also takes into consideration the inter-correlation
between measurements from the same individual and/or campus, was also applied to the analysis of the
data. We conclude that individual-level and school-level clustering of the measurements, both of which
were discernible in this study, should be taken into consideration in any future analysis of data obtained
from the continuous monitoring of exposure to ELF-MF.
PMID: 18543290

Mental health is part of environmental health These two articles show effect s of power lines on
mental health. Please address these concerns.
Am J Epidemiol. 1997 Dec 15;146(12):1037-45

Magnetic fields of transmission lines and depression

.

Verkasalo PK1, Kaprio J, Varjonen J, Romanov K, Heikkilä K, Koskenvuo M.
Abstract

Electromagnetic fields have been suggested to contribute to the risk of depression by causing
pineal dysfunction. Some epidemiologic studies have supported this possibility but have
generally reported crude methods of exposure assessment and nonsystematic evaluation of
depression. Using two available nationwide data sets, the authors identified from the Finnish
Twin Cohort Study 12,063 persons who had answered the 21-item Beck Depression Inventory of
self-rated depressive symptoms in 1990. The personal 20-year histories of exposure (i.e.,
distance and calculated annual average magnetic fields) before 1990 to overhead 110- to 400-kv
power lines were obtained from the Finnish Transmission Line Cohort Study. The adjusted mean
Beck Depression Inventory scores did not differ by exposure, providing some assurance that
proximity to high-voltage transmission lines is not associated with changes within the common
range of depressive symptoms. However, the risk of severe depression was increased 4.7-fold
(95% confidence interval 1.70-13.3) among subjects living within 100 m of a high-voltage power
line. This finding was based on small numbers. The authors recommend that attempts be made to
strive for a better understanding of the exposure characteristics in relation to the onset and course
of depression.
PMID:
9420528
[PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE]
•

• Relation between suicide and the electromagnetic field of overhead power lines.
Reichmanis M, Perry FS, Marino AA, Becker RO.
Abstract

Laboratory studies have shown that electromagnetic fields similar to those from high-voltage
transmission lines can produce biological effects. Surveys of the actual effects of such lines on
exposed individuals usually have been hampered by complicating factors tending to blur the
data. By means of a new approach, however, correlation has been established between the
presence of transmission-line fields and the occurrence of suicides in part of the Midlands of
England.
PMID:
542502
[PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE]
The mental health, psychological and emotional impact of condemning homes and altering
neighborhoods is not addressed. Nor is impact and cost of construction.
8.3.1

If PSE is concerned that locations it may use are already contaminated than PSE should conduct
studies that show contamination before PSE starts construction. If they do not show areas of
contamination before they start work then PSE should take responsibility for any contamination
There is no mention of sewer and other pipelines
Table 8.5 lists possible contents of fuel pipelines and potential hazards but does not discuss any
method of monitoring leaks

8.3.2 Public safety is not defined. There is no mention of increased public safety risks due to the
fact that people use the pipeline corridor for walking trials, access to parks and live and go to
school in close proximity and construction of a high voltage line will increase the risks. there is
no description of how PSE is going to mitigate any risk it causes by working or using the
pipeline corridor. Nor does it discuss how PSE will mitigate risk near other underground
structures. This section does not discuss the cost or other impacts of the potential risk this
section does not compare the risks of not building in the pipeline corridor to the risks of building
a high voltage transmission line over the aging Olympic pipeline. There is no risk comparison
8.3.3
This section does not discuss t the risk of a co-located petrochemical pipeline and high voltage
transmission tower. The sentence “New infrastructure constructed for the energize eastside
project would be at the same risk.” Does not mean that the same risk exists whether a
transmission line is built over the pipeline or no new transmission line is built. It means that
structures built in the same location have the same risk from natural phenomena. high voltage
transmission lines will increase the risk from natural phenomena like corrosion and fire.
8.3.5.1.1
Are harmonics taken into account in calculating the total exposure to magnetic fields?
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The following comment pertains to Chapter 12: Recreation
Alternative 1A claims that “If transmission lines are located in recreation sites they could impact
recreation users.” This statement is false and misleading. Parks that would be substantially
impacted include Viewpoint Park, Kelsey Creek Park, and May Creek Park. It appears
Forest Hill Neighborhood Park, Sierra Heights Park would be eliminated altogether. Further
community programs such as the farm at Kelsey Creek would have to be shut down or moved
in order to prevent safety issues.

The DEIS claims “There would be permanent loss of vegetation, including trees, because a 230
kV transmission line would require a cleared corridor of 120 to 150 feet wide (or up to 50 feet of
clearing where the existing PSE easement is used).” The DEIS needs to reassess the amount of
ROW needed to meet current day safety standards for utility corridors with transmission and
pipeline co-location and its impact on park lands.
While the DEIS admits the following, there is no off setting measure or cost provisions added to
Alternative 1A - “Impacts from vegetation loss would be considered significant if there is a
permanent conversion of vegetation type (e.g., from forested to low-growing vegetation) that
would substantively change or negatively impact the
scenic nature of a recreation site. In recreation sites where there is a permanent conversion of
vegetation type, a loss of habitat for animals that may use these areas would result, which
could reduce user enjoyment. In addition, benches, playground equipment, gazebos, or other
structures may be removed underneath the transmission lines. Visitors may avoid a recreation
site if it no longer offers the amenities they previously used at that site. Refer to Chapter 6
and Chapter 11 for further description of potential impacts to plants, animals, and visual

quality.”
The DEIS does fails to address at all: the safety issues for children and other park users and the
cost to insure the safety of parkland users that Alternative 1A runs through: the impact to the
quality of life of adding industrial blight and environmental destruction to our parks and
recreational corridors; the impact of eliminating certain “unsafe” recreation activities such as
kite flying, and the expansion of severely impacted lands from the clearing of native plants,
habitat elimination and unmaintained ROW corridors that invite invasive species, dumping and
other pollution, and inappropriate uses such as homeless encampments. There is plenty of
evidence around our state that substantiate these concerns and from which the cost and
significant impacts can be assessed.
The DEIS needs to more accurately assess the loss of recreation acreage and utility in Alternative
1A and add the cost of replacement park lands within community boundaries into the cost and
add this cost into Alternative A1 and also reassess the significance of this impact compared to
other alternatives such as Alternative 2 which would have the flexibility to locate infrastructure
away from park lands and would require less clearly and environmental destruction.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The primary objective of this report is to present the technical background, and provide best practice
guidelines and summary criteria for pipelines collocated with high voltage AC power lines. Th e report
addresses interference effects with respect to corrosion and safety hazards, and fault threats. The guidelines
presented address mitigation and monitoring, encroachment and construction, risk severity classification,
and recommendations for further industry development.
This report addresses the t echnical background to high voltage interference with respect to collocated and
crossing pipelines, and presents basic procedures for dealing with interference scenarios. The provisions of
this document are recommended to be used under the direction of competent persons, who are qualified in
the practice of corrosion control on metallic structures, with specific suitable experience related to AC and/or
DC interference and mitigation. This document is intended for use in conjunction with the reference
materials cited herein.
Collocated pipelines, sharing, paralleling, or crossing high voltage power line rights-of-way (ROW), may be
subject to electrical interference from electrostatic coupling, electromagnetic inductive, and conductive
effects. If the interference effects are high enough, they may pose a safety hazard to personnel or the public,
or may compromise the integrity of the pipeline. Because of increased opposition to pipeline and power line
siting, many future projects propose collocating high voltage alternating current (HVAC) and high voltage
direct current ( HVDC) power lines and pipelines in shared corridors, worsening the threat.
Predicting HVAC interference on pipelines is a complex problem, with multiple interacting variables affecting
the influence and consequences. In some cases, detailed modeling and field monitoring is used to estimate a
collocated pipeline's susceptibility to HVAC interference, identify locations of possible AC current discharge,
and design appropriate mitigation systems to reduce the effects of AC interference. This detailed computer
modeling generally requ ires extensive data collection, field work, and subject-matter expertise. Basic
industry guidelines are needed to help determine when more detailed analysis is warranted, or when
detailed analysis can be ruled out based on the known collocation and loading parameters. A consistent
technical guidance document will benefit the pipeline industry by increasing public safety and allowing for an
efficient approach in assessment and mitigation of threats related to high voltage interference.
The INGAA Foundation contracted Det Norske Veritas ( U.S.A), Inc. (DNV GL) to develop this guidance
document. The project included a detailed indu stry literature review to identify applicable technical reports,
international standards, existing guidance and operator procedures. In addition to the literature review,
numerical modeling was performed to determine the effects of key parameters on the interference levels.
The document addresses interference effects with respect to corrosion and safety hazards, mitigation,
monitoring, encroachment and construction, prioritization and modeling. It also includes recommendations
for further development.
The following severity ranking tables were developed for key variables and their impact on the severity of
AC interference. Further background for the development of these rankings is provided throughout the
report. Guidelines for determining the need for detailed analysis and applying these severity rankings are
provided in Section 6.2.

3

Separation Distance
Table 3-Severity Ranking of Separation Dist ance

Separation Distance - D (feet)

Severity Ranking of HVAC Interference

D < 100

High

100 < D < 500

Medium

500 < D < 1,000

Low
Very Low

1,000 < D S 2,500

HVAC Power Line Current
Table 4-Relative Ranking of HVAC Phase Current

HV AC Current - I (amps)

Relative Severity of HVAC Interference

I~

1,000
500< I > 1,000
250 < ! < 500

Very High
High
Med-High

100< I < 250
I < 100

Medium
Low

Soil Resistivity
Table 5-Relative Ranking of Soil Resistivity
Soil Res istivity - p (ohm-cm)

Relative Severity of HVAC Corrosion

p < 2,500
2,500 < p < I 0,000

Very High

10,000 < p < 30,000

p > 30,000

High
Medium
Low

Collocation Length
Table 6-Relative Ranking of Collocation Length

Collocation Length : L (feet)
L > 5,000

1,000 < L < 5,000
L < l ,000

Collocation

Relati ve Severity
High
Medium
Low

I Crossing Angle
Table 7-Relative Ranking of Crossing Angle

Collocation/Crossing Angle - 0 (0 )
0 < 30
30 < 0 < 60
0 > 60

Relative Severity
High
Med
Low

4

The research and ana lytical studies accentuated the need for accurate power line current load data when
assessing the susceptibility of a steel transmission line to high voltage interference. For this reason,
collaboration between the respective pipeline and power line operators is advised to accurately determine
where detailed assessment is required, and develop efficient mitigation where necessary .
The general safety recommendations and guidelines for interference analysis presented in Section 6 provide
guidance on the relative susceptibility of AC interference associated with the selected variables. They
primarily address the likelihood or susceptibility of AC interference, and do not address the consequence
aspect of an overall risk assessment, as these details are specific to each individual assessment.
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Acronyms
AC

Alternating Current

CAPP

Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers

CFR

Code of Federal Regulation

CP

Cathodic Protection

CSA

Canadian Standards Association

CTS

Coupon Test Station

DC

Direct Current

DCD

DC Decoupler

DOC

Depth of Cover

DOT

Department of Transportation

EMI

Electromagnetic Interference

ER

Electrical Resistance

FBE

Fusion Bonded Epoxy

GPR

Ground Potential Rise

HVAC

High Voltage Alternating Current

HVDC

High Voltage Direct Current

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IF

Isolation Flange

INGAA

Interstate Natural Gas Association of Am erica

LEF

Longitudinal Electric Field

MPV

Mils per year

OSHA

Occupational Safet y and Health Administration

PRCI

Pipeline Research Council International

ROW

Right(s) of Way

TLM

Transmiss io n Line Model
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INTRODUCTION

Trends within both the electric power and pipeline industries have increased the number of projects that colocate high vo ltage alternating current (HVAC) and high voltage direct current (HVDC) power lines with steel
transmission pipelines in shared rights-of-way (ROW). The primary objective of this report is to provide
technical guidance and present best practice guidelines and summary criteria for steel transmission pipelines
collocated with high voltage AC power lines.
Topography, permitting requirements, land access, increasingly vocal public opposition to infrastructure
projects, and environmental concerns, including protected regions, all have led to an increase in sharing of
common utility corridors. While there are numerous benefits to common utility corridors, there are also
many concerns. Collocated steel transmission pipelines that share, parallel, or cross high voltage power line
ROW may be subject to electrical interference from electrostatic coupling, electromagnetic inductive, and
conductive effects. If these interference effects are high enough, they may pose a safety hazard to
personnel or compromise the integrity of the pipeline.
Pipelines collocated with overhead HVAC lines account for a significant portion of the high voltage
interference conditions encountered in the transmission pipeline industry. However, interference effects due
to buried power lines and HVDC are also of concern to pipeline operators where close collocations exist. As
aboveground HVAC is still the primary concern for pipeline interference, it is the primary focus of this report.
However, comparison background and technical discussion is included related to HVDC and buried power line
interference as well, and the effects of both shou ld be considered on a case-by-case basis when stee l
t ransmission pipelines are closely collocated with these systems.
Numerous methodologies exist to analyze alternating current (AC) interference for specific collocations and
crossings, but the analysis generally requires extensive data collection and detailed computational modeling.
The accuracy of these models is sensitive to the HVAC power line operating parameters, which can often be
difficult or costly for pipeline operators to obtain from electric power companies. Basic guidelines and
prioritization criteria have been established in this repo rt to provide guidance for pipeline operators to aid in
a risk-based decision-making process and help prioritize regions for detailed modeling and mitigation design,
or exclude further modeling analysis for a given region.
This report addresses interference effects related to encroachment and construction, corrosion and safety
hazards, mitigation, and monitoring. This project included a detailed industry literature review to identify
applicable technical reports, internationa l standards and, guidance documents. Several INGAA members
provided procedures. In addition to the literatu re review, numerical models were developed and trends
presented detailing the effects of critical variables on interference levels under the conditions defined .

2

INDUSTRY LITERATURE REVIEW

There has been extensive research performed to understand the risks of high voltage interference and to
develop efficient mitigation techniques. The effects of HVAC interference from a personnel safety and
corrosion standpoint are a risk identified in much of the literature. Case studies in North America, t he UK,
and continental Europe have identified and documented AC corrosion concerns. Through-wall defects have
been reported with corrosion rates greater than 50 mils/year (mpy) observed. 1
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In development of this guidance document a literature review identified and reviewed more than fifty
technical references, US and International standards, existing guidance documents, research theses, journal
manuscripts, and technical symposia papers. Additionally, INGAA collected operating procedures and
guidelines from 10 member companies for review and comparison.
Where published, historically identified corrosion defects and pipeline failures associated with AC corrosion
degradation have been reviewed and a selection are presented as case studies in Appendix A, demonstrating
the magnitudes and variability in corrosion rates possible with AC accelerated corrosion .
The primary finding from this review
technical literature with respect to AC
published industry guidance, historical
approach. Details and cross references

is that there is significant variation in operating procedures and
interference. Various companies' procedures were compared with
project data, and project experience to determine a best practice
are presented in each of the subsections of this document with a

detailed review of the technical literature, case studies, and company procedures provided in Appendix A.

3

HIGH VOLTAGE INTERFERENCE ON ADJACENT PIPELINES

3.1 HVAC Interference Modes
Electrical interference from capacitive, electromagnetic inductive, and conductive coupling can affect
pipelines collocated in close proximity to HVAC power lines. The subject of AC interference has been a
growing concern across multiple industries in recent decades as improved pipeline coatings and utility ROW
congestion has contributed to an increase in identified AC corrosion incidents. Recent trends in the high
voltage electric power transmission industry are leading to increased power capacity and higher operating
currents in certain systems, in part to overcome long distance transmission line losses. 2 This increase in
operating current has a direct effect on the level of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and the
corresponding magnitude of AC interference on affected pipelines. This trend toward elevated operating
currents may present a significant challenge for achiev ing adequate mitigation on pipelines crossing or
collocated with the high voltage power lines.
The three primary physical phenomena by which AC can interfere or "couple" with pipelines are through
capacitive, resistive, or inductive coupling as detailed in Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.3 . High voltage
interference can occur during normal operation, generally referred to as steady state, or during a power line
fault. HVAC power line faults are any abnormal current flow from the standard intended operating conditions,
and discussed further in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.1 Capacitive Coupling
Capacitive coupling, or electrostatic interference, occurs due to the electromagnetic field produced by AC
current flowing in the conductors of a high voltage power line, which can induce a charge on an above
ground steel pipeline that is electrically isolated from the ground. Capacitive effects are primarily a concern
during construction when sections of the pipeline are aboveground on insulating supports, as indicated
in Figure 1. The pipeline can build up charge as a capacitor with the surrounding air acting as the dielectric,
which can maintain the electric field with a minimum loss in power, resu lt ing in a potential difference with
surrounding earth.
The magnitude of potential is primarily dependent on the pipeline proximity to the HVAC conductors, t he
magnitude of power line current, and the individual phase arrangement. If the potential buildup due to
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capacitive coupl ing is significant, electrostatic interference may present a risk of electric shock or arcing .
While elevated capacitive voltages may exist, t he corresponding current is generally low, resulting in low
shocking consequence 3' 4 .

Abon Ground Pipeline

Figure 1.

Illustration of Capacitive Coupling

3.1.2 Inductive Coupling
Electromagnetic induction is the primary interference effect of an HVAC power line on a buried steel pipeline
during normal steady state operation . EM! occurs when AC flowing along power line conductors generates an
electromagnetic field around the conductor, which can couple with adjacent buried pipelines, inducing an AC
voltage, and corresponding current, on the structure as depicted in Figure 2. This induced AC potential may
present a safety hazard to personnel, and can contribute to AC corrosion of the pipeline, as discussed in
Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 2.

Illustration of Steady State HVAC Inductive Interference

The inductive effects of the HVAC power line on an adjacent pipeline are a function of geometry, soil
resistivity, coating resistance, and the power line operating parameters. The geometry characteristics
include separation distance between the pipeline and the towers, depth of cover (DOC), pipe diameter, angle
between pipeline and power line, tower footing design, and phase conductor configuration . These
parameters remain relatively constant over the life of the installation . The coating resistance, power system
resistance, and soil resistivity may vary with the seasonal changes and as the installations age, but they are
considered constants for most analyses. However, the operating parameters of the power line - such as
phase conductor load, phase balance, voltage, and available fault current - all have an influence on the
effects of AC interference, and can vary significantly. The individual conductor cu rrent load and phase
balance is dynamic and changes with load requirements and switching surges. These vari ations in operating
parameters contribute to variations in levels of AC interference. During normal HVAC operation, the current
load varies as the load demand changes both daily and seasonally. 3•5 While normal operating cond ition s are
often referred to as "steady state" throughout the industry, the term is somewhat m isleading as the current
loads and corresponding induced AC potentials can be continuously varying, adding further complexity to
quantifying interference magnitude .
For a straight, parallel, homogenous collocation, induced potentials are highest at the ends of the collocated
segment, and fall exponentially with distance past the point of divergence. 6 For more complex collocations,
voltage peaks may occur at geometric or electrical discontinuities, where t here is an abrupt change in the
collocation geometry or electromagnetic field. Specifically, voltage peaks commonly occur where the pipeline
converges or diverges with the HVAC power line, separation distance or soi l resistivity changes significantly,
isolation joints are present on the pipeline, or where the electromagnetic field varies such as at phase
transpositions. 3•7•8•9
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3.1.3 Resistive Coupling
Current traveling through the soil to a pipeline can cause resistive or conductive coupling. As the grounded
tower of an HVAC power system shares an electrolytic path with adjacent buried pipelines through the soil,
fault currents may transfer to adjacent steel pipelines if the pipeline presents a lower resistance electrical
path. Resistive interference is primarily a concern when a phase-to-ground fault occurs in an area where a
pipeline is in close proximity to an HVAC power line, and magnitudes of fault currents in the ground are high.
However, a phase imbalance on an HVAC system with a grounded neutral can contribute to resistive
interference as return currents will travel through the ground and may transfer to a nearby pipeline.
During a fault condition (see Section 3.1.4), the primary concern is the resistive interference transferred
through the soil. However, inductive interference can also be a concern as the phase current, and
corresponding EMI, of at least one conductor can be high, as depicted in Figure 3. In other words, during a
fault, the inductive effects during normal operation as described in Section 3.1.2 increase due the elevated
EMI during the fault period .

Figure 3.

Illustration of HVAC Fault Condition - Inductive and Conductive Interference

If any of these electrical effects are high enough during operation, a possible shock hazard exists for anyone
that touches an exposed part of the pipeline such as a valve, cathodic protection (CP) test station, or other
aboveground appurtenance. During steady state normal power line ope ration, AC current density at a
coating holiday (flaw) above a certain threshold may cause accelerated external corrosion damage to the
pipeline. In addition, damage to the pipeline or its coating can occur if the voltage between the pipeline and
surrounding soil becomes excessive during a fault condition.
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3 . 1.4 AC Faults
For HVAC power lines, a fault is any abnormal current flow from the standard intended operating conditions.
A fault can occur between one or more phase wires and the ground, or simply between adjacent phase wires.
Faults can occur when one or more of the conductors are grounded or com e in contact with each other, or
due to other unforeseen events. This may be due to vegetation contacting the conductors, conductors
contacting the towers or each other during high winds, physical damage to a tower, conductor, or insulator,
flashover due to lightning strikes, or other abnormal operating condition. A phase- to-ground fault on a
power line ca uses large currents in the soil at the location of the fault and large return currents on the phase
conductor and ground return .
Faults are generally short duration t ransie nt events. Typical clearing t imes for faults range from
approximately 5 to 60 cycles ( 0.08 to 1.0 seconds for 60-hertz transm ission) depending on the location of
the fault, breakers and t y pe of communications. While the fault effects are transient, high-induced potent ials
or resistive coupled voltages along the ROW present a possible shocking hazard for person nel or anyone who
may be in contact w ith above grade pipeline or appurtenances.

3.2 HVAC - Personnel Safety Hazards
An evaluation of the possible safety hazards for those working on a pipeline should take place whenever a
pipeline is operating or constructed in close proximity to a HVAC power line. Personnel safety hazards are
present during both pipeline constru ction and maintenance, and during normal steady state operat ion.

3 .2 . 1 Hazards During Operation
Touch and Step Potential Limits
Personnel safet y is of concern when a person is touching or standing near a pipeline when high voltages are
present. Th e " touch potential" is defined as the voltage between an exposed feature of the pipeline, such as
a CP test st ation or valve, and the surrounding soil or a nearby isolated metal object, such as a fence that
can be t ouched at the same t ime. The tou ch potential is the voltag e a person may be exposed to when
con tact ing a pipe or electrically continuous appurtenance. The "step potential" is the voltage across a
person's two feet and defined as the difference in the earth's surface potential between t wo spots one meter
apart. The touch potential can be a concern during both normal steady state inductive and fau lt
conductive/inductive conditions. Typica lly, th e step potential is a concern during conductive fau lt conditions
due to high currents and voltage gradients in the soil.
The Canad ian Standards Association (CSA) and NACE International (NACE) have published standards
addressing HVAC interference haza rds. Both NACE and CSA standards 10 •12 recommend reducing the steady
state touch and step potentia l below 15 volts at any location where a person could contact the pipeline or
any electrically continuous appurtenance. The 15-volt threshold is designed to limit the available maximum
current through a t ypical human body to less t han 10 mA. An 8 t o 15 mA current results in a painful shock
but is still in the maximum " let go" current range, for which a person can release an object or withdraw from
contact. 10 The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Gu ide for Safety in AC Substation
Grounding , indicates t hat a current in the range of 9 to 25 mA range may produce painful shock and
involuntary muscu lar contraction, making it difficult to release an energ ized object. 13 Elevated body current
in t he range of 60 to 100 mA may cause severe injury or death as it ca n induce ventricular fibrillation, or
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inhibition of respiration. Current lower than nine (9) mA will generally result in a mild shock, but involuntary
movement could still cause an accident. 10
The touch potential is equal to the difference in voltage between an object and a contact point some
distance away, and may be nearly the full voltage across the grounded object if that object is grounded at a
point remote from where the person is in contact with it. For example, a crane that was grounded to the
system neutral and that contacted an energized line would expose any person in contact with the crane or
its un-insulated load line to a touch potential nearly equal to the full fault voltage.
The step potential may pose a risk during a fault simply by standing near the grounding point due to large
potential gradients present in the soil, typically during a short duration fault condition.
A risk evaluation of the possible hazards to personnel for those working on the pipeline and possible pipeline
coating damage should take place whenever a pipeline is in close proximity to a HVAC power line. This
assessment should consider the possible likelihood and consequence of HVAC interference hazards to
determine if further analytical assessment or mitigation is necessary. NACE International Standard Practice
SP0177-2014 (Mitigation of Alternating Current and Lightning Effects on Metallic Structures and Corrosion
Control Systems) indicates mitigation is necessary in those cases where step or touch potentials are in
excess of 15 volts. Mitigation is further discussed in Section 5.

3.2.2 Encroachment and Construction Hazards
There are multiple safety hazards to consider associated with pipeline construction near a high voltage
power line, the most obvious of which is the possibly lethal hazard of equipment directly contacting an
energized overhead conductor. 3 The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has multiple
regulations for safety requirements and limitations for working near power lines that must be considered in
addition to pertinent company standards, and industry best practice guidelines. These include, but are not
limited to the following :
•

29 CFR 1910.269 : Electric power generation, transmission, and distribution

•

29 CFR 1910.333: Selection and use of work practices

•

29 CFR 1926, SUBPART V: Power Transmission and Distribution

The OSHA standards address requirements for working near energized equipment, overhead power lines,
underground power lines, and construction nearby.
Elevated capacitive potentials generated on pipeline sections isolated from the ground on insulating skids as
described in Section 3.1.1 can pose a safety hazard. Pipeline segments that are supported aboveground
during pipeline construction near an HVAC power line are subject to EMI and electrical capacitance can bui ld
up between the pipeline segments and earth. If no electrical path to ground is present, even a relatively
short section of pipin~ may experience elevated AC potential, presenting a shock hazard to personnel near
the pipeline.
Cases presented in published literature indicate scenarios of measured potentials greater than 1,000 volts
on a pipeline segment exposed to an HVAC corridor.4 In genera l, while the capacitive coupled voltages can
exceed the NACE 15 volt touch potential safety threshold, the corresponding current is low reducing
shocking hazard . However, arcing due to capacitive coupling may present a possi ble safety hazard, as an arc
may be a possible ignition source for construction vehicles refueli ng along the ROW. Grounding pipelines in
HVAC ROW will reduce the possibility of shocking or arcing.
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Capacitive coupling is generally mitigated by connecting temporary grounding or bonding during
construction to provide a low resistance path to ground for any electrostatic interference. Section 6
addresses further mitigation techniques and guidance for construction practices .

3.3 HVAC Threat to Pipeline Integrity
High voltage interference poses multiple threats to pipeline integrity for collocated and crossing pipelines
under both steady state and fault conditions. During normal steady state HVAC power line operation, the
inductive interference can contribute to accelerated external corrosion damage to the pipeline. Under faulted
conditions, elevated potentials can lead to coating damage or a direct arcing to the pipeline.
The steady state 15 VAC threshold presented in NACE and CSA standards 10 • 12 considers personne l safety and
does not necessarily address corrosion issues. Research and experience has shown that AC acce lerated
corrosion can occur in low resistivity soils at AC voltages well below this threshold. 3 •6 •14

3.3 .1 AC Corrosion
External corrosion, whether controlled by AC or DC, may pose a threat to the integrity of an operating
pipeline. DC corrosion protection util izes a system of corrosion resistant coatings and a CP system to provide
electrochemical protection at coating holidays to reduce corrosion rate. However, AC corrosion is possible
even in the presence of cathodically protected DC potentials due to high AC current density at coating
holidays.
The concept of AC corrosion has been around since the early 1900s with only minor effects expected for
many years. 3 •10 AC accelerated corrosion has been recognized as a legitimate threat for collocated steel
since the early 1990s, after several occurrences of accelerated pitting and leaks, ultimately associated with
HVAC interference, were reported on cathodically protected pipelines.
Historically, there has been little consensus on specific mechanisms driving AC corrosion, and the severity of
degradation attributed. However, several recent publications show tentative agreement in a plausible
mechanism. 6 • 15• 17 The explanation presented by Buchler, Tribollet, et al, suggests that AC corrosion on
cathodically protected pipelines may be attributed to destabilization of pseudo-passive film that can normally
form on exposed steel at a coating holiday under DC cathodic protection polarization. Due to the cyclic
nature of AC current, the charge at the steel surface is continuously varying between anodic and cathodic
polarization, which acts to reduce the passive film at the steel surface as shown in Figure 4. It is not the
intention of this report to identify the specific mechanism driving material degradation due to AC corrosion,
but rather to summarize a previously proposed mechanism and clarify the risks and contributing factors
associated with AC corrosion.
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3.3.1.1
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Graphical representation of proposed processes occurring during AC corrosion.
Reproduced from Tribollet. 6

AC Current Density

While there may be disagreement regarding the specific mechanism driving AC corrosion, AC current density
is generally recognized as being an indicator of the likelihood of AC corrosion for a given location. In January
of 2010, NACE International prepared and published a report entitled " AC Corrosion State-of-the-Art:
Corrosion Rate, Mechanism, and Mitigation Requirements," which provides the following insight on AC
corrosion current density.
"In 1986, a corrosion failure on a high-pressure gas pipeline in Germany was attributed to AC
corrosion. This failure initiated field and laboratory investigations that indicated induced ACenhanced corrosion can occur on coated steel pipelines, even when protection criteria are met. In
addition, the investigations ascertained that above a minimum AC density, typically accepted levels
of CP would not control AC-enhanced corrosion. The German AC corrosion investigators ' conclusions
can be summarized as follows:

>
>

AC-induced corrosion does not occur at AC densities less than 20 A/m 2 (1.9 A/ff).

>

AC corrosion occurs at current densities greater than 100 A/m2 (9.3 A/ft2). "3 1

AC corrosion is unpredictable for AC densities between 20 to 100 A/m2 (1.9 to 9.3 A/ff).

The AC density for a given location is dependent on soil resistivity, induced voltage, and the size of a coating
holiday. Research has indicated that the highest corrosion rates occur at holidays with surface areas of 1 to
3 cm 2 (0.16 to 0.47 in 2 ). 1 AC current density is best obtained through direct measurement of a correctly
sized coupon or probe. However, the theoretical AC current density can be calculated, utilizing the soi l
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resistivity and AC potential on a pipeline, in conjunction with Equation 1, presented in the State of the Art
Report. 1
I

BVAc
Ac =
prrd

Equation ( 1)

Where:
IAc

=

Pipe AC Voltage to Remote Earth (V)

Vac

p
d

Theoretical AC Current Density (A/m 2 )

=

Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) (1ohm-m =1 00 ohm-cm)
Diameter of a circular holiday having an area equal
to that of the actual holiday (m)

Multiple industry references discuss a current density threshold below which AC corrosion is not a significant
factor; however, there is still disagreement on the magnitude of this threshold . While the majority of
technical literature indicates AC corrosion is possible at current densities between 20 to 30 A/m 2 , there is
experimental evidence presented by Goidanich, et al 14 indicating that AC current densities as low as 10 A/m 2
can contribute to a measureable increase in corrosion rate 14 • A significant conclusion of study published by
Yunovich and Thompson in 20049 , reiterated in the NACE AC Corrosion State of the Art Report in 2010,
indicated that th ere might not be a theoretical threshold below which AC corrosion is active. The focus
should rather be on a practical limit, below which the contribution of AC interference to the overall corrosion
rate is low, or rate of corrosion due to AC is not appreciably greater than the free corrosion rate for the
particular conditions. 3•9 Th e results of the experimenta l study showed that a current density of
approximately 20 A/ m 2 produced a 90% or greater increase in the corrosion rate versus the control, in the
absence of CP. 9 Experimental studies performed by Goidanich, Lazzari, et al in 2010 and 2014, in the
presence of CP, concluded that while it was apparent AC current density greater than 30 A/m 2 showed a
considerable increase in the corrosion rate, a current density as low as 10 A/m 2 resulted in a corrosion rate
nearly double that of the specimens without AC. 14• 18
For reference, the European Standard EN 15280: 2013, "Eva luation of AC corrosion Likelihood of Buried
Pipelines Applicable to Cathodically Protected Pipelines" adopted the 30 A/ m 2 current density magnitude as a
lower threshold, below which the likelihood of AC corrosion likelihood is low. In an effort to address the
practical application seen in operation, considering interaction effects of CP current and AC interfe rence,
recent research has assessed the likelihood of AC corrosion in terms of the ratio between AC and DC current
density (I Ac/loc).

3.3 .1.2

Current Density Ratio

Recent research has shown that the likelihood of AC corrosion on pipelines is dependent on both the level of
AC interference and the level of cathodic current from either CP or other stray current sources. 3 • 15• 18 In
general, AC current density values below the previously cited 20 A/m 2 recommended limits were shown to
accelerate corrosion rates in the presence of elevated DC current density due to excessive CP overprotection.
The latest revision of EN 15280: 2013 was revised to present criteria based upon the AC interference and DC
current due to CP. Alternative acceptance criteria are presented in terms of limiting cathodic current density,
or limiting the AC to DC current density ratio (IAdl oc) below a specified level.
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Current density obtained by use of coupons or electrical resistance (ER) probes will provide this ratio.
However, both AC and DC current density data required to utilize these limits are often not available or
easily obtained along the pipeline in practice. Therefore, the current density ratio limits provided within the
EN 15280 standard are not widely used or easily applicable criteria. This reference demonstrates the
recognized interaction of AC interference and CP systems, presenting an alternative approach that may be
valuable for specific scenarios where data is available.
As mentioned previously, the measurement or calculation of AC current density has been the primary
indicator to determine the likelihood of AC corrosion across industry in North America. It is possible to
measure AC current density on a representative holiday through the installation and use of metallic coupons.
A coupon representative of the pipe material, with a defined bare surface area, buried near the pipeline and
connected to the pipeline routed through a test station will allow the measurement of current. These current
measurements along with the known surface area of the coupon, allow for calculation of a representative
current density. In many cases, the coupons are supplemented with additional instrumentation such as ER
probes and reference electrodes to provide additional pertinent information. The ER probes provide a time
based corrosion rate while the reference electrodes provide both and AC and DC pipe-to-soil potentials.
Section 6 provides further details related to mitigation and monitoring methods for to AC corrosion.
Appendix A includes additional details related to literature review, historical AC corrosion rates, and industry
case studies.

3 .3.2 Faults
During a phase-to-ground fault on a power line, an adjacent or crossing pipeline may be subject to both
resistive and inductive interference. Although these faults are normally of short duration (generally less than
one second), pipeline damage can occur from high potential breakdown of the coating and conductive arcing
across the coating near the fault. Further, the fault current is typically carried by a single conductor,
resulting in short term elevated induced voltages that can reach thousands of volts or greater. This presents
a sign ificant risk to personnel in contact with the pipeline or eledrica lly continuous appurtenance during a
fault.
A phase-to-ground fault, or a lightning strike, on an HVAC power line can result in large potential differences
with respect to the adjacent or crossing pipelines. If the potential gradient through the soil is sufficient, a
direct arc to a collocated or crossing pipeline is possible, which can result in coating damage, or arc damage
to the pipe wall up to the point of burn-through. Even if an arc is not sustained long enough to cause burn
through, a short duration elevated current can cause molten pits on the pipe surface that may lead to crack
development as the pipe cools. Fau lt arcing is generally a concern where fault potentials are greater than
the dielectric strength of the coating, or at coating holidays within the possible arcing distance. Section 7.3
provides guidance limits for both issues. Where necessary, installation of grounding and shield wires can be
used to mitigate the fault hazards as discussed in Section 6.

3.3.2.1

Coating Stress Voltage

During fault conditions, damage to the pipeline or its coating can occur if the voltage between the pipeline
and surrounding soil becomes excessive . Fault conditions that produce excess coating stress voltages across
the coating are of concern for dielectric coatings. The main factors to consider are the magnitude of the
voltage gradient and the dielectric strength of the coating type. It should be noted that there are several
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parameters that are utilized to assess these issues: magnitude of the fault current, distance between the
pipeline and fault, soil resistivity, coating age/quality, duration of the fault and coating thickness.
Guidance on allowable coating stress voltage varies across references. NACE SP0177-2014 indicates,
" Limiting the coating stress voltage should be a mitigation objective." Mu lt iple references offer varying
coating stress limits and are generally considered to be in the range of 1 to 1.2 kV for bitumen, as low as 3
kV for coal tar and asphalt, and 3 to 5 kV for fusion -bonded epoxy ( FBE) and polyethylene, for a shortduration fault. " 10
For referen ce, NACE SP0490-2007 "Holiday Detection of Fusion-Bonded Epoxy Externa l Pipeline Coating of
250 to 760 µm (10 to 30 mil)" uses an equation for calculating test voltages which recommends a 15 mil (14
to 16 mils is a common specification for FBE coatings) fusion bonded coating (FBE) be tested at 2,050 volts.
NACE SP0188 2006 " Discontinuity (Holiday) Testing of New Protective Coatings" also uses an equation for
calculating test voltages for coatings in general.
TV=l,250 .J T

Equation (2)

Where :
TV

=

Test Voltage (V)

T

=

Average coating thickness in mils

This results in a test voltage of 8,840 volts +/- 20% for a pipeline coated with a 50-mil coal tar coating.
The first standard above is the subject of AC mitigation and the following two standards are the
recommendations for holiday testing; however, there appear to be inconsistences as to what voltage will
actually damage the various pipeline coatings. The inconsistences appear to be due to the unidentified
coating thickness in SP0177-2014 and actual duration of the fault result ing in conse rvative values.
Gummow et al. in their paper "Pipeline AC Mitigation Misconceptions" 19 present data that include the
duration and coating thickness in the analysis resulting in values that are more practical. They conclude that
FBE coatings with a 16 mil thickness should conservatively use a voltage gradient limit of 5,000 volts and
that the 3kv to 5 kV range indicated in NACE SP0177-2014 would be more applicable in the range of 7.5 kV
to 12.5 kV.

3.4 HVDC /Underground HVAC
High voltage power interference is primarily a concern for pipelines collocated with HVAC overhead power
lines, due to the widespread sharing of common ROW, and the interference effects associated. However,
th ere are associated concerns across industry regarding interference effects of aboveground HVDC
transmission and underground AC power lines. Presently, the U.S. transmission grid consists of
approximately 200,000 miles of 230 kV or greater high voltage transmission Jines, with an estimate that
underground transmission lines account for less than 1% of this totaJ. 20 Industry trends ind icate that due to
significant disparity in overall installation costs, it is expected that while buried transmission lines will
continue to be developed and implemented, overhead transmission will remain the primary means for
electric transmission for the foreseeable future. 2
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In general, the level of interference from buried HVAC power lines is typically lower as the proximity
between the individual phase conductors acts to balance electromagnetic fields, reducing EMI on foreign
structures. Depending on the type of construction, sheathing or conduit may offer some level of
electromagnetic shielding, further reducing inductive interference effects.
As aboveground HVAC is still the primary concern for pipeline interference, it is the primary focus of this
report. However, the effects of both aboveground HVDC and buried transmission cables require review on a
case-by-case basis when pipelines are closely collocated. There are currently less than 30 identified high
voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission lines operating in the United States 21 . Although there are few
relative to overhead HVAC, and the interference effects on a pipeline are different from HVAC transmission
lines, they do warrant a brief discussion so that pipeline operators are aware of potential issues. The
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) 22 have produced a technical document that addresses
in detail the issues associated with HVDC transmission lines influence on metallic pipelines. Due to the
technical differences, the detailed extent of HVDC transmission line interference on steel pipelines
necessitates its own study, beyond the scope of this document, however a summary overview of design and
interference comparisons follows.
HVDC transmission systems in operation today are typically of monopole or bipole design. In each case, the
systems consist of a transmission line between stations with the major components being DC-AC converters
and large ground electrodes. In monopole systems, a single conductor transports the power with an earth
return, as depicted in Figure 5. It should be noted that where HVDC systems use a ground return, the
interference concerns are similar to typical DC stray current interference, which is addressed in NACE
SP0169 and is outside the scope of this document.
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In bipole systems, two conductors between stations allow the system to transport power through both
conductors, one conductor and an earth return, or a combination of both, as depicted in Figure 6. The most
common use of monopole systems is in submarine applications using the seawater as the earth return. The
most common use of bipole systems consist of onshore overhead transmission towers to transport the
power.
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Tripole configurations have been considered and reviewed in research, but have not seen widespread use in
practice. There are several types of designs and operation modes within the broad parameters of the
monopole and bipole systems. During emergencies and in maintenance of the bipole system, an earth return
is used. In an earth return mode there is a potential gradient generated and metallic objects, such as
pipelines, can be subject to varying potentials and become a conductor of the return current if they provide
a low resistance path. Where current is collected or received by the pipeline generally no damage occurs,
unless the current is high enough to damage the coating . However, corrosion will occur at current discharge
locations. The amount of corrosion is dependent on the amount of current and duration of discha rge. In the
case of large discharge current, significant corrosion damage can occur in re latively short time periods. The
effects are similar to the interference currents caused by other DC power sources such as traction systems,
cathodic protection systems or welding with an improper ground.
HVDC transmission lines also have the same coupling modes with pipelines that occur with HVAC
transmission lines capacitive, inductive, and resistive. Although under typical circumstances these effects
may be negligible. However, interference levels under faulted conditions can be significant.

3.4.1.1

Capacitive coupling

The results of research presented by Koshcheev indicate the electrical field below HVDC transmission lines
does not generally require significant safety measures during construction when the pipe is isolated on skids,
as the electric field influence associated with HVDC transmission is limited compared to HVAC. 21

3.4.1.2

Inductive coupling

CAPP indicates the voltages induced due to HVDC, under steady state conditions tend to be neglig ible. The
magnitude of induction may contribute to minor interference problems with telephone lines, and possibly
other communications systems, but is typically low enough that neither pipeline integrity nor safety hazards
are considered likely under steady state conditions. However, during fault conditions, there is a possibility
for short duration of elevated inductive coupling.

3.4.1.3

Resistive coupling

During faulting both HVAC and HVDC transmission systems can present personnel safety issues and
compromise pipeline integrity, with possible damage to the pipeline, coating, and associated equipment. A
faulted HVDC power line presents a possible integrity concern for nearby pipelines. CAPP indicates that the
fault current discharged to ground at the power line tower causes a ground potential rise (GPR) near the
ground electrode. A voltage gradient exists relative to remote earth. A pipeline within the voltage gradient
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will experience a coating stress voltage as discussed in Section 3.3.2.1. If high enough, the voltage stress
could puncture the insulating coating possibly damaging the pipeline.

3.5 Industry Procedure Summary
The lack of industry consensus on the subject of AC corrosion guidelines has led to varied practices among
pipeline operators in regards to mitigating AC interference on pipelines. As part of this study, The INGAA
Foundation requested a review of industry practices and procedures related to AC interference. Based upon
this review, all of the procedures address a safety concern and define a maximum allowable AC pipe-to-soil
potential limit for above-grade appurtenances. For pipelines in close proximity to HVAC power lines, faults
are identified as a hazard in almost all of the procedures. However, few addressed coating stress limit above
which mitigation is required. For current density criteria, several procedures had clearly defined limits, while
others addressed it as a concern for AC corrosion but did not specify a targeted limit of AC current density or
define limits for mitigation. Table 1 provides a summary comparison of the industry procedures reviewed .
Table 1-Industry Procedure Summary
Induced AC Potential Limit
Requiring Mitigation

Fault Protection/Coating Stress
Voltage Limit Requiring Mitigation

Current Density
Criteria Requiring
Mitigation

In accordance with NACE: lS V

Not specified

Not Specified

v
lS v
lS

2SOOV

Not Specified

Mentions damage possible from
faults but no limit

Not Specified

lS V or higher - No work
unless approved by area
supervisor

Not specified

Not Specified

Modeling Required > 2 V

Consider w ith Modeling

30 A/m

lS v

sooov

7S A/ m requires
2
m itigation, SO A/m
requ ires f urther
evaluation

10-lS v

lS0-2000 V depending on fault
duration
Faults to be considered along with a
minimum separation distance, but
no limit specified
Faults to be considered during
mitigation analysis, but no limit
specified
Faults to be considered during
mitigation analysis, but no limit
specified

2

2

lS v

lS v

lS v

30A/m

20 A/m

SO A/ m

SO A/m

2

2

2

2
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4

NUMERICAL MODELING

Predicting high voltage interference is a complex problem, with multiple interacting variables affecting the
influence and impact. In recent decades, development of advanced ca lculation methods and computer-based
tools for simulation of interference effects, analysis of faults, and development of mitigation methods has
been significant.2 3 •5 •9 • 1
Computer based numerical modeling can be utilized to examine the collocated

°

pipeline's susceptibility to HVAC interference, help identify locations of possible AC current discharge, and
where necessary design appropriate mitigation systems to reduce the effects of AC voltage, fault currents,
and AC current density to meet accepted industry standards. These numerical models are capable of
analyzing the interacting contribution of multiple variables to the overall magnitude of AC interference.
Computer modeling is used to analyze the interactions and sensitivity of the variables that affect the
magnitude of AC induction on pipelines. This section provides a brief review of numerical modeling software
in general, as well as the results of the individual variable analyses.

4.1 Modeling Software
Previous research has compared the benefits of specific industry standard software; literature is available for
each of the common software packages. 3•9 •2023 This review addresses the generalizations concerning the
present industry standard software, but does not aim to address or endorse specific software packages.
For the majority of simple collocations considering a single pipeline and single HVAC powe r line numerous
industry-accepted models have shown to be consistent in the assessment of HVAC interference. Often, for
these simple cases, the benefit of a more complex model is not gained due to uncertainty in the analysis
inputs. That is to say that for a majority of simple collocations, any of several industry accepted models are
capable of providing an accurate analysis. The applicability is limited by the accuracy of the input data, and
expertise of the analyst in utilizing the specific model. Often the uncertainty in critical input variables, such
as the HVAC load current and phasing, outweighs the benefits gained from a more complex model. However,
as the collocation complexity increases, both in t erms of the number of structures and geometric routing,
the limitations of some basic models support the benefits of the more detailed modeling software.
Typical industry standard software packages that were reviewed use a transmission line model {TLM ) to
calculate longitudinal electrical field (LEF), based on established fundamental Carson or Maxwell equations
for electromagnetic fields. The geometry and routing of the complete pipeline and transmission line network
incorporated in the model considers multiple pipelines, transmission lines, tower sections, and other
collocation parameters. Collocations are simplified as a connected series of finite sections and nodes, with
appropriate parameters applied simulating the pipeline, soil, and transmission load- ins. The modeling
software can then calculate the LEF for each section and solve the fundamental equations to calculate the
potential, current, and theoretical current density along a given collocation.
Ca lculation of the EMI and corresponding effects on buried pipelines requires a thorough understanding of
the variabl es involved. Detailed modeling requires knowledge of electric field interactions, transmission
current, tower design, bulk and local soil resistivity, and pipeline parameters such as geometry, coating,
depth, diameter, electrical connections or isolations, and existing CP. All of these var iables may significantly
affect the AC interference model, and similarly the analogous real world interference. Likewise, the
assumptions and simplifications made during the model setup can have significant impact on the accuracy
and applicability of the outputs.
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While most of the available models are able to analyze each of these variables, either directly or indirectly,
the accuracy of the analysis is dependent on the expertise and understanding of the analyst to assess the
given variables. Similarly, the accuracy of the models can only be as good as the input data. Multiple
sources are required for the collection of data, i.e. measured in field, provided by power line or pipeline
operators, or based off published nominal data. For that reason, the accuracy of the results is ultimately
dependent on the expertise of analyst and the reliability of the data input to ensure technically appropriate
setup, despite the presence of multiple models that have been shown to be capable of providing accurate
analysis when used within their applicable limitations.

4.2 Variable Analyses
Due to the number of interacting variables affecting the overall levels of AC interference, it is difficult to
isolate the effects of a single variable for all collocations scenarios encountered . Consequently, it is difficult
to determine distinct limits for individual v ariables outside of which interference becomes negligible.
Considering several

key interacting variables

is a more viable approach . For example,

reported

recommendations cite a distance of 1,000 feet as considered 'far' and assumed low risk for HVAC
interference. However, in cases where power line current loads are greater than 1,000 amps and in regions
of low soil resistivity, elevated induced AC potentials and corresponding current density exceeding
recommended thresholds have resulted at even greater distances. Therefore, separation distance alone may
not provide sufficient justification to exclude a collocation from further assessment. Conversely, considering
the interacting effect of the key variables identified is necessary when determining the need for detailed
analysis for a collocation.
DNV GL developed a series of computer models to illustrate the influence of key variables affecting induced
AC on pipelines from nearby HVAC power lines. The software used is a graphical simulation platform
developed to predict the steady state interference and resistive fault effects of HVAC power lines on buried
pipelines in shared right-of-ways (ROWs). Using a TLM and appropriate input data, the software calculated
the LEF, which then calculated the magnitude of induced AC potential, and current along the modeled
collocated pipelines.
The models created for these studies are simplistic in terms of geometry and serve as a demonstration of
the variables' influence on AC induction on adjacent pipelines. Based upon the number of variables and their
interactions with respect to AC interference on pipelines, these studies determine the relevancy of the
various parameters. The studies offer guidance demonstrating the trends associated with each parameter on
the overall level of interference, and were used along with existing industry guidance and literature findings
to develop the recommended guidelines presented in Section 6.
The primary variables analyzed as part of this study are as follows:
•
•

HVAC Power Line Current
Soil Resistivity

•
•

Separation Distance Between Pipeline and Power Line
Collocation Length of Pipeline and Transmission Line

•
•
•

Angle Between Pipeline and Transmission Line
Coating Resistance
Pipeline Diameter and Depth of Cover

The results of these studies are presented and summarized in the following sub-sections.
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4.2 .1 HVAC Power Line Current
A primary variable influencing the magnitude of induced AC potential on a pipeline collocated with HVAC
power lines is the magnitude of the phase conductor current. The current load of the nearby power lines has
a direct influence on the LEF generated by the HVAC power line circuit(s). The intensity of the LEF varies
with the current loads affecting both magnitude of induced AC potential on the nearby pipeline, as well as
the area of influence. The area of influence affects the separation distance at which a collocated pipeline
experiences significant interference and is further discussed in Section 4.2.3.1.
To demonstrate the sensitivity of power line current on pipeline interference, DNV GL created a computer
model simulating a single circuit vertical transmission line, parallel to a 10-inch diameter pipeline for 5,000
feet at a horizontal separation distance of 100 feet. The pipeline approaches the transmission line at a 90degree angle and parallels the transmission line for 5,000 feet before receding from the transmission line at
a 90-degree angle, as depicted in Figure 7. The HVAC load current was varied while all other model inputs
remained constant, to analyze the influence of current alone. A uniform soil resistivity of 10,000 ohm-cm
was applied and constant throughout the analyses. The transmission line current loads analyzed were 250,
500, 1,000, 2,500, and 5,000 amps based on ranges of operating and emergency loading conditions
reported in literature and previously provided from power transmission operator's design conditions. Figure
8 shows the maximum induced AC potential as a function of transmission line current load.

PIPELINE

~

lOOFT

- - - - - - - - - - - - 5,000 F T - - - - - - - - - - - HVAC LINE

Figure 7.

Simplified ROW Model Geometry
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Effects of Current Load on Induced AC Potential
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The results of this analysis show that the relationship between transmission line current and maximum
induced AC potential on the pipeline is linear for a parallel collocation, considering a single interfering power
line. When all other variables remain constant, the HVAC operating current load has a direct linear effect on
the magnitude of the induced AC potential. This relationship allows for estimating influence of elevated
current loads based on field measured AC pipe-to-soil potentials. For the specific case, with a pipeline
collocated with a single HVAC circuit, if sufficient measurements of AC pipe-to-soil potential are taken, and
corresponding transmission line current loads are provided for the specific time of measurement, the values
can be scaled linearly to estimate the induced AC potential likely at the correspondingly scaled transmission
cu rrent. This may be applicable, for example, for estimating the effects associated with a power line upgrade
with a new current load. However, this method of approximation is only applicable for pipelines collocated
with a single transmission line where sufficient data is available. As the number of transmission line circuits
increases, the multiple interference sources and interaction the complexi ty of the interference increases such
that th e simply linear relationship is no longer valid . As the number of influencing HVAC circuits and
pipelines within the area of influence are intreased, the complexity of the interaction necessitates analysis
that is more detailed.
It is known that while the higher current loads presented represent the high end of typical reported design
loads, recent trends in the power transmission industry have shown development and installation of higher
capacity HVAC transmission systems capable of carrying significantly greater current loads. For example,
previous references indicate a typical load fo r 345kV to 500kV systems to be approximately 500 to 1,000
amps per circuit.3 24 Recent research indicates increased capacity for 345kV lines carrying up to 5,000 amps
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per circuit, and over 6,000 amps for SOOkV systems. 2 •24 While these magnitudes are not considered typical,
numerous projects have developed recently that require mitigation for circuits operating at these elevated
loads, indicating a need to consider actual current ratings for certain collocations. For this reason, loads are
presented in terms of current rather than line voltage rating, as curre nt is the driving load to control the
level of EM!. It is noted that line ratings are typically given in terms of voltage ratings such as 138 kV, 345
kV, etc. however, the current load is the more relevant variable when determining the level of HVAC
interference. Voltage rating alone can be misleading as the associated loads can be significantly higher or
lower than the 'typical' current loads for that kV rating . For this reason, it is recommended to obtain current
load data from the power utility company when assessing ri sk of interference.

4.2.2 Soil Resistivity
The soil resistivity along the collocation affects the magnitude of induced AC potentia l dist ribution as well as
the theoretical AC current density along a given pipeline. It is necessary to consider both the bulk and
specific layer resistivity when assessing likelihood and severity of interference. The bulk resistivity to the
pipeline depth is one of the controlling factors in the analysis of induced AC potential. The bulk resistiv ity is
the average soil resistivity measured in a half-hemisphere to the depth of the pipe, as shown in Figure 9
below. However, the specific resistivity of the soil layer directly next to the pipe surface, shown as Layer 2
in Figure 9, is a primary factor affecting the corrosion activity at a coating holiday, considering both
conventional galvanic and AC assisted corrosion. The bulk soil resistivity combined with the coating
resistance of the pipeline affect the level of induced AC potential expected along the pipeline.

Figure 9.

Graphical representation of soil resistivity measurements, showing bulk and layer zones
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To demonstrate the sensitivity of soil resistivity on pipeline interference and current density, DNV GL created
a computer model simulating a single circuit vertical transmission line, pa rallel to a 10-inch diameter
pipeline with a configuration similar to the model setup described in Section 4.2.1. The soil resistivity was
varied along the pipeline while all other model inputs remained constant, to ana lyze the influence of
resistivity alone. The soi l resistivit y was uniform along the entire modeled collocation, considering 100,
1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 ohm-cm . Fig ure 10 shows the max imum induced AC potential corresponding to
varying current loads.

Effects of Soil Resistivity on Induced AC Potential
5000 ft Collocation Length at 100 ft Separation
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Figure 10.

Maximum Induced AC Potential as a Function of Soil Resistivity

The results of the analyses show that the induced AC potential increases logarithmically with increasing soil
resistivity. This increase in induced AC potential changes significantly between 100 and 10,000 ohm -cm but
approaches asymptotical limit at soil resistivity values greater than 10,000 ohm-cm.
T he effects of soil resistivity have greater influence however on the current density. While an increase in soi l
resistivity can resu lt in a slight increase in the mag nitude of induced AC voltage for a given collocation, the
theoretical current density and associated risk of AC corrosion decreases linearly with the increased
resistivity. The layer resistivity of the soil directly next to the pipe surface is a pri mary factor in the corrosion
activity at a coating holiday. The specific resistivity near the pipe at a holiday is inversely related to
theoretical AC current density, as shown by the calculation for theoretical AC current density in Equation 1.
Thus, an increase in soil resistiv ity resu lts in a decrease in theoretica l AC current density.
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Considering the 250 amp current load case from Figure 10, the theoretical current density was calculated
from the induced AC potential for each magnitude of soil resistivity, considering a 1 cm 2 holiday, shown
in Figure 11 and Table 2. While the soil resistivity values increase several orders of magnitude across the
range, the theoretical current density decreases on similar order, with minimal change in the overall induced
AC potential, as shown in Figure 11 and 0 Table 2. The red dashed line represents the lower bound 20
amps/m 2 threshold for current density as discussed in Section 3.3.1.1. It can be seen that based on the
calculations provided by Equation 1, a very high theoretical AC current density is possible for relatively low
AC potential, if soil resistivity values are below 10,000 ohm- cm . This results in elevated risk for AC corrosion
for soil resistivity ranges below 10,000 ohm-cm.

Effects of Soil Resistivit y on AC Potential and Holiday Current
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Figure 11.

Effects of Soil Resistivity on Induced AC Potential and Corresponding Holiday Current
Densit y. Current density presented for a theoretical 1cm 2 holiday
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Table 2-Calculated current density and induced AC potential
Calculated Current
Density (A/m 2)

Induced Potential

100

234

1.0

1,000

35

1.5

10,000

5

2.3

p
(ohm-cm)

(Vac)

100,000
0.6
2.8
Based on 5,000ft parallel collocation with a power line
operating at 250 A load, 100-ft separation distance

4 .2.3 Collocation Geometry
The geometry of the pipeline relative to the transmission line is critical in determining the magnitude and
distribution of induced AC potential along the pipeline . The level of AC interference for a given collocation or
crossing, with respect to collocation geometry, is dependent on the re lative distance between the phase
conductors and pipeline, the locations of convergence or divergence, and angle of approach or crossing.
Each of these variables affects the overall level of induction or susceptibility to fault hazards, and their
influence is dependent on all other configuration variables. When assessing susceptibility to AC interference
all of these variables are considered . However, for the sake of this assessment, the following studies
ana lyzed each independently in order to provide a simplified assessment of the influence of each parameter.
The figures presented in Section 4.2.3.1 to 4.2.3.3 incorporate a dashed line similar to the current density
threshold indicator in Figure 11. The limit lines provide reference to the AC potential limit that may result in
a theoretical AC current density of 20 amps/m 2 for a hypothetica l 1 cm 2 holiday, at soil resistiv ity of 1,000
and 10,000 ohm-cm. The limit lines are included to provide guidance illustrating the levels that may pose an
elevated risk of AC corrosion at potentials below the NACE specified 15 volt limit for personnel safety.

4.2.3.1

Separation Distance Between Pipeline and Power Line

The separation distance between the pipeline and transmission line is a significant variable controlling the
level of induced AC potential influencing a given pipeline. The proximity of the pipeline to the phase wires
limits the strength of the LEF to which the pipeline is exposed.
To demonstrate the sensit ivity of separation distance on pipeline interference, DNV GL created a computer
model simulating a single 10-i nch pipeline, and single circuit vertical transmission line, with similar
configuration as described in Section 4 .2.1. The separation distance was varied between the models while all
other model inputs remained constant, to analyze the influence of separation alone. Induced AC potential
results are plotted for separation distances of 50, 100, 500, 1,000, and 2,500 feet in Figure 12. The results
indicate that for the higher load currents, the 20 A/m 2 recommenaed current density threshold is exceeded
for separation distances greater than 500 feet is exceeded.
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Maximum Induced AC Potential vs. Separation Distance
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Figure 12.

Effects of separation distance on induced AC potential. Current density limits presented
for a theoretical 1cm2 holiday.

As t he distance between t he pipeline and transmission line increases, the induction on the pipeline decreases.
This is expect ed as where the distance between the pipel ine and phase conductors increase t he distance
from the LEF origin increases, decreasing the coupling effects. The resu lts of this study as presented
in Figure 12 illustrate an important effect of the load current as well. The area of infl uence or separation
distance at which a collocated pipeline experiences significant interference increases accordingly.
The figure also depicts potential levels corresponding to a 20 amp/m 2 current density for both 1,000 and
10,000 ohm-cm soil resistivity for reference. For the given parameters analyzed, a current load of 250 amps
resu lts in an induced potential of approximately 2 volts at a 50 foot separation distance which quickly
decreases to less than 0.5 volts at a distance of 500 feet. However, a load of 2,500 amps results in an
induced AC potential of approximately 21 volts at a separa t ion distance of 50 feet, and approximately 1.5
volt s at a separati on distance of 1,000 feet. This is important when determining which pipeline collocations
require detailed analysis, as there is va riation among industry guidance documents for the limiting distance.
A limiting distance of 1,000 feet is common practice, howeve r, for HVAC current loads greater than 1,000
amps, significant interference might be possible at distances exceedi ng 1,000 feet . While the induced AC
potentials magnitudes may appear relatively low in Figure 12, for separation greater than 2,000 feet, it
should be noted this example is consideri ng a single HVAC circuit, and only an approximately 0.5 mile
colloca tion length. In practice additional interfering circuits collocated for longer distances would result in
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higher induced AC potentials. Further, as discussed in Section 4.2.2, it is possible to have an elevated AC
current density under relatively low soil resistivity conditions, such that AC corrosion is a concern at
relatively low induced potential.
It is necessary to consider separation distance in conjunction with the other factors to exclude a collocation

from further analysis for separation distances within 2,500 feet. At a minimum, operating current, or an
estimate of it, is also necessary when determining if further analysis is required.

4.2.3.2

Collocation Length of Pipeline and Transmission Line

Just as separation distance affects the magnitude and distribution of induced AC potential along the pipeline,
so does the length of collocation. The collocation length is the distance along the ROW that a pipeline
parallels or crosses the transmission line within a separation distance and angle that allow for inductive
coupling. The collocation length affects the magnitude of induced AC potential that accumulates on the
pipeline as it defines the length of the pipeline exposed to the LEF of the phase wires.
To demonstrate the sensitivity of collocation length on pipeline interference, DNV GL created a computer
model simulating a single 10-inch pipeline, parallel to a single circuit vertical transmission line at a 50 foot
offset. The collocation length was varied between the models while all other model inputs remained constant,
to analyze the influence of collocation length alone. Collocation lengths of 500, 1,000, 2,500, 5,000, and
10,000 feet of the pipeline and transmission line compare the maximum induced AC potential in Figure 13.

Maximum Induced AC Potential vs. Collocation Length
at 50 ft Separation
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Figure 13.

Maximum Induced AC Potential as a Function of Collocation Length
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As the collocation length increases, the magnitude of induced AC potential on the pipeline increases, as the
length of pipeline exposed to the LEF is increased. Collocation lengths as short as 500 feet are capable of
inducing 2 - 10 VAC or greater consideri ng a single collocated power line operating at 1,000 amps or greater.
The potential levels corresponding to a 20 amp/m 2 current density for both 1,000 and 10,000 ohm-cm soil
resistivity have been included for reference. Considering a relatively low soil resistivity of 1,000 ohm-cm, the
20 amps/m 2 current density criteria is exceeded at a 2,500 foot colloca ti on length for all load currents
analyzed.
The result s of the collocation length study also accentuate the sensitivity t o HVAC load current as previously
discussed in Section 4 .2.1. The collocation length required prior to exceeding the 15 volt safety threshold for
t he 2,500 and 5,000 amp load conditions is approximately 1,750 and 800 feet respectively. These conditions
are fu rther increased in complex collocations where multiple lines exist .
It is necessary to consider collocation length in conjunction wit h the other factors to exclude a collocation

from furth er analysis for separation distances within 2,500 feet. At a mini mum, operating current, or an
estimate of it, is also necessary when determining if further analysis is necessary.

4.2.3.3

Angle Between Pipeline and Transmission Line

The angle at which the pipeline and HVAC transmission line cross has an effect on the mag nitude of
induction on the pipeline at the crossing. As the angl e increases between th e pipeline and t ransmission line,
the magnitude of the indu ction decreases as the component of th e pipeline exposed to induction decreases.
For a perpendicular crossing, with th e pipeline crossing at or near 90° to the power line, the induction on the
pipeline is minimized as the effective parallel length is minimized. The magnitude of the current on the
transmission line also has a significant impact on the induced AC potential at crossing locations. Previous
'rule-of-thumb' practices through out industry may have indicated crossings greater than 60° resu lted in
negligible induction on adjacent pipelines. 2 However, recent studies have resulted in HVAC installations with
sig nifi cantly greater current capacity, which acts to increase the corresponding interference resulting in
cases with induced AC voltage at relatively high angle crossings.
To demonstrate the sensitivity of collocat ion angle on pipeline interference, DNV GL created a computer
model simulating a single 10-inch pipeline, and si ngle circuit vertical transmission line, with similar
configuration as described in Section 4.2.1. The pipeline was approximately 2 miles long and the ang le
between the pipeline and transmission line varied between models while all other model inputs remai ned
constant, in order to analyze the influence of crossing angle alone. Figure 14 shows the results of an
analysis of crossing angles between 15 and 90 degrees and the calculated maximum induced AC potential
for each case.
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Maximum Induced AC Potential vs. Crossing Angle
Considering a 2 mile section of 10-inch Diameter Pipe
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Figure 14.

Maximum calculated induced voltage at various HVAC line crossing angles

Considering a typical 345kV circuit, and current loads of up to 1,000 amps, a crossing angle of greater than
45° degrees resulted in an induced potential of less than two (2) VAC for the study presented. A crossing
angle of greater than 60° induces minimal potential such that the corresponding current density is less than
20 amps/ m 2 even in a relative ly low soil resistivity at 1,000 ohm-cm. Previous industry experience and
general guidance practices across industry appear consistent with this understanding that crossings of
greater than 60° are typically low-severity with respect to induction .
However, as the transmission line load increases to greater than 1,000 amps, it can be shown that crossing
angles up to 60° may induce potentials such that corresponding current density exceeds 100 amps/m 2 , in
low resistivity soil conditions. Depending on target limits for current density, models show that crossing
angles of 80° can cause high current density in relative ly low soi l resistivity locations.
The crossing angles discussed above are with respect to induced AC interference specifically. Assessment for
susceptibility to faults, and coating breakdown due to fault voltage, is required for all crossings where
pipelines pass in close proximity to a tower ground .

4.2.4 Coating Resistance
The resistance of the pipeline coating to ground is a significant factor controlling the level of induced
potential that may build up on a pipeline. However, in practice the coating resistance is typically not known
with great certainty and is generally inconsistent along the pipeline length. The coating resistance to ground
is a function of the coating type, condition, thickness, and local soil resistivity, all of which may vary along a
t y pical collocation length .
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In general, a poorly coated pipeline, or deteriorated coating with low resistance to ground allows multiple
paths to ground for AC potential to dissipate. This reduces the bu ildup of induction, result ing in lower AC
potential and lower current density discharge at any individual holiday. Conversely, considering a well
coated line with high dielectric strength and excellent coating condition, the resistance to earth along the
length of the pipeline is relatively high allowing for greater induction bu ild up over longer distances. For
example, this case may exist with a newly FBE coated pipeline, with minimal holidays, in proximity to a
collocated HVAC power. line. Due to the high resistance to ground, and re latively few ground paths, the
induced AC potential can build along the collocation length. This can generate elevated AC potentials, which
may be hazardous from a safety standpoint, but also create a possible corrosion risk, as the AC current can
discharge from a relat ively few holidays after a physical or electromagnetic discontinuity, such as the
pipeline diverging from the collocation.
Relative estimates of coating resistance are provided by Dabkoski in the report for Pipeline Research Council
International ( PRC!) and Parker24, 25 , and summarized in Appendix B for reference, to be utilized in deta iled
modeling analysis based on coating quality, and soil resistivity, however specific guidance is not provided for
a relative risk associated with the various coating resistance values.

4.2 .5 Pipeline Diameter and Depth of Cover
The diameter of the pipeline collocated with or crossing an HVAC power line affects t he leve l of induced AC
potential on the pipeline. However, historical experience has indicated that the effect is relatively minor
compared with the influence of other variables.
To demonstrate the sensitivity of pipe diameter on pipeli ne interference, DNV GL created a computer model
simu lating a sing le pipeline, parallel to a single circuit vertical t ra nsmission line for 5,000 feet at a horizontal
sepa ration distance of 100 feet. The pipeline approaches the transmission line at a 90-degree angle and
parallels the t ransmission line for 5,000 feet before receding from the transmission line at a 90-deg ree angle.
The pipeline model considered diameters of 6, 10, 18, 24, 36, and 48 inches, while all other model inputs
remained constant, to analyze the influence of diameter alone. The model used a uniform soil resistivity of
10,000 ohms-cm. The results of this study indicat e that the magnitude of induced AC potential decreases
with an increase in pipeline diameter, as shown in Figure 15.
As the diameter of the pipeline decreases, the surface area exposed to the LEF also decreases. However, the
magnitude of LEF generated by the transmission line remains unchanged. For a smaller diameter pipeline,
the LEF influences a smaller surface area resulting in greater induced AC potential compared to a larger
diameter line, consideri ng all other variables equal. Further, the pipeline characteristic impedance varies
inversely with pipeline diameter, as presented in previous work by PRCI3 24 . Considering all other parameters
equal, a larger diameter pipeline will have a generally lower effective resistance to ground, and therefore a
lower tendency of HVAC interference . For relative comparison, an increase in diameter from 6 to 48 inches
result ed in a 20% decrease in induced AC potential on the pipeline, regardless of the interfering current level.
In the previous analysis, the models used 10-inch diameter pipeline, which will provide a conservative
estimate relative to typical larger diamet er transmission lines. Thi s was chosen to clearly demonstrate the
effects of the individual variables.
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Maximum Induced AC Potential vs. Pipeline Diameter
5000 ft Collocation Length at 100 ft Separation
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Similar to pipel ine diameter, the pipeline depth of cover has a relatively minor influence on the induced AC
potential on the pipeline. In general, the level of AC interference decreases with increasing depth of cover as
the distance from the individual phase conductors and total resistance to the LEF is increased, though the
effect is relatively minor for typical burial depths. A fixed depth of cover of approxim ately 5 feet was used in
the sensitivity studies above.

5

MITIGATION

NACE International Standard Practice SP0177 -2014 requires a mitigation system designed for pipelines
where HVAC interference is present. 10 Mitigation system design varies across the industry, but in general all
involve a low resistance grounding system to pass interfering AC to ground. Typical mitigation system
designs can be either surface or deep grounding designs. Both designs have benefits and detriments
considering performance, cost, and constructability.
Liquid and gas transmission pipelines are regulated under the Department of Transportation ( DOT) Pipeline
and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) Regulations §49 CFR Part 195 Subpart H Corrosion
Control (195.551 - 195.589) 26 and §49 CFR Part 192 Subpart I Requirements for Corrosion Control
(192.451 - 192.491) 27 , respectively. The regulations have various requirements for corrosion control of
which CP and electrical isolation are major factors in compliance. CP systems apply a DC to the pipeline, and
electrical isolation quantifies the surface area or limits of the system. CP systems designed for transmission
pipelines must meet federally regulated criteria .
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5. 1.1 DC Decouplers
When designing mitigation systems for induced AC and faults on transmission pipelines, detrimental effects
to the CP system must be considered. It is essential t o ensure they do not compromise the operation of the
CP syst ems. Additional structures such as grounding and shield wires used in mitig ating induced AC attached
directly to the pipeline change the operating characteristics of the CP system, changing t he surface area
intended for the CP compromising its effectiveness. Direct current decouplers (DCD) alleviate this situation .
However, there are some cases where the design of CP accounts for the mitigation. The decouplers,
designed into the circuit, allow AC current to pass to ground, while blocking the DC CP current, maintaining
the pipeline surface area. There are various types, sizes and ratings of decouplers used depending on th e
predicted faults or induced AC and mitigation design. DCDs are also used to block DC current at grounded
above grade appurtenances, such as block va lves, metering stations, and launcher/ rece iver stations.
Decouplers installed across electrical isolation flanges (IF) prevent " burn over" which can occur when an AC
fault current or lightening surge is large enough in magnitude to arc over the gap between flange faces or
exceeds the rating of the IF.

5.2 Surface Grounding
Surface grounding generally refers to one of several types of mitigation grounding installed at or near the
surface or pipe depth. Typical designs may consist of bare copper cable, zinc ribbon, or engineered systems
buried generally parallel to the pipe path and connected to the pipeline through a DCD. During new
construction, surface grounding can be installed directly in the pipe trench, or laid parallel to t he pipe in an
adjacent trench or bore. This approach allows for cost -effective installation of a significa nt length of
mitigation at a lower cost relative to alternative forms of mitigation, but is dependent on construction access
along th e ROW. 16
If necessary, connecting additional mitigation ribbon in para llel and even adding shallow vertical anodes to
t he circu it will further reduce grounding resistance up to a certa in extent. Installing this type of mitigation
system at distributed, targeted locations, optimized from the interference model, reduces the induction
along the pipeline. Additionally, when laid pa rallel to the pipeline in reg ions where transmission line towers
are in close proxi mity, the mitigation ribbon also acts to protect and shield the pipeline from damage
resulting from fault and arcing scenarios.
Analysis of the reduction in ground resista nce possible with various installation approaches included a
ca lculation of the resista nce of 1,000 foot long mitigation ribbon in varying soil resistivity, using t he modified
Dwight's Equation for multiple anodes installed horizontally 28 . Figure 16 illustrates how this calculated
grounding resistance varies with th e number of ribbons connected in parallel at multiple levels of soil
resistivity. Wh ile numerous sizes of ribbon cables exist, the length is a much more significant factor in
determining total resistance than diameter, when consi dering typical ribbon diameters, therefore this
analysis considers a constant diameter ribbon.
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Grounding Installation Resistance
Distributed Horizontal Parallel Zinc Ribbons (Constant 1,000 ft Length)
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Figure 16.

Grounding Resistance of Horizontal Parallel Zinc Ribbons at Varying Soil Resistivities

As shown in Figure 17, at low soil resistivities, very low grounding resistance results with a single, relatively
short ribbon length. As the soil resistivity increases, so does the achievable grounding resistance. The data
is presented considering multiple parallel mitigation ribbons to demonstrate that further reduction in ground
resistance is possible by adding additional grounding at a particular installation. However, diminishing
returns exist such that further increasing the extent of grounding at a specific site, beyond a certain
threshold, results in minimal additional reduction, as shown in Figure 16.
The length of vertical grounding installations requires review of economics, construction, and practical
design considerations. Multiple shorter grounding rods can be incorporated to achieve a low resistance to
ground without requiring deep drilling, where parallel surface grounding does not sufficiently reduce the
ground resistance. Vertical ground rods should be separated horizontally by the length of the ground rods at
minimum for optimum efficiency. 23
For locations of high surface resistivity, one drawback for horizontal surface grounding is the length of
mitigation ribbon wire required to achieve a low resistance. Where multiple parallel ribbons are required to
achieve sufficient grounding resistance significant ROW access may be required. As discussed, the shared
utility ROW may limit construction access for mitigation parallel to a collocated pipeline. Additionally, as
pipelines cross physical obstructions, such as roadways, railroads, access may limit the extent of parallel
mitigation systems. However, surface grounding still continues to be the preferred mitigation technique and
can efficiently provide adequate mitigation grounding for a majority of collocations.
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5.3 Deep Grounding
Deep dri lled ground wells (deep wells) offer another form of mitigation grounding, and may be considered
for select applications. Deep wells generally consist of one or more anodes drilled vertically into the ground
in order to achieve low ground resistance. Actual deep well depths can vary based on needs, but they
generally range greater than 100 feet in depth.
In general, construction costs are generally higher for deep well grounding than for comparable surface
mitigation. However, deep well grounding can be a viable option in specific applications where one or both of
the following criteria are satisfied .
1

The soil resistivity at t he surface is significantly greater than (>20 x) the soil resistivity at lower
depths.

2

Horizontal surface grounding is not feasible due to construction obstacles ( roads, rai lways, right-ofway access, etc.)

For t ypica l mitigation systems, where parallel ribbon and deep grounding are both options, parallel ribbon
proves to be more efficient and econom ical because it can achieve a lower resistance to ground for lower
overall cost. For comparison, ground resistance calculations were analyzed to deter mine the approximate
equiva lency in effective ground resistance between parallel zi nc ribbon, and an individual deep well anode.
Figure 17 below shows a comparison of parallel horizontal grounding config urations compared t o a single 6inch diameter deep well anode approximately 200 feet deep. The soil resistivity ratio, plotted on the x-axis,
is the ratio between the bulk soil resistivity to a depth of 10 feet for surface ribbon and the bulk soil
resist ivity to a 200 foot depth for a deep wel l. Along the y-axis is the equivalent length of horizontal surface
grounding required to meet the same leve l of grounding resistance as the deep well anode. The t wo curves
in the figure below display this trend for single and double surface ribbon installations.
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Comparison of Surface Mitigation with Deep Well Anodes
Based on 200-foot, 6 -inch Diameter Deep Well Anode
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Figure 17.

Comparison of Surface Mitigation to Deep Well Anodes

Considering a typical scenario where deep soil resistivity values are of similar order to the surface resistivity,
a single deep well grounding installation would be necessary for approximately every 1,000 to 2,000 feet of
individual parallel ribbon. However, considering a hypothetical location where the deep soil resistivity is an
order of magnitude lower than at the surface (soil ratio of 10), it can be shown that a single deep well
installation could provide a similar ground resistance as approximately 5,000 feet of individual parallel
ribbon. Under certain scenarios, where the ratio between the surface and deep soil resistivity is high, deep
well anodes may become a viable solution to obtain a low grounding resistance. Previous case studies and
project experience have rarely shown soil resistivity ratios of this magnitude, such that deep well grounding
was a preferred option. However, where construction access is limited, not allowing for installing longer
lengths of surface grounding to achieve the required mitigation deep well grounding may be beneficial. In
scenarios where grounding is only necessary at a single specific location on the pipeline, deep well
grounding may be an option .

5.4 Mitigation Comparison
Deep well anodes may provide a viable mitigation option under specific circumstances, but industry practice,
historical assessments, and construction practice have generally shown that surface mitigation provides
more economical and efficient mitigation for the majority of collocations. In cases where arc shielding
protection is required to guard against fault scenarios, deep well anodes do not provide such protection, thus
necessitating the installation of surface ribbon in addition to primary mitigation . Surface mitigation can also
serve as fault shielding, protecting against damage to the pipeline and its coating when properly placed
between the pipeline and power transmission ground .
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A primary benefit for surface mitigation is ease of installation and a lower associated cost. Mitigation
installed in the same trench beside the pipe during pipeline construction furthe r reduces installation costs.
Typical industry construction estimates indicate that the cost of a single drilled deep well anode installation
may be ten times the cost of a 1,000-foot surface installation, if installed during pipe construction. This
would indicate that each deep well anode would need to replace approximately 10,000 feet of surface
mitigation before it is economically viable from a ground resistance standpoint alone. That said, the decision
between surface and deep grounding installation methods most often comes down to a number of other
considerations, including construction access, grounding distribution, and contractor preference in addition
to cost alone. [Appendix C contains a simplified summary, presents the pros and cons for various mitigation
materials and methods for reference.] The comparison information provides guidance and demonstrates the
comparative benefits of each approach based on various soil resistivity layers.

5.5 Additional Mitigation Methodologies
The AC mitigation techniques discussed utilize low-resistance grounding to transmit induced AC voltage to
ground . While grounding can be an effective mitigation technique for many interference cases, recent
industry experience has identified collocations where induced potentials or current density reduction to
adequate levels cannot be achieved by grounding alone. This is generally due to a combination of elevated
transmission currents and unfavorable soil resistivity conditions. Trends in the power transmission industry
have led to increased power capacity and corresponding operating currents, for some long distance
transmission systems as shown. This increase in operating current has a direct effect on the level of EMI. In
many cases, this has presented a significant challenge for achieving adequate mitigation on pipelines
crossing or collocated with the power transmission lines. In these cases, additional mitigat ion techniques
should be considered.
In terms of risk reduction or prevention, the approach to AC interference mitigation can be categorized on a
primary, secondary, or tertiary level. Primary prevention targets controlling or reducing the source of the
risk, through elimination or control. Secondary prevention targets reducing exposure to a risk factor, and
tertiary prevention targets treating the response or consequences of the risk factor, generally after exposure
to the risk. By these terms, a standard practice of mitigating AC induction by grounding alone is considered
a tertiary form of mitigation. That is to say, the treatment targets only the consequ ence of the interference
by reducing the detrimenta l AC effects at the pipeline level, after allowing the pipeline to be exposed to the
interference risks. While not currently in widespread application, further research of primary and secondary
risk controls should be considered in future development, to reduce overall interference and risks associated
with AC interference, especially considering cases that cannot be effectively mitigated by traditional means.
While the concepts presented may not be readily employed by pipeline operators without further research,
they are presented to address the need for continued research and development of more robust high voltage
interference mitigation methodologies, and pursue improved collaboration between the power line and
pipeline operators.

5. 5.1 Primary Threat Control of AC Interfe rence
Although mitigation grounding is a common industry practice, cases exist where grounding alone is
insufficient to reduce interference levels on collocated pipelines. For such cases, additional techniques should
be considered . From an engineering risk basis, with respect to overall risk reduction, a preferred approach is
to reduce the source of interference. Specifically, this means reducing the interference prior to it reach ing
the pipeline, generally through design controls during the development phase prior to construction, where
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modifications to the pipeline or transmission line are possible. The level of interference experienced at the
pipeline is dependent on the magnitude of EMI generated at the source, and the collocation parameters that
limit the EMI levels reaching the pipeline. Specifically, revising collocation routing, and tower and circuit
configuration modifications can reduce or optimize the level of EMI produced. Conductor arrangements can
be designed to balance individual phases producing the lowest levels of EMI for a given circuit configuration.
For a given circuit configuration (single circuit horizontal/vertical, double circuit horizontal/vertical/delta, etc.)
there exists an ideal phase sequence which minimizes the LEF at the pipeline location and thus results in
lower magnitudes of AC interference. Dabkowski studied the magnitudes of the LEF for varying circuit types
and phase sequence. The results demonstrated that for a single horizontal circuit a reduction of up to 9
percent of the LEF may be achieved, by choosing the proper phase sequence. 24 With the single circuit
vertical case, the LEF at the pipeline location could be reduced by as much as 15% with the proper phase
sequence.
The double circuit vertical tower configuration presents a unique scenario for phase sequencing. There are
36 possible phase sequences, classified into five sets of phase combinations : center point symmetric, full roll,
partial roll upper, partial roll lower, and center line symmetric. The LEF magnitude between the various
phasing configurations can vary significantly. 29 Generally, the ideal phase sequence for a double vertical
circuit is the center point symmetric phase configuration, which generates an LEF approximately 65% to 90%
less than the center line symmetric phase configuration. 29 This is significant when considering this is simply
the result of the physical interaction between conductors, and primary mitigation reduction at the source
reduces the interference levels that ever reach the collocated pipeline . Additionally, optimization of the
phase configuration does not require unconventional installation methods to obtain this reduction in LEF
magnitude. 29 It is recognized that for existing installations, pipeline operators generally may not be able to
influence HVAC power design; however, for new construction and power system expansions where
interference is a concern, communication between pipeline operators and transmission owners of possible
effects is recommended in order to review possible interference hazards prior to construction. Where
possible, pipeline and HVAC power line design controls can limit EMI and interference on adjacent pipelines.
The addition of phase transpositions along a given collocation can also act to reduce the overall EMI
influencing a collocated pipeline. However, phase transpositions should only considered as part of a detailed
analysis, as the discontinuity presented by a phase transposition can create a localized point of elevated
interference, and may have further impact on the power transmission design. 24 However, where appropriate,
phase transpositions can create discontinuities and effectively break up long line interference built up on
long collocations. Further, in areas where construction access may be limited, phase transpositions can be
located strategically to reduce interference at the source .

5.5.2 Secondary Threat Control of AC Interference
With respect to overall threat reduction, a secondary control works by means of isolating a threat from a
structure. In the case of AC interference, this specifica lly means intercepting and grounding the EMI prior to
reaching the pipeline.
One proposed example is overhead shielding, which is used to mitigate AC interference in other industries
including rail transport systems, but is notably less common in mitigating AC interference on pipelines. An
overhead shielding technique works by placing a conductor, grounded at regular intervals, within a targeted
region between the pipeline and the adjacent transmission line. This shielding conductor, located in the
same LEF generated by the conductor circuit, induces a current and an accompanying LEF 180 degrees out
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of phase with the field generated by the transmission line. In so doing the conductor acts to cancel pa rt of
the LEF generated by the transmission line, resu lting in lower levels of induction on the pipeline. Dabkowski
studied the effectiveness of this technique for the same t ower configurations discussed in Section 5. 5.1. 29
The results indicated a substantial reduction in the induced potential on the pipeline was possible; however,
the mitigating effectiveness was highly sensitive to loading conditions, and the precise location of the
shielding conductor. For the single circuit horizontal circuit, an auxiliary overhead ground wire resulted in a
reduction of approximately 25% in the LEF, and thus the corresponding induction on the pipeline. The ideal
placement of this overhead auxiliary shield wire was approximately the same height as the phase wires,
which for sing le circuit horizontal circuits may make this solution impractical. For the single circuit vertical
tower configuration, Dabkowski found a maximum LEF reduction of approximately 60% to 75% by mounting
the overhead shield wire at an optimum height on the tower centerline . Reductions in the LEF generated by
the double circuit vertical configuration were found to be range from 50%-95% . However, when examining
slight imbalances of +/-5 to 15% between phase wires, the benefits realized by this auxiliary shield wire
quickly diminished to 20% or less whe n compa red to uniform current across all phase wires of the
circuit.29 23 While this is generally not a common practice in mitigat ion of pipeline interference, overhead
shielding has been considered and studi ed in the past, and is used within other industries. Specific overhead
shielding inst allations require detailed design, and precise locating but this approach may present an
alternative mea ns of mitigation where ineffective through more traditional means. Further research and
testing is required on a case-specific basis to determine if this is a viable t echniqu e.
Fault and arc shielding, which are used to reduce the ri sk of damage t o the pipeline and the coating near
tower grounds du ring fault conditiOr)S are another form of secondary risk control. Fault protection typically
takes the form of a parallel sh ield wire, simi lar to mitigation ribbon discussed in Section 5.2. However, the
primary function of fault and arc shielding protection acts to intercept transmission line fault current and
transfer to ground prior to reaching the pipeline. For this reason, the location and placement of the arc
shieldi ng m itigation is far more crit ical w hen protecting against conductive (fault) interference than for
inductive interference.

5.5.3 Tertiary Threat Control of AC Interference
With respect t o overa ll ri sk reduction, t ertia ry controls rely on reducing the consequences of the threat

a~e r

exposure to the structure. Per this definition, typical grou nding mitigation can be considered a tertiary
control. Mitigation grounding works by transmitting the AC potentia l t o ground, only after it has already
reached the pipeline. While grounding has proven to be an effective means of mitigation for many historical
installations, and inst allation is generally within the capabilities and access of t he pipeline operators,
scenari os occur where grounding alone is not sufficient t o reduce interference to acceptabl e levels.
Ideally, a combination of primary, secondary, and tertiary mitigation techniques would provide the highest
level of threat reduction and protection for the pipeline. However, addressing a threat at the lowest level
possible wi ll provide reduction in severit y, increasing the likelihood that mitigation will be effective. That is
to say, reducing AC int erference at its source or shielding EMI from reach ing an adjacent pipeline can
provide greater r isk reduction than simply allowing the interference to pass to the structure and dissipating
to ground v ia tertiary mitigati on methods. In practice howeve r, it may not always be possible or practical to
address interference at a pri mary or even secondary level. Tertiary mitigation through low resista nce
grounding techniques may provide adeq uat e risk reduction for a majority of interference collocations.
However, further research and continued development into additional mitigation techn iques would benefit
the industry.
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5.6 MONITORING
As mentioned previously, the measurement or calculation of AC current density has been the primary
indicator to determine the likelihood of AC corrosion across industry in North America. It is possible to
measure AC current density on a representative holiday through the installation and use of metallic coupons
or ER probes. A test wire connected to the coupon, routed to the surface and connected to the pipeline
through a test station is an example of a simple installation. By inserting an ammeter into the circuit, an AC
and DC current can be measured which when can be used to calculate the current density at that location.
In many cases, test stations with coupons also include additional instrumentation such as ER probes and
reference electrodes. The ER probes provide a time based corrosion rate while the reference electrodes
provide both and AC and DC pipe-to-soil potentials for comparison.
Using coupon test stations (CTS), and ER probes, real-time monitoring can provide a better understanding of
the interference effects acting on a collocated pipeline. However, as previously discussed, the magnitude of
interference depends on the magnitude of current loads on the associated power lines. Correlation of the
CTS and ER probe data with power line loads provides a thorough understanding of the system performance.
While it has historically been difficult to obtain this information from power line operators, there is a
recognized need to have good understanding of the operating power line loads to determine relevance of
coupon test station or ER probe data. Additionally, best practices dictate obtaining data over a
representative period (days or weeks as relevant) in order to assess the interference response during high
load conditions. A measurement for AC potential or AC current density at a single point in time with
unknown operating current loads may not be representative of the actual risk for interference on the
pipeline .

6

GUIDELINES FOR INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS

The following steps are provided as best practice procedures for determining where detailed analysis is
recommended based on the results of this study, industry standards, historical technical publications, and
previous industry experience.
Pipeline operators are faced with many existing and new construction pipelines collocated and crossing
power line ROW. Little guidance exists to assist in selecting and prioritizing collocations for detailed analysis
and modeling . Under certain conditions, it may be possible to justify the low likelihood of AC interference,
and exclude specific locations from further detailed modeling with detailed monitoring, or justification that
the risk due to interference is low.
It is recommended to collect the following information, where possible, to determine if a detailed AC analysis

is required . Appendix D is a sample of data to collect from the powerline company . Use the corresponding
severity limits in Sections 6.1.1 through 6. 1.5 to assist with this methodology :
•

Peak and Emergency load rating (amps) for collocated power lines

•

Line rating (kV) for collocated power lines

•

Soil resistivity along the collocation at multiple depths

•

Collocation and / or crossing routing geometry for the pipeline and power line

•

AC pipe-to-soil (P/S) measurements (for existing pipelines)

•

AC Current density using coupons or probes where previously installed

•

Maximum fault potential and fault clearing time
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Detailed "a nalysis" in the context of this document refers either to data collection using detailed monitoring
or to specific applicat ion of numerical calculation of interference magnitudes. This analysis is done using
detailed computer modeling or similar application of interference calcu lation met hods.

6.1 Severity Ranking Guidelines
This section provides general guidance with respect to the relative severity ranking for the identified
va riabl es with respect to their impact on the severity of AC interference.

6.1.1 Separation Distance
Separation distance and load current are key factors in determining whether a collocation will experience
significant AC interference . Generally, the separation distance is readily available or easily determined, so it
is often a primary screening variable . However, it has been shown that significant interference is possible for
dist ances greater than 1,000 feet when considering collocations with load capacity greater than 1,000
amps .2 It is therefore recomm ended to consider collocations within 2,500 feet, and t he decision for f urther
analysis should also incorporate estimate of the power line current.
Severity ranking for separation distance is provided in Table 3.The following generalized ran k ings have been
determin ed through review of industry data, parametric studies, and historical experience.
Table 3-Severity Ranking of Separation Distance

Separation Distance - D (Feet)

D < 100
100 < D < 500
500 < D < I ,000
I ,000 < D :'S 2,500

Severity Ranking of HY AC Interference
High
Medium
Low
Very Low

6.1.2 HVAC Power Line Current
The magnitude of transmission line currents is one of the most infl uential parameters determining the
likelihood and severity of AC interference. However, th ere is often debate as to which load rat ing to consider
for interference analysis and mitigation design. HVAC power lines genera lly have mu ltiple ratings that
specify the operating loads allowable during normal operation and peak or emergency load rati ngs allowable
during short duration scenarios. Ultimately, the load rating considered should be a ris k-based decision made
by the pipeline operator, considering the frequency of occurrence for t he load level, typical duration
throughout operation, and the consequence associated.
From a personnel sa fety standpoint, it is recommended to consider the maximum load that a power line can
carry for any duration. The t erminology for this varies among transmission operators, but it is commonly
referred to as "Emergency Load", defined as the max imum load a t ransmission circuit is capable of carrying
for a short duration such as during an emergency or maintenance condition. Considering personnel safety,
elevated step or touch potential could pose an instantaneous threat as a shocking hazard, regard less of
duration of the elevated power line current. As the pipeline operator is genera lly unaware of an emergency
load condition on the power line, it may not be feasible to reduce or prevent exposu re during even a shortduration elevat ed current load . It is therefore generally best practice to consider the maximum capacity or
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emergency loading conditions when assessing the risk of personnel safety threats such as shocking, unless
other provisions can be made to prevent exposure.
However, AC corrosion is a time-dependent threat. The magnitude of AC current density possible on a
pipeline under AC interference will be sensitive to the current load on the adjacent HVAC conductor. While
emergency loads, or other spikes in power line current may cause an elevated current density, the
associated corrosion damage may be low as the duration is limited.
The power line current is often the most controlling parameter influencing the magnitude of AC interference.
For this reason, we recommend obtaining the power line load limits from the relevant power transmission
operator when assessing the risk of AC interference on a given pipeline . These limits should include the
various operating ratings (generally 'Normal ', 'Peak', and 'Emergency' ), the allowable duration for each, and
expected frequency of occurrence.
Transmission operating parameters are not always readily available to pipeline operators, and this
information may be difficult to obtain . However, the power line current is a primary factor, and the relevance
and accuracy of an AC analysis may vary greatly with the accuracy of the operating current. Where actual
load data is unavailable, published reference currents for various HVAC power line ratings are available in
literature24 • However, these guidelines are for reference only, and may provide over or under conservative
results. In practice, there are cases where the operating currents provided for a specific power line
significantly exceeded these estimates. Additionally, as discussed in Section 4.2.1, increase load capacity on
new and upgraded systems may result in load ratings above the provided reference levels.
Severity rankings associated with HVAC load current for a collocated power line is provided in Table 4.
The following generalized rankings have been determined through review of published technical literature,
industry data, parametric studies, and historical experience.
Section 5.2.1 contains further background and detailed information for effects of power line phase current.
Table 4-Relative Ranking of HVAC Phase Current

HYAC C urrent - I (amos)
I~

1,000
500< I > 1,000
250 < I < 500
100< I < 250
I< 100

Relative Severity of HVAC Interference
Very High
High
Med-High
Medium
Low

6.1.3 Soil Resistivity
Soil resistivity affects both the magnitude of induced AC and the susceptibility to AC corrosion. The AC
corrosion process, as presented in Section 3.3 .1 is a function of the AC current density at a coating holiday,
which in turn is dependent on th e level of AC voltage on the pipeline and the local spread resistance. The
bulk soil resistivity is a primary factor controlling overall level of induction, while the local soil resistiv ity near
a holiday is a primary factor in the corrosion activity, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. The following
generalized severity rankings have been determined based on industry experience and gu idance provided in
EN 15280:2013, with respect to AC corrosion. 15
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Table 5-Relative Ranking of Soil Resistivity
Soil Resistivity - p (ohm-cm)

Relative Severity of HV AC Corrosion

p < 2,500

Very High

2,500 < p < I 0,000
l 0,000 < p < 30,000

High
Medium

p > 30,000

Low

6.1.4 Collocation Length
The collocation length of the pipeline and transmission line affects the magnitude of induced AC potential
accu mulating on the pipeline as it defines the length of the pipeline exposed to the LEF of the phase wires.
The following generalized rankings have been determined through parametric studies, and histor ical
experience.
Table 6-Relative Ranking of Collocation Length
Collocation L ength: l (feet)

L > 5,000

1,000 < L < 5,000
L < 1,000

Relative
Severity
High
Medium
Low

6.1.5 Collocation/ Crossing Angle
The ang le of collocation or crossing of the pipeline and power line limits the influence of induction. The
following generalized rankings have been determined throug h parametric studies, and historical experi ence.
Table 7-Relative Ranking of Crossing Ang le
Collocation/Crossing Angle - 9 ( 0 )

Rel ative Severity

e < 30
30 < e < 60
e > 60

High
Med
Low

6.2 Recommendations for Detailed Analysis
The guidance parameters presented are based on industry literature and standards where available. Where
guidance has not previously been provided, qualitative classifications have been provided to aid in severity
ranking and prioritization. The qualitative guidance parameters have been determined based on published
industry guidance, numerical modeling parametric studies, previous analytical experience, laboratory studies,
and failure investigations for AC corrosion related damage. The intention is not to replace or remove detailed
analysis from the design decisions, but rather to aid in severity ra nking and priorit ization when determining
where additional deta iled analysis and mitigation design is required.
Th e guidelines within should be used by the operators as part of an overall risk-based decision. The details
wi thin this report and this section can only provide guidance regarding the severity of HVAC interference or
AC corrosion . When determining whether to perform further detailed ana lysis, add location specific
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monitoring, or where no further action is required, possible consequences must be a part of the decision
process and reviewed on a case-specific basis.
As discussed in Section 4.2, collocations with power lines operating at greater than 1,000 amps are subject
to interference under conditions where likelihood would otherwise be low. Special consideration required for
collocations where the power line loads are greater than or equal to 1,000 amps. For this reason, an
understanding of the power line load current is necessary for evaluating the need for further analysis. The
two cases below provide an assessment of collocations and crossings encountered, based on :
Case 1 - Current Load greater than or equal to 1,000 amps, pipeline crossing or collocated within 2,500

feet
Case 2 - Current Load less than 1,000 amps, pipeline crossing or collocated within 1,000 feet

6 .2.1 Case 1
For scenarios where power line current is known or can be estimated to operate at or above 1,000 amps,
and a steel pipeline is crossing or collocated within 2,500 feet of the power line, a detailed analysis is
recommended when one or more of the following conditions are met:
o
o
o

Collocation Length severity is characterized as "High"
Soil resistivity severity is characterized as "High" or worse
Three or more of the variables identified in Section 6 .1 are categorized as " Medium" or
worse

6.2.2 Case 2
For scenarios where power line current is known or estimated to operate below 1,000 amps, and a steel
pipeline is crossing or collocated within 1,000 feet of the power line, a detailed analysis is recommended
when one or more of the following conditions are met:
o
o
o

Phase current severity is characterized as "High" or worse
Collocation length severity is characterized as "High"
Soil resistivity severity is characterized as " High" or worse

o

Three or more of the variables of severity rankings identified in Section 6.1 are categorized
as " Medium" or worse

High angle crossings, with crossing angles of greater than 60°, while considered low-risk for inductive
interference, are susceptible to fault or lightning arcing, as well as coating breakdown due to fault voltage.
Crossings with an angle greater than 60° may still be susceptible to inductive interference if subject to very
high current load, or multiple HVAC power lines.

6.2 .3 Faults
As fault conditions are generally infrequent and of short duration, it is not practical to obtain measurements
of AC potential during a fault condition. Analysis of fault voltages generally requires numerical modeling.
Fault current levels or estimates of possible magnitudes, are generally obtained by HVAC power line
operators and can vary significantly depending on tower design, power capacity, and location relative to
substation and generation source.
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Whenever a pipeline crosses or is collocated in close proximity within 500 feet an HVAC tower, it is
susceptible to faults. Detailed calculations or modeling is required to determine the possibility of fault arcing
and possible coating damage due to GPR.

6.2.4 Fault Arcing Distance
When a pipeline crosses or is collocated in close proximity to an HVAC tower ground, a theoretical fault
arcing radius can be calculated. The fault arcing radius is the distance from a HVAC tower ground that a
sustained lighting or fault arc may reach an adjacent metallic structure. The arcing radius is primarily a
function of the fault or lightning current and the local soil resistivity magnitude, and is estimated using
equations 2 and 3 based on Sunde's equations for lightning arc distance. 30 The equations presented were
developed to predict a safe separation distance considering an elevated current due to lightning strike, and
can be utilized to provide an estimate of possible fault arcing distance from a faulted high voltage tower
ground as well.
ra = 0.08jlacX

l~O

If p

100,000 Q·cm

(2)

l~O

if p > 100,000 Q·cm

(3)

ra = 0.047 jlacX

Where:

s

ra= arc distance in m

p= soil resistivity in Q·cm
Jae = the fault current in kA

6.3 Data and Documentation Requirements
Where the Severity Rankings Guidelines criteria indicated a more detailed analysis is necessary, collect the
following information where possible, to facilitate development of an AC interference model. Appendix D
contains a sample data log provided for reference:
Pipeline Parameters:
•
•
•
•
•

Routing geometry
Depth of cover
Diameter
Coating details
Coating resistance

•
•

Existing CP installations
Location of bonds

•
•

Soil resistivity at multiple depths and locations along the ROW
Location of insulating joints

Power line Parameters:
•
•
•
•

Routing geometry
Number of circuits
Conductor configuration (dimensions, orientation, phasing)
Conductor loading (Peak and Emergency current)
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•

Tower ground resistance

•

Maximum fault voltage

•
•

Fault clearing time
Shield wire configuration

6.4 General Recommendations
As the operating current is a controlling parameter influencing AC interference, it is recommended to obtain
the power line load current from the relevant electrical utility operator when assessing a collocation for the
threat of AC interference. Historically, lack of collaboration between pipeline and power line operators has
led to projects being assessed without accurate understanding of the power line data . This can lead to either
an overly conservative and costly design or an under-designed system not adequately reducing the
interference. Collaboration between the respective pipeline and power line operators is critical to accurate
assessment and efficient mitigation of any possible interference effects.
In addition to the assessment described in previous sections, the following general recommendations apply
for collocations and crossings where AC interference is a concern:
•

Install coupon test stations or ER probes to monitor AC Current density, a coupon surface area of
1.0 cm 2 is recommended .

•

During pipeline construction near HVAC transmission lines, confirm that the contractor safety
program complies with the recommended 15 VAC limit for shock hazards, and applicable OSHA
construction standards as referenced in Section 3.2.2.

•

Record AC pipe-to-soil potentials along with the DC pipe-to-soil potentials during the annual cathodic
protection survey on sections where AC interference threats may exist. This can provide information,
should the power transmission company change its operating parameters, or unexpected changes
occur between the pipeline and transmission line.

•

Request power line loads corresponding to the time of AC pipe-to-soil potential measurement to
provide thorough understanding of the interference measurements

•

Measure soil resistivity at locations where AC interference threats may exist. This data can be used
with the measured AC potentials to estimate theoretical AC current density for specific locations in
the absence of coupons or ER probes.

•

Operating personnel should be trained in the hazards and safe practices associated with working on
pipelines subject to HVAC interference

•

Suspend work (when possible) along the collocated or crossing section of pipeline during weather
conditions that may lead to a transmission line fault.

Safety precautions are required when making electrical measurements:
•

Only knowledgeable and qualified personnel trained in electrical safety precautions install, adjust,
repair, remove, or test impressed current cathodic protection and AC mitigation equipment.

•

Properly insulated test lead clips and terminals should be used to prevent direct contact with the
high voltage source.

•

Attach test clips one at a time using a single-hand technique for each connection when possible.
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•

Extended test leads requ ire caution nea r overhead HVAC power lines, which can induce hazardous
voltages onto the test leads, or present a source of data error.
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APPENDIX A LITERATURE REVIEW
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Where published, historically identified corrosion defects and pipeline failures associated with AC corrosion
degradation were reviewed and are presented to demonstrate the magnitudes and variability in corrosion
rates possible with AC accelerated corrosion. The general findings, discussion, technical det ails, and resu lts
are utilized and summarized throughout this document.
This lack of industry consensus on the subject of AC corrosion guidelines has led to varied practices among
pipeline operators in regards to mitigating AC interference on pipelines. As part of this study, The INGAA
Foundation requested a review of industry practices and procedures related to AC interference. The INGAA
Foundation provided DNV GL with the procedures related to AC interference or mitigation for 10 pipeline
operators who are members of the Foundation. The primary finding from this review is that there is
significant variation in company procedures with respect to AC interference. Based upon this review, all of
the procedures provided address a safety concern and define a maximum allowable AC pipe-to-soil potential
limit for above grade appurtenances. Faults were included as a concern/risk for pipelines in close proximity
to HVAC power lines in almost all of the procedures. However, few addressed coating stress limit above
which mitigation is required. For current density criteria, several procedures had clearly defined limits, while
others addressed it as a concern for AC corrosion but did not specify a targeted limit of AC current density or
define limits for mitigation.

Case Studies
Numerous studies, both laboratory and field based, have been performed that attempt to determine
magnitudes of corrosion rates associated with AC interference. However, reviewing available technical
literature confirms a wide range of experimental rates, and a scarcity of controlled field measured rates.
Where published, historically identified corrosion defects and pipeline failures associated with AC corrosion
degradation have been reviewed and are presented to demonstrate the magnitudes and variability in
corrosion rates possible with AC accelerated corrosion.
Field investigations reported by Ragault3 1 considering a coated cathodically protected pipeline, identified
corrosion rates between 12 and 54 mpy (0.3 and 1.4 mm/yr), for AC current densities ranging between 84
and 1,100 A/m 2 •
Wakelin, Gummow, et al 32 provided three case studies where field inspections identified defects as AC
corrosion -related degradation. Based on inspection intervals and corrosion degradation, corrosion rates were
identified ranging from 17 to 54 mpy (0.4 to 1.4 mm/yr) for AC current densities between 75 and 200 A/m 2 •
A German field coupon study, published by Prinz, and Shoneich,7 indicated general AC corrosion rates
between 2 to 4 mpy (0.015 to 0.1 mm/yr) for a current density of 100 A/m 2 , and 12 mpy (0.3 mm/yr) at
400 A/m 2 • However, pitting rates were considerably greater and showed a wider range between 8 and 56
mpy (0.2 to 1.4 mm/yr), with considerably less dependence on AC density. 6
A doctoral thesi? study by Goidanich presents similar findings concluding that AC current density as low as
10 A/m 2 may be considered hazardous as the experimental studies showed it nearly doubled the free
corrosion rate of the experimental samples in simulated soil tests. 33
A 1998 report by Wakelin, Gummow, et al published by NACE reviewed several case studies dating back to
the 1960's where AC corrosion was identified or suspected to be the primary mechanism of degradation. The
report summarized recorded details on multiple case studies with specific focus on comparison of corrosion
rates and AC cu rrent density where known. In 1991, a failure investigated on a 12-inch diameter pipeline
concluded AC accelerated corrosion after only four (4) years of service . Induced AC potentials measured as
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high as 28 volts. Based on the nominal wall thickness and time to leak, an average pitting rate for the
through wall pit was estimated to be greater than SS mpy. Two other case studies indicated the average AC
induced corrosion rates for the identified sites between 11 and 24 mpy.
A 2004 paper by Hanson and Smart, published by NACE, presents a case study for a gas pipeline installed in
the summer of 2000. 8 The pipeline was collocated in a shared ROW with a 230 kV transmission line for
approximately 9 miles, and then entered a shared power corridor with six power transmission lines, two of
which were rated at SOO kV, all within sufficient proximity of the pipeline to cause interference. A leak
occurred within 5 months of installation, before the line was in operation. Several other leaks were identified
shortly after, with four leaks within close proximity. Induced AC potential measurements found AC voltages
as high as 90 volts on the pipeline. The failure assessment indicated the corrosion was due to induced AC
corrosion, and estimated rates in excess of 400 mpy.
The majority of literature reviewed indicates AC corrosion rates in the range of 5 to 60 mpy. 3 • 9 • 10 However,
cases have been identified with localized corrosion rates significantly greater, in excess of 400 mpy. There is
general agreement that higher AC current density leads to greater risk of AC corrosion. While higher current
density may lead to accelerated corrosion rates, the correlation is not simple or direct.

International Standards
Review and comparison of multiple international standards identified the consistencies and variations across
accepted industry standards.
Recent laboratory and field work has focused on the interaction between AC and DC current density in
determining overall risk of AC corrosion, and the latest European standards reflect this as discussed in
Section 3. 3.1.1. 15 However, there is no genera lly accepted method of correlating current density or any
other measurable indicator to an expected corrosion rate. A direct method of approximating the AC corrosion
rate using a buried coupon or probe would provide accurate information.
The Canadian Standards Association (CSA), NACE International (NACE), and the European Committee for
Standardization (CEN) have developed published sta ndards addressing HVAC interference issues, as below:
•

CAN/CSA-C22.3 No. 6-13 "Principles and Practices of Electrical Coord ination Between Pipelines and
Electric Supply Lines

•

NACE SP0177-2014 "Mitigation of Alternating Current and Lightning Effects on Metallic Structu re s
and Corrosion Control Systems

•

CEN EN 50443 :2012 "Effects of Electromagneti c Interference on Pipelines Caused by High Voltage
AC Electric Traction Systems and/or High Voltage AC Power Supply Systems"

•

CEN EN 15280: 2013 "Eva luation of AC Corrosion likelihood of buried pipelines applicable to
cathod ically protected pipelines"

Of these standards, the first three primarily discuss safety issues, interference effects, and mitigation
systems but do not explicitly address criteria for AC corrosion control. The European Standard
EN15280: 2013 deals specifically with corrosion due to AC interference, and establishing criteria or tolerable
limits for interference effects, as presented in Section 3.3 .1.1.
NACE Standard Practice SP0177-2014, Mitigation of Alternating Current and Lightning Effects on Metallic
Structures and Corrosion Control Systems, addresses problems caused primarily by the proximity of metallic
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structures to AC power transmission systems. In this standard practice document, SP0177-2014 defines a
steady state touch voltage of 15 volts or more with respect to local earth at above-grade or exposed
sections and appurtenances to constitute a shock hazard . Findings presented in the standard indicate the
average hand-to-hand or hand -to-foot resistance for adult male ranges from 600 ohms to 10,000 ohms.
NACE uses "a reasonable safe value" of 1,500 ohms (hand-to-hand or hand-to-foot) for estimating body
currents. Based upon work by C.F. Dalziel regarding muscular cont ract ion, SP0177-2014 indicates the
inability to release contact occurs between 6 mA and 20 mA for adult males. 10 Ten milliamps (hand- to-hand
or hand-to-foot) is recognized as the maximum safe let-go current. This 15-volt safety threshold is therefore
determined based upon 1,500 ohms hand-to-hand or hand-to-foot resistance and an absolute maximum letgo current of 10 mA. However, under certain circumstances, an even lower value is required . One such
circumstance specifically identified where a lower touch potential safety threshold should be considered is
" areas (such as urban residential zones or school zones) in which a high probability exists that children (who
are more sensitive to shock hazard than are adults) can come in contact with a structure under the influence
of induced AC voltage. " 10 This standard practice document requires remedial measures to reduce the touch
potential on the pipeline where shock hazards exist.
During construction of metallic structures in regions of AC interference, SP0177-2014 requires minimum
protective requirements of the following :
•

"On long metallic structures paralleling AC power systems, temporary electrical grounds shall be
used at intervals not greater than 300 m (1,000 feet), w ith the first ground installed at the
beginning of the section. Under certain conditions, a ground may be required on individual structure
joints or sections before handling."

•

"All t emporary grounding connections shall be left in place until immediately prior to backfilling.
Sufficient temporary grounds shall be maintained on each portion of the structure unt il adequate
permanent grounding connections have been made ."

The intent of the temporary grounds is to reduce AC potentials on the structure, and thus the shock hazard
to personnel during construction . SPOl 77-2014 advises against direct connections to the electrical utility's
grounding system during construction as this could actually increase the probability of a shock hazard to
personnel.
Regarding AC corrosion, there are no established criteria for AC corrosion control prov ided in SP0177-2014.
Further, this standard states that the subject of AC corrosion is " not quite fully understood, nor is there an
industry consensus on this subject. There are reported incidents of AC corrosion on buried pipelines under
specific conditions, and there are also many case histories of pipelines operating under the influence of
induced AC for many years without any reports of AC corrosion."
While not a Standard Practice document, NACE published "AC Corrosion State-of-the-Art: Corrosion Rate,
Mechanism, and Mitigation Requirements" 1 in 2010, providing guidance for evaluating AC current density,
and prov iding recommended limits as discussed in Section 3. 3.1.1.
The State-of-the-Art report also cites European Standard CEN/TS 15280:2006 15 , which previously offered
the following guidelines related to the likelihood of AC corrosion:
'The pipeline is considered protected from AC corrosion if the root mean square (RMS) AC density is
lower than 30 A/m2 (2.8 A/ff).
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In practice, the evaluation of AC corrosion likelihood is done on a broader basis:
•

Current density lower than 30 A/m 2 (2.8 A/ft2): no or low likelihood;

•

Current density between 30 and 100 A/m2 (2.8 and 9.3 A/ft2): medium likelihood; and

•

Current density higher than 100 A/m2 (9.3 A/ft!): very high likelihood"

EN 15280:2013
The latest revision of EN 15280:2013 was revised to present criteria based upon the AC interference and DC
current due to CP. EN 15280:2013 presents using the cathodic protection system of the pipeline to ensure
the levels of induced AC potential do not cause AC corrosion under the following conditions:

1.

AC voltage on the pipeline should be decreased to a target va lue, which should · be less than 15 V
(measured over a representative time period, i.e. 24 hr)

2.

Effective AC corrosion mitigation can be achieved while maintaining cathodic protection criteria as
defined in EN 12954:2001

3.

One of the following conditions is satisfied in addition to items 1 and 2:
o

Maintain AC current density (RMS) over a representative period of time (i.e. 24 hr) less than
30 A/m 2 (2.8 A/ft 2 ) on a 1cm 2 coupon or probe

o

If AC current density is greater than 30 A/m 2 (2.8 A/ft 2 ), maintain the average cathodic (DC)
current density over a representative period of time (i.e. 24 hr) less than 1 A/m 2 on a 1cm 2
coupon or probe

o

Maintain a ratio between AC current density and DC current density (JAdJoc) less than 5
over a representative period of time (i.e. 24 hr)

The NACE State-of-the-Art report also references experimental studies by Yunovich and Thompson that
concluded
"AC density discharge on the order of 20 A/m 2 (1.9 A/ft2) can produce significantly enhanced
corrosion (higher rates of penetration and general attack without applied CP). Further, the authors
stated that there likely was not a theoretical 'safe' AC density (i.e., a threshold below which AC does
not enhance corrosion); however, a practical one for which the increase in corrosion because AC is
not appreciably greater than the free-corrosion rate for a particular soil condition may exist. "1
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APPENDIX B COATING RESISTANCE ESTIMATES
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Pipe Coating Conductance/Resistance
Pipe Line Corrosion and Cathodic Protection, Marshall E. Parker & Edward G. Peattie

No.

Coating
Quality

Soil
Resistivity

Conductance
Range
µmhos/ft2

1
2
3
4
5
6

I
10
50

ohm-m 2
9,290
1,858
929
372
186
93

1,000,000
100,000
20,000
10,000
4,000
2,000

Kohm-ft2

High
High
Low
Low
Low
Low

No.

Coating
Quality

Soil
Resistivity
(ohm-m)

1

Excellent

25

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 5

5

125

Excellent

50

Mu ltiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 5

5

250

250
500

92,903
9,290
1,858
929
372
186

ohm-ft2

Excellent
Good
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor

JOO

10
50
100
250
500
1,000

Resistance Range

100,000
20,000
10,000
4,000
2,000
1,000

1,000

JOO

100
20

JO

20
10
4
2

4
2
I

PRC!

2

3

Coating Resistance (Kohm-ft2)

Excellent

200

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 5

5

1,000

Excellent

600

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 5

5

3,000

Good

25

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 2

2

50

Good

50

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 2

2

100

Good

200

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 2

2

400

Good

600

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 2

2

1,200

Fair

25

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 0.5

0.5

13

Fair

50

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 0.5

0.5

25

Fair

200

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 0.5

0.5

100

Fair

600

Multiply Soil Resistivity (ohm-m) by 0.5

0.5

300
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APPENDIX C MITIGATION COMPARISON SUMMARY
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Zinc Ribbon
Advantages
•
Can typically be installed during pipeline construction minimizing installation costs
•
Cost of raw material is typically one third the cost of copper
•
Can be trenched or plowed in relatively inexpensively after pipeline installation
•
Typically results in very low resistances
•
Historically has performed as intended
•
Surface mitigation ribbon can double as shielding for fault mitigation
Disadvantages
•
Zinc clad ribbon is more difficult to work with compared to copper
•
Life expectancy is generally less than comparable copper installation
Copper Cable
Advantages
•
Can typically be installed during pipeline construction minimizing installation costs
•
Can be trenched or plowed in relatively inexpensively after pipeline installation
•
Typically results in very low resistances
•
Historically has performed as intended
•
Surface mitigation cable can double as shielding for fault mitigation
•
Depending on the size cable the material cost of a copper installation can be lower than a zinc
installation
Disadvantages
•
Cost of raw material is typically higher than the cost of zinc
•
Risk of having a more noble metal (cathodic) near or connected to pipeline even if through a
decoupler
Deep Grounding (anodes used
Advantages
•
May be advantageous
Disadvantages
•
Typically high cost for
•
Generally not suitable
with faults

as the ground)
when surface resistivity is extremely high
both installation and materials
for mitigating ground potential rises (GPR) or arcing issues associated

Shallow Grounding (driven ground rods or bored ribbon or cable)
Advantages
•
Can be used to supplement horizontal ribbon or cable installation if required
•
Magnitude of the surface resistivity affects the resistance
Disadvantages
•
Generally not suitable for mitigating ground potential rises (GPR) or arcing issues associated
with faults
Engineered mitigation and/or Additives Cno specific product ident ified)
Advantages
•
Could increase design life
Disadvantages
•
Typically increases the material costs
Notes:
1) These are typical statements and there are instances where they do not apply.
2) All mitigation installations are considered connected through a decoupling device such that there is
no direct passage of DC current to or from the mitigation.
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APPENDIX D DATA REQUEST TEMPLATE
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Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
Project: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Project N u m b e r : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Hiah Voltaae Alternatina Current (HVAC) Power Transmission Parameters
No. Information Requested
T-Line 1
T-Line 2
General
1
2
3
4

Owner:
Power transmission voltaqe (kV):
Average Tower Span (feet)

5
6

No. of circuits:
Circuit tvoe:

7

Conductors:
No. 1 averaqe heiqht (ft):

T-Line 3

Substation qround qrid impedance (ohms):

Phase Wires

11
12
13
14

No. 1 averaoe horizontal distance (ft):
No. 1 phasinc::i (deqrees):
No. 2 averaoe heiqht (ft):
No. 2 averaqe horizontal distance. (ft):
No. 2 phasing (degrees):
No. 3 averaqe heiqht (ft):
No. 3 average horizontal distance (ft):

15

No. 3 phasing (degrees):

16

Other: Cable Sag, Lowest point (feet):

17
18
19

Peak loadinQ (amps):
Emergency loading (amps):
Emerqencv loadinq time (hours):

8
9

10

Circuit Loadina

Shield Wires
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

No. of conductors:
No. 1 type:
No. 1 conductor GMR (ft):
No. 1 conductor resistance (ohms/mil):
No. 1 averaqe heioht (ft):
No. 1 averaqe horizontal distance (ft):
No.2 tvpe:
No. 2 conductor GMR (ft):
No. 2 conductor resistance (ohms/mill:
No. 2 averaqe heiqht (ft):
No. 2 average horizontal distance (ft):

Fault Current Parameters
31
32

Fault clearing time (cycles):
Averaqe tower resistance (ohms):

33

Beginning of Collocation: Total_ _ _from left substation
from right substation

34

Middle of Collocation: Total___from left substation
from rioht substation

35

End of Collocation: Total
from left substation
from right substation
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Company: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Project:------------------Project N u m b e r : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Pipeline Parameters
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

lnfonnation Requested
General

Pipeline 1

Pipeline 2

Pipeline 3

Pipeline number:
Pipeline owner:
Pipeline name:
Product transported:
Diameter (in.):
Burial depth (ft.):
Wall Thickness (inch):
Length of Collocation (feet/miles):

Coatinas
9

10
11

Coating type (majority):
Coating resistance (kohm-ft2):
Coating thickness (mils):

12
13
14
15
16

Location of cathodic protection:
Resistance of cathod ic protection groundbed(s):
Bonding to foreign pipelines? (YIN):
Existing AC mitigation measures? (Y/N):
Describe existing AC mitigation:

Cathodic Protection
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Zhuang
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Eric Zhuang
comment of safety issues on alternative 1A
Sunday, March 13, 2016 4:14:50 PM

Name: Eric Zhuang
Address: 4809 Somerset DR SE, WA 98006
I am a resident in Somerset neighborhood. One of the PSE's proposed routes
(alternative 1A) goes next to my backyard about 50 feet away.
I strongly oppose the PSE preferred alternative 1A which builds 230KV lines goes
through the Somerset neighborhood as well as many of the eastside neighborhoods.
There are many reasons to be concerned on PSE's 230KV lines. But I am going to
focus on safety. My house is merely 50 feet next the proposed power lines. Safety of
my family is the paramount concern of me. Especially, my 8 years old daughter often
plays with her friends in the backyard which is almost under the proposed line.
1. Olympic pipeline. I am an electrical engineer with a master's degree in EE.
Constructing a high power transmission line right on top of an aging gasoline pipeline
is unheard of, especially given the notorious safety record of Olympic pipeline, known
by its 1999 Bellingham explosion which kills 3 people.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olympic_Pipeline_explosion) Quote from Wikipedia:
“After a three-year investigation, investigators pointed to a series of failures, and not just a single
error, most of which were the fault of Olympic Pipeline. Olympic Pipeline had failed to properly
train employees, and had to contend with a faulty computer system and pressure relief valve. In
1994, five years before the accident, an IMCO construction crew, working on behalf of the City of
Bellingham damaged the pipeline while constructing the city's water treatment plant and Olympic
Pipeline had failed to find or repair the damage.”

As we can clearly see from this accident, it was caused by a construction five years
ago and Olympic Pipeline failed to find and repair the damage. It is exactly what we
have here in PSE’s proposed new power line project. But the risk is much higher and
the consequence is much worse.
(i) The pipeline is much older now, more susceptible to construction accident.
(ii) This is high power line, instead of water treatment work in Bellingham, which will
produce natural ignition source by arcing and Electromagnetic Field differentials. Any
gas leak, even not caused by construction, will introduce enormous risks.
(iii) Eastside is much more densely populated. The pipeline and power line are
going through backyards, schools, parks. If accident happened, it would cause much
more casualties and damages.
2. Landslide and earthquakes. My backyard is not only next to powerline but also has
a steep slope between the power line and my house. It is defined as Critical Area by
the City of Bellevue. There are many similar areas in Somerset along the proposed

route. Any major movement in the earth could trigger a catastrophic pipe burst and
fire. This has happened many times throughout the world.
In conclusion, the easement PSE has over my property was created many years
back. In fact, I was not even born at that time. I would imagine no one could foresee
how PSE abused this easement by overburdening it disregarding the basic safety
concerns. I have been to all PSE’s public sessions last year. I could clearly see they
had already fixed their favorite “alternative” before the public comments, simply
because it was more convenient and profitable to them. They disregarded the
overwhelming opposition and concerns. Their public sessions are merely a
procedure for show.
However, we could still change this disastrous alternative 1A. The alternative 2 is way
people friendly, environmental friendly, and forward-looking. While CENSE org’s
independent study has casted doubts on the vary root assumption to PSE’s entire
project, it is time to give this high-stake project some more time and REAL alternative
thoughts before we are too late to change the worst disastrous outcome from
happening.
Thank you!
Eric Zhuang
4809 Somerset DR SE, Bellevue, WA 98006

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Conquest
Jessica Conquest
FW: Energize Eastside DEIS questions
Friday, March 25, 2016 7:11:06 AM

From: Brian [mailto:br98799@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2016 7:44 PM
To: Tim McHarg
Cc: 'Sue Stronk'; 'Brian & Lori Elworth'
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS questions

Tim,
Section 1.12.1 of the DEIS (page 1-56) states: “The purpose of this EIS is not to determine whether
the project is needed, but to confirm that the methods used to define the need are consistent with
industry standards and generally accepted methods. After determining that PSE’s evaluation
process has been conducted according to industry standards, the lead agency and the partner
Cities have worked to understand the nature of the need that PSE has identified, and to look
broadly at the possible alternatives that could address that need. This Phase 1 Draft EIS reflects the
Cities’ concern that the alternatives should include more options than alternative routes for 230 kV
transmission lines.”
There are several statements in the DEIS similar to this indicating partner cities are in agreement
with positions taken by Bellevue. This one in particular stands out because it implies Newcastle
agrees the need is real and the conclusion is justified. Is that really true? Has Newcastle determined
“that PSE’s evaluation process has been conducted according to industry standards”? To the many
of us who have been involved the last couple of years, PSE has never presented anything supporting
their claims.
Is there any opportunity to shape this DEIS so the objective is focused on the real needs of the
citizens instead of PSE’s needs? Bellevue let PSE state the objective. Seems like PSE should own its
proposal (Alternative 1) but Bellevue and the partner Cities should own the objective.
Thanks,
Brian Elworth

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Wagner
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments on: Energize Eastside Project Phase I Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Sunday, March 13, 2016 4:02:10 PM

My name is Stephen Wagner. I live at 13440 NE 45TH ST, BELLEVUE, WA 98005
Unfortunately, the DEIS is incomprehensible as written. The writers have failed
miserably. It needs to be comprehensively restructured, rewritten, and an effort should
be made to provide a less PSE-biased perspective on the impacts of the various
alternatives. Please consider my sincere suggestions for improving the current
document:
Structure
A 716-page document violates SEPA:
"Are there page limits for an EIS? A: Yes, the text of an EIS shall not
exceed 75 pages, except for proposals of unusual scope or complexity,
which shall not exceed 150..."
Eliminate the 8 pages of fact sheet. The fact sheet prevents discovery of
the Table of Contents (TOC), repeats information found elsewhere in the
document, and is generally redundant.
The document has a 22-page TOC that is completely useless, since it does not
provide a way to find the beginning of each chapter in the document. Please
number all pages in the document consecutively and include a simple 2-level
TOC that at a minimum allows readers to find their way to the beginning of
each chapter. Include real document links in the PDF version of the TOC to
make jumping to sections of interest possible. Include an index (with links) at
the end of the document.
Provide an Executive Summary. This is significant in its absence from the
document. I provide my own summary below, which may help explain why the
document doesn't have one.
Move the ACRONYMS AND GLOSSARY section to an appendix at the end of
the document. Consider eliminating it, since some quick checking on my part
revealed that many of its items are not even mentioned in the document.
Consider, instead, defining acronyms when they are used.
The Introduction section of Chapter 1 (18 pages) should be eliminated because it
is just a description of Alternative 1.
If there is to be a summary chapter, it should not be combined with the
Introduction section. The existing summary (39 pages) is unnecessarily verbose
and manages to not only prevent reaching any conclusions but is contradictory:

it contradicts itself and it contradicts what is stated in other chapters of the
document. The summary need not be more than a couple of pages long – it can
probably be done via an executive summary.
Consider devoting a separate chapter to each alternative – concatenating all
alternatives together in Chapter 2 makes for difficult and confusing reading.
Executive Summary (my suggestion, since this section does not currently exist)
No Action Alternative (PSE continues to do what they do now). While this
alternative represents the status quo and is inadequate in terms of energy
conservation and prevention of outages due to storms and other equipment
failure events, it has no impact on the environment.
Alternative 1-A, B, C, D (Energize Eastside). This alternative is unnecessary
because there is not a need to improve existing transmission or capacity for
many years. This alternative would seriously undermine scenic views and
property values both along it's route and throughout the Eastside. It would
expose the Olympic Pipeline to completely unnecessary rupture and explosion
risk. This alternative would increase cost to ratepayers and earn PSE a 10%
profit on its total cost.
Alternative 2 (Integrated Resource Approach). This alternative represents all the
things PSE should be doing to address future electrical energy needs on the
Eastside. It is unclear why all of these technologies are lumped together as a
single alternative, since each component (Energy Efficiency, Demand Response,
Distributed Generation, Energy Storage, Peak Generation Component) standing
alone, with appropriate analysis and investment, could contribute to a highly
efficient, environmentally appropriate electrical energy future.
Alternative 3 (New 115-KV Lines and Transformers). This alternative is clearly
inferior to all others and is just thrown in to confuse the reader.
Definition of No Action Alternative
The writers do not get the point of the SEPA No Action alternative. By definition, this
alternative can have no impact on the environment vis-à-vis the Energize Eastside
project. However, the summary pages repeatedly lump the No Action alternative into
the various “Summary of Impacts Common to all alternatives” sections even though
this makes no sense. Further, the summaries grade the No Action alternative as nonnegligible in eight categories, which, again, makes no sense. Of course, the impact
grading in general is often illogical, counter-intuitive, contradictory, or ambiguous
when compared to the discussions in the main text. The most ridiculous examples of
this are on page 1-32, where the No Action alternative is given this impact description:

"Earthquakes or lightning strikes could damage transformers or drop power poles or
lines..." (Is the No Action alternative expected to do something about earthquakes or
lightning strikes?) and on page 1-48, where the No Action alternative is accused of "A
potential significant adverse impact if Olympic Pipeline were damaged and explodes
near existing PSE lines..." (How can No Action cause damage or an
explosion?) Suffice it say, the document needs to properly depict and compare the No
Action alternative.
Inappropriate lumping of alternatives within Alternative 2
Strangely, the writers have chosen here to lump five different approaches to dealing
with energy demand into one. I believe this was done primarily to introduce a not-sosubtle bias in favor of the Energize Eastside alternative for the following reasons:
It allows the qualitative summing of all alternative 2 components' non-negligible
impact scores and thus condemns all of them in one fell swoop.
It allows the writers to claim that they do not have the time or expertise to
explore any of the considered technologies in sufficient detail. Thus they do not
accurately describe or understand any of them.
Gets PSE off the hook by suggesting implicitly that PSE should not be pursuing
these technologies as their normal responsibility as the Eastside's designated
electric utility.
Definition of Voluntary Conservation
I take particular umbrage at the stance that PSE and the writers take when they
repeatedly refer to voluntary conservation in the Energize Eastside propaganda campaign
and in the document (pages 2-23, 2-37, 16-34, A-1). In what we can only conclude is a
determined pejorative fashion, PSE implies that volunteerism is the barrier to
significantly increasing electrical energy conservation. I believe that it is incentivized
conservation that PSE currently pursues and should be promoting in a much more
aggressive way. Far from considering it voluntary, we have considered it imperative to
do many, many things to improve the energy efficiency of my home, including:
PSE energy audits
Additional insulation
Replaced my incandescent bulbs with fluorescents, then replaced my
fluorescents with LEDs
Installed energy-efficient windows

Replaced my house and water heating units with more efficient units
Added a generator and transfer switch to deal with the power outages I must
endure almost every winter and ever more frequently at other times of the year
I did these things not, primarily, out of my regard for the environment, but because
they made financial sense. PSE and the writers of this document need to better
understand and communicate to those who are not aware of rebate programs, do not
understand the financial benefits of energy conservation, and do not have the means
to conserve without financial assistance. There is no question that incentivized
conservation could and should be the way forward, regardless of PSE's protestations
to the contrary.
Terrorism
PSE's propaganda campaign for Energize Eastside has raised awareness of the
potential for giant power towers and international transmission of 230-KV power
from Renton to Everett. But the document does not mention the possibility of
physical or cyber terrorism with Energize Eastside as its target. Ted Koppel, in his
new book Lights Out, makes it clear that an attack on such an infrastructure could
cause months of hardship. By drawing attention to its project, PSE may have
increased the likelihood of such an attack. Ironically, PSE has invoked terrorism as a
reason for denying full access to the assumptions they made when they modeled
system load to justify the Energize Eastside project!

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Of course, Energize Eastside can not be justified
on the basis of benefit or cost – it is just a way
for PSE to make a profit. The DEIS is a waste
of money, especially as currently structured and
written. The Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission (WUTC) should
have put a stop to Energize Eastside long

before the DEIS was even started. They should
stop the DEIS and the Energize Eastside
project immediately.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com; HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
FW: Energize Eastside: Adverse Economic Impact
Sunday, March 13, 2016 4:02:06 PM

Russell – by this email , I am forwarding your comments to the info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
website for inclusion in the EIS record.
Thank you for your comments.
Carol Helland, Land Use Director
Development Services Department
425-452-2724
From: Russell Borgmann [mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2016 12:04 PM
To: Stokes, John; Chelminiak, John; Robertson, Jennifer S.; Lee, Conrad; Robinson, Lynne; Wallace,
Kevin R; Slatter, Vandana; Miyake, Brad; Helland, Carol; Bedwell, Heidi
Cc: rborgmann@hotmail.com
Subject: Energize Eastside: Adverse Economic Impact
Esteemed City Council and City Staff,
As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I have submit information regarding
the lack of an economic impact assessment within the DEIS.
PSE’s proposed Energize Eastside project will result in higher electricity rates for ALL business and
residential customers. High electricity rates disproportionately hurts those on a fixed income. High
electricity rates place affordable housing further out of reach for hard-working families on the
eastside. High electricity rates are a careful consideration when a business chooses to start or relocate to the eastside.
In 2014, a study was conducted to compare the impact of electricity prices on economic growth, as
measured by Gross State Product (GSP).  “Two important conclusions emerge. First, GSP is very

sensitive to changes in electric prices over time. Second, it is clear the correlation between
high electric prices and lower or negative economic growth is statistically significant.”
http://www.insidesources.com/high-electric-prices-hurt-economic-growth/
I would expect the Phase 1 “Programmatic” EIS to contain a similar analysis of how high electricity
prices might suppress regional economic activity, business growth, and business development on
the eastside and greater Puget Sound. Why is no such analysis found in the DEIS?
Bellevue City Council and City Staff own a solemn duty and responsibility for multi-jurisdictional
decisions that will affect 1.1 Million citizens, from Thurston County to Whatcom County, from Kitsap
County to Kittitas County.   PSE’s website states that all 1.1M customers will pay for Energize

Eastside. Bellevue City Council and City Staff have an obligation to 1.1 million citizens, businesses,
and to those less fortunate, to first evaluate ALL viable alternatives for reliable, affordable
electricity.
PSE customers already pay some of the highest electricity rates in WA State. Energize Eastside is a
losing outcome for all of our communities, the Puget Sound eastside, and Washington as a whole.
The high price of Energize Eastside will ultimately LIMIT growth and expansion as businesses and
families choose other places to re-locate due to high energy costs.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future electricity
needs. Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful improvements to the
electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. Better alternatives have been identified that promote
smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives. It is the City’s fiduciary duty to its citizens.
In the short-term the City of Bellevue must choose the NO ACTION Alternative. In the longer-term,
the City of Bellevue must more fully analyze Alternative 2 (Integrated Resource Approach) with upto-date information, before any decision can be made to proceed with a Phase 2 “Project” EIS.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Eldon Graham
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
jmcmahan@kirklandwa.gov; TimM@ci.newcastle.wa.us; CBEAM@redmond.gov; Jhenning@Rentonwa.gov
Energize Eastside DEIS Comments
Sunday, March 13, 2016 2:07:21 PM
Energize Eastside DEIS Comments.doc

Attached are my comments concerning Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside DEIS.
Eldon H Graham
13629 SE 20th Street
Bellevue, WA 98005
425-644-4282

March 13, 2016

Comments on Phase I Draft EIS for the Energize Eastside Project
My name is Eldon H Graham and I live at 13629 SE 20th Street, Bellevue, WA 98005.
I have an Electrical Engineering Bachelor of Science degree from Oregon State
University and a Federal Communication Commission (FCC) Extra Class Personal
Radio Service (Amateur) license.
Chapter 15.6.2 of Puget Sound Energy’s Energize Eastside Project Phase I Draft
Environmental Impact Statement fails to address radio frequency interference the
proposed 230 KV transmission line will likely cause to Personal Radio Service (PRS)
licensees located along the proposed transmission line route. This is not a trivial
matter. There are 480 PRS licensees in the 98005 and 98006 ZIP codes alone. Those
are just two of the ZIP code areas the proposed transmission line would pass through.
PRS has a well-established reputation for providing emergency communications
support to both government and non-government emergency services organizations
during disasters here in the United States and in other countries throughout the world.
And PRS licensees have played a crucial role in numerous at-sea-rescues, receiving
distress calls transmitted from vessels via PRS and then alerting the Coast Guard to
those imminent tragedies. The PRS station in City of Bellevue’s Emergency Operations
Center, along side the 911dispatch facility, provides communications support to City
emergency services and is further testimony to the value of PRS.
The DEIS acknowledges the proposed project’s potential for interference with
communications services such as those used by fire, police and medical response, and
by cell phones and GPS but does not address PRS. Because PRS must operate at
lower frequencies, at lower transmitter power, and operates over longer transmitter-toreceiver distances and with different modulation types, PRS is more susceptible to
power line interference than those that have been discussed in this DEIS. Since Puget
Sound Energy is aware that this proposed transmission line could interfere with PRS, it
has been dismissive to have not addressed the service in this DEIS.
The DEIS says, “Communication interference is dependent upon the frequency of the
system in use, the relative locations of the transmitters and receivers with respect
to one another, and other parameters (Enertech, 2015). Overhead transmission lines do
not, as a general rule, interfere with radio or TV reception. Corona-generated radio
frequency noise decreases with distance from a transmission line and also
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decreases with higher frequencies. Whenever corona is a problem, it is usually for
amplitude modulation (AM) radio and not the higher frequencies associated with
frequency modulation (FM) radio or TV/satellite signals. Generally most modern fire and
emergency responder communication systems (such as mobile-radio communications)
utilize either FM or digital signals that are not affected by transmission line corona. In
addition, interference is unlikely with other communications devices such as cell phones
and GPS units that operate with digital signals at much higher microwave frequencies.”
Transmit frequency: Interference to cell phones and GPS may not be likely
because they operate at higher microwave frequencies, but those frequencies are
between 28 and 89 times the highest frequency possible with my PRS station and the
frequencies at which most other PRS stations operate. Even FM and TV signals are at
frequencies between 2 and 32 times the maximum frequency of my station.
Relative locations of transmitters and receivers: With the exception of GPS,
transmitter-to-receiver distances of the services cited in this DEIS are in the vast
majority of cases less than 100 miles. My PRS station is used exclusively for
communication with stations located around the world, thousands of miles distant.
Distant station signals are often very weak. Interference created by the proposed power
line would make weak signals impossible for me to understand and others impossible to
even be detected. This would be true for other similarly situated PRS licensees.
Distance from the proposed transmission line: My PRS station is located
less than 300 feet from Segment E of the proposed route and as is stated in the DEIS
would be more susceptible to power line corona-generated radio frequency noise. This
would be true for other PRS stations located close to the proposed power line route.
Transmitter Power: The strength of a received signal is a function of transmitter
power and will determine whether interference from a power line is of significance. It is
no wonder that AM broadcast, FM broadcast and Television might not be affected, for
they are permitted to transmit at substantially higher power levels than PRS licensees
are allowed. Maximum AM broadcast power is 50 times, maximum FM broadcast
power can be 100 times and television can be more than 300 times maximum PRS
power levels. As a consequence, power line interference that would not be perceptible
to someone listening to broadcast radio or watching TV can make a PRS signal
unintelligible or undetectable. Many PRS stations transmit at much less power than
they are allowed, some as low as 1/200 of the maximum permitted, making power line
radio frequency interference an even greater impediment to their reception.
Modulation type: The DEIS also states that because emergency response
systems, cell phones, and GPS use FM or digital modulation they are not effected by
2

transmission line corona. That may be so for those services, but the preponderance of
PRS signals are not FM or digitally modulated.
The DEIS also says “. . . engineers take steps in the design of overhead transmission
lines to limit corona activity to acceptable levels. . . . Corona is affected by the local
electric field at the surface of the conductor (called the surface gradient.) Engineers can
control the conductor gradients by selection of conductor size (larger conductors
have lower gradients), phase spacing and arrangement, and sometimes by bundling
(use of multiple conductors per phase lowers the surface gradient).”
Acceptable levels: What will Puget Sound Energy’s acceptable level of corona
activity and radio frequency emissions be and what will the acceptable level chosen be
based upon? There will certainly be a tension between Puget Sound Energy’s cost of
construction and willingness to limit corona produced radio frequency emission levels
that could interfere with PRS. And who would verify that the proposed power line was
actually designed and constructed to not exceed the corona/radio frequency emission
standard? In past instances of power line interference PRS licensees have had to seek
assistance from the Federal Communications Commission in order to force power line
operators to take corrective action. Unreasonable amounts of time and effort have been
required. And during those protracted periods the licensees’ operations were degraded.
Selection of conductor: It is my understanding that both conductor design and
conductor diameter influence corona susceptibility (and radio frequency interference)
and that for economic reasons Puget Sound Energy currently does not favor the
conductor design that is least susceptible.
In summary:
The Federal Communications Commission grants PRS licensees certain
privileges and prohibits everyone, including Puget Sound Energy, from interfering with
the licensees’ exercise of those privileges.
The DEIS does not address PRS. The conclusions drawn in Chapter 15.6.2
cannot be applied to the PRS. Virtually all PRS communications are restricted to much
lower frequencies than those the DEIS suggests are largely immune from interference,
use different modes of modulation than those suggested to be immune, operate at
much lower transmitter power, and involve very large distances (often thousands of
miles) between the transmitters and receivers. All the foregoing factors make PRS
more susceptible to radio frequency interference than the communication services
addressed in the DEIS.
3

Finally, my PRS station is located less than 300 feet from Segment E of the Plan and I
believe is especially vulnerable to radio frequency interference if the proposed 230KV
power line were allowed to occupy that segment.
It is Puget Sound Energy’s responsibility to ensure that there will be no interference with
my operations and the operations of other PRS licensees.

Eldon H Graham
13629 SE 20th Street
Bellevue, WA 98005
425-644-4282
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February 1, 2016 comments to Council members,
CENSE appreciates being invited to comment on the Draft EIS for
Energize Eastside.
Tonight let’s look at the broad picture. The Draft EIS presents three
alternatives for our energy future.
The first alternative is a 230 kV transmission line through the Eastside.
Four variations are studied: two different overhead lines, an
underground line, and a line submerged in Lake Washington. Let us be
clear. Because of the state tariff on undergrounding enforced by the
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, only the
overhead lines operated by PSE or Seattle City Light are economically
feasible. Since Seattle City Light removed their line from consideration,
PSE’s transmission line is the only serious option under Alternative 1.
Alternative 2 uses innovative technology and policy solutions to address
the peak load problem PSE says we have. This is the smart way to grow
our electric system.
Alternative 3 would build three times as many transmission lines all
over the Eastside. No one considers this to be a realistic option, and it
is included just to make the first alternative look less horrific.
Gamesmanship like this makes residents cynical about the EIS process.
Having identified the red herrings in the EIS, let’s look at the two
remaining options: Alternative 1, PSE’s transmission line, and
Alternative 2, the smart technology solution.
PSE’s transmission line is a solution that is vastly bigger than we need.
The line will have a capacity exceeding 1,000 megawatts when only 70
megawatts are required in the foreseeable future, according to PSE's
graphs. CENSE has reason to believe even this figure has been
exaggerated to justify the project. The transmission line option would
put all our eggs in one basket. Ratepayers would finance a huge upfront
cost of more than a quarter billion dollars to build a transmission line
that has reliability and security risks. The transmission line would be
vulnerable to extreme weather, fires, landslides, terrorism, solar flares,
pipeline accidents, and errors of human judgment. If only one power
pole falls, a big piece of our electricity supply would be out of service.
Alternative 2, the smart solution, envisions a 21st century distributed
energy network that is much more flexible and adaptive. It’s more
reliable, because multiple elements can fail without impacting overall
reliability.

It’s also more attractive financially, because it can be built
incrementally. We can make smart decisions about how much
additional infrastructure we need each year. For example, if the
economy slows down and electricity demand plummets like it did in
2009, the level of investment could be adjusted to match the new
consumption pattern. If a new kind of battery comes along that solves
our problems more efficiently, it could be incorporated into the energy
grid. This strategy would better support local companies like Mukilteobased UniEnergy, which is developing batteries that will be used by
utilities all over the country. By contrast, there is no local company that
makes the steel monopoles used in PSE’s transmission line.
Be ready for PSE’s arguments against the smart solution. PSE prefers
building transmission lines because it is more profitable for them. The
company has disparaged Demand Response, a proven way to handle
peak loads. The power plan about to be released by the Northwest
Power and Conservation Council says, “Under a wide range of future
conditions, energy efficiency consistently proved the least expensive
and least economically risky resource. In more than 90 percent of
future conditions, cost-effective efficiency met all electricity load
growth through 2035. It’s not only the single largest contributor to
meeting the region’s future electricity needs, it’s also the single largest
source of new winter peaking capacity.”
Energize Eastside is all about winter peaking capacity, but PSE argues
that the Eastside is an anomaly in its service area, that growth has
brought us to the brink of a crisis, and a larger transmission line is our
only solution.
Citizens do not want a solution that despoils our neighborhoods, cuts
down our trees, and increases risk of devastating pipeline fires. Instead
we want an energy solution that is forward-looking, reliable, safe, costeffective, and environmentally sound. The only alternative in this EIS
that fills these criteria is Alternative 2.
Thank you. Don Marsh
submitted by Karen Esayian, 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue, WA
98006             Cense Board member
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February 22, 2016 comments to Bellevue Council by Don Marsh
Tonight I’d like to present to you the results of a new load flow study of
PSE’s Energize Eastside project. A load flow study is a detailed
simulation of how an electric grid functions in a given scenario.

The two analysts who ran this study are Richard Lauckhart, former VP
of power planning for PSE, and Roger Schiffman, an industry expert
who has run many load flow studies during his career.

Lauckhart and Schiffman acquired a license to use the same analysis
software PSE uses, and they obtained the same base case data from the
Western Electricity Coordinating Council.

However, Lauckhart and Schiffman’s results differ from PSE’s. When
PSE’s assumptions were entered into the computer model, namely three
times as much energy going to Canada, and most of the local generation
plants located in the Puget Sound area turned off, Lauckhart and
Schiffman discovered something pretty shocking. These assumptions
would boost the amount of electricity required from central Washington
to exceed the capacity of the 11 transmission lines that cross the
Cascades. Let me repeat that – the transmission lines crossing the

Cascades would become overloaded, not our transmission lines on the
Eastside. PSE’s proposal wouldn’t make any difference at all, and PSE’s
scenario would put the Puget Sound area from Olympia to Bellingham
at risk of blackouts.

Well, that’s what the simulation says would happen. In reality, grid
operators would never allow that scenario to occur. They would simply
turn on local generation plants and reduce the optional flow of
electricity to Canada. In that case, what would happen to us during an
N-1-1 failure occurring simultaneously with heavy winter peak loads?
Lauckhart and Schiffman ran another simulation to find out. And their
answer is: nothing unusual would happen -- no overloads and no
blackouts. In fact, Lauckhart and Schiffman estimate we have 20 to 40
years before any risk develops.

We have more good news. A new analysis from EQL Energy shows PSE
and the EIS consultants have made significant errors in their analysis of
alternative technologies. There are solutions available right now that
would be much more economical than transmission lines. We will have
that study from EQL ready for release in about a week.

At this point, I have a question for you. Do you personally feel that you
are well-qualified to judge between the opposing facts being put
forward by PSE’s experts and those of CENSE? If not, we would like to

propose another possibility. Why not move this case to the state agency
EFSEC, the Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council? We believe it is
well within your power to require an evaluation of PSE’s proposal by a
state agency that specializes in this kind of question. CENSE believes
EFSEC is in a better position to make these technical evaluations than
most city councils.

submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member
                         4601 135th Ave SE, Bellevue WA 98006
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March 7, 2016 comments to Bellevue Council members by Don Marsh
I hope you’ve all had a chance to look at the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study I
provided to you a couple of weeks ago. Last week, we submitted the study into the
Draft EIS comment process.
Although PSE hasn’t provided any specific objections to the Lauckhart-Schiffman
report, the company criticizes the study for not complying with federal reliability
standards. CENSE responds by citing a study of an “Extra Heavy Winter Flow”
scenario performed by ColumbiaGrid in 2013. In this study, ColumbiaGrid simulated
1,500 MW of electricity flowing to Canada, and many of the local generation plants in
the Puget Sound area turned off. If these assumptions sound familiar, it’s because
those are the same assumptions PSE made in the Eastside Needs Assessment to
justify Energize Eastside.
ColumbiaGrid says these extreme conditions were studied only to test the limits of the
11 transmission lines that carry electricity from central Washington to the Puget
Sound. These are the same lines that Lauckhart and Schiffman also found unable to
carry the load under these extreme conditions. ColumbiaGrid concludes that this
scenario exceeds NERC reliability standards and therefore transmission capacity
across the Cascades does not need to be increased. Logic dictates these conditions
also exceed NERC standards when PSE uses them to justify Energize Eastside.
Although PSE and CENSE do not agree on which studies should determine the need
for Energize Eastside, there is an objective way to resolve the dispute. Richard
Lauckhart has offered to share his computer model with PSE, and he wants to see
PSE’s data to understand the details of the company’s objections. As you may know,
Mr. Lauckhart previously received CEII clearance from the federal agency FERC and
has now filed a second CEII application with PSE. He has not received a response. I
am now seeking this clearance for myself.  I expect PSE to grant both my application
and Mr. Lauckhart’s without delay.
At this point, questions of scale and timeline for this project have never been greater.
The Draft EIS simply repeats PSE’s assertion that the need has already been
demonstrated by studies that do not answer the questions raised by the LauckhartSchiffman Study. Phase 1 of the EIS must be finalized and considered by a Hearing
Examiner before phase 2 begins. It would be a waste of time and resources for all
parties involved, including PSE, to spend a year studying specific solutions to a
problem which is not well defined. Our next speaker will explain why it is
permissible for the council to ask for finalization of Phase 1.
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member, 4601-135th Ave SE Bellevue,
WA
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November 2015 Comments to Bellevue Council by Don Marsh
My name is Don Marsh, vice president of CENSE, the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy. During the past two years, I’ve helped analyze PSE’s Energize Eastside project, and
I’ve led a search for more cost-effective and less environmentally destructive solutions to power
future growth of the Eastside.
During the past 2 months, citizens have spoken to the council on a range of related topics, such as:

The reliability of our electric grid.
The safety hazard of locating high-voltage power lines and petroleum pipelines in close
proximity.

The Shuffleton power plant, which provided emergency power to the Eastside until PSE
dismantled it and sold the property for a profit.

How a small peaker plant could meet our future needs.
Demand Side Management, an even better solution to peak load problems.

And we asked the council to participate in a more realistic study of Eastside need.
Residents have told us that these presentations have helped them understand our local energy
needs and opportunities. But one question still comes up. “Why would PSE propose a project like
this if there are better solutions?”
There is a financial explanation.
PSE was acquired in 2009 by a private equity fund named Macquarie Infrastructure Partners,
managed by an Australian investment bank and three Canadian Retirement funds. Soon after the
acquisition, the company was hit with a triple whammy: 1) The recession, 2) increasing energy
efficiency, and 3) falling gas prices. This graph shows the dramatic impact on the company’s
revenues, as reported on PSE’s Form 10K. Electricity revenue is mostly flat and gas revenue has
declined significantly. Last year, the company’s combined revenue from energy sales, (the orange
line), was 6% less than it was 5 years ago.

PSE is under pressure to increase profits for its shareholders. As a result, PSE is predisposed to build

large infrastructure projects rather than less profitable alternatives preferred by residents. State
regulations encourage this outcome by allowing PSE to collect a 10% return on infrastructure
investments.
CENSE believes these state regulations must be amended to reward the implementation of 21st

century energy technologies, rather than building expensive transmission systems that are
much larger than the local need requires.
States such as New York and California have already demonstrated that such reforms are possible. We ask
that Bellevue and other Eastside cities press the legislature to reform our regulations so that utility
companies can make a decent profit from smart solutions that establish the Eastside as an energy leader,
rather than erecting grossly-oversized solutions from the last century.
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member
                          4601 135th Ave SE   Bellevue, WA 98006
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November 30, 2015 Comments to Bellevue Council by Don Marsh
At the last council meeting before Thanksgiving, PSE delivered a marketing presentation to the
city council rather than addressing the technical questions that CENSE has raised repeatedly.
Instead of telling councilmembers why it’s reasonable to send large amounts of electricity to
Canada during an N-1-1 power emergency on the Eastside, or why PSE would turn off most of
its local generators during that emergency, PSE simply says, “This is the backbone of the
Eastside and we haven’t upgraded it for 55 years.” This is not accurate.
By calling these lines the backbone of the Eastside, PSE conveniently ignores the fact that the
company has installed a number of parallel transmission lines through Bellevue during the
past 55 years. One heads northwest from the Mercer Slough, one goes along 116th Ave. NE,
and a third line follows 140th Ave. NE. With these additional lines in place, PSE has the
capacity to serve its customers even if the so-called “backbone lines” are out of service.
PSE’s advertising about this backbone may have convinced a couple of business owners to
testify in support of Energize Eastside at the last council meeting. They told the council their
companies and the economic vitality of Bellevue are at risk if Energize Eastside isn’t built
soon.
Let’s examine the facts. On page 47 of the report produced by Bellevue’s independent
analyst, the condition that PSE seeks to fix with Energize Eastside occurs only once every 3 to
30 years. During the next decade, Energize Eastside will prevent at most 3 outages totaling
about 6 hours. During that same period, business owners in downtown Bellevue will suffer 20
outages totaling more than 40 hours. There are areas of the city outside the downtown core
with even more frequent outages, none of which will be prevented by Energize Eastside.
Business owners don’t want to pay higher electricity rates to finance a project that won’t
make a significant difference in reliability. Energize Eastside is a boondoggle that degrades
our neighborhoods, harms the environment, and increases the risk of devastating pipeline
fires.
The council should encourage PSE to spend our money on projects that improve our
communities and make a real difference in the reliability of our electricity.
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member
                                 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue, WA 98006
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January 27, 2016
Don Marsh comments to Newcastle Planning Commission members,
Tonight I'd like to propose a land use code of importance to Newcastle. This code would
improve the safety of the utility corridor shared by the Olympic Pipeline and PSE's highvoltage transmission lines. For all future development of this corridor, we would require a
minimum distance of 50 feet between the power lines and the two pipelines. Earlier this
month, CENSE requested the City of Bellevue to adopt the same code.
Our goal is to reduce the risk of devastating pipeline fires. There are three different ways
these fires can occur:
1. A pipeline can be damaged during a construction project. A minor nick in one of the
pipelines caused a devastating fire that claimed three lives in Bellingham in 1999.
2. Electricity flowing from a downed power line can damage the pipeline. Bellevue
resident Lloyd Arnesen described such an incident during an EIS Scoping Meeting last
May.[1]
3. Electricity can arc from wires to power poles and then into pipelines, as described in a
BPA safety guide available on the web.[2]
Now I will describe each of these scenarios in a little more detail.
A construction accident is not hard to visualize. PSE will install poles that are at least 85 feet
tall in a corridor that is, in some cases, only 100 feet wide between houses. PSE will dig
foundations 15 to 50 feet deep. The excavation will require heavy equipment that will create
vibration and stress on pipelines that are 40 to 50 years old. This would already be a
challenging task, but there is another potential complication. The Energize Eastside website
says that the existing power lines won’t be removed until after the new lines are installed.[3]
Workers will guide the new poles into position while dodging power lines above, active
pipelines below, and poles and houses on either side. Deadly mishaps have happened in less
complex situations, like the explosion that happened in Texas in 2010, when a subcontractor
hit a pipeline while digging holes for a new transmission line.[4] The heat from the explosion
that took his life was felt half a mile away.
Even if no significant damage occurs during construction, Newcastle and other Eastside cities
will still be exposed to operational dangers. Lloyd Arnesen described what happened when
electricity from a downed power line near his yard began arcing into the nearby pipeline. In
this case, the flow of electricity was cut off before the pipeline casing was breached.
However, the damage was severe enough that the Olympic Pipeline Company had to shut
down the pipeline and replace the damaged section of pipe. Mr. Arnesen and his neighbors

were lucky that an explosion was avoided. But what might have happened if Energize
Eastside had been built and four times the amount of power were flowing through that wire?
Our concerns on this point are validated by an October 2015 report by the respected industry
risk analyst DNV-GL. According to the report, “A direct arc to a collocated or crossing pipeline
is possible, which can result in coating damage, or arc damage to the pipe wall up to the point
of burn-through. Even if an arc is not sustained long enough to cause burn through, a short
duration elevated current can cause molten pits on the pipe surface that may lead to crack
development as the pipe cools.”[5]
The DNV-GL report contains advice about ways to mitigate risk: “The separation distance
between the pipeline and transmission line is a significant variable controlling the level of
induced AC potential influencing the pipeline.” The report explain that “induced AC
potential” increases risk of accelerated corrosion. We view this report as an excellent survey
of the most recent scientific knowledge on the risks of collocated transmission lines and
pipelines, and we encourage you to read it.
BPA’s safety guide explains the concern of that agency: “Proper positioning of underground
utilities is required to prevent an accident in an extreme case when an unusual condition
might cause electricity to arc from the high-voltage wire to the tower and then to ground.
This could produce a dangerous voltage on underground piping…”
BPA recommends a minimum separation of 50 feet between power lines and pipelines to
reduce risk of dangerous voltages on the pipeline. The Chevron Company, which operates a
157-mile long pipeline in Eastern Washington, recommends a separation of at least 25 feet.
The Municipal Research & Services Center of Seattle has developed a model ordinance for
cities.[6] The ordinance calls for a minimum setback of 50 feet from the pipeline, although
electrical infrastructure is not specifically mentioned.
The author of the Seattle study, Jim Doherty, has six recommendations for residents. His first
recommendation is, “Don’t wait for the federal government to tell you what risks are
acceptable for your community – bring the issue to your planning commission and start the
process for enacting reasonable land use regulations that will minimize risks to your
residents.” Tonight, we are following this recommendation.
A week after CENSE requested Bellevue to incorporate the BPA-recommended separation
between power poles and pipelines, PSE told the city council that there are a variety of ways
to mitigate risk with careful design and engineering. CENSE is skeptical that engineering alone
can reduce risk of all three scenarios we have described. Physical separation is a better way
to reduce risk. Engineered solutions can be compromised through age or accidental damage.
Physical separation does not degrade over time and is easily verified by anyone with a tape
measure. Perhaps that is why there are no exemptions for engineered solutions in BPA’s
safety guide or other ordinances we’ve seen.
It’s clear that Newcastle residents will be safer with a separation requirement such as we are

proposing. It’s also true that it will be more difficult for PSE to build Energize Eastside with
more stringent safety codes in place. How will that impact Newcastle residents?
PSE says that its Newcastle customers will
experience “risk of power outages” if
Energize Eastside is not built. In a map
included in PSE’s Eastside Needs
Assessment, PSE shows parts of Newcastle
located within an area of 16,000 customers
that are at risk of outages.[7] But PSE has
not been clear in public forums about what
the true likelihood of a power outage is.
According to the Eastside Needs
Assessment, Energize Eastside is needed to
address peak loads that “occur just a few
hours per year.”[8] When do these peak
hours occur? When the temperature falls
below 23 degrees Fahrenheit, and only on
weekdays during morning or evening peak
usage hours (7-10 AM and 5-8 PM). Historically, those conditions have occurred during less
than 0.2% of all service hours.
To be clear, the Eastside grid has plenty of capacity to meet customer needs even in extremely
cold weather. The problem described by PSE occurs only if two of the four big transformers
that serve the Eastside fail at the same time winter peak loads are occurring. There have
never been two such simultaneous failures that we are aware of.
So how many Newcastle customers would lose power in this very unlikely event? Surprisingly,
no customers will lose power. As the company describes in the Eastside Needs Assessment,
Corrective Action Plans would be used to prevent overloads or outages. PSE says an outage
would occur if a transmission line fails while the Corrective Action Plans are in place, but this
is adding yet another unlikely scenario on top of a situation that is nearly impossible.[9]
Newcastle must balance the risk of a catastrophic pipeline fire with the need for electrical
reliability in the unlikely circumstances PSE has imagined.
We don’t use the term “catastrophic” lightly. This is the word used by the Bellevue Fire
Department to describe the impacts of a pipeline incident in the department’s Standards of
Response Coverage: “Given that pipeline incidents continue to occur in this country, and
many for undetermined reasons, the community is still at risk. The combination of: a highly
flammable liquid, in large quantities, and in urban environment translates into a significant
consequence risk that approaches the ‘catastrophic’ level.”[10]
The Fire Department goes on to state that it does not have sufficient “response and mitigation

abilities” to extinguish a pipeline fire. The pipeline has the capacity to deliver approximately
5,900 gallons of fuel per minute into a burning fire. Even if the pipeline is shutdown with
“near-immediate” responsiveness, “well over ten thousand gallons” of fuel may burn within
the first few minutes of ignition. With houses located closer than 50 feet to the pipeline, the
potential for death and destruction without warning is of great concern to us.
Since the Bellevue Fire Department serves the City of Newcastle, these cautionary statements
should be heeded by Newcastle planners when considering separation of electrical
infrastructure and the pipeline.
In conclusion, we have laid out substantive and specific concerns regarding the safety of
locating pipelines and transmission lines in close proximity. We urge the Newcastle Planning
Commission to begin the process of creating a land use code that specifies a minimum
separation to protect your residents from potentially lethal pipeline fires. During this process,
PSE and the Olympic Pipeline Company will be able to present their own facts, and useful
public debate can occur. If a land use code is not considered, the concerns we have raised
tonight will not be adequately investigated. Residents will be left to wonder if their lives and
loved ones are being jeopardized to deliver phantom reliability improvements promised by
PSE.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member, 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue WA 98006
[1] http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/phase_1_draft_eis_scoping_comment_record_report_rev.pdf, p.
655

[2] http://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/GeneralPublications/lusi-Living-and-working-safely-around-high-voltage-power-lines.pdf, p. 6
[3] http://energizeeastside.com/construction
[4] http://www.wfaa.com/story/news/2014/08/09/13587360/
[5] http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732, p. 19
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Don Marsh comments to Bellevue council members 2016
Kevin Wallace asked a very critical question during discussion of the CENSE study request last
Monday night: Who has the authority to question the need for Energize Eastside?
When CENSE asked the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to help us clarify the need,
FERC responded,
Regardless of Complainants’ arguments, we could not grant this requested relief
because much of the “activity with respect to” the project, such as transmission siting
and permitting, is not subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction.
In other words, a strictly local project must be regulated at the local level. We won’t argue
with that. But does the authority reside at the state or city level?
Before FERC issued its ruling, we asked the Washington Utilities and Transportation
Commission to investigate the need for the project. In an email dated March 30, 2015,
Commissioner Ann Rendahl responded,
[T]he UTC does not usually engage in pre-approval or pre-review of utility plant
investment and relies on the utility to bring the matter forward to the UTC, nor does it
have statutory authority over transmission siting, or a formal role in the transmission
planning process. … [I]nquiries are performed when the utility requests recovery in
rates for investments it has built and placed into service.
So, no help from PSE’s regulators at the state level. If the city concludes that it also has no
authority to clarify the need for Energize Eastside, it would become clear that such authority
does not exist at the federal, state, or city level. In such a case, it is up to citizen organizations
like CENSE to defend the welfare of those who would be burdened by a project whose need
has only been validated by a company which will benefit from increased revenue.
CENSE is, in fact, willing to get a study without the city’s participation. However, we think we
might get a different answer from the council after new councilmembers are elected.
Obviously, getting conflicting answers is not our preferred outcome.
Councilmembers are justifiably concerned about the possibility of a lawsuit from PSE if the
study comes to a contrary conclusion regarding the need for the project. However, the fear
of a lawsuit does not justify ignoring the questions of the community. If PSE files a lawsuit,
we have an idea about how the city could respond quickly and at zero cost. For obvious
reasons, we would prefer to share this idea in private at this time.
We have heard a concern that another study could be controversial. If CENSE can vet the
consultant beforehand (remember that we expressed strong reservations about Utility

System Efficiencies), we will not criticize the outcome of the study, even if it produces results
counter to our expectations. We still have plenty to say about smarter, cheaper alternatives if
the study finds that a real need exists. But it is difficult to judge the viability of alternatives if
we don’t have a clear idea of the need, so this study will provide valuable information even if
need is clearly demonstrated.
submitted by Karen Esayian CENSE Board member; 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue WA 98006
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March 8, 2016
Don Marsh comments to Bellevue council members,
CENSE would like the opportunity to dispute some of the “facts” stated by PSE representative
Keri Pravitz before the Bellevue City Council on March 7, 2016.
1. “1,500 MW exported to Canada is a normal planning requirement for Northwest
utilities.”
There are many times of year when 1,500 MW can be transmitted to Canada without a
problem. However, this level of flow is not required during peak consumption. This is clear
from the Memorandum of Agreement signed by PSE, BPA, and Seattle City Light in January
2012: “When large amounts of energy are being delivered [from] the Puget Sound area
through the Northern Intertie to Canada, transmission lines at times become congested. To
relieve this congestion and avoid unplanned power interruptions to customers, BPA currently
limits or curtails the amount of energy Puget Sound-area utilities and Canadian utilities can
deliver across certain transmission lines.”
This quote mentions a curtailment solution that BPA has used for nearly a decade: reduced
energy flow to Canada. If BPA and PSE want to avoid such curtailments, PSE’s customers
should not have to bear the entire cost. There are many less expensive solutions to our local
needs that don’t require a 230 kV line to be constructed through heavily residential areas.
Further, the Lauckhart-Schiffman study clearly shows that it would take an additional line
across the Cascades to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada on a cold winter day. There are no plans
to build such a line.
2. “The 1,500 MW doesn’t flow through Bellevue.”
CENSE has never said that the entire 1,500 MW flows through Bellevue. However, some
portion of this flow does go through Bellevue, and it adds stress to our local infrastructure.
PSE says this is just a distraction. If it isn’t a central issue, then PSE should have no objection
to removing this assumption from the load flow study, as USE did (and almost all of the
overloads on PSE’s equipment disappeared).
3. “1,500 MW is assumed in base cases.”

Lauckhart and Schiffman started with the same WECC Heavy Winter Base Case for 2017-18
that PSE used in the Eastside Needs Assessment. The amount of electricity exported to
Canada in that Base Case is 500 MW. Does PSE dispute this?
4. Reality check
Do large amounts of electricity actually flow to Canada when temperatures are low in the
Puget Sound area? There is a BPA web site where anyone can look at electricity flow on the
Northern Intertie. Let’s check what happened in January 2016, when the region had very cold
weather for the first half of the month:

In the above graph, the squiggly line indicates flow on the transmission lines that connect the
Northwest to British Columbia. Any time the line is below the central black line, energy is
flowing from Canada to the US. You can see that for most of the month, Canada was
delivering electricity to our region, not vice versa.
We have looked at data for the last decade, and it is very rare for electricity to flow
northwards during the cold winter scenarios that PSE uses as a basis for Energize Eastside. If
the flow were reversed in any dramatic way, the 11 transmission lines that deliver electricity
to the Puget Sound from central Washington would not be able to satisfy the demand.
We conclude that Energize Eastside is being justified using a fantasy scenario that cannot
happen in real life.

Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org

submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member, 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue WA 98006
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Don Marsh comments to Bellevue Council November 16, 2015
My name is Don Marsh, and I’m the vice president of CENSE, the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy. During the past two years, I’ve helped analyze PSE’s
Energize Eastside project, and I’ve led a search for more cost-effective and environmental
solutions to power future growth of the Eastside.
During the past 2 months, citizens have spoken to the council on a range of related topics.
Patricia Magnani spoke about reliability of our electric grid. Janis Medley explained the safety
hazard of locating high-voltage power lines and petroleum pipelines in close proximity. Gary
Albert related the story of the Shuffleton power plant, which provided emergency power to
the Eastside until PSE dismantled it and sold the property for a profit. John Merrill explained
how a small peaker plant could meet our future needs. Lindy Bruce described Demand Side
Management, an even better solution to peak load problems. Edward Chung asked the
council to participate in a more realistic study of Eastside need.
Residents have told us that these presentations have been helpful for them to understand our
local energy needs and opportunities. But one question still comes up. “Why would PSE
propose a project like this if there were better solutions?”
There is a financial explanation.
As you know, PSE was bought in 2009 by a private equity fund, Macquarie Infrastructure
Partners, which is managed by an Australian investment bank. But soon after the acquisition
was completed, the company was hit with a triple whammy. The recession, increasing energy
efficiency, and falling gas prices have had a dramatic impact on the company’s revenues. In
this graph, revenue reported on PSE’s Form 10K shows mostly flat electricity revenue, and
revenue from gas has declined significantly. Last year, the company’s combined revenue
from energy sales, shown in orange in this graph, was 6% below where it was 5 years ago.

PSE is under tremendous pressure to increase profits, and state regulators won’t allow the
company to hike energy prices enough to substantially raise revenue. In fact, state
regulations allow only one way for PSE to boost earnings, and that’s by collecting a generous
10% return on infrastructure investments. This predisposes the company to prefer expensive
solutions to problems that could be solved with cheaper alternatives.
CENSE has no problem with compensating PSE for projects that improve the safety and
livability of our cities and advance our environmental goals. But this will only happen if
outdated state regulations are amended to align PSE’s financial incentives with consideration
for the environment and the public good. States such as New York and California have
already demonstrated that this is possible.
We would like Bellevue and other Eastside cities to take a leadership role in calling for change
of these outdated state regulations.
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member,
                      4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue, WA 98006
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March 12, 2016
The SEPA Handbook, #98-114, updated in 2003, page 52, describes a useful (EIS)
document as follows:   ~Focuses on the most significant and vital information
concerning the proposal, alternatives, and impacts;   ~Provides sufficient
information about each alternative so that impacts can be compared between
alternatives; and   ~Presents the lead agency's analysis and conclusions about the
likely environmental impact of the proposal.
And in DEIS Chapter 2.2.2.1: Environmentally acceptable to PSE and communities, it
states: "for PSE, environmentally acceptable means a solution that, though the
environmental review process, would be found to minimize, to the extent practicable,
the environmental impacts on the affected communities."
With these stated goals in mind, and concluding that Alternative 1 Option A does not
meet these goals, this comment to be entered into the DEIS will address the pros and
cons of Alternative 2 as written in the DEIS document. Alternative 2 as written is
totally inadequate because of its simplistic and somewhat outdated references. The
information given on solution and resources to be used is not current which makes
this option look more expensive and less feasible than it is.
An integrated or distributed energy resource Alternative needs to be developed and
reviewed by experts in this fast moving field of new technologies. An improved
version of Alternative 2 could be built incrementally, as need develops, instead of
using dinosaur technologies as in Alternative 1 Option A. Under this version of an
alternative, the project would not have to constructed and paid for, by rate payers, in
the first year; it could be scaled according to need. But the viability of an improved
version of Alternative 2 depends on selecting the right mix of technologies and
policies. And it depends on hiring experts in the field of 21st Century electrical grid
solutions to analyze and vet any alternatives proposed.
It is incumbent that Alternatives proposed and analyzed by experts in the field, not
just PSE hired experts, be included in this EIS going forward.

Karen Esayian                                                                        
CENSE Board Member
4601 135th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
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March 12, 2016
The SEPA Handbook, #98-114, updated in 2003, page 52, describes a useful (EIS)
document as follows:   ~Focuses on the most significant and vital information
concerning the proposal, alternatives, and impacts;   ~Provides sufficient
information about each alternative so that impacts can be compared between
alternatives; and   ~Presents the lead agency's analysis and conclusions about the
likely environmental impact of the proposal.
And in DEIS Chapter 2.2.2.1: Environmentally acceptable to PSE and communities, it
states: "for PSE, environmentally acceptable means a solution that, though the
environmental review process, would be found to minimize, to the extent practicable,
the environmental impacts on the affected communities."
With these stated goals in mind, and concluding that Alternative 1 Option A does not
meet these goals, this comment to be entered into the DEIS will address the pros and
cons of Alternative 2 as written in the DEIS document. Alternative 2 as written is
totally inadequate because of its simplistic and somewhat outdated references. The
information given on solution and resources to be used is not current which makes
this option look more expensive and less feasible than it is.
An integrated or distributed energy resource Alternative needs to be developed and
reviewed by experts in this fast moving field of new technologies. An improved
version of Alternative 2 could be built incrementally, as need develops, instead of
using dinosaur technologies as in Alternative 1 Option A. Under this version of an
alternative, the project would not have to constructed and paid for, by rate payers, in
the first year; it could be scaled according to need. But the viability of an improved
version of Alternative 2 depends on selecting the right mix of technologies and
policies. And it depends on hiring experts in the field of 21st Century electrical grid
solutions to analyze and vet any alternatives proposed.
It is incumbent that Alternatives proposed and analyzed by experts in the field, not
just PSE hired experts, be included in this EIS going forward.

Karen Esayian                                                                        
CENSE Board Member
4601 135th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
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Don Marsh comments to Bellevue Council November 16, 2015
My name is Don Marsh, and I’m the vice president of CENSE, the Coalition of Eastside
Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy. During the past two years, I’ve helped analyze PSE’s
Energize Eastside project, and I’ve led a search for more cost-effective and environmental
solutions to power future growth of the Eastside.
During the past 2 months, citizens have spoken to the council on a range of related topics.
Patricia Magnani spoke about reliability of our electric grid. Janis Medley explained the safety
hazard of locating high-voltage power lines and petroleum pipelines in close proximity. Gary
Albert related the story of the Shuffleton power plant, which provided emergency power to
the Eastside until PSE dismantled it and sold the property for a profit. John Merrill explained
how a small peaker plant could meet our future needs. Lindy Bruce described Demand Side
Management, an even better solution to peak load problems. Edward Chung asked the
council to participate in a more realistic study of Eastside need.
Residents have told us that these presentations have been helpful for them to understand our
local energy needs and opportunities. But one question still comes up. “Why would PSE
propose a project like this if there were better solutions?”
There is a financial explanation.
As you know, PSE was bought in 2009 by a private equity fund, Macquarie Infrastructure
Partners, which is managed by an Australian investment bank. But soon after the acquisition
was completed, the company was hit with a triple whammy. The recession, increasing energy
efficiency, and falling gas prices have had a dramatic impact on the company’s revenues. In
this graph, revenue reported on PSE’s Form 10K shows mostly flat electricity revenue, and
revenue from gas has declined significantly. Last year, the company’s combined revenue from
energy sales, shown in orange in this graph, was 6% below where it was 5 years ago.

PSE is under tremendous pressure to increase profits, and state regulators won’t allow the
company to hike energy prices enough to substantially raise revenue. In fact, state
regulations allow only one way for PSE to boost earnings, and that’s by collecting a generous
10% return on infrastructure investments. This predisposes the company to prefer expensive
solutions to problems that could be solved with cheaper alternatives.
CENSE has no problem with compensating PSE for projects that improve the safety and
livability of our cities and advance our environmental goals. But this will only happen if
outdated state regulations are amended to align PSE’s financial incentives with consideration
for the environment and the public good. States such as New York and California have already
demonstrated that this is possible.
We would like Bellevue and other Eastside cities to take a leadership role in calling for change
of these outdated state regulations.
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member,
                      4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue, WA 98006
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March 8, 2016
Don Marsh comments to Bellevue council members,
CENSE would like the opportunity to dispute some of the “facts” stated by PSE representative
Keri Pravitz before the Bellevue City Council on March 7, 2016.
1. “1,500 MW exported to Canada is a normal planning requirement for Northwest
utilities.”
There are many times of year when 1,500 MW can be transmitted to Canada without a
problem. However, this level of flow is not required during peak consumption. This is clear
from the Memorandum of Agreement signed by PSE, BPA, and Seattle City Light in January
2012: “When large amounts of energy are being delivered [from] the Puget Sound area
through the Northern Intertie to Canada, transmission lines at times become congested. To
relieve this congestion and avoid unplanned power interruptions to customers, BPA currently
limits or curtails the amount of energy Puget Sound-area utilities and Canadian utilities can
deliver across certain transmission lines.”
This quote mentions a curtailment solution that BPA has used for nearly a decade: reduced
energy flow to Canada. If BPA and PSE want to avoid such curtailments, PSE’s customers
should not have to bear the entire cost. There are many less expensive solutions to our local
needs that don’t require a 230 kV line to be constructed through heavily residential areas.
Further, the Lauckhart-Schiffman study clearly shows that it would take an additional line
across the Cascades to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada on a cold winter day. There are no plans
to build such a line.
2. “The 1,500 MW doesn’t flow through Bellevue.”
CENSE has never said that the entire 1,500 MW flows through Bellevue. However, some
portion of this flow does go through Bellevue, and it adds stress to our local infrastructure.
PSE says this is just a distraction. If it isn’t a central issue, then PSE should have no objection
to removing this assumption from the load flow study, as USE did (and almost all of the
overloads on PSE’s equipment disappeared).
3. “1,500 MW is assumed in base cases.”

Lauckhart and Schiffman started with the same WECC Heavy Winter Base Case for 2017-18
that PSE used in the Eastside Needs Assessment. The amount of electricity exported to
Canada in that Base Case is 500 MW. Does PSE dispute this?
4. Reality check
Do large amounts of electricity actually flow to Canada when temperatures are low in the
Puget Sound area? There is a BPA web site where anyone can look at electricity flow on the
Northern Intertie. Let’s check what happened in January 2016, when the region had very cold
weather for the first half of the month:

In the above graph, the squiggly line indicates flow on the transmission lines that connect the
Northwest to British Columbia. Any time the line is below the central black line, energy is
flowing from Canada to the US. You can see that for most of the month, Canada was
delivering electricity to our region, not vice versa.
We have looked at data for the last decade, and it is very rare for electricity to flow
northwards during the cold winter scenarios that PSE uses as a basis for Energize Eastside. If
the flow were reversed in any dramatic way, the 11 transmission lines that deliver electricity
to the Puget Sound from central Washington would not be able to satisfy the demand.
We conclude that Energize Eastside is being justified using a fantasy scenario that cannot
happen in real life.

Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org

submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member, 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue WA 98006
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Don Marsh comments to Bellevue council members 2016
Kevin Wallace asked a very critical question during discussion of the CENSE study request last
Monday night: Who has the authority to question the need for Energize Eastside?
When CENSE asked the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to help us clarify the need,
FERC responded,
Regardless of Complainants’ arguments, we could not grant this requested relief
because much of the “activity with respect to” the project, such as transmission siting
and permitting, is not subject to the Commission’s jurisdiction.
In other words, a strictly local project must be regulated at the local level. We won’t argue
with that. But does the authority reside at the state or city level?
Before FERC issued its ruling, we asked the Washington Utilities and Transportation
Commission to investigate the need for the project. In an email dated March 30, 2015,
Commissioner Ann Rendahl responded,
[T]he UTC does not usually engage in pre-approval or pre-review of utility plant
investment and relies on the utility to bring the matter forward to the UTC, nor does it
have statutory authority over transmission siting, or a formal role in the transmission
planning process. … [I]nquiries are performed when the utility requests recovery in
rates for investments it has built and placed into service.
So, no help from PSE’s regulators at the state level. If the city concludes that it also has no
authority to clarify the need for Energize Eastside, it would become clear that such authority
does not exist at the federal, state, or city level. In such a case, it is up to citizen organizations
like CENSE to defend the welfare of those who would be burdened by a project whose need
has only been validated by a company which will benefit from increased revenue.
CENSE is, in fact, willing to get a study without the city’s participation. However, we think we
might get a different answer from the council after new councilmembers are elected.
Obviously, getting conflicting answers is not our preferred outcome.
Councilmembers are justifiably concerned about the possibility of a lawsuit from PSE if the
study comes to a contrary conclusion regarding the need for the project. However, the fear of
a lawsuit does not justify ignoring the questions of the community. If PSE files a lawsuit, we
have an idea about how the city could respond quickly and at zero cost. For obvious reasons,
we would prefer to share this idea in private at this time.
We have heard a concern that another study could be controversial. If CENSE can vet the
consultant beforehand (remember that we expressed strong reservations about Utility System

Efficiencies), we will not criticize the outcome of the study, even if it produces results counter
to our expectations. We still have plenty to say about smarter, cheaper alternatives if the
study finds that a real need exists. But it is difficult to judge the viability of alternatives if we
don’t have a clear idea of the need, so this study will provide valuable information even if
need is clearly demonstrated.
submitted by Karen Esayian CENSE Board member; 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue WA 98006
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January 27, 2016
Don Marsh comments to Newcastle Planning Commission members,
Tonight I'd like to propose a land use code of importance to Newcastle. This code would
improve the safety of the utility corridor shared by the Olympic Pipeline and PSE's highvoltage transmission lines. For all future development of this corridor, we would require a
minimum distance of 50 feet between the power lines and the two pipelines. Earlier this
month, CENSE requested the City of Bellevue to adopt the same code.
Our goal is to reduce the risk of devastating pipeline fires. There are three different ways
these fires can occur:
1. A pipeline can be damaged during a construction project. A minor nick in one of the
pipelines caused a devastating fire that claimed three lives in Bellingham in 1999.
2. Electricity flowing from a downed power line can damage the pipeline. Bellevue
resident Lloyd Arnesen described such an incident during an EIS Scoping Meeting last
May.[1]
3. Electricity can arc from wires to power poles and then into pipelines, as described in a
BPA safety guide available on the web.[2]
Now I will describe each of these scenarios in a little more detail.
A construction accident is not hard to visualize. PSE will install poles that are at least 85 feet
tall in a corridor that is, in some cases, only 100 feet wide between houses. PSE will dig
foundations 15 to 50 feet deep. The excavation will require heavy equipment that will create
vibration and stress on pipelines that are 40 to 50 years old. This would already be a
challenging task, but there is another potential complication. The Energize Eastside website
says that the existing power lines won’t be removed until after the new lines are installed.[3]
Workers will guide the new poles into position while dodging power lines above, active
pipelines below, and poles and houses on either side. Deadly mishaps have happened in less
complex situations, like the explosion that happened in Texas in 2010, when a subcontractor
hit a pipeline while digging holes for a new transmission line.[4] The heat from the explosion
that took his life was felt half a mile away.
Even if no significant damage occurs during construction, Newcastle and other Eastside cities
will still be exposed to operational dangers. Lloyd Arnesen described what happened when
electricity from a downed power line near his yard began arcing into the nearby pipeline. In
this case, the flow of electricity was cut off before the pipeline casing was breached.
However, the damage was severe enough that the Olympic Pipeline Company had to shut
down the pipeline and replace the damaged section of pipe. Mr. Arnesen and his neighbors

were lucky that an explosion was avoided. But what might have happened if Energize Eastside
had been built and four times the amount of power were flowing through that wire?
Our concerns on this point are validated by an October 2015 report by the respected industry
risk analyst DNV-GL. According to the report, “A direct arc to a collocated or crossing pipeline
is possible, which can result in coating damage, or arc damage to the pipe wall up to the point
of burn-through. Even if an arc is not sustained long enough to cause burn through, a short
duration elevated current can cause molten pits on the pipe surface that may lead to crack
development as the pipe cools.”[5]
The DNV-GL report contains advice about ways to mitigate risk: “The separation distance
between the pipeline and transmission line is a significant variable controlling the level of
induced AC potential influencing the pipeline.” The report explain that “induced AC potential”
increases risk of accelerated corrosion. We view this report as an excellent survey of the most
recent scientific knowledge on the risks of collocated transmission lines and pipelines, and we
encourage you to read it.
BPA’s safety guide explains the concern of that agency: “Proper positioning of underground
utilities is required to prevent an accident in an extreme case when an unusual condition
might cause electricity to arc from the high-voltage wire to the tower and then to ground.
This could produce a dangerous voltage on underground piping…”
BPA recommends a minimum separation of 50 feet between power lines and pipelines to
reduce risk of dangerous voltages on the pipeline. The Chevron Company, which operates a
157-mile long pipeline in Eastern Washington, recommends a separation of at least 25 feet.
The Municipal Research & Services Center of Seattle has developed a model ordinance for
cities.[6] The ordinance calls for a minimum setback of 50 feet from the pipeline, although
electrical infrastructure is not specifically mentioned.
The author of the Seattle study, Jim Doherty, has six recommendations for residents. His first
recommendation is, “Don’t wait for the federal government to tell you what risks are
acceptable for your community – bring the issue to your planning commission and start the
process for enacting reasonable land use regulations that will minimize risks to your
residents.” Tonight, we are following this recommendation.
A week after CENSE requested Bellevue to incorporate the BPA-recommended separation
between power poles and pipelines, PSE told the city council that there are a variety of ways
to mitigate risk with careful design and engineering. CENSE is skeptical that engineering alone
can reduce risk of all three scenarios we have described. Physical separation is a better way
to reduce risk. Engineered solutions can be compromised through age or accidental damage.
Physical separation does not degrade over time and is easily verified by anyone with a tape
measure. Perhaps that is why there are no exemptions for engineered solutions in BPA’s
safety guide or other ordinances we’ve seen.
It’s clear that Newcastle residents will be safer with a separation requirement such as we are

proposing. It’s also true that it will be more difficult for PSE to build Energize Eastside with
more stringent safety codes in place. How will that impact Newcastle residents?
PSE says that its Newcastle customers will
experience “risk of power outages” if
Energize Eastside is not built. In a map
included in PSE’s Eastside Needs
Assessment, PSE shows parts of Newcastle
located within an area of 16,000 customers
that are at risk of outages.[7] But PSE has
not been clear in public forums about what
the true likelihood of a power outage is.
According to the Eastside Needs
Assessment, Energize Eastside is needed to
address peak loads that “occur just a few
hours per year.”[8] When do these peak
hours occur? When the temperature falls
below 23 degrees Fahrenheit, and only on
weekdays during morning or evening peak
usage hours (7-10 AM and 5-8 PM). Historically, those conditions have occurred during less
than 0.2% of all service hours.
To be clear, the Eastside grid has plenty of capacity to meet customer needs even in extremely
cold weather. The problem described by PSE occurs only if two of the four big transformers
that serve the Eastside fail at the same time winter peak loads are occurring. There have
never been two such simultaneous failures that we are aware of.
So how many Newcastle customers would lose power in this very unlikely event? Surprisingly,
no customers will lose power. As the company describes in the Eastside Needs Assessment,
Corrective Action Plans would be used to prevent overloads or outages. PSE says an outage
would occur if a transmission line fails while the Corrective Action Plans are in place, but this is
adding yet another unlikely scenario on top of a situation that is nearly impossible.[9]
Newcastle must balance the risk of a catastrophic pipeline fire with the need for electrical
reliability in the unlikely circumstances PSE has imagined.
We don’t use the term “catastrophic” lightly. This is the word used by the Bellevue Fire
Department to describe the impacts of a pipeline incident in the department’s Standards of
Response Coverage: “Given that pipeline incidents continue to occur in this country, and
many for undetermined reasons, the community is still at risk. The combination of: a highly
flammable liquid, in large quantities, and in urban environment translates into a significant
consequence risk that approaches the ‘catastrophic’ level.”[10]
The Fire Department goes on to state that it does not have sufficient “response and mitigation

abilities” to extinguish a pipeline fire. The pipeline has the capacity to deliver approximately
5,900 gallons of fuel per minute into a burning fire. Even if the pipeline is shutdown with
“near-immediate” responsiveness, “well over ten thousand gallons” of fuel may burn within
the first few minutes of ignition. With houses located closer than 50 feet to the pipeline, the
potential for death and destruction without warning is of great concern to us.
Since the Bellevue Fire Department serves the City of Newcastle, these cautionary statements
should be heeded by Newcastle planners when considering separation of electrical
infrastructure and the pipeline.
In conclusion, we have laid out substantive and specific concerns regarding the safety of
locating pipelines and transmission lines in close proximity. We urge the Newcastle Planning
Commission to begin the process of creating a land use code that specifies a minimum
separation to protect your residents from potentially lethal pipeline fires. During this process,
PSE and the Olympic Pipeline Company will be able to present their own facts, and useful
public debate can occur. If a land use code is not considered, the concerns we have raised
tonight will not be adequately investigated. Residents will be left to wonder if their lives and
loved ones are being jeopardized to deliver phantom reliability improvements promised by
PSE.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member, 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue WA 98006
[1] http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/phase_1_draft_eis_scoping_comment_record_report_rev.pdf, p.
655

[2] http://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/GeneralPublications/lusi-Living-and-working-safely-around-high-voltage-power-lines.pdf, p. 6
[3] http://energizeeastside.com/construction
[4] http://www.wfaa.com/story/news/2014/08/09/13587360/
[5] http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732, p. 19
[6] http://mrsc.org/getmedia/321384AC-DB51-448E-B4FD-5A8EC4EBF7B1/jdsetbacks.aspx, p. 21
[7] http://energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/Eastside_Needs_Assessment_Final_Draft_10-312013v2REDACTEDR1.pdf, p. 14

[8] ibid., p.38
[9] http://energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/Eastside_Needs_Assessment_Final_Draft_10-312013v2REDACTEDR1.pdf, p. 13

[10] http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Fire/Standards_of_Coverage.pdf, p. 66
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November 30, 2015 Comments to Bellevue Council by Don Marsh
At the last council meeting before Thanksgiving, PSE delivered a marketing presentation to the
city council rather than addressing the technical questions that CENSE has raised repeatedly.
Instead of telling councilmembers why it’s reasonable to send large amounts of electricity to
Canada during an N-1-1 power emergency on the Eastside, or why PSE would turn off most of
its local generators during that emergency, PSE simply says, “This is the backbone of the
Eastside and we haven’t upgraded it for 55 years.” This is not accurate.
By calling these lines the backbone of the Eastside, PSE conveniently ignores the fact that the
company has installed a number of parallel transmission lines through Bellevue during the
past 55 years. One heads northwest from the Mercer Slough, one goes along 116th Ave. NE,
and a third line follows 140th Ave. NE. With these additional lines in place, PSE has the
capacity to serve its customers even if the so-called “backbone lines” are out of service.
PSE’s advertising about this backbone may have convinced a couple of business owners to
testify in support of Energize Eastside at the last council meeting. They told the council their
companies and the economic vitality of Bellevue are at risk if Energize Eastside isn’t built
soon.
Let’s examine the facts. On page 47 of the report produced by Bellevue’s independent
analyst, the condition that PSE seeks to fix with Energize Eastside occurs only once every 3 to
30 years. During the next decade, Energize Eastside will prevent at most 3 outages totaling
about 6 hours. During that same period, business owners in downtown Bellevue will suffer 20
outages totaling more than 40 hours. There are areas of the city outside the downtown core
with even more frequent outages, none of which will be prevented by Energize Eastside.
Business owners don’t want to pay higher electricity rates to finance a project that won’t make
a significant difference in reliability. Energize Eastside is a boondoggle that degrades our
neighborhoods, harms the environment, and increases the risk of devastating pipeline fires.
The council should encourage PSE to spend our money on projects that improve our
communities and make a real difference in the reliability of our electricity.
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member
                                 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue, WA 98006
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To Energize Eastside:
I write in strong opposition to Option A of Alternative 1 from the Draft EIS for Energize
Eastside, which proposes a new 230kV transmission line as well as a new transformer. My
reasons for opposing that option are as follows:
The new high-voltage line is not needed. While PSE argues, and the Chapter 1.3 of the Draft
EIS states, that a new high-voltage power line is necessary to meet short term energy needs
on the Eastside, the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study (from 2/18/2016) shows that this is
not the case. To quote that study, “PSE’s system can avoid overloads and outages even when
two critical transformers have failed during winter peak usage.”
A new high-voltage power line that follows, and towers above, the aging Olympic gas pipeline
is a catastrophe waiting to happen.
o Chapter 16.3.7 of the Draft EIS mentions pipeline corrosion. Electromagnetic
interference leads to pipeline corrosion, meaning a potential leak and
devastating fire at any time during or after construction. Dr. Y. Frank Cheng of
the University of Calgary and an expert on pipeline safety, has submitted, via
CENSE, information confirming the dangers of locating high voltage power
lines in close proximity to gas pipelines.
o The installation of the poles for the power lines, as well as any maintenance
activities further down the line, would be a dangerous enterprise. Though
downplaying those dangers, the Draft EIS does note (Chapter 8.5.3.1.2) that
“significant adverse impact to public safety could occur if a leak or an
explosion… resulted from the project” and (Chapter 8.6.1.2) that “ongoing
maintenance activities during operation could theoretically damage or break
the OPLC pipelines or other pipelines in the area, leading to a chemical release
or explosion.”
o The location of the gas pipelines underground can shift over the years due to soil
erosion,[1] potentially bringing the (aged) pipelines into closer proximity to the
power lines and leading to further dangers during maintenance activities. Keep
in mind that the pipeline is already many decades old and has already had one
major explosion (Bellingham, WA in 1999) resulting in loss of life.
o BP, the operator of the Olympic Pipeline, noted that “the location of the

pipelines may be found anywhere within the easement form the center of the
right-of-way to either side” and as a result recommended against route
segments Oak and Willow.[2] Yet Oak and Willow are the only two routes still
being considered.
o As noted by CENSE, the Bellevue Fire Department writes in their Standards of
Response Coverage, “Given that pipeline incidents continue to occur in this
country, and many for undetermined reasons, the community is still at risk.
The combination of a highly flammable liquid, in large quantities, and in [an]
urban environment translates into a significant consequence risk that
approaches the ‘catastrophic’ level.”[3] Thus, local emergency responders feel
this is a dangerous proposition.
o Most importantly, this entire proposed power line lies upon a major fault line. As
recent media attention has shown, and as has been confirmed by national
government agencies, the Pacific Northwest is long overdue for a major
earthquake. A high voltage power line on top of an aging gas pipeline that runs
through almost exclusively residential neighborhoods will cause a catastrophic
and easily predictable loss of life. In the Somerset and Eastgate neighborhoods
alone, where I live, aside from running through many residents’ back yards, the
pipeline/powerline combination runs underneath and above the neighborhood
swim and tennis pool, where multi-generational families spend their summer
days and evenings. The combination runs over and below the public Tyee
Middle School, where hundreds of local children spend 8-9 hours a day, 5 days
a week studying. The combination runs right alongside a Bright Horizons
daycare facility, where our community’s youngest, most vulnerable (and least
likely to be successfully evacuated) members spend their days year-round.
Somerset/Eastgate is but one of the many potentially-impacted
neighborhoods. Further south in Newport Hills, these lines will come
dangerously close to yet another public school, Jing Mei Elementary. Other
neighborhoods will be similarly impacted.
In sum, choosing Alternative 1 Option A is a negligent, if not clearly reckless, choice on the
part of our local governments and government agencies.
Alternative 2 from the Draft EIS for Energize Eastside is the only safe option. The EQL Energy
study, submitted by CENSE, shows that Alternative 2, if properly implemented, would be
much more energy efficient for our wider community and have lower long-term costs. It will
have a much lower impact on the local community than Alternative 1 Option A (see Chapter
10.7.1 and Chapter 11.6.3.5.1 of the Draft EIS), which, in addition to all of the concerns listed
above, requires the widening of the existing utility corridor and thus the destruction of many
homes and other community resources – indeed, it’s hard to fathom how places like the

Somerset Community Pool could continue to exist if Alternative 1 Option A is put into place
since it is well within the 120-150 foot “clear zones” that Alternative 1 Option A requires
(Chapter 11.6.3.5.1). Alternative 2 options were not adequately analyzed during the Draft EIS
process and should be given greater attention going forward. Our community leaders should
not allow a foreign-owned, private, and profit-driven company (PSE) to determine the course
of our energy future.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Wilson
14312 SE 45th Street
Bellevue, WA 98006
jenniferneighbors@hotmail.com

[1] Frank Cheng. 2013. Stress Corrosion Cracking of Pipelines. Section 8.7.1.
[2] For a copy of the letter from the Olympic Pipeline Company, follow the link at the following

web address: http://sane-eastside-energy.org/2014/04/02/olympic-pipeline-companyopposes-transmission-lines-over-its-pipelines-for-several-reasons-including-safety/
[3] http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Fire/Standards_of_Coverage.pdf, p. 66
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November 2015 Comments to Bellevue Council by Don Marsh
My name is Don Marsh, vice president of CENSE, the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for
Sensible Energy. During the past two years, I’ve helped analyze PSE’s Energize Eastside project, and
I’ve led a search for more cost-effective and less environmentally destructive solutions to power
future growth of the Eastside.
During the past 2 months, citizens have spoken to the council on a range of related topics, such as:

The reliability of our electric grid.
The safety hazard of locating high-voltage power lines and petroleum pipelines in close
proximity.

The Shuffleton power plant, which provided emergency power to the Eastside until PSE
dismantled it and sold the property for a profit.

How a small peaker plant could meet our future needs.
Demand Side Management, an even better solution to peak load problems.

And we asked the council to participate in a more realistic study of Eastside need.
Residents have told us that these presentations have helped them understand our local energy
needs and opportunities. But one question still comes up. “Why would PSE propose a project like
this if there are better solutions?”
There is a financial explanation.
PSE was acquired in 2009 by a private equity fund named Macquarie Infrastructure Partners,
managed by an Australian investment bank and three Canadian Retirement funds. Soon after the
acquisition, the company was hit with a triple whammy: 1) The recession, 2) increasing energy
efficiency, and 3) falling gas prices. This graph shows the dramatic impact on the company’s
revenues, as reported on PSE’s Form 10K. Electricity revenue is mostly flat and gas revenue has
declined significantly. Last year, the company’s combined revenue from energy sales, (the orange
line), was 6% less than it was 5 years ago.

PSE is under pressure to increase profits for its shareholders. As a result, PSE is predisposed to build

large infrastructure projects rather than less profitable alternatives preferred by residents. State
regulations encourage this outcome by allowing PSE to collect a 10% return on infrastructure
investments.
CENSE believes these state regulations must be amended to reward the implementation of 21st

century energy technologies, rather than building expensive transmission systems that are
much larger than the local need requires.
States such as New York and California have already demonstrated that such reforms are possible. We ask
that Bellevue and other Eastside cities press the legislature to reform our regulations so that utility
companies can make a decent profit from smart solutions that establish the Eastside as an energy leader,
rather than erecting grossly-oversized solutions from the last century.
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member
                          4601 135th Ave SE   Bellevue, WA 98006
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March 7, 2016 comments to Bellevue Council members by Don Marsh
I hope you’ve all had a chance to look at the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study I
provided to you a couple of weeks ago. Last week, we submitted the study into the
Draft EIS comment process.
Although PSE hasn’t provided any specific objections to the Lauckhart-Schiffman
report, the company criticizes the study for not complying with federal reliability
standards. CENSE responds by citing a study of an “Extra Heavy Winter Flow”
scenario performed by ColumbiaGrid in 2013. In this study, ColumbiaGrid simulated
1,500 MW of electricity flowing to Canada, and many of the local generation plants in
the Puget Sound area turned off. If these assumptions sound familiar, it’s because
those are the same assumptions PSE made in the Eastside Needs Assessment to
justify Energize Eastside.
ColumbiaGrid says these extreme conditions were studied only to test the limits of the
11 transmission lines that carry electricity from central Washington to the Puget
Sound. These are the same lines that Lauckhart and Schiffman also found unable to
carry the load under these extreme conditions. ColumbiaGrid concludes that this
scenario exceeds NERC reliability standards and therefore transmission capacity
across the Cascades does not need to be increased. Logic dictates these conditions
also exceed NERC standards when PSE uses them to justify Energize Eastside.
Although PSE and CENSE do not agree on which studies should determine the need
for Energize Eastside, there is an objective way to resolve the dispute. Richard
Lauckhart has offered to share his computer model with PSE, and he wants to see
PSE’s data to understand the details of the company’s objections. As you may know,
Mr. Lauckhart previously received CEII clearance from the federal agency FERC and
has now filed a second CEII application with PSE. He has not received a response. I
am now seeking this clearance for myself.  I expect PSE to grant both my application
and Mr. Lauckhart’s without delay.
At this point, questions of scale and timeline for this project have never been greater.
The Draft EIS simply repeats PSE’s assertion that the need has already been
demonstrated by studies that do not answer the questions raised by the LauckhartSchiffman Study. Phase 1 of the EIS must be finalized and considered by a Hearing
Examiner before phase 2 begins. It would be a waste of time and resources for all
parties involved, including PSE, to spend a year studying specific solutions to a
problem which is not well defined. Our next speaker will explain why it is permissible
for the council to ask for finalization of Phase 1.
submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member, 4601-135th Ave SE Bellevue, WA
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February 22, 2016 comments to Bellevue Council by Don Marsh
Tonight I’d like to present to you the results of a new load flow study of
PSE’s Energize Eastside project. A load flow study is a detailed
simulation of how an electric grid functions in a given scenario.

The two analysts who ran this study are Richard Lauckhart, former VP
of power planning for PSE, and Roger Schiffman, an industry expert
who has run many load flow studies during his career.

Lauckhart and Schiffman acquired a license to use the same analysis
software PSE uses, and they obtained the same base case data from the
Western Electricity Coordinating Council.

However, Lauckhart and Schiffman’s results differ from PSE’s. When
PSE’s assumptions were entered into the computer model, namely three
times as much energy going to Canada, and most of the local generation
plants located in the Puget Sound area turned off, Lauckhart and
Schiffman discovered something pretty shocking. These assumptions
would boost the amount of electricity required from central Washington
to exceed the capacity of the 11 transmission lines that cross the
Cascades. Let me repeat that – the transmission lines crossing the
Cascades would become overloaded, not our transmission lines on the

Eastside. PSE’s proposal wouldn’t make any difference at all, and PSE’s
scenario would put the Puget Sound area from Olympia to Bellingham
at risk of blackouts.

Well, that’s what the simulation says would happen. In reality, grid
operators would never allow that scenario to occur. They would simply
turn on local generation plants and reduce the optional flow of
electricity to Canada. In that case, what would happen to us during an
N-1-1 failure occurring simultaneously with heavy winter peak loads?
Lauckhart and Schiffman ran another simulation to find out. And their
answer is: nothing unusual would happen -- no overloads and no
blackouts. In fact, Lauckhart and Schiffman estimate we have 20 to 40
years before any risk develops.

We have more good news. A new analysis from EQL Energy shows PSE
and the EIS consultants have made significant errors in their analysis of
alternative technologies. There are solutions available right now that
would be much more economical than transmission lines. We will have
that study from EQL ready for release in about a week.

At this point, I have a question for you. Do you personally feel that you
are well-qualified to judge between the opposing facts being put forward
by PSE’s experts and those of CENSE? If not, we would like to propose
another possibility. Why not move this case to the state agency EFSEC,

the Energy Facility Site Evaluation Council? We believe it is well within
your power to require an evaluation of PSE’s proposal by a state agency
that specializes in this kind of question. CENSE believes EFSEC is in a
better position to make these technical evaluations than most city
councils.

submitted by Karen Esayian, CENSE Board member
                         4601 135th Ave SE, Bellevue WA 98006
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February 1, 2016 comments to Council members,
CENSE appreciates being invited to comment on the Draft EIS for
Energize Eastside.
Tonight let’s look at the broad picture. The Draft EIS presents three
alternatives for our energy future.
The first alternative is a 230 kV transmission line through the Eastside.
Four variations are studied: two different overhead lines, an
underground line, and a line submerged in Lake Washington. Let us be
clear. Because of the state tariff on undergrounding enforced by the
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, only the
overhead lines operated by PSE or Seattle City Light are economically
feasible. Since Seattle City Light removed their line from consideration,
PSE’s transmission line is the only serious option under Alternative 1.
Alternative 2 uses innovative technology and policy solutions to address
the peak load problem PSE says we have. This is the smart way to grow
our electric system.
Alternative 3 would build three times as many transmission lines all over
the Eastside. No one considers this to be a realistic option, and it is
included just to make the first alternative look less horrific.
Gamesmanship like this makes residents cynical about the EIS process.
Having identified the red herrings in the EIS, let’s look at the two
remaining options: Alternative 1, PSE’s transmission line, and
Alternative 2, the smart technology solution.
PSE’s transmission line is a solution that is vastly bigger than we need.
The line will have a capacity exceeding 1,000 megawatts when only 70
megawatts are required in the foreseeable future, according to PSE's
graphs. CENSE has reason to believe even this figure has been
exaggerated to justify the project. The transmission line option would
put all our eggs in one basket. Ratepayers would finance a huge upfront
cost of more than a quarter billion dollars to build a transmission line
that has reliability and security risks. The transmission line would be
vulnerable to extreme weather, fires, landslides, terrorism, solar flares,
pipeline accidents, and errors of human judgment. If only one power
pole falls, a big piece of our electricity supply would be out of service.
Alternative 2, the smart solution, envisions a 21st century distributed
energy network that is much more flexible and adaptive. It’s more
reliable, because multiple elements can fail without impacting overall
reliability.

It’s also more attractive financially, because it can be built
incrementally. We can make smart decisions about how much
additional infrastructure we need each year. For example, if the
economy slows down and electricity demand plummets like it did in
2009, the level of investment could be adjusted to match the new
consumption pattern. If a new kind of battery comes along that solves
our problems more efficiently, it could be incorporated into the energy
grid. This strategy would better support local companies like Mukilteobased UniEnergy, which is developing batteries that will be used by
utilities all over the country. By contrast, there is no local company that
makes the steel monopoles used in PSE’s transmission line.
Be ready for PSE’s arguments against the smart solution. PSE prefers
building transmission lines because it is more profitable for them. The
company has disparaged Demand Response, a proven way to handle
peak loads. The power plan about to be released by the Northwest
Power and Conservation Council says, “Under a wide range of future
conditions, energy efficiency consistently proved the least expensive and
least economically risky resource. In more than 90 percent of future
conditions, cost-effective efficiency met all electricity load growth
through 2035. It’s not only the single largest contributor to meeting the
region’s future electricity needs, it’s also the single largest source of new
winter peaking capacity.”
Energize Eastside is all about winter peaking capacity, but PSE argues
that the Eastside is an anomaly in its service area, that growth has
brought us to the brink of a crisis, and a larger transmission line is our
only solution.
Citizens do not want a solution that despoils our neighborhoods, cuts
down our trees, and increases risk of devastating pipeline fires. Instead
we want an energy solution that is forward-looking, reliable, safe, costeffective, and environmentally sound. The only alternative in this EIS
that fills these criteria is Alternative 2.
Thank you. Don Marsh
submitted by Karen Esayian, 4601 135th Ave SE Bellevue, WA
98006             Cense Board member
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The following comments will address Chapter 2.5 Benefits and Disadvantages of Delaying the Proposal:
The DEIS fails to adequately quantify the benefits and disadvantages of delaying the proposal but rather
makes unsubstantiated qualitative generalizations. Further the DIES fails to adequately value the
impact of the benefits and disadvantages of delaying the proposal and does not factor these items
into its evaluation of the alternatives. The DEIS needs to make these corrections and fill these gaps in
the report.
Delaying the project for 2-5 years would have tremendous benefits that need to be fully evaluated and
factored in. The DEIS needs to parse each statement of benefit it’s made and deep dive into the facts
AND actually include these facts in the assessment of the Alternatives.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Delaying the project would have the benefit of avoiding the impacts in the near future for the
action alternatives described in the EIS.
It is possible that by delaying the project, some of the expanded conservation measures
described in Alternative 2 would be incorporated into development, reducing energy demand
further than PSE has projected.
Additional conservation could have the benefit of reducing greenhouse gas generation from
electrical consumption on the Eastside.
Delaying the project could allow technological advancements to occur in areas such as
battery storage or generation, providing additional feasible alternatives to increased
transmission capacity in the near term.
The disadvantages of delaying the project are that the risks of power outages (described in
Chapter 1) that would be associated with the No Action Alternative could develop over time.
It is also possible that the awareness of such risks would discourage development within the
Eastside.

Alternative 1A is a very expensive and “significant” impact solution to a “negligible” risk of power
outages according the independent Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study (previously submitted to the
public record) as well as the presentation of the analysis of energy flows to Canada (below), both
presented to the Bellevue City Council by CENSE President Don Marsh.
Delaying the implementation of Alternative 1A will delay and perhaps eliminate the need of the
community to fund the lifetime cost of $1.4 – $2.0 billion (from the Jeffrey King economic analysis study
attached below in file and text formats). A delay would allow more time for a realistic and less
expensive Alternative 2 to be planned and implemented. The DEIS needs to study the risk/benefit of this
delay. For example, the communities along the corridor would likely accept the negligible risk of a
peak load winter power outage AND likely participate in Alternative 2 demand response and efficiency
programs as a way to delay and possibly eliminate the need for this massive cost as well as to delay or
eliminate the need for the massively significant cost to our communities by having 300+ homes
destroyed, 8000+ trees eliminated and significant industrial blight added to the eastside.
To test to see if in fact there is any disadvantage to a delay, the DEIS process should bring this choice to

the voters rather than dismiss this risk/benefit out of hand with no evidence or facts behind such a
decision.
Delaying the implementation of Alternative 1A would allow time to determine if Alternative 2 demand
response and efficiency programs can partially address or eliminate the risk problem. At minimum, the
DEIS needs to study how a project delay of 2-5 years along with an implementation of Alternative 2
demand response and efficiency programs will reshape the requirement for Alternative 1A or its
derivatives.
Further the DEIS should include an analysis for how the feasibility of Alternative 2 will improve over the
next 2-5 years. Delaying the project to allow this would be an INVALUABLE benefit by enabling eastside
cities to begin to move away from the carbon based energy system of the current electrical grid.
{Currently 59% of PSE energy is coming from carbon sources – a large coal-fired generating facility in
eastern Montana, and the natural-gas-fired power plants in the Puget Sound region (below).} PSE
should have as its highest priority the move away from fossil fuels and toward conservation and
renewable sources. In addition, the improved economics of Alternative 2 that will come into play in the
next 2-5 years needs to be studied and factored into the analysis of alternative. The benefits of these
items should lead to the conclusion that delaying the project in favor of pursuing an improved
Alternative 2 in the near future (2-5 years) is the best solution for rate payers. (See the EQL Energy
Analysis of Alternatives below in both text and file attached).
Adding the benefit of carbon reductions, using carbon credit analysis, as an estimate of economic
benefit should be factored into the benefits of a delay and a move to Alternative 2 implementation as
described above.

Lastly, the statement that “It is also possible that the awareness of such risks would discourage
development within the Eastside.” Is conjecture at best. What evidence or facts does the DEIS present
to substantiate such a claim?
SUPPORT DATA and INFROMATION:
March 8, 2016
Dear council members,
CENSE would like the opportunity to dispute some of the “facts” stated by PSE representative Keri Pravitz
before the Bellevue City Council on March 7, 2016.

1. “1,500 MW EXPORTED TO CANADA IS A NORMAL PLANNING REQUIREMENT FOR
NORTHWEST UTILITIES.”
There are many times of year when 1,500 MW can be transmitted to Canada without a problem.
However, this level of flow is not required during peak consumption. This is clear from the Memorandum
of Agreement signed by PSE, BPA, and Seattle City Light in January 2012: “When large amounts of
energy are being delivered [from] the Puget Sound area through the Northern Intertie to Canada,
transmission lines at times become congested. To relieve this congestion and avoid unplanned power
interruptions to customers, BPA currently limits or curtails the amount of energy Puget Sound-area utilities

and Canadian utilities can deliver across certain transmission lines.”
This quote mentions a curtailment solution that BPA has used for nearly a decade: reduced energy flow
to Canada. If BPA and PSE want to avoid such curtailments, PSE’s customers should not have to bear
the entire cost. There are many less expensive solutions to our local needs that don’t require a 230 kV
line to be constructed through heavily residential areas.
Further, the Lauckhart-Schiffman study clearly shows that it would take an additional line across the
Cascades to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada on a cold winter day. There are no plans to build such a line.

2. “THE 1,500 MW DOESN’T FLOW THROUGH BELLEVUE.”
CENSE has never said that the entire 1,500 MW flows through Bellevue. However, some portion of this
flow does go through Bellevue, and it adds stress to our local infrastructure. PSE says this is just a
distraction. If it isn’t a central issue, then PSE should have no objection to removing this assumption from
the load flow study, as USE did (and almost all of the overloads on PSE’s equipment disappeared).

3. “1,500 MW IS ASSUMED IN BASE CASES.”
Lauckhart and Schiffman started with the same WECC Heavy Winter Base Case for 2017-18 that PSE used
in the Eastside Needs Assessment. The amount of electricity exported to Canada in that Base Case is
500 MW. Does PSE dispute this?

4. REALITY CHECK
Do large amounts of electricity actually flow to Canada when temperatures are low in the Puget Sound
area? There is a BPA web site where anyone can look at electricity flow on the Northern Intertie. Let’s
check what happened in January 2016, when the region had very cold weather for the first half of the
month:

In the above graph, the squiggly line indicates flow on the transmission lines that connect the Northwest
to British Columbia. Any time the line is below the central black line, energy is flowing from Canada to
the US. You can see that for most of the month, Canada was delivering electricity to our region, not
vice versa.

We have looked at data for the last decade, and it is very rare for electricity to flow northwards during
the cold winter scenarios that PSE uses as a basis for Energize Eastside. If the flow were reversed in any
dramatic way, the 11 transmission lines that deliver electricity to the Puget Sound from central
Washington would not be able to satisfy the demand.
We conclude that Energize Eastside is being justified using a fantasy scenario that cannot happen in real
life.
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
===============================================================================

Lifetime cost analysis for Energize Eastside
What will Energize Eastside cost customers over its lifetime?
February 17, 2016
If those numbers seem large, it’s mostly
because state policy guarantees PSE
a return on investment of 9.8% per year
for infrastructure projects.
Interest adds up quickly at that rate.

What will Energize Eastside cost customers over its lifetime?
CENSE engaged Jeffrey King, a utility financing expert, to give us better answers to this
question. Mr. King worked as a Senior Resource Analyst for the Northwest Power Planning
Council for nearly 30 years.
Mr. King used MicroFin modeling software to come up with three different lifetime scenarios
(45, 55, and 65 years) using a project base cost of $100 million. The details of his analysis can
be found in the following pages of this document.
A base cost of $100 million is considerably less than PSE’s cost estimates, but the results of the
model can simply be scaled by the ratio of the actual cost to the base cost. For example, if the
cost were to be $300 million (three times the base cost), the results from Mr. King’s analysis
could simply be multiplied by a factor of 3.
PSE has not updated cost estimates for Energize Eastside, and the EIS contains no reference to
the project’s cost. Our best guess is that it will cost at least $250 million. We scaled the results
of Mr. King’s analysis by a factor of 2.5 to arrive at the following lifetime costs:
Lifetime of Energize Eastside
transmission line Total cost to ratepayers
45 years $1.45 billion
55 years $1.74 billion
65 years $2.03 billion
If those numbers seem large, it’s mostly because state policy guarantees PSE a return on
investment of 9.8% per year for infrastructure projects. Interest adds up quickly at that rate.
Revenue collected by PSE for this level of investment would be approximately $32 million per
year. This is an important number, because it is possible to buy quite a bit of technology to
implement alternative solutions with expenditures of that size. Because alternative solutions
can be built incrementally as the need arises, we probably wouldn’t need to continue that
level of investment for 45-65 years.
We see an opportunity to build a solution of just the size we need and save a lot of money for
ourselves, our children, and our grandchildren.
Estimation of the fixed charge rate and revenue requirements
for the proposed Energize Eastside transmission project
Prepared for CENSE.org by Jeffrey C. King & Associates
February 10, 2016
The Energize Eastside transmission project is intended to reinforce the Puget Sound
Energy electrical distribution system on the east side of Lake Washington in King County,
Washington, an area that has experienced significant growth over the past several decades
without concurrent expansion of the local transmission system. The Energize Eastside project
is proposed to be an overhead single-circuit 230 kV transmission line1 extending from the
existing Talbot Hill substation in Renton approximately 18 miles north and east to the existing
Sammamish substation in Redmond, passing through Bellevue, Kirkland and other Eastside
communities. The line would feed, from both ends, a new or expanded substation in the
Bellevue vicinity. Preconstruction fieldwork commenced in January 2015 and construction is
proposed to commence in the second quarter of 2017 for fourth quarter 2018 energization.
The purpose of the work described in this paper is to estimate the levelized fixed charge

rate (FCR)2 and revenue requirement3 of the proposed Energize Eastside project. Revenue
requirement can subsequently be used to estimate the rate impact of the proposed project.
The MicroFin Levelized Project Revenue Requirements model, developed by the Bonneville
Power Administration and the Northwest Power and Conservation Council is used to calculate
project FCRs and revenue requirements. MicroFin uses normalization accounting4 to simulate
investor-owned utility financing of electric power projects. MicroFin calculates total project
investment costs using a construction cost estimate, construction cash flows and financing
information. Annual cash flows over the forecast service life of the project are then calculated.
Components of annual cash flows for transmission projects include debt service, debt
interest, return on equity, equity recovery, income and property taxes, insurance, operation
and maintenance expenses, interim capital replacement costs and the cost of losses. The net
1 The project may use towers capable of carrying a future second 230KV line.
2 The Fixed Charge Rate is the levelized annual cost of financing the construction of a project over the
economic life of the project,
expressed as a percentage of total investment cost. The total investment cost is the cost of developing
and constructing a project
(capital cost), including price escalation and interest incurred during the construction period.
3 Project Revenue Requirements are the annual costs of constructing and operating a project. Revenue
requirements consist of the
annual financing costs (Fixed Charge Rate x Total Investment Cost) plus annual operation and
maintenance costs (expensed and
capitalized).
4 Normalization accounting shifts a portion of the benefit of accelerated tax depreciation to later years
of the life of a project.
Normalization accounting is mandated by the Internal Revenue Service for investor-owned utilities.
of these comprise annual revenue requirements. Annual revenue requirements may vary
over the life of a project due to factors such as cost escalation and a service life that exceeds
the financing life. A levelized revenue requirement (an equivalent constant value) is then
calculated by taking the net present value of the series of annual revenue requirements, then
calculating a constant series of annual payments with equivalent net present value.
For calculating the FCR and revenue requirements of a transmission project, MicroFin requires
information regarding project capital costs, operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, interim
capital replacement costs; construction cash flows; the project owner’s financial structure,
tax obligations and incentives, if any; forecast general inflation and escalation rates of
capital and O&M costs; and electrical losses. Other MicroFin input data such as fuel cost
and emission costs are not applicable to a transmission project. The information needed by
MicroFin to calculate a fixed charge rate and revenue requirement for a transmission project
is shown in Table 1 with the known or assumed values for the Energize Eastside project and
sources of this information. Additional information regarding the derivation of certain input
assumptions is provided in the Appendix.
Capital costs for transmission projects vary widely and the capital cost estimates for the
proposed Energize Eastside project were not available for this analysis. $100 million is used
as a placeholder. $100 million is substantially greater than typical cost for a 230kV project of
this size, however the congested nature and environment of the proposed corridor will likely
increase construction cost well above typical costs. Once construction cost estimates are
available, revenue requirements can be calculated by taking ratios of $100 million. Because
all cost input assumptions for this project are a constant percentage of the capital cost and all
input costs are independent of the load factor of the line, the relationship of overnight capital
to revenue requirements is linear.
An uncertainty of some importance is the assumed service life of the project. PSE estimates
that the service life of transmission facilities will range from 45 to 65 years. For this reason, FCR
and revenue requirements calculations were run for 45, 55 and 65 year service lives.
The estimated fixed charge rates and levelized annual revenue requirements for a $100
million overnight capital cost investment in a project with the characteristics of the proposed
Energize Eastside project are shown in Table 2 for 45, 55 and 65 year service lives. Also shown
is the AFUDC ratio, to calculate total plant investment (basis of the fixed charge rate) from
the overnight construction cost. All values are “nominal”, e.g., include the effects of forecast
general inflation, and therefore represent the actual dollar impact on rates.
Table 1: Modeling input data values and sources
Input Value Source Note
Plant Data:
Start of construction 1/1/2017 Approximation of PSE
Q2 2017
Closest MicroFin time series increment.

Service date 1/1/2019 Approximation of PSE
end of Q3 2018
Closest MicroFin time series increment
Service life 44, 55 and 65 years PSE 2014 FERC Form
1 page 123.14
Overnight capital cost 100 million Placeholder
Annual construction cash flow 50%/yr JCK assumption
Capital cost real escalation Zero JCK assumption Reflects currently low rates of labor and
equipment price escalation.
Annual operation and
maintenance expenses
1.3% of overnight
capital cost
See Appendix Exclusive of property tax and insurance.
O&M cost real escalation Zero JCK assumption Reflects currently low rates of labor and
equipment price escalation.
Generation integration costs n/a No significant generation would be
interconnected to the proposed project.
Control and dispatch costs Zero Project is assumed not to significantly affect the
control and dispatch costs of the PSE system
Cost of losses Zero Project will likely reduce system losses overall
but extent not known w/o load-flow analysis
Interim capital replacement 1.2% of overnight
capital cost
See Appendix Levelized annual cost of replacing major
equipment over the life of the project.
Input price year dollars 2016 Cost estimates are assumed current
Project financing
Debt term 30 years JCK assumption
Equity recovery period 30 years JCK assumption
Debt/Equity ratio 52/48 PSE 2014 FERC Form
1, page 109.2
WUTC approved, effective 1/2014
Debt interest rate (nominal) 5.75% See Appendix Average of recent PSE 30-year issues plus
0.25% for Dec 2015 Federal Reserve increase.
Return on equity (nominal) 9.8% PSE 2014 FERC Form
1, page 109.2
WUTC approved, effective 1/2014
Debt financing fee 1.0% of issue See Appendix Average of recent PSE 30-year issues.
Discount rate (nominal) 6.7% Calculated After-tax cost of capital for the assumed
financial parameters (PSE perspective)
General inflation rate See Appendix NPCC 7th Plan (draft)
Taxes and Insurance
Federal income tax rate 35% PSE 2014 FERC
Form1
FIT recovery period 20 years IRS Pub 946 Recovery period for transmission assets
Federal investment tax credit None
State income tax rate None
State investment tax credit None
Annual property tax rate 0.95% of overnight
capital cost
See Appendix Average King Co. property tax rate x ratio of
assessed to true value for King Co.
Annual property insurance rate 0.06% of overnight
capital cost
See Appendix Average PSE property insurance cost on electric
plant property
3
1: input data values and sources
Table 2: Estimated AFUDC ratio, fixed charge rates and revenue requirements (Nominal values)
Case AFUDC Ratio Annual FCR Annual Revenue
(% Total Plant Investment) Requirement ($/yr)

$100 MM overnight cost; 1.038 9.9% $12,869,000
45-year useful life
$100 MM overnight cost; 1.038 9.7% $12,622,000
55-year useful life
$100 MM overnight cost; 1.038 9.6% $12,505,000
65-year useful life
Appendix: Derivation of certain modeling input assumptions
Operation and maintenance costs: Operation and maintenance costs for this project include
the expensed costs of operating and maintaining the system plus administrative and general
costs. Major equipment replacement costs are normally capitalized and are considered
separately. System control and dispatch costs are not included because it is believed that
PSE control and dispatch costs would not be significantly affected by the proposed project.
Generation integration costs are also excluded because no significant generation would be
interconnected to the proposed project. Operating and maintenance costs were estimated
from PSE operation and maintenance cost data appearing on page 321 of the PSE 2014
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Form 1 annual report. Administrative and
General (A&G) costs (Form 1 page 323), excluding property insurance (entered separately
in MicroFin) were calculated as a percentage of total O&M. That percentage was applied
to transmission O&M, as calculated above, to obtain an estimate of transmission A&G. The
transmission O&M estimate plus the transmission A&G estimate were then divided by total
transmission asset value (Form 1 page 206) to obtain transmission O&M plus transmission
A&G as a percentage of transmission capital cost.
Interim capital replacement cost: Interim capital replacement cost is the annual cost
of replacing major components over the expected service life of the project. Information
regarding utility interim capital replacement costs is scarce – these costs are rolled into
annual capital costs that also include system expansion and disaster recovery expenditures.
Reported interim capital replacement expenditures by North American utilities for substation
and transmission assets are relatively high, about 5% of asset value annually. However, North
American transmission systems are aging - the average age of large power transformers is
reported to be 40 years. Because replacement costs increase with age, the levelized lifetime
replacement rate for a new transmission line will be less than the replacement rate for a 40
year old facility. Assuming an exponential increase in replacement costs over the service life of
a facility, a 5% rate at age 40 yields a levelized lifetime rate of 1.2% of asset value for a facility
with an expected service life of 55 years (midpoint of PSE service life estimates).
Debt interest rate and financing fee: The average interest rate of 30-year PSE bonds issued
from 2009 through 2014 is 5.48% (PSE FERC Form 1 page 256 and 257). To this was added
0.25% to account for the December 2015 Federal Reserve rate increase. The result was
rounded to 5.75%. The same source was used to calculate an average debt placement fee of
1.03% (rounded to 1%) for the same bond issues.
General inflation rate: The forecast general inflation rate used by the Northwest Power &
Conservation Council for its 7th power Plan (draft) was adopted for this study. That series is
1.6% for 2015, 1.7% for 2016, 1.6% for 2017, 1.7 % for 2018-2028 and 1.8% for 2029 and on.
Property tax: An average property tax rate for King County, Washington was calculated as
the product of assessed property value to true property value (Property Tax Ratio) and the
average King County property tax rate, as follows:
Property tax ratio for King Co. 93.800% (WA Dept. of Revenue)
Average property tax rate for King Co. 1.014% (www.smartasset.com)
Average property tax rate on true value 0.950%
Property insurance: Total PSE insurance expenditures (2014 PSE FERC Form 1 page 323) were
divided by total electric plant in-service asset value (Form 1 page 206) to yield a 0.06% rate
based on asset value.
JEFFREY C. KING
3828 N.E. Alameda Street
Portland, Oregon 97212
503-984-0415
jkingeca@gmail.com
January 2016
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The Best Alternative Executive Summary

PSE and CENSE (Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy) may not agree on
the feasibility of the company’s proposed transmission project through four Eastside cities.
But at least we agree on one thing. The five alternative solutions evaluated in the Draft EIS are
not practical solutions to power future growth of the Eastside.
• Alternative 1B (use existing Seattle City Light corridor): Seattle City Light has said they
don’t want to share these lines with PSE. We don’t know how to change that conclusion.
• Alternative 1C (underground transmission lines): The state tariff enforced by the
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission makes it prohibitively expensive for
communities to request undergrounding.
• Alternative 1D (underwater transmission lines): This alternative may be subject to the
same expensive undergrounding tariff, and also raises questions about disturbing a
Superfund site, shoreline issues, and concerns about salmon.
• Alternative 2 (integrated resource approach): The analysis of integrated resources is
based on incorrect or obsolete information, making this option appear more expensive
and less feasible than it actually is.
• Alternative 3 (new 115 kV lines and transformers): With 60 miles of new transmission
lines, this alternative does not seem like an attractive or realistic option to anyone.
Alternative 2 would be the most attractive option for residents and businesses if it were
redesigned using more up-to-date and accurate information. Such a solution would be less
expensive, less damaging to communities and the environment, and safer for homes and
schools in close proximity to the power lines and high-pressure petroleum pipelines.
Sadly, Alternative 2 was not designed or reviewed by experts in new technologies that make
Demand Response and Electrical Efficiency the most important factors in planning the
electrical grid of the future. This is validated by a quote from the Northwest Power Plan1 that
was finalized this year:
In more than 90 percent of future conditions, cost-effective efficiency met all electricity load
growth through 2035. It’s not only the single largest contributor to meeting the region’s future
electricity needs, it’s also the single largest source of new winter peaking capacity.
EQL’s full report is included following this introduction. The full report is quite detailed and
technical. It may be more appropriate for analysis by industry experts, so this introduction
attempts to distill the main points for the general public.
1 https://www.nwcouncil.org/media/7149671/7thplandraft_chap01_execsummary_20151020.pdf
A clear definition of need and cost
In order to determine the feasibility of any alternative solution, it is important to be clear
about two crucial parameters:
1. How big is the need? Or, as the DEIS poses the question in section 2.3.3, what is the
“projected deficiency in transmission capacity on the Eastside?”
2. What is the relative cost of alternatives compared to the cost of PSE’s proposed project?
How big is the need?
In section 2.3.3, the DEIS says that Alternative 2 must cover 205 MW of projected shortfall by
2024. It is not clear in the DEIS where this number comes from. It is nearly three times the
shortfall of approximately 70 MW shown for 2024 in PSE’s famous Eastside Customer Demand
Forecast:
The DEIS explains that Alternative 2 must be evaluated by a different standard than a solution
based on transmission lines because “every solution has a different degree of effectiveness and
reliability.” The DEIS seems to dwell on every possible downside of the technologies included
in Alternative 2 while turning a blind eye to the reliability risks of Alternative 1A. For example,
suppose two of the approximately 150 power poles in PSE’s proposal fall down (a scenario we
are allowed to consider under N-1-1 contingency planning, and not hard to imagine during a big
earthquake). In that case, the capacity of Alternative 1A would be reduced by 20%, about 140 MW.
It is difficult to imagine a scenario in which an N-1-1 failure would lead to a similar drop in capacity

for Alternative 2. It improves reliability by not placing all our eggs in one basket.
There is evidence that PSE has been gradually skewing requirements to reduce the
competitiveness of alternatives. In April 2015, an update to Quanta’s Eastside Needs
Assessment estimated the shortfall in transmission capacity at 123 MW. A few months later,
the EIS consultant Stantec raised the estimate to 133 MW. In January 2016, PSE’s latest
Integrated Resource Plan pegged the number at 166 MW. A few weeks later, the DEIS was
published with an estimate of 205 MW.
The shortfall has grown by 54% in less than a year, calling into question the stability of the
methodology used to determine this number or the motives of the information source.
The important point is that size matters. The mix of technologies and programs needed to
cover a 205 MW shortfall is different from the mix that would be used to cover a shortfall of
123 MW. One wouldn’t simply “scale up” the smaller solution.
It’s important to note that CENSE is skeptical of even the lesser 123 MW figure. The LauckhartSchiffman Load Flow Study2 exposes errors in PSE’s assumptions and simulations that would
dramatically alter the size and timeframe of the need. For the purposes of this report, we
assume that the shortfall is 123-133 MW in order to critique the DEIS, but we do not agree
that this is a realistic estimate.
What is the cost?
The DEIS treats cost as irrelevant for the purposes of evaluating environmental impact.
However, in the real world, cost is an important factor in choosing one alternative over
another.
PSE has not estimated the cost of the project for at least a year. The last cost estimates that
were shared with the Community Advisory Group were in the range of $150 million. EQL
expects the actual cost will be closer to $300 million, for the following reasons:
1. PSE initially thought that two transmission lines could be carried on a single set of
monopoles. However, due to the meanderings of the Olympic pipelines in the shared
corridor, there are many places where the lines must be carried by two poles to meet
safety requirements. The number of poles and construction costs will increase.
2. PSE initially thought that the current transmission poles could be removed before
construction of the new line began. Recently, the company has admitted that operation
of the system with no lines in place during many months of construction would present
a reliability risk. Therefore, the design must be altered to accommodate both sets of
transmission lines in place simultaneously.
2 http://cense.org/Lauckhart-Schiffman%20Load%20Flow%20Study.pdf
Taller poles will be required to maintain a safe distance between the old lines and the
new lines. Also, the complexity of construction is significantly increased. Both of these
factors will increase the cost of the project.
3. PSE assumed that it would be safe enough to put two transmission lines and two highpressure
petroleum pipelines in a utility corridor that is as narrow as 100 feet in densely
settled residential neighborhoods. The DEIS wisely assumes that the corridor will have
to be widened by up to 50 feet. This will require condemnation of homes and new
easements, significantly increasing project costs.
4. Resistance to the project is much higher than PSE expected. The costs of advertising,
public relations, and potential legal actions are correspondingly higher.
EQL’s report points out a hidden cost of Alternative 1A. If PSE invests hundreds of millions of
dollars in a transmission project, the amount of investment dedicated to important programs
like Demand Response and Energy Efficiency will be reduced. Consequently, overall energy
use will be higher with Alternative 1A than Alternative 2. That higher consumption must be
matched by new generation, and PSE anticipates that need in the 2015 Integrated Resource
Plan. PSE expects to build nearly 600 MW of new gas generation plants in 2021, just a few
years after Energize Eastside is complete:
Alternative 2 could reduce overall energy use enough to eliminate the need for one 200 MW
generation plant, saving ratepayers $300 million. In the long run, Alternative 2 could save
ratepayers the cost of both transmission and generation infrastructure, at least $600 million.
Including both of these avoided costs in the analysis makes Alternative 2 the better choice for
cost effectiveness.
Expert analysis from EQL Energy
To better understand how Distributed Energy Resources (DER) might contribute to the future
operation of our energy grid, CENSE engaged industry expert EQL Energy from Portland,
Oregon. EQL has been an important contributor to alternative energy solutions in Portland
and other parts of the Pacific Northwest.
EQL possesses a different skill set than that needed to plan transmission lines. These skills

have not been demonstrated by PSE or the EIS consultant Stantec. Consequently, Alternative
2 is not a credible DER solution. The description included in DEIS section 2.3.3.1 would lead
the reasonable reader to conclude that this option is difficult to implement and dangerous for
reliability.
Consequently, EQL’s list of technologies and policies differs significantly from those included
in the DEIS:
Energy Efficiency
It is difficult to directly compare PSE’s and EQL’s estimates of potential savings from Energy
Efficiency. In section 2.3.3.1, the DEIS states that 42 MW of savings would be required, but
offers no clear idea of how that would be achieved: “The potential for additional energy
efficiency on the Eastside is not currently known and would require additional evaluation.”
CENSE is disappointed that no more definitive estimate could be made of the potential.
The DEIS claims that savings of this magnitude would be “an aggressive goal.” Also, “The
additional energy efficiency assumed for Alternative 2 would be triple the amount that PSE
estimated is achievable after 2024, and that additional energy efficiency would have to be
accomplished before 2024.” The DEIS analysis makes it seems pretty hopeless.
In contrast, EQL has estimated 30 MW can be saved through Energy Efficiency. This is lower
than PSE’s goal, and EQL believes it is more easily achieved because PSE and its consultants
are using load data that is decades out of date. The obsolete data makes Energy Efficiency
appear to be less effective than it actually has been in more recent years.
To get more accurate data, a “Request for Proposals” should be issued to companies that
specialize in Energy Efficiency technologies and programs. A competitive bidding process
would yield better estimates of the potential than the obsolete data being used by PSE and
EIS consultants.
Distribution Efficiency
Energy Efficiency achieves savings on the consumer’s side of the electric meter by using less
electricity to accomplish tasks such as lighting, heating, operating appliances and electronics,
and charging batteries. In contrast, Distribution Efficiency increases the efficiency of how PSE
and other utilities deliver electricity to consumers. This reduces overall electricity usage by up
to 4% without any impact on customers. PSE has already incorporated this technology in a
few substations, but the program can be expanded to more broadly reduce peak loads.
EQL included 18.8 MW of savings in its DER estimates, based on a somewhat conservative
estimate of 2.5% of peak load. No estimate is included for Distribution Efficiency in the DEIS.
Combined Heat & Power
Combined Heat & Power is a technology that generates electricity from the waste heat
produced by burning natural gas to heat or cool a building. It is most effectively incorporated
in new buildings, and it provides two benefits. The very efficient use of natural gas reduces
total carbon emissions compared to long-distance transmission of electricity, and local
generation of electricity can provide a degree of immunity from power outages. Widespread
use could reduce the need for new generation facilities and transmission lines, benefitting all
customers.
Bellevue has a special opportunity to incorporate this technology due to the number of
new buildings planned for construction in downtown Bellevue and the Spring District. If
these projects are contributing to the need for Energize Eastside, it seems fair to ask them
to help solve the problem of increased energy use. It is not fair to place the burden of rising
downtown energy use on residential neighborhoods with increased industrialization and
lower property values.
EQL estimates 30 MW of savings due to Combined Heat & Power. No estimate is included in
the DEIS.
Energy Storage
DEIS section 2.3.3.4 describes a battery solution that would provide 121 MW to serve peak
demand. However, the practicality of such a system is immediately dismissed: “An energy
storage system with power and energy storage ratings large enough to reduce normal overloads
has not yet been installed anywhere in the world. For comparison, the largest operational
transmission scale battery facility in the U.S. can provide 32 MW of power for about 40 minutes.”
The DEIS analysisi makes it sounds like you’d have to be crazy to consider this idea.
EQL proposes a battery solution with a capacity of only 15 MW, approximately 8 times smaller
than PSE’s solution. For comparison, Southern California Edison is funding a project to install
batteries with 250 MW of capacity. EQL’s proposal is 16 times smaller, and by PSE’s metric, 16
times more feasible.

But what about cost? EQL found a major error in the cost analysis included in the Strategen
report referenced in the DEIS. Strategen ignored the cost of avoided transmission, leading
to the improbable assumption that we would build transmission lines and battery storage
units. When the error is corrected, the cost of batteries is approximately two times more cost
effective than building new transmission lines. And battery costs will continue to fall, while
the cost of transmission lines usually rises due to increasing property values.
Even PSE admits that battery storage will become a game changer as we increasingly rely
on intermittent renewable energy sources like wind and solar power. We can prepare for
the future by investing in small amounts of battery storage now, so we can learn from our
experience and advance the state of the art. If possible, we should use products like grid
batteries manufactured by the Mukilteo-based company UniEnergy. That’s a smart investment
in our energy future and our economy.
EQL estimates 15 MW of battery storage. The DEIS estimates 121 MW, but notes that the
consultants skipped evaluation of a summer scenario because “energy storage would not be a
feasible stand-alone alternative.” This is an odd criteria to apply to energy storage, because the
components of an “integrated resource approach” are designed to work together, not as standalone
pieces.
Peak Generation Plant
DEIS section 2.3.3.1 describes “three 20 MW generators to be implemented in combination
with the other components described for Alternative 2.” As an important caveat, the DEIS
notes that “PSE had eliminated this option from consideration” because “these types
of generators produce a high noise level that would be incompatible with [residential]
surroundings.” In discussion with Bellevue city council members, CENSE has learned that there
is little political will to consider these generators.
EQL’s proposal does not rely on gas-fired peak generation plants. The DEIS assumes 60 MW of
capacity.
Dispatchable Standby Generation
Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) generates power on a customer’s site, as explained
in DEIS section 2.3.3.3. The DEIS mentions many technologies that could be used for this
purpose, such as gas turbines, microturbines, reciprocating engines, fuel
EQL’s proposal does not rely on gas-fired peak generation plants. The DEIS assumes 60 MW of
capacity.
Dispatchable Standby Generation
Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) generates power on a customer’s site, as explained
in DEIS section 2.3.3.3. The DEIS mentions many technologies that could be used for this
purpose, such as gas turbines, microturbines, reciprocating engines, fuel cells, and anaerobic
digesters. However, no estimate is given regarding which ones are most practical or how
much energy they might be expected to generate.
EQL describes a solution that they helped design in Portland, Oregon. Generators owned by
businesses, hospitals, and government buildings are networked to the utility company. These
generators are usually idle unless there is a power failure, when they are turned on to supply
emergency power. The utility is provided a way to remotely control the generators when
electricity demand peaks. The owner gets an attractive incentive for participating, and the
generator reverts to its previous purpose (backup power) if an outage occurs.
Using the Portland program as a template, EQL used a scale factor to determine DSG potential
for the Eastside. EQL estimates 18.8 MW of additional energy produced by DSG. The DEIS
provides no estimate.
Demand Response
The importance of Demand Response as a primary part of future energy planning is
underscored by the recently published Seventh Northwest Power Plan from the Northwest
Power and Conservation Council, as well as a major victory for the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission in the U.S. Supreme Court.3 A 2015 article in Forbes explains how Demand
Response will save U.S. consumers billions of dollars.4
DEIS section 2.3.3.2 mentions some rather vague ways to implement Demand Response
programs, including real-time monitoring, utility control of heating and cooling systems,
programmatic options to reduce peak demand (nothing specific), incentives and pricing
structures to shift peak demand, continuous wireless signals to the utility (huh?)
The DEIS doesn’t provide any realistic estimate of how much energy can be saved through
these programs, but it says it must be at least 32 MW. According to the DEIS, “this would triple
the expected rate of adoption of demand response in PSE’s Integrated Resource Plan…”
EQL is more specific. There are actually two types of Demand Response programs: one

anticipates needs one day before peak loads materialize (it’s not hard to predict very cold
weather one day ahead), and one responds to emergency needs with 10 minutes’ notice.
EQL estimates 30 MW of savings for day-ahead Demand Response (4% of peak load based
on a conservative estimate from industry analyst Navigant), and 11.3 MW for the 10-minute
program (1.5% of peak load). The DEIS cites a goal of 32 MW, but is not specific or optimistic
about achieving it.
3 https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/01/26/the-supreme-court-justgave-a-greatexplanationof-our-baffling-electricity-system/
4 http://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/02/24/solving-americas-energy-future-requires-ademandresponse/#
5964a1457a9f
Conclusions
The DEIS vaguely describes Alternative 2 using a resigned, pessimistic tone. The alternative
seems risky and infeasible, because it was not developed or reviewed by experts with the
specialized experience to accurately assess the technologies and potential energy savings.
EQL has described a more realistic way to achieve these energy goals in a manner that is costeffective,
better for the environment, better for our local economy, safer for residents, and
more in sync with the Eastside’s leading edge, high-tech roots.
Alternative 2 has another advantage. PSE’s transmission line is an all-or-nothing proposal. It
won’t deliver a single electron until every pole is installed and every wire strung. It will not be
operational until PSE’s customers have spent at least $300 million for it.
By comparison, Alternative 2 can be built incrementally. According to PSE’s famous chart,
the Eastside Customer Demand Forecast, there will be a shortfall of approximately 10 MW
in 2020. It should be easy to meet that shortfall in the next four years using a subset of the
technologies described by EQL. Two years after that, we need to find another 15 MW. That
shouldn’t be too hard. As time progresses, technology will improve, and batteries will become
cheaper and more efficient. We may find that it’s pretty easy to meet these goals.
But there’s another possibility. What if we have another recession? Or what happens if the
ridiculous rate of growth (2.4% per year) that PSE is predicting doesn’t materialize? In these
cases, we could scale back ongoing investments in Alternative 2, saving PSE’s customers
hundreds of millions of dollars.
The DEIS describes many risks, but it doesn’t explain this one. A huge investment in
Alternative 1A could create a technology dinosaur that industrializes the Eastside, does
nothing to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, and saddles our children and grandchildren
with higher utility bills, leaving less money to invest in the energy technologies of the future.
That doesn’t seem like a very smart investment.
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1 Introduction
EQL was asked to comment on Alternative 2 “Integrated Resource Approach” discussed in
Chapter 2 of the Energize Eastside Draft EIS January 28, 2016.
EQL has reviewed and commented Energize Eastside studies and has participated in several
PSE IRP advisory group meetings, EQL has commented on the following topics through
Energize Eastside and IRP Advisory process:
1. Distributed energy resources (DER), (e.g., energy efficiency, demand response,
dispatchable standby generation, solar, storage, EV charging, CHP, distributed
generation, etc.),
2. Demand Side Resource and transmission alternatives to Energize Eastside.
3. Integration of transmission and distribution planning/costs into the utility least cost
planning process,
4. Resource adequacy modeling and methods (e.g., EUE expected unserved energy,
focus on resource types), and
5. Reliability in IRP, Transmission Planning, and SAIFI/SAIDI statistics, as well as
scenario and sensitivity analysis.
EQL is an energy industry consultancy started in 2010 to assist utilities, utility customers, and
vendors develop smart grid technologies and business cases that lower cost of utility service,
improve reliability, and integrate renewable energy. Our staff has supported IRPs throughout
the Western Electricity Coordinating Council and MISO since 1993. Since 2010, our work has
been related to smart grid technology evaluation/planning, and integration of renewable
energy and distributed energy resources (DER).
EQL’s comments are those of EQL, and are meant to promote improved least cost utility
planning.
2 Critical Points on EIS Alternative 2
Alternative 2 if done properly could meet criteria for Eastside expected growth in peak
load. Unfortunately, the work and discussion of Alternative 2 in the EIS is confusing,
insufficient to determine feasibility, uses bad data and forecasts, and demonstrates very
little attention by City of Bellevue and PSE.
Many utilities around the world are considering Distributed Energy Resources (DER) to defer
or avoid transmission infrastructure, including ConEd (NY), SCE (CA) BC Hydro (BC), BPA
(OR/WA), etc.1, DERs include targeted energy efficiency, demand response, dispatchable
standby generation, solar, storage, EV charging, CHP, distributed generation, etc.
2.1 A proper Alternative 2 analysis would prevent increases in Eastside
winter peaks and meet all 15 electrical criteria, and 4 non-electrical
criteria.
A proper analysis would include accurate peak load forecast, cost effectiveness analysis, and
ideally an all source RFI. A rule of thumb Eastside forecast is provided in Figure 1 below.
To put it simply, Alternative 2 DER would avoid ratepayer funding for transmission,
distribution, generation, and environmental costs. To meet the peak load growth Puget Sound
Energy will request to spend over $300MM on Energize Eastside and another $300MM for a
peaking power plant (PSE 2015 IRP). If we assume that expected peak load to be met is 200
MW, the capital expenditure would be $3,000/kW. Most DER, TODAY, can be installed and
operated for less. When you consider expected cost reductions and performance
improvements Alternative 2 is the lowest cost choice.2
1 https://www.raponline.org/document/download/id/4765
2 storage cost reductions expected to be 50% over next 5 years, Internet of things, sensors and controls
for

demand response will become more cost effective and prevalent, EV charging control to avoid peak.
Figure 1: DER potential at PSE above the DSR 100% forecast
If PSE proceeds with transmission and generation, then DER will become less cost effective.
In fact, Idaho Power after finishing construction of their Langley Gulch gas plant tried to shut
off all their demand response programs. You don’t need DER capacity if your trying to pay off
a new gas plant.
2.2 Alternative 2 assessment is insufficient to determine feasibility and
lacks credible analysis or estimate.
The EIS provides only a theoretical example of technology that could address winter peak
load reductions which has no value in determining feasibility. See example graph in Fig. 2-14
in EIS.
(EIS Fig. 2-14) Theoretical example of Energy conserved or distributed generation
In order to properly assess an Integrated Approach the EIS should either hire independent
consulting firm to estimate cost effective DER on Eastside, or issue an all source RFP for all
DER in affected eastside area. This process would include all avoided costs and provide
actual estimates for DER capacity amounts and cost, as well as real vendors estimates. This
process is being used in New York’s Brooklyn-Queens Demand Management program which
started in 2014. New York utility ConEd is expected to invest $200MM to implement DER to
avoid transmission build.
2.3 PSE Eastside winter peak load forecast has been a moving target
throughout planning process, and has steadily increased over study
period.
PSE has been changing the required winter peak load reduction on the Eastside throughout
the Energize Eastside planning process. (see figure below). PSE has a history of changing
methods and planning standards when justifying capital expenditures, e.g., peaking power
plants. In the 2015 Integrated Resource Plan, PSE changed their planning standard, which
led to an increase in 2021 peak load of 351 MW. Figure 1 below summarizes the source and
the estimate of peak load reduction required to meet Eastside load requirement.
Figure 2: Range of Estimates for Eastside Peak Load increase through 2024
Source 2024 Date of
Source
Page
E3 Non-Wires Study 70 MW Oct 2014
Quanta - Eastside Needs Assessment 123 Apr 2015 Page 19
Stantec Review Memo (referenced in EIS)
133 July 2015 Page 1-7 Draft
EIS
PSE 2015 IRP 166 Jan 2016 IRP Ch.5 page 31
Draft EIS (2016) 205 Jun 2015 EIS Page 2-34
* Assumes peak load after planned baseline energy conservation
The Draft EIS discusses 205MW non-transmission resources needed by 2024, which is a
likely mistake. This value stems from an email from Jens Nedrud, Energize Eastside
project manager, where he explains that the amount of conservation required to be
equivalent to transmission capacity is 205 MW. Mr. Nedrud only mentions conservation,
not other DER. Mr. Nedrud is the project manager for Energize Eastside, so estimates
from him should be questioned.
2.4 PSE Eastside winter peak load forecast is wrong and has been
consistently too high for the past 6 years.
Figure 2 below shows how peak load is historically flat, then suddenly takes off in the
future. You’ll find this to be true with PSE’s previous peak load forecasts. I understand
that forecasts are, by their nature are wrong, but PSE has a habit of overestimating peak
load.
Figure 3: PSE 2015 IRP Figure 5-21: Electric Peak Demand Forecast before DSR 2015 IRP Base
Scenario versus 2013 IRP Base Scenario Hourly Annual Peak (23 Degrees, MW)
Winter peaks have gone down in the Pacific Northwest in the last 5 years, and growth in the
winter peak will continue to be less than the increase in growth in energy use. PSE’s winter
peak decreased by 11 MW from 2013 to 2014. This holds true because:
1. Electric heating load is saturated. I.e., new growth does not include electric heating
that contribute to winter peak,
2. Fuel Conversion from electric to gas and propane are reducing winter peaks,
3. Milder winter temperatures reduce chance of extreme cold weather, and
4. Higher growth in multifamily and commercial,
PSE’s 2011 IRP had peak forecasts rising from 2011 forward.3 This is not happening.
Notice in Figure 5-27 from PSE’s 2015 IRP, the peak demand does not begin to increase until

2024.
http://www.utc.wa.gov/_layouts/CasesPublicWebsite/GetDocument.ashx?
docID=42&year=2010&docketNumber=100961
Figure 5-27: Electric Peak Forecasts by County (MW), after applying 2013 IRP DSR
3 Other Points on EIS Alternative 2
3.1 PSE local needs assessment is not a local cause
PSE has suggested the transmission need is based on local winter peak demand on
the eastside. This is only a small part of the story. The issue arises by modeling a
series of unlikely regional wholesale power scenarios (e.g., plants offline, Canadian
imports, transmission line outages, and high winter peak demand) that creates: 1) high
winter power flows South to North through the PSE’s eastside transmission corridor,
and 2) increased loads on eastside substations. These modeled events would lead to
equipment exceeding their thermal limits and the need to shed load at substations or
limit power flow on the PSE 115kV system through eastside.
Based on the 2012 Memorandum of Agreement between PSE, Seattle City Light
(SCL), and BPA, PSE has agreed to provide expanded transmission service through
Puget Sound Area. SCL agreed to projects that would limit flow through their system by
placing series inductors at two of their substations. This demonstrates that the issue
and needs are indeed a regional one, not just local
This local problem, if it were ever to occur, would happen for a few hours of the year
during extreme cold days and hours of peak load on eastside. The EIS extreme
scenarios suggest up to 13 days this could occur, but does not forecast number of
hours. Given PSE’s winter peak is in morning (8am) or evening (6pm) The load
reduction would need to be for a few hours during these times. EQL’s experience
suggests that the winter peaks come in 2-3 day consecutive days (cold snaps) and last
maybe one to two hours per day.
According to EIS scenarios, in 2026 eastside load will need to shed 133MW to
accommodate flows to Canada over PSE 115kV system.
Another troubling area is how PSE attributed winter peak demand reductions to
forecasted energy efficiency measures. It is impossible to determine how PSE and its
contractors did this conversion. However, EQL Energy is familiar with the issue that
load shapes used in the Pacific Northwest to attribute capacity reductions from energy
efficiency are inaccurate and out of date. Some end use load shapes (ELCAP) date
back to the 1980s. The topic of inaccurate load shapes and hence capacity contribution
of energy efficiency has been consistently discussed and agreed upon by the
Northwest Power and Planning Council, as well as the Regional Technical Forum on
energy efficiency.
3.1.1 The Problem – several days and a few hours in the winter
The problem PSE has identified in their Energize Eastside proposal comes about
through a series of unlikely events that lead to high winter power flows South to North
through the Eastside and creates overloads on certain substations. This problem, if it
were ever to occur, would only happen for a few hours of the year. PSE has not
estimated the number of hours because the scenarios and stress cases they use don’t
lend themselves to firm estimates. If PSE could estimate the number of hours they
would need winter peak demands to be reduced, it likely would come in 2-3 day
consecutive days (cold snaps) and last maybe one to two hours per day.
If Energize Eastside or one of the alternatives were not to be pursued, power outages
would not be imminent during these peak demand hours unless at least three failures
occur in the grid, a scenario that exceeds NERC reliability requirements. The total
number of customers affected by these unlikely outages would be 3 to 5 percent of the
1.1 million customers that will pay for the project with higher electricity bills for the next
40 years.
3.1.2 The DER Solution
Distributed Energy Resources are well suited for targeting winter peak demands in the
Eastside Area. Many North American electric system operators invest in DER to avoid
transmission and peaking generation. These DER include demand response, storage,
EV charging control, DSG, and Distribution Efficiency. If the problem is less than 60
hours per year, it is often much less expensive to manage demand than build
Transmission and Generation. Efficiency and CHP tend to provide reductions
throughout the day, but can be targeted for time of day contributions. Figure 4 shows a
sample peak day load shape for the Puget Sound area with a stack of resources
deployed both throughout the day and during a dispatch at 5:30PM during the peak to
depict what could happen in the event of an outage.
Figure 4: Sample DER Contribution to Winter Peak Day Load Shape4
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Data source for load shape: Puget Area Net Load for 12.20.2008
http://transmission.bpa.gov/Business/Operations/Misc/default.aspx
* This is not an Eastside area load shape, but is representative of typical winter peak load patterns for NW
utilities.
3.2 PSE lags rest of country in DER
Utilities like Puget Sound Energy are way behind other areas of the country in investing
in DER, especially demand response. For example, the rest of North America relies on
over 60,000MW of demand response, and has eliminated billions of dollars of
investments in peaking generation and transmission. The Northwest Power and
Conservation Council in their recently released 7th Power Plan, identified 4,300
megawatts of regional demand response potential. PSE currently has no demand
response resources it can rely upon.
One example of a DER approach to avoiding transmission project is New York’s
Brooklyn-Queens demand management project.5 Growth began to occur in this area
from gentrification and employment growth. The utility ConEd estimated the cost to
meet this growth would require a $1Billion investment in expanded transmission and
substation capacity. In 2014 the Public Service Commission approved the Brooklyn/
Queens Demand Management program to invest up to $200MM to avoid the larger
infrastructure costs.
The Northwest is not new to Non-Wire Alternatives. In the 1990s BPA was considering
transmission across the Cascades to support Puget Sound Area growth and reliability.
The transmission cost assessment led to a plan that included aggressive demand side
resources in Puget Sound Area, and use of series capacitors for voltage support.
These lower cost alternatives deferred the project to the point of never being built.
3.3 EIS Impacts of Alt 2
The negative impacts of Alternative 2 were primarily associated with peaking
generation and storage located on the Eastside, and relate to land and greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions.
EQL Energy, however, is not suggesting any new reciprocating engines, or peaking
power units as part of EIS Alt. 2. We would expect primarily Combined Heat and Power
(CHP) to be constructed in this alternative. CHP often uses biomass/biogas as well as
natural gas, and would contribute to GHG, or could have noise impact. CHP has the
benefit of also being “energy efficient” because the low value heat is used in industrial
or commercial processes. Puget Sound Area has examples of CHP, e.g.,
a. Renton, WA South Treatment Plant that can produce up to 8MW of power. 6
b. Seattle, WA Enwave Seattle uses biomass and natural gas to produce 50 MW
of electricity, and 35 MW of heat equivalent.
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http://www.neep.org/file/2414/download?token=bNV2vVea,
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/
ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7B83594C1C-51E2-4A1A-9DBB-5F15BCA613A2%7D
6 http://www.kingcounty.gov/services/environment/wastewater/resource-recovery/Energy/Renewable/
cogen.aspx
c. Univ. of Washington has 5MW natural gas CHP
CHP would require capacity on natural gas infrastructure.
A Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) program would have to go through air
permitting compliance, but it is a permittable use. PSCleanAir has suggested that a
DSG program like PGE would follow EPA NESHAP RICE rules.
EQL Energy would not recommend storage implementation as described in Alt. 2 of
EIS. Six acres of storage does not make much sense. Energy storage highest value is
utility owned and managed, yet behind the meter at a customer site. This means
customers get backup and reliability, and utility can use for system issues, e.g., winter
peak demands. This also avoids the 6 acres of storage containers suggested in the EIS
draft (which is ridiculous). Fire and environmental authorities are becoming comfortable
with both Li-ion and flow battery technology. PSE is working on a Li-ion storage system
at Glacier. State of Washington is also granting $40MM to projects in grid
modernization and storage.
Alt 2 would cost less than Alt 1 and provide secondary benefits to customers through
improved reliability and resiliency.
Alt 2 would have less risk during weather and natural disasters. DERs would provide
backup power during intermediate or sustained outage.
3.4 Alt 2 works with PSE Economic Study of Flexible AC

Transmission (FACTS).
Flexible AC Transmission systems on high voltage lines would protect PSE
transmission facilities from reaching thermal limits while providing required service to
loads. Combining this alternative with appropriately procured and analyzed DER
provides a good alternative in Draft EIS.
See PSE Economic Study request at link below.
http://www.oasis.oati.com/PSEI/PSEIdocs/
Oct_31_PSET_Economic_Study_Request_from_EQL.PDF
4 Alternative 2 Issue Details
In estimating Non-Wires Alternatives (NWA) like Alternative 2, PSE and its contractors
have miscalculated both the technical and cost effective potential for DER in the
Eastside area. They have used outdated information and methods, overestimated
winter peak demand, improperly calculated “cost effectiveness”, and have not
considered forecasts of technology cost and performance improvements.
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4.1 2014 Non-Wires Alternative Screening Study underestimates
DER Potential for Eastside
PSE relies on 2013 Cadmus report and a 2014 E3 report to estimate DER potential on
the eastside. These analysis both have used bad or out-of-date data, improper
analysis, and have underestimated the DER potential for the Eastside.
E3’s 2014 Screening study7 has bad data and provides no data or description of DER
measures that were considered cost effective beyond the PSE baseline:
i. Estimated cost of Energize Eastside at the time of the Screening Study
was $220 MM. The cost has been stated to be between $150 and
$300MM.
ii. Avoided cost analysis should use avoided cost of Transmission,
Generation, and Distribution over 10 year period. A non-wires study should
be performed that combines EE project deferral ($155/kW-yr) with avoided
cost of peaking Generation Capacity ($184/kW-yr) and generic T&D
deferral ($23/kW-yr8). The sum of these ($362/kW-yr) will buy PSE more
DER than that forecasted by E3 and PSE. Other avoided costs that could
play a role include environmental costs, customer cost savings, etc.
PSE’s proposal to rebuild Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot 115 kV line to 230
kV (Energize Eastside) is a project PSE says is needed to support a 65 to
133MW load growth in PSE’s eastside. This transmission project is
estimated to cost $300MM or $1,500/kW, about the same capital cost of a
200MW reciprocating engine. By integrating cost of transmission with
system generation the cost to serve this 200MW load growth is $600MM or
$3,000/kW capital cost.
iii. DER alternatives and cost estimates are not well defined, so it is difficult to
evaluate the accuracy of Alternative 2.
iv. Include backup generators to be used as contingency reserve (e.g.,
Portland General Electric).
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7 http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/attachment_5__screening_study.pdf
8 E3 2014, page 23 PSE’s IRP team also provided avoided generation capacity cost of $184/kWyear
and an avoided generic T&D cost of $23/kW-year, which are both represented in 2014
dollars. For this analysis, we assumed that PSE’s generic T&D avoided cost and the specific
transmission line deferral value related to PSE upgrades are additive. This additive assumption
presumes that load reductions in King County can defer the need for more general planned
distribution system upgrades, in addition to deferring the construction of the specific Eastside
upgrades.
v. Storage is quickly becoming more cost effective and accepted as an
alternative to T&D investments.
Recommendation. PSE should redo DSR, DR, and DER forecasts on Eastside using
all levelized costs, including transmission (e.g., Energize Eastside), distribution, and
supply-side resource alternatives. This will undoubtedly increase the amount of DSR
and DER PSE has forecasted in the Draft IRP.
2016 PSE all source RFP. In 2016 PSE is expected to issue an all source RFP for
distributed resources. WUTC should ensure that the avoided cost for resources in the
Eastside accurately reflect all avoided costs, e.g., transmission, generation,
distribution, customer benefits, environmental costs, etc. Through needs assessment of

Energize Eastside, PSE’s Eastside zone needs winter capacity resources to address
transmission congestion and reliability by 2018. The IRP analysis supports addition of
further distributed energy resources by 2021.
4.1.1 Defining distribution located resources
PSE should move away from current categories of distribution-side resources towards
resource descriptions that meet utility requirements (energy, capacity, reserves, etc).
As mentioned above these requirements need better descriptions than just MW and
aMW. These requirements need amount, duration, time of day/season, etc.. The
distribution located resources PSE has used 3 categories of distribution located
resources seen in Cadmus report 2014:9
1. DSR, Demand Side Resources, energy efficiency. (which uses bad estimates
for peak demand reductions (MW)
2. DR, demand-response
a. Residential DLC- Water Heat
b. Residential DLC – Space and Water heat
c. Residential Critical Peak Pricing (CPP)
d. C&I CPP
e. C&I Load Curtailment
3. DG, distributed generation, solar
Figure 5 is suggests a better way to describe all distribution level resources. This
categorization allows planners to place different values on a resource based on its
quality and location. For instance, getting dispatchable capacity for winter peaks is
more valuable ($/kW-year) than non-dispatchable capacity.
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9 https://pse.com/aboutpse/EnergySupply/Documents/IRPAG_Cadmus_presentation_2014-12-08.pdf
Figure 5: EQL Categories of Distributed Energy Resources
4.2 Energy Efficiency contribution to peak demand reductions
underestimated
PSE and its consultants use end use load shapes that are out of date to calculated
peak demand reduction from energy efficiency programs. Many of these load shapes
are based on end uses and technologies from the 1980s. This leads to lower peak
reduction (MW) per unit of energy efficiency (MWh). The Northwest Power and
Conservation Council has been building a business case to update these load shapes,
and is expected to pursue this work in 2016.10
4.3 Puget Sound DER and DSR avoided Cross-Cascades
Transmission in 1990s
In the 1990s BPA was considering transmission across the Cascades to support Puget
Sound Area growth and reliability. The transmission cost assessment led to a plan that
included aggressive demand side resources in and use of series capacitors for voltage
support. These lower cost alternatives deferred the project to the point of never being
built.
DER, when cost of Transmission is considered, will increase dramatically. Estimates in
Figure 2 below are estimates based on EQL estimates from WECC and NPCC
forecasts.
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10 http://rtf.nwcouncil.org/subcommittees/enduseload/
4.4 Western electricity markets
On March 5, 2015, PSE announced it would participate in the California ISO energy
imbalance market that will provide imbalance energy via locational marginal pricing.
This decision by PSE management to participate in EIM, demonstrates that PSE
believes in a planning and operational paradigm that explicitly recognizes locational
value of generating and demand-side resources.
PSE participation in Western energy imbalance market will allow better management of
existing transmission assets to existing generation and load balance. In Energize
Eastside assessment, PSE has not considered the operational improvements that will
exist for generation, demand management, and DER.
PSE joining the EIM does not have much effect on capacity procurement, except a
possible reduction in flexibility requirement for resources.
5 Assessment of Eastside DER Potential
EQL Energy expects PSE could add over 160MW of capacity to Eastside DSR forecast
by 2021. below. Using an Avoided Cost analysis that includes avoiding cost of
Transmission, Distribution, and supply-side generation should include:
Capital Cost ($/kW)! ! $1,500/kW ! Transmission

Capital Cost ($/kW)! ! $1,500/kW! Thermal Resource (e.g., Peaker)
Capital Cost ($/kW-yr)!$31.00!! Distribution
O&M Fixed $/kW-yr! ! $10.55
O&M Variable $/MWh!! $2.96
5.1 DSR and DER Contribution
The terminology around resources on the distribution side can be confusing. PSE uses
DSR or demand side resources, which includes energy efficiency, demand response,
and distributed generation. The EE Documents we reviewed focus on energy efficiency
and do not fully address DSR and its impact on peak capacity (MW). Analysis that is
reported in Annual Average Megawatts (aMW) provides limited useful information for
analyzing for transmission and distribution infrastructure needs.
In our report, we distinguish between DSR and DER forecasts and work to not double
count resources.
DSR – Demand Side Resources: efficiency, demand response, and distributed
generation (detail and types are unknown in PSE EE analysis). Cadmus 2013 IRP DSR
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assessment does not include kW or peak contribution, nor do they provide DR
assessments.
DER – Distributed Energy Resources: EQL uses this term to refer to all resources on
the distribution system, including distribution efficiency (CVR and power factor
correction), demand response, combined heat and power, dispatchable standby
generation, and storage.11
DER and load management in critical areas is an opportunity to invest in measures that
address infrastructure costs and regional load growth while engaging and benefitting
customers, just like energy efficiency. Through the evaluation of Energize Eastside it is
unclear the extent to which PSE has considered the use of distributed energy
resources (DER) in their modeling, either as a resource or as a means to reduce load.
The DER resources described below should be considered in addition to the PSE’s
DSR contribution to the 100% conservation load forecast.
Many of these DERs are dispatchable, including demand response, dispatchable
standby generation (DSG), and energy storage and can therefore target peak load and
reduce the need for infrastructure expansion in transmission and distribution.
5.1.1 Distributed Resource Planning
The DER contribution to peak load should be appropriately allocated among existing
and future Eastside substations such that DER quantity reasonably matches the load
assumed to be present at these substations.
Figure 8 below shows substation locations in the Eastside area that have historically
recorded higher load and may be more likely to serve larger customers sites with high
DER potential such as commercial/industrial, multifamily residential, institutional,
government, campus and hospital loads.
Distributed Resource Planning is a process which more accurately calculates capacity
and value for DER in specific areas of a utility distribution system.
On February 6, 2015 the CPUC released a ruling providing guidance to IOUs with
respect to the DRPs that are to be filed by July 1, 2015. The document12 provides
additional guidance to utilities beyond AB 327. The guidance specifics 11 components
that are to be included, at a minimum, in the locational DER benefits analysis.
Figure 6: Distributed Resource Planning Value Analysis
Locational Value Component
1
Avoided Sub-transmission, Substation and Feeder Capital and Operating
Expenditures: DER ability to avoid Utility costs incurred to increase capacity
to ensure the system can accommodate forecasted load growth
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2
Avoided Distribution Voltage and Power Quality Capital and Operating
Expenditures: DERs ability to avoid Utility costs incurred to ensure power is
delivered within required operating specifications, including transient and
steady-state voltage, reactive power and harmonics
3
Avoided Distribution Reliability and Resiliency Capital and Operating

Expenditures: DERs ability to avoid Utility reliability related costs incurred
to prevent, mitigate and respond to routine outages (Utilities shall identify
specific reliability metrics DERs could improve), and resiliency related costs
incurred to prevent, mitigate, or respond to major or catastrophic events
(Utilities shall identify specific resiliency metrics DERs could improve)
4 Avoided Transmission Capital and Operating Expenditures: DERs ability to
avoid need for system and local area transmission capacity
5 Avoided Flexible Resource Adequacy (RA) Procurement: DERs ability to
reduce Utility flexible RA requirements
6
Avoided Renewables Integration Costs: DERs ability to reduce Utility costs
associated with renewable integration (for this line item, the Utilities shall
attempt to coordinate their efforts with the development of the updated
RPS Calculator and the Renewables Integration Charge)
7 Any societal avoided costs which can be clearly linked to the deployment of
DERs
8 Any avoided public safety costs which can be clearly linked to the
deployment of DERs
9 Definition for each of the value components included in the locational
benefits analysis
10
Definition of methodology used to assess benefits and costs of each value
component explicitly outlined above, irrespective of its treatment in the E3
Cost-Effectiveness Calculator
11
Description of how a locational benefits methodology can be a into longterm
planning initiatives like the Independent System Operator’s (ISO)
Transmission Planning Process (TPP), the Commission’s Long Term
Procurement Plan (LTPP), and the California Energy Commission’s (CEC)
Independent Energy Policy Report (IEPR), including any changes that could
be made to these planning process to facilitate more integrated analysis
Figure 7: DRP locational value components (CPUC DRP Guidance)
Notes:
The Resource Adequacy (RA) program, administered by the CPUC and CAISO is a 1year forward bilateral capacity market. Utilities must procure sufficient resources to
meet their expected peak load. Since it began in 2006, utilities were required to
procure system-wide peak capacity resources, and local resources as needed in
constrained areas. In 2013, a flexible resource requirement was added.
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Figure 8: Bellevue Substation Peak Load Heat Map (2006)
Sources:
Data: City of Bellevue substation peak load for 2002 and 200513
See Appendix A for data table
Map: EQL (using Microsoft Excel/Bing Maps)
Note: PSE’s transmission topology in this area has changed and is expected to
continue to change to serve changing load patterns, therefore this rendering is for
sample purposes only.
PSE’s existing 115 kV network in the Eastside with suggestions of areas that may
experience higher load growth, may require additional infrastructure such as new
substations, and therefore would represent advantageous locations for PSE and/or
other appropriate parties to incentivize and site distributed energy resources.
Customer Driven DER
DER adoption behavior and demand for services is customer driven based on broad
socio-economic factors and technology advancements –not strictly regional or based
only on energy cost.
Customer desire for self-reliance is increasing
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• Ernst & Young: 33%of the multi-national firms are expected to meet a greater
share of their energy needs through self-generation over the next five years
• Navigant: nearly 75% of surveyed residential customers have “concerns

about the impact electricity costs have on their monthly budgets, and 63%
are interested in managing energy used in their homes”
• Best Buy: 36% of residential customers desire to “financially and physically
protect the home” (Home Safeguarding persona)
5.1.2 Distributed Solar
PSE currently has 2,800 customers and 17.4MW of capacity producing 17,037MWh of
energy a year. As mentioned above, the Cadmus March 2015 memorandum has many
errors regarding PV Solar forecasting and should not be reference by PSE. EQL
suggests the following as an estimate of growth in energy from distributed solar.
Figure 9: Range of Distributed Solar by 2030
MW Capacity Energy
MW MWh aMW
Minimum 5 5,000 0.57
BaseCase 50 50,000 5.71
Maximum 400 400,000 45.66
5.1.3 Distribution Efficiency (aka CVR)
In 2007 Puget Sound and 12 other Pacific Northwest Utilities participated in a
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) pilot to evaluate the energy and capacity
savings from operating Conservation Voltage Reduction. 14 The study tested and found
a 2 to 4 percent capacity reduction through distribution efficiency projects. An updated
2014 NEEA study found that over half the CVR projects operating in the United States
are used for peak demand reductions versus energy efficiency. 15
Wide scale adoption is beginning. One hurdle to adoption was mentioned in NEEA
paper as, “hurdle to CVR implementation includes the lost customer revenue due to
CVR rollout. End users reduce energy consumption with CVR and thus lower utility
revenue. Utilities are often reluctant to recuperate lost revenue through rate increases,
especially during times of slow or no load growth in the utility service area. Utilities can
recuperate lost revenue from CVR more easily during periods of more rapid load
growth. BPA currently offers incentives for CVR initiatives, which can help with utility
cost recovery.”
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In Washington, Energy efficiency standard I-937 is currently a main driver for CVR
implementation for IOUs in Washington State. I-937 mandates IOUs to undertake cost
effective energy efficiency measures, such as CVR.
PSE has implemented Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) on three to six PSE
substations before energy is sent to customers, thereby reducing customers’ electric
power consumption at the point of consumption on the customers’ side of the meter.
CVR will be useful to PSE during winter peak load events due to the influence of
resistive loads during those times. Reducing voltage is more effective for winter
resistance heating load than for other types of load such as motors that experience
greater use in summer for cooling loads.
CVR Target: 2.5% of peak load
5.1.4 Demand Response
By 2021 NPCC estimates the Pacific Northwest states will obtain between 600 and
1,080 MW (or 3%) of winter peak through demand response. At present, only a fraction
of that quantity is operational. The Council is currently preparing their 7th power plan
and has been working with regional utilities and industry stakeholders. 16
In a 2015 report for NPCC, Navigant estimates that by 2030 Northwest utilities will
have achieved nearly 9% of winter peak load from demand response.
The estimated cumulative DR market potential for capacity programs
represents nearly 9% of winter peak load by 2030. This estimate is in line with
estimates of other DR potential studies conducted both in the Northwest and
other parts of the country.17
Cadmus 2013 DSR report for PSE IRP (page 7) suggests that by 2033 PSE could
expect 4.7% of winter peak to be reduced by Demand Response. Cadmus (2013) is
approximately half of Navigant (2015) winter peak reduction forecast.
Two types of DR are likely to be beneficial for eastside areas:
1. Day-Ahead notification peak load reduction DR
2. Emergency 10-minute response DR
Because PSE identifies a peak load resource requirement for the Eastside, we have
identified a need to study a demand response program to operate during these times,

when PSE’s most expensive resources will likely be supplying power. DR programs
are often cost effective when displacing this expensive generation, such as PSE’s
peaking units in Whatcom County. When combined with the additional value of
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providing an infrastructure alternative, the cost effectiveness of such a DR program is
improved. Many utilities have implemented day-ahead notification DR programs that
call upon enrolled customer or 3rd party resources to reduce their demand for a
specified duration, typically 2-4 hours.
In addition, emergency DR programs have successfully been implemented that are
capable of fast response for contingency reserve purposes. An example is a 10-minute
response program run by Southern California Edison.18 These programs are typically
of higher value due to the short notice time and reliability service provided. SCE’s
program pays customers $240/kW-year for capacity that successfully participates.
For purposes of the EIS analysis, we have requested conservative DR quantities,
shown in Figure 10, for the eastside area that are reflective of percentages of peak
load that have been achieved in other areas and below those estimated by Navigant
(2015).
Figure 10: Eastside Area DR by 2021
Eastside DR Estimate
Day-Ahead DR quantity 4%
10-minute DR quantity 1.5%
Because PSE has indicated it may include DR at a level of approximately 2.7% of load
by 2020, the 4% DR estimate above for day-ahead programs is incorporated into the
100% conservation forecast used by PSE.19
WECC rule Bal-002-WECC-1 was referenced by PSE20 as one of the reasons the
reserve amounts are increasing. This same rule allows a balancing authority to use a
number of different resources to meet this requirement including demand response:
“* A resource, other than generation or load, that can provide energy or
reduce energy consumption
* Load, including demand response resources, Demand-Side Management
resources, Direct Control Load Management, Interruptible Load or
Interruptible Demand, or any other Load made available for curtailment by
the Balancing Authority or the Reserve Sharing Group via contract or
agreement.”
5.1.5 Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG)
Portland General Electric’s DSG program can be used as an example for one designed
to provide enhanced reliability in the Eastside area. The DSG program connects
customer backup generators to the distribution grid using parallel switchgear at sites
such as hospitals, commercial/industrial, and government buildings. PGE remotely
dispatches the generators, which are capable of providing uninterrupted service to
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customers in the event of a grid outage. As part of the program, PGE invests in and
owns some of the interconnection equipment, pays for fuel, and performs ongoing
testing – required for units at many sites such as hospitals.
DSG potential is determined by using a simple proportion of peak load to DSG capacity
installed at PGE and applying it to PSE, as shown in Figure 11 below.
Figure 11: Potential DSG by 2021
DSG Potential MW
2018 PGE System Peak 4000
Current PGE DSG Capacity 94
DSG MW per System MW 2.5%
2018 PSE System Peak 6000
2018 Eastside Peak Load Forecast 750
PSE System DSG Potential 141
PSE Eastside Area DSG Potential 18.8

Note that the size of PGE’s DSG program is growing and has plans to increase the
program capacity to 125 MW in the next 5 years. Using the proportion method
described above, Eastside DSG potential would increase to 22.7 MW.
While the simple DSG potential figures provided here are adequate to inform planning
at this stage, additional detailed analysis of DSG capacity will be valuable to PSE and
Eastside reliability regardless which transmission projects are built. PSCleanAir has
suggested that a DSG program like PGE would follow EPA NESHAP RICE rules. Developer of
DSG program would have to go through air permitting compliance, but it is a permittable use.
PSE evaluated using DSG as part of a stipulation in Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission (WUTC) Order 06 in docket UE-130617, in which both
parties agreed that PSE should perform an evaluation. Specifically, the Settlement
agreement states: PSE agrees to evaluate the PGE Dispatchable Standby Generation
(DSG) program, described in the testimony of staff witness Juliana Williams, and either
provide a report to the Commission of PSE’s conclusions and recommendations by
December 1, 2014, regarding the financial and technical feasibility of PSE
implementing a similar DSG program in its territory, or file a tariff implementing DSG
service by December 1, 2014.
EQL evaluated the PSE report and finds it evasive, inconclusive, and provides the
following feedback.
Specific Comments on PSE DSG Findings and select sections. (Dec. 1, 2014)
PSE Findings and Issues Comment
The primary benefit of the PGE DSG program has been the ability to
use the standby generators as a cost-effective resource to meet non-spin
operating reserve obligations.
True
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PSE does not have a near-term need for non-spin operating reserves
and has maintained more than adequate operating reserves during peak
events
PSE can use DSG to meet winter
peak demands.
While originally established as peaking resource, PGE’s use of its
distributed standby generator fleet as a peaking resource has been de
minimis during the life of the program
True. Program is not used as
peaking resource.
New Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) emissions requirements
that limit operation and testing on diesel-fired emergency standby
generators create uncertainty and potential operational constraints
during times of peak need
True that EPA rules are in flux
for legal reasons. Current laws to
watch are state and local air
permits. PSCleanAir has
suggested that a DSG program
like PGE would follow EPA
NESHAP RICE rules
Under normal conditions, PGE’s standby generator fleet is not
economic compared to other alternatives during dispatch decisions
DSG resources are not part of
normal dispatched resources
PSE lacks sufficient market research of its customers that would
justify investment in a DSG program including potential participation
rates and standby generator inventory
Getting this information would
be very easy
It is unlikely PSE would be able to implement a DSG program to meet
any near-term capacity needs given time, resources, and current
systems capability
PSE has time to develop DSG
Section 4.6 Compliance
Section 5.2 Constraints and Opportunities
Market Barrier. The 2011 CBRE market search led to no customers
expressing interest in further engagement with PSE to interconnect a

standby generation system to the grid.
PGE Customers are not that
different than PSE Customers. It
takes a clear customer value
proposition and a few key
customers to get it started.
Monitoring and dispatch. PSE does not own software that allows for
monitoring and dispatch. PSE need operational and technical
knowledge to operate new software.
EQL can assist.
Interconnection. PSE needs specifications for interconnecting standby
generators. PSE does not have interconnection agreement
EQL Team can assist
PSE has several low-cost resources to meet non-spin reserve
obligations.
Contradicted in IRP
Operating reserves exceed need by 200-400MW in most peak hours. Contradiction with IRP
forecasts
The NERC contingency reserves standard (BAL-002-WECC-221) applies to the NW
Power Pool Reserve Sharing Group (RSG), and requires the RSG to carry the larger
of: 3% of load + 3% of generation OR the Most Severe Single Contingency (what is
this for PSE?). Contingency reserves can be comprised of any combination of seven
types defined in the standard. DSG is categorized as the Operating Reserve –
Supplemental subcategory of Contingency Reserve. This reserve type was formerly
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defined as Non-Spin reserve, but was changed to supplemental in the current standard
to be inclusive of demand side management pursuant to FERC Order 740.22
E3 incorrectly ruled out DSG in their 2014 non-wires study for Energize Eastside. They
wrote,
“The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) prohibits PSE from relying on customersited
backup generation for peak shaving of utility loads for resource planning purposes,
which PSE planners believe would prevent them from planning grid conditions that rely on
backup generation to defer transmission upgrades. This regulation exists primarily to
protect local air quality. Therefore, customer-sited backup generation was excluded from
the DG non-wires potential estimates.”
5.1.6 Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
CHP is the simultaneous use of a fuel, primarily natural gas, to generate electricity and
provide heat. When properly designed, CHP is capable of operating at higher
efficiency than typical central station power plants.
PSE’s Non-Wires Screening Study 23 CHP analysis, performed by E3 and informed by
earlier work by Cadmus, found approximately 1 MW of peak CHP resource by 2023
across all of PSE’s King County service area. Because this quantity can reasonably be
achieved in a single building, the previous estimate is likely not reflective of actual
potential. In order to determine this potential, a new study is warranted, especially in
light of the amount of growth expected to occur in Bellevue and PSE’s need for peak
capacity resources.
With the cost of capacity to utilities often exceeding $100/kW-year, infrastructure
deferral benefits and electricity sales revenue are components that contribute to cost
effectiveness determination and would inform the ultimate potential of this resource.
PSE needs over 1000 MW of new capacity by 2025, according to recent IRP
development information.24
150 MW of load growth could occur in the Bellevue downtown and Bel-Red areas in
the next 20 years.25 The new development represents a large opportunity because
many DER technologies such as CHP make the most sense when incorporated during
the design phase and provide further benefits when central utility plants serve multiple
buildings. But such a strategy requires deliberate planning and clear leadership to
become successful.
Because Downtown and Bel-Red will consume significant quantities of natural gas
regardless of PSE’s electricity infrastructure decisions, the extent to which this gas can
be put to use generating electricity should be studied. Additionally, the civil
construction work to occur in these areas in future years points toward investigation of
co-locating energy infrastructure and potentially common use infrastructure such as
district energy where central utility plants supply heating, cooling and electricity to a
potentially large development, such as the Spring District.
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Recommendation: Explore 3rd party or PSE owned central utility plants with CHP in
parts of the Eastside that will experience the most new construction.
Figure 12: Base CHP Quantity 2021
Eastside CHP Estimate
CHP 4% of peak load
Note:
Transmission topology alternative D adds Eastside generation. Because a larger
central plant CHP project should be considered for this option, selection of this
alternative could result in a substantially higher CHP penetration.
5.1.7 Energy Storage
Energy Storage is receiving a great deal of attention right now due to the cost declines
seen in recent years and an increasing number of predictions for continuing storage
cost reduction.26 PSE, Avista, and Snohomish PUD have received $15MM to study
use of energy storage.
Figure 13: Energy Storage Quantity 2021
Eastside Storage Estimate
Storage 2% of peak load
5.1.8 PSE DER Potential & Interconnection
Many existing and future commercial, multifamily residential, institutional and corporate
campus sites are centered near downtown Bellevue, Bel-Red and South Redmond–
areas that are driving the need for new transmission and distribution infrastructure.
Cost effectiveness of DER investments in these areas stands to be influenced to the
extent they can substantively contribute to load service and reliability needs. In other
words, a next-generation energy system, which is being pursued by leading utilities,
will make full use of DERs by integrating their capabilities into utility planning and
operations, a step that may well deliver cost reductions to PSE ratepayers – and one
that will require developing appropriate compensation mechanisms to DER owners. In
addition, PSE or 3rd parties could own DERs that may be designed to provide benefits
directly to specific customers (i.e. storage installed behind-the-meter), while
simultaneously providing infrastructure deferral benefits enjoyed by all ratepayers.
DER interconnection and operations practices will become more important as these
resources grow in quantity and take on additional performance obligations related to
reliability and system resiliency. Should PSE and Eastside communities decide to
move to make full use of DER options as part of a strategy to support and enhance
regional growth, appropriate technical interconnection and operations procedures and
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standards will be needed. DER best practices are emerging from California, New York,
and Hawaii, states that have taken the lead. The standards by which PSE designs and
operates the 12.5 kV distribution system will be important for DERs so as to ensure
maximum utilization of the system, including supporting 2-way power flows.
Most distribution systems move electricity in one direction – from power plants to
substations to customers. But when customers interconnect generation resources,
their power will flow the other direction, serving other customers and in some cases
flowing power back to the substation itself and serving load further upstream, possibly
at higher voltages. While there is no fundamental reason why these new flows of
electricity cannot occur, investments in additional monitoring equipment and advanced
control technologies will be needed.
These types of investments, involving software, communications, controls, and
switching equipment, are also likely to provide reliability benefits by enhancing the
ability of utilities to automatically switch customers to alternate feeds in the event of an
outage on a given distribution circuit.
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13609 SE 43rd Place
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The Best Alternative
Executive Summary

PSE and CENSE (Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy) may not agree on
the feasibility of the company’s proposed transmission project through four Eastside cities.
But at least we agree on one thing. The five alternative solutions evaluated in the Draft EIS are
not practical solutions to power future growth of the Eastside.
• Alternative 1B (use existing Seattle City Light corridor): Seattle City Light has said they
don’t want to share these lines with PSE. We don’t know how to change that conclusion.
• Alternative 1C (underground transmission lines): The state tariff enforced by the
Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission makes it prohibitively expensive for
communities to request undergrounding.
• Alternative 1D (underwater transmission lines): This alternative may be subject to the
same expensive undergrounding tariff, and also raises questions about disturbing a
Superfund site, shoreline issues, and concerns about salmon.
• Alternative 2 (integrated resource approach): The analysis of integrated resources is
based on incorrect or obsolete information, making this option appear more expensive
and less feasible than it actually is.
• Alternative 3 (new 115 kV lines and transformers): With 60 miles of new transmission
lines, this alternative does not seem like an attractive or realistic option to anyone.
Alternative 2 would be the most attractive option for residents and businesses if it were
redesigned using more up-to-date and accurate information. Such a solution would be less
expensive, less damaging to communities and the environment, and safer for homes and
schools in close proximity to the power lines and high-pressure petroleum pipelines.
Sadly, Alternative 2 was not designed or reviewed by experts in new technologies that make
Demand Response and Electrical Efficiency the most important factors in planning the
electrical grid of the future. This is validated by a quote from the Northwest Power Plan1 that
was finalized this year:
In more than 90 percent of future conditions, cost-effective efficiency met all electricity load
growth through 2035. It’s not only the single largest contributor to meeting the region’s future
electricity needs, it’s also the single largest source of new winter peaking capacity.
EQL’s full report is included following this introduction. The full report is quite detailed and
technical. It may be more appropriate for analysis by industry experts, so this introduction
attempts to distill the main points for the general public.
1
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A clear definition of need and cost
In order to determine the feasibility of any alternative solution, it is important to be clear
about two crucial parameters:
1. How big is the need? Or, as the DEIS poses the question in section 2.3.3, what is the
“projected deficiency in transmission capacity on the Eastside?”
2. What is the relative cost of alternatives compared to the cost of PSE’s proposed project?

How big is the need?
In section 2.3.3, the DEIS says that Alternative 2 must cover 205 MW of projected shortfall by
2024. It is not clear in the DEIS where this number comes from. It is nearly three times the
shortfall of approximately 70 MW shown for 2024 in PSE’s famous Eastside Customer Demand
Forecast:

The DEIS explains that Alternative 2 must be evaluated by a different standard than a solution
based on transmission lines because “every solution has a different degree of effectiveness and
reliability.” The DEIS seems to dwell on every possible downside of the technologies included
in Alternative 2 while turning a blind eye to the reliability risks of Alternative 1A. For example,
suppose two of the approximately 150 power poles in PSE’s proposal fall down (a scenario we
are allowed to consider under N-1-1 contingency planning, and not hard to imagine during a big
earthquake). In that case, the capacity of Alternative 1A would be reduced by 20%, about 140 MW.
It is difficult to imagine a scenario in which an N-1-1 failure would lead to a similar drop in capacity
for Alternative 2. It improves reliability by not placing all our eggs in one basket.

2

There is evidence that PSE has been gradually skewing requirements to reduce the
competitiveness of alternatives. In April 2015, an update to Quanta’s Eastside Needs
Assessment estimated the shortfall in transmission capacity at 123 MW. A few months later,
the EIS consultant Stantec raised the estimate to 133 MW. In January 2016, PSE’s latest
Integrated Resource Plan pegged the number at 166 MW. A few weeks later, the DEIS was
published with an estimate of 205 MW.
The shortfall has grown by 54% in less than a year, calling into question the stability of the
methodology used to determine this number or the motives of the information source.
The important point is that size matters. The mix of technologies and programs needed to
cover a 205 MW shortfall is different from the mix that would be used to cover a shortfall of
123 MW. One wouldn’t simply “scale up” the smaller solution.
It’s important to note that CENSE is skeptical of even the lesser 123 MW figure. The LauckhartSchiffman Load Flow Study2 exposes errors in PSE’s assumptions and simulations that would
dramatically alter the size and timeframe of the need. For the purposes of this report, we
assume that the shortfall is 123-133 MW in order to critique the DEIS, but we do not agree
that this is a realistic estimate.

What is the cost?
The DEIS treats cost as irrelevant for the purposes of evaluating environmental impact.
However, in the real world, cost is an important factor in choosing one alternative over
another.
PSE has not estimated the cost of the project for at least a year. The last cost estimates that
were shared with the Community Advisory Group were in the range of $150 million. EQL
expects the actual cost will be closer to $300 million, for the following reasons:
1. PSE initially thought that two transmission lines could be carried on a single set of
monopoles. However, due to the meanderings of the Olympic pipelines in the shared
corridor, there are many places where the lines must be carried by two poles to meet
safety requirements. The number of poles and construction costs will increase.
2. PSE initially thought that the current transmission poles could be removed before
construction of the new line began. Recently, the company has admitted that operation
of the system with no lines in place during many months of construction would present
a reliability risk. Therefore, the design must be altered to accommodate both sets of
transmission lines in place simultaneously.
2
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Taller poles will be required to maintain a safe distance between the old lines and the
new lines. Also, the complexity of construction is significantly increased. Both of these
factors will increase the cost of the project.
3. PSE assumed that it would be safe enough to put two transmission lines and two highpressure petroleum pipelines in a utility corridor that is as narrow as 100 feet in densely
settled residential neighborhoods. The DEIS wisely assumes that the corridor will have
to be widened by up to 50 feet. This will require condemnation of homes and new
easements, significantly increasing project costs.
4. Resistance to the project is much higher than PSE expected. The costs of advertising,
public relations, and potential legal actions are correspondingly higher.
EQL’s report points out a hidden cost of Alternative 1A. If PSE invests hundreds of millions of
dollars in a transmission project, the amount of investment dedicated to important programs
like Demand Response and Energy Efficiency will be reduced. Consequently, overall energy
use will be higher with Alternative 1A than Alternative 2. That higher consumption must be
matched by new generation, and PSE anticipates that need in the 2015 Integrated Resource
Plan. PSE expects to build nearly 600 MW of new gas generation plants in 2021, just a few
years after Energize Eastside is complete:

Alternative 2 could reduce overall energy use enough to eliminate the need for one 200 MW
generation plant, saving ratepayers $300 million. In the long run, Alternative 2 could save
ratepayers the cost of both transmission and generation infrastructure, at least $600 million.
Including both of these avoided costs in the analysis makes Alternative 2 the better choice for
cost effectiveness.

4

Expert analysis from EQL Energy
To better understand how Distributed Energy Resources (DER) might contribute to the future
operation of our energy grid, CENSE engaged industry expert EQL Energy from Portland,
Oregon. EQL has been an important contributor to alternative energy solutions in Portland
and other parts of the Pacific Northwest.
EQL possesses a different skill set than that needed to plan transmission lines. These skills
have not been demonstrated by PSE or the EIS consultant Stantec. Consequently, Alternative
2 is not a credible DER solution. The description included in DEIS section 2.3.3.1 would lead
the reasonable reader to conclude that this option is difficult to implement and dangerous for
reliability.
Consequently, EQL’s list of technologies and policies differs significantly from those included
in the DEIS:

Energy Efficiency
It is difficult to directly compare PSE’s and EQL’s estimates of potential savings from Energy
Efficiency. In section 2.3.3.1, the DEIS states that 42 MW of savings would be required, but
offers no clear idea of how that would be achieved: “The potential for additional energy
efficiency on the Eastside is not currently known and would require additional evaluation.”
CENSE is disappointed that no more definitive estimate could be made of the potential.
The DEIS claims that savings of this magnitude would be “an aggressive goal.” Also, “The
additional energy efficiency assumed for Alternative 2 would be triple the amount that PSE
estimated is achievable after 2024, and that additional energy efficiency would have to be
accomplished before 2024.” The DEIS analysis makes it seems pretty hopeless.
5

In contrast, EQL has estimated 30 MW can be saved through Energy Efficiency. This is lower
than PSE’s goal, and EQL believes it is more easily achieved because PSE and its consultants
are using load data that is decades out of date. The obsolete data makes Energy Efficiency
appear to be less effective than it actually has been in more recent years.
To get more accurate data, a “Request for Proposals” should be issued to companies that
specialize in Energy Efficiency technologies and programs. A competitive bidding process
would yield better estimates of the potential than the obsolete data being used by PSE and
EIS consultants.

Distribution Efficiency
Energy Efficiency achieves savings on the consumer’s side of the electric meter by using less
electricity to accomplish tasks such as lighting, heating, operating appliances and electronics,
and charging batteries. In contrast, Distribution Efficiency increases the efficiency of how PSE
and other utilities deliver electricity to consumers. This reduces overall electricity usage by up
to 4% without any impact on customers. PSE has already incorporated this technology in a
few substations, but the program can be expanded to more broadly reduce peak loads.
EQL included 18.8 MW of savings in its DER estimates, based on a somewhat conservative
estimate of 2.5% of peak load. No estimate is included for Distribution Efficiency in the DEIS.

Combined Heat & Power
Combined Heat & Power is a technology that generates electricity from the waste heat
produced by burning natural gas to heat or cool a building. It is most effectively incorporated
in new buildings, and it provides two benefits. The very efficient use of natural gas reduces
total carbon emissions compared to long-distance transmission of electricity, and local
generation of electricity can provide a degree of immunity from power outages. Widespread
use could reduce the need for new generation facilities and transmission lines, benefitting all
customers.
Bellevue has a special opportunity to incorporate this technology due to the number of
new buildings planned for construction in downtown Bellevue and the Spring District. If
these projects are contributing to the need for Energize Eastside, it seems fair to ask them
to help solve the problem of increased energy use. It is not fair to place the burden of rising
downtown energy use on residential neighborhoods with increased industrialization and
lower property values.
EQL estimates 30 MW of savings due to Combined Heat & Power. No estimate is included in
the DEIS.
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Energy Storage
DEIS section 2.3.3.4 describes a battery solution that would provide 121 MW to serve peak
demand. However, the practicality of such a system is immediately dismissed: “An energy
storage system with power and energy storage ratings large enough to reduce normal overloads
has not yet been installed anywhere in the world. For comparison, the largest operational
transmission scale battery facility in the U.S. can provide 32 MW of power for about 40 minutes.”
The DEIS analysisi makes it sounds like you’d have to be crazy to consider this idea.
EQL proposes a battery solution with a capacity of only 15 MW, approximately 8 times smaller
than PSE’s solution. For comparison, Southern California Edison is funding a project to install
batteries with 250 MW of capacity. EQL’s proposal is 16 times smaller, and by PSE’s metric, 16
times more feasible.
But what about cost? EQL found a major error in the cost analysis included in the Strategen
report referenced in the DEIS. Strategen ignored the cost of avoided transmission, leading
to the improbable assumption that we would build transmission lines and battery storage
units. When the error is corrected, the cost of batteries is approximately two times more cost
effective than building new transmission lines. And battery costs will continue to fall, while
the cost of transmission lines usually rises due to increasing property values.
Even PSE admits that battery storage will become a game changer as we increasingly rely
on intermittent renewable energy sources like wind and solar power. We can prepare for
the future by investing in small amounts of battery storage now, so we can learn from our
experience and advance the state of the art. If possible, we should use products like grid
batteries manufactured by the Mukilteo-based company UniEnergy. That’s a smart investment
in our energy future and our economy.
EQL estimates 15 MW of battery storage. The DEIS estimates 121 MW, but notes that the
consultants skipped evaluation of a summer scenario because “energy storage would not be a
feasible stand-alone alternative.” This is an odd criteria to apply to energy storage, because the
components of an “integrated resource approach” are designed to work together, not as standalone pieces.
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Peak Generation Plant
DEIS section 2.3.3.1 describes “three 20 MW generators to be implemented in combination
with the other components described for Alternative 2.” As an important caveat, the DEIS
notes that “PSE had eliminated this option from consideration” because “these types
of generators produce a high noise level that would be incompatible with [residential]
surroundings.” In discussion with Bellevue city council members, CENSE has learned that there
is little political will to consider these generators.
EQL’s proposal does not rely on gas-fired peak generation plants. The DEIS assumes 60 MW of
capacity.

Dispatchable Standby Generation
Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) generates power on a customer’s site, as explained
in DEIS section 2.3.3.3. The DEIS mentions many technologies that could be used for this
purpose, such as gas turbines, microturbines, reciprocating engines, fuel
EQL’s proposal does not rely on gas-fired peak generation plants. The DEIS assumes 60 MW of
capacity.

Dispatchable Standby Generation
Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) generates power on a customer’s site, as explained
in DEIS section 2.3.3.3. The DEIS mentions many technologies that could be used for this
purpose, such as gas turbines, microturbines, reciprocating engines, fuel cells, and anaerobic
digesters. However, no estimate is given regarding which ones are most practical or how
much energy they might be expected to generate.
EQL describes a solution that they helped design in Portland, Oregon. Generators owned by
businesses, hospitals, and government buildings are networked to the utility company. These
generators are usually idle unless there is a power failure, when they are turned on to supply
emergency power. The utility is provided a way to remotely control the generators when
electricity demand peaks. The owner gets an attractive incentive for participating, and the
generator reverts to its previous purpose (backup power) if an outage occurs.
Using the Portland program as a template, EQL used a scale factor to determine DSG potential
for the Eastside. EQL estimates 18.8 MW of additional energy produced by DSG. The DEIS
provides no estimate.
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Demand Response
The importance of Demand Response as a primary part of future energy planning is
underscored by the recently published Seventh Northwest Power Plan from the Northwest
Power and Conservation Council, as well as a major victory for the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission in the U.S. Supreme Court.3 A 2015 article in Forbes explains how Demand
Response will save U.S. consumers billions of dollars.4
DEIS section 2.3.3.2 mentions some rather vague ways to implement Demand Response
programs, including real-time monitoring, utility control of heating and cooling systems,
programmatic options to reduce peak demand (nothing specific), incentives and pricing
structures to shift peak demand, continuous wireless signals to the utility (huh?)
The DEIS doesn’t provide any realistic estimate of how much energy can be saved through
these programs, but it says it must be at least 32 MW. According to the DEIS, “this would triple
the expected rate of adoption of demand response in PSE’s Integrated Resource Plan…”
EQL is more specific. There are actually two types of Demand Response programs: one
anticipates needs one day before peak loads materialize (it’s not hard to predict very cold
weather one day ahead), and one responds to emergency needs with 10 minutes’ notice.
EQL estimates 30 MW of savings for day-ahead Demand Response (4% of peak load based
on a conservative estimate from industry analyst Navigant), and 11.3 MW for the 10-minute
program (1.5% of peak load). The DEIS cites a goal of 32 MW, but is not specific or optimistic
about achieving it.

3

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/01/26/the-supreme-court-just-gave-a-greatexplanation-of-our-baffling-electricity-system/

4

http://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/02/24/solving-americas-energy-future-requires-a-demandresponse/#5964a1457a9f
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Conclusions
The DEIS vaguely describes Alternative 2 using a resigned, pessimistic tone. The alternative
seems risky and infeasible, because it was not developed or reviewed by experts with the
specialized experience to accurately assess the technologies and potential energy savings.
EQL has described a more realistic way to achieve these energy goals in a manner that is costeffective, better for the environment, better for our local economy, safer for residents, and
more in sync with the Eastside’s leading edge, high-tech roots.
Alternative 2 has another advantage. PSE’s transmission line is an all-or-nothing proposal. It
won’t deliver a single electron until every pole is installed and every wire strung. It will not be
operational until PSE’s customers have spent at least $300 million for it.
By comparison, Alternative 2 can be built incrementally. According to PSE’s famous chart,
the Eastside Customer Demand Forecast, there will be a shortfall of approximately 10 MW
in 2020. It should be easy to meet that shortfall in the next four years using a subset of the
technologies described by EQL. Two years after that, we need to find another 15 MW. That
shouldn’t be too hard. As time progresses, technology will improve, and batteries will become
cheaper and more efficient. We may find that it’s pretty easy to meet these goals.
But there’s another possibility. What if we have another recession? Or what happens if the
ridiculous rate of growth (2.4% per year) that PSE is predicting doesn’t materialize? In these
cases, we could scale back ongoing investments in Alternative 2, saving PSE’s customers
hundreds of millions of dollars.
The DEIS describes many risks, but it doesn’t explain this one. A huge investment in
Alternative 1A could create a technology dinosaur that industrializes the Eastside, does
nothing to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions, and saddles our children and grandchildren
with higher utility bills, leaving less money to invest in the energy technologies of the future.
That doesn’t seem like a very smart investment.
CENSE.org
February 24, 2016
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Introduction

EQL was asked to comment on Alternative 2 “Integrated Resource Approach” discussed in
Chapter 2 of the Energize Eastside Draft EIS January 28, 2016.
EQL has reviewed and commented Energize Eastside studies and has participated in several
PSE IRP advisory group meetings, EQL has commented on the following topics through
Energize Eastside and IRP Advisory process:
1. Distributed energy resources (DER), (e.g., energy efficiency, demand response,
dispatchable standby generation, solar, storage, EV charging, CHP, distributed
generation, etc.),
2. Demand Side Resource and transmission alternatives to Energize Eastside.
3. Integration of transmission and distribution planning/costs into the utility least cost
planning process,
4. Resource adequacy modeling and methods (e.g., EUE expected unserved energy,
focus on resource types), and
5. Reliability in IRP, Transmission Planning, and SAIFI/SAIDI statistics, as well as
scenario and sensitivity analysis.
EQL is an energy industry consultancy started in 2010 to assist utilities, utility customers, and
vendors develop smart grid technologies and business cases that lower cost of utility service,
improve reliability, and integrate renewable energy. Our staff has supported IRPs throughout
the Western Electricity Coordinating Council and MISO since 1993. Since 2010, our work has
been related to smart grid technology evaluation/planning, and integration of renewable
energy and distributed energy resources (DER).
EQL’s comments are those of EQL, and are meant to promote improved least cost utility
planning.

2

Critical Points on EIS Alternative 2

Alternative 2 if done properly could meet criteria for Eastside expected growth in peak
load. Unfortunately, the work and discussion of Alternative 2 in the EIS is confusing,
insufficient to determine feasibility, uses bad data and forecasts, and demonstrates very
little attention by City of Bellevue and PSE.
Many utilities around the world are considering Distributed Energy Resources (DER) to defer
or avoid transmission infrastructure, including ConEd (NY), SCE (CA) BC Hydro (BC), BPA
(OR/WA), etc.1, DERs include targeted energy efficiency, demand response, dispatchable
standby generation, solar, storage, EV charging, CHP, distributed generation, etc.
2.1

A proper Alternative 2 analysis would prevent increases in Eastside
winter peaks and meet all 15 electrical criteria, and 4 non-electrical
criteria.

A proper analysis would include accurate peak load forecast, cost effectiveness analysis, and
ideally an all source RFI. A rule of thumb Eastside forecast is provided in Figure 1 below.
To put it simply, Alternative 2 DER would avoid ratepayer funding for transmission,
distribution, generation, and environmental costs. To meet the peak load growth Puget Sound
Energy will request to spend over $300MM on Energize Eastside and another $300MM for a
peaking power plant (PSE 2015 IRP). If we assume that expected peak load to be met is 200
MW, the capital expenditure would be $3,000/kW. Most DER, TODAY, can be installed and
operated for less. When you consider expected cost reductions and performance
improvements Alternative 2 is the lowest cost choice.2

1

https://www.raponline.org/document/download/id/4765

2 storage cost reductions expected to be 50% over next 5 years, Internet of things, sensors and controls for

demand response will become more cost effective and prevalent, EV charging control to avoid peak.

Figure 1: DER potential at PSE above the DSR 100% forecast

If PSE proceeds with transmission and generation, then DER will become less cost effective.
In fact, Idaho Power after finishing construction of their Langley Gulch gas plant tried to shut
off all their demand response programs. You don’t need DER capacity if your trying to pay off
a new gas plant.

2.2

Alternative 2 assessment is insufficient to determine feasibility and
lacks credible analysis or estimate.

The EIS provides only a theoretical example of technology that could address winter peak
load reductions which has no value in determining feasibility. See example graph in Fig. 2-14
in EIS.
(EIS Fig. 2-14) Theoretical example of Energy conserved or distributed generation

In order to properly assess an Integrated Approach the EIS should either hire independent
consulting firm to estimate cost effective DER on Eastside, or issue an all source RFP for all
DER in affected eastside area. This process would include all avoided costs and provide
actual estimates for DER capacity amounts and cost, as well as real vendors estimates. This
process is being used in New York’s Brooklyn-Queens Demand Management program which
started in 2014. New York utility ConEd is expected to invest $200MM to implement DER to
avoid transmission build.

2.3

PSE Eastside winter peak load forecast has been a moving target
throughout planning process, and has steadily increased over study
period.

PSE has been changing the required winter peak load reduction on the Eastside throughout
the Energize Eastside planning process. (see figure below). PSE has a history of changing
methods and planning standards when justifying capital expenditures, e.g., peaking power
plants. In the 2015 Integrated Resource Plan, PSE changed their planning standard, which
led to an increase in 2021 peak load of 351 MW. Figure 1 below summarizes the source and
the estimate of peak load reduction required to meet Eastside load requirement.
Figure 2: Range of Estimates for Eastside Peak Load increase through 2024
Source
2024
Date of
Page
Source
E3 Non-Wires Study
70 MW
Oct 2014
Quanta - Eastside Needs Assessment

123

Apr 2015

Page 19

Stantec Review Memo (referenced in
EIS)

133

July 2015

Page 1-7 Draft
EIS

PSE 2015 IRP

166

Jan 2016

Draft EIS (2016)

205

Jun 2015

IRP Ch.5 page
31
EIS Page 2-34

* Assumes peak load after planned baseline energy conservation

The Draft EIS discusses 205MW non-transmission resources needed by 2024, which is a
likely mistake. This value stems from an email from Jens Nedrud, Energize Eastside
project manager, where he explains that the amount of conservation required to be
equivalent to transmission capacity is 205 MW. Mr. Nedrud only mentions conservation,
not other DER. Mr. Nedrud is the project manager for Energize Eastside, so estimates
from him should be questioned.

2.4

PSE Eastside winter peak load forecast is wrong and has been
consistently too high for the past 6 years.

Figure 2 below shows how peak load is historically flat, then suddenly takes off in the
future. You’ll find this to be true with PSE’s previous peak load forecasts. I understand
that forecasts are, by their nature are wrong, but PSE has a habit of overestimating peak
load.
Figure 3: PSE 2015 IRP Figure 5-21: Electric Peak Demand Forecast before DSR 2015 IRP Base
Scenario versus 2013 IRP Base Scenario Hourly Annual Peak (23 Degrees, MW)

Winter peaks have gone down in the Pacific Northwest in the last 5 years, and growth in the
winter peak will continue to be less than the increase in growth in energy use. PSE’s winter
peak decreased by 11 MW from 2013 to 2014. This holds true because:
1. Electric heating load is saturated. I.e., new growth does not include electric heating
that contribute to winter peak,
2. Fuel Conversion from electric to gas and propane are reducing winter peaks,
3. Milder winter temperatures reduce chance of extreme cold weather, and
4. Higher growth in multifamily and commercial,
PSE’s 2011 IRP had peak forecasts rising from 2011 forward. 3 This is not happening.
Notice in Figure 5-27 from PSE’s 2015 IRP, the peak demand does not begin to increase until
2024.

3

http://www.utc.wa.gov/_layouts/CasesPublicWebsite/GetDocument.ashx?docID=42&year=2010&docketNumber=100961

Figure 5-27: Electric Peak Forecasts by County (MW), after applying 2013 IRP DSR
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Other Points on EIS Alternative 2

3.1

PSE local needs assessment is not a local cause

PSE has suggested the transmission need is based on local winter peak demand on
the eastside. This is only a small part of the story. The issue arises by modeling a
series of unlikely regional wholesale power scenarios (e.g., plants offline, Canadian
imports, transmission line outages, and high winter peak demand) that creates: 1) high
winter power flows South to North through the PSE’s eastside transmission corridor,
and 2) increased loads on eastside substations. These modeled events would lead to
equipment exceeding their thermal limits and the need to shed load at substations or
limit power flow on the PSE 115kV system through eastside.
Based on the 2012 Memorandum of Agreement between PSE, Seattle City Light
(SCL), and BPA, PSE has agreed to provide expanded transmission service through
Puget Sound Area. SCL agreed to projects that would limit flow through their system by
placing series inductors at two of their substations. This demonstrates that the issue
and needs are indeed a regional one, not just local
This local problem, if it were ever to occur, would happen for a few hours of the year
during extreme cold days and hours of peak load on eastside. The EIS extreme
scenarios suggest up to 13 days this could occur, but does not forecast number of
hours. Given PSE’s winter peak is in morning (8am) or evening (6pm) The load
reduction would need to be for a few hours during these times. EQL’s experience
suggests that the winter peaks come in 2-3 day consecutive days (cold snaps) and last
maybe one to two hours per day.
According to EIS scenarios, in 2026 eastside load will need to shed 133MW to
accommodate flows to Canada over PSE 115kV system.
Another troubling area is how PSE attributed winter peak demand reductions to
forecasted energy efficiency measures. It is impossible to determine how PSE and its
contractors did this conversion. However, EQL Energy is familiar with the issue that
load shapes used in the Pacific Northwest to attribute capacity reductions from energy
efficiency are inaccurate and out of date. Some end use load shapes (ELCAP) date
back to the 1980s. The topic of inaccurate load shapes and hence capacity contribution
of energy efficiency has been consistently discussed and agreed upon by the
Northwest Power and Planning Council, as well as the Regional Technical Forum on
energy efficiency.
3.1.1

The Problem – several days and a few hours in the winter

The problem PSE has identified in their Energize Eastside proposal comes about
through a series of unlikely events that lead to high winter power flows South to North
through the Eastside and creates overloads on certain substations. This problem, if it
were ever to occur, would only happen for a few hours of the year. PSE has not
estimated the number of hours because the scenarios and stress cases they use don’t

lend themselves to firm estimates. If PSE could estimate the number of hours they
would need winter peak demands to be reduced, it likely would come in 2-3 day
consecutive days (cold snaps) and last maybe one to two hours per day.
If Energize Eastside or one of the alternatives were not to be pursued, power outages
would not be imminent during these peak demand hours unless at least three failures
occur in the grid, a scenario that exceeds NERC reliability requirements. The total
number of customers affected by these unlikely outages would be 3 to 5 percent of the
1.1 million customers that will pay for the project with higher electricity bills for the next
40 years.
3.1.2

The DER Solution

Distributed Energy Resources are well suited for targeting winter peak demands in the
Eastside Area. Many North American electric system operators invest in DER to avoid
transmission and peaking generation. These DER include demand response, storage,
EV charging control, DSG, and Distribution Efficiency. If the problem is less than 60
hours per year, it is often much less expensive to manage demand than build
Transmission and Generation. Efficiency and CHP tend to provide reductions
throughout the day, but can be targeted for time of day contributions. Figure 4 shows a
sample peak day load shape for the Puget Sound area with a stack of resources
deployed both throughout the day and during a dispatch at 5:30PM during the peak to
depict what could happen in the event of an outage.
Figure 4: Sample DER Contribution to Winter Peak Day Load Shape4

4 Data source for load shape: Puget Area Net Load for 12.20.2008
http://transmission.bpa.gov/Business/Operations/Misc/default.aspx
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* This is not an Eastside area load shape, but is representative of typical winter peak load patterns for NW
utilities.

3.2

PSE lags rest of country in DER

Utilities like Puget Sound Energy are way behind other areas of the country in investing
in DER, especially demand response. For example, the rest of North America relies on
over 60,000MW of demand response, and has eliminated billions of dollars of
investments in peaking generation and transmission. The Northwest Power and
Conservation Council in their recently released 7th Power Plan, identified 4,300
megawatts of regional demand response potential. PSE currently has no demand
response resources it can rely upon.
One example of a DER approach to avoiding transmission project is New York’s
Brooklyn-Queens demand management project.5 Growth began to occur in this area
from gentrification and employment growth. The utility ConEd estimated the cost to
meet this growth would require a $1Billion investment in expanded transmission and
substation capacity. In 2014 the Public Service Commission approved the Brooklyn/
Queens Demand Management program to invest up to $200MM to avoid the larger
infrastructure costs.
The Northwest is not new to Non-Wire Alternatives. In the 1990s BPA was considering
transmission across the Cascades to support Puget Sound Area growth and reliability.
The transmission cost assessment led to a plan that included aggressive demand side
resources in Puget Sound Area, and use of series capacitors for voltage support.
These lower cost alternatives deferred the project to the point of never being built.
3.3

EIS Impacts of Alt 2

The negative impacts of Alternative 2 were primarily associated with peaking
generation and storage located on the Eastside, and relate to land and greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions.
EQL Energy, however, is not suggesting any new reciprocating engines, or peaking
power units as part of EIS Alt. 2. We would expect primarily Combined Heat and Power
(CHP) to be constructed in this alternative. CHP often uses biomass/biogas as well as
natural gas, and would contribute to GHG, or could have noise impact. CHP has the
benefit of also being “energy efficient” because the low value heat is used in industrial
or commercial processes. Puget Sound Area has examples of CHP, e.g.,
a. Renton, WA South Treatment Plant that can produce up to 8MW of power. 6
b. Seattle, WA Enwave Seattle uses biomass and natural gas to produce 50 MW
of electricity, and 35 MW of heat equivalent.
5

http://www.neep.org/file/2414/download?token=bNV2vVea, http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/
ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId=%7B83594C1C-51E2-4A1A-9DBB-5F15BCA613A2%7D

6 http://www.kingcounty.gov/services/environment/wastewater/resource-recovery/Energy/Renewable/
cogen.aspx
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c. Univ. of Washington has 5MW natural gas CHP
CHP would require capacity on natural gas infrastructure.
A Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG) program would have to go through air
permitting compliance, but it is a permittable use. PSCleanAir has suggested that a
DSG program like PGE would follow EPA NESHAP RICE rules.
EQL Energy would not recommend storage implementation as described in Alt. 2 of
EIS. Six acres of storage does not make much sense. Energy storage highest value is
utility owned and managed, yet behind the meter at a customer site. This means
customers get backup and reliability, and utility can use for system issues, e.g., winter
peak demands. This also avoids the 6 acres of storage containers suggested in the EIS
draft (which is ridiculous). Fire and environmental authorities are becoming comfortable
with both Li-ion and flow battery technology. PSE is working on a Li-ion storage system
at Glacier. State of Washington is also granting $40MM to projects in grid
modernization and storage.
Alt 2 would cost less than Alt 1 and provide secondary benefits to customers through
improved reliability and resiliency.
Alt 2 would have less risk during weather and natural disasters. DERs would provide
backup power during intermediate or sustained outage.

3.4

Alt 2 works with PSE Economic Study of Flexible AC
Transmission (FACTS).

Flexible AC Transmission systems on high voltage lines would protect PSE
transmission facilities from reaching thermal limits while providing required service to
loads. Combining this alternative with appropriately procured and analyzed DER
provides a good alternative in Draft EIS.
See PSE Economic Study request at link below.
http://www.oasis.oati.com/PSEI/PSEIdocs/
Oct_31_PSET_Economic_Study_Request_from_EQL.PDF

Alternative 2 Issue Details

4
In estimating Non-Wires Alternatives (NWA) like Alternative 2, PSE and its contractors
have miscalculated both the technical and cost effective potential for DER in the
Eastside area. They have used outdated information and methods, overestimated
winter peak demand, improperly calculated “cost effectiveness”, and have not
considered forecasts of technology cost and performance improvements.
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4.1

2014 Non-Wires Alternative Screening Study underestimates
DER Potential for Eastside

PSE relies on 2013 Cadmus report and a 2014 E3 report to estimate DER potential on
the eastside. These analysis both have used bad or out-of-date data, improper
analysis, and have underestimated the DER potential for the Eastside.
E3’s 2014 Screening study 7 has bad data and provides no data or description of DER
measures that were considered cost effective beyond the PSE baseline:

i.

Estimated cost of Energize Eastside at the time of the Screening Study
was $220 MM. The cost has been stated to be between $150 and
$300MM.

ii.

Avoided cost analysis should use avoided cost of Transmission,
Generation, and Distribution over 10 year period. A non-wires study should
be performed that combines EE project deferral ($155/kW-yr) with avoided
cost of peaking Generation Capacity ($184/kW-yr) and generic T&D
deferral ($23/kW-yr8 ). The sum of these ($362/kW-yr) will buy PSE more
DER than that forecasted by E3 and PSE. Other avoided costs that could
play a role include environmental costs, customer cost savings, etc.

PSE’s proposal to rebuild Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot 115 kV line to 230
kV (Energize Eastside) is a project PSE says is needed to support a 65 to
133MW load growth in PSE’s eastside. This transmission project is
estimated to cost $300MM or $1,500/kW, about the same capital cost of a
200MW reciprocating engine. By integrating cost of transmission with
system generation the cost to serve this 200MW load growth is $600MM or
$3,000/kW capital cost.

iii.

DER alternatives and cost estimates are not well defined, so it is difficult to
evaluate the accuracy of Alternative 2.

iv.

Include backup generators to be used as contingency reserve (e.g.,
Portland General Electric).

7 http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/attachment_5_-

_screening_study.pdf
E3 2014, page 23 PSE’s IRP team also provided avoided generation capacity cost of $184/kWyear and an avoided generic T&D cost of $23/kW-year, which are both represented in 2014
dollars. For this analysis, we assumed that PSE’s generic T&D avoided cost and the specific
transmission line deferral value related to PSE upgrades are additive. This additive assumption
presumes that load reductions in King County can defer the need for more general planned
distribution system upgrades, in addition to deferring the construction of the specific Eastside
upgrades.

8
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v.

Storage is quickly becoming more cost effective and accepted as an
alternative to T&D investments.

Recommendation. PSE should redo DSR, DR, and DER forecasts on Eastside using
all levelized costs, including transmission (e.g., Energize Eastside), distribution, and
supply-side resource alternatives. This will undoubtedly increase the amount of DSR
and DER PSE has forecasted in the Draft IRP.
2016 PSE all source RFP. In 2016 PSE is expected to issue an all source RFP for
distributed resources. WUTC should ensure that the avoided cost for resources in the
Eastside accurately reflect all avoided costs, e.g., transmission, generation,
distribution, customer benefits, environmental costs, etc. Through needs assessment of
Energize Eastside, PSE’s Eastside zone needs winter capacity resources to address
transmission congestion and reliability by 2018. The IRP analysis supports addition of
further distributed energy resources by 2021.
4.1.1

Defining distribution located resources

PSE should move away from current categories of distribution-side resources towards
resource descriptions that meet utility requirements (energy, capacity, reserves, etc).
As mentioned above these requirements need better descriptions than just MW and
aMW. These requirements need amount, duration, time of day/season, etc.. The
distribution located resources PSE has used 3 categories of distribution located
resources seen in Cadmus report 2014:9
1. DSR, Demand Side Resources, energy efficiency. (which uses bad estimates
for peak demand reductions (MW)
2. DR, demand-response
a. Residential DLC- Water Heat
b. Residential DLC – Space and Water heat
c. Residential Critical Peak Pricing (CPP)
d. C&I CPP
e. C&I Load Curtailment
3. DG, distributed generation, solar
Figure 5 is suggests a better way to describe all distribution level resources. This
categorization allows planners to place different values on a resource based on its
quality and location. For instance, getting dispatchable capacity for winter peaks is
more valuable ($/kW-year) than non-dispatchable capacity.

9

https://pse.com/aboutpse/EnergySupply/Documents/IRPAG_Cadmus_presentation_2014-12-08.pdf
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Figure 5: EQL Categories of Distributed Energy Resources

4.2

Energy Efficiency contribution to peak demand reductions
underestimated

PSE and its consultants use end use load shapes that are out of date to calculated
peak demand reduction from energy efficiency programs. Many of these load shapes
are based on end uses and technologies from the 1980s. This leads to lower peak
reduction (MW) per unit of energy efficiency (MWh). The Northwest Power and
Conservation Council has been building a business case to update these load shapes,
and is expected to pursue this work in 2016. 10

4.3

Puget Sound DER and DSR avoided Cross-Cascades
Transmission in 1990s

In the 1990s BPA was considering transmission across the Cascades to support Puget
Sound Area growth and reliability. The transmission cost assessment led to a plan that
included aggressive demand side resources in and use of series capacitors for voltage
support. These lower cost alternatives deferred the project to the point of never being
built.
DER, when cost of Transmission is considered, will increase dramatically. Estimates in
Figure 2 below are estimates based on EQL estimates from WECC and NPCC
forecasts.

10

http://rtf.nwcouncil.org/subcommittees/enduseload/
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4.4

Western electricity markets

On March 5, 2015, PSE announced it would participate in the California ISO energy
imbalance market that will provide imbalance energy via locational marginal pricing.
This decision by PSE management to participate in EIM, demonstrates that PSE
believes in a planning and operational paradigm that explicitly recognizes locational
value of generating and demand-side resources.
PSE participation in Western energy imbalance market will allow better management of
existing transmission assets to existing generation and load balance. In Energize
Eastside assessment, PSE has not considered the operational improvements that will
exist for generation, demand management, and DER.
PSE joining the EIM does not have much effect on capacity procurement, except a
possible reduction in flexibility requirement for resources.

5

Assessment of Eastside DER Potential

EQL Energy expects PSE could add over 160MW of capacity to Eastside DSR forecast
by 2021. below. Using an Avoided Cost analysis that includes avoiding cost of
Transmission, Distribution, and supply-side generation should include:
Capital Cost ($/kW)! !
$1,500/kW ! Transmission
Capital Cost ($/kW)! !
$1,500/kW! Thermal Resource (e.g., Peaker)
Capital Cost ($/kW-yr)!$31.00!!
Distribution
O&M Fixed $/kW-yr! !
$10.55
O&M Variable $/MWh!!
$2.96

5.1

DSR and DER Contribution

The terminology around resources on the distribution side can be confusing. PSE uses
DSR or demand side resources, which includes energy efficiency, demand response,
and distributed generation. The EE Documents we reviewed focus on energy efficiency
and do not fully address DSR and its impact on peak capacity (MW). Analysis that is
reported in Annual Average Megawatts (aMW) provides limited useful information for
analyzing for transmission and distribution infrastructure needs.
In our report, we distinguish between DSR and DER forecasts and work to not double
count resources.
DSR – Demand Side Resources: efficiency, demand response, and distributed
generation (detail and types are unknown in PSE EE analysis). Cadmus 2013 IRP DSR
EQL Energy LLC | Puget Sound Energy 2015 IRP Comments
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assessment does not include kW or peak contribution, nor do they provide DR
assessments.
DER – Distributed Energy Resources: EQL uses this term to refer to all resources on
the distribution system, including distribution efficiency (CVR and power factor
correction), demand response, combined heat and power, dispatchable standby
generation, and storage.11
DER and load management in critical areas is an opportunity to invest in measures that
address infrastructure costs and regional load growth while engaging and benefitting
customers, just like energy efficiency. Through the evaluation of Energize Eastside it is
unclear the extent to which PSE has considered the use of distributed energy
resources (DER) in their modeling, either as a resource or as a means to reduce load.
The DER resources described below should be considered in addition to the PSE’s
DSR contribution to the 100% conservation load forecast.
Many of these DERs are dispatchable, including demand response, dispatchable
standby generation (DSG), and energy storage and can therefore target peak load and
reduce the need for infrastructure expansion in transmission and distribution.
5.1.1

Distributed Resource Planning

The DER contribution to peak load should be appropriately allocated among existing
and future Eastside substations such that DER quantity reasonably matches the load
assumed to be present at these substations.
Figure 8 below shows substation locations in the Eastside area that have historically
recorded higher load and may be more likely to serve larger customers sites with high
DER potential such as commercial/industrial, multifamily residential, institutional,
government, campus and hospital loads.
Distributed Resource Planning is a process which more accurately calculates capacity
and value for DER in specific areas of a utility distribution system.
On February 6, 2015 the CPUC released a ruling providing guidance to IOUs with
respect to the DRPs that are to be filed by July 1, 2015. The document12 provides
additional guidance to utilities beyond AB 327. The guidance specifics 11 components
that are to be included, at a minimum, in the locational DER benefits analysis.
Figure 6: Distributed Resource Planning Value Analysis
Locational Value Component
Avoided Sub-transmission, Substation and Feeder Capital and Operating
1 Expenditures: DER ability to avoid Utility costs incurred to increase capacity
to ensure the system can accommodate forecasted load growth

11

In California Distribution Resources Planning they include energy efficiency into their DER analysis.

12 Docket R14-08-013 DRP Guidance: http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M146/
K374/146374514.PDF
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Avoided Distribution Voltage and Power Quality Capital and Operating
Expenditures: DERs ability to avoid Utility costs incurred to ensure power is
2
delivered within required operating specifications, including transient and
steady-state voltage, reactive power and harmonics
Avoided Distribution Reliability and Resiliency Capital and Operating
Expenditures: DERs ability to avoid Utility reliability related costs incurred
3 to prevent, mitigate and respond to routine outages (Utilities shall identify
specific reliability metrics DERs could improve), and resiliency related costs
incurred to prevent, mitigate, or respond to major or catastrophic events
(Utilities shall identify specific resiliency metrics DERs could improve)
4 Avoided Transmission Capital and Operating Expenditures: DERs ability to
avoid need for system and local area transmission capacity
5 Avoided Flexible Resource Adequacy (RA) Procurement: DERs ability to
reduce Utility flexible RA requirements
Avoided Renewables Integration Costs: DERs ability to reduce Utility costs
associated with renewable integration (for this line item, the Utilities shall
6
attempt to coordinate their efforts with the development of the updated
RPS Calculator and the Renewables Integration Charge)
Any societal avoided costs which can be clearly linked to the deployment of
7
DERs
Any avoided public safety costs which can be clearly linked to the
8
deployment of DERs
Definition for each of the value components included in the locational
9
benefits analysis
Definition of methodology used to assess benefits and costs of each value
10 component explicitly outlined above, irrespective of its treatment in the E3
Cost-Effectiveness Calculator
Description of how a locational benefits methodology can be a into longterm planning initiatives like the Independent System Operator’s (ISO)
Transmission Planning Process (TPP), the Commission’s Long Term
11
Procurement Plan (LTPP), and the California Energy Commission’s (CEC)
Independent Energy Policy Report (IEPR), including any changes that could
be made to these planning process to facilitate more integrated analysis
Figure 7: DRP locational value components (CPUC DRP Guidance)
Notes:
The Resource Adequacy (RA) program, administered by the CPUC and CAISO is a 1year forward bilateral capacity market. Utilities must procure sufficient resources to
meet their expected peak load. Since it began in 2006, utilities were required to
procure system-wide peak capacity resources, and local resources as needed in
constrained areas. In 2013, a flexible resource requirement was added.
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Figure 8: Bellevue Substation Peak Load Heat Map (2006)

Sources:
Data: City of Bellevue substation peak load for 2002 and 200513
See Appendix A for data table
Map: EQL (using Microsoft Excel/Bing Maps)
Note: PSE’s transmission topology in this area has changed and is expected to
continue to change to serve changing load patterns, therefore this rendering is for
sample purposes only.
PSE’s existing 115 kV network in the Eastside with suggestions of areas that may
experience higher load growth, may require additional infrastructure such as new
substations, and therefore would represent advantageous locations for PSE and/or
other appropriate parties to incentivize and site distributed energy resources.

Customer Driven DER
DER adoption behavior and demand for services is customer driven based on broad
socio-economic factors and technology advancements –not strictly regional or based
only on energy cost.
Customer desire for self-reliance is increasing

13 City of Bellevue Comprehensive Plan Utilities Element Update, November 2006
http://www.ci.bellevue.wa.us/pdf/PCD/PSE_System_Plan_Update_November_2006.pdf
(accessed 06.08.2015)
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•
•
•

5.1.2

Ernst & Young: 33%of the multi-national firms are expected to meet a greater
share of their energy needs through self-generation over the next five years
Navigant: nearly 75% of surveyed residential customers have “concerns
about the impact electricity costs have on their monthly budgets, and 63%
are interested in managing energy used in their homes”
Best Buy: 36% of residential customers desire to “financially and physically
protect the home” (Home Safeguarding persona)
Distributed Solar

PSE currently has 2,800 customers and 17.4MW of capacity producing 17,037MWh of
energy a year. As mentioned above, the Cadmus March 2015 memorandum has many
errors regarding PV Solar forecasting and should not be reference by PSE. EQL
suggests the following as an estimate of growth in energy from distributed solar.
Figure 9: Range of Distributed Solar by 2030
MW
Minimum
BaseCase
Maximum

5.1.3

Capacity
MW
5
50
400

Energy
MWh
5,000
50,000
400,000

aMW
0.57
5.71
45.66

Distribution Efficiency (aka CVR)

In 2007 Puget Sound and 12 other Pacific Northwest Utilities participated in a
Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) pilot to evaluate the energy and capacity
savings from operating Conservation Voltage Reduction. 14 The study tested and found
a 2 to 4 percent capacity reduction through distribution efficiency projects. An updated
2014 NEEA study found that over half the CVR projects operating in the United States
are used for peak demand reductions versus energy efficiency. 15
Wide scale adoption is beginning. One hurdle to adoption was mentioned in NEEA
paper as, “hurdle to CVR implementation includes the lost customer revenue due to
CVR rollout. End users reduce energy consumption with CVR and thus lower utility
revenue. Utilities are often reluctant to recuperate lost revenue through rate increases,
especially during times of slow or no load growth in the utility service area. Utilities can
recuperate lost revenue from CVR more easily during periods of more rapid load
growth. BPA currently offers incentives for CVR initiatives, which can help with utility
cost recovery.”

14

https://www.leidos.com/NEEA-DEI_Report.pdf

http://neea.org/docs/default-source/reports/long-term-monitoring-and-trackingdistribution-efficiency.pdf?sfvrsn=5 (page 45)
15
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In Washington, Energy efficiency standard I-937 is currently a main driver for CVR
implementation for IOUs in Washington State. I-937 mandates IOUs to undertake cost
effective energy efficiency measures, such as CVR.
PSE has implemented Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) on three to six PSE
substations before energy is sent to customers, thereby reducing customers’ electric
power consumption at the point of consumption on the customers’ side of the meter.
CVR will be useful to PSE during winter peak load events due to the influence of
resistive loads during those times. Reducing voltage is more effective for winter
resistance heating load than for other types of load such as motors that experience
greater use in summer for cooling loads.
CVR Target: 2.5% of peak load
5.1.4

Demand Response

By 2021 NPCC estimates the Pacific Northwest states will obtain between 600 and
1,080 MW (or 3%) of winter peak through demand response. At present, only a fraction
of that quantity is operational. The Council is currently preparing their 7th power plan
and has been working with regional utilities and industry stakeholders. 16
In a 2015 report for NPCC, Navigant estimates that by 2030 Northwest utilities will
have achieved nearly 9% of winter peak load from demand response.
The estimated cumulative DR market potential for capacity programs
represents nearly 9% of winter peak load by 2030. This estimate is in line with
estimates of other DR potential studies conducted both in the Northwest and
other parts of the country.17
Cadmus 2013 DSR report for PSE IRP (page 7) suggests that by 2033 PSE could
expect 4.7% of winter peak to be reduced by Demand Response. Cadmus (2013) is
approximately half of Navigant (2015) winter peak reduction forecast.
Two types of DR are likely to be beneficial for eastside areas:
1. Day-Ahead notification peak load reduction DR
2. Emergency 10-minute response DR
Because PSE identifies a peak load resource requirement for the Eastside, we have
identified a need to study a demand response program to operate during these times,
when PSE’s most expensive resources will likely be supplying power. DR programs
are often cost effective when displacing this expensive generation, such as PSE’s
peaking units in Whatcom County. When combined with the additional value of
16

https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/meetings/2015/06/

17

http://www.nwcouncil.org/media/7148943/npcc_assessing-dr-potential-for-seventh-power-plan_updatedreport_1-19-15.pdf
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providing an infrastructure alternative, the cost effectiveness of such a DR program is
improved. Many utilities have implemented day-ahead notification DR programs that
call upon enrolled customer or 3rd party resources to reduce their demand for a
specified duration, typically 2-4 hours.
In addition, emergency DR programs have successfully been implemented that are
capable of fast response for contingency reserve purposes. An example is a 10-minute
response program run by Southern California Edison.18 These programs are typically
of higher value due to the short notice time and reliability service provided. SCE’s
program pays customers $240/kW-year for capacity that successfully participates.
For purposes of the EIS analysis, we have requested conservative DR quantities,
shown in Figure 10, for the eastside area that are reflective of percentages of peak
load that have been achieved in other areas and below those estimated by Navigant
(2015).
Figure 10: Eastside Area DR by 2021
Eastside DR Estimate
Day-Ahead DR quantity
4%
10-minute DR quantity
1.5%

Because PSE has indicated it may include DR at a level of approximately 2.7% of load
by 2020, the 4% DR estimate above for day-ahead programs is incorporated into the
100% conservation forecast used by PSE.19
WECC rule Bal-002-WECC-1 was referenced by PSE20 as one of the reasons the
reserve amounts are increasing. This same rule allows a balancing authority to use a
number of different resources to meet this requirement including demand response:
“* A resource, other than generation or load, that can provide energy or
reduce energy consumption
* Load, including demand response resources, Demand-Side Management
resources, Direct Control Load Management, Interruptible Load or
Interruptible Demand, or any other Load made available for curtailment by
the Balancing Authority or the Reserve Sharing Group via contract or
agreement.”

5.1.5

Dispatchable Standby Generation (DSG)

Portland General Electric’s DSG program can be used as an example for one designed
to provide enhanced reliability in the Eastside area. The DSG program connects
customer backup generators to the distribution grid using parallel switchgear at sites
such as hospitals, commercial/industrial, and government buildings. PGE remotely
dispatches the generators, which are capable of providing uninterrupted service to
18

https://www.sce.com/NR/rdonlyres/7A1BC024-698D-44A0-98D1-ABD8DEE9E451/0/
NR572V20810_BIP.pdf
19

May 19 PSE IRP Advisory Group meeting materials

20

PSE IRP Chapter 6 page 16
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customers in the event of a grid outage. As part of the program, PGE invests in and
owns some of the interconnection equipment, pays for fuel, and performs ongoing
testing – required for units at many sites such as hospitals.
DSG potential is determined by using a simple proportion of peak load to DSG capacity
installed at PGE and applying it to PSE, as shown in Figure 11 below.
Figure 11: Potential DSG by 2021
DSG Potential
2018 PGE System Peak
Current PGE DSG Capacity
DSG MW per System MW
2018 PSE System Peak
2018 Eastside Peak Load Forecast
PSE System DSG Potential
PSE Eastside Area DSG Potential

MW
4000
94
2.5%
6000
750
141
18.8

Note that the size of PGE’s DSG program is growing and has plans to increase the
program capacity to 125 MW in the next 5 years. Using the proportion method
described above, Eastside DSG potential would increase to 22.7 MW.
While the simple DSG potential figures provided here are adequate to inform planning
at this stage, additional detailed analysis of DSG capacity will be valuable to PSE and
Eastside reliability regardless which transmission projects are built. PSCleanAir has
suggested that a DSG program like PGE would follow EPA NESHAP RICE rules. Developer of
DSG program would have to go through air permitting compliance, but it is a permittable use.

PSE evaluated using DSG as part of a stipulation in Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission (WUTC) Order 06 in docket UE-130617, in which both
parties agreed that PSE should perform an evaluation. Specifically, the Settlement
agreement states: PSE agrees to evaluate the PGE Dispatchable Standby Generation
(DSG) program, described in the testimony of staff witness Juliana Williams, and either
provide a report to the Commission of PSE’s conclusions and recommendations by
December 1, 2014, regarding the financial and technical feasibility of PSE
implementing a similar DSG program in its territory, or file a tariff implementing DSG
service by December 1, 2014.
EQL evaluated the PSE report and finds it evasive, inconclusive, and provides the
following feedback.
Specific Comments on PSE DSG Findings and select sections. (Dec. 1, 2014)
PSE Findings and Issues
Comment
True
The primary benefit of the PGE DSG program has been the ability to
use the standby generators as a cost-effective resource to meet non-spin
operating reserve obligations.
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PSE does not have a near-term need for non-spin operating reserves PSE can use DSG to meet winter
and has maintained more than adequate operating reserves during peak peak demands.
events
True. Program is not used as
While originally established as peaking resource, PGE’s use of its
distributed standby generator fleet as a peaking resource has been de peaking resource.
minimis during the life of the program
New Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) emissions requirements True that EPA rules are in flux
that limit operation and testing on diesel-fired emergency standby
for legal reasons. Current laws to
generators create uncertainty and potential operational constraints
watch are state and local air
during times of peak need
permits. PSCleanAir has
suggested that a DSG program
like PGE would follow EPA
NESHAP RICE rules
DSG resources are not part of
Under normal conditions, PGE’s standby generator fleet is not
normal dispatched resources
economic compared to other alternatives during dispatch decisions
Getting this information would
PSE lacks sufficient market research of its customers that would
justify investment in a DSG program including potential participation be very easy
rates and standby generator inventory
It is unlikely PSE would be able to implement a DSG program to meet PSE has time to develop DSG
any near-term capacity needs given time, resources, and current
systems capability
Section 4.6 Compliance
Section 5.2 Constraints and Opportunities
Market Barrier. The 2011 CBRE market search led to no customers
expressing interest in further engagement with PSE to interconnect a
standby generation system to the grid.

PGE Customers are not that
different than PSE Customers. It
takes a clear customer value
proposition and a few key
customers to get it started.
EQL can assist.

Monitoring and dispatch. PSE does not own software that allows for
monitoring and dispatch. PSE need operational and technical
knowledge to operate new software.
Interconnection. PSE needs specifications for interconnecting standby EQL Team can assist
generators. PSE does not have interconnection agreement
PSE has several low-cost resources to meet non-spin reserve
Contradicted in IRP
obligations.
Operating reserves exceed need by 200-400MW in most peak hours. Contradiction with IRP
forecasts

The NERC contingency reserves standard (BAL-002-WECC-2 21) applies to the NW
Power Pool Reserve Sharing Group (RSG), and requires the RSG to carry the larger
of: 3% of load + 3% of generation OR the Most Severe Single Contingency (what is
this for PSE?). Contingency reserves can be comprised of any combination of seven
types defined in the standard. DSG is categorized as the Operating Reserve –
Supplemental subcategory of Contingency Reserve. This reserve type was formerly

21

http://www.nerc.com/files/BAL-002-WECC-2.pdf
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defined as Non-Spin reserve, but was changed to supplemental in the current standard
to be inclusive of demand side management pursuant to FERC Order 740.22
E3 incorrectly ruled out DSG in their 2014 non-wires study for Energize Eastside. They
wrote,
“The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) prohibits PSE from relying on customersited backup generation for peak shaving of utility loads for resource planning purposes,
which PSE planners believe would prevent them from planning grid conditions that rely on
backup generation to defer transmission upgrades. This regulation exists primarily to
protect local air quality. Therefore, customer-sited backup generation was excluded from
the DG non-wires potential estimates.”

5.1.6

Combined Heat and Power (CHP)

CHP is the simultaneous use of a fuel, primarily natural gas, to generate electricity and
provide heat. When properly designed, CHP is capable of operating at higher
efficiency than typical central station power plants.
PSE’s Non-Wires Screening Study 23 CHP analysis, performed by E3 and informed by
earlier work by Cadmus, found approximately 1 MW of peak CHP resource by 2023
across all of PSE’s King County service area. Because this quantity can reasonably be
achieved in a single building, the previous estimate is likely not reflective of actual
potential. In order to determine this potential, a new study is warranted, especially in
light of the amount of growth expected to occur in Bellevue and PSE’s need for peak
capacity resources.
With the cost of capacity to utilities often exceeding $100/kW-year, infrastructure
deferral benefits and electricity sales revenue are components that contribute to cost
effectiveness determination and would inform the ultimate potential of this resource.
PSE needs over 1000 MW of new capacity by 2025, according to recent IRP
development information.24
150 MW of load growth could occur in the Bellevue downtown and Bel-Red areas in
the next 20 years.25 The new development represents a large opportunity because
many DER technologies such as CHP make the most sense when incorporated during
the design phase and provide further benefits when central utility plants serve multiple
buildings. But such a strategy requires deliberate planning and clear leadership to
become successful.
Because Downtown and Bel-Red will consume significant quantities of natural gas
regardless of PSE’s electricity infrastructure decisions, the extent to which this gas can
be put to use generating electricity should be studied. Additionally, the civil
construction work to occur in these areas in future years points toward investigation of
co-locating energy infrastructure and potentially common use infrastructure such as
district energy where central utility plants supply heating, cooling and electricity to a
potentially large development, such as the Spring District.

22

http://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2010/102110/E-6.pdf

23

http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/attachment_5_-_screening_study.pdf

24

May 19 PSE IRP Advisory Group meeting materials

25

Exponent Reliability Study
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Recommendation: Explore 3rd party or PSE owned central utility plants with CHP in
parts of the Eastside that will experience the most new construction.
Figure 12: Base CHP Quantity 2021
Eastside CHP Estimate
CHP
4% of peak load

Note:
Transmission topology alternative D adds Eastside generation. Because a larger
central plant CHP project should be considered for this option, selection of this
alternative could result in a substantially higher CHP penetration.
5.1.7

Energy Storage

Energy Storage is receiving a great deal of attention right now due to the cost declines
seen in recent years and an increasing number of predictions for continuing storage
cost reduction.26 PSE, Avista, and Snohomish PUD have received $15MM to study
use of energy storage.
Figure 13: Energy Storage Quantity 2021
Eastside Storage Estimate
Storage
2% of peak load

5.1.8

PSE DER Potential & Interconnection

Many existing and future commercial, multifamily residential, institutional and corporate
campus sites are centered near downtown Bellevue, Bel-Red and South Redmond–
areas that are driving the need for new transmission and distribution infrastructure.
Cost effectiveness of DER investments in these areas stands to be influenced to the
extent they can substantively contribute to load service and reliability needs. In other
words, a next-generation energy system, which is being pursued by leading utilities,
will make full use of DERs by integrating their capabilities into utility planning and
operations, a step that may well deliver cost reductions to PSE ratepayers – and one
that will require developing appropriate compensation mechanisms to DER owners. In
addition, PSE or 3rd parties could own DERs that may be designed to provide benefits
directly to specific customers (i.e. storage installed behind-the-meter), while
simultaneously providing infrastructure deferral benefits enjoyed by all ratepayers.
DER interconnection and operations practices will become more important as these
resources grow in quantity and take on additional performance obligations related to
reliability and system resiliency. Should PSE and Eastside communities decide to
move to make full use of DER options as part of a strategy to support and enhance
regional growth, appropriate technical interconnection and operations procedures and
26 Sample media story addressing storage:
http://cleantechnica.com/2015/03/04/energy-storage-could-reach-cost-holy-grail-within-5-years/
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standards will be needed. DER best practices are emerging from California, New York,
and Hawaii, states that have taken the lead. The standards by which PSE designs and
operates the 12.5 kV distribution system will be important for DERs so as to ensure
maximum utilization of the system, including supporting 2-way power flows.
Most distribution systems move electricity in one direction – from power plants to
substations to customers. But when customers interconnect generation resources,
their power will flow the other direction, serving other customers and in some cases
flowing power back to the substation itself and serving load further upstream, possibly
at higher voltages. While there is no fundamental reason why these new flows of
electricity cannot occur, investments in additional monitoring equipment and advanced
control technologies will be needed.
These types of investments, involving software, communications, controls, and
switching equipment, are also likely to provide reliability benefits by enhancing the
ability of utilities to automatically switch customers to alternate feeds in the event of an
outage on a given distribution circuit.
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Lifetime cost analysis for Energize Eastside

What will Energize Eastside cost customers over its lifetime?
February 17, 2016

If those numbers seem large, it’s mostly
because state policy guarantees PSE
a return on investment of 9.8% per year
for infrastructure projects.
Interest adds up quickly at that rate.

What will Energize Eastside cost customers over its lifetime?
CENSE engaged Jeffrey King, a utility financing expert, to give us better answers to this
question. Mr. King worked as a Senior Resource Analyst for the Northwest Power Planning
Council for nearly 30 years.
Mr. King used MicroFin modeling software to come up with three different lifetime scenarios
(45, 55, and 65 years) using a project base cost of $100 million. The details of his analysis can
be found in the following pages of this document.
A base cost of $100 million is considerably less than PSE’s cost estimates, but the results of the
model can simply be scaled by the ratio of the actual cost to the base cost. For example, if the
cost were to be $300 million (three times the base cost), the results from Mr. King’s analysis
could simply be multiplied by a factor of 3.
PSE has not updated cost estimates for Energize Eastside, and the EIS contains no reference to
the project’s cost. Our best guess is that it will cost at least $250 million. We scaled the results
of Mr. King’s analysis by a factor of 2.5 to arrive at the following lifetime costs:

Lifetime of Energize Eastside
transmission line

45 years
55 years
65 years

Total cost to ratepayers

$1.45 billion
$1.74 billion
$2.03 billion

If those numbers seem large, it’s mostly because state policy guarantees PSE a return on
investment of 9.8% per year for infrastructure projects. Interest adds up quickly at that rate.
Revenue collected by PSE for this level of investment would be approximately $32 million per
year. This is an important number, because it is possible to buy quite a bit of technology to
implement alternative solutions with expenditures of that size. Because alternative solutions
can be built incrementally as the need arises, we probably wouldn’t need to continue that
level of investment for 45-65 years.
We see an opportunity to build a solution of just the size we need and save a lot of money for
ourselves, our children, and our grandchildren.

Estimation of the fixed charge rate and revenue requirements
for the proposed Energize Eastside transmission project
Prepared for CENSE.org by Jeffrey C. King & Associates
February 10, 2016
The Energize Eastside transmission project is intended to reinforce the Puget Sound
Energy electrical distribution system on the east side of Lake Washington in King County,
Washington, an area that has experienced significant growth over the past several decades
without concurrent expansion of the local transmission system. The Energize Eastside project
is proposed to be an overhead single-circuit 230 kV transmission line1 extending from the
existing Talbot Hill substation in Renton approximately 18 miles north and east to the existing
Sammamish substation in Redmond, passing through Bellevue, Kirkland and other Eastside
communities. The line would feed, from both ends, a new or expanded substation in the
Bellevue vicinity. Preconstruction fieldwork commenced in January 2015 and construction is
proposed to commence in the second quarter of 2017 for fourth quarter 2018 energization.
The purpose of the work described in this paper is to estimate the levelized fixed charge
rate (FCR)2 and revenue requirement3 of the proposed Energize Eastside project. Revenue
requirement can subsequently be used to estimate the rate impact of the proposed project.
The MicroFin Levelized Project Revenue Requirements model, developed by the Bonneville
Power Administration and the Northwest Power and Conservation Council is used to calculate
project FCRs and revenue requirements. MicroFin uses normalization accounting4 to simulate
investor-owned utility financing of electric power projects. MicroFin calculates total project
investment costs using a construction cost estimate, construction cash flows and financing
information. Annual cash flows over the forecast service life of the project are then calculated.
Components of annual cash flows for transmission projects include debt service, debt
interest, return on equity, equity recovery, income and property taxes, insurance, operation
and maintenance expenses, interim capital replacement costs and the cost of losses. The net
1

The project may use towers capable of carrying a future second 230KV line.

2

The Fixed Charge Rate is the levelized annual cost of financing the construction of a project over the economic life of the project,
expressed as a percentage of total investment cost. The total investment cost is the cost of developing and constructing a project
(capital cost), including price escalation and interest incurred during the construction period.

3

Project Revenue Requirements are the annual costs of constructing and operating a project. Revenue requirements consist of the
annual financing costs (Fixed Charge Rate x Total Investment Cost) plus annual operation and maintenance costs (expensed and
capitalized).

4

Normalization accounting shifts a portion of the benefit of accelerated tax depreciation to later years of the life of a project.
Normalization accounting is mandated by the Internal Revenue Service for investor-owned utilities.

of these comprise annual revenue requirements. Annual revenue requirements may vary
over the life of a project due to factors such as cost escalation and a service life that exceeds
the financing life. A levelized revenue requirement (an equivalent constant value) is then
calculated by taking the net present value of the series of annual revenue requirements, then
calculating a constant series of annual payments with equivalent net present value.
For calculating the FCR and revenue requirements of a transmission project, MicroFin requires
information regarding project capital costs, operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, interim
capital replacement costs; construction cash flows; the project owner’s financial structure,
tax obligations and incentives, if any; forecast general inflation and escalation rates of
capital and O&M costs; and electrical losses. Other MicroFin input data such as fuel cost
and emission costs are not applicable to a transmission project. The information needed by
MicroFin to calculate a fixed charge rate and revenue requirement for a transmission project
is shown in Table 1 with the known or assumed values for the Energize Eastside project and
sources of this information. Additional information regarding the derivation of certain input
assumptions is provided in the Appendix.
Capital costs for transmission projects vary widely and the capital cost estimates for the
proposed Energize Eastside project were not available for this analysis. $100 million is used
as a placeholder. $100 million is substantially greater than typical cost for a 230kV project of
this size, however the congested nature and environment of the proposed corridor will likely
increase construction cost well above typical costs. Once construction cost estimates are
available, revenue requirements can be calculated by taking ratios of $100 million. Because
all cost input assumptions for this project are a constant percentage of the capital cost and all
input costs are independent of the load factor of the line, the relationship of overnight capital
to revenue requirements is linear.
An uncertainty of some importance is the assumed service life of the project. PSE estimates
that the service life of transmission facilities will range from 45 to 65 years. For this reason, FCR
and revenue requirements calculations were run for 45, 55 and 65 year service lives.
The estimated fixed charge rates and levelized annual revenue requirements for a $100
million overnight capital cost investment in a project with the characteristics of the proposed
Energize Eastside project are shown in Table 2 for 45, 55 and 65 year service lives. Also shown
is the AFUDC ratio, to calculate total plant investment (basis of the fixed charge rate) from
the overnight construction cost. All values are “nominal”, e.g., include the effects of forecast
general inflation, and therefore represent the actual dollar impact on rates.

Table
data
values
and and
sources
Table1:1: Modeling
Modelinginput
input
data
values
sources
Input

Value

Source

Note

Plant Data:
Start of construction

1/1/2017

Service date

1/1/2019

Service life

44, 55 and 65 years

Overnight capital cost

100 million

Approximation of PSE Closest MicroFin time series increment.
Q2 2017
Approximation of PSE Closest MicroFin time series increment
end of Q3 2018
PSE 2014 FERC Form
1 page 123.14
Placeholder

Annual construction cash flow 50%/yr

JCK assumption

Capital cost real escalation

Zero

JCK assumption

Annual operation and
maintenance expenses
O&M cost real escalation

1.3% of overnight
capital cost
Zero

See Appendix

Generation integration costs

n/a

Control and dispatch costs

Zero

Cost of losses

Zero

Interim capital replacement

1.2% of overnight
capital cost
2016

See Appendix

Debt term

30 years

JCK assumption

Equity recovery period

30 years

JCK assumption

Debt/Equity ratio

52/48

Debt interest rate (nominal)

5.75%

Return on equity (nominal)

9.8%

Debt financing fee

1.0% of issue

PSE 2014 FERC Form WUTC approved, effective 1/2014
1, page 109.2
See Appendix
Average of recent PSE 30-year issues plus
0.25% for Dec 2015 Federal Reserve increase.
PSE 2014 FERC Form WUTC approved, effective 1/2014
1, page 109.2
See Appendix
Average of recent PSE 30-year issues.

Discount rate (nominal)

6.7%

Calculated

General inflation rate

See Appendix

NPCC 7th Plan (draft)

Federal income tax rate

35%

FIT recovery period

20 years

PSE 2014 FERC
Form1
IRS Pub 946

Federal investment tax credit

None

State income tax rate

None

State investment tax credit

None

Input price year dollars

JCK assumption

Reflects currently low rates of labor and
equipment price escalation.
Exclusive of property tax and insurance.
Reflects currently low rates of labor and
equipment price escalation.
No significant generation would be
interconnected to the proposed project.
Project is assumed not to significantly affect the
control and dispatch costs of the PSE system
Project will likely reduce system losses overall
but extent not known w/o load-flow analysis
Levelized annual cost of replacing major
equipment over the life of the project.
Cost estimates are assumed current

Project financing

After-tax cost of capital for the assumed
financial parameters (PSE perspective)

Taxes and Insurance

Annual property tax rate

0.95% of overnight
capital cost
Annual property insurance rate 0.06% of overnight
capital cost

See Appendix
See Appendix

Recovery period for transmission assets

Average King Co. property tax rate x ratio of
assessed to true value for King Co.
Average PSE property insurance cost on electric
plant property

3

Table 2: Estimated AFUDC ratio, fixed charge rates and revenue requirements (Nominal values)
Case

		

AFUDC Ratio

Annual FCR

Annual Revenue

(% Total Plant Investment)

Requirement ($/yr)

$100 MM overnight cost;
45-year useful life

1.038

9.9%

$12,869,000

$100 MM overnight cost;
55-year useful life

1.038

9.7%

$12,622,000

$100 MM overnight cost;
65-year useful life

1.038

9.6%

$12,505,000

			

Appendix: Derivation of certain modeling input assumptions
Operation and maintenance costs: Operation and maintenance costs for this project include
the expensed costs of operating and maintaining the system plus administrative and general
costs. Major equipment replacement costs are normally capitalized and are considered
separately. System control and dispatch costs are not included because it is believed that
PSE control and dispatch costs would not be significantly affected by the proposed project.
Generation integration costs are also excluded because no significant generation would be
interconnected to the proposed project. Operating and maintenance costs were estimated
from PSE operation and maintenance cost data appearing on page 321 of the PSE 2014
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Form 1 annual report. Administrative and
General (A&G) costs (Form 1 page 323), excluding property insurance (entered separately
in MicroFin) were calculated as a percentage of total O&M. That percentage was applied
to transmission O&M, as calculated above, to obtain an estimate of transmission A&G. The
transmission O&M estimate plus the transmission A&G estimate were then divided by total
transmission asset value (Form 1 page 206) to obtain transmission O&M plus transmission
A&G as a percentage of transmission capital cost.
Interim capital replacement cost: Interim capital replacement cost is the annual cost
of replacing major components over the expected service life of the project. Information
regarding utility interim capital replacement costs is scarce – these costs are rolled into
annual capital costs that also include system expansion and disaster recovery expenditures.
Reported interim capital replacement expenditures by North American utilities for substation
and transmission assets are relatively high, about 5% of asset value annually. However, North
American transmission systems are aging - the average age of large power transformers is
reported to be 40 years. Because replacement costs increase with age, the levelized lifetime
replacement rate for a new transmission line will be less than the replacement rate for a 40
year old facility. Assuming an exponential increase in replacement costs over the service life of
a facility, a 5% rate at age 40 yields a levelized lifetime rate of 1.2% of asset value for a facility
with an expected service life of 55 years (midpoint of PSE service life estimates).
Debt interest rate and financing fee: The average interest rate of 30-year PSE bonds issued
from 2009 through 2014 is 5.48% (PSE FERC Form 1 page 256 and 257). To this was added
0.25% to account for the December 2015 Federal Reserve rate increase. The result was
rounded to 5.75%. The same source was used to calculate an average debt placement fee of
1.03% (rounded to 1%) for the same bond issues.
General inflation rate: The forecast general inflation rate used by the Northwest Power &
Conservation Council for its 7th power Plan (draft) was adopted for this study. That series is
1.6% for 2015, 1.7% for 2016, 1.6% for 2017, 1.7 % for 2018-2028 and 1.8% for 2029 and on.

Property tax: An average property tax rate for King County, Washington was calculated as
the product of assessed property value to true property value (Property Tax Ratio) and the
average King County property tax rate, as follows:
Property tax ratio for King Co.

93.800%

(WA Dept. of Revenue)

Average property tax rate for King Co.

1.014%

(www.smartasset.com)

Average property tax rate on true value

0.950%

Property insurance: Total PSE insurance expenditures (2014 PSE FERC Form 1 page 323) were
divided by total electric plant in-service asset value (Form 1 page 206) to yield a 0.06% rate
based on asset value.

JEFFREY C. KING
3828 N.E. Alameda Street
Portland, Oregon 97212
503-984-0415
jkingeca@gmail.com
January 2016
EXPERIENCE
2011 - Present: President, Jeffrey C. King and Associates. Jeffrey C. King and Associates is a
consulting firm engaged in energy-related analysis for public and private clients. The principal topics of
the firm include energy policy analysis, technical, economic and environmental assessment of electric
power generating technologies and power price forecasting.
2011: Planning Approaches for Water Resource Development in the Lower Mekong Basin. The
purpose of this project, funded by USAID through AECOM International Development and Portland
State University, was to propose and evaluate methods for improving planning for energy development of
the Lower Mekong Basin (LMB). Mr. King was responsible for preparing the assessment of potential
alternatives for power production in the LMB.
1984 - 2011: Senior Resource Analyst, Northwest Power Planning Council, Portland, Oregon. Mr.
King was responsible for assessing the commercial availability, performance, economics, development
potential and issues associated with development and operation of electric power generating resources.
Mr. King was also responsible for the Council’s forecast of wholesale electric power prices, using the
AURORAxmp! Electric Market Model, a proprietary model of the western electric power system. The
model is also used to assess the CO2 production and other effects of regulations and policies affecting the
power system. Mr. King’s activities included assessment and analysis, operation of computer models,
preparation of issue papers, organization and chairing of advisory committees, administration of
contracts, presentations to the Council and interested organizations, and work with utilities, government
agencies, research organizations, resource developers and public interest groups. Information developed
by Mr. King is widely employed by utilities, agencies and others outside the Council.
2008 - 2010: Chief Planner, National Energy Development Framework Project, State of Eritrea.
Mr. King served as the chief planner for preparation of a 20-year energy development framework and
five-year action plan for the State of Eritrea. The framework, funded by USAID, presents a vision for a
future energy supply system for Eritrea to support an adequate, reliable, affordable, and sustainable
energy supply for rural and urban areas, transportation, industry, and water resource, port and tourism
development. Mr. King fashioned the contributions of specialists in various energy resources into a
coherent description of Eritrean energy resource potential, formulated goals and objectives in response to
concepts provided by the State of Eritrea, and lead the development of a proposed Eritrean energy future,
action plan and framework for implementation.
1974 - 1984:
Staff Engineer, Energy Systems Department, Battelle, Pacific Northwest
Laboratories, Richland, Washington - Mr. King managed and contributed to projects involving
assessment of the economic and environmental aspects of electric power conservation and supply
resources and application of decision analysis techniques to energy policy and technology issues.
Projects included the first assessment of conservation and generating resources for the newly-formed
Northwest Power Planning Council, assessment of generating resource alternatives for the State of
Alaska, assessment of decommissioning costs and priorities for retired nuclear facilities and analysis of
high-level nuclear waste disposal alternatives.
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1964 - 1970: Test Engineer, Nuclear Power Division, Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, Bremerton,
Washington - Mr. King was responsible for the planning and execution of acceptance testing procedures
for the construction, overhaul and refueling naval nuclear power plants.
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington. 1964.
Graduate Studies, Zoology, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington. (1970-1972).
Graduate Studies, Regional Planning, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
(1972-1974).
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
Seventh Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan (Document 2015-09). Northwest Power and
Conservation Council. Portland, Oregon. October 2015. (Contributing author)..
Wave Energy Utility Integration. Prepared by Pacific Energy Ventures for the Oregon Wave Energy Trust.
December 2013. (Contributing author)
Planning Approaches for Water Resources Development in the Lower Mekong Basin. Portland State
University, Mae Fah Luang University. July 2011. (Contributing author).
Effects of an Increasing Surplus of Energy Generating Capability in the Pacific Northwest (Document
2011-01). Northwest Power and Conservation Council. Portland, Oregon. March 2011.
Sixth Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan (Document 2010-09).
Conservation Council. Portland, Oregon. January 2010. (Contributing author).

Northwest Power and

National Energy Development Framework - Part I. Prepared for State of Eritrea, Ministry of National
Development. Asmara, Eritrea. April 2009. (Contributing author).
Carbon Dioxide Footprint of the Northwest Power System (Document 2007-15). Northwest Power and
Conservation Council. Portland, Oregon. November 2007.
Pacific Northwest Wind Integration Action Plan (WIF 2007-15). Northwest Wind Integration Forum.
Portland, Oregon. March 2007. (Contributing author).
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[SPAM] Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: DEIS Process Questions
Saturday, March 12, 2016 8:05:11 AM
Low

I am deeply concerned that questions posed during the first EIS Scoping Public Comment Period were not
accurately reflected, summarized, or addressed in the Draft EIS. As I understand the EIS process, the public is
permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

The following questions are directed at the DEIS “Process”. Of particular concern is the need for a NEPA
review, and how the EIS PROCESS could impede an objective analysis of the need for a NEPA review.   As part
of the public record for the Energize Eastside EIS process, I submit the following questions and information to
provide further detail and context regarding Energize Eastside EIS PROCESS concerns:
1. Citizens have raised concerns about the involvement of Puget Sound Energy’s consultants, especially Mr. Mark
Williamson, from the firm, PRW. According to Mr. Williamson’s website, “Williamson has developed a
strategic communications technique patterned on “election campaigning” – polling, message development and
communication – tools that he employs, and has for years, to get utility projects approved, sited, built and online…… Williamson has been associated with American Transmission Company (ATC) since its inception in
2001. He initially served on ATC’s board of directors representing Madison Gas & Electric Company…. PRW has
a winning strategy – getting your projects “elected” to office….”   http://prwcomm.com/now/?page_id=71
           http://prwcomm.com/now/?page_id=657 Citizens are concerned about Mr. Williamson’s potential
financial and political influence on the Energize Eastside Project. Those concerns are warranted due to prior
activities by Mr. Williamson on other projects:
a. “Last year <2002>, a Waunakee <WI> resident sent an email to a neighborhood listserv formed to
discuss the power line. The email questioned Williamson's role in a scandal surrounding former state
Sen. Chuck Chvala, who was convicted and jailed for misconduct in public office and circumventing
election laws. In 2002, Williamson had testified that Chvala asked him to send campaign donations from
Madison Gas & Electric to the Kansas Democratic Party. Kansas allows direct campaign contributions
from corporations; Wisconsin does not. From 1998 to 2001, MGE and its subsidiaries sent at least
$170,000. Money from Kansas was then sent back to Wisconsin, to a group run by Chvala. The resident
wrote of Williamson, "It seems he may be the guy who paid some of the bribes to which state Sen. Chuck
Chvala has pleaded guilty of accepting." Shortly afterward, the activist received a "cease-and-desist
letter" from Williamson's attorney, hand-delivered to him at work. The activist, who has obligingly
ceased all his work on the ATC issue, is now so fearful of the company that he doesn't want his name
used. Williamson would do it again. "Some guy was slandering me!" he exclaims. "
http://www.isthmus.com/news/cover-story/atc-has-the-power/#sthash.G7daBqOi.dpuf
b. “The Journal Sentinel reported Wednesday that the utility gave $20,000 more to the Kansas Democratic
Party than the $25,000 that was disclosed in the complaint against Chvala. The MG&E statement said
its former vice president, Mark Williamson, told prosecutors that the payments to the Kansas Democrats
totaled $45,000….The complaint says MG&E knew the political contributions were made after Chvala
told the utility’s lobbyists that the donation would be “helpful” to the majority leader. Benkley declined
to comment on whether the prosecution is considering charges against MG&E….Wisconsin law prohibits
corporate contributions to candidates and political parties. Kansas law does not. Chvala is accused of
creating phony independent groups to get around those Wisconsin laws.”
https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1683&dat=20021024&id=HzIqAAAAIBAJ&sjid=EEEAAAAIBAJ&pg=6713,2484136&hl=en
c. “Before Enron fell, Reliability 2000 allowed for the formation of the American Transmission Company
(ATC). “The transmission company” authorized by “Reliability 2000" is merely a sham or artifice which is

perpetrated to smuggle through a public utility in the sheep’s clothing of a budget bill. The true purpose
of the bill is private enterprise in the guise of a public utility. It’s purpose is to vest control over the
transmission facilities of the “public utility affiliates” in a single company to be owned by themselves
thereby retaining the advantages of such controls in pricing wholesale and retail electricity. “Reliability
2000” is so called deregulation legislation under a unique scheme within Wisconsin; the first of its kind in
the United States. Under no other deregulation scheme does utility deregulation vest control over the
transmission facilities in a single utility-owned private company…… Madison Gas and Electric (MGE),
along with Wisconsin Public Service (WPS) became founding members in the ATC, MGE employed Mark
Williamson at the time of his “donations”. A Milwaukee Journal Sentinel article Oct. 24, 2002 states
MGE “made two payments totaling $125,000 to a political group set up by Sen. Chuck Chvala shortly
before lawmakers took up key pieces of legislation sought by the utility, prosecutors allege in the
criminal complaint against Chvala.”. One of those pieces of legislation is Reliability 2000. The criminal
complaint clearly states “Mr. Williamson knows corporate coffer contributions to political candidates
are forbidden by law within the State of Wisconsin.”… Reliability 2000 included the legalized “bribes”
Mark Williamson is now dangling in front of local government officials (mostly in private non-open
meetings). As part of that legislation the money was authorized as “impact fees” to county and local
governments but included no “impact fees” for landowners who can simply be condemned. These
legalized brides were also made recoverable through rate increases to Wisconsin's electrical
customers….. One begins to question the honesty of this former MG&E lobbyist now hired as a lobbyist
by the American Transmission Company to put a happy face on the disastrous ArrowheadWeston
transmission line and sell it to officials in Northern Wisconsin.”
  http://www.wsn.org/energy/ArrowheadWestonscandal.pdf
d. “Ben Fischer’s fine March 19th business story featured ATC’s Mark Williamson as chief apologist for his
company’s operations as a state-created, unregulated, for-profit monopoly that is guaranteed aboveindustry profits from electric rate-payers on all its unchecked transmission-line construction. The article
enumerated a small fraction of the connections between the company and the political process that
created it. Williamson’s theme is that this is all ok because his actions must be transparent…. Public
court documents in the Chuck Chvala case state that Williamson testified that he offered to “route
money to the Kansas Democratic Party, and that such contributions would be ‘helpful’ to [Chvala].” The
court documents say that Williamson produced the checks to show that he had acted on this plan,
knowing that direct “corporate coffer contributions to political candidates and political committees are
forbidden by law within the State of Wisconsin.” On reading this, I wrote to a private mailing list for
those concerned with a power line that ATC is attempting to run through our neighborhood. I cited the
sources and asked if anyone knew more about this. Williamson’s lawyers then threatened legal action
for my question, without any explanation other than that “Mr. Willamson never engaged in any such
activity.” I’d love to know whether the lawyers feel that the court reporter was lying, or whether
Williamson’s testimony against Chvala was a lie…. the Wisconsin Attorney General’s office is now
investigating complaints from other states regarding the role that ATC and its corruption have had in
increasing rates for other state’s citizens. I would like an explanation of the process by which our own
rates have, on Williamson’s watch, gone from being the cheapest in the Midwest to being the most
expensive. Or of how ATC’s profit margin is more than three times higher than the oil companies’
returns.“    http://www.wetmachine.com/inventing-the-future/nimby-indeed/
2. PSE’s Sr. Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Mr. Dan Doyle, and Mr. Williamson have known each other
a long time and have long history together at American Transmission Company. Does Energize Eastside have
potential financial ulterior motives that have not been disclosed to the public? With all of the PR capability
and talent available in Seattle and the greater Puget Sound area, why did PSE need to hire a PR consultant and
lobbyist from Wisconsin? See photo on the fifth page:    http://www.atcllc.com/wpcontent/uploads/2011/05/2003_ATC-Annual_Report.pdf
3. Are Puget Sound politicians and Bellevue City Staff engaging with Mr. Williamson to the point of PSE and Mr.
Williamson having undue influence on, and interfering with, the EIS public process for Energize Eastside? Do
PSE and their consultants hold political and/or financial sway over Energize Eastside public decision-makers?
4. Are Bellevue City Staff, WUTC regulatory officials, and WA State politicians aware of Mr. Williamson’s pattern
of behavior? Why did Mr. Williamson, a known political lobbyist, willingly testify against Sen. Chvala? Was

Mr. Williamson offered a deal to avoid prosecution, or otherwise induced, in exchange for testifying against
Sen. Chvala? Has Mr. Williamson become persona non grata in Wisconsin, so he is now engaging in the fine
State of Washington?
5. Have PSE and their consultant’s inaccurate responses to the public clouded the EIS process, when the public is
seeking the WHOLE truth (not half-truths) about Energize Eastside? Example: In recorded testimony before
the Newcastle City Council Planning Commission, Mr. Williamson and Mr. Dan Koch (PSE Director of
Operations) stated that if PSE wanted to send power to Canada, it would not be through this area. “Another
important thing to note, if you look at the map, if we’re going to build a project to deliver power to Canada,
you wouldn’t choose to run this through the eastside…it’s simply not true that this project is to deliver power to
Canada”. Yet in PSE’s own Energize Eastside assumptions it states, “Winter electricity transfer between the
USA and Canada were assumed to be 1,500 megawatts (MWs) flowing from the USA to Canada.”
http://www.energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/EastsideNeedsAssessmenReportTransmissionSystemfinal_v2.pdf (bottom of pg 3)
6. Previous EIS comments submitted during the EIS Scoping Public Comment Period alerted Ms. Carol Helland
(City of Belllevue Land Use Director, Development Service Department) to potential financial and political
impropriety, and how PSE and its consultant’s undue influence and half-truths may affect the SEPA vs. NEPA
review of the Energize Eastside project. Bellevue’s Development Services Department is funded from permit
fees, not from tax revenues. The Development Services Department stands to generate significant revenue
from the issuance of permit fees for Energize Eastside, crucial funding for Ms. Helland’s department. This
could create a potential conflict of interest for Ms. Helland, as she may feel pressured to avoid a NEPA
review and “shortcut” the path to issuing permits for Energize Eastside. Bellevue’s Development Services
Department’s integrity will fall into question, because the PROCESS yields the opportunity for
misappropriation and perceptions of impropriety. The PROCESS puts one individual (Ms. Helland) in a difficult,
and potentially compromising, position - to make a SEPA-only determination, side-stepping NEPA review, and
providing an opportunity for Bellevue Development Services Department to fund their budget to the tune of
millions of dollars in permit fees. The PROCESS must be changed to be allow for more transparency and
independent assessment. For a project of the size and scope of Energize Eastside, the determination for
SEPA vs. NEPA review should be determined by an independent panel/commission that includes detailed
local, state, and federal legal review.
7. The City of Bellevue’s Development Services Department, under the guidance of Ms. Carol Helland, is giving
the appearance of rushing to approve the Energize Eastside project and is bypassing crucial steps: The City of
Bellevue should issue a Final Phase 1 “Programmatic” EIS and submit to a Hearing Examiner for review and
approval, BEFORE proceeding to the Phase 2 “Project EIS”. It is NOT a foregone conclusion that a Phase 2 EIS
is necessary. Instead, the City implemented a PROCESS that moves immediately into the Phase 2 EIS before a
Hearing Examiner can evaluate the Phase 1 EIS. Many have commented that in over 35 years, they have never
seen an EIS process like this one. Why is Energize Eastside being treated differently? Actions by the City of
Bellevue are leaving the perception that the Energize Eastside EIS process is tainted instead of transparent.

Based on the information provided above, I have multiple reasons to believe these Energize Eastside EIS
PROCESS questions and concerns are legitimate, worthy of serious consideration, and appropriate for
inclusion in the Draft Programmatic EIS.
To avoid a biased EIS process as the result of information tampering and tainted, or falsified, data, I again urge
the City of Bellevue to take the following steps:
1. STOP at the end of the Phase 1 “Programmatic” EIS
2. Identify an independent panel to review the entire EIS record, particularly with respect for the need for a NEPA
review
3. Submit the Phase 1 EIS to an impartial Hearing Examiner for review and approval
4. Depending on the Hearing Examiner’s findings, submit the project to EFSEC for a thorough and transparent
final decision. Why did PSE avoid submitting the Energize Eastside proposal to EFSEC?

The mountain of evidence stacked against Energize Eastside is simply too substantial to ignore. The tone of
the Phase 1 EIS is clearly biased toward PSE, performed by consultants with strong ties to PSE. These
consultants are afraid to contradict PSE for fear of never securing another contract with PSE. They answer to
PSE instead of customers and citizens. When the consultants have been criticized publically, they bluster that
their credibility and reputation are on the line. However, they have no reputation to protect with the general
public. They are only concerned with their credibility and reputation with utilities – the entities that will hire
them for their next project. How are PSE and its consultants bound to act in the best interests of
customers, when weak WA regulation only allows for a WUTC prudency review AFTER the project is built?
The questions I submitted throughout the DEIS Public Comment period are NOT rhetorical questions. As
required by the SEPA Handbook, I expect my questions to be treated seriously, to be analyzed, and questions
to be answered thoroughly and transparently before a Final EIS is issued. Sadly most of my questions
submitted during the EIS Scoping Public Comment period were NOT answered, or even addressed, as
evidenced by the lack of answers supplied in the DEIS. The EIS is NOT merely a formality. It is intended to be
treated as a serious evaluation and “impartial discussion of significant environmental impacts and reasonable
alternatives and mitigation measures that avoid or minimize adverse environmental impacts.” (SEPA
Handbook, pg 51) The current DEIS is woefully lacking in this regard.
Instead of the EIS being an impartial document, why does it shower a great deal of favoritism on Energize
Eastside Alternative 1 (PSE’s preferred alternative), while short-changing, or ignoring, other valid
alternatives? The process itself is highly unusual and biased toward PSE, by rolling straight into a Phase 2
“Project” EIS without approving the findings of the Phase 1 “Programmatic” EIS. Is this the result of PSE, its
consultants, and lobbyists interfering and tampering with a public EIS process?
STOP. We are not in imminent danger of the lights going out despite PSE’s scare tactics. If we were, then
steps should have been taken long before now. If the situation were so dire, then PSE has been asleep at the
switch for years and we need another utility company to lead the Puget Sound region.
LOOK at the complete record, including financial incentives, and take deliberate, measured action that is
transparent to all.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Ellis
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Phase 1 comment
Friday, March 11, 2016 9:05:52 PM

From:
John Ellis
2230 135th PL SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
To whom it may concern:
I have 3 primary concerns: EMF health effects, The continued safety of the petroleum
pipelines in the easement, and the audible noise emitted by the lines.
EMF health effects.
My family has lived in our home on 135th PL SE for 24 years. 10 years ago I was afflicted by
Bell’s Palsy. 1 year before I was afflicted, a neighbor 13605 SE 24th was also afflicted with
Bell’s Palsy, and 3 years after my bout with the condition, a neighbor at 2034 135th PL also
suffered facial paralysis (Bell’s Palsy). The overall rate of Bell’s Palsy in the population is 1 in
every 5,000 people, so 3 victims (that I know of) all living within 500 feet of each other, and all
directly West of the power lines, indicates a MUCH higher incidence of this condition than
that of the general population. The “Upgraded” lines will generate a much larger Electro
Magnetic Field, and the health effects on people living near them will certainly be much
worse.
Petroleum Pipelines:
The magnetic field generated by the high tension lines also increases the rate of galvanic
corrosion (rusting) of the petroleum pipelines buried beneath them. A higher voltage line will
increase this further. The safety risk to the pipelines is unacceptable. The proven danger of
damaging these lines was adequately proven by the explosion and deaths in Bellingham a few
years ago. We do not want a repeat of this in Bellevue.
Noise:
Already, our neighborhood is subject to quite a bit of “city noise:” I-405 and I-90 are only a
mile or so away and can be heard day or night. The crackling of the high lines can be heard on
damp, quite nights, and increasing the voltage means the lines will be heard all the time. This
will add to the stress level of residents near the line and amplify the heath effects of the EMF.
These lines are a poor solution to a problem that doesn’t exist. We do not have a current local
power shortage. These lines will only hurt the citizens of Bellevue and only benefit PSE. Please
do not allow them to be built.

Sincerely,
John Ellis
2230 135th PL SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
425-562-0593
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue Stronk
Energize Eastside EIS
PSE EE DEIS comment
Friday, March 11, 2016 8:43:26 PM

March 11, 2016
Comments from:
Sue Stronk
12917 SE 86th Place
Newcastle, WA 98056
I am a CENSE board member and incorporate my comments with CENSE
President Don Marsh. I live in the Olympus Neighborhood in Newcastle.
1. First-- the project NEED has to be defined since the story keeps
changing by PSE.   If there is NO NEED, there is NO PROJECT! Therefore, the
No Action Alternative has to be selected. The CENSE Lauckhart-Schiffman load
flow study will prove that.
2. If when Lauckhart-Schiffman and PSE can agree to a NEED—then the project
should to be scaled to that for finding a solution. 1500MW of power is not
needed to Canada. PSE admits—power to Canada would not go through this
area. This is a “local” project says the FERC complaint filed by CENSE. Any
small need should be addressed by Alternative 2: Integrated Resource Approach.
However these methods outlined in the DEIS are not the most reasonable
solutions and to PSE's credit—they dismiss them as viable. Further study needs
to be done to find proven reliable methods now being used in other US cities.
CENSE will provide some info on what could be used. These 21st century
methods can address needs incrementally without overbuilding an unsafe, and
environmentally destructive project which we will have to live with for decades.
Only PSE ratepayers will be happy by overbuilding an unnecessary scaled project.
Not the local PSE ratepayers paying for it for years!
3. Alternative 1-Option B—using the Seattle City Light Corridor or obtaining
power from them is a viable option. Under FERC 1000- utilities should work
together as one to solve needs. That should be enforced if workable. In the CAG
—this was the supposed number one choice—PSE preferred to use but only said
SCL would not grant them use here. FERC should force this co-location.
4. The worst possible option is Alternative 1-Option A—along the Olympic Gas
Pipeline for safety reasons, home acquisition for widening the ROW and
devaluation of remaining homes, and destroying residential character --of tall
steel poles right through a dense residential neighborhood. All destroying 8000
trees and 327 acres of vegetation. Risking pipeline explosions, leaks and making
further corrosion problems by EMF’s over the aging gas pipelines.
Best scenario—PSE abandons their 115kV corridor altogether along the pipelines

and sells the ROW to Olympic Gas Pipeline. PSE puts their power under the lake
in cables out of sight and Olympic can reconstruct their corroding pipelines. And
we all live happily ever after!

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Long
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
Comments - Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Friday, March 11, 2016 4:49:03 PM

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
My name is Jim Long and I am a general manager for Urban Renaissance Group, a local
commercial real estate concern that invests, operates, and builds office buildings in areas
throughout the Pacific Northwest including Bellevue. We presently operate 18 buildings
including hi-rise offices in downtown Bellevue and office campus’ along the I-90 Corridor
(Eastgate area). Over 7,000 employees come to work in our properties every day. I have
been privileged to grow my career with over 15 years of experience operating office
buildings in the City of Bellevue.
We are firmly in support of Alternative 1A: the project utilizes an existing corridor and
established right-of-way; can be built in time; and provides certainty for the power supplies
to our homes and office buildings.
As commercial property owners and managers, we feel very strongly that any alternatives
carried forward should be reliable, proven, and no-risk options for our buildings, the
companies that work in them, and for Eastside residents. Just as buildings age and
require upgrading and maintenance, our existing 50+ year old distribution must be
improved in order to meet growing demand Eastside AND ensure reliable service to the
existing base of energy consumers. We have a robust economy and way of life that relies
so much on the delivery of power – power that needs a proven electrical infrastructure.
East King County and the city of Bellevue have and continue to attract a healthy mix of
businesses – many centered on technology.    We need a reliable, predictable energy
infrastructure – not untested technology - to ensure our markets remain competitive within
the region and state.  
We feel strongly that doing nothing is not a prudent option: If no action is taken to address
the need on the Eastside, rolling blackouts could affect hundreds of thousands of people
and cost the local economy millions of dollars. Doing nothing is not an option. Alternative 2
seems risky. It relies upon residents and businesses voluntarily tripling their conservation,
using unproven battery technology, and attempting to place industrial generation plants in
the middle of our community. We cannot fathom the impact on the Eastside’s niche as a
technology center/technology leader if reliable, ample electrical power is not available.
The Eastside has seen explosive growth over the past few years, and there’s more to
come. We must have reliable power to support this growth. Delaying this project to
continue to “study” the need compromises the Eastside’s future.
We urge you to move ahead with Alternative 1A.
Sincerely,
Jim

Jim Long, CPM® | General Manager
Urban Renaissance Group LLC
110 – 110th Avenue NE | Suite 450 | Bellevue, WA 98004
p 425.289.2051 | f 425.289.2056 | c 425.457.1837
www.urbanrengroup.com
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Cc:
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Julie Beffa
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
doncense@gmail.com; council@bellevuewa.gov
Writing in Opposition to PSE"S Draft EIS by Energize Eastside
Friday, March 11, 2016 4:04:47 PM

As a resident of Bellevue for 47 years, 35 in Clyde Hill, I am appaulled that the Bellevue City
Council has endorsed the proposed plan to put a 230-kilovolt line 18 miles through Bellevue
from Redmond to Renton. The estimated costs of between $150 and $300 million depending
on the alternative PSE selects, is outrageous and so beyond the needs of our area. PSE claims
that if plan isn't implemented we could see rolling blackouts by as early as 2017, but the
Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study CENSE paid for, claims the number is close to 2050
before system is affected. That is a huge difference. Not surprising now that PSE is owned
by an Australian investment bank Macquarie Group Limited, which it took over in 2007. Its'
a corporation and reports to its' shareholders. That should sound an alert to our community's
best interests.
After PSE applied for the needed permits from Bellevue, obtained approval from the Hearing
Examiner and the City Council, they then reapproached the East Bellevue Community
Council (refused the first time), for the conditional use permit approval. It was refused the
first time, and fortunately for our city, the EBCC had the courage to disapprove the CUP
again. Where was that integrity and representation of the Bellevue City Council? PSE
continues the blind path, but then the KC Superior Court upheld the EBCC decision. Another
appeal this summer? Let's allow common sense to prevail and disallow this project to go
forward for good.
There are many alternatives to mowing down hundreds of trees and decimating our suburban
environment that many of us have worked so hard to protect and encourage. Proposals such
as this, with it's massive swath of destruction, make me think that none of these planners,
engineers, investment bankers, ever live in the community they select to wipeout. No doubt
living with 300ft steel power poles in your backyard instead of the 8,000 mature trees
obliterated we all need for oxygen making, wouldn't bother anyone who lives elsewhere, but
for me the trade-off is NOT worth it.
Julie Beffa
9110 NE 21st Place
Clyde Hill, WA 98004
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kristi Tripple
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside DEIS Phase I Comment and Request to be Added as Party of Record
Friday, March 11, 2016 3:57:35 PM
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Ms. Heidi Bedwell – Enclosed you will find Rowley Properties, Inc.’s public comment on
the DEIS Phase I.
Thank you for the time and attention that is being paid to this important project for the
Eastside.
Sincerely,

Kristi Tripple
VP for Community Development
Office | 425.392.6407
Direct | 425.395.9583
www.rowleyproperties.com
Please consider the environment before printing this email

The information contained in this email and any attachment may be confidential and/or legally privileged and has been sent
for the sole use of the intended recipient. If you are not an intended recipient, you are not authorized to review, use, disclose
or copy any of its contents. If you have received this email in error, please reply to the sender and destroy all copies of the
message.

March 11, 2016

Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Dear Heidi:

RE: Energize Eastside DEIS Phase I Comment and Request to be Added as Party of
Record

Thank you for the opportunity to review and publicly comment on the Energize Eastside
Project. Given the significance of this project's contribution to the economic vitality and
health of the Eastside community, we are in full support of the Energize Eastside Project
and its process (both study and construction) moving forward quickly, without delay. We
understand that without this project, the consequence of power failure is simply
unacceptable. We also understand given the complexity of infrastructure needs and
planning associated, the general public may not understand the small trade-offs required
are almost inconsequential in the scheme of our region's power supply for its residents,
businesses and visitors now, and well in to the future.
From our perspective, Alternative 1-0ption A makes the most sense for implementation
given it provides PSE with reliability and flexibility within use of an existing corridor.
Efficient use of utility systems already in place will help limit impact on several fronts and
the cost associated. We look forward to learning more about Alternative 1-0ption A in
Phase II of the DEIS.
Alternative 1-0ption B may potentially make sense long term with PSE working with
another utility provider, Seattle City Light, to coordinate infrastructure in closing the power
loop for the Greater Eastside.
A safe, reliable electricity infrastructure for the long term (beyond 2024) is imperative to
not only Issaquah, but our region as a whole. Solutions that are proven for a reliable
infrastructure must be used, therefore we are not in favor of Alternative 2. Further, a No
Action alternative would simply be unacceptable for our communities, citizens and
businesses.

1595 NW Gilman Blvd., Ste. 1, Issaquah WA 98027
www.rowleyproperties.com

We are very concerned about a pending critical failure in the system as soon as Winter
2017 without this Project (to close the loop) coming to fruition with a sense of urgency.
Thank you for the hard work, diligence and study to come to discover the best and most
prudent course of action. We look forward to the next phase of the DEIS for more
information about the alternatives we have noted as being in support of.

Respectfully,

Kari Magill, CEO
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Newport Manufacturing
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
richc@ci.newcastle.wa.us; gordonb@ci.newcastle.wa.us; lindan@ci.newcastle.wa.us; carols@ci.newcastle.wa.us;
allend@ci.newcastle.wa.us; johndr@ci.newcastle.wa.us; johnd@ci.newcastle.wa.us
Phase 1 Draft EIS for the Energize Eastside project
Friday, March 11, 2016 3:32:32 PM

March 11, 2016
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Ms. Bedwell:
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Phase 1 Draft EIS for the Energize Eastside
project. As a small business owner in Newcastle, I am very concerned about how the No
Action Alternative in the Draft EIS may negatively affect my business. Our equipment is very
sensitive to electrical fluctuations which could potentially render the machines inoperable.
Our business cannot afford any delay of this project that could lead to future blackouts,
mandatory shutting-off of power, or loss of power.
From a personal perspective, our veterinarian and medical doctors are located within
Newcastle. I am extremely concerned about the potentially detrimental effects delaying this
project may have with regards to their medical equipment such as imaging machines and
computers, to name a few.
Residents and businesses simply cannot afford any delay of this important reliability project.
Therefore, I support Alternative 1A, using poles and wires along PSE’s existing corridor, to
ensure that reliable power continues to be provided to Newcastle and the rest of the
Eastside. Our economy and way of life depends on the delivery of dependable power by way
of proven electrical infrastructure.
Sincerely,
James Denton
Owner, Newport Manufacturing
13024 Newcastle Way
Newcastle, WA 98059
Cc: Newcastle City Council

Phone:  425.641.6199
Fax:  425.747.3925
Email:  newport@newportmanufacturing.com
Address:  13024 Newcastle Way
                  Newcastle, WA 98059
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To:
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Date:

Jessaca Jacobson
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Draft EIS Comments for Energize Eastside
Friday, March 11, 2016 1:33:35 PM

To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Jessaca Jacobson residing at 12569 SE 71st Street, Newcastle, WA 98056
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am highly concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project,
which proposes to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four
Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
After attending multiple community meetings and reviewing documentation provided
by PSE and others, it is clear that PSE is trying to justify the need for the project by
using a highly suspect (some say “impossible”) scenario that could lead to regional
blackouts. The Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study (available at CENSE.org) calls
the PSE study into grave question. In addition to my comments below, I call upon
PSE to share the specific data used to construct their scenarios in order to allow third
parties to analyze the scenarios offered as justification for this project. The citizens
of our communities whose lives will be forever impacted have a right to see this data
in order to determine true need and to participate in formulating the best solution for
PSE and our communities.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum
pipelines. Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A
construction or operational accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion
like the one that killed three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk could be
compounded by potential seismic activity in the area. It must not be taken lightly that
the proposed power lines and Olympic pipeline pass adjacent to schools and
neighborhoods putting thousands at risk. These risks are not adequately addressed
in the EIS.
Alternative 1A also poses significant impact to neighborhood character along the
entire route. Chapter 10.7.1 Key Findings: Alternative 1 Option A has the greatest

potential to create significant adverse land and housing impacts. Homes will be devalued along the pipeline (with an impact to city taxable revenue), the natural settings
(particularly for Newcastle) will be destroyed beyond measure by the elimination of
trees and, potentially, of homes along the route (namely in the Olympus
neighborhood in Newcastle) (see Chapter 10.7.3.1.2 Existing Corridor). The potential
hum from the lines may be hugely impactful to residents residing along the lines.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly
alternative. But the solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by
independent experts that have suitable experience with modern electrical grid
technologies, including Demand Side Management and Distributed Energy
Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies.
As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully
developed plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the
environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s
transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to
convince residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment. I assume that this letter delivered prior to
March 14, 2016 will render me an party of record in this case.
Sincerely,
Jessaca Jacobson
12569 SE 71st Street
Newcastle, WA 98056
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To:
Cc:
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Date:

Sean Cox
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
sean.ozel.cox@gmail.com
Energize Eastside
Friday, March 11, 2016 1:02:25 PM

Comment from:
Sean Cox
4538 Somerset Dr SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
Section 11 Views and Visual Resources
The impact of views to residents along the proposed route as well as the views of significant
numbers of residents across the region will be impacted as they have to look at these transmission
lines as the cross through the 5 cities impacted by the industrial blighting of their neighborhoods.
For a high tech area, this is not the legacy we want to leave for our children and future generations.
Sean Cox
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com; hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov;
afiman@utc.wa.gov; pjones@utc.wa.gov; simon@atg.wa.gov
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Please Present Unbiased Analyses of ALL Alternatives
Friday, March 11, 2016 12:55:42 PM

Puget Sound Energy claims they have performed thousands of power flow studies. The
ColumbiaGrid Puget Sound Area Study Team Updated Transmission Expansion Plan for the
Puget Sound Area to Support Winter South-to-North Transfers (Final Report approved April
25, 2011) summarizes 45 of those studies. In their final report:
1. Twenty-two (22) of the solutions don’t require new transmission lines routed through four
Puget Sound eastside cities
2. Of those 22, seven (7) have lower curtailment risk & higher transfer capacity than the
proposed Energize Eastside project (lower risk + higher transfer are BEST CASE solutions)
3. Of those 7, six (6) are less expensive than Energize Eastside

Six solutions are demonstrably better than Energize Eastside and cost PSE customers less
money. https://www.columbiagrid.org/download.cfm?DVID=2157
PSE says, “Energize Eastside is the only way.” Data shows otherwise.
http://www.bellevuereporter.com/opinion/286418321.html#
Energize Eastside is an inferior technical solution and an expensive compromise. The proposed
Energize Eastside project (Alternative 1) undeniably contradicts the ColumbiaGrid 2013
System Assessment Report which says, “…The Northwest to British Columbia transfer was
increased to 1500MW and the West of Cascades North transfer was increased to near its limit
(10,200 MW) by reducing local west side gas generation. This case is being studied for
information purposes and mitigation is not required as it goes beyond what is required in
the NERC Reliability Standards.”
https://www.columbiagrid.org/client/pdfs/2013SAforweb(7.1.13)FINAL.pdf (2017-18HW2, pg 12, PDF pg 17 of 92)

ColumbiaGrid conducted an informational study which exported 1,500MW to Canada and
turned off local generation plants. These are precisely the same assumptions PSE is using to
justify the need for Energize Eastside in PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment Report.
http://energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/Eastside_Needs_Assessment_Final_Draft_10-312013v2REDACTEDR1.pdf (see key assumptions)

This was a hypothetical situation – “for information purposes”. “Mitigation is not
required.”   “It goes beyond what is required in the NERC Reliability Standards.”
Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful improvements to the electricity
grid for a fraction of the cost. Better alternatives have been identified that promote smart,
sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives.

Energize Eastside is NOT the only way; however, the DEIS shows a high degree of bias towards PSE’s
preferred alternative, Alternative 1. Until the DEIS can accurately assess the advantages and
disadvantages with an honest assessment of ALL alternatives, the City of Bellevue must choose the
NO ACTION Alternative.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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To:
Cc:
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Date:

Sean Cox
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
sean.ozel.cox@gmail.com
Energize Eastside
Friday, March 11, 2016 12:48:38 PM

Comment from:
Sean Cox
4538 Somerset Dr SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
Section 10 Land Use and Housing
It should be noted that Alternative 1a could also have significant impacts as the existing easement
through residential neighborhoods will need to be larger to accommodate the taller poles and to
meet NERC and other national guidelines.
Sean Cox

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Cox
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
sean.ozel.cox@gmail.com
Energize Eastside
Friday, March 11, 2016 12:40:44 PM

Comment from:
Sean Cox
4538 Somerset Dr SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
Section 8 Environmental Health
PSE has a poor record of complying with applicable regulations and safety stands as can be
witnessed by fines and other actions which have been taken against them by local, regional, and
national authorities. This needs to be addressed with a mitigation plan that provides adequate
oversight based on their track record and the additional risks this presents to the project.
Sean Cox

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Cox
Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
sean.ozel.cox@gmail.com
Energize Eastside
Friday, March 11, 2016 12:34:52 PM

Comment from:
Sean Cox
4538 Somerset Dr SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
Section 3 and Section 5
There is no mention in section 3 and 5 of the natural springs which exist along the proposed routes.
Risk mitigation plans will need to be developed as construction will cause the rerouting of these
natural springs and cause flooding and other water related issues to structures. This is especially
true on the hills and valleys that these lines must traverse.
Sean Cox

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Cox
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.ORG
sean.ozel.cox@gmail.com
Energize Eastside
Friday, March 11, 2016 12:27:43 PM

Comment from:
Sean Cox
4538 Somerset Dr SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
Section 3 Earth
Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
This risk statement is not true as under Alternative 1a the taller poles pose a greater risk of having
the transmission lines destroy lives and property in a seismic event. The current lines would fall
within the easement boundaries while the new taller poles and vertical design would have them fall
onto existing properties along the outlined routes. This risk needs to be recognized and mitigated.
Sean Cox.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Stacy Graven
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside Phase 1 DEIS Comments - Meydenbauer Center
Friday, March 11, 2016 11:51:13 AM
Energize Eastside DEIS Comments.pdf

Attached please find comments on behalf of Meydenbauer Center regarding the Energize Eastside
Phase 1 DEIS. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me at any time.
Stacy Graven
Stacy Graven | Executive Director
Meydenbauer Center | Visit Bellevue Washington
P: 425.450.3780 | F: 425.637.0166
sgraven@meydenbauer.com
meydenbauer.com | Find us on Facebook
visitbellevuewashington.com
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March 11, 2016

Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue Office of Planning & Community Development
450 11oth Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

RE: Energize Eastside DEIS Comments
Dear Heidi:
On behalf of the Meydenbauer Center, thank you for the opportunity to submit comments for the
Energize Eastside Phase I DEIS.
As I mentioned in our scoping letter, Meydenbauer Center is Bellevue and the Eastside region's primary
convention facility serving a wide array of clients including major local corporations, associations and
the local community. The Center includes 54,000 square-feet of event space including 36,000 square
foot Center Hall, and nine meeting rooms totaling 12,000 square-feet. Also included is a 2,500 squarefoot Executive Conference Suite as well as a 410 seat performing arts theatre. The primary purpose of
this facility is to assist in building, growing and sustaining Bellevue's economic vitality. In 2015
Meydenbauer Center hosted 302 conventions and events which brought in 159,400 attendees and
provided $44.5 million in economic impact to the community. This past summer we invested $12.5
million to renovate the center inside and out, including significant technological upgrades.
Our customers - the hotel community on the Eastslde, community organizations, corporations and arts
groups - rely on us to provide the highest in customer service and quality in the work we do and the
events we host. To do that it is essential we have full confidence in our ability to provide reliable power
for all of these events.
As you evaluate the solutions discussed in the DEIS, it is most important to us that you only continue to
study solutions that will actually meet the need for this project as defined by both PSE and the City in its
most recent Independent Technical Analysis and by Stantec through the DEIS. From our vantage point
that looks to be Alternative la. Additionally, we urge the city and the EIS team to continue to move the
project forward. Projects like this take a long time to study, permit and build and our business cannot
afford any delay that could lead to future blackouts, mandatory shutting off of power, or significant loss
of power. We plan years in advance when booking conventions and events and we need to be able to
communicate to our customers with 100% certainty that they will have everything they need if they
choose our facility - including reliable power. With that in mind, the no action alternative will not in
our estimation serve the needs of our facility and our customers. This project, unlike the light rail issue
we have been involved with over the past 6 years, is not optional. We cannot choose alternatives that
are not guaranteed to meet the need we face now. Reliable power is not optional.
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We urge the EIS team to complete both phases of the EIS with no delay so that we can be sure to get the
project built in a timely manner. The 2017/2018 timeframe is just around the corner and we need to be
able to provide our customers with assurances that our facility will be able to serve their needs.
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments.
Sincerely,

Stacy Graven
Executive Director
Meydenbauer Center

cc:

Bellevue Convention Center Authority, Board of Directors
Bellevue City Council
Brad Miyake, Bellevue City Manager
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Tom Gilchrist
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
Scoping comments - Sterling Realty Organization Co.
Friday, March 11, 2016 11:30:30 AM
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS.
Tom Gilchrist
____________________________________

Tom Gilchrist
President
Sterling Realty Organization
(425) 455 - 8140
www.sterlingrealty.com

STERLING REALTY ORGANIZATION

Thomas A. Gilchrist
Presiden t

(425) 455-8 140
tomgi@sterlin grea lty.co m

March 11, 2016

Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue
PO Box 90012
Bellevue, WA 98009
RE: Scoping comments - Energize Eastside Phase I Draft EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell :
Sterling Realty Organization is a local real estate company that has operated on the Eastside for more
1
than 60 years. We own the super block in Downtown Bellevue at the SE quadrant of NE gth and 106 h as
well as three office buildings, a theatre and strip center in Factoria and 5.15 acres known as Campus
Office Park on 1161h in Bellevue. In total over 150 tenants employing thousands of people operate out
of our Bellevue holdings.
Our tenants count on reliable power. Some time back we experienced power outages in the Factoria
area for periods of days. The impact on our tenants was tremendous. As the Eastside continues to grow
it is essential that we provide reliable power through proven electrical infrastructure. Not addressing
these needs today threatens our future ability to grow and prosper as a region. The problem has been
studied thoroughly and we believe the need is real.
Sterling Realty strongly supports advancing Alternative lA to Phase 2 of the EIS. We have proven
infrastructure that should be upgraded to accommodate the needs of a growing region (infrastructure
that is directly adjacent to existing holdings in Factoria). Time is of the essence. Growth is occurring
throughout the Eastside, not only in Bellevue but from Renton to Issaquah to Kirkland.
Help keep this region a great place to live and to do business by ensuring reliable power going forward .
Sincerely,

/ ) /J

,-?

£.__

~~(j_~
Thomas A. Gilchrist
President
Sterling Realty Organization Co.

600 106 th Ave. N.E., Suite 200, Bellevu e, WA 98004-5043 • (425) 455-8100 • Fax (425) 455 -8165

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Sam Esayian
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
sesayian@aol.com
Friday, March 11, 2016 11:29:30 AM

March 11, 2016
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Sam Esayian, Member of CENSE
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which
proposes to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside
cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would
cause regional blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study,
available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum
pipelines. Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A
construction or operational accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion
like the one that killed three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately
addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly
alternative. But the solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by
independent experts that have suitable experience with modern electrical grid
technologies, including Demand Side Management and Distributed Energy
Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies.
As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully
developed plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the
environment.

The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s
transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to
convince residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future.
Sincerely,
Sam Esayian

4601 135th Avenue, SE

Bellevue, WA 98006-3005

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Laurene H. Burton
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside Phase
Friday, March 11, 2016 10:56:12 AM
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To Whom It May Concern:
Attached please find a letter commenting on the Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS on behalf of
EvergreenHealth.
Regards,
Laurene
Laurene Burton, Executive Director – Governance and Community Affairs
Public Records Officer
425.899.2667 (p) | EvergreenHealth MS-28, 12040 NE 128th St., Kirkland, WA 98034
Follow EvergreenHealth on Facebook and Twitter | www.evergreenhealth.com

DISCLAIMER:
EvergreenHealth Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by e-mail and destroy all copies of the
original message or you may call EvergreenHealth in Kirkland, WA U.S.A at (425)899-1740.

~~
~~

EvergreenHealth
March 10, 2016

Heidi Bedwell
City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
450 11 01h Avenue NE
Bellevu e, WA 98004
RE: Comments for Energize Eastside Phase lDraft EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell :
On behalf of King County Public Hospital District #2, d/b/a/ EvergreenHealth, I am writing to share
brief comments for the Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS.
We must have power available to meet both the immediate and long-term demands of our
emergency, surgical, intensive care and records systems in order to provide quality medical care to
the people of the Eastside.
We ask you to review proven solutions that will ensure PSE can supply reliable electricity to serve
our expanding Eastside region. As we have learned, PSE's infrastructure is not presently equipped
to serve projected customer energy demands in Kirkland and throughout the Eastside, which will
have a crippling effect on our ability to accommodate the health and safety needs of the local
community. It becomes a major public safety issue if our hospitals and medical facilities are not
powered in a consistent and reliable way. Every minute of every day, we depend on a steady
delivery of power to our buildings, which cannot occu r without reliable electrical infrastructure.
We support proceeding with environmental review only of the alternatives that will solve the
problem, specifically Alternative la. While we understand a review of "no action" is required, this
alternative would significantly undermine our ability to continue to provide consistent and critical
care to the Eastside community.
We appreciate the opportunity to offer these comments and look forward to the process continuing
into Phase 2 of the EIS in a timely manner.
\Jnc ely,

'

Jftf Friedman
Vice-President, Professional Services

Administration

evergreen heal t h.com
12040 NE i28th Street
Kirkland, WA 98034·3098

P/Jane

Fax·

425. 899. 1000

425. 899 . 2624

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com; rmurray@soundpublishing.com; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov;
jstokes@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Cost/Benefit Analysis and Economic Impact
Friday, March 11, 2016 9:11:14 AM
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Per the SEPA Handbook (pg 57, Section 3.3.5) a cost/benefit analysis may be included in the EIS if
the lead agency (Bellevue) determines this information would be helpful in evaluating the proposal.
Where is a Cost/Benefit Analysis similar to this study performed in 2014 (see URL below)? In
2014, a study was conducted to compare the impact of electricity prices on economic growth, as
measured by Gross State Product (GSP).  “Two important conclusions emerge. First, GSP is very
sensitive to changes in electric prices over time. Second, it is clear the correlation between high
electric prices and lower or negative economic growth is statistically significant.”
http://www.insidesources.com/high-electric-prices-hurt-economic-growth/

Why is no such analysis found in the DEIS? One would expect the Phase 1 “Programmatic” EIS to
contain a similar analysis of how high electricity prices might suppress regional economic activity,
business growth, and business development on the eastside and greater Puget Sound.
PSE customers already pay some of the highest electricity rates in WA State. PSE’s proposed
Energize Eastside project will result in higher electricity rates for ALL business and residential
customers.
What are PSE customers getting for the money? One would also expect the DEIS to include a
numerical analysis of the expected increase in reliability vs. the relative cost of each alternative.
Why is there no chart in the DEIS similar to this?

Alternative

Environmental Impact

Calculated Increase

Estimated Cost

1 Energize Eastside

2 Integrated
Resource Approach

Greatest land use and
housing impacts
(DEIS chapter 10-1)
Fewest land use and
housing impacts
(DEIS chapter 10-1)

in Reliability
0.2%

Incrementally
increases based on
need
?

3 New 115kV Lines
& Transformers

to Customers
Approx. $1
billion over
40yrs
Incrementally
implemented
depending on
demand
?

Bellevue’s reliability is more than 3 TIMES BETTER than the WUTC goals.

Frequency of
Outages
Per Customer

Duration of
Outage

Bellevue

0.44

66 minutes

WUTC Goal

1.3

320 minutes

Bellevue’s electricity reliability was reviewed in 2012. “The overall system in Bellevue is
reliable...reliability in Bellevue measured 0.44 (frequency of outages per customer) and 66 minutes
(length of outage)...Bellevue has significantly BETTER reliability performance than PSE’s overall
system reliability for its total service area.” (pgs 1, 14 EXPONENT Report, 2012). PSE has repeated
stated that Energize Eastside is a “LOCAL” project that will benefit Bellevue because “…the huge
amounts of power Downtown Bellevue sucks up is unsustainable…” (Bellevue Reporter Feb 26,
2016). PSE’s most recent advertising claims, “Is the [Energize Eastside] project needed to address
reliability of the electric grid on the Eastside? Yes”. If Bellevue’s reliability is already more than 3
TIMES better than the WUTC goals, what are customers getting for the money?
The high price of Energize Eastside will ultimately LIMIT growth as businesses and families relocate to other regions to live and expand due to high energy costs. Energize Eastside is a losing
outcome for all of our communities, the Puget Sound eastside, and Washington as a whole.
Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful improvements to the electricity
grid for a fraction of the cost. Better alternatives have been identified that promote smart,
sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives.
Until the DEIS can accurately assess the advantages and disadvantages of this proposed project, the
City of Bellevue must choose the NO ACTION Alternative.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005

rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
FW: Energize Eastside: Adverse Economic Impact
Friday, March 11, 2016 8:48:23 AM

From: Russell Borgmann [mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2016 12:04 PM
To: Stokes, John <JStokes@bellevuewa.gov>; Chelminiak, John <JChelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>;
Robertson, Jennifer S. <j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>; Lee, Conrad <CLee@bellevuewa.gov>;
Robinson, Lynne <LRobinson@bellevuewa.gov>; Wallace, Kevin R <KRWallace@bellevuewa.gov>;
Slatter, Vandana <VSlatter@bellevuewa.gov>; Miyake, Brad <BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov>; Helland,
Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>; Bedwell, Heidi <HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: rborgmann@hotmail.com
Subject: Energize Eastside: Adverse Economic Impact
Esteemed City Council and City Staff,
As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I have submit information regarding
the lack of an economic impact assessment within the DEIS.
PSE’s proposed Energize Eastside project will result in higher electricity rates for ALL business and
residential customers. High electricity rates disproportionately hurts those on a fixed income. High
electricity rates place affordable housing further out of reach for hard-working families on the
eastside. High electricity rates are a careful consideration when a business chooses to start or relocate to the eastside.
In 2014, a study was conducted to compare the impact of electricity prices on economic growth, as
measured by Gross State Product (GSP). “Two important conclusions emerge. First, GSP is very

sensitive to changes in electric prices over time. Second, it is clear the correlation between
high electric prices and lower or negative economic growth is statistically significant.”
http://www.insidesources.com/high-electric-prices-hurt-economic-growth/
I would expect the Phase 1 “Programmatic” EIS to contain a similar analysis of how high electricity
prices might suppress regional economic activity, business growth, and business development on
the eastside and greater Puget Sound. Why is no such analysis found in the DEIS?
Bellevue City Council and City Staff own a solemn duty and responsibility for multi-jurisdictional
decisions that will affect 1.1 Million citizens, from Thurston County to Whatcom County, from Kitsap
County to Kittitas County. PSE’s website states that all 1.1M customers will pay for Energize
Eastside. Bellevue City Council and City Staff have an obligation to 1.1 million citizens, businesses,
and to those less fortunate, to first evaluate ALL viable alternatives for reliable, affordable
electricity.
PSE customers already pay some of the highest electricity rates in WA State. Energize Eastside is a

losing outcome for all of our communities, the Puget Sound eastside, and Washington as a whole.
The high price of Energize Eastside will ultimately LIMIT growth and expansion as businesses and
families choose other places to re-locate due to high energy costs.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future electricity
needs. Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful improvements to the
electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. Better alternatives have been identified that promote
smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives. It is the City’s fiduciary duty to its citizens.
In the short-term the City of Bellevue must choose the NO ACTION Alternative. In the longer-term,
the City of Bellevue must more fully analyze Alternative 2 (Integrated Resource Approach) with upto-date information, before any decision can be made to proceed with a Phase 2 “Project” EIS.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sarah Knox
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
Bellevue College Comments on Draft EIS
Thursday, March 10, 2016 3:53:41 PM
Energize Eastside Comments from Bellevue College.pdf

Good afternoon, Heidi.
Please find the attached letter from Vice President Ray White which expresses the college’s support
of Alternative 1 of the Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Thank you,

Sarah
Sarah Knox
Administrative Assistant to the VP
Administrative Services | Bellevue College
425.564.5669 | s.knox@bellevuecollege.edu

BELLEVUE
c 0 L L E

G E

3000 Landerholm Circle SE · Bellevue, WA 98007-6484 www.bellevuecollege.edu

March 101h, 2016

Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue Office of Planning & Community Development
450 1101h Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

RE: Comments on Energize Eastside Draft EIS

Dear Ms. Bedwell:
On behalf of Bellevue College, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to submit comments for the Energize
Eastside Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). After reviewing the research, studies, and proposals, we
support Alternative 1 as the only viable choice.
Bellevue College's customers - our students - cannot be effectively served without a dependable power structure. The
college provides services to more than seven thousand students on a daily basis - services which require dependence on
technology and on consistent and reliable power. In 2015, a total of 32,725 students enrolled in courses with Bellevue
College. Fifty-six percent of those students live in the Eastside corridor. For that population, not only would their school
lives be impacted, but so would their home lives. Disruptions to students' personal lives affect their ability to succeed in
college courses. Moving forward with Alternative 1 without delay will be a significant factor in successful completion of
their individual goals.
The No Action Alternative is not a viable solution for BC as it would cripple our ability to deliver education. Rolling
blackouts would be detrimental to providing our wide scope of educational services. Physical classrooms are dependent
on electricity for heating, ventilation, and cooling (HVAC), lights, and classroom technology. Students enrolled in
distance education courses would encounter delays in receiving materials because instructors would be unable to access
and disseminate college resources on demand. How could Bellevue College effectively schedule classes and deliver
course materials when faced with major gaps in the ability to do so?
Additionally, the college risks losing business from regional companies renting event space on a regular basis. Funds
earned from space rentals and providing catering services feeds money in to serving our students. Loss of revenue in any

Become Exceptional

area has the potential to lead to layoffs, affecting the quality and quantity of services the college can offer to
prospective and current students.
Of the proposed options, Alternative 1 is the only solution that will actively prevent the aforementioned breakdowns in
serving our community. Our hope is that there is strong enough support for it so that the impact on the college is a
positive one .

Sincerely,

Ray E. White
Vice President of Administrative Services
Bellevue College

cc: Bellevue City Council

Become Exceptional

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Curt
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
eis@cense.org
Energize Eastside Draft EIS comments
Thursday, March 10, 2016 3:33:49 PM
EIS-comment-2016-03-10.pdf

Attached is an electronic copy of comments I submitted to the Energize Eastside
Draft EIS committee by U.S. Mail.
Thank you,
-Curtis Allred

Date:

10 March 2016

To:

Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

From: Curtis Allred
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA 98006
Dear Heidi,
The more I learn about PSE's deceit in the Energize Eastside project, the more infuriated I become. This
project has to be stopped. I have summarized the situation as seen by those of us following
developments. Following are details on the summary points.

SUMMARY
Financial Motivation: PSE is financially motivated to build a rate-payer subsidized power line through the
eastside. Besides being paid for by us, the customers of PSE, it will also boost the sale value of the
company and give them a 9.8% return on capital, guaranteed by the state and covered by us, the
customers of PSE. They may also be using this project to boost capacity so they can move more power
to Canada, further enhancing their potential revenue and company valuation.
Fabricated Demand: PSE is using a fabricated and flawed power simulation to try to scare residents into
supporting and funding this lucrative project. Based on a recent load flow analysis by two industry
experts, one of them a former Puget Sound Power planner, it is evident that PSE faked the input data
and parameters in their flow analysis to justify the need for the power lines.
Flawed EIS: The current Environmental Impact Study starts with the assumption that the additional
power capacity is needed, and accepts PSE's analysis as-is without question. Further, PSE has attempted
to discredit the other two EIS alternatives to the powerline, again by faking the numbers, and saying that
new technology and conservation measures will not work.
Cost: It is estimated that this project will cost PSE customers between one and two billion dollars over
the life of the project (see references). This is money that should be spent on conservation, demand
side management, and modern grid technologies. Thousands of trees will be cut down and our city will
be scarred with ugly power lines for generations to come. For us, it’s a big cost with no benefit. The
only ones benefiting are PSE executives and shareholders.
This level of deceit and opaqueness by a private company for a public works project is reprehensible. It
has to be illegal, and therefore stoppable by local governments. Otherwise we will need to take legal
action against PSE.
Please do everything possible to stop this project.

DETAILS

Following are details on the above points.

Financial motivation:

Why is PSE so motivated to build these powerlines? Washington state policy guarantees PSE a return on
investment of 9.8% per year for infrastructure projects. A low estimate of the cost of the project is $250
million. It will probably be higher due to complications (relocating families, dual poles in some areas,
having to deal with existing power lines, pipeline safety issues, etc.). Using the low estimate of $250M
means the PSE will charge us ratepayers $24.5M per year. This is money that could be used for energy
conservation, alternative energy sources, and modern grid technology. So they charge us $250M to
install it, then bill us an extra billion or two over the next 40-50 years. It is speculated that PSE's
Australian parent company is gearing up to sell PSE and wants to maximize its market value. In fact, the
parent company's original stated intent of buying PSE was to turn around and sell it after 10 years. Is it
any wonder they're going to such lengths to force this project through, going so far as to fabricate a
study to justify the project and lying about it to the public?

Fabricated demand:

Based on a recent independent load flow simulation, it is evident that PSE faked the inputs to the load
flow simulation in these ways:
 Overstated population and demand growth
 Estimating too much power going to Canada
 Turned off 6 local power sources
 Used lower transformer ratings
 Did not take into account power line resistance
This created an invalid and impossible scenario that could only be solved by adding power lines coming
from the Cascades. Using a realistic worst-case scenario with industry-standard assumptions, the
project cannot be justified.
The above simulation "errors" are summarized below, and explained in detail in an independent study
by power industry experts Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman, available on the CENSE website.
Richard Lauckhart has 40 years experience in power planning and was Vice President of Power Planning
for Puget Sound Power & Light before becoming a power planning consultant. Roger Schiffman has 23
years of energy industry experience including simulation modeling, utility resource planning, and
electricity market evaluation.
Richard and Roger gained CEII clearance from FERC, which should have granted them access to PSE's
load flow simulation data. However, PSE rejected their request, saying they did not have a "justifiable
need" for the data. (CEII is intended to protect against criminals and terrorists, not citizens trying to
validate a power study.) So Rich went to FERC who gave him the data PSE submitted for the WECC Base
Cases. They ran this data on the industry standard load flow analysis simulation software and published
their findings in the report: Load Flow modeling for Energize Eastside, by Richard Lauckhart and Roger
Schiffman, February 18, 2016.
Summary of the above 5 "errors" in PSE's simulation, detailed in the Lauckhart/Schiffman report:
Overstated population and demand growth: PSE projected 2.4% growth per year which is way higher
than other estimates by governments and agencies. PSE themselves forecast 0.5% to the WECC.
Too much power going to Canada: PSE ran the simulation with triple the WECC base case of 500 MW,
amping it up to 1500 MW for their scenario. Why would we be transmitting three times the normal
power to Canada during an emergency? Normal procedure during a power emergency would be to cut
all power to Canada.

Turned off 6 local power sources: With the local power sources turned off, more power distribution
burden was transferred onto the high voltage long distance power lines. The rationale for turning off 6
local power generation stations could not be explained by independent power industry experts,
including Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman. PSE will of course not explain.
Still, the above errors cannot fully justify the power line. Richard and Roger suspect altered the
simulation data in other ways:
Used lower transformer ratings: They seem to have used "summer normal" instead of the much higher
"winter emergency" value for transformer ratings. The summer normal rating is only 700 MW, while the
winter emergency rating is 950 MW.
Did not take into account power line resistance: It appears that they turned off the power-line
resistance aspect of the simulation to make the flawed simulation run. Otherwise the power from the
Cascades would show too much voltage drop, resulting in brownout, and the simulation would fail.

Environmental Impact Statement flaws:

The EIS accepts PSE's flawed justification study and assumes the power problem needs to be solved.
Since the justification is not valid and the need does not exist, the "No Action" alternative should be
chosen and EIS halted.

Comments on the EIS Alternatives:
Alternative 1 is the power line option. It is based on a fraudulent power analysis, and therefore invalid.
PSE should be punished and fined for their deception and this alternative thrown out.
Alternative 2 calls for technology and conservation solve future energy shortfalls. This was rejected by
PSE as infeasible based on outdated data and PSEs inexperience in this area. It needs to be revisited by
experts in new conservation, generation, and distribution technologies, not by PSE who has every
motivation to disqualify it to justify their lucrative power line project.
Alternative 3 originally called for simply adding transformers. But PSE demanded that power lines be
added to this alternative, thus making it less attractive. The solution does not actually require new
transmission lines. Those transmission lines are only needed to supply Canada with an inflated power
estimate (triple the base case as explained earlier).
The "No Action" alternative is the only sensible choice at this time. There is no short term need for
increasing power capacity, and Alternative 2 can be revisited and implemented on a gradual timeline.

Cost:

Including the hundreds of millions of initial cost, the project will cost taxpayers and ratepayers many
times more in subsequent years. The "Energize Eastside Economic Analysis" study (on CENSE website)
estimates $1.5B to $2B over the life of the project. In addition, property values will decrease, impacting
homeowners and reducing property tax revenues. An estimated 8000 trees will be removed over the
length of the power line. Our neighborhoods will be scarred with the loss of trees and ugly industrial
power poles and lines dominating the skyline.

Legal issues:

It appears that PSE is exploiting a weakness in the Washington state law and regulatory process.
According to Richard Lauckhart, PSE would not be able to exploit the public like this in California and
most other states due to stricter oversight. PSE's deception and fraud in Washington has to be
considered criminal! The energy system is public works infrastructure. I refuse to believe PSE is legally
able to deceive and exploit the public in this way, and to be so opaque as to not reveal their simulation
data.
I urge you to halt the EIS process and investigate these matters thoroughly.
Thank you,

Curtis Allred
13609 SE 43rd Place; Bellevue, WA 98006
References
 Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study: http://cense.org/LauckhartSchiffman%20Load%20Flow%20Study.pdf
 CENSE: http://cense.org
 Energize Eastside Project Phase I Draft Environmental Impact Statement:
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/draft-eis.html
 Energize Eastside Economic Analysis: http://cense.org/Lifetime%20Cost.pdf
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Andrea Snyder
"info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org"
Phase 1 DEIS
Thursday, March 10, 2016 3:06:10 PM
EnergizeEastideDEISLetter3.12.2016.pdf

Good afternoon.

Attached are the comments on the Phase 1 DEIS from the City of Issaquah.
Thank you for this opportunity,

*Andrea Snyder
Economic Development Manager
City of Issaquah
425-837-3424

P.O. Box 1307
Issaquah, WA 98027
425-837-3020
issaquahwa.gov

March 11, 2016
Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
Senior Planner, Land Use division, Development Services
City of Bellevue
RE: Energize Eastside Phase One DEIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Energize Eastside Environmental Impact Statement.
As part of the growing Eastside, sufficient and reliable electricity is important to Issaquah. It is essential to maintaining a
high quality of life for our residents and a reliable, thriving operating environment for our businesses. We are greatly
concerned about PSE projections for power deficiencies as soon as winter 2017 and the resulting consequence of
increased power outage frequency all over our region—including Issaquah. For these reasons, we do not support the No
Action Alternative nor do we support Alternative 2. Instead of securing electrical service reliability, the DEIS finds
Alternative 2 to be second only to the No Action Alternative for adverse impacts to reliability, with the added possibility
of burdening other utilities and greatly impacting one of Issaquah’s most-visited natural and recreational areas (Lake
Tradition Plateau) via noise generation.
In addition to these comments, we would like to correct a few errors found with the DEIS. Figure 10-2 regarding future
land use incorrectly labels most of the park lands and open space (including Lake Sammamish State Park, Squak
Mountain State Park and Natural Area, and Cougar Mountain Regional Wildland Park, among others) as planned
“institutional lands.” There is no planned change from their current uses as park land and open space. Indeed, Figure
10-5 also mislabels large swaths of land within the project area, including the Issaquah Highlands, the area surrounding
the Lake Tradition substation, and the parklands on Cougar and Squak. While we agree with the statement on page 1011 that parcel-by-parcel reconciliation of data is unnecessary for the purposes of the analysis, we feel the extent of this
error is worthy of correction.
The City of Issaquah applauds our fellow Eastside cities’ efforts in working with PSE to discover the best fit solution that
will ensure reliable power supply to our area for years to come. We look forward to the next phase of the DEIS for more
detailed information about the alternatives. Please consider me your City of Issaquah point of contact and as a resource
for future work and information needs associated with the DEIS.
Sincerely,

Andrea Snyder

Economic Development Manager
City of Issaquah
425-837-3424

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Prichard, Janet
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Support for Alternative 1a
Thursday, March 10, 2016 2:46:44 PM

Republic Services fully supports Alternative 1a for the following reasons:
·
·
·
·

The project has been analyzed thoroughly by nearly a half dozen third-party subject-matter
experts;
There is need (current infrastructure is at the end of its useful life and PSRC data
underscores the growth coming to the service area);
We are impressed with the innovative and proven technology to supply essential power to
the current and future population;
If the project is stalled or rolling blackouts are instituted, we would be forced to use a gaspowered generator to operate our Compressed Natural Gas fueling station, which would add
noise and pollution in the emerging Bel-Red corridor, thereby reducing the environmental
value of our CNG fleet.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Janet Prichard
Municipal Manager
1600 127th Avenue Northeast
Bellevue, Washington 98005
e jprichard@republicservices.com
o 425-646-2541  c 425-221-0766
f 425-646-2440  w www.republicservices.com
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SJNunnelee@bellevuewa.gov
CHelland@bellevuewa.gov; info@energizeeastsideeis.org
FW: Support for Energize Eastside
Thursday, March 10, 2016 2:29:20 PM
20160309171140203.pdf

FYI
Sandra Nunnelee
Executive Assistant to the City Council
450 110th AVE NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
425.452.4088 Direct Line
sjnunnelee@bellevuewa.gov
www.bellevuewa.gov

From: Vicky Baxter [mailto:vbaxter@gorenton.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2016 10:55
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: Joe Kiley <Kileyj@FFNWB.com>; 'Brent Camann' <bcamann@secodev.com>
Subject: Support for Energize Eastside

Dear Bellevue City Councilmembers,
Attached please find the letter of support to move forward for the Energize Eastside
project from the Renton Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors. The consensus
from the board is that we must ensure that we have continuous, reliable power to
support current and future business growth in our community.
Sincerely,

Vicky Baxter
CEO
625 S 4th Street
Renton, WA 98057
Office 425-226-4560

www.GoRenton.com

Renton’s largest business network

February 18, 2016

YOUR FIRST CALL RESOURCE

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
The Renton Chamber's mission is to improve business and economic conditions, and the general welfare of the
community. For more than 76 years the Chamber has been a leader in networking opportunities, advocacy,
leadership development and promoting business prosperity. Our member businesses along with our non-profit
and government partners play a significant role in building prosperity, excellence in education, wellness and
healthcare along with a genuine good quality of life for the residents of Renton.
We must weigh in on issues that contribute to a consistent quality of life and prosperity for present and future
generations. These issues include transportation, wages, education, business stability/vitality which involve
improved infrastructure for a growing city.
Much of the new growth comes through manufacturing, hospitality, healthcare and service businesses that
support our already established companies. According to the Puget Sound Regional Council, between 2010
and 2040, Renton's population is expected to grow 31 percent, and employment is expected to grow more than
50 percent. While this growth ensures the continued prosperity of Eastside cities and communities, it must be
supported by suitable infrastructure.
· We are also concerned with the public safety risks related to the "No Action" alternative outlined in the Draft
EIS . Our community's firefighters, police and hospitals depend on reliable power to respond to and care for
those in need. Additionally, a heat wave, severe cold spell, car accident, act of God , etc., can tax an electric
system, causing outages particularly when customers use their air conditioning or heating around the clock. For
our manufacturing businesses a power outage can ruin a "just in time" production schedule and end up costing
the company millions of dollars.
Without adequate investments in our electric infrastructure, businesses and residents in Renton and across the
Eastside will be at risk of power outages. Existing businesses cannot afford the loss of productivity and revenue
resulting from power outages and new businesses will not locate here without a robust electric system. Our
jobs, families and communities need dependable power in order to thrive.
Many solutions have been considered as part of the EIS process, but we need a solution that is proven,
dependable and technically feasible . Betting on untested technologies is too big of a risk. The Eastside needs a
solution that is viable and stands the test of time. The Renton Chamber supports moving forward with the

· Energize Eastside project (as proposed by PSE, Alternative l(a) in the Draft EIS} to ensure that we have
continuous, reliable power to support current and future business growth in our community.

Renton Chamber of Commerce
Cc: Executive Board: Joe Kiley, Chairman; Brent Camann, Past Chair
Cc Renton City Council
Cc Bellevue City Council

625 So. 4th Street• Renton, WA 98057 • 425.226.4560 •fax: 425.226.4287 • email: info@GoRenton.com • www.GoRenton.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Adverse Economic Impact
Thursday, March 10, 2016 11:43:28 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process
As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions and
information regarding the lack of assessment of the economic impact within the DEIS.
PSE’s proposed Energize Eastside project will result in higher electricity rates for ALL business and
residential customers. High electricity rates disproportionately hurts those on a fixed income. High
electricity rates place affordable housing further out of reach for hard-working families on the
eastside. High electricity rates are a careful consideration when a business decides to start or relocate to the eastside. The DEIS does not examine a long-term projection on suppressed economic
activity as a result of high energy prices.
Bellevue City Council and City Staff own a solemn duty and responsibility for multi-jurisdictional
decisions that will affect 1.1 Million citizens, from Thurston County to Whatcom County, from Kitsap
County to Kittitas County.   PSE’s website states that all 1.1M customers will pay for Energize
Eastside. Bellevue City Council and City Staff have an obligation to 1.1 million citizens, especially to
those less fortunate, to first evaluate ALL viable alternatives for reliable, affordable electricity.
PSE customers already pay some of the highest electricity rates in WA State. Energize Eastside is a
losing outcome for all of our communities, the Puget Sound eastside, and Washington as a whole.
The high price of Energize Eastside will ultimately LIMIT growth and expansion as businesses and
families seek other places to re-locate due to high energy costs.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future electricity
needs. Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful improvements to the
electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. Better alternatives have been identified that promote
smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives. It is the City’s fiduciary duty to its citizens.
In the short-term the City of Bellevue has no option but to choose the NO ACTION Alternative. In
the longer-term, the City of Bellevue must more fully analyze Alternative 2 (Integrated Resource
Approach) with up-to-date information.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com; eis@cense.org
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Pipeline Safety
Thursday, March 10, 2016 9:55:46 AM

The recent natural gas explosion in Seattle’s Greenwood neighborhood is a reminder not to
take pipeline safety lightly.
The Olympic Pipeline traverses 16 miles of the proposed Energize Eastside route. This pipeline
carries jet fuel, which is substantially more volatile (requires less oxygen and ignites at a lower
temperature) than natural gas. In the case of the Greenwood explosion, it took PSE OVER 5
HOURS to locate all of the gas shutoff valves and get the gas fully shut-off to the region.
I contrast this to recent comments that Mr. Mark Williamson made to the Newcastle Planning
Commission. Mr. Williamson, one of PSE’s lead consultants for Energize Eastside, stated, “You
don’t need to do any engineering studies. {25 feet of separation is] far enough that you can
just be laissez-faire and let it go.” (February 2, 2016)
I wish I could say that Mr. Williamson was kidding. Sadly, he was not. On frequent other
occasions, when questioned about the proximity of Energize Eastside to high-pressure jet fuel
pipelines, PSE has said, “Don’t worry. We are a pipeline company. We know what we are
doing.” Really? Let’s examine PSE’s record:
“…In 2005, an anonymous caller alerted state regulators that a PSE contractor was falsifying
records related to inspecting natural-gas leaks…. And in 2008, PSE paid a $1.25 million fine
for the fraudulent gas-leak reports, the largest penalty the state has imposed on a naturalgas distributor….”
“…a September 2004 blast in Bellevue incinerated a home and killed the owner. [PSE] settled
with her family for $8 million.”
“…In 2003, state pipeline officials inspected PSE’s facilities in King and Pierce counties and
found numerous violations of requirements to inspect and replace corroded pipelines. In
2004, a badly corroded pipeline operated by the utility leaked gas that filled the Bellevue
home of Frances Schmitz, 68, and ignited, killing her….”
“…[PSE] reported 872 hazardous gas leaks on service lines that connect to homes and
businesses in 2014, the most recent year available…”
“…“I know they had some problems,” Carl Weimer, executive director of the Pipeline Safety
Trust, in Bellingham, said of PSE….”
“…After a 2011 pipeline explosion in the Pinehurst neighborhood destroyed a home and
injured the couple inside, state regulators fined PSE $275,000 and required it to evaluate its
public-awareness program and emergency plans for gas leaks….”
“…In a September [2015] inspection report, the Utilities and Transportation Commission
identified four probable violations and another area of concern….The state also identified
problems with PSE’s maps, gas-leak documentation and other records — issues the

company was working to correct….”
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/under-close-watch-puget-sound-energy-hasworked-to-improve-safety/
PSE does NOT instill confidence in their pipeline safety record. Their track record with gas
pipeline safety speaks for itself - the examples above are only a sampling of their
shortcomings and violations.
In the short-term, the City of Bellevue has no option but to choose the NO ACTION
Alternative. In the longer-term, the City of Bellevue must more fully analyze Alternative 2
(Integrated Resource Approach) with up-to-date information. The DEIS uses outdated
information for Alternative 2, which renders the DEIS inadequate to make an accurate
assessment of the merits of Alternative 2.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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Tom Markl
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
EIS Comment
Thursday, March 10, 2016 9:48:59 AM

This business strongly supports ‘Alternative 1 – New Transformer and Transmission’ Alternative 1 (a)
in the Draft EIS. It is the only alternative that should be considered in the Phase 2 of the EIS. We
need adequate and reliable power for our business to exist and grow.
Thank you.
Thomas L. Markl
CEO

16508 NE 79th Street
Redmond, WA 98052
Tel: (425) 881-7831
E-Mail: tommarkl@nelrem.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin Jacobson
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Phase 1 Draft EIS Comments
Thursday, March 10, 2016 9:12:26 AM

To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From:                  Robin Jacobson    (13601 SE Allen Road, Bellevue, WA 98006)          
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes
to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative
1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause
regional blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at
CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or
operational accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed
three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that
have suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side
Management and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on
inaccurate and obsolete studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan
makes clear, a carefully developed plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and
support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s
transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince
residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future.
Please accept my comments and note that I am a party of record.
Sincerely,
Robin Jacobson
13601 SE Allen Road

Bellevue, WA 98006

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tam Tran
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
question 132nd Ave NE/ NE 85th through 132nd Ave NE/ NE 60th
Thursday, March 10, 2016 7:58:37 AM

Hi,
I wasn't able to make it to any of the public meetings. Just curious what kind of power line is currently running
along this section of roadway.
It looks like from the new plan, a new 115kV line is to stretch along this path.
Thanks,
Tam

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jessica Conquest
Jessica Conquest
FW: CENSE disputes PSE"s facts
Friday, March 25, 2016 7:21:51 AM
PSE facts disputed.pdf

From: Don Marsh [mailto:donmarsh@cense.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 08, 2016 15:03
To: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>; Miyake, Brad <BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: 'Pravitz, Keri' <Keri.Pravitz@pse.com>
Subject: CENSE disputes PSE's facts
Dear Council Members and City Manager,
At last night’s council meeting, Keri Pravitz suggested that CENSE is misleading the public by
questioning the export of 1,500 MW to Canada during a peak load scenario (one of the top
five assumptions PSE uses to justify Energize Eastside).
The attached memo disputes statements that Ms. Pravitz presented as facts. When PSE
grants CEII clearance to Richard Lauckhart and me, we will issue corrections if the data
shows our analysis to be mistaken in any way.
In the meantime, we believe it would be helpful for everyone if PSE provides evidence that
1,500 MW transmitted to Canada in this scenario does not overburden the 11 transmission
lines that supply electricity to the Puget Sound region. We note that no study other than
the Lauckhart-Schiffman study has examined this regional question.
I have copied Keri Pravitz on this email so she can provide written clarifications of any fact
PSE thinks we have misstated.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org

March 8, 2016
Dear council members,
CENSE would like the opportunity to dispute some of the “facts” stated by PSE representative
Keri Pravitz before the Bellevue City Council on March 7, 2016.
1. “1,500 MW EXPORTED TO CANADA IS A NORMAL PLANNING REQUIREMENT FOR
NORTHWEST UTILITIES. ” – PSE
There are many times of year when 1,500 MW can be transmitted to Canada without a
problem. However, this level of flow is not required during peak consumption. This is clear
from the Memorandum of Agreement signed by PSE, BPA, and Seattle City Light in January
2012: “When large amounts of energy are being delivered [from] the Puget Sound area through
the Northern Intertie to Canada, transmission lines at times become congested. To relieve this
congestion and avoid unplanned power interruptions to customers, BPA currently limits or
curtails the amount of energy Puget Sound-area utilities and Canadian utilities can deliver
across certain transmission lines.”
This quote mentions a curtailment solution that BPA has used for nearly a decade: reduced
energy flow to Canada. If BPA and PSE want to avoid such curtailments, PSE’s customers should
not have to bear the entire cost. There are many less expensive solutions to our local needs
that don’t require a 230 kV line to be constructed through heavily residential areas.
Further, the Lauckhart-Schiffman study clearly shows that it would take an additional line
across the Cascades to deliver 1,500 MW to Canada on a cold winter day. There are no plans to
build such a line.
2. “THE 1,500 MW DOESN’ T FLOW THROUGH BELLEVUE.” – PSE
CENSE has never said that the entire 1,500 MW flows through Bellevue. However, some
portion of this flow does go through Bellevue, and it adds stress to our local infrastructure. PSE
says this is just a distraction. If it isn’t a central issue, then PSE should have no objection to
removing this assumption from the load flow study, as USE did (and almost all of the overloads
on PSE’s equipment disappeared).
3. “1,500 MW IS ASSUMED IN BASE CASES.” – PSE
Lauckhart and Schiffman started with the same WECC Heavy Winter Base Case for 2017-18 that
PSE used in the Eastside Needs Assessment. The amount of electricity exported to Canada in
that Base Case is 500 MW. Does PSE dispute this?

4. REALITY CHECK
Do large amounts of electricity actually flow to Canada when temperatures are low in the Puget
Sound area? There is a BPA web site where anyone can look at electricity flow on the Northern
Intertie. Let’s check what happened in January 2016, when the region had very cold w eather
for the first half of the month:

In the above graph, the squiggly line indicates flow on the transmission lines that connect the
Northwest to British Columbia. Any time the line is below the central black line, energy is
flowing from Canada to the US. You can see that for most of the month, Canada was delivering
electricity to our region, not vice versa.
We have looked at data for the last decade, and it is very rare for electricity to flow northwards
during the cold winter scenarios that PSE uses as a basis for Energize Eastside. If the flow were
reversed in any dramatic way, the 11 transmission lines that deliver electricity to the Puget
Sound from central Washington would not be able to satisfy the demand.
We conclude that Energize Eastside is being justified using a fantasy scenario that cannot
happen in real life.
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sheppard, Jacob
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Lampard, Mark; Fischer, Katherine; Sheppard, Jacob
Energize Eastside: KC WTD Phase I DEIS comments
Wednesday, March 09, 2016 4:59:39 PM
image001.png
EnergizeEastsideDEIS KCWTDComment 03092016.pdf

Dear Ms. Bedwell:
Attached, please find King County Wastewater Treatment Division’s comments on the Phase I Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Energize Eastside project.
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project.
Sincerely,
___________________________________
Jacob Sheppard | Environmental Planner
(206) 477-5395

Department of Natural Resources and Parks
Wastewater Treatment Division
Community Services & Environmental Planning
King Street Center, KSC-NR-0505
201 South Jackson Street
Seattle, WA 98104-3855

March 9, 2016

Sent via email: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org

City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
RE:

Energize Eastside Project Phase I Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Ms. Bedwell:
The King County Wastewater Treatment Division (WTD) has reviewed the Phase I Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Energize Eastside Project. During the
scoping period for the DEIS, WTD requested that PSE and the City of Bellevue consider
potential impacts to wastewater facilities when analyzing the impacts of project alternatives.
Chapter 16 of the DEIS, “Utilities,” includes WTD’s wastewater facilities in its analysis of
potential utility impacts. Due to the programmatic nature of the Phase I DEIS, WTD does not
have enough information to comment at this time on physical impacts to specific facilities,
access to these facilities for maintenance, or permanent easements associated with these
facilities.
As the design of specific alternatives continues, WTD requests that PSE and the City of Bellevue
submit design drawings so that WTD staff can assess the project’s impacts. Information should
be sent to:
Mark Lampard, Local Public Agency Coordinator
King County Wastewater Treatment Division
201 South Jackson Street, KSC-NR-0508
Seattle, WA 98104-3855
(206) 477-5414
mark.lampard@kingcounty.gov
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this project.
Sincerely,

Jacob Sheppard, Water Quality Planner
Community Services and Environmental Planning

cc:

Mark Lampard, Local Public Agency Coordinator, Project Management Unit
CREATING RESOURCES FROM WASTEWATER

From:
To:
Cc:
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Date:
Attachments:

Jacobson, Ross
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
FW: Energize Eastside letter
Wednesday, March 09, 2016 1:49:23 PM
Jacobson; Energize Eastside letter to PSE and City council.pdf

Sirs and Madams:
Attached is my personal letter supporting the Energize Eastside plan and route.
Thanks for your attention.
Ross
Ross D. Jacobson

Williams Kastner | Attorney at Law
601 Union Street, Suite 4100
Seattle, WA 98101-2380
P: 206.628.2447 | F: 206.628.6611
www.williamskastner.com | Bio | V-Card
SEATTLE PORTLAND

Ross Jacobson
5804167th Avenue S.E.
Bellevue, VVashington 98006
March 9, 2016
Ms. Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue, Development Services Department
450 llOth Avenue N.E.
Bellevue, VVashington 98004
RE:

Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS Comments

Dear Ms. Bedwell:
My family has lived in Bellevue for more than 30 years. During that time I have had the
privilege of serving in a variety of leadership roles in the community including Chair of each of
the Bellevue Downtown Association, Bellevue Rotary, Bellevue Chamber of Commerce,
Bellevue Economic Partnership, and KidsQuest Children's Museum. My purpose has been to
give back to the community in which I have raised my family, and to do my part to help grow
our community into the place it has become.
I am very concerned about what I am hearing from the opposition group related to Energize
Eastside. Our community and our economy rely on infrastructure to keep up with the growth
we have seen, and the growth that we will continue to experience in the years ahead. Energize
Eastside is part of that necessary economic infrastructure for our community and we must
move forward with environmental review and into construction as soon as possible. The "no
action" alternative, and/or delay of any kind, will result in devastating, long term negative
economic impacts due to the chilling effect of the prospect of rolling blackouts. Additionally,
we need to be looking to replace the aging infrastructure with proven solutions - the risks of
using untested technology, or waiting for yet-undeveloped technologies, to solve this problem
are not acceptable.
Leadership is sometimes difficult. That said, our city staff and leaders must demonstrate
leadership and move forward to solve this problem, and do so in a way that protects the long
term interests, and protects the investment we all have made to get to where we are today.
Candidly, I understand that those living along the existing alignment either bought or built
their houses with the existing utility alignment in place. That said, PSE' s proposed Alternative
la - utilizing an existing utility corridor - makes the most sense.

5727268.2

Ms. Heidi Bedwell
March 9, 2016
Page 2

Our community is counting on our city staff and leadership to keep this project moving and to
not succumb to opposition demands or spend any more money on further studies - money that
could be used in much more productive ways to support the arts, our human services needs,
parks, etc. Our economic future depends on it. Our community's ongoing health relies on it.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments for the DEIS and thank you for your work
in leading this effort on behalf of our city and the Eastside.
Sincerely,

A

Ross Jacobson

5727268.2

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

James Adcock
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Draft EIS Comments
Wednesday, March 09, 2016 12:55:26 PM
James Adcock DEIS Response.doc
James Adcock DEIS Response.docx
James Adcock DEIS Response.pdf

Please find attached comments on the DEIS in your choice of formats.
Thank you for your consideration,
James Adcock
Electrical Engineer, graduate of MIT
5005 155th PL SE
Bellevue WA 98006
jimad@msn.com

Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS

3/9/2016

Comments by James Adcock, Electrical Engineer, graduate of MIT
5005 155th PL SE
Bellevue WA 98006
I have read in comparison to PSE and City’s claims, the Lauckhard-Schiffman Analysis, which I find credible. I do not find PSE and
City’s claims to be credible.
What I see, in agreement with Lauckhard-Schiffman, is a consistent pattern of PSE overclaiming needs to build additional
transmission and generation. Currently PSE simultaneously in front of the UTC is claiming that they need an additional natural gas
peaker plant – that they cannot meet winter peak needs without additional generation – that all generation plants need to run
simultaneously, and then some. While at the same time, in front of City, to meet the same winter peak needs, PSE is claiming they
need additional transmission capacity so that they can run – at the same moment in time – with only about half their generation
running. These two claims cannot be true simultaneously. Either you need more peak generation, or more transmission, but not both.
Or in reality, I suggest you need neither, you are simply trying to overbuild in order to overcharge your ratepaying customers, in order
to “apply lipstick to a pig” – to apply “window dressing” to the company before your owners, Australia’s dirtiest company,
Macquarie, “flips” the company to new buyers, ala Bain Capital.
Part of the problem is that PSE refuses to acknowledge the reality of climate change, which has rapidly increased the temperature of
our region on the coldest winter days. Our coldest winter days – those exact days which PSE says they need to design for, have
already warmed about 15 degrees since the 1950’s, reducing peak heating load about 25% compared to what PSE is designing for.
Ignoring this reduction in peak load requirements, PSE instead projects forward – and they always overproject future needs – they
project 2.4% a year future load growth. They propose addressing this by replacing a 115kV line with a 230kV line which has 500% to
600% greater load carrying capacity. This represents more than 200 years of load growth. Except growth cannot continue for 200
years, there is not that much space for new office buildings, and PSE will have burnt the planet to a crisp long before then.
Now in the DEIS the other shoe begins to drop. PSE admits that a 230kV line doesn’t fit into the existing routes they propose.
Houses will have to be torn down in Newcastle. I believe more homes will have to be torn down in Somerset. According to the DEIS
reference documents, Homeowners will be restricted from using their own property, their own back yards. You cannot sit in your own

backyard, drinking a cool drink, sitting in a lawn chair. Some home owners will not be allowed to park cars on their own property.
And getting into their cars others will experience “nuisance shocks.” There is no such thing as a “nuisance shock.” Any shock can
kill. The higher the imposed voltages the more like the shock is to kill. PSE should have told these things to the citizen routechoosing committees so that they could have made informed decisions. Instead PSE hid this information from them. The Tetra Tech
Linear routing study was fatally flawed – the transmission line doesn’t even fit within the corridor which they artificially opened up to
the detriment of homeowners, and only homeowners. Tetra Tech study, Page 32, figure 3-11.
Further, the DEIS finds extreme damage to Somerset in the DEIS impacts map, figure 11-13, but the DEIS body language fails to even
acknowledge this extreme and disparate impact on one community. In general document-wide the DEIS “ratings” of environmental
damages have no plausible correlation to reality.
If City and PSE insist on building something, again I call for a more modest rebuild of the existing lines staying at 115kV, doubling
each line capacity. This won’t fix all of Seattle’s and BPA’s overload conditions, but PSE has acknowledged under oath in front of
FERC that isn’t necessary, that this is “only” a local transmission line. In which case PSE only needs to meet their own load growth,
not help relieve Seattle and BPA overloads. PSE and City keep playing games instead of seriously considering this 115kV rebuild
alternative. They say “Oh, we looked at bigger transmissions lines, and then we looked at bigger transformers.” This is hogwash.
This is playing dumb. When you rebuild bigger you need BOTH bigger lines and bigger transformers. PSE and City know this. It is
standard Electrical Engineering “Freshman 101” – the PSE 230kV proposal for example contains BOTH new transmission lines AND
new transformers. PSE makes the excuse that they don’t want to put two transformers where one was before. OK take the old
transformer out, and put a new larger one in. This is obvious. Stop Playing Dumb! Take a REAL LOOK at the alternatives we are
asking you to consider. And make the new transmission line a high temperature line while you are at it.
The original Tetra Tech Linear Routing Study “Eastside 230 KV Project Constraints and Opportunities Study for Linear Site
Selection” page 33 December 2013 shows they use a 160 foot safety buffer around (say) used car lots, 100 foot safety buffer around
children sleeping in bedrooms, HOWEVER if the children sleeping in bedrooms are closer than 100 foot from the proposed 230,000
volt transmission line, then PSE will ignore the fact that children are sleeping in bedrooms within 100 foot of the transmission lines.
IE PSE ignores industry standard safety buffers around sleeping children in this proposed design. The argument behind the original
Tetra Tach Linear Routing study appears to be that PSE does not need to meet normal safety standards if the proposed 230,000 volt
transmission line is within existing 115kV corridors. However, in this DEIS “the other shoe drops” and PSE and City now
acknowledge that PSE cannot even successfully route the proposed 230,000 volt transmission line within the existing 115kV corridors
– PSE will have to tear down houses, and will also place constraints on adjacent homeowners use of their properties, including no car

parking, no lawn chairs in back yards, no trees, etc. Since PSE cannot successfully contain the effects of the 230,000 volt
transmission line to the existing corridor, it seems to me that the original Tetra Tech “relaxation” of constraints, ignoring traditional
160 foot safety buffers – or even 100 foot safety buffers – is inappropriate. Rather the same safety buffer width should have been used
for ALL of the Tetra Tech Linear Routing study. Why children sleeping in their bedrooms should matter less to PSE and City than
used cars sitting in a used car lot is simply beyond me!? Why should the 160 foot buffer be relaxed on the use of the existing 115kV
corridor – if PSE can’t even keep the proposed 230,000 volt line and its negative effects within that existing 115kV corridor? Again,
PSE tries to “slip by” the original Tetra Tech Routing Study false assumptions by only revealing at this late date that they cannot even
successfully build the 230kV within the existing 115kV corridor!
Again, I believe “Evidence” that City and PSE use in support of their EIS and Project positions needs to be “public” – in traditional
EIS parlance “an EIS represents a public teaching.” You cannot make a “public teaching” based on “secret documents!” City’s
consultants claim that that the PSE and ColumbiaGrid documents that they reference are available to the public. But when I ask
ColumbiaGrid and PSE for a copy of these documents, even willing to follow CEII procedures, PSE blocks my access to these
documents, stating to the contrary that these documents are not available to the public, period. When these documents are made
available to City’s consultants, and not to this electrical engineer, then City will claim “superior knowledge” of what PSE’s plans
really are, and on what basis PSE is claiming to need this massive 230,000 volt “overbuild” – while discounting this electrical
engineer’s input, and the inputs of other public commentators. City giving itself access to these documents via consultants, using
these documents in evidence, but preventing the DEIS and EIS public reviewers, such as this electrical engineer, equal access to that
supposed evidence, is unfair, inappropriate, and unequal. In doing so, City demonstrates bias in favor of PSE, and against the
homeowners unfairly and unreasonably impacted by this massive project routed through their backyards, in their bedroom
communities – transmission lines which are not even appropriately routed through industrial areas as City’s own planning standards
require.
PSE could simply rebuild more powerful 115kV transmission lines with the existing corridors, and at existing tower heights: PSE and
City do not meaningfully explore other reasonable options to PSE’s favorite 230,000 volt gigantic project. Upscaling from 115kv to
230,000 volts represents about a 500% increase in power capacity (by normal electrical engineering design standards). PSE’s already
inflated growth estimates are 2.4% a year. Thus, by PSE’s own estimates their preferred 230,000 volt line would have the capacity to
support growth for over 200 years. By any reasonable engineering standard this is simply WAY TOO BIG! [see my engineering
analysis at the end of this document] [For comparison consider that current average load is a little more than 300 Megawatts – ONE
end of ONE existing 115kV line [and [there are existing four ends on the two existing 115kV lines]] can pretty much meet this load.]

What with the catastrophic effects of climate change, we do not even know if the human race will continue to exist in 100 years.
Normal utility planning periods is to look 20 years in the future – NOT 200 YEARS – because we simply do not know what society is
going to look like in 200 years. We do not even know if the projected Wilberton buildout growth spurt is going to last 20 years. Let
us consider a smaller, much more modest project: Rebuild one 115kV line in place, doubling the capacity of that line and its
associated transformers. Then, if necessary rebuild the second 115kV line in place, doubling capacity. PSE says that they only want to
have one transformer at the end of each line, so that will mean replacing the existing transformers with larger ones. It doesn’t mean
you can’t build a double-power 115kV line, or two. It just means you have to replace BOTH the existing lines AND the existing
transformers with units of twice the capacity. [PSE and City say “Oh we examined making the lines bigger, and we examined making
the transformers bigger” – but this is just “playing dumb” – you have to make BOTH the lines bigger AND the transformers bigger –
this is “Electrical Engineering 101.” Existing lines would need to be replaced with lines of about 40% larger diameter. Or you run
“twinned” sets of wires. At the same time PSE should move to new generation “high temperature” wires. Existing transformers would
need to be replaced with larger transformers of approx. double the current volume, mean each linear dimension of the transformers
would need to increase by about 25%. You have to replace existing wood towers, or at least the crossbars and insulators, with
stronger units that can carry the doubled weight. PSE has made some excuses about road sizes and transformers, but large
transformers are often designed to be shipped in three parts, each of standard road width. And/or parts of large transformers can be
assembled on-site. Doubling capacity meets a 2.4% growth rate for more than 40 years – a much longer time period already than is
reasonable and necessary for utility planning. We do not know how fast Wilberton will be built out – if at all. The local or national
economy may tank. Tech companies may choose to build out elsewhere, etc. We just don’t know. That is why we do not build 200
years in advance of need! Traditional utility planning looks 20 years into the future – NOT 200 years into the future!
This is a Local Transmission Line ONLY: Is this project a Local Transmission Line Project – one that only needs to meet the load
requirements of Bellevue, or is this a Regional Transmission Line Project – one intended to be build “oversized” in order to also
relieve load on other utilities and transmission line providers in the region – Seattle City Light, BPA, Snopud, etc.? In their
presentation to King County [Eastside Transmission Solutions Report. King County Area [REDACTED VERSION] October 2013,
Updated February 2014 Puget Sound Energy] PSE claims that the project is a Regional Resource. It is for this reason that PSE is
proposing such a huge 230,000 volt project. But in this DEIS City says that the only need is for a LOCAL transmission line project,
that PSE DOES NOT with this project need to overbuild to meet regional needs. And, in a citizen lawsuit [CENSE] in front of FERC,
PSE swore that this is ONLY a “Local Transmission Project” not a “Regional Resource” – in which case the project does not need to
be a 500% larger capacity 230,000 volt “overbuild” but rather can be a much more modest 115kV rebuild simply doubling existing
capacity, retaining the existing pole heights and transmission line footprints – entirely within the existing transmission line corridor.
[COALITION OF EASTSIDE NEIGHBORHOODS FOR SENSIBLE ENERGY (CENSE), a nonprofit Washington corporation;

CITIZENS FOR SANE EASTSIDE ENERGY (CSEE), a nonprofit Washington corporation; LARRY G. JOHNSON and GLENNA
F. WHITE, husband and wife; and STEVEN D. O’DONNELL, individually; Complainants, v. PUGET SOUND ENERGY, a forprofit Washington corporation; SEATTLE CITY LIGHT, a public utility and department of the City of Seattle; BONNEVILLE
POWER ADMINISTRATION, a federal agency and marketing agent for federally owned Northwest power facilities; and
COLUMBIAGRID, a nonprofit Washington corporation, Respondents.] Given that PSE has sworn oath in front of FERC that this is
ONLY a Local Transmission Line, City and PSE should explore build options that ONLY meet local need – which do not include
huge oversizing “Overbuild” to meet Regional Desires, desires so that Seattle, BPA, Snopud, etc, do not in turn have to meet their
own requirements to meet their own growth needs – growth needs which they can clearly meet on their own, in fact would prefer to
meet on their own, as discussed in the ColumbiaGrid planning documents – PSE’s suggested huge overbuild of the 230,000 kV line
was not even a REMOTELY “preferred” option for solving the regional ColumbiaGrid partner’s overload conditions. They can solve
their own problems, they do not depend on this PSE huge Overbuild. Let these other utilities and transmission providers meet their
own needs – DO NOT allow PSE to Overbuild to meet these others’ needs – at the expense of innocent homeowners, their children,
and their families.
PSE assumptions of “Right of Way:” It is not clear to me that PSE assumption of its “Right of Way” are correct. The existing 115kV
corridor is recognized on plat maps as being a 115kV corridor. Nothing was said about ever making this a 230kV corridor. In
addition, my understanding of the existing 115kV “Right of Way” was assumed to exist because of the hypothetical existence of a
public road along the corridor. But no road was ever built along most of this corridor. This means that already the adjacent property
owners were already burdened with the imposition of 115kV lines, without even a partial offsetting benefit of road access. Again, it is
not clear to me that PSE even has a right of way.
Environmental Impact of destruction of views in Somerset: DEIS gives “short shift” of the environmental impact of the destruction of
views in Somerset. City makes false claim that somehow the value of views in some sort of nebulous thing which we cannot put a
value on. This is simply false. Homeowners pay a high, and well-known premium for the environmental advantages of views, just
like owners of waterfront property pay a huge premium for the environmental advantage of waterfront access. If City were to
“drydock” waterfront property owners by filling in the lake and building an industrial complex in front of these waterfront properties,
would City then claim little or no damage has been done to the waterfront property owners??? This is crazy. The valuation of aspects
of the Environment is well-known and well-studied. This field is called “Environmental Economics.” The traditional “Environmental
Economics” valuation of an aspect of the environment is as follows: that aspect is worth AT LEAST as much a people are willing to
pay for it. Some people may not want a view, some people may not want to take a hike at Mt Rainier Paradise, for example. That
doesn’t mean Mt Rainier National Park has no value, or that we can’t as a human society put a value on the national park! If
strawberries cost $6 a lb. February and you don’t think that they are worth $6 a lb. – you do not want to buy them – but I do think they

are worth $6 a lb. and I do buy them, then the strawberries are worth $6 a lb. – regardless of the fact that YOU didn’t want them! A
willing seller has met a willing buyer. That is how we set prices in a free and democratic society. Examining real estate prices in
Somerset, for example, I find a house with a superior view worth $1.5 million. A similarly positioned house with a much inferior
view is worth $750,000 dollars. A willing buyer has met a willing seller and set a market price on this view – about $750,000 for the
view portion of this property alone. I count about 500 superior view properties in Somerset where people have paid real money for
their views, and where the King County assessor has taxed them with real dollars for many decades on those views – those views have
real, tangible, and quantifiable values. I estimate then that between $50 million and $250 million dollars in environmental view
damages to Somerset alone from PSE’s proposed 230,000 volt line. City and PSE are trying to pretend that views don’t have real
environmental value, and that they aren’t actually engaged in a “taking” from the homeowners’ paid-for property! [whether or not
that “taking” needs to be compensated, this is REAL environmental economic value.] This City and PSE position is false, and a
shameful misrepresentation of this huge amount of environmental damage. Figure 11-3 correctly identifies Somerset as being a
community of extremely high and disparate view impact – but then in the body text City and PSE try to pretend that this impact is
doesn’t exist, or is very very small! This is wrong, this is false. Somerset has from day one – since its development in the 1960’s
defined itself as a view community. It has the strongest possible covenants, protecting each other’s views. For example, it has no tall
trees to obstruct views – the very way that PSE intends to obstruct views! City and PSE intend to destroy many 10’s of millions of
dollars of environmental value which Somerset homeowners HAVE PAID FOR in their properties – City and PSE are pretending that
these environmental PAID FOR BY HOMEOWNERS values simply do not exist!
Two REAL Routing Options Please: City requires PSE to submit two real routing option for consideration. PSE has only submitted
one real routing option – the routing not-quite-within the existing 115kV corridor. PSE has submitted a second “fake” routing from
Tradition Lake through East Bellevue – knowing full well that there is a moratorium on additional transmission line development in
East Bellevue. This is not, and never was, a “real” routing option, because of the moratorium. Further, PSE turns it into a “Scare”
option – making it look deliberately bad – again, it is not being submitted as a “real” routing option – PSE turns it into a “Scare”
option by showing all the things PSE might have to do over the next 100 years to strengthen the entire area. A “Scare Option”
meaning saying basically “Ooh look at all these very bad things you are going to make us do if you do not rubber stamp our preferred
choice!” But many of these “strengthening” efforts shown in conjunction with the Lake Tradition option are going to have to be built
out eventually anyway. What does represent this option is simply the 115kV line from Tradition Lake. And again, that is not a real
option because of the East Bellevue moratorium. And that PSE puts forth this SINGLE 115kV line from Tradition Lake points out that
PSE’s preferred option of a 230,000 volt line in the existing 115kV corridor is WAY TO BIG to be necessary – because such a
230,000 volt line has 500% of the capacity of the SINGLE 115kV line in the Tradition Lake alternative proposal.

Here’s my electrical engineering analysis of how much load can be carried by various capacities of 115kV and 230kV lines:

Voltage
Current per Conductor (A)
Conductors per Bundle
Phases
Wattage
Wattage (MW)
Voltage Ratio
Power Ratio

138000
770
1
3
318780000
318.78

345000
765000
1010
1250
2
4
3
3
2090700000 11475000000
2090.7
11475
2.5 2.217391304
6.55844156 5.488592337

Summary Design Rule: Double the Voltage for approx 5X (500%) capacity increase.
Number of 115kV vs. 230kV lines:
No
115kV

1
2
3
4
1
0

No
Percent 1-line Carrying
Percent 2-line Carrying
230kV Capacity
Capacity
0
100%
50%
0
200%
100%
0
300%
150%
0
400%
200%
1
600%
300%
2
1000%
500%

Ratio to existing
50%
100%
150%
200%
300%
500%

Years of Life Left at 2% Growth
Rate
5
30
55
105
205

Average Load of the Entire Eastside equals 342 aMW -- a little more than the capacity of ONE end of ONE 115kv line!
IE existing lines already have the capacity of almost 4X average load!
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I am deeply concerned that advertising claims made during the development of the Energize
Eastside EIS do not accurately reflect the facts and are tainting the Draft EIS Process. As I
understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process
The following questions are directed at the DEIS “Process”. Of particular concern is how the purpose
and process are being subverted by false advertising claims, and how false advertising is interfering
with the EIS process.
What has Puget Sound Energy been doing for 50 years? Collecting money from hard-working
customers while not maintaining a reliable source of electricity? PSE advertising says, “We haven’t
upgraded the grid since man first walked on the moon.”
Are PSE’s claims that the eastside’s electric grid hasn’t been updated in over 50 years accurate?
Each year, PSE is required to review our electricity infrastructure, identify risks, and update the
system. In the past 50 years, PSE has built 3 additional north-south high voltage transmission
lines (HVTLs), increasing the eastside’s capacity from 2 lines to 5 lines. Public Records searches with
the City of Bellevue show 3 of the 5 HVTLs running north-south through Bellevue were built over
time during the last 30 years, at least one as recently as 1997. Had PSE NOT upgraded the system in
the past 50 years, PSE would be derelict in their regulated duty to provide reliable, affordable power
to our region. Have PSE and the WUTC been asleep at the switch for the past 50 years?
If Energize Eastside is so obviously needed, why is PSE engaging in a big-time sales job that includes
obnoxious online banner ads, misleading print ads, and political lobbying? These ads are designed
to prey on our fears of “rolling blackouts”, which are not supported by the facts and are misleading.
How is all of this advertising paid for – by further increases to our electricity rates? We can only
hope the WUTC disallows these PSE advertising costs from being billed back to hard-working PSE
customers. PSE is a monopoly. It’s not like we can buy our electricity elsewhere. Or can we?
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future electricity
needs. Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful improvements to the
electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. Better alternatives have been identified that promote
smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives. It is the City’s fiduciary duty to its citizens.
In the short-term the City of Bellevue has no option but to choose the NO ACTION Alternative. In
the longer-term, the City of Bellevue must more fully vet Alternative 2 (Integrated Resource
Approach) with up-to-date information. And the Attorney General’s office should investigate PSE
for misleading advertising claims, especially during the ongoing development of the EIS.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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Please see attached comment I wish to be entered into the DEIS.
Karen Esayian
4601 135th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006

The following comments will address Residential and Environmental Impacts that
are associated with the proposed PSE Alternative 1 Option A in Energize Eastside as outlined in
the DEIS. Chapter 10.1 Key Findings states that "of the action alternatives, Alternative 1, Option
A has the greatest potential to create significant adverse land use and housing impacts." This is
a definite understatement! Chapter 6.6.3.1.1 states that with PSE preferred plan of new
overhead transmission lines, the new corridor for a 230 kV line would be approximately 120-150
feet wide, wider than a 115kV line at 30-40 feet. Trees would be removed in this corridor, along
with trees posing a threat to transmission lines outside the corridor. There could be up to 327
acres of vegetation and up to 131 acres of tree canopy cover removed under this option.
In addition to this, Chapter 11.6.3.5.1 states that under Alternative 1 Option A , a "permanent
clear zone would be required." "Because the clear zone would create views of the transmission
line, placing a new transmission line in a residential area......would have a significant impact on
the visual character of the area adjacent to it." In this description the greater Eastside would
have an 18 mile, 150 foot wide clear zone marring and destroying the natural environment which
in turn would ruin the livability of our neighborhoods.
The concern for endangered species, nesting birds, fish habitat, is noted in Chapter 6, Plants and
Animals. Section 6.4.1.5 describes the forested riparian corridor and diverse fish and wildlife
habitat provided by the Coal Creek Park Natural area. Cutting a clear zone through this Coal
Creek Basin which is already overburdened with the Olympic Pipeline and existing overhead
115kV transmission lines would eliminate any previous positive environmental goal.
Chapter 6.6.4.2 states that with a distributed generation component, construction could result
in only short term impacts on plants and animals. It could be added that the impact on humans
(i.e. residents of neighborhoods) would also be short term using Alternative 2.
Chapter 10.7.3.1.2 acknowledges that using an existing corridor may require widening to
accommodate the new utility -" up to 50 feet of additional clear zone would be needed through
the corridor. This would require removal of some structures, including housing, and would
reduce the availability of vacant land for additional housing..." Further stated:" High
Consequence Land Use is a use which, if located in the vicinity of a hazardous liquid pipeline,
would present an unusually high risk in the event of pipeline failure due to its function,
including utilities providing regional service." The Alternative 1 A routes proposed run through
residential neighborhoods and would co-locate with the Olympic Pipeline - a high pressure
pipeline described in detail in Chapter 16. WHY would any governing body allow the high
consequence of pipeline failure in addition to removal of residential homes in well
maintained neighborhoods and risk the disenfranchisement of its citizens.
Chapter 11.1 - Key Findings:" Alternate 1 and 3 could cause significant impacts on views and
visual resources due to vegetation removal and obstruction of scenic views. Overhead wires
have the greatest potential to affect residential views. The addition of 230kV lines would have
the greatest impact." Because of the hilly terrain on the Eastside and the hilly proposed PSE
routes for Energize Eastside, the potential 130 foot high power poles will be seen for miles and
miles - impacting more than individual neighborhoods, impacting the downtowns (Bellevue)
also. The DEIS minimizes the impact on property values; there are no reports from those

involved with residential real estate. It must be remembered that the reason most of us live on
the Eastside, in Bellevue in particular, is because of the "livability" - the ambiance of
neighborhood character. Power poles, 130 feet in height and potentially 3 to 6 feet in
diameter at the base, belong in an industrial setting - NOT in anyone's neighborhood. The City
of the future should be looking for 21st Century solutions for any potential electric power
deficiency.
Our home for the past 40 years is in Somerset - along the easement for the PSE 115kV
transmission line. The Olympic Pipeline runs down the middle of the street a half block away.
We have landscaped our property to hide the view of the power poles as much as possible; this
will not be possible with industrial sized poles needed for 230kV overhead transmission lines.
The potential use of a route through Somerset would devastate the livability of the Somerset
community. This is a community of intensely supportive and involved residents. There are
other communities along the proposed PSE preferred route that could be described in the same
way. It is incumbent for those making the decisions on this proposal to keep in mind the
citizens they represent.
Chapter 2.3.2.2.2 describes the Alternate 1 monopoles to likely be steel or wood with a width at
the base between 2-4 feet in diameter while "typical corner and termination poles may need to
be 4-6 feet in diameter at the base." In the Somerset neighborhood where the current
115kV transmission lines make a turn, these PSE proposed 230kV line, 6 foot in diameter poles
would be on both sides of Somerset Blvd. One or two would straddle the tennis courts on the
Somerset Recreation property. This property also sits on a steep slope. It should be obvious
that this potential siting ranks high in residential and environmental impact.
It has been mentioned that the old 115kV transmission lines would be removed if the proposed
230kV monopole transmission lines were built, but there is no specific construction analysis
regarding this in the DEIS.
Chapter 8.6.1.3 describes natural phenomena and acknowledges "lightening strikes directly to
electrical infrastructure could occur" and that "transmission lines located near gas pipelines
(such as in the existing corridor where PSE's 115kV transmission line co-exists with OPLC's
petroleum lines) could pose a particular safety concern." The paragraph continues:
"energized transmission lines on the ground after an earthquake, lightning strike....could send
electric current to anything else metal in the vicinity, such as utilities (including pipelines)."
(One such incident occurred early this year in the Bridle Trails area.) This scenario would
definitely have a major environmental and residential impact.
The continued concern about pipeline safety is documented by Dr. Frank Cheng: Criteria for
Pipelines C0-Existing with Electric Power Lines. (Dr. Cheng's report was submitted by Don
Marsh, president of CENSE, at the March 1, 2016 DEIS Comment session in Bellevue, WA.)
Chapter 16.3.7 discusses pipeline corrosion stating that "a consequence of high-voltage power
lines and buried petroleum pipelines sharing a corridor is that electromagnetic interference
can be introduced on the pipelines, which can cause corrosion on the pipeline over time."
"Corrosion accounts for about 23 percent of the significant failures in both hazardous liquid and
gas pipelines (Baker, 2008)."

Chapter 8.5.1.3 titled Public Safety Risks, natural phenomena, only talks about an earthquake
happening during construction - not about risks associated with 230kV power lines
permanently situated in the same corridor as the Olympic Pipeline.
Chapter 8.6.1.2 titled Public Safety Risks, activities near pipelines states: "ongoing maintenance
activities during operation could theoretically damage or break the OPLC pipelines or other
pipelines in the area, leading to a chemical release or explosion...." It continues: "if transmission
lines were improperly designed or located relative to pipelines, or if pipelines themselves were
not properly designed with cathodic protection, pipelines could be damaged by stray electric
current, leading to risk of chemical release or explosion."
Chapter 16.6.3.1.1 states that with Alternative 1 Option A (PSE's suggested plan) and if located
along the existing PSE 115kV easement, construction of a 230 kV line has the potential to disrupt
existing natural gas lines or the Olympic Pipeline. On March 9, 2016 a PSE natural gas
pipeline exploded in Seattle. Jet fuel, which the Olympic Pipeline carries, is much more volatile
than natural gas - it needs less oxygen and a lower temperature to ignite. The potential to
disrupt is not an imagined consequence.
Compared with Alternative 1 A - Chapter 16.6.4.3 in describing Distributed Generation
Components, states" there may be minor impacts to existing buried or overhead utilities if
present."
Chapter 8.5.4.2.2 referring to Alternative 2 Distributed Generation Component states: "the
risks during construction of distributed generation facilities would be lower than with
Alternative 1 because there would be greater flexibility in location the facilities away from
pipelines."
The Olympic Pipeline is mentioned throughout the DEIS, but its significance as a potential
source of disaster is minimized - the conclusion being that current regulations and best practices
and coordination will take care of any safety concerns. One small error will have a major
impact on the environment and residential areas along the Eastside.
If there is no immediate pending disaster need for redundancy in the electrical system supplying
Bellevue and eastside cities, as supported by the Lauckhart-Schiffmann Load Flow Study - then
why are we as a City not supporting 21st Century resolutions for our electrical system. (The
Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study was submitted by Don Marsh on March 1, 2016 at the
DEIS Comment session in Bellevue, WA.) The Alternative 2 options would give greater
flexibility with proven technologies that can be added incrementally to meet any increased
demand for electricity. These alternatives need to be studied further, by consultants with a
proven track record in smart grid solutions.
Karen Esayian
CENSE Board Member
4601 135th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
KEsayian@aol.com
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Attached please find comments I wish to be entered into the Comments for DEIS.
Karen Esayian
4601 135th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006

These comments for the DEIS concerns the Coal Creek Basin. The Coal Creek Natural Area
is an integral part of Bellevue's Parks and Recreation system; the Lake Washington Watershed
(WRIA 8) totals 3,990 total acres (11% of the City). The dense forest protects water quality and
erosion. The drainage jurisdiction(s): 2,181.7 acres in Bellevue; 1,275.7 acres in King County and
532.1 acres in Newcastle. Coal Creek: State Stream #08-0268.
This basin supports habitat for Chinook, Rainbow and Cutthroat trout, Coho, Sockeye and
Steelhead. (Chinook and Coho are listed as species of Local Importance: Bellevue Land Use
Code 20.25H.150A) (Chinook is listed as a Federal Endangered Species).
The tree canopy in the Coal Creek basin varies between 58%-85%. Chapter 6.4.1.5 describes
Coal Creek Park Natural area as providing a forested riparian corridor adjacent to Coal Creek - a
diverse fish and wildlife habitat. (reference: MyParksandRecreation.com)
Figure 16-1, illustrates Existing Electrical Transmission and natural gas/petroleum pipelines.
This map shows the convergence of the Olympic Pipeline with the overhead existing PSE 115kV
line. If the proposed 230kV PSE Energize Eastside overhead lines, as suggested in Alternative 1
- Option A, were approved - they would also intersect in the Coal Creek Basin. This natural area
is already overburdened with transmission lines and pipelines. Good judgment would dictate
avoiding any additional burden on this Basin.
Figure 3-1, illustrates Landslide and Erosion Hazard Areas. Note the high hazard zone around
the Coal Creek Basin.
Chapter 5.5.3.1.4 acknowledges the potential impact on water resources from heavy machinery
and excavation for the installation of 100 foot power poles. Please think again of what this could
do to an area like the Coal Creek basin.
Chapter 5.5.3.1.6 regarding Potential Pipeline Damage: "The Olympic Pipeline, which parallels
one of PSE's 115kV transmission lines, could be damaged during construction under Alternative
1, Option A." It continues: "a rupture could have significant adverse effects on groundwater
quality and other surrounding water resources depending on the location, size and length of
time of the rupture."
There is continued concern about pipeline safety as documented by Dr. Frank Cheng: Criteria
for Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric Power Lines. (Dr. Cheng's report was submitted by Don
Marsh, President of CENSE, on March 1, during the DEIS comment meeting in Bellevue.)
Chapter 5.5.4 referring to Alternative 2 states that an integrated resource approach has a lower
potential for impact to water resources than Alternative 1 A, because construction would be
smaller in scale.
Chapter 6.6.3.1.1 states that Alternative 1 Option A - the "construction of new overhead
transmission lines would result in permanent impacts on plants and animals and their habitats."
A new corridor for a 230kV line would be approximately 120-150 feet wide, wider than a 115kV
line at 30-40 feet. Trees would be removed in this corridor, along with trees posing a threat to
transmission lines outside the corridor. There could be up to 327 acres of vegetation and up to

131 acres of tree canopy cover removed with this option. These facts are clearly acknowledged in
the DEIS. Bellevue, the City in a Park, deserves better than this.
Key findings in Chapter 6: Alternative 1 and 3 have the most potential to cause significant
impacts on plants and animals.
Chapter 11.6.3.6.1 states that under Alternative 1 Option A permanent clear zones would be
required. The clear zones would be between 120 and 150 feet wide requiring clearance of up to
327 acres of vegetation. Surely a City in a Park deserves better than this!
Chapter 6.6.4.2 states that with a distributed generation component (Alternative 2) construction
could result in only short term impacts on plants and animals.
In addition to this - it was just in late 2014 that the Coal Creek Parkway Culvert and Bridge
replacement was finished. This was built to provide a pedestrian walkway connected to the trail
but the stream was also restored to improve salmon passage. (from the City of Bellevue website)
Over and over again the DEIS states that a new overhead line will create significant and
unavoidable adverse impacts to our environment, plants and animals. No amount of mitigation
can counter the impact of the PSE's preferred Alternative 1 A proposal. There cannot be enough
small areas or parks that could counter the damage through 18 miles of neighborhoods.
On top of this, if there indeed is no immediate pending disaster need, as supported by the
Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study - why are we as a City not supporting 21st Century
resolutions for our electrical system. (The Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study was
submitted by Don Marsh, President of CENSE, on March 1 during the DEIS comment session in
Bellevue.)
As a Board Member of CENSE, I support the documents submitted by Don Marsh, President
CENSE, at the March 1, 2016 Comment Meeting in Bellevue, WA.

Karen Esayian
CENSE Board Member
4601-135th Ave. SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
KEsayian@aol.com
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Jan Arnesen
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Safety First!
Wednesday, March 09, 2016 6:09:00 AM

To Energize Eastside,

DANGEROUS
Energize Eastside seems to be propelling an unsafe plan forward. I attended one of their meetings
and left feeling that if Energize Eastside were really listening to comments made, they would have
taken a more serious look at the alternatives due to the unsafe parameters of their proposal.
Here are concerns that exist:
The proposed power lines parallel two pipelines which firefighters would not be able to
handle if there were an explosion. Power lines, I believe by law, should be at least 100' from
pipelines and buildings. It would make sense that this would be laterally as well as vertically.
(The power lines in our backyard are directly above the pipeline and 60' from our deck.)
The lines would also cross an earthquake fault line.
Many trees would be destroyed and the lines would be unsightly.
The “extra high voltage” 230-kilovolt lines create electric and magnetic fields (EMF) around
them. This could produce possible risks to health of those living so close.
Any accidental grounding of the wires would create many unsafe conditions for people.
My experience:
Five or six years ago there was an incident in the backyard of my next-door neighbor. Our backyards
contain both the pipeline and, directly above, the existing 115 kilovolt lines.
It was a drizzly day. I looked out my kitchen window and saw a tree between our yard and our
neighbor's yard erupt in flame with a sizzling noise. The cause was a broken power strut on a pole a
little further North from the neighbor's home. The broken strut allowed the line to swing slowly and
sometimes hit the tree between our yards. Because it was rainy, the rain would douse the flames.
Then the line would swing and again, the tree would burst into flames. It happened several times.
Another tree in my neighbor's yard also came in contact with the power line. It caused a much bigger
fire. Of course, firefighters were called. They restricted the area with hazard do not cross plastic
tapes. They DID NOT try to put out the fire. I asked the fireman why they weren't trying to put the
fire out. He said that it was too dangerous and went on to tell me about firefighters away from cities
who had seen the effects on the ground of downed high voltage power lines. He said that the voltage
can travel down a tree and spread around the trunk making the ground electrically charged. The high
voltage causes extremely high heat. This makes the ground become molten. After it cools, the
molten area becomes like “petrified wood”, solidifying into a glassy rock. I was stunned by the
potential for harm.
In the case of my neighbor's backyard, some of the power traveled through the ground, and,
guess what, hit the pipeline. The current had sought a route down through the tree, through the
ground to the pipeline. Olympic pipeline inspectors found damage to one of the pipes the size of a
quarter, weakening one of the pipes. Workers came in and dug the pipe up so that section of the pipe
could be replaced. It took several weeks and was very disruptive to my neighbor. One can only
imagine what would have happened if the voltage had been twice as much.
Despite our best efforts to apply safety precautions to affected neighborhoods, the best course of
action is, obviously, to avoid putting the proposed 230 kilovolt lines through residential areas
and over existing pipelines.
Jan Arnesen
6515 128th Ave. SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
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Attached are the comments from the Eastside YMCA (and member of CAG) for the Phase 1 Draft EIS.
Feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.
Thanks
Paul Lwali
Executive Director
P 425-746-9900
C 314-680-7195
Bellevue YMCA
14230 Bel-Red Road
Bellevue, WA 98007
The Y: We’re for youth development, healthy living and social responsibility.

Heidi Bedwell
Development Services Department
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
March 7, 2016
Re: Comments for Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
On behalf of the Bellevue Family and Coal Creek Family YMCAs serving the cities of
Redmond, Kirkland, Bellevue, Newcastle, and Renton, we are writing to share
comments for Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS .
The Y is a cause-driven organization that is for youth development, for healthy living,
and for social responsibility. A strong community can only be achieved when we invest
in our kids, our health, and our neighbors . At the Y, strengthening community is our
cause. We welcome women, men, boys, and girls of all ages, races, ethnicities,
religions, abilities, sexual orientations and financial circumstances. The Y is committed
to serving the Eastside and our local communities with quality and affordable
programs.
The primary purpose of the YMCA is building community . Any efforts geared towards
that end for all of our members on the Eastside, including affordable and reliable
power is welcomed. We will support any and all efforts that provide reliable and
affordable power to our community.
We appreciate the opportunity to offer comments in Phase 1 of the draft EIS process.
Sincerely,

Marcia Isenberger
Regional Executive,
Eastside YMCAs
YMCA of Greater Seattle

BELLEVUE FAMILY YMCA
14230 Bel-Red Road Bellevue WA 98007
P 425 746 9900 bellevueymca.org

Paul Lwali
Executive Director
Bellevue Family YMCA
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Devita, Melissa C
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Mills, Tim (Justin T); McLeod, Jack (John E)
Phase I EIS for the Energize Eastside Project
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 10:52:14 AM

To Whom it May Concern:
My name is Melissa deVita and I am the Deputy Superintendent of Finance and Operations for the
Bellevue School District. I have been asked to provide comments regarding the Energize Eastside
Project on behalf of the school district.
Bellevue School District has been experiencing significant student enrollment growth since 2005.
Prior to that, student enrollment had peaked in 1960 with just over 24,000 students and then
dropped to a low of 15,000 students by 1990 remaining at that level for 15 years. In the past three
years, enrollment has gone from 18,500 to just under 20,000 students this fall. We expect this
growth to continue through 2025.
The rise in enrollment has resulted in the District constructing larger school buildings and expanding
many of our campuses. For example, prior to re-construction, Chinook Middle School’s capacity
was approximately 800 students. The new building has a capacity of 1,200 students. When the reconstruction of Tillicum Middle School is completed, that building will be accommodate up to 1,400
students. In addition, the District is building a brand new elementary school to ease crowding at
Woodridge Elementary, Enatai Elementary and Clyde Hill Elementary. While these new buildings
are more energy efficient, they do contain more items that use energy such as computers,
projectors, and white boards in every classroom and in the hands of every student in the next few
years.
Needless to say, reliable electricity is essential for a school district. Based on the information
provided by Puget Sound Energy, no action is not an alternative. Rolling blackouts would be
devastating to student learning and achievement. I urge the City of Bellevue and its partner
Eastside Cities to implement a permanent solution to this problem that will provide reliable
electrical service to our schools and community.
Regards –
Melissa deVita
Deputy Superintendent
Finance & Operations
Bellevue School District
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Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com; jstokes@bellevuewa.gov; jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov; j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov;
lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov; clee@bellevuewa.gov; krwallace@bellevuewa.gov; vslatter@bellevuewa.gov;
chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Generation vs. Transmission
Tuesday, March 08, 2016 10:40:55 AM

The DEIS (pg 1-6) states PSE has a 74MW transmission capacity shortfall for local peak periods
in the Eastside as early as the winter of 2017-2018. PSE own IRP forecasts a generation
shortfall (unmet capacity) in their 2018 base cases:
http://pse.com/aboutpse/EnergySupply/Documents/IRP_2013_Appendices.pdf (Figure G-12 “Unmet Capacity”, pg G-25)

Energize Eastside is capable of conservatively transmitting over 1,000MW, when the longrange forecast is 74MW (likely over-estimated).
That’s like providing a firehose to water a daisy. Overkill?
The DEIS appears to highlight a generation problem, not a transmission problem. In 1997,
PSE profitably sold the Shuffleton Generation Plant to land developers and the plant was
demolished in 2001 – without WUTC or public input/approval. Shuffleton was a local
emergency electricity generation plant capable of providing 88 MW during peak load periods.
Did PSE create the 74 MW electricity generation shortfall that is now forecast? Where did the
money go from the sale of Shuffleton? PSE never replaced that emergency electricity
generation source. Ironically, the Shuffleton Plant was located in Renton, the same place
where transformer overloads are now forecast to occur.
PSE is planning to make-up the shortfall of electricity generation by buying electricity on the
daily open spot market – potentially buying at high prices when electricity demand is high and
we have nowhere else to turn. This is an expensive, and risky, strategy exposing customers to
unexpected rate hikes.
The Mid-West Electric Consumers Association states on their Funding the Federal Power
Program fact sheet, “...due to ongoing federal budget crisis, appropriations from the U.S.
Treasury will not be available to fund capital programs such as new construction and
replacement or rehabilitation of existing facilities...For two decades, administrations’ Budget
Requests for funding of the federal power program have steadily decreased...Customer
funding has become an important funding source….” Translation: Local ratepayers (like PSE
customers) are being forced to finance new construction, replacement, and rehabilitation of
electrical infrastructure that provides benefits to a substantially larger base of beneficiaries
throughout the west coast region (tens of millions of ratepayers in BPA’s 8-state territory).
While electricity grid reinforcement is paramount to our national security and economic wellbeing,
implementation is being abused.   Some utilities (like investor-owned PSE) are “gold-plating”
infrastructure projects to qualify for higher rates of Return-On-Equity (ROE). The Federal Power

Program is leveraging individual utilities to address grid enhancement. FERC has programs that
provide EXTRA incentive (a higher rate of ROE) to reward utilities for infrastructure investment that
reinforces the electrical grid. In turn, those individual utilities get to charge their local customers for
projects that have more far-reaching goals beyond just benefitting local ratepayers. Current weak
WA state legislation actually REWARDS PSE for over-building infrastructure.

City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future
electricity needs. Before we build an oversized transmission line and overpay for electricity on
the open spot market, please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful
improvements to the electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. Better alternatives have been
identified that promote smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable,
more reliable, more energy-efficient, and less damaging to the environment. The
Programmatic DEIS must include those alternatives. It is the City’s fiduciary duty to its
citizens.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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Robert Jones
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside EIS no action alternative
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Heidi Bedwell,

My name is Robert E. Jones
My address is 8434 128 Ave SE Newcastle WA 98056
I've attached an argument based on the draft EIS section 1.3 for the No Action Alternative
Thanks

Name: Robert Jones Address: 8434 128 Ave SE Newcastle WA 98056
Summary: Section 1.3 says that determining the need for a project is part of defining the project.. PSE
claims there is an immediate need. No state or Federal agency is concerned with this 18 mile long local
project. Only the cities involved have oversight over Energize Eastside. PSE used industry standard methods
to create its Eastside Needs Assessment but the data was based on implausible assumptions. The Needs
Assessment produced by Lauckhart and Schiffman using the same method and database but with logical
assumptions indicates there is no immediate need for the transmission line. So the best alternative for
Energize Eastside is the no action alternative.
According section 1.3 of the draft Environmental Impact statement
“it is the responsibility of the lead agency to make certain that a proposal that is the subject of an
environmental review is properly defined as outlined in WAC 197-11-060 (3)(a)”.
And “the process of defining the proposal includes an objective understanding of the need for
the project”.
So it was perfectly logical for the EIS consultant team to engage Stantec to represent them to review
internal utility planning and operations information used by PSE in developing the Energize Eastside Project
proposal. Stantec in a memorandum confirmed that PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment was conducted in
accordance with industry standards for utility planning.
Stantec simply validated the method used by PSE without questioning the assumptions made in PSE’s
Needs Assessment. No one is questioning the method used by PSE to assess the need for a new
transmission line. The method consists of entering data into a computer simulation program for load flow
modeling then looking at the results. The results however depend on the data entered. And the data used
by the computer depend on the assumptions of those running the program.
To illustrate the effect of different assumptions, Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman acquired a license
to run the industry standard simulation software known as “GE PSLF”1. They ran the program with the
same database used by PSE but with different assumptions. The result indicates that there is no immediate
need for a new larger transmission line.
PSE Assumptions Changed by Lauckhart and Schiffman
PSE assumed that the amount of electricity sent to Canada would triple from 500 MW to 1500 MW
while at peak demand locally.
Lauckhart and Schiffman assumed that during a local peak power load in below freezing weather
the power sent to Canada would be reduced from 500 MW to 0 MW during peak time.
PSE assumed that the power generated by local generation plants would be reduced from
1,654 MW to 259 MW during the 10 winter days of peak load.
Lauckhart and Schiffman assumed that only 2 transformers were totally out of service in
accordance with federal reliability standard N-1-1.
PSE used the WECC “summer normal” reduced transformer capacity ratings.
A transformer produces heat which it must dissipate. During summer, radiation is more
difficult so transformer ratings are reduced for summer use. Excess heat breaks down
the insulation in a transformer causing them to fail.
Lauckhart and Schiffman assumed that the below 23 degrees F temperature occurred in the winter
and so used the higher winter emergency capacity ratings of the transformers instead of
the summer ratings.

The unlikely assumptions of PSE that determined what data to enter into the computer caused the program
to produce the need for a larger transmission line.
The more reasonable assumptions of Lauckhart and Schiffman indicate that there is no immediate need for
a larger transmission line.
Section 1.3 also states that “This EIS will not be used to reject or validate the need for the proposal.”
Then who is responsible for establishing the need. Only the cities are overseeing the PSE Energize Eastside
project because it is classified as a local project.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, FERC, regulates interstate transmission of electricity.
So the FERC has no jurisdiction and is not interested in the project.
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation, NERC, is concerned with the reliability of the North
American bulk power system so NERC does not have jurisdiction over the project.
The Western Electric Coordinating Council, WECC, is the western region of the FERC which deals with the
bulk power systems so WECC does not have jurisdiction over the project
The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, WUTC, regulates the rates and services of utility
companies to ensure that services are fairly priced, available, reliable and safe and so has no
jurisdiction over the need for, planning of, or construction of transmission lines in general and this
project in particular.
Validating or rejecting the project is necessary in deciding which alternative best meets the purpose of the
EIS. No action is a valid alternative to adding 18 miles of transmission line through 4 cities. If there is no
need for additional power then no action is the best alternative.
Section 1.3 of the draft EIS states “the EIS is intended to identify alternatives that could attain or
approximate PSE’s objectives at a lower environmental cost and disclose potential significant adverse
environmental impacts associated with all alternatives identified.”
What was Puget Sound Energy’s goal when they set up a very unlikely scenario in order to justify Energize
Eastside? PSE is allowed to make 10% above the cost of the project so the more it costs the more they can
legally charge its customers. The only way for PSE to meet this goal is by the EIS committee’s allowing
Energize Eastside to be completed as PSE wants it. I don’t think that is what the EIS committee wants to do.
Why are we wasting time and money on Puget Sound Energy's proposal when it is not needed, not safe, a
blight on the communities involved, and its only purpose is to make money for its investors?
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Batra, Shiv
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Energize Eastside
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March,7, 2016

Heidi Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
City of Bellevue Office of Planning & Community Development 450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Dear Ms Bedwell:
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments into the Energize Eastside Phase 1 DRAFT
EIS.
I appreciate that the five jurisdictions are working together under the lead of the City of
Bellevue to review and analyze various alternative solutions to meet the growing electrical
needs of the Eastside. In doing so I encourage you to ensure that the alternatives that are
studied are viable and possible. Much talk has been heard regarding using Seattle City Light
lines for this project. I understand this solution has been “asked and answered” so I am hoping
we don’t waste time and energy on studying this as a solution.  
I also have heard much discussion about option 2 – the demand side reduction/non-wire
technologies. PSE has done an incredible job with its conservation efforts over the past years
and I anticipate this will continue. However, the notion of batteries as a solution (as has been
discussed) does not preclude the use of new transmission lines to connect those batteries.
And, as far as I have come to understand, batteries are untested at this size and scope of
need. Also, social engineering (forcing people to conserve, swap our electric heat for natural
gas, etc) does not work because people don’t want to be told what to do in their own homes.
Thus I request that only solutions that are technically feasible to continue without delay– that
we know will work (versus that we HOPE will work) – and be studied as viable options to meet
this critical need of our growing City and Region, which is clearly identified as Alternative 1a
in the Draft EIS.
In my career I have built economic infrastructure projects of all sizes and scope all over the
world. Energize Eastside is a critical economic infrastructure project – a local project meeting

local need for our growing Eastside communities -- and as such must be designed and built to
guarantee our region’s electrical reliability. This must be done in a timely manner so as not
to risk reliability for our residents and our businesses.
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,
Shiv Batra,
Shiv Batra | Management.Management VII.
Business +1 (425) 635-1000 | Fax +1 425 635 1150 | Mobile +1 206 999 6507 | Shiv.Batra@tetratech.com
Tetra Tech | Complex World, Clear Solutions™
400 112th Ave., Bellevue, WA 98004 | tetratech.com
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Barbra Chevalier
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Phase 1 Draft EIS
Thursday, March 03, 2016 9:58:10 PM

To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am deeply concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project,
which proposes to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four
Eastside cities (Alternative 1A). I contend herein that Alternative 1A is unnecessary,
risky, unsightly, inflexible and overly expensive, in both environmental and financial
terms, and, furthermore, that a better option exists.
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an extreme scenario that would
cause regional blackouts. According to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study,
from February 2016, this scenario is not merely extreme, but impossible. There is no
discernible need on behalf of Eastside residents for the project that PSE is favoring.
Furthermore, their insistence on the behemoth that is Alternative 1A to the effective
exclusion of other options, such as Alternative 2, does not inspire confidence.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum
pipelines. Construction alone could cause damage to one or more of these lines, and
it may cause them to deteriorate more rapidly than otherwise, creating a costly and
potentially dangerous situation years from now. Responsible safety standards require
at least a 50 foot separation. Can this be guaranteed given that the proposed power
lines will cross not only existing PSE easements but also established
neighborhoods? Would such a guarantee require the relocation of those utilities?
What would that cost? A construction or operational accident could cause a
catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham residents in
1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS, nor is Alternative 2 properly
considered as a way to mitigate such risks.

Alternative 1A further fails to adequately address safety concerns related to potential
natural disasters. This is especially relevant given that the area in which the power
lines are to be constructed is prone to landslides and would be at great risk in the
event of an earthquake. Alternative 2 would rely on a more dispersed system and
therefore be more resilient in the event of a localized disaster such as a landslide or
lightning strike.
Alternative 1A fails to account for the almost certain impacts that their enormous
power lines would have on residential communities and property values. They cite a
lack of conclusive evidence, but studies, and common sense, are available that
would suggest otherwise. As a business charged with doing the best for its
customers, a primary goal should be to maintain the livability of residential
neighborhoods and not to scar them with industrial infrastructure. Because it does
not propose to build on such a truly gigantic scale, Alternative 2 alleviates this
concern.
Lastly, the lack of flexibility and opportunity for innovation created by construction of a
series of 230kV transmission lines is a real concern. PSE is asking the Eastside to
hitch its wagon to a technology and structure that will almost certainly be outdated
and unnecessary within the next 20 years. Our future demands action and
improvement now to lessen our environmental impact and increase sustainability.
Alternative 2 doesn’t lock us into decades of the same system and would enable us
to incorporate future technology as it arises.
In summary, Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less
costly alternative that won’t saddle Eastside residents with an expensive,
unnecessary, permanent and unsightly electrical system. As a smaller option, it is
less likely to have negative impacts on a large number of people, and it is projected
to shrink our environmental footprint. The discussion of this alternative provided in
the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have suitable
experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side

Management and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities included
in the Draft are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies. As the Northwest Power
Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed plan would easily
beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment. The burden is on
PSE to demonstrate why this option is not viable. Their lack of good faith in this
regard is not encouraging.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
either financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are being asked to spend more than a billion dollars, and perhaps closer
to 2 billion, over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer
these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting the best
possible plan for our energy future. In its current incarnation, it fails to do so by a
wide margin.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Barbra Chevalier
Bellevue resident
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My comments attached.
Richard A. Kaner, MD
6025 Hazelwood Lane SE
Bellevue, WA 98006

ENERGIZE EASTSIDE: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS)

Comments submitted by Richard A. Kaner, MD. Member of CENSE.
6025 Hazelwood Lane SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
thekaners@comcast.net

Chapter 1.3 of the DEIS discusses PSE determining “there is a need to construct a new 230 kV bulk
electrical transmission line” This is not an accepted fact despite PSE’s assertions that the EIS is not to
assess need and that need has been unequivocally established. The Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow
study dated February 18, 2016 shows multiple flaws in PSE’s assumptions:
1) PSE submitted a rate of growth in energy demand of 0.5%/year to the federal agency Western
Electricity Coordinating council (WECC). This is similar to that of the Seattle submission for their
rapid growth in apartments and South Lake Union. For the EE project they submitted 2.4%/year
which is closer to the population growth projections; NOT energy demand growth.
2) They used summer normal ratings for their existing transformers which limits load to 700mW.
If winter emergency ratings are used (as they should be for this WINTER EMERGENCY) the loads
increase 30% to 930mW.
3) PSE has turned OFF all 6 of their existing power plant generators during this WINTER
EMERGENCY.
4) PSE has factored in sending 1,500 mW of power North to Canada during this WINTER
EMERGENCY .
If the proper data is used, there is NO SHORTAGE until 2058. 40 years further down the road!
In short, a project of this size is not needed and the NO BUILD OPTION (Alternative 4) actually becomes
the most logical if the Eastside needs are the driving force. The fact, however, is that the Eastside needs
are not the driving force; transfer of electricity to and from Canada and the profit to be made from that
transfer are amongst the main reasons for Energize Eastside(EE). This is outlined in the 2013 Annual
Report from PSE to WECC and the 2013 memo from ColumbiaGrid to WECC that I submitted 3/1/16 for
the record. The latter states that the purpose of EE is to “improve South-to-North transfer capability
between the Northwest and British Columbia.”

ALTERNATIVES:
In reviewing the alternatives proposed, the only alternative not preferable to Energize Eastside (1-A) is
alternative 3 which would add a spider web of new wires. Use of the Seattle City Light (SCL) corridor (1B) is preferable since it already exists and would have little additional impact on corridor size, trees and
property values. We have been told that this is off limits since SCL will not grant access. Options to
underground and submerge (1-C & 1-D) are preferable options that are safer with less impact on
property and environment. We have been told flat-out that both of these options are cost prohibitive.
Therefore, if the NO BUILD option is dismissed and the project moves forward, I am in support of
alternative 2 that is referenced in chapter 2.3.3. PSE has claimed in the DEIS that this option is risky and
undesirable. In fact, the presentation of this alternative was not created nor evaluated by analysts
familiar with the technologies and policies involved. I feel that an evaluation of the data shows that it is
derived from studies that are now outdated with the rapid changes in technologies. As an example, the
article on Forbes.com January 13, 2015 titled “Battery Revolution: A Technology Disruption, Economics
and Grid Level Application Discussion with EOS Energy Storeage.” highlights the improvements in
capacity and drop in prices seen with battery technology. Throughout this document, verbiage is used
to magnify the possible impact of Alternative 2 and minimize the impact of Alternative 1-A.
PSE has been disingenuous raising the estimate of winter peak load from 123 mW in April 2015 to 205
mW mentioned in a recent memo without documentation of how they arrive at their figures. Energize
Eastside 1-A certainly has capacity and the greater the shortfall the less desirable other options become.
Alternative 2 allows us to add improvements and capacity to the existing grid as needed. It won’t
involve tearing down 8,000 mature trees, disrupting the existing pipeline, invoking Eminent Domain with
its significant associated costs and it avoids blighting the character of our neighborhoods. Since it
doesn’t rely on a single line, Alternative 2 is a more reliable alternative. The DEIS seems to minimize the
benefits of Alternative 2 and minimize the adverse impacts of Alternative 1-A. We should be investing in
21st century technology to create a better energy future for our children and preserve our “city in a
park.”

SAFETY:
We live in a seismic zone and the fault line is the I-90 corridor. Chapter 8.5.1.3 talks only about
earthquakes during construction. Why is there no discussion of risk after construction?
Dr. Frank Cheng’s study on “Safety of Collocation of Electrical Power Lines and Pipelines” (on CENSE.org)
discusses the arcing that can occur. We have citizens in the Bridle Trails Community who have dealt with
this involving lower voltage lines after windstorms. Furthermore, his report discusses the effects of EMF
accelerating metal corrosion.
The proposed route of Alt 1-A does not meet industry standards and federal guidelines for separation of
these 2 entities-power poles and gas lines. Any type of disruption from corrosion, earthquake or

terrorist action is a recipe for disaster. Have we already forgotten the lessons of the 1999 Bellingham
pipeline disaster?
EMF effects on humans are hard to prove and controversial. There are multiple articles in the medical
and general literature discussing EMF. While it is difficult to get a study population large enough to
show statistical significance, many authorities agree that EMF proximity is associated with increased
numbers of bone marrow cancers in growing children and brain cancer in adults. If EMF accelerates
metal corrosion, it is hard to imagine no impact upon the human body. The DEIS fails to adequately
discuss this controversy. Certainly, regardless of your position, this should be part of an environmental
assessment. Beyond people’s home, these lines will run in close proximity to at least 2 schools.
The discussion of Alternative 1-A again minimizes these risks which are nearly non-existent in
Alternative 2.
ENVIRONMENT:
Chapter 6.6.3.1.1 describes impacts on widening the corridor in Alternative 1-A. I cannot overemphasize
the impact of losing 8,000 trees (roughly 500 trees/mile) and clear-cutting 327 acres of vegetation
(11.6.3.5.1). Whether you look at impact on carbon footprint, animal habitat, noise buffering, water and
soil stabilization or the destruction of neighborhood character and addition of visual blight, “significant”
just doesn’t do justice to the devastating impact and permanent damage to Eastside neighborhoods.
Alternative 2 avoids this horrific impact by utilizing and upgrading existing infrastructure.

NEIGHBORHOODS:
Bellevue is touted as a “City in a Park.” The surrounding Eastside cities of Redmond, Kirkland, Newcastle
and Renton take equal pride in their lush greenery and surrounding beauty. Chapter 10.7.3.1.2 underemphasizes the need to invoke Eminent domain to widen the corridor. In addition to removing these
homes from the tax base, a whole new group of homes will now border the corridor and suffer
depreciated values. The DEIS is deficient in that it minimizes the true impact of Alternative 1-A on lost
revenues to the cities and lost value to the Eastside neighborhoods.
In 10.7.1.4, the DEIS uses 1 study by The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). This study was
prepared by the power industry, which has a vested interest in property not being devalued by
transmission lines, and does not use recognized real estate experts. Using that study, the DEIS declares
that impacts on values are “inconclusive” even while they cite 10 aspects that can have impact on
values. Over half are negative and apply to the situation at hand. In their discussion, they acknowledge
that an ~6% depreciation could be expected and further quote their sources as stating that “Higherend properties are more likely to experience a reduction in selling price than lower end properties.”
The Eastside is by any measure considered higher-end. How is that inconclusive and how hard is it to
extract real estate data on home values in our area when a new corridor is created. This is, in fact, the
situation when by Eminent Domain the corridor is widened, existing homes are destroyed and new

homes become adjacent to the corridor when before they were buffered from it. The DEIS fails to
address this issue and trivializes a major issue impacting most people’s largest investment.
Chapter 11.6.3.5.3 discusses pole height going from the current 65 feet to the proposed 85-135 feet.
This will impact the entire Eastside. These poles exceed the height of the tree canopy in many places
and blight the views of many homes at varying heights including high-rise condos being constructed in
downtown Bellevue. People on East Mercer Island will be seeing these poles and wires and are already
expressing concern. This amounts to a much greater impact than the 100 lots/mile referenced in the
chapter.
While the impact of Alternative 1-A is consistently downplayed, 10.7.4.2 acknowledges the negligible
land use impact of Alternative 2. If EE is to be built, Alternative 2 is the only option that consistently has
minimal impact while allowing for growth in load to be met with augmented supply and flow using
smart grid technologies, demand-side management and distributed energy resources.
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Pete Mansfield
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
FW: Energize Eastside EIS Phase 1 Draft Comments
Thursday, March 03, 2016 12:11:25 PM

Re: Energize Eastside EIS Phase 1 Draft Comments
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Energize Eastside IES Phase 1 Draft, dated
January 2016.
My contact information is included at the end of this email.
Page 1-5: “Stantec prepared a memorandum evaluating
the stated need for the project, and confirmed that PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment was
conducted in accordance with industry standards for utility planning (Stantec, 2015). See
Appendix A for more information.”
COMMENT: Stantec needs to review and comment on modeling assumption questions raised in the
Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study as submitted to the review process by CENSE. It seems to me
that this step is a fundamental gateway to any further EIS actions.

Page 1-37: “Although views of transmission lines can negatively affect property values, studies are
inconclusive on the duration of negative effects.”
COMMENT: Please reference studies. I don’t understand how property values are not negatively
affected permanently unless land-use/zoning designations change (e.g from residential to industrial).
Page 1-38: “View obstruction or changes to viewpoints or visual resources could result from
placement of new
infrastructure.”
COMMENT: Change “could” in above statement to “will” or describe scenarios in which new
infrastructure would not result in any view obstruction or change in viewpoints.
Page 1-38: ‘Extent of impact would depend on the degree of contrast, number of viewers, duration
of impact, and the
sensitivity of the viewers.”
COMMENT: Suggest adding: “For those with unobstructed views that would become obstructed
with power poles and/or power lines the contrast would be high and obstruction permanent.”
Page 11-1: “Specific potentially affected neighborhoods will be evaluated as part of the Phase 2
EIS.”
Page 11-4: Section 11.2.3 Bellevue
Page G-1: Table with Bellevue documents listed
COMMENT: To help fully appreciate and understand the intent, importance and considerable effort
put into protecting views in the Somerset neighborhood (Bellevue community) please recognize and
refer to the following document in your current study and Phase 2 study.
http://www.somerset98006.org/uploads/4/7/5/8/47585659/view_guidelines.pdf

Final Comments:
Speaking as a Somerset neighborhood resident with a valued (and valuable) view, this is quite
outrageous to even have to discuss. I would like to make the following points regarding the impact
of this project on my neighborhood and beyond:
1)    The only visible lines in this neighborhood are the existing lines along the pipeline. ALL
other lines of any type are underground for good reason – to protect the view.
2)    As referenced above, the Somerset community has adopted property covenants which require
that we protect our neighbor’s view lines. This entire neighborhood is fundamentally
organized around the view. Homes were constructed to maximize it.
3)    The proposed project not only impacts those with homes adjacent to the line but hundreds of
additional homes.   
4)    We have regular visitors to the neighborhood who park on the public streets to enjoy the
view, particularly on evenings with nice sunsets. We also have visitors on July 4th who
climb the hill to enjoy fireworks displays from all around.
5)    The view from below will make the hill appear industrially blighted and an eyesore to the
public in general. Everyone passing by on I-405 and I-90 would be negatively impacted.
6)    If this is approved, what is to stop PSE from constructing an even larger capacity, say 750
kV, line in the future, further disrupting views and property values?
7)    Yes, as cities grow, more power is needed, but you don’t see suspended high voltage lines
running through urban residential areas. At some point it simply makes sense to put it
underground.
8)    A parcel of undeveloped land at the base of Somerset Place, adjacent to the Somerset
Recreation Club has remained privately owned for some time. The potential for this project
to obstruct the view from any home constructed on this parcel is high. This parcel went on
the market within the last year and remains unsold in an otherwise booming market. Was
the timing just coincidence or did the owner (unknown to me) realize better to try to sell
now than risk power lines making the land significantly less attractive? I suggest this be
investigated and incorporated into any further studies.
Thank you!
Peter K. Mansfield, Ph.D.
4568 Somerset Place, SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
petermansfield@comcast.net
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As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Process.
PROCESS
The City of Bellevue has deemed Energize Eastside an “Essential Public Facility” (EPF). The
independent USE Report says that load growth is only needed in the downtown Bellevue
corridor. How can Energize Eastside be deemed an EPF when it has been independently
shown NOT to be essential to other directly affected jurisdictions (Renton, Newcastle,
Redmond, and Kirkland)? Other less costly measures (e.g. a natural-gas fired peaker plant
located close to the load in Bellevue) could more easily satisfy this need, on the rare peak
occasions it may become necessary
Energize Eastside does NOT meet the definition of an EPF. Per the City of Bellevue’s
Comprehensive Plan, “ the Growth Management Act defines essential public facilities as
those “that are typically difficult to site, such as airports, state education facilities and state
or regional transportation facilities as defined in RCW 47.06.140, state and local correctional
facilities, sold waste handling facilities, and in-patient facilities including substance abuse
facilities mental health facilities, group homes, and secure community transition facilities as
defined in RCW 71.090.020.” “The Comprehensive Plan has benefits including minimizing
difficulties in the siting process and addressing local impacts equitably.”

pg. 81, http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/PCD/05.CapitalFacilities02(3).pdf

PSE’s Load Flow Studies (Eastside Needs Assessment Report) and ColumbiaGrid
(ColumbiaGrid 2013 System Assessment Report) contradict one another. PSE’s load flow
studies are based on a case that was studied “for information purposes and mitigation is
not required as it goes beyond what is required in the NERC Reliability Standards.”
https://www.columbiagrid.org/client/pdfs/2013SAforweb(7.1.13)FINAL.pdf (2017-18HW2, pg 12, PDF pg 17 of 92)   The
DEIS process during this “Programmatic” phase 1 has not adequately assessed if Energize
Eastside is duplicative, less efficient, and more costly than better alternatives that have been
suppressed?
PSE and ColumbiaGrid studies did not reflect the Remedial Action Schemes (RAS) and
Schedule Adjustment Schemes that have been put in place for Northern Intertie schedules.
Contrived power flow studies and simulations include Canadian Entitlement electricity.
Contrived power flow studies and simulations turned OFF all PSE-controlled emergency
generation facilities west of the Cascades (facilities specifically intended to address peak load
issues).
FERC rules require Bulk Electric System projects, like Energize Eastside, to be competitively
bid.

In PSE’s 2013 IRP, PSE indicates a 1,500MW generation shortfall forecast (unmet capacity,
Figure G-12 on page G-25). PSE has not presented any plans to address not having enough
electrons to flow through the Energize Eastside transmission lines. Building an electricity
transmission pipeline the size of Energize Eastside will do no good, if PSE and others cannot
produce enough electricity to flow through that transmission line (e.g. a bridge to nowhere).
Energize Eastside transmission lines would depend upon PSE’s ability to sufficiently generate
electricity or buy electricity generation. Where will PSE obtain a new electricity supply to
cover peak load with the pending shutdown of Colstrip? This planning must be part of the EIS
process.
Any significant change (decrease) in electricity generation capacity, like the retirement of
Colstrip, must be included in the overall Environmental Impact Study for Energize Eastside.
U.S.E. did not independently analyze PSE’s load forecast. U.S.E. accepted PSE’s inputs as fact
and verified that PSE had followed an industry-standard process. Yet faulty assumptions lead
to erroneous results: garbage in, garbage out.
Why didn’t USE obtain independent data from unbiased third-parties, rather than rely strictly
on data provided by PSE?
Did USE compare PSE’s data against ColumbiaGrid and/or BPA data to verify its authenticity?
PSE cites a load growth forecast of 2.4% annually in the DEIS. The data that PSE supplied to
the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) cites a load growth forecast of 0.5%
annually. A 0.5% growth rate closely correlated with other independent data from the Puget
Sound Regional Council, Seattle City Light, the Northwest Power and Conservation Council,
the Energy Information Administration, Sound Transit East Link Expansion, and others. The
eastside is NOT growing nearly 5 TIMES as fast as Seattle. Seattle City Light cites a load
growth forecast of 0.5% in their IRP.
Did U.S.E. verify and validate that there are no software errors in PSE’s load forecasting
algorithms?
How does PSE verify and validate its software algorithms, particularly for load forecasting?
When was the last time changes were made to PSE’s software algorithms and how were those
software changes validated and verified before the software was used to create meaningful,
actual load forecasts? (Page H-16, Loss Factors, indicates that the software was changed to
adjust the loss factor. What other changes might have been made and how were those
software changes validated and verified?)
Example: PSE admitted a calculation error of Bainbridge Island’s energy threshold.
http://www.insidebainbridge.com/tag/linda-streissguth/
Example: Recently Avista admitted that software changes to their rate-charging
algorithms resulted in overcharging customers.
http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2015/may/04/software-error-caused-avistaoverestimate-rate-req/
Should PSE’s forecasting model be taken at face value? Is there an opportunity for
software errors to produce forecasting errors that indicate an excessive
demand/need/growth beyond what is truly warranted?
Bonneville Power Administration documentation (in addition to Memoranda of
Agreement) states that all Lakeside Transformer (Bellevue) 230kV activities fall under
NEPA. Please re-evaluate all documentation from multiple sources, including BPA and FERC.
Has the City of Bellevue overlooked crucial binding documentation requiring Energize

Eastside to submit for NEPA review?
Mr. Pyle (City of Bellevue’s former Sr. Environmental/Land Use Planner charged with the
Energize Eastside EIS) said that BPA has provided a letter stating that BPA is not involved with
the Energize Eastside project (aka: Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot project). If BPA is not
involved, why are there BPA Memoranda of Agreement (MOA) included on the City of
Bellevue EIS scoping website?

http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/2015-0601_moa_with_bpa-seattlecitylight-pse.pdf
On the City of Bellevue EIS Scoping website , a MOA (amended April 2015, link included
above) states, “Concerning the Puget Preferred Plan Projects identified in Section 3(b)
of the MOA, the parties agree that the BPA funding originally intended for these
projects will instead be directed under separate agreement to PSE's Whatcom County
Transformer project. Accordingly, the parties acknowledge that BPA is not involved in
any manner or capacity in PSE's Sammamish to Lakeside to Talbot Rebuild Project or its
Lakeside 230 kV Transformer Addition Project.”
This MOA goes out of its way for BPA to disavow any association with Energize Eastside,
yet, it also clearly states that BPA funding was, in fact, originally intended for this
project.
BPA is merely diverting payment for Energize Eastside to another project in Whatcom
County. This is a maneuver to avoid FERC Order 1000 cost allocation requirements.
This maneuver is also an attempt to avoid triggering a NEPA review. BPA is obviously
playing a financial shell game. ANALOGY: To avoid me paying sales tax when buying
your car, you sign the car over to me. Then I’ll give you money so you can go buy a
new bicycle. We complete the transaction and pretend that I never really paid you for
the car.
In that same MOA, paragraph 3(a), “Upon completion of the Puget projects, PSE shall
submit an invoice or payment to SCL for the SCL cost obligations associated with
construction of the Puget Preferred Plan Projects.” Seattle City Light is involved in the
shell game and forced to pay PSE, so that BPA can no longer appear to have any
financial obligation. Why would Seattle City Light pay PSE, if Energize Eastside is solely
to address Puget Sound eastside (local) load growth? BPA is going out of its way to
misdirect and divert funds from a broader REGIONAL project to address west coast
grid reinforcement (Energize Eastside) to avoid a NEPA review and circumvent
compliance with FERC Order 1000.
The Mid-West Electric Consumers Association states on their Funding the Federal
Power Program fact sheet, “...due to ongoing federal budget crisis, appropriations
from the U.S. Treasury will not be available to fund capital programs such as new
construction and replacement or rehabilitation of existing facilities...For two decades,
administrations’ Budget Requests for funding of the federal power program have
steadily decreased...Customer funding has become an important funding source….”
Translation: Local ratepayers (like PSE customers) are being forced to finance new
construction, replacement, and rehabilitation of electrical infrastructure that provides
benefits to a substantially larger base of beneficiaries throughout the west coast
region. Electricity grid reinforcement is paramount to our national security and
economic wellbeing. However, implementation is being abused.   Some U.S. utilities

(like PSE) are “gold-plating” their infrastructure projects to qualify for higher rates of
Return On Equity. The Federal Power Program is leveraging individual utilities to
address grid reinforcement. FERC has programs that provide EXTRA incentive (a higher
rate of Return On Equity, ROE) to reward utilities for infrastructure investment that
reinforces the electrical grid. In turn, those individual utilities get to charge their local
customers for projects that have more far-reaching goals beyond just benefitting local
ratepayers. Current WA state legislation actually REWARDS PSE for over-building
infrastructure.

http://meconsumers.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Funding-Federal-Power2013.pdf
http://www.wsj.com/articles/utilities-profit-recipe-spend-more-1429567463
The BPA News (Jan 24, 2012) has much to say about Energize Eastside: “When large
amounts of energy are being delivered to the Puget Sound area through the Northern
Intertie to Canada, transmission lines become congested...The projects being
announced today will significantly expand system capacity and minimize the need for
curtailments….”
http://www.bpa.gov/news/newsroom/releases/Documents/20120124-PR-5-12-Jointtransmission-system-projects-to-improve-system-reliability.pdf
SEPA/NEPA determination must be determined by an independent panel/commission that
includes detailed local, state, and federal legal review.

Since our electricity grid is interconnected, the Western Electricity Coordinating Council
(WECC) shows approximately 1/3 of the heavy winter base case flowing through the one of
the proposed Energize Eastside 230kV transmission lines. The proposed Energize Eastside
has more than enough capacity to facilitate the transfer of excess oversupply of hydropower.
PSE forecasts a 74MW transmission capacity shortfall for local peak periods in the Eastside
as early as the winter of 2017-2018 (DEIS pg 1-6). Energize Eastside is capable of
conservatively transmitting over 1,000MW on one line. That’s like providing a firehose to
water a daisy.
BPA is diverting payment for Energize Eastside to another project – the Whatcom County
Transformer project. This is a maneuver for Energize Eastside to avoid FERC Order 1000
cost allocation requirements and also avoids triggering a NEPA review. BPA and PSE are
playing a financial shell game that involves Seattle City Light, and possibly ColumbiaGrid,
and FERC.
Citizens will not stand for PROCESS shenanigans. Based on the information provided above,
I have multiple reasons to believe these Energize Eastside EIS PROCESS questions and
concerns are legitimate, worthy of serious consideration, and appropriate for inclusion in the
Draft Programmatic EIS.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com
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As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Alternatives.
Non-wired Alternatives
Only 20% of the need for Energize Eastside is attributed to local load growth. Only ONE
(1) transformer overload condition exists in power flow simulations when Canadian
Entitlement electricity is removed from the power flow simulations. This single
overload condition could be addressed via an additional transformer at the Talbot Hill
station.
Install a Small Natural Gas-Fired Peaker Plant, possibly located in the corridor between
Lakeside substation and the City of Bellevue Waste Transfer Station. The size of this
gas peaker plant can be minimized for rare PEAK loads, not for daily 230kV
transmission.
PSE did in fact study a solution to build a 300MW natural gas-fired peaker plant to
address power generation west of the Cascades and solve peak power problems in lieu
of Energize Eastside. PSE’s studies explored the Cedar Hills location (east of Renton,
south of Issaquah). PSE’s studies found that this was a viable option to Energize
Eastside, when power flows northward to Canada were excluded from PSE’s power
flow studies.   For economic reasons important only to PSE, PSE’s current power flow
models include northward power flow to Canada (Canadian Entitlement) in order to
justify the excessive capacity of Energize Eastside. PSE states they abandoned the
natural gas-fired peaker plant allegedly because it posed “permitting problems”. Are
those “permitting problems” more problematic than the serious challenges associated
with permitting Energize Eastside, a project with much more far-reaching
environmental impact?
Distributed generation: Why can’t PSE build a scalable, reliable, distributed solution for
the Puget Sound eastside that is sized for Bellevue’s needs, at a cost lower than
Energize Eastside to keep our electricity rates down? These alternatives could be
installed close to the anticipated downtown Bellevue load growth (per the USE report),
at the Bellevue Substation near the corner of 116th Ave NE and NE 4th St. or near the
Lakeside Substation off of Kamber Road. The DEIS needs to more fully, and accurately,
assess Alternative 2. The current DEIS language is too dismissive of Alternative 2.
Batteries: Has the City of Bellevue and PSE kept abreast of technology advances that
supply grid battery technology for peak load situations? Other cities are finding
batteries to be a viable, affordable means of addressing peak load issues. Grid battery
solutions do not need to be sized to address a full-time 230kV load. Grid batteries only
need to be sized to address short-term emergency peak load situations. Battery

containers could be located close to the anticipated downtown Bellevue load growth
(per the USE report), at the Bellevue Substation near the corner of 116th Ave NE and
NE 4th St. (Center Substation) or near the Lakeside Substation off of Kamber Road.
Wired Alternatives
Reconductor 115kV lines to improve transmission efficiencies.
SCL Loopback: Add a new 230/115kV transformer at Lakeside Substation. Loop the
existing Seattle City Light double circuit 230kV line through the Lakeside Substation.
Route the line east along I-90 then turn north to the Lakeside Substation. Continue
along the existing PSE right-of-way north of the Lakeside Substation. Turn west near
the Lake Hills Connector until the SCL lines are once again intercepted. This has
significantly less environmental impact than 18 miles of new transmission lines. This
could have the added benefit of removing 230kV SCL lines that currently run over the
top of the Woodridge neighborhood – over the top of a public elementary school and
two community swimming pools.
Lake Tradition Option: Re-evaluate PSE’s plan-of-record until approximately 2011 to
route power from Lake Tradition along I-90 to the Lakeside Substation.
Monroe-Echo Lake #2: Re-evaluate BPA’s best technical solution (lowest risk, TCRM,
and highest transfer capacity, TTC) by building a second Monroe-Echo Lake
transmission line, to address Canadian Entitlement electricity delivery.
Underground installation of portions of the line through dense urban areas
Submerging the line if a route under Lake Washington can be found viable

The DEIS must more fully, and accurately, assess Alternative 2. The current DEIS language
is too dismissive of Alternative 2. Additionally the DEIS eliminated other wired alternatives
prematurely with invalid assumptions, distorted facts, and lack of independent verification of
PSE modeling and forecasting.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com
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As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Scenic Resources”.
Scenic Resources
Aesthetic concerns are best explained by example: The City of Renton is now experiences
irreversible environmental impact by a significant “industrial” look and feel (see the 600 block
of South Grady Way, near downtown Renton). City Planners know there are numerous
studies citing a self-fulfilling destiny: Large overhead transmission lines beget an unspoken,
but noticeable “industrial” feel. This leads to less desirable neighborhood/community
character, which begets declining property pride-in-ownership, which begets declining
property values, begetting declining tax revenues, begetting more industrialization to
compensate for declining tax revenues. The downward spiral continues (industry jargon
refers to this as a “death spiral”). Where does it end? Will Bellevue experience its own death
spiral? Think of cities like Detroit - once a shining beacon of mid-20th century technology and
innovation, and now sadly an impoverished, crime-ridden city mired in bankruptcy?
Bellevue is French for “beautiful view”. Isn’t it ironic that Bellevue is contemplating a project
that will cause irreversible environmental impact to the Puget Sound eastside for generations
to come? Bellevue can have both: the energy needed for viable, sustainable growth and
maintain the beauty and character of the Puget Sound eastside.
Bellevue theme is a “City In a Park”. Energize Eastside will result in the destruction of 8,000
mature trees and other vegetation crucial for maintaining a clean air supply. The eastside’s
tree canopy is essential for health as well as aesthetics. Bellevue already has the lowest
remaining tree canopy in the Puget Sound eastside (declined to approximately 36%).
Energize Eastside will contribute to this rapidly dwindling tree canopy.
http://www.ci.bellevue.wa.us/pdf/Manager/Urban_Ecosystem_Analysis.pdf
Energize Eastside would install a SECOND 230kV transmission line running parallel within 0.8
miles of an existing line (the Seattle City Light transmission lines). Depending on the routing,
these two lines could run within 1,000 feet of each other, on either side of Newport High
School.

The DEIS does not adequately address the environmental impact of scenic resources.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com
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hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Risk of Explosion
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:52:01 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Risk of Explosion”.
Risk of Explosion
There are substantial Safety Issues with digging 12ft diameter holes, 15ft to 30ft deep, for
monopoles right next to 2 gas pipelines and an existing 115kV line.
Remember the Olympic Pipeline explosion in Bellingham in 1999?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJRwePrctGw
Remember the San Bruno, CA gas pipeline explosion in 2010?
http://www.mercurynews.com/business/ci_27880159/san-bruno-pg-e-faces-record-penaltypunishment
Remember the Texas gas pipeline explosion caused by installing HVTL in 2010?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSCz-35M9hA
Puget Sound Energy has experience with filing fraudulent gas pipeline inspection records:
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/puget-sound-energy-to-pay-125-million-fine-forfalsifying-inspection-records/

The DEIS does not do an adequate job of assessing the environmental impact of the very
real probability of this risk.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Public Outreach
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:48:32 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Public Outreach”.
Public Outreach
Draper Study (medical study published in 2005) found that corona can drift in the wind much
farther than anticipated, in excess of 600m (2,000 ft)
Based on the Draper study, please recommend that EIS notices be sent out to all affected
residents a minimum of a 2,000 feet radius along the selected route. The current EIS
notification range of 500 feet is arbitrary and can be changed.
Since all PSE customers are affected by an anticipated rate increase, request that PSE send
out EIS notification to ALL customers via printed notifications in all customers’ electricity bills
and solicit comments from ALL PSE customers.
How does a PSE customer in Whatcom County benefit from Energize Eastside, when they are
also required to pay for the project?

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Pipeline Safety
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:46:00 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Pipeline Safety”.
Pipeline Safety
There are substantial Safety Issues with digging at least 12ft diameter holes, 15ft to 30ft deep,
to install/pour monopoles concrete bases right next to 2 gas pipelines and an existing 115kV
line. This is an environmental disaster waiting to happen in a narrow, crowded corridor with
houses in close proximity on both sides. Vertical boring of these holes cause significant
vibration. This vibration can damage aging fuel pipelines located within the selected
transmission line corridor. Vibration stress fractures and damage can ultimately lead to
pipeline rupture days/weeks/months after transmission line construction is complete.
Vibration stress fractures and damage to aging pipelines are exacerbated by natural disasters,
like earthquakes and high winds (e.g. the Chanukah Eve Storm, December 2007). These
pipelines cross the Seattle Fault, a shallow fault capable of earthquakes in excess of 7+. The
Cascadia Subduction Zone ties to the Seattle Fault and is capable of earthquakes in excess of
9 on the Richter Scale. The Cascadia Subduction Zone is on a periodicity of 300 to 500 years,
and the last major seismic event was January 26, 1700 (315 years ago). The Axial Seamount
(underwater volcano) began eruptions April 30, 2015. These volcanic eruptions could add to
the pressure along the Cascadia Subduction Zone, and by extension, the Seattle Fault, making
the pipelines vulnerable. Digging near the pipelines exacerbates pipeline susceptibility to
damage.

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Noise
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:42:43 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Noise”.
Noise
Corona emissions produce audible noise - snaps, crackles, and pops. How will this noise be
mitigated in urban areas? This audible noise is disruptive to humans and animals, and this
noise intensifies when it rains (which occurs frequently in the rainy Northwest). When water
droplets hit high temperature transmission lines which are rated to 400ºF (during full load),
raindrops sizzle. Birds steer a wide berth. Human hair can stand on end when walking
underneath these lines (example: walk underneath the Seattle City Light transmission lines
near Norwood Swimming Pool when SCL/BPA conduct full-load tests on a misty day or cold
morning).
Corona can extend 2,000 feet and will cause electronic noise interference with emergency
911 back-up communication, e.g. HAM radio communication - crucial radio broadcasting
capabilities during times of natural disasters, like earthquakes.

Additionally, the DEIS does not address the environmental impact of noise during the
staging and construction of Energize Eastside. This should be studied as well as the
environmental impact of Energize Eastside once installed.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Light and Glare
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:40:18 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Light and Glare”.
Light and Glare
Will 130ft poles require flashing beacons to alert low flying private aircraft of tall aerial
obstructions, especially in areas that cross I-90 or over Somerset?
Energize Eastside will result in the destruction of 8,000 mature trees and other crucial
vegetation. The eastside’s tree canopy is essential for health as well as the reduction of light
and glare, especially nighttime light pollution. Bellevue’s tree canopy has already decreased
to 36%, the lowest along the Puget Sound eastside. Energize Eastside will contribute to this
rapidly dwindling tree canopy.
http://www.ci.bellevue.wa.us/pdf/Manager/Urban_Ecosystem_Analysis.pdf

The DEIS does not adequately address the environmental impact of Light and Glare.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Land and Shoreline Use
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:37:48 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Land and Shoreline Use”.
Land and Shoreline Use
Currently there are no WA state regulations for siting 230kV transmission lines in urban
areas. This is the result of tacit oversight, NOT explicit approval.   When WA state legislature
addresses 230kV transmission line regulations, will Energize Eastside be retroactively subject
to those regulations?
State laws and regulations for 230kV High Voltage Transmission Lines (HVTL) don’t exist,
because decades ago, when the 230kV lines were being erected, HVTL spanned rural
countryside. Back then, it wasn’t even considered that HVTL should co-exist in a dense urban
corridor that has now built up around the existing lines. New High Voltage Transmission Lines
must be built well away from urban centers.
There are substantial Safety Issues with digging 15ft to 30ft deep holes for monopoles right
next to 2 gas pipelines. Vertical boring of these holes cause significant vibration which can
cause settlement damage to nearby house foundations. Additionally, the vibration can
damage aging fuel pipelines located within the selected transmission line corridor. Vibration
stress fractures and damage can ultimately lead to pipeline rupture days/weeks/months after
transmission line construction is complete.
How is the “fall-zone” of 130-ft tall monopoles accounted for in the Right of Way? Many
houses are closer than 130 feet to the monopole sites.   If a monopole were to fall (e.g. in an
earthquake), it could hit houses. The selected corridor crosses the Seattle Fault, a shallow
fault capable of earthquakes in excess of 7+. The Cascadia Subduction Zone ties to the
Seattle Fault and is capable of earthquakes in excess of 9 on the Richter Scale. The Cascadia
Subduction Zone is on a periodicity of 300 to 500 years, and the last major seismic event was
January 26, 1700 (315 years ago). The Axial Seamount (underwater volcano) began eruptions
April 30, 2015. These volcanic eruptions could add to the pressure along the Cascadia
Subduction Zone, and by extension, the Seattle Fault.
How is the “fall-zone” of 130-ft tall monopoles accounted for in the Right of Way if a
monopole were to fall due to sustained high winds, like the Chanukah Eve Storm, December
2007?
Non-wired Alternatives
Only 20% of the need for Energize Eastside is attributed to local load growth. Only ONE
(1) transformer overload condition exists in power flow simulations when Canadian
Entitlement electricity is removed from the power flow simulations. This single
overload condition could be addressed via an additional transformer at the Talbot Hill
station.

Install a Small Natural Gas-Fired Peaker Plant, possibly located in the corridor between
Lakeside substation and the City of Bellevue Waste Transfer Station. The size of this
gas peaker plant can be minimized for rare PEAK loads, not for daily 230kV
transmission.
PSE did in fact study a solution to build a 300MW natural gas-fired peaker plant to
address power generation west of the Cascades and solve peak power problems in lieu
of Energize Eastside. PSE’s studies explored the Cedar Hills location (east of Renton,
south of Issaquah). PSE’s studies found that this was a viable option to Energize
Eastside, when power flows northward to Canada were excluded from PSE’s power
flow studies.   For economic reasons important only to PSE, PSE’s current power flow
models include northward power flow to Canada (Canadian Entitlement) in order to
justify the excessive capacity of Energize Eastside. PSE states they abandoned the
natural gas-fired peaker plant allegedly because it posed “permitting problems”. Are
those “permitting problems” more problematic than the serious challenges associated
with permitting Energize Eastside, a project with much more far-reaching
environmental impact?
Distributed generation: Why can’t PSE build a scalable, reliable, distributed solution for
the Puget Sound eastside that is sized for Bellevue’s needs, at a cost lower than
Energize Eastside to keep our electricity rates down? These alternatives could be
installed close to the anticipated downtown Bellevue load growth (per the USE report),
at the Bellevue Substation near the corner of 116th Ave NE and NE 4th St. or near the
Lakeside Substation off of Kamber Road.
Batteries: Has the City of Bellevue and PSE kept abreast of technology advances that
supply grid battery technology for peak load situations? Other cities are finding
batteries to be a viable, affordable means of addressing peak load issues. Grid battery
solutions do not need to be sized to address a full-time 230kV load. Grid batteries only
need to be sized to address short-term emergency peak load situations. Battery
containers could be located close to the anticipated downtown Bellevue load growth
(per the USE report), at the Bellevue Substation near the corner of 116th Ave NE and
NE 4th St. (Center Substation) or near the Lakeside Substation off of Kamber Road.
Wired Alternatives
Reconductor 115kV lines to improve transmission efficiencies.
SCL Loopback: Add a new 230/115kV transformer at Lakeside Substation. Loop the
existing Seattle City Light double circuit 230kV line through the Lakeside Substation.
Route the line east along I-90 then turn north to the Lakeside Substation. Continue
along the existing PSE right-of-way north of the Lakeside Substation. Turn west near
the Lake Hills Connector until the SCL lines are once again intercepted. This has
significantly less environmental impact than 18 miles of new transmission lines. This
could have the added benefit of removing 230kV SCL lines that currently run over the
top of the Woodridge neighborhood – over the top of a public elementary school and
two community swimming pools.
Lake Tradition Option: Re-evaluate PSE’s plan-of-record until approximately 2011 to
route power from Lake Tradition along I-90 to the Lakeside Substation.
Monroe-Echo Lake #2: Re-evaluate BPA’s best technical solution (lowest risk, TCRM,
and highest transfer capacity, TTC) by building a second Monroe-Echo Lake

transmission line, to address Canadian Entitlement electricity delivery.
Underground installation of portions of the line through dense urban areas
Submerging the line if a route under Lake Washington can be found viable

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Relationship to Existing Land Use Plans and to Estimated Population
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:33:33 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Relationship to Existing Land Use Plans and to
Estimated Population”.
Relationship to Existing Land Use Plans and to Estimated Population
Putting a SECOND 230kV transmission line running parallel within 0.8 miles of an existing line
(the Seattle City Light transmission lines) affects existing land use plans, aesthetics, and
elevates health risks. Depending on Energize Eastside routing, these two lines could run
within 1,000 feet of each other, on either side of Newport High School, posing concerns for
the existing Newport High School land use (e.g. outdoor sports fields and elevated health
risks to the youth and staff that use these fields, as well as aesthetic issues to the surrounding
neighborhood).

The environmental impact of TWO 230kV lines, operated by 2 different utilities, running so
close together has not been assessed in the DEIS.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Housing
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:30:40 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Housing”.
Housing
Data from Realtors indicate a 10% to 30% decrease in property values near High Voltage
Transmission Lines (HVTL)
There are substantial Safety Issues with digging 15ft to 30ft deep holes for monopoles.
Vertical boring of these holes cause significant vibration which can cause settlement damage
to nearby house foundations.
Before the City of Bellevue might issue Construction Permits (after the EIS and after
Conditional Use Permits could be issued), PSE must demonstrate control over all property.
This includes heavy equipment access right-of-way. The DEIS indicates that PSE will exercise
Eminent Domain, condemning or making compulsory purchases of valuable housing,
expropriating housing cheaply, so that they can demonstrate control over all property along
the entire transmission line corridor.

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Health
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:27:13 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Health”.
Health: Releases or Potential Release to the Environment Affecting Public Health (such as
toxic or hazardous materials)
High Voltage Transmission Lines release charged particles (corona)
Draper Study (2005) found that corona can drift in the wind much farther than anticipated, in
excess of 600m (2,000 ft). As such, all residents living at a minimum of 2,000 feet from the
selected route should be notified of the Energize Eastside EIS.
Corona Discharge is positively linked to an increase in air pollution. Air quality is degraded
near High Voltage Transmission Lines and is especially problematic for those prone to
respiratory illnesses and diseases (asthma, etc.). Henshaw/Fews Study, 2001.
Henshaw/Fews 2001 Study (Univ. of Bristol, Human Radiation Effects Group, www.electricfields.bris.ac.uk/) showed a 20-60% increase in deposition of airborne pollutants in close
proximity to High Voltage Transmission Lines. Corona attach to whatever is available—car
exhaust, radon, radon progeny (radioactive alpha emitters) and other pollutants that are
known carcinogens. These airborne pollutants are then inhaled and retained on skin. There is
greater risk of impact to the lungs. The British Government National Radiological Protection
Board says power line generated corona may result in excess cases of lung cancer. Airborne
pollutants from corona drift in the wind, and deposit on the skin and in the lungs.
Multiple medical studies over the past 40 years show an Increased risk in lymphatic and
hematopoietic cancers especially among children living near High Voltage Transmission lines
(HVTL)
1979, Wertheimer & Leeper Study (1950-1973) 2.11 times increased risk for all
childhood cancers, 3.09 times increased risk for children living entire life in a
high current environment
1979 Cohort Mortality Study (Mortality in Aluminum Reduction Plant Workers)
Leukemia Mortality in Washington State Electrical Workers
1988 Savitz, et. al. (1976 – 1983) 1.53 times increased risk for all childhood
cancers, 1.78 times increased risk if child spent 90% of life in a high current
environment, 5.22 times increased risk if child lived in a very high current
environment
1992 Feychting and Ahlbom Study (1960-1985) 2.7 times increased risk if 2
milligauss or more, 3.8 times increased risk if 3 milligauss or more, 5.6 times
increased risk if one-family homes over 2 milligauss
1997 Theriault and Li Meta Data Analysis: Increased leukemia for both children
& adults living between <25 and <50 meters from powerlines >49kV
1998 Li and Lin Taiwan Study: 2.5 times increased leukemia risk for children

living <100 meters from HVTL vs. leukemia risk of children living >100 meters
from HVTL
2005 Draper, et. al. UK Study (1962-1995) Leukemia RR of 1.69 for children living
<200 meters from HVTL; Leukemia RR of 1.23 for children living 200-600 meters
from HVTL
2007 Lowenthal et al. Tasmania Study (1972 – 1980) 3 times increased risk of
adult cancer living <300 meters from HVTL during first 15 years of life; Children
age 0-5 had a 5 fold increase risk in lymphatic and hematopoietic cancers.
Residence near HVTL, especially early in life increases subsequent development
of lymphatic and hematopoietic cancer
Putting a SECOND 230kV transmission line running parallel within 0.8 miles of an
existing line (the Seattle City Light transmission lines) poses exponentially higher health
risks, especially to children. Depending on the routing, these two transmission lines
could run within 1,000 feet of one another, on either side of Newport High School
posing elevated health risks to school age children and public employees (teachers,
staff, coaches) that spend extended periods of outdoor time near these transmission
lines.

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Environmental Health
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:24:21 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Environmental Health”.
Environmental Health
High Voltage Transmission Lines are 50% thicker than typical distribution lines and operate at
much higher temperatures, causing endangerment to native and migratory bird species,
flying insects (like bees) necessary for pollination, and other plant and animal species
sensitive to heat and nighttime light emissions. HVTL produce ultra-violet (UV) flashes that
are invisible to humans. HVTL produce nighttime UV flashes that affect the vision of all
mammals (except humans). http://www.bbc.com/news/26548483
Corona emissions produce audible snaps, crackles, and pops that are disruptive to humans
and animals. This noise intensifies when it rains (which occurs frequently in the rainy
Northwest). When water droplets hit high temperature transmission lines which are rated to
400ºF (during full load), raindrops sizzle. Birds are forced to fly well clear of HVTL. Human
hair can stand on end when walking underneath these lines. (Example: walk underneath the
Seattle City Light transmission lines near Norwood Swimming Pool when SCL/BPA conduct
full-load tests on a misty day or a cold morning).
EMF/Corona have further unknown impact on insects (e.g. bees, necessary for food
production), wildlife, endangered plant/animal species.
Energize Eastside will result in the destruction of 8,000 mature trees and other vegetation
crucial for maintaining a clean air supply. The eastside’s tree canopy is essential for human
health as well as environmental health. Trees, especially on slopes, are essential for erosion
abatement in the rainy Northwest. Bellevue’s tree canopy has already declined to 36%.
Energize Eastside will contribute to this rapidly dwindling tree canopy.
http://www.ci.bellevue.wa.us/pdf/Manager/Urban_Ecosystem_Analysis.pdf

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Economic Impact
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:22:03 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Economic Impact”.
Economic Impact
PSE website says that Energize Eastside will increase each customers’ bill by $1 to $2 per
month. Estimated cost to all PSE ratepayers: $2/mo x 12mo x 40 years x 1.1M customers =
$1.056BILLION
All PSE customers rates are guaranteed to increase due to Energize Eastside. As such, all PSE
customers must be notified of the Energize Eastside EIS.
Data from Realtors indicate a 10% to 30% decrease in property values near High Voltage
Transmission Lines (HVTL)
Energize Eastside will increase costs in at least two ways: 1. electricity rates will increase for
ALL PSE ratepayers; and 2. residents can expect an increase in local taxes to offset the
decrease in the local property tax base from declining property values
PSE customers and all taxpayers should decide how to best spend up to $1 BILLION dollars.
Are PSE customers getting the very best value, and the most reliable solution, for our
money? Is PSE doing everything it can to maintain reliable electricity at the lowest costs for
its customers? Why hasn’t PSE implemented recommendations from their own consultants,
E3 and The Cadmus Group, contained in Appendix N of PSE’s IRP?
Current (outdated) WA state legislation actually REWARDS PSE for over-building
infrastructure.
The (wealthy) Bellevue west of I-405 boasts few overhead power lines. The Bellevue east of I405 is beginning to resemble downtown Renton – unfortunately, large transmission lines are
springing up piecemeal across east Bellevue (latest example: Phantom Lake-Lake Hills
overhead transmission line project that was recently rejected by EBCC). Sadly, it appears that
issues of socio-economic inequality are developing in Bellevue. Important decisions appear
to be made based on which ZIP code you happen to be fortunate enough to live in.   Do we
really want a divided Bellevue? Is this the future we want to build for Bellevue? Is this the
legacy we want to leave our city for decades and generations to come?

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Built Environment
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:18:05 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Built Environment”.
Built Environment
Currently there are no WA state regulations for siting 230kV transmission lines in urban
areas. This is the result of tacit oversight, NOT explicit approval.   When WA state legislature
addresses 230kV transmission line regulations, will Energize Eastside be retroactively subject
to those regulations?
State laws and regulations for 230kV High Voltage Transmission Lines (HVTL) don’t exist,
because decades ago, when the 230kV lines were being erected, HVTL spanned rural
countryside. Back then, it wasn’t even considered that HVTL should co-exist in a dense urban
corridor that has now built up around the existing lines. New High Voltage Transmission Lines
must be built well away from urban centers.
There are substantial Safety Issues with digging 15ft to 30ft deep holes for monopoles right
next to 2 gas pipelines. Vertical boring of these holes cause significant vibration which can
cause settlement damage to nearby house foundations. Additionally, the vibration can
damage aging fuel pipelines located within the selected transmission line corridor. Vibration
stress fractures and damage can ultimately lead to pipeline rupture days/weeks/months after
transmission line construction is complete.
How is the “fall-zone” of 130-ft tall monopoles accounted for in the Right of Way? Many
houses are closer than 130 feet to the monopole sites.   If a monopole were to fall (e.g. in an
earthquake), it could hit houses. The selected corridor crosses the Seattle Fault, a shallow
fault capable of earthquakes in excess of 7+. The Cascadia Subduction Zone ties to the
Seattle Fault and is capable of earthquakes in excess of 9 on the Richter Scale. The Cascadia
Subduction Zone is on a periodicity of 300 to 500 years, and the last major seismic event was
January 26, 1700 (315 years ago). The Axial Seamount (underwater volcano) began eruptions
April 30, 2015. These volcanic eruptions could add to the pressure along the Cascadia
Subduction Zone, and by extension, the Seattle Fault.
How is the “fall-zone” of 130-ft tall monopoles accounted for in the Right of Way if a
monopole were to fall due to sustained high winds, like the Chanukah Eve Storm, December
2007?

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005

rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov; chelland@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Aesthetics
Wednesday, March 02, 2016 10:15:21 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Element “Aesthetics”.
Aesthetics
Aesthetic concerns are best explained by example: The City of Renton is now experiences
irreversible environmental impact by a significant “industrial” look and feel (see the 600 block
of South Grady Way, near downtown Renton). City Planners know there are numerous
studies citing a self-fulfilling destiny: Large overhead transmission lines beget an unspoken,
but noticeable “industrial” feel. This leads to less desirable neighborhood/community
character, which begets declining property pride-in-ownership, which begets declining
property values, begetting declining tax revenues, begetting more industrialization to
compensate for declining tax revenues. The downward spiral continues (industry jargon
refers to this as a “death spiral”). Where does it end? Will Bellevue experience its own death
spiral? Think of cities like Detroit - once a shining beacon of mid-20th century technology and
innovation, and now sadly an impoverished, crime-ridden city mired in bankruptcy?
Bellevue is French for “beautiful view”. Isn’t it ironic that Bellevue is contemplating a project
that will cause irreversible environmental impact to the Puget Sound eastside for generations
to come? Bellevue can have both: the energy needed for viable, sustainable growth and
maintain the beauty and character of the Puget Sound eastside.
Bellevue theme is a “City In a Park”. Energize Eastside will result in the destruction of 8,000
mature trees and other vegetation crucial for maintaining a clean air supply. The eastside’s
tree canopy is essential for health as well as aesthetics. Bellevue already has the lowest
remaining tree canopy in the Puget Sound eastside (declined to approximately 36%).
Energize Eastside will contribute to this rapidly dwindling tree canopy.
http://www.ci.bellevue.wa.us/pdf/Manager/Urban_Ecosystem_Analysis.pdf
Energize Eastside would install a SECOND 230kV transmission line running parallel within 0.8
miles of an existing line (the Seattle City Light transmission lines). Depending on the routing,
these two lines could run within 1,000 feet of each other, on either side of Newport High
School.

Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Margaret Moore
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
PSE proposed EnergizeEastside project comments
Tuesday, March 01, 2016 4:38:26 PM
PSE DEIS statement, March 2016.docx

Please find attached my comments regarding the proposed PSE project and the DEIS process
underway. This project is highly suspect for the reasons outlined and PSE should pay great attention
to enhancing its role as a forward-thinking corporation, rather than reverting to dangerous and outdated methods to enhance profits within a very short timeline.
Margaret Moore
mmooreii@comcast.net

March 2016
RE: Proposed PSE Energize Eastside Project
The Proposed PSE project which is now in Phase 1 of the DEIS process is of great concern to me and
all citizens who live on the Eastside. In addition to having enormous environmental impact on the entire
region, it is increasingly being disproven as a necessary project. Touted by PSE - an off-shore
consortium - as critical to future needs, it is designed to enhance its investment and ensure emergency
power to Canada at the expense of rate-payers throughout our region. Better methods to meet future
needs are available and will continue to be developed before our Eastside requirements become
crucial.
1.
Of primary significance to the current EIS process, the ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT is
enormous. Over the 18 mile length of the plan, thousands of trees and numerous homes must be
destroyed to make way for the required easement for 240kV wires on up to 135 foot poles. This is to
say nothing of the archaic, ugly towers required to complete the installation. Far better ways exist to
meet future needs than to revert to this old-fashioned method of power transmission. New, proven
ways are happening -- new technologies are coming on line, utility efficiencies are developing, to say
nothing of people and businesses reducing their consumption voluntarily and/or through pricing
schedules.
2.
It is unthinkable to ignore the public SAFETY issues around constructing these heavy-duty
transmission wires over an existing, aging pipeline carrying high octane jet fuel under great pressure.
In this active earthquake zone so much could happen to damage both the fuel line and the transmission
towers/lines. It’s hard enough to think about the existing situation, let alone consider having the new
lines involved with the Olympic Pipeline in a seismic event. We have had ample evidence of the
unthinkable happening in similar situations to not be extremely concerned about the possibility here and
do everything we can to prevent it.
3.
Finally, the NEED is not there for the foreseeable future. PSE has created a scenario to
enhance their investment within the window in which they must divest, thereby increasing profits for
Australian and Canadian investors. Who pays for this $215 million dollar project? We the rate-payers
will, while they continue to receive their guaranteed 9.84% ROI. PSE selected and edited data to
enhance their request. It refused to allow a citizen’s panel offer solutions or comments that were
outside PSE’s preferred scenario. (A surprising number of citizens on that review panel refused to sign
the final report because it was shaped by PSE and did not allow a truly open process.) PSE has
refused to acknowledge the Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study created by experts in energy planning
– indeed Lauckhart previously was PSE’s expert!
It is very important that the current DEIS review pay attention to all data and information available and
come to a conclusion that truly reflects more than the self-serving rationale presented by PSE. When a
recommendation is made now, it should closely reflect Alternative 2 – an option that truly considers
more than 20th century thinking about how to continue power flowing to the Eastside far into the future.
Sincerely,
Margaret R. Moore
4707135th PL SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
425-747-1388

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gloria Northcroft
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov
EnergizeEastsideEIS
Tuesday, March 01, 2016 3:08:12 PM

Dear Sirs:
My name is Gloria Northcroft and I reside at 5015 145th Pl SE, Bellevue, WA 98006. I have lived in Bellevue for 35 years.
As a long time Bellevue resident, I feel it is very important that the PSE energy plan move forward. Using the existing corridor makes the
most sense and will have the least impact.
Alternatives that will solve the problem have been proposed. These should be carried forward. We need increased energy capacity for
the future.
Delaying the project or worse no action at all will result in undesirable risks to our community and our economy.
Thank you,
Gloria Northcroft

Gloria Northcroft R.Ph., M.S.
G&G Life Sciences Consultant, LLC
P: 425-643-6620
C: 206-979-5435
http://www.gglsconsultant.com/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Johnston
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment - Pamela Johnston
Monday, February 29, 2016 6:41:34 PM

City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

Dear Ms. Bedwell,
There is not a mutual understanding with the public for the need of the Energize Eastside project. The
public’s concerns have not been fully addressed, specifically the cost/benefits and safety.
First, PSE waged a campaign that focused the public outreach on the location of the lines rather than the
need for the project. This confused people into thinking that once the route was chosen that the project
had no options other than the transmission lines.
Second, splitting the EIS process into Phase 1 Draft/Final and Phase 2 has further caused confusion. This
is not in the spirit of transparency needed for the public to truly participate.

Third, PSE has waged a marketing campaign to say that this in needed to address the reliability concerns
on the Eastside which makes no sense given their reliability feedback to the City. See
http://www.ci.bellevue.wa.us/pdf/PCD/2015_Reliability_Workshop_Final_150805pm.pdf
2014 Bellevue Reliability Overview which said
·

95 distribution circuits serving Bellevue 70 circuits [74%] had performance better than our
system wide average 24 circuits [25%] experienced no unplanned outages 25 circuits [26%] had
SAIDI or SAIFI exceeding system wide average figures • Distribution system serving Bellevue in
2014

·

65 circuits exceeded system wide average performance … 43 (64%) once in five years 13 (19%)
twice in five years 10 (15%) three times in five years 1 (1%) four times in five years

·

25 circuit had SAIDI or SAIFI exceeding system wide figures. 17 of these circuits have been
addressed or require no corrective action. The remaining 8 circuits have improvement actions
identified.

·

All but 6 circuits serving Bellevue had performance within the 1st quadrant

·

Bellevue CBD Performance continues to be very good

Fourth, the PSE proposed reliability projects should be implemented before a system as expensive as
Energize Eastside
2014 Bellevue Reliability Overview which listed Proposed Distribution Reliability Projects as “ Mark 1
switch replacement in the Cherry Crest Neighborhood • Replacement of four oil-filled switches at
Bellevue Square • Recloser installations on Eastgate 27, Factoria 13 & 25, Northrup 23 and South
Bellevue 22 feeder circuits • Tree wire retrofit projects on Lake Hills 22, Medina 36, Overlake 15 and
South Bellevue 26 • Bridle Trails 22 feeder undergrounding west of 140th AVE NE • CBD SCADA switch
installation and future automation implementation (continuing) • 1/0 cable replacements in Crossroads
area (continuing) • 33 cable replacement projects engineered for future construction (55,000 circuit
feet) • 24 cable replacement projects scoped for future engineering (40,000 circuit feet)”
No project of the magnitude of Energize Eastside should be concerned until these known smaller
projects are implemented and results addressed in an EIS, which need to be put into the need equation.

Fifth, per
https://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Manager/Final_Electrical_Reliability_Study_Phase_II_Report_2012.pdf,
“Chapter 7 of the 2011 IRP discusses the needs for reinforcement of PSE’s electric transmission system
during the next 10 years: 2011 through 2021. No part of the plan addresses needs for a 20-year
planning horizon, which is probably appropriate because the uncertainties over such a long time
horizon are substantial.”
and
“In its IRP, PSE discusses the demands put on the bulk power transmission systems in the region by the
anticipated 5,000 MW of wind power that will be needed to meet the demands from the 84 Reference 9,
Appendix E, Figure E-1 3. Future System Study 1101628.000 E0F0 0212 WRB3 101 regulators for renewable
generation in the states of Washington and Oregon. Wind power is challenging for transmission system
operators because such power can fluctuate significantly from the scheduled power flows over short time
periods. This can lead to voltage instability as well as thermal overloads if no facilities are available to mitigate
the fluctuations. The IRP is as detailed as possible considering the uncertainties surrounding all forecasts
relative to the needs for future additions to the bulk power transmission systems in the Northwest. The plan
appears to be sound for the next 10 years. Beyond the 10-year horizon, the uncertainties are too numerous to
make any plan or forecast credible.”

We should not spend the sums proposed for Energize Eastside for systems that are not flexible and
adaptable to meet long time uncertainties.
Sixth, per the Final_Electrical_Reliability_Study_Phase_II_Report_2012,
“PSE anticipates that 200 miles of new transmission lines operating at voltages above 100 kV
and upgrading of 300 miles of existing transmission lines will be needed. One of the major
uncertainties in the plan is the potential impact of new regulations. For example, new

regulations were issued in 2007 through the Energy Policy Act of 2005 regarding electric
system reliability, which required PSE to make investments in software and hardware for
operation of its 100 kV and above power delivery system.80 Other uncertainties relate to the use
of emerging distributed generation technologies, which might become an acceptable alternative
to the use of central electric power stations. If distributed generation becomes cost effective,
then the need for long distance power transmission lines will be reduced. Thus, for long-term
planning, constant scanning of the environmental and technical factors that can impact the need
for power lines is required.”
New regulation potential is not adequately addressed in the EIS.
The statement about emerging distributed generation technologies defines why Alternative 2 needs to
move forward.

Seventh, per the Final_Electrical_Reliability_Study_Phase_II_Report_2012,
“ It would be difficult for PSE to build its own bulk power transmission lines. Therefore, the most likely route
will be to work through BPA’s network open seasons (NOS) process, which will probably be pursued by PSE
through its membership in the Columbia Grid organization.”
Why are they pursuing a local system to meet this regional demand.

Eight,, PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
Ninth, alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines.
Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational
accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham
residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed in the EIS. It is a detriment to the residents that
surround it and the area as a whole.
Tenth, Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the
solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have suitable
experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including Demand Side Management and
Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies.
As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed plan would
easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment. The other transmission line
options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or political reasons. Ratepayers are
asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line. The Draft EIS
must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting the best possible

plan for our energy future.

Finally, we should not spend the money for a project that does not have the benefit to the community that it
needs in the lifetime of the project. The cost/benefit has not been proven. It has not been proven that this is
necessary beyond a much smaller cost of accumulated smaller projects and conservation.

Sincerely,
Pamela Johnston

Pamela Johnston
3741 122nd Ave NE
425.881.3301

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Importance:

Jeff Felix
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments on Energize Eastside EIS
Sunday, February 28, 2016 9:56:52 PM
High

City of Bellevue
            Development Services Department
            Attn: Heidi Bedwell
            450 110th Ave NE
            Bellevue, WA 98004
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Jeff Felix, 2033 135th Place SE Bellevue, WA
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which
proposes to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside
cities (Alternative 1A). This will impact our neighborhood negatively and we believe it
is not needed.
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would
cause regional blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study,
available at CENSE.org. Additionally, the draft of the Northwest Power and
Conservation Council forecasts an almost flat change in electrical needs for the
Northwest for several decades. Accommodating any future needs can be more
cheaply, more flexibly and with less reliance on a single source of electrical
transmission using the sources in Alternative 2.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum
pipelines. Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A
construction or operational accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion
like the one that killed three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately
addressed in the EIS. During the construction phase, power must be supplied over
two sets of “H” poles in the Right-of-Way while PSE would excavate and construct
large, deep concrete bases to support the new tandem line of much taller steel poles
– and do this in a ROW that PSE already shares with the Olympic Pipeline. This
scenario requires careful scrutiny of precedent for overburdening the ROW in a
densely populated corridor.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly
alternative. But the solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by
independent experts that have suitable experience with modern electrical grid
technologies, including Demand Side Management and Distributed Energy
Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies.
As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully
developed plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the
environment.

The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are being asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of
PSE’s transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to
convince residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future.
We need the City of Bellevue to step up and do what is right and support its citizens.
Sincerely,
Jeff Felix
2033 135th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
425-378-8017 home
425-891-3635 cell

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Don Marsh
hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments at Tuesday"s EIS Comment meeting
Sunday, February 28, 2016 5:13:56 PM

Dear Heidi,
I wanted to convey my personal gratitude and the appreciation of CENSE members for the gracious
way you handled our unanticipated appearance with table and informational materials at the Draft
EIS Comment Meeting in Newcastle on Saturday. I also received a nice apology from one of the EIS
consultants who initially suggested we set up the table far to the side of the other displays. In both
cases, we felt welcomed and well cared for by city representatives.
As I mentioned, we would like to have a table at the Redmond and Bellevue meetings this week. We
can bring our own table, or we can use one of yours – whatever is easiest. We will try to arrive by
5:30 on both days so we can take care of logistical details. I’m happy to answer questions if any
arise.
I have an additional request. We are hoping for a large turnout at Bellevue, and there is a possibility
that there will be more speakers than can be heard in the allotted time. We think it would not be
optimal if the official CENSE comments come late in the evening (or not at all) due to random
ordering. CENSE is speaking for many members who have invested huge amounts of their personal
time and energy to read the EIS and understand PSE’s project. We represent people from many
neighborhoods in every Eastside city, many of which cannot attend on Tuesday night. CENSE is the
only group of any sort whose existence and energy is focused on this project.
Therefore, we would like to request an opportunity to speak early in the rotation. We can speak first
or at any time in the first half hour, before some of our supporters must leave for other
engagements. We will be submitting at least half a dozen important documents into the EIS on
Tuesday evening.
Thanks for your consideration,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Moore
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside EIS
Sunday, February 28, 2016 4:11:25 PM

ENERGIZE EASTSIDE: COMMENTS ON ENERGIZE EASTSIDE STATEMENT (EIS)   February, 2016
I am very concerned about PSE’s intention to build a large transmission line from Redmond, WA to
Renton, WA.   The need for expanded capacity outlined in Chapter 1.3 of the DEIS has been
questioned by the Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study dated February 18, 2016. This study
indicates there are many flaws in PSE’s assumptions. If winter emergency conditions are used
instead of summer normal conditions and if .5%/year growth for Eastside energy demand is used,
demand does not exceed flow until 2058. PSE’s inflated rate of growth of 2.4%/year indicates the
capacity is not exceeded until 2027. This should provide plenty of time to implement rapidly
developing new technologies which would be much less expensive and intrusive.            
                                                                                                                                   
Furthermore, Public safety is of primary concern. Given that we live in a seismic zone and the
existing power line is built along a gas line, the possibility of a human catastrophe is exacerbated by
construction and long term operations activities. Chapter 8.5.1.3 only mentions earthquakes during
construction. What about seismic events in the future? I am reminded of the 1999 Bellingham
disaster. In addition while effects on humans is hard to prove and controversial, why risk any
adverse health effects, such as bone marrow cancer in infants and brain cancer in adults?
The detrimental impact to the environment cannot be overemphasized. We are looking at the
destruction of several thousand trees and clear cutting many acres of vegetation. Bellevue and
other eastside cities pride themselves on the largely attractive and desirable living conditions that
have been developed over the years.
I strongly urge PSE to stop the expansion project and reconsider the alternative which considers an
integrated resource approach. Your public image is being severely damaged by a proposal which
appears to be unnecessary and is strictly a financial play on the part of the hedge fund investors
who own PSE at the expense of the rate paying customers. Shame on PSE!

W. Robert Moore                                                                                                                                                   
4707 135th Place Bellevue, WA 98006                              
                                                                                      
Tel: 425-7471388                                                                                                                                                      
  Email: bmooreii@comcast.net

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margie Hussey
Info@energizeeastsideeis.org
EIS
Saturday, February 27, 2016 2:48:06 PM

Installing high capacity electric transmission lines through residential areas is not
the best process.
The area is fully developed now and the high lines would only distract from
property values. The residential areas have been in existence for some time...some
over 40 years and there was no awareness of such a project when the area was
developed. It would be unfair to consider such an intrusive project upon the
residents.
There are other options and PSE needs to discontinue focus on the project as
envisioned and proceed to less disruptive means to provided energy.
Margie Hussey
-margie

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Kerr
Info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside DEIS Comment
Saturday, February 27, 2016 12:56:56 PM

I am against PSE moving forward on this project until all alternatives are considered. I am
firmly against this project as proposed!
Ellen Kerr
4255 134th Ave., NE
Bellevue, WA 98005

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy Williams
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
My public comment
Thursday, February 25, 2016 9:48:33 PM

My public comment is as follows:
After reviewing the load flow studies done by both PSE and CENSE it is
obvious The ENERGIZE EASTSIDE PROJECT IS NOT NEEDED.
I challenge PSE to do a complete load flow study and do the study with
all facts and conditions present. If they dare do the study with each
and every parameter in place, in other words a real world study, it will
be obvious these transmission lines are not needed.
Mary Cathy Williams
8564 129th AVE SE
Newcastle, WA 98056
425-466-4654

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dapeng Liu
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Problems of the Energize Eastside Draft EIS
Thursday, February 25, 2016 2:56:36 PM

Dear Ms. Bedwell,

My name is Dapeng Liu, and moved to Somerset Bellevue two years ago. I am very
concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes
to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities
(Alternative 1A).

PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would
cause regional blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study,
available at CENSE.org.

Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum
pipelines. Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A
construction or operational accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion
like the one that killed three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately
addressed in the EIS.

Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly
alternative. But the solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by
independent experts that have suitable experience with modern electrical grid
technologies, including Demand Side Management and Distributed Energy
Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies.

As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully
developed plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the
environment.

The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
financial or political reasons.

Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s
transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to
convince residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future.

Thanks,
Dapeng

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Beerman ARNP
"info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org"
Comments regarding the EIS report
Thursday, February 25, 2016 10:56:06 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this.
I want to go on record as extremely against what you have planned. It is now obvious to me that
you planned the route through Newcastle all along and are just going through the motions to wear
people down or wait for them to forget about the proposed route.
This will run right through our yard. NOBODY ever addressed my concerns at one of the meetings
regarding how you would compensate those of us affected by this project. It is industrial blight and
will significantly lower the value of my property and the other properties along the route. I am 63
and close to retirement and am counting on the equity of our house. This route through our
backyard will destroy my retirement nest egg.
I also feel that all the viable alternative plans were completely disregarded and brushed off.
I’ve heard nothing about the communities concern for the extensive number of trees that will be
destroyed with this project.
If you go forward with the current proposed route I have no choice but to file a lawsuit.
Sincerely,
Gary Beerman
12851 SE 76th Place
Newcastle, WA 98056

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barbara Braun
krwallace@bellevuewa.gov; vslatter@bellevuewa.gov; lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov; j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov; clee@bellevuewa.gov; jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov; jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
council@bellevuewa.gov; bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov; Barbara Braun
Energize Eastside: Citizen"s Call To Action
Wednesday, February 24, 2016 4:09:53 PM
City Council Actions Feb 2016 v2.pdf

Dear Members of the Bellevue City Council
After seeing the Council struggle with the Energize Eastside project at Monday’s Council meeting, I would like to offer this to you for your consideration as to how to engage effectively on this project.
Thank you for your consideration. I will also enter this letter into the public record.
====================================================================================================================================================================
Subject: Energize Eastside Call to Action
As a citizen who has watched the City Council in action regarding PSE projects for the last couple of years, I am stuck by the level of passivity the Council has and is exhibiting concerning one of the largest, most impactful
projects facing our city.
As CENSE and other community organizations have demonstrated, the citizens are gravely concerned about the need for and the trajectory this project is taking, and that no one but the citizens are investigating alternatives
in any serious way. Many citizens are putting a lot of time and personal money into this. Why isn’t the Council reciprocating?
I would like to sound a CALL TO ACTION for the City Council to get proactively involved in questioning the need for this project and for insuring that our energy future is both responsible and forward looking by pursuing
Alternative 2 – The Integrated Resource Approach, incrementally, over time, and as it is needed.
The claim that the Council's hands are tried is bogus. Note the council played this card on the Lake Hills/Phantom Lake Transmission project and said there was nothing they could do. Thankfully the East Bellevue
Community Council stepped up to do the right thing and they prevailed! With Energize Eastside being so blatantly flawed and unnecessary, it seems patently negligent for the Council to passive sit by and let this project
steamroll through our community.
What can and should the Council do? Here are some suggestions:
1.

Get a lawyer! Obtain a thorough independent legal opinion on your rights and jurisdiction as Council Members;

2.

Provide full comments on EIS 1 stating 1) the need for the project is not adequately established; 2) Alternative 2 is not fully developed or vetted by independent experts; 3) the criteria for selecting alternatives and
decision making in this process is not clear and transparent; 4) require PSE to share ALL their data and analysis, including their load flow data with the public; and 5) require an independent study of pipeline safety and
mitigation requirements be done.

3.

Do not allow the EIS process to move forward with PSE selecting the wrong alternative. Pause after EIS 1 and revisit the need for this project. Require that Alternative 2 be studied in depth and demonstrate how it CAN
meet our energy future needs. Make sure independent industry experts assess Alternative 2, not PSE who doesn’t have the expertise or motivation to properly vet this option;

4.

Build a coalition of independent advisors and get the expert advice you need to help you understand this project. Require Stantec, or another more independent third party, to run the load flow study using PSE data.
Engage State and Federal agencies with expertise to review the need for this project and its alternatives;

5.

Pass ordinances strengthening safety regulations and setbacks around the Olympic Pipeline in accordance with the latest pipeline/electrical transmission colocation studies. Insure our earthquake risks are
accommodated;

6.

Prepare to refuse permits to PSE. Investigate and develop a plan for this. Warn PSE that you will not be issuing permits; and

7.

Conduct a ballot measure to move PSE to a Public Utility District so citizens can insure this utility is managed in a way that best benefits the community, not a private, for-profit company. There are many in our state,
and it may be time for us to join them.

Thank you in advance for doing all you can to do the right thing and for making Bellevue a great place to live and work!
Barbara Braun
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Conquest
Jessica Conquest
FW: PSE Refusal to provide information#2
Friday, March 25, 2016 7:33:02 AM

From: Loretta Lopez [mailto:loretta@mstarlabs.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: RE: PSE Refusal to provide information#2
Carol,
I am checking on whether you received my message below.
Please let me know that you received it.
Loretta
PS I was at the City Council meeting last night. I was surprised to hear Nicolas Matz and Kate Berens response
regarding the issue of Need for PSE project. Their position is that the neither the City nor the public can
question the Need for the project. I suggest that they consult with the City Attorney for clarification and provide
substantive legal support for advice to the City Council.
From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2016 11:01 AM
To: CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: PSE Refusal to provide information
Carol,
Don Marsh has repeatedly asked for information from PSE. See the stream of email messages below. PSE has
not provided the information.
The information Don Marsh is requesting is necessary for citizens to understand the basis of PSE’s assertions.
The City has a responsibility to require PSE to provide information to support its position that there is a need for
the proposed project.
PSE refusal to respond to Don’s question is unacceptable. PSE cannot assert that its position is true and expect
citizens to accept without question.
We request that you, as the Environmental Coordinator for this EIS, require PSE to respond to Don’s requests.
Thank you.
Loretta

From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]
Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 11:19 AM
To: 'Don Marsh' <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>; Pravitz, Keri <Keri.Pravitz@pse.com>
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need
Don It is apparent from your response that we are at a point where continued email exchanges are not helpful.
I have done my best to explain complex issues in a way that you can understand, and clearly that is not

working. All the experts agree that the need has been established.
On other issues you may wish to engage in the public process - currently there is a public comment period
for Phase I of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement in which you can participate – please see the
cities’ EnergizeEastsideEIS.org website.
Sincerely,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager

PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in cooperation with Kirkland,
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. The City of Bellevue and the coordinating jurisdictions published the Phase 1 Draft EIS on Jan. 28,
2016. The public comment period for the Phase 1 Draft EIS ends on Monday, March 14, 2016. For more information on the EIS and to
submit comments to be included as part of the EIS and the public record, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note:
The City of Bellevue is leading the SEPA EIS process. No comments or questions submitted to Puget Sound Energy will be
considered part of the EIS. To submit comments as part of the EIS, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
For background information about the Energize Eastside project, please visit pse.com/energizeeastside or refer to the
project's Frequently Asked Questions.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 8:25 AM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens,
Thank you for your lengthy (and quick) response. You have explained a bit of your methodology. However,
there are still some things that are not made clear in your answers or the studies you mention:
1. Did you or your team personally review each of the 6.25 million contingency cases that you
simulated to determine the system capacity line?
2. If not, how many of the cases were reviewed?
3. Was the system capacity determined by the worst case you observed, or did you combine some
number of cases to calculate the capacity?
4. In any system that has a limited capacity, the limit is usually determined by one or two “weak links.”
For example, my car engine may be able to go 100 mph, but if my tires are only rated for 90 mph,
that’s as fast as my car can go. I must ask again, is the system capacity limited by the two 230 kV
transformers that are overloading, or is there some other component of the system that is limiting
the total capacity?
Your answers to these questions are important, because neither PSE, Quanta, Utility System Efficiencies,
nor Stantec has described the methodology used to produce the result. If the need for the project is as
obvious as you claim, and if the methodology is as solid as you imply, then we should be satisfied as soon
as we know these details.
We seem to have different interpretations of the FERC ruling on our complaint. You have focused on one

part of FERC’s ruling, but we think the following conclusion is important: “The record before us shows that
the Energize Eastside Project is located completely within Puget Sound’s service territory, … and that
neither Puget Sound, nor any other eligible party, requested to have the project selected in the regional
transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation; therefore, the project is not subject to the Order No.
1000 regional approval process.” In other words, FERC dismissed the case at least partly because the
commission lacked jurisdiction. FERC did not say PSE is correct in its assertion that it must transmit
electricity to Canada under all conditions. In fact, FERC seems to think that the project will play no
significant role in regional transmission.
Your email says PSE must participate in “regional power flows” that are not optional. Your consultant, Mark
Williamson, told the Newcastle Planning Commission that the project has nothing to do with Canada, and
that there are better ways to transmit energy to Canada than pushing it through the Eastside. Can you
explain these apparent contradictions?
It is also puzzling to us that you seem unaware that the NERC Reliability Coordinator headquartered in
Vancouver, Washington would cut power flows to Canada within minutes if an N-1-1 emergency occurred
during peak winter loads. Do you assert that the coordinators responsible for grid reliability would force
you to overload your transformers to continue transmitting a large flow of electricity to Canada when it
isn’t required to keep lights on in British Columbia?
Sincerely,
Don Marsh

From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 4:24 PM
To: 'Don Marsh' <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>; Pravitz, Keri <Keri.Pravitz@pse.com>
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need
Don,
I am sorry you do not think we have answered your questions; I do know that we have discussed these very
issues with you and your CENSE colleagues several times. Perhaps this is a case of not understanding the
answers. Therefore, in an effort to explain our answers to you again, I have addressed each question
below.
Question 1: “Is this capacity determined by adding the capacities of the two 230/115 kV transformers that
would serve the Eastside in the event of an N-1-1 outage of the other two transformers?”
ANSWER: The simple, non-technical answer is No. The system capacity lines on the graph were NOT
determined by the ratings of the two 230 kV transformers. They were determined from power flow
studies as a result of simulating approximately 6.25 million contingencies. As we have previously
discussed, the “system capacity” or “level of concern” shown on the graph relates to system performance
primarily under N-1-1 or N-2 contingency conditions as required by federal mandates. After my colleagues
met with John Merrill and Steve O’Donnell some time ago, you even acknowledged your understanding of
this in emails you exchanged with us.
The system capacity range of 688 MW to 708 MW is based on power flow studies. PSE’s power flow
studies are conducted pursuant to mandatory federal regulations with the assistance of nationally
recognized system planning experts using industry established study protocols. There is no simple “adding”
of nameplate capacities of transformers in power flows studies. Power flow equations are non-linear
which requires a numerical iterative solution to solve such equations. The equations use complex numbers
(vectors), which include magnitudes and phase angles in determining the power flows.
Also, your continued insistence that PSE can eliminate the power flows to Canada shows your
misunderstanding of electric system planning and its mandatory regulations.   All regional power flows are
included in the base cases from WECC and ColumbiaGrid. They are required to be included in PSE’s load

flow studies, as the electrical system serving the Eastside is part of the regionally integrated electric
system. It is not optional. We have explained this to you numerous times and FERC agreed with our
methodology in dismissing your complaint regarding our planning process.
Question 2: “…is about the “Customer Demand” level shown at approximately 580 MW in 2014. Is this
number based on a measurement of the demand on the two transformers calculated by a load flow
simulation of the N-1-1 contingency? Or is it the summation of loads on individual Eastside substations?”
ANSWER: The 2014 customer demand value is NOT based on loads on the remaining two 230 kV
transformers or the summation of loads on substation transformers. Customer Demand value is a
forecasted value; please note the chart is labeled as “Customer Demand Forecast.” As we have explained
multiple times, PSE’s corporate load forecast process has been performed for many years and the results
have served PSE customers well. Our forecasts are a complex econometric model that takes into account
not just historical data but a variety of other inputs, such as information about regional and national
economic growth, demographic changes, weather, prices, seasonality, and other customer usage and
behavior factors. Growth data used in the studies were primarily provided by third party agencies, such as
the PSRC and Eastside jurisdictions. The usage data appropriate to producing a valid electric load forecast
is incorporated, along with all other appropriate forecasting data, in the PSE load forecast. The same data
has been reviewed by Bellevue’s consultant, Utility System Efficiencies, Inc. (USE), as part of the
“Independent Technical Analysis of Energize Eastside” commissioned by Bellevue for reviewing the project.
The result of their analysis is consistent with PSE’s load forecasts and confirmed the need for the project.
To explain further, the data is split: Actuals in winter 2013-14 and Forecasted in winter 2014-15. You can
see this more clearly in USE’s report, page 33, Figure 6.19. Due to the split, PSE considers the graph you
have attached for 2014 Customer Demand Forecast as a Forecast, and is labeled as such. To clarify
further, actuals for 2013 and before are noted in USE’s Report on page 33. It is the actual peak loadings of
substations on the Eastside. The specific list of substations and their peak loadings is confidential.
I cannot emphasize enough, the Forecasted customer demand is what we are required to use in meeting
our mandatory federal planning requirements. Your list of questions regarding electric system planning
and customer demand forecast leads me to believe you misunderstand the regulatory requirements
regarding how utilities study and plan electric power systems. You appear to be confusing the operation
of the electric system with planning of the electric system. PSE is required to comply with mandatory
planning standards, which includes planning to Forecasted numbers. Independently, PSE’s electrical
operations department operates the system on a day-to-day basis based on actual conditions and
expected load levels.
Regarding your request for experts to see the data and results, this has been accomplished. Multiple
experts in power system engineering and transmission planning have reviewed, studied and confirmed the
need for this project. Five total studies have been completed, three of which were publically funded. USE,
Bellevue’s analyst, was one of those five and not only reviewed PSE’s studies (as mentioned previously in
this response) but also performed studies of their own which showed there was a clear need for the
project, and even if you change some of the assumptions, there are still overloads.
As previously stated, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), dismissed your complaint and
determined that PSE complied with the mandatory federal requirements in evaluating the Energize
Eastside project. In short, the experts have reviewed the studies and confirmed that the project is needed.
I truly hope this provides some clarity for you.
Sincerely,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com

The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in cooperation with Kirkland,
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. For more information on the EIS, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note: Inquiries made to Puget Sound Energy will not be included as part of the EIS process.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 10:11 AM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens,
Your reply did not answer our specific questions.
We are asking to what extent the system capacity line is determined by the ratings of the two operational
transformers. We are also asking what the 2014 customer demand value is based on: loads on the
remaining two 230 kV transformers or the summation of loads on substation transformers?
The answers to these questions are not contained in your previous replies or the studies you mentioned.
Bellevue’s analyst, USE, performed a load flow study that showed four of the five overloads identified in
the Quanta study were eliminated if 1,500 MW of energy transmitted to Canada were removed from the
study assumptions. Other than that interesting finding, USE only examined the process used to produce
the Eastside Needs Assessment, not the underlying data. Stantec performed no independent analysis of
the data, but again rubber-stamped the process.
The questions we ask are practically the most basic questions that one can ask about this graph. They
should not be hard to answer.
The ratepayers who will pay nearly a billion dollars for this project over the next 40 years deserve to
understand the case you are making for the need. If you believe the data and the methodology are too
complex for us to understand, you must allow our experts to verify that.
Please respond more precisely or grant our experts clearance to see your data.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh
From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 12:43 PM
To: 'Don Marsh'; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Don,
Perfect timing, I was just hitting send on my response. Regarding your latest inquiry, our team has
provided responses to these same questions for you in the past; the answers have not changed.
As we previously told you, the “system capacity” or “level of concern” shown on the graph relates to
system performance primarily under N-1-1 or N-2 conditions as required as part of the federal mandates.
The N-1-1 and N-2 system capacity level is dependent on system conditions and system topology as it is
anticipated to exist at the time of modeled contingencies. This is explained in the Needs Assessment. The
usage data appropriate to producing a valid electric load forecast is incorporated, along with all other
appropriate forecasting data, in the PSE load forecast. The same data has been reviewed by Bellevue’s
consultant U.S.E. as part of the “Independent Technical Analysis of Energize Eastside” commissioned by
Bellevue for reviewing the project. The result of their analysis is consistent with PSE’s load forecasts and
confirmed the need for the project.

And, as we have previously advised you many times, the customer demand you ask about is “Customer
Demand Forecast.” PSE’s corporate load forecast process has been performed for many years and the
results have served PSE customers well. As we have discussed before, the process utilizes historic data and
the latest information available at the time as well as captures achievable conservation potential. Growth
data used in the studies were primarily provided by third party agencies, such as the PSRC and Eastside
jurisdictions. PSE’s studies are conducted pursuant to mandatory federal regulations with the assistance of
nationally recognized system planning experts using industry established study protocols.   As you also may
know, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission confirmed this in its ruling in dismissing CENSE’s
complaint and stating PSE complied with the transmission planning responsibilities in proposing and
evaluating the Energize Eastside Project.
The need for Energize Eastside has not changed; the need is driven by PSE’s responsibility to comply with
federal rules. Five studies have been completed – two by PSE and three by independent consultants – that
all confirm the need for the Energize Eastside project.
Respectfully,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State Environmental
Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in cooperation with Kirkland,
Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. For more information on the EIS, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note: Inquiries made to Puget Sound Energy will not be included as part of the EIS process.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens and Energize Eastside team,
Seven days ago, I sent you two basic questions about a graph showing the Eastside Customer Demand
Forecast. This is the graph PSE has been used to illustrate the need for Energize Eastside for the past two
years. It still appears on the Energize Eastside website today: http://www.energizeeastside.com/need.
I am puzzled why I haven’t received a response. No acknowledgment of my email. No estimate of when
you will provide answers. Just silence.
Since this graph is fundamental to our understanding of the project need, it is important for people to know
what they’re looking at. We need a level of transparency and critical review that has not yet happened.
We have asked PSE to allow well-qualified industry experts engaged by CENSE to examine your data and
verify that the need exists. Only then can we be satisfied that this project (or a less expensive, less
damaging alternative) benefits the Eastside.
Sincerely,

Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2016 8:49 AM
To: 'Nedrud, Jens V'; 'Pravitz, Keri'
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens and Energize Eastside team,
In preparation for the release of the Draft EIS later this week, we have two basic questions regarding the
Eastside Customer Demand Forecast. I am copying council members and the city manager on this email,
so we can all appreciate the timeliness and thoroughness of your response.
Our first question is about the “System Capacity” line shown at approximately 700 MW in this graph:

Is this capacity determined by adding the capacities of the two 230/115 kV transformers that would serve
the Eastside in the event of an N-1-1 outage of the other two transformers?
Our second question is about the “Customer Demand” level shown at approximately 580 MW in 2014. Is
this number based on a measurement of the demand on the two transformers calculated by a load flow
simulation of the N-1-1 contingency? Or is it the summation of loads on individual Eastside substations? If
so, which substations were included in this summation? Were those loads measured on a particular date,
or calculated as a peak or average of some number of samples?
We seek timely answers to these questions of methodology because we have a limited time to comment on
the Draft EIS after it is issued this week. As you know, this phase of the EIS establishes the need for the
project and the viability and desirability of project alternatives. Transparent information is needed so that
all stakeholders can be sure we are appropriately addressing our need for reliable power and properly
evaluating solutions that maximize cost effectiveness and environmental responsibility.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mike.abel@comcast.net
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Comments re: DEIS - Mike Abel
Monday, February 22, 2016 9:04:32 PM

Mike Abel
4401 138th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
425.643.9626
Mike.abel@comcast.net
I would like to submit for the record these comments regarding the Alternatives
proposed in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. I am primarily concerned with
Alternative 1, Option A which is the course of action initially pursued by Puget Sound
Energy.
Environment – The proposed route for the Energize Eastside project includes many
environmentally sensitive areas. Impact due to construction Activity as well as long
term destruction of valuable wildlife and vegetative resources is inevitable. Chapter
11.6.3.5.1 of the DEIS concedes that as many as 327 acres of land may need to be
cleared of vegetation should Alternative 1 option A be chosen. This is simply not
acceptable.
Safety – Alternative 1 Option A would require 18 miles of new construction much of
which would be built on top of the existing Olympic Gas Pipeline. The DEIS
minimizes the risk to public safety that will be generated. PSE has in the past
expressed little or no concern regarding this aspect of the project despite the fact that
examples exist of prior serious incidents involving leaks and explosions due to
construction activity near gas pipelines. Additionally, there are examples in the
academic literature warning of the risks associated with co-location of flammable
liquid pipelines and electrical power transmission infrastructure. Chapters 16.3.7,
16.6.1.3 16.6.3.11 16.6.4.3 and 5.5.3.1.6 of the DEIs address some of these issues
in a superficial manner however it would be prudent to conduct additional study on
these topics with the aim of better quantifying the risks associated with Alternative 1
option A.
Neighborhood Character – Alternative 1 option A would require tall power
transmission poles which are not consistent with the City of Bellevue comprehensive
plan. Additionally, in some locations utility easements would need to be widened
severely impacting the neighborhoods through which the project would traverse. This
would result in loss of property and in some instances complete loss of dwelling
units.
Project Need - Need for the Energize Eastside project, as proposed by PSE appears
to be based on a flawed analysis. As illustrated by the independent LaukhardSchiffman Study (2/18/2016) PSE’s in-house produced load flow study appears to
have been conducted using assumptions designed to generate a report supporting

the need for the project. As a result, I simply cannot trust PSE’s stated motivations
and intentions for promoting the project.
Because of these concerns I feel strongly that the only prudent course of action is to
stop the project until such time that the need and benefit of the project can be reevaluated.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Williams
Info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastside DEIS
Monday, February 22, 2016 12:41:55 PM

My public comment is as follows:
After reviewing the load flow studies done by both PSE and CENSE it is obvious THE
ENERGIZE EASTSIDE PROJECT IS NOT NEEDED.
I challenge PSE to do a complete load flow study and do the study with all the facts
and conditions present. If they dare do the study with each and every parameter in
place, in other words a real world study, it will be obvious these transmission lines
are not needed.
Bruce T Williams
8564 129th AV SE
Newcastle WA 98056
425-417-8765

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kayla
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Laughlin, Kayla
“Energize Eastside”
Monday, February 22, 2016 10:57:29 AM

February 22, 2016
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Kayla Laughlin, 8316 127 Pl SE, Newcastle, WA 98056
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which proposes to build 18 miles of
high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A).
I have been too many PSE and CENSE meetings, and what I hear is PSE trying to justify the need for the project
using an impossible scenario that would cause regional blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow
Study, available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum pipelines. Responsible safety
standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A construction or operational accident could cause a catastrophic
pipeline explosion like the one that killed three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately addressed
in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative. But the solution described in
the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent experts that have suitable experience with modern electrical
grid technologies, including Demand Side Management and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and
capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies. As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan
makes clear, a carefully developed plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the
environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s transmission line. The Draft EIS
must answer these basic questions in order to convince residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our
energy future.
I am yet to be convinced we need this expensive project. I am very concerned for neighborhood safety, the
detrimental impact on our communities and environment, and now I hear that homes in my neighborhood may need
to be removed to expand the easement that runs through Newcastle (which has two gas pipelines)! If and when this
project is needed, we all know there are other alternatives with less impact on our neighborhoods. Please consider
them.
Sincerely,

Kayla Laughlin

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lee, Cynthia
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
questions
Monday, February 22, 2016 8:21:04 AM

We received an e-mail about the study indicating that a 20-50 feet wider area is needed for the new
powerlines. It stated that partial or full buy out of some homes will be needed. We live adjacent to
the lines. So:
1. When will people be notified that their house will be in the partial or total buy out?
2. How long will those people have to plan for their move?
3. What is meant by partial buy out?
4. How will fair market value be determined?
5. Why was this not mentioned earlier?
6. What is the timeline for this process?
This information will help people to make decisions & plans both ones affecting plans for their
current property & needs for major life changes. We purchased our house in 1987. There were no
indications that living by the lines would be a problem. Now, there are several items that are a
concern.
Cindy Lee
8328 128th Ave. SE
Newcastle, WA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lee, Cynthia
info@energizeeastsideeis.org
questions
Sunday, February 21, 2016 7:51:32 AM

We received an e-mail about the study indicating that a 20-50 feet wider area is needed for the new
powerlines. It stated that partial or full buy out of some homes will be needed. We live adjacent to
the lines. So:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1. <!--[endif]-->When will people be notified that their house will be in
the partial or total buy out?
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->How long will those people have to plan for their move?
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->What is meant by partial buy out?
<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. <!--[endif]-->How will fair market value be determined?
<!--[if !supportLists]-->5. <!--[endif]-->Why was this not mentioned earlier?

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Jessica Conquest
Fwd: Confirmation of receipt of information
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 7:24:50 AM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 16, 2016 at 12:15 PM
Subject: Confirmation of receipt of information
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
To Whom it May Concern,
I have not been receiving automated confirmation that my DEIS comments have been
received. Initially I was receiving notification, but recently those notifications have ceased.
Can I receive notification that my comments are being submitted in the Public Record?
Additionally, I seem to be having trouble sending files and attachments of supporting
documentation. What is the mechanism for submitted additional information for the Public
Record. What is the maximum file size accepted?
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Jessica Conquest
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 7:24:26 AM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Dave Mickelson <DaveMickelson@comcast.net>
Date: Tue, Feb 16, 2016 at 11:25 AM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS
To: Info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Bellevue City Council, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s
future electricity needs.

~~~
Dave & Denise Mickelson

(425) 829-8483
DaveMickelson@comcast.net

4518 Somerset Drive SE
Bellevue, WA 98006-3062

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Jessica Conquest
Fwd: Energize Eastside EIS Comments
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 7:24:06 AM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Barbara Braun <bbraun@stratery.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 16, 2016 at 9:35 AM
Subject: Energize Eastside EIS Comments
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: Barbara Braun <bbraun@stratery.com>

Barbara Braun
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006
bbraun@stratery.com
Feb 2016

1.        Include Olympic Pipeline in the EIS. Make all decisions with Olympic at the table.
Please include an evaluation of the safety issues of both the construction in the Olympic
pipeline easement, but also the maintenance in the easement. Please do a survey of the
history of human caused accidents and consequences by these 2 companies as well as
similar projects around the world by all companies. https://hip.phmsa.dot.gov. Please also
include weather related and seismic related accidents and dangers. Insure a truly
independent assessment of both PSE and Olympic findings, calculations and
recommendations. Both are huge multinational for profit identities that don’t necessarily
represent local community interests. Clearly both companies have a reputation for
accidents and lack of proper safety measures and practices. Both companies have a
history of unconcern for communities and the environment. Thank you!
2.       What is the operating plan for the Olympic Pipeline during construction? How will
ALL safety risks be mitigated? How will BP be included in this project? Thank you!
3.       Please add to the EIS a more careful analysis of the need for the project. There has
been a cursory review of prior studies by a firm called Stantec, but no new or independent
analysis is done. Questions raised by CENSE about the amount of electricity sent to
Canada and local generation being turned off have been ignored. Thank you!
4.       I am disappointed that the EIS evaluates a number of alternatives that aren’t realistic,
but no indication of the viability of each option is given. For example, the EIS studies

underground and submerged lines that are cost prohibitive due to state regulations. There
are only two realistic alternatives: the overhead transmission line proposed by PSE, and
Alternative 2, a solution using smart technology and energy policies. There is no
justification for the overhead transmission line proposed by PSE. The State has
concluded that these solutions are obsolete and not needed in the next 20 years anywhere
in the state. Alternative 2, as presented by CENSE president Don Marsh explained to the
Bellevue City Council on Feb 1, 2016 is the right alternative.
5.       Include a thorough seismic evaluation in all alternatives. The EIS provides very
cursory and says everything will be better because it will be built to new standards. Does
thin include a retrofit of the aging Olympic Pipeline? We will not be safer with this aging
pipeline sitting next to bulk power lines. Bellevue should actually require the removal of
all existing power lines in the pipeline corridor and the upgrading of the Olympic pipeline
to insure the safety of its community and citizens from the massive earthquake we are
going to have. Thank you!
6.       Make the cutting of trees an off limits criterion for any alternative. We cannot replace
the climate protection capacity of 8000 trees with new seedlings. We cannot wait 100
years for this to be restored. This is antiquated thinking. The trees should be given higher
value and weighting in any analysis. Thank you!
7.       We should pursue Alternative 2 by making Bellevue and the other eastside
communities national leaders in energy conservation and management. We should
upgrade our city codes, ordinances, building standards and zoning rules for both
commercial and residential. For example, implementing LEED standards for ALL new
construction. Requiring buildings to retrofit. Requiring retrofits and remodels to comply
with LEED or other energy conversation and management standards. Requiring all new
construction to be net zero construction. Bellevue could lead the country and the world
for the most net zero energy buildings! Be leaders in innovation and creativity not
installers of antiquated technology. Thank you!
8.       Why has the City of Bellevue not gotten a truly independent view of the demand
forecast? Will this be done? We cannot passively stand by and let PSE tell us we have
already validated the demand numbers. WE HAVE NOT! The consultants retained by
Bellevue DID NOT conduct an independent review of demand. They simply said PSE
didn’t make any math errors in their calculations. Bellevue can do better than this. Please
stand up and represent your citizens as you are elected and/or employed to do. Thank
you!
9.       I hate to say this, but it appears Bellevue and the other municipalities are in collusion
with PSE. Bellevue city representatives – elected and employed, need to be accountable to
the citizens of Bellevue and represent our interests, not PSE’s or any corporation’s
interests. The city elected and employed representatives, and their hired consultants, need
to firewall themselves from these conflicts of interest. We need to be transparent in how
we’re doing this. We need to recuse those who receive any moneys – directly or
indirectly from PSE. The citizenry needed to have an explicit review of how we are
maintaining impartiality during this process. Thank you!
10.    The Bellevue citizens have spent countless hours and their own money analyze this
procject. Please listen to them. Please engage them and other experts in helping to
develop plans for alternative 2 if we cannot rely on PSE to do this for us. Thank you!

11.     All EIS alternatives need to fully assess, address and mitigate carbon emission and
sequestration issues. Not only should NO trees be cut for this project (i.e. we must insure
NO net reduction in carbon sequestration capacity in our city), but we need to require
carbon offsets for all incremental fossil fuel based power that flows through our
community. We should in fact require that all new projects provide carbon offsets in
“arrears” for all existing fossil fuel power flowing through our community as a
requirement to implement any incremental fossil fuel projects. Let’s lead the nation in
being a green city!
12.     There have been repeated requests for unbiased evaluation of the needs and the
development of alternatives by the citizens of Bellevue as well as the citizens of the other
eastside communities. Consultants hired to date have not completed an independent
evaluation of load demand, nor have they developed alternatives to PSE’s proposal.
When will this happen? When are we going to seriously review the demand and develop
alternatives? Where in the process does this happen? We need to understand these issues
and clearly establish plans and dates for these things.
13.    We need to do a side by side comparison of all alternatives. Apples to apples. We
need to actually evaluate the alternatives, which has not been done. We need to insure the
evaluation of alternatives have a clearly established, transparent and complete set of
criteria for evaluation including – economics, property values, climate change,
environment, safety, seismic, aesthetics, etc. We need to do this at a regional, national
and international level, not a PSE or local only level.
14.    We need a fully transparent decision making process and timeline. We need to
understand who is creating alternatives, who is evaluating them, what decisions are being
made, who are the decision makers, what is the timeline for decision making, specific
dates and public participation for each decision, what recourse citizens will have, etc.
15.    High power overhead transmission lines have no place in residential areas.   They
create visual blight. They are noisy. They enable the spread of invasive species.   The
argument that recreational opportunities will be enhanced by powerlines is bogus. I have
been all over this state and find the environmental destruction from transmission lines
horrific. I don’t want to ski, hike or bike near more transmission lines. The amount we
already have is shameful and embarrassing.
16.    Why does the Bellevue City Council want Alternative 1 as part of their legacy? To be
one of the last cities in America to approved an antiquated power solution? Are the
council members so influenced by PSE money that they are willing to have this on their
hands?

Barbara Braun
bbraun@stratery.com
206.280.7308

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Jessica Conquest
Fwd: Information on Reliability
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 7:23:23 AM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Plummer David F. <pdf3@comcast.net>
Date: Thu, Feb 11, 2016 at 6:48 PM
Subject: Information on Reliability
To: Carol Carol Helland <chelland@bellevuewa.gov>
Cc: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Hello Ms. Helland!
I emailed the question below to Ms. Bedwell, but she is apparently not in the office until next
week. Can you provide an answer, or direct me to someone who can answer my question?
Is there some place in the Phase 1 DEIS that sets forth a reasonably detailed
description/discussion of PSE's system-level reliability measures being considered in the
evaluation of the proposed project? For example, what is/are the measures/metrics of
PSE's electrical system-level reliability; what are the quantitative impacts of the proposed
alternatives and the no-action alternative on these measures/metrics; etc.?
(I have reviewed the DEIS, but not in detail, but can find no information/discussion of this
aspect of Energize Eastside.)
Any help/suggestions would certainly be appreciated.
RSVP,
David Plummer
(BTW: the email address for Ms. Bedwell given in the City's 28 January 2016 DEIS 'Notice' is
incorrect - it has one too many 'periods in it; maybe someone should correct this.)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Jessica Conquest
Fwd: One Tower Up Total Opposition
Thursday, February 04, 2016 3:10:16 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: VON WILL <vonwill@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 1, 2016 at 5:25 AM
Subject: Re: One Tower Up Total Opposition
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Dear. Ms, Heidi Bedwell,
Energize Eastside Project is primarily a money making scheme. It’s a regressive engineering
concept and a foreign owned project forcing ‘growth projections’ already negated by traffic
woes. But it’s strange how PSE does not care to construct a transparent rational argument to
justify its method as opposed to alternative methods. The argument flows between profit for
investors in Australia, power for Canada and demand for energy in a future time that
transportation woes will not support. But once one tower is put up people will be shocked at
the monstrosity! Like in Northern California, one tower goes up people will rise up and stop
it. Moreover, the project will fell 8,000 trees we need for the heavy traffic we have now.
Many of these trees are hundreds of year’s old, massive filters vital to clean air. And we need
these trees to protect us from the new onslaught of pollution from China coming over in the
jet stream. Trees are going too fast. Over 300,000 acres of trees burnt last summer in
Washington State! I flew to Hong Kong one week ago and traveled over land up through BC,
Alaska and down through Siberia and China. It was daylight the whole time and I had a
window seat. It was shocking to see the logging and absence of trees.

Energize Eastside Project is extortion and will stain the company and all associated with it for
an indefinite period of time. PSE does not entertain sophisticated technological solutions, they
think like Bolsheviks when it comes to alternatives. This power line will look hideous and
make the skyline of Bellevue look industrial, total dystopia. Bellevue was named the number
two city to live in America by the WSJ (last year). It truly is the city in a park. One must
really understand how special this area is by going to other areas in the world and then one is
shocked by our oasis. Anyone associated with this project will be ugly for life. Energize
Eastside is a traitor to our community. It’s surprising that a multinational can push such bad
engineering and technology forward in a sophisticated technological hub. This must be
stopped.

Thank you for your kind attention.

Sincerely,

Julian von Will, Ph.D.
Bellevue

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Borgmann
info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
rborgmann@hotmail.com
Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments
Wednesday, February 03, 2016 9:18:17 AM

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

The following questions are directed at the DEIS “Alternatives” category, particularly related to
economic impact. I do not see a relative comparison of costs nor an analysis of the economic
impact of Energize Eastside discussed in the DEIS. The programmatic DEIS must examine the
most cost-effective and most fair cost-allocation of alternatives. As part of the public record for
the Energize Eastside EIS process, I submit the following questions and information.
In a recent complaint to FERC regarding Energize Eastside, FERC ruled, “The record before us
shows that the Energize Eastside Project is located completely within Puget Sound’s service
territory, … and that neither Puget Sound, nor any other eligible party, requested to have the
project selected in the regional transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation; therefore, the
project is not subject to the Order No. 1000 regional approval process.”
Previous Memoranda of Agreement between Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), Seattle
City Light (SCL), and Puget Sound Energy (PSE) have shown that the three entities were
working together to address more power delivery to Canada:
http://clerk.ci.seattle.wa.us/~scripts/nph-brs.exe?
d=CBOR&s1=123779.ordn.&Sect6=HITOFF&l=20&p=1&u=/~public/cbor1.htm&r=1&f=G
https://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/FactSheets/fs200709BPA%20to%20automate%20transmission%20curtailment%20procedure%20for%20the%20Puget%20Sound%20Area.pdf
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/2015-06-01_moa_with_bpa-seattlecitylight-pse.pdf

Subsequently, in the Puget Sound Area Study Team (PSAST) Report, PSE offered to build the
Energize Eastside project (nee: Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot project). That report
acknowledged additional 230/115kV transformation for the eastside as well as satisfied the
BPA/PSE/SCL goal of delivering more power to Canada: “A major benefit of the SammamishLakeside-Talbot option is that it would provide necessary load service to Lakeside Substation
which the Maple Valley-SnoKing options would not. It would also provide two new north-south,
high capacity 230kV parallel circuits, strengthening the grid underlying the single Monroe-Echo
Lake 500 kV line. Pursuing the Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot option at this time does not
preclude reconductoring the Maple Valley-SnoKing lines at a later time.” (pg 15 of 21)
https://www.columbiagrid.org/download.cfm?DVID=2157

PSE’s Sr. Project Manager for Energize Eastside, Jens Nedrud, stated in email on January 28,
2016 that power flows to Canada “are required to be included in the PSE load flow studies, as
the electrical system serving the Eastside is part of the regionally integrated electric system. It is
not optional.”
Power transfer to Canada is one of the 6 key assumptions in PSE’s Needs Assessment Report:
““Winter electricity transfer between the USA and Canada were assumed to be 1,500
megawatts (MWs) flowing from the USA to Canada.” (bottom of pg 3)

http://www.energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/EastsideNeedsAssessmenReportTransmissionSystemfinal_v2.pdf

Public Records searches have found no evidence of the USA ever actually supplying power to
Canada remotely close to the magnitude of 1,500MW. Please ask PSE to validate this key
assumption and provide evidence of 1,500MW having ever been actually supplied from the
USA to Canada, or provide documentation showing why PSE is REQUIRED to model 1,500MW
of power flow from the USA to Canada. BPA states no such contractual requirement exists.
As FERC states above, PSE did NOT request “to have Energize Eastside selected in the regional
transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation.” It is apparent that PSE is willing to have its
own customers pay the entire cost of this Bulk Electric System enhancement. PSE clearly could
have, AND SHOULD HAVE, requested that Energize Eastside be selected in the regional
transmission plan for appropriate cost allocation to other entities besides PSE electricity
customers, solely.   
PSE’s power flow modeling to Canada were assumed, NOT required. PSE elected NOT to have
Energize Eastside selected in the regional transmission plan. PSE has simply chosen to have
Energize Eastside accomplish the goal of permitting more transmission capacity to Canada
without asking for cost contributions from BPA, SCL and others. If PSE is required to include
Canadian Entitlement power in their load flow studies, then PSE should also be required to
submit the Energize Eastside project as part of the regional transmission plan for cost allocation
purposes. PSE can’t have it both ways – claim it is required to include Canadian Entitlement
power in load flow studies, then turn around and elect to have Energize Eastside OMITTED from
regional transmission planning for cost allocation purposes. By electing not to include the
Energize Eastside project in the regional transmission plan, PSE avoids FERC Order 1000
compliance and side-steps NEPA review. It further begs the question: How much will PSE
profit from power wheeling excess power to/from Canada through the proposed Energize
Eastside transmission path?
The City of Bellevue and other eastside jurisdictions have a fiduciary duty to its citizens to
investigate and provide the most cost-effective improvements to the electricity grid. PSE’s risky
behavior of telling half-truths, duping citizens, and misleading eastside jurisdictions via actions
that could be construed as bait-and-switch fraud, are worthy of WUTC and Attorney General
investigations. PSE is not acting in the citizens’ best interests. PSE, a private investor-owned
utility, has a stated goal to grow revenue and maximize profit. The City of Bellevue must act in
the best interests of its citizens.   The DEIS is woefully inadequate in assessing the TYPE of NEED
(Growth? Reliability/Peak Demand?), the SIZE of that need, the TIMING of that need, as well
as the economic impacts and relative comparison of costs of viable alternatives.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claire Hoffman
Karmen Martin
FW: Eastside Energize EIS Comments... Gas Turbines
Monday, February 01, 2016 1:56:40 PM

From: Keith Watts [mailto:tango_zulu@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 1:23 PM
To: Info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Subject: Eastside Energize EIS Comments... Gas Turbines

To whom it may concern,
It is not my first choice to install gas turbines, micro-turbines or reciprocating engines for peak
power generation in the study area described in Alternative 2.
However, If gas turbines enable Alternative 2 to be a viable option and buys time to find a
lower GHG replacement for the gas turbines than I might support that.
Reasons include:
1. extra GHG emissions.
2. air quality issues, stagnant trapped air (due to temperature inversions), cold snaps that
could last 5 days or more.
3. increased demand on existing natural gas and water supplies requiring major upgrades.
4. is opposite the cities goals sited in section 4.2.4.
Details:
Regarding Section 2.3.3 Alternative 2 Integrated Resource Approach... Section 2.3.3.3.1
Page 2-39 Gas Turbines.
I am concerned that running three 20MW gas turbines near downtown Bellevue during a peak
load event in the winter during a 5 day cold snap usually accompanied by a burn ban,
stagnant air and a temperature inversion layer. This is like having a cruise ship or destroyer
parked in Meydenbauer Bay stationary running its engines full speed for 5 days. This seems
it would have an inverse impact on air quality and noise in the Bellevue Area. The same goes
for micro-turbines and reciprocating engines. I am concerned about the emissions of GHG.
Regarding section 4.5.1
which defines Moderate emissions of Green House Gases as... greater than 10000 metric tons
per year threshold with best practices. I didn't see a definition of "best practices"
referenced but it seems that running three 20MW turbines is not a best practice in the
context of reducing GHG. Is "best practices" referring to "engineering controls and purchase
of offsets" referenced in Section 4.9? Is this the same as "mitigation" referred to in section
4.6.4.4? Emitting 10000 metric tons of carbon per year seems unnecessary considering we

live in a state that produces an excess of hydroelectric power just 150 miles away at the
Columbia River. Surely we should not be creating more carbon emission sources. I am
concerned they will run more than just at peak load times.
Regarding section 4.6.4.4, second paragraph, last sentence...
It states that running three 20MW gas turbines would have a moderate Green House Gas
impact warranting mitigation. How does one mitigate 10000 metric tons of
carbon emissions per year? Is it by using "a combination of engineering controls and the
purchase of offsets (section 4.9)? What are engineering controls? Some of us are trying to
reduce our carbon footprint by driving plug-in cars, buying efficient natural gas furnaces,
using mass transit, using led bulbs at additional personal expense. I am a participant of the
PSE Green Power Program. Wouldn't this undo my efforts?
Regarding Section 4.9,
Section 4.9 makes a good argument for Alternative 1 a,b,c,d or Alternative 3 regarding GHG
emissions versus Alternative 2. Also on page 1-49 Summary of Impacts by Alternative 2 states
that.... increased demand for natural gas and water to supply simple-cycle generators could
require upgrades to major gas and water supplies. Wouldn't this require a whole new project
with a whole new set of impacts, a whole new EIS?
Regarding Section 9.6.4.1 Noise
Section 4.9 talks about the noise of generating peak power. The EIS doesn't specify the type
of equipment to be selected in order to go into detail in order to describe the noise levels
during stagnant air conditions as those found during 5 day cold snaps in winter. I found a
brochure for a Siemens Peak Power Gas Turbine Engine which says its noise level is 85 db
which is higher than the 65 db stated in the EIS.
http://www.energy.siemens.com/us/pool/hq/power-generation/gas-turbines/SGT400/Brochure%20Gas%20Turbine%20SGT-400%20for%20Power%20Generation.pdf
I haven't found a discussion in the document about estimating air pollution to the local area
from the gas turbines. I must have missed it.
Summary.... installing gas turbines seems opposite to the cities goals reducing carbon
emissions referred to in Section 4.2.4. However, If gas turbines enable Alternative 2 to be a
viable option and buys time to find a lower GHG replacement for the gas turbines than I might
support that.
I am still reviewing the EIS. For the most part, I like the detail and discussion of alternatives.
Wow!
Thank you... to the EIS and energize eastside team... for all their hard work.

Keith H. Watts
5635 178th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
425-505-4057
1/29/2016

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claire Hoffman
Karmen Martin
FW: DEIS Public Comments
Monday, February 01, 2016 1:56:35 PM

From: Russell Borgmann [mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 6:19 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
Cc: rborgmann
Subject: DEIS Public Comments

The following DEIS comments address the failure to include reasonable alternatives to the
proposal, and the need for additional studies. My comments also address EIS process
concerns that were raised during the first Open Comment Period and have not yet been
addressed.
Where are the independent data for this Programmatic EIS that ascertains the validity of the
first Project Objective, “Address PSE’s identified deficiency in transmission capacity”? The
Programmatic DEIS must independently determine there is indeed a transmission capacity
deficiency. The City of Bellevue, and other jurisdictions, are not permitted to take PSE’s
premise at face value. Our cities are held to a higher standard and are bound by a broader,
sworn responsibility to “work for the Common Good, recognizing that stewardship of the
public interest must be their primary concern”.
The U.S.E. Report, the Quanta Study, and the StanTec Report only verified PSE’s process.
Those reports did NOT independently analyze the underlying raw data. Those reports merely
‘rubber-stamped’ PSE’s process without providing any independent analysis of the raw data
to determine if a transmission capacity deficiency even exists in the foreseeable two decades
or beyond.
Depending on circumstances and their audience, PSE has alternately portrayed the proposed
Energize Eastside project is needed based on “growth” vs. “reliability”. Growth vs. Peak
Demand (reliability) is like comparing apples to oranges. Plenty of factual data are available
to contradict PSE’s premise. Load growth is declining. Peak Load demand is declining.
Growth: PSE tells the public that there will be “cascading blackouts” and the “lights will go
out” due to increasing “demand” from significant population growth and employment
growth. Example: One of PSE’s recent banner ads state, “When will Eastside growth
overload the electric grid? It could happen as soon as 2017.”
The U.S. Energy Information Administration has proven over the last decade that there is no
longer a 1-to-1 correlation between employment/population growth and electricity usage.
Now only a TENUOUS connection exists between employment/population growth and the
possibility of increased peak moments, due to more efficient appliances, energy efficient
buildings, renewable energy sources, co-generation, demand-side response programs, and
conservation. “…the long-run trend of slowing growth in electricity use relative to
economic growth will also continue: the rate of projected growth in electricity use will be
less than half the rate of economic growth…”.

References: http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10491
www.ci.bellevue.wa.us/pdf/Manager/Final_Electrical_Reliability_Study_Phase_II_Report_2012.pdf (pgs 49, 89,
90)
http://blogs.barrons.com/incomeinvesting/2014/05/23/barclays-downgrades-electric-utility-bonds-sees-viable-solarcompetition/

PSE’s own 10Q financial filings state the same conclusion: “PSE also expects energy usage
by both residential electric and natural gas customers to continue a long-term trend of
slow decline primarily due to continued energy efficiency improvements.”
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/81100/000108539214000021/pe2014630x10q.htm#sECEFE0B0BBD3EE26F216FC9CD7981795 (pg 37, under heading Customer Demand)

Peak Demand: PSE regulatory filings describe a very specific peak demand RELIABILITY
problem that occurs under very specific, rare, and simultaneous conditions: an extremely cold
(<23F) winter weekday (M-F) around 6-9am or 5-8pm, 2-of-4 eastside transformers are
offline, 6-of-8 western WA emergency generation plants are offline, huge amounts of
electricity are flowing Canada, AND an additional outage hits a radial line between Renton
and Sammamish. NINE simultaneous events.
Peak Demand (reliability) is addressable via better solutions than a new transmission line.
Combinations of solutions can be achieved at a lower cost, with higher reliability, and with
less environmental impact. PSE is mixing apples and oranges – Growth vs. Peak – depending
on what’s convenient in an attempt to sell their case. Growth vs. Peak Demand (reliability)
are two separate problems - measured and addressable via different solutions.
Customers are being asked to overpay for reliability to falsely insure against an extremely
unlikely climax of events - NINE events occurring simultaneously, N-9. FERC and NERC
require infrastructure investments to avoid N-2 situations. Before PSE electricity customers
are required to pay nearly $1billion dollars over 40 years for Energize Eastside, PSE must
numerically articulate precisely how many fewer outages the Eastside can expect to see.
Numerically, how much will reliability increase?
·

Peak Load hours occur during a 6-hour period (6am-9am and 5pm-8pm)

·

Over the past 16-year period, the region’s temperature dipped to 23F, or below, on 70 days.

·

Of those 70 days, only 44 days occurred on weekday work days (non-weekend, non-holiday).

·

44 days x 6 hours = 264 hours vulnerable to Peak Demand outages, worst case.

·

During that same 16-year period, 139,992 hours are not vulnerable to Peak Demand
outages.

·

Assuming Energize Eastside avoided a power outage during every peak usage hour (264 hrs),
Energize Eastside provides a maximum reliability improvement of 0.2%. (264hrs /
139,992 hrs).

·

This does not include the remote probability of a simultaneous failure of 2 major
transformers, which further decreases the reliability improvement that Energize Eastside

could provide.
·

Assuming PSE’s worst case scenario, 30,000 customers could lose power - 2.7% of PSE’s 1.1
million electricity customers. All 1.1 million PSE electricity customers will pay for Energize
Eastside – a project that at best might benefit 2.7% of PSE’s customers.

·

In reality, PSE enacts Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) to ensure those 30,000 customers will
not lose power due to Peak Demand, as required by NERC and FERC. The existing Bulk
Electric System is set-up to handle Peak Demand situations without any transformers
exceeding their winter emergency ratings. PSE erroneously used summer emergency
ratings in their power flow simulations, even though this region’s peak demand situations
occur in winter.

Is it worth $1billion dollars for such a nominal increase in reliability? Before we pay $1billion
dollars for a hypothetical miniscule improvement in reliability, the City of Bellevue, and other
eastside jurisdictions must analyze and assess how we can make measureable, meaningful
improvements to the electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. It is their fiduciary duty to its
citizens.
It is of utmost importance that the Programmatic Phase 1 EIS accurately, and independently,
analyze TYPE of NEED (Growth? Reliability/Peak Demand?), the SIZE of the need, and the
TIMING of the need, before discussing right-sized implementation of mixed alternatives
and/or mitigations.
One must also ask is it within the realm of possibility that the following individuals:
Andrew Chapman (Sr. Managing Director of Macquarie Infrastructure (Australian
hedge fund and PSE joint owner); also PSE Board Director)
Alan James (Sr. Managing Director of Macquarie Infrastructure and PSE Board
Director)
Christopher Leslie (Sr. Managing Director of Macquarie Infrastructure and PSE Board
Director)
Daniel Fetter (Sr. Principal of Canadian Pension Plan Investment Board (PSE’s
Canadian joint owner); also PSE Board Director)
Daniel Doyle (PSE Sr. VP and Chief Financial Officer, and former executive of ATC)
Mark Williamson (PSE consultant/lobbyist, and former executive at ATC)
have devised a financial scheme exploiting questionable legal loopholes to achieve the
profit needs of PSE’s private equity shareholders (PSE’s joint owners - the Australian hedge
fund, Macquarie, and the Canadian Pension Plan), at the expense of 1.1 million unwitting
PSE electricity customers?
References: http://www.wsj.com/articles/utilities-profit-recipe-spend-more-1429567463
http://wolfstreet.com/2016/01/01/happy-new-year-americas-largest-utility-jacks-up-rates-the-most-since-2006-

despite-total-collapse-of-natural-gas-prices/
http://www.sightline.org/2012/04/19/pse-should-do-the-math-and-show-its-work/
http://www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2007/s1938221.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/81100/000108539214000021/pe2014630x10q.htm#sECEFE0B0BBD3EE26F216FC9CD7981795 (pg 32: “PSE’s credit facilities expire in 2019
and Puget Energy’s senior secured credit facility expires in 2018.”)
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2014-12-10/here-are-americas-most-levered-energy-companies
(line #5, Macquarie Infrastructure Company, 5th most leveraged energy company in U.S.)
http://isthmus.com/news/cover-story/atc-has-the-power/
http://www.wsn.org/energy/ArrowheadWestonscandal.pdf
http://www.wetmachine.com/inventing-the-future/nimby-indeed/ (Wisconsin AG investigating role that ATC and its
corruption have had in increasing rates for other state’s citizens)

The financial motives, incentives, and objectives for the proposed Energize Eastside project
are clearly identifiable. Energize Eastside will cost 1.1 million electricity customers close to
$1billion dollars over the next 40 years. PSE has successfully petitioned the WUTC to grant
a 10.3% Rate of Return on this project.
http://www.oatioasis.com/PSEI/PSEIdocs/Formula_Rate_Settlement_Package.pdf (bottom of pg 4, top of pg 5)

There are billion-dollar-reasons why Energize Eastside makes sense; however, the
TECHNICAL DEMAND and the TECHNICAL NEED for Energize Eastside are far from
conclusive. The City of Bellevue and other jurisdictions are obligated to its citizens to
conduct truly independent analyses of the NEED, PURPOSE, and ALTERNATIVES in this
Phase 1 Programmatic DEIS. The current Draft EIS falls well short of that objective.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alec Boyle
info@energizeeastside.org
One Redmond EIS Comments
EIS Comment.pdf

Attached please find a statement composed and endorsed by OneRedmond, its president, and board
of directors.
Alec Boyle
Office Manager
One Redmond
425.885.4014

One Redmond
2/25/2016

Executive Committee
Dr. Eric Scroggins
President
Banner Bank
Jim Stanton
Vice President
Microsoft
Dan Angellar
Treasurer

Redmond Marriott Town Center
Tom Marki
Secretary
Nelson Legacy Group

City of Bellevue
Development Services Department
Attn: Heidi Bedwell
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the project scoping Draft EIS for
Energize Eastside. OneRedmond is a public private partnership with a mission to
expand and retain local employers, attract new companies and create
community vitality in Redmond and the Eastside. We were an active participant
in the Energize Eastside process that evaluated alternatives for providing power to
the region.

Bill Biggs
Immediate Past President
Group Health
Ryan Baumgartner
At-Large
Cashman Consulting
Board of Directors
Dr. Eric Murray
Cascadia Community College
Councilman Tom Flynn
City of Redmond

OneRedmond continues to strongly support 'Alternative 1- New Transformer and
Transmission' Alternative l (a) in the Draft EIS. It is the only alternative being
considered that ensures that businesses in the PSE service area will have
adequate, quality and reliable power for their needs. It is the only alternative that
should be considered in Phase 2 of the EIS.

Mayor John Marchione
City of Redmond
Larry Martin
Davis Wright Tremaine, LLP
Tom Martin
Evergreen Health
Dan Peyovich
Howard S. Wright

None of the information presented during the Energize Eastside Draft EIS process
supports the viability of any of the other options considered. The businesses that
are driving the regional economy and those that we seek to grow cannot operate
in an environment without a quality power supply and delivery system.

Dr. Amy Morrison Goings
Lake Washington Institute of
Technology
Robert Pantley
Natural & Built Environments
John T. Duncan Ill, Esq .
Physic-Control

OneRedmond is concerned that delay of this project coupled with the current
robust economic growth that electric demand will outstrip supply before the
project is completed. Additionally, the No Action alternative would have a
devastating economic impact on Redmond and this region. A timely completion
of the EIS and the overall project is therefore imperative.

Committee Chairs
Tom Martin
Business Development
Evergreen Health
Dr. Eric Murray
Communications
Cascadia Community College
Dan Angellar
Finance
Redmond Marriott Town Cent er

Thank you for your consideration of this input.

Tom Marki
Government Affairs
Nelson Legacy Group
Nicole Yurchak
Investor Relations
Swedish Medical Group
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Elliott
Patrick Elliott
Comments on Energize Eastside EIS
Thursday, March 24, 2016 10:55:35 AM

From: Jeanne DeMund [mailto:jcdemund@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 24, 2016 12:09 PM
To: Bedwell, Heidi <HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov>; Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>;
jmcmahan@kirklandwa.gov; TimM@ci.newcastle.wa.us; CBEAM@redmond.gov;
Jhenning@Rentonwa.gov
Subject: Comments on Energize Eastside EIS
Jeanne DeMund
2811 Mountain View Ave. N
Renton, WA 98056
206-898-9818
February 24, 2016

Ms. Heidi Bedwell,
Senior Planner
Land Use Division-Development Services
City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
Dear Ms. Bedwell
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Energize Eastside Project. As you may
recognize from my address, I live along one of the routes that was not selected for this project. However, after considering the
information provided by PSE, by the EIS, and by independent sources, I am compelled to comment.
1. The project is not needed: The assumptions underlying PSE’s load flow are critically flawed, as explained by independent
experts Richard Lauckhart and Roger Shiffman in their February 2016 report. Here are just 2 examples:
PSE has inflated electric demand growth estimates by as much as 500%. The Northwest Power and Conservation
Council estimates overall demand growth at just 0.5 to 1.0%…right in line with the 0.5% that PSE told the Western Energy Coordinating
Council they anticipate in their Base Case data So why is PSE using a 2.4% annual growth rate as a key element in their justification for
Energize Eastside?
PSE did load flow analysis of winter peak demand rates using summer load limits on transformers. This effectively
shrinks actual transformer capacity by 25-30%, creating an artificial shortfall.
If either or both of these anomalies is an error, it raises grave questions in my mind about PSE’s competence, and the possibility for other
errors in both their assumptions and their analysis. If either is a deliberate attempt to rig the outcome of the analysis, PSE’s integrity as
a member of our community is at issue.
You can read the entire report on line at: http://cense.org/Lauckhart-Schiffman%20Load%20Flow%20Study.pdf
2. Environmental impacts: This project will require cutting down thousands of trees, somewhere in the neighborhood of 8,000
trees over its 18 mile length. A mature tree can absorb up to 48 lbs of carbon dioxide per year. The Eastside will potentially suffer an
increase of over 14,000 MT of carbon dioxide that is not being absorbed by these trees (EIS amount). Any mitigate might occur off site,
require purchase of carbon credits, and leave the some or all of the impact in our area.This is an unacceptable environmental impact,
even more so given that the entire project is not needed for either capacity or reliability of the electric system.
3. Safety: As cited in the EIS, there is potential for damage to the Olympic Pipeline during construction, in chapter 16,
maintenance in chapter 18 and increased corrosion due to electromagnetic interference during ongoing operations, Chapter 16 again. The
EIS attempts throughout these chapters to minimizes perception of these risks, for example in chapter 18, using the word “theoretical” in

describing the potential for damage to the Olympic pipeline during routine power pole and line maintenance.
The Olympic Pipeline is only 3-10 feet below the surface of the ground, and it carries gasoline, diesel and jet fuel. All of these are
flammable and hazardous. We all know that gasoline is so flammable that we’re not supposed to touch our car after we start fueling in
the winter, to avoid static electricity that could start a fire. To give you an idea of the scale of potential damage, a 2014 pipeline spill of
7 gallons resulted in $1.5 million in property damage in Skagit County according the federal records.
Here’s what really sent chills up my spine: the Olympic Pipeline is currently under a Final Order to comply with standards of the Office
of Pipeline Safety, part of the federal Department of Transportation The problems relate to corrosion control, and the Order states that
Olympic Pipeline failed to correct identified deficiencies in its corrosion control system that could adversely affect the safe operation of
the pipeline. You can see the details of both the Final Order, and the prior documents at:
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/enforce/CaseDetail_cpf_520155014.html#_TP_1_tab_1
The inspection that ultimately lead to this Final Order was conducted in August of 2014. This final order was only issued in January
2016. The condition has gone uncorrected for 18 months, and the pipeline has a further 18 months to complete corrective action, a time
period that overlaps with PSE proposed construction. And PSE wants a green light for construction right next to this pipeline, wants to
increase the potential for corrosion and wants us to believe that these risks are “theoretical”. These two corporate citizens might deserve
each other as neighbors, but we do not.
Ms. Bedwell, the citizens of King County rely on you and your colleagues in Bellevue and the other jurisdictions to do the right thing to
protect us, both physically and fiscally. I submit to you that risking lives, property and the environment in this way for a project that is
not needed is irresponsible, unacceptable and should not be condoned. There is time to develop an integrated resource approach in sync
with the recommendations of the Northwest Power and Conservation Planning Council, and different in some respects from the
alternative offered by PSE, and such an approach should be developed.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,
Jeanne DeMund
cc:
Carol Helland
Development Services Land Use Director City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
City of Kirkland
Jeremy McMahan
Development Services - Planning Manager (425) 587-3229
jmcmahan@kirklandwa.gov
City of Newcastle
Tim McHarg
Director of Community Development (425) 649-4444 TimM@ci.newcastle.wa.us
City of Redmond
Catherine Beam Principal Planner
(425) 556-2429 CBEAM@redmond.gov
City of Renton

Jennifer Henning Planning Director
(425) 430-7286 Jhenning@Rentonwa.gov

From:
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Subject:
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Attachments:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: FW: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:35:26 PM
Answers to Clyde"s Comments on Energize Eastside 4-2-14, final.doc

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Date: Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 2:03 PM
Subject: Fwd: FW: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
To: jconquest@esassoc.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Clyde Moore <cnmoore@farallonconsulting.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 29, 2016 at 9:09 PM
Subject: FW: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
To: "info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>

February 28, 2014

To: City of Bellevue, CO-Lead Agencies, and PSE

Re: Comments on Draft EIS, Energize Eastside Project

I am a resident of the Olympus neighborhood in Newcastle who lives downgradient from and less
than 500 feet east of the easement containing two parallel high-pressure liquid-fuel pipelines
operated by Olympic Pipeline Company. Because PSE is considering constructing new towers to
support a 230 kV transmission line in the same easement, I am very concerned about the potential
for ruptures of the liquid-fuel pipelines and the release of flammable high-pressure fuel. This
potential would exist during construction of the foundations for the new towers, as well as during
erection of the towers and cable. A rupture of one of the liquid-fuel pipelines could pose a severe
hazard to anyone downgradient and within as much as 3000 feet of the rupture, including
construction workers, residents, motorists, pedestrians, hikers, or bicyclists.

The SEPA Rules state:

The severity of an impact should be weighed along with the likelihood of its
occurrence. An impact may be significant if its chance of occurrence is not great,
but the resulting environmental impacts would be severe if it occurred. WAC 19711-794

If information relevant to adverse impacts is important to the decision and the means
to obtain it are speculative or not known, then, the agency shall weigh the severity
of possible adverse impacts which would occur if the agency were to decide to
proceed in the face of uncertainty. If the agency proceeds, it shall generally indicate
in the appropriate environmental review documents its worst case analysis and the
likelihood of occurrence, to the extent this information can reasonably be
developed. WAC 197-11-080(b)

My wife, Jean Garber, is a chemist who has participated in preparing the EISs on numerous regional
projects, including solid waste landfills and the Northern Tier oil pipeline project. EISs on new
solid waste landfills typically include a detailed analysis of the worst-case impacts of a potential
rupture of the landfill bottom liner. Similarly, the EIS on the Northern Tier Pipeline project
included a detailed analysis of the worst-case impacts from a potential rupture of the oil pipeline
under Puget Sound and over land.

Potential hazards due to a leak in a landfill liner or a pipeline carrying unrefined oil don’t come close
to the severity of the potential hazards posed by the rupture of one of the Olympic high-pressure
liquid-fuel lines. For evidence of this, one need only remember that in 1999 a severe rupture of the
Olympic pipeline, followed by accidental ignition of gasoline vapors, caused the death of three
people in a sparsely populated area of Whatcom County. That rupture was attributed to human
error, as well as a faulty computer system and pressure-relief valve. The impacts would have been
far greater in more densely populated areas like Renton, Newcastle, and Bellevue.
As a worst-case analysis, the EIS on the Energize Eastside project should analyze the impacts of a
pipeline rupture and ignition of fuel of similar or larger magnitude, assuming instead that it occurred
in the most densely populated area downgradient of the proposed new transmission line.

As part of that analysis, I request that the EIS on the Energize Eastside project provide the following
information:  

1.       What is the location of the valves that shut off flow and relieve pressure in the fuel pipelines in
the event of a rupture during construction of the new power poles and foundations? (Please show
locations on a map.)
2.       When were these valves last tested and closed, and how long did it take to close them?
3.       Will these valves be tested immediately before construction begins, and at regular intervals
during construction?

4.       Will a “smart pig” be used to determine the condition of the pipe immediately before
construction begins?
5.       Considering the lowest viscosity fuel transported in the pipeline, the maximum pressure of the
fuel in the pipe, the maximum duration of the leak, and if the rupture is near the bottom of a hill so
the pipe drains through the rupture, what is the maximum volume of fuel that could be released?
Please show detailed calculations.
6.       Provide a map of the potential impact zones where fuel and fuel vapor could travel following a
rupture anywhere along the construction zone, considering the volume of fuel released, the slope of
the ground surface, wind velocity and direction.
7.       What provisions will PSE make for evacuating residents and other persons at risk within the
impact zones if a rupture occurs, and maintaining that evacuation?
8.       What provisions will be made for containment of fuel from a rupture?
9.       What provisions will be made to reduce the potential for ignition of the vapor plume and liquid
from a rupture?
10.   What provisions will be made for extinguishing vapor and liquid fires should they occur?

If the proposed new transmission line is constructed in the same easement as the existing highpressure liquid-fuel lines, PSE cannot guarantee with certainty that there would be no human error or
equipment failure that could result in a severe rupture of the fuel lines and potential ignition of
flammable fuel. Because the impacts of a severe rupture and fuel ignition could be catastrophic in
the densely-populated neighborhoods near the pipeline easement, the EIS should regard these
impacts as significant regardless of the likelihood of occurrence. To mitigate these potential
impacts, I recommend at a minimum that the liquid-fuel lines be depressurized during construction
of tower foundations and erection of towers and cable.

I am attaching to this email a memo I wrote to fellow Olympus residents and City of Newcastle staff
in April 2014. That letter includes questions I posed to Lowell Rogers, an engineering consultant
who is assisting PSE in the siting and preliminary design phase of the Energy Eastside project; as
well as a brief summary of the answers he provided. I would also like these questions addressed in
a detailed manner in the EIS.   

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Clyde Moore
8436 129th Place SE
Newcastle, WA 98056-1764
Cell: 425-757-0111

Clyde M oore, P.E.
8436-129th Place Southeast
Newcastle, WA 98056-1764

Email: cnmoore@farallonconsulting.com
Telephone: (425) 757-0111

April 2, 2014
To: Olympus Residents, Newcastle City Staff
Re: Energize Eastside Project
At my request, on April 2nd Lowell Rogers called me to answer the questions I had raised about
construction of steel monopoles in the Olympus transmission corridor. Lowell is an engineer with
POWER Engineers, a global consulting engineering company that specializes in power projects.
Lowell is assisting PSE in the siting and preliminary design phase of the Energize Eastside project,
and could be asked to do final design as well. He or a colleague will have to put his professional
engineering stamp on the design. It was clear in our conversation that he takes that responsibility
seriously. He and his colleagues have assisted in the siting and design of dozens of transmission line
projects around the country.
Following are the questions I asked PSE and Lowell’s answers. Questions 1 and 2 in my original
letter were related, so I combined them in this letter.
Question 1. The PSE website shows a photo of a steel monopole foundation being constructed
by vertical boring using high-intensity vibration. The intense ground vibrations generated by this
method could cause settlement damage to homes and their foundations, as well as damage to the
high pressure (up to 500 psi) Olympic Pipeline Company petroleum pipelines that run parallel to
PSE’s transmission lines. Damage to pipelines could cause leaks and/or catastrophic rupture.
Results could include burning, toxic liquid or asphyxiating gases flowing downhill through the
neighborhood, or major explosions. Please provide detailed descriptions (and schematics as
needed) showing how PSE would:
• Minimize the impacts of vibration on homes and their foundations, and evaluate and
compensate for any damage.
• Ensure that the petroleum pipelines are depressurized and not damaged during
construction of monopole foundations.
• Detect and control any leakage of petroleum products from the pipelines, either liquid or
vapor.

Native bedrock is often present just under the surface throughout the Olympus neighborhood.
Please provide detailed descriptions (and schematics as needed) showing how PSE would:
• Excavate the bedrock to construct monopole foundations.
• Perform blasting, if required.
• Minimize vibration (and vibration damage) in homes if blasting or excavator-mounted
hydraulic hammer chisels are used.
• Prevent damage to the high-pressure petroleum pipelines from rock movement.
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Answer. Lowell had not specifically seen the photo that I was referencing, but thought that it
was of another project of PSE’s and was a stock photo. The vibration method of installing
monopole foundations (shown in photo) is typically used when soils are soft, which is unlikely to
be the case in Line M. It is more likely that a typical auger system would be used. If bedrock is
present, they would use a pneumatic hammer or core drill. If the bedrock is solid, they would not
need to drill as deep, and could create tenon foundation anchors into the bedrock. Regardless of
the conditions encountered, they would excavate in a controlled way so as to minimize the
potential for damage to the fuel pipelines or nearby homes. There would be no blasting.
During the design phase, detailed geologic studies would be undertaken. Results of these studies
would dictate the installation method and steps that would be taken to protect the Olympic fuel
pipelines during construction. At this point, based on pipeline location and likely monopole
construction methods, Lowell doesn’t think it would be necessary to move or depressurize the
pipelines. PSE would work closely with Olympic Pipeline Company to determine measures
needed to protect public safety during construction. This would be a primary emphasis.
Question 2. Will steel monopoles be erected at approximately the same locations as the existing
wooden towers, or are entirely new locations possible? How will PSE protect homes from the
potential for wooden towers to fall during removal, or for monopoles to fall while being erected?
Answer. PSE has not designed the line, because an alignment has not yet been determined.
Therefore, it’s too early to know if the poles would be replaced at the same location. As part of
the routing process, the community has requested information in order to understand what
options PSE may have with regard to height and configuration. During the actual design,
engineers would determine the height of each pole at the different segments, which would
determine the location of the poles.
In addition to meeting safety requirements, there are a number of factors to consider in locating
the poles, such as easement configuration, existing utilities, and environmental factors. If these
factors allow for flexibility in locating the poles, PSE would discuss the pole locations with
homeowners adjacent to the corridor. At the request of a homeowner, a transmission pole could
be moved somewhat, as long it is not moved adjacent to someone else’s house. If necessary to
protect public safety when an existing pole is removed or new one installed, the PSE construction
manager would recommend vacation of potentially affected homes. Any such vacation would be
short-term.
Question 3. Newcastle is located in the area that would be most affected by a Seattle fault
earthquake. Because it is so shallow, and capable of earthquakes of greater than Richter 7
magnitude, the Seattle fault is considered the greatest seismic risk in this area. What Richter
magnitude earthquake will the towers and their foundations be designed and constructed to
withstand? Would they withstand vertical as well as horizontal seismic forces?
Answer. Pole and foundation design would meet seismic codes for this area, which anticipate
earthquakes of the magnitude that would be expected from the Seattle Fault. However, unless
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there is a potential for liquefaction, which is unlikely on Line M, the potential for seismic loads
to damage monopoles and their foundations is low. Seismic loads are more damaging to heavier
structures such as buildings, and much less of a concern with relatively light structures such as
transmission monopoles. Of more concern with transmission monopoles are forces due to wind
and ice loading (see following question and answer).
Question 4. How will PSE ensure that the monopoles will withstand the highest potential winds
in this area? For example, there were sustained winds of 75 mph, with gusts to 90 mph, in a
December storm that caused much damage.
Answer. During final design of the monopoles, the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) and National Electric Safety Code (NESC) codes for wind loading will be used. These
codes are based on historic climatological data to determine the highest recurring wind speeds
and gusts in the area, and the potential for and severity of ice storms. These loading requirements
will be adjusted upward if and as PSE’s design guidelines note the need. This will determine the
response and strength factors to be incorporated in monopole, foundation and transmission line
design. The design will meet or exceed all safety codes for wind and ice loading.
Question 5. Transmission of power at 230,000 volts, which is nearly double the existing
voltage, will significantly increase the electromagnetic field surrounding the transmission lines.
This field would potentially create powerful induced voltage and electrical current in the steel
petroleum pipelines. Please provide detailed descriptions (and schematics as needed) showing
how PSE would:
• Reduce the risk of electrical shock from the high-pressure petroleum pipes and
appurtenances, including from the casing vents at the road crossings.
• Prevent increased current-induced corrosion and risk of leakage or catastrophic
rupture of the pipelines.
Answer. Electromagnetic fields (EMF) are created by amps (electric current). There is no
correlation of EMF with voltage. After the new transmission lines are installed, amps (and EMF)
would start out lower and rise with increasing demand for electricity due to growth in the area.
EMF could be lowered with different arrangements of the three conductors of the power lines
carrying the three phases of current. The existing horizontal configuration of conductors creates
the largest EMF strength on the ground. With new monopoles, the conductors would be at a
higher elevation than the existing conductors. The increased height of the conductors results in
lower EMF on the ground (EMF drops off exponentially with distance). Also, the new
conductors would be arranged differently. For example, one three-phase circuit could be
arranged with the three conductors in a vertical array in an ABC pattern. The other circuit could
be arranged in a CBA pattern, which would have the effect of cancelling out much of the EMF.
The goal is to configure the lines so they have the lowest EMF, while also considering other
factors related to configuration.
With any of the anticipated line configurations for a monopole, EMF would likely be lower than
with the existing configuration. As noted above, the final route and design configuration have not
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been determined. PSE is preparing an evaluation of existing and potential future EMF, assuming
a range of line configurations and amps. This evaluation will be released to the public in the near
future.
Undergrounding would generally reduce EMF, in part because the close proximity of phases (or
conductors) to each other reduces magnetic fields. However, for walkers in the corridor, EMF
directly over the underground lines at times could be more than EMF from overhead lines,
because of the reduced distance between the walker and the underground line as compared to an
overhead line.
As part of the design process, PSE, in coordination with Olympic Pipeline Company, would
analyze the potential for induced voltage in the Olympic fuel pipelines and determine what
protective measures are needed. For example, additional grounds or cathodic protection could be
installed on the pipelines.
Question 6. Although not one of my original questions, I asked Lowell about PSE’s projections
of future energy needs.
Answer. Lowell reviewed PSE’s system studies, including projected energy needs. He said the
energy needs projections that are shown in the Eastside Needs Assessment Report, Transmission
System, King County, appear to be in line with other regional studies that he has reviewed. He
didn’t see anything that raised red flags with him.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Pipeline Safety Concerns
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:27:34 PM
Energize Eastside - An Environmental Disaster.pdf

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 10:15 PM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Pipeline Safety Concerns
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Attached is a document I submitted during the first EIS Open Comment Period (May/Jun
2015). Please watch this video of a pipeline explosion that occurred in rural TX, while they
were installing a high voltage transmission line.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSCz-35M9hA
Think what would have happened if this explosion had occurred in an urban area.
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

Energize Eastside: An Environmental Disaster Waiting to Happen
Puget Sound Energy is planning to install a 230kV high-voltage transmission line, “Energize Eastside”, on 12story tall (130ft) mono-poles along an 18-mile residential corridor that traverses Renton, Newcastle,
Bellevue, Redmond, and Kirkland. To put that into perspective, the photo below shows the size of the base
of these poles:

What’s involved in building a 230kV high-voltage transmission line? Photos are worth a thousand words.
The photos below provide insight into the size and amount of equipment needed to install these 12-story
mono-poles. This heavy equipment will be rolling over the top of TWO high pressure gas pipelines. Notice
in the photos below, there are no houses within miles. Energize Eastside will be installed through dense
residential neighborhoods with homes in close proximity on both sides of the corridor:

The link below provides more details describing the effort required to install a 230kV high-voltage
transmission line:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSV3L481mow

What Does the Proposed Corridor for Energize Eastside Look Like?
Here’s a look at the existing narrow corridor, through Newcastle, Somerset, College Hill, and Bridle Trails residential neighborhoods with houses in close proximity on both sides of a corridor that already contains a
115kV line as well as TWO gas pipelines (Olympic Gas Pipeline and a Boeing high pressure jet fuel pipeline
running from Cherry Point to Seatac Airport). Note that houses are within a short distance on both sides.

The link below provides an excellent summary of the Olympic Gas Pipeline accident in Bellingham in 1999.
That accident was triggered by a faulty pipeline valve that exerted pressure on a portion of the pipeline that
was clipped by a backhoe during earlier excavation near the pipeline.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJRwePrctGw

And finally, the link below is an example of a gas pipeline explosion that occurred during the installation of
a high-voltage transmission power line in rural Texas in 2010:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSCz-35M9hA

The San Bruno, CA gas pipeline explosion occurred in 2010 as the result of flawed record keeping, shoddy
maintenance, and lax oversight by a regulatory agency “disturbing close to a utility it was supposed to
oversee”:

http://www.mercurynews.com/business/ci_27880159/san-bruno-pg-e-faces-record-penalty-punishment

Puget Sound Energy has had its own experience with filing fraudulent gas pipeline records:
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/puget-sound-energy-to-pay-125-million-fine-for-falsifyinginspection-records/

What Can You Do?
1. Express your concerns during the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) now underway for “Energize
Eastside”. Your comments are needed BEFORE JUNE 15, 2015.
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/

David Pyle
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
Senior Land Use Planner
City of Bellevue
425-452-2973
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org

2. Contact your city, state, and federal representatives. Express your concerns about “Energize
Eastside”.
http://cense.org/email-the-key-stakeholders/

Need More Information?
www.CENSE.org
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Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Cite Specific Federal Reliability Standards
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:27:02 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 11:11 PM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Cite Specific Federal Reliability
Standards
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>, "jstokes@bellevuewa.gov"
<jstokes@bellevuewa.gov>, "jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov"
<jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>, "j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov"
<j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, "lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov" <lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov>,
"clee@bellevuewa.gov" <clee@bellevuewa.gov>, "krwallace@bellevuewa.gov"
<krwallace@bellevuewa.gov>, "vslatter@bellevuewa.gov" <vslatter@bellevuewa.gov>,
"chelland@bellevuewa.gov" <chelland@bellevuewa.gov>, "bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov"
<bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, "hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov" <hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov>,
"rkouchi@utc.wa.gov" <rkouchi@utc.wa.gov>, "arendahl@utc.wa.gov"
<arendahl@utc.wa.gov>, "simon@atg.wa.gov" <simon@atg.wa.gov>, "eis@cense.org"
<eis@cense.org>
PSE Says: Our hands are tied – we must meet Federal Reliability Standards.
Citizens Say: If Energize Eastside is so clearly needed, please cite the specific Federal
regulations that compel building Energize Eastside. It should be simple to produce the
federally mandated regulations.
Sadly, PSE does not cite specific mandatory Federal Reliability Standards to support the need
for Energize Eastside.
PSE says: The Lauckhart-Schiffman Study raises red flags because it did not mention
federally mandated standards which became more stringent in 2007.
Citizens Say: Quote the 2007 federally mandated standards - Chapter and Verse - that require
PSE to supply 1,500MW of power to Canada during peak load events? Where is the federally
mandated standard that says to reduce local west side gas generation by turning off
emergency generation plants during peak load events?   Where specifically are those
requirements mandated federally?
Our region’s electricity reliability and efficiency planning is performed by an organization
called ColumbiaGrid. Here’s what the ColumbiaGrid 2013 System Assessment Report says:
“…The Northwest to British Columbia transfer was increased to 1500MW and the West of
Cascades North transfer was increased to near its limit (10,200 MW) by reducing local west
side gas generation. This case is being studied for information purposes and mitigation is
not required as it goes beyond what is required in the NERC Reliability Standards.”
https://www.columbiagrid.org/client/pdfs/2013SAforweb(7.1.13)FINAL.pdf (2017-18HW2, pg 12, PDF pg 17 of 92)

So, ColumbiaGrid conducted an informational study which exported 1,500MW to Canada
and turned off local generation plants. These are precisely the same assumptions PSE is using
to justify the need for Energize Eastside in PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment Report. This
was a hypothetical situation – “for information purposes”. “Mitigation is not required.”   “It
goes beyond what is required in the NERC Reliability Standards.”
Note: PSE does not dispute the facts presented in the independent Lauckhart-Schiffman
Study.
Note: PSE has not cited specific mandatory Federal Reliability Standards.
And ColumbiaGrid asserts:

No Federal regulation violation if 1,500MW is NOT sent to Canada during peak load events
No Federal regulation violation if all Puget Sound gas-fired emergency generation plants are
turned ON during peak load events
No Federal regulation violation if heavy winter emergency loading on a transformer exceeds
the summer normal rating of that transformer. Winter transformer ratings are to be used
when assessing winter peak loads. NOTE: PSE mistakenly used SUMMER transformer
ratings in their load flow studies, when this region experiences WINTER peak loads.

The ColumbiaGrid 2013 System Assessment Report undeniably contradicts PSE’s key
assumptions for building Energize Eastside as stated in PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment
Report.
http://energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/Eastside_Needs_Assessment_Final_Draft_10-312013v2REDACTEDR1.pdf

City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future
electricity needs. Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful
improvements to the electricity grid for a fraction of the cost of Energize Eastside. Better
alternatives have been identified that promote smart, sustainable growth and are more costeffective, more scalable, more reliable, more energy-efficient, and less damaging to the
environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those alternatives.
City Council, please require the City of Bellevue to issue a Final EIS at the end of the Phase
1 “Programmatic” EIS. Issue a Final Phase 1 EIS. Submit the Phase 1 EIS to a Hearing
Examiner for review/approval. Then, and only then, proceed to a Phase 2 “Project” EIS if,
and only if, the proposed Energize Eastside project is found necessary.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Cost Allocations Concerns
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:41:03 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 9, 2016 at 10:55 AM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Cost Allocations Concerns
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>, "Elbert (JR) Stockberger"
<jstockberger@gmail.com>, "jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov"
<jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>, "j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov"
<j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, "lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov" <lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov>,
"clee@bellevuewa.gov" <clee@bellevuewa.gov>, "krwallace@bellevuewa.gov"
<krwallace@bellevuewa.gov>, "vslatter@bellevuewa.gov" <vslatter@bellevuewa.gov>,
"chelland@bellevuewa.gov" <chelland@bellevuewa.gov>, "bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov"
<bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, "hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov" <hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov>,
"rkouchi@utc.wa.gov" <rkouchi@utc.wa.gov>, "arendahl@utc.wa.gov"
<arendahl@utc.wa.gov>, "simon@atg.wa.gov" <simon@atg.wa.gov>
As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS process. The DEIS Process does not adequately address
questions surrounding appropriate cost allocation of the proposed Energize Eastside project.

How much will PSE profit from “power wheeling” electricity through the proposed Energize
Eastside transmission lines? Power wheeling is the practice of allowing electricity, generated
by others, to flow through transmission lines owned by another utility. With PSE installing
flow gates on the Energize Eastside terminus, it collects a toll on the electrons as they flow by
on their way up and down the western seaboard, from Canada to California. Think of power
wheeling as a toll on the electrical grid highway.

Since the electricity grid is interconnected, the Western Electricity Coordinating Council

(WECC) shows approximately 1/3 of the heavy winter base case flowing through the one of
the proposed Energize Eastside 230kV transmission lines. PSE has refused to share their
power flow studies with independent experts. Why?

How much will PSE benefit/profit from power-wheeling? Has PSE made a quid pro quo
arrangement with Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and ColumbiaGrid at the sole
expense of PSE customers? If BPA is not involved, why are there BPA Memoranda of
Agreement (MOA) included on the City of Bellevue EIS Scoping website?
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/2015-06-01_moa_with_bpa-seattlecitylight-pse.pdf

The MOA (amended April 2015, see link above) states, “Concerning the Puget Preferred Plan
Projects identified in Section 3(b) of the MOA, the parties agree that the BPA funding
originally intended for these projects will instead be directed under separate agreement to
PSE's Whatcom County Transformer project. Accordingly, the parties acknowledge that BPA is
not involved in any manner or capacity in PSE's Sammamish to Lakeside to Talbot Rebuild
Project or its Lakeside 230 kV Transformer Addition Project.” (aka: Energize Eastside)
This MOA goes out of its way in having BPA disavow any association with Energize Eastside,
yet, it also clearly states that BPA funding was, in fact, originally intended for the Energize
Eastside project.
In that same MOA, paragraph 3(a), “Upon completion of the Puget projects, PSE shall submit
an invoice or payment to SCL for the SCL cost obligations associated with construction of
the Puget Preferred Plan Projects.” Seattle City Light is involved in the shell game and may be
required to pay PSE, so that BPA can no longer appear to have any financial obligation. Why
would Seattle City Light pay PSE, if Energize Eastside is solely to address Puget Sound eastside
(local) load growth? BPA is going out of its way to misdirect and divert funds from a broader
REGIONAL project to address west coast grid enhancements (Energize Eastside) to
circumvent compliance with FERC Order 1000 and avoid a NEPA review.

BPA is diverting payment for Energize Eastside to another project – the Whatcom County
Transformer project. This is a maneuver for Energize Eastside to avoid FERC Order 1000
cost allocation requirements. This maneuver is also avoids triggering a NEPA review. BPA
and PSE are playing a financial shell game that involves Seattle City Light, and possibly
ColumbiaGrid, and FERC.

While PSE customers pay for Energize Eastside, does PSE benefit from selling power
upstream and downstream? Is it only a matter of time before other utilities, especially
investor-owned utilities, start lining up for a piece of the financial action as well?

The City of Bellevue has a fiduciary duty to its citizens to explore all viable alternatives for
reliable, affordable electricity. The Programmatic EIS does not adequately address
appropriate cost allocation for this project. Better alternatives have been identified that
promote smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future
electricity needs. Before customers pay $1billion for a project with questionable benefits,
please analyze and assess how we can make measureable, meaningful improvements to the
electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. It is the City’s fiduciary duty to its citizens.

Sincerely,

Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Cost/Benefit Analysis
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:38:59 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 22, 2016 at 12:41 PM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Cost/Benefit Analysis
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>, "jstokes@bellevuewa.gov"
<jstokes@bellevuewa.gov>, "jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov"
<jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>, "j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov"
<j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, "lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov" <lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov>,
"clee@bellevuewa.gov" <clee@bellevuewa.gov>, "krwallace@bellevuewa.gov"
<krwallace@bellevuewa.gov>, "vslatter@bellevuewa.gov" <vslatter@bellevuewa.gov>,
"chelland@bellevuewa.gov" <chelland@bellevuewa.gov>, "bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov"
<bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, "hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov" <hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov>,
"rkouchi@utc.wa.gov" <rkouchi@utc.wa.gov>, "arendahl@utc.wa.gov"
<arendahl@utc.wa.gov>, "simon@atg.wa.gov" <simon@atg.wa.gov>

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS Alternatives. The DEIS appears to be missing crucial
information to make an adequate cost/benefit analysis of the alternatives.
PSE says an N-1 failure could cause a max of 16,500 PSE customers (1.5%) to lose power.
An N-2 failure could cause a max of 33,000 PSE customers to lose power (3%). Assuming
PSE’s worst case scenario, 3% of PSE’s 1.1 million electricity customers might lose power.
http://energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/Eastside_Needs_Assessment_Final_Draft_10-312013v2REDACTEDR1.pdf (pg 10-11, 34-36)

Energize Eastside might serve 3% (at most) of PSE’s customers.
All 1.1 million PSE customers will pay $1 billion over the next 40 years.
To be clear, in reality PSE enacts Corrective Action Plans (CAPs) to ensure customers will not
lose power due to Peak Demand, as required by NERC and FERC. The existing Bulk Electric
System is set-up to handle Peak Demand situations without any transformers exceeding their
winter emergency ratings. If our local region needs more power during peak demand periods,
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) curtails power flow to Canada to support domestic

needs. BPA has already been doing this for several years. Note: PSE erroneously used
summer emergency ratings in their power flow simulations, even though this region’s peak
demand situations occur in winter.
PSE has successfully petitioned the WUTC to grant a 10.3% Rate of Return on this project.
http://www.oatioasis.com/PSEI/PSEIdocs/Formula_Rate_Settlement_Package.pdf (bottom of pg 4, top of pg 5)

Energize Eastside will cost 1.1 million electricity customers approximately $1 billion over the
next 40 years. Is it worth paying a billion dollars for a miniscule increase in reliability that
might only serve a small percentage of customers?
Before we pay $1 billion for a project with questionable benefits, the City of Bellevue (and
other eastside jurisdictions) must analyze and assess how we can make measureable,
meaningful improvements to the electricity grid for a fraction of the cost.
The City of Bellevue has a fiduciary duty to its citizens to explore all viable alternatives for
reliable, affordable electricity. The Programmatic EIS does not adequately address an
appropriate cost/benefit analysis. Better alternatives have been identified that promote smart,
sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more reliable, more energy-efficient, and less
damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those alternatives.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future
electricity needs.

Sincerely,

Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Comparison of Annual Growth Rates
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:38:40 PM
Image5276.png

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 23, 2016 at 9:40 AM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Comparison of Annual Growth Rates
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>, "jstokes@bellevuewa.gov"
<jstokes@bellevuewa.gov>, "jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov" <jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>,
"j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov" <j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, "lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov"
<lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov>, "clee@bellevuewa.gov" <clee@bellevuewa.gov>,
"krwallace@bellevuewa.gov" <krwallace@bellevuewa.gov>, "vslatter@bellevuewa.gov"
<vslatter@bellevuewa.gov>, "chelland@bellevuewa.gov" <chelland@bellevuewa.gov>,
"bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov" <bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, "hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov"
<hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov>, "kberens@bellevuewa.gov" <kberens@bellevuewa.gov>,
"rkouchi@utc.wa.gov" <rkouchi@utc.wa.gov>, "arendahl@utc.wa.gov"
<arendahl@utc.wa.gov>, "simon@atg.wa.gov" <simon@atg.wa.gov>, "eis@cense.org"
<eis@cense.org>

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions and
information regarding the DEIS Alternatives. The DEIS appears to use inaccurate growth rates
that limit evaluation of viable alternatives.
Comparison of Annual Growth Projections
Northwest Power and Conservation
Council
Seattle City Light
Energy Information Administration
Puget Sound Regional Council
Sound Transit East Link Expansion
Puget Sound Energy

0.4%
0.5%
0.6% - 0.9%
1.2%
33% by 2040 =
1.3% per year
2.4%

http://www.seattle.gov/light/news/issues/irp/docs/SeattleCityLight2014_IRPUpdateandProgressReport.pdf (pg 12)
https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/press-releases/2016-02-10_7th_plan_adopted/

http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10491

http://www.seattletimes.com/business/energy-of-downtown-seattle-grows-ever-stronger/

Is the eastside really growing almost 5 TIMES as fast as Seattle? NO. Much of Bellevue’s
growth is energy-efficient new construction. Seattle has a higher number of older, less efficient
buildings still in need of energy-efficient retrofitting, in addition to extensive new growth.   
Seattle’s high-density in-fill and South Lake Union expansion are significant, yet Seattle City
Light’s growth forecast is closely aligned with EIA estimates. It stands to reason that Seattle’s
growth in Peak Demand would be HIGHER than the eastside.

         Seattle City Light Growth Projections             Puget Sound Energy Growth Projections
                Integrated Resource Plan, pg 12                               Draft EIS, pg 1-6
                                                              
The slope of the curve is important. PSE has artificially inflated growth predictions to justify
Energize Eastside. When realistic growth forecasts are used (0.5% to 1.2%), the Puget Sound
eastside will not experience a “deficiency in transmission capacity” for decades. PSE has not
provided independent evidence or justification for using a growth rate of 2.4%. Instead PSE has
provided “internal forecasting conducted by PSE”, national demographic data “with adjustments
for PSE’s service territory”, and “PSE has projected that electrical demand will grow at an annual
rate of 2.4 percent.” (DEIS pgs 1-5, 1-6). Instead of forecasting an emergency in 2018, the Puget
Sound eastside has time to plan and implement 21st century solutions to be ready by 2035 to 2040
when multiple independent data sources indicate a potential for transmission deficiency.
As recently as February 10, 2016, The Northwest Power and Conservation Council stated, "By
maximizing cost-effective energy efficiency, the plan projects that the region’s electricity loads
can be maintained at the current level of about 20,000 average megawatts, sustaining a 20-year
trend of low load growth. Since 1995, annual energy loads grew at an average rate of only 0.40
percent, thanks to the region’s investment in efficiency."
https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/press-releases/2016-02-10_7th_plan_adopted/

PSE’s false advertising inaccurately claims that infrastructure has not been updated in 50 years.
In the past 50 years, PSE has built 3 additional north-south high voltage transmission lines,

increasing the eastside’s capacity from 2 lines to 5 lines. Public records searches with the City of
Bellevue show that 3 of the 5 transmission lines running north-south through Bellevue were built
over time during the last 30 years, at least one as recently as 1997.
Block Loads. PSE states that their growth rate forecast accounts for “expected ‘block load’ growth
that PSE is aware will be coming in the next 10 years.” (DEIS pg 1-6) Block loads are energy
demands from PSE’s largest customers. If there are large customers driving block load demand,
the DEIS should clearly identify the sources of the forecast block load demands. Seattle City
Light is subject to the same block load growth (Amazon, Boeing, Expedia (future), Expeditors
International, F5 Networks, Fred Hutchinson, Pike Place Market (tourism & cruise ships), Port of
Seattle, Russell Investments, Starbucks, UW, Vulcan, Weyerhauser (future), Zillow - to name a
few), yet SCL has found a way to manage block loads in a way that forecasts electricity demand
growth of 0.5% annually.
City Planners know that an annualized growth rate of 2.4% is unsustainable. Other critical city
infrastructure (water, transportation, etc.) would strain to the point of failure before the region
experiences an electricity transmission capacity deficiency. It’s time for officials overseeing
approval of this project to ask critical questions and carefully examine fundamental assumptions
underlying Energize Eastside.
The DEIS appears to skim the surface of several important topics: expected increase in reliability,
cost/benefit analyses of alternatives, independent analysis of need, cost allocation, and effects of
Demand Side Resources, to name a few. Are we merely going through the motions, or are we
really critically examining how to meet the future electricity needs of the eastside?
The City of Bellevue has a fiduciary duty to its citizens to explore all viable alternatives for
reliable, affordable electricity. The Programmatic EIS does not adequately analyze the
annualized growth rate for the region which is limiting evaluation of viable alternatives. Better
alternatives have been identified that promote smart, sustainable growth and are more costeffective, more reliable, more energy-efficient, and less damaging to the environment. The
Programmatic DEIS must include those alternatives.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future
electricity needs.
Sincerely,

Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Conflating Peak Demand with Load Growth
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:40:16 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 16, 2016 at 3:22 PM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Conflating Peak Demand with Load
Growth
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
PSE has positioned Energize Eastside as a PEAK DEMAND issue in their formal filings. PEAK
DEMAND is very specifically defined. PSE is using PEAK DEMAND ASSUMPTIONS and
DEFINITIONS to justify Energize Eastside.
PSE has quickly confused the issue by shifting the discussion to “load growth”. PSE subtly
conflates the discussion to a “transmission capacity deficiency for the eastside”. Yet PSE’s
data describe PEAK DEMAND concerns. These are two separate problems, addressable via
separate solutions.
Where are the independent studies that relate Peak Demand to Load Growth? Is there really
growth in Peak Demand? Is the City of Bellevue taking PSE’s word for it, at face value? IOUs
are not the only experts at forecasting growth in Peak Demand. Public utilities, like Seattle
City Light, are subject to the same regional growth patterns, yet SCL’s forecast for demand
growth is 0.5% annually through 2034. PSE’s own projections are over 4 TIMES that, 2.4%
(DEIS pg1-6).
PSE’s own 10Q financial filings forecast a DECLINE in load growth, “PSE also expects energy
usage by both residential electric and natural gas customers to continue a long-term trend
of slow decline primarily due to continued energy efficiency improvements.”
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/81100/000108539214000021/pe2014630x10q.htm#sECEFE0B0BBD3EE26F216FC9CD7981795 (pg 37, under heading Customer Demand)

The DEIS must look at all viable alternatives. Conflating load growth with Peak
Demand assumptions is limiting the alternatives that the DEIS is examining.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Heavy Equipment to Build 230kV Transmission Lines
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:35:00 PM
Energize Eastside - An Environmental Disaster.pdf

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 1, 2016 at 10:12 PM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Heavy Equipment to Build 230kV
Transmission Lines
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Attached is a document I submitted during the first EIS Open Comment Period (May/Jun
2015). Please watch the video below for what is involved to install a 230kV line:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSV3L481mow
Think about how PSE will build this in an urban corridor. NOTE: the video below is in rural
Douglas County - no houses to be seen for miles. How/Where are they going to stage all of
the equipment to install this thing? The DEIS does not address the environmental impact of
project staging.
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@Hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: How Does Alternative #3 Help?
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:39:19 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Fri, Feb 19, 2016 at 7:34 AM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: How Does Alternative #3 Help?
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>, "jstokes@bellevuewa.gov"
<jstokes@bellevuewa.gov>, "jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov"
<jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>, "j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov"
<j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, "lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov" <lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov>,
"clee@bellevuewa.gov" <clee@bellevuewa.gov>, "krwallace@bellevuewa.gov"
<krwallace@bellevuewa.gov>, "vslatter@bellevuewa.gov" <vslatter@bellevuewa.gov>,
"chelland@bellevuewa.gov" <chelland@bellevuewa.gov>, "bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov"
<bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, "hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov" <hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov>,
"rkouchi@utc.wa.gov" <rkouchi@utc.wa.gov>, "arendahl@utc.wa.gov"
<arendahl@utc.wa.gov>, "simon@atg.wa.gov" <simon@atg.wa.gov>
A map of the lines and transformers for Alternative #3 is shown in DEIS pg 2-44 (Figure 2-25).
These public comments address the viability of Alternative #3 as well as explore the true need
and purpose of the proposed Energize Eastside project.
Far to the east, this DEIS map shows one proposed long transmission line extending from
south of Lake Tradition to the north, to Novelty Hill.
This seems odd. If Energize Eastside is intended to address local load growth on the eastside,
as well as Block Loads from PSE’s largest customers, how does a line this far east help? If
Energize Eastside is largely driven by Bellevue’s rapid growth, as we’ve been repeatedly told
by PSE, a line this far from the high-density source of the loads does not make any sense.
This line looks similar to the original proposed line by ColumbiaGrid to enhance the BPA 500kV
corridor from Echo Lake to Monroe. In the ColumbiaGrid PSAST Report, it describes the need
to enhance that corridor.
https://www.columbiagrid.org/download.cfm?DVID=2157

In the PSAST Report, please look at the data tables (page 19). The BEST technical, and most
reliable solution is the Monroe-Echo Lake #2 option, Study 41 (bottom of page). It has the
lowest risk (smallest Total Curtailment Risk Measure, TRCM) and highest transfer capacity
(highest TTC). A clear win-win solution. However on page 16 of this report, they state that
they have chosen the “Sammamish-Lakeside-Talbot” solution (aka: Energize Eastside)
because of COST. This solution has 2.5X more risk (higher TCRM) and only 76% of the carrying

capacity (lower TTC) compared to the Monroe-Echo Lake #2 solution (reference pg 19, Study
49).
DEIS Alternative #3 appears to describe and depict the extended need and purpose of
Energize Eastside: To facilitate north-south flow of electricity in support of BPA, at the cost of
PSE customers solely.
Has PSE made a quid pro quo arrangement with Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and
ColumbiaGrid at the sole expense of PSE customers? If BPA is not involved, why are there
BPA Memoranda of Agreement (MOA) included on the City of Bellevue EIS Scoping website?
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/uploads/4/7/3/1/47314045/2015-06-01_moa_with_bpa-seattlecitylight-pse.pdf

The MOA (amended April 2015, see link above) states, “Concerning the Puget Preferred Plan
Projects identified in Section 3(b) of the MOA, the parties agree that the BPA funding
originally intended for these projects will instead be directed under separate agreement to
PSE's Whatcom County Transformer project. Accordingly, the parties acknowledge that BPA is
not involved in any manner or capacity in PSE's Sammamish to Lakeside to Talbot Rebuild
Project or its Lakeside 230 kV Transformer Addition Project.” (aka: Energize Eastside)
This MOA goes out of its way in having BPA disavow any association with Energize Eastside,
yet, it also clearly states that BPA funding was, in fact, originally intended for the Energize
Eastside project.
In that same MOA, paragraph 3(a), “Upon completion of the Puget projects, PSE shall submit
an invoice or payment to SCL for the SCL cost obligations associated with construction of
the Puget Preferred Plan Projects.” Seattle City Light is involved in the shell game and may be
required to pay PSE, so that BPA can no longer appear to have any financial obligation. Why
would Seattle City Light pay PSE, if Energize Eastside is solely to address Puget Sound eastside
(local) load growth? BPA is going out of its way to misdirect and divert funds from a broader
REGIONAL project to address west coast grid enhancements (Energize Eastside) to
circumvent compliance with FERC Order 1000 and avoid a NEPA review.

BPA is diverting payment for Energize Eastside to another project – the Whatcom County
Transformer project. This is a maneuver for Energize Eastside to avoid FERC Order 1000 cost
allocation requirements. This maneuver is also avoids triggering a NEPA review. BPA and PSE
are playing a financial shell game that involves Seattle City Light, and possibly ColumbiaGrid,
and FERC.
DEIS Alternative #3 exposes this charade.
While PSE customers pay for Energize Eastside, does PSE benefit from selling power upstream
and downstream on a line that runs from south of Lake Tradition to north of Novelty Hill?
The City of Bellevue has a fiduciary duty to its citizens to explore all viable alternatives for
reliable, affordable electricity. The Programmatic EIS does not adequately address
appropriate cost allocation for this project. Better alternatives have been identified that
promote smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those

alternatives.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future
electricity needs. Before customers pay $1billion for a project with questionable benefits,
please analyze and assess how we can make measureable, meaningful improvements to the
electricity grid for a fraction of the cost that truly benefit local PSE customers. It is the City’s
fiduciary duty to its citizens.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Process Modifications
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:40:36 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Date: Wed, Feb 17, 2016 at 7:25 AM
Subject: Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Process Modifications
To: jconquest@esassoc.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 16, 2016 at 11:37 AM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Process Modifications
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding the DEIS process. The DEIS Process is missing crucial steps. At the
end of Phase 1, a final EIS should be issued. The Final Phase 1 EIS should be reviewed by a
Hearing Examiner. Only then should a Phase 2 “Project” EIS be initiated, if necessary.
The City of Bellevue is giving the perception of trying to rush through the EIS process to
approve the Energize Eastside project. What is there in WA State statute that dictates the
necessity of the current process? The programmatic EIS process that includes a Final Phase 1
EIS and Hearing Examiner Review is a more prudent, measured, methodical, and reasonable
approach that will yield better results, and in the end could save taxpayer dollars. It is not a
foregone conclusion that a Phase 2 Project EIS is even necessary. The City of Bellevue should
issue a final Phase 1 “Programmatic” EIS and submit to the Hearing Examiner for approval,
BEFORE proceeding to the Phase 2 “Project” EIS. Instead, the City has implemented a
PROCESS that moves immediately into the Phase 2 EIS before a Hearing Examiner can
review/approve the Phase 1 EIS.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE

Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Reliability vs. Cost
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:41:26 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 8, 2016 at 2:16 PM
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Reliability vs. Cost
To: "info@energizeeastsideEIS.org" <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: "rborgmann@hotmail.com" <rborgmann@hotmail.com>, "jstokes@bellevuewa.gov"
<jstokes@bellevuewa.gov>, "jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov"
<jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>, "j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov"
<j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, "lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov" <lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov>,
"clee@bellevuewa.gov" <clee@bellevuewa.gov>, "krwallace@bellevuewa.gov"
<krwallace@bellevuewa.gov>, "vslatter@bellevuewa.gov" <vslatter@bellevuewa.gov>,
"chelland@bellevuewa.gov" <chelland@bellevuewa.gov>, "bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov"
<bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, "hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov" <hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov>,
"rkouchi@utc.wa.gov" <rkouchi@utc.wa.gov>, "arendahl@utc.wa.gov"
<arendahl@utc.wa.gov>, "simon@atg.wa.gov" <simon@atg.wa.gov>
As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
Alternatives
Process

As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following questions
and information regarding a comparison of the increased reliability vs. comparable costs of
the Energize Eastside project. The DEIS should include a numerical analysis of the expected
increase in reliability vs. the relative cost of each alternative. I would expect to see a table,
similar to this:
Alternative

1 Energize
Eastside

Environmental
Impact

Greatest land use
and housing
impacts (DEIS
chapter 10-1)

Calculated
Increase in
Reliability

Estimated
Cost to
Customers

0.2%

Approx. $1
billion over
40yrs

2 Integrated
Resource
Approach

Fewest land use
and housing
impacts (DEIS
chapter 10-1)

Incrementally
increases based
on need

Incrementally
implemented
depending on
demand

?

?

3 New 115kV
Lines &
Transformers

The proposed Energize Eastside project provides a theoretical maximum reliability
improvement of 0.2%, yet it will cost customers approximately $1 billion over 40 years:
Peak Load hours occur during a 6-hour period (6am-9am and 5pm-8pm)
Over the past 16-year period, the region’s temperature dipped to 23F, or below, on 70 days.
Of those 70 days, only 44 days occurred on weekday work days (non-weekend, non-holiday).
44 days x 6 hours = 264 hours vulnerable to Peak Demand outages, worst case.
During that same 16-year period, 139,992 hours are not vulnerable to Peak Demand outages.
Assuming Energize Eastside avoided a power outage during every peak usage hour, which is
unlikely (264 hrs), Energize Eastside provides a maximum reliability improvement of 0.2%.
(264hrs / 139,992 hrs). In reality, the increase in reliability will be even less.
PSE has successfully petitioned the WUTC to grant a 10.3% Rate of Return on this project,
which will cost customers approximately $1 billion over 40 years.
http://www.oatioasis.com/PSEI/PSEIdocs/Formula_Rate_Settlement_Package.pdf (bottom of pg 4, top of pg 5)

Is it worth $1billion for such a nominal increase in reliability?
The City of Bellevue has a fiduciary duty to its citizens to explore all viable alternatives for
reliable, affordable electricity. The Programmatic EIS does not adequately address reliability
vs. cost. Better alternatives have been identified that promote smart, sustainable growth and
are more cost-effective, more reliable, more energy-efficient, and less damaging to the
environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those alternatives.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s future
electricity needs. Before we pay $1billion for a miniscule improvement in reliability, please

analyze and assess how we can make measureable, meaningful improvements to the
electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. It is the City’s fiduciary duty to its citizens.
Sincerely,

Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:39:56 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Jean Garber <jgarber11@comcast.net>
Date: Wed, Feb 17, 2016 at 6:23 PM
Subject: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org

City of Bellevue, Co-Lead Agencies, and PSE:

After looking over the Phase 1 Draft EIS, I have two general concerns that I would like to
express at this point. I may have additional comments on the substance of the Draft EIS later
on.

Phased Review

The cover letter to the Phase 1 Draft EIS says the EIS process is a phased environmental
review consistent with WAC 197-11-060(5)(c). In fact, however, the process illustrated in
Figure 1-7 of the Draft EIS (page 1-14) is not a phased review.

The Phase 1 Draft EIS analyzes broad programmatic alternatives for meeting PSE’s
objectives. Under a true phased review, the city of Bellevue would prepare a Phase 1 Final
EIS following the comment period on the Phase 1 Draft EIS; and would use the analyses in
the Final EIS to narrow the range of alternatives to be analyzed in Phase 2. Bellevue would
then conduct Phase 2 scoping and prepare a Phase 2 Draft EIS that analyses the selected
alternative(s) in project- and site-specific detail. There would be a comment period on the
Phase 2 Draft EIS, after which a Phase 2 Final EIS would be prepared.

In contrast to the above-outlined phased-review process, Figure 1-7 of the Phase 1 Draft EIS
shows that Bellevue doesn’t intend to issue a Phase 1 Final EIS. In other words, the Phase 1
environmental review will not be completed. In my opinion, it is inadvisable – if not illegal
– for Bellevue to narrow the range of alternatives to be considered in Phase 2 without the
benefit of a Phase 1 Final EIS.  

I had a 35-year career as project manager and principal author of numerous EISs on regional
projects, some of which were done by phased review.   I have never seen a phased review
designed like this one, and question whether it would survive legal scrutiny, which it will
surely get. In my opinion, unless Bellevue and PSE correct the process now, they may spend
a lot of time correcting it later on.

I recommend that Bellevue immediately issue an addendum to the Draft Phase 1 EIS in which
the city commits to the real phased review that the SEPA Rules envision and the public
expects.

Length of the EIS

WAC 197-11-425 (4) states in part : “The EIS text shall not exceed seventy-five pages; except
for projects of unusual scope and complexity, where the EIS shall not exceed one hundred
fifty pages.” WAC 197-11-430(3) defines the EIS text as being divided into two sections:
the description of alternatives, including the proposal; and the discussion of affected
environment, significant impacts, and mitigation measures. Those two sections of the Phase 1
Draft EIS far exceed 150 pages. In my opinion, this is not trivial. It leaves the door open for
reviewers to claim that the EIS doesn’t comply with state law, and that they could not review
and understand the document in the time allotted for comments. In addition, an overly long
EIS like this is not as useful to agency decision makers.

In future iterations of the EIS, I recommend keeping the EIS text to no more than 150 pages,
with detailed information in appendices.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Jean Garber
8436 129th Place SE
Newcastle, WA 98056
425-277-9327

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside EIS
Patrick Elliott
Fwd: Puget Sound Energy"s “Energize Eastside” project
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 8:38:07 PM

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Susan Wu <susanwu99@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Feb 23, 2016 at 12:53 PM
Subject: Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org
To: Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
From: Susan Wu
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's “Energize Eastside” project, which
proposes to build 18 miles of high-voltage transmission lines through four Eastside
cities (Alternative 1A).
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would
cause regional blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study,
available at CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum
pipelines. Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A
construction or operational accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion
like the one that killed three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately
addressed in the EIS.
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly
alternative. But the solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by
independent experts that have suitable experience with modern electrical grid
technologies, including Demand Side Management and Distributed Energy
Resources. The costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies.

As the Northwest Power Council’s Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully
developed plan would easily beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the
environment.
The other transmission line options (1B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE’s
transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to
convince residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Elliott
Patrick Elliott
FW: Comments to DEIS PROPSED PSE Project/Citation to federal standards
Thursday, March 24, 2016 6:36:57 PM

From: Loretta Lopez [mailto:loretta@mstarlabs.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 5:35 PM
To: HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Subject: RE: Comments to DEIS PROPSED PSE Project/Citation to federal standards
My address is

13419 NE 33rd Lane Bellevue WA 98005

From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 4:05 PM
To: HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPSED PSE Project/Citation to federal standards

The DEIS states that based upon federally mandated planning standards PSE analysis found the existing
transmission lines could place Eastside customers at risk of power outages. Page 1.2
There is no footnote which sets forth the citation to the federally mandated planning standards. The DEIS
should contain a specific citation to the federal standards. The reason: Then all readers can go directly to
the source and read the standards.
What is the specific citation to federal standards?
Loretta Lopez
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Patrick Elliott
Patrick Elliott
FW: Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS Comments: Transportation
Thursday, March 24, 2016 6:36:12 PM
EIS-comment-CENSE-Transportation.pdf

From: Curt [mailto:curtallred@hush.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 5:00 PM
To: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Subject: Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS Comments: Transportation

I am re-sending these comments as I did not receive a confirmation email from your system.
-------- Forwarded Message -------Subject:Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS Comments: Transportation
Date:Mon, 14 Mar 2016 14:43:02 -0700
From:Curt <curtallred@hush.com>
To:info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
CC:eis@cense.org, Curt@hush <curtallred@hush.com>
Please see attached PDF.

To:

Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

From:

Curtis Allred
CENSE member
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA 98006

Subject:

Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS - Transportation

Date:

14 March, 2016

14.5.3.2 Construction Impacts of 230kV Transmission Lines
This section discusses construction impacts of installing new 230 kV transmission lines, and concludes
the impact to be "moderate" at worst. I believe it underestimates the disruption to all modes of transit.
Roadway, Alleys & Driveways, Sidewalks, Bicycles and Transit will all be impacted "significantly".
The installation of hundreds of power poles through this crowded and congested corridor will certainly
result in "Significant" impact, "prohibiting access to residences and businesses, and prohibiting travel
through a major corridor" at multiple times during construction. The recommended power line routes all
have many roads, houses, schools, parks, trails, bike routes, and bus stops on or adjacent to the
construction area.
The following anticipated activities involve very large equipment and construction activity over a wide
area over a significant time period, and will certainly cause road and property blockage for significant
periods of time throughout construction:
1. Removal of homes will require demolition equipment, keep-out area, and dump trucks to haul
debris
2. Digging the holes required for pole footings will require large digging equipment and a wide
keep-out area
3. Trucks hauling the large power poles will certainly be very long, slow moving vehicles requiring
road closures wherever they travel, and blocking roads and access wherever they are parked for
loading and unloading.
4. Large cranes to install the poles: The equipment used to upright the poles will require a wide
safety keep-out area wherever they are working, and cause road closures as they move from
point to point along the route.
5. Stringing wires over streets, homes, businesses, and public spaces: I have no idea how this is
done but the EIS should study this and include the impacts on roadways and property keep-out
restrictions while these high-tension lines are strung hundreds of feet between poles.
Besides normal street and driveway closures, there will certainly be unanticipated complications and
accidents which further impact transportation throughout the area. The EIS should anticipate this.
The mitigation measures in 14.7 do not address the impacts sufficiently to claim "minor to moderate"
impact. Restricting the most disruptive construction to night time hours could relieve some impact, but
is not mentioned, and may not be feasible.

pg 1 of 3

14.5.3.2.9 Olympic Pipeline damage Risk
This section states that the possibility that the Olympic Pipeline would be damaged during construction
is considered low, but does not provide any justification for that statement other than "regulatory
requirements and safety practices that govern construction near the pipeline". In spite of those
regulatory requirements, there have been construction-related accidents causing damage to the
pipeline over the years. In some cases, the damage is not discovered until a fire or explosion occurs
some time after the construction.
Even with low historic level of construction activity around the pipeline, there has been accidents
causing damage. Compared to this past minimal construction activity, the construction of power lines
along the pipeline will be orders of magnitude higher intensity construction, and therefore higher risk.
The power line construction will involve constant activity by heavy equipment and digging on or near
the pipeline.
I do not have references to provide on past construction accidents, other than from the August 2004
document referenced below which states that "43 spills have been reported since 1965 totaling almost
821,000 gallons."
The EIS must research the construction damage history and include an estimate of the risk of pipeline
damage of different severity levels, based on multiplying past accident rate by a factor that represents
this extended period of intensive construction activity.

14.5.3.2.9 Olympic Pipeline damage Impact to Transportation
This section also understates the impact of pipeline damage to local and air transportation:
"if significant damage to the pipeline were to occur, or if there is a planned temporary
disruption during project construction, petroleum products normally transported in the
pipeline would be transported by other means, primarily by trucks using interstate
highways. This would be expected to generate up to a few hundred truck trips per day,
resulting in a minor impact when distributed throughout the day and across the
interstate highway system."
This is not accurate, the actual case is much worse. According to the 2004 document referenced below,
the pipeline carries the equivalent of 1800 tanker truck per day. This is the only distribution route for
refineries from northwest Washington to Portland and interim destinations. One of those destinations
is Sea-Tac airport which relies on the pipeline for 100% of its jet fuel.
Besides there being six times more trucks than the EIS estimates, those trucks would not be "distributed
... across the interstate highway system" as stated. These trucks would all be on the I-5 corridor
between Whatcom county and Portland, the most congested corridor in the region. Further, the
transport direction is 100% southbound, so there would need to be 1800 trucks per day heading
southbound, plus 1800 trucks per day returning north for refill. This would have a major highway
transportation impact in the region.
The following statement also underestimates the risk to air travel:
"No disruption in petroleum product supply to airports or other customers of the Olympic
Pipeline would be anticipated for any planned temporary shutdown or relocation. If there
were an accidental shutdown, short-term disruption could occur until trucking could be
arranged."
pg 2 of 3

In the case of an unplanned accidental shutdown, this "short-term disruption" could be many days to
weeks to mobilize a tanker-truck fleet sufficient fill the gap. This would be a significant disruption in air
travel as Sea-Tac airport gets 100% of its jet fuel from the pipeline.
References

City of Kent's Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Plan




https://www.kentwa.gov/content.aspx?id=9466
o which contains this link:
the City of Kent Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP)
https://www.kentwa.gov/WorkArea/linkit.aspx?LinkIdentifier=id&ItemID=3924
The Pipeline-specific section is also available here:
https://www.kentwa.gov/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=8096

Excerpt:
August 2004
HAZARDOUS LIQUID PIPELINE
Definition of Hazard
The Olympic Pipe Line Company consists of over 400 miles of pipelines extending from
refineries in northwest Washington to Portland Oregon. These pipelines carry refined
liquid petroleum products: diesel, aviation fuel, (basically a form of kerosene) and
gasoline. Underground high pressure pipelines remove the equivalent of 1,800 tanker
trucks from the regions roadways each day and carry 441,000 barrels or 18,700,000
gallons of fuel each day.
Additional Olympic Pipeline info is available on the website of the State of Washington Energy Facility
Site Evaluation Council: www.efsec.wa.gov/oplarchive/proj-sum.pdf
Excerpt:
May 1998
OLYMPIC PIPE LINE COMPANY
For 30 years, OPL has operated 400 miles of underground petroleum product pipelines in
western Washington that were constructed prior to the creation of EFSEC. This existing
pipeline system begins at the four oil refineries in Skagit and Whatcom Counties,
transports refined petroleum products south to Seattle, then continues to Portland,
Oregon. The OPL system consists of two parallel lines, a 16-inch and a 20-inch, starting
near the refineries and running south to Renton. After delivering fuel to Seattle and SeaTac International Airport, the two lines combine into one 14-inch line that proceeds south
to Portland. Virtually all of the gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel consumed in western
Washington is transported by OPL. Today, OPL transports over 4 billion gallons a year of
refined fuels through its western Washington system.
Based on this data, it would require at least 1992 single tanker trucks, or 944 double:



4 billion gallons per year = 11 million gallons per day
Tanker truck capacity ranges from 5,500 to 11,600 US gallons

Thank you,
Curtis Allred
pg 3 of 3

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Elliott
Patrick Elliott
FW: Why not combine the Renton to Redmond Puget Sound Energy transmission line development with the
regional Renton to Redmond walking/bike trail development along the old rail route through Bellevue?
Thursday, March 24, 2016 6:49:56 PM

From: goness@comcast.net <goness@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, March 1, 2016 7:17 AM
To: Council
Subject: Why not combine the Renton to Redmond Puget Sound Energy transmission line
development with the regional Renton to Redmond walking/bike trail development along the old
rail route through Bellevue?

Bellevue Council members,
Two projects are being considered that could be combined to save money for local & regional
governments while giving PSE a wonderful public service project. The existing eastside
power line trail that goes NW out of Redmond is used for walking, bike and horse travel that
could, by the present proposal, be extended along the old rail route South to Renton.
I suggest that a combined project would also provide a way for Puget Sound Energy to repay
its customers for their recent conservation efforts in a way that does not involve another rate
hike for PSE to remain 'revenue neutral'. In addition, sharing the use of the heavy equipment
between the transmission line construction and laying the trail would not duplicate costs.
Perhaps the combination of the project under PSE line construction management would bring
in the timeline by tying the power provision to the completion regional trail.
Sounds like a rare win-win...
Thanks,
Greg
Greg Ness
14114 176th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052
goness@comcast.net
(425) 681-4269 cell
(425) 861-6671 home
Sent from a mobile device.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org; HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
FW: Answers to your two remaining Eastside Need questions
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 1:07:25 AM
CEII application.pdf

From: Nunnelee, Sandra J.
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 11:35 AM
To: Helland, Carol
Subject: FW: Answers to your two remaining Eastside Need questions

FYI
Sandra Nunnelee
Executive Assistant to the City Council
450 110th AVE NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
425.452.4088 Direct Line
sjnunnelee@bellevuewa.gov
www.bellevuewa.gov

From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 06, 2016 21:17
To: 'Nedrud, Jens V' <jens.nedrud@pse.com>
Cc: Council <Council@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: RE: Answers to your two remaining Eastside Need questions
Dear Jens,
Thank you for your email. I am happy to confirm my pledge to move past the issue of need
when you provide sufficient detail for us to understand it. I’m encouraged that this promise
has restarted the discussion that you closed in your email dated February 11, 2016. We all
agree that it is important for residents to be well informed on issues pertaining to the future
supply of electricity on the Eastside.
Your email states, “the notion that the 1,500 MW flows through the Eastside is simply
incorrect.” It is important to note that CENSE has never made that statement. Flows of this
magnitude that occur simultaneously with heavy winter consumption place extraordinary
stresses on the regional grid. The Lauckhart-Schiffman study found that heavy flow to
Canada causes voltage problems on the 11 transmission lines that supply electricity to the
Puget Sound area from central Washington, regardless of the amount of local generation
that is running. These voltage issues would threaten the entire Puget Sound region with
blackouts. This is the first issue we must resolve: How did PSE/Quanta change the WECC
Base Case to avoid these voltage problems, or were the problems simply ignored?

To increase our understanding, I have personally applied for CEII clearance from PSE
(application attached). I note that you have been asking me to do this for almost a year.
Although I am not an expert on load flow studies, I feel confident than I can understand the
basics well enough to ask pertinent questions, with Mr. Lauckhart’s help.
I would be grateful if you can provide an estimate of how long it takes to receive CEII
clearance.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh
From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]
Sent: Friday, March 04, 2016 10:31 AM
To: Don Marsh (don.m.marsh@hotmail.com) <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: Answers to your two remaining Eastside Need questions
Don,
I’m following up on your personal guarantee at Tuesday Feb 23 rd ’s DEIS meeting in Kirkland
regarding the Energize Eastside project need. You have asked two questions regarding the
project need and, if answered, you gave me your personal guarantee that you and CENSE
will put this behind you, stop questioning the need for the project, and move forward with
the alternatives along with the rest of the community.
Question 1:
Why is 1,500 MW modeled to Canada in PSE’s studies?
Question 2:
Why did PSE model the local generation plants in the Puget Sound area turned off?
The answers are straightforward and simple:
Answer 1:
PSE does not set the value of the power that flows, nor does it operate power
flowing to/from Canada. This is set by the regional planning authority in conjunction
with other regional utilities.
PSE’s modeling assumptions of the Northern Intertie are consistent with NERC,
WECC, and ColumbiaGrid Planning and Expansion Functional Agreement (PEFA)
requirements and the Puget Sound Area Study Team. PSE is correct in modeling
1,500 MW south to north for the heavy winter cases and the notion that the 1,500
MW flows through the Eastside is simply incorrect. Over the past number of years,
for heavy winter cases, the Northern Intertie has been modeled at 1,500 MW. As I
mentioned on Tuesday night, that requirement has been spelled out quite clearly in
Columbia Grid’s Biennial reports (excerpt below). ColumbiaGrid’s 2015 Biennial
Transmission Expansion Plan - Transmission Modeling Assumptions, explicitly states

how the Northern Intertie is modeled in planning studies and PSE modeled the
Northern Intertie appropriately:
“As required by the NERC Reliability Standards and ColumbiaGrid Planning and
Expansion Functional Agreement (PEFA), it was necessary to model firm
transmission service commitments in the System Assessment….Both of these firm
transmission service commitments are on the west side of the path, thus 1,500 MW
of transfers are modeled in the south to north direction in heavy winter cases.” –
2016 Update to the 2015 Biennial Plan, pgs. 49-50, ColumbiaGrid, February 2015.
The 1,500 MW of power flow to Canada is not flowing through Bellevue on PSE’s
system; the 1,500 MW is an initial condition in the heavy winter cases based on
NERC and ColumbiaGrid requirements.
Answer #2:
PSE studied multiple different generation levels including a low generation case and
one with an additional 1000 MW of generation turned on. This was based on the
past history of the area’s generation to see how different generation levels affected
the electric system. The study results were clear - turning on existing generation
does not solve the problem.

As I mentioned in my comments to council on Feb. 22 nd , this lingering
question is an example of not understanding the difference between planning
vs. operating the electric system. Planning studies combine contingency
analysis with sensitivity analysis to assess the overall system adequacy.
Although there is no guarantee that major disturbances cannot or will not
happen, the assessment procedures do provide reasonable assurance that the
system as designed will ultimately be capable of being operated with an
acceptable level of reliability over a sufficient range of operating states.
The varying of generation is one of the sensitivity conditions that electric system
planners utilize to understand the boundaries of the overall system adequacy of the
electric network. There are several types of sensitivity conditions the planner tests.
They include, but are not limited to, system load, transmission configuration,
generation, and levels of scheduled interchange. System planners determine these
boundaries of system adequacy by performing “what-if” tests (studies or
simulations) of a set of credible contingencies at different levels of generation
dispatch (real and reactive), demand, and interchange, and with various
transmission configurations, and then observe whether the electric network meets
the mandatory performance requirements required by federal regulations.
PSE applied this concept in our studies by varying generation levels in the Puget
Sound area. For example, in the heavy winter cases, PSE simulated a low generation
scenario which included many PSE generation turned off and then a higher
generation scenario which turned on 1000 MW of generation in the Puget Sound

area. Those values for the Puget Sound area were chosen based on past history of
the area’s generation. The simulations showed that there still were equipment
overloads, thus violations of the mandatory performance requirements, even with
the additional 1,000 MW of generation. To get even more specific, the results
showed that with 1000 MW of generation turned on there was a very small
(approximately 15 MW) reduction in loading on the overloaded transformer. This
was not enough relief to bring the loading on the transformer below 100% to avoid
an overload. It also points to the local nature of the problem facing the eastside and
the inability of existing generation to provide relief.
I truly hope this detailed response provides the answers to your questions and that you
follow through with your personal guarantee as we discussed. Pulling quotes out of context
to support erroneous false points, such as your extra heavy winter post on the CENSE
website, distorts the facts about this project, confuses the public – and ultimately it detracts
from us having a healthy dialogue about the project, the alternatives, and eventually how
project specific impacts could be mitigated. The extra heavy winter cases were not used as
a basis for the project need, rather our studies used the heavy winter (not extra) cases
because they are required by NERC as described in the Energize Eastside Needs Assessment
(Needs Assessment 2013, Pg. 7 – Method and Criteria).
Regards,
Jens

Jens Nedrud, P.E.
Senior Project Manager
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS
process in cooperation with Kirkland, Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. The City of Bellevue and the coordinating
jurisdictions published the Phase 1 Draft EIS on Jan. 28, 2016. The public comment period for the Phase 1 Draft EIS
ends on Monday, March 14, 2016. For more information on the EIS and to submit comments to be included as part
of the EIS and the public record, please visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note:
· The City of Bellevue is leading the SEPA EIS process. No comments or questions submitted to Puget
Sound Energy will be considered part of the EIS. To submit comments as part of the EIS, please visit
EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
· For background information about the Energize Eastside project, please visit pse.com/energizeeastside or
refer to the project's Frequently Asked Questions.
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To:
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rborgmann@hotmail.com
JStokes@bellevuewa.gov; JChelminiak@bellevuewa.gov; j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov; CLee@bellevuewa.gov;
LRobinson@bellevuewa.gov; KRWallace@bellevuewa.gov; VSlatter@bellevuewa.gov; CHelland@bellevuewa.gov;
BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov
Energize Eastside: What We Know
Tuesday, March 15, 2016 12:23:22 PM

Esteemed City Council and City Staff,
We come to the close of the Energize Eastside EIS Open Comment Period. What do we know?
We know PSE used a 2.4% growth rate in the DEIS and Seattle City Light forecasts a growth rate of
0.5%. Is the eastside growing nearly 5 TIMES as fast as Seattle? NO.
We know from the DEIS that PSE has assumed 1,500MW is being transferred to Canada and
emergency generation facilities have been turned OFF – all during a winter peak load event. We
know PSE assumed only 500MW flowing to Canada in their WECC submissions. What we don’t know
is WHY? What specific federally mandated regulation dictates these assumptions? And why is there
a discrepancy?
We know PSE profited from the sale and demolition of the Shuffleton Plant in Renton – the very
area where PSE is now forecasting transformer overloads. Where did that money go?
We know PSE says the project will only cost customers $1 to $2 a month. That’s $1 to $2 per month
for the next 40 to 50 years. Multiplied over 1.1M customers, PSE will generate about $1.5 BILLION
in revenue from Energize Eastside.
We know that ALL PSE customers will pay for Energize Eastside. PSE customers from Whatcom
County to Thurston County, from Kitsap County to Kittitas County, will pay for Energize Eastside.
We know PSE has repeatedly said that this is solely a “LOCAL” project. How do PSE customers in
Bellingham benefit from Energize Eastside? They haven’t even been made aware of the project!
How are serious problems with the cost allocation of this project, as well as providing adequate
notification to those affected by Energize Eastside, being addressed?
We know the EIS lacks a Cost/Benefit Analysis. Energize Eastside will cost all customers about $1.5
BILLION, yet MIGHT only serve up to 3% of PSE customers. Why does the EIS not include a
Cost/Benefit Analysis?
We know the DEIS does not adequately assess alternatives. What are customers getting for the
money? How much will our electricity reliability increase? The EXPONENT Report says that
Bellevue’s electricity reliability is already 3 TIMES better than the WUTC goals (SAIDI - duration of
outages, and SAIFI -frequency of outages).
We know from PSE’s IRP that additional emergency generation – NOT transmission – is needed
soon. Is PSE focusing on the wrong problem with Energize Eastside?
We know that 35% of PSE’s power comes from dirty coal-generating plants, owned by PSE, in
Colstrip, MT. Energize Eastside does nothing to wean PSE off of burning greenhouse-gas emitting
fossil fuels.

We know that utilities around the country, INCLUDING PSE, are lobbying state governments to
protect their century-old business model. Lobbyists are introducing measures that INHIBIT the
adoption of clean, renewable energy sources.
http://capitolhillecodistrict.org/community-solar-one-year-later/?
utm_source=BB+Feb+2016&utm_campaign=BB+Feb+2016&utm_medium=email
http://www.marketplace.org/2016/02/23/world/nevada-solar
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/gridlocked-power-grid-hawaiis-solar-energy-industry-crossroads/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/utilities-sensing-threat-put-squeeze-on-booming-solar-roofindustry/2015/03/07/2d916f88-c1c9-11e4-ad5c-3b8ce89f1b89_story.html
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2015/02/27/3627891/arizona-utility-adds-50-dollar-rooftop-solar-fee/
There are many more examples of utilities protecting their profits at the expense of progressive energy reform.

We know that the WUTC only reviews and approves electricity infrastructure projects AFTER they
are built – not before. PSE is a regulated monopoly with a captive customer base, protected from
competition, charge government-approved prices, and receive guaranteed returns. PSE is not
subject to free market competition that continually offers better value propositions – better
products at competitive prices. With weak WA regulation, what incentive does PSE have to do what
is in the public’s best interests?
We know Bellevue’s Department of Development Services is funded by permit fees, not tax
revenue. Energize Eastside will generate millions of dollars in permit fees. No one is willing to say
for certain why the City of Bellevue appears intent on approving Energize Eastside, especially in the
face of strong evidence and questions surrounding the project’s need.
We know the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study reveals several technical discrepancies with
PSE’s Quanta/Stantec/U.S.E. Reports as well as with PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment Report. PSE’s
reports are also at odds with the ColumbiaGrid 2013 System Assessment Report. How will these
discrepancies be thoroughly and completely reconciled before moving forward to a Phase 2 EIS?
We know the EIS is not the impartial document it is supposed to be. We know Alternative 1 uses
faulty assumptions, misleading analysis, and uses highly biased language favoring PSE. We know
Alternative 2 uses outdated and incomplete information and has only been given a cursory,
perfunctory evaluation. We know Alternative 3 does not connect to high density load sources (block
loads) in Downtown Bellevue and involves the City of Sammamish, which has not been give
adequate time to respond. The NO ACTION Alternative is the only sensible choice.
We know CENSE has proposed Alternative 2.B which is worthy of serious consideration and
evaluation.
We know there are EIS process problems. The Phase 1 EIS is NOT slated to be reviewed or
approved before rolling right into the Phase 2 “Project” EIS. It is NOT a foregone conclusion that a
Phase 2 EIS is necessary. Why is the Energize Eastside EIS being treated differently from a more
standard EIS process that has been in-use for over 35 years?
We know Newcastle issued a moratorium on new transmission lines until this issue can be studied
more thoroughly.

The list goes on – Pipeline Safety concerns, Health Effects, bypassing NEPA and FERC Order 1000
requirements, conflating Peak Load with Load Growth, EFSEC avoidance, Essential Public Facility
designation, and many more - but we are out of time.
We cannot afford to take a narrow bureaucratic view of Energize Eastside. Is this project for the
common good of our communities? Is this project for the common good of our environment?  
Energize Eastside is a bad deal for all of our communities and all of Puget Sound.
I leave you with these challenging words from Margaret Meade: “Never believe that a few caring
people can't change the world. For, indeed, that's all who ever have….We have nowhere else to go...
this is all we have.”
In closing, I submit this Haiku:
Dear City Council,
Our City rests in your hands.
Please make the best choice.
“The path of least resistance leads to crooked rivers and crooked men.” Henry David Thoreau
“An error does not become a mistake until you refuse to correct it.”         Orlando Battista
“When you come to a fork in the road, choose the harder path.”              Tibetan Proverb
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Energize Eastside -- mail -HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov
info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Energize Eastide DEIS comment - Past the comment period
Wednesday, March 30, 2016 4:46:04 PM

Hello,

We wanted to forward along this website comment we received to you and your team. We received it
after the EIS comment period ended. We are not going to respond to the comment, there was no
question asked.

Thank you,
PSE Energize Eastside Team
Original message:
From: Oralia Lynch, Oralialynch@comcast.net<mailto:Oralialynch@comcast.net>
6236 HAZELEOOD LANE SE
BELLEVUE, WA 98006
ENERGIZE EASTSIDE: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS)
Summary of Comments:
NEED:
Chapter 1.3 of the DEIS discusses PSE determining “there is a need to construct a new 230 kV bulk
electrical transmission line” This is not an accepted fact despite PSE’s assertions. The LauckhartSchiffman load-flow study dated February 18, 2016 shows multiple flaws in PSE’s assumptions. It shows
that if winter emergency conditions are used instead of summer normal conditions and if .5%/year
growth for Eastside energy demand is used, demand does NOT exceed peak flow until 2058. Even if
PSE’s inflated rate of growth is used (2.4%-almost 4 times what they submitted to ColumbiaGrid and
WECC) the capacity isn’t exceeded until ~2027. That’s 10 years further down the road when new
technologies will be online and new options will be available to us. In short, a project of this size is not
needed and the NO BUILD OPTION (Alternative 4) actually becomes the most logical if the Eastside
needs are the driving force. The fact, however, is that the Eastside needs are not the driving force;
transfer of electricity to and from Canada and the profit to be made from that transfer are amongst the
main reasons for Energize Eastside(EE). This is outlined in the 2013 memo from ColumbiaGrid to WECC
that I submit for the record. It states that the purpose of EE is to “improve South-to-North transfer
capability between the Northwest and British Columbia.”
ALTERNATIVES:
In reviewing the alternatives proposed, the only alternative not preferable to Energize Eastside (1-A) is
alternative 3 which would add a spider web of new wires. Use of the Seattle City Light (SCL) corridor
(1-B) is preferable since it already exists and would have little additional impact on corridor size, trees
and property values. We have been told that this is off limits since SCL will not grant access. Options to
underground and submerge (1-C & 1-D) are preferable options that are safer with less impact on
property and environment. We have been told flat-out that both of these options are cost prohibitive.
Therefore, I am in support of alternative 2 that is referenced in chapter 2.3.3. PSE has claimed in the
DEIS that this option is risky and undesirable. In fact, the presentation of this alternative was not
created nor evaluated by analysts familiar with the technologies and policies involved. I feel that an
evaluation of the data shows that it is derived from studies that are now outdated with the rapid
changes in technologies. As an example, the article on Forbes.com January 13, 2015 titled “Battery
Revolution: A Technology Disruption, Economics and Grid Level Application Discussion with EOS Energy
Storeage.” highlights the improvements in capacity and drop in prices seen with battery technology.

Throughout this document, verbiage is used to magnify the possible impact of Alternative 2 and
minimize the impact of Alternative 1-A. PSE has been disingenuous raising the estimate of winter

energizeEASTSIDE
pse.com/energizeeastside
Voicemail: 1-800-548-2614
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Dear EIS Offlclals,

CENSE would like to refefence 1he attached complla!Son of comments submitted by members of the
communttv rqardlne tile EIS for Energize E'astslde.

Thanks for helping us participate In tflls Important feedback process.

Sincerely,

Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org

4411137th Ave. SE

Belle'llue, WA 98006
~
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Energize Eastside
DEIS Comments
Submitted by CENSE

14 March 2016

CENSE submits the following comments as part of CENSE’s comments to the
DEIS of the PSE project Energize Eastside.
CENSE also incorporates by reference any comments made by CENSE members
who have sent individual comments.
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Mary Kenny <silversneakers@icloud.com>
To: <eis@cense.org>
Cc:
Date: Tue, 8 Mar 2016 12:27:45 -0800
Subject: Energize Eastside
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
I am a resident of Somerset and I'm one of the "new" residents of only 15
years. Most others have been here 25 or 30 years. They have raised their
families, seen the tremendous growth of Boeing, Microsoft, Amazon and Costco
but have stayed on their hill feeling a sense of home and family.
I urge you to consider other alternatives to the plan to bring high powered
electrical lines through this beautiful area. Not only will you be
destroying a signature neighborhood but will be causing a visual "blight"
that will impact the financial livelihood of many of the residents. Please
don't support a movement to negatively impact this beautiful area.
Mary Kenny
14018 SE 51st PL
98006
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Jeanne DeMund
2811 Mountain View Ave. N
Renton, WA 98056
206-898-9818
February 24, 2016

Ms. Heidi Bedwell,
Senior Planner
Land Use Division-Development Services
City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

Dear Ms. Bedwell

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Energize Eastside
Project. As you may recognize from my address, I live along one of the routes that was not selected for this
project. However, after considering the information provided by PSE, by the EIS, and by independent sources, I
am compelled to comment.

1. The project is not needed: The assumptions underlying PSE’s load flow are critically flawed, as explained by
independent experts Richard Lauckhart and Roger Shiffman in their February 2016 report. Here are just 2
examples:

PSE has inflated electric demand growth estimates by as much as 500%. The Northwest Power and
Conservation Council estimates overall demand growth at just 0.5 to 1.0%…right in line with the 0.5% that PSE
told the Western Energy Coordinating Council they anticipate in their Base Case data So why is PSE using a
2.4% annual growth rate as a key element in their justification for Energize Eastside?

PSE did load flow analysis of winter peak demand rates using summer load limits on transformers.
This effectively shrinks actual transformer capacity by 25-30%, creating an artificial shortfall.

If either or both of these anomalies is an error, it raises grave questions in my mind about PSE’s competence,
and the possibility for other errors in both their assumptions and their analysis. If either is a deliberate attempt
to rig the outcome of the analysis, PSE’s integrity as a member of our community is at issue.

You can read the entire report on line at: http://cense.org/LauckhartSchiffman%20Load%20Flow%20Study.pdf
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2. Environmental impacts: This project will require cutting down thousands of trees, somewhere in the
neighborhood of 8,000 trees over its 18 mile length. A mature tree can absorb up to 48 lbs of carbon dioxide per
year. The Eastside will potentially suffer an increase of over 14,000 MT of carbon dioxide that is not being
absorbed by these trees (EIS amount). Any mitigate might occur off site, require purchase of carbon credits, and
leave the some or all of the impact in our area.This is an unacceptable environmental impact, even more so
given that the entire project is not needed for either capacity or reliability of the electric system.

3. Safety: As cited in the EIS, there is potential for damage to the Olympic Pipeline during construction, in
chapter 16, maintenance in chapter 18 and increased corrosion due to electromagnetic interference during
ongoing operations, Chapter 16 again. The EIS attempts throughout these chapters to minimizes perception of
these risks, for example in chapter 18, using the word “theoretical” in describing the potential for damage to the
Olympic pipeline during routine power pole and line maintenance.

The Olympic Pipeline is only 3-10 feet below the surface of the ground, and it carries gasoline, diesel and jet
fuel. All of these are flammable and hazardous. We all know that gasoline is so flammable that we’re not
supposed to touch our car after we start fueling in the winter, to avoid static electricity that could start a fire. To
give you an idea of the scale of potential damage, a 2014 pipeline spill of 7 gallons resulted in $1.5 million in
property damage in Skagit County according the federal records.

Here’s what really sent chills up my spine: the Olympic Pipeline is currently under a Final Order to comply with
standards of the Office of Pipeline Safety, part of the federal Department of Transportation The problems relate
to corrosion control, and the Order states that Olympic Pipeline failed to correct identified deficiencies in its
corrosion control system that could adversely affect the safe operation of the pipeline. You can see the details of
both the Final Order, and the prior documents at:
http://primis.phmsa.dot.gov/comm/reports/enforce/CaseDetail_cpf_520155014.html#_TP_1_tab_1

The inspection that ultimately lead to this Final Order was conducted in August of 2014. This final order was
only issued in January 2016. The condition has gone uncorrected for 18 months, and the pipeline has a further
18 months to complete corrective action, a time period that overlaps with PSE proposed construction. And PSE
wants a green light for construction right next to this pipeline, wants to increase the potential for corrosion and
wants us to believe that these risks are “theoretical”. These two corporate citizens might deserve each other as
neighbors, but we do not.

Ms. Bedwell, the citizens of King County rely on you and your colleagues in Bellevue and the other jurisdictions
to do the right thing to protect us, both physically and fiscally. I submit to you that risking lives, property and the
environment in this way for a project that is not needed is irresponsible, unacceptable and should not be
condoned. There is time to develop an integrated resource approach in sync with the recommendations of the
Northwest Power and Conservation Planning Council, and different in some respects from the alternative offered
by PSE, and such an approach should be developed.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Jeanne DeMund
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cc:
Carol Helland
Development Services Land Use Director City of Bellevue
450 110th Avenue NE
Bellevue, WA 98004
City of Kirkland
Jeremy McMahan
Development Services - Planning Manager (425) 587-3229 jmcmahan@kirklandwa.gov
City of Newcastle
Tim McHarg
Director of Community Development (425) 649-4444 TimM@ci.newcastle.wa.us
City of Redmond
Catherine Beam Principal Planner
(425) 556-2429 CBEAM@redmond.gov
City of Renton
Jennifer Henning Planning Director
(425) 430-7286 Jhenning@Rentonwa.gov
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ENERGIZE EASTSIDE: COMMENTS ON ENERGIZE EASTSIDE STATEMENT (EIS) February,
2016
I am very concerned about PSE’s intention to build a large transmission line from Redmond, WA to
Renton, WA. for several reasons:
1. The need for expanded capacity outlined in Chapter 1.3 of the DEIS has been questioned by
the Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study dated February 18, 2016. This study indicates there are
many flaws in PSE’s assumptions. If winter emergency conditions are used instead of summer
normal conditions and if .5%/year growth for Eastside energy demand is used, demand does not
exceed flow until 2058. PSE’s inflated rate of growth of 2.4%/year indicates the capacity is not
exceeded until 2027. This should provide plenty of time to implement rapidly developing new
technologies which would be much less expensive and intrusive.
It appears the real motive for PSE’s desire to expand capacity has more to do with the transfer of
power to British Columbia, thereby enhancing the profitability of PSE and increasing the return on
investment for the hedge fund owners of PSE who made a 10-year investment which anticipated
high returns. These profits would on the backs of the customers who would pay for the huge capital
investment with increased rates.
2. Public safety is of primary concern. Given that we live in a seismic zone and the existing
power line is built along a gas line, the possibility of a human catastrophe is exacerbated by
construction and long term operations activities. Chapter 8.5.1.3 only mentions earthquakes during
construction. What about seismic events in the future? I am reminded of the 1999 Bellingham
disaster. In addition while effects on humans is hard to prove and controversial, why risk any
adverse health effects, such as bone marrow cancer in infants and brain cancer in adults?
3. The detrimental impact to the environment cannot be overemphasized. We are looking at the
destruction of several thousand trees and clear cutting many acres of vegetation. Bellevue and
other eastside cities pride themselves on the largely attractive and desirable living conditions that
have been developed over the years. Does it make sense to downgrade these admirable results
and diminish the quality of life and the investments in homes and public places, especially when the
demand need that has been proposed by PSE is highly suspect?
For these main reasons I urge those officials responsible for the evaluation of the Energize Eastside
Project to reject the building of the proposed energy infrastructure and turn to the more sensible
Alternative 2 – Integrated Resource Approach-outlined in the DEIS, pp2-32 to 2-49.
Furthermore, I urge the current EIS Step 1 Review to reach a conclusion and remand the final
findings to the Bellevue City Council for review and a decision about proceeding to step 2.
W. Robert Moore
4707 135th Place Bellevue, WA 98006
Tel: 425-747-1388
Email: bmooreii@comcast.net
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Date: Tue, 1 Mar 2016 23:11:35 -0800
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Cite Specific Federal Reliability Standards

PSE Says: Our hands are tied – we must meet Federal Reliability Standards.
Citizens Say: If Energize Eastside is so clearly needed, please cite the specific Federal
regulations that compel building Energize Eastside. It should be simple to produce the
federally mandated regulations.
Sadly, PSE does not cite specific mandatory Federal Reliability Standards to support
the need for Energize Eastside.
PSE says: The Lauckhart-Schiffman Study raises red flags because it did not mention
federally mandated standards which became more stringent in 2007.
Citizens Say: Quote the 2007 federally mandated standards - Chapter and Verse - that
require PSE to supply 1,500MW of power to Canada during peak load events? Where
is the federally mandated standard that says to reduce local west side gas generation
by turning off emergency generation plants during peak load events? Where
specifically are those requirements mandated federally?
Our region’s electricity reliability and efficiency planning is performed by an
organization called ColumbiaGrid. Here’s what the ColumbiaGrid 2013 System
Assessment Report says:
“…The Northwest to British Columbia transfer was increased to 1500MW and the West
of Cascades North transfer was increased to near its limit (10,200 MW) by reducing
local west side gas generation. This case is being studied for information purposes and
mitigation is not required as it goes beyond what is required in the NERC Reliability
Standards.”
https://www.columbiagrid.org/client/pdfs/2013SAforweb(7.1.13)FINAL.pdf (2017-18HW2, pg 12, PDF pg 17 of 92)

So, ColumbiaGrid conducted an informational study which exported 1,500MW to
Canada and turned off local generation plants. These are precisely the same
assumptions PSE is using to justify the need for Energize Eastside in PSE’sEastside
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Needs Assessment Report. This was a hypothetical situation – “for information
purposes”. “Mitigation is not required.” “It goes beyond what is required in the
NERC Reliability Standards.”
Note: PSE does not dispute the facts presented in the independent LauckhartSchiffman Study.
Note: PSE has not cited specific mandatory Federal Reliability Standards.
And ColumbiaGrid asserts:
● No Federal regulation violation if 1,500MW is NOT sent to Canada during peak load
events

● No Federal regulation violation if all Puget Sound gas-fired emergency generation
plants are turned ON during peak load events

● No Federal regulation violation if heavy winter emergency loading on a transformer
exceeds the summer normal rating of that transformer. Winter transformer ratings
are to be used when assessing winter peak loads. NOTE: PSE mistakenly used
SUMMER transformer ratings in their load flow studies, when this region
experiences WINTER peak loads.

The ColumbiaGrid 2013 System Assessment Report undeniably contradicts PSE’s key
assumptions for building Energize Eastside as stated in PSE’s Eastside Needs
Assessment Report.
http://energizeeastside.com/Media/Default/Library/Reports/Eastside_Needs_Assessment_Final_Draft_10-312013v2REDACTEDR1.pdf

City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s
future electricity needs. Please analyze and assess how to make measureable,
meaningful improvements to the electricity grid for a fraction of the cost of Energize
Eastside. Better alternatives have been identified that promote smart, sustainable
growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more energyefficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include
those alternatives.
City Council, please require the City of Bellevue to issue a Final EIS at the end of the
Phase 1 “Programmatic” EIS. Issue a Final Phase 1 EIS. Submit the Phase 1 EIS to a
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Hearing Examiner for review/approval. Then, and only then, proceed to a Phase 2
“Project” EIS if, and only if, the proposed Energize Eastside project is found necessary.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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--------- Forwarded message ---------From: Russell Borgmann <rborgmann@hotmail.com>
To: <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: <rborgmann@hotmail.com>, <jstokes@bellevuewa.gov>, <jchelminiak@bellevuewa.gov>,
<j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, <lrobinson@bellevuewa.gov>, <clee@bellevuewa.gov>,
<krwallace@bellevuewa.gov>, <vslatter@bellevuewa.gov>, <chelland@bellevuewa.gov>,
<bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov>, <hbedwell@bellevuewa.gov>, <kberens@bellevuewa.gov>,
<rkouchi@utc.wa.gov>, <arendahl@utc.wa.gov>, <simon@atg.wa.gov>, <eis@cense.org>
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 2016 09:40:48 -0800
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Comparison of Annual Growth Rates

As I understand the EIS process, the public is permitted to comment on:
● EIS Elements (per WAC 197-11-444)
● Alternatives
● Process
As part of the public record for the Energize Eastside project, I submit the following
questions and information regarding the DEIS Alternatives. The DEIS appears to use
inaccurate growth rates that limit evaluation of viable alternatives.

http://www.seattle.gov/light/news/issues/irp/docs/SeattleCityLight2014_IRPUpdateandProgressReport.pdf (pg 12)
https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/press-releases/2016-02-10_7th_plan_adopted/

http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=10491
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/energy-of-downtown-seattle-grows-ever-stronger/

Is the eastside really growing almost 5 TIMES as fast as Seattle? NO. Much of
Bellevue’s growth is energy-efficient new construction. Seattle has a higher number of
older, less efficient buildings still in need of energy-efficient retrofitting, in addition to
extensive new growth. Seattle’s high-density in-fill and South Lake Union expansion
are significant, yet Seattle City Light’s growth forecast is closely aligned with EIA
estimates. It stands to reason that Seattle’s growth in Peak Demand would be HIGHER
than the eastside.
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The slope of the curve is important. PSE has artificially inflated growth predictions to
justify Energize Eastside. When realistic growth forecasts are used (0.5% to 1.2%), the
Puget Sound eastside will not experience a “deficiency in transmission capacity” for
decades. PSE has not provided independent evidence or justification for using a
growth rate of 2.4%. Instead PSE has provided “internal forecasting conducted by
PSE”, national demographic data “with adjustments for PSE’s service territory”, and
“PSE has projected that electrical demand will grow at an annual rate of 2.4 percent.”
(DEIS pgs 1-5, 1-6). Instead of forecasting an emergency in 2018, the Puget Sound
eastside has time to plan and implement 21st century solutions to be ready by 2035 to
2040 when multiple independent data sources indicate a potential for transmission
deficiency.
As recently as February 10, 2016, The Northwest Power and Conservation Council
stated, "By maximizing cost-effective energy efficiency, the plan projects that the
region’s electricity loads can be maintained at the current level of about 20,000
average megawatts, sustaining a 20-year trend of low load growth. Since 1995, annual
energy loads grew at an average rate of only 0.40 percent, thanks to the region’s
investment in efficiency."
https://www.nwcouncil.org/news/press-releases/2016-02-10_7th_plan_adopted/

PSE’s false advertising inaccurately claims that infrastructure has not been updated in
50 years. In the past 50 years, PSE has built 3 additional north-south high voltage
transmission lines, increasing the eastside’s capacity from 2 lines to 5 lines. Public
records searches with the City of Bellevue show that 3 of the 5 transmission lines
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running north-south through Bellevue were built over time during the last 30 years, at
least one as recently as 1997.
Block Loads. PSE states that their growth rate forecast accounts for “expected ‘block
load’ growth that PSE is aware will be coming in the next 10 years.” (DEIS pg 1-6)
Block loads are energy demands from PSE’s largest customers. If there are large
customers driving block load demand, the DEIS should clearly identify the sources of
the forecast block load demands. Seattle City Light is subject to the same block load
growth (Amazon, Boeing, Expedia (future), Expeditors International, F5 Networks, Fred
Hutchinson, Pike Place Market (tourism & cruise ships), Port of Seattle, Russell
Investments, Starbucks, UW, Vulcan, Weyerhauser (future), Zillow - to name a few),
yet SCL has found a way to manage block loads in a way that forecasts electricity
demand growth of 0.5% annually.
City Planners know that an annualized growth rate of 2.4% is unsustainable. Other
critical city infrastructure (water, transportation, etc.) would strain to the point of
failure before the region experiences an electricity transmission capacity deficiency.
It’s time for officials overseeing approval of this project to ask critical questions and
carefully examine fundamental assumptions underlying Energize Eastside.
The DEIS appears to skim the surface of several important topics: expected increase in
reliability, cost/benefit analyses of alternatives, independent analysis of need, cost
allocation, and effects of Demand Side Resources, to name a few. Are we merely
going through the motions, or are we really critically examining how to meet the
future electricity needs of the eastside?
The City of Bellevue has a fiduciary duty to its citizens to explore all viable alternatives
for reliable, affordable electricity. The Programmatic EIS does not adequately analyze
the annualized growth rate for the region which is limiting evaluation of viable
alternatives. Better alternatives have been identified that promote smart, sustainable
growth and are more cost-effective, more reliable, more energy-efficient, and less
damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must include those
alternatives.
City of Bellevue, please RE-START a transparent process to determine the Eastside’s
future electricity needs.
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Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com

From: Russell Borgmann
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 9:11 AM
To: info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
Cc: rborgmann@hotmail.com, rmurray@soundpublishing.com,
chelland@bellevuewa.gov, bmiyake@bellevuewa.gov, jstokes@bellevuewa.gov
Per the SEPA Handbook (pg 57, Section 3.3.5) a cost/benefit analysis may be included in the
EIS if the lead agency (Bellevue) determines this information would be helpful in evaluating
the proposal.
Where is a Cost/Benefit Analysis similar to this study performed in 2014 (see URL below)? In
2014, a study was conducted to compare the impact of electricity prices on economic growth,
as measured by Gross State Product (GSP). “Two important conclusions emerge. First, GSP is
very sensitive to changes in electric prices over time. Second, it is clear the correlation
between high electric prices and lower or negative economic growth is statistically
significant.”
http://www.insidesources.com/high-electric-prices-hurt-economic-growth/
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Why is no such analysis found in the DEIS? One would expect the Phase 1 “Programmatic”
EIS to contain a similar analysis of how high electricity prices might suppress regional
economic activity, business growth, and business development on the eastside and greater
Puget Sound.
PSE customers already pay some of the highest electricity rates in WA State. PSE’s proposed
Energize Eastside project will result in higher electricity rates for ALL business and residential
customers.
What are PSE customers getting for the money? One would also expect the DEIS to include a
numerical analysis of the expected increase in reliability vs. the relative cost of each
alternative. Why is there no chart in the DEIS similar to this?

Bellevue’s reliability is more than 3 TIMES BETTER than the WUTC goals.
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Bellevue’s electricity reliability was reviewed in 2012. “The overall system in Bellevue is
reliable...reliability in Bellevue measured 0.44 (frequency of outages per customer) and 66
minutes (length of outage)...Bellevue has significantly BETTER reliability performance than
PSE’s overall system reliability for its total service area.” (pgs 1, 14 EXPONENT Report, 2012).
PSE has repeated stated that Energize Eastside is a “LOCAL” project that will benefit Bellevue
because “…the huge amounts of power Downtown Bellevue sucks up is unsustainable…”
(Bellevue Reporter Feb 26, 2016). PSE’s most recent advertising claims, “Is the [Energize
Eastside] project needed to address reliability of the electric grid on the Eastside? Yes”. If
Bellevue’s reliability is already more than 3 TIMES better than the WUTC goals, what are
customers getting for the money?
The high price of Energize Eastside will ultimately LIMIT growth as businesses and families
re-locate to other regions to live and expand due to high energy costs. Energize Eastside is a
losing outcome for all of our communities, the Puget Sound eastside, and Washington as a
whole.
Please analyze and assess how to make measureable, meaningful improvements to the
electricity grid for a fraction of the cost. Better alternatives have been identified that promote
smart, sustainable growth and are more cost-effective, more scalable, more reliable, more
energy-efficient, and less damaging to the environment. The Programmatic DEIS must
include those alternatives.
Until the DEIS can accurately assess the advantages and disadvantages of this proposed
project, the City of Bellevue must choose the NO ACTION Alternative.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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Mike Abel
4401 138th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
425.643.9626
Mike.abel@comcast.net
I would like to submit for the record these comments regarding the Alternatives
proposed in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. I am primarily
concerned with Alternative 1, Option A which is the course of action initially
pursued by Puget Sound Energy.
Environment – The proposed route for the Energize Eastside project includes
many environmentally sensitive areas. Impact due to construction Activity as
well as long term destruction of valuable wildlife and vegetative resources is
inevitable. Chapter 11.6.3.5.1 of the DEIS concedes that as many as 327 acres
of land may need to be cleared of vegetation should Alternative 1 option A be
chosen. This is simply not acceptable.
Safety – Alternative 1 Option A would require 18 miles of new construction
much of which would be built on top of the existing Olympic Gas Pipeline. The
DEIS minimizes the risk to public safety that will be generated. PSE has in the
past expressed little or no concern regarding this aspect of the project despite
the fact that examples exist of prior serious incidents involving leaks and
explosions due to construction activity near gas pipelines. Additionally, there
are examples in the academic literature warning of the risks associated with colocation of flammable liquid pipelines and electrical power transmission
infrastructure. Chapters 16.3.7, 16.6.1.3 16.6.3.11 16.6.4.3 and 5.5.3.1.6 of the
DEIs address some of these issues in a superficial manner however it would be
prudent to conduct additional study on these topics with the aim of better
quantifying the risks associated with Alternative 1 option A.
Neighborhood Character – Alternative 1 option A would require tall power
transmission poles which are not consistent with the City of Bellevue
comprehensive plan. Additionally, in some locations utility easements would
need to be widened severely impacting the neighborhoods through which the
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project would traverse. This would result in loss of property and in some
instances complete loss of dwelling units.
Project Need - Need for the Energize Eastside project, as proposed by PSE
appears to be based on a flawed analysis. As illustrated by the independent
Laukhard-Schiffman Study (2/18/2016) PSE’s in-house produced load flow
study appears to have been conducted using assumptions designed to
generate a report supporting the need for the project. As a result, I simply
cannot trust PSE’s stated motivations and intentions for promoting the project.
Because of these concerns I feel strongly that the only prudent course of action
is to stop the project until such time that the need and benefit of the project can
be re-evaluated.
Mike Abel
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---------- Forwarded message ---------From: denisemickelson <denisemickelson@comcast.net>
To: <eis@cense.org>
Cc: <j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov>, <clee@bellevuewa.gov>
Date: Sun, 21 Feb 2016 15:27:39 -0800
Subject: Energize Eastside Project
Here is a copy of my remarks that I sent to PSE’s Energize Eastside Project online comments:

I am responding to the Draft EIS for the Energize Eastside Project.
As a resident of Bellevue for 55 years, I am very disappointed in the Alternatives that are presented
to our Somerset neighborhood for the Energize Eastside Project by Puget Sound Energy.
The Olympic Pipeline runs in front of our home and the existing 115kV transmission lines currently
run through our backyard. We are squeezed by these two utilities.
My main concern besides disrupting the character of our neighborhood is that the proposed high
voltage transmission lines are located too close to the Olympic Pipeline and would increase the risk
of a catastrophic explosion. We have jokingly asked ourselves, would we run up the hill (towards the
downed lines) or down the hill (towards the burning fuel) should a catastrophe indeed occur.
Having attended the meetings both at the Bellevue City Hall to learn the details of the Energize
Eastside Project as well as the meetings offered by CENSE, I am convinced that the project has
been mismanaged and that the No Action Alternative 4 should be the choice as a short-term
solution.
Sincerely,
Denise Mickelson
Somerset Resident
4518 Somerset Dr. SE
Bellevue, WA
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Name: Robert Jones Address: 8434 128 Ave SE Newcastle WA 98056
Summary: Section 1.3 says that determining the need for a project is part of defining the project.. PSE
claims there is an immediate need. No state or Federal agency is concerned with this 18 mile long local
project. Only the cities involved have oversight over Energize Eastside. PSE used industry standard
methods to create its Eastside Needs Assessment but the data was based on implausible assumptions.
The Needs Assessment produced by Lauckhart and Schiffman using the same method and database but
with logical assumptions indicates there is no immediate need for the transmission line. So the best
alternative for Energize Eastside is the no action alternative.
According section 1.3 of the draft Environmental Impact statement
“it is the responsibility of the lead agency to make certain that a proposal that is the subject of an
environmental review is properly defined as outlined in WAC 197-11-060 (3)(a)”.
And “the process of defining the proposal includes an objective understanding of the need for
the project”.
So it was perfectly logical for the EIS consultant team to engage Stantec to represent them to review
internal utility planning and operations information used by PSE in developing the Energize Eastside
Project proposal. Stantec in a memorandum confirmed that PSE’s Eastside Needs Assessment was
conducted in accordance with industry standards for utility planning.
Stantec simply validated the method used by PSE without questioning the assumptions made in PSE’s
Needs Assessment. No one is questioning the method used by PSE to assess the need for a new
transmission line. The method consists of entering data into a computer simulation program for load
flow modeling then looking at the results. The results however depend on the data entered. And the
data used by the computer depend on the assumptions of those running the program.
To illustrate the effect of different assumptions, Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman acquired a
license to run the industry standard simulation software known as “GE PSLF”1. They ran the program
with the same database used by PSE but with different assumptions. The result indicates that there is
no immediate need for a new larger transmission line.
PSE Assumptions Changed by Lauckhart and Schiffman
PSE assumed that the amount of electricity sent to Canada would triple from 500 MW to 1500
MW
while at peak demand locally.
Lauckhart and Schiffman assumed that during a local peak power load in below freezing weather
the power sent to Canada would be reduced from 500 MW to 0 MW during peak time.
PSE assumed that the power generated by local generation plants would be reduced from
1,654 MW to 259 MW during the 10 winter days of peak load.
Lauckhart and Schiffman assumed that only 2 transformers were totally out of service in
accordance with federal reliability standard N-1-1.
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PSE used the WECC “summer normal” reduced transformer capacity ratings.
A transformer produces heat which it must dissipate. During summer, radiation is more
difficult so transformer ratings are reduced for summer use. Excess heat breaks down
the insulation in a transformer causing them to fail.
Lauckhart and Schiffman assumed that the below 23 degrees F temperature occurred in the
winter
and so used the higher winter emergency capacity ratings of the transformers instead of
the summer ratings.
The unlikely assumptions of PSE that determined what data to enter into the computer caused the
program to produce the need for a larger transmission line.
The more reasonable assumptions of Lauckhart and Schiffman indicate that there is no immediate need
for a larger transmission line.
Section 1.3 also states that “This EIS will not be used to reject or validate the need for the proposal.”
Then who is responsible for establishing the need. Only the cities are overseeing the PSE Energize
Eastside project because it is classified as a local project.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, FERC, regulates interstate transmission of electricity.
So the FERC has no jurisdiction and is not interested in the project.
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation, NERC, is concerned with the reliability of the North
American bulk power system so NERC does not have jurisdiction over the project.
The Western Electric Coordinating Council, WECC, is the western region of the FERC which deals with
the
bulk power systems so WECC does not have jurisdiction over the project
The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission, WUTC, regulates the rates and services of
utility companies to ensure that services are fairly priced, available, reliable and safe and so has no
jurisdiction over the need for, planning of, or construction of transmission lines in general and
this
project in particular.
Validating or rejecting the project is necessary in deciding which alternative best meets the purpose of
the EIS. No action is a valid alternative to adding 18 miles of transmission line through 4 cities. If there
is no need for additional power then no action is the best alternative.
Section 1.3 of the draft EIS states “the EIS is intended to identify alternatives that could attain or
approximate PSE’s objectives at a lower environmental cost and disclose potential significant adverse
environmental impacts associated with all alternatives identified.”
What was Puget Sound Energy’s goal when they set up a very unlikely scenario in order to justify
Energize Eastside? PSE is allowed to make 10% above the cost of the project so the more it costs the
more they can legally charge its customers. The only way for PSE to meet this goal is by the EIS
committee’s allowing Energize Eastside to be completed as PSE wants it. I don’t think that is what the
EIS committee wants to do.
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Why are we wasting time and money on Puget Sound Energy's proposal when it is not needed, not safe,
a blight on the communities involved, and its only purpose is to make money for its investors?
Robert Jones
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Frank and Joan Cohee
12109 SE 23rd Street, Bellevue WA 98005
As fifty year residents of the Woodridge neighborhood in Bellevue, we are
submitting comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Energize Eastside Project. We have studied the reports, attended meetings, joined
CENSE and are advocating the No Action Alternative and, as a second choice,
Alternative 2, the Integrated Resource Approach, for two reasons.
Reason #1 Pipeline safety concerns.
PSE’s easement for high voltage power lines lies concurrent with the Olympic Pipe
Line Company’s petroleum pipeline on the Eastside. The pipelines are considered
hazardous liquid pipelines and, if damaged, could cause explosions or fires. These
pipelines run near residential neighborhood and schools. These pipelines could be
damaged by corrosion from proximity to electromagnetic interference from high
voltage power lines. These pipelines could also be damaged in the process of siting
and construction of towers.
In addition, the location of high voltage power lines and petroleum pipelines in
close proximity pose risks during seismic events and lightning strikes.
Reason #2 Costs of Energize Eastside
What will be the total cost (direct and indirect) of Energize Eastside Alternative 1?
We have seen several different estimates of the direct financial costs of the project,
each higher than the prior one. In addition, the indirect costs involved with losing
8000 trees or disrupting family homes and property taken by condemnation have
not been fully evaluated and considered.
When considering conflicting assumptions regarding customer utility demands this
project should be placed on hold and alternative technologies fully studied. PSE’s
forecast of energy problems as early as 2018 conflicts with the LauckhartSchiffman Load Flow Study that shows ‘customer demand won’t approach current
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system capacity until 2058.’ Please look at all the evidence before approving the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the unsafe, costly, and disruptive
Energize Eastside Project
Frank and Joan Cohee
12109 SE 23rd Street, Bellevue WA 98005
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March 1, 2016
Comments on Energize Eastside EIS
To: Heidi Bedwell, Program Manager
From: Lindy Bruce
I am Lindy Bruce, 13624 SE 18th St., Bellevue 98005 speaking tonight on behalf of the
Sunset Community Assn. , which has six neighborhoods that border PSE’s right-of-way in
central Bellevue. I was an alternate to PSE’s CAG and currently serve on the board of
CENSE.
I wholeheartedly endorse the comments and recommendations of CENSE president, Don
Marsh. While PSE consistently disallowed the CAG and the DEIS from considering need, we
now have studies and comments suggesting fundamental questions of need, reliability and
appropriate solutions have not been adequately addressed.
More specifically, I would like you to address some of the construction issues that will
affect our neighborhoods if PSE’s preferred Alternative 1A were to proceed. Here are a few
facts for Segment E which runs through our neighborhoods:
1. The City of Bellevue Critical Hazards Map shows the ROW from SE 24th St. north to
SE 2nd St as a Very Severe Soil Erosion Hazard. We already know that the
neighborhoods lowest down the hill deal with underground streams that percolate
down College Hill towards Richards Creek. These streams produced huge quantities
of mud when Parkland Estates was built a few years ago.
2. The ROW is already occupied by Olympic Pipeline’s 20” and 16” pipes that carry
millions of gallons of jet and gasoline fuels per day to Seattle and Portland airports.
Olympic Pipeline is currently under a Final Order to rectify deficiencies in their
corrosion control program. PSE’s 230kv lines produce EMF’s that accelerate
corrosion. [See Dr. Frank Cheng’s comments “Safety of Co-location of Electric Power
Lines and Pipelines” at CENSE.org. See DEIS Ch. 16.3.7]
3. When PSE rolled out Energize Eastside, they told us that the two sets of “H” poles
would be replaced by a single monopole. Much later, they admitted one set of “H”
poles might be retained. Later yet, at a neighborhood meeting, PSE’s expert from
Power Rangers Utility Consultants told us that wherever the pipeline is in the
middle of the ROW, they would need a tandem set of the tall monopoles. The
pipeline is in the middle of much of the ROW. BPA recommends poles should be at
least 50’ from pipelines
4. During construction, PSE must retain both sets of “H” poles to continue distributing
electricity in Bellevue. So we will have 4 65-foot wooden poles, 2 85-135-foot steel
poles and excavating equipment building cement support bases for the poles. All
this in an area with an aging, corroding pipeline and sodden soils, as well as homes
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and our neighborhood park. [See DEIS Ch. 16.6.1.3 See also DEIS Ch. 5.5.3.1.6 See
also DEIS Ch. 11.6.3.5.3]. We don’t yet know where they will stage all the materials
and vehicles, but there’s limited street access to the ROW.
5. For safety reasons, some parts of the entire ROW will have to be expanded by as
much as 50 feet. Some homeowners have already been advised that their houses
may be condemned or parts of their property will have to be added to the ROW.
Uses on property near the 230kv lines can be restricted – again, for safety reasons.
[See DEIS Ch. 10.7.3.1.2 See also Ch. 11.6.3.5.1]
6. The cause of the 1999 Olympic Pipeline explosion in Bellingham was traced to a 1
mm chip out of the pipe that occurred when a maintenance truck hit the pipe 5
years before the explosion. Our corridor will be crowded with poles, excavating
machinery, construction equipment and pipelines. How long will we have to wait
before we feel safe? [The Bellingham Herald, June 7, 2009]
Energize Eastside is a massive infrastructure project with enormous impacts for its 18-mile
length. Even good intentions, careful engineering and adherence to code haven’t prevented
Brightwater, Bertha or even Sound Transit’s tunnel digger, Pamela, from causing soil
subsidence, gaping sinkholes and huge delays.
Are we really ready for those possibilities when our new information suggests that
Alternative 2 can provide electrical reliability for less cost, has almost no adverse impacts
on land use, housing, tree canopy, parks and schools, and has no new safety risks? [See
DEIS Ch. 10.7.1].
I would like to see a specific study of all construction-related issues and any precedents for
overburdening the ROW in a dense urban corridor as Alternative 1A would most certainly
do.
Thank you.

ENERGIZE EASTSIDE: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (DEIS)
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Comments submitted by Richard A. Kaner, MD. Member of CENSE.
6025 Hazelwood Lane SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
thekaners@comcast.net

Chapter 1.3 of the DEIS discusses PSE determining “there is a need to construct a new 230 kV bulk
electrical transmission line” This is not an accepted fact despite PSE’s assertions that the EIS is not to
assess need and that need has been unequivocally established. The Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow
study dated February 18, 2016 shows multiple flaws in PSE’s assumptions:
1) PSE submitted a rate of growth in energy demand of 0.5%/year to the federal agency Western
Electricity Coordinating council (WECC). This is similar to that of the Seattle submission for their
rapid growth in apartments and South Lake Union. For the EE project they submitted 2.4%/year
which is closer to the population growth projections; NOT energy demand growth.
2) They used summer normal ratings for their existing transformers which limits load to 700mW.
If winter emergency ratings are used (as they should be for this WINTER EMERGENCY) the loads
increase 30% to 930mW.
3) PSE has turned OFF all 6 of their existing power plant generators during this WINTER
EMERGENCY.
4) PSE has factored in sending 1,500 mW of power North to Canada during this WINTER
EMERGENCY .
If the proper data is used, there is NO SHORTAGE until 2058. 40 years further down the road!
In short, a project of this size is not needed and the NO BUILD OPTION (Alternative 4) actually becomes
the most logical if the Eastside needs are the driving force. The fact, however, is that the Eastside needs
are not the driving force; transfer of electricity to and from Canada and the profit to be made from that
transfer are amongst the main reasons for Energize Eastside(EE). This is outlined in the 2013 Annual
Report from PSE to WECC and the 2013 memo from ColumbiaGrid to WECC that I submitted 3/1/16 for
the record. The latter states that the purpose of EE is to “improve South-to-North transfer capability
between the Northwest and British Columbia.”

ALTERNATIVES:
In reviewing the alternatives proposed, the only alternative not preferable to Energize Eastside (1-A) is
alternative 3 which would add a spider web of new wires. Use of the Seattle City Light (SCL) corridor (1-
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B) is preferable since it already exists and would have little additional impact on corridor size, trees and
property values. We have been told that this is off limits since SCL will not grant access. Options to
underground and submerge (1-C & 1-D) are preferable options that are safer with less impact on
property and environment. We have been told flat-out that both of these options are cost prohibitive.
Therefore, if the NO BUILD option is dismissed and the project moves forward, I am in support of
alternative 2 that is referenced in chapter 2.3.3. PSE has claimed in the DEIS that this option is risky and
undesirable. In fact, the presentation of this alternative was not created nor evaluated by analysts
familiar with the technologies and policies involved. I feel that an evaluation of the data shows that it is
derived from studies that are now outdated with the rapid changes in technologies. As an example, the
article on Forbes.com January 13, 2015 titled “Battery Revolution: A Technology Disruption, Economics
and Grid Level Application Discussion with EOS Energy Storeage.” highlights the improvements in
capacity and drop in prices seen with battery technology. Throughout this document, verbiage is used
to magnify the possible impact of Alternative 2 and minimize the impact of Alternative 1-A.
PSE has been disingenuous raising the estimate of winter peak load from 123 mW in April 2015 to 205
mW mentioned in a recent memo without documentation of how they arrive at their figures. Energize
Eastside 1-A certainly has capacity and the greater the shortfall the less desirable other options become.
Alternative 2 allows us to add improvements and capacity to the existing grid as needed. It won’t
involve tearing down 8,000 mature trees, disrupting the existing pipeline, invoking Eminent Domain with
its significant associated costs and it avoids blighting the character of our neighborhoods. Since it
doesn’t rely on a single line, Alternative 2 is a more reliable alternative. The DEIS seems to minimize the
benefits of Alternative 2 and minimize the adverse impacts of Alternative 1-A. We should be investing in
21st century technology to create a better energy future for our children and preserve our “city in a
park.”

SAFETY:
We live in a seismic zone and the fault line is the I-90 corridor. Chapter 8.5.1.3 talks only about
earthquakes during construction. Why is there no discussion of risk after construction?
Dr. Frank Cheng’s study on “Safety of Collocation of Electrical Power Lines and Pipelines” (on CENSE.org)
discusses the arcing that can occur. We have citizens in the Bridle Trails Community who have dealt with
this involving lower voltage lines after windstorms. Furthermore, his report discusses the effects of EMF
accelerating metal corrosion.
The proposed route of Alt 1-A does not meet industry standards and federal guidelines for separation of
these 2 entities-power poles and gas lines. Any type of disruption from corrosion, earthquake or
terrorist action is a recipe for disaster. Have we already forgotten the lessons of the 1999 Bellingham
pipeline disaster?
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EMF effects on humans are hard to prove and controversial. There are multiple articles in the medical
and general literature discussing EMF. While it is difficult to get a study population large enough to
show statistical significance, many authorities agree that EMF proximity is associated with increased
numbers of bone marrow cancers in growing children and brain cancer in adults. If EMF accelerates
metal corrosion, it is hard to imagine no impact upon the human body. The DEIS fails to adequately
discuss this controversy. Certainly, regardless of your position, this should be part of an environmental
assessment. Beyond people’s home, these lines will run in close proximity to at least 2 schools.
The discussion of Alternative 1-A again minimizes these risks which are nearly non-existent in
Alternative 2.
ENVIRONMENT:
Chapter 6.6.3.1.1 describes impacts on widening the corridor in Alternative 1-A. I cannot overemphasize
the impact of losing 8,000 trees (roughly 500 trees/mile) and clear-cutting 327 acres of vegetation
(11.6.3.5.1). Whether you look at impact on carbon footprint, animal habitat, noise buffering, water and
soil stabilization or the destruction of neighborhood character and addition of visual blight, “significant”
just doesn’t do justice to the devastating impact and permanent damage to Eastside neighborhoods.
Alternative 2 avoids this horrific impact by utilizing and upgrading existing infrastructure.

NEIGHBORHOODS:
Bellevue is touted as a “City in a Park.” The surrounding Eastside cities of Redmond, Kirkland, Newcastle
and Renton take equal pride in their lush greenery and surrounding beauty. Chapter 10.7.3.1.2 underemphasizes the need to invoke Eminent domain to widen the corridor. In addition to removing these
homes from the tax base, a whole new group of homes will now border the corridor and suffer
depreciated values. The DEIS is deficient in that it minimizes the true impact of Alternative 1-A on lost
revenues to the cities and lost value to the Eastside neighborhoods.
In 10.7.1.4, the DEIS uses 1 study by The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). This study was
prepared by the power industry, which has a vested interest in property not being devalued by
transmission lines, and does not use recognized real estate experts. Using that study, the DEIS declares
that impacts on values are “inconclusive” even while they cite 10 aspects that can have impact on
values. Over half are negative and apply to the situation at hand. In their discussion, they acknowledge
that an ~6% depreciation could be expected and further quote their sources as stating that “ Higher-

end properties are more likely to experience a reduction in selling price than lower end properties.”
The Eastside is by any measure considered higher-end. How is that inconclusive and how hard is it to
extract real estate data on home values in our area when a new corridor is created. This is, in fact, the
situation when by Eminent Domain the corridor is widened, existing homes are destroyed and new
homes become adjacent to the corridor when before they were buffered from it. The DEIS fails to
address this issue and trivializes a major issue impacting most people’s largest investment.
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Chapter 11.6.3.5.3 discusses pole height going from the current 65 feet to the proposed 85-135 feet.
This will impact the entire Eastside. These poles exceed the height of the tree canopy in many places
and blight the views of many homes at varying heights including high-rise condos being constructed in
downtown Bellevue. People on East Mercer Island will be seeing these poles and wires and are already
expressing concern. This amounts to a much greater impact than the 100 lots/mile referenced in the
chapter.
While the impact of Alternative 1-A is consistently downplayed, 10.7.4.2 acknowledges the negligible
land use impact of Alternative 2. If EE is to be built, Alternative 2 is the only option that consistently has
minimal impact while allowing for growth in load to be met with augmented supply and flow using
smart grid technologies, demand-side management and distributed energy resources.
Richard A. Kaner, MD. Member of CENSE.
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March 2016
RE: Proposed PSE Energize Eastside Project
The Proposed PSE project which is now in Phase 1 of the DEIS process is of great concern to
me and all citizens who live on the Eastside. In addition to having enormous environmental
impact on the entire region, it is increasingly being disproven as a necessary project. Touted by
PSE - an off-shore consortium - as critical to future needs, it is designed to enhance its
investment and ensure emergency power to Canada at the expense of rate-payers throughout
our region. Better methods to meet future needs are available and will continue to be
developed before our Eastside requirements become crucial.
1.
Of primary significance to the current EIS process, the ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT is
enormous. Over the 18 mile length of the plan, thousands of trees and numerous homes must
be destroyed to make way for the required easement for 240kV wires on up to 135 foot poles.
This is to say nothing of the archaic, ugly towers required to complete the installation. Far better
ways exist to meet future needs than to revert to this old-fashioned method of power
transmission. New, proven ways are happening -- new technologies are coming on line, utility
efficiencies are developing, to say nothing of people and businesses reducing their consumption
voluntarily and/or through pricing schedules.
2.
It is unthinkable to ignore the public SAFETY issues around constructing these
heavy-duty transmission wires over an existing, aging pipeline carrying high octane jet fuel
under great pressure. In this active earthquake zone so much could happen to damage both
the fuel line and the transmission towers/lines. It’s hard enough to think about the existing
situation, let alone consider having the new lines involved with the Olympic Pipeline in a seismic
event. We have had ample evidence of the unthinkable happening in similar situations to not be
extremely concerned about the possibility here and do everything we can to prevent it.
3.
Finally, the NEED is not there for the foreseeable future. PSE has created a scenario
to enhance their investment within the window in which they must divest, thereby increasing
profits for Australian and Canadian investors. Who pays for this $215 million dollar project? We
the rate-payers will, while they continue to receive their guaranteed 9.84% ROI. PSE selected
and edited data to enhance their request. It refused to allow a citizen’s panel offer solutions or
comments that were outside PSE’s preferred scenario. (A surprising number of citizens on that
review panel refused to sign the final report because it was shaped by PSE and did not allow a
truly open process.) PSE has refused to acknowledge the Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study
created by experts in energy planning – indeed Lauckhart previously was PSE’s expert!
It is very important that the current DEIS review pay attention to all data and information
available and come to a conclusion that truly reflects more than the self-serving rationale
presented by PSE. When a recommendation is made now, it should closely reflect Alternative 2
– an option that truly considers more than 20th century thinking about how to continue power
flowing to the Eastside far into the future.
Sincerely,
Margaret R. Moore
4707135th PL SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
425-747-1388
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Barbara Braun
Feb 25, 2016
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006
Subject: Energize Eastside Public Hearings
Renton City Hall – 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
1055 S Grady Way
Renton, WA 98057
Thursday, February 25
Energize Eastside Call to Action
1. The need for the project and ANY alternative is not established. The fact that the EIS ignores this is an EIS
process oversight and should be re-visited. The independent “determination of need” run by Stantec did not run
load flow studies and merely concluded that PSE study was conducted “according to industry standards.” The
load flow analysis done by Lauckhart and Schiffman calls in to question (in a big way) the need for the project.
If the city of Bellevue felt like they got an unbiased assessment from Stantec, they are mistaken and the citizens
know it. The cities should band together to acquire a thorough independent and auditable assessment of need.
The conclusions should be audited by unbiased experts.
2. Further the assumption that we need to ship 1500MW to Canada during a temporary power shortage seems
downright dishonest. If we actually experienced this scenario, we would decrease the flow to Canada
temporarily and avoid the problem. This therefore eliminates the need for the project. The EIS process should
clearly establish the facts about what we need to ship to Canada and the commitments around that.
3. The EIS process should assume the Do Nothing Alterative is the right and preferred alternative and prove
beyond a shadow of a doubt with facts and data all interested parties can see and verify if this is not the case.
4. Assuming there is a need for this project at all, if we pursue Alternative 1 as PSE wishes, the cost to our
communities and to our environment outweigh any benefit to the communities it serves. Examples
a. Astronomically increasing the risk of pipeline explosions and accidents
b. Condemning of homes to erect unneeded industrial blight that will last several generations
c. Hugh climate impact by cutting 1000s of tree and proliferating a carbon based electricity solution for
the next 50-65 years.
d. Lastly the sheer cost of the project only benefits the PSE and it’s shareholders and does not provide a
good ROI for the citizens.
We simply cannot afford the cost of the project – in our communities, in our country, in the world.
5. Alternative 2 – The Integrated Resource study is not scoped or assessed properly. It does not use the
appropriate “need” assumptions. It does not use the latest available technologies. It does not use the latest or
future cost projections. For example, we need to include advanced solutions such as the Ambri and Eos Energy
Storage aimed of bringing storage costs down significantly for utilities ($150/kWh).
6. If any alternative is pursued, and frankly even if we adopt the Do Nothing Alterative, there are studies out
assessing the safety of co-locating powerlines with hazardous materials pipelines. The risk we face currently,
with our existing powerlines, is very high to high, using the “Criteria for Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric
Power Lines” study prepared by DNV-GL, October 2015. Part of ANY PSE plan should be to permanently
remove ALL powerlines in the pipeline corridor. This should be a base requirement of all the cities involved.
Ordinances should be passed to insure this. Otherwise the city governments could be found negligent in their
duty to protect the safety of their communities.
Barbara Braun
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Barbara Braun
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006
bbraun@stratery.com
Feb 2016
1.
Respected industry experts Rich Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman show the PSE needs
analysis and conclusion for this project are not only flawed but likely fraudulent. This independent
analysis was completed by these experts with CEII clearance and using PSE data provided by the
WECC Base Cases from FERC. Their conclusion: PSE is using an impossible load scenario to try to
scare residents into funding a billion-dollar project.
2.
The EIS provides does not question the need to the project. The City of Bellevue and
PSE say they have done all the needs analyses that are going to be done, case closed. In fact the
Lauckhart/Schiffman analysis suggests that the No Acton alternative is the one to select at this time
because we have no immediate need for additional power. In the future, Alternative #2 would be the
alternative to pursue as new technologies become more viable and cost effective. Alternative #2 is
more scalable, more reliable and more cost effective. The EIS analysis of Alternative #2 is based on
outdated data and needs to be revisited by people with the right expertise, not by PSE who has every
motivation to maintain status quo, antiquated solutions.
3.
The Bellevue City Council, along with all the city organizations, should pause the EIS
process and truly review the need for this project by either accepting the Lauckhart/Schiffman
analysis or contracting for a truly independent study that includes an honest, transparent and
verifiable load flow study. The Council needs to either use the services of CENSE or some other
truly independent counsel to insure they get unbiased modeling and analysis. This has not happened
to date. The independent studies have either not run their own load flow studies or have used the
flawed (impossible scenario) assumptions provided by PSE. The Council should agree with the base
case scenario and assumptions being used in any independent load flow analysis. It should also get
an independent assessment of the demand forecast as the PSE demand forecast also looks to be
flawed – overstated and with incorrect assumptions. PSE used forecast growth of 2.4% per year to
justify the project. PSE sent WECC a forecast of only 0.5% per year. Can this discrepancy be
explained? If you use PSE’s own forecast to WECC, it clearly indicates the project is not needed.
The Council has the authority to require a pause in the EIS and to get an independent assessment
done. The Council should partner with the other cities to do this and to get them to participate. The
Council should not shirk their duty on this.
4.
Energize Eastside is a needless waste of ratepayer funds, to the Eastside and the
environment, not the best solution for reliability or safety, is motivated to maximize investor returns.
5.
PSE also states there are no issues with co-locating HVAC in a pipeline right of way.
{Mark Williamson said, “You don't need to do any engineering studies. [25 feet of separation is] far
enough that you can just be laissez-faire and let it go.”}. CENSE investigated this and finds the logic
highly suspect. In looking at “Criteria for Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric Power Lines,” prepared
by DNV-GL, October 2015, Energize Eastside looks to be extremely high risk. They contacted Dr.
Frank Cheng, a recognized pipeline safety expert, who concluded “HVAC affects adversely the
integrity and safety of buried pipelines that are collocated with electric power lines right-of-way and
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that “… a comprehensive study program would be developed prior to construction of the power
lines.”
6.
In fact, it looks as if the current power lines in this right of way are very high risk and
should be removed to improve the safety of the community, especially since the City of Bellevue just
signed a 10-year agreement with Olympic Pipeline.
7.
The City of Bellevue should complete an independent study to dismantle the current
power poles that run in the right of way and remove them from the grid altogether. I suspect that an
independent study would reveal that given the collective capacity already running through the
eastside, from all providers, provides more than enough power to meet future demand. The
antiquated poles should be removed and no transmission lines should ever be put through that
corridor. This is a basic safety need of the community. The City of Bellevue should pass a
resolution to put a moratorium on construction of anything in the pipeline right of way.
8.
The final version of the Seventh Power Plan from the Northwest Power and Conservation
Council will be released in late February. They are concluding Energy Eastside is not needed. Why
would we put our head in the sand and ignore the evidence that is all around us? This project is not
needed.
9.
We need to take PSE out of private sector and make it a public utility district.
10.
If the City of Bellevue allows this project to proceed without question and there are
accidents or even cost overruns. What will this say about City officials? Will the City be negligent?
PSE will certainly be found negligent. Just think of the countless pipeline accidents. Think of
Bellingham. Why are we being dismissive and irresponsible about our own safety? Does Bellevue
want to be known for blatantly exposing it’s citizenry to off the charts safety risks? Like Flint
Michigan? Think of the highway tunneling project in Seattle. Does Bellevue want to be known for
costing rate payers billions of dollars? Think about it.
11.
Include Olympic Pipeline in the EIS. Make all decisions with Olympic at the table.
Please include an evaluation of the safety issues of both the construction in the Olympic pipeline
easement, but also the maintenance in the easement. Please do a survey of the history of human
caused accidents and consequences by these 2 companies as well as similar projects around the world
by all companies. https://hip.phmsa.dot.gov. Please also include weather related and seismic related
accidents and dangers. Insure a truly independent assessment of both PSE and Olympic findings,
calculations and recommendations. Both are huge multinational for profit identities that don’t
necessarily represent local community interests. Clearly both companies have a reputation for
accidents and lack of proper safety measures and practices. Both companies have a history of
unconcern for communities and the environment. Thank you!
12.
What is the operating plan for the Olympic Pipeline during construction? How will ALL
safety risks be mitigated? How will BP be included in this project? Thank you!
13.
Please add to the EIS a more careful analysis of the need for the project. There has
been a cursory review of prior studies by a firm called Stantec, but no new or independent analysis is
done. Questions raised by CENSE about the amount of electricity sent to Canada and local
generation being turned off have been ignored. Thank you!
14.
I am disappointed that the EIS evaluates a number of alternatives that aren’t realistic, but
no indication of the viability of each option is given. For example, the EIS studies underground and
submerged lines that are cost prohibitive due to state regulations. There are only two realistic
alternatives: the overhead transmission line proposed by PSE, and Alternative 2, a solution using
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smart technology and energy policies. There is no justification for the overhead transmission line
proposed by PSE. The State has concluded that these solutions are obsolete and not needed in the
next 20 years anywhere in the state. Alternative 2, as presented by CENSE president Don Marsh
explained to the Bellevue City Council on Feb 1, 2016 is the right alternative.
15.
Include a thorough seismic evaluation in all alternatives. The EIS provides very cursory
and says everything will be better because it will be built to new standards. Does thin include a
retrofit of the aging Olympic Pipeline? We will not be safer with this aging pipeline sitting next to
bulk power lines. Bellevue should actually require the removal of all existing power lines in the
pipeline corridor and the upgrading of the Olympic pipeline to insure the safety of its community and
citizens from the massive earthquake we are going to have. Thank you!
16.
Make the cutting of trees an off limits criterion for any alternative. We cannot replace
the climate protection capacity of 8000 trees with new seedlings. We cannot wait 100 years for this
to be restored. This is antiquated thinking. The trees should be given higher value and weighting in
any analysis. Thank you!
17.
We should pursue Alternative 2 by making Bellevue and the other eastside communities
national leaders in energy conservation and management. We should upgrade our city codes,
ordinances, building standards and zoning rules for both commercial and residential. For example,
implementing LEED standards for ALL new construction. Requiring buildings to retrofit. Requiring
retrofits and remodels to comply with LEED or other energy conversation and management
standards. Requiring all new construction to be net zero construction. Bellevue could lead the
country and the world for the most net zero energy buildings! Be leaders in innovation and creativity
not installers of antiquated technology. Thank you!
18.
Why has the City of Bellevue not gotten a truly independent view of the demand
forecast? Will this be done? We cannot passively stand by and let PSE tell us we have already
validated the demand numbers. WE HAVE NOT! The consultants retained by Bellevue DID NOT
conduct an independent review of demand. They simply said PSE didn’t make any math errors in
their calculations. Bellevue can do better than this. Please stand up and represent your citizens as
you are elected and/or employed to do. Thank you!
19.
I hate to say this, but it appears Bellevue and the other municipalities are in collusion
with PSE. Bellevue city representatives – elected and employed, need to be accountable to the
citizens of Bellevue and represent our interests, not PSE’s or any corporation’s interests. The city
elected and employed representatives, and their hired consultants, need to firewall themselves from
these conflicts of interest. We need to be transparent in how we’re doing this. We need to recuse
those who receive any moneys – directly or indirectly from PSE. The citizenry needed to have an
explicit review of how we are maintaining impartiality during this process. Thank you!
20.
The Bellevue citizens have spent countless hours and their own money analyze this
project. Please listen to them. Please engage them and other experts in helping to develop plans for
alternative 2 if we cannot rely on PSE to do this for us. Thank you!
21.
All EIS alternatives need to fully assess, address and mitigate carbon emission and
sequestration issues. Not only should NO trees be cut for this project (i.e. we must insure NO net
reduction in carbon sequestration capacity in our city), but we need to require carbon offsets for all
incremental fossil fuel based power that flows through our community. We should in fact require that
all new projects provide carbon offsets in “arrears” for all existing fossil fuel power flowing through
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our community as a requirement to implement any incremental fossil fuel projects. Let’s lead the
nation in being a green city!
22.
There have been repeated requests for unbiased evaluation of the needs and the
development of alternatives by the citizens of Bellevue as well as the citizens of the other eastside
communities. Consultants hired to date have not completed an independent evaluation of load
demand, nor have they developed alternatives to PSE’s proposal. When will this happen? When are
we going to seriously review the demand and develop alternatives? Where in the process does this
happen? We need to understand these issues and clearly establish plans and dates for these things.
23.
We need to do a side by side comparison of all alternatives. Apples to apples. We need
to actually evaluate the alternatives, which has not been done. We need to insure the evaluation of
alternatives have a clearly established, transparent and complete set of criteria for evaluation
including – economics, property values, climate change, environment, safety, seismic, aesthetics, etc.
We need to do this at a regional, national and international level, not a PSE or local only level.
24.
We need a fully transparent decision making process and timeline. We need to
understand who is creating alternatives, who is evaluating them, what decisions are being made, who
are the decision makers, what is the timeline for decision making, specific dates and public
participation for each decision, what recourse citizens will have, etc.
25.
High power overhead transmission lines have no place in residential areas. They create
visual blight. They are noisy. They enable the spread of invasive species. The argument that
recreational opportunities will be enhanced by powerlines is bogus. I have been all over this state and
find the environmental destruction from transmission lines horrific. I don’t want to ski, hike or bike
near more transmission lines. The amount we already have is shameful and embarrassing.
26.
Why does the Bellevue City Council want Alternative 1 as part of their legacy? To be
one of the last cities in America to approve an antiquated power solution? Are the council members
so influenced by PSE money that they are willing to have this on their hands?
Barbara Braun
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From: Russell Borgmann [mailto:rborgmann@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2016 9:25 AM
To: info@energizeeastsideEIS.org
Cc: rborgmann@hotmail.com; eis@cense.org
Subject: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comments: Pipeline Safety

The recent natural gas explosion in Seattle’s Greenwood neighborhood is a reminder not to
take pipeline safety lightly.
The Olympic Pipeline traverses 16 miles of the proposed Energize Eastside route. This pipeline
carries jet fuel, which is substantially more volatile (requires less oxygen and ignites at a lower
temperature) than natural gas. In the case of the Greenwood explosion, it took PSE OVER 5
HOURS to locate all of the gas shutoff valves and get the gas fully shut-off to the region.
I contrast this to recent comments that Mr. Mark Williamson made to the Newcastle Planning
Commission. Mr. Williamson, one of PSE’s lead consultants for Energize Eastside, stated, “You
don’t need to do any engineering studies. {25 feet of separation is] far enough that you can just
be laissez-faire and let it go.” (February 2, 2016)
I wish I could say that Mr. Williamson was kidding. Sadly, he was not. On frequent other
occasions, when questioned about the proximity of Energize Eastside to high-pressure jet fuel
pipelines, PSE has said, “Don’t worry. We are a pipeline company. We know what we are
doing.” Really? Let’s examine PSE’s record:
“…In 2005, an anonymous caller alerted state regulators that a PSE contractor was falsifying
records related to inspecting natural-gas leaks…. And in 2008, PSE paid a $1.25 million fine for
the fraudulent gas-leak reports, the largest penalty the state has imposed on a natural-gas
distributor….”
“…a September 2004 blast in Bellevue incinerated a home and killed the owner. [PSE] settled
with her family for $8 million.”
“…In 2003, state pipeline officials inspected PSE’s facilities in King and Pierce counties and
found numerous violations of requirements to inspect and replace corroded pipelines. In 2004,
a badly corroded pipeline operated by the utility leaked gas that filled the Bellevue home of
Frances Schmitz, 68, and ignited, killing her….”
“…[PSE] reported 872 hazardous gas leaks on service lines that connect to homes and
businesses in 2014, the most recent year available…”
“…“I know they had some problems,” Carl Weimer, executive director of the Pipeline Safety
Trust, in Bellingham, said of PSE….”
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“…After a 2011 pipeline explosion in the Pinehurst neighborhood destroyed a home and injured
the couple inside, state regulators fined PSE $275,000 and required it to evaluate its publicawareness program and emergency plans for gas leaks….”
“…In a September [2015] inspection report, the Utilities and Transportation Commission
identified four probable violations and another area of concern….The state also identified
problems with PSE’s maps, gas-leak documentation and other records — issues the company
was working to correct….”
http://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/under-close-watch-puget-sound-energy-hasworked-to-improve-safety/
PSE does NOT instill confidence in their pipeline safety record. Their track record with gas
pipeline safety speaks for itself - the examples above are only a sampling of their shortcomings
and violations.
In the short-term, the City of Bellevue has no option but to choose the NO ACTION Alternative.
In the longer-term, the City of Bellevue must more fully analyze Alternative 2 (Integrated
Resource Approach) with up-to-date information. The DEIS uses outdated information for
Alternative 2, which renders the DEIS inadequate to make an accurate assessment of the merits
of Alternative 2.
Sincerely,
Russell Borgmann
2100 120th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98005
rborgmann@hotmail.com
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From: Julie Beffa [mailto:j.e.beffa@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 4:05 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideeis.org
Cc: doncense@gmail.com; council@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: Writing in Opposition to PSE'S Draft EIS by Energize Eastside

As a resident of Bellevue for 47 years, 35 in Clyde Hill, I am appaulled that the Bellevue City
Council has endorsed the proposed plan to put a 230-kilovolt line 18 miles through Bellevue
from Redmond to Renton. The estimated costs of between $150 and $300 million depending on
the alternative PSE selects, is outrageous and so beyond the needs of our area. PSE claims that if
plan isn't implemented we could see rolling blackouts by as early as 2017, but the LauckhartSchiffman load-flow study CENSE paid for, claims the number is close to 2050 before system is
affected. That is a huge difference. Not surprising now that PSE is owned by an Australian
investment bank Macquarie Group Limited, which it took over in 2007. Its' a corporation and
reports to its' shareholders. That should sound an alert to our community's best interests.
After PSE applied for the needed permits from Bellevue, obtained approval from the Hearing
Examiner and the City Council, they then reapproached the East Bellevue Community Council
(refused the first time), for the conditional use permit approval. It was refused the first time, and
fortunately for our city, the EBCC had the courage to disapprove the CUP again. Where was
that integrity and representation of the Bellevue City Council? PSE continues the blind path, but
then the KC Superior Court upheld the EBCC decision. Another appeal this summer? Let's
allow common sense to prevail and disallow this project to go forward for good.
There are many alternatives to mowing down hundreds of trees and decimating our suburban
environment that many of us have worked so hard to protect and encourage. Proposals such as
this, with it's massive swath of destruction, make me think that none of these planners, engineers,
investment bankers, ever live in the community they select to wipeout. No doubt living with
300ft steel power poles in your backyard instead of the 8,000 mature trees obliterated we all need
for oxygen making, wouldn't bother anyone who lives elsewhere, but for me the trade-off is NOT
worth it.
Julie Beffa
9110 NE 21st Place
Clyde Hill, WA 98004
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From: Jennifer Neighbors [mailto:jenniferneighbors@hotmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2016 5:14 PM
To: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Cc: eis@cense.org
Subject: comment on Energize Eastside Draft EIS

To Energize Eastside:
I write in strong opposition to Option A of Alternative 1 from the
Draft EIS for Energize Eastside, which proposes a new 230kV
transmission line as well as a new transformer. My reasons for
opposing that option are as follows:
· The new high-voltage line is not needed. While PSE argues, and the Chapter 1.3
of the Draft EIS states, that a new high-voltage power line is necessary to meet short
term energy needs on the Eastside, the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study (from
2/18/2016) shows that this is not the case. To quote that study, “PSE’s system can
avoid overloads and outages even when two critical transformers have failed during
winter peak usage.”
· A new high-voltage power line that follows, and towers above, the aging Olympic
gas pipeline is a catastrophe waiting to happen.
o Chapter 16.3.7 of the Draft EIS mentions pipeline corrosion. Electromagnetic
interference leads to pipeline corrosion, meaning a potential leak and devastating fire
at any time during or after construction. Dr. Y. Frank Cheng of the University of Calgary
and an expert on pipeline safety, has submitted, via CENSE, information confirming the
dangers of locating high voltage power lines in close proximity to gas pipelines.
o The installation of the poles for the power lines, as well as any maintenance
activities further down the line, would be a dangerous enterprise. Though
downplaying those dangers, the Draft EIS does note (Chapter 8.5.3.1.2) that
“significant adverse impact to public safety could occur if a leak or an explosion…
resulted from the project” and (Chapter 8.6.1.2) that “ongoing maintenance activities
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during operation could theoretically damage or break the OPLC pipelines or other
pipelines in the area, leading to a chemical release or explosion.”
o The location of the gas pipelines underground can shift over the years due to soil
erosion,[1][1] potentially bringing the (aged) pipelines into closer proximity to the
power lines and leading to further dangers during maintenance activities. Keep in
mind that the pipeline is already many decades old and has already had one major
explosion (Bellingham, WA in 1999) resulting in loss of life.
o BP, the operator of the Olympic Pipeline, noted that “the location of the pipelines
may be found anywhere within the easement form the center of the right-of-way to
either side” and as a result recommended against route segments Oak and
Willow.[2][2] Yet Oak and Willow are the only two routes still being considered.
o As noted by CENSE, the Bellevue Fire Department writes in their Standards of
Response Coverage, “Given that pipeline incidents continue to occur in this country,
and many for undetermined reasons, the community is still at risk. The combination of
a highly flammable liquid, in large quantities, and in [an] urban environment translates
into a significant consequence risk that approaches the ‘catastrophic’ level.”[3][3]
Thus, local emergency responders feel this is a dangerous proposition.
o Most importantly, this entire proposed power line lies upon a major fault line. As
recent media attention has shown, and as has been confirmed by national government
agencies, the Pacific Northwest is long overdue for a major earthquake. A high voltage
power line on top of an aging gas pipeline that runs through almost exclusively
residential neighborhoods will cause a catastrophic and easily predictable loss of life.
In the Somerset and Eastgate neighborhoods alone, where I live, aside from running
through many residents’ back yards, the pipeline/powerline combination runs
underneath and above the neighborhood swim and tennis pool, where multigenerational families spend their summer days and evenings. The combination runs
over and below the public Tyee Middle School, where hundreds of local children spend
8-9 hours a day, 5 days a week studying. The combination runs right alongside a Bright
Horizons daycare facility, where our community’s youngest, most vulnerable (and least
likely to be successfully evacuated) members spend their days year-round.
Somerset/Eastgate is but one of the many potentially-impacted neighborhoods.
Further south in Newport Hills, these lines will come dangerously close to yet another
public school, Jing Mei Elementary. Other neighborhoods will be similarly impacted.
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In sum, choosing Alternative 1 Option A is a negligent, if not clearly
reckless, choice on the part of our local governments and government
agencies.
Alternative 2 from the Draft EIS for Energize Eastside is the only
safe option. The EQL Energy study, submitted by CENSE, shows that
Alternative 2, if properly implemented, would be much more energy
efficient for our wider community and have lower long-term costs. It
will have a much lower impact on the local community than Alternative
1 Option A (see Chapter 10.7.1 and Chapter 11.6.3.5.1 of the Draft
EIS), which, in addition to all of the concerns listed above, requires
the widening of the existing utility corridor and thus the destruction
of many homes and other community resources – indeed, it’s hard to
fathom how places like the Somerset Community Pool could continue to
exist if Alternative 1 Option A is put into place since it is well
within the 120-150 foot “clear zones” that Alternative 1 Option A
requires (Chapter 11.6.3.5.1). Alternative 2 options were not
adequately analyzed during the Draft EIS process and should be given
greater attention going forward. Our community leaders should not
allow a foreign-owned, private, and profit-driven company (PSE) to
determine the course of our energy future.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Wilson
14312 SE 45th Street
Bellevue, WA 98006
jenniferneighbors@hotmail.com
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[1][1] Frank Cheng. 2013. Stress Corrosion Cracking of Pipelines. Section 8.7.1.
[2][2] For a copy of the letter from the Olympic Pipeline Company, follow the link at
the following web address: http://sane-eastside-energy.org/2014/04/02/olympicpipeline-company-opposes-transmission-lines-over-its-pipelines-for-several-reasonsincluding-safety/
[3][3] http://www.bellevuewa.gov/pdf/Fire/Standards_of_Coverage.pdf, p. 66
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Mike Abel
4401 138th Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
425.643.9626
Mike.abel@comcast.net
I would like to submit for the record these comments regarding the Alternatives
proposed in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. I am primarily concerned with
Alternative 1, Option A which is the course of action initially pursued by Puget Sound
Energy.
Environment – The proposed route for the Energize Eastside project includes many
environmentally sensitive areas. Impact due to construction Activity as well as long
term destruction of valuable wildlife and vegetative resources is inevitable. Chapter
11.6.3.5.1 of the DEIS concedes that as many as 327 acres of land may need to be
cleared of vegetation should Alternative 1 option A be chosen. This is simply not
acceptable.
Safety – Alternative 1 Option A would require 18 miles of new construction much of
which would be built on top of the existing Olympic Gas Pipeline. The DEIS minimizes
the risk to public safety that will be generated. PSE has in the past expressed little or no
concern regarding this aspect of the project despite the fact that examples exist of prior
serious incidents involving leaks and explosions due to construction activity near gas
pipelines. Additionally, there are examples in the academic literature warning of the
risks associated with co-location of flammable liquid pipelines and electrical power
transmission infrastructure. Chapters 16.3.7, 16.6.1.3 16.6.3.11 16.6.4.3 and 5.5.3.1.6
of the DEIs address some of these issues in a superficial manner however it would be
prudent to conduct additional study on these topics with the aim of better quantifying the
risks associated with Alternative 1 option A.
Neighborhood Character – Alternative 1 option A would require tall power transmission
poles which are not consistent with the City of Bellevue comprehensive plan.
Additionally, in some locations utility easements would need to be widened severely
impacting the neighborhoods through which the project would traverse. This would
result in loss of property and in some instances complete loss of dwelling units.
Project Need - Need for the Energize Eastside project, as proposed by PSE appears to
be based on a flawed analysis. As illustrated by the independent Laukhard-Schiffman
Study (2/18/2016) PSE’s in-house produced load flow study appears to have been
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conducted using assumptions designed to generate a report supporting the need for the
project. As a result, I simply cannot trust PSE’s stated motivations and intentions for
promoting the project.
Because of these concerns I feel strongly that the only prudent course of action is to
stop the project until such time that the need and benefit of the project can be reevaluated.
Mike Abel
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From: denisemickelson [mailto:denisemickelson@comcast.net]
Sent: Sunday, February 21, 2016 3:28 PM
To: eis@cense.org
Cc: j.robertson@bellevuewa.gov; clee@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: Energize Eastside Project
Here is a copy of my remarks that I sent to PSE’s Energize Eastside Project online comments:

I am responding to the Draft EIS for the Energize Eastside Project.
As a resident of Bellevue for 55 years, I am very disappointed in the Alternatives that are presented to
our Somerset neighborhood for the Energize Eastside Project by Puget Sound Energy.
The Olympic Pipeline runs in front of our home and the existing 115kV transmission lines currently run
through our backyard. We are squeezed by these two utilities.
My main concern besides disrupting the character of our neighborhood is that the proposed high
voltage transmission lines are located too close to the Olympic Pipeline and would increase the risk of a
catastrophic explosion. We have jokingly asked ourselves, would we run up the hill (towards the downed
lines) or down the hill (towards the burning fuel) should a catastrophe indeed occur.
Having attended the meetings both at the Bellevue City Hall to learn the details of the Energize Eastside
Project as well as the meetings offered by CENSE, I am convinced that the project has been mismanaged
and that the No Action Alternative 4 should be the choice as a short-term solution.
Sincerely,
Denise Mickelson
Somerset Resident
4518 Somerset Dr. SE
Bellevue, WA
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Barbara Braun Feb 24, 2016 13609 SE 43rd Place Bellevue WA 98006
To: Bellevue City Council Subject: Energize Eastside Call to Action
As a citizen who has watched the City Council in action regarding PSE projects for the last couple of
years, I am stuck by the level of passivity the Council has and is exhibiting concerning one of the largest,
most impactful projects facing our city.
As CENSE and other community organizations have demonstrated, the citizens are gravely concerned
about the need for and the trajectory this project is taking, and that no one but the citizens are
investigating alternatives in any serious way. Many citizens are putting a lot of time and personal money
into this. Why isn’t the Council reciprocating?
I would like to sound a CALL TO ACTION for the City Council to get proactively involved in
questioning the need for this project and for insuring that our energy future is both responsible and
forward looking by pursuing Alternative 2 – The Integrated Resource Approach, incrementally, over time,
and as it is needed.
The claim that the Council's hands are tried is bogus. Note the council played this card on the Lake
Hills/Phantom Lake Transmission project and said there was nothing they could do. Thankfully the East
Bellevue Community Council stepped up to do the right thing and they prevailed! With Energize Eastside
being so blatantly flawed and unnecessary, it seems patently negligent for the Council to passive sit by
and let this project steamroll through our community.
What can and should the Council do? Here are some suggestions:
1. Get a lawyer! Obtain a thorough independent legal opinion on your rights and jurisdiction as Council
Members;
2. Provide full comments on EIS 1 stating 1) the need for the project is not adequately established; 2)
Alternative 2 is not fully developed or vetted by independent experts; 3) the criteria for selecting
alternatives and decision making in this process is not clear and transparent; 4) require PSE to share ALL
their data and analysis, including their load flow data with the public; and 5) require an independent study
of pipeline safety and mitigation requirements be done.
3. Do not allow the EIS process to move forward with PSE selecting the wrong alternative. Pause after
EIS 1 and revisit the need for this project. Require that Alternative 2 be studied in depth and demonstrate
how it CAN meet our energy future needs. Make sure independent industry experts assess Alternative 2,
not PSE who doesn’t have the expertise or motivation to properly vet this option;
4. Build a coalition of independent advisors and get the expert advice you need to help you understand
this project. Require Stantec, or another more independent third party, to run the load flow study using
PSE data. Engage State and Federal agencies with expertise to review the need for this project and its
alternatives;
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5. Pass ordinances strengthening safety regulations and setbacks around the Olympic Pipeline in
accordance with the latest pipeline/electrical transmission colocation studies. Insure our earthquake risks
are accommodated;
6. Prepare to refuse permits to PSE. Investigate and develop a plan for this. Warn PSE that you will not be
issuing permits; and
7. Conduct a ballot measure to move PSE to a Public Utility District so citizens can insure this utility is
managed in a way that best benefits the community, not a private, for-profit company. There are many in
our state, and it may be time for us to join them.
Thank you in advance for doing all you can to do the right thing and for making Bellevue a great place to
live and work!
Barbara Braun
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To: Bellevue City Council
Below is a message for your information which I have mailed to Heidi Bedwell, Senior Planner, Land Use
Division-Development Services, City of Bellevue:
ENERGIZE EASTSIDE: COMMENTS ON ENERGIZE EASTSIDE STATEMENT (EIS) February, 2016
I am very concerned about PSE’s intention to build a large transmission line from Redmond, WA to
Renton, WA. for several reasons:
1. The need for expanded capacity outlined in Chapter 1.3 of the DEIS has been questioned by the
Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study dated February 18, 2016. This study indicates there are many flaws in
PSE’s assumptions. If winter emergency conditions are used instead of summer normal conditions and if
.5%/year growth for Eastside energy demand is used, demand does not exceed flow until 2058. PSE’s inflated
rate of growth of 2.4%/year indicates the capacity is not exceeded until 2027. This should provide plenty of
time to implement rapidly developing new technologies which would be much less expensive and intrusive.
It appears the real motive for PSE’s desire to expand capacity has more to do with the transfer of power to
British Columbia, thereby enhancing the profitability of PSE and increasing the return on investment for the
hedge fund owners of PSE who made a 10-year investment which anticipated high returns. These profits
would on the backs of the customers who would pay for the huge capital investment with increased rates.
2. Public safety is of primary concern. Given that we live in a seismic zone and the existing power line is
built along a gas line, the possibility of a human catastrophe is exacerbated by construction and long term
operations activities. Chapter 8.5.1.3 only mentions earthquakes during construction. What about seismic
events in the future? I am reminded of the 1999 Bellingham disaster. In addition while effects on humans is
hard to prove and controversial, why risk any adverse health effects, such as bone marrow cancer in infants
and brain cancer in adults?
3. The detrimental impact to the environment cannot be overemphasized. We are looking at the destruction
of several thousand trees and clear cutting many acres of vegetation. Bellevue and other eastside cities pride
themselves on the largely attractive and desirable living conditions that have been developed over the years.
Does it make sense to downgrade these admirable results and diminish the quality of life and the investments
in homes and public places, especially when the demand need that has been proposed by PSE is highly
suspect?

For these main reasons I urge those officials responsible for the evaluation of the Energize Eastside
Project to reject the building of the proposed energy infrastructure and turn to the more sensible
Alternative 2 – Integrated Resource Approach-outlined in the DEIS, pp2-32 to 2-49.

Furthermore, I urge the current EIS Step 1 Review to reach a conclusion and remand the final findings to
the Bellevue City Council for review and a decision about proceeding to step 2.
W. Robert Moore
4707 135th Place Bellevue, WA 98006
Tel: 425-747-1388
Email: bmooreii@comcast.net
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From: amy faith [mailto:amygfaith@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, February 29, 2016 9:12 PM
To: eis@cense.org
Subject: Comments in support of the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

I am writing to support the NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE . Here is why:
1. PSE manipulated the data when doing the load study to create the appearance of need for this
project.
2. When citizen advocacy group Cense asked you to redo your load study due to suspected
inconsistencies, you refused, saying you were done doing studies.
3. When Cense asked for permission to see the data you used for your load study, you refused,
saying there was no need for anyone to review your work.
4. Instead, Cense had to go through FERC in order to gain access to your data.
5. When Cense had a load study done using the same data as you, they only got your results after
entering incorrect weather conditions, not clicking the proper boxes, adding the sale of energy to
Canada and adding unrealistic situations that would not happen at the same time in real life.
6. The project would bring in a profit of 8.9% a year for PSE , while costing customers over a
billion dollars over the life of the project.
7. Factoring in the sale of energy to Canada when the energy produced should be used to provide
power for the cities the lines are to be going through instead.
This is not the way to work with the residents who would be adversely affected by your proposed
project. All options, except that of the NO ACTION alternative would have significant negative
effects on the environment, plants, animals, and people in those neighborhoods. The combination
of over head power lines and pipeline adds even more danger. We need to work together to find
an economically reasonable solution that meets our energy needs without jeopardizing our health
or the environment.
Amy Faith
Bellevue
15210 NE 8th St
Unit D4
Bellevue WA 98007
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Energize Eastside Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) Comments
Submitted by Don Miller, 5205 Lakehurst Lane SE, Bellevue (email: donald_c_miller@hotmail.com)
I Support the NO BUILD OPTION 4 based on the deceptive representation (or flawed analysis) of need by
PSE, the outrageous environmental impacts and the inadequate consideration of viable alternatives.

COMMENTS DIRECTED TO THE CITY OF BELLEVUE AS LEAD AGENCY:
I’d like to start by acknowledging the work of the City staff to include alternatives in this DEIS that were
never considered by PSE from the introduction of Energize Eastside; namely underground, underwater
and energy efficiency options. Not only did PSE fail to consider alternatives, the company worked
aggressively to undermine consideration and feasibility of these options. Further, the members of the
Community Advisory Group (CAG) that represented municipalities and business worked in concert with
PSE to denounce and repress consideration of alternatives. Thank you to the City of Bellevue staff who
worked to include the alternatives in this DEIS.
Interestingly, what has not been considered in the Energy Efficiency Alternative are specific code
changes to the Building Code in the City of Bellevue that would ensure a sufficient power supply by
modifying the way residential and commercial buildings are constructed.

PROJECT NEED Section 1.3:
The DEIS states “PSE has determined that there is a need” As a foreign owned for profit energy
company we cannot merely accept their determination as justification to destroy our environment,
property values, neighborhood character and to burden the entire Puget Sound rate-payer base with the
enormous cost of this project. This section of the DEIS goes on to discuss the secrecy and complexity of
determining the need. While there are certain security concerns, the process is not as exotic as the DEIS
would lead one to believe. I have attended a presentation of the Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study
dated February 18, 2016 and found that with the appropriate security clearance and qualified engineers
to conduct an alternative analysis the engineering concepts used to determine need are straightforward
and rational. The extent to which PSE attempted to thwart this alternative analysis must be added to
the actions of this foreign owned company. Although the City of Bellevue accepted validation of PSE’s
analysis the firm the City of Bellevue hired to validate PSE’s analysis of need is a close ally and in PSE’s
pocket. In this regard, the City of Bellevue has failed to obtain an independent review of the need for
this project.
Further, the data used in the Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study uses the very database which PSE
supplied to the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) prior to the conception of the Energize
Eastside project. In that earlier version of PSE’s own database, there was NO NEED for this project. NO
NEED. Even in the extreme scenarios. Only after PSE altered the model to a state of substantial system
failure combined with an excessive flow of power to Canada were they able to manipulate the
database to create justification of the Energize Eastside project. The recent actions of PSE to justify this
project continue to be based on discrediting valid information while simultaneously failing to provide
any substantiation to their claims. The bottom line is what matters here and as a foreign owned power
company PSE’s only concern is profit. They are burdening generations of Puget Sound citizens with the
expense of this unneeded project as all rate-payers will bear the cost, not just the Eastside.
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SECTION 6.1 UNAVOIDABLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS:
The DEIS states pursuing the Energize Eastside project with Overhead lines will create “ significant
unavoidable adverse impacts to plants and animals.” This is probably the most important statement in
the DEIS. While the City of Bellevue has gone to great lengths to suggest they will no longer consider if
the need for the project is for energy or for profit, the analysis in this section is complete. To allow this
project to go forward would be a catastrophe to the City of Bellevue and our neighbors. We must do
everything we can to preserve the limited habitats that remain and therefore must re-evaluate the need
using the independent Lauckhart-Schiffman load-flow study.
The simple environmental analysis conducted by PSE while the CAG evaluated route alternatives
showed that over 8000 mature trees would be cut down if PSE builds overhead lines. The final project
EIS will show permanent damage to dozens of streams, hundreds of wetlands, untold wildlife, foliage
and trees. This project will devastate the remaining natural areas in our Cities. While our cities enact
countless restrictions to protect the environment they seem willing to allow this un-needed project to
proceed on the backs of the hard working taxpayers and the defenseless environment. No Mitigation
will ever replace the damage wrought by this profit motivated initiative.
SECTION 10.7.2 NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE:
This section was written based on this assumption “No Action Alternative would likely lead to
declining reliability of the electrical power supply on the Eastside” which the Lauckhart-Schiffman
Load Flow Study shows to be a distortion of fact. The projected growth in the Eastside will not stop
developers from building or people from moving here. If, in fact, there is a power supply issue it will be
managed by PSE and the developers will be long gone and the houses will be occupied. This is a red
herring that PSE has created to scare municipalities into approved this un-needed project.
SECTION 10.7.3.1.2 EXISTING CORRIDOR:
I am dumbfounded as to the purpose of Table 10-2 where it lists restrictions in Beaux Arts, Hunts Point
and Yarrow Point areas of Bellevue. These areas have never been under consideration as a part of the
Energize Eastside project. Is this boilerplate, diversion or just a waste of City resources as it has no value
in this report.
SECTION 10.7.1.14 PROPERTY VALUES:
The DEIS states ” one study prepared for The Electric Power research Institute (EPRI) titled

Transmission Lines and Property Values: State of Science (Mullins et al., 2003) was chosen for use
as the source of information for this EIS because it synthesizes and summarizes the findings of over
50 surveys and studies.”
Let’s look at the problems with this study:
(1)
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(2)

It is a consolidation of 50 independent studies and without statistical validation of
the individual studies it is merely opinion. As the DEIS quotes “no quantitative

generalizations about findings from the studies can be made with any degree of
reliability” This EPRI study masks the geographical and socioeconomic

(3)

(4)

demographics that impacted the results of these studies. It is common knowledge
that the Property values of undeveloped land increases with the introduction of
utilities whereas the value of affluent neighborhoods decline with such intrusions yet
the DEIS used a study that could provide neither of these conclusions.
The DEIS claims “land use analysis in this Phase 1Draft EIS considered effects on
property values but found them to be inconclusive” yet the Draft EIS cites 12
conclusions from the EPRI study and over half of these conclusions point to
decreased property value, increased selling times, negative opinion and other factors
negatively impacting property values. The evidence from your selected and flawed
study doesn’t even support the claim you made in the DEIS.
The DEIS makes no indication that real estate professionals were consulted to obtain
valid information about the impact of power transmission lines on property values in
affluent US communities which would have been a reasonable source to seek out.

Again, in this regard, the City of Bellevue has failed to obtain an independent analysis as the lead
agency.
SECTION 11.6.3.5.3 NEIGHBORHOOD IMPACTS:
The DEIS states “It is anticipated that 85- to 100-foot-tall steel or wood poles would be used“ which
represents new and avoidable risks to citizens and their property due to the presence of the Cascadia
Subduction Seismic Zone. Recent predictions are not “if” a big earthquake will hit in the Pacific
Northwest but “when.” An article in The New Yorker describes the likely scenario as defined by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
A link to FEMA and the associated article can be found here: http://www.fema.gov/blog/2015-0715/big-one-pacific-northwest-taking-conversation-action
Introducing new risk to our communities is entirely preventable. The obvious choice is the NO BUILD
OPTION, Alternative 4.
Don Miller
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Date: 10 March 2016
To: Heidi Bedwell,
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
450 110th Ave NE Bellevue, WA 98004
From: Curtis Allred
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA 98006
Dear Heidi,
The more I learn about PSE's deceit in the Energize Eastside project, the more infuriated I become. This
project has to be stopped. I have summarized the situation as seen by those of us following developments.
Following are details on the summary points.
SUMMARY
Financial Motivation: PSE is financially motivated to build a rate-payer subsidized power line through the
eastside. Besides being paid for by us, the customers of PSE, it will also boost the sale value of the company
and give them a 9.8% return on capital, guaranteed by the state and covered by us, the customers of PSE.
They may also be using this project to boost capacity so they can move more power to Canada, further
enhancing their potential revenue and company valuation.
Fabricated Demand: PSE is using a fabricated and flawed power simulation to try to scare residents into
supporting and funding this lucrative project. Based on a recent load flow analysis by two industry experts, one
of them a former Puget Sound Power planner, it is evident that PSE faked the input data and parameters in
their flow analysis to justify the need for the power lines.
Flawed EIS: The current Environmental Impact Study starts with the assumption that the additional power
capacity is needed, and accepts PSE's analysis as-is without question. Further, PSE has attempted to discredit
the other two EIS alternatives to the powerline, again by faking the numbers, and saying that new technology
and conservation measures will not work.
Cost: It is estimated that this project will cost PSE customers between one and two billion dollars over the life
of the project (see references). This is money that should be spent on conservation, demand side
management, and modern grid technologies. Thousands of trees will be cut down and our city will be scarred
with ugly power lines for generations to come. For us, it’s a big cost with no benefit. The only ones benefiting
are PSE executives and shareholders.
This level of deceit and opaqueness by a private company for a public works project is reprehensible. It has to
be illegal, and therefore stoppable by local governments. Otherwise we will need to take legal action against
PSE.
Please do everything possible to stop this project.
DETAILS
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Following are details on the above points.
Financial motivation:
Why is PSE so motivated to build these powerlines? Washington state policy guarantees PSE a return on
investment of 9.8% per year for infrastructure projects. A low estimate of the cost of the project is $250 million.
It will probably be higher due to complications (relocating families, dual poles in some areas, having to deal
with existing power lines, pipeline safety issues, etc.). Using the low estimate of $250M means the PSE will
charge us ratepayers $24.5M per year. This is money that could be used for energy conservation, alternative
energy sources, and modern grid technology. So they charge us $250M to install it, then bill us an extra billion
or two over the next 40-50 years. It is speculated that PSE's Australian parent company is gearing up to sell
PSE and wants to maximize its market value. In fact, the parent company's original stated intent of buying PSE
was to turn around and sell it after 10 years. Is it any wonder they're going to such lengths to force this project
through, going so far as to fabricate a study to justify the project and lying about it to the public?
Fabricated demand:
Based on a recent independent load flow simulation, it is evident that PSE faked the inputs to the load flow
simulation in these ways:
● Overstated population and demand growth
● Estimating too much power going to Canada
● Turned off 6 local power sources
● Used lower transformer ratings
● Did not take into account power line resistance
This created an invalid and impossible scenario that could only be solved by adding power lines coming from
the Cascades. Using a realistic worst-case scenario with industry-standard assumptions, the project cannot be
justified.
The above simulation "errors" are summarized below, and explained in detail in an independent study by power
industry experts Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman, available on the CENSE website. Richard Lauckhart
has 40 years experience in power planning and was Vice President of Power Planning for Puget Sound Power
& Light before becoming a power planning consultant. Roger Schiffman has 23 years of energy industry
experience including simulation modeling, utility resource planning, and electricity market evaluation.
Richard and Roger gained CEII clearance from FERC, which should have granted them access to PSE's load
flow simulation data. However, PSE rejected their request, saying they did not have a "justifiable need" for the
data. (CEII is intended to protect against criminals and terrorists, not citizens trying to validate a power study.)
So Rich went to FERC who gave him the data PSE submitted for the WECC Base Cases. They ran this data
on the industry standard load flow analysis simulation software and published their findings in the report: Load
Flow modeling for Energize Eastside, by Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman, February 18, 2016.
Summary of the above 5 "errors" in PSE's simulation, detailed in the Lauckhart/Schiffman report:
Overstated population and demand growth: PSE projected 2.4% growth per year which is way higher than
other estimates by governments and agencies. PSE themselves forecast 0.5% to the WECC.
Too much power going to Canada: PSE ran the simulation with triple the WECC base case of 500 MW,
amping it up to 1500 MW for their scenario. Why would we be transmitting three times the normal power to
Canada during an emergency? Normal procedure during a power emergency would be to cut all power to
Canada.
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Turned off 6 local power sources: With the local power sources turned off, more power distribution burden
was transferred onto the high voltage long distance power lines. The rationale for turning off 6 local power
generation stations could not be explained by independent power industry experts, including Richard Lauckhart
and Roger Schiffman. PSE will of course not explain. Still, the above errors cannot fully justify the power line.
Richard and Roger suspect altered the simulation data in other ways:
Used lower transformer ratings: They seem to have used "summer normal" instead of the much higher
"winter emergency" value for transformer ratings. The summer normal rating is only 700 MW, while the winter
emergency rating is 950 MW. Did not take into account power line resistance: It appears that they turned off the
power-line resistance aspect of the simulation to make the flawed simulation run. Otherwise the power from the
Cascades would show too much voltage drop, resulting in brownout, and the simulation would fail.
Environmental Impact Statement flaws:
The EIS accepts PSE's flawed justification study and assumes the power problem needs to be solved. Since
the justification is not valid and the need does not exist, the "No Action" alternative should be chosen and EIS
halted.
Comments on the EIS Alternatives:
Alternative 1 is the power line option. It is based on a fraudulent power analysis, and therefore invalid. PSE
should be punished and fined for their deception and this alternative thrown out.
Alternative 2 calls for technology and conservation solve future energy shortfalls. This was rejected by PSE as
infeasible based on outdated data and PSEs inexperience in this area. It needs to be revisited by experts in
new conservation, generation, and distribution technologies, not by PSE who has every motivation to disqualify
it to justify their lucrative power line project.
Alternative 3 originally called for simply adding transformers. But PSE demanded that power lines be added to
this alternative, thus making it less attractive. The solution does not actually require new transmission lines.
Those transmission lines are only needed to supply Canada with an inflated power estimate (triple the base
case as explained earlier).
The "No Action" alternative is the only sensible choice at this time. There is no short term need for increasing
power capacity, and Alternative 2 can be revisited and implemented on a gradual timeline.
Cost:
Including the hundreds of millions of initial cost, the project will cost taxpayers and ratepayers many times more
in subsequent years. The "Energize Eastside Economic Analysis" study (on CENSE website) estimates $1.5B
to $2B over the life of the project. In addition, property values will decrease, impacting homeowners and
reducing property tax revenues. An estimated 8000 trees will be removed over the length of the power line. Our
neighborhoods will be scarred with the loss of trees and ugly industrial power poles and lines dominating the
skyline.
Legal issues:
It appears that PSE is exploiting a weakness in the Washington state law and regulatory process. According to
Richard Lauckhart, PSE would not be able to exploit the public like this in California and most other states due
to stricter oversight. PSE's deception and fraud in Washington has to be considered criminal! The energy
system is public works infrastructure. I refuse to believe PSE is legally able to deceive and exploit the public in
this way, and to be so opaque as to not reveal their simulation data.
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I urge you to halt the EIS process and investigate these matters thoroughly.
Thank you,
Curtis Allred
13609 SE 43rd Place; Bellevue, WA 98006
References
● Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study:
http://cense.org/LauckhartSchiffman%20Load%20Flow%20Study.pdf
● CENSE: http://cense.org
● Energize Eastside Project Phase I Draft Environmental Impact Statement:
http://www.energizeeastsideeis.org/draft-eis.html
Energize Eastside Economic Analysis: http://cense.org/Lifetime%20Cost.pdf
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From: Barbara Braun [mailto:bbraun@stratery.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2016 4:52 PM
To: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Cc: eis@cense.org; Barbara Braun <bbraun@stratery.com>
Subject: Energy Eastside DEIS Comments
Barbara Braun
CENSE Member
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006
Note this document was submitted to info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org on March 13, 2016. One supporting file
was attached for the public record. The file contains a “sticky note” with my name and physical address to
assure these documents are added to the public record:

· Criteria for Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric Power Lines.pdf
The following comment pertains to Chapter 12: Recreation
Alternative 1A claims that “If transmission lines are located in recreation sites they could impact recreation
users.” This statement is false and misleading. Parks that would be substantially impacted include
Viewpoint Park, Kelsey Creek Park, and May Creek Park. It appears
Forest Hill Neighborhood Park, Sierra Heights Park would be eliminated altogether. Further community
programs such as the farm at Kelsey Creek would have to be shut down or moved in order to prevent
safety issues.

The DEIS claims “There would be permanent loss of vegetation, including trees, because a 230 kV
transmission line would require a cleared corridor of 120 to 150 feet wide (or up to 50 feet of clearing
where the existing PSE easement is used).” The DEIS needs to reassess the amount of ROW needed to
meet current day safety standards for utility corridors with transmission and pipeline co-location and its
impact on park lands.
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While the DEIS admits the following, there is no off setting measure or cost provisions added to
Alternative 1A - “Impacts from vegetation loss would be considered significant if there is a permanent
conversion of vegetation type (e.g., from forested to low-growing vegetation) that would substantively
change or negatively impact the
scenic nature of a recreation site. In recreation sites where there is a permanent conversion of
vegetation type, a loss of habitat for animals that may use these areas would result, which
could reduce user enjoyment. In addition, benches, playground equipment, gazebos, or other
structures may be removed underneath the transmission lines. Visitors may avoid a recreation
site if it no longer offers the amenities they previously used at that site. Refer to Chapter 6
and Chapter 11 for further description of potential impacts to plants, animals, and visual
quality.”
The DEIS does fails to address at all: the safety issues for children and other park users and the cost to
insure the safety of parkland users that Alternative 1A runs through: the impact to the quality of life of
adding industrial blight and environmental destruction to our parks and recreational corridors; the impact
of eliminating certain “unsafe” recreation activities such as kite flying, and the expansion of severely
impacted lands from the clearing of native plants, habitat elimination and unmaintained ROW corridors
that invite invasive species, dumping and other pollution, and inappropriate uses such as homeless
encampments. There is plenty of evidence around our state that substantiate these concerns and from
which the cost and significant impacts can be assessed.
The DEIS needs to more accurately assess the loss of recreation acreage and utility in Alternative 1A and
add the cost of replacement park lands within community boundaries into the cost and add this cost into
Alternative A1 and also reassess the significance of this impact compared to other alternatives such as
Alternative 2 which would have the flexibility to locate infrastructure away from park lands and would
require less clearly and environmental destruction.
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From: Kathleen Sherman [mailto:kathleen.sherman@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, March 09, 2016 4:27 PM
To: eis@cense.org
Subject: Draft EIS comment
I have questions about this for- profit utility’s [PSE] evaluations of need and cost of this project because
it is owned and associated with the Australian business MacQuarie. Three reason is that :
1.MacQuaries other questionable projects
2. A 2014 inquiry by the Australian Senate called for the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission "to put Macquarie Group's financial planning unit under 'intensive surveillance,'" according
to the Sydney Morning Herald. The inquiry was sparked by reports of "misconduct by financial planners
at the Commonwealth Bank," but concerns about financial practices spread beyond Commonwealth.
The Senate report stated, "The committee is concerned with the efficacy of the enforceable undertaking
entered into as a result of serious compliance deficiencies within Macquarie Private Wealth."[11] About
the inquiry, the Australian Financial Review reported that "Macquarie Group’s private wealth unit [was]
accused of not co-operating with the Senate committee that delved into unethical financial planning
-practices at the Commonwealth Bank of Australia."[12]
3. Is this construction project part of plan to pay off debts acquired with the purchase of PSE and not a
benefit for consumers?
“In 2008, Macquarie and a group of Canadian pension funds purchased Puget Sound Energy (PSE), the
largest energy company in Washington, which provides electricity and natural gas to Seattle and the
surrounding area. The Macquarie-led consortium purchased PSE from its shareholders for $7.4 billion,
which was financed in large part by borrowing $4.2 billion. Commentators worried from the beginning
of the transaction that Macquarie’s heavy borrowing would “saddle Puget Energy with debt, sapping its
financial standing and creating pressure in the future to raise rates.”[56] The Washington Utilities and
Transportation Commission staff and the Public Counsel Section of the Washington state Attorney
General’s Office also opposed the transaction during its initial stages due to the large amount of debt
financing. Public Counsel Section Chief Simon Fitch warned “at the same time, customers have no
assurance that capital for infrastructure will be any more available or affordable than without the
merger. Consumers appear to get little or nothing in return for the increased financial risk.”[57]
http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Macquarie 3\9\2016 12:11 pm
Kathleen Sherman
4741 132nd Ave SE
Bellevue WA 98006
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2/27/16
David McCray
6815 Ripley Ln SE Renton, WA 98056-1529

I believe the flow studies that were used to justify the "Energize Eastside project" were flawed and
consequently incorrect alternatives and conclusions are being presented. PSE has refused to provide
information to clarify the assumptions used in their flow study. In addition, a load flow study was
produced by Lauckhart-Schiffman that reaches significantly different results and they have offered the
study to PSE who has refused to enter into discussions regarding the discrepancies.

Essentially, PSE has based their flow study on several significant faulty assumptions. The winter season
is the peak period of usage in our region. However, the PSE load flow study does not appear to use the
winter seasonal ratings for critical transformers in the study. The winter ratings are significantly higher
than summer ratings and consequently using the incorrect season causes a significant understated
distortion in capacity.

In addition PSE did not reflect utilization of local generator capacity in their load flow study. Again this
significantly distorts and understates the projected capacity.

Another aspect of the PSE study that makes no sense, is they actually show the flow to Canada
increasing during local peak season needs. There is no requirement for PSE to transfer power to Canada
and that faulty assumption falsely increases apparent usage in the local area.

The Laukhart-Shiffman load flow study was prepared with corrected assumptions and they have offered
to make that study available for review and discussion. This study needs to be followed up on.

PSE is a foreign "for profit" company who has a clear profit motive for distorting the load flow results
and getting the project approved for a guaranteed near 10% rate of return. The process and proposal is
outrageous and the brakes need to be put on to get to the truth behind the numbers.

As far as alternatives presented in the EIS, only Alternative 2 - Integrated approach is justifiable. This
alternative is safe and cost effective. It is better for the environment as it preserves thousands of trees,
reduces carbon emissions, and provides for improved appearance of our neighborhoods.
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I understand PSE sold the Shuffleton power plant in recent years. This reduction of local production
capacity has the effect of reducing the local energy supply and narrowing the margin between peak
demand and available resources.

PSE obviously has a plan to make significant profits for it's foreign shareholders. It doesn't seem right
for PSE to pocket the proceeds from selling the local power plant and turn around and try to falsely
justify the need for local ratepayers to pay for investing in increased capacity.

PSE should be required to put the proceeds from the Shuffleton power plant back into additional power
generation capabilities in the local market place. Local rate payers paid for the Shuffleton plant and PSE
should not be allowed to sell off the asset and reduce important local power generation capability.
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Comments submitted by Sally McCray on 2/27/16.

Comment #1
I support and endorse Alternative 2, an Integrated Resource approach. It is cost effective (a lifetime cost
of 1.4 - 2 billion to rate payers is outrageous!), more reliable, better for the environment, smart and
secure. The only objective it doesn't meet is making the PSE owners more money via the WUTC 10%
investment boondoggle. When can we rate payers get in on that deal? Oh, right, it is the unfortunate
rate payers who get to PAY PSE the 10% for 30 years. No wonder they found a need and then proposed
the costliest "solution" possible.

I believe that if a need for an additional transmission capacity is revealed, in the next 40 years, over and
above what the Integrated Resource approach can provide, then and only then should a massive
upgrade to a utility corridor running through a heavily populated area. Transmission to Canada and
California can easily happen on the east side of the Cascades. Transmission to benefit the Eastside, only,
should run on one of the two North South corridors already in existence, starting with the substantially
unused 230kv corridor owned by Seattle City Light.

Comment #2
I believe the need for this massive project does not exist. PSE cooked the books to come up with an
analysis demonstrating the need. Bellevue, to their credit, hired an independent consultant. However,
the City Council is made up of ordinary folks and politicians, who are easily misled in a billion dollar
game with a corporation with millions to spend on marketing. Thus the independent consultant was
hired to do the wrong job, review PSE's calculations. NOT to do the more important work of reviewing
the assumptions. You've heard the term garbage in, garbage out? That is what Bellevue got for their
money, they didn't ask the right question.

Fortunately, others did ask the question. And when their assumptions were different than PSE's? PSE
refused to explain their assumptions. For example, why did they assume so much more load going to
Canada than required? PSE has said time and again that this is a local project, yet they tripled or even
quadrupled the load to Canada in their peak demand calculation. Why would they assume this load
going to Canada on during peak demand locally? There is no requirement to continue that flow during a
peak demand time - a time that might not last any longer than a few hours to a few days at most.
Garbage in, garbage out.

As another example, why isn't there an assumption of a peaker station or two, supplying power in peak
demand times, like the old Shuffleton station? It doesn't take a EE degree; it is just common sense that
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the management of power delivery would include a peak demand generator or two. It is the low cost,
reliable, smart alternative. If we didn't know that PSE had its rate payer's interests at heart, it would
almost seem PSE was planning, even then, to "need" to build a giant project to increase return on capital
for the private corporation, at the expense of rate payers on the Eastside. I wonder how the sale of that
asset was justified? Probably that there was no conceivable need for power generation to support the
Eastside - quite the opposite of what they are saying now. Can we see those records and learn for
ourselves? Regardless, a reasonable need analysis should assume at least two peak demand generation
facilities.

Independent analysts should be hired to review all the PSE "need" assumptions, and justifications for
those assumptions. How is the 205MW shortfall in the EIS calculated? Why are there so few
transformers in PSE's calculations? (They are a low cost, proven alternative).

PSE should comment on the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study. Respected industry experts Rich
Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman ran computer simulations of the need for PSE's "Energize Eastside".
They used the same industry software that PSE uses. Their conclusion: PSE is using an impossible
situation to try to scare residents into funding a billion-dollar project. In other words: garbage in,
garbage out.

PSE should be required to reveal the rational for its assumptions. In the medical field, no one takes a
study seriously unless it is peer reviewed. Even the best make mistakes. It is the best way to avoid:
garbage in, garbage out.
Comment 3
Alternative 1, Option A should be avoided due to the huge and significant adverse impacts to people
who live near the project. Chapter 11.6.3.5.3 states that permanent clear zones would be required for
Alternative 1, Option A. This is not consistent with Eastside esthetic values, anywhere but in downtown
areas. (Where transmission lines are always underground). Alternative 2 would have much fewer land
use impacts and is thus preferred.

The only worse alternative to Alternative 1, Option A would be to put the transmission lines in an area
that didn't already have transmission lines.

Comment 4
This project is not needed and should be rejected. The Northwest Power Plan report, dated Feb 2016,
states that even though the population is forecast to grow..."the region's electricity loads are expected
to stay at the current level....continuing a 20 year trend of low load growth"
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PSE's own annual reports, found on the SEC website support this conclusion, power demand has been
decreasing; peak demand for PSE was in the winter of 2009.

The Wall Street Journal, New York Times and other respected periodicals have all reported that
electrical demand is decreasing all around the country. At the same time, alternatives to ever more
wires are being developed. It is outrageous that a project like this would be approved for a "potential"
demand that may never materialize, with the most expensive and environmentally destructive solution
possible. The only people this could make sense to sit in the PSE board room or stockholders meeting.
It makes absolutely no sense for PSE rate payers.

Sally McCray
6815 Ripley Ln SE Renton, WA 98056-1529
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----- Energize Eastside Draft EIS Comment ----James Loring
1815 153rd Avenue South East
Bellevue, Washington 98007-6141
I would urge you to adopt Alternative 4, “No Action.”
There is enough documentation submitted in this EIS process to cast doubt
on the assumptions Puget Sound Energy has made in its rationale for this 8
mile, 230,000-volt transmission line and has failed to identify all adverse
environmental impacts resulting from this proposal.
It has been asserted by local community groups and private experts that
PSE has been less forthcoming in providing the rationale or data for its
assumptions. Indeed, nationally recognized power and transmission planners
have been unable to duplicate PSE's modeling under the assumptions the
PSE has made in justification of this project.
The Lauckhart and Schiffman report submitted for your consideration
indicates decades will pass before demand exceeds supply capacity for the
area under study. PSE appears to be using a summer rating capacity for its
transformers during a winter peak scenario. The winter rating is up to 31
percent higher, significantly increasing the capacity available for winter peak
demand. PSE Further, the project proponent assumes little or no generation
in the Puget Sound area while continuing transmission to Canada in the
event of major disruption or winter peak scenario.
Puget Sound Energy's faulty assumptions permeate this proposal. Its
justifications for the necessity of new power lines unfounded. While building
major regional electrical transmission infrastructure through residential
neighborhoods destroying some 8,000 tress, promoting blight across public
parks, wetlands, and recreational facilities, it does nothing to bring the Puget
Sound region's power grid to any semblance of the “Smart Grid” of the
future. It is simply ignored in the assumption stringing more wire is the
future. We deserve better.
The “No Action” Alternative 4 is the best course at this juncture. It's time
Puget Sound Energy went back to the drawing board, seeking a more
collaborative approach with the local jurisdictions and community groups
such as CENSE.
----- Energize Eastside Draft EIS Comment ----Page 83 of 194
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-----------------------------------------------I have been a resident of the Olympus neighborhood for nearly 28 years. I have serious objections to
Alternative 1 of the PSE Energize Eastside project. My primary objections are Safety Concerns and
Neighborhood Character.
Clearly, safety is the most critical requirement for any action taken to address power needs in this area.
Alternative 1, Option A introduces a high risk of explosion and/or fire both during construction and in
the on-going operation of co-located power, gas, and potentially natural gas lines. This is well
documented in the report from Dr. Frank Cheng. As stated in the DEIS, PSE workers have knowledge of
the risks and we have regulations in place, however, we know that accidents do occur. Only last week,
there was a natural gas explosion in Greenwood, destroying multiple businesses.
In section 11.1.2 of the DEIS, Property Values are briefly discussed. Relying on the technical designation
by the King County Assessor of what properties have a view that affects the value of the property does
not even touch the impact of a neighborhood forced to view massive towers of from 85-135 feet ripping
through the development. Not only are they unsightly, but they also “look” dangerous. Alternative 1
will have a significant negative effect on property values for the homes that remain and that assumes
that current properties surrounding the affected areas could even be sold. In section 11.2.9 of the
document, the Newcastle plan states that power is to be provided that is aesthetically acceptable to the
community. This alternative violates that requirement.
Section 2.5 of the DEIS provides the benefits and disadvantages of delaying the proposal, which could
easily be applied to taking the steps identified in Alternative 2. All benefits identified are key and
important. The most dramatic impact of the delay is that major investments would be avoided prior to
actually identifying if they are even partially needed. There are only 2 disadvantages identified. First,
power outages could develop over time. Given the results of the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study,
this appears very unlikely, especially given the conservation steps suggested AND rewarded by PSE. The
second disadvantage is that development would be discouraged with the risk of power outages.
Development would be discouraged even more from unsightly and dangerous massive power lines built
through the neighborhoods.
Given the risks, impacts, and unproven need of this project, it is my strong belief that Alternative 2 could
be implemented over time to satisfy all power requirements of the area without destroying the
character of the Eastside. I would be most interested in reviewing the business case for this project,
which is not part of the DEIS.
Sincerely,
Tamra Kammin
8604 129th CT SE
Newcastle, WA 98056
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March 14, 2016
Energize Eastside EIS
Puget Sound Energy has proposed a new transmission line that runs from Renton to
Redmond based on 1960’s technology. However this is 2016,
and today the rules are different.
One example of the differences was demonstrated in a recent meeting
between the community and PSE: PSE showed their slide show and
a member of the community asked to see the data that supported one
of PSE claims on the charts. He was told that PSE could not provide
the data to him until he gets clearance from the Department of Homeland
Security.
We have been told that the United States needs to protect our critical
infrastructure against the threat of terrorism. We have seen major changes
implemented toward meeting this goal. One spectacular example
is the new Highway 93 bridge over the Colorado River which bypasses the road over
the
top of Hoover Dam in Nevada. Cars are no longer allowed on the top of this and other
dams.
So in the interest of national security which is better:
a new transmission line encased in concrete and buried underground, or a new
transmission line
dangling on the top of a 130 foot steel pole? In addition PSE insists putting
lighting on top of these new poles in some places making them greater targets.
Thank you for your consideration.
Richard Bateman
4565 135th Place SE
Bellevue, WA 98006
(425) 747-7775
rebateman@msn.com
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This letter is intended to reach the Bellevue City Council, The Bellevue City Manager and the Energize
Eastside EIS Management:
From:
Barbara Braun
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006

Dear Leaders,

This is your time. This is your day to step up. This is the opportunity you dreamed of when you
entered your position of public leadership. Now is your time to demonstrate you truly are a
leader! That you are a true American and a true leader in ensuring Truth, Justice and Quality of
Life for all.
The citizens of Bellevue are calling you to lead and adjust the Energize Eastside process so that is not
rigged in favor of the corporations (PSE and British Petroleum) but represents the true needs of the
citizenry you represent and work for. The Energize Eastside CAG and EIS process have not adequately
established the need for this project or the alternatives described in the DEIS. The public has voiced
concern about this for several years, since the beginning of the process, and they have spent their own
money and time to retain independent industry experts to conduct independent studies that have
brought more realistic assessments of need and alternatives. The citizens have done this because our
leaders have not. The current process is so flawed and biased in favor of the VERY costly and VERY
dangerous Alternative 1A PSE wants that it should be thrown out and restarted with a new and
independently verified assessment of need that is aligned with state and regional authorities using a
new, publically transparent Load Flow Study. Alternative 1 needs to be reassessed using a more
complete assessment of impact and cost, as well as adherence to contemporary safety requirements for
collocating transmission lines with gas pipelines. Also a new, more contemporary Alternative 2 should
be formulated in a new DEIS that is independently designed and assessed by renewable/alternative
energy industry experts and not by PSE. Last, Bellevue City Council, and the other City Councils involved,
need to update their land use and safety laws to reflect contemporary safety requirements for
collocating transmission lines and gas pipelines prior to any planning or permitting of a project with this
level of risk to the public safety. Further laws and oversight processes need to be put on place to insure
PSE and BP Olympic Pipeline comply with these laws and requirements and are penalized for noncompliance. Without this, it would seem that the City of Bellevue, as well as other Cities considering
Energize Eastside, are grossly negligent in their duty to protect the public's safety.

This is your time. This is your day to step up. This is the opportunity you dreamed of when you
entered your position of community leadership. Now is your time to demonstrate you truly are
a leader! That you are a true American and a true leader in ensuring Truth, Justice and Quality
of Life for all.
Thank you!
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From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 4:05 PM
To: HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPSED PSE Project/Citation to federal standards

The DEIS states that based upon federally mandated planning standards PSE analysis found the existing
transmission lines could place Eastside customers at risk of power outages. Page 1.2
There is no footnote which sets forth the citation to the federally mandated planning standards. The DEIS
should contain a specific citation to the federal standards. The reason: Then all readers can go directly to
the source and read the standards.
What is the specific citation to federal standards?
Loretta Lopez
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
13419 NE 33rd Lane Bellevue WA 98005
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On Mon, Mar 14, 2016 at 5:00 PM, Don Marsh <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com> wrote:
Dear EIS Officials,
Attached is a document which endorses a new alternative developed by EQL Energy,
an expert in the design of forward-thinking, cost-effective smart grid technology and
policies. The document also points out shortcomings in the design and evaluation of
Alternative 2 in the Draft EIS.
We believe that the EIS cannot fulfill its goal of fairly comparing the impacts of the
Energize Eastside project and alternatives without an accurate formulation of those
alternatives. Therefore, we ask that “Alternative 2.B” be added to the EIS and
evaluated by independent experts with knowledge of smart grids, demand response,
electrical efficiency, distributed generation, energy storage, etc.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
My address is: 4411 137th Ave. SE, Bellevue, 98006
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Attachment from Don Marsh 3/14/16:
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From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 5:43 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/1.5 paragraph 4
According to DEIS, the set of facilities is proposed in order to address a deficiency that PSE has identified
by PSE through its system planning process. Page 1.1
The DEIS states that the deficiency is based upon a number of factors. Page 1-5. The DEIS continues
that deficiency arises from growing population and employment, changing consumption patters
associated with large buildings, more air conditioned space and a changing regulatory structure that
requires a higher level of reliability than what was required in the past. Page 1.5. Paragraph 4.
What is the basis for the statement regarding changing patterns of consumption associated with larger
buildings?
What is the source of information regarding more air conditioned space?
What are the specific regulatory changes that require higher reliability than what was required in the past?
What is the specific set of citations?
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
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From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 6:40 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/RCW/WAC Need
The DEIS states that the EIS will not be used to reject or validate the need for the proposal. Rather, the
EIS is intended to identify the alternatives that could attain or approximate PSE’s objectives at a lower
environmental cost and disclose potential significant adverse environmental impacts associated with all
alternatives identified. Page 1-5
If the information cannot be validated or checked then this means that PSE’s assertions cannot be
questioned. If this were the case, that citizens cannot question PSE assertions, then it would be
impossible to suggest or assess Alternatives. The reason: One cannot determine a solution to a problem
if one cannot understand the problem or analyze the problem. This is inconsistent with the purpose of
SEPA.
What is the citation to the RCW or the WAC which supports the statement that “the EIS will not be used to
reject or validate the need for the proposal?
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
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From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 6:15 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/Page 1-5 P 5/Growth
The DEIS states that the population of the Eastside is expected to grow at a rate of approximately 1.2
percent annually over the next decade and employment is expected to grow at an annual rate of
approximately 2.1 per cent, a projection based upon internal forecasting conducted by PSE. Page 1-5
paragraph 5.
The DEIS continues and states that PSE used demographic data based upon based on U.S. Census
Information and the Puget Sound Regional Council. Page 1-5
Both organizations publish many reports. What is the specific document or report published by the U.S.
Census Information and the Puget Sound Regional Council that PSE relied upon? Did anyone other than
PSE employees review the information which formed the basis of PSE’s assertions as set forth above
regarding population growth? If so, who reviewed?
The DEIS further states that PSE relies on Moody’s Analytics U.S. Macroeconomic Forecast, a long term
forecast for the U.S. Economy with adjustments for PSE’s service territory using equations that relate to
national to regional conditions. Page 1-5.
What is the date and year of the Moody’s Macroeconomic Forecast that PSE relied upon? What
equations did PSE use to relate national to regional conditions? Did anyone other than PSE employees
review the equations and check the results that PSE used to relate national to regional conditions? If so,
who reviewed?
Did anyone other than PSE employees review the information which formed the basis of PSE’s assertions
as set forth above regarding population growth? If so, who reviewed?
The DEIS continues with local economic data are provided by the Washington State Department
Employment Security Department, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and Bureau of Economic Analysis, and
local organizations such as the Washington Builders Association. Page 1-5
What are the citations to the specific information or reports that PSE relied upon?
The DEIS states: “This forecast is based upon the assumption that economic activity has a significant
effect on energy demand. Given the nature of expected development, PSE has projected that electrical
demand will grow at an annual rate of 2.4 percent.”
Is “forecast” stated in the DEIS statement above referring to PSE’s population forecast. PSE’s
employment forecast, PSE’s energy demand forecast?
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
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From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 7:32 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/Authority for Phased EIS
The DEIS states that the Phase 1 Draft EIS broadly evaluates the general impacts and implications
associated with feasible and reasonable options available to address PSE ‘s identified objectives for the
project. The evaluations conducted during Phase 1 to will be used to narrow the range of alternatives for
consideration in Phase 2 Draft EIS. Section 1-2, page 1-4
The City of Bellevue’s decision to refusal to issue a Final Decision after Phase 1 prevents citizens from
addressing the problem regarding the lack of appropriate Alternatives and to assess the big picture issue
of Need until end of Phase 2. The decision to conduct the EIS in consecutive phases without a Final
Decision after Phase 1 is an unwise use of time, energy and taxpayer and rate payer’s money.
What is the specific citation to an RCW or WAC which supports the basis of the City’s decision to conduct
the EIS in this manner?
The DEIS continues and states that the Phase 2 Draft EIS will be a project level evaluation, describing
impacts a site specific and project- specific level. Section 1-2. page 1-4.
I assume that this statement means that the citizens will know the exact route and will know exactly which
trees will be cut. PSE, however, has not yet filed an application for a permit for this project. And according
to Carol Helland, City of Bellevue, PSE will not file an application until PSE applies for a conditional use
permit. See email 3/11/16 from Carol Helland.
How will the citizens know the project specific details of the proposed project if there is no application
filed? How can PSE assess the information submitted in Phase 1 and plan to issue scoping for Phase
2 on April 8 in such a short amount of time? Is this possible due to the lack of specific information? If so,
then why have citizens been told that the site specific details will be addressed in Phase 2?
************************************
From: CHelland@bellevuewa.gov [mailto:CHelland@bellevuewa.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2016 7:39 PM
To: Loretta Lopez
Subject: Re: PSE Application

PSE filed an application for an EIS, which is customary for a project that ends up with a
determination of significance. They have not formally submitted for a conditional use permit
(which will be required once the EIS is complete).
Once a application for a conditional use permit is filed, a notice of the application will go out
broadly. Hope this information is useful.
Carol Helland
On Mar 11, 2016, at 7:08 PM, Loretta Lopez <loretta@mstarlabs.com> wrote:
Carol,
I assume that PSE has not yet filed and application. Is this correct?
Would you let me know as soon as PSE files an application.
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Thank you.
Loretta
**********************************
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
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From: todd@MATADORTECH.COM [mailto:todd@MATADORTECH.COM]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 6:37 PM
To: info@energizeeastsideEIS.org; council@bellevuewa.gov
Cc: Don Marsh <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>; Larry Johnson <larry.ede@gmail.com>; Janis Medley
<jpmedley@mac.com>; sdofour@aol.com; Richard Kaner <thekaners@comcast.net>; Richard
<lauckjr@hotmail.com>; info@cense.org; todd@matadortech.com
Subject: Energize Eastside draft EIS comments from Todd Andersen & Jennifer Steinman
To: Bellevue City Council and City of Bellevue Energize Eastside draft EIS staff
From: Todd Andersen (MS Electrical Engineering, BS Mechanical Engineering) and Jennifer
Steinman (MS IT/ED – Stanford University)
Address: 4419 138th Ave SE, Bellevue WA 98006
Attached: PDF of comments on Draft Energize Eastside EIS
Please accept my apologies in advance for not having the time to clean up the attached
written comments as the 42 day comment window is so short and there is so much wrong
with the Energize Eastside draft EIS.

Anybody have a copy of the Olympic Pipeline break disaster plan?
On the very last page of the attached doc is a picture of the damage from the 2010 San
Francisco metro natural gas explosion, San Burno, that went up mostly into the air, unlike what
an Olympic pipeline break will do. Its jet fuel being liquid will spread horizontally and rush
downhill. Even with automated shut off the jet fuel could easily result in the burning of
hundreds if not thousands of homes unlike the natural gas pipeline explosion in San Bruno CA
fire which killed 8.
Having personally conducted fire protection testing on the V-22 Osprey, it takes AFFF “A triple

F” (Aqueous Film Forming Foam) to put out a jet fuel fire. And putting out just 40 gallons of jet
fuel is not easy, even with prepositioned and built in fire fighting equipment on our testing pads
it could take 20 minutes to put out 40 gallons. Using water just spreads the fire. AFFF works
great if you have enough of it and there is no wind. Given the size of the Olympic pipeline it is
going to take a lot of AFFF equipped fire trucks at all the local firehouses. The stuff at SEATAC
will be too late to help.
Todd Andersen
425-449-8889
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From: Curt [mailto:curtallred@hush.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 5:48 PM
To: info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org
Cc: eis@cense.org; Curt@hush <curtallred@hush.com>
Subject: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS - Pipeline Safety

To:

Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

From:

Curtis Allred
CENSE member
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA 98006

Subject: Comments on Energize Eastside Phase 1 Draft EIS - Pipeline Safety

Date:

14 March, 2016

The EIS does not adequately address safety issues related to powerline and
pipeline co-location. Pipeline safety issues related to co-located High Voltage AC
(HVAC) lines are serious and well known in the pipeline industry, yet are barely
mentioned in the Draft EIS document.
The EIS must address and provide mitigation for issues raised in the 2 documents
cited below. It must also state the potential for a major disaster, and that the City
of Bellevue has said that it does not have sufficient emergency response
personnel and resources to deal with a pipeline explosion.
Documents:
1. The INGAA document "Criteria for Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric Power Lines"
(http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732) lists five criteria that determine the risk of accelerated corrosion
when pipelines and transmission lines are located in close proximity. When the Olympic pipeline is paired with
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PSE’s proposed transmission line, at least 4 of the 5 risk criteria are raised to the highest level of risk. It
considers a co-location length of 5000 feet or more to be "high risk". The co-location distance for Energize
Eastside power lines and the Olympic Pipeline will be 20 times this high-risk threshold! This seems like a major
red flag that must be addressed by the EIS.

2. Dr. Frank Cheng, an internationally recognized pipeline safety expert created a report "Olympic Pipeline"
(http://cense.org/Olympic%20Pipeline.pdf) which considers the safety risks of putting high voltage transmission
lines so close to petroleum pipelines. He describes 3 mechanisms by which High Voltage AC adversely effects
the integrity and safety of buried pipelines that are collocated with electric power lines, all of which are able to
result in pipeline failures.

___
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From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 7:08 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/Request for clarification
Don Marsh, President of CENSE has repeatedly asked for information from PSE supports PSE’s
assertions about Need. See stream of email messages attached below to this email. Email from Don
Marsh to Jens Nedrud 1/18/16, 1/25/16, 1/26/16 and 1/29/16,
PSE bases, in part, its refusal to provide information upon CEII requirements. Section 1-3, page 1-4.
Citizens cannot assess PSE’s assertions of need without the access to information. The City states it
cannot release the information. See email 2/23/16 message from Carol Helland to Loretta Lopez in email
stream below.
I request that the City of Bellevue, determine a method for providing the information that Don Marsh has
requested in his emails which are forth below.
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member

From: CHelland@bellevuewa.gov [mailto:CHelland@bellevuewa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2016 3:08 PM
To: Loretta Lopez
Subject: RE: PSE Refusal to provide information#2

Apologies Loretta for the delay. The issue that you raised about information sharing was previously
responded to as part of the City Attorney’s reply to Rich Aramburu. Specifically, the City Attorney
included the following information in her October 23, 2015, letter.
4. Access to Critical Energy Infrastructure Information
Stantec plays an important role on the EIS team as reviewer of the utility planning and operations
information associated with PSE’s electrical utility system that is protected as Critical Energy
Infrastructure Information (as such term is defined in 18 C.F.R. 388.113 or as amended, otherwise
known as CEII). The City is precluded from releasing un-redacted utility planning and operation
information protected by federal law, therefore we are unable to comply with your request that we
produce the CEII document related to this project. This does not mean that the information is
unavailable to your clients. The information reviewed by Stantec is available upon request from PSE
with appropriate advance security clearance. PSE has a standardized security screening process in place
to assist in providing access to un-redacted information. We understand that there is some ongoing
disagreement between PSE and CENSE about PSE’s screening process impacting your client’s ability to
access the documents, however the City does not have authority to resolve that disagreement. Parties
interested in reviewing the protected utility planning and operations information associated with PSE’s
electrical utility system, can request a security clearance from NERC.
One of the reasons that Stantec was included on the EIS consultant team was to evaluate the process
utilized by PSE to model operation of their electrical system. Reviewers that are either unable to secure
CEII clearance or unwilling to go through the necessary security steps should review the materials
prepared by Stantec as a component of the development of the DEIS. With respect to the “need”
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question, PSE is a privately held regulated utility, and as such they are responsible for identifying the
objectives they are trying to achieve with their proposed project. That said, I have forwarded to your
comment regarding consultation on to the City Attorney and to Nicholas and Kate.
Regards, Carol
From: Loretta Lopez [mailto:loretta@mstarlabs.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 23, 2016 12:51 PM
To: Helland, Carol <CHelland@bellevuewa.gov>
Subject: RE: PSE Refusal to provide information#2

Carol,
I am checking on whether you received my message below.
Please let me know that you received it.
Loretta
PS I was at the City Council meeting last night. I was surprised to hear Nicolas Matz and Kate Berens
response regarding the issue of Need for PSE project. Their position is that the neither the City nor the
public can question the Need for the project. I suggest that they consult with the City Attorney for
clarification and provide substantive legal support for advice to the City Council.
From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2016 11:01 AM
To: CHelland@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: PSE Refusal to provide information
Carol,
Don Marsh has repeatedly asked for information from PSE. See the stream of email messages
below. PSE has not provided the information.
The information Don Marsh is requesting is necessary for citizens to understand the basis of PSE’s
assertions. The City has a responsibility to require PSE to provide information to support its position that
there is a need for the proposed project.
PSE refusal to respond to Don’s question is unacceptable. PSE cannot assert that its position is true and
expect citizens to accept without question.
We request that you, as the Environmental Coordinator for this EIS, require PSE to respond to Don’s
requests.
Thank you.
Loretta

From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 11:19 AM
To: 'Don Marsh' <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>; Pravitz, Keri <Keri.Pravitz@pse.com>
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Don -
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It is apparent from your response that we are at a point where continued email exchanges are not
helpful. I have done my best to explain complex issues in a way that you can understand, and clearly
that is not working. All the experts agree that the need has been established.

On other issues you may wish to engage in the public process - currently there is a public comment
period for Phase I of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement in which you can participate – please
see the cities’ EnergizeEastsideEIS.org website.

Sincerely,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in
cooperation with Kirkland, Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. The City ofBellevue and the coordinating jurisdictions published the
Phase 1 Draft EIS on Jan. 28, 2016. The public comment period for the Phase 1 Draft EIS ends on Monday, March 14, 2016. For
more information on the EIS and to submit comments to be included as part of the EIS and the public record, please
visitEnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note:
 The City of Bellevue is leading the SEPA EIS process. No comments or questions submitted to Puget
Sound Energy will be considered part of the EIS. To submit comments as part of the EIS, please
visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
 For background information about the Energize Eastside project, please visit pse.com/energizeeastside or refer to
the project's Frequently Asked Questions.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 8:25 AM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens,
Thank you for your lengthy (and quick) response. You have explained a bit of your
methodology. However, there are still some things that are not made clear in your answers or the
studies you mention:
1. Did you or your team personally review each of the 6.25 million contingency cases that you
simulated to determine the system capacity line?
2. If not, how many of the cases were reviewed?
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Was the system capacity determined by the worst case you observed, or did you combine
some number of cases to calculate the capacity?
4. In any system that has a limited capacity, the limit is usually determined by one or two “weak
links.” For example, my car engine may be able to go 100 mph, but if my tires are only rated
for 90 mph, that’s as fast as my car can go. I must ask again, is the system capacity limited by
the two 230 kV transformers that are overloading, or is there some other component of the
system that is limiting the total capacity?
3.

Your answers to these questions are important, because neither PSE, Quanta, Utility System Efficiencies,
nor Stantec has described the methodology used to produce the result. If the need for the project is as
obvious as you claim, and if the methodology is as solid as you imply, then we should be satisfied as
soon as we know these details.
We seem to have different interpretations of the FERC ruling on our complaint. You have focused on
one part of FERC’s ruling, but we think the following conclusion is important: “The record before us
shows that the Energize Eastside Project is located completely within Puget Sound’s service territory, …
and that neither Puget Sound, nor any other eligible party, requested to have the project selected in the
regional transmission plan for purposes of cost allocation; therefore, the project is not subject to the
Order No. 1000 regional approval process.” In other words, FERC dismissed the case at least partly
because the commission lacked jurisdiction. FERC did not say PSE is correct in its assertion that it must
transmit electricity to Canada under all conditions. In fact, FERC seems to think that the project will play
no significant role in regional transmission.
Your email says PSE must participate in “regional power flows” that are not optional. Your consultant,
Mark Williamson, told the Newcastle Planning Commission that the project has nothing to do
with Canada, and that there are better ways to transmit energy to Canada than pushing it through the
Eastside. Can you explain these apparent contradictions?
It is also puzzling to us that you seem unaware that the NERC Reliability Coordinator headquartered
in Vancouver, Washington would cut power flows to Canada within minutes if an N-1-1 emergency
occurred during peak winter loads. Do you assert that the coordinators responsible for grid reliability
would force you to overload your transformers to continue transmitting a large flow of electricity
to Canada when it isn’t required to keep lights on in British Columbia?
Sincerely,
Don Marsh
From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]

Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 4:24 PM
To: 'Don Marsh' <don.m.marsh@hotmail.com>; Pravitz, Keri <Keri.Pravitz@pse.com>
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Don,
I am sorry you do not think we have answered your questions; I do know that we have discussed these
very issues with you and your CENSE colleagues several times. Perhaps this is a case of not
understanding the answers. Therefore, in an effort to explain our answers to you again, I have
addressed each question below.
Question 1: “Is this capacity determined by adding the capacities of the two 230/115 kV transformers that
would serve the Eastside in the event of an N-1-1 outage of the other two transformers?”
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ANSWER: The simple, non-technical answer is No. The system capacity lines on the graph were NOT

determined by the ratings of the two 230 kV transformers. They were determined from power flow studies as a
result of simulating approximately 6.25 million contingencies. As we have previously discussed, the “system
capacity” or “level of concern” shown on the graph relates to system performance primarily under N-1-1 or N-2
contingency conditions as required by federal mandates. After my colleagues met with John Merrill and Steve
O’Donnell some time ago, you even acknowledged your understanding of this in emails you exchanged with us.

The system capacity range of 688 MW to 708 MW is based on power flow studies. PSE’s power flow
studies are conducted pursuant to mandatory federal regulations with the assistance of nationally
recognized system planning experts using industry established study protocols. There is no simple
“adding” of nameplate capacities of transformers in power flows studies. Power flow equations are
non-linear which requires a numerical iterative solution to solve such equations. The equations use
complex numbers (vectors), which include magnitudes and phase angles in determining the power
flows.
Also, your continued insistence that PSE can eliminate the power flows to Canada shows your
misunderstanding of electric system planning and its mandatory regulations. All regional power flows
are included in the base cases from WECC and ColumbiaGrid. They are required to be included in PSE’s
load flow studies, as the electrical system serving the Eastside is part of the regionally integrated electric
system. It is not optional. We have explained this to you numerous times and FERC agreed with our
methodology in dismissing your complaint regarding our planning process.
Question 2: “…is about the “Customer Demand” level shown at approximately 580 MW in 2014. Is this

number based on a measurement of the demand on the two transformers calculated by a load flow simulation
of the N-1-1 contingency? Or is it the summation of loads on individual Eastside substations?”
ANSWER: The 2014 customer demand value is NOT based on loads on the remaining two 230 kV
transformers or the summation of loads on substation transformers. Customer Demand value is
a forecasted value; please note the chart is labeled as “Customer Demand Forecast.” As we have explained
multiple times, PSE’s corporate load forecast process has been performed for many years and the results have
served PSE customers well. Our forecasts are a complex econometric model that takes into account not just
historical data but a variety of other inputs, such as information about regional and national economic growth,
demographic changes, weather, prices, seasonality, and other customer usage and behavior factors. Growth
data used in the studies were primarily provided by third party agencies, such as the PSRC and Eastside
jurisdictions. The usage data appropriate to producing a valid electric load forecast is incorporated, along with
all other appropriate forecasting data, in the PSE load forecast. The same data has been reviewed
by Bellevue’s consultant, Utility System Efficiencies, Inc. (USE), as part of the “Independent Technical Analysis
of Energize Eastside” commissioned by Bellevue for reviewing the project. The result of their analysis is
consistent with PSE’s load forecasts and confirmed the need for the project.

To explain further, the data is split: Actuals in winter 2013-14 and Forecasted in winter 2014-15. You can
see this more clearly in USE’s report, page 33, Figure 6.19. Due to the split, PSE considers the graph you
have attached for 2014 Customer Demand Forecast as a Forecast, and is labeled as such. To clarify
further, actuals for 2013 and before are noted in USE’s Report on page 33. It is the actual peak loadings
of substations on the Eastside. The specific list of substations and their peak loadings is confidential.
I cannot emphasize enough, the Forecasted customer demand is what we are required to use in meeting
our mandatory federal planning requirements. Your list of questions regarding electric system planning
and customer demand forecast leads me to believe you misunderstand the regulatory requirements
regarding how utilities study and plan electric power systems. You appear to be confusing the
operation of the electric system with planning of the electric system. PSE is required to comply with
mandatory planning standards, which includes planning to Forecasted numbers. Independently, PSE’s
electrical operations department operates the system on a day-to-day basis based on actual conditions
and expected load levels.
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Regarding your request for experts to see the data and results, this has been accomplished. Multiple
experts in power system engineering and transmission planning have reviewed, studied and confirmed
the need for this project. Five total studies have been completed, three of which were publically
funded. USE, Bellevue’s analyst, was one of those five and not only reviewed PSE’s studies (as
mentioned previously in this response) but also performed studies of their own which showed there was
a clear need for the project, and even if you change some of the assumptions, there are still overloads.
As previously stated, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), dismissed your complaint and
determined that PSE complied with the mandatory federal requirements in evaluating the Energize
Eastside project. In short, the experts have reviewed the studies and confirmed that the project is
needed.
I truly hope this provides some clarity for you.
Sincerely,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in
cooperation with Kirkland, Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. For more information on the EIS, please
visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note: Inquiries made to Puget Sound Energy will not be included as part of the EIS process.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 10:11 AM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens,
Your reply did not answer our specific questions.
We are asking to what extent the system capacity line is determined by the ratings of the two
operational transformers. We are also asking what the 2014 customer demand value is based on: loads
on the remaining two 230 kV transformers or the summation of loads on substation transformers?
The answers to these questions are not contained in your previous replies or the studies you
mentioned. Bellevue’s analyst, USE, performed a load flow study that showed four of the five overloads
identified in the Quanta study were eliminated if 1,500 MW of energy transmitted to Canada were
removed from the study assumptions. Other than that interesting finding, USE only examined
the process used to produce the Eastside Needs Assessment, not the underlying data. Stantec
performed no independent analysis of the data, but again rubber-stamped the process.
The questions we ask are practically the most basic questions that one can ask about this graph. They
should not be hard to answer.
The ratepayers who will pay nearly a billion dollars for this project over the next 40 years deserve to
understand the case you are making for the need. If you believe the data and the methodology are too
complex for us to understand, you must allow our experts to verify that.
Please respond more precisely or grant our experts clearance to see your data.
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Sincerely,
Don Marsh
From: Nedrud, Jens V [mailto:jens.nedrud@pse.com]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 12:43 PM
To: 'Don Marsh'; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Don,
Perfect timing, I was just hitting send on my response. Regarding your latest inquiry, our team has
provided responses to these same questions for you in the past; the answers have not changed.
As we previously told you, the “system capacity” or “level of concern” shown on the graph relates to
system performance primarily under N-1-1 or N-2 conditions as required as part of the federal
mandates. The N-1-1 and N-2 system capacity level is dependent on system conditions and system
topology as it is anticipated to exist at the time of modeled contingencies. This is explained in the Needs
Assessment. The usage data appropriate to producing a valid electric load forecast is incorporated,
along with all other appropriate forecasting data, in the PSE load forecast. The same data has been
reviewed by Bellevue’s consultant U.S.E. as part of the “Independent Technical Analysis of Energize
Eastside” commissioned by Bellevue for reviewing the project. The result of their analysis is consistent
with PSE’s load forecasts and confirmed the need for the project.
And, as we have previously advised you many times, the customer demand you ask about is “Customer
Demand Forecast.” PSE’s corporate load forecast process has been performed for many years and the
results have served PSE customers well. As we have discussed before, the process utilizes historic data
and the latest information available at the time as well as captures achievable conservation potential.
Growth data used in the studies were primarily provided by third party agencies, such as the PSRC and
Eastside jurisdictions. PSE’s studies are conducted pursuant to mandatory federal regulations with the
assistance of nationally recognized system planning experts using industry established study
protocols. As you also may know, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission confirmed this in its ruling
in dismissing CENSE’s complaint and stating PSE complied with the transmission planning responsibilities
in proposing and evaluating the Energize Eastside Project.
The need for Energize Eastside has not changed; the need is driven by PSE’s responsibility to comply
with federal rules. Five studies have been completed – two by PSE and three by independent
consultants – that all confirm the need for the Energize Eastside project.
Respectfully,
Jens
Jens Nedrud, P.E.

Senior Project Manager
PUGET SOUND ENERGY
PO Box 97034, EST03W, Bellevue, WA 98009
d (425) 462-3818 | c (425) 533-5307 | jens.nedrud@pse.com
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The Energize Eastside project is undergoing environmental review, which includes preparation of a Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The City of Bellevue is leading the EIS process in
cooperation with Kirkland, Newcastle, Redmond and Renton. For more information on the EIS, please
visit EnergizeEastsideEIS.org.
Please note: Inquiries made to Puget Sound Energy will not be included as part of the EIS process.
From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 12:39 PM
To: Nedrud, Jens V; Pravitz, Keri
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: RE: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens and Energize Eastside team,
Seven days ago, I sent you two basic questions about a graph showing the Eastside Customer Demand
Forecast. This is the graph PSE has been used to illustrate the need for Energize Eastside for the past
two years. It still appears on the Energize Eastsidewebsite
today: http://www.energizeeastside.com/need.
I am puzzled why I haven’t received a response. No acknowledgment of my email. No estimate of when
you will provide answers. Just silence.
Since this graph is fundamental to our understanding of the project need, it is important for people to
know what they’re looking at. We need a level of transparency and critical review that has not yet
happened. We have asked PSE to allow well-qualified industry experts engaged by CENSE to examine
your data and verify that the need exists. Only then can we be satisfied that this project (or a less
expensive, less damaging alternative) benefits the Eastside.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org

From: Don Marsh [mailto:don.m.marsh@hotmail.com]
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2016 8:49 AM
To: 'Nedrud, Jens V'; 'Pravitz, Keri'
Cc: council@bellevuewa.gov; BMiyake@bellevuewa.gov; MKBerens@bellevuewa.gov
Subject: Two questions regarding Eastside need

Dear Jens and Energize Eastside team,
In preparation for the release of the Draft EIS later this week, we have two basic questions regarding the
Eastside Customer Demand Forecast. I am copying council members and the city manager on this email,
so we can all appreciate the timeliness and thoroughness of your response.
Our first question is about the “System Capacity” line shown at approximately 700 MW in this graph:
Is this capacity determined by adding the capacities of the two 230/115 kV transformers that would
serve the Eastside in the event of an N-1-1 outage of the other two transformers?
Our second question is about the “Customer Demand” level shown at approximately 580 MW in
2014. Is this number based on a measurement of the demand on the two transformers calculated by a
load flow simulation of the N-1-1 contingency? Or is it the summation of loads on individual Eastside
substations? If so, which substations were included in this summation? Were those loads measured on
a particular date, or calculated as a peak or average of some number of samples?
We seek timely answers to these questions of methodology because we have a limited time to comment
on the Draft EIS after it is issued this week. As you know, this phase of the EIS establishes the need for
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the project and the viability and desirability of project alternatives. Transparent information is needed
so that all stakeholders can be sure we are appropriately addressing our need for reliable power and
properly evaluating solutions that maximize cost effectiveness and environmental responsibility.
Sincerely,
Don Marsh, President
CENSE.org
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From: John Merrill [mailto:john@merrillimages.com]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 6:58 PM
To: Energize Eastside EIS <info@energizeeastsideeis.org>
Cc: Don Marsh <donmarsh@cense.org>; John Merrill <john@merrillimages.com>
Subject: DEIS Comments by John Merrill of CENSE
Dear Ms. Bedwell,
My comments on the DEIS for Energize Eastside are attached. It is just before 7 pm on Monday March
14, 2016. Please reply to this email to acknowledge receipt of my comments prior to the midnight
deadline for DEIS comments.
Thank you for your efforts and this opportunity to comment.
John Merrill
CENSE Board Member

---------------------------------------------------------------------

John Merrill DEIS Comments re Puget Sound Energy Proposed Eastside Transmission Lines
March 14, 2016
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on an issue that is very high stakes for the future of the
Eastside. I am a member of the Coalition of Eastside Neighborhoods for Sensible Energy (CENSE.org) and
live at 4800 134th Place SE in Bellevue. My comments extend to all members of CENSE.
CENSE’s Vision
CENSE envisions an Eastside energy future that embraces our community’s values rather than clinging to
an outdated alternative of the past which is not aligned with our values. The Eastside can and should be
a leader in implementing modern energy solutions that reflect our high-tech community, reinforce the
livability of our neighborhoods, are safe and reliable and enhance our environment. These values make
the Eastside a wonderful place to live and work and provide our business community with a competitive
advantage to recruit and retain the best employees. The Eastside gets so many growth issues right; we
can also have a bright energy future aligned with our values.
High Level Comparison of Alternatives 2 and 1A
Alternative/Choice Alternative 2: Integrated Resources *
Criteria
Desirability as
Enhances community attractiveness
place to work/live
Technology
Uses modern technologies aligned
with our high-tech community values
Reliability
Proven in communities across the U.S.
Safety

Safe

Environmental
Impact

Benign *
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Alternative 1A – Proposed Overhead
Lines
Degrades the attractiveness of our
community
Uses outdated “dinosaur technology”
Exceeds Federal industry standard
requirements
Increases risk of catastrophic fire for 18
miles
Significant negative impacts
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Appropriate size
Alignment

Incremental capacity increases over
time
Aligned with community values
*- With modifications (explained
below)

Grossly oversized
Unaligned

General Comments on the DEIS:










We now have new information provided by Lauckhart and Schffman, two unassailably qualified
experts in determining the timing for and quantity of need for new electrical infrastructure,
which shows the Eastside has ample time to plan for and incrementally implement forwardthinking solutions to the Eastside’s energy future rather than rushing into an inferior solution
which has much greater impacts.
The DEIS asserts that the need for Alternative 1A is justified because PSE used the industry
standard methodology for determining need. This is false. Alternative 1A greatly exceeds the
industry standard. It goes far beyond Federal minimum requirements which are the industry
standard. It greatly exceeds the industry standard test of reliability by imposing not only the
industry standard Federal N-1-1 outage criteria but further burdens the system with additional
equipment outages, lower than standard component capacities and a significantly increased
flow of power to non-Eastside customers, among other stressors.
The Lauckhart Schiffman study shows unequivocally that the timing for and amount of need is
not established. The EIS process must be corrected for this fundamental deficiency. Until such
time as the timing for and amount of need is established through a transparent, fair and
accurate process, the basis for the DEIS as written is invalid and any conclusions of the EIS
process are, unfortunately, invalid.
Puget Sound Energy’s (PSE) 19 criteria listed in Chapter 2 are un-vetted by any unbiased and
expert authority on the provision of a reliable supply of electricity to power the growth of the
Eastside. PSE’s assertion, for instance, that any selected alternative must be implementable by a
2018 timeframe is simply untrue and unnecessary. (Although Alternative 2 could do so.) PSE’s
project criteria, along with the way that Alternatives 2 and 3 are characterized, appear
purposely designed to preclude serious consideration of more aligned solutions to the Eastside’s
actual needs. The argument that the Lead Agency or EIS Consultant has no responsibility to
question the proponent’s specifications of need and the project criteria of acceptable
alternatives is highly questionable. If for instance, PSE proposed to build an above ground 500kV
transmission line through downtown Bellevue which required a 200 foot wide right of way
through the Downtown Park and the demolition of 20 high-rise buildings, the City of Bellevue as
lead agency would certainly both seriously question the need as well as acceptable criteria for
alternatives. The bias toward the proponent’s preferred alternative shown by the Lead Agency’s
blind acceptance of PSE’s definition of need and 19 project criteria, tragically, makes a mockery
of the entire EIS process and further invalidates its conclusions.
The lead agency has put the EIS team in a very difficult position by instructing the EIS team to
proceed as if the timing for and quantity of need were credibly established. The City of Bellevue
as lead agency must change the EIS process to credibly establish both the timing for and
quantity of need before any EIS analysis can be considered valid. Unfortunately, at least some of
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the large amount of work that the EIS consultant team has obviously put into the Phase 1 DEIS
will likely need to be redone when the timing of and quantity of need is accurately established.
The definition, characterization and analysis of Alternative 2 is inaccurate, outdated and biased.
For instance, to insist that 3 small peaking plants are a necessary component rather than one
larger one or none at all and the inclusion of such a large battery storage facility both show
either ignorance about these types facilities or willful bias against Alternative 2. Alternative 2, or
a new Alternative, must be corrected by an expert in the field of 21st Century grid solutions to
reflect both expertise in this relatively new field and up to date information. Alternative 2, or a
new Alternative, should be changed to reflect recommendations of a consultant like EQL Energy
which has relevant expertise and experience with 21st Century grid solutions that is not yet
represented on the EIS team.
A modified Alternative 2, or a new alternative, which reflects best practices in the
implementation of 21st Century grid solutions, would both satisfy the need, even that which is
used as the basis for the Phase 1 DEIS, and have the lowest environmental impacts of any
alternative (perhaps other than no action). The Lauckhart Schiffman study shows unequivocally
that the Eastside has time to incrementally implement forward-thinking solutions to the
Eastside’s energy future rather than implementing an oversized, outdated technology which has
far greater impacts.
The lack of a permit application with a specific design of Alternative 1A by the project proponent
renders meaningful Phase 1 evaluation impossible. For instance, the absence of the locations of
the proposed poles relative to the existing fuel pipelines makes evaluation of safety subject to
so much uncertainty as to be meaningless. We also do not know with certainty whether or not
PSE would remove the existing 115kV system under Alternative 1A and the high likelihood that
the old lines will remain indefinitely are not assessed in the DEIS. The ultimate width of the right
of way under Alternative 1A and the potentially huge number of homes that will have to be
destroyed are likewise unknown and thus the devastating impacts of widening the right of way
cannot be adequately analyzed. Thus the DEIS is premature and its conclusions further
compromised. The lack of detailed analysis of these major impacts in a glaring deficiency that
can only be remedied after the proponent provides detailed design specifications.
The DEIS does not adequately assess the safety of co-locating Alternative 1A with hazardous
liquid transport pipelines. Numerous experts warn against the proximity of these two conflicting
right of way uses and the risks have not been identified properly let alone analyzed in detail. The
DEIS says that current regulations regarding pipeline safety are adequate to protect adjacent
homeowners and their families. This is inadequate given that pipeline explosions and fires
happen regularly in the presence of pipeline safety rules and the existing rules are not well
enforced. For instance, in 2010 Texas had rules designed to prevent catastrophic conflicts
between fuels pipelines and electrical infrastructure which did not prevent the death of 3
workmen installing transmission line poles. The first responders could not get within ½ mile of
the victims for over an hour because the heat from the flames was so intense. If this accident
had occurred in a neighborhood like those on the Eastside adjacent to the route of Alternative
1A, hundreds of deaths would have resulted and the fire and police departments would have
been helpless to prevent them.
The DEIS all but ignores the fact that Alternative 1 would encourage the use of more electricity
leading to more environmental impact both locally and elsewhere whereas a modified
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Alternative 2 would decrease the use of electricity and reduce environmental impacts. Not
evaluating the impacts of other pollutants from electricity production including acid gases,
heavy metals and particulates is a glaring omission.
Other Alternatives: There are other and better alternatives which must be added to the Phase 1
analysis, including but not limited to:







A modified Alternative 3 without miles of new wires. Relatively simple transformers additions
and associated upgrades at Talbot Hill and/or Sammamish substations and possibly replacing
existing conductors as needed would increase peak capacity by approximately 200MW. This
would satisfy even PSE’s exaggerated statement of need. It is also standard industry practice to
run 230kV circuits on poles approximately the same height as the existing 115kV poles to
replace one of the two existing circuits. In fact, PSE has such dual voltage circuits running side by
side just north of Sammamish.
A combination of pieces of a modified Alternative 3, as described above, and portions of
Alternative 2 would best serve the Eastside’s needs with the least impacts.
PSE’s 2015 Integrated Resource Plan shows that PSE plans to build several hundred MW of new
gas-fired generation in Western Washington beginning in 2021. As stated above, the Lauckhart
Schiffman report shows we have plenty of capacity until then. The addition of just 200 MW of
additional capacity at 115kV would satisfy even PSE’s exaggerated statement of local need.
Flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) control devices – as described in the EQL paper
attached would keep our existing 115kV system from overloading eliminating the need to
supplement it for many years while still providing reliable service.

Comments on specific parts of the DEIS:
Chapter 1 Introduction and Summary
1.1 Alternative 1A is grossly oversized to serve even PSE’s exaggerated estimate of need over the next
several decades. PSE asserts that the need in the next 10 years is 133 MW (Section 1.3) and the longer
term need is roughly 200 MW. (note this is an exaggeration of need given this estimate of need greatly
exceeds industry standard criteria.) Yet the installation of a single new transformer, utilizing only 1 of 2
new circuits on Alternative 1A, would increase capacity by roughly 350 MW. Alternative 1A could easily
double increased capacity to 700 MW by energizing the second circuit at 230kV and adding a 6 th
transformer to the system. That would increase peak capacity by 100%. The conductors PSE has
specified for the 2 new circuits on Alternative 1A would actually support the addition of a total of 8 new
like-sized transformers before the conductor capacity was exceeded. Thus Alternative 1A would actually
increase peak capacity by approximately 400% if fully utilized. This is grossly out of scale with even PSE’s
exaggerated estimate of local need but greatly increases PSE’s contribution to the capacity of the
regional grid to serve non-local customers including Canada. Again, this is grossly out of scale with local
need.
Table 1-2 Construction Impacts Comparison shows that the DEIS concludes that Alternative 1A (Alt 1A)
has negligible or minor impacts on Earth, Green House Gas Emissions, Plants and Animals, Energy and
Natural Resources, Environmental Health, Land Use and Housing, and Views and Visual Resources. This
is a gross understatement of the actual impacts. All these categories should show Significant Impacts for
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Alt 1A. To say that the impacts of Alt 1A is equal to the impacts of No Action or Alt 2 does not pass the
common sense test. For instance, it is makes no sense to equate the Earth impact of 18 miles of heavy
construction to the impact of Alt 2 if Alt 2 is correctly characterized without peaker plants.
1.3 The Stantec memorandum, which purportedly supports PSE’s assertion of need, is not included in
the DEIS as advertised. This memo is apparently an important basis of the DEIS determination of need.
Without the opportunity to review and verify this memo, it is impossible for reviewers of the DEIS to
concur. In the absence of this memo, the need cannot be determined to be established. By not including
this memo, the DEIS reinforces the impression that the review team is biased toward the proponents
preferred alternative.
The electrical load growth rate of 2.4% per year used by PSE in its determination of need appears highly
exaggerated. PSE and the DEIS state that it is based upon 3 factors: a population increase of 1.2 % per
year, an employment increase of 2.1 percent per year and the addition of “block loads” from proposed
construction projects. The population increase rate is based on a credible, independent forecast from
the Puget Sound Regional Council, however, the job growth rate forecast was done by PSE and lacks
transparency and thus credibility. Moreover, including “block loads” double counts both the effects of
population and employment growth depending on whether the block loads are residential or office
buildings. To be credible, the methodology must be transparent and independently verified by experts.
The largest fallacy in the load growth rate projection, however, is the completely unsupported assertion
that lower growth rates in both population and job growth could somehow increase electricity use at a
greater rate than either of them. This flies in the face of common sense when one understands that
peak per capita electricity use, both at home and at work is falling - largely because energy conservation,
such as switching to LED bulbs, greater use of energy efficient home appliances and increasing use of
lower power computers and office equipment. More and more homeowners and businesses are also
switching from electric space heat furnaces and electric hot water heaters as the price of natural gas
continues at historic lows. PSE's assertion that peak electricity use is growing twice as fast as population
and faster than employment growth has no rational basis and must be independently vetted before it
can be used to justify the need for any alternative in the EIS.
1.6 Paragraph 3 is totally disingenuous in that it implies that only Alternative 1 meets PSE’s 19 project
criteria as Alternatives 2 and 3 only “address the objectives sufficiently enough to be reasonable for
consideration” in Phase 1 of the DEIS, but by inference not in Phase 2. This reinforces the conclusion
that the DEIS is designed to support only PSE’s proposal and eliminate all other alternatives. This does
not serve the intent or purpose of an EIS when there in fact are other viable alternatives.
1.12.1 PSE's need evaluation process has NOT been conducted according to industry standards. The
evaluation criteria used by PSE and its consultants greatly exceed the standards required by NERC and
WECC and are not standard in the industry. The load flow simulations run by PSE and subsequently by its
consultants and Utility Systems Efficiencies go well beyond federal and regional reliability requirements
which are the industry norm. For instance, PSE's and its consultants load flow studies simulate not just
the required N-1-1 situation, which is the industry standard wherein two critical pieces of equipment fail
sequentially during a rare peak demand event as required by NERC and WECC. The PSE studies go far
beyond the requirement by taking another approximately 8 pieces of critical equipment (Western
Washington gas-fired generators, some of which are "peaking plants" designed and built specifically to
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run during peak demand hours) offline IN ADDITION TO the required and industry standard N-1-1
equipment outages. In addition to this non-industry-standard simulation of a highly unrealistic "N-1-1-8"
event, PSE and its consultants further stress an already highly compromised system by subjecting it to a
huge flow of power to Canada. (There is no firm contract to deliver power to Canada during a peak
demand event on the Eastside and PSE has not produced any evidence that there is such an obligation.)
The simulation of an N-1-1-8 event, with or without the added stress of enormous power flows to
Canada, is not "in accordance with industry standards for utility planning" as asserted in the DEIS. In its
load flow modelling, PSE apparently also incorrectly used summer ratings for the remaining operating
transformers during the winter peak event simulation. This yet further stresses the system reducing its
ability to adequately handle load. Thus the need for any alternative, other than no action, is not yet
established. The need must be transparently established in accordance with industry standard practices
(i.e., based on NERC and WECC minimum requirements of an N-1-1 event during peak demand hours
alone) without additional, non-standard stresses modeled on the system before the Phase II DEIS
scoping can proceed.

Chapter 4 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Alternatives 1 A, C and D would have a very significant impact on GHG emissions (GHGs). With regard to
construction, the metal extraction from the earth, transportation of ore, manufacture of metal,
fabrication of metal, and shipping of the rebar, conductors and towers would emit significant quantities
of Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions as well as the installation.
With regard to operation, the DEIS ignores the relationship between the production of electricity using
carbon-intensive fuels and the construction of Alt 1. Alt 1 encourages the use of both local and distant
carbon-intensive generation plants like Colstrip whereas Alt 2 would actually decrease the amount of
electricity used from all sources. Alt 1A is an enabler of PSE’s plans, as documented in its 2015
Integrated Resource Plan, to build hundreds of megawatts of new gas-fired, carbon intensive generators
beginning in 2021 and prolong the life of Colstrip. For instance, without the construction of an Alt 1,
which would be treated as a sunk cost in an economic analysis of new gas-fired generators, new gasfired generators would not be built because they would not be a least cost source of power. Colstrip
might even be shut down sooner if Alt 1 is not implemented. Simply put, if these fossil fuel-fired plants
were burdened with the cost of transmission, they would not be built or their life extended. Thus the
impacts of any of the Alt 1 options must account for the increase in electricity use they enable. The
amount of new or existing carbon intensive generation capacity they enable is at least 1000 MW.
1000MW capacity is the difference between the 1500 MW of Canadian flow in the PSE load flow studies
used to justify the need for Alt 1 and the 500 MW of Canadian flow in the PSE base case and Lauckhart
Schiffman studies.
4.5.3.1.2 The implicit assertion that only the production of concrete and not the production of steel,
aluminum and other metals does not produce GHGs in significant quantities is simply wrong. The
extraction and production of metals is extremely energy intensive and produces huge quantities of
GHGs. To include the impacts of production of battery storage components under 4.5.4.4.2 but not the
impacts of production of components of Alt 1 shows bias for Alt 1 and must be corrected.
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Ignoring the significant production of GHGs from these activities directly caused by Alt 1A biases the
analysis against Alternative 2, which absent peaker plant which are not needed in an effective
Integrated Resource solution, produce little to no GHGs.
4.5.3.1.3 In general, the use of the State quantitative criteria for determining GHG impacts is inadequate
and misleading given the negligible impacts from a corrected Alt 2 which does not require peaker plants
and only small storage amounts. Alt 2 can and should rely primarily on energy efficiency, conservation,
demand side management and non-impactful distributed energy resources. The DEIS analysis and
results imply that the impacts of Alt 2 are somehow in the same ballpark as the other alternatives,
especially Alt 1A, which is entirely biased and misleading.
The statement that 44 acres of forested land “under a worst case scenario” would be deforested is not
adequately supported. First it is less than half of the roughly 110 acres that would have to be added to
the 100 foot right of way for expansion by 50 feet. Second, the assertion that the expansion would have
to be only 50 feet is not adequately supported elsewhere in the EIS. The actual expansion required may
be 100 feet or more in order to provide adequate separation of Alt 1A and the two high-pressure fuel
lines as well as the 115kV lines in the existing right of way. The described impacts are not worst case.
4.6.4.4 No peaking capacity is needed for Alt 2 to satisfy the need, even though PSE’s quantification of
need is overstated. It is misleading to included peaking plants in Alt 2 in the first place, let alone to
include a moderate impact “warranting mitigation” to color people’s impression of Alt 2.
4.9 The conclusion that none of the alternatives would significantly impact GHG emissions, as stated
above, ignores the cause-effect relationship between Alt 1 and the generation of more carbon fuelgenerated electricity as well as the construction of up to 1000 MW of new carbon intensive generation
capacity. This is a glaring defect in the analysis and must be corrected by experts who understand these
relationships and their consequences for GHGs and other impacts.

Chapter 7 Energy and Natural Resources
The assertion in the side bar in 7.1 that Alt 2 would lead to Eastside generation of non-renewable power
rests on the faulty characterization of Alt 2. Alt 2 does not require new Eastside peaking capacity to be
an effective solution to even PSE’s exaggerated quantification of need. Moreover, if Alt 1 is built, fossil
fuels will be burned and water consumed and contaminated somewhere else to satisfy the increased
demand for electricity it enables and it is wrong to ignore distant impacts. The impacts of PSE’s Colstrip
plant for instance are ignored. The fact remains that Alt 2 would reduce demand for energy and Alt 1
would significantly increase both capacity of and demand for electrical energy.
7.6.3 and 7.6.4 Again, the assertion that Alt 1A would not lead to additional need for new power
generation or additional use of resources is not supported and ignores the cause-effect relationship
between the construction of transmission and the construction of new and increased use of existing
resource-intensive generators. This relationship must be adequately analyzed by experts who
understand these relationships and their consequences. Alt 1 would enable the construction of up to
1000MW of new generation and the attendant energy resource use impacts.
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Chapter 10
10.7.3.1.2 Alt 1A does not comply with King County, Redmond and Kirkland policies or regulations that
specifically prohibit co-locating new or expanded transmission lines with hazardous material pipelines.
The reasons for this prohibition should be analyzed and an in-depth assessment of risk to neighboring
communities included in the DEIS. The feasibility of Alt 1A is questionable given these regulations.
10.7.3.1.1 The DEIS states that Alternative 1A could require up to 327 acres of housing, businesses and
other land uses to be condemned and demolished for use as a utility corridor. It also states that at a
minimum an additional 50 feet width of adjacent property would have to be added to the existing right
of way. This would be an additional approximately 109 acres of housing and businesses that would have
to be cleared of structures and trees. This analysis likely underestimates the amount of land required
because it does not contain an analysis of how far away from the hazardous material pipelines the new
lines must be built. If either of the two pipelines in the existing right of way are near the edge of the
existing right of way, the proposed transmission lines in Alt 1A would, to be safe, have to be located at
least 50 feet away. And to that 50 feet another 50 or so feet would have to be cleared of houses and
other structures in order to maintain sufficient clearance from the new power lines. The current analysis
is also inadequate because it does not include a discussion of the number of homes, businesses, other
structures and trees which would have to be torn or cut down. For instance, if the average housing lot
size along the right of way is 1/3 of an acre, the addition of 109 acres of additional right of way could
require the condemnation and removal of up to 327 homes which is equivalent to every home located
on one side or the other of the existing right of way. To obscure this impact in the fine print of such a
long document and to label the impact of this amount of dislocation and trauma to the communities
along the right of way anything less than beyond significant is untruthful and disingenuous at best.
10.7.1.4 The cost discussion and analysis provided is totally inadequate because it relies entirely on only
one out-of-date study which may or may not be relevant to property values in this particular location.
The analysis contains no evidence that the study is applicable to the Eastside. Real estate values are
widely known to depend on location, location, location yet the analysis makes no attempt to enlist the
knowledge and expertise of local real estate experts. This must be done, otherwise the analysis is
inadequate.

Documents Incorporated By Reference
1. Lauckhart Schiffman Load Flow Study
2. The Best Alternative document by EQL Energy
3. Alternatives To Energize Eastside by EQL Energy
4. Grow Eastside Smart Transmission Project Local Economic Study Request Oct 31, 2015 (Flexible
AC transmission system (FACTS) control devices) by EQL Energy
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CENSE - Energize Eastside DEIS Comments 3/14/16
From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 8:23 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/City review of process
The DEIS states that the purpose of this EIS is not to determine whether the project is needed, but to
confirm that the methods used to define the need are consistent with industry standards and generally
accepted methods. After determining that PSE’s evaluation process has been conducted according to
industry standards, the lead agency and the partner cities… Section 1.12.1, page 1-56.
Does this statement mean that the Cities only reviewed the process but not the actual data? And if the
data was reviewed who reviewed it? The City of Bellevue does not have anyone on its staff who has the
technical expertise to review the data.
The DEIS continues and states that the Cities have worked to understand the nature of the need that
PSE has identified and to look broadly at the possible alternatives that could address the need. Section
1.12.1, page 1-56.
The citizens also want to understand the nature of the need in order to review alternatives. The City
of Bellevue, as the lead agency, has refused to allow the citizens the ability to understand the need.
I request that the City of Bellevue, as lead agency, facilitate and require the release of information from
PSE. The City continues to assert that PSE is a private company and it (City) cannot regulate PSE. PSE
plans to use our community to build the lines it chooses. It is unacceptable that PSE could possibly do so
without questions. The City staff is not asking questions so the citizens must.
What is the source of authority that the City of Bellevue has no authority to require PSE to answer
questions about it assertion of need?
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
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CENSE - Energize Eastside DEIS Comments 3/14/16
From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 8:05 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/NW 7th Power Plan

The DEIS states that PSE has determined that there is a deficiency in electrical
transmission capacity and that the PSE proposed project of building 18 miles of 230KV
transmission lines is the solution. Page 1-1
The City and PSE refuse to acknowledge that that growth and demand will not be as
great at PSE asserts.
Recently, the Northwest’s official power planning agency – the Northwest Power and
Conservation Council -- conducts a fresh assessment of the region’s long-term
electricity needs and issues a blueprint for meeting them. This year the Council released
the 7th Northwest Power Plan https://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/powerplan/7/home/
This plan establishes that the need for power can be met with a combination of demand
response, conservation, new technology.
Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
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CENSE - Energize Eastside DEIS Comments 3/14/16
From: Loretta Lopez
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2016 8:33 PM
To: 'HBedwell@bellevuewa.gov'; 'info@EnergizeEastsideEIS.org'
Subject: Comments to DEIS PROPOSED PSE Project/January 28 DEIS/Findings
The DEIS states the findings from this Phase 1 Draft EIS will and comments received on it will be used to
help outline proposed alternatives for inclusion in the Phase 2 (project level ) Draft EIS. Section 1.13 page
1-57.
What if citizens do not agree with the findings that will be issued after Phase 1? What remedy does the
community have to take issue with the findings?

Loretta Lopez
13419 NE 33rd Lane
Bellevue Wa 98005
Bridle Trails Community Club, Vice President
CENSE Member
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Conquest
Jessica Conquest
FW: Energize Eastside EIS- Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment Summary Available
Friday, April 22, 2016 8:23:05 AM

From: Jodi Maldonado [mailto:jlosek@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, April 22, 2016 8:12 AM
To: Energize Eastside EIS
Subject: Re: Energize Eastside EIS- Phase 1 Draft EIS Comment Summary Available

Here is my 2nd version of my comment from the Phase 1 draft:
I am against this project. According to some research there is need for this project and
according to other research there is no need. I do not think that the neighborhoods (people and
wildlife) need to suffer with tearing down trees, removing wooded poles that the woodpeckers
spend lots of time on (they are now going to live on our houses), and how unsafe it is to put
these metal poles next to the pipeline. There needs to be alternative methods and ideas, such
as constructing these near main highways or roads and away from neighborhoods. According
to the draft, you may need to tear down peoples homes. How can you justify tearing down a
home of the elderly, disabled, or parents of a new baby? PSE, you need to come up with
better alternatives.
Thanks,
Jodi Maldonado
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Response to Phase lDraft EIS, Energize Eastside
Alicejean (AJ) Sutey 8117 128th Ave. SE Newcastle, WA 98056
My husband and I purchase our home in Newcastle's Olympus neighborhood over 20 years ago. We
love our views of Cougar Mountain, the Cascade foothills and, sometimes, Mt. Rainier. Our
neighborhood is a wonderful mix of cultures and people - it's a peaceful, warm and pretty place. We
have worked very hard to make our home, yard and garden our retreat...a haven where we can grow
very, very old.
Energize Eastside, Alternative lA, will change a great deal of all that we love about our retreat and our
neighborhood character. Our home is directly across the street from the houses whose backyards face
the Olympic pipeline and the current llSKV transmission lines. In addition to the sadness of losing the
entire row of neighbors on that side of our street due to required Alt. lA home buy-outs, we will be
forced to look out on a bleak void ... a long linear scar... a permanent clear zone, occupied by buried dual
high pressure liquid fuel pipelines and towering 230 KV transmission lines.
Safety will be an even higher concern and one not addressed in the Phase 1 draft EIS. This is the
combination of the high pressure dual fuel pipeline, the Alt. lA 230KV transmission lines and the very
real threat of the Seattle Fault earthquake potential in the route PSE has chosen for Alt. lA. Although
there has been mention of seismic hazards (3.3.3.4) in this EIS, the work done in this document is either
very poor or deliberately misleading.

3.3.3.4 Where the three types of Puget Sound earthquakes are listed and explained, the second
one is the Seattle Fault Zone. This paragraph dramatically minimizes this fault, the location of potential
damage and is misleading as to when the last earthquake occurred Oust 1000 years ago as opposed to

11,000 years ago). When describing the third type of earthquake, the Seattle Fault Zone is mentioned
and correctly labeled as dangerous due to its shallow nature. This statement belongs in the description
of the Seattle Fault Zone paragraph.

3.3.3.4 In the Seismic hazards definition, it outlines both the primary and secondary effects of
earthquakes, with ground rupture being a primary effect and liquefaction a secondary effect. And then
the EIS continues the further define these senarios and in 3.3.3.4.2 the EIS dicusses liquefaction. In the
middle if this paragraph there is a reference to seismic hazard areas identified in Figure 3-2 (which is on
page 3-10). This map is completely incorrect. It shows an olive green shading that the key labels
"seismic hazard area" and is actually the liquefaction area. I have compared this map to the ASCE 5th US
conference on Lifeline Earthquake Engineering USGS map and it coordinates perfectly with the
mislabeled EIS liquefaction map and leaves out completely the seismic hazard areas (ground rupture
areas) which pass through a large portion of the area where Alt. lA 230KV transmission lines will coexist
with the dual high pressure fuel pipeline in populated areas. This EIS uses a liquefaction map to show
seismic hazards..... use the one the earthquake engineers use with the accurate seismic hazard
information!

3.4 There is no mention in this section of the Seattle Fault Zone at all. In a call placed to the
Pacific Northwest Seismic Network and a discussion with the Bill Steel, the Director of Outreach and
Information Service, regarding seismic issues facing the Puget Sound area, he referred me to the
Earthquake Engineering Research lnstitute's web page for the research and report on the Seattle Fault
Zone. It is titled "Senario for a Magnitude 6.7 Earthquake on the Seattle Fault". This report shows
several maps that clearly define the high risk through which PSE's Alt. lA route passes.
In the same way we all must face being ready for the inevitability of a large earthquake in Puget Sound,
by preparing our homes and making disaster plans with our families, this EIS MUST face this as a very
serious threat where a combination of high voltage power lines are placed over high pressure liquid fuel
lines in populated areas. Correct the errors in this EIS and respond to our concerns for safely.
Now..... overriding everything and based on very recent information:
1.

Northwest Power and Conservation Council power needs forecast (Seattle Times, Feb. 10,
2016) no need for new power generation in the PNW for the next 20 years

2.

The Lauckhart-Schiffman load flow study (cense.org) providing validation that PSE has
greatly overstated the need for Alternative lA

3.

Realization of the motivation for offshore PSE owners to push for a capital project due to a
9.8% automatic profit

4.

Refusal of PSE to share their data used in their load flow study so that their needs forecast
can be validated by independent experts

I recommend critical thinking. There is no need to risk the safety and well-being of our citizens and
communities when there is strong evidence that the Energize Eastside project Alternative lA is NOT
NEEDED! I recommend rejection of Alternative 1 and selection of a scalable Alternative 2.

Figure 1-7: Location of the surface fault rupture for the scenario earthquake. The white line
shows the modeled rupture where it intersects the surface. It goes through the Vasa Park trench
(indicated by the green star). The black lines represent highways, rail lines (crossed lines) and
ferry routes (squiggly lines from the Port of Seattle). The yellow lines represent regional natural
gas and liquid fuels pipelines. The dark blue lines are major water transmission lines. Lighter blue
lines represent primary sewer trunk lines.
Graphic I us Geological Survey

Modeling the Scenario
Earthquake and Calculating
the Ground Motions
n earthquake scenario uses estimates of
ground motion to allow engineers and
planners to develop the possible effects
of the event on the built and natural environments. The first step is to compute median
ground motions at the earth's surface for rock
site conditions.

A

The scenario earthquake used in this project
has a magnitude of 6.7 and a surface rupture of
6.5 feet, matching the observed faulting at Vasa
Park in Bel1evue. The fault ruptured length is 14
miles; the rupture extends from Harbor Island to
east of Lake Sammamish (Figure 1-7), passing
through Seattle, Mercer Island, Bellevue, and
north of Issaquah. We calculated peak horizontal
ground acceleration often used by emergency
managers to guide response planning, as well as
spectral response values al 0.3 and 1.0 second
periods typically of interest to engineers.
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Taking into account differences in local site
and soil conditions provides a more realistic
picture of the expected pattern of ground
shaking; National Earthquake Hazard Reduction
Program (NEHRP) amplification factors for
different soil conditions were used. A 2003
Seattle-area soils map (Figure 1-8) shows the
softest soils, class E, in major river valleys and
some smaller drainages. These soils amplify
ground motions more than other soil types and
are most prone to liquefaction. The stiffest soils,
class B, are least prone to amplifying ground
motions and liquefying. The other soil classes
- C and D - perform in between class B and
class E soils.

The 0.3-second spectral acceleration values
shown in Figure 1-10 are generally proportional
to the peak ground acceleration values shown
in Figure 1-9. The map of 1.0-second spectral
acceleration in Figure 1-10 highlights the
amplification of ground motions in areas of
E-class soils. Since building damage better
correlates with 1.0-second spectral acceleration
than with peak ground acceleration, this map
indicates that buildings on soil class E have a
higher likelihood of damage from shaking than
structures built on other soil types.

Applying appropriate soil amplification
factors conditions results in very large ground
motions for the scenario earthquake. A wide
area will experience very strong ground motions
in excess of 0.3g, or 30 percent of gravity. Peak
ground accelerations over the modeled fault
rupture exceed 0.7g, or 70 percent of gravity
(Figure 1-9). In comparison, the largest peak
accelerations recorded during the Nisqually
earthquake were under 0.3g. The scenario
event on the Seattle Fault puts ground motions
that exceed those experienced in the Nisqually
earthquake over virtually all of Seattle,
Bellevue, Redmond, Kirkland, and Mercer
Island.
Peak ground acceleration helps emergency
responders understand the possible effects of
an earthquake. Engineers, on the other hand,
use the concept of spectral acceleration to
explain the effects of strong shaking on various
structures. The two ground motion maps,
Figure 1-to, show spectral accelerations at
OJ-second period and 1.0-second period. The
0.3-second spectral acceleration map represents
the acceleration experienced by a three-story
building, and the 1.0-second map represents the
acceleration experienced by a 10-story building.
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Figure 1·8: NEHRP soils maps tor the study region. Earth scientists categorize the upper 100 feet
into sol/ classes based In large part on how they ampl/ty ground motions and their resistance
to liquefaction. Class E so/ls ampllfy ground motions the most and are the least resistant (most
prone) to liquefaction.
Graph1c/Washinglon Department of Natural Resources and US Geological Survay
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Figure 1-9: Peak ground accslsrations for Seattle Fault scenario earthquake using soils map.
Graphic /US Goologic;il Survey
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Figure 1-10a: Spectral acceleration at 0.3 seconds for M6. 7 scenario earthquake.
Grapl1iG I US Guological Survey
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Figure 1-10b: Spectral acceleration al 1.0 seconds for M6.7 scenario earthquake.
Grn pliir: ! US CiuolO(Jical S111"vcy
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Seattle's Faults: Maps That Highlight Our Shaky Ground I KUOW News a ... Page 7of16
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CREDIT U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

By the 1990s, a new consensus had
formed. The Cascadia subduction
zone was not only active, but it was
thought to unleash a major
earthquake every 500 years or so.
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But that wasn't the end of the story.
The more scientists looked into the
geologic record, the more surprises
they found.
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In the early 1990s, scientists began examining rocks along the shoreline near
Alki Point in West Seattle. They found evidence that sometime in the recent
geologic past, those rocks had suddenly been thrust upwards by about 20 feet.
Scientists believe the cause of that big earthquake was a fault that lies right
beneath our feet. The Seattle fault bisects the city west to east, from Alki
Point in West Seattle, through downtown, along the 1-90 corridor and all the
way towards Issaquah.
Brian Sherrod, a geologist with the U.S. Geological Survey says thousands of
years can separate the really big earthquakes, but smaller ones can recur
every 600 or 700 years.
The fast one was about 1,000 years ago.
"I just basically say that we are in the window of opportunity for a big
earthquake," he said. "It could occur tomorrow, it could occur 100 years from
now. It could occur 1,000 years from now. We don't know."

http://kuow.org/post/seattles-faults-maps-highlight-our-shaky-ground
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How you can make your comments most effective
Check out the Department of Ecology Citizen's Guide to
SEPA Review and Commenting at EnergizeEastsideEIS.
org/sepa-review.
Be clear, concise, and organized. Decide what you

need to say before you begin. If you have a number of
points, group your comments in a logical order.

___._

---' '•-V-®-

~l~n~tal Impact Statement

Refer to Comprehensive Plans, development
regulations, information on similar projects or
situations, and other environmental laws or
documents. Be as accurate as possible.
Identify possible solutions. Suggestions on
reasonable mitigation-conditions to avoid, minimize,

or reduce adverse impacts-can help influence how
a project is ultimately built. After identifying your
concern, suggest possible solutions.

Be specific. Give support to your comments by

including factual information. For instance, compare
how things were, to how they are, to how you believe
they will be in the future-and why.

--- ----- ---- ------- --~0~~ -------- ------- ---- -- ---

Comments on the Phase 1 Draft EIS of PSE's Energize Eastside Project

* You must provide your physical mailing address to be considered a "party of record," eligible to appeal the adequacy of the EIS.
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FROM: Lori Elworth, CENSE Member
TO: Eastside City Councils
DATE: 11 March, 2016
RE: Energize Eastside DEIS Written Public Comment
I am a current resident of the Olympus neighborhood in Newcastle, where I have lived with
my husband for 28 years. We chose to live in a new housing development, where we could
be close to our families and raise our children. I grew up in Bellevue and have lived on the
Eastside my whole life. This is our home. Please see attached pictures.

DEIS FACT State of Washington Department of Ecology
Q: Are there page limits for an EIS?
A: Yes, the text of an EIS shall not exceed 75 pages, except for proposals of unusual scope
or complexity, which shall not exceed 150 pages [WAC 197-11-425(4)]. If appendices and
background material exceed 25 pages and together the entire EIS would exceed 100 pages,
they must be bound in a separate volume.
Energize Eastside DEIS is 715 pages.
PSE's preferred plan Alternative 1 Option A, Energize Eastside is a 230kV extra high
voltage electric transmission line replacing the existing wooden poles of 115kV high voltage
power lines with metal poles 85'- 100' in height (essentially lightning rods). These new metal
poles would require footings 24'- 50' deep along a shared easement with two aging high
pressure jet-fuel gas pipelines.
230kV extra high voltage electric transmission lines which are used for long distance,
very high power transmission. 230kv high voltage electric transmission lines should not be
installed next to an aging high pressure jet-fuel pipeline operated by Olympic Pipeline
Company (OPC). The OPC has a number of safety violations currently. Does the city
investigate these safety standards? What is being done about current violations?
230kV high voltage electric transmission lines should not be installed in a highly densely
populated housing area through neighborhood communities and schools. Does the city have
knowledge of other cities of similar living standards (city in a park) allowing this?
To safely collocate 230kV electric powerlines with two high pressure jet-fuel gas pipelines
should be determined. Who will determine this? What are the set-backs used to safely
collating these utilities within a residential neighborhood? CENSE has provided the report
"Safety of Collocation of Electric Power Lines and Pipelines" by Dr Frank Cheng. There is
extensive testing that should be done to assure this to be safe.
DEIS Fact Sheet FS-1 Project Description states the purpose of this project is to address a
projected deficiency in transmission capacity resulting from growth in electrical demand,
which could affect the future reliability of electrical service for the Eastside. This statement is
not factual and should not be stated as such.
DEIS Construction Timing For The Project FS-iii
PSE studies show that Eastside customer demand will reach a point when the capacity of
electric transmission system on the Eastside could experience a deficiency as early as
winter 2017 -2018. To be an effective solution, a project must be completed and in service by
identified target need date. This statement is not factual and a matter of opinion. An audit
should be done to determine the demand forecast. A DEIS must be factual and scientific.
This is another statement that doesn't belong here unless it has been properly determined,
this states what PSE's studies show. The timing for Energize Eastside will not meet the
objective. Today's date is 3/11 /16.

DEIS Chapter 1 Introduction and Summary I do not understand the purpose and need
statement In the DEIS. The need for Energize Eastside is questionable. If there isn't a need,
then the purpose is irrelevant. It is important to have facts. The process must be unbiased. I
understand that the city of Bellevue is the lead agency of the five cities involved. Bellevue is
responsible for making the EIS an unbiased process. I have the understanding that all of my
questions will be answered in this SEPA process by Senior Planner Heidi Bedwell. Providing
effective comments requires the public to understand the purpose and need, and the
responsibilities of the lead agency, the city of Bellevue. I have read this 716 page document.
My comments are relevant as a property owner, concerned citizen, and rate payer of PSE.
DEIS Chapter 1 What is Purpose and Need? 1.3 This EIS will not be used to reject or
validate the need for the proposal. Rather, the EIS is intended to identify alternatives that
could attain or approximate PSE's objectives at a lower environmental cost. I am on the
Executive Board of CENSE. I agree with, and attach my name to the public comments of
supporters of cense.org. This grassroots effort has spent many hours of volunteer time
providing review and comment on PSE studies. Bellevue EIS, Bellevue Comp Plan; and
providing education and outreach through community meetings, testimonials, talking with
neighbors, and lobbying. CENSE hired technical, legal and PR experts. Their expertise
expanded our knowledge and credibility on complex issues. CENSE has submitted EIS and
EQL documents, and the Lauckhart Schiffman Load Flow study. CENSE will continue to
pursue the best for Eastside. 1-2 Eastside Customer Demand Forecast on page 1-6
represents an assumption by PSE (10 years, 2014- 2024) The Lauckhart Schiffman Demand
Forecast graph shows the System capacity (from transformer capacity) above 900
megawatts with the demand growth well under this capacity over the same ten year period
from 2014- 2024. These Demand Forecasts are very different. Will the city of Bellevue have
an independent load flow study done, not a load flow study using numbers given by PSE (as
in the case before), to determine the need? Continuing on a project without a need
established is a pointless exercise that serves no purpose other than to waste the time of
cities and tax payer money. I keep coming back to need because it is important. To comment
effectively on a DEIS the public must understand the purpose and the need.

DEIS Chapter 2 Project Alternatives Alternative 1 Option A is PSE's preferred option and
very expensive. There were so many alternatives in scoping. We live in a beautiful parklike
area populated by educated, forward thinking people. The 7th Northwest Power Plan
released by NW Energy Counc~ published 2/10/16 and an article in The Seattle Times dated
02/16/16 Forecast: Conservation can meet most NW Power Needs confirms we can look
ahead to the near future and plan to save power and money. CENSE believes this can be
done by an integrated approach on the Eastside. We can maximize cost effective energy
efficiency with the proper alternatives. Alternatives mentioned in the DEIS just aren't using
the technologies that are both effective and forward thinking. Alternative 1 Option A is old
technology and expensive. Alternative 2 has not been designed well, done properly the
integrated research approach is a much better solution.An article in Consumer Reports
magazine "Power Struggles- Energy efficiency is good for the planet and your wallet, but
behind the scenes, industry forces want consumers to foot the bill for lost revenues", issue
date of October 2015. Instead of building massive infrastructure utilities are working with their
communities and regulators to come up with innovative solutions. Utilities can be forward
thinking with new technologies.This seems a better fit for our Eastside cities. We are diverse,
intelligent, and technology motivated. Bellevue has the opportunity and resources to think

globally and act locally. A citizens group, CENSE, a grassroots effort with environmental
awareness. CENSE has found answers by engaging with industry experts. Unfortunately a
few questions asked of PSE about their demand forecast have remained unanswered.

DEIS Chapter 3 Earth The Seattle Fault-line is less than five miles from our neighborhood.
The high pressure gas pipelines and the electric power lines running parallel in a shared
corridor cross perpendicular to the the fault-line The height of 130 foot pole, the weight and
size of the lines, with 230kv of power next to an aging pipeline going through any community
in range of this earthquake zone is not safe. An earthquake could occur anytime and
liquefaction through the Eastside needs to be properly evaluated. There is significant risk in
this area. At the Newcastle Public Comment meeting on 2/27/16 public comments spoke of
this concern. Steve O'Donnell, CENSE has also referred to the significance of earthquakes
and safety.
DEIS Chapter 4 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Alternative 1 Option A creates a permanent
clear zone. The elimination of 18 miles along the route. Trees, 8000 mature trees are not
easily replaced. The vegetation and undergrowth will suffer.Trees reduce our emissions. The
quality of our air will suffer. We need trees, large trees, to reduce emissions. The carbon
dioxide is absorbed by these 8000 trees. The DEIS implies there is no significant or
unavoidable adverse impacts because carbon credits can be purchased and more
vegetation will be planted. This is not a true statement. Small trees do not replace large
mature trees. The DEIS fails to adequately address the value of trees. The city of Bellevue
has the responsibility to protect and to demonstrate ownership of it's city in a park concept.
The clear zone would destroy many trees. Please take the lead in adequately placing value
on our beautiful trees.
DEIS Chapter 5 Water Resources Alternative 1 Option A The terrain in Newcastle is
sloping along the easement and a few streets are down slope from the easement. There are
properties along 129th St SE in Olympus constantly draining water, underground streams of
water, or groundwater as referred to in the DEIS. At the time of construction the basements
of two homes were flooding due to the constant flow of groundwater, where the easement
runs parallel to the two streets. This would be a problem area. The DEIS refers to this as
insignificant and will use "best management practices". Digging and placing the foundations
for the metal poles can change the flow of groundwater. It bothers me that construction
negligence could cause the groundwater to flood homes.
5.5.3.1.6 Potential Pipeline Damage. The DEIS considers this unlikely due to to the measures
that PSE and the pipeline operator employ. Is the city of Bellevue aware of the violations each
of these companies have on record in Washington. This is not at all reassuring. Neither of
these companies are safe. Significant adverse effects depending on how large the rupture.
DEIS Chapter 6 Plants and Animals Alternative 1, Option A The impact of significance.
DEIS Chapter 7 Energy -Natural Resources Alternative 1, Option A The impact of significance .

DEIS Chapter 8 Environmental Health Alternative 1, Option A is not safe. The 50 foot
corridor owned by the Olympus Homeowners and the 25' easement into private properties
on either side totals 100 feet. There are two aging gas pipelines, one of the two gas pipes is
located in the center of the easement between our homes. These pipelines pump jet fuel
1000-pounds-per square-inch pressure in this shared easement. This is the same aging

pipeline which exploded in Bellingham in June 1999 killing three people. The placement of new
100 foot metal 230kV high voltage electric power poles has not been determined. The
Olympic Pipeline Company representative at the Olympus Homeowners Association meeting
on 2/24/2015 stated they were not at all in favor of the construction of PSE's Energize
Eastside project on this easement corridor co-located with the gas pipeline. An email from
Olympic Pipeline by Kim West to Dave Edmunds of Olympus was read at the Public Scoping
meeting in Renton on 5/14/15 and entered into the record by my neighbor Sue Stronk. A
report by Dr Frank Cheng, an expert in Pipeline Engineering, report on "Safety of Collocation
of Electric Power Lines and Pipelines" dated 2/15/16. This document was submitted to the
record by CENSE and further validates PSE's preferred plan is not safe.
DEIS Chapter 9 Noise Alternative 1, Option A, I have heard the sound of buzzing, corona
discharge, from the 230kV powelines on a foggy day. Some people are more sensitive to this
noise. It is very annoying and doesn't belong in a densely populated area. Neighborhood
character is important to uphold. The corona discharge isn't going to occur everyday but with
the moist climate in the pacific northwest it does happen frequently. There are people who
avoid outdoor activity anywhere near the 230kV high voltage powerlines due to the corona
discharge. This would be significant impact if this was near my home. The DEIS 9.6.3.1.1
finds the corona noise to be negligible. I disagree as I am sensitive to the buzzing sound.
DEIS Chapter 10 Land use and Housing Alternative 1, Option A It bothers me property
and homes in my neighborhood of Olympus will be destroyed to make room for a PSE's
Energize Eastside project when the need has not been determined. This should be vetted
properly and transparently. PSE is promoting a scheme to make money. The numbers don't
correspond to the trend of energy use. Safety is also a concern. PSE has changed the
numbers again. The Tables 1-2, and 1-3 Construction Impacts Comparison on page 1-50
and page 1-51 Question: Is a No-Action Alternative Impact Negligible? That is wrong and not
fact. Question: Is Alternative 1, Option 2 Impact Minor or Moderate? This chart has
assumptions, not factual. These are opinions that do not belong in an EIS. Table 1-3
Operation Impacts page 1-53 showing the No Action Alternative has minor or moderate
impacts. This is questionable. These appear to be opinions.
10.7.1 Alternative 1 Option A Will have significant adverse land use and housing impacts.
10.7.3.1 Alternative 1 Option A States the impact could range from minor to significant
depending on location.
10.7.3.1.2. Alternative 1 Option A Using an existing corridor may require widening to
accommodate the new utility; up to 50 feet of additional clear zone would be needed through
the corridor. This could require removal of some structures (houses). High consequence
land use, if located in the vicinity of a hazardous liquid pipeline, would present an unusually
high risk in the event of a pipeline failure.
Alternative 1 Option A has either significant or high consequence and is PSE's preferred
plan.
DEIS Chapter 11 Views and Visual Alternative 1, Option A Table 1-2 Construction Impacts
Comparison and Table 1-3 Operation Impacts Comparison A "clear zone" with an 130 ft
Electric Fence along 18 miles of the Eastside will be a significant visual impact from the
territorial view standpoint. This will make a scar on the view looking from the SpaceNeedle
east or Mt Si west. It will be noticeable for years as the "clear zone" will remain bare of trees.
The Eastside, with the reputation of being parklike will appear more prison-like, industrial
blight might be a better term.

DEIS Chapter 12 Recreation Alternative 1, Option A -My husband and I chose our home in
Newcastle for the location on the Eastside. We have lived on the Eastside since the early
1960's. Our parents, our children's grandparents, live in the houses we grew up in just a few
miles from us in Newport Hills. We often walk or bike the five mile round trip, much of this
along the shared corridor of our Olympus Trail system.
Picture attached: Olympus Trail
Alternative 1 Option A would have significant impacts on our trail in Olympus. This is a trail
used daily by residents. 230kV lines buzz when there is moisture in the air which is frequent
in this area. The trail is heavily lined with trees and shrubs and according to the DEIS this
area would be widened and cleared impacting the beautiful maintained trail used daily.
Imagine an 18 mile clear zone, 150' wide destroying the Eastside making room for the electric
infrastructure resembling a prison fence.
DEIS Chapter 13 Historic and Cultural Alternative 1, Option A
Where in the DEIS is it addressed how to work around the Historic Newcastle Cemetery?
Newcastle has a rich history, it is one of the oldest cemeteries in our area. The corridor
passes on a hilly terrain above where it slopes down toward the cemetery. In consideration
of families that would be effected by disturbances or impacts at the burial ground of relatives
and loved ones buried there, will they be notified? Who notifies them? How will they be
notified?
DEIS Chapter 14 Transportation Alternative 1, Option A, How does the 18 mile project get
divided so the significant unavoidable adverse impacts are properly, and appropriately mitigated?
How and when will the new poles (80- 130' metal poles) be transported? This is a concern.
DEIS Chapter 15 Public Services Alternative 1, Option A Safety is a number one concern.
There have been three gas leaks in as many days recently (Greenwood, Lynnwood, and
Tukwilla). In Greenwood there was a huge explosion which sent seven fireman to the hospital.
The firefighters were waiting for PSE to arrive at the scene because they are the experts and it is
up to them to shut off the gas. Our first responders are put at risk. The emergency response time
for PSE and the Olympic Pipeline Co is critical. What are the safety measures?
DEIS Chapter 16 Utilities Alternative 1, Option A The 230kV poles are 4-8' diameter and extend
approximately 25-50 ' deep. DEIS 16.6.3.1.2 Accidental Disruption -If a gas ruptures during
construction due to an accident there would be a disruption of service. This seems relevant but
the DEIS downplays the significance of this because PSE and OPLC follow industry standards
and regulatory requirements.
DEIS 16.6.3.2.1 Utility Conflicts and Service Disruption Rebuilding of the Maple ValleySnoKing 230kV ColumbiaGrid's preferred Maple Valley SnoKing reconductor project option. Why
did PSE scrap that plan and decide "Energize Eastside" was the need? Is it more profitable? Is
this PSE's need and purpose. I have a feeling MOB could shed some light on that one. MOA
Contract #11 TX-15450 page 5 of 12 (d) Preferred Plan Project Not Planned for Construction
Based on the Construction of the Puget Preferred Plan Projects document negates the need for
the construction of the Maple Valley to SnoKing Reconductor Project. This was the original plan
of PSE back in 2010 when the first "Energize PSE" preferred plan was being planned.
DEIS Alternative 2: Integrated Resource Approach demonstrates a lack of knowledge or
thoughtful consideration to develop an adequate alternative. There are new technologies being
used elsewhere and this alternative doesn/t expertise or experience to properly

Is PSE regulated? The UTC partially regulates them. As far as need and design of the
Energize Eastside proposal PSE appears to be unregulated. FERG has determined Energize

Eastside is a "local" project and decisions regarding the project are left with the city of
Bellevue, and ultimately PSE.
Safety is the number one concern. During the scoping public comments there were a number
of people concerned with Safety. PSE's spokesperson, Mark Williamson from Wisconsin has
told the Newcastle City Council that it is safer to collocate PSE's electric powerlines with the
Olympic Pipeline Company gas pipelines. PSE has had several occurrences over the last
three days of a pipeline explosion due to gas leak in the Greenwood area of Seattle, the
powerline falling down and causing the fire of two homes in Lynnwood, and the gas leak at
the mall in Tukwilla.
The City of Newcastle issued a moratorium. Safety is a concern for Newcastle residents and
the city.
The DEIS Chapter 1.14 Figure 1-7 Environmental Impact Statement Process Why does the
city not issue a final draft for Phase 1 of the EIS before Phase 2 begins? CENSE has
requested of the city to finalize Phase 1. Is it common for the city of Bellevue to process an
EIS in this manner? Has this schedule been done before where Phase 2 begins before there
is a final of Phase 1? This is clearly in favor of PSE, and therefore biased. CENSE has
requested the city to pause. The Bellevue City Council has asked some really good
questions. I have attend many of the meetings. At the meeting of 2/22/16 I watched as the
council asked questions of the staff. It bothers me they are not making comments because
the city staff has told them not to comment. Has the council engaged legal council on this?
There has been questions by the council at other meetings and I am not sure if the city staff
has followed up their questions with answers. The DEIS does not support the need
statement, the housing impact is not fully disclosed, impact of pipeline induced AC corrosion
mitigation completely ignored. Can at the city substantiate the unsupported assertions in the
DEIS. Get the facts and the not opinions of PSE. The DEIS does not meet the criteria set
forth by the state.
PSE's recommendation Alternative 1, Option A does not demonstrate improvements in
reliability. The comp plan must demonstrate improvement in reliability and cost benefit.
Impacts are detrimental to the public (cost, lost homes, safety, blight/view "city in a park",
and property value).
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FROM: Lori Elworth
TO: Eastside City Councils
DATE: 25 February, 2016
RE: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comment
One aspect of the project that has not been addressed in the DEIS is
the need. It states on page 1-56 that the purpose of the DEIS is not to
determine that the project is needed as if that is a given however I
question that claim and believe that PSE has done a poor job
establishing the necessity of the Energize Eastside project.
CENSE a citizens group asked nationally recognized power and
transmission planners Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman who
have specific knowledge of the Northwest power grid to study this
project. On November 18, 2015 they concluded their study of the
project titled Load Flow Modeling for Energize Eastside. The study
found that the current system has sufficient capacity and will continue
to meet customer demands until the year 2058, without any
improvements. Unless PSE can offer a legitimate explanation for where
they got their assumptions, and why they claim that customer demand
will exceed the system capacity in 2018 then the need remains in
question. This project should be paused until need is demonstrated.
Continuing on with a project without a need established is a pointless
exercise that serves no purpose other than to waste the time of the
cities and tax payer money.
My question for the City Councils is why was the need not addressed in
the DEIS and in light of recent conflicting studies will a independent
Load Flow Study be performed?
Thank you for your time,

Lori Elworth
8605 129th Ct SE
Newcastle, WA 98056

FROM: Lori Elworth
TO: Eastside City Councils
DATE: 29 February, 2016
RE: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comment
My comments tonight are directed mainly at Alternative 1, option A. I live
with my husband and our two kids just a few miles from where we grew up in
Newport Hills, and where our parents still live. The PSE/Olympic Pipeline
corridor has allows us to easily walk and bike over to their houses while
avoiding the busy streets and traffic along Coal Creek Parkway. My 90 year
old mother takes advantage of the corridor to go on 4 mile round trip walks to
the Newcastle Safeway. She has been doing this daily for the last 25 years,
and it has helped her remain in excellent health. But we are not the only
people who enjoy use of the utility corridor. Countless other families, bikers,
dog walkers, and even some horse riders all can be found out and about
getting their exercise along the pipeline at all times of the day.
The utility corridor is a significant part of the Newcastle trail system. Every
resident that enjoys making use of it will be negatively impacted by any
restrictions of access that the Energize Eastside project will cause. The
DEIS fails to adequately or reasonably address how much this project will
adversely affect these people. We live in a hilly area that sees more and
more traffic every day. The flat, sheltered trail that is the corridor is a
blessing for senior citizens, people with young children or strollers. I know
this first hand. I have lived here my entire life.
Never mind all the beautiful trees that will be destroyed, and the many
houses that will need to be condemned to ensure that the power lines are
installed at a safe distance from the gas pipeline. This unnecessary project
will destroy some of the neighborhood character that makes this area a great
place to live.
Thank you,

Lori Elworth
8605 129th Ct SE
Newcastle, WA 98056
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FROM: Lori Elworth
TO: Eastside City Councils
DATE: 1 March, 2016
RE: Energize Eastside DEIS Public Comment
I'm bothered by the DEIS claims that the need for the project has already been determined. How
have the city councils established that this project is necessary? Have they done an independent
load flow study to confirm the veracity of PSE's claims? CENSE performed their own study
despite PSE's refusal to share their data regarding the project and found that the assumption put
forth by PSE are at best faulty, and possibly even fraudulent.
If PSE fails to provide new information to explain themselves, or if an independent study done by
the cities does not corroborate with PS E's claims then this project must be paused immediately.
PSE's preferred route, Alternative 1, has significant impacts for my neighborhood Olympus,
Newcastle. I am grateful to the city of Newcastle issuing a moratorium two weeks ago on permit
applications for new transmission lines in our city and to give the Newcastle Planning Commission
time to review its utility codes. This demonstrates that the Newcastle city council is listening to the
people.
I live in one of the 51 homes along the 100 ft corridor in Olympus, next to the existing highpressure jet fuel pipeline. PSE's preferred plan would be to install 230kV lines on 85-100 ft metal
poles (essentially lightning rods) along the aging pipeline.
Chapter 10.7.1 Alternative 1 Option A Will have significant adverse land use and housing
impacts.
Chapter 10.7.3.1 Alternative 1 Option A States the impact could range from minor to significant
depending on location.
Chapter 10.7.3.1.2. Alternative 1 Option A Using an existing corridor may require widening to
accommodate the new utility; up to 50 feet of additional clear zone would be needed through the
corridor. This could require removal of some structures (houses) . High consequence land use, if
located in the vicinity of a hazardous liquid pipeline, would present an unusually high risk in the
event of a pipeline failure.
Alternative 1 Option A has either significant or high consequence and is PSE's preferred plan.

How will this process be mitigated? When I lose my home, when my neighbors lose their homes,
we will be leaving behind our neighborhood. We have been active, engaged neighbors in a
community much like that of a family, we have invested time with our neighbors, community, our
family. How is this addressed in the DEIS? This is what some of us will face_ we will be
displaced, and no longer have our homes, depression, impacts related to relocation, trying to find
a home where housing is already limited. How do we find a place where we have the community
and support that has taken us 28 years to create? How will we be compensated for this loss?
Shouldn't this be addressed in this DEIS?
Thank you for your time.

Lori Elworth
8605 129th Ct SE
Newcastle, WA 98056

10435 NE 15th Street
Bellevue, WA 98004
March 9, 2016

Ms. Heidi Bedwell, Senior Planner
Land Use Division-Development Services, City of Bellevue
450 110th Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

RE: DRAFT EIS FOR PSE ENERGIZE EASTSIDE

Dear Ms. Bedwell:
As a senior resident of Bellevue, I am concerned that the Draft EIS for PSE's Energize
Eastside fails to adequately address the impacts of PSE's preferred alternative nor the
impacts of Alternative 2, which I strongly believe is a sounder approach.
Puget Sound Energy's "Energize Eastside" project proposes to build 18 miles of highvoltage transmission lines through four Eastside cities (Alternative 1A). PSE tries to
justify the need for the project using an impossible scenario that would cause regional
blackouts, according to the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at
CENSE.org.
Alternative 1A would place new lines and poles much too close to aging petroleum
pipelines. Responsible safety standards require at least a 50 foot separation. A
construction or operational accident could cause a catastrophic pipeline explosion like
the one that killed three Bellingham residents in 1999. This risk is not adequately
addressed in the EIS.

1

Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources Approach, is a safer and less costly alternative.
But the solution described in the EIS was not developed or reviewed by independent
experts that have suitable experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including
Demand Side Management and Distributed Energy Resources. The costs and
capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies. As the Northwest Power
Council's Seventh Power Plan makes clear, a carefully developed plan would easily
beat alternative 1A in cost, safety, and support for the environment.
The other transmission line options (1 B, 1C, 1D and Alternative 3) are not practical for
financial or political reasons.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the lifetime of PSE's
transmission line. The Draft EIS must answer these basic questions in order to convince
residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy future.
As a senior citizen of our community, I urge the City to do further analysis of Alternative
2 which I favor because it is:
•

Safer

•

Smarter

•

More cost effective

•

Reliable

•

Better for the environment

•

Respectful of neighborhood character

•

More secure

2

Thank you for your consideration .

3

I am very concerned about Puget Sound Energy's "Energize Eastside"
project, which proposes to build 18 miles of high-voltage
transmission lines through four Eastside cities known in the Draft EIS
as Alternative 1A, which I oppose. Further, I want the flaws and
unanswered questions in the DEIS addressed regarding Safety,
Environment, Economic and Neighborhood Character Impacts.

The assumptions and solutions described in the DEIS were not
developed or reviewed by independent experts that have suitable
experience with modern electrical grid technologies, including
Demand Side Management and Distributed Energy Resources. The
costs and capabilities are based on inaccurate and obsolete studies.
PSE tries to justify the need for the project using an impossible
scenario that would actually cause regional blackouts, according to
the Lauckhart-Schiffman Load Flow Study, available at CENSE.org.
I ask you to support Alternative 2, the Integrated Resources
Approach, a safer and less costly alternative.
Ratepayers are asked to spend more than a billion dollars over the
lifetime of PSE's transmission line proposal. The Draft EIS must
address the flaws and unanswered questions in order to convince
residents that we are getting the best possible plan for our energy
future.

Barbara Braun
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue WA 98006
Subject: Energize Eastside Public Hearings
Renton City Hall - 6:00 PM · 8:00 PM
1055 S Grady Way
Renton, WA 98057
Thursday, February 25

Energize Eastslde Call to Action
1.

The need for the project and ANY alternative is not established. The fact that the EIS ignores this is an EIS process oversight
and should be re-visited. The independent "determination of need" run by Stantec did not run load flow studies and merely
concluded that PSE study was conducted "according to industry standards." The load flow analysis done by Lauckhart and
Schiffman calls in to question (in a big way) the need for the project. If the city of Bellevue felt like they got an unbiased
assessment from Stantec, they are mistaken and the citizens know it. The cities should band together to acquire a
thorough Independent and auditable assessment of need. The conclusions should be audited by unbiased experts.

2.

Further the assumption that we need to ship 1500MW to Canada during a temporary power shortage seems downright
dishonest. If we actually experienced this scenario, we would decrease the flow to Canada temporarily and avoid the
problem. This therefore eliminates the need forthe project. The EIS process should clearly establish the facts about what
we need to ship to Canada and the commitments around that.

3.

The EIS process should assume the Do Nothing Alterative is the right and preferred alternative and prove beyond a shadow
of a doubt with facts and data all Interested parties can see and verify if this is not the case.

4.

Assuming there is a need for this project at all, if we pursue Alternative 1 as PSE wishes, the cost to our communities and to
our environment outweigh any benefit to the communities It serves. Examples
a.

Astronomically Increasing the risk of pipeline explosions and accidents

b.

Condemning of homes to erect unneeded industrial blight that will last several generations

c.

Hugh climate impact by cutting 1000s of tree and proliferating a carbon based electricity solution for the next 50-65
years.

d.

Lastly the sheer cost of the project only benefits the PSE and it's shareholders and does not provide a good ROI for
the citizens.

We simply cannot afford the cost of the project - in our communities, in our country, in the world.
5.

Alternative 2 - The Integrated Resource study is not scoped or assessed properly. It does not use the appropriate "need"
assumptions. It does not use the latest available technologies. It does not use the latest orfuture cost projections. For
example, we need to include advanced solutions such as the Ambri and Eos Energy Storage aimed of bringing storage costs
down significantly for utilities ($150/kWh).

6.

If any alternative is pursued, and frankly even if we adopt the Do Nothing Alterative, there are studies out assessing the
safety of co-locating powerlines with hazardous materials pipelines. The risk we face currently, with our existing
powerlines, is very high to high, using the "Criteria for Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric Power Lines" study prepared by
DNV-GL, October 2015. Part of ANY PSE plan should be to permanently remove ALL powerlines in the pipeline corridor. This
should be a base requirement of all the cities involved. Ordinances should be passed to insure this. Otherwise the city
governments could be found negligent in their duty to protect the safety of their communities.

~1;,;'1~ •

How you can make your comments most effective
Check out the Department of Ecology Citizen's Guide to
SEPA Review and Commenting at EnergizeEastsideEIS.
org/sepa-review.
Be clear, concise, and organized. Decide what you
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Environmerrtal Impact Statement

Refer to Comprehensive Plans, development
regulations, information on similar projects or
situations, and other environmental laws or
documents. Be as accurate as possible.

need to say before you begin. If you have a number of
points, group your comments in a logical order.

Identify possible solutions. Suggestions on
reasonable mitigation-conditions to avoid, minimize,

Be specific. Give support to your comments by
including factual information. For instance, compare

or reduce adverse impacts-can help influence how
a project is ultimately built. After identifying your
concern, suggest possible solutions.

how things were, to how they are, to how you believe
they will be in the future-and why.
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Comments on the Phase 1 Draft EIS of PSE's Energize Eastside Project
Name
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* You must provide your physical mailing address to be considered a ';oarty of record," eligible to appeal the adequacy of the EIS.
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801 228th Avenue SE• Sammamish, WA 98075 •Phone: 425-295-0500 •Fax: 425-295-0600

March 1, 2015

Heidi M. Bedwell
Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
Development Services Department
City of Bellevue
450 1 lOth Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

Ms. Bedwell,
The City of Sammamish (Sammamish) has been notified of document availability and opportunity
to comment on the State Environmental Policy Act (SEP A) Phase 1 Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) developed in support of Puget Sound Energy's (PSE) proposed Energize
Eastside Project (E2). We provide this comment letter for your consideration in response to the
published Phase 1 DEIS and to establish a formal standing as a party of record in the ongoing EIS
process. We also ask that standing be established to enter into the Eastside Cities E2 EIS InterAgency Agreement as a Co-Lead Counterpart on an as needed basis.
To date Sammamish has not been included in past regional planning and Citizen Advisory Group
(CAG) efforts with PSE that have identified the need to implement the E2 project and that have
aided PSE in preliminary alternative selection. Sammamish has also not been included in the
current resultant EIS process where other eastside cities have been afforded opportunity to engage
in fundamental SEPA EIS process steps as Co-Lead Jurisdictions. Sammamish has not been
afforded similar opportunity as its neighbors to engage in interagency agreement coordination,
scoping, alternatives selection, and background analysis; steps essential to building an agency's
understanding of a complex project such as Energize Eastside.
Sammamish was recently made aware of the alternatives under consideration in the Phase 1 DEIS
through Notice of DEIS Comment Period published January 28, 2016. The City is now evaluating
the proposed E2 project for potential impacts. With a goal of facilitating citywide utility services
that are consistent, reliable, equitable, competitive, and financially sustainable Sammamish does
support the objective of operating a safe and reliable electrical grid and respects the complexities
in generation, transmission, and distribution planning for the PSE service area. Sammamish
citizens and businesses are customers of PSE, essential infrastructure serving Sammamish is reliant
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on safe conditioned electrical power, and many Sammamish residents are employed within the
larger economic and employment centers of the eastside that are the primary beneficiaries of the
proposed E2 project.
Sammamish also takes great pride in the quality of life it offers its citizens and is engaged in
regional conservation efforts. This is manifested in programs that among others protect the
communities' natural features and forested character and that strive to reduce consumption patterns
with a goal of encouraging the use of innovative measures and new technologies to reduce overall
utility demand and enhance services to city residents. Sammamish encourages opportunities for
individual businesses or homeowners to become more energy independent by reducing energy use
and/or generating a portion of their energy needs on site or by purchasing green power through
programs such as PSE's Green Power Program.
After review of the January 28, 2016 published Phase 1 E2 DEIS our understanding of the project
objectives, technical limitations, and reasonably approximate alternatives identified by the
nominal lead and co-lead agencies results in the following comments:
1) Sammamish suggests further design and review of Alternative 1 (230 kV wired
transmission system improvement from roughly Renton to Redmond). This suggestion is
accompanied with the caveat that implementation of this system upgrade does not cause
for PSE to diminish efforts in researching, designing, or utilizing emerging alternative
technologies to account for a growing portion of its system capacity.
2) As an engaged member of King County Cities Climate Collaboration (K4C),
Sammamish is interested not only in the delivery of safe and reliable power, but also
in the communities' aspiration to acquire clean energy. A project at the scale of
Alternative 1 is a major investment. Although Sammamish supports the goal of operating
a safe and reliable electrical generation, transmission, and distribution system this objective
must be tempered with the longer term vision and flexibility necessary to embrace
emerging technologies needed to establish a dynamic and functional integrated resource
approach to generation and grid management. Our concern is that an investment made at
the scale of that proposed for Alternative 1 could result in an outcome where electricity is
generated or purchased out of the region that is not considered as "clean energy" as a most
cost effective means of delivering required power. After the investment is made local
distributed generation, storage, and improving efficiency may be of lessor importance. The
Phase 1 E2 DEIS should include an analysis of PSE's Integrated Resource Plan (IRP)
currently under review by the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission
(WUTC) to evaluate possible long term impacts of large scale transmission infrastructure
on regional clean energy goals.
3) Better define the extent of impacts associated with Alternative 3. If Alternative 3 is
carried forward into Phase 2 the following questions should be addressed:
a. Miles of line to be newly constructed or retrofitted:
i. How many miles of existing 115 kV system would be upgraded or
retrofitted?
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11.

How many new miles of 115 kV system would be required (either
construction of a new alignment with new poles and 115 kV transmission
lines or the retrofit of existing distribution corridors to add new 115 kV
compliant poles and lines)?

b. Clearance zones for 115kV lines:
1. What is the clearance zone required for initial construction for a 115 kV
corridor of this type?
11. What is the clearance zone required for ongoing operational maintenance
for a 115 kV corridor of this type?
c. Diversion of electrical capacity from existing substations. The Sammamish area
is primarily served by the following substations:
-Plateau Substation on NE 8th Street & 230th Avenue NE
-Sahalee Substation on Sahalee Way & NE 36 St.
-Pine Lake Substation on 228 AVE SE & SE 31 St.
-Klahanie Substation on Issaquah-Fall City Rd & Klahanie Dr SE
In addition, other local substations that provide back-up service include:

-Redmond Substation by Bear Creek Mall in Redmond,
-Fall City Substation north of downtown Fall City,
-Pickering Substation on East Lake Sammamish Parkway at SE 61 St.
Please analyze how the diversion of electrical capacity from these substations as
proposed to augment capacity of the eastside core affects the performance of these
substations. We are concerned that if electrical flow was diverted with priority from
any of these substations that the Sammamish distribution grid would be put at risk
of not meeting the objective of safe and reliable service. If Alternative 3 is moved
forward, what controls would PSE implement to ensure the integrity of the
Sammamish distribution grid is maintained during the triggering of one or more
contingencies?

d. Safety of co-location with existing or to-be expanded regional natural gas
pipelines. Please consider construction and operational impacts on regional high
capacity natural gas pipelines with your evaluation of Alternative 3. Specifically,
please consider and cross reference with the E2 DEIS findings published in the
August 5, 2015 FERC issued DEIS for the Northwest Pipeline LLC Washington
Expansion Project. Pipeline co-location and crossing is a concern to Sammamish
especially in areas around the Seattle Fault.
e. What are the operational safety requirements for a new or upgraded 115 kV
transmission line? Does the City or Eastside Fire and Rescue need to invest in any
specific equipment or update emergency response plans to account for additional
transmission lines?
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We appreciate the opportunity to learn more about PSE's E2 proposal and provide comment on
the Phase 1 DEIS. As the EIS process continues, we anticipate taking an active role in review of
proposed alternatives and request that we be included in the ongoing process as a stakeholder with
special interest. Sammamish staff are available to work collaboratively with other E2 EIS
stakeholders.

~¥Bob Keller, Chair
Utilities Committee
Sammamish City Council

Don Gerend, ayor
Sammamish City Council

f~

Ramiro Valderrama-Aramayo, Deputy Mayor
Sammamish City Council
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Brian Elworth

8605 129th CT SE
Newcastle 98056
The following questions and statements are on behalf of myself and residents and organizations
impacted by this project.
What are Bellevue's standards of ethics regarding its EIS lead agency responsibilities to citizens in the
region affected by the Energize Eastside EIS? What are Bellevue's criteria for assessing compliance with
its standards of ethics? What is Bellevue's assessment of its compliance against its ethics compliance
criteria regarding the Energize Eastside DEIS?
Since there are numerous false statements and omissions in the DEIS and since those false statements
and omissions bias the DEIS in support of Alternative 1 and against other, superior alternatives, will
Bellevue reissue a corrected DEIS or a supplemental DEIS to address the deficiencies in the DEIS? If not,
why not?
First paragraph page FS-i - The DEIS states: "The project involves improvements to PSE's electrical grid in
the Eastside area of King County, Washington, to address a deficiency in electrical transmission
capacity." Why does Bellevue assert a deficiency exists in electrical transmission capacity when there is

no credible evidence supporting that claim? On what evidence is this claim based? Why does Bellevue
accept a study on electrical transmission line capacity that is not based on sound requirements from
governing agencies? Why does Bellevue allow overstated power demands, well beyond governing
standards in the analysis of electrical demand? Why does Bellevue consider power siphoned off to
Canada as a required load for PSE when no such demand needs to be considered as a PSE requirement?
Third paragraph page FS-i -The DEIS states: "The purpose of the project is to address a projected
deficiency in transmission capacity resulting from growth in electrical demand, which could affect the
future reliability of electrical service for the Eastside." Why does Bellevue assert a deficiency exists in
electrical transmission capacity when there is no credible evidence supporting that claim since there is
not adequate generation capacity to meet the claimed shortfall? On what evidence is this claim based
since it doesn't address the generation capacity shortfall?
Fourth paragraph page FS-i -The DEIS states: "This Phase 1 Draft EIS evaluates the proposed 230 kV
improvements as well as alternatives to PSE's proposal." Why were the other alternatives identified in
the verbal and written record rejected? What criteria was used? What assumption were made? Did
Bellevue enlist independent electrical engineers and other technical experts to evaluate the
alternatives? What are their credentials? Is PSE's technical incompetence sufficient rationale for
rejecting a well-established, technically feasible, and compliant alternative?
Page fs-ii - The DEIS states "The new transmission lines may be entirely within existing utility
easements... " Why is corridor M through the Olympus community in Newcastle considered in the
proposed route since the existing ROW is too narrow to safely support Alternative 1 option A? Does
Bellevue consider the safety risk of Newcastle residents not worthy of consideration in promoting PSE's
proposed alternative? If not, explain the discrepancy between the statement from the DEIS quoted
above and the impacts resulting from safety mitigations requiring proper physical separation between
the proposed transmission line and the hazardous liquid pipeline.
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Page 1-1 last paragraph - The DEIS states: "This set of facilities is proposed in order to address a

deficiency in electrical transmission capacity during peak periods that has been identified by PSE through
its system planning process. This deficiency is expected to arise as a result of anticipated population and
employment growth on the Eastside, and it is expected to negatively affect service reliability for Eastside
customers within the next few years. The project would improve reliability for Eastside communities and
would supply the needed electrical capacity for anticipated growth and development on the Eastside."
Why is this stated as fact when is it is merely an opinion? Why are unsupported opinions stated as fact?
Washington Administrative Code WAC 197-11-400 "An EIS shall provide impartial discussion of
significant environmental impacts and shall inform decision makers and the public of reasonable
alternatives, including mitigation measures, that would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance
environmental quality." The EIS is essentially a research document. Its purpose is to serve as an
organized consolidation of factual information related to the environmental impact of a proposal.
The City of Bellevue as lead agency on PSE's proposed Energize Eastside project must adhere to the
highest standards of integrity, transparency, objectivity, and thoroughness in the conduct of the EIS
process in compliance with spirit, intent, and letter of the WAC. The cities and residents of Redmond,
Kirkland, Newcastle and Renton are depending on Bellevue as the lead agency and should be treated
fairly and respectfully by Bellevue in this EIS process.
The integrity of the key product, the EIS document, is of utmost importance. There is an appearance that
portions of the evaluation and analysis were ghost written by PSE rather than by someone independent,
impartial, and objective. Credibility of the EIS requires neutrality.
Errors and omissions in the DEIS must be corrected if the document is to be indicative of the true
environmental impact. Contrary, incorrect, and/or unsupported statements in the document must be
purged . Some sections of the EIS shows significant laps in factual accuracy. This also greatly undermines
the credibility of the document and the process by which it was generated.
Complete truth should be your overarching objective.
SEPA Handbook section 3.3 states "The lead agency is responsible for the content of the EIS ... " What that
means is, regardless of its source, every word, sentence, paragraph, diagram, figure, and table in the
DEIS is owned by Bellevue. If you put it in the EIS, you own it. This implies a trust that declarations of
fact are vetted by Bellevue for accuracy and completeness. The EIS should meet the basic standards for
research integrity. Anything less is betrayal of trust.
There is an apparent lack of research integrity in the DEIS If the concept of research integrity is not well
understood or the process is unclear, one source of guidance is a book On Being a Sci entist: A Guide to
Respon sible Conduct in Research National Academies Press. Another resource is: Res ponsible Scie nce,
Volume I: Ensuring t he Integrit y of the Research Process. A number of other references can be found at:
http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12192/on-being-a-scientist-a-guide-to-responsible-conduct-in
What research integrity training and mentoring on the proper conduct of research is being provided to
the individuals who are responsible for the content of the DEIS to assure the DEIS is objective and
factual.? If no formal training or mentoring is in place what is the plan to rectify this process deficiency
and provide a DEIS for public review that is compliant with basic research standards of integrity?
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SEPA Handbook section 3.3.1 "Agencies are encouraged to describe a proposal as an objective,

particularly for agency actions. For example, a city could propose the construction of a series of settling
ponds and a chlorination system at the wastewater treatment facility. Instead, the proposal could be
described as meeting the wastewater treatment needs of future development for the next 15 years. This
encourages the consideration of a wider range of alternatives, where different treatment processes, and
even water reuse options are contemplated rather than limiting the consideration to size and location
options."
If this project is being considered as a potential EPF, that determination and the objective should be
produced by the lead agency and partner cities. Instead, Bellevue is focusing the EIS on PSE's illconceived problem statement and inferior solution.
Paragraph 1.6 page 1-15 -The DEIS states: "The EIS was developed under the direction of the City of

Bellevue, working closely with its partner Cities and its consultants. As previously noted, the project is
proposed by PSE, a regulated utility. Therefore, PSE developed the project objectives and helped to define
alternatives that would attain or approximate the proposal's objectives, as required by SEPA."
At the very outset, the DEIS presumes a very narrow problem and solution. This distorts and distracts
from the real dialog that Bellevue and the neighboring cities should be pursuing in regards to energy
needs. Why does Bellevue use false statements from PSE as an objective instead of complying with the
spirit and intent of the SEPA process by stating a citizen's needs focus? Rather than conjecturing a 74
MW shortfall and a draconian solution, a better objective would be to "Identify and address energy
needs along with safe and environmentally sound solutions for the region in the next decade." That
statement would be a more appropriate title to the real agenda that should be pursued in this region
and shifts the dialog from the ridiculous to the practical and opens up the opportunities for the future.
Each alternative is essentially a proposal to achieve a common objective. That common objective should
be expressed in a fair and impartial manner. It should not be the extremely biased words from a profit
motivated company. PSE owns their proposal but Bellevue, not PSE, owns the objective. Will Bellevue as
lead agency step up its responsibilities to define a citizen oriented objective and seek solutions that
benefit the citizens? Given the dangers of installation and operation of PSE proposed solution, shouldn't
Bellevue as a minimum, include safety in the objective?
I recommend Bellevue step back, look at the real issues, get the proper research training, and pursue a
solution for the common good. Energize Eastside and the current EIS process are not it.
Page 1-15-The DEIS states "Phase 1 EIS public scoping outreach was conducted to assist in identifying

technically viable alternatives that address PSE's reported deficiency in electrical transmission capacity."
Contrary to this DEIS statement, a number of technically sound alternatives in use in the US and around
the world were documented in the public record but were rejected and excluded from the DEIS without
acknowledgement. Why did Bellevue reject these alternatives?
Page 1-17 section 1.9.2 - The DEIS states: "No new 230 kV transmission lines, substations, energy
generation, or storage facilities ... " Why does Bellevue make this misleading statement since there are
non-PSE options that ColumbiaGrid has available that solves the problem PSE states? No Action should
be stated as No PSE Action. The correct statement is: "No new 230 kV transmission lines, substations,
energy generation, or storage facilities by PSE..." ColumbiaGrid has resources that don't involve PSE
projects.
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Page 1-30 - For the No Action alternative, the DEIS states: "No expanded transmission capacity could
mean limits to peak energy availability, possibly with lower consumption of electricity than projected."
Page 1-36 - For the No Action Alternative, the DEIS states: "Inconsistency with planning goals for
adequate power supply could be a significant adverse impacts."
Why does Bellevue make these extremely misleading statements? This seems very deceitful. Per the
Energize Eastside EIS website, ColumbiaGrid's determination is: "A downside of the SammamishLakeside-Talbot project is that its south-to-north Total Transfer Capability (TTC) is 417 MW lower as
compared to the Maple Valley-SnoKing reconductor with 680 MW of Puget Sound area generation, with
Seattle City Light's North Downtown Substation (with inductors)." With the No Action Alternative,
ColumbiaGrid has the option of proceeding with the preferred Maple Valley-SnoKing reconductor
project if deemed necessary. This is a far less intrusive and lower cost ($16M) solution. Why does
Bellevue ignore the fact the No Action Alternative leads to a better solution and instead make false
assertions?
Page 1-36 -The DEIS states: "The No Action Alternative could lead to unavoidable significant impacts. If
unreliable power supply were to result in growth that is inconsistent with regional growth plans." Why
does Bellevue make this misleading statement since ColumbiaGrid has resources to solve PSE's stated
problem without PSE's action?
Page 1-36 - For Alternative 1 the DEIS states: "Moderate to significant land use impacts and housing
impacts could occur because up to 327 acres of land could change to utility use, and some housing could
be removed to accommodate new transmission lines." Given the extremely limited remaining property
in Newcastle available for residential construction, why does Bellevue ignore the conflict between
Alternative 1 and the spirit of the Growth Management Act?
Page 1-36 Mitigation Measures -The DEIS states: "Provide relocation assistance" What exactly is
Bellevue's qualitative intent here? Since there is very little property available in Newcastle for
development, how is Bellevue going to assist in relocating displaced Newcastle residents to equivalent
locations in Newcastle? How are displaced residents compensated? Why is does Bellevue gloss over
Alternative 1 land use impact mitigation given these are the most significant impacts?
Page 1-36 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts-The DEIS states: "No significant unavoidable
adverse impacts to land use or housing are expected. Alternative 1, Option A, could have significant
impacts if a new corridor were required." Since Bellevue has been told sections of the corridor are too
narrow and there are homes at the ROW boundary, e.g. through Newcastle, why does Bellevue assert
this falsehood. Why does Bellevue ignore the housing impact resulting from widening the existing
corridor?
Page 1-38 Views & Visual Resources Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts-The DEIS states:
"Significant impacts from Alternative 1 would be unavoidable if a new corridor were developed."
Significant impacts from Alternative 1 would be unavoidable period. Why does Bellevue include the
misleading condition on whether or not a new corridor was developed?
Page 1-46 - For the No Action Alternative, The DEIS states: "Although a significant adverse impact could
result if a pipeline explosion near the transmission line occurred, the risk is minimized by conformance
with regulatory requirements and procedures that address pipeline safety." For Alternative 1, the DEIS
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states: "Conformance with regulatory requirements and procedures would ensure that potential hazards
are identified, and design plans developed, that minimize adverse effects from pipeline hazards." There is
a far greater danger of pipeline explosion with collocated conductive metal transmission towers
compared to the existing insulated structures. Why does Bellevue insinuate the No Action alternative is
more dangerous than Alternative 1? Why does Bellevue insist on injecting these harmful biases?
Page 1-48 - For the No Action Alternative, the DEIS states: "High electrical loads and lack of bulk
transmission in the vicinity of the load could result in moderate to significant adverse impacts to
electrical service reliability." Why does Bellevue make this false assertion? Why does Bellevue ignore
ColumbiaGrid resources as identified in the Energize Eastside EIS website?
Page 1-48 - For the No Action Alternative, The DEIS states: "A potential significant adverse impact if
Olympic Pipeline were damaged and explodes near existing PSE lines. Potential hazards minimized to
minor levels with conformance to standards and requirements." There is a far greater danger of pipeline
explosion with collocated conductive metal transmission towers compared to the existing insulated
structures. Why does Bellevue insinuate the No Action Alternative is more dangerous than Alternative
1? Why does Bellevue insist on injecting these harmful biases? This seems extremely dishonest.
Page 1-48 Utilities Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts -The DEIS states: "No Action Alternative less reliable service could result in power disturbances and could increase likelihood of power outages."
and /1 Alternative 2 - uncertainties about feasibility and performance, participation, and conservation
levels would result in risk to reliability." Why does Bellevue make this false assertion? Why does Bellevue
ignore ColumbiaGrid resources as identified in the Energize Eastside EIS website? Bellevue's statements
seem extremely dishonest.
Page 1-50 Table 1-2
What is the basis for Bellevue's conclusion that Alternative 1 option A has "Negligible" impact on Land
Use and Housing given it causes so much destruction of housing? Why does Bellevue consider wiping
out large sections of neighborhoods as a result of Alternative 1 option A "Negligible" impact instead of
significant? What is the basis for that conclusion? That evaluation shows extreme bias by Bellevue
against neighborhoods. What is the basis for the conclusion that the No Action Alternative has "Minor to
Moderate" impact on Historic and Cultural Resources? That makes no sense since nothing is being
constructed.
Page 1-53 Table 1-3
What is the basis for Bellevue's conclusion that the No Action Alternative has "Moderate to Significant"
impact on Land Use and Housing when it has not impact at all? That makes absolutely no sense.
What is the basis for the conclusion that the No Action Alternative has "Moderate to Significant" impact
on utilities since ColumbiaGrid has resources to address PSE stated need? Since the No Action
Alternative has no impact on ColumbiaGrid's pursuit of other options they've identified why isn't the
impact on utilities for the No Action Alternative "Negligible"?
Page 1-56 -The DEIS states: "Some members of the community reject the idea that the project is needed
based on their understanding of how much energy actually needs to be transmitted through and into the
Eastside area. Other memb.ers of the community accept PSE's assertion that the need is real and want
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only the most efficient and cost effective approach to addressing it." What percentage of the community
reject vs accept PSE's assertion? At the public hearings on the DEIS it is 100% reject vs 0% accept. Why
does Bellevue reject the needs of those "want only the most efficient and cost effective approach" by
excluding the ColumbiaGrid preferred plan to reconductor the Maple Valley- SnoKing transmission line?
Why does Bellevue exclude this alternative given it is more reliable and is much lower cost (~$16M) than
Alternative 17 Bellevue shows extreme bias in excluding this alternative.
Page 1-56-The DEIS states: "The purpose of this EIS is not to determine whether the project is needed,

but to confirm that the methods used to define the need are consistent with industry standards and
generally accepted methods." Why does Bellevue continue to make unsupported statements of need
through much of the DEIS given the methods are produce erratic and untrustworthy results?
Page 1-56 -The DEIS states: "Several options suggested by community members would modify
assumptions PSE made in its planning analysis regarding the need for the project, specifically around the
use of additional power plants outside of the Eastside during peak demand periods, and prohibiting the
flow of electricity to Canada during peak demand periods." Is Bellevue twisting the facts regarding the
flow of electricity to Canada given there are other ColumbiaGrid documented options to deliver even
greater capacity to Canada that don't involve PSE?
Page 2-1-The DEIS states: "Under SEPA, alternatives evaluated in an EIS must feasibly meet or
approximate the project objectives." Why did Bellevue reject the feasible and reasonable alternative of
conversion of control to a Puget Sound Public Utility District PUD? This alternative is fully compliant with
all criteria identified in the DEIS? Given:
•

PSE is only responsible t'o its owners

•

A PUD is only responsible to its customers
o

o

•

•

PSE's objective is to squeeze the maximum allowable profit from its customers

•

PU D's objective is to provide the best service and value to its customers

That's the difference between Seattle City Light being the greenest electrical utility and
the neighboring PSE being the dirtiest

PSE's objective :
o
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•

PUD's objective:
0

Better forecasting

0

Better management

0

Better service

0

Better efficiency

0

Better environmental stewardship

0

Better value

0

Better security

The PUD would establish customer oriented policies and rules for operating, maintaining, and upgrading
electrical power transmission and distribution. PSE would retain ownership and control of Colstrip.
Beyond the superior service, a PUD would allow the most cost effective and rapid departure from coal
sourced power, particularly from Colstrip. With a PUD, Bellevue and partner cities would control their
own destiny for forwarding looking and sustainable energy.
Page 2-4-The DEIS states: "Following the FERC direction, as well as prudent planning and operating
standards, PSE limits the number of transformers at substations to two 230 -115 kV transformer banks.
In other words, based on security threats to the physical electric infrastructure, it is not reasonable or
prudent to 'put all your eggs in one basket.'" Is Bellevue stating additional redundancy is not
"reasonable or prudent". If so, that's nonsense and why is Bellevue Is stating additional transformer
redundancy is not "reasonable or prudent"?
Page 2-5 - The DEIS states: "All PSE transmission lines of any voltage must remain equal to or below 95
percent of the emergency line-loading limit over the study period in order for a viable alternative to be
considered a potential solution. This includes all periods of the year, whether the system is operating
under normal or abnormal system configurations, or during light load or peak load conditions." Does
Bellevue consider ambient temperature in the assessment of line and transformer load limits? If not,
why not?
Page 2-8 2.2.1.10 - The DEIS states: "As is typical of electric service providers, PSE does not use load
shedding as a long-term solution to meet mandatory performance requirements. While NERC and WECC
allow dropping load for certain contingencies, intentionally dropping firm load for an N-1-1 or N-2
contingency to meet federal planning requirements is not a practice that PSE endorses, because of the
costs and inconvenience that outages impose on its customers." This is further proof that PS E's needs
assessment is not based on requirements. Why does Bellevue assert a capacity deficiency exists based
on fictitious requirements? This seems dishonest.
Page 2-9 2.2.1.13 - The DEIS states: "PSE will only accept solutions that will solve any existing or future
anticipated loading issues of PSE equipment." Since Alternative 1 fails to address future load issues in
generating capacity, Alternative 1 should be rejected. Why is Alternative 1 included since it violates PSEs
conditions?
Section 2.2.2 is irrelevant to the DEIS and should be deleted.
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Page 2-10 - The DEIS states: "PSE must prepare for project construction several years in advance because
some specialized equipment can take up to 3 years to procure. Alternatives must be reviewed to ensure
they are reasonably constructible by the in-service target date of 2018." Since there is essentially zero
chance to meet an in-service date of 2018 for Alternative 1, why isn't Alternative 1 rejected? Since the
go-ahead date for any Alternative 1 options is likely not going to happen in 2016 - 2017 and the lead
time for equipment is 3 years, another alternative is needed instead if PSE's deficiency estimates are
true. Why is this not being addressed by Bellevue? Why are ColumbiaGrid documented alternatives that
can meet the required in-service date ignored?
Page 2-10 2.2.2.3 -The DEIS states: "To PSE, proven technology means technology that has been
successfully operated with acceptable performance and reliability within a set of predefined criteria."
What is Bellevue's assessment of these criteria? Why are these criteria not available to the public?
Page 2-10 2.2.2.3 - The DEIS states: "Proven technology must have a documented track record for a

defined environment, meaning there are multiple examples of installations with a history of reliable
operations. Such documentation must provide confidence in the technology from practical operations,
with respect to the ability of the technology to meet the specified requirements." Why does Bellevue
state this requirement given Bellevue also states the DEIS only qualitative? Why is Bellevue applying a
double standard and betraying the communities' trust in Bellevue for a fair process?
Page 2-112.2.2.4 -The DEIS states: "After a project is complete and before the costs are allowed to be

placed into the rate base, PSE must prove to the UTC that the cost to build a project is prudent and
reasonable to ratepayers." Since ColumbiaGrid has a documented solution that is approximately 10% to
20% of the cost of Alternative 1, the allowed costs should be zero. Why is Bellevue excluding this
preferred solution?
Page 2-11-The DEIS states: "PSE has a legal obligation to deliver safe, dependable power, and an

obligation to do so at a reasonable cost. PSE continually balances these obligations in determining the
best solutions to solve problems facing the electric system." Why does Bellevue exclude lower cost
options documented by ColumbiaGrid per the Energize Eastside EIS website?
Page 2-12 -The DEIS states: "In a typical year, the PSE system operates in an N-1-1 condition that causes

customer outages about 15 to 30 times per year, each of which persists for approximately 4 to 12 hours,
or less than 2 percent of the year." The NOAA National Climatic Data Center has a database of daily
minimum temperatures for Station GHCND:USW00024233 SEATILE TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
WA US. Based on 16170 daily minimum temperature measurements in a period between January 1st
1970 and April 9th 2014, ambient temperatures were at or below 23°F for 0.95% of the period. This is
equivalent to 3.5 days per year. PSE claims there are two 4-hour peak power demand periods a day for a
total of 8 hours per day. The number of peak demand hours occurring during conditions of ambient
temperatures at or below 23°F is 8 x 3.5 = 28 hours per year or 0.3% per year. A N-1-1 condition during
the worst case low temperature condition would occur 2% x 0.3% =0.006% of the year or, on average,
half an hour per year. Why does Bellevue ignore the extreme low likelihood of occurrence in its
statements of deficiency? Why does Bellevue consider it a requirement to support full load demand
under this extremely unlikely occurrence given WECC does not?
Page 2-12 -The DEIS states: "An N-2 outage is when a single event trips multiple facilities, such as

certain instances when all the breakers in a substation trip offline, leaving several circuits without power,
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or a problem occurs that affects both circuits of a double circuit transmission line (two transmission
circuits located on one structure). This occurs when a problem is detected, or some sort of damage has
occurred. It can also be a result of routine maintenance when multiple system components must be
taken out of service. However, if at all possible, routine maintenance avoids multiple elements, and if
necessary, would most likely not be scheduled during peak load periods or poor weather. In a typical
year, the PSE system operates in an N-2 condition about 10 to 20 days per year, and persists for
approximately 4 to 12 hours, or less than 1 percent of the year." During the Community Advisory Group
(CAG) period, Andy Wappler stated the problem that PSE asserted would not cause blackouts. This is
true with proper management. On August 18, 2015, Andy Wappler stated to the Newcastle City Council
that if PSE doesn't get its way and the opportunity occurs, PSE will allow blackouts. Has Bellevue been
threatened similarly? Is Bellevue's bias towards Alternative 1 and away from the common sense
alternatives a result of this threat?
Page 2-13 -The DEIS states: "The CAPs are seen as temporary measures used to keep the entire system
operating, but they can place large numbers of customers at risk of a power outage if anything else on
the system begins to fail." What is Bellevue's basis for this assertion? What is the number of customers
affected? Where are the customers located? Are the customers in the Puget Sound region or in Canada?
What does Bellevue mean by the phrase "anything else on the system"? Supplemental Eastside Needs
Assessment Report Transmission System King County April 2015 Puget Sound Energy states: "NERC
Standard TPL-001-4 allows CAPs to be used to meet the performance requirements for most N-1-1 and N2 contingencies while specifying how long they will be needed as part of the CAPs." Is Bellevue including
failure conditions for which full demand support is not required?
Page 2-13 - the DEIS states: "Based on U.S. Census and Puget Sound Regional Council population
forecast data, PSE's analysis concluded that the population in PSE's service area on the Eastside is
projected to grow by approximately 1.2 percent per year over the next 10 years and employment is
expected to grow by 2.1 percent per year, resulting in additional electrical demand (Gentile et al., 2015)."
Given PSRC forecasts show a 1% population growth rate and a 1.1% employment growth rate from 2014
to 2030, what method and basis did Bellevue use to validate the very inconsistent analysis by PSE's of
population and employment growth rates?
Page 2-13 -The DEIS states: "If electrical load growth occurs as PSE has projected, PSE's system would
likely experience loads on the Eastside that would place the local and regional system at risk of damage
if no system modifications are made." Why does Bellevue make this misleading statement given
ColumbiaGrid has documented options it can pursue that don't require PSE involvement and do prevent
the stated situation?
Page 2-15 -The DEIS states: "Distribution efficiency can include conductor replacement and conservation
voltage reduction. Conductor replacement on existing lines could occur under the No Action Alternative
as part of normal maintenance. However, these improvements would not substantially increase overall
system capacity because capacity issues driving this project are typically associated with transformer
overloads rather than conductor overloads." Why does Bellevue make this false statement given
reconductor projects that don't involve PSE will increase overall system capacity and not cause
transformer overloads. Bellevue's statement seems very dishonest.
Page 2-15 -The DEIS states: "There are no currently known new technologies that PSE would employ
that could substantially affect the transmission capacity deficiency on the Eastside. Under the No Action
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Alternative, PSE would not be precluded from seeking out new technologies, however." Why does
Bellevue exclude alternatives that don't involve PSE? Why is Bellevue artificially limiting the alternatives
given that superior alternatives not involving PSE exist?
Page 2-23 2.3.2.2.3 Much of planned construction for Alternative 1 is in direct conflict with OLYMPIC
PIPE LINE COMPANY/ BP PIPELINES NA INC GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & RIGHT OF WAY REQUIREMENTS
(8/17 /2010) which states: "The contractor shall not be permitted to transport construction materials or

equipment longitudinally over the pipeline." Since there is no access to the planned transmission line
tower locations in some sections of the existing ROW, Alternative 1 is not viable and should be rejected.
Why does Bellevue ignore the construction constraints imposed for pipeline safety?
Page 2-23 - The DEIS states: "The clear zone for an overhead 230 kV line could be approximately 120 to

150 feet wide. The transmission line could be located along existing 115 kV easements, which are
typically 70 to 100 feet wide. Therefore, this analysis assumes that use of a 115 kV corridor could require
the corridor to be widened by up to 50 feet. Section 2.3.5 summarizes the clear zone widths and other
assumptions used for all alternatives in this EIS." Why does Bellevue state this, given a SO-foot-wide
hazardous liquid pipeline corridor is in the middle ofthe transmission line ROW in sections of the
Alternative 1 route? Given the transmission tower base, grounding and support provisions must be a
minimum of SO feet from all underground pipe which requires more than 2SO-foot-wide ROW for the
transmission line, why does Bellevue assert lSO-foot-wide ROW is adequate? This seems very dishonest.
Page 2-23 - the DEIS states: "Coordination with Olympic Pipeline. If located along the existing 115 kV

easement, construction of a 230 kV line has the potential to disrupt the Olympic Pipeline. Extensive
coordination with the Olympic Pipe Line Company would be required during project design and
construction to avoid disruption to the two lines, or to establish relocation procedures." Why does
Bellevue ignore the environmental impacts of pipeline disruption in the DEIS?
Page 2-23 - the DEIS states: "Approximately 100 pole foundations would need to be installed with a

typical spacing between poles of 1,000 feet to extend the 18-mile distance between the Sammamish and
Talbot Hill substations." Given the transmission line ROW straddles the hazardous liquid pipeline ROW in
some sections, twice as many poles are required in those sections. Given the overlap of transmission
line and hazardous liquid pipeline ROWs why does Bellevue make a false statement of the number of
transmission line tower foundations?
Page 2-32 -Alternative 2 is artificially narrow and excludes two key conservation drivers. The first issue
is the statement of the alternative neglects to consider market forces driven by continual reduction in
cost of conservation options and alternative local energy sources along with increasing costs of grid
sourced energy. With the cost of grid energy going up, and costs of conservation and self-generation
going down the reduction in grid demand will accelerate. Some regions have already reached the crossover point. The Bullet building in Seattle profitably generates 60% more energy than it uses. Energy
storage products is a $3.SB local industry. Why does Bellevue ignore this economic driver?
The second issue is Alternative 2 does not address the impact of FERC Order 74S which will give rise to
swift growth in demand response markets. FERC Order 74S most directly nullifies PSE's forecasted peak
loads claim. Why does Bellevue ignore the impact of FERC Order 74S?
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Page 2-52 - The DEIS states "Although switching to DC could potentially address the problem by
marginally increasing the capacity of the lines, it would add complexity to the system that would reduce
operational flexibility, which could have adverse impacts to the reliability and the operating
characteristics of PSE's system. For example, if there was a problem within the DC portion of the system,
it would not be possible to switch among other sources, as it is when the entire system is on AC. This
alternative has not been included because avoiding such adverse impacts to reliability is one of PSE's
stated electrical criteria (electrical criterion #1)." Why does Bellevue ignore the fact that conversion of
the existing 115 kV circuits provides far more capacity than PSE claims is needed, doubles the number of
circuits with no change to the transmission line, and provides much more grid resilience for blackout
restart conditions than Alternative 1? Why does Bellevue ignore the fact that a DC conversion fully
supports a lakeside substation and doubles the redundancy for N-1-1 failure conditions? Why does
Bellevue ignore the fact that a DC conversion eliminates the need for conductive metal towers near the
hazardous liquid pipeline? Bellevue references U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force. 2004.
Final Report on the August 14, 2003 Blackout in the United States and Canada: Causes and
Recommendations. April 2004 which states on page 15: "The province of Quebec, although considered a
part of the Eastern Interconnection, is connected to the rest of the Eastern Interconnection only by DC
ties. In this instance, the DC ties acted as buffers between portions of the Eastern Interconnection;
transient disturbances propagate through them less readily. Therefore, the electricity system in Quebec
was not affected by the outage, except for a small portion of the province's load that is directly
connected to Ontario by AC transmission lines." And on page 98 states: "Due to its geography and
electrical characteristics, the Quebec system in Canada is tied to the remainder of the Eastern
Interconnection via high voltage DC (HVDC) links instead of AC transmission lines. Quebec was able to
survive the power surges with only small impacts because the DC connections shielded it from the
frequency swings." Why does Bellevue ignore its own references to the reliability advantages of a DC
conversion? Is PSE technical incompetence sufficient reason to reject alternatives that are superior to
Alternative 1?
Page 2-54 -The DEIS states: "Alternatives that would violate PSE's Planning Standards and Guidelines

(such as changing a transmission line from AC to DC) or that could harm other utilities in the region (such
as disconnecting the Eastside from the regional grid during peak periods) would not become compliant
by combining them with other alternatives (electrical criterion #1)." Given mixed AC and DC grids are in
stable, mature, and reliable operation around the world, why does Bellevue assert this false claim?
Page 8-1- The DEIS states: "This chapter provides a high-level discussion offour types of environmental
health concerns raised during the scoping period". Why does Bellevue ignore toxic emissions? The WAC
197-11-960 Environmental checklist includes:

2. Air
a. What types of emissions to the air would result from the proposal during construction, operation,
and maintenance when the project is completed? If any, generally describe and give approximate
quantities if known.
b. Are there any offsite sources of emissions or odor that may affect your proposal? If so, generally
describe.
WAC 197-11-444 Elements of the environment includes:
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(b) (i) Air quality
What exempts the DEIS from including Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) controlled air
pollutants from consideration? Per the Union of Concerned Scientists, just 1/70th of a teaspoon of
mercury deposited on a 25-acre lake can make the fish unsafe to eat. The EPA ranks the Colstrip power
plant among worst in nation for mercury (2011). Coal ash from the Colstrip power plant is a significant
source of ground water pollution. Alternative 1 increases GHG and these toxic pollutants. Alternative 2
reduces GHG and these toxic pollutants. Alternative 2 is a huge environmental benefit 24/7 /365 not just
during conditions stated by PSE . Off-peak wind and solar generation along with battery storage helps
mitigate peak load generation (Colstrip) demand every day, not just a couple days a year. This reduces
GHG and MATS emissions below current levels. The spirit and intent behind SEPA is environmental
protection. Why does Bellevue ignore very significant environmental benefits of Alternative 2 and the
serious negative environmental impact of Alternative 17
Page 10-1-The DEIS states: "The No Action Alternative would likely lead to declining reliability of the
electrical power supply on the Eastside, which could be inconsistent with local planning policies and
constitute a significant adverse impact." Given the No Action Alternative places no constraints on
ColumbiaGrid's pursuit of equivalent options, why does Bellevue make this false assertion? This seems
very dishonest.
Page 10-6 - The DEIS states: "A determination of whether the Energize Eastside Project qualifies as an
EPF would be made by the permitting agency at the time of permit preparation or submittal." Since
ColumbiaGrid has the option of pursuing other documented projects that achieve equivalent objectives,
Alternative 1 is not an EPF.
Page 10-16 -What is Figure 10-7 intended to represent?
Page 10-19 -The DEIS states: "Negligible land use and housing impacts would be expected from project
construction under any of the action alternatives." Given sections of the ROW that cut through R-6
zoned areas are too narrow, what is Bellevue's basis for determining housing impacts are negligible in
Newcastle?
Page 15-6 - The DEIS states: "Additionally, product shut-off valves, located at a distance of up to 5 miles,
previously were turned by hand only, but are now automated so product flow can be shut off remotely
and immediately (Anderson, 2015; Moulton, personal communication, 2015b)." How did Bellevue
validate the automated system would operate correctly and provide correct status to the operator
under a failure condition where the pipeline was energized to a high voltage due to a transmission line
anomaly or failure?
Page 15-15 -The DEIS states: "The IEEE guide is based on many years of research and practical
experience. Engineers can control the conductor gradients by selection of conductor size (larger
conductors have lower gradients), phase spacing and arrangement, and sometimes by bundling (use of
multiple conductors per phase lowers the surface gradient)." Why does Bellevue include statement
regarding bundling? Is Bellevue considering conductor bundling in the project? If so, why does Bellevue
ignore the visual impact of bundled conductors?
Page 15-18 -The DEIS states: "The same types of hazards and potential need for emergency services
related to operation of new 230 kV transmission lines in proximity to the Olympic Pipeline are already
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present with the existing 115 kV lines and would remain similar with a 230 kV line, even if it were to be
located in a new right-of-way corridor." Since the 230 kV support towers are conductive and are
grounded along a collocated pipeline and therefore far more dangerous than the relatively nonconductive 115 kV support poles why does Bellevue assert this falsehood? Why does Bellevue ignore the
fact that co location safety issues don't exist if the transmission line and Olympic Pipeline are not
collocated? Bellevue's statement seems very dishonest.
Page 15-20 - The DEIS states: "A fiscal analysis prepared for the Project (FCS Group, 2016) utilized an
estimate of a theoretical $10 million decrease in assessed value to demonstrate the relative effect of
such a decrease on property tax revenues in one of the study area communities {City of Bellevue)." Why
did Bellevue choose to ignore the property tax loss resulting from condemnation of property? Well over
$30 million in property value would be lost from condemnation of property in Newcastle alone to widen
the existing ROW. That represents a tax loss of over $300,000 per year.
Page 16-30-The DEIS states: "For example, maintenance activities on the transmission line could

require heavy equipment to cross the buried Olympic Pipeline, or excavation at existing pole foundations
could require excavation in proximity to the Olympic Pipeline. These same risks are already present with
the existing 115 kV lines and would remain with a 230 kV line." Given the structure of the 230 kV and the
115 kV transmission lines are very different, on what basis did Bellevue determine the risks due to
maintenance activities would be the same? Why does Bellevue imply the existing 115 kV poles have
foundations given they don't have foundations?
Page 16-30-The DEIS states: "As described under the No Action Alternative, conformance with industry
standards and regulatory requirements ensure that potential hazards are identified and operations and
maintenance procedures in place that minimize adverse effects from these hazards to minor levels."
What basis does Bellevue use to validate this claim? A natural-gas explosion sourced by PSE destroyed
three businesses in Greenwood on March 9, 2016. How would Bellevue contrast the standards and
regulatory requirements levied on PSE that allowed the explosion vs those that "minimize adverse
effects from these hazards to minor levels." Bellevue's statement appears to be very dishonest.
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1 Statement of Need
Page 1-5 -The DEIS states: "This EIS will not be used to reject or validate the need for the proposal." Yet
it contains many contrary and unsupported statements. At least seven unsupported statements in
section 1 falsely state there is need:
•

Page 1-1, 1-2 - "This set of facilities is proposed in order to address a deficiency in electrical
transmission capacity during peak periods that has been identified by PSE through its system
planning process. This deficiency is expected to arise as a result of anticipated population and
employment growth on the Eastside, and it is expected to negatively affect service reliability for
Eastside customers within the next few years. The project would improve reliability for Eastside
communities and would supply the needed electrical capacity for anticipated growth and
development on the Eastside." This is an unsupported assertion and should be deleted.

•

Page 1-2 - "Based on federally mandated planning standards, PSE's analysis found that the
existing transmission system could place Eastside customers and/or the regional power grid at
risk of power outages or system damage during peak power events due to cold or hot .weather.
PSE's analysis concluded that the most effective solution was to add a 230-to-115 kV transformer
within the center of the Eastside to relieve stress on the existing 230-to115{sic] kV transformers
that currently supply the area." PSE's analysis didn't find anything. An analysis is an inanimate
object. PSE may have concluded something regarding their analysis but that's not relevant in
this document. This statement should be deleted.

•

Page 1-5 - "Stantec prepared a memorandum evaluating the stated need for the project, and

confirmed that PSE's Eastside Needs Assessment was conducted in accordance with industry
standards for utility planning {Stantec, 2015 ). See Appendix A for more information." Th is is
another unsupported and irrelevant assertion . This statement should be deleted. Appendix A
has no information on conducting a needs assessment in accordance with industry standards.
Will this reference be corrected so it contains information on "industry standards for utility
planning" as indicated?
•

page 1-6 - "Without adding at least 74 megawatts (MW} of transmission capacity for local peak

periods in the Eastside, a deficiency could develop as early as winter of 2017 - 2018 or summer of
2018, putting customers at risk of load shedding (forced power outages) {Stantec, 2015)." This is
another unsupported and irrelevant assertion. This statement should be deleted.
•

page 1-10- "The Energize Eastside Project is intended to address an identified deficiency in the
capacity of PSE's transmission system." This is another unsupported and irrelevant assertion.
This statement should be deleted.

•

Fact Sheet FS-i - "The project involves improvements to PSE's electrical grid in the Eastside area
of King County, Washington, to address a deficiency in electrical transmission capacity." This is
another unsupported and irrelevant assertion. This statement should be deleted.

•

Fact Sheet FS-i - "The purpose of the project is to address a projected deficiency in transmission
capacity resulting from growth in electrical demand, which could affect the future reliability of
electrical service for the Eastside." This is another unsupported and irrelevant assertion. This
statement should be deleted.
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As cited above (page 1-5), "PSE's Eastside Needs Assessment was conducted in accordance with industry
standards for utility planning {Stantec, 2015}." In 2014 PSE advertised Figure 1 (published in 2013) to the
CAG as their demand forecast presumably based on the "industry standards for utility planning" PSE
claims to follow. Their planning projected a demand of 660 MW in 2014 with approximately 1.15%
demand growth per year between 2012 and 2014.

Eastside customer demand forecast
800

2013 PSE data:
•Shows 645 MW load in 2012
•Projects 660MW load in 2014
{1.15% growth per year)

6 uu- - - -

2017
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'Customer Demand assumes 100% ol conservation goals are met.

This chart shows customer demand with 100% conservation goals met compared
to our current electric transmission system's capacity. By 2017-2018, demand will
exceed our ability to provide dependable power.

December 2013
Figure 1

In 2015, PSE shows 2014 demand was 585 MW per Figure 2 (published in 2015). This is a 5% per year
decrease, not the PSE projected 1.15% increase. This is a six-fold error in the rate of change. It is also in
the opposite direction from what PSE projected. The magnitude of the error is a very significant 75 MW
decrease. The 75 MW magnitude error exceeds the magnitude of the 74 MW shortfall projected by PSE .
Why does Bellevue ignore this huge discrepancy in PSE's forecasted demand?
This is clearly indicative of poor near term forecasting accuracy. With the projected demand line
normalized to PSE's 2014 historical data (shown in red in Figure 1) it shows significant positive margin
out to 2022. Why is this ignored by Bellevue?
PSE's historical data shows poor projection accuracy and clearly undermines their claims regarding a
projected shortfall in 2017 - 2018. Why is this ignored by Bellevue?
A truly independent, transparent, and objective assessment is required to forecast true demand and
capacity. Without such, no statements regarding shortfalls should be contained in the EIS. Why does
Bellevue fail to perform proper research in demand forecast?
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Fundamentally, there is no justification for PSE's shortfall claims.
Besides revealing PSE's huge accuracy error, the completely different 2015 forecast from PSE based on
the same "industry standards for utility planning" shows a wildly different projection.

2015 PSE data:
• Shows 585 MW load in 2014
• 60 MW less than 2012
(5% reduction per year)
• 75 MW below prediction
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Source: Gentile et al., 2015.

Bottom line: PSE simulation and prediction tools and methodology are
not credible. True independent assessment is needed.
Figure 2
Accuracy and precision are both important qualities of a statistically significant measure or estimate.
Accuracy is the proximity of a measurement and the actual value. Precision is the repeatability of a
measurement. Figure 3 is an overlay of the two PSE forecasts published in 2013 and 2015. PSE's own
data shows forecast are both wildly inaccurate and wildly imprecise. Although based on the "industry
standards for utility planning", PSE's forecasts are essentially worthless as support for PSE's energy
shortfall claims. Why does Bellevue state these worthless claims as fact?
The only statement that should be made in the EIS regarding a deficiency in electrical transmission
capacity is that PSE's assertions are baseless, statistically nonsignificant findings.
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Alternative 1 ls An Inappropriate Solution

PSE projects that electrical power demand will begin to exceed peak power capacity by the year 2017.
PSE further projects demand will exceed capacity by approximately 10% by 2022. The key point
emphasized by PSE is the projected demand is based on days where the air temperature is 23°F or
lower.
The question is whether the occurrence of the conditions is so frequent that PSE's intended solution
with its enormous impacts is warranted and there are no alternatives, or is there something being left
unsaid that indicates less aggressive solutions may be viable?
The NOAA National Climatic Data Center has a database of daily minimum temperatures for Station
GHCND:USW00024233 SEATILE TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT WA US. Figure 4 is a summary of
16170 daily minimum temperature measurements in a period between January ist 1970 and April gth
2014. The horizontal scale is the daily minimum temperature in one-degree Fahrenheit increments from
the lowest measured value in the period (7°F) to 23°F. The vertical scale ranges from 0% to 100% and is
the percentage of the period in which each minimum temperature was recorded.
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Figure 4

Since the occurrences of 23°F and lower temperatures days are extremely infrequent an expanded view
of the bottom 1% is provided in Figure 5.
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Percent of days with low temperature at or below 23°F
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Figure 5
As can be deduced from the charts, the extreme conditions identified by PSE are very infrequent. The
total percentage of days with minimums at or below 23°F is 0.95% (less than 1% of the time, or 3.5 days
a year) for the entire period. This suggests that the problem stated by PSE is potentially solvable within
the realm of smart power management policies without resorting to the unnecessary options within
PSE's narrow solution space. PSE has offered no defendable justification for excluding employment of a
smart power management approach.
At less than one percent rate of occurrence, the number of days (that meet the conditions for which PSE
claims this project is needed) over a ten-year period is: 0.95% x 365 days per year x 10 years= 34.7 days.
PSE claims the cost will be as high as $290 million. That cost spread across the number of occurrences in
a ten-year period is $290 million/ 34.7 days= $8.36 million per day for each low temperature day. PSE
claims the periods of peak electrical demand are from 6:00 AM to 10:00 AM and from 5:00 PM to 9:00
PM. That is a total of 8 hours per day. Dividing $8.36 million by 8 hours leaves the consumers paying
over $1 million dollars an hour. This is a very poor value to the customer and an unnecessary expense.
PSE has offered no defendable justification for promoting such an expensive and limited value solution
over lower cost, lower impact, and much higher value solutions.
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PSE statements during CAG process and PSE documentation
PSE states peak demand shortfall under a transmission line failure condition is 55
Megawatts (MW)
PSE projected demand is based on days where the air temperature is 23°F or lower
PSE states peak demand occurs in two 4 hour periods (8 hours total per day)
PSE intends to add 1407 MW (for N-1-1 conditions, two of four routes failed)
•
Replace 1620 Amp cable (Tern/ACSS/AW 795) with 2576 Amp cable (Falcon/ACSS/AW
1590)
•
•
•

115 kV (line to line)/ .,/3 = 66.4 kV line to neutral
66.4 kV x 1620 Amp x 3 phases= 645 MW existing capacity
230 kV (line to line)/ .,/3 = 132 kV line to neutral
132 kV x 2576 Amp x 3 phases= 2052 MW expanded capacity
2052 MW- 645 MW= 1407 MW total increase from existing to expanded capacity
under N-1-1 conditions

Background

•

NOAA National Climatic Data Center has a database of daily minimum temperatures for
Station GHCND:USW00024233 SEATILE TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT WA US
Summary of 16170 daily minimum temperature measurements in a period between
January pt 1970 and April 9th 2014 by NOAA indicates air temperature is at or below 23°F a
total of 3.5 days on average per year

Analysis
PSE claimed need: 55 MW x 8 hours per day x 3.5 days per year= 1520 MW hours
(MWh)/year
PSE intended increase in capacity: 1407 MW x 24 hours per day x 365 day per year=
12,325,320 MWh per year
Percent increase in capacity vs need: 12,325,320 MWh / 1520 MWh = 810,876%
Conversely, percent increase needed vs capacity: 1520 MWh I 12,325,320 MWh = 0.0123%

Figure 6 shows the relative scale of PSE's proposed project vs PSE's statement of need during the CAG
process.
To be clear, the percent increase in capacity vs need as stated above is over 800,000 percent. An
increase of this magnitude will never ever be needed in the PSE customer base area.
Why does Bellevue believe such an absurdly large growth in capacity is needed while rejecting more
reasonable alternatives?
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Alternative 1:
12,325,320 Megawatt hours
increased energy capacity per
year
(PSE proposed solution)
Over 800,000 percent
greater than PSE's claimed
need

PSE's stated shortfall

Figure 6
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3

Scope

The EIS should include safety codes per RCW 81.88 including relevant inputs from CCOPS sanctioned by
RCW 81.88.140. Why is CCOPS input and the impact of mitigating safety issues excluded from the DEIS?
The EIS should identify which alternatives are consistent with WAC 480-100-238 Integrated resource
planning, specifically items 3a, 3b, 3c. Why are this items excluded?
The EIS should include positive environmental impacts where current ongoing environmental impacts
are reduced. Why are the reduced impacts enabled by Alternative 2 excluded?

4

Safety

Safety is the utmost critical consideration and one that was completely ignored by PSE during the CAG
process. The EIS should include all impacts caused by the mitigation of safety hazards. Like smoking, lead
paint and asbestos, a lot has been learned in the last few decades about safety of transmission lines,
hazardous liquid pipelines, and the catastrophic interactions between collocated high energy sources. If
we could apply to past decisions what we know now about these interactions, likely we would not have
allowed the existing thin safety margins. Like any new demolition/construction project, the new design
and construction process must meet current 'code' not the obsolete standards applied and
grandfathered along in the past.
The project should not impose safety risks, Therefore the EIS should include complete mitigation of
safety risks including:
•

•

Electromagnetic
o

Corrosion from induced AC currents

o

High energy events (e.g., lightning, arcing, structure failure)

Thermal
o

Immediate breach - transmission line has 10,000 times the arc voltage needed to melt
ductile iron pipe

o
•

Latent damage - event of sufficient energy to rupture cathodic protection insulation

Mechanically induced failure
o

Immediate rupture

o

Construction induced latent failure (e.g., Bellingham disaster)

o

Long term stress from forces on transmission line structure

The project provides a 4X increase in energy available to aggravate a line fault condition. The mitigation
for this is physical separation. But worse, the key change in the supporting structure is replacement of
the relatively insulating wooden supports with highly conductive metal supports. The mitigation for this
is physical separation. In addition, the AC magnetic field in the power lines induces a current in adjacent
parallel pipes causing corrosion to the pipes and a shock hazard for personnel contacting the pipe, its
fittings, and valves. The mitigation for this is physical separation.
In a perfect storm scenario, an arc to ground from a transmission line failure, weather, lightning or other
event allows the hazardous liquid pipeline to be energized to the point of rupture requiring the pipeline
to be shut down. But given the pipeline is energized at lethal potential, there is no automatic or manual
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means to shut it down. This runaway situation is quite possible. The mitigation for this is physical
separation. Other colocation issues:
•

Immediate or latent damage to the pipeline during construction . The mitigation for this is
physical separation.

•

Latent damage to the pipeline due to forces transmitted from the towers to the footing, and to
the soil adjacent to the pipeline. The mitigation for this is physical separation.

•

Damage to the pipeline cathodic protection insulation through heating caused by lightning
strikes to towers conducted to the ground adjacent to the pipeline. The mitigation for this is
physical separation .

In regard to facilities sharing a corridor, The Corridor Concept Theory and Application by Charles H.
Weir, C.L.S., P.E.N.G and June P. Klassen states: "The disadvantages include: Increased Disaster Potential.
Should a natural catastrophe, a subversive action, or major facility failure occur, the potential for
multiple facility failure is increased due to proximity." It also states: "The major conflict between power
transmission lines and pipelines in corridors is an unavoidable result of proximity. Spacing between these
two facilities should be in the range of 30 metres due to voltage and resultant current flows which may
be induced in a pipeline from adjacent powerlines." The mitigation for this is physical separation.
Page 1-32 - The DEIS states: "Risk to the public is not likely from constructing or operating the project
near pipelines due to extensive safety policies and regulations." That statement is, in essence,
completely meaningless since is it is completely unsupported. The Bellingham disaster was 5 years after
construction. The project leading to the Bellingham disaster was very closely monitored. A cursory
review of data from US DOT Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration on hazardous
pipeline shows numerous incidents with "extensive safety policies and regulations" in place:
•
•
•
•
•

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY (06/12/2010 - 09/09/2015)
0
$68, 772,650
THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE (01/09/1996 -12/08/2015)
0
$144,702,203
UNSPECIFIED CORROSION (10/28/1997 - 11/19/2009)
0
$6,062,845
Miscellaneous
0
$160,674,585
Injuries and fatalities (02/27 /1996 - 06/22/2015)
o 34 injuries (8 in 06/10/1999 Bellingham Olympic Pipeline disaster)
o 37 deaths (3 in 06/10/1999 Bellingham Olympic Pipeline disaster)

Why does Bellevue ignore the historical truth and make this unsupported claim regarding risk to public
safety?

5

Inadequate Power Line Right Of Way Width

Figure 7 is a diagram of the current PSE power line Right Of Way (ROW) and the Olympic Pipeline
Hazardous Liquid Pipeline ROW through the Olympus residential community in Newcastle. This is a
segment of the proposed route 'M' . The hazardous liquids consist of highly flammable petroleum
products (kerosene, jet fuel, diesel fuel, and gasoline). The liquid is pumped at very high pressure
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(approximately 1400 pounds per square inch) through two pipelines within the pipeline ROW. In the
Olympus neighborhood, the hazardous liquid pipeline ROW is 50 feet wide and centered within the 100foot-wide PSE power line ROW.

Existing PSE ROW

- - - - - - - i o o ·- - - -- - -

•

Pipeline ROW

so·- - -•

Figure 7

Figure 8 shows the nominal location of 120-foot-tall monopole towers on 6-foot diameter footings to
support the proposed 230 kV lines. The footings must be placed in undisturbed soil to be able to
withstand lateral forces on the monopole. A minimum margin of undisturbed soil around the footing is
required and must be within the PSE power line ROW. As can be seen, the footings can only be located
within the outer 25 foot margins of the 100-foot-wide PSE power line ROW without directly violating the
hazardous liquid pipeline ROW. The edge of the footing is potentially within 9.5 feet of existing and
future residential structures given the current 100-foot-wide easement. This is far too narrow.
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120'

Existing PSE ROW
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Pipeline ROW
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50'---·

.'

.-9.5'

25'

l
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6'-

-12.5'..J

Figure 8

Modern standards of the U.S electrical power industry for 230 kV power lines include a minimum 150foot ROW (nominally 75 feet on each side of the power line support centerline). As an example, PPL
Electric utilities with 1.4 million customers and 48,000 miles of power lines in central and eastern
Pennsylvania requires the 150-foot ROW (ref PPL Electric Utilities Transmission Line Design Criteria
Version 0 12/18/2012). Other examples include: Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association,
Public Services Company of Colorado Comanche Transmission Project; and Duke Energy Transmission
Rights of Way - Ohio, Kentucky & Indiana.
PSE is ignoring modern standards in the selection of 230 kV power line routes through existing 100 foot
ROWs. PSE points to historical examples where this has been done. These are artifacts of obsolete and
outdated standards. PSE's error is compounded by the location of the monopole supports. The location
at the edge of the existing easement leads to an extremely skewed ROW offset with only 12.5 feet
between the support centerline and the ROW boundary.
Chevron states: "All overhead cable should maintain a minimum height of 20 feet above grade for a

distance of 25 feet each side of the pipeline. No part or portion of mechanical supports and service drops,
including poles, towers, guy wires, ground rods and anchors, should be within 25 feet of the existing
pipeline" ( www.chevronpipeline.com/pdf/Gl~idelines for Property Development.pdf).
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The Bonneville Power Administration publishes their safety standards for transmission line installation
(http://www.bpa.gov/news/pubs/GeneralPublications/lusi-Living-and-working-safely-around-highvoltage-power-lines.pdf). They state: "BPA operates one of the world's largest networks of longdistance, high-voltage lines, ranging from 69,000 volts to 500,000 volts. This system has more than 200
substations and more than 15,000 miles of power lines." One of their most critical safety requirements
is:
"Pipes and cables should not be installed closer than 50 feet to a BPA tower, any
associated guy wires or grounding systems. These grounding systems are long, buried
wires that are sometimes attached to the structures and can run up to 300 feet along
the right-of-way." and "Proper positioning of underground utilities is required to
prevent an accident in an extreme case when an unusual condition might cause
electricity to arc from the high-voltage wire to the tower and then to ground. This
could produce a dangerous voltage on underground piping or cable system."

BPA, Chevron, Arco, NACE, DNV GL and many more experts realize significant hazards in colocation. A
high energy ignition source next to a highly flammable material is not a good thing. Induced AC
corrosion is not a good thing. For safety there must be a SO-foot separation between towers, supports,
and grounding lines and all underground pipelines and hazardous liquid pipeline corridors. The existing
ROW in the 'M" corridor is not wide enough.
Figure 9 shows the proper extent of a 230 kV power line ROW adjacent to a pipeline consistent with BPA
standards. Although not as rigorous as other U.S electrical power industry standards it does present a
moderate safety solution. As can be seen, the existing ROW has insufficient width to accommodate the
proposed 230 kV power line. Clearly, the application of common sense modern standards precludes the
routing of the 230 kV power line through route 'M' within the existing corridor.
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The EIS must address the impact of implementing this safety requirement. The transmission line corridor
must be wide enough such that no tower will be within 50 feet of pipes including utility, hazardous
liquid, or residential pipes. The current corridor is 100 feet wide. It must be expanded to approximately
260 feet (2.5 times the existing width) to ensure adequate safety. In addition, no tower should be
located such that it is within striking distance of any structure subsequent to a structural failure of the
tower. The EIS must address this impact.
Figures 10 and 11 show the location of homes wiped out in the Olympus Neighborhood in Newcastle to
allow some margin of safety for location of large conductive transmission towers. Why does Bellevue
ignore this impact?
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Many homes will be condemned and destroyed to make Alternative 1 safe. Up to 51 homes in Olympus
will be gone in order to widen the existing corridor. These are not just concrete, 2x4s, and drywall
structures. These are homes of families. Homes are places where children sleep at night. Homes are
where neighbors have been neighbors for over a quarter century. Homes are where families enjoy life
Homes are part of a community. In Olympus, 20% of a well-established community erased How is the
impact ofthis loss being addressed. What's the visual character of a former neighborhood with metal
towers replacing destroyed homes? Why does Bellevue these impacts in the DEIS?
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• Olympus Homeowner Association
• Lived in area since 1963
• Lived in current residence since 1988
• Newcastle is my city
• Olympus is my neighborhood
•This is my home
• Regardless of any o·u tcome of this process it must be safe
1

• Safety and my community
• Uphill battle by residents since the beginning of the Community Advisory
Group {CAG)
• Safety is still not taken seriously

• DEIS: "Risk of accidental rupture and explosion of Olympic Pipeline would
increase during construction but be minimize by employing best
management practices." (page 1-32)
• Bellingham disaster was 5 years after construction
• The project leading to the Bellingham disaster was very closely monitored

• DEIS: "Risk to the public is not likely from constructing or operating the
project near pipelines due to extensive safety policies and regulations."
{page 1-32)
2

• US DOT Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA)
Hazardous Liquid Pipeline Incidents
• ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY (06/12/2010 - 09/09/2015)
• $68, 772,650

• THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE (01/09/1996 - 12/08/2015)
• $144, 702,203

• UNSPECIFIED CORROSION (10/28/1997 - 11/19/2009)
• $6,062,845

• MISCELLANEOUS (01/15/1996 - 12/08/2015)
• $160,891,735
• (Bellingham disaster classified as miscellaneous)

• Injuries and fatalities (02/27/1996-12/23/2015)
• 23 injuries (8 in 06/10/1999 Bellingham Olympic Pipeline disaster)
• 29 deaths (3 in 06/10/1999 Bellingham Olympic Pipeline disaster)

• All accomplished "by employinp best management practices" and "extensive
safety pohcies and regulations,
3

PSE's selected corridor 'M' is much too narrow to safely colocate 230KV transmission line metal
towers and hazardous liquid pipeline
• Other sections of corridor equally high risk
• PSE has been told of safety risk repeatedly
• PSE asserts colocation is a good thing for safety (PSE to Newcastle City Council and Planning Commission
February 2 2016

• BPA, Chevron, Arco, NACE, DNV GL and many more experts realize significant hazards in
co location
• A high energy ignition source next to a highly flammable material is not a good thing
• Induced AC corrosion is not a good thing
• Need 50 1 separation between towers, supports, and grounding lines and all underground pipelines and
hazardous liquid pipeline corridors
• The existing 'M 11 corridor is not wide enough

• Why is PSE's position so radically different than the rest of the industry?
• Because they are wrong
• It is not safe
• Why is this being ignored in the DEIS?
11

NACE National Association of Corrosion Engineers.

4

• DEIS: "The process ... includes an objective understanding ... in order to
identify feasible and reasonable project alternatives for consideration
in the EIS."(page 1-5)
• You have a choice to make, either:
• Reject alternative 1 since it's not technically feasible nor reasonable due to
extreme safety risk, or
• Address the impact of the mitigations to make it safe

• Pick one or the other
• Don't fail to step up to this critical choice
• Right now the DEIS looks like a white wash

• The project should not impose safety risks to residents
5

• Community
• If corridor 'M' turns into Mega 'M' to provide necessary safe margins:
• Many homes will be condemned and destroyed
• Up to 51 homes in Olympus gone (if centered on the existing corridor)
• These are not just concrete, 2x4s, and drywall structures
• These are homes of families
• Homes are places where children sleep at night
• Homes are where neighbors have been neighbors for over a quarter century
• Homes are where families enjoy life
• Homes are part of a community
• In Olympus, 20% of a well established community erased

• How is the impact of this loss being addressed
•

Appears to be ignored

• What's the visual character of a former neighborhood with metal towers replacing destroyed homes
• The face of a neighborhood with a bunch of teeth knocked

Cambridge Dictionary: A condemned building that has
been officially judged not safe for people to live in or to use

G

•To repeat:
• You have a choice to make, either:
• Reject alternative 1 since ifs not technically feasible nor reasonable due to
extreme safety risk, or
• Address the impact of the mitigations required to make it safe

•Choose one

7
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Alternative 1: Safety Risk
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10

• EIS should include complete mitigation of safety risks including:
• Electromagnetic
• Corrosion from induced AC currents
• High energy events, e.g., lightning, arcing, structure failure

•Thermal
• Immediate breach - transmission line has 10,000 times the arc voltage needed to
melt ductile iron pipe
• Latent damage - Event of sufficient energy to rupture cathodic protection insulation

• Mechanically induced failure
• Immediate rupture
• Construction induced latent failure, e.g., Bellingham disaster
• Long term stress from forces on transmission line structure
11

• Project provides a 4-fold increase in energy available to aggravate a
line fault condition.
• Mitigation for this is physical separation

• Key change in the supporting structure is replacement of the
relatively insulating wooden supports with highly conductive metal
supports.
• Mitigation for this is physical separation

• AC magnetic field in the power lines induce a current in adjacent
parallel pipes causing corrosion and shock hazard for personnel
contacting the pipe and its fittings and valves.
• Mitigation for this is physical separation
12

• Industry standards call for a minimum 50' separation
• Pipeline now and in the future be anywhere in the pipeline corridor
• 50' setback from the pipeline corridor boundary to
•
•
•
•

Base of transmission tower
Supporting structures
Grounding lines
Same separation applies

• Same setback needed between transmission line components and
any utility or residential pipes

13

Criteria for Pipelines Co-Existing with Electric
Power Lines - DNV GL October 201s
• Separation distance
• D < 100 ft
• High Severity Ranking of HVAC Interference

• HVAC Power Line Current
• I~ 1,000 Amps
• Very High Severity Ranking of HVAC Interference

• Collocation Length
• L > 5,000 ft
• High Severity Ranking of HVAC Interference

• Collocation I Crossing Angle
• 9< 30
• High Severity Ranking of HVAC Interference

• http://www.ingaa.org/File.aspx?id=24732
14
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Zillow
$664,000
$639,000
$625,000
$668,000
$615,000
$638,000
$648,000
$695,000
$660,000
$622,000
$645,000
$884,000
$631,000
$647,000
$574,000
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$839,000
$621,000
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$602,000
$767,000
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$809,000
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$741,000
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$797,000
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$620,000
$822,000
$671,000
$532,000
$599,000
$623,000
$778,000
$665,000
$651,000
$674,000
$797,000
$760,000

Assessed
Levy rate
value (est) (1.067297%)
$561,127
$540,000
$528,169
$564,507
$519, 718
$539,155
$547,606
$587,324
$557,746
$525,634
$5,610
$5,818 GI v
$545,070
$747,042
$7,973
$533,239
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$5,836
$546,761
$5,177
$485,070
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$709,014
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$5,863 """_.___
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51 Homes destroyed
$34.4M property loss
51/268 = 19% of Olympus
Community wiped out
Olympus is .55 m1 18 mi
3% of the corridor
What about the other 97%
How is lost tax revenue
compensated?
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Data Source: US DOT Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
PHMSA All Reported Pipeline Incidents- Listing By Cause: 20 Year Totals (1996-2015)
System Type: ALL State: ALL
Dile

Repo<ted &uS1<of lncl'dent

"Incident Cil....iSubType

Slate

County

Opera too Name

Operator. ID

06/12/2010 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

UT

SALT LAKE

12/14/2010 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

IL

WILL

01/28/2011 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

PR

08/08/2011 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

IL

COOK

12/10/2012 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

NJ

SOMERSET

05/09/2013 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

IN

MARION

09/08/2013 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

CA

03/14/2014 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

ILi

03/14/2014 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

IL

KANKAKEE

02/17/2015 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

KY

JEFFERSON

09/09/2015 OTHER OUTSIDE FORCE DAMAGE

ELECTRICAL ARCING FROM OTHER EQUIPMENT/FACILITY

TX

HARRIS

ll!Jurl<!S T<itaf €.0St·A5 ~

0

0

$32,233,740

22430 WEST SHORE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$19,495,905

15915 PIPELINES OF PUERTO RICO INCD, THE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$490,276

32109 ONEOK NGL PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$411,277

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$113,318

32147 MARATHON PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,928,050

LA

32103 CRIMSON PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,107,125

KANKAKEE

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,987,841

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,007,118

32147 l\llARATHON PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUIO

0

0

$2,453,000

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$545,000

01/09/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

KINGS

02/20/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MT

FALLON

02/17/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

PARKER

03/03/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

OKLAHOMA

02/29/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IL

LAWRENCE

02/27/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

YOAKUM

03/07/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

DUVAL

03/10/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

CIMARRON

03/28/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KY

JEFFERSON

04/04/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

OSAGE

04/15/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

TAYLOR

05/23/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

ST JAMES

05/18/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

LIBERTY

06/09/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

GAINES

06/19/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

PARKER

07/01/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IL

PUTNAM

07/29/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NV

CLARK

08/01/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

LOVING

08/29/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IA

MONONA

08/28/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

KERN

09/14/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

BUTLER

09/24/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

BLAINE

09/26/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Ml

GRAND HAVEN

10/08/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

co

ELBERT

10/19/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MS

PERRY

10/26/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE'

OK

TULSA

10/22/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

WHARTON

11/21/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

WOODS

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

PAYNE

I

~talltleS

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

I

12/03/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

S~em ·Type

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

I

$68, 772,650

26127 CHEVRON PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

19226 TEXACO PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,500

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$70,000

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

12127 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$155,000

12452 MID -AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

0

$220,000

26023 COASTAL STATES CRUDE GATHERING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$48,950

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$75,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$50,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,000

12127 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,984,000

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,500

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,080

15851 DELEK MARKETING AND SUPPLY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$0

12127 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$230,00C

26125 CALNEV PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

3

$400,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,000

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$63,929

25133 TEXACO TRADING & TRANSPORTATION INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,00C

19226 TEXACO PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

3370 DIAMOND SHAMROCK REFINING & MARKETING CO

1044 WESTTEX 66 PIPELINE CO
737 ASHLAND PIPELINE CO
22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP
2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC

$250,000

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,040

30899 WOLVERINE PIPELINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

$126,56C

15490 PHILLIPS PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
a

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$500,00C

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a
a
a

26023 COASTAL STATES CRUDE GATHERING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$30,000

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a
o

$11,500

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

4492 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS CO

$49,00C

$30,000

$0

1/25

Da1e·

Rep'prted ~115e·or t~cld~t

--

lnddenrc;;ause SubTy~~

fs1at~j

County

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

- -

01/13/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CJ!.

LOS ANGELES

01/09/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

01/02/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAG E

01/19/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

02/01/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

STMARY

02/24/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OH

BUTLER

03/15/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

ROGER MILLS

03/13/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

LIBERTY

04/15/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

WI

LAFAYITTE

04/17/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

AR

04/15/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

04/16/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE
05/ 08/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

12/26/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

·operator.N1me .

Operator 10 ,

3445 DIXIE PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

----

•SystemTypt!

FaU!lltles lnl11rt~· Tobi £~ As ~ed

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

DENTON

228S5 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

TX

HEMPHILL

22855] KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$64,000

OK

POTTAWATOMIE

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

o

$85,176

1734 BRIDGELINE GAS DISTRIBUTION LLC

$270,000

11237 TEXAS EASTERN PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$54,000

15490 PHILLIPS PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$66,000

15116 PANOLA/ RUSK GATHERERS

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$600,000

12452 MID· AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

AR

ARKANSAS

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

WYANDOTTE

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IL

OGLE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o
o
o
o

$73,650

PHILLIPS

o
o

$700,000

05/23/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ocs

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$530,000

07/0S/1997 EXCAVATI ON DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

co

ELBERT

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$60,000

06/18/.1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

KERN

10315 KOCH OILCO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$266,000

07/24/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

PONTOTOC

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

so

08/04/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

STEVENS

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

2

$1,500,000

19522 TOSCO CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,000

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$120,000

1567~

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$98,000

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO
26024 COASTAL CORP

09/06/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

SANTA BARBARA

09/08/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

AR

WOODRUF

1044 WESTTEX 66 PIPELINE CO

3466 DOME PETROUEUM CORP

$27,000
$25,000
$60,000

08/29/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

WASHINGTON

09/09/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

VA

FAIRFAX

09/16/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

PAYNE

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P • L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,000

11/07/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

o~

NOBLE

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$32,000

09/29/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

m

BEAVER

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

$16,250

12/18/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

li/16/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

TARRANT

12/02/1997 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NJ

MIDDLESEX

02/09/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

PLAQUEMINES PARISH

01/22/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ocs

0 3/ 10/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

LEA

03/11/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IL

COLIES

04/04/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

SD

UNION

05/13/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

02/11/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

FALLS

06/02/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MO

NODAWA~

05/28/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

co

DOUGLAS

08/05/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

08/20/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

08/19/ 1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE
09/16/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$5,000

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$100,000

19223 SUN PIPELINE CORP· GENERAL WASH BLDG

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o

18273 SHELL PIPELINE CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,000

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

$215,944

$0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

2733 CHEVRON PIPELINE CO - MIDLAND DIV

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o

6856 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP. AMMONIA

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$60,000

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$40,000

15851 DELEK MARKETING AND SUPPLY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

0

$15,000

10318 KOCH REFINING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,000
$12,000,000

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

$40,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

l

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$300,000

DENTON

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$300,000

TX

SAN PAT

26023 COASTAL STATES CRUDE GATHERING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

$50,000

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

WILKIN

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

19223 SUN PIPELINE CORP-GENERAL WASH BLDG

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$80,000

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$5,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

09/11/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NJ

10/19/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

CAMDEN

10/28/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MO

SALINE

10/26/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAG E

CA

KERN

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

$0

2/25

Date

~

tau.se of Incident

12/02/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

,

--

Incident Cause· Sublype

j Sta~

9~·~10

!=ounty

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IL

COOK

03/16/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Ml

BRANCH

03/23/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

GARVIN

03/30/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IN

PARKE

04/05/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

PARKEF

-

Operalo< Nam.e

----

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

-~-

System1'ype

Fatalllles Injuries Total COSt'As Reported

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$280,000

18162 SEAWAY PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$410,000

18162 SEAWAY PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,500,000

1683 BP PIPELINES INC

04/28/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HEDERSON

22175 TARGA MIDSTREAM SERVICES, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$750,00C

05/07/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

CALDWELL

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

S.250,00C

05/01/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Tll

HARRIS

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

sso,ooc

05/01/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IA

POLK

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,600,000

04/2.3/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

OTTERTAIL

05/13/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

n

07/05/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

MIDLAND

06/08/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

KERN

07/15/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

08/10/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

08/17/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

NUECES

08/08/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NY

ONONDAGA

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO
22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.
443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

12452 MID-AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,000

30903 ARCO PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

TARRANl

4805 ExPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$75,000

WILLIAMSON

18194 SEMINOLE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

0

$380,000

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$400,000
$25,000

1

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

08/17/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

ALLEN

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

08/23/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

CONTRA COSTA

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$56,500

09/13/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OR

WASHINGTON

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,920,000

09/11/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

CADDO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

11/05/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

SALINE

a
a

a
a

$150,000

l l/15/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

WHARTON

$50,000

10/20/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ocs

02/24/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

YORK

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

$40,000

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$65,000

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$175,000
$15,270

03/13/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HARRIS

03/21/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

RUSK

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31436 PLAINS MARKETING LP

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

04/07/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

$13,SOC

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$75,00C

04/24/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Tll

05/04/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Tll

JEFFERSON

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$400,000

MONTAGUE

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a
a

04/26/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

PIPESTONE

$130,000

04/24/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

CHAUTAUQUA

05/18/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

AR

UNION

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO {MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$120,000

11551 DELEK LOGISTICS OPERATING, LLC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

05/06/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

HENNEPIN

$7,400

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$300,000

05/20/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HARRIS

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

05/09/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

GLASSCOCK

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

06/01/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

DONA ANA

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

$115,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

07/07/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OH

ALLEN

$115,000

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

07/06/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

ANGELINA

$130,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

07/05/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IL

$345,656

22430 WEST SHORE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

07/12/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

$75,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$1,000,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a
a

08/05/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

DEWEY

08/02/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MT

CASCADE

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,000

08/28/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

ORANGE

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$200,000

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

1004 KOCH HYDROCARBON COMPANY

09/07/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

TAYLOR

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

07/09/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

UPTON

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

$5,000

$51,304

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

l

2

$300,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

3/25

Date

Reported O.use of Incident

10/07/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

-

.--

lnddenl Clause SubTyi>e

j sta~

·~o.u·~ '

Operator ID

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE!

AZ

COCHISE

11/03/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

PA

LANCASTER

09/22/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

10/11/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

07/06/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

I

18092 SFPP, LP

-

O~ratorName

---

Systemlype

Fatafftl6 lnjuriesJ Total <!ost As Repotted

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000,000

CLEVELAND

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

SS0,000

KY

JEFFERSON

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$57,200

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

m

WASHINGTON

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

01/24/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

1)

HARRIS

31045 GENESIS PIPELINE USA, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$300,000

12/28/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ocs

18091 SAMEDAN OIL CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$270,000

01/08/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

26023 COASTAL STATES CRUDE GATHERING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o'

0

$1,200,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$450,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,000

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

fiAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$135,000

4461 EOG RESOURCES, INC

11/15/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

02/13/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Fl

02/27/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

CONTRA COSTA

03/25/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OH

LUCAS

HARRIS

2190 CENTRAL FLORIDA PIPELINE CORP
18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$150,000

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$130,000

15490 PHILLIPS PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$10,000

31045 GENESIS PIPELINE USA, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$45,000

BUTLER

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,000

TX

PARKER

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$650,000

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

GRANT

6856 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP. AMMONIA

$200,000

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

AK

09/03/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

09/07/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

NOBLE

07/31/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

JOHNSON

11/08/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MA

HAMPDEN

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

11/12/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SCURRY

12/14/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Ml

MACOMB

11/19/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IA

POTTAWATTAMIE

11/26/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

CHEROKEE

01/08/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

WISE

01/29/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ll

WARREN

03/02/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

BUTLER

03/22/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

AZ

MARICOPA

04/14/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

WY

CARBON

01/10/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Al

MOBILE

04/17/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

04/17/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IA

06/06/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

06/13/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

05/30/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

07/01/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

08/21/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE
08/14/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

05/19/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SCURRY

06/15/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OH

RICHLAND

06/28/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

07/11/2001- EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

LIMESTONE

07/23/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

08/12/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

08/22/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE
09/07/2001 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LAFOURCHE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

30735 TESORO ALASKA PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,000

12452 MID -AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2.20,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$215,00C

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

19223 SUN PIPELINE CORP - GENERAL WASH BLDG

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,00C

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,000

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$145,693

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$175,019

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$115,516

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$280,000

18275 SHELL CHEMICAL CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$189,500

MCLENNAN

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$171,495

DELAWARE

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

oj

$578,300

OTERO

31134 ST SERVICES

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$31,600

HARRIS

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

31558 ENRON PIPELINE SERVICES CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

$9,420

GREGG

o
o

OK

CARTER

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,300

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

SEDGWICK

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,500

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

CAMERON

22175 TARGA MIDSTREAM SERVICES, LP_

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$339,429

07/29/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IN

POSEY

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$51,500

08/08/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ll

OGLE

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$97,777

08/27/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

JOHNSON

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$148,112

12/02/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

WI

KENOSHA

22430 WEST SHORE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$400,000

$2,600

4/25

Date

Reported cause'.of lndilent

12/10/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

--

lncfdent Ga11Se SubType
•
<.,
~.;;.,

Staie

Operator iQ

Coun~

-

-

·o~tor.Na.me

•System 1'.ype

fat•lltles InJUiies TotaJ Cost As llepotte'd

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$94,09S

4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$67,354

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$33,907

CHAVES

13162 NAVAJO REFINING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

SHELBY

31701 WILLIAMS MIO SOUTH PIPELINES LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,310,000

TERRY

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$42,730

MIDLAND

30859 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

a

$972,307

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$211,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$214,80C
$59,613

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

DOUGLAS

12/09/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

CASS

11/25/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

PAWNEE

10/02/2002 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

02/03/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TN

01/06/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

02/17/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

04/21/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

ATOKA

06/04/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

AL

CHILTON

07/09/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CT

NEW HAVEN

07/11/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

LOS ANGELES

08/11/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

MONTGOMERY

08/15/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

STAFFORD

08/16/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

n

SAN PATRICIO

09/27/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

09/16/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

09/22/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

OKLAHOMA

09/25/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

SANTA FE

10/30/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

POLK

11/04/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

DOUGLAS

12/04/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

SAN JOAQUIN

12/05/2003 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SCURRY

01/13/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

HI

HAWAII

02/15/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HARRIS

02/09/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

DE

NEW CASTLE

02/15/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OH

COSHOCTON

04/27/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HOCKLEY

05/09/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

SHAWNEE

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO
15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO
1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP
18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

31045 GENESIS PIPELINE USA, LP,

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

a
a

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$9,075

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$125,000

LOS ANGELES

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a
a

0

$200,000

LOS ANGELES

26134 EXXONMOBIL OIL CORP - WEST COAST

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

oj

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$127,000

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$13,000

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQU ID

0

0

$48,820

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$53,000

31083 HELCO-HAWAll ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY, INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$470,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$62,000

26031 DELAWARE TERMINAL CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$605,000

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$114,441

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$162,414

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$220,000

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$47,500

31454 NUSTAR LOGISTICS, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

05/17/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

WYANDOTTE

05/01/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

KLEBERG

03/20/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

MITCHELL

08/25/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

UT

WASATCH

09/27/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

WASHINGTON

10/07/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

SANJUAN

10/19/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

OSAGE

09/25/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

11/09/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

10/27/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

KINGMAN

11/09/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

CONTRA COSTA

12/01/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

GA

BIBB

12/27/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Al

TUSCALOOSA

12/15/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NV

MONROE

12/28/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

SD

SANBORN

03/03/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

WY

CAMPBELi

03/17/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IA

POWESHIEK

08/11/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

ANGELINA

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

$31,000

$473,700
$1,540,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$48,271

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$381,500

3161!1 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$312,795

31663 NAVAJO NATION OIL AND GAS COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

2914 CUSHING - CHICAGO CRUDE OIL PIPELINE (ARCO P/L CO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,000

TEXAS

4430 VALERO TERM INALi NG AND DISTRIBUTION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$117,234

WOOD

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,500

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$680,715
$734,449

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

5

3

31134 ST SERVICES

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

26048 HUNT REFINING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$691,257

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,560,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$180,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,000

2261 0 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$214,300

1871 8 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$111,988

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP
10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP L.P.
1248 BELLE FOURCHE PIPELINE CO

5/25

.Cate

Rt!poited Cause of lndd~nt

08/30/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

--

lnddent Oluse SubyYpe -

Sta_t~j

101!,'!~t~r. 10 1

eouritv

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LAI

BIENVILLE

08/14/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

ALAMEDA

09/12/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

WASHINGTON

09/27/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ND

BENSON

10/18/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

SOLANO

U/25/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

co

RIO BLANCO

U/23/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KY

TODD

11/06/2005 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

ORLEANS

01/30/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

KERN

04/24/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

JEFFERSON

06/15/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

SEMINOLE

06/19/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SAN PATRICIO

06/13/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

o~

OSAGE

08/17/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TN

DAVIDSON

09/16/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HARRIS

11/03/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SAN PATRICIO

10/30/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

co

WELD

~~orNan:ie.o.

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC
2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO
4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC

System Type •

Faaoiltles

ln)urlesoj Total Co5t"'5 Reported

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

ei1

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

-

$8~.ooo

S360,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$203,077

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$350,000

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$470,000

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$541,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000,000

31673 LONE STAR NGL REFINERY SERVICES LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

SS6,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$125,860
$330,00C

15774 NORTH DAKOTA PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,200

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$339,836

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$862,000
$569,528

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO
19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$59,803

31666 ROCKY MOUNTAIN PIPELINE SYSTEM, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$180,888

11/09/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

GREGG

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$136,000

02/06/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

TARRANT

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$571,294

03/12/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

PARKER

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$413,193

04/17/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SAN PATRICIO

26086 SEADRIFT PIPELINE CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$248,768

03/29/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

SAUNDERS

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$684,240

05/16/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

PA

NORTHUMBERLAND

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$2,826,000

05/27/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HARRIS

14194 OILTANKING, HOUSTON LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$156,900

06/18/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MS

MADISON

30666 ENMARK ENERGY, INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$26,650

04/26/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

LOS ANGELES

26136 PARAMOUNT PETROLEUM CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

St,070,300

06/20/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

POLK

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$121,750

04/16/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

GALVESTON

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$682,571

09/07/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

BRAZOS

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$2,630,594

31888 CENTURION PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,000

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$85,494

22830 WOLVERINE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$747,400

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$890,000

31888 CENTURION PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$58,000

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$199,423
$320,059

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

10/11/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

CANADIAN

10/15/2007 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

LIBERTY

05/06/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

Ml

CALHOUN

03/11/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MO

CLAY

04/03/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

FLOYD

03/31/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SCURRY

04/07/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

LEA

05/03/2006 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

JOHNSON

05/20/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

JEFFERSON

06/12/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

PA

LANCASTER

06/28/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

DEWEY

08/26/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

MONTGOMERY

09/10/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IN

LAKE

10/03/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NJ

MERCER

10/03/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

BUTLER

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING UC

10/03/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KY

BOONE

l,0/14/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MS

YAZOO

395 AMOCO OIL CO

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

32101 ENLINK NGL PIPELINE, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$91,544

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$377,90C

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,40C

32109 ONEOK NGL PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$181,410

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$176,00C

22830 WOLVERINE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

G

0

$1,036,000

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,148,948

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$705,090

12470 MID - VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,319,036

3142 3 ENBRIDGE ENERGY MARKETING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$70,400

6/25

Date
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Reported
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IState

12/07/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

12/11/2008 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

co

-

(9unty

Ope.ra_lor ID
KERN

RIO BLANCO

Operator.Name

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

System Type
-~-

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

Fatahlles

lnjurlesl Total ~'As Reported

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

()

$84,375

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$153,170

01/10/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

BRAZOS

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,418,713

02/03/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MO

FRANKLIN

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$202,371

04/15/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

WY

SHERIDAN

31684 PHI LU PS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$346,160

05/22/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

LEA

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$159,155

07/03/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

ELLIS

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$12,500

07/15/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HARRIS

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,600

07/31/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

$185,288

08/11/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

T)I '

09/16/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OH

ANDREWS
SOMERVELL
SENECA

11/06/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAG E

IN

POSEY

11/17/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAG E

NY

QUEENS

32209 TEPPCO MIDSTREAM COMPANIES, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

22442 WEST TEXAS GULF PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$63,204

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$505,799

26049j COUNTRYMARK REFINING AND LOGISTICS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

()

$21,615

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$234,340

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

12/19/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HARRIS

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$205,099

12/31/2009 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

GREGG

31476 ROSE ROCK MIDSTREAM LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$75,075

01/07/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

GRAYSON

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$29,65C

03/29/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IL

KANKAKEE

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$115,29C

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$13,933,60C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$93,627

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,765

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15()

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

1

$524,275

04/05/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

PLAQUEMINE

04/29/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

BUTLER

05/27/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

TREGO

06/01/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

LIBERTY

07/05/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAG E

GA

MCDUFFIE

08/05/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

GARVIN

11/11/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

LOS ANGELES

12/09/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

EDWARDS

12/10/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MN

32109 ONEOK NGL PIPELINE, LLC
9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC
31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC
3445 DIXIE PIPELINE COMPANY LLC
22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$240,300

31610 BP WEST COAST PRODUCTS LL.C.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$765,000

32109 ONEOK NGL PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$216,075

MARTIN

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$362,129

11/16/2010 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

GAINES

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$45,000

07/18/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

NUECES

26086 SEADRIFT PIPELINE CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$188,678

32103 CRIMSON PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$49,800

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,275,040

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$140,030

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,397,777

08/17/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

ORANGE

08/27/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

CONTRA COSTA

09/05/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

ANDREWS

09/20/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NY

CAYUGA

09/28/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

SD

LINCOLN

10/07/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

OKLAHOMA

10/06/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

KS

DOUGLAS

11/07/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ll

WHITESIDE

12/08/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

11/21/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ll

11/13/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NO

STARK

12/06/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NO

MCKENZIE

12/09/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ND

MCKENZIE

12/10/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

NEMAHA

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP
10012 NU5TAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$37,607

31888 CENTURION PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$766,550

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$667,841

32258 KINDER MORGAN COCHIN LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$479,639

WOODWARD

32109 ONEOK NGL PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$32,471

MACON

32147 MARATHON PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$709,351

1248 BELLE FOURCHE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,343

1248 BELLE FOURCHE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$21,232

1248 BELLE FOURCHE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$59,525

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,246,845
$2,280,608

12/10/2011 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

NEMAH

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

01/25/2012 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

AR

UNION

11551 DELEK LOGISTICS OPERATING, LLC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$42,532

03/17/2012 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

JEFFERSON

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,801,500

03/27/2012 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NE

KIMBALL

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$188,095

7/25

Date

~rted
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1n9~ntGa_u~e ~ubTvpe
~-

Jstatej

~ou-nty

•

06/12/2012 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TXj

07/02/20U EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

KIOWA

06/27/2012 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

THROCKMORTON

Q~ tor,ID [

TERRl

. ..., ..

-

OP!!r:lllor Name

---

System Type

fabllltles ln)urlesl Total.Cpst 'As ,~~

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

ol

31888 CENTURION PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$303,000

32011 HOLLY ENERGY PARTNERS· OPERATING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$235,000

30782 HARVEST PIPELINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$88,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000,000

32658 HARVEST-MARKS PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$594,500

32011 HOLLY ENERGY PARTNERS· OPERATING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,025,000
$57S,OOO

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

" S7.475

10/31/2012 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

BEE

03/29/2013 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

HARRIS

05/16/2013 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

LA

PLAQUEMINES

06/U/2013 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

MIDLAND

07/09/2013 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ND

MCKENZIE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

12/13/2013 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

KAY

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$193,841

01/30/2014 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SCURRY

31888 CENTURION PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$110,000

32296 TARGA RESOURCES OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$885,000

151.56 SINCLAIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$849,910
$3,041,250

02/13/201.4 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

ND

MCKENZIE

05/06/2014 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

MO

KNOX

2170 CENEX PIPELINE LLC

05/24/2014 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

MIDLAND

32011 HOLLY ENERGY PARTNERS· OPERATING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

09/18/2014 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

AR

WHITE

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$931,500

11/10/2014 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IA

CEDAR COUNTY

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$229,542

06/16/2015 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

SCURRl

32109 ONEOK NGL PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$149,677

06/30/201.S EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

NM

MCKINLEY

31574 WESTERN REFINING PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$415,000

08/06/2015 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

co

WELD

30826 WILLIAMS FIELD SERVICES

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$625,000

09/29/2015 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

SAN LUIS OBISPO

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$215,600

10/16/2015 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

IL

CHRISTIAN

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$226,800

11/05/201.S EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

OK

NOBLE

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$466,625

12/08/2015 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

VENTURA

32103 CRIMSON PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$525,700

$144,702,203

09/13/2000 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IN

ORANGE

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

02/04/2001 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

MARSHALL

26065 CHS MCPHERSON REFINERY INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a
o
o
o
o

02/20/2001 CORROSION

UNSPEOFIED CORROSION

TX

JEFFERSON

31415 PREMCOR P.A. PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,000

11/27/2001 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ORANGE

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$620,000
$50,000

10/28/1997 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NJ

SOMERSEl

10/30/1998 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

DUVAL

06/16/1999 CORROSION

UNSPEOFIED CORROSION

LA

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQU ID

0

$2,000,000

0

$0

0

$50,000

o

$14,000

0

$25,000

01/26/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

PLACQUEMINES

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

02/l.S/2002 CORROSION

UNSPEOFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$2,081

03/27/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NC

GUILFORD

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,449

03/07/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

CADDO

31558 ENRON PIPELINE SERVICES CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$27,225

04/06/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

STEPHENS

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,150

02/19/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$650

04/30/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,100

05/06/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

WICHITA

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$275

02/20/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

NUECES

30950 EL PASO FIELD SERVICES

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,500

05/13/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

LOGAN

31558 ENRON PIPELINE SERVICES CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,535

06/18/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

SEDGWICK

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$662

06/18/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IL

WILL

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$14,000

06/24/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

CULBERSON

07/31/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

NOBLE

05/20/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

N/A

879 CHEMOIL TERMINALS CORP.

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC
31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,020

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P • L-48)

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,02<

31651 OSPREY PETROLEUM CO INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25

8/25

Date

-

Reported ta use o(lnddent

--

08/21/2002 CORROSION

lnddent~.u5e S~b~

Statej

O~orl~~

@nty
-

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TXj

08/15/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NV

08/08/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MS

JASPER

08/15/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

MACON

06/18/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IL

WILL

I

GAINES
ONTARIO

Total to.st 'AS ~

System Type

Fata.IHI el: ln)url1

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

SS,000

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,000

31558 ENRON PIPELINE SERVICES CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,675

15156 SINCLAIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,885

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,000

Ope<Jllor Name

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

---

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

CALLAHAN

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$26,400

09/07/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

JEFFERSON

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,500

06/18/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

STERLING

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,500

09/28/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

31328 TOSCO DISTRIBUTION WEST

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

10/18/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

WINKLER

$540

10/07/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

WY

10/2~/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

11/01/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

ll

12/18/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

03/16/2002 CORROSION

D9/11/200i CORROSION

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31666 ROCKY MOUNTAIN PIPELINE SYSTEM, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$477

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

54,735

Will

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,000

ll

WAYNE

12127 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$18,020

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

JEFFERSON

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,728

01/09/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

WY

CARBON

15156 SINCLAIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

54,276

01/15/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ECTOR

31443 ALON USA, LP

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,188

12/18/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

WY

31666 ROCKY MOUNTAIN PIPELINE SYSTEM, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$481

12/27/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,050

12/20/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,978

12/15/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OH

LUCAS

31676 SUNOCOR&MINC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

Q

$26,080

12/30/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

ll

MARION

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,320

01/07/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

WICHITA

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$522

01/17/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

WV

UINTA

31666 ROCKY MOUNTAIN PIPELINE SYSTEM, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$836

02/01/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

GRANl

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11

11/12/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$43,966

02/04/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

NAVARRO

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$14,030

02/14/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

HUDSPETH

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,000

OV23/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

GA

HARALSON

15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

01/10/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

31672 CHAPARRAL ENERGY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$24,550

02/19/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MS

FORREST

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,429

02/23/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

AR

UNION

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$502

02/18/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

CREEK

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500

02/19/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

31420 VOPAK TERMINAL LOS ANGELES INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$39,000

31672 CHAPARRAL ENERGY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,000

31045 GENESIS PIPELINE USA, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,065

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$48,639

30796 GAITHER PETROLEUM CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$14,524

BUTLER

02/25/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

02/28/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

BRA20RIA

03/25/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

03/14/2002 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

HARRIS

06/06/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

HARRIS

06/28/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

06/llJ2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

06/25/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

Tl<

06/19/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

WI

DOUGLAS

06/25/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ARCHER

07/17/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

MORTON

07/31/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

WY

BIG HORN

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$498

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,010

AUSTIN

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,292

BRA20S

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,030

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$16,515

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,060

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,709

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC
12127 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

9/25

Da!L

Report~ Cause

of lncldeni

l --

1ncldeitt Cause 5!1bT'ffi!!

I s_me4

-

County

Qpe<ato.rlD

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION!

rX

07/20/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

08/13/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TII

GAINES

07/30/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

LINCOLN

08/19/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

HUDSPETH

08/25/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

HUDSPETH

08/19/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MS

LAMAR

08/20/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

JEFFERSON

10/03/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TXI

10/04/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

MIDLAND

10/29/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

PA

DELAWARE

11/04/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ECTOR

11/14/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

HASKELL

11/13/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

SAN PATRICIO

11/04/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

NUECES

11/21/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IN

LAKE

11/14/2003 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IL

WILL

01/01/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

EAST BATON ROUGE

01/26/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

GALVESTON

02/28/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

03/30/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

GUADALUPE

04/06/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

CULBERSON

02/26/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

CULBERSON

04/02/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

GA

CARROLL

04/15/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

STEPHENS

05/18/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

02/18/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

WINKLER

05/29/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

MEADE

05/24/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

CARTER

05/26/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

GA

COBB

06/19/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

06/21/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NC

MECKLENBURG

07/13/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

ni

WALKEF

09/20/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

06/17/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ANDREWS

09/20/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

CRANE

10/16/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

BRAZORIA

10/14/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ECTOR

11/13/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IN

GIBSON

10/25/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

SAN LUIS OBISPO

11/26/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

CULBERSON

07/21/2003 CORROSION

Opentor Name

.Systf!m Type
-~~

WHARTON
NUECES

ECTOR

I

FataDtle$ ln)uHes[ Total CoSt As' Reported-

31045 GENESIS PIPELINE USA, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

oJ

31023 CITGO REFINING & CHEMICAL CO. LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,20C

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,00C

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,500

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,120

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$765

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,050

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

$3,150

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$281

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$12,500

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$12,500

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,100

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$550

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$380

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$61

31023 CITGO REFINING & CHEMICAL CO. LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,126

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$510

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,000

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,515

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,370

31957 KINDER MORGAN WINK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,210

31957 KINDER MORGAN WINK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,900

15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,516

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$34,120

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,040

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,750

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,080

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,000

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,064

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,058

32035 LOH ENERGY PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$620

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,550

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.
30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC
5524 FOUR STAR OIL & GAS CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$336

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,020
$2,005

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$28

31957 KINDER MORGAN WINK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,235

26026 MARKWEST RANGER PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,100

12470 MID - VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,410

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,700

10/30/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KY

11/15/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

AR

COLUMBIA

03/29/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ECTOR

06/23/2004 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LAj

STJAMES

11733 LOOP LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$171,080

02/18/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

MIDLAND

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,225

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

10/25

Date

~rteifCeuSJ! !)f In~~'

-

lncklent(iu~ SubType

Sl)lle

Operator 10

C<!lln.tv

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

ANDREWS

03/03/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

EASTLAND

02/16/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

HARRISON

04/08/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

LAFOURCHE

04/13/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

RICE

04/20/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

CADDO

02/19/2005 CORROSION

Operator1Name-

31957 KINDER MORGAN WINK PIPELINE LLC

---

·~emT~_

ra!;!Dtlesl ln)urle:S T'l.tal €~As Re'port!d

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

01

0

$455

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,995

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,050

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,993

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$140

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$9,110
$1,650

05/23/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

NAVARRO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

05/18/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

HASKELL

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$200

06/11/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

WINKLER

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,958

07/09/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$29,000

06/19/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

31885 PACIFIC TERMINALS LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,000

08/11/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

NAVARRO

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,000

08/20/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

BURLESON

26085 PLAINS MARKETING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

oJ

$6,368

D8/17/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

31885 PACIFIC TERMINALS LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$2,000

09/13/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

CALHOUN

30716 NEU MIN PRODUCTION CO.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

so

09/29/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

KAY

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$1,060

10/27/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

MORTON

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$550

10/13/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

CALCASIEU

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,090

10/29/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

CALCASIEU

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

10/25/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSIO~

NM

SAN JUAN

10/28/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

AR

10/24/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

11/15/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

11/06/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$410

2371 WESTERN REFINING SOUTHWEST, INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,342

LINCOLN

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$30,010

CARROLL

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,000

KERN

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,020

CASS

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,000

11/09/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IN

LAKE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,000

12/08/200S CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,133

12/08/2005 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

CREEK

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,000

01/06/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

GREGG

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,560

01/27/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

ECTOR

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,120

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,100

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

$30,145
$10,062

01/30/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

01/27/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OR

MULTNOMAH

395 AMOCO OIL CO

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

02/08/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KINGS

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

02/12/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ECTOR

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,020

02/24/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

AR

UNION

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,075

03/04/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NM

LEA

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$400

02/08/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

NUECES

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$18,000

02/24/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

HI

HONOLULU

26045 HAWAII INDEPENDENT ENERGY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,745

03/22/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

SAN PATRICIO

26086 SEADRIFT PIPELINE CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$28

04/04/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

CHARITON

15156 SINCLAIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,160

26134 EXXON MOBIL OIL CORP - WEST COAST

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,550

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,075

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$26,000
$1,07S

03/30/2006 CORROSION

UNSPEOFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

04/28/2006 CORROSION

UNSPEQFIED CORROSION

n<

ARCHER

04/12/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OH

ALLEN

05/12/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

SCURRY

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

05/09/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

26134 EXXON MOBIL OIL CORP - WEST COAST

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,570

05/14/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

KNOX

1515 6 SINCLAIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$36,160

06/12/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

CALDWELL

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,150

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

11/25

cause·ot lndijeilt

.

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

SQ!~

06/01/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

FRANKLIN

06/12/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

JACKSON

07/10/2006 .CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

CARTER

06/29/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

WINKLER

07/12/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

VA

FAIRFAX

06/09/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

26136 PARAMOUNT PETROLEUM CORP

09/11/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

MIDLAND

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

09/09/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

MIDLAND

09/25/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OH

ALLEN

12/12/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

CRANE

12/13/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

12/26/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

12/25/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

MIDLAND

01/22/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

GREGG

01/29/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

NAVARRO

02/26/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IN

LAKE

02/10/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

WISE

03/20/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

03/16/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

GREGG

03/29/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NE

FILLMORE

06/03/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

WINKLER

OS/10/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IL

Date

R~~

06/12/2006 CORROSION

I

l~denrca,u~e Sub~
-~

~~orlD j

County
UNION

O~torName

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

-

Systemlype

FataTI!les ln)urtesj Total Cost.As Reported

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,060

1S1S6 SINCLAIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$46,040

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

$5,005

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$S,287

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,970

2SS2 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$45,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,827

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,099

l"IAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,020

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$96S

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,380

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$8,000

l"IAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,710

12470 !\AID - VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$11,166

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,12C

99031 CITGO PETROLEUM CORPORATION (TERMINALS)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,lOC

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.
12470 MID- VALLEY PIPELINE CO

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, L.P.

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

ssoo

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4S,11S

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3S,100

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$6,S57

319S7 KINDER MORGAN WINK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a
a

WILL

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,500
$37,745

$90

OS/16/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

JL

WILL

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

OS/17/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OKI

PAYNE

31947 ENBRIDGE PIPELINES (OZARK) LLC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,202

06/14/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

CADDO

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

2608S PLAINS MARKETING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$26,286

22442 WEST TEXAS GULF PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$13,7SO
$2,3SO

06/06/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

SMITH

06/07/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

TAYLOR

OS/04/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

NAVARRO

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

09/06/2006 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

GREGG

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$41S

06/13/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

CALCASIEU

31684 PHIUIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,235

06/18/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

NAVARRO

06/2S/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

07/31/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

MIDLAND

07/31/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

CARTER

08/01/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

SAN PATRICIO

07/31/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

ANDREWS

08/16/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

BUTLER

08/24/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

PAYNE

08/27/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

EASTLAND

10/03/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

CALCASIEU

09/10/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

09/10/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

CASS

09/20/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

GREGG

11/02/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

n<

LOVING

10/lS/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NJ

MIDDUESEX

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$S,OOC

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,118

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$S,020

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,636

32209 TEPPCO MIDSTREAM COMPANIES, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,200

31888 CENTURION PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000

31947 ENBRIDGE PIPELINES (OZARK) L.LC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,500

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$14,000

1871S SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6, lSO

31684 PHIUIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$S,S60

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,050

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1S,OOO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,890

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$215

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1S,55C

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.
3201 1 HOLLY ENERGY PARTNERS-OPERATING, LP.
1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

12/25

Date

.

ReP.o~ed

12/30/ 2007 CORROSION

c;iuse of lnddent

l

~

--

'lnddt'(lt Cause Subfype.
UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

Sta:!

~Operator ID

County

'OpeRtor Name

SYJ:!~Type

Fa~llties lnjurlesf Total Cost 'As

Reported

LOS ANGELES

31610 BP WEST COAST PRODUCTS LL.C.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,00C

31816 MID-CONTINENT FRACTIONATION AND STORAGE, LL.C.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,600

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,145

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQU ID

0

0

$15,000
$18,000

12/29/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

MCPHERSON

01/17/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

CHAMBERS

01/18/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

CASS

02/06/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

26134 EXXONM081L OIL CORP - WEST COAST

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

02/13/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

26134 EXXONMOBIL OIL CORP - WEST COAST

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$47,000

02/22/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IN

LAKE

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,000

03/04/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MO

CASS

$16,000

03/06/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

HUTCHINSON

01/16/2007 CORROSION

UNSPECIFI ED CORROSION

KS

MCPHERSON

04/08/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OKj

03/17/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OHi

04/20/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

FRANKLIN

05/14/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

05/28/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OH

LUCAS

06/30/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

MEADE

06/12/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OH

ALLEN

06/19/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

06/24/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

08/17/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

IL

MARION

08/23/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSIOfll

IL

MONTGOM ERY

09/0S/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NY

CORTLAND

08/2S/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

BEE

09/26/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

JEFFERSON

10/15/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

SANTA BARBARA

09/23/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

GREGG

10/01/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NM

LEA

10/08/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

WINKLER

10/lS/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

11/02/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$315

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

PAYNE

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$13,760

LUCAS

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$18,000

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$S,390

26134 EXXON MOBIL OIL CORP - WEST COAST

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$46,700

12470 MID - VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$37,767

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1SC

12470 MID - VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$575

HARRIS

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,000

ECTOR

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,150

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4S,868
$11,737

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$S,S7S

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$33,330

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

o
o

$10,216

31296 VENOCO, INC
18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$27,4Sl

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$9,240

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$7,SOO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

o

$2

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,S11

319S7 KINDER MORGAN WINK PIPELINE LLC
879 CHEMOIL TERMINALS CORP.

EAST BATON ROUGE

31723 EXXON MOBIL REFINING AND SUPPLY COMPANY

11/ 19/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NM

LEA

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

11/20/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MT

CARBON

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4S,OOC

11/19/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MS

ISSAQUENA

12470 MID - VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$10,909

11/24/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TXI

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$463

12/10/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

GREGG

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

o

$1,54S
$13,780

WICHITA

12/09/2008 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

CHAUTAUQUA

01/06/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

01/12/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

02/02/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

GREGG

02/25/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

LOS ANGELES

02/26/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ECTOR

03/04/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

VA

FAIRFAX

03/02/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

03/16/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

04/02/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

04/09/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

31684 PHI LU PS 66 PIPELINE LLC

$0

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.
12470 MID- VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

2608S PLAINS MARKETING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

31610 BP WEST COAST PRODUCTS LL.C.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

S081 COFFEYVILLE RESOURCES CRUDE TRANSPORTATION, LLC

$6,4SO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o
o
o
o

1S674 PLANTATION PIPE UNE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

PAYNE

31947 ENBRIDGE PIPELINES (OZARK) L.L.C.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,SOO

IL

COOK

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,175

FL

PALM BEACH

26039 FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,010

2604 1 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,050

NJ

MIDDLESEX

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

$6,030
$44,842
$6,64S
$21,000
$12,54S
$20,02S

13/25

Date•

·Report~

(juse ofli;ictdeilt,.

I --

lncl~.ent' Cause SubType

State

- -

County

Operat0<llt

Opet'lltor Name

ST. LANDRY

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

OH

ALLEN

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

ECTOR

05/12/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

WINKLER

04/16/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

SAN BERNARDINO

05/31/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

GREGG

06/27/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

NM

LEA

06/16/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

HARRIS

25146 EQUISTAR CHEMICALS, LP.

06/24/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

SAINT JAMES

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

07/07/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

MITCHELL

32035 LOH ENERGY PIPELINE LP.

07/16/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

MS

COVINGTON

07/05/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

NAVARRO

07/12/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

LINCOLN

07/13/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

WINKLER

07/28/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

WV

FREMONT

08/10/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

WY

08/17/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

OK

09/10/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

KERN

09/02/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

GREGG

10/04/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

WICHITA

10/15/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

CHAUTAUQUP

11/10/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

ELLIS

11/13/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

REFUGIO

11/05/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

CONTRA COSTA

11/07/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

KS

CHAUTAUQUA

11/28/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

CA

SANTA BARBARA

11/30/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

AL

MOBILE

11/19/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

TX

NAVARRO

04/15/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

LA

04/03/2009 CORROSION

UNSPECIFIED CORROSION

05/15/2009 CORROSION

--

-

-

SystemTyPI!

lnJur!es' Total COS1 As ~rt!"

Fatallll,

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$43,000

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$32,200

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,725

31957 KINDER MORGAN WINK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,749

26125 CALN EV PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,41l

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$13,158

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$48,420

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,327

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,897

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,025

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$48,183

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$17,56C

26085 PLAINS MARKETING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$21,993

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$14,632

31666 ROCKY MOUNTAIN PIPELINE SYSTEM, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$17,079

FREMONT

31666 ROCKY MOUNTAIN PIPELINE SYSTEM, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,415

GARFIELD

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,067

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,210

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,369

5081 COFFEYVILLE RESOURCES CRUDE TRANSPORTATION, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$640

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,330

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$23,340

26085 PLAINS MARKETING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$34,800

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,930

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,280

300 PLAINS PIPEUNE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$9,140

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$28,553

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, L.P.

5081 COFFEYVILLE RESOURCES CRUDE TRANSPORTATION, LLC
31296 VENOCO, INC

$6,062,845
809 ARCO PIPE LINE CO.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,000

15263 PENNZOIL EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$140,000

18386 BP OIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,000

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$80,000

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$200,000

25133 TEXACO TRADING & TRANSPORTATION INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

10313 KOCH PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,700

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$12,000

01/15/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

CARTER

01/04/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELES

01/29/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

02/04/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OH

ALLEN

02/03/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OH

BUTLER

02/17/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

POTIAWATOMIE

02/07/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

GIBSON

02/11/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

KERN

03/01/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

COLLIN

03/06/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

GRANT

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

03/25/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

SEDGWICK

03/08/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

WYANDOTIE

04/16/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AR

WHITE

04/16/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MO

STCHARLES

05/09/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

EL PASO

04/20/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AK

$20,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$26,400

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$130,000

1923 7 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$9,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

1316 2 NAVAJO REFINING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

26149 ALYESKA PIPELINE SERVICE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

480S EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

14/25

Date•,

Report~: Cause of,Incident

04/23/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

I ---

ll)Cl<len! Ca~ SubType

-

-MISCELLANEOUS

.

Sbt~ I

OperatoriO -

County

Opentor Name

SC

CHEROKEE

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

TULSA

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

-~-

SystemT~ -

Fatalities ~Juries Total Cost AS' RepOrted

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

(j

$450,00C
$2,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,00C

1044 WESTTEX 66 PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,60C

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,000

05/06/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

05/15/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

05/08/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ni

FORT BEND

05/16/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

Fl

BROWARD

05/28/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

NAVARRO

12626 MOBIL PIPELINE CO - EMPIRE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

so

OS/24/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

RENO

2271 CHASE TRANSPORTATION CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$125,000

06/20/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AR

FAULKNER

30888 SUN PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$300

08/01/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

07/27/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

251~

EQUISTAR CHEMICALS, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$9,000,000

07/31/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

25146 EQUISTAR CHEMICALS, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

08/04/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

LOVING

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,000

09/06/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

VA

CHESTERFIELD

$70,000

08/24/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

KAUFMAN

06/30/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

GA

BIBB

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

09/08/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

09/18/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

09/19/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AR

IZARD

09/11/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

SOLANO

09/24/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

COCHRAN

10/08/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MO

CLAY

10/23/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

10/26/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ND

10/21/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

KERN

11/21/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

WYANDOTTE

12/04/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

BRAZORIA

11/25/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

ELLIS

12/11/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NE

WASHINGTON

12/16/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

Ul

DAVIS

CREEK

4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC

15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

2

0

$217,658

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO
13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$0

19226 TEXACO PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,100

6856 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP. AMMONIA

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$900,000

15490 PHILLIPS PIPE LINECO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$38,000

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$1,400

SHAN DON

26304 UNOCAL PIPELINE CO- WESTERN REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

1

$0

WILLIAMS

15774 NORTH DAKOTA PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,000

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,000

26103 TEXAS EASTMAN DIVISION, EASTMAN CHEMICAL CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

Q

$110,000

19226 TEXACO PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

Q

$55,000

6856 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP. AMMONIA

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

2330 CHEVRON PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a
a

$180,000

15851 DELEK MARKETING AND SUPPLY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

30907 ASHLAND PETROLEUM CO.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$165,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,500

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$14,400

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$9,000

12452 MID- AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$60,000

$0

12/21/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

PARKER

01/03/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

WASHINGTON

01/10/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

BUTLER

11/01/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

BECKHAM

01/18/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

BUTLER

02/06/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

WOODBURY

01/23/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

MONTGOMERY

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

02/24/1997 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

UNION PARISH

6856 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP. AMMONIA

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

03/14/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

19226 TEXACO PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,000

02/25/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WY

NATRONA

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500

04/01/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

MCKINLEY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

04/04/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

TERRY

12626 MOBIL PIPELINE CO- EMPIRE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,000

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

2371 WESTERN REFINING SOUTHWEST, INC

03/24/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

12127 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

04/10/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

GRANl

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,00C

04/10/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WY

PLATTE

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,500

05/08/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MS

FORRES1

3445 DIXIE PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250

05/27/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WA

COWLITZ

30781 OLYMPIC PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$5,00C

15/25

'Date-

~ed Cau5e of Incident

05/09/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

I --

Incident cau.~SUbTyjle

--

Sµte

<!OUnty

-

·operator l.D

MISCELLANEOUS

NY

06/07/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

05/25/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

04/26/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

06/11/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

LAKE

07/02/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NE

GARDEN

06/26/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WI

HOT SPRINGS

06/24/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

GIBSON

-

Operator Name .
-~--

I

System Type

RICHMOND

26024 COASTAL CORP

SANDOVAL

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

25133 TEXACO TRADING & TRANSPORTATION INC
GREGG

Fatalities! ln!utles Total CiKt As.Reported
0

0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,00C

12127 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS UQUID

0

0

$210,000

12127 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$420,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5S,OOO

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,000

25133 TEXACO TRADING & TRANSPORTATION INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,500

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

$75,00C

12/24/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

REFUGIO

06/23/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

FRESNO

05/30/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

GA

CLARKE

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,000

OS/20/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

SC

SPARTANBURG

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

07/28/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

KERN

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

04/28/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

07/27/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,250,000

08/11/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

LIBERTY

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2~.000

08/19/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

PA

DAUPHIN

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

08/24/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

wY

PLATTE

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P- L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,000

09/18/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

ST JAMES PARISH

19226 TEXACO PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$0

09/11/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

SC

ANDERSON

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$190,010

09/09/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ni

HARRIS

10/31/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

NAVARRO

11/12/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

DAKOTA

10/20/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

HANCOCK

11/10/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

LEA

10/22/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

KIOWA

10/04/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MO

STODDARD

04/17/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

IMPERIAL

10/01/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

SEDGWICK

10/16/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

GRIMES

09/28/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

10/30/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ni

FREESTONE

12/23/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ni

TRINITY

12/12/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OH

WOOD

12/09/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NC

GUILFORD

2613~

EXXON MOBIL OIL CORP - WEST COAST

2325 CHEVRON USA INC
809 ARCO PIPE LINE CO.

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO
25146 EQUISTAR CHEMICALS, L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$3,600

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

l

$22,500

12106 MAPCO INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$780

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

18519 SANTA FE PACIFIC PIPELINE CO

6856 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, L.P. AMMONIA
30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
917S JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a
a

$200,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,000,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,400

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

12470 MID -VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$~.ooo

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,000

18519 SANTA FE PACIFIC PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,000

25133 TEXACO TRADING & TRANSPORTATION INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

2190 CENTRAL FLORIDA PIPELINE CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,00C

1585l DELEK MARKETING AND SUPPLY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,000

2387 CITGO PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$16,00C

19226 TEXACO PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$650,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,50C

18273 SHELL PIPELINE CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,00C

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,00C

18386 BP OIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,00C

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,500

30779 TORCH OPERATING COMPANY

12/11/1997 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

PLACER

02/14/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

VENTURA

02/25/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

FL

OSCEOLA

01/28/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

COMANCHE COUNTY

02/10/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARDIN

01/02/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

ORANGE COUNTY

02/26/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

RENO COUNTY

02/16/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

03/22/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

LINCOLN COUNTY

03/28/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OH

HANCOCK

03/12/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS!

OK

LINCOLN

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

$42,600

16/25

one

'·Reponed c•use o_f lnd(l~t

-~-

lncklent CauseSu&Type

j ~r.iteJ
TX

03/17/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

03/30/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

05/lS/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES
03/31/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

Oper.i~r10- 1

~ounty

Operator Name

---

System Type.

o
o

$4,041,136

0

1

$20,00C

0

o

$2,SOO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$12S,OOO

26023 COASTAL STATES CRUDE GATHERING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$200,000

1S490 PHILLIPS PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

$100,000

0

$400,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
0

$3S,OOO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

o
a
o

$20,000

18214 THE SHAMROCK PIPE LINE CORP

0

$85,000

31146 EQUISTAR PIPELINE OPERATIONS

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$250,00C

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,050

4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

()

o

$100,000

31147 DYNEGY MIDSTREAM SERVICES INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

$100

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

0

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

$8,00C

26303 UNOCAL PIPELINE CO - EASTERN REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

2S133 TEXACO TRADING & TRANSPORTATION INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o
o

$800,000
$10,000

o

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID
HAZARDOUS LIQUID

30903 ARCO PIPE LINE COMPANY

2387 CITGO PIPELINE CO

GA

FULTON

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELES

M ISCELLANEOUS

KS

03/24/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

OS/01/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

OS/01/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

04/28/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

UT

05/24/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

18162 SEAWAY PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

OS/20/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

POTIAWATOMI E

18162 SEAWAY PIPELINE INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

05/18/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

SAN JOAQUIN

25133 TEXACO TRADING & TRANSPORTATION INC

04/21/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ND

WILLIAMS

15774 NORTH DAKOTA PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

SUMNER

MATAGORDA

WEBER

fatllllties Injuries Totlll Cost As Repotted

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

HARDIN

31067 AERA ENERGY LLC
917S JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

2330 CHEVRON PIPELINE CO

$2,000

sso,ooo
$90,000

OS/16/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

MONTGOMERY

OS/14/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HUTCHINSON

06/09/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WY

PLATIE

06/30/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

ASCENSION

07/21/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

NUECES

08/17/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

OKLAHOMA

07/27/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

M ISCELLANEOUS

CA

ORANGE

08/06/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

PLAQUEMINES

07/31/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

ORANG B

08/11/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

Will

08/11/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

MERCED

08/28/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

RICE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

08/14/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

M ISCELLANEOUS

TX

NAVARRO

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$SO,OOO

08/2S/1998 ALL OTH ER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

MORRISON

12555 MINNESOTA PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

08/31/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

TARRANl

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

MISCELLANEOUS

AR

UTILE RIVER

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o

$3SO,OOO

09/17/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES
09/30/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

11/18/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

$98,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o
o
o

917S JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$9,500

232S CHEVRON USA INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$500,000
$80,00C

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

$9,212
$S,200

$SO,OOO

$4S,OOO

12/26/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

LAMB

01/03/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AR

JEFFERSON

01/23/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WI

WASHINGTON

02/17/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

MCPHERSON

02/16/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

02/13/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

02/22/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$SO,OOC

ALL OTHER CAUSES
03/06/1999 _

MISCELLANEOU<

ocs

12622 MOBIL EXPLORATION & PRODUCING US INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$17S,OOC

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$4,040

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,000

c
o
o

SS0,000

0

$150,000

FRANKLIN

PONTOTOC

15490 PHILLIPS PIPE LINE CO
6856 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP. AMMONIA
22430 WEST SHORE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID
HAZARDOUS LIQU ID

03/01/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

03/09/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

03/02/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

MARION

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

03/06/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

ELLIS

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

11/22/1998 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

TARRANT

31288 FLINT HILLS RESOURCES PINE BEND, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

03/19/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WY

PLATIE

1SlS6 SINCLAIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

03/25/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

It

COOK

22430 WEST SHORE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

03/23/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

KINGS

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o
o

$33,SOO

0

so

0

$400,000

$6S,300
$44,000

0

$0

a

$2S,OOO

17/25

o~~

1

Relli>ited Ot~,of lndd,t!nt

04/14/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

•c

---

Sbt~

lnddent cause SubType

Copnty

Operator ID

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

RENO

04/06/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

04/15/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

04/22/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ll

OS/03/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

Ml

04/22/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

06/21/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

02/10/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TN

06/23/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

GREGG

07/12/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

ECTOR

07/03/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WY

NIOBRARA

07/21/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

YOAKUM

96/19/1999

~U OTHER CAUSES

MisCElLANEQU5

WA

WHATCOM

KERN

ECTOR

1

OperatorName

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

-

---

System TVP<°

FataRtles lnjurlesf Total Cost As Reported

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,500

21031 PG & E TEXAS PIPELINE, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

o

$450,000

3132S PACIFIC PIPELINE SYSTEM LlC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,000

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE llC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$183,000

3466 DOME PETROLEUM CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$0

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,500

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,900,000

12470 MID-VALLEY PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,500

31339 HUNTSMAN POLYMERS CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID
HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

$100,000

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

o
o

30781 OLYMPIC PIPE LINE (OMPANY

HAZAROOUS LIQUID

3

8

$45,000,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$1,250,000

0

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
2S52 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

$9,000

06/28/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

HARRIS

08/10/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

UPTON

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

07/01/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MS

AMITE

308S5 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o
a

07/01/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

22387 WEST EMERALD PIPE LINE CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$45,00C

08/10/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

FREESTONE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

3

$2,S00,000

08/28/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

HARDIN

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$45,000

08/2S/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

09/07/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$S3,000

09/19/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

LAKE

30909 TRANSMONTAIGNE OPERATING COMPANY LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$37S,OOO

08/29/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WA

KING

30781 OLYMPIC PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$300,000

10/07/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ND

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

10/04/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

KERN

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

10/04/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

ASSUMPTION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

COVINGTON

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

443 AMOCO PIPELINE CO
30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION
1734 BRIDGELINE GAS DISTRIBUTION LLC

10/13/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MS

10/23/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

10/19/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

10/31/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

11/01/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

BARTON

10/29/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

WEST POPE

11/30/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

LEA

11/10/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

11/06/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

GRUND~

11/lS/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WI

TAYLOR

12/01/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

WEST BATON ROUGE

11/17/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

HUDSPETH

11/13/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

GRIMES

12/18/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

CRANE

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

12/20/1999 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MS

JONES

12/28/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

JOHNSON

12/25/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

HOWARD

09/16/1999 AU OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

PA

TIOGA

02/14/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ID

01/18/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

lX

FREESTONE

BRA20RIA

0
$50,000

$1S,OOO

15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$300,000

31347 UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA (UOCC)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$2,500

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,200

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$12S,OOO

3085S LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

26023 COASTAL STATES CRUDE GATHERING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

30918 KINDER MORGAN GP, INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$1,00C

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a
a

0

$63,80C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,00C

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

2

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$Sl,OOO

31045 GENESIS PIPELINE USA, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

30918 KINDER MORGAN GP, INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000

30991 MOBIL OIL CORPORATION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO
31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION
4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

l

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,000

18/25

Date

Reported Cause C?.! lndd~t

1__
·

lndd1mt Cliuse_Sub~

f S.tiltet

-

Ope~10<11>

COUl)ty

.•

01/27/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KY

01/28/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

02/03/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

NAVARRO

- -

Oper~or,..ame

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

---

-SY>tem Type

Fatalltles ln)urles Tol31 Cost As Reported

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

14194 OILTANKING, HOUSTON LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

30918 KINDER MORGAN GP, INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a
a
a
a
a

$15,800,000
$5,000
$231,000

02/02/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

01/22/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

II

GRUNDY

02/23/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

CASS

02/26/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

JOHNSON

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

11/13/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

MIDLAND

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$50,000

03/11/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

RI

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$100,000

03/16/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

WILLIAMSON

18194 SEMINOLE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,000

02/10/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

KAY

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P - L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,00C

04/24/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

TULSA

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500

12/01/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

SANDOVAL COUNTY

12452 MID -AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$70,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,000

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$24,000

31147 DYNEGY MIDSTREAM SERVICES INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$3,000

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$55,200

22387 WEST EMERALD PIPE LINE CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o

$365,000

3445 DIXIE PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000
$450,000

04/09/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

04/27/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

04/17/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AR

PHILLIPS

05/16/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

PLAQUEMINES

05/09/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

05/24/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

05/17/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

GA

BUTTS COUNTY

$25,000
$60,000
$100,000
$400,000

05/17/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

05/21/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

FREESTONE

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,400

06/13/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELE'

31170 CHEVRON PIPE LINE NORTHWEST REGION

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$600,000

06/24/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

BEAUMONl

31415 PREMCOR P.A. PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,000

07/23/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

AUSTIN

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

07/13/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

FAYETTE

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$300,000

MN

CLEARWATER

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$306,000
$200,000

07/22/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

07/27/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WI

DOUGLAS

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

07/26/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

PAYNE

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,00C

08/07/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS]

TX

ANGELINA

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$300,000

08/08/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

COOK

31445 THE PREMCOR REFINING GROUP INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,000

08/11/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

15490 PHILLIPS PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$18,000

09/15/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

MCPHERSON

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,500

10/27/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

WEST BATON ROUGE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,038

10/22/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MS

COVINGTON

18386 BP OIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,000

10/06/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500,000

11/07/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$600,000
$80,000

10/27/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

11/12/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

10/19/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

PAYNE

11/15/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

11/19/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ND

12/30/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

EL PASO

01/06/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

CLARK

12/04/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

SCURRY

12/28/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOU<

TX

COMANCHE

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

879 CHEMOIL TERMINALS CORP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$65,236

31462 DYNEGY CRUDE GATHERING INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

MOREHOUSE

30871 MID - VALLEY PIPELINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$950,000

WILLIAMS

31323 DAKOTA GASIFICATION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$371,000

13162 NAVAJO REFINING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

3105 8 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$75,000

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,00C

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,00C

19/25

,Date-

Reported Cause of,lnddent

01/27/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

l ---

State

Incident cause S'1&Type

County

Q_~f<'l~r I{)

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

RIO ARRIBA

01/10/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOST HILLS

01/25/2001 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

CLEARWATER

02/05/2001 AU OTHE R CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

02/06/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

LAKE

01(29/2001 AU OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

STCHARLES

02/25(2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

11(16(2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

02/05/2001 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

OSAGE

OpehJ~ N! me

2371 WESTERN REFINING SOUTHWEST, INC

-

System Type
HAZARDOUS LIQUID

.

fa~Dtles

Total Cost As ~ed

lnju,

0

o

Sl,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$1,029,431
$200,000

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31347 UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA (UOCC)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

30909 TRANSMONTAIGNE OPERATING COMPANY LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$850,000

31479 BORGER C02 PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,052

26136 PARAMOUNT PETROLEUM CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$69,844

30855 LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

01/19/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

PA

LUZERNE

19223 SUN PIPELINE CORP - GENERAL WASH BLDG

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000,000

02/27(2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

ALAMEDA

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$761,533

03/02/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

GA

WINSTON

15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$700,000

03/04/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MS

HANCOCK

31270 TRI-STATES NGL PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$300,000

01/25/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HOWARD

18194 SEMINOLE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,000

03/01/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

BRAZORIA

15485 PHILLIPS 66 COMPANY-SWEENY REFINERY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,900

03(19/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

OSAGE

3085S LINK ENERGY PIPELINE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

03/20/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

MARION

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

5

04/07/1999 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

WARRICK

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

04/04/2001 AU OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

26301 BP NORTH AMERICA INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

04/24/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

ANOKA

12555 MINNESOTA PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$151,059

05/24/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

06/10/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS
ENOCHVILLE

05/30/ 200lc ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NC

03/09/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

06/09/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

$215,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,000

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

$1,318,072

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$676

HARRIS

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$75,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$210,000

31371 BUCKEYE DEVELOPMENT & LOGISTICS, UC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$180,000

31546 CENTRAL LOUISIANA ENERGY PIPELINE CO (CLEPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,000

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$600,000

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$88,000

31291 DIAMOND KOCH

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$34,346

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$150,000

26301 BP NORTH AMERICA INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

19522 TOSCO CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,000

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$65,247

31553 ENBRIDGE ENERGY COMPANY INC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$57,500

31058 MARATHON ASHLAND PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$200,000

30871 MID - VALLEY PIPELINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,000

26149 ALYESKA PIPELINE SERVICE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,000,000
$200,000

06/09/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

07/18/2001 AU OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

LAPORTE

07/16/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

07/24/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

PA

07/30/2001 AU OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

COLLIN

08/ 04/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

MONTGOMERY

08/28/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

FL

TAMPA

08/17/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUs

OK

JACKSON

08/08/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

SANTA BARBARA

04/24/2000 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OH

LIMA

05/02/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

10/20/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

N/A

11/16/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OH

10/04/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AK

11/03/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

M ISCELLANEOUS

MO

CHARITON

15156 SINCLAIR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

11/05/2001 AU OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

BRAZORIA

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

11/17/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

BUREAU

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,624

SCHLEICHER

12/11/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TI(

10/29/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

UI

12/22/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TII

10/12/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LANCASTER

ALLEN

447i CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC

4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC
31291 DIAMOND KOCH

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$8,500

31S54 BOARDWALK PETROCHEMICAL PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,058

DAMON

3095 0 EL PASO FIELD SERVICES

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$150,000

KERN

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,000

20/25

!>ate

R.eP,orted <:aUR or tnck!ent

01/11/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

-

,lndc!eht Cau~SubTy!>'i

J StattH

c,~nty:

OpetatoriD

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

MATAGORDA

01/09/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

YOAKUM

12/12/2001 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

02/12/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

02/21/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

03/05/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

c:)peratorN1111e

-

31045 GENESIS PIPELINE USA, LP.

-

----

System Type·

~~talltles tn)u1

Total Cost As Reported

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,000

31555 KINDER MORGAN C02 CO. LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$6,600

TARRANT

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

TX

MIDLAND

12628 j'vlOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

KS

CLARK

12452 MID - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$847

IL

WILL

22830 WOLVERINE PIPELINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$303,000

03/08/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

PLAQUEMINES

01/08/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

CONTRA COSTA

03/13/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

VA

03/30/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

HI

HONOLULU

04/11/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ND

RENVILLE

04/02/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

CALCASIEU

06/04/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

06/18/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

KAY

08/14/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

09/23/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NY

09/27/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

/RION

10/16/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

LIBERTY

12/05/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

TULSA

01/08/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

DU PAGE

02/27/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

GAINES

03/12/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

ST. BERNARD

01/29/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

LAKE

12/28/2002 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WA

KING

01/30/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

TERREBONNE

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

$20,600

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$57,553

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$183,180

15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$330,280

31056 ASIG - HONOLULU

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$4,080

15774 NORTH DAKOTA PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,014

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$210,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

c

$50,010

13131 CONOCOPHILLIPS (E&P- L-48)

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,SOC

HANSFORD

31454 NUSTAR LOGISTICS, LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500

CHEMUNG

18718 SUNOCO PIPELINE LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$18,500

31189 BP PIPELINE (NORTH AMERICA) INC.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$129,500

12628 MOBIL PIPE LINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$79,500

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$19,125

22430 WEST SHORE PIPEUNE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$185,100

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$530

26120 COLLINS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$5,4SO
$85,110

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

01/02/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

SAN BERNARDINO

03/13/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

WILL

03/17/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

COOK

03/30/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

LINCOLN

04/26/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

05/08/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

SC

SPARTANBURG

05/08/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

LAKE

06/04/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MT

ROOSEVELT

07/31/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

11/13/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

PAYNE

10/17/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

JACKSON

10/24/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

SAN BERNARDINO

12/13/2003 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

SOLANO

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

30781 OLYMPIC PIPE LINE COMPANY

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,825

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,055,120

18092 SFPP, LP

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$144,199

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,000

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,415

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$100,000

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$2,200

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$40,000

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,240

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$12,033

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,280

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$118,687

26125 CALNEV PIPELINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$200

26112 VALERO REFINING-TEXAS LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$790,000

31415 PREMCOR P.A. PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,640

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$7,500

26136 PARAMOUNT PETROLEUM CORP

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,105

2914 CUSHING - CHICAGO CRUDE OIL PIPELINE (ARCO P/L CO)
19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC
2914 CUSHING - CHICAGO CRUDE OIL PIPELINE (ARCO P/L CO)
25146 EQUISTAR CHEMICALS, LP.
2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

01/16/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

JEFFERSON

03/18/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

BUTLER

01/16/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELES

04/20/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

PLAQUEMINES

273 1 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$83,149

05/02/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HUNT

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$37,900

OS/18/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

SAINT JAMES

07/09/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

COOK

07/26/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

SAINT JAMES

273 1 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$5,000

22430 WEST SHORE PIPELINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,000

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$26

21/25

P.,~.lt

Reported ~uSe of lncjdent

07/10/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

I

lncldent<;a~ Subl'ype.

Sta

~

tel

--

Opjmator•IO

<!ounty

·--

MISCELLANEOUS

PA

08/04/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

PLAQUEMINES

07/04/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MO

CHARITON

08/22/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NC

GUILFORD

10/02/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

BASTROP

11/30/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

KERN

11/15/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

SANTA BARBARA

12/02/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

scon

12/13/2004 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

m

PAYNE

01/18/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AL

SHELBY

01/06/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELES

02/03/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

C)

VENTURA

O~torNime

31761 TIOGA PIPELINE COMPANY

---

·system TVPll

- FaRlltiesl Injuries TORI Cost AS ReJ;>Drt~

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7S,OOO

31720 EXPRESS HOLDINGS (USA), LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$12,000

15674 PLANTATION PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$326,000

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,000

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$7,300

4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,203

31947 ENBRIDGE PIPELINES (OZARK) L.LC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$52,800

4906 EXXON MOBIL PIPELINE CO

300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

$116,600

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$75,209

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,000

02/22/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELES

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$173,333

03/21/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELES

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$61,440

04/08/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

SEDGWICK

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,750

05/19/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

DU PAGE

22430 WEST SHORE PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,000

JEFFERSON

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO,, LP,

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,920

4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$115,500

4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$21,742

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,900

15774 NORTH DAKOTA PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,100

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$31,489

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,l OC

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

06/09/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

06/12/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

07/05/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

M ISCELLANEOUS

MT

09/07/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

ELLIS

08/24/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

CHAMBERS

11/19/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

BARTON

12/14/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ND

MOUNTRAIL

12/05/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WY

NATRONA

12/09/2005 ALL OTHER CAUSES

M ISCELLANEOUS

CA

KERN
WAYN e

YELLOWSTONE

01/20/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

Ml

01/12/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

N/A

03/21/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

SABI Ne

03/23/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

RICE

03/30/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

JEFFERSON

02/27/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

03/05/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

co

ADAMS

05/02/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

JEFFERSON

05/18/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

GRUNDY

05/21/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ca

PLACER

06/27/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

KERN

09/19/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

LINCOLN

09/11/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELES

10/10/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

UPTON

12/03/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HUTCHINSON

12/30/2006 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

ASCENSION

01/09/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AK

NORTH SLOPE

01/29/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

co

RIO BLANCO

02/26/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

CA

LOS ANGELES

02/22/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MT

GLACIER

03/06/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$101,500

31506 CONOCOPHILLIPS COMPANY (E&P-L-48)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$29,050

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$12,048

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,675

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$165,000

30812 NATIONAL ENERGY GROUP,INC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$25,539

31666 ROCKY MOUNTAIN PIPELINE SYSTEM, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$254,156

12624 MOBIL CORP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$250,515

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$293,619

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$50,512

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,74(1

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$53,832
$11,158

4472 CYPRESS INTERSTATE PIPELINE LLC
18092 SFPP, LP
300 PLAINS PIPELINE, LP.

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

31555 KINDER MORGAN C02 CO. LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$8,50C

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$120,00C

31556 CHEVRON MIDSTREAM PIPELINES LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$69,564

26149 ALYESKA PIPELINE SERVICE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$460,512

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
a

o

$70,50C

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

a

0

$144,063

32283 FRONT RANGE PIPELINE, LLC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$5,492

3198 3 EPL PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$660,259

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

22/25

Date.

Reponed Cause .of Incident

10/23/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

•.

--

Incident ~use 5!1bType

J ~cne'

O!!!!~torlD

C~nty

o~~or~ame

MISCfLlANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

30003 HOUSTON REFINING LP.

11/01/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

U/16/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

MIDLAND

---

System Type

Fatalities InJuries 'Total Cost As·Repcirted

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

S765

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

S6,372
S3,00a

9175 JAYHAWK PIPELINE LLC

Sl,050

03/05/2008 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

STEVENS

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

06/13/2007 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

CHAMBERS

32289 TEKOILAND GAS GULF COAST, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

Sa

02/15/2008 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

HENDRICKS

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,530

01/23/2008 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IN

LAKE

03/18/2008 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OH

LUCAS

06/04/2008 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

07/02/2008 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

GALVESTON

08/08/2008 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MT

RICHLAND

10/25/ 2008 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

MADISON

01/17/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

04/17/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

ORANGE

05/01/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

A2

MARICOPA

07/06/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

m

CARTER

08/20/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

MCPHERSON

09/23/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

GA

COBB

10/09/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WI

DOUGLAS

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

S83,35 6

18779 SUNOCO, INC (R&M)

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,170,ooa

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

SS04

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$35,000

31878 BRIDGER PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$19,200

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$561,810

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO
31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$175,000

31371 BUCKEYE DEVELOPMENT & LOGISTICS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

s2so,ooa

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$33,684

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$4,300

12105 MAGELLAN AMMONIA PIPELINE, L.P.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$105,155

2552 COLONIAL PIPELINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$15,140

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$527,000

11/05/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ND

MCKENZI E

01/10/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

ASCENSION

06/17/2009 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

SCURRY

03/01/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

SEWARD

01/27/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

JEFFERSON

01/11/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

06/16/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

07/08/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

08/09/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

08/23/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

08/27/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

09/01/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

09/16/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

JONES

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

06/14/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

PAYN E

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

10/ 21/2010 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

02/02/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

AR

LAWRENCE

01/07/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

M ISCELLANEOUS

TX

03/21/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

03/ 21/ 2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

LAVACA

HARRIS

I

15774 NORTH DAKOTA PIPELINE COMPANY LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$20,725

32147 MARATHON PIPE LINE LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

Sa

22442 WEST TEXAS GULF PIPELINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

31672 CHAPARRAL ENERGY, LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,510

31174 SHELL PIPELINE CO., L.P.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$60,065

31684 PHILLIPS 66 PIPELINE LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,050

10012 NUSTAR PIPELINE OPERATING PARTNERSHIP L.P.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATI NG LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$261,317

31555 KINDER MORGAN C02 CO. LP

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$600

TULSA

4805 EXPLORER PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,799

TX

HARRIS

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,500

TX

GALVESTON

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$45,800

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$116,356

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,598

31555 KINDER MORGAN C02 CO. LP

HAZARDOUS LIQU ID

0

0

$1,52S

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$36,700

HARRIS

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$46,060

JASPER

32051 MARTIN OPERATING PARTNERSHIP, LP.

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$8,050

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$45,540

06/16/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

LAFOURCH E

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$1,586

07/17/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

PLAQUEMINES

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,192

07/12/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

JEFFERSON

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

a

$778

09/12/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

ocs

2731 CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,000,010

10/27/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$29,540

11/15/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

GALVESTON

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$385,900

01/23/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

PA

HEMPFIELD TOWNSHIP

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$925

12/28/2011 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

LOVING

HA2ARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$10,500

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP
31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

23/25

Date

Reported Cause of Incident

--

l~d....'!t'~~

SubType

~tate

CoUJlty

j Qpe:r.itorlD

MISCELLANEOUS

NJ

MIDDLESEX

03/04/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

PLAQUEMINES

D2/28/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

NUECES

07/05/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

07/23/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

09/13/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

'10/30/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MN

03/14/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

-

-

Ope<)ltor Name

System TVPe'
-~~

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC
273i CHEVRON PIPE LINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

.

Fatanues lnju~, Total Cost .M RepOrted
0

0

$2,220

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$400,625
$965,000

30782 HARVEST PIPELINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

30755 CITGO PRODUCTS PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

01

IBERVILLE

31556 CHEVRON MIDSTREAM PIPELINES LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$525

DOUGLAS

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$44,020

2170 CENEX PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$52S

5081 COFFEYVILLE RESOURCES CRUDE TRANSPORTATION, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$100,523

$9,600
$1,820,500

11/13/2012 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

Ml

DAWSON

01/07/2013 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

MONTGOMERY

02(19/2013 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

JEFFERSON

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$49,552

03/20/2013 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

JEFFERSON

30777 MOTIVA ENTERPRISE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$23,780

05/19/2013 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

WILBAGER

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

05/27/2013 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

COLORADO

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

08/25/2013 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

KS

BUTLER

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o
o
o
o

09/04/2013 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

31863 HFOTCO LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,700,000

09/26/2013 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

PA

LEHIGH

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

12/31/2013 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

01

01/15/2014 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

14194 OILTANKING, HOUSTON LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$49,800

01/17/2014 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

CREEK

32551 BKEP PIPELINE, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$30,550
$20,500

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

$2,600
$3,090
$10,880

$168,361
$1,750,000

02/24/2014 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

LINCOLN

39080 GLASS MOUNTAIN PIPELINE

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

03/19/2014 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

LEA

32450 ROADRUNNER PIPELINE, L.L.C.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$2,400

04/05/2014 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

PLAQUEMINES PARISH

30782 HARVEST PIPELINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$600,200

04/17/2014 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

JEFFERSON

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

06/30/2014 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

HARRIS

30003 HOUSTON REFINING LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$0

08/18/2014 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

WI

DOUGLAS

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$266,725

09/26/2014 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NJ

UNION

12/18/2014 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

EDDV

o
o
o

02/27/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

OK

LINCOLN

04/08/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

LA

TERREBONNE

02/19/2013 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

FREESTONE

05/19/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

GRAYSON

04/29/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

MD

NOT WITHIN A COUNTY

06/06/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

NM

LEA

08/24/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IL

CLARK

08/11/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

Tl(

HARRIS

09/15/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

Tl(

SAN PATRICIO

09/24/2015 All OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

10/26/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

TX

12/23/2015 ALL OTHER CAUSES

MISCELLANEOUS

IA

POLK

1845 BUCKEYE PARTNERS, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

32011 HOLLY ENERGY PARTNERS - OPERATING, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

39145 ENBRIDGE STORAGE (CUSHING) L.L.C.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o
o

3117~

SHELL PIPELINE CO., LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

$68,594
$50,140

0

$5,009

0

ss,ooo

22442 WEST TEXAS GULF PIPELINE CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

1

$0

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$500

99043 PETROLEUM FUEL AND TERMINAL COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$3,029

32450 ROADRUNNER PIPELINE, LLC.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

o

0

$5,525

32147 MARATHON PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

30003 HOUSTON REFINING LP.

!1AZAROOUS LIQUID

0

0

$0

30782 HARVEST PIPELINE COMPANY

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$11,500

WICHITA

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

!1AZAROOUS LIQUID

0

0

$10,250

BRAZORIA

30829 ENTERPRISE CRUDE PIPELINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

0

$16,20C

22610 MAGELLAN PIPELINE COMPANY, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

0

o

$190,700

$160,891,735
02/27/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE
08/24/1996 ALL OTHER CAUSES
10/02/1996 EXCAVATION DAMAGE
02/08/1998 INCORRECT OPERATION
07/14/1998 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

YOAKUM

MISCELLANEOUS

Tl<

KAUFMAN

UNSPECIFIED EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

ECTOR

INCORRECT OPERATION

LA

ST. JAMES PARISH

UNSPECIFIED EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

VICTORIA

12452 MID -AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

l

0

$220,000

22855 KOCH PIPELINE COMPANY, LP.

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

2

0

$217,658
$5,000

12452 MIO - AMERICA PIPELINE CO (MAPCO)

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

2

4

30777 MOTIVA ENTERPRISE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

l

0

$0

26023 COASTAL STATES CRUDE GATHERING CO

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

l

0

$50,000

24/25

Reported <!au$e of Incident

·Date·

os/1ofu99 AlLOTHER CAUSES
J&..i..

-

-

-

- ·-M

! Stat~

lncl~t Cau51 Subfype ·

C~untj

Oi>er.nor·ID

Ml~~EOl!S

WA

WHATC()M

08/10/1999 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARlY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

WILLIAMSON

09/07/2000 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

TX

TAYLOR

INCORRECT OPERATION

OH

BUTLER

THIRD PARTY EXCAVATION DAMAGE

CA

CONTRA COSTA

06/28/2002 INCORRECT OPERATION
11/09/2004 EXCAVATION DAMAGE

I

0?.etator Name

~7S_l OLYMPIC Pi~E LINE CoMP~NY

-

S~1>m'l\lpe

·Fatalities l1JJiiries Total CostAs:Reported

-

.

$45,0oo,OOO

HAZAROOOS LIQUID

3

II

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

0

$380,000

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

l

2

$300,000

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

o

$7,000

18092 SFPP, LP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

5

3

$734,449

31618 ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS OPERATING LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

0

$14,150

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

0

$5,901,302

18194 SEMINOLE PIPELINE CO
4906 EXXONMOBIL PIPELINE CO

0

MALFUNCTION OF CONTROL/REUEF EQUIPMENT

TX

JIM HOGG

09/18/2005 INCORRECT OPERATION

INCORRECT OPERATION

OH

BUTLER

11/28/2007 INCORRECT OPERATION

INCORRECT OPERATION

MN

CLEARWATER

11169 ENBRIDGE ENERGY, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

2

0

$2,625,000

INTERNAL

TX

HARRIS

26041 KINDER MORGAN LIQUID TERMINALS, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

1

$40,800,000

32147 MARATHON PIPE LINE LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

3

$900,00C

19237 TE PRODUCTS PIPELINE COMPANY, LLC

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

3

o

$3,789,146

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

1

$524,275

HAZARDOUS LIQUID

1

1

$0

29

23

06/07/2005 MATERIAL/WELD/EQUIP FAILURE

09/23/2008 CORROSION
03/10/2009 INCORRECT OPERATION

INCORRECT OPERATION

LA

SAINTJAME.5

05/12/2009 INCORRECT OPERATION
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February 2 2016 Newcastle City Council and Planning Commission meeting.
Council members, commissioners, staff thank you good evening my name is mark Williamson
I'm a utility consultant for Madison Wisconsin and I represent Puget Sound energy. I'm working
on their energized Eastside Project, before I retired and went into consulting I was executive
vice president of Madison Gas &Electric Company a company not much different than Puget
Sound in the Wisconsin area where I ran generation transmission gas operations, for a little
over thirty years. So I have a little perspective on what I'd like to talk about tonight which is
pipeline safety and high voltage transmission lines. You heard a little bit at the planning
commission last week, my perspective is quite a bit different based on this is my 89th high
voltage transmission project and like I say 30 years in the industry. First of all we should all
remember that there are significant Federal standards that guide us both on pipeline work and
on high voltage electric work. Those standards specify how pipelines have to operate with great
detail including their safety procedures testing their pipes to make sure aging has worn them so
that their safe, solid, and secure for all of us. They also guide different regulations guide how
we do high voltage electric transmission. Those regulations also are very strict and require that
we make sure that we can keep the lights on a very safe and secure way. A final set of
regulations guides the interaction and those interactions are common in the United States. I
myself have collocated several 100 miles of extra high voltage transmission with pipelines.
You've experienced it here actually in Newcastle around a corridor that shared between high
pressure petroleum pipelines and high voltage electric the corridor that the 115 KV lines in the
Olympic now BP pipeline runs through. So you've all experienced that and the interaction
because of the diligence of the companies. Both utilities safety is a high priority that's common
across the country. You've had a safe and decent interaction for almost 50 years on what's
going on. So it's not unusual to see these facilities put in the same place. In fact, it's a policy
matter many communities and in fact many states required the colocation of utility facilities
both gas and electric. The key is the companies have to work together to maintain safety.
There's a strong interaction between pipelines and Electric Utilities both as a physical matter
and as an operating matter and the fact that you manage to get through 50 years without a
problem is not unusual. That's the norm in North America. We don't have a lot of accidents and
especially in collocated facilities because you have to two set of people from different
companies keeping an eye on those facilities. So you get sort of a double down when you
actually collocate which is one of the reasons many states mandate that we put facilities
together. The next thing that we ought to think about is that those regulations and how some
of that interacts have been set pretty in in pretty good detail in a lot of depth in the draft EIS
you all commissioned for the energize project. There's a chapter dedicated to the safe
interaction of pipelines and high voltage transmission lines. And the reason is because people
take those responsibilities seriously and that's why it's been working for so long. Um the thing
that you need to do to make this work is to actually have good engineering studies that make
sure that the pipeline is protected and transmission facilities are protected. Now I saw on the
transcript that you heard some things last week that there are some prohibitions about locating
facilities within several feet of each other. I think somebody quoted the Bonneville power
standards that you need 50 feet between a pipeline and transmission line. If you actually read
the standard which is available on line, they say that if you are more than 50 feet from a lattice
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tower or more than 25 feet from a single monopole which is what's being contemplated here,
you don't need to do any engineering studies that's far enough that you can just be laissez-faire
and let it go. Everything else that's closer and most facilities in this country are much closer
require good coordination and studies between the utility company that has electricity and the
one that runs the pipeline so you're sure those interactions don't adversely affect either facility.
We all do this commonly and as I say you had experience with its been working here quite well
for many many decades. On the last thing I think I want to point out is the draft EIS also talks
about this new construction is actually more rigidly control than old construction. So any new
facilities that are built in that corridor will actually be built to higher safety standards than what
you have existing. And that's going to give you an improvement. I heard some things from the
transcript that people are concerned about construction methods which is legitimate. They
should be concerned. But we do this every day in this country by specialists who make sure we
know where the pipe is. We know where the hole is. We know what kind of soil we have. We
know what kind of weight that can bear. These these things are done routinely and I
understand that it's new for people but but it's very interesting to me, coming from the outside.
Most of these discussions occur in new corridors. You guys have actually had this with much
older equipment that's been carefully maintained for 50 years and every indication is that new
construction actually gives you benefits. So those were the seeds I wanted to plant .... told me
to take a minute and a half. I think I took two so I'd be happy to answer any questions
otherwise that's it ....
... Washington doesn't have a lot of collocation requirements. You guys have a very unusual
regulatory system here. Your state system's much looser which is why community councils get
to make decisions on infrastructure location. Most states have a statewide system. Washington
doesn't have a strong collocation policy. But it's a little unusual that way .....
(... how many states require collocation? ... )
I'm not precise in this but I know I've work in about halfthe states as in this country and most
of the Canadian Provinces for for that happens about 2/3 yes, 1/3
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The primary objective of this report is to present the technical background, and provide best practice
guidelines and summary criteria for pipelines collocated with high voltage AC power lines. The report
addresses interference effects with respect to corrosion and safety hazards, and fault threats. The guidelines
presented address mitigation and monitoring, encroachment and construction, risk severity classification,
and recommendations for further industry development.
This report addresses the technical background to high voltage interference with respect to collocated and
crossing pipelines, and presents basic procedures for dealing with interference scenarios. The provisions of
this document are recommended to be used under the direction of competent persons, who are qualified in
the practice of corrosion control on metallic structures, with specific suitable experience related to AC and/or
DC interference and mitigation. This document is intended for use in conjunction with the reference
materials cited herein.
Collocated pipelines, sharing, paralleling, or crossing high voltage power line rights-of-way (ROW), may be
subject to electrical interference from electrostatic coupling, electromagnetic inductive, and conductive
effects. If the interference effects are high enough, they may pose a safety hazard to personnel or the public,
or may compromise the integrity of the pipeline. Because of increased opposition to pipeline and power line
siting, many future projects propose collocating high voltage alternating current (HVAC) and high voltage
direct current (HVDC) power lines and pipelines in shared corridors, worsening the threat.
Predicting HVAC interference on pipelines is a complex problem, with multiple interacting variables affecting
the influence and consequences. In some cases, detailed modeling and field monitoring is used to estimate a
collocated pipeline's susceptibility to HVAC interference, Identify locations of possible AC current discharge,
and design appropriate mitigation systems to reduce the effects of AC interference. This detailed computer
modeling generally requires extensive data collection, field work, and subject-matter expertise. Basic
industry guidelines are needed to help determine when more detailed analysis is warranted, or when
detailed analysis can be ruled out based on the known collocation and loading parameters. A consistent
technical guidance document will benefit the pipeline industry by increasing public safety and allowing for an
efficient approach in assessment and mitigation of threats related to high voltage interference.
The INGAA Foundation contracted Det Norske Veritas (U.S.A), Inc. (DNV GL) to develop this guidance
document. The project included a detailed industry literature review to identify applicable technical reports,
international standards, existing guidance and operator procedures. In addition to the literature review,
numerical modeling was performed to determine the effects of key parameters on the interference levels.
The document addresses interference effects with respect to corrosion and safety hazards, mitigation,
monitoring, encroachment and construction, prioritization and modeling. It also includes recommendations
for further development.
The following severity ranking tables were developed for key variables and their impact on the severity of
AC interference. Further background for the development of these rankings is provided throughout the
report. Guidelines for determining the need for detailed analysis and applying these severity rankings are
provided in Section 6.2.
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Separation Distance
Table 3-Severity Ranking of Separation Distance

Separation Distance - D (Feet)

Severity Ranking of HV AC

D< 100

Inte~ference

Hi!!h

100 <D < 500

Medium

500 < D < 1,000

Low

1,000 < D :5 2,500

Very Low

HVAC Power Line Current
Table 4-Relative Ranking of HVAC Phase Current

HvAC Current - !(amps)
I~

1,000
500<1> 1,000
250 <] < 500
100< I< 250
I< 100

Relative Severity of HV At lntert'erence
Very High
High
Med-Hi!!h
Medium
Low

Soil Resistivity
Table 5-Relative Ranking of Soil Resistivity
Soil Res'istivity - p (ohm-cm)

Relative Severity ·of HVAC C.orrosion

p < 2,500

Very High

2,500 < p < 10,000

High

10,000 <p < 30,000

Medium

p > 30,000

Low

Collocation length
Table 6-Relative Ranking of Collocation Length

Collocation Length: L (feet~
L > 5,000
1,000 < L < 5,000
L < 1,000

Relative Severity
High
Medium
Low

Collocation / Crossing Angle
Table 7-Relative Ranking of Crossing Angle

Collocation/Crossing Angle - 0 (9)

0 < 30
30 < 0 < 60
0> 60

Relativ.e Severity
High
Med
Low

4

The research and analytical studies accentuated the need for accurate power line current load data when
assessing the susceptibility of a steel transmission line to high voltage interference. For this reason,
collaboration between the respective pipeline and power line operators is advised to accurately determine
where detailed assessment is required, and develop efficient mitigation where necessary.
The general safety recommendations and guidelines for interference analysis presented in Section 6 provide
guidance on the relative susceptibility of AC interference associated with the selected variables. They
primarily address the likelihood or susceptibility of AC interference, and do not address the consequence
aspect of an overall risk assessment, as these details are specific to each individual assessment.
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Induced AC creates problems for
pipelines in utility corridors
Imbalance in power transmission systems, place operator safety, system
integrity at risk
John S. Smart III, John Smart Consulting Engineers, Houston, Texas; Dirk L. van
Oostendorp, Paragon Engineering Services, Houston, Texas; and William A. "Bud" Wood,
ARCO Pipeline Company, Houston, Texas

AC

interference on pipelines located in utility corridors is a real and serious problem
which can place both operator safety and pipeline integrity at risk.
Installing pipelines in energy utility corridors containing high-voltage AC transmission lines
subjects the pipelines to induced AC voltages. This can be caused by an imbalance in the
transmission system, and by high voltages near transmission tower grounding systems
resulting from lightning strikes and phase faults.
When a long-term induced AC voltage exists on a pipeline, it can be dangerous and
potentially life-threatening for operations personnel to touch the pipeline or appurtenances. In
addition, pipe corrosion also can result from AC discharge.

CO'.\lPUTER MODELLING OF AC ll'iTEIU'ERENCE PROBLEMS
FOR THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS

R. D. Somhey & F. P. Dawalibi.
Safe Eng.ineeriug Services & technolog.ies Itel.
1544 Viel. Montreal, Quebec. Cnnndn. H3M 1G4
E-1'.fail: iufo((iJ.seMech.com

ABSTRACT
AC interference from high voltage pe>wer lines cau constitute on electric shock hozard and a threat To equipment iute!O'ity
during. both nonnnl operation conditions nncl fault conditions. Simplified analysis methods can lead To millions of dollars iu
excess expenses due directly to overdesigu or resulting from the conseqnences of nmlerdesign. This paper presems a costeffective AC interference mitigation method. which is made possible by the power of prese111ly existing computer software.
The importance of the soil's multilayer soil stmcn1re in derennining the perfonuance of mitig<Hion systems is discussed.
This mitigation merllod is compared wirh other types of mirigation systems.
Keywords: AC' Interference Mitignrion. Inclnced Voltages, Electric Power Trnnsmission Lines. Conductive Through-Earth
Coupling from Towers and Poles. Gas. Oil. Water Pipelines
INTRODUCTION
A pipeline which ;;hares a common corridor with AC 11-:msmission liues becomes energized l>y the magnetic and electric

fields S\llToundiug the power sysrem in the air and soil. Th.is AC iutetference <:an result in au electrical sllock hazard for
people touching the pipeline or metallic s011cnu·es connected to the pipeline ... or simply standing uearby: ftu1hennore.
dnnlflge to the pipeline·s coating, insulating: tlruiges, recfifieJ'S or even clirect damage to the pipeline's wall itself can occur.
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• Is this EIS about a PSE need or a PSE customer need?
• That decision must be made

• SEPA Handbook section 3.3.1 "Agencies are encouraged to describe a
proposal as an objective ...
• Not a specific solution

• If it's about the cities and residents, the whole EIS objective must be recast
in that context:
• "Identify and address energy needs for the region in the next decade."
• This opens up a wide spectrum of opportunities for a viable energy future

• If it's about PSE, Please delete all the irrelevant and erroneous statements
regarding need
• Just states PSE wants 230KV power lines

• Seems apparent the DEIS carries significant bias
• Need to clarify why

• WAC 197-11-960 Environmental checklist.
• 2. Air
• a. What types of emissions to the air would result from the proposal during construction,
operation, and maintenance when the project is completed? If any, generally describe
and give approximate quantities if known.
• b. Are there any offsite sources of emissions or odor that may affect your proposal? If so,
generally describe.

• WAC 197-11-444 Elements of the environment
• (b) (i) Air quality

1

• What exempts the DEIS from including Mercury and Air Toxics
Standards (MATS) controlled air pollutants from consideration?
• Just 1/70th of a teaspoon of mercury deposited on a 25-acre lake can make
the fish unsafe to eat. - Union of Concerned Scientists
• EPA ranks Colstrip power plant among worst in nation for mercury (2011)

• Why is ground water pollution from coal ash not considered?
•Alternative 1 increases GHG and these toxic pollutants
• Alternative 2 reduces GHG and these toxic pollutants
• Why is this ignored?

~

• Alternative 2 is a huge environmental benefit 24/7 /365 not just
during conditions stated by PSE
• Off-peak wind and solar generation along with battery storage helps mitigate
peak load generation (Colstrip) demand every day, not just a couple days a
year
• This reduces GHG and MATS emissions below current levels

• What allows these environmental benefits to be ignored?

L(

• There is a strong implication the sensible alternatives are being
sandbagged by bad analysis in the DEIS
• Please state in the EIS why obvious environmental advantages of alternative 2
are being ignored
• If it's not in my back yard I don't need to care? Is that the reason?
• Please just be clear

~

• GMA and destruction of housing
•WAC 197-11-960 Environmental checklist.
• 8. Land and shoreline use
• a. What is the current use of the site and adjacent properties? Will the proposal affect
current land uses on nearby or adjacent properties? If so, describe.
• d. Will any structures be demolished? If so, what?
• e. What is the current zoning classification of the site?
• f. What is the current comprehensive plan designation of the site?
• I. Proposed measures to ensure the proposal is compatible with existing and projected
land uses and plans, if any:

• Existing Corridor 'M' powerline ROW is not wide enough
• Why are none of these items addressed at least qualitatively in the DEIS?
• You can at least list the neighborhoods destroyed by PSE's proposed action
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2013 PSE data:
•Shows 645 MW load in 2012
•Projects 660MW load in 2014
{l.15% growth per year)
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·customer Demand assumes 100% of conservation goals are met.

This chart shows customer demand vvith 100% conservation goals rnet compared
to our current electric transmission system's capacity. By 2017-2018, demand will
exceed our ability to provide dependable powe1:
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2015 PSE data:
• Shows 585 MW load in 2014
60 MW less than 2012
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75 MW below prediction
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Source: Gentile et al., 2015.

Bottom line: PSE simulation and prediction tools and methodology are
not credible.

Brian Elworth
8605 129th Ct SE, Newcastle

• Research integrity
• Science and engineering research have standards of integrity
• Researchers are accountable for what they report

• The EIS is essentially a research document
• Its purpose is to serve as an organized consolidation of factual information
related to the environmental impact of a proposal.

• Although the standards of integrity are much lower for the EIS
• It's important the EIS be reasonably factual

• This EIS affects not just Bellevue but all the cities in the region
• It affects a very broad 18 mile region

• Unsupported opinions and unsupported summary conclusions don't
belong in the EIS
• Please eliminate them

Brian Elworth
8605 129th Ct SE, Newcastle

•Washington Administrative Code WAC 197-11-400 "An EIS shall
provide impartial discussion of significant environmental impacts and
shall inform decision makers and the public of reasonable
alternatives, including mitigation measures, that would avoid or
minimize adverse impacts or enhance environmental quality."
• Process should comply with spirit, intent, and letter of the WAC
• Cities and residents of Redmond, Kirkland, Newcastle and Renton
depend on Bellevue as lead agency to provide a document with
•
•
•
•

integrity
transparency
objectivity
thoroughness

~

• SEPA Handbook section 3.3 states "The lead agency is responsible for the
content of the EIS ... ".
• You are responsible for the content of the EIS

• Regardless of its source,
•
•
•
•
•
•

every word,
every sentence,
every paragraph,
every diagram,
every figure,
every table in the DEIS is owned by Bellevue

• If you put it in the EIS, you own it
• Ownership implies a trust that declarations of fact are
• Accurate
• Complete

• Please eliminate unsupported opinions and unsupported summary
conclusions

1

• "This EIS will not be used to reject or validate the need for the
proposal.JI (page 1-5}

• But stating assertions as facts implies validation
• "This deficiency is expected to arise as a result of anticipated population and
employment growth on the Eastside ... " {page 1-1)
• "Based on federally mandated planning standards/ PSEJs analysis found that
the existing transmission system could place Eastside customers and/or the
regional power grid at risk of power outages ... " {page 1-2)

• Both statements are PSE opinions not facts

l.(

• "Stantec prepared a memorandum evaluating the stated need for the
project, and confirmed that PSE's Eastside Needs Assessment was
conducted in accordance with industry standards for utility planning
(Stantec, 2015}. See Appendix A/or more information." (page 1-5)
• Compare the needs diagram PSE advertised to the CAG against the
diagram in the EIS
• Both presumably "conducted in accordance with industry standards"
• Divergent by 75 Megawatts in first year.
• Wild divergence shows conclusions may be irrelevant to true needs and
capacities

• There is reasonable doubt in assertions being stated as facts by
Bellevue
• This is not proper research integrity

S"

• Question is, what training and mentoring on the proper conduct of
research has being provided to the individuals who are responsible for the
content of the DEIS?
• If no formal training or mentoring is in place what is the plan to rectify this
process deficiency and provide a product for public review that is
compliant with basic research standards?
• If concept of research integrity is not well understood
• If process for research integrity is unclear
• Get guidance
• "On Being a Scientist: A Guide to Responsible Conduct in Research: Third Edition
(2009}: National Academies Press.
• "Responsible Science", Volume I: Ensuring the Integrity of the Research Process
(1992). National Academies Press

c

• I recommend Bellevue
• step back,
• Get the proper research training
• Look at the real issues
• Is this about what PSE needs or is it about what the communities and cities the region
needs
• SEPA Handbook section 3.3.1 "Agencies are encouraged to describe a proposal as an
objective-' particularly for agency actions."
• Objective should be in terms for the region not for PSE
• Alternative statement: "Identify and address energy needs for the region in the next
decade."

• Pursue a solution for the common good
• Energize Eastside and the current EIS process are not it
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Energize Eastside Draft EIS Comments
25 February, 2016
Curtis Allred
13609 SE 43rd Place
Bellevue, WA 98006

point 1
I have a big problem with charging ahead on this EIS for a massive, expensive
project without being convinced of the need.
What we know is that PSE really wants to build this powerline.
And they claim they've done an analysis that proves we need it.
But it looks suspicious:
•

they assumed a much higher growth rate than other regional planners are
using.

•

th~sending

three times more power to Canada than the "normal" WECC

base case
•

they turned off 6 local power generating stations

So an independent power expert (Rich Lauckhart) ran his own analysis using the
same software and initial data, and found that there is no need for extra capacity
in the next 30 years.
Of course PSE refutes this study, but they will not share their data so it can be
independently verified. Essentially they're saying "we're the experts, trust us"
Which brings us to this EIS, which is being conducted assuming the need is there.
point 2
But the EIS process is also misleading.
It leads us to believe there are alternatives being considering and the best
alternative will be chosen based on the outcome of the EIS. But I've recently
learned that this is not true.
It is actually PSE who makes the choice, and they have already made their choice
clear. Its the 230V above ground power lines running along the existing corridor.

Date:

10 March 2016

To:

Heidi Bedwell, Energize Eastside EIS Program Manager
450 llOth Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98004

From:

Curtis Allred
13609 SE 43rd Pl
Bellevue, WA 98006

Dear Heidi,
The more I learn about PSE's deceit in the Energize Eastside project, the 'more infuriated I become. This
project has to be stopped. I have summarized the situation as seen by those of us following
developments. Following are details on the summary points.

SUMMARY
Financial Motivation: PSE is financially motivated to build a rate-payer subsidized power line through the
eastside. Besides being paid for by us, the customers of PSE, it will also boost the sale value of the
company and give them a 9.8% return on capital, guaranteed by the state and covered by us, the
customers of PSE. They may also be using this project to boost capacity so they can move more power
to Canada, further enhancing their potential revenue and company valuation.
Fabricated Demand: PSE is using a fabricated and flawed power simulation to try to scare residents into
supporting and funding this lucrative project. Based on a recent load flow analysis by two industry
experts, one of them a former Puget Sound Power planner, it is evident that PSE faked the input data
and parameters in their flow analysis to justify the need for the power lines.
Flawed EIS: The current Environmental Impact Study starts with the assumption that the additional
power capacity is needed, and accepts PSE's analysis as-is without question. Further, PSE has attempted
to discredit the other two EIS alternatives to the powerline, again by faking the numbers, and saying that
new technology and conservation measures will not work.
Cost: It is estimated that this project will cost PSE customers between one and two billion dollars over
the life of the project (see references). This is money that should be spent on conservation, demand
side management, and modern grid technologies. Thousands of trees will be cut down and our city will
be scarred with ugly power lines for generations to come. For us, it's a big cost with no benefit. The
only ones benefiting are PSE executives and shareholders.
This level of deceit and opaqueness by a private company for a public works project is reprehensible. It
has to be illegal, and therefore stoppable by local governments. Otherwise we will need to take legal
action against PSE.
Please do everything possible to stop this project.

DETAILS
Following are details on the above points.

Turned off 6 local power sources: With the local power sources turned off, more power distribution
burden was transferred onto the high voltage long distance power lines. The rationale for turning off 6
local power generation stations could not be explained by independent power industry experts,
including Richard Lauckhart and Roger Schiffman. PSE will of course not explain.
Still, the above errors cannot fully justify the power line. Richard and Roger suspect altered the
simulation data in other ways:
Used lower transformer ratings: They seem to have used "summer normal" instead of the much higher
"winter emergency" value for transformer ratings. The summer normal rating is only 700 MW, while the
winter emergency rating is 950 MW.
Did not take into account power line resistance: It appears that they turned off the power-line
resistance aspect of the simulation to make the flawed simulation run. Otherwise the power from the
Cascades would show too much voltage drop, resulting in brownout, and the simulation would fail.

Environmental Impact Statement flaws:
The EIS accepts PSE's flawed justification study and assumes the power problem needs to be solved.
Since the justification is not valid and the need does not exist, the "No Action" alternative should be
chosen and EIS halted.

Comments on the EIS Alternatives:
Alternative 1 is the power line option. It is based on a fraudulent power analysis, and therefore invalid.
PSE should be punished and fined for their deception and this alternative thrown out.
Alternative 2 calls for technology and conservation solve future energy shortfalls. This was rejected by
PSE as infeasible based on outdated data and PSEs inexperience in this area. It needs to be revisited by
experts in new conservation, generation, and distribution technologies, not by PSE who has every
motivation to disqualify it to justify their lucrative power line project.
Alternative 3 originally called for simply adding transformers. But PSE demanded that power lines be
added to this alternative, thus making it less attractive. The solution does not actually require new
transmission lines. Those transmission lines are only needed to supply Canada with an inflated power
estimate (triple the base case as explained earlier).
The "No Action" alternative is the only sensible choice at this time. There is no short term need for
increasing power capacity, and Alternative 2 can be revisited and implemented on a gradual timeline.

Cost:
Including the hundreds of millions of initial cost, the project will cost taxpayers and ratepayers many
times more in subsequent years. The "Energize Eastside Economic Analysis" study (on CENSE website)
estimates $1.SB to $2B over the life of the project. In addition, property values will decrease, impacting
homeowners and reducing property tax revenues. An estimated 8000 trees will be removed over the
length of the power line. Our neighborhoods will be scarred with the loss of trees and ugly industrial
power poles and lines dominating the skyline.

